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FOREWORD
coupling of hydrodynamic impact and elastic
response during slamming, and the development of a
two-fluid turbulent flow computational method for
surface ships. This brief list illustrates the quality
and timeliness of the symposium for naval
hydrodynamics.
The symposium featured invited lectures each
morning. The lectures were presented by M.
Longuet-Higgins, H. Miyata, P. Bearman, J.
Milgram, and M. Sevik and covered topics from
breaking waves to bluff body wakes to
hydroacoustics, as well as CFD simulations and
hydrodynamics in sailing. These lectures by
prominent international experts set the pace for the
sessions that followed.
The success of this symposium is the result of
hard work on the part of many people. There was, of
course, the Organizing and Paper Selection
Committee consisting of myself, Dr. Patrick Purtell,
and Mr. James Fein (Office of Naval Research), Dr.
Ronald Taylor (National Research Council), Prof.
Odd Faltinsen (Norwegian University of Science and
Technology), Dr. William Morgan (David Taylor
Model Basin), and Mr. John Dalzell (Journal of Ship
Research). The contribution of this committee was
certainly the cornerstone for the success of the
symposium. However, the administrative preparation
and execution, and the production of this archival
volume, would not have been possible without the
support of Mrs. Susan Campbell, Mrs. Dixie Gordon,
and the staff of the Naval Studies Board of the
National Research Council. Special appreciation is
also extended to Ms. Emma Kenney, from my office,
for handling the abstract collection and following
through with the preparation of the discussion
sections.

The Twenty-First Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics was held in Trondheim, Norway,
from June 24 - 28, 1996. This international
symposium was organized jointly by the Office of
Naval Research (Mechanics and Energy Conversion
S&T Division), the National Research Council
(Naval Studies Board), and the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology. This biennial
symposium promotes the technical exchange of naval
research developments of common interest to all the
countries of the world. The forum encourages both
formal and informal discussion of the presented
papers, and the occasion provides an opportunity for
direct communication between international peers.
More than 170 participants from 23 countries
attended the symposium. The attendees represented a
mixture of experience and expertise, as some
attendees were newly graduated students and others
were of established international repute. Seventytwo papers were presented in thirteen topical areas
covered by the symposium, including wave-induced
ship motions and loads, viscous ship hydrodynamics,
wake dynamics, wave hydrodynamics, cavitation and
bubbly flows, propulsor hydrodynamics/hydroacoustics, water entry, bluff body hydrodynamics,
shallow water hydrodynamics, fluid dynamics in the
naval context, CFD validation, frontier experimental
techniques, and hydrodynamics in ship design.
These topical areas were chosen for this particular
meeting because of the recent advances made in
them. Examples of the significant advances
presented in the papers are the high-resolution
numerical solution of bow waves for slender hull
forms showing the origin of bow waves in the bow
splash, the influence of cavitation nuclei on the
cavitation bucket for full-scale predictions, the

Edwin P. Rood
Office of Naval Research
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Opening Remarks

Dr. Fred E. Saalfeld
Deputy Chief of Naval Research/Technical Director
Ladies and gentlemen, good morning and
welcome to the Twenty-First Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics. It is my pleasure to look out on this
large number of participants from so many countries.
This symposium reflects the widely recognized need
for continual exchange of research information in the
engineering sciences applicable to marine vehicle
technology.
As technical director of the Office of Naval
Research, I am responsible for science and
technology supporting the U.S. Navy and Marine
Corps. Naval hydrodynamics is an essential area of
research, and I have a keen interest in encouraging
advancement in this field. I am looking forward to
hearing firsthand at this symposium the latest
achievements in predicting and controlling
hydrodynamics in an ocean environment. I have
previewed the papers to be presented; clearly this
symposium is the state of the art in naval
hydrodynamics. As many of you know, the Office of
Naval Research is celebrating its Fiftieth Anniversary
this year. From its birth, ONR recognized the
importance of international collaboration to the
success of our endeavors. Right from our start, we
had an office in Europe in appreciation of that
desired collaboration.
The Office of Naval Research is a descendent of
the World War II Office of Scientific Research and
Development, which, during the war, forged a new
partnership between the U.S. federal government and
scientists. The success of the Office of Scientific
Research and Development stimulated the Navy to
establish its own permanent presence in Europe
which would continue this partnership and ensure the
technical evolution of the Navy beyond the war's
end. Key to the establishment of ONR was Vannevar
Bush's 1945 paper "Science, the Endless Frontier,"
in which he urged that the government support and
participate in science. He also highlighted the need
for international exchange of scientific information
by stating, "increasing specialization of science will
make it more important than ever that science in this
country keep continually abreast of developments
abroad." Shortly thereafter an act of Congress
transformed the Office of Research and Inventions
into the Office of Naval Research. The foundation of
the ONR Europe (or as it was then known, ONR
London) operations of the time were rooted in the
thoughts of the 1947 Steelman report, which
espoused that it is important for researchers to be
aware of similar and overlapping interests

worldwide, at an early stage in the work, in order to
make plans for cooperation or cross-checking results.
The Office of Naval Research supports
hydrodynamics science and technology because there
is a direct benefit to naval warfighting capabilities.
As an intended ancillary product, the research also
supports technological advances in the commercial
arena. ONR provides the stable research
infrastructure that scientific efforts require to produce
beneficial results, even if the outcome cannot be
foreseen at the beginning. It is in this spirit that ONR
supports this symposium.
This symposium is unique. It is international in
character, alternating in location between the United
States and a host country other than the United
States. This is the twenty-first meeting of the
symposium since it began in 1956, 10 years after the
creation of ONR. Thus, this is the Fortieth
Anniversary year of this symposium. As always, the
symposium is sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research, the National Research Council, and a host
institution, in this case, the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology. Thank you, Professor Odd
Faltinsen, for hosting this conference. The majesty
of Norway is an appropriate setting for this
auspicious meeting of the world's naval
hydrodynamicists.
Many factors enter a nation's decision to design
and construct ships. These factors include
technological achievement, labor rates, government
subsidy, and defense priority. However, the enabling
factor is always technological achievement. For
example, common to both naval and commercial
interests is the need for fast, non-conventional
transports. This requires basic understanding of, and
a prediction capability for, complex turbulent flows
and their effects on performance. An enabling
technology would be the successful development of a
useable computer prediction method to complement
towing tank evaluations in the context of simulationbased design. Such a technology would use
calibrated computational methods to interpret and
expand the sparse database obtained from towing
tank evaluations.
Computational ship hydrodynamics is a growing
science and technology area. The naval
hydrodynamics community has the option of
managing this growth in such a manner that the
product is affordable. We see then that the goal of
affordable ships is both affordability in production as
well as affordability in design evaluation. We have
all heard the message that verification, validation,

and accreditation (words frequently attached to
computational methods) are the next focus area.
The initial development of computational
methods, or the evaluation in the towing tank of a
physical model, is viewed with much greater relish
by most researchers than the seemingly mundane task
of validation. Yet such a task is with merit, requiring
the best and the brightest of researchers, and is
crucial to the successful implementation of
computational ship hydrodynamics in the design
environment. I can see the day, not too distant, that
towing tank measurements and computational
investigations occur simultaneously as the common
database is filled and interrogated to achieve the
designs for high-performance ships. Such a bold step
is a major expense for any one nation to undertake.
For this reason, and among other reasons in other
fields, I have established the Naval International
Cooperative Opportunities in Science and
Technology Program (NICOP) under Dr. Craig
Dorman, chief scientist and technical director of
ONR Europe, who is attending this symposium.
This new program is designed to broaden,
institutionalize, and improve coordination of ONR's

international efforts, and to improve the Navy's
ability to access international science and technology
opportunities in priority areas. NICOP provides for
face-to-face exchange of technical expertise and
perspectives between U.S. and international participants. The intent is to establish long-term collaborative relationships that match strength to strength
and interest to interest. My staff, including the
program officers leading the research efforts
sponsored by ONR, agree with me that this program
deserves special emphasis. I encourage all of you to
consider, as you savor the international exchange of
this symposium, an idea for international
cooperation, and to present it to ONR as a candidate
for NICOP.
Seventy-two papers from 18 countries will be
presented and discussed at this symposium. These
papers were selected from approximately 150
submitted papers, almost all of which were of
sufficient quality to have been presented in this
symposium. You can expect high-quality, state-ofthe-art presentations. You are invited to vigorously
participate in the paper discussions. Have a good
meeting!

Twenty-First Symposium on
NAVAL HYDRODYNAMICS

Technical Sessions

Progress Toward Understanding How Waves Break
M.S. Longuet-Higgins (University of California at San Diego, USA)

Abstract. This paper reviews a number of investigations into the dynamics of
breaking waves. The simplest time-dependent model of gravity-wave breaking is the lowest
superharmonic instability of a steep Stokes wave. Recent calculations for both deep-water
waves and for solitary waves in shallow water show that as the wave steepness increases the
region of instability is increasingly confined to the wave crest, and takes the limiting form
of a "crest instability". The nonlinear development of the instability depends crucially on
the sign of the initial disturbance. Positive perturbations lead to overturning of the crest,
negative perturbations lead to a transition to a periodic wave of lower amplitude, then to
a quasi-periodic recurrence.
At wavelengths up to 2m surface tension and viscous effects are found to be drastically
important. An improved linear theory has been given for the generation of ripples ahead
of the wave crest (parasitic capillaries). When these ripples become nonlinear, a capillary
jump" is sometimes formed, which can be described in terms of two half-solitary capillary
waves. Shedding of mean vorticity by the highly-damped ripples leads to an unstable shearflow which may separate from the leading edge of the jump. Instabilities of the shear flow
in the form of "vortex waves" may account for the "Type 2" capillary waves seen crestwards
of the leading edge by Duncan et al. [1].
The onset of breaking in modulated groups of waves occurs at lower wave steepnesses
than do crest instabilities. Some examples are discussed, but a satisfactory theory is still
lacking.

1.

Introduction

Since the early 1970's increasing attention has been given by oceanographers to
the influence of breaking waves on the transfer of heat and momentum between atmosphere and ocean, the production of aerosols
and spray, the generation of the underwater
sound field, and the evolution of the wave
spectrum itself. On the other hand, naval
hydrodynamicists are interested especially
with the action of breaking waves on moving or stationary structures - the influence
of bow waves on wave resistance, turbulent
wakes and noise production, wave loading
on oil rigs and coastal defenses, not to mention the capsizing of ships in heavy seas.

My personal interest was rekindled
recently by the striking photographs taken
by Professor Duncan and his collaborators
at the University of Maryland; see Duncan et al. (1994) [1]. These are illuminated
cross-sections, taken at intervals of 0.01s,
of gentle breaking produced by focussing
wave energy with a controlled wavemaker
- a technique for studying wave breaking demonstrated at an earlier Symposium
on Naval Hydrodynamics (Longuet-Higgins
1974) [2]. The most remarkable feature is
that the crest of the wave eventually collapses into turbulence without the surface
ever having overturned on itself.
There are several problems raised by
these photographs (see Figure 1):

Type 2

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a gently breaking wave as observed by Duncan et al. [1].

1. Why does the wave crest become
asymmetrical, with a bulge on the forward
face?
2. Why do short (Type 1) capillary
waves appear below the forward edge, or toe
of the bulge?
3. Why do longer (Type 2) capillaries
appear above the forward edge?
4. Why do the Type 2 capillaries grow
and collapse?
5. How are these phenomena related to
other types of wave breaking?
A few days after Jim Duncan made
these observations in 1992, I happened to
be visiting his laboratory and had with me
a copy of a 1982 thesis by my student Philip
Cleaver [3] which treated what we now call
"crest instabilities", that is the instabilities of the flow near the crest of an almosthighest Stokes wave. It appeared that these
calculations might be relevant to the phenomena recorded by Duncan. As it turns
out, the initial bulge in Duncan's experiments cannot be interpreted directly as a
crest instability. Nevertheless the incentive
to carry out further investigations has led to
a deeper understanding of how crest instabilities are related to other instabilities of
steep waves, in both deep and shallow water. Furthermore, the presence of ripples,
both Type 1 and Type 2, suggests that capillary, and also viscous, effects are in some
ways important, even for gravity waves of
length 1 m or more. Subsequent investigations have shown these suppositions to be
correct, in a way that I hope to explain in
this lecture.

One of the simplest approaches to
wave breaking is to model the initial flow as
an instability of a uniform train of steep,
irrotational gravity waves. Here progress
has recently been made by studying the basic superharmonic instabilities of a progressive wave, namely those having the same
space periodicity as the unperturbed wave.
Some recent numerical calculations extending to very steep waves are summarised in
Section 4 below. It is found that these instabilities become localised near the wave
crests. To interpret the results and to introduce a proper scaling, it is convenient
first to summarise the theory of the "almosthighest wave," which describes the asymptotic form of the flow in the crest of a steep
Stokes wave of less than maximum steepness; see Section 2. The instabilities of this
crest flow have been recalculated in three recent papers, as described in Section 3, and
in Section 4 it is shown that these "crest
instabilities" do indeed correspond to limiting forms of the superharmonic instabilities.
Similar results for solitary waves in shallow
water are described in Section 5.
To follow the development of the
crest instabilities beyond the linear, infinitesimal stage, boundary-integral techniques can be used, as described in Section 6. This method reveals some surprising
differences in the subsequent time-histories
of the flow, depending upon the sign of the
initial disturbance. The flow may either develop as a plunging breaker or make a recurrent transition to a wave of lower amplitude.

For waves up to 2m in length the
effects of surface tension can be important.
An improved linear theory for the production of parasitic capillary waves in described
in Section 7. A descriptive theory is also
given for the nonlinear features known as
"capillary jumps;" see Section 8. The effect
of surface tension on crest instabilities is described in Section 9. New work on viscous
effects, including the generation of shearing
currents and the production of turbulence,
is described in Section 10. Lastly, in Section 11 we discuss one of the main unsolved
problems to do with breaking waves: the incidence of breaking in modulated groups of
waves. Section 12 is a brief summary of the
conclusions.
As is customary in modelling the
very rapid late stages of wave breaking, the
direct action of the wind on the water surface will be ignored; the pressure there is
assumed to be constant. For simplicity it is
also assumed that the motion is essentially
two-dimensional. Until the onset of the viscous effects discussed in Section 10, the flow
is assumed to be irrotational.
Among many other investigations
which it will not be possible to discuss in
detail we may mention two: Jenkins' [4]
calculation of a steady-state plunging wave
crest - in this review we shall be concerned
rather with the time-dependent problem of
how such a flow comes into existence - and
the dynamical theory by Shrira et al. [5] for
the three-dimensional structures known as
"horse-shoe" waves.

2.

The near-limiting form
of steep Stokes waves

When steady, irrotational gravitywaves (Stokes waves) approach their limiting steepness, conventional methods of
calculation, e.g. by Fourier series or integral equations tend to lose accuracy. On
the other hand the profile of the limiting
wave in deep water, with a 120° rest angle,
was determined many years ago by Michell
(1893) [6]; a modern calculation by Williams
(1981) [7] is accurate to at least 7 decimal
places. So why not work downwards, from
the steepest wave? In the wave of limiting
steepness (afc)max = 0.4432 the radius of
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Figure 2. Form of the wave crest in a nearlimiting progressive gravity wave. Full line: surface profile. Broken line: 30° asymptotes. From
Longuet-Higgins and Fox [8].
curvature R at the crest is zero, and the particle velocity q at the crest vanishes, in a reference frame moving with the wave speed.
Longuet-Higgins and Fox [8, 9] proposed
that in general the flow near the crest be
characterised by an inner length-scale
(2.1)
2<?

where g denotes gravity (see Figure 2). As
x/l and y/l go to infinity the flow tends
asymptotically to t'he Stokes corner-flow. At
the crest itself (x/l, y/l) = (0,-1). The free
surface is uniquely determined and the radius of curvature at the crest is found to be
Ä = 5.15Z

(2.2)

see [8]. In deep water this crest-flow can be
matched to the flow in the rest of the wave
by defining a small parameter
e2 =

H

(2.3)

where c0 = (g/k)1!2 denotes the speed of
linear gravity waves of length L = 2ir/k, and
by identifying three regions of the wave as
in Figure 3. In region I whose width is of order c*L, the flow is given by the asymptotic
flow just described, to lowest order; and the
length-scales are of order e2L. In region III
the flow is that in the limiting Stokes wave
to lowest order. Between these is a matching zone II, whose width is of order cL. The
process of matching, described in [9], leads

A third prediction of the theory, relevant to what will follow, is that the energy density E of a steep Stokes wave of a
given wavelength is not always an increasing
function of the wave steepness ak, but goes
through a sequence of maxima and minima before the maximum steepness (ak =
0.4432); see Figure 4. The first maximum
in E occurs when ak = 0.4292.
Figure 3. Sketch showing the three zones involved in the matching process. From LonguetHiggins and Fox [9].

3.

to the result that the parameter e is related
to the wave steepness ak by the simple formula

(ak)m&x-ak=U2 + 0(e3).

The normal-mode instabilities of the
crest flow, that is to say those growing initially like eßt, where Re(ß) > 0,
have been investigated by Longuet-Higgins
and Cleaver (1994) [10], Longuet-Higgins,
Cleaver and Fox (1994) [11] and LonguetHiggins and Dommermuth (1996) [12]. The
form of the lowest mode is shown in Figure 5. It has a peak elevation on the forward
face of the crest, and a peak depression on
the rear face. Because the perturbations are
linearised, the displacement is normalised so
as to make the maximum elevation equal to
unity.
How are these crest instabilities related to the known instabilities of a steep
Stokes wave in deep water?

(2.4)

The lowest-order correction to the inner flow
(that in Zone I) is of order e3(a_1) , where a
is the lowest positive root of the transcendental equation
— tan — = —■=
2
2
2v/3

(2.5)

a = 1.8027.

(2.6)

Crest instabilities

that is

In other words, the theory predicts that in
near-limiting waves, quantities will typically
differ from their limiting values by amounts
of order c2-4081, approximately.

1

m
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Figure 5. The lowest mode of instability of the
crest flow in Figure 2; the eigenfunction r}\. The
wave travels to the left. From Longuet-Higgins
and Dommermuth [12].

Figure 4. The energy density E in a steep progressive wave, as a function of the wave steepness ak.
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4.

Superharmonic instabilities: deep water

whose equation is
R/l = 5.1525 + 9.5 e3^1).

(4.1)

In Figure 7a we see profiles of the
lowest unstable mode at three different values of the parameter u = 1 - qc/qt, where
qc and qt are the particle speeds at the crest
and the trough respectively. The range of
u is from 0 to 1, with u = 1 corresponding to the steepest wave. (The three values
u - 0.84,0.88 and 0.92 correspond to ak =
0.4331,0.4375 and 0.4405 respectively). As
the wave steepness increases the perturbations become narrower. When, however, the
profiles are plotted with the scaled coordinate x/e2 as in Figure 7b, they appear to
converge to the same asymptotic form as
shown in Figure 5. This earns them the
name "crest instabilities."

Two kinds of normal-mode perturbations of steep Stokes waves can be distinguished, those that are superharmonic,
having the same space periodicity as the
initial wave train, and those that are subharmonic, i.e. with a longer space periodicity. We pay attention first to the simplest superharmonic perturbations. It was
first shown numerically by Tanaka (1983)
[13] and confirmed theoretically by Saffman
(1985) [14] that the simplest superharmonic
normal modes of a deep-water Stokes wave
became unstable at a wave steepness ak corresponding to the first maximum of the energy density E (see Section 2). Thus the
square of the eigenfrequency a = iß passes
from positive to negative values at this value
of the wave steepness ak. It was shown by
Longuet-Higgins, Cleaver and Fox [11] that
the values of ß\ for crest instabilities were
asymptotic to the rates of growth calculated
by Tanaka [13]. No data for the eigenfunctions were published by Tanaka, but the calculations have been carried to higher values
of ak and the corresponding eigenfunctions
computed in a more recent paper [15].
To verify the accuracy of the unperturbed surface profiles, we show in Figure 6
the radius of curvature R at the crest of
steep waves. The length / being defined by
equation (2.1), it will be seen that the values
of R/l lie practically on a straight line,
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Figure 7. Profiles of the lowest superharmonic
instability rji in a progressive deep-water wave
at three wave steepness ak = 0.4331, 0.4375 and
0.4405. (a) Unsealed, and (b) scaled horizontally by / = q2/g- From Longuet-Higgins and
Tanaka [15].
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Figure 6. The scaled radius of curvature R of a
steep Stokes wave, plotted against e3(a_1). From
Longuet-Higgins and Tanaka [15].
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solitary waves whose height is somewhat less
than the maximum. In 1974 it was discovered that many integral properties of solitary waves, including their speed and total
energy, attain maxima at heights less than
the limiting wave height (Longuet-Higgins
and Fenton) [18]. These authors used a series expansion with convergence accelerated
by Pade approximants. Their conclusion
was later confirmed by Byatt-Smith and
Longuet-Higgins [19] using an integral equation method. The latter also gave a physical
explanation. As with periodic waves in deep
water, all the calculations experienced difficulties for waves approaching the maximum
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An advance came with the introduction of a theory for the almost-highest wave
[8, 9]. Besides the application to deep-water
waves, Fox [20] in his Ph.D. thesis applied
it also to solitary waves with similar results,
namely that the speed c, height H, mass M,
momentum (or impulse) I, and the potential and kinetic energies V and T, were all
found to satisfy relations of the type

Figure 8. Squared rates of growth of the two
lowest normal-mode instabilities of deep-water
waves. From Longuet-Higgins and Tanaka [15].
The squared growth-rates A2 are
shown in Figure 8, scaled by factor e2. For
the smallest values of e, where the asymptotic theory applies, the squared frequencies
do indeed depend linearly on e3(a_1).
At larger values of e the squared
grown-rate diminishes, and passes through
zero at the steepness ak corresponding to
the first maximum of E. At this point the
form of the perturbation tends towards a
pure phase-shift; see Section 5.

F = Fi + Ae'3cos (2.143 In e'-B) + 0(e'4)
(5.1)
where a suffix 1 denotes the value for the
highest wave and e' is a small parameter defined by
2

€'

5.

= gl/cl

I = q2/2g,

(5.2)

similar to (2.3) except that here CQ denotes
the linear phase-speed (gh)1!2 of waves in
shallow water of depth h. Note that owing
to the term In e', which tends to — oo as the
limiting wave is approached, the right-hand
side of (5.1) is oscillatory in e'. In fact, we
can write

Instabilities in solitary
waves

Historically there has been some interplay between studies of solitary waves
in shallow water and waves in deep water. Moreover, the corresponding calculations for solitary waves can often be carried
to greater accuracy, yielding new or stronger
conclusions.
Early calculations of the highest
solitary wave have been summarised in a review paper by Miles (1980, Section 4) [16].
Probably the most accurate calculation was
later performed by Williams [7] whose numerical results have been confirmed to at
last five decimal places by Evans and Dorr
[17].
The most interesting theoretical results, however, concern the behaviour of

(F-Fi) = e'öAcos(9-B)

(5.3)

where 6 = 2.143 lne and A and B are
amplitude and phase constants. In Fox
[20] the constants A and B were evaluated,
in general, to only one significant figure,
and the results were not published at that
time. A more accurate computation of the
integral quantities, described by LonguetHiggins and Tanaka [15], has allowed the
constant in (5.3) to be calculated to at least
two significant figures (Longuet-Higgins and
Fox) [21]. The results are summarised in
Figure 9. Here the vectors are shown
12
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Figure 10. Scaled profiles of the lowest mode of
instability rji of the solitary wave, at four different wave heights. From Longuet-Higgins and
Tanaka [15].
Figure 9. A plot of Ac, AH, AM, AI, AV, AT,
AE and AL for a solitary wave (see equations
(5.1) to (5.4)). From Longuet-Higgins and Fox
[21].
AF = Ae%

B

limiting form as for the deep-water wave
(Figure 6b).
When on the other hand (e'Ai)2 approaches zero, which is at the first stationary value of E, the eigenfunction tends to a
pure phase-shift. This is illustrated by Figure 11 which shows the first mode 7/1 when
q/c = 0.25, corresponding to e' = 0.2287 or
H/d = 0.7842, only marginally above the
critical wave steepness. This is compared to
a pure phase-shift of the same solitary wave
(which is just proportional to the gradient
of the surface profile).

(5.4)

graphically for each of the quantities F =
c,H,M,I,V and T; also the total energy
E = V + T and the Lagrangian density L =
T - V. It will be noticed that there are
certain (exact) collineations. In particular L
and H lie on the line Oc through the origin
0. IM is not parallel to ET.
For many years it had been thought,
on the basis of the approximate KortewegdeVries equation, that all solitary waves
were essentially stable to small perturbations. But Tanaka [22] showed numerically
that the lowest-order perturbation of a solitary wave becomes unstable at the wave
height for which the total energy E is a
maximum - just as for waves in deep water. More recently (Longuet-Higgins and
Tanaka [15]) the calculations have been carried to even steeper waves, and it has been
shown that the second mode also becomes
unstable at the next stationary value of E,
the first positive minimum. The same is no
doubt true of the higher modes. The eigenfunctions of the two lowest modes are also
calculated accurately. Figure 10 shows the
lowest mode plotted against the scaled coordinate x/e'2 at four successive wave heights
approaching the limiting height. The profiles appear to be converging to the same
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Figure 11. Comparison of the lowest mode of
instability of the solitary wave at a wave height
close to the first energy maximum, compared to
a pure phase-shift. From Longuet-Higgins and
Tanaka [15].
The form of the second mode is
shown in Figure 12, scaled similarly. Here
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We have so far described only the
initial, infinitesimal stage of a crest instability. Because of the rapid rate of growth
of the lowest mode, this instability soon becomes nonlinear. The later stage of development can however be followed by a
boundary-integral, time-stepping technique,
as was first done for solitary waves by
Tanaka et al. [23]. However, the nonlinear development was found to depend crucially on the sign of the initial disturbance.
The same perturbation, if reversed in sign,
led not to wave breaking but to a smooth
transition of the original wave to a lower
solitary wave having almost the same total
energy. This is possible because of the energy maximum occurring at an intermediate wave height. The speed and momentum of the final wave were slightly different
from their original values, the difference being made up by a slight disturbance trailing
the main wave.
Similar calculations have been performed for deep-water waves by LonguetHiggins and Dommermuth [12] following a
less complete study by Julians [24]. Here
the initial perturbation was that given by
the asymptotic theory of Section 3, which
approximates the actual normal-mode instability. Figure 14 shows the growth of
the lowest mode, for a "positive" initial perturbation, that is to say one with a maximum on the forward face, and Figure 15
shows overturning of the surface profile, as
expected. The growth-rates of the "positive" and "negative" perturbations are compared with the linear theory in Figure 16.
The profile resulting from the "negative" initial disturbance developed as in Figure 17, with a transition to a wave of lower
amplitude and almost the same total energy.
Unlike the solitary wave, however, the wave
profile then returned almost to its original
form, in a kind of nonlinear recurrence; see
Figure 18 where the crest-to-trough wave
height is plotted as a function of the time
t. One might say that this recurrence phenomenon resembles that displayed by the
solitary wave, except that with the solitary
wave the period of recurrence is infinite.
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Figure 12. Scaled profiles of the second mode
of instability T)2 for solitary waves at three different wave heights. From Longuet-Higgins and
Tanaka [15].
also there appears to be convergence as
qjc _+ o. Figure 13 shows the behaviour of
the growth rates Ai and A2. As predicted,
when plotted against e't3(a~1)] the scaled
quantities e'Aa and e'A2, and their squares,
behave linearly as e' -*■ 0. Further data
and comparisons with deep water waves and
with the asymptotic theory will be found in
Longuet-Higgins and Tanaka [15].
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the two lowest instabilities of the solitary wave.
From Longuet-Higgins and Tanaka [15].
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Figure 14. Nonlinear growth of the lowest sup er harmonic instability in a deep-water wave,
at ak = 0.4398; positive perturbation. From Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [12].
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Figure 15. Nonlinear development of the surface profile corresponding to Figure 14. From
Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [12].
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Figure 16. Growth of the lowest superharmonic instability in Figure 14 as a function of
the time t. Crosses: positive perturbation. Square plots: negative perturbations. From
Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [12].
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Figure 17. Nonlinear development of the surface profile resulting from a negative perturbation. From Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [12].
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Figure 18. The crest to trough wave amplitude of a deep-water wave as a function of the
time t following a negative perturbation. From Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [12].

7.

Wave-generated ripples

acting near the crest of a steep gravity wave,
where the surface curvature is localised. As
seen in a reference frame moving with the
phase-speed c, the waves appear as a steady
current in the opposite direction - the localised pressure near the crest then produces
ripples upstream of the crest, that is on the
forward face of the wave.
A modern form of the theory,
which includes accurate calculations of the
gravity-wave profile, has recently been given
Longuet-Higgins [27]. Figure 20, from that
paper, shows the curvature K in steep Stokes
wave as a function of the distance s from
a wave crest, measured along the surface.
Clearly K is concentrated near the crests.
In the troughs, K is smaller and almost uniform; the profile is roughly a circular arc.
The influence of gravity on the
ripples, which affects their speed, enters
through the effective gravitational acceleration g*. This includes not only the component of gravity normal to the surface but
also the centrifugal acceleration arising from
the speed q of the current and the curvature
K of the surface, that is

We now discuss some of the unexpectedly important effects of surface tension
on gravity waves having wavelengths even as
great as 2m.
A typical photograph of short gravity waves (Figure 19a) shows a train of ripples riding just ahead of the wave crests.
How are these "parasitic capillary waves"
generated? An early theory [25] suggested
that they were due to surface-tension forces

(b)
Capillary
waves
High-vorticity
region

g* = g cos 0 — nq2
Figure 19. (a) Photograph of short gravity
waves showing wave-generated ripples (b) sketch
of turbulent zone beneath the wave crest. After
Ebuchi et al. [26].

(7.1)

where 6 is the surface inclination. Figure 21 shows that g* may vary from as little
as 0.63<7 at the wave crests to 1.3</ in the
troughs. Ripples will be generated, accord-
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Figure 22. The calculated surface slope dy/dx
in a wave of length 8.0 cm (b) Subcritical wave
steepness, (b) supercritical. From [27].
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Figure 21. The effective gravity of g* for a particle at the surface of a deep-water gravity wave,
as a function of distance s along the profile.
From [27].
ing to the linear theory, only when the local current-speed q exceeds the minimum
phase-speed c^n of capillary-gravity waves,
given by
4
(7.2)
Cmin = (49*T)V
where T denotes surface tension (the density
being unity). For low (subcritical) gravity
waves it is always true that q > Cmin, but
for steep (supercritical) gravity waves there

is a region near the crest where q < Cmin.
This part of the wave profile is non-resonant
or "hard". It is bounded by two caustics, at
which q = Cmin- The rest of the wave profile,
where ripples can be generated is resonant
or "soft". Figure 22 shows the calculated
surface slope dy/dx of ä typical wave of
length L = 8.0 cm, at difference steepnesses
AK of the gravity wave. The wave travels
to the left and the crests are at Kx - -2TT, 0
and 27T, where K = 2ir/L. Viscous damping is included in the calculation. The ripples appear mainly on the forward face of
the wave, as expected. The critical wave
steepness is AK = 0.32. In Figure 22a,
all the waves are subcritical, and the ripple steepness clearly increases with AK. In
Figure 22b the gravity waves are supercritical and the ripple steepness diminishes with
AK. Thus the ripple steepness is a maximum when AK = (AK)crit.
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Figure 24. A theoretical calculation of the surface profile for waves of length 10 cm (c.f. Figure 19). From [27].
well. However, there is some discrepancy
in the surface profiles immediately ahead of
the crest, which is due to nonlinearity, as we
shall now see.

8.

Capillary jumps

The theory in Section 7 was based
on the assumption that the parasitic capillaries were small perturbations superposed
on nonlinear gravity waves, and that the
slopes relative to the unperturbed gravity wave were small. Observations suggest
that the assumption is not always justified.
There is one feature near the crest, however, which may be understood in terms of
a type of nonlinear capillary-gravity wave
discovered recently, namely a solitary wave
on deep water (Longuet-Higgins [29,30];
Vanden-Broeck and Dias [31]).
Figure 25 shows a one-parameter
family of solitary waves each determined
uniquely by its maximum surface slope amax
or by the depth H of the central trough relative to the level at infinity. As H decreases
towards zero the tails develop more oscillations, and the whole wave train resembles a
packet of infinitesimal waves with phase and
group velocity equal to Cmjn; see LonguetHiggins [32]. Figure 26 shows that as H increases from zero the speed c of the solitary
wave is a decreasing function of H, being
generally less than c^nImagine then a non-uniform surface
current U as in Figure 27, where U decreases towards the right. If U is everywhere
slightly less than Cmin, it may be possible
for a steady wave to be superposed on the
current such that on the left it has the character of a solitary wave of speed C\ = \U\\,
and on the right it is like a solitary wave

Figure 23. Surface slope dy/dx versus time t
at a fixed point, in waves of length 6.5 cm.
(a) Measurements by Cox [28]; (b) enlargement
of one wave period of (a); (c) linearised theory.
From [27].
Figure 23 shows a comparison between the calculated surface slopes in a
gravity wave of period 0.20s (wavelength
L — 6.5 cm) and the slopes measured by
Cox [28] at a fixed point in his laboratory
tank (without wind). There is generally
good agreement. Some differences may be
due to the fact that the waves were not
perfectly steady, as can be seen from Figure 23a.
Figure 24 shows a similar calculation
for the 10 cm waves in Figure 19. The waves
are subcritical. The wavelengths of the ripples in the main train correspond very
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(b)

Hi

V,

Oi

Figure 27. Sketch of a capillary jump on a nonuniform stream U (a) A trapping jump, (b) a
leaky jump. From Longuet-Higgins [33].
of slower speed c2 = \U2\ and therefore of
greater height H2- Assuming the two halves
can be joined smoothly at the trough near
x = 0, then the difference in level between
the two sides at large distances from the origin will be

(g/ry/'x
Figure 25. A family of capillary-gravity solitary
waves. From Longuet-Higgins [28].

A = #2-#i-

In an extreme case the solitary wave on the
right may have the limiting form shown in
Figure 25a, and then

1.4

H2 = lA9(T/g)1/2.

0.5

(8.2)

This represents the maximum value of A.
Provided the current-speed U\ on the left
is also less than «Wn, the energy will be
trapped near x = 0 as in Figure 25c, giving a "trapping jump". If on the other hand
U\ < Cmin we may expect an unlimited train
of waves on the left, giving a "leaky jump".
A common situation in which to find a velocity gradient such as described is on the
forward face of a progressive gravity wave;
see Figure 27c. For steep Stokes waves,

1.0

-0.5

(8.1)

1.0 {sITffiH

Figure 26. The phase-speed c of the capillarygravity solitary waves in Figure 25 as a function
of the maximum surface depression H. The broken curve represents a low-wave asymptote. After Longuet-Higgins [30].
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9.
(c)

Effect of surface tension
on crest instabilities

We are now in a position to understand the influence of surface tension
on the crest instabilities described in Sections 2 to 6.
If surface tension is applied artificially to the unstable wave in Figure 15 at
time t = 0 and if the wavelength L is 132 cm,
the wave develops not as in Figure 15 but
as in Figure 28a. The crest does not overturn, but instead forms a capillary jump,
with a few ripples or parasitic capillaries
"upstream". Figure 28b shows a similar result when L = 16.7 cm. Surface tension
dominates the motion. It makes little difference when the initial perturbation is absent altogether; in each case the capillary
jump develops in a similar way, though at a
somewhat lower rate.

Figure 27c. Sketch of a capillary jump on a
Stokes wave.
dq/ds is typically a minimum not far from
the wave crest. Therefore we may expect
to find a capillary jump in such a situation.
Even though the wave is supercritical in the
sense of Section 7 and the crest is "hard"
to infinitesimal waves, nevertheless a halfsolitary wave may occur which, in the case
of a leaky jump, can produce a train of parasitic capillary waves.

-0.015

Figure 28. Effect of surface tension on the crest instability in Figure 15. (a) L = 132 cm,
(b) L = 16.7 cm . From Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [34].
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With the same time-stepping technique we are able to carry out a fully nonlinear calculation of the growth of parasitic
capillary waves on a regular, periodic train
of Stokes waves. For example we show in
Figure 29 the surface slope dy/dx corre-

Our conclusion is that the crest
instability is a comparatively weak instability, at these short gravity wavelengths.
An example of surface tension acting on a
fast-growing gravity-wave instability will be
given in Section 11.

AK = 0.35
t/T = 2.4 —

2.8 —
3.2

, tkMfc

0.4

x/L

Figure 29. Computed surface slopes of an 8.0 cm gravity wave when surface tension is
applied at time t = 0. (a) AK = 0.35, t/r = 2.4, 2.8 and 3.0 (r = wave period); (b) AK
= 0.27, 0.31 and 0.35, t/r = 3.2. From Longuet-Higgins and Dommermuth [34].
slope s has been plotted against the initial
gravity-wave steepness ak. It can be seen
that whereas in the linear theory s has a
maximum at the critical value of ak, in the
nonlinear theory s increases monotonically
with ak throughout the whole range.

sponding to a Stokes wave of length L = 8.0
cm, when surface tension is applied at time
t = 0. Compare Figure 22. For the nonlinear calculation there is no need to use a
WKB approximation as in the linear theory.
The two kinds of calculations are compared
in Figure 30, where the maximum ripple
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"vortex waves," which soon break up into
turbulence (c.f. Duncan et al. [1]). Thus the
wave can effectively break without the free
surface ever overturning. It is also possible
that some spilling breakers may be initiated
in this way.
In [36] only two-dimensional instabilities of a simple shear flow were considered. It is very likely that the surface current is unstable to three-dimensional disturbances also, and that these will eventually
dominate. This would tend to explain the
"streamwise vortices" that Ebuchi et al. [26]
have observed in the crests of 10 cm waves.
On larger scales, vorticity may be
injected by an overturning wave, simply as
a result of the difference in horizontal velocity between the forwards jet and the forward
face of the wave onto which it falls. This
way of initiating a spilling breaker is qualitatively similar to that described above.
Lin and Rockwell [37] have carried
out careful experiments on the evolution of
breaking waves forced by a submerged aerofoil. They have found that, with one experimental configuration, the dominance of
capillary wave effects which is exemplified in
Duncan et al.'s photographs [1] may be limited to a certain range of Froude numbers
(based on the chord of the aerofoil). Even
within this range the surface profile and velocity field are extremely sensitive to small
changes in the Froude number. It should
be commented that the Weber number must
also be highly relevant to the flow.

r T

~ ~

S

1.5

0.5

-0
0.2

I

0.25

0.3

I

I

I

0.35

AK

Figure 30. Maximum slope s of capillary waves
on an 8.0 cm gravity wave as a function of ak.
Comparison of linear theory (o) and nonlinear
computation (+).
A numerical simulation of Duncan et
al.'s experiment has been carried out by Yao
et al. (1996) [45] using a boundary-integral
technique embodied in their routine LONGTANK. The initial conditions at the wavemaker are those of Duncan et al. [1]. Without surface tension, the focussed wave overturns and breaks, as in a plunging breaker.
If a realistic value T = 74 dyne/cm is applied then the surface does not overturn but
the profiles of Figures la and lb of Duncan
et al. [1] are accurately reproduced.

10.

11.

Viscous effects

Capillary waves will, because of
their high rate of damping, produce a
strong, rectified, shearing current at the free
surface, as proved in Longuet-Higgins [35].
The vorticity in this shear will be convected
back towards the crest, and the current so
produced may become unstable (LonguetHiggins 1994) [36]. Alternatively the flow
can separate at the toe of the jump, producing a strong free shear layer which is
unstable. This seems to be the explanation for the Type 2 ripples above the toe
of the bulge in Figure 1 above. As shown in
Longuet-Higgins [36] the ripples represent

Breaking in modulated
wave trains

On a scale larger than 2m, the capillary and viscous effects that were discussed
in Section 7 to 8 become less important.
The problem then is, how to give a rational account of breaking in a random field of
gravity waves in an ideal fluid, and without
the immediate influence of the wind.
In random seas there are two interesting limiting cases. The first is when
the spectrum is broad, containing energetic
short waves superposed on the dominant
waves. In such a case the shorter waves can
be shown theoretically [38] and experimen23

narrow that the surface can be thought of
as a more or less slowly modulated wave
train. The best-known example, in two dimensions, is the subharmonic Benjamin-Feir
instability, in which the modulation of the
waves gradually increases and may lead

tally [39] to steepen and break on the crests
of the dominant waves. A statistical model
of whitecaps has been constructed on this
basis [40, 41].
The second important limiting case
is when the wave spectrum is sufficiently
ky

t=0

H
(b)

(a)
IT

3r

AT

kx

4w

lr(c)

Figure 31 The nonlinear development of a subharmonic instability in a deep-water wave
of initial steepness ak = 0.25. (a) Surface profiles, (b) the perturbation, enlarged X 20,
(c) final stage of wave breaking. From Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet (1978) [42].
until after about 4.5 wave periods one of
the waves suddenly develops a local instability, increases in height and overturns, all in
about one-sixth of a wave period. The fluctuation in steepness of the individual waves
is shown in Figure 32, as a function of time.

to breaking. Figure 31 shows the nonlinear
development of a wave group containing just
two waves, studied numerically by LonguetHiggins and Cokelet (1978) [42]. Starting
with a nearly uniform wavetrain of steepness
ak = 0.25, the modulation gradually grows
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Recently Yao et al. [44] have presented data on the inception of wave breaking in random seas, obtained with their numerical program LONGTANK. A summary
is in Figure 5 of Yao et al. [45], which
suggests that in water of arbitrary uniform
depth breaking tends to begin when the horizontal particle velocity q is about equal to
the local group-velocity cg.
Here some caution must be exercised, since for nonlinear waves the concept of group-velocity is not well-defined. A
discussion of various definitions is given by
Peregrine and Thomas (1979) [46]. Their
Figure 8 shows that when ak > 0.3 the various possibilities differ significantly from one
another (and from the linear group-velocity)
especially in deep water.
We may note that for solitary waves,
where the group-velocity must presumably
be defined as equal to the phase-speed c, the
onset of crest instabilities actually occurs in
waves of less than the limiting height (see
Section 5). Hence the relation q = cg does
not hold exactly.
It may also be noted that in order for
the particle velocity in a deep-water wave to
exceed one-half the phase-speed c, we find
by calculation that the wave steepness ak
must exceed 0.3490, not 0.32 as in Figure
32. This might be attributed to a nonlinear
increase in the group velocity, if one adopted
a suitable definition of cg. However, we see
from Figure 32 that the wave immediately
preceding the wave that breaks does not itself break, although it attains a steepness
of 0.343. Hence it seems that the apparent
relation of the horizontal particle speed to
the group velocity can be true only approximately, or else in a statistical sense. Nevertheless the question of how and why waves
break in a modulated group remains one of
the most important unsolved problems.
What is the effect of surface tension
on the breaking of a modulated wave train?
We can repeat the calculation by LonguetHiggins and Cokelet [42] of a two-wave subharmonic instability but now including surface tension. If we assume a wavelength L 66 cm, for example, (the horizontal periodicity being 21) then at an initial steepness
ak = 0.25 capillarity has a negligible effect,
at first. But in the final stage of overturning, seen in Figure 33, the form of the jet

r

0.4

(a)

\,

a'k

0.2

ii'i

i_

Figure 32. Time-dependence of the local wave
amplitude a' and wave steepness a'k' in Figure 31. From Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet
(1978) [42].
It is important to distinguish between the
initial wave steepness
(afc)iN = 0.25,

(11.1)

the steepness at the onset of breaking
(afc)oN = 0.32

(11.2)

and the wave steepness at overturning
(ak)ov = 0.38.

(11.3)

Similar results have been found in
laboratory experiments by Bonmarin [43].
It is notable that the abrupt change in the
character of the flow at the onset of breaking occurs at a much lower steepness than
any of the superharmonic or crest instabilities discussed earlier which can occur only
above the energy maximum at ak = 0.429.
Nevertheless the shapes are very similar.
An interesting unsolved question is:
what determines the onset of breaking?
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-0.96

-0.92

-0.94

z/21

Figure 33. Consequence of applying surface tension to the subharmonic instability in Figure 31, starting at time t - 0. Final stages of overturning. From Longuet-Higgins and
Dommermuth [34].
(4) The nonlinear development of a
crest instability depends crucially upon the
sign of the initial, infinitesimal disturbance.
Positive perturbations lead to overturning
and plunging breakers, negative perturbations lead to a transition to a lower wave of
almost the same energy, then to a periodic
recurrence - in deep-water. In shallow water
the period of the recurrence is infinite.
(5) Surface tension has a drastic effect on steep gravity waves with lengths L
up to 1.5m or more. Parasitic capillary
waves appear on the forward face of the
wave. A linear theory shows that the source
of these ripples is the region of sharp curvature near the wave crest. For very steep
(supercritical) gravity waves the waves are
trapped between two caustics in the wave
trough.
(6) A nonlinear theory for parasitic capillary waves shows that a "capillary
jump" can occur near the crest of a steep
gravity wave. This can be thought of as the
joining of two deep-water solitary capillarygravity waves, of different height. The jump
may be either trapping or leaky.
(7) Viscous damping of the parasitic capillaries leads to the generation of
a shearing current, which converts vorticity into the crest of the gravity wave, producing shear instability and turbulence. In
short gravity waves this is called a "capillary roller". In the experiments of Duncan

is considerably modified by surface tension.
Unlike the crest instabilities and the gentle breaker seen in Duncan's experiments,
here the jet is sufficiently energetic that capillarity is unable to prevent overturning of
the surface, even when the wavelength L is
smaller.

12.

Conclusions

(1) The crests of steep periodic gravity waves conform accurately to the asymptotic theory for the almost-highest wave,
having a radius of curvature R given by
equation (2.7) with / = q2/2g.
(2) The simplest superharmonic
perturbations of Stokes waves, which become unstable at steepnesses ak corresponding to the first energy maximum, at first
are simple phase-shifts of the whole wave.
As ak increases the instabilities become
more and more concentrated near the crest.
Their length-scale is proportional to q2/2g,
and their form and rate of growth is in
agreement with the lowest instability of the
almost-highest wave. They may appropriately be called "crest instabilities".
(3) Similar results hold, with
greater accuracy, for solitary waves in shallow water. Here the crest instabilities are
the only normal-mode instabilities of the
wave as a whole.
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et al., the Type 2 capillaries seen above the
edge of the jump before turbulent collapse
can be interpreted as shear instabilities, or
"vortex waves".
(8) Breaking in modulated wave
trains (wave group's) occurs generally at
lower wave steepnesses than in a uniform
wave train. In a periodic group containing
two waves (Figure 31) the onset of breaking occurred in a wave for which ak = 0.32.
Final overturning was at ak - 0.38. There
is no unique relation between the group velocity and the horizontal particle velocity at
the onset of breaking.
(9) Contrary to earlier conclusions,
the initial crest bulge in the experiments
of Duncan et al. is not a crest instability,
since it occurs at a lower wave steepness, but
resembles more the instability that occurs
in a wave group. However the final form
of a breaking wave is remarkably invariant,
whether it arises from a crest instability or
from a wave group. To find a rational theory
for the onset of breaking waves in a group
is a main unsolved problem.
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Radiation and Diffraction Waves
of a Ship at Forward Speed
M. Ohkusu, G. Wen (Kyushu University, Japan)
Abstract
An improved method to measure diffraction and radiation waves around a ship model running in waves
at forward speed is proposed. With this technique
we are able to view the diffraction and/or radiation
waves which are usually invisible in tank tests due to
the existence of other effects such as incident waves
and steady Kelvin waves. Measured wave pattern
especially with blunt bow and shallow draft ships is
used to investigate validity of an analytical method to
predict the diffraction and radiation waves and added
resistance of a ship.

1

Introduction

We are developing more and more sophisticated analytical method to understand and predict realistic
nonlinear hydrodynamics of ships in waves. Validity
of those methods is still tested, however, with traditional way of comparing the theoretically predicted
and experimentally measured global hydrodynamic
force on ships. The global force is an integrated effect
and the implication of the test results is not always
clear. The more sophisticated the analytical methods are, the more strict and direct experimental test
such as the comparison of fluid pressure without any
integration effect will be necessary to prove their advantage over traditional heuristic approaches. This
kind of test is also plausible from practical point of
view because ship designers do need analytical tool
accurate enough to predict local sea loads as well as
global sea loads.
The present author proposed (Ohkusu (1984)) to
make careful observation of radiation and/or diffraction wave form generated by a ship running in waves
and to compare them with the theoretically predicted
ones. The purpose is to prove by more direct manner
validity or invalidity of our current analytical methods to predict the flow and the pressure regarding
the ships in waves. Measurement of the flow and
the pressure themselves naturally serves better practically as well as academically this purpose. Reason

of the wave observation instead is that it undergoes
less integration effect than the global force. Moreover
the measurement is easier in terms of experimental instrumentation and its accuracy is much more reliable
than that of the flow or pressure measurement.
Investigations based on this idea have already produced some successful results. A large discrepancy,
for example, found between added resistance measured as a force and one directly derived from measured wave energy leads to an idea of breaking of the
diffraction waves in front of the ship bow and new
method has been developed to predict extra added resistance due to the breaking of the diffraction waves
(Naitoh et al. (1987)). Yet we found recently that
the difference is unusually large with hull forms of
shallow draft or at ballast condition corresponding
to the shallow draft (SR211(1993)). No theoretical
explanation is available now for this large difference.
We have some to be improved in the original technique proposed by the present author to measure
diffraction and radiation waves. It gave only wave
distribution on a line parallel to the track of a ship
model running in experimental tank. One can not
construct two dimensional image of the wave pattern
by those data alone. This was one reason to derive the
amplitude function of the component wave composing the diffraction and radiation waves from the data
and to reconstruct the global wave characteristics.
This process is possible only when we can assume a
mathematical expression of the waves, a linear superposition of component waves satisfying dispersive
relation corresponding to its direction of propagation.
Therefore some part of wave energy will not possibly
be captured with this process. So it is plausible if
we could measure two dimensional wave pattern and
compare them without any processing with theoretical prediction. It is also desirable to separate the
first and second order wave components to compare
the former with the predicted by linear theories.
In this report we return to the present author's old
approach of measuring waves but we attempt to improve it in order that we can obtain directly the global
image of the diffraction and radiation waves at forward speed and separate them into the first and sec29

ond order parts. We investigate various information
on the diffraction and radiation waves observed by
the improved technique of wave measurement particularly for seeking any explanation of the discrepancy
of added resistance of shallow draft ships.
We then propose a linear analytical approach to
predict the fluid pressure on ships particularly due
to the diffraction wave. This approach accounts effectively for nonuniform steady flow which is prominent in the vicinity of the blunt bow and is supposed
to have large influence on accurate prediction of the
wave pressure on the bow part.
We test the accuracy of our analytical approach by
comparing the diffraction wave field predicted with
the measured with our improved technique. We presume that if the prediction of the diffraction wave
elevation around the bow is accurate, then the prediction of wave pressure on the bow part will be accurate and the added resistance, on which the wave
loads at the bow is the most influential, will be predicted accurately.

X

Figure 1: Coordinate System

2

Measurement of Radiation
and Diffraction Waves

instants whose interval is Ax/U. U is the speed of
the ship model.
Temporal and spatial variation of the diffraction
Neither radiation wave nor diffraction wave field generated by a ship advancing in waves is visible at tank or radiation waves generated by the ship model runtest because of the coexistence of other waves such ning at forward speed in the monochromatic incident
as steady wave generated by the forward speed of the waves or sinusoidally oscillating is given to the second
ship on otherwise a calm water and incident waves. order by
So we need a technique to separate each of those
waves.
I2u)t
ei t
T
It is relatively simple to exclude the effect of the C(x,y,t) =vo{x,y) + vi(x,y) " + i2{x,y)e
fll
incident waves. We measure them upstream where
they are not yet disturbed by a ship model and extrapolate them to near it. The extrapolated incident where the coordinates fixed to the average position
of the ship model are defined as a right-hand system
waves are subtracted from the measured wave.
Another problem is that instantaneous distribution shown in Fig.l.
The first term on the right of (1) is the steady wave
of wave elevation around the model is not a full inelevation
corresponding to the Kelvin wave pattern.
formation of the radiation and the diffraction waves.
Naturally
it includes the second order steady compoOne can obtain a complete picture of the radiation
nent.
The
second term is the linear oscillatory part
and the diffraction waves only when the distribution
and
the
third
the second order oscillatory component.
of the amplitude and the phase of the wave motion is
If
the
interval
Ax/U is small enough and the nummeasured.
ber
of
the
wave
probes is large enough, we fit meaOur method to overcome this at tank test is to
sured
wave
elevation
on several different time instants
place several wave probes on fixed positions to the
with
equation
(1)
at
every x of the line y = conwater tank and on a line parallel to the track of the
stant
to
determine
rjo,
m and V2- Fig.2 is an examship model with an equal spacing Ax. When the ship
model advances in the tank, each wave probe comes ple of the fitting of the wave motion in the vicinity
to a location relative to the ship model at different of a ship model at midship; this example is the ratime instant. In other words the wave probes record diation waves of a Series 60 model of CB = 0.8 at
the wave elevation at every location on the line paral- ballast condition forced to heave at relatively large
lel to the ship model's track on several different time amplitude (amplitude-to-draft-ratio is 0.9). We used
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(2) The second harmonic component is significant at
the fore front of the diffraction wave pattern where
naturally the wave steepness is the largest. Amplitude of the second harmonics is as large as 10 % of
that of the incident waves. It might suggest the wave
breaking at the front of the diffraction waves.
(3) No significant difference between the diffraction
waves at full load and ballast conditions is observed.
Free wave component of r)\{x,y) that is predominant away from the hull surface is expressed by

Series-60 L=2.0m
Fn=0.1 T=0.6sec Y/L=0.10 X/L=0.5
10

Vl(x,y)

= ^2 I' m)^i{XiX+Hy)de

(2)

j=i

where
0
Ai(fl) = 2cos0-(1-2TCOS0± Vl-4rcos6»),

^•(0) = Aj(0)tan0, Ko =

Figure 2: Time Series of Wave Elevation
twelve wave probes in this experiment and the number of the measured data represented by circles is naturally twelve. Introduction of the second harmonic
terms in equation (1) is apparently appropriate and
the 771 determined is the complex amplitude distribution of linear radiation wave.
Replace the wave probes to another y and repeat
the procedure described above, we have 770,1,2 on various y values. With them we can compose the pattern
of the radiation or diffraction waves as shown in Fig. 3
and Fig.4.
Fig.3 is the diffraction wave r]i(x,y)elut and
772(3;, 2/)el2u,t at a time instant of u/t = 0 for OHS hull
form(a bulk carrier's hull form of CB = 0.80, L/B =
5.48) at ballast condition. The relative position of the
ship is drawn by a slender rectangle. Magnitude of
772 to 771 (about 20 % ) in this example is found to be
much larger than the second harmonic component of
the incident waves (less than 5%) which is inevitably
contained. We may conclude that the most part of 772
is generated not by the second harmonic component
of the incident waves but by some nonlinear interaction of waves and body.
Several features of the diffraction wave shown in
Fig.3 and 4 are:
(1) Energy of other wave component than the component of the fundamental frequency is apparently very
small. This means that added resistance due to the
wave component other than the linear one may not
be considerable.
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W

9
The direction 6 of the component wave for which real
value of \j does not exist is to be excluded from the
integral (2).
A technique is already established of obtaining experimentally the function Fj (6) with a Fourier transform of the measured waves on a line of y = constant
(Ohkusu (1996)). Practically an extrapolation of the
measured wave record to the location of x larger than
some value is necessary since the record far behind
the ship model is affected by the tank wall reflection
and not to be used as the data for the transform. The
expression (2) of the wave elevation is asymptotic one
which is correct when \x\ is sufficiently large but \y\
is kept constant. Possible error in Fj{9) due to a
Fourier transform of the measured wave at a finite x
was investigated by making use of theoretical wave
elevation (Ohkusu and Iwashita (1986)). No considerable error was found especially for the dominant
F2{6).
At higher Froude number the diverging wave part
of diffraction and radiation waves will prevail; the
diverging wave components propagate into the directions 6 close to 7T/2 and their wave length 2-rr/Xj in
the x direction is very long. Naturally the x-wise
Fourier transform of rji{x,y) will not give accurate
amplitude Fj(9) of those components. In such cases
the y-wise transform of r)i(x,y) is plausible. This
transverse transform is possible when the measured
wave data as shown in Fig.3 and 4 are available. The
wave pattern in Fig. 3 and 4 exemplifies that diffraction waves vanish rapidly as y become larger; the
transverse transform is more convenient for one may
terminate the transform at a finite y.

Figure 3: Diffraction

Wave of OHS form at cot = 0, Ico component (left) and 2w component (right)
Ballast Condition, Fn = 0.17, A/L = 0.5

Figure 4: Diffraction Wave

of a Series 60 (CB = 0.8) at cot = 0, at Full Load(Je/t) and Ballast (right)
F„= 0.20, A/L = 0.5
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Two wave components propagating into two different directions 9 and 9* have an identical wave number
in the y direction:

M
„ 1
P=I

-

-oo

iXi(6)xp

7—00

M = Mi(0) = /*i(0*)
for

M

fj, > 4(w2/ff) sin[cos_1(l/4r)]

M

V

= /xi(ö) = M2(ö*)
for

0 < Ai<4(w2/c/)sin[cos"1(1/47")]

Consequently the Fourier transform of 771 into y direction provides a linear sum of F\(0) and Fi(0*) or
F2{0*) dependent on the value of \i as given in equation (3) and (4).

1

f°°

»dx

Fi(0*) i\1{em)x

MP«i(»)'
7i(*)

for fi> 4(w2/3)sin[cos-1(l/4T)]

F2(8*) ,iA2(e*)x

Fi{0)

(3)

iXl(e)x

f2(6*y
for 0 < n < 4(w2/g)sin[cos H1/4-7")]

(4)

where

•^

1

cos" 9

1±

sin26>
\/l - 4T COS 0

(5)

In order to determine Fi(9) and F2(0) we repeat
the transform (3) and (4) for the data rji(x,y) at
more than two different x. We compute the left hand
side of equation (3) and (4) with Tji(xp,y) at several
locations of xp(p = 1,2,3, • • •, M) that distribute at
an equal spacing along the length (2ir/\2(ir)) from
some distance behind the stern. We determine Fj{6)
such that equation (3) and (4) fit those values at different xp with the least error. For fj,, for example, in
0 < fj, < (w2/g)sin[cos"1(l/4r)], the following is a simultaneous equation to determine Fi(0) and F2(6>*):

, ^7r J-co
ffaCA*) ,,

Fj(6) sp ixp(-\1(g)-A2(g'))

/6>

Fxiß)

/i(ö)

l j

For M > 4(w2/fl)sin[cos-1(l/4r)]! Fi{0) and Fi(0*)
will be determined in a similar manner with equation
(4).
Fj{6) that is determined by the transverse transform must be accurate for the component propagating into the direction 6 ~ 7r/2. It is, however, supposed to be less accurate for the components whose
crest lines are parallel or almost parallel to the y axis.
However this is improved in our method by using the
data at several xp covering the length 27r/A2(7r), the
wave length of the component with the crest line parallel to the y axis.
Fj{6) determined by the y-wise transform will give
the wave structure behind the ship model because
it uses the measured wave behind the stern. On the
other hand x-wise transform is on the waves measured
close to the bow. We expect that comparison of Fj(6)
for the components propagating forward of the ship
obtained by both transforms will possibly give some
information on the difference of far and near field
wave characteristics.
In Fig. 5 and 6 we compare relative magnitude of
Fi>2(6>) obtained by the i-wise and the y-wise transforms. They are of the diffraction waves due to a
Series 60 model presented in the previous section. In
those figures the abscissa ß represents the angle of
9 - ao where ao is the critical angle COS_1(1/4T).
F2(6>) is plotted to the right direction from ß = 0
but Fi(0) to the left direction. Fi(0) is negligibly
small for larger angle 9. Naturally Fi(a0) = F2(a0)
as known from /xi(a0) = ^2(c*o) and both curves are
continuous at ß = 0. Reason of the plotting F2(/?)
for relatively small range of ß is that only this part
prevails in the contribution to added resitance. It is
seen clearly that F\{6) is very small compared with
F2(0)
Agreement of Fj{9) by the z-wise and y-wise transforms is considerable except that the latter seems to
represent more details of it. This is not surprising
since the latter is supposed to give more accurate
F2(9) of the diverging waves (8 ~ a0 ~ TT/2). The
agreement of regardless of the full load (Fig.5) or ballast condition (Fig. 6). This agreement suggests that
our linear model of the wave given by equation (2) is
correct in describing diffraction waves around a ship.
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Series-60 (Full)

OHS form (Ball.)

Fn = 0.20

X/i

= o.so

11 i i 11 i i i i i i i i 11 i i

x/L = o.50

1 Oi i i i i | i i i i | i i i i [ i i i i | i i i

F2(0)

Figure 7: Fj(6) of diffraction waves (ballast)
Figure 5: Fj{6) of diffraction waves (full load)

Series-60 (Ball.)
10
F2(8)

Fig. 7 is a similar comparison with the diffraction
waves of OHS form st ballast condition. The hull
form has a big bulbous bow. Added resitance of this
hull form particularly in head waves of short wave
length and at ballast condition is unusually large as
shown later. We see significant difference between
Fj(0) by the x and y-wise transforms. The disagreement suggests anomaly in the wave pattern of this
hull form one can not describe by equation (2). However we can not find any considerable feature suggesting this anomaly of the wave in Fig. 3. We may
conjecture the the wave energy is disspated during
its propagation from near to behind the ship. But
we can not conclude definitely so and we can not either say that this anomaly of the wave is the cause
of unusually large added resistance of this ship.

Fn - 0.20
X/L = 0.50

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

X-Transform
Y-Transform

„•

3
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Computation of Diffraction
and Radiation Waves

Full nonlinear treatment of radiation or diffraction
waves generated by a running ship is not straightforward. Even linear or qusi-linear theory is not
so easy to be numerically implemented (Sclavounos
(1996), Iwashita et al. (1994)). A panel method using 3D Green function satisfying a full linear free surface condition at forward speed, for example, needs
formidable computer time and the results are some-

Figure 6: Fj(0) of diffraction waves (ballast)
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time ambiguous when we compute the fluid pressure
close to the free surface or the wave elevation close
to the hull surface. We should develop a theoretical
method robust as well as rational in predicting the
diffraction waves particularly close to the ship bow.
We give the first priority to accurate prediction of
the diffraction wave, the divergent wave component
in particular, close to the bow part. We suppose the
diffraction wave at the bow almost determines the
fluid pressure that decides added resitance of the ship
in the incident waves of short wave length. Moreover
the divergent waves propagating into the direction
9 ~ a0 to 7r/2 contribute much more to the added
resistance than the transverse waves progressing into
the direction 6 ~ IT. The divergent wave prevails
at the bow part and therefore is to be accurately
predicted. We must consider interacting effect by
nonuniform steady flow close to the bow of the ship.
Consider a ship running at forward speed U in incident regular waves on deep water. Let (x,y, z) be a
right-handed coordinate system fixed to the mean position of the ship; the z is vertically upward through
the fore end of the ship, —x is in the direction of
forward motion and the origin is in the plane of the
undisturbed free surface. Here we restrict ourselves
to diffraction waves for brevity of explanation.
The problem is formulated in terms of potential
flow theory. The total velocity potential is expressed
by

ibJt

*=Ux + 4>s{x, y, z) + £>(*, V, z)e

d24>

2

dz2

dy

(10)

0

Their free surface condition is complicated one and
must be satisfied on the steady water surface displaced from z = 0. The relatively high steady wave
elevation resulting from the first assumption for /
does not admit the free surface condition of <f> transferred onto z = 0. This free surface condition, though
it is linear with respect to <j>, apparently produces an
intricate situation for the diffraction wave; the incident waves coming far upstream which is usually assumed linear will be diffracted on the displaced free
surface and the ship surface. Numerical implementation of this formulation has not been successful for
the diffraction waves.
Their formulation is yet attractive because it can
deal with the bow flow rather correctly but by simpler way. It can account for the interaction effect of
steady wave elevation considerable at the bow part on
the diffraction wave. We introduce a rather inconsistent and simpler approach similar to it. Our simpler
approach considers only weak interaction with the
steady flow. Despite df/dx — 0{fe~1/2) we assume
the steady wave elevation is not so high and the free
surface condition for <f> is transferred to z — 0. While
we ignore 0(<j>%) terms, we retain almost all other
terms even if they are redundant. It yields the free
surface condition when the ship is in head waves:

U+

iut

+ <P(^ V, z)e

(9)
where UJ is the circular frequency of encounter of the
ship with the regular incident waves. <fis is the velocity potential of the steady flow due to the ship
forward velocity, cj>oeluJt the velocity potential of the
incident waves and <f>eZUJt the velocity potential of the
first harmonics of the diffraction waves.
The boundary value problem for <j> is simplified by
introducing the slenderness parameter e which represents the order of magnitude of the ratio of the beam
or the draft to the ship length.
Faltinsen and Zhao (1991) gave a boundary value
problem for the radiation wave 4> derived from the assumptions df/dx = 0{fe-ll2) df/dy,z = 0(fe~l)
in some region near the ship, where / is any flow
variable caused by the ship. The first assumption is
quite appropriate when we are concerned with the
flow close to a relatively bluff bow, where the flow
variation down the ship length is supposed to be not
so small. The governing equation of <j> near the ship
is two dimensional Laplace equation:

d24>

d<t>s

d<p

dx

dx

d(fis d(j>
-gC-

dy dy

d<j>s
dz

u+

d<h

dx dx
on -z = Q

dz

d<f>s d<j>
dz dz

(11)

d<t>s

dx

dx

dz

dy dy
dCo d<f>s
dx dx
onz = 0

dy dy

(12)

where £elu>t represents the wave elevation due to
4>eluJt, Coetwt the elevation of the incident wave and
£s the steady wave elevation by <fisThe difference of this free surface condition from
usual linear free surface condition is the inclusion of
the nonuniform steady flow and wave elevation represented by the terms of 4>s and £.<?. They will represent partly the effect of the steady flow on the unsteady wave making. The terms including d<f>s/dx
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It does not, however, cause a trouble since our current concern is accurate prediction of divergent waves
which are predominant in the vicinity of the bow;
this method can account readily for the effect of the
nonuniform steady flow which is also considerable
close to the bow.
The steady flow cj>s and wave elevation (3 to be
substituted in equation (11) and (12) are linear solutions of almost the identical boundary problem given
by equation (10), (13), (14) and the body condition.
The initial condition for 4> will be generally one
weak point in this approach if we wish to account
for the flow around the blunt bow. Presumably true
nonlinear and three dimensional flow in the vicinity
of the bow is required for it, because the three dimensionality and the nonlinearity are supposed to be the
strongest there. Generally this flow is not available.
We tried two alternatives for the initial condition:
one is the zero condition as for cf> and £, and another
is a three dimensional solution at re = 0 given by 3D
panel method based on a linear free surface condition.

and dQs/dx are all retained in our formulation because they are likely to be numerically of considerable
magnitude, though they are the redundant terms of
higher order of magnitude in the formalism of our
pertubation scheme.
0O = i(Ag/(ui - KU) exp(Kz - iKx) (K: wave
number) satisfies linear free surface conditions without the terms including <J>s and £5:
U-r— = -iuxßo - gCo
ox
(13)

on z

U —— = -iwCo +

d:

on z — 0

dz
(14)

Nevertheless (j> + <f>o must satisfy the free surface condition retaining the nonuniform steady flow and wave
elevation represented by 4>s and £s- As a consequence
the diffraction wave <f> involves a part to correct the
difference of the actual free surface condition from
(13) and (14). This part might be called a diffraction of 0o by the nonuniform steady flow close to the
ship. The last two terms of the right side of equation
(11) and the last of equation (12) represent this effect. In other wave conditions than head seas some
more terms appear to represent the effect.
The boundary value problem posed by equation
(10), (11), (12) and the body boundary condition is
solved starting from an appropriate condition at the
bow to downstream. Equation (11) is used to forward
the value of </> on z = 0 into x direction with the right
hand side computed on the current x\ equation (12)
updates the elevation £ at new x value. The body
boundary condition is imposed at the contour of a
cross section at new x.
Condition imposed at \y\ = oo is two dimensional
flow due to a vertical dipole at the center of the cross
section. This condition is derived by the behavior at
\y\ = oo with keeping x constant of a linear solution
that satisfies the conditions (13) and (14) without
the terms including <f>s and (s- The linear solution
is given in the form of impulsive source distribution
on the cross sectional contour( Ohkusu and Faltinsen (1990)). The flow at \y\ = oo and x constant
due to an impulsive source is asymptotically the flow
due to a vertical dipole (Stoker (1957)) and so is its
distribution.
One implicit assumption of this approach is that
the flow downstream does not affect that upstream.
It is well recognized (Ogilvie (1977)) that the flow by
this approach does not contain the transverse waves.

«&'

+ 9 ~dz~

0 on

0

(15)

However the results are almost identical regardless of
two alternatives.
On the fluid plane of each section we employ the
method described by Faltinsen (1983) for numerically
solving 2D flow; the Green's second identity was used
to represent the velocity potential ij> in the plane in
terms of a distribution of fundamental 2D source and
dipole over the closed surface consisting of the body
surface, the free surface z = 0 and a control surface
away from the body. Straight line segments were used
to approximate all the control surface; constant value
of the velocity potential and its normal derivatives
were assumed over each segment. The contribution
to the velocity potential from the control surface away
from the body is zero because we assume no waves
exist there. But the contribution from the free surface
far away from the body is approximated by the flow
due to a single vertical dipole at the center of the
body section.
Data for numerical computation: For OHP form at
the ballast condition, in which a large bulbous bow
protrudes in front of the bow, the initial point of the
calculation is its leading tip and the step Arr to forward the solution is 0.002 of the ship length L and
the size of the free surface to the control surface is
selected as large as 3.2 L. The free surface is divided
into the segments of 0.007 L size at the least. We
need not such fine mesh particularly for x of a Series 60 model which is less bluff at the bow. Actually
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we found Arr = 0.0033L gives sufficiently stable solutions.
Series-60 (Ballast)
Validity of our approach is tested by comparing the
Fn=0.2 A./L=0.5 X/L=0.1
computed wave form with the measured as shown in
1.5
Fig. 3 and 4. Variation into y direction of ( at ujt = 0
— Present method
and at wt = 7r/2 of the diffraction wave is plotted in
— With uniform steady flow
Fig. 8 to 15 at several positions down the ship length
° Measured
x/L = 0.1,0.2,0.3 and 0.4. Fig.8 to Fig. 11 foraSeries
60 (CB = 0.8) and in Fig. 12 to 15 for OHS form. Both
0.5
are at ballast condition. C/i is the amplitude of the
incident waves.
C/CAo
Numerical results with uniform steady flow U with
ignoring the terms of <j>s and Cs on the right side of
equation (11) and (12) are compared. The results
.S.a..
-0.5
by 3D panel method based on the free surface condition (15) (Iwashita (1996) private communication)
are plotted too. The present method is the best in
terms of the correlation with the measured wave.
15 I i i , i I i i
I
I .... I
J-u.
With closer look of the results we conclude:
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
(1) Our method considering the effect of nonuniform steady flow demonstrates better agreement
Y/L
closer to the bow.
(2) 3D panel method gives the better results than
others when we come further down stream. This is
natural because it account for the effect of the trans— Present method
verse wave correctly. However at the location very
— With uniform steady flow
close to the hull surface 3D panel method does not
1.5
o Measured
always give good result. It might be due to the difficulty of numerical implementation of the method at
the intersection of the free surface and the hull surface.
0.5
(3) The predicted wave elevation at x/L = 0.1 is
much lower than the measured. The worse correlation
at the place closer to the bow is of course due to our
IJO^OOOQOQ
^AO
unappropriate initial condition (<fr = £ = 0). In order
to obtain the better result at this location we need
-0.5
real three dimensional solution at x = 0 for the initial
condition which is valid on nonuniform steady flow in
front of the bow.
-1
(4) d<j>s/dx affects the computational results consididerably. It is due to its substantial magnitude at
_-j 5 I ■ * * ■ L_J ■ * * i * * ■ ■ I ' ■ '—i—I—i—I_I—i J, i i i
closer to the bow. Apparently inclusion of this term
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
improves numerically the correlation with the meaY/L
sured. This is rather contradicting however because if
the steady flow velocity in x direction is large enough
to make U + d<j>s/dx small, then the diffraction wave
propagates upstream and the present method assum- Figure 8: Wave Elevation at uit = 0 (upper) and
ing no effect from downstream to upstream is invali- u>t = 7r/2 (lower)
dated.
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Series-60 (Ballast)
Fn=0.2 A./L=0.5 X/L=0.3

Series-60 (Ballast)
Fn=0.2 A./L=0.5 X/L=0.2
1.5

1.5

• Present method
'
■With uniform steady flow
° Measured
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Figure 9: Wave Elevation at ut^O (upper) and
u>t = vr/2 (lower)

Figure 10: Wave Elevation at wt = 0 (upper) and
"t = *72 (lower)
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OHS form (Ballast)
Fn=0.17 WL=0.5 X/L=0.1

Series-60 (Ballast)
Fn=0.2 X/L=0.5 X/L=0.4
Present method
-With steady uniform flow

— Present method
— With uniform steady flow1
A 3D panel method
° Measured
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— Present method
— With steady uniform flow° Measured

1.5

— Present method
— With uniform steady flow
A 3D panel method
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Figure 11: Wave Elevation at ut = 0 (upper) and
ut = TT/2 (lower)

Figure 12: Wave Elevation at wt = 0 {upper) and
<*>t = TT/2 (lower)
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OHS form (Ballast)
Fn=0.17 X/L=0.5 X/L=0.3

OHS form (Ballast)
Fn=0.17 A,/L=0.5 X/L=0.2
1.5

• Present method
■ With uniform steady fiow"
A 3D panel method
o Measured

1.5

- Present method
-With uniform steady flow
A 3D panel method
o Measured

0.5

^A0

-0.5 -

-1

-1.5

1.5

— Present method
— With uniform steady flow
A 3D panel method
° Measured

1.5

Figure 13: Wave Elevation at wt = 0 {■upper) and
wt = TT/2 {lower)

— Present method
— With uniform steady flow
A 3D panel method
o Measured

Figure 14: Wave Elevation at ujt = 0 {upper) and
^ = ^/2 (lower)
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OHS form (Ballast)
Fn=0.17 M_=0.5 X/L=0.4
1.5

7r

— Present method
— With uniform steady flow
* 3D panel method
° Measured

OHS form (Ballast) Fn=0.17
— Present method (Diffraction)
o Wave analysis
n Measured (Without restriction)
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Figure 16: Added Resitance of OHS form

4
1.5

— Present method
— With uniform steady flow,
A 3D panel method
° Measured

Added Resistance

One purpose of this study is an improvement of the
accuracy of added resitance prediction. Very large
added resitance of shallow draft and blunt bow ships
at short wvae length is reported (SR211(1993)).
In waves of small length the ship does not oscillate.
Consequently one can ascribe the larger added resitance to the diffraction wave supposed to be larger
for the blunt bow hull forms. If it is true, the
present method which we confirmed is able to compute the diffraction waves more correctly than other
approaches may possibly predict added resitance of
those hull forms more correctly.
We integrate x component of fluid pressure given
by the present theory on the hull surface correct to
the second order 0(4>2) and take its time average to
obtain added resitance AR due to the wave diffraction:

AR=j[ \V{4> + M\2nxds
4

Figure 15: Wave Elevation at wt = 0 {upper) and
ut = 7r/2 (lower)

JSo

-f/o,c+c„,

rdl

(16)

The first integral is over the wetted surface of the
ship S0 below z = 0 and the second integral over
the water line contour C. nx is x component of the
vector normal to the hull surface and directing into
the fluid.
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12). Presumably the high wave in front of the bow
will be steep and have higher harmonic component.
Nevertheless we found its energy is not considerable.

Other way to compute added resistance is to integrate Fj[6) of the diffraction and radiation waves
multiplied with a weighting function with respect to
0. Integration of the measured Fj(0) will give added
resitance directly derived from the measured wave energy. Added resitance, for example, in head seas is
given by

AR =

fmg

ir

5

We have presented an improved technique to measure
the radiation and diffraction wave field generated by a
ship running in waves at forward speed. Attempt was
focussed on capturing complete energy of the waves
without letting the energy of the second harmonics
escape. We have succeeded in showing the whole picture of the radiation and diffraction wave based on
the data obtained at tank test. It is usually invisible at tank test. With experiment by new technique
we found the energy of the second harmonics of the
diffraction wave is not considerable.
We proposed an analytical method, simple for numerical implementation but considering the interaction of the steady and unsteady flow prominent at
the bow of the ship, to predict the elevation of radiation and diffraction wave and resulting fluid pressure. We tested the present analytical method on the
comparion of the predicted wave elevation with the
measured one by our new technique and confirmed its
accuracy. However the present theory is not sucessful
in predicting large added resitance of a shallow draft
ship. More work on the wave formation in front of
the bow will be required.

3

IFiWftAxW + JO
x\/l — 4r cos Odd

+^
^

/" \F2(6)\2(\2(e) + K)v'l -4TCOse)d8
J — ■K

(17)
where K is the wave number of the incident waves.
The range of c*o < 0 < ao is to be excluded from the
integration. In our numerical computation the integral on Fi(6) was carried out only for c*o < 0 < TT/2
and the contribution from other 6 was ignored. Reason is that the measured F\ (6) is genarally very small
and actually the contribution to the total added resitance is negligible. Moreover F\(0) is the amplitude
of the wave component of so small length that any
kind of experimental technique may not have enough
resolution.
Added resitance plotted in Fig. 16 by rectangles is
the resitance measured as a force on the ship model
(OHS form) in head waves and at ballast condition.
Magnitude of added resitance of this hull form particularly in the range of small wave length is unusually
large. It naturally includes the effect of heave and
pitch in large wave length, say X/L > 0.75. But in
smaller wave length the ship does not move and the
motions will have no effect on added resitance; at
such wave length, for example at X/L = 0.5 ~ 0.6,
added resitance is supposed to be due to the diffractopn wave alone.
Solid line represents .added resitance due to the
diffraction wave which was computed by substituting
the velocity potential and wave elevation obtained by
the present theory into equation (16). Two circles in
this figure are the value obtained by equation (17)
with the measured Fj(6) of the diffraction wave.
Despite accurate prediction of the wave elevation
and accurate correlation with the added resitance obtained from the measured wave elevation, the present
theory cannot account for such a large added resitance value of OHS form at ballast condition. One
thing which the present theory does not consder will
be the wave generated in front of the bow. This weakpoint was already guessed from the disagreement observed in the wave close to the bow part (Fig. 8 and

Summary
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DISCUSSION
CM. Lee
Pohang Institute of Science and Technology, Korea
This paper presents one of the most fundamental
aspects of the problems associated with the waveexcited ship motion. In the process of validating
analytical methods, it is very important to check
how accurately we are predicting the individual
components of waves generated by a ship moving
in waves. In this regard, this paper shows the
proper direction in which we have to focus our
investigations.
I would like to suggest that we should validate our
panel codes by comparing with the results
presented in this paper for each component of
waves generated by a ship, i.e., the waves
generated by the forward translation, diffracted
waves, and radiated waves. We may then be able
to find out where the deficiencies are with our
panel codes.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
NONE RECEIVED
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Nonlinear Ship Motions and Wave-Induced Loads
by a Rankine Method
D. Kring, Y.-F. Huang, P. Sclavounos
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA),
T. Vada, A. Braathen (Det Norske Veritas, Norway)
Abstract

vere sea states.
Since the mid-80's an RPM method
known as SWAN (ShipWaveANalysis) has been
under development at MIT. During the early
stages of this research program the fundamental
numerical properties of the method were studied
and an algorithm was derived capable of accurately treating ship flows over a broad range of
Froude numbers and wave frequencies. Early
versions of SWAN treated the linear steady and
seakeeping problems in the frequency domain
[7],[12]. More recently the method was extended
to solve the same problems in the time domain
[6],[8], paving the way towards the treatment of
the nonlinear seakeeping problem which is the
focus of the present paper. The performance of
the linear versions of SWAN for naval, commercial, twin-hull ships, and America's Cup sailing
yachts is surveyed in [13].

This paper presents the computation, by a
three-dimensional Rankine Panel Method, of
nonlinear ship motions and structural loads induced by steep ambient waves. Founded upon
a thoroughly validated model of the linear seakeeping problem for realistic ship hulls, the nonlinear extension presented in this study accounts
for various nonlinear effects in the seakeeping
problem. These include the variable wetness
of the ship hull, the nonlinear hydrostatic effects and Froude Krylov exciting forces, and the
treatment of the radiation and diffraction wave
disturbances according to the "weak scatterer"
hypothesis. Computations are presented of the
vertical motions and structural loads for a Series
60 and the Snowdrift hull, and an assessment is
carried out of the importance of nonlinear effects
in the motion and load predictions.

1

Introduction

The structural design of a ship requires
the evaluation of its motions and wave induced
pressure distributions over the hull in severe sea
states. In order to estimate the importance of
extreme events, a nonlinear seakeeping solution
must simulate, with sufficient accuracy and efficiency, the seakeeping behavior of a ship in steep
random wave trains that may be several hours
long in duration. With this goal in mind, the development of the nonlinear extension of SWAN
was initiated.

The simulation of steady and unsteady ship
flows, wave induced motions, and structural
loads by three-dimensional Rankine Panel
Methods (RPM's) has enjoyed rapid growth and
considerable success over the past ten years.
Such CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
methods have evolved into valuable and trusted
analysis and design tools which are today used
routinely for the design and optimization of hull
forms and the assessment of their safety in se45

In order of importance, nonlinearities affecting the ship seakeeping problem are: a) the
steepness of the ambient wave train; b) the nonlinear hydrostatic and Froude Krylov forces re-

suiting from the interaction of a steep wave
train with the ship hull; c) roll damping mechanisms arising from viscous separation, viscous
lift forces from appendages and transom sterns;
d) slamming and e) nonlinearities in the radiated and diffracted wave disturbance. The simultaneous treatment of all these nonlinear effects, even by a potential flow computational
method, leads to a prohibitively expensive seakeeping simulation of little use in ship design.
The strategy was therefore adopted to treat the
nonlinearities outlined above progressively and
to assess their importance before proceeding towards a more complete treatment.

linear treatment of the hydrostatic and FroudeKrylov effects and the linear solution of the surface wave disturbance. Comparisons with experimental measurements reveal that a significant
portion of the nonlinearity is accounted for by
these effects.

The nonlinear coupling of the ambient and ship-wave disturbances is next treated according to the "weak scatterer" hypothesis. It
is postulated that the ship wave disturbance is
small compared to the ambient waves and therefore can be linearized about the ambient wave
profile, an assumption justified by observations
of seakeeping experiments in steep waves. EviThis paper treats the seakeeping prob- dently the weak scatterer hypothesis is violated
lem in head waves, therefore only the surge, in the vicinity of the ship waterline where strong
heave and pitch motions and wave loads are spray roots are often seen to form, caused by
considered. The ambient wave train is modeled the ship forward motion or slamming. These efindependently of the seakeeping problem using fects and slamming in particular, are however
the techniques of perturbation theory to first, not treated in the present study.
second, and, if necessary, higher orders, along
Boundary value problems have been dethe lines of [11] and [14]. This approach allows rived for the ship wave disturbance and stated
the efficient generation of long wave records de- around the time-varying (but a priori known)
signed to correspond to a given sea spectrum, in- ambient wave profile. The body boundary condepedently of the computation of the wave ship dition is stated exactly over the instantaneous
interaction which represents the bulk of the sea- position of ship hull, therefore the need to introkeeping simulation.
duce the so-called m-terms of linear seakeeping
theory is avoided. Assuming potential flow, integral equations are derived for the unknown velocity potential over the ship hull and the ambient wave profile, using the Rankine source as the
Green function. The set-up and solution of the
integral equation is carried out along lines similar to those in the linear time-domain problem
discussed in [8]. The radiation condition is satisfied as in the linear problem via an absorbing
beach located at some distance from the ship,
and designed to dissipate the energy carried by
the ship wave disturbance. An outline of the
solution algorithm and a brief review of the linear problem are given in Section 2.1. The weak
The ship wave disturbance arising from
scatterer hypothesis and corresponding boundits forward translation, the surge, heave, and
ary value problem is presented in Section 2.3.
pitch oscillatory motions, and the interaction
An important component of a nonlinear
with the ambient wave, are initially treated by
linear theory. Heave and pitch motion simu- seakeeping simulation is the enforcement of the
lations are carried out by combining the non- exact body boundary condition. In Section 2.3

The nonlinear hydrostatic and Proude
Krylov effects are treated by introducing a time
dependent panel mesh over the ship wetted surface defined by the intersection of the ambient wave profile with the ship hull. Upon integration of the hydrostatic and ambient wave
hydrodynamic pressure over the ship hull, the
nonlinear hydrostatic and Froude Krylov exciting forces are obtained. Efficient meshing algorithms have been developed which allow the
discretization of realistic hull shapes with cruiser
or transom sterns in ambient wave trains of high
steepness.
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computations are presented of the heave and on how a nonlinear, time-domain, ship motion
pitch hydrodynamic coefficients by the body- and structural load simulation might be used to
nonlinear algorithm and comparisons are carried determine the extreme value statistics needed
out of the same quantities computed by the lin- in ship structural design. In order to detect a
ear method which makes use of the so-called m- sufficient number of extreme events, a seakeepterms. The agreement between these two meth- ing simulation several hours long is necessary,
ods is found to be very satisfactory for a Series a quite challenging task with a nonlinear sea60 hull over a broad range of forced oscillation keeping method. These issues are discussed in
amplitudes, confirming the need for the presence Section 3.2 where possible ways of coupling a linof the m-terms in the linear problem and their ear with a nonlinear simulation method for the
absence when the exact body boundary condi- study of the extreme statistics are addressed.
tion is satisfied.
Heave and pitch motion simulations are 2
Nonlinear Ship Motions
presented in Section 2 in head regular waves of
variable steepness of the Series 60 and the SnowConsider a ship advancing with constant fordrift hull. Experimental measurements are com- ward speed and a Cartesian coordinate system,
pared to heave and pitch motion simulations obx, fixed to the mean, translating position of the
tained from; a) linear theory and b) nonlinear ship with the origin on the calm free surface, xhydrostatic and Froude Krylov effects coupled
axis pointing upstream and z-axis pointing upwith a linear computation of the ship wave diswards. A second Cartesian system, x„ fixed to
turbance. Consistent with the stated objectives
the body is also introduced. The two coordinate
of this study, the purpose of these comparisons
systems coincide when the ship is in its equilibis to assess the nature and importance of nonrium position and are related by translation and
linear effects in the prediction of the heave and
nonlinear rotation,
pitch motions in head waves.
Computations of the vertical bending
x(t) = &{t) + T(t)xa,
(1)
moment and shear force distributions along the
ship length are presented in Section 3.1, along
where £r, are the translations (£i,6,£3) in
lines similar to the ship motion simulations presurge, sway, and heave, and the matrix T
sented in Section 2. Since wave induced struc- is a function of the Eulerian rotation angles
tural loads are obtained by integration of the hy- (£ , £ , £ ) for yaw, pitch, and roll. The order of
6 5 4
drodynamic pressure over a portion of the ship
the Eulerian angles have been deliberately chohull, end effects, and, therefore, nonlinearities
sen in descending order.
play a more important role than in the predicNewton's Law expressed relative to the
tion of the ship motions. This is also born out of
body-fixed
frame lead to the following equation
experience with the measurement and computation of the midships peak hogging and sagging of motion for the six rigid body modes of momoments in steep waves which are often found tion, £(i),
to differ by as much as a factor of two, when
linear theory predicts that they must be equal
(2)
M?=fD(ll&) + Ps(&
in a regular wave. The prediction of the structural loads by the linearized seakeeping method
and its nonlinear extensions are compared to a where FD are the hydrodynamic forces, Fs are
nonlinear strip theory method and experiments the hydrostatic forces, and M is the inertia main Section 3.1.
trix. It is important to note that, in this form,
The paper concludes with a discussion only the linear inertia terms are retained. Even
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in realistic waves of large steepness, the effect
of the nonlinear inertia terms is expected to be
small when compared to the nonlinear hydrostatic, Froude-Krylov and hydrodynamic forces.
These inertia terms will not be included in the
present study.
In order to obtain the hydrodynamic
wave forces, Fp, for the freely floating body, a
potential flow boundary-value problem is solved.
In general, viscous forces do not contribute appreciably to ship motions and loads, especially
in head seas. A possible exception occurs in the
presence of a transom stern of large draft where
unsteady flow separation may contribute appreciably to the heave and pitch damping. Also,
viscous and lifting effects are known to be important for roll, sway, and yaw motion, therefore the present framework will be extended to
incorporate these in the future.
The flow is assumed to be governed by a
total velocity potential, \f(z, t), which satisfies
the Laplace equation in the fluid domain and
is subject to the kinematic and dynamic free
surface conditions,

^

+ V

*

V)[z-C] = 0,

(3)

2.1

Linear Foundation

The study of a linearized model for seakeeping
simulation allows a better understanding of any
proposed nonlinear model. A nonlinear method
will only be successful if the underlying linear
theory is well understood.
This paper presents two nonlinear extensions to the linear formulation and numerical implementation summarized in this section.
Both the nonlinear restoring and Froude-Krylov
effects and the Weak Scatterer hypothesis are
direct extensions of this linear foundation.
2.1.1

Linear formulation

Assuming that the total velocity potential, \t,
consists of a dominant double-body component,
$, and a perturbation correction, ip, the linear
form of the kinematic and dynamic free surface
conditions reduce to the form,

^-(jfr-V*)

dip

It
1

V*-v#,

(4)

„,

d2$ ,

dip

^=J*^I

(6)

-(W-V$)-V<p = -g(

+[wr.v*- Jv§-v§]

(7)

applied on z = 0, where W is the mean transnational velocity of the ship. A further decomposition of the perturbation potential into inOn the wetted surface of the ship hull, a stantaneous and memory components is used to
no-flux body boundary conditions states,
obtain a stable form for the integration of the
equations of motions, as discussed in [6],
imposed at the instantaneous position of the free
surface, ((x, y,t).

For an ambient wave steepness and ship
motions that are sufficiently small, linear theory
where Vß-n is the component of the ship instan- allows the decomposition of the incident, raditaneous velocity normal to the wetted surface of ated and diffracted wave disturbances. The linthe hull. To close the exact problem, initial con- ear radiation body boundary conditions become,
ditions are posed for j^l{x,t), ^(x,t), and the
body displacement and velocity. Also, the gradients of the disturbance potential must decay
m,
(8)
dn'^Adt + <j
infinitely far from the ship for finite time.

dn

VB -h,

(5)
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applied on the mean wetted surface of the hull.
Here, the m-terms, rrij, provide a coupling between the steady basis flow and unsteady ship
motion. They have been shown in [7] to contribute appreciably to the hydrodynamic coefficients and therefore must be included in a linear formulation. The diffraction body boundary
condition merely states that the normal velocity of the sum of the incident and diffraction
velocity potentials vanishes over the hull mean

The Rankine panel method discretizes
the hull surface and a finite portion of the free
surface lying near the ship. Each of the unknowns is approximated independently by a set
of biquadratic spline functions that provide continuity of value and first derivative across panels.

The evolution equations employ an explicit Euler integration to satisfy the kinematic
free surface condition and an implicit Euler inteposition.
gration to satisfy the dynamic free surface conThe Laplace equation is enforced in dition. This scheme is based on the numerical
the fluid domain by a distribution of Rankine stability analysis for time-domain panel methsources and dipoles over the free surface and ods found in [16]. Higher order schemes are also
wetted hull surface. Application of Green's sec- considered.
ond identity leads to a boundary integral formuThis stability analysis quantifies the nulation for the perturbation potential,
merical solution in terms of ship speed, panel

TT<p(x)~ //

J J SJP uSs

size and aspect ratio, and time-step size, allowing for an optimal choice for the parameters of
the numerical algorithm. An important result
of this analysis is the discrete dispersion relation. This relation demonstrates that, for wavelengths less than four panels long, the discrete
group velocity contains significant errors. A
low-pass, spatial filtering scheme removes these
erroneous short waves without affecting the consistency and convergence of the method. The
filter does have some effect on the local, nonradiating free surface disturbance, but this problem is minimized since the filter is not applied
at every time-step. The local disturbance can
recover its proper equilibrium position between
consecutive applications of the filter.

d

^^G{x',x)dx>
dn

dG

^ Jp*U'
=0
+ JII
<p&)
on
JSFUSB

(9)

where G(x'; x) = lj\x-x'\ is the Rankine source
potential, Sp is the mean position of the free
surface, and SB is the mean position of the hull.

2.1.2

Numerical implementation

A full discussion of the linear formulation, numerical method, and applications can be found
in [7], [10], and [12], for frequency domain soA numerical, wave-absorbing beach has
lutions [5], [6], and [8], for time domain motion
solutions, so the basic numerical algorithm for been designed to satisfy the radiation condition,
the linear problem is only summarized in this since only a finite portion of the free surface is
section. The algorithm for the nonlinear prob- covered by the panel method. This beach, based
lem is a direct extension of this implementation. on the studies of [1] and [2], is applied on an
The three unknowns in the formulation outer zone of free surface panels and has an efare the velocity potential, tp, the wave eleva- fect that is similar to a Rayleigh viscosity in the
tion, C, and the normal velocity, <pn. To solve equivalent frequency domain formulation. The
for these unknowns, the free surface conditions particulars of this beach are discussed in [8]. A
(6) and (7), which form a pair of evolution equa- key feature of the beach is that it can treat the
tions, and the integral equation (9) are satisfied case of zero speed and the r = | critical frenumerically by a time-domain Rankine panel quency problem.
method.
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Profile View

Perspective View

Figure 1: Snapshot of computational mesh for the Snowdrift hull at Froude number 0.325 in head
seas.
The Rankine panel method produces a
solution for the wave flow, but the equation of
motion (2) for the ship must also be integrated
at each time step in this simulation. This integration is delicate due to the presence of wave
memory effects, but the numerical stability analysis of [6] provides an appropriate numerical integration scheme and time-step size.
2.2

Nonlinear Restoring and FroudeKrylov Forces

This first extension to the linear solution adds
nonlinear restoring and Froude-Krylov forces to
the equation of ship motion. These forces are
considered to have a significant nonlinear contribution for ships with overhanging sterns or
bows, or large degrees of flare.
This extension retains the linear results
for radiation and diffraction forces, but replaces the linear restoring and Froude-Krylov
forces. The hydrostatic and Froude-Krylov in-

cident wave pressures are integrated on the exact, wetted hull surface, to produce the nonlinear forces. At each time step, the intersection of
the a priori known ambient wave profile and the
ship hull defines this exact wetted surface. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of such a time-varying
wetted surface for the Snowdrift hull.
In this study, motions and loads have
been investigated for two ships, the Snowdrift
and the Series 60, Cb=0.7. The Series 60 is a
ship that is very nearly wall-sided at the design
waterline so the motions are predicted well by
linear theory. The Snowdrift, which was examined in its ballast condition, manifests important nonlinear effects in its motions because of
an overhanging stern that is neglected by linear
theory. Linear, nonlinear restoring and FroudeKrylov, and Weak Scatterer motion simulations
will be compared with experiments for these two
hulls in section 2.4.
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pulsive flow, <f>, governs the instantaneous impulse response of the ship to the surrounding
After establishing the validity and limitations fluid flows. Its introduction is motivated by the
of the time-domain Ranking Panel Method in stability constraints [6] determined from the linthe linear seakeeping problems and investigat- ear problem. ip0 is the incident wave potential
ing the importance of the nonlinear hydrostatic and <p is the disturbance potential excluding the
and Froude-Krylov forces, a more exact formu- impulsive part <j>. The total wave elevation rj is
lation has been examined. In this study, the so- decomposed into the incident wave elevation £0
called weak scatterer hypothesis [9] is adopted. and the disturbance wave elevation £•
The Weak Scatterer approach relaxes two of the
The weak scatterer hypothesis assumes
restrictions of linear theory. The incident wave that the disturbance quantities <p and ( are
and body motions are allowed to be large, but small, so only the first order terms are retained
the ship wave disturbance due to its forward upon linearization about the ambient wave protranslation and its interaction with the ambient file. Under this decomposition, the kinematic
wave is considered to be small.
and dynamic conditions become,
2.3

Weak Scatterer Hypothesis

This relaxation is physically justifiable.
The incident wave driven by the environmental conditions cannot be reasonably restricted
in magnitude, but observation often shows shipgenerated waves to be relatively small. This
stems from the fact that most ships are designed
to be slender and, hence, do not produce steep
wave disturbances even for large wave motion.
Those large disturbances that do exist, spray
for instance, do not contribute significantly to
global forces. Under this observation, the shipgenerated disturbance can be formally linearized
about a steep incident wave using an Eulerian
formulation.
The advantage of this approach is that
it offers a more exact solution, but one that is
still simplified enough to retain computational
efficiency and numerical control. The solution
of the fully nonlinear potential solution could
be undertaken by a Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian
(MEL) scheme, for instance, but this might be
prohibitively expensive.
Under the weak scatterer assumptions,
we introduce the total disturbance potential, \P,
and the decomposition:
* = $

• + Vo + <P,

[0
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where $ is a time-dependent basis flow, satisfying a no-flux condition on the instantaneous
incident wave surface and wetted hull. The im-
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- [| - (w - v* - v<f> - v^0) • v]^c
" [Ft ~{™ ~ V<J?" v<t>~ Vlfo)' v]TzC

[^-(w-vs-v^-v^-v^c
dt

An important step in the weak scatterer
formulation, involves the evaluation of the Eulerian time derivative of the velocity potential
(12)
on
G(x,y,t).
which enters in the free surface condition and
the evaluation of the hydrodynamic pressure
A no-flux, body boundary condition is over the ship hull. The direct approach of exapplied over the instantaneous nonlinear posi- tracting the Eulerian time derivative from the
tion of the ship wetted surface. The need to Lagrangian derivative of the velocity potential,
evaluate the so-called rn-terms of linear theory has been found to introduce numerical instabilis circumvented. To validate the consistency ity and to therefore lead to an excessive restricof the linearized and nonlinear enforcement of tion of the time-step size.
the body boundary conditions, the heave and
Therefore, a more robust method has
been
devised.
A boundary value problem
pitch hydrodynamic coefficients were computed
for the Series 60 Cb=0.7 hull using the linear may be posed for the Eulerian time derivative,
and nonlinear methods. In the limit of small d^/dt, which is a harmonic function. Thereoscillation amplitudes the two methods are ex- fore, Green's theorem is directly applicable, as
pected to agree, confirming the proper evalua- for the velocity potential, leading to the statetion of the m-terms in the linear problem and ment
of the correct enforcement of the exact body
boundary condition in its nonlinear counterpart.
l

Figure 2 show the comparison among the
linear, nonlinear, and experimental coefficients.
For this relatively wall-sided ship and for sufficiently small oscillation amplitudes all results
were expected to be in good agreement. The
correlation is indeed very satisfactory, demonstrating that the m-terms resulting from the linearization of the body boundary conditions are
accounted for by the present body nonlinear approach.

dn(
on*

Ms„us„

I

dne

G(x,£)dS(,

(13)

where the subscript t denotes the partial time
derivative. A similar equation may be posed
for the Eulerian derivative of the basis flow potential $. The numerical properties of this algorithm of evaluating the Eulerian time derivatives of the unknown potentials appear to be
In the presence of a specified ambient
very promising and are under study. A similar
wave profile, the boundary value problem obtreatment of the time derivative has been protained from the weak scatterer hypothesis is
solved by discretizing the instantaneous position posed by [17].
of the ship wetted surface and ambient free surface. The panel arrangement is illustrated in 2.4 Linear and Nonlinear Motions
in Figure 1 which shows a typical snapshot of
the computational mesh for the Snowdrift hull This section compares linear, nonlinear restorin free motion. As in the linear solution, a dis- ing and Froude-Krylov, and Weak Scattering
sipative beach is included on an outer layer of motion simulations to experiments for two ships,
panels in order to absorb the outgoing ship wave the Series 60, Cb=0.7, and the Snowdrift.
disturbance as in the linear problem.
Computations of the heave and pitch
motions of the Series 60 hull predicted by the
linear solution and the weak scatterer hypothesis are presented and discussed in Section 2.4.

Experiments for the Series 60 [3] are
compared in Figure 3 with the results from
the linear and Weak Scatterer nonlinear simulations. The nonlinear simulations were conducted in regular head seas of varying wave-
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Figure 2: Cross-coupling added mass and damping coefficients for the Series 60 at Froude number
0.2.
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length with a wave amplitude equal to one percent of the ship length. The reported motion
amplitudes are half the difference between the
maximum and minimum values for the nonlinear results. It is evident that the linear theory
is in good agreement with the experiments, and
that the nonlinear results from the Weak Scatterer simulation provide only a small correction.
This was expected since the Series 60 is wallsided at its design waterline.

3
3.1

Global Loads
Global Loads in Regular Waves

This section presents results for the computation of global loads on the Snowdrift hull. The
computations are carried out by linear theory
and by linear theory with the non-linear hydrostatic and Froude-Krylov forces extension.
Global load computations by the weak scatterer
method have not yet been performed.

A series of experiments in regular
waves were carried out for the Snowdrift hull
The computed results are compared
(L=160m) at a Proude number of 0.325 in head
with experimental data and with results from
seas. These experiments were conducted as a cothe computer program NV1418 which is a nonoperative program between the U.S. Navy and
linear strip theory program. Computations are
Det Norske Veritas. They include measurements
carried out for the Snowdrift in both the balof the ship motions, but also of the global loads
last condition (T=8m) and a loaded condition
which will be presented later.
(T=11.4m) in head seas. Results will be preIn ballast condition (T=8m), there is sented for the vertical shear force at L/4 (i.e.
an overhanging stern above the waterline that 1/4 ship length aft of the fore perpendicular)
is neglected by linear theory but was observed and vertical bending moment at L/2 (i.e. midto submerge in the tests. Experiments clearly ship).
demonstrated nonlinearity with increasing wave
The global loads are computed by intesteepness.
gration of forces from the bow to the section
Figure 4 compares the linear to the experimental results. Results for the nonlinear
restoring and Froude-Krylov predictions in regular waves of 3.2 meter wave amplitude are also
presented in this figure.

across which the load is computed.

Both the experimental data and the
NV1418 time records are non-linear. The linear component of the signals can be extracted
by numerical techniques. The method used is
Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that non- based on Volterra functional analysis, [4]. In
linear effects are significant for the Snow- Figures 5 and 6 these results are compared with
drift hull and that the nonlinear restoring and results from the linear time domain code SWANFroude-Krylov extension provides a good pre- 2 and the corresponding frequency domain code,
diction for the motions.
SWAN-1.
In all the simulations, both linear and
The results from non-linear strip theory
nonlinear, for motions and loads, steady sink- is expected to be better for the low speed than
age and trim effects were included. The choice for the high speed, and better for long waves
of running condition has a significant effect on than for short waves. For the shortest waves
motions.
and the highest speed we are definitely outside
the applicability region for the non-linear strip
theory.
Results from SWAN-1 and SWAN-2
should be expected to agree well since they are
obtained for very similar, although not identical,
theories. The agreement is fairly good in most
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indicate that non-linear added mass effects may
be important. In the weak scatterer version of
SWAN this is included, since the radiation problem is always solved for the instantaneous wetted hull, so the results may improve.

cases, but the difference between the two types
of simulation is significant in many cases. With
the exception of the combinations where strip
theory is not valid, and the high speed/ballast
condition case, the general impression is, however, that all three simulations show reasonable
agreement, but that the agreement with the experiments is not always good. For the ballast
condition (i.e. 8m draft) and Fr=0.325 the codes
differ dramatically around resonance with the
experimental data lying between the SWAN and
NV1418 results.

3.2

Extreme Value Statistics

The prediction of extreme responses (loads and
motions) is critical in the structural design of
a ship. If the incoming waves have a Gaussian
distribution then the response based on linear
theory will also be Gaussian, and the response
statistics can be calculated by well established
methods. On the other hand, if nonlinear hydrodynamic effects are introduced, the response
will be, in general, non-Gaussian which may require a simulation of considerable duration.

Figures 7 through 10 show a comparison between the experiments, non-linear strip
theory and SWAN-2 with non-linear hydrostatic
and Froude-Krylov forces. Positive values correspond to sag loads, negative values to hog loads.
The sag and hog values are computed as deviations from the still water loads, which have
been computed by SWAN-2 as well. The results clearly illustrate the expected result that
the loads are much more non-linear than the motions.

By extending the model for ship motions and global loads beyond linear theory, the
physical accuracy of the simulation is reduced
for a given deterministic input (i.e. reduced
model uncertainty), but the computational reWith the sign conventions used in quirements may become prohibitive. Even with
SWAN the hog situations will correspond to the promise of "real time" simulation, the simumaxima on the curve for the shear force and lations may be too long to consider practically.
minima on the curve for the bending moment. So, this decrease in model uncertainty is offset
The wave amplitude is in both cases modest, by an increase in statistical uncertainty arising
but still the difference between the two results from the difficulty in producing sufficiently long
is large. For the full load condition (11.4m records.
draft) the signal from the non-linear code looks
In order to overcome these problems, a
quite harmonic, but the comparison still reveals method [15] which incorporates a well founded
strong non-linear effects with the results shown strategy for the selection of the inputs to the
in Figures 7 through 10. In some cases SWAN nonlinear simulations has to be used. The adopis much closer to the experimental data than tion of such a method will avoid impractical
strip theory is, in other cases it is the other computational burdens by using the more exact
way around. At the 8m draft SWAN predicts physical model only when it is justified within
larger sag bending moments than the experi- time windows of extreme motion. A "critical
ments does. At the 11.4m draft the predicted wave episode" within a give sea-state will rehog loads for the high speed case are small com- quire initial conditions for the nonlinear simpared to the experiments. In the latter case strip ulation for this time window. A collection of
theory agrees very well with the experimental these short duration episodes provides a basis
data.
for the estimation of the (short term) extreme
The reasons for the deviations are yet
unknown. The fact that non-linear strip theory
is better in those cases where SWAN fails might

value statistics. Statistical methods can then be
applied to obtain an optimal choice for the necessary sea-state, the number of episodes, and the
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Figure 5: Linear transfer functions for the Snowdrift (T=8m) global loads at Froude number
0.325.
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earized ship wave disturbance. They have been
found to be in satisfactory agreement with experiments and to reveal a clear sensitivity upon
For the vertical bending moment of a
the ambient wave steepness, as expected. Discontainer ship, for instance, an estimation of the
crepancies between the predictions and meaextreme response with less than five percent stasurements of the global loads were identified
tistical uncertainty can be based on simulations
and attributed to nonlinear effects which are
of only one percent of what would be needed for
presently not included in the method.
a direct time domain simulation.
Future extensions of the method will incorporate missing nonlinear effects in the motion and global load computations, based upon
4 Conclusions
the weak scatterer approximation. The extenA nonlinear seakeeping method has been pre- sion of the method is also planned in oblique
sented for the simulation of the ship motions and waves, where models for the roll, sway and yaw
wave induced loads in steep random waves. The damping mechanisms will be developed for ships
method is based on a potential flow model which with appendages and transom sterns. Finally
is treated by a Rankine Panel method based on means to further improve the computational efthe distribution of sources and dipoles over a ficiency of the method will be investigated in ormesh of panels placed on the instantaneous posi- der for the study of the ship motion and global
tions of the ship hull and the a priori known am- load extreme statistics to become feasible.
number of repeated realizations of each of these
episodes.

bient wave profile. The computational method
reflects an evolution of a host numerical algorithms developed for the solution of the linear
seakeeping problems in the frequency and time
domains, which have been developed from first
principles and designed to be numerically stable,
robust and efficient.
Computations of the hydrodynamic
forces and motions of a wall-sided Series 60 hull
and the flared Snowdrift hull in head regular
waves of variable steepness, confirm the accuracy of linear theory for the Series 60 and the
need for nonlinear corrections for the Snowdrift
hull. In particular, accounting for nonlinear
hydrostatic and Froude Krylov effects for the
Snowdrift hull leads to a significant reduction of
the heave and pitch motion amplitudes in head
waves of moderate steepness, found to be in very
good agreement with experiments.
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DISCUSSION
CM. Lee
Pohang Institute of Science and Technology, Korea
This paper shows a definite improvement in
predicting the motion and wave loads of ships. I
would like to congratulate the authors for the
excellent work presented here
My long-held assertion is that the validity of the
methods in predicting ship motion in waves should
be proved by checking the relative vertical motion
of a ship with respect to waves, rather than
checking the absolute motion alone with the
corresponding experimental results. I would like
to know how good the present theory is in this
regard.
AUTHORS' REPLY
You are correct in that any method should be
validated against as many experimental results as
possible.
However, due to the difficulty in
obtaining relative wave
elevations
from
experiments, few of these results can be found in
the open literature. We have compared our relative
wave elevation predictions to one set of
experiments for the commercial design, TGC's
FASTSHIP, and found a favorable comparison.
Also, for the purposes of global load predictions
presented in this paper, the quantity of relative
wave elevation is not directly relevant, since we
have not examined slamming. When this quantity
is evaluated there is also a question of physical
significance. Exactly at the intersection of the
wave and ship, the wave profile is difficult to
measure due to localized effects such as jet
formation and spray. In these loads, the relative
wave elevation may be measured at some small
distance away from this exact line of intersection.
In this case a potential based method will perform
well.
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Nonlinear Water Wave Computations Using a Multipole
Accelerated, Desingularized Method
S. Scorpio, R. Beck (University of Michigan, USA),
F. Korsmeyer (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

sults in singular kernels which require special treatment
by considering only their principal part. By moving the
integration surface slightly off the control surface, the
kernels are desingularized, hence the term "desingularized method." This method, probably first introduced
in panel methods by Webster (1975), has several computational advantages over the singular formulation. Because of the nonsingular kernels, no special treatment
is needed when evaluating the integrals so that simple
numerical quadratures may be used. This removes the
necessity of evaluating transcendental functions which
appear in the singular formulation. In fact, the desingularized formulation becomes even simpler by replacing
the singularity distribution with isolated singularities.
These can be sources or higher order singularities such
as dipoles. When desingularized isolated singularities
are used, the necessity to evaluate surface integrals is
eliminated and is replaced by simple summations. This
leads to fast, stable free surface computations. Examples of desingularized, fully nonlinear free surface computations are given in Cao et al. (1991), Beck et al.
(1993), and Beck et al. (1994).
The numerical approximation of the integral equations results in a linear system of equations. For free
surface problems, the linear system consists of a matrix of coefficients (representing the influence of sources
on control points in the desingularized method) multiplied by a vector of unknown source strengths. The
matrix/vector product must equal a known boundary
condition. Solution of this linear system by an iterative
method will require 0(N2) work and storage for the
tasks of filling the matrix once and applying the matrix
to a vector at each iteration. With large numbers of
unknowns, as is required to discretize three-dimensional
domains (O(104)), solutions by iterative solvers are too
expensive for practical computations on workstations.
However, the efficiency of an iterative solver can be ini-

ABSTRACT
Nonlinear inviscid water wave computations are performed using an Euler-Lagrange approach to solve a
boundary integral formulation. The integral equations
are solved numerically at each time step using a desingularized method with multipole acceleration. Solutions
obtained using multipole acceleration can require as little as O(N) effort and O(N) storage whereas conventional methods require 0(N2) effort and storage. Multipole methods are applicable to a variety of physical simulation problems in astrophysics, plasma physics, molecular dynamics, electrostatics, and fluid dynamics. The
application of multipole methods to the numerical solutions of these problems has the potential of significantly
improving computational efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
The Euler-Lagrange method is due to LonguetHiggcns and Cokelet (1976) who present results for inviscid free surface wave problems in two-dimensions. The
method requires at each time step: 1) The (Eulerian)
solution of a linear boundary value problem and 2) the
(Lagrangian) time integration of the nonlinear free surface boundary conditions. In the implementation of this
method, it is important to have an accurate and stable
time stepping procedure. However, it is the solution of
the linear boundary value problem which requires most
of the computational effort. Green's theorem is used to
derive the indirect integral formulation of the problem.
This equation is discretized by distributing fundamental
singularities over a surface referred to as the "integration surface" and enforced at collocation points on the
physical surface of the computational domain referred to
as the "control surface." In conventional formulations,
the integration and control surfaces coincide. This re-
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where if>(x, t) is the perturbation potential and x =
(x, y, z). Both potentials $ and tf> satisfy Laplace's equation in the fluid domain.

proved significantly when accelerated by a multipole algorithm.
Multipole expansions result when Laplace's equation
is solved in spherical coordinates using the method of
separation of variables. The multipole algorithm approximates the influence of groups of far field sources
with expansions, thereby replacing the influence coefficient matrix. In a multipole-accelerated iterative solver,
the matrix/vector product required at each iteration
(normally 0(N2) cost) is replaced by a multipole approximation {O(N) cost). Greengard (1987) presents
an efficient algorithm for the application of multipole
expansions to potential problems. Nabors et al. (1994)
presents a slightly different approach developed for electrostatics problems, and Korsmeyer et al. (1993) extend
that approach to Laplace problems in general, particularly the Green's theorem formulation of free surface
problems.
In the following sections, we present formulations for
the boundary value problem for the fluid velocity potential, the desingularized integral equations for the perturbation potential, a domain decomposition solution technique, and the multipole algorithm. These are followed
by numerical results. The efficiency of the multipole
algorithm is evaluated by solving a fictitious boundary
value problem for the Rankine source strength using an
iterative solver with and without multipole acceleration.
Next, a new method for including fully nonlinear incident waves in the forward speed problem is introduced.
Finally, these methods are applied to a submerged submarine moving with constant forward speed under incident waves.

V2$ = 0

(2)

In order to define a well posed problem, boundary
conditions must be specified on all surfaces surrounding
the fluid domain. Since the forward speed part of the
potential is known, the boundary conditions can be set
up in terms of the unknown perturbation potential with
respect to the translating coordinate system in the centerplane of the vessel. On the body wetted surface (SH)
and on the bottom (SB) the boundary conditions are,

dn

= -U(t)m + VH ■

x € SH

(3)

and

dn

= -U(i)ni

xeSB

(4)

where n = (n\, n-i, "3) is the unit normal out of the fluid.
VB is the velocity of the body surface. On the far field
surface at infinity (S^) the boundary condition is,
V<£->0 as \x\

(5)

Due to the fact that only a finite amount of the free
surface can be modeled, this far field condition is usually
treated by either an approximate radiation condition, an
absorbing beach, walls, or, in some cases, it is ignored
and the boundary is left open. If the far field surfaces are
truncated with solid walls (Sjy), the far field boundarycondition is then,

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Boundary Value Problem for the Fluid Motioii
The fluid is assumed inviscid and incompressible. The
problem is started from rest so that the flow remains
irrotational. This implies that the fluid velocity field can
be described by a scalar potential, <J>. Consider a vessel
floating on a free surface and translating with speed U(t)
with respect to a right handed space fixed coordinate
system. The z — 0 plane defines the calm water level
and the x — z plane is coincident with the centerplane of
the vessel. Since we are interested in ships, we want to
concentrate on the "forward speed" case which is U(t) =
((7(0,0,0) where U(t) is in the negative x direction.
The total velocity potential describing the fluid motion
is then,
$ = U(t)x + <f>(x,t)

x £ Sw

^ = -U(t)ni + Vw
on

(6)

There are two boundary conditions on the free surface
(SF), one kinematic and one dynamic. We use a special form of these conditions for following the temporal
evolution of nodes on the free surface (see Beck et al.
1994). The kinematic condition is,

5

l = 8A..{y<>
.
K v
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(7)

dz

x e s>

0)

6t ~ dt
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+

(8)

value of the source strength at £, G(x;£) is the Rankine
source Green function, and Q is the integration surface.
The Green function for three-dimensional problems is,

where z = r](x,y,t) is the free surface elevation, v =
(u(t),v(t),jL) is the velocity of free surface nodes
where u(t) and v(t) are prescribed horizontal velocities
of the nodes. If v = V<£ then the free surface nodes become material nodes and move with the fluid velocity.
Prescribing the horizontal plane motions of the free surface nodes can prevent certain numerical problems such
as the piling up of nodes at stagnation points. The disadvantage is that spatial derivatives on the free surface
are required. These normally have to be computed using some type of numerical differentiation which is difficult to accomplish accurately. The dynamic free surface
boundary condition is,

§ = -gn - \v<t> ■ V<f> + v • v^ •
01

I

G(S;0 =

1

1

(11)
In order to obtain the appropriate Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, we simply enforce (10) on
Dirichlet boundaries and multiply (10) by n-V to obtain
a form suitable for Neumann boundaries.

J J o-(£)G(x;?)dn = *r(g)
xe

7-^5 <9>
x G SF

SF

j J o-(t)n(x) ■ ViGfrftdn = n(x) ■ V<f>B{S)

where p is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and Pa is the atmospheric pressure.

(13)

x £ SB

Mixed Boundary Value Problem for the Perturbation
Potential

where,
<j>F

The boundary value problem defined above has a linear field equation with nonlinear boundary conditions.
The method used for the numerical solution of this problem is an Euler-Lagrange time stepping technique. A
desingularized boundary integral method is used to solve
the mixed boundary value problem for the perturbation
potential at each time step. The kinematic and dynamic
free surface boundary conditions are then integrated in
time.
The mixed boundary value problem for the perturbation potential is determined by solving the Laplace
equation in the fluid domain. At each time step <j> is
known on the free surface and d<j>/dn is known on solid
boundary surfaces. The boundary conditions are satisfied by distributing Rankine sources on an integration
surface. The integration surface is offset a small distance from the problem boundary, i.e. above the free
surface and inside the body. Rather than using Green's
theorem (the direct method) to from integral equations
for the unknown potential, we use an indirect formulation where the potential anywhere in the fluid volume
is defined by,
<j>(x ) = j j <T(()G(X;0<KI

(12)

n(x) -V4>B{X)

=
=
=

SB

=

SF

given potential on the free surface ati*
The free surface
given normal velocity
on solid boundaries
all solid boundary surfaces

After the integral equations are solved, the fluid velocities can be found without the need of numerical derivatives,
V$ = U(t)i + V<j>

(14)

V<j>= [ [ <r(&VtG(x; £)dfi

(15)

where,

SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
Domain Decomposition
When using desingularized Rankine sources, the integral equations 12 and 13 reduce to simple summations
relating the influence of the source points (£) on the
node points (x). In this case, the integral equations can
be written as,

(10)

where x = (x, y, z) is a point in the fluid domain, £ =
((, V, 0 ls a Pomt on tne integration surface, <r(f) is the

AE = 5
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(16)

Where A is the influence matrix, E is the source strength
and B is the appropriate Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition. The individual terms of the influence
matrix A are,
1

a

(17)
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The solution of this equation by separation of variables
results in a series of spherical harmonic terms,

\_d_

for nodes on the free surface. And,
$:
1
drii

for nodes on the body.
We use a domain decomposition technique to solve
the linear system for the source strength E. The linear
system is written as,
AFF

A-FB

ABF

ABB

Ef
EB

(f>F
d<t>B

(19)

dn

Here, for example, AFB would represent the influence
of sources in the body (B) on nodes on the free surface
(F). The decomposed linear system is solved by simply
iterating between the solutions for the source strengths
EF and Eß.
AFF
ABB

• Ef = <j>F AFB ■ £B
■ EB = <t>B ■ ABF • EF

(20)

There are several advantages to using domain decomposition. The free surface and body may have different
grid densities. This will result in poor conditioning of
the total A matrix. Whereas the individual matrices
AFF and ABB will have better conditioning because
they have relatively constant grid densities. For most
ship-wave problems, the majority of the nodes are used
to discretize the free surface. The number of nodes
on the body is often small enough to use an iterative
method without multipoie acceleration, or even direct
factorization. The free surface domain is solved using
a multipoie algorithm. For the computations contained
herein, the multipoie algorithm is tailored for solving
the free surface domain. This strategy is used to simplify the coding of the algorithm. For problems where
the body geometry is complicated requiring large numbers of nodes to resolve the details, it will be necessary
to extend the multipoie algorithm for use on the body
domain.
Multipoie Expansions
Writing the Laplace equation in spherical coordinates
yields,

Sind-T-r }+- 2
■■

+ *C
.n+1

EE

Y™(9J)

(22)

:0 m:

(18)
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M™ and L™ are the moments of the expansion and
Y™{Q,<f>) are the spherical harmonics. Using the series
solution to the Laplace equation, the far field potential due to a collection of near field sources can be expressed in a multipoie expansion. Suppose there are k
sources with coordinates (/?;,a;,/?,), i ~- l,---,k and
strengths <7;. Consider a sphere of radius a containing
the k sources. Let the center of a multipoie expansion
be defined as the center of this sphere. We can then
express the potential due to the k sources at any point,
P(r, 9,4>), outside of the sphere,

*{P) = E E ^FIy™(M)

(23)

n=0m=-n

where the coefficients of the expansion are given by,

'?y„-m(a.-.Ä)

M:;

(24)

:=1

Likewise, the near field potential due to a collection of
far field sources can be expressed in a local expansion.
Suppose the k sources now lay outside of the sphere of
radius a centered at the origin. The center of a local
expansion is defined by the center of the sphere inside
which all of the evaluation points (P) lay. The potential
due to these sources at any point, P(r.,9,<j>), inside of
the sphere is given by,
oo

n

*(^) = E E r"I»%m(^)

(25)

n=0m=—n

where the coefficients are given by,

'"-E-^i-yr"^)
i=l P*

(26)

Several theorems are used in the multipoie. algorithm
which involve shifting the origins of multipoie and local
expansions and the conversion of multipoie expansions
into local expansions. See Greengard (1987) for the development of these theorems and their error bounds.
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cubes, and the sources are divided among these level
1 child cubes. This process is repeated down to some
finest level (the leaves), designated level L. The number
of levels, L, is usually selected so that no finest level
cube contains more than some fixed small number of
sources. After setting up this hierarchical spatial decomposition, the fast multipole algorithm begins with
the finest level, where each cube of sources is represented
by a multipole expansion about the center of the cube.
During an upward pass through the tree to the root,
each child cube's multipole expansion is shifted to the
child cube's parent's center, to generate a single expansion which represents all of the sources in the parent
cube. In an interaction phase, at each level a local expansion is created for each cube by accumulating multipole expansions representing distant cubes at that level.
In a downward pass, the local expansions in the parent
cubes are shifted to the centers of their children. Finally,
in an evaluation phase, the local expansions and direct
contributions from nearby sources are evaluated at the
points at which the potential is required: the collocation
points.
For the computations herein, the multipole algorithm
is applied only to the free surface domain. Since the free
surface lies more or less in a plane with the elevations
representing small deviations, the three-dimensional hierarchical tree structure can be collapsed into a twodimensional "pancake". This simplifies some of the logic
required in partitioning the domain.

Multipole Acceleration
There is a wide variety of TV log TV algorithms for
accelerating the evaluation of TV potentials due to TV
sources, typically these are based on some form of hierarchical panel clustering. The underlying idea is that
the potential due to a cluster of panels may be evaluated
at some distant point x;- by first accumulating the panel
influences into a multipole expansion, and then evaluating the single expansion. It is the careful arrangement
of the clusters of panels which leads to the NlogN efficiency. The fast-multipole algorithm reduces the cost
yet further, to order TV, by a complementary arrangement of the evaluation points so that accumulated multipole expansions may be transformed to local expansions
centered in the clusters of evaluation points, and these
expansions are evaluated instead. More specifically, the
use of multipole and local expansions is orchestrated by
a tree-structured hierarchy of source clusters and evaluation point clusters; as shown in figure 1, multipole
expansions for clusters of sources are accumulated from
the leaves of the tree to the root, and local expansions
are distributed from the root to the leaves for evaluation at collocation points. This is accomplished in order
.V operations while maintaining a uniform precision as
shown by Greengard (1987).

H

m
Source
point
cluster

multipole to
local expansion
' converstion
^\

^S

Source
or collocation points

X

Level 0 or Root box
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Collocation
point
cluster

TW:

Figure I: Multipole and local expansion manipulation
Local and multipole expansions must be carefully applied to insure that the potential is accurately approximated everywhere in the problem domain. The structure which makes this possible is the hierarchical partitioning of the domain. Consider the smallest cube
which contains the entire domain, that is, all of the
sources. We refer to this cube as the level 0 or root
cube This parent cube is subdivided into eight child

Figure 2: Typical hierarchical tree structure
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Figure 2 shows a typical two-dimensional hierarchy.
In the desingularized method, the source points are directly above (in the -fz direction) the collocation points.
This guarantees that a source point and its collocation
point will be in the same box. Therefore, the source
clusters and evaluation (or collocation) point clusters
will have the same hierarchy. The "pancake" hierarchy
is oriented in the x-y plane and positioned at the calm
water level (z = 0).
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Multipole Efficiency
A sample problem is set up and solved for the purpose
of studying the performance of multipole acceleration. A
rectangular area is discretized with equally spaced nodes
in the x-y plane. The z-coordinate of the nodes is given
a small amplitude cosine distribution. Desingularized
sources are placed a small distance (inversely proportional to the local node density) above the nodes. The
potential at the nodes is prescribed with a cosine distribution. The source strengths for this fictitious problem
are then solved using an iterative solver, GMRES.
For the direct solution, the linear system of equations
(eqn. 16) is set up by assembling and storing the matrix
of influence coefficients, A . With the right hand side
(B = potential) given, the unknown source strength, E,
is then solved using the GMRES soiver. This solution
procedure is an 0(N2) method because the matrix, A ,
requires 0(N2) storage on the computer and the linear
system requires 0(N2) computations to solve.
For the multipole solution, the "pancake" hierarchy is
set up in the z = 0 plane. Each iterate of the GMRES solution is then computed using the multipole algorithm.
This solution procedure results in an O(N) method because the matrix A is no longer computed and stored
and the multipole algorithm allows the linear system to
be solved in O(N) computations.
There is a third alternative to these two solution procedures that might be considered. The linear system
can be solved using the direct method without storing
the matrix of influence coefficients. Every time an influence coefficient is needed it is simply recomputed. This
solution procedure requires O(N) storage and 0(N2)
computational effort.
The following computations were performed on a DEC
alphastation 600 5/266. Figure 3 shows the time required to arrive at the solution by the three methods versus the number of nodes (N) in the linear system. The direct method - no memory refers to the direct method without storing the influence matrix. This
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Figure 3: Time requirements
method has the advantage of using very little memory but the time requirements quickly become excessive.
The direct method with memory is much faster but the
memory requirements become larger than the available
memory on the alphastation when N becomes greater
than ~5000. The multipole solution is more efficient
than either option when N > 1000. Significant speed up
is attained with multipole acceleration when N becomes
very large (O(104)).
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Figure 4: Memory requirements
Figure 4 shows the memory requirements of the three
methods. The direct method - no memory requires very
little memory but the time requirements (figure 3) are
unreasonable. The direct method - with memory requires the most memory which quickly becomes excessive as N becomes large. The multipole method requires
a moderate amount cf memory which increases approx-

innately linearly with N.
These results clearly show the advantages of using a
multipole solver. The 0(N2) methods are severely limited by time and memory requirements with large N.
The time and memory requirements for the multipole
method increase linearly with N. This allows large problems to be analyzed without a significant computational
penalty.
While we have shown that the fast-multipole algorithm is an effective means to accelerating the solution
of nonlinear free-surface problems, it should be noted
that an apparently more efficient algorithm has been
developed recently which may be useful for these problems as well. This algorithm, referred to as the precorrected-FFT algorithm, was developed for application to electrostatics problems (Phillips 1994). Rather
than using multipole expansions, this algorithm represents distant influences at evaluation points by replacing a cube's cluster of sources with a small number of
weighted point singularities located at the corners and
on the faces of the cube. The evaluation of the matrix/vector product then consists of the following four
steps: The sources distributed on the integration surface
are replaced by a uniform grid of sources; the value of the
potential is computed on this uniform grid by FFT; this
potential is computed at the evaluation points by interpolation; and the nearby interactions are computed directly including the correction for the fact that they have
been included inaccurately in the previous two steps. A
complexity analysis of this algorithm shows that it has
a higher asymptotic cost than the fast-multipole algorithm demonstrated here (Phillips 1995), however in applications using up to order 105 degrees of freedom its
actual cost is lower (Nabors et al. 1995). This is due in
part to the fact that carefully tuned FFT routines are
available for many architectures and distributed computing environments.
Nonlinear incident waves at forward speed
Because boundary conditions are required on all enclosing surfaces for any boundary integral method, the
problem of producing fully nonlinear incident waves on
a ship moving at forward speed is not trivial. The difficulty arises because computational limitations allow
only a portion of the free surface to be modeled. Therefore, a method must be contrived to introduce waves into
the computational domain. This is achieved by producing waves in a two-dimensional tank relative to a fixed
reference frame Xo-Yo. A small computational window,
described in an x-y coordinate system moving relative to
the fixed Xo-Yo coordinates, can then be moved through
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the waves by prescribing the upstream and downstream
boundary conditions on the window.
Yo

Direction of
wave propagation

Direction of
window motion

y

f

.*

■<—

Xo

Computational
window

Figure 5: A two-dimensional wave making tank with a
moving computational window
Figure 5 shows a two-dimensional tank with a plunger
wave maker producing waves in the Xo-Yo reference
frame. The plunger wave maker has a 30 degree wedge
angle and a prescribed sinusoidal motion in the Yo direction. The computational window containing the ship is
then moved through the incident wave field by prescribing d4>/dn on a vertical "wall" and <j> and r] on the free
surface for both the upstream and downstream boundaries. However, for problems where a body is present in
the window, the waves passing through the downstream
boundary are unknown a priori. Therefore, the downstream boundary condition cannot be specified exactly.
In this case, the downstream boundary can be left unspecified, an approximate radiation condition can be applied, or some type of numerical beach strategy may be
used. For computations presented here, the boundary is
unspecified.
Figure 6 shows the results of this method in twodimensions with no ship form included. The computational window is moved at a constant speed through
the wave tank by specifying the upstream boundary condition and leaving the downstream boundary condition
unspecified. Four cases are studied for windows translating through the incident wave field at varying speeds.
The incident waves have wavelength A and the speed of
the computational window is defined by a Froude number based on wavelength, Fr = U„/\/gX. The wave
elevations, TJ, in the moving window are compared with
elevations in the stationary wave tank after the incident
waves have been entering the moving window for some
time. Because the downstream boundary condition is
not applied in the moving window, the wave elevations
do not agree exactly. They are, however, quite reasonable. If the downstream boundary had been specified,
the waves in the window would agree with the waves in
the tank to within graphical accuracy.
These results indicate that this method produces rea-
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surface an axisymmetric submarine hull form is translating with steady forward speed U0.
The submarine hull form is described using the following formula from Jackson (1991). The local radius
is defined as a function of position forward (77) and aft
(r„) of the parallel middle body.
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Where R is the radius of the parallel middle body, L;
and La are the lengths of the forward and after bodies
respectively and xj and xa are local coordinates which
run from zero at the parallel middle body up to Lj
and La- Given the total length of the submarine is L,
then the parameters used to describe the submarine are:
Lj/L - 0.167, La/L - 0.389, and R/L = 0.046.
The submarine is operating in infinitely deep water
at a depth of submergence of Depth/R = 2. It is translating in the opposite direction of the incident waves
(head seas). Preliminary results for forward speed cases
of Fr - 0.1 and Fr - 0.3 are presented here. The incident waves have frequency o>* = w0^L/g = 3.31. This
wave frequency was selected because according to linear theory it produces the maximum mean second order
diffraction moment about the center of buoyancy for the
Fr — 0.1 case.

Figure 6: Incident waves in a moving computational
window. Solid line - wave elevations in the computational window. Dashed line - wave elevations in the
stationary wave tank

Ic.

sonable waves inside a two-dimensional computational
window with no body present. The question of whether
the unspecified downstream boundary will produce acceptable results for a three-dimensional problem with a
body present is the subject of the next section.
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Wave forces on a submerged submarine with forward
speed
Two-dimensional plane waves are introduced into
a three-dimensional computational window via the
method outlined in the previous section. The threedimensional window is bounded by a vertical wall on the
upstream boundary (on which the incident wave boundary conditions are applied), a vertical wall on the outer
boundary, a plane of symmetry on y — 0, and the free
surface. The downstream boundary is left open and the
fluid is infinitely deep. A small distance below the free

Figure 7: Incident waves with forward speed in a threedimensional moving window
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expected to be small due to the low Froude number. For
this speed the ratio of wavelength in the Kelvin wake to
body length is X/L « 1/16. The free surface discretization shown in figure 7 is too coarse to resolve the waves
accurately. The number of nodes required to adequately
resolve the Kelvin wake would be very large. Since the
forces resulting from steady forward speed are small relative to the Froude-Krylov forces due to incident waves,
we used the coarse grid expecting a small error due to
inadequate resolution of the Kelvin wake.

Figure 7 shows the three-dimensional computational
domain. The submarine body is discretized with 251
nodes and the free surface with 2720 nodes. Not
shown in the figure are the upstream and outer boundaries which are discretized with 320 and 500 nodes
respectively resulting in a total of 3791 nodes. The
non-dimensional time step for this problem is At* —

At^/gJI = 0.03.

Fz*

Fz*

Fx* o
Fx* o

Fm* o

Fm*

Figure 8: Exciting forces, Fr = 0.1, w* = 3.31
Figure 8 shows the time histories of.the exciting
forces and moment for the Fr = 0.1 case. Here, the
non-dimensional time, vertical force, horizontal force
and pitch moment about the center of buoyancy are:
f = ts/g/Z, Fz* = Fz/pgA2L, Fx* = Fx/pgA2L, and
Fm* = Fm/pgA2L2. p and g are the density and gravitational acceleration and A is the incident wave amplitude. For this case, linear theory predicts a maximum
second order mean shift of Fm*,dif fraction = 0.005 for
the pitching moment due to wave diffraction. The mean
shift for the total nonlinear pitching moment computed
here is Fm*otaI = —0.149. The difference is due to the
fact that in nonlinear computations, the diffraction force
cannot be separated from the total force. Therefore, the
total moment includes contributions from diffraction, incident waves and steady forward speed. This comparison gives an indication of the relative magnitudes of the
total mean shift in the moment, and the mean shift due
only to diffraction.
The mean shift in the forces and moment due to
steady forward speed in the absence of incident waves is

Figure 9: Exciting forces, Fr = 0.3, uj = 3.31
Figure 9 shows the exciting forces and moment for
the Fr — 0.3 case. Here we see that the increase in encounter frequency has resulted in a significant reduction
in the exciting forces. This is expected since linear theory predicts a maximum at Fr — 0.1. Notice that the
maximum pitching moment occurs before the moment
reaches its steady state oscillation. This occurs when
the submarine is passing under the wave front. The
length of the incident waves in the front are longer due
to dispersion. These longer waves are closer to the ship
length and therefore create a larger exciting moment.
The results presented for this problem serve to indicate the validity of using the two-dimensional incident waves in the three-dimensional moving window.
They do not constitute a complete set of results for
the problem of exciting forces on a submerged submarine. The analysis of this problem was not completed
by the preprint deadline. We expect to have a more
thorough set of results available for presentation at con-
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J. White, "Multipole-accelerated preconditioned iterative methods for three-dimensional potential problems," In Proceedings of BEM, volume 15, pages 517527, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1993.
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iterative methods for solving surface integral formulations of three-dimensional Laplace problems," Domainbased Parallelism and Problem Decomposition Methods
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Laplace or Helmholtz kernels," Colorado Conference on
Multigrid Methods, April, 1995.
12. W.C. Webster, "The flow about arbitrary, threedimensional smooth bodies," J. Ship Research, 19:206218, 1975.

ference time.
CONCLUSIONS
The desingularized method is well suited for computing nonlinear wave-body problems. When combined
with a multipole algorithm, solutions can be obtained
with a reasonable amount of computational effort and
storage on a workstation level computer. This significant improvement in efficiency will help in advancing nonlinear free surface computations from a research
project to a usable design tool.
A new method has been presented for introducing
nonlinear incident waves into problems with forward
speed. This method can be used to produce waves
inside both two- and three-dimensional computational
windows. The wave exciting forces on a submerged submarine with forward speed results are incomplete. We
expect to have a complete set of results for presentation
by conference time.
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presence of a body or by the generation of
incident waves. The box is unbounded below,
bounded above the free surface and on the
centerline by symmetry.
The remaining
boundaries upstream, downstream and side all
require appropriate boundary conditions. The
examples we have published here have all been
for T > 1/4 so the upstream condition is defined
by the steady flow or by incident waves. The
side boundary is truncated with a vertical wall
made with source and collocation points that
extend down to a depth of one wavelength
(defined by the incident wave or the boat
speed). We have also tried absorbing beaches
along the side boundary but they interfere with
the propagation of the incident waves. Only the
downstream boundary has the "open" boundary
condition. In this case we justify its use
because the waves are carried out of the
problem domain by the natural downstream
convection of the free surface nodes. This is an
implied radiation boundary condition, not a
rigidly defined boundary condition, and we
provide no proof of its legitimacy. Our results
indicate that the "open" boundary has little
effect on the wave pattern of forces on the body
relative to previously published experimental
results.
We agree with Dr. Lee that an
experiment might be contrived to provide
insight into this problem. We are still searching
for the perfect far-field boundary.

DISCUSSION
CM. Lee
Pohang Institute of Science and Technology, Korea
In the present morning session, we hear that the
nonlinear ship motion theory cannot prescribe the
radiation condition in the far field, and hence the
numerical methods developed so far are based on
the so-called "open boundary condition in the far
field." For the 3-D potential theory, the physical
condition dictates that the diffracted and radiated
waves should decay in the far field.
We
unfortunately do not know how far the far field
should be in the numerical solutions. I would like
to see somebody perform a careful experiment to
provide as a guideline how we should impose the
far-field conditions in our numerical solutions for
the nonlinear water waves.
AUTHORS' REPLY
In wave radiation and diffraction problems where
the fluid domain is infinite, a radiation boundary
condition is required in the computational domain
in order to make the problem well-posed. No one
has yet been able to find exact radiation boundary
condition for fully nonlinear wave problems. This
necessitates the use of approximate radiation
boundary conditions. In our problem we have
steady flow in a box which is perturbed by the
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Computations of Wave Loads Using
a B-Spline Panel Method
C.-H. Lee, H. Maniar, J. Newman, X. Zhu
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

has been achieved in extending this method to
the analysis of second-order wave effects (Molin k
Chen [18]; Eatock Taylor k Chau [3]; Lee k Newman [12]). However, notwithstanding the popularity and success of this technique, there are
various special problems where the computational
burden is severe, or where quantities are required
such as gradients of the velocity field, which cannot be computed robustly from the conventional
'low-order' panel method.

Abstract
This paper describes the development of a
higher-order panel method based on B-splines,
and its application to problems involving linear
and nonlinear wave interactions with floating or
submerged bodies. The use of B-splines permits a
very accurate representation of the body geometry, and a continuous representation of the velocity potential on the body surface. These features
result in more efficient and robust solutions relative to the conventional low-order panel method.

In low-order methods the submerged surface of
the body is represented by a large number N of
flat quadrilateral panels, and the velocity potential (or the source strength) is assumed piecewise
constant on each panel. Only sources were used
in the pioneering work of Hess k Smith [7], with
the unknown source strength determined from an
integral equation derived from the boundary condition on the body. In the complementary procedure where sources and normal dipoles are used,
the potential is determined more directly from an
integral equation based on Green's theorem. In
either of these approaches, the integral equation
is replaced by a system of linear equations, with
the number of unknowns equal to N.

Several applications are described to illustrate
the computational advantages of this method.
These include first-order solutions for a floating
hemisphere, a tension-leg platform, and a long
periodic array which is representative of very
large platforms proposed for floating airports and
cities. Also considered are second- and thirdorder wave loads, where fundamental difficulties
exist in evaluating the free-suiface forcing functions using the low-order method. This is particularly important at third order, where we present
preliminary results from an investigation aimed
at predicting the occurrence of ringing.

The use of flat panels simplifies the evaluation of the integrated singularity distribution on
each panel, but a relatively large number of panels are required to achieve accurate representations of the geometry and the potential. A more
fundamental restriction is that the potential derived from Green's theorem cannot be differentiated analytically to derive the fluid velocity on
or near the body surface; this difficulty can be
circumvented in a limited manner by using a distribution of sources only, but that method also
fails if gradients of the velocity field are required.

1. Introduction
Computations based on panel methods have
achieved widespread use among practicing engineers and hydrodynamicists for external-flow potential problems. In applications concerning the
wave loads and motions of offshore platforms, and
other stationary vessels, the first-order analysis in
the frequency domain is now routine (Korsmeyer
et al. [10], Herfjord k Nielsen [6]). Panel methods can be used not only for single bodies but also
for multiple interacting vessels, with important
applications to marine operations. Success also

Higher-order panel methods have been devel75

eas. The analysis of these second-order loads can
be performed using a low-order panel method,
but the computational burden is quite large and
much care is necessary to ensure robust results.
The extension of HIPAN to include second-order
loads is currently in progress, and we are not able
to show complete computations, but preliminary
results which have been obtained demonstrate the
improvements that may be achieved using the Bspline methodology in the second-order analysis.

oped to overcome these difficulties. Most of
the higher-order methods are based on piecewise
polynomial approximations of the geometry and
potential on each panel, usually restricted to linear or quadratic representations using local polynomials of first-or second-degree, respectively. In
this paper we describe a different higher-order approach, where B-spline basis functions are used
to represent the geometry and potential. This
offers the possibility of a more continuous representation, with greater geometrical flexibility and
numerical efficiency. Following a preliminary investigation of this technique in two dimensions
(Hsin et al, [8]), we have developed a threedimensional panel program which will be referred
to as 'HIPAN'. A more detailed description of the
method is contained in the thesis of Maniar [16].

It should be noted that we refer to 'order' in
two completely different contexts here, one specifying the numerical approximation of the geometry and velocity potential on the body surface,
and the other referring to the order of the perturbation expansion in terms of the amplitude of the
waves and body motions. Low-order and higherorder panel methods are distinguished by the type
of numerical approximations used, whereas firstand higher-order wave loads are defined with respect to the corresponding powers of the wave
amplitude.

HIPAN was developed initially to solve linearized radiation-diffraction problems in the frequency domain. Thus the body is fixed, or performing small oscillatory motions about a fixed
mean position, and plane progressive waves are
incident from a prescribed direction. The fluid
is either of constant finite depth, or infinitely
deep. The body may be floating on the surface or submerged. For this case the free-surface
Green function can be used effectively. The analogous low-order panel method WAMIT, which is
described by Lee [11], can be used to test the
accuracy and relative computational efficiency of
HIPAN. The efficiency of HIPAN is most apparent for relatively complicated body shapes. This
will be illustrated by considering a large array of
floating cylinders similar to a floating bridge. In
that particular problem we find not only that substantially larger arrays can be analyzed, but also
that the results display very interesting features
closely related to the occurrence of trapped waves
in a channel.

Recent attention in the offshore community has
been directed toward higher-order nonlinear loads
which are thought to cause 'ringing', a hydrodynamic/structural resonance which has been observed for large platforms in extreme wave conditions. The relevant frequencies suggest that
ringing may be caused by third-harmonic wave
loads, and this has motivated two recent studies
which are restricted to the simplest possible geometrical configuration, a vertical circular cylinder. In the work of Faltinsen et al. [4] a perturbation scheme is employed appropriate to the
regime where the cylinder radius and wave amplitude are of comparable magnitude, and both are
small compared to the wavelength. In the complementary work of Malenica & Molin [15], a conventional Stokes expansion is used with the wave
amplitude assumed small compared to the cylinder radius and wavelength and without restricting the radius/wavelength ratio. Partly to clarify the differences between these two works, and
also to develop a more general computational tool
for analyzing practical bodies, we have extended
HIPAN to include third-order loads. Here too
our present results are incomplete, but they do
indicate that the Stokes expansion may be more
appropriate for contemporary platforms.

In many applications important nonlinear effects must be analyzed, particularly the secondorder sum- and difference-frequency loads which
occur at relatively high and low frequencies compared to the first-order wave spectrum. Highfrequency loads are important in cases where resonant structural response is encountered. Examples include hull deflections of long slender
ships, bending of vertical monotowers, and vertical motions of tension-leg platforms. Conversely,
low-frequency loads are important for rigid-body
motions where the restoring forces are relatively
weak. Examples include the horizontal oscillations of moored and towed vessels, and the vertical response of vessels with small waterplane ar-

In Sections 2-3 we review the boundary-value
problems to be addressed, and the formulation
of the panel method for solving these problems
based on B-splines. Solutions of several illus76

trative problems are described in Section 4. In
the concluding Section 5 other possible applications and extensions of HIPAN are discussed. For
simplicity we restrict our attention to diffraction
problems where the body is fixed. Except where
noted the fluid depth is assumed infinite.

separately, due to their different asymptotic behavior at the far-field. However in the case of
monochromatic incident waves in infinite water
depth, the second- and third-order incident wave
potentials vanish and it is not necessary to distinguish between the diffraction and scattering components at these orders.

2.

The diffraction potentials are subject to the
free-surface condition

The Boundary-Value Problem

Cartesian coordinates x = (x,y,z) are defined
with z — 0 the plane of the undisturbed free surface and z < 0 the fluid domain. In accordance
with the assumptions of potential theory, and a
perturbation solution in terms of a small parameter e (e.g. the incident-wave slope), the velocity
potential is expanded in the form

$)-j2K<j)^ = Qf onz = 0,

where j = 1,2,3. The forcing functions at each
order j are evaluated from the following equations, with 2 = 0:
id)
QY'=o,

S(x,i) = e$(1)(x,i)+£2$(2)(x,t)+ri$(3)(x,0+- • •
(1)
where t denotes time.
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Assuming a discrete spectrum with frequency
components u„, the first-order potential can be
expressed as
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where w„ > 0. The second- and third-order potentials, which result from quadratic and cubic
interactions among first-order solutions, can be
expressed as
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where Re denotes the real part of the complex
quantity.

Each of the diffraction potentials also satisfies
the condition of zero normal velocity on the body
surface, and vanishes at large depths. In addition, they are subject to appropriate radiation
conditions in the far-field. The scattering part
of the first-order potential satisfies a Sommerfeld
radiation condition. The far-field behavior of the
second- and third-order potentials include outgoing 'free' waves, which satisfy a Sommerfeld radiation condition, and 'locked' waves which are in
phase with the Q(f [15].

The complete higher-order solutions contain
a variety of frequency components.
For example, the second-order solution contains the
second-harmonic, mean and sum- and differencefrequency components. The third-order solution
contains more diverse combinations of frequency
components. To simplify the discussion here we
consider the case of monochromatic first-order incident waves. Specifically we consider the secondharmonic and mean components of the secondorder solution and the third-harmonic component
of the third-order solution.

Integral equations suitable for evaluating the
diffraction potentials are derived by applying
Green's theorem to the volume of fluid in the domain which is bounded by S&, 5/, and a closure
surface which is in the far field and at large depths
below the free surface. For this purpose we use

The diffraction potentials can be decomposed
into incident and scattering components. In general, it is convenient to solve for these potentials
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F(2) =

the wave source potential as the Green function
(cf. [19], equation 7.9). The resulting equations
are Fredholm integral equations for the unknown
4>W over the domain S\,. The first-order diffraction potential is obtained from
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Here p is the water density, Cw denotes the intersection of the body with the mean free surface,
and n is the normal vector to the body surface.
For the corresponding moments n is replaced by
(x x n).

= JJ Q{p(S)G(x;Odt. (8)
In the forcing function on the right-hand-side
of the latter equation the integrals over S& and
the far-field closure vanish due to the boundary
conditions of the diffraction potentials as stated
above.

3. The B-spline Methodology
We consider a three-dimensional body (or ensemble of separate bodies) where the submerged
body surface consists of a finite set (p = 1,..., V)
of continuous surfaces, referred to as patches.
The Cartesian points x = (x, y, z) on each patch
are mapped to a rectangular parametric domain
(u, v) by a continuous mapping function, which is
assumed here to be described by a B-spline tensor
product expansion of the form

The principal difficulty in the computation of
the higher-order potentials lies on the evaluation of the integral over the free surface. The
integrands are oscillatory, and slowly decaying.
Truncation at a finite distance from the body is
generally not adequate. Instead, following Lee
& Newman [12], Sj is divided into two regions
separated by a circle which encloses the body,
and is of sufficiently large radius so that the effect of the evanescent modes of the scattering
waves is negligible outside the circle, compared
to the propagating modes. In this infinite outer
region, the Green function and the velocity potentials can be expanded in Fourier-Bessel series
and the integrals can be reduced to the sums of
one-dimensional integrals of the products of the
corresponding Bessel functions. The latter integrals are nontrivial, but they can be evaluated
numerically with appropriate algorithms. Direct
numerical quadrature is used for the evaluation
of the surface integral over the finite inner region.
The details of this procedure, and the utilization
of B-spline basis functions are discussed in Section 3.3.

Here Ü' and Vf are B-splines of order k (degree
k — 1) in the parametric variables u and v respectively, and X'ij = [X'jjY^Z'j] are prescribed
vertices or coefficients. The total number of U'
and V" splines used for the approximation are Ip
and Jp respectively.
For a detailed description of B-splines we refer
to DeBoor [2]. It suffices here to note that Bsplines are polynomial functions which are nonzero over a finite span (support), and that their
shape and continuity are dependent on the order
and on a monotonic increasing sequence of real
numbers

The integrated wave loads or exciting forces
are evaluated by integrating the pressure due to
the diffraction potentials over the wetted surface
of the body. The final expressions for the first-,
second- and third-order forces are

(13)
F(!)

J Jsb

n^dS,

(9)
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which are called knots. The rectangular parametric space which is mapped by (12) onto the physical surface is
[ä^F+x)*rc. */,+.) •

(14)

This is referred to as the usable space.
As an example, Figure 1 shows one quadrant of
a tension-leg platform (TLP), represented by 35
patches. On the pontoons a total of 32 patches
are used, and outlined separately in the figure.
Three larger patches are used to represent the column, including one on the bottom circular disk,
one on the side to represent the complete circular cylinder above the pontoons, and one on
the lower outside surface of the cylinder between
the pontoons. (While not relevant to the representation of the geometry, each of these larger
patches is subdivided for hydrodynamic purposes
into smaller panels which we define later. These
panels are outlined in Figure 1.)

Figure 1: One quadrant of a TLP described by
35 B-spline patches. The lines on the surface are
panel boundaries.

Utilizing the parametric space provided by each
patch, we also approximate the potential by a Bspline tensor product expansion. Thus, the potential on patch p is represented in the form

3.1 Features of the method
By allowing piecewise continuous bodies to be
described in a patchwise fashion, one can represent a wide variety of complex structures with a
very accurate geometric description of each patch.

i=i i=i

While the potential is approximated in the
same parametric variables as the surface, these
two representations are otherwise independent.
Consequently, increasingly accurate potential approximations can be sought without reconstructing the geometry.

Here U? and V}" are B-splines of order k in the
same parametric variables u and v, dependent on
the knot vectors

(16)

The representations (12) and (15) are local
approximants due to the finite support of the
splines. Further, implicit in these equations is
the possibility of a nonuniform distribution of the
splines over the parametric space. Both of these
features are desirable for approximating the solution in the vicinity of flow singularities (e.g., in
the vicinity of body edges and the free surface).

[vi,vl,...,v']
and <f>*j are unknown complex coefficients to be
solved for.
Since different B-splines may be used in (12)
and (15) the method is not restricted to be isoparametric. To ensure that the usable parametric
space implicit in (15) matches that of the geometry (12), we require that u£ = v\, wjp+1 = ü'[+l,
vTk = v\ and v» +1 = v"]+l. Multiple knots may be
used in (12-13) to represent special features of the
patch geometry. Multiple knots are not allowed
in the usable space for the potential splines. In
the absence of multiple knots for potential splines,
we define Mp — Ip — k + 1 and Np = Jp — k + 1,
which correspond to the total number of non-zero
intervals between consecutive knots of the usable
space in the u and v directions respectively.

An approximant based on B-splines of order k
has (k — 2) degrees of continuity everywhere on a
patch, unlike many higher-order methods where
continuity is ensured only over a panel or element.
Continuous descriptions of parametric derivatives
of the potential can be obtained simply by analytic differentiation. Cartesian derivatives of the
potential can also be derived analytically, using
the parametric derivatives of the patch geometric description (see Bingham k, Maniar [1]). Not
only first- but also higher-order derivatives of the
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quadratures are efficient, and numerical experiments indicate that Af, — 2 and 3 suffice for linear and cubic B-splines, respectively. With this
algorithm, the field points of the Green function
in the inner integration are specified by the Gauss
nodes in parametric space.

potential can be derived, provided the order of
the B-splines is appropriately selected.
No explicit conditions are imposed on the
potential at the common boundaries of the
patches. This absence of 'connectivity' between
patches greatly simplifies the implementation of
the method. No special considerations are required if a patch boundary coincides with a surface discontinuity where the potential is singular,
as in the case of the corner at the lower edge of
the TLP column in Figure 1.

Special attention is required for the inner integrals, to account for the Rankine singularity
of the Green function. When the field point
lies within the domain of integration, the singularity is analytically removed and the resulting integrand expanded in a series with algebraic terms which are integrable in closed form.
For other cases, and for the integrals of the
non-singular part of the Green function, GaussLegendre quadratures are used. If the field point
is near the integration domain, adaptive subdivision is used for the nearly-singular Rankine component to preserve the accuracy of the quadrature
scheme. The contribution to the Green function
from the free surface is evaluated using the algorithms described by Newman [19]. For further
details see Maniar [16].

3.2 The integral equation
The unknown coefficients which appear in (15)
may be determined by imposing Green's theorem
(7-8). For the sake of generality we define the
forcing function which appears on the right side
of this equation by T, and also the residual r, by
r(u,v) = 2ir<j> +

Jl

(17)

on

Similar procedures are used for the integrals of
the forcing function, which are of the form

i.e., the difference between the left- and righthand sides of the integral equation. To obtain
a linear system of equations for the complex coefficients, <£'■, a Galerkin procedure is adopted.
Specifically, we minimize the residual with respect to each of the (potential) B-spline tensor
products directly over their support (fij,) in the
usable parametric space. Thus,

jj r(u,v) Ul(u) V;(v) dudv = 0 ,

//

x J

p-

(20)

For the first-order diffraction potential, T =
4-K(f>i, and (20) is straightforward to evaluate. In
other cases the forcing function is of the form

(18)

? = (I

for i = 1,2,..., Jp; j = 1,2,...,JP ; p =
1,2,..., "P. Each patch provides the same number
of equations as the number of unknowns, resulting in a square complex dense system of equations
of dimension U x U where

u = £ 7P

TV* Vj du dv
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where / = d^/dn for first-order radiation problems and the integral is over the body surface, and
/ = Q'-p for second- or third-order diffraction
problems with the integral over the free surface.
In these cases / is approximated on each panel
by a series expansion in the parametric variables,
and it follows that

(19)

As a result of the Galerkin procedure, the influence coefficients in the linear system are double
spatial integrals of dG/dn. These coefficients are
evaluated by a semi-discrete Galerkin approach
where the outer integral in (18) is replaced by
a fixed order (Na) product Gauss rule, applied
to each of the intervals between the knots (AtJ)
of the support of the (potential) splines in the
usable space. For this purpose Gauss-Legendre
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(22)
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Figure 3: Relative error of ^i on the free surface
using the low-order panel method. See caption of
Figure 2 for further details.

Figure 2: Relative error of <£(1) on the free surface, evaluated by the low-order panel method.
The geometry is a bottom-mounted cylinder (radius = a, draft T = 0.5a, wavenumber va - 1)
and the results are applicable along the radial line
9 — 7T/4 relative to the upwave direction. The
number of unknowns shown is for one quadrant
of the body. The total number of panels on one
quadrant waterline is 5, 9 and 15 respectively.

is made here is to neglect the contribution to
the third-order forcing function from the secondorder potential. This is motivated by the longwavelength approximation of Faltinsen et al. [4].
Both of these simplifications can be overcome in
a relatively straightforward manner, using the
same procedures as in the second-order version
of WAMIT.

where (ue, ve) is a central expansion point on the
parametric space of the panel. The truncation index Nt is determined such that the first neglected
term is of magnitude consistent with the other local errors.

After solving for the first-order diffraction potential using (7), the same equation is used (with
the factor An in the first term) to evaluate <f>^
at specified points on the free surface. A leastsquares procedure is then used on an appropriate set of free-surface patches to approximate <f>^
with B-spline expansions throughout the domain
of the truncated free surface. The required firstand second- derivatives in the horizontal plane are
then evaluated analytically. The required vertical derivatives are derived using the free-surface
condition and Laplace's equation.

3.3 Nonlinear methodology
When the integral equation (8) is used for the
second- and third-order potentials, the principal
modification is to evaluate the forcing function
on the right-hand-side which involves integration
over the free surface. As noted in §2, an appropriate procedure is to use numerical integration
inside a circle of finite radius, and a semi-analytic
analysis in the far field outside the same circle.

Since the above procedure results (locally) in a
polynomial form for the functions Qr] , the integrals on the right-hand-side of equation (8) can be
evaluated using the same algorithms described in
Section 3.2. The subsequent procedure to solve
(8) is essentially the same as for the first order
potential.

Since the inner integration is the most difficult computational task in the low-order panel
method, we concentrate on it here and truncate
the free surface at a specified partition radius r,
and neglect the far field contribution in the forcing function. The resulting solutions are incomplete, but serve to demonstrate the advantages
of HIPAN in solving the higher-order boundaryvalue problems. Another simplification which

A fundamental advantage of this procedure is
that it is relatively robust in the vicinity of the
body waterline, by comparison to the low-order
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Figure 5: Relative error of 4>r on the free surface
using HIPAN. See caption of Figure 4 for further
details.

Figure 4: Relative error of <j>^ on the free surface, evaluated by HIPAN. The geometry and
wavenumber are the same as in Figure 2. The
number of panels and unknowns shown are for
one quadrant of the body.

substantially smaller as well. Near the waterline
intersection the error is larger than away from the
waterline intersection, but the problem is far less
serious than in the low order panel method. By
increasing the number of panels or the order of the
potential on the body, the error of the potential
decreases. While a loss of accuracy is inherent in
obtaining derivatives by analytic differentiation
of the polynomial representation of <j>^, it can
be reduced with a suitable refinement of the Bspline characteristics on the body and on the free
surface. The results shown in Figure 5 for (f>r
use a B-spline representation where the potential
is fit at 55 x 18 points on one quadrant of the
free surface in the radial interval 1.0 < r/a < 1.5.
This sector is sub-divided into 12 x 4 panels and
B-splines of order 4 are used. This representation
is sufficiently accurate so that the errors shown
in Figure 5 are associated only with the firstorder potential representation on the body surface. Similar results have been confirmed for the
second derivative of the potential.

panel method. To demonstrate this we first show
results from WAMIT where the diffraction potential and its radial derivative are evaluated on the
free surface, and compared with the analytical
solution for a vertical circular cylinder. (These
correspond more physically to the free-surface elevation and slope.)
The relative errors from the low-order computations are shown in Figures 2 & 3. In most
cases the error is small, and can be reduced by
increasing the number of panels, but close to the
waterline intersection the derivative cannot be
evaluated in a robust manner, as is true more
generally near the body surface (Zhao k Faltinsen [22]). (To achieve maximum accuracy from
WAMIT the radial derivative is evaluated using
the source formulation, and along the normal to
the body boundary at the mid-point of waterline elements.) Clearly this procedure cannot be
used to evaluate the second derivatives near the
body. In the second-order solution this problem
can be minimized by using Gauss' theorem [11],
but this approach cannot be extended to third
order. In Figures 4 & 5 we show the corresponding results from HIPAN. Using a similar number
of unknowns as in WAMIT, the relative error of
the potential is about one order smaller near the
body and decays more rapidly in the radial direction. The relative error of the radial derivative is

The angular variation of the error using HIPAN
is shown in Figure 6. It is interesting to note that
the error is oscillatory, with maximum errors at
the Gauss nodes and at the midpoints between
these nodes. The error diminishes with increasing distance from the waterline intersection of the
body, both radially and vertically. (Only the real
part of the error is shown here since the imaginary
component is relatively small.)
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The free-surface Green function has a logarithmic singularity when the source and field points
coincide on the free surface. This is presumed to
be the dominant contribution to the errors discussed above. It is possible to treat this singularity in a semi-analytic manner, analogous to the
technique described by Newman & Sclavounos
[21]. This extension of HIPAN should further reduce the local error at the intersection.

Notation
A
a
d
9
T
A
V

P
u

0.004

Quantity
wave amplitude
cylinder radius
half-distance between bodies
acceleration due to gravity
cylinder draft
wavelength
wavenumber
fluid density
radian frequency

Table 1: Definition of commonly used symbols.

0.002

space between consecutive knots of the potential
B-splines. Therefore, the number of panels refers
to the product, Mx x Nx for a body described by
one patch, or the sum of products ]T}p Mp x N,
for a body described by several patches.

0.000 5V-rf--=~!

-0.002

5

The most significant errors in this scheme are
associated with the order (Afg) of the product
Gauss-Legendre rule for the outer integration
(Galerkin), and the limitations of the potential
B-spline approximation (15). The latter is controlled by the total number of splines used, their
degree, and their distribution over the region.
Since these factors are independent, a simple but
effective indicator of the approximating ability of
(15) and the ensuing computational effort is the
number of unknowns (19) involved. Secondary
sources of error include the truncated normal
derivative expansion, the amplification of errors
in the solution due to an ill-conditioned linear
system of equations, inaccuracies in the B-spline
surface patches, and lack of continuity across
patches.

10

9, degrees
Figure 6: The error of the real part of <j>^ on the
free surface using HIPAN with the order of the
inner Gauss-Legendre quadratures equal to six.
The solution is obtained at points adjacent to the
first waterline segment, at the radii r. The geometry and wavenumber are the same as in Figure
2. The number of panels is 6 x 2 for one quadrant
of the body and the potential B-splines are cubic.

Table 1 defines the notation used in presenting
the results below.

4. Results
A variety of examples are presented to demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of HIPAN.
For the results presented, B-spline representation
of patches are constructed by fitting points on
the surface by a linear least-squares procedure.
The geometric representations can be considered
exact in relation to the approximation of the solutions for the velocity potentials. Generally we
start with 'coarse' representations of the potential using the same knot vectors (13) as in the
geometry representation. More accurate potential representations are obtained using knot vectors which subdivide the intervals between consecutive geometry knots. We define panels as the
physical surface corresponding to the parametric

4.1 First-order results
As the first example we evaluate the surge
added-mass and damping coefficients for a floating hemisphere, where the benchmark results of
Hulme [9] are available for comparison. One
quadrant of the hemisphere is modelled as a patch
(V = 1). Symmetry is used to restrict the unknown solution to this patch, where the potential
is represented by a cubic (k = 4) B-spline expansion. The expansion (22) for the normal derivative is truncated at degree TV, = 4. The outer
integration is an Mg x M, = 3 x 3 Gauss rule.
Figure 7 compares the HIPAN results with those
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Figure 8: Surge exciting force on the Snorre TLP,
normalized by pgAa2.

Figure 7: The surge added-mass and damping coefficients for a floating hemisphere, normalized by
the factors 2irpa3/3 and 2irwpa3/3, respectively.
The solid triangles are results from Hulme, and
the dotted and solid lines corresp ond to computations with 2x2 and 3x3 panels per quadrant
respectively.

We observe from Figure 8 that the maximum
value of the surge exciting force occurs near
vd/it = 1, where the wavelength A is equal to
the column spacing 2d, and minimum values occur near the points where X/2d is equal to 0.5 and
1.5. These correspond respectively to the condition where the local phase of the incident waves
is the same at both pairs of columns, and where
the waves are out of phase. This simple explanation, which is well known, essentially follows from
considering only the Froude-Krilov exciting force
and neglecting the scattered pressure field. The
importance of the latter, and the small shift of the
maximum force to ud/w ~ 0.86 corresponding to
A/2d ~ 1.16, is illuminated by considering a long
array of N circular cylinders in a single row, with
equal spacing 2d between adjacent cylinders.

of Hulme [9]. Two sets of results are plotted, corresponding to discretizations with M\xN\ =2x2
and 3x3 panels, corresponding to 5 x 5 and 6x6
unknowns. The corresponding curves are practically indistinguishable, except in the vicinity of
the irregular frequencies. The bandwidth of the
irregular frequencies is very narrow, particularly
for the finer discretization.
To illustrate the application to a more complicated problem we next consider the surge exciting
force on the Snorre TLP shown in Figure 1 Each
quadrant of the TLP is represented by 35 patches.
These computations are performed in a finite water depth (For the dimensions and depth see [12]).
Two discretizations are used for the potential, labelled 'coarse' and 'fine'. The coarse discretization is shown in Figure 1, with panels as large
as the entire pontoon side. The fine discretization corresponds to subdividing each panel of the
coarse set into four smaller panels. Figure 8 compares the first-order surge exciting force on the
TLP as computed by the present method and by
the low-order panel method WAMIT. The graphical agreement with WAMIT is clear. The use of
linear potential B-splines for the coarse case and
cubic splines for the fine case, involve 164 and 989
unknowns per quadrant respectively.

The first application of HIPAN to a long array
was performed for the case of bottom-mounted
circular cylinders in a finite water depth (Maniar k, Newman [17]), to permit comparison with
the semi-analytic interaction theory of Linton k
Evans [13]. Computations were performed with
up to 100 cylinders, revealing a singularly large
surge exciting force (parallel to the array) acting
locally on each cylinder, at the critical wavenumber where trapped waves occur for a single cylinder in a channel (Linton k Evans [14]). For
N = 100 and a/d = 0.5 the local surge force
on cylinders near the center of the array is about
35 times the magnitude of the force on a single
isolated cylinder!
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Figure 10: The distribution of the exciting force
along an array of 100 truncated circular cylinders
in head seas for vd/v = 0.988. The cylinder at
the head of the array corresponds to / = 1. The
horizontal dashed line indicates the magnitude of
the exciting force on a single isolated cylinder.

Figure 9: The magnitude of the exciting force in
head seas on the first cylinder in an array of N
truncated circular cylinders. The draft is equal to
the radius a and the separation between adjacent
cylinder centers is 2d = 10a.
To further illustrate this phenomenon we consider the head-sea diffraction by a periodic array
of N truncated circular cylinders, of radius a and
draft T — a, with the centers separated by five
diameters (2d = 10a). Figure 9 shows the magnitude of the exciting force on the first cylinder,
for N = 1,3,5,9. Sharp peaks are evident when
vdj-K is equal to an integer or an integer plus one
half. The peak values increase with increasing
N, whereas the bandwidth decreases. Similar behavior has been observed with arrays of floating
hemispheres and spheroids.

with rigid walls; in this case the phase of the
sloshing mode and local force differs by 180° between adjacent cylinders, and the total integrated
force on the array is relatively small. The second
mode, near vd/ir = 1, appears to correspond to
a trapped mode for a single cylinder in a channel with 'Dirichlet walls' where the potential is
zero; here the motion at adjacent cylinders is
in phase and the total integrated force is large.
These trapped modes correspond to eigensolutions of the beam-sea diffraction problem in the
limit N —* oo. It appears that similar 'trapped'
modes occur for the higher wavenumbers, corresponding to the successive peaks in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows the magnitude of the exciting force on each cylinder in a long array with
N — 100 elements, at the critical wavenumber near vd/ir =1. In this case the force increases along the first 20% of the array, and diminishes thereafter, with substantial sheltering
only present near the leeward end. The maximum force is amplified by a factor of four times
the force on a single cylinder, arid total integrated
force on the entire array is about two times the
simple estimate based on one cylinder.

To address the issue of computational efficiency, Table 2 compares the number of unknowns
required and execution time, for equivalent accuracy, using HIPAN and using the conventional
low-order panel method. Two applications are
included in this comparison, the heave exciting
force on a single truncated circular cylinder and
the vertical mean drift force on a submerged
sphere. The times reported in the two cases are
for a spectrum of 8 and 6 wavenumbers respectively. For a 1.0% — 0.1% relative error, the Bspline higher-order method is 10-200 times faster
than the constant panel method. If greater accuracy is required, or for more complicated bodies,

Computations of the free-surface elevation
show that local 'sloshing modes' of large amplitude exist at the same wavenumbers where the
exciting force on each cylinder is large. The
first mode, near vd/ir = 1/2, corresponds to the
trapped mode for a single cylinder in a channel
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w
H
W
H

W
H
W
H

Relative
Error
1%
1%
0.1%
0.1%
Relative
Error
0.6 ~ 3%
1%
0.05 ~ 1%
0.1%

# of unknowns
per quadrant
512
16 (48)
2048
32 (72)

Time
[seconds]
44
1(3)
1140
4 (11)

# of unknowns
800/quadrant
- (^/half-body
3081/quadrant
- (121)/h&ii-body

Time
[seconds]
637
-(10)
11428
- (108)
Number of unknowns

Table 2: Comparison of the number of unknowns
and run times required to obtain equivalent accuracy, for HIPAN (H) and the low-order panel program WAMIT (W). The results in the upper table are for the surge exciting force on a truncated
circular cylinder, and in the lower table for the
vertical second-order drift force on a submerged
sphere in finite depth. The figures in parenthesis
are for cubic B-splines; the other HIPAN results
are for linear B-splines. The last column shows
the typical execution time, per wavenumber, on
a DEC Alpha 3000/700 workstation.

Figure 11: The computational error vs. the number of unknowns for the surge exciting force on
the Snorre TLP. Each dashed line corresponds to
WAMIT computations with (218,872,3488) unknowns. Each solid line corresponds to analogous
computations from HIPAN using linear B-splines
with (171,413,761) unknowns. Each line represents a discrete value of the wavenumber in the
range shown in Figure 8.
bution on the body (governed by the use of uniform or nonuniform knot vectors) and the specific
physical problem. Our experience to date indicates that for smooth bodies with uniform knots,
the error in integrated quantities is proportional
to U~a where U is the total number of unknowns
(19) and the exponent a ~ 2k - 1 (k = order of
the splines). In the presence of flow singularities
for bodies with corners, the use of higher-order
splines based on uniformly distributed knots may
result in linear convergence only. In such cases,
the convergence rate is expected to improve with
the use of nonuniform splines.

the ratio of the computational effort between the
two methods is even larger due to the faster rate
of convergence of the higher-order method.
A comparison of the accuracy and convergence
of the two programs is shown in Figure 11, for
the surge exciting force on the Snorre TLP plotted in Figure 8. This example is intended to provide a more practical illustration of the computational efficiency of HIPAN, but it is somewhat
difficult to study the very small errors involved
in a systematic manner due to the complexity of
the geometry and the difficulty of deriving benchmark values. For WAMIT the benchmarks are
established by extrapolation of the computations
shown. In the case of HIPAN the benchmark is
a separate run with cubic B-splines and a greater
number of unknowns. Uncertainties in the benchmark may be responsible for the inconsistent convergence rates shown. Nevertheless it is clear that
the average errors experienced with HIPAN are
10 to 100 times smaller than with WAMIT, with
similar numbers of unknowns.

4.2 The second-order solution
Preliminary computations are presented here
to verify the effectiveness of HIPAN in solving
for the second-order potential. The problem considered is the second-order diffraction by a truncated circular cylinder with radius a and draft
T = 6a. Cosine spacing is used to discretize the
cylinder and a uniform discretization is used on
the free surface. The free-surface integration in
(8) is truncated at a finite radius r = 6a to simplify the computations. The resulting potential

The rate of convergence depends primarily on
the order of the (potential) splines, their distri86

ua
0.10
0.15
0.20
ua
0.10
0.15
0.20
ua
0.10
0.15
0.20
ua
0.10
0.15
0.20

sft{F<3>} from HIPAN
-0.07969
-0.07969
-0.32143
-0.32145
-0.47781
-0.47778
3?{F<2>} from WAMIT
-0.0760
-0.0783
-0.3107
-0.3177
-0.4568
-0.4699
a
9{F< >} from HIPAN
-0.05968
-0.05967
0.00932
0.00931
0.36915
0.36921
3{F<2)} from WAMIT
-0.0460
-0.0532
0.0321
0.0208
0.3946
0.3811

ua
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20

FNV
-9.817E-04
-3.927E-03
-1.571E-02
-3.534E-02
-6.283E-02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

r/a = 6
-8.721E-04
-3.610E-03
-1.582E-02
-3.894E-02
-7.321E-02
4.017E-07
7.600E-06
1.101E-04
9.586E-05
-2.178E-03

r/a = 12
-8.661E-04
-3.616E-03
-1.606E-02
-3.931E-02
-7.204E-02
3.480E-07
4.447E-06
-6.292E-05
-1.426E-03
-8.090E-03

Table 4: Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts
of the third-harmonic force based on the longwavelength approximation. The numerical solution is obtained by truncating the free surface at
the radius r/a.

Table 3: The second-order horizontal force as
computed by HIPAN and WAMIT. For the results in column 2, 96 + 86 panels are used on
the body and the free surface for HIPAN and
2688 + 7680 panels for WAMIT. Finer discretizations are used in column 3, with 160+134 panels
for HIPAN and 9984 + 30720 panels for WAMIT.

over the most important regime (0.1 < ua < 0.4).
We are using HIPAN to develop a more general solution of the third-order problem which is
applicable to practical body shapes including the
TLP. This computational approach can be developed following the boundary conditions and assumptions of either FNV or M&M, so that it is
possible to develop independent results for comparison with their more analytical solutions. As
a first step we simplify the solution of the thirdorder potential by neglecting both the far-field
forcing on the free surface (as in the second-order
results described above) and also the contribution to the third-order forcing function due to
the second-order potential. Both of these simplifying assumptions are justified asymptotically
in the long-wavelength regime, as shown by FNV.

is incomplete, but since the integration over the
truncated free-surface is the most computationally expensive task, we are able to evaluate the
effectiveness of HIPAN without the additional effort associated with the far-field integration.
Table 3 shows the resulting second-order horizontal force, for three wavenumbers and two discretizations. Also shown are the corresponding
results evaluated from the low-order panel program WAMIT. For the two B-spline discretizations the HIPAN results are converged to 4-5 decimals. The WAMIT results converge more slowly,
although the number of panels is much larger.

The results presented here are for the truncated
cylinder with draft T = 6a. This is considered to
be sufficiently deep so that comparison can be
made with the infinitely deep cylinder of FNV.

4.3 The third-order solution

First, following the long-wavelength approximations of FNV, only the second term in the
forcing function (6) is retained, and the Green
function G — \/r + 1/r' is used to solve for
the third-order potential. The resulting thirdharmonic force is tabulated in Table 4 for two
values of the truncation radius on the free surface,
and compared with the corresponding force from
the FNV analysis. The computations are relatively insensitive to the truncation radius, since
the forcing is confined to the near field in the
long-wavelength approximation. The agreement

As noted in the Introduction, the problem
of 'ringing' has focused attention on third-order
wave loads, particularly the high-frequency components in a spectrum or the third-harmonic in a
regular wave system. Two complementary studies
of the third-harmonic force on a circular cylinder
have been made by Faltinsen et al. [4] ('FNV')
and by Malenica & Molin [15] ('M&M'), using
different assumptions and boundary conditions.
While the magnitude of the third-harmonic force
is similar in these two works, the phase is opposite
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i/a

0.025
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20

r/a = 6
-1.182E-03
-6.469E-03
1.013E-03
3.607E-02
7.451E-02
1.158E-04
3.701E-03
3.748E-02
5.654E-02
9.317E-02

r/a = 9
-1.161E-03
-6.317E-03
-3.141E-03
4.447E-02
7.217E-02
7.391E-05
3.805E-03
3.410E-02
7.300E-02
6.980E-02

r/a =12
-1.163E-03
-6.113E-03
-3.354E-03
3.031E-02
9.383E-02
6.085E-05
3.668E-03
3.907E-02
6.284E-02
6.644E-02

Table 5: The real (top) and the imaginary (bottom) part of third-harmonic force based on the
diffraction analysis.

with the FNV results is reasonable, considering
the finite draft of the cylinder. The imaginary
part of the force is zero in the FNV analysis, and
relatively small in the computed results.
To correspond more closely with the diffraction analysis of M&M, the procedure described
above has been extended by including all of the
contributions from the first-order potential to the
third-order forcing function (6), and by using the
complete free-surface Green function. The results
obtained in this manner are listed in Table 5.
In this case the convergence with truncation radius is somewhat less satisfactory, except for the
longest wavelength {va = 0.025). Referring to
the results for the largest radius, in the last column, and comparing these with the corresponding results in 4, it appears that the real component changes sign in the same manner as in the
results of M&M, and the imaginary component
is significant for all but the longest wavelength.
These preliminary results appear to support the
conclusion of M&M that diffraction effects are significant in the regime va > 0.1.

5.

Conclusions

The higher-order panel method described here
makes use of B-splines to describe both the body
geometry and the velocity potential on the body
surface. The accuracy and efficiency of B-splines
means that the description of the geometry can be
practically exact, and the representations of the
velocity potential and its derivatives are continuous. Thus wave radiation and diffraction problems can be analyzed more efficiently than with
the low-order panel method, and it is possible

to develop second- and third-order solutions with
a more robust evaluation of the inhomogeneous
forcing function on the free surface.
A variety of examples have been used to illustrate the results of this method, based on the program HIPAN. For first-order wave loads comparisons of run time and accuracy are made with the
low-order program WAMIT. One indication of accuracy is the very narrow bandwidth of the irregular frequencies in the results for a floating hemisphere. The computational efficiency of HIPAN
is evident especially for applications where a relatively large number of panels are required. The
long periodic array with up to 100 separate cylinders is used to illustrate the feasibility of analyzing a large complex structure which would be
difficult or impractical with low-order programs.
The tests for long periodic arrays were originally intended to test the computational capabilities of HIPAN, but the results have given us
a more complete understanding of the role of
trapped wave modes. In particular, finite arrays of bodies are shown to experience relatively
large wave loads at certain critical wavenumbers:
These correspond to the existence of trapped
modes, which have been associated in the past
with wave diffraction by a single body in a channel of finite width.
The higher-order method is particularly advantageous in the analysis of second- and thirdorder wave loads. In these problems the computational cost is relatively high, and thus the
efficiency of the B-spline technique is more significant. More fundamentally, the continuity of the
resulting solution makes it possible to evaluate
the free-surface forcing effects in a robust manner, particularly in the vicinity of the body/freesurface intersection. Another possible application
where this feature may be useful is in the analysis
of wave-drift damping [5].
One more possible advantage of the continuous B-spline representation is in applying the resulting wave loads to a structural-analysis code.
In finite-element structural analysis it is necessary to use a refined discretization, for example
with smaller elements in regions of stress concentration. This mismatch between appropriate discretizations for the hydrodynamic and structural
analyses can be overcome easily if the wave loads
are described continuously on the body surface.
The problems described here are based on perturbation expansions in the frequency domain,

In the initial development of HIPAN we were
attracted by the flexibility and elegance of Bsplines. However they are but one of a large
number of possible basis functions which might
be used. An obvious extension is to consider
rational B-splines with nonuniform knot-vectors
(NURBS). In HIPAN the equivalence of B-splines
to polynomials is exploited in the evaluation of
the influence functions, but it appears that this
restriction can be removed without substantial
complication or loss of computational efficiency.
It now seems feasible to develop a more general
panel method where the description of the body
surface is completely general, provided only that
it is defined by a set of algorithms which correspond respectively to sub-regions or 'patches'.
The only restriction is that the Cartesian coordinates of points on each patch can be transformed
by a continuous mapping function onto a rectangular parametric coordinate space. The complete submerged surface of the body would then
be described by the union of these patches. In
this manner we envisage an extension of HIPAN
which is applicable to any continuously-defined
body shape, retaining the B-spline representation
only for the solution on each patch and leaving it
to the user to define the body geometry in whatever manner is most convenient and exact.

and on the use of the special Green functions
which satisfy the linearized free-surface boundary condition with harmonic time dependence.
Similar higher-order techniques can be applied in
the context of other applications of panel methods. One example is the solution of the doublebody flow past a ship hull, where HIPAN has been
used by Bingham k Maniar [1] to evaluate the socalled m-terms which involve second derivatives
of the velocity potential. Another example is in
the time-domain analysis of wave-body interactions, where parallel work is now underway using
the transient free-surface Green function. Similar techniques may be applied also to linear and
non-linear wave problems where Rankine Green
functions are distributed on both the body and
free surface.
An important practical consideration is the difficulty of using HIPAN. Unlike low-order panel
methods where the geometry is described by a set
of vertices, or points in Cartesian space situated
on the body surface, HIPAN requires a set of Bspline control points which are relatively small in
number, but more abstract to interpret. In practice, specialized pre-processor programs must be
used in both cases, and we anticipate that suitable software will be developed so that B-splines
can be used by practicing engineers with no more
effort than is presently required to input the coordinates of panel vertices.
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One feasible extension which offers substantial
benefit in terms of 'user-friendliness' is to automate the process of testing for numerical convergence. In conventional panel methods there is
no method for determining a priori if the panel
representation of the body is sufficiently accurate
in relation to the hydrodynamic parameters of
interest; this question can only be answered by
repeating the analysis with smaller panels and
testing the results for convergence. Several examples of this procedure are described by Newman & Lee [20]. Assuming the B-spline description of a body surface is practically exact, it is
relatively straightforward to automatically subdivide patches, or use B-splines of increasing order to represent the potential, and to test these
results for convergence within the program. With
such a procedure implemented it would be feasible for a user to specify the required precision of
the hydrodynamic parameters of interest, and the
program would then ensure that this precision is
achieved without the need for the user to perform
laborious convergence tests.
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L.J. Doctors
University of New South Wales, Australia

While the irregular frequencies are a set of
isolated frequencies in the continuous problem,
their effects in the discrete problem appear as
erroneous solutions in the vicinity of those
frequencies. The frequency bandwidth of the
erroneous solution decreases as the discrete
formulation of the problem is made more exact,
either by increasing the number of panels in a
low-order method or by using higher-order
algorithms. The latter is illustrated by Figure 7,
where the bandwidth is very narrow compared
to typical results from low-order panel methods.
Thus, the results in this Figure demonstrate the
more accurate approximation to the continuous
problem which can be achieved using the
higher-order panel method.

1 would like first to say how much I enjoyed the
presentation of this work. I believe the careful
analysis of the errors, such as that shown in Figures
2 through 6, is a most important and useful aspect
of such research because it provides confidence in
the method and the computer program.
Figure 7 shows the added-mass and damping
coefficients for a floating hemisphere. The wellknown problem of the misbehavior of the panel
method in the neighborhood of the irregular
frequencies is displayed there. Could the authors
comment on how they eliminate this difficulty in
practical applications of their work? In my own
two-dimensional panel-method analysis of ship
sections for a strip-theory ship-motion computer
program, I have found the use of a "lid" on the
internal free surface of a surface-piercing section to
be both easy to program and very effective. Either
a stationary or a moving lid seems to be equally
good. This is detailed in the publication: Doctors,
L.J., "Application of the Boundary-Element
Method to Bodies Oscillating near a Free Surface,"
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Proc. Intl
Symposium on Computational Fluid Dynamics,
Sydney, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.,
Amsterdam, pp. 377-386 (1988).

There are several known techniques to
eliminate the effects of irregular frequencies.
Our own experience with the low-order panel
method also suggested that putting a "lid" on
the interior free surface is effective from the
computational point of view. We have refined
this technique and used it in the low-order panel
code WAMIT to remove the irregular frequency
effects from the first- and second-order
nonlinear solution. This work was reported in
Lee, Newman, and Zhu (1996). The same
technique can be easily applied to the higherorder panel method but we have not done so,
partly to illustrate the much narrower
bandwidth that is present in the latter method.
ADDITIONAL REFERENCE
[24] Lee, C.-H., Newman, J.N., and Zhu, X.
"An extended boundary integral equation for
the removal of the irregular frequency effect,"
Int. J. for Numerical Methods in Fluids (in
print).
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W.W. Shultz
University of Michigan, USA
1. Higher-order panels are known to be more
susceptible to singularities. Have you noticed such
problems at the corners? What constraints do you
put on the patches?
2. The lines midway between cylinders look like
appropriate locations to apply periodic boundary
conditions if the wavenumber in the in-line
cylinder direction is properly chosen.
Then,
couldn't waves come in many directions?
AUTHORS' REPLY
1. We do not place any constraints on the solution
at the boundaries between contiguous patches. We
find that the potential is practically continuous at
these boundaries, even in cases where there is an
external corner flow. Figure 12, reproduced from
[16], illustrates this in the case of the streaming
flow past a cube (without a free surface). The
equipotential lines in this figure appear to be
smooth and continuous within graphical accuracy,
except for a small discontinuity which is evident
near the corner where the three edges meet.
2. For a long array, the solution is nearly periodic
along the array, with a constant phase shift
between adjacent cylinders.
Away from the
resonant peaks, this phase shift is governed by the
longitudinal component of the incident-wave
wavenumber and by the cylinder spacing, as
assumed by Linton & Evans [23]. However, at the
resonant peaks, where the "sloshing modes" are
dominant, the phase shift is either zero (Dirchlet
modes), or 180° (Neumann modes), in accordance
with the requirement that the sloshing modes be
continuous between adjacent cylinders. In the
latter case, the direction of the incident waves is
irrelevant, as suggested by Professor Schultz.
FIGURE 12: Equipotential contours on an
octant of a translating cube. Each side of the
octant is a patch and discretized by 8 x 8
panels/patch. The lower figure is a close-up of
the corner showing continuity across patches.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCE
[23] Linton, CM. & Evans, D.V., "The interaction
of waves with a row of circular cylinders, " J. Fluid
Mech., 251, 1993, pp. 687-708.
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Simulation of Strongly Nonlinear Wave Generation and
Wave-Body Interactions Using a 3-D MEL Model
P. Fen-ant (SIREHNA, France)

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we give an overview of some of the
possible applications of fully nonlinear wave
simulation in three dimensions, through a report on
our continuing research in this field. We describe the
formulation, numerical implementation and practical
applications of two different versions of the time
domain Rankine panel code ANSWAVE.
The first one is based on a semi-Lagrangian
formulation and is primarily applied to radiation and
diffraction problems in waves of moderate steepness.
The availability of an explicit model for the
nonlinear incident wave allows the splitting of the
total flow into incident and perturbation
contributions. This "potential-splitting" formulation
offers substantial savings of CPU time and memory.
Applications presented hereafter include the
nonlinear diffraction of long waves by a bottommounted vertical cylinder, the diffraction of a
solitary wave by a three-dimensional obstacle, as
well as the free motion of a floating body induced by
a nonlinear regular wave.
In the secund version, a fully Lagrangian
description of the free surface is adopted, which
allows the model to simulate the propagation of
steep waves, possibly up to overturning, as well as
their interaction with material boundaries. The
behaviour of this model will be illustrated here by
the simulation of large amplitude three dimensional
standing waves in a rectangular tank.

Among the different solution methods available
for nonlinear free surface problems, in the frame of
potential theory, the most popular is by far the
mixed Euler-Lagrange method. This approach
consists in a two-step procedure in which at a given
time t a boundary-value problem is first solved for
the normal velocities on the free surface Sf and the
potential on material boundaries Sb, $ on Sf and
<I>n on Sb being given. Then the kinematic and
dynamic boundary conditions, treated as ODE's for
$ and M(x,y,z,t) on Sf, are integrated in time to
obtain the new positions and potential values of
points on the free surface at t+At. The process may
then be repeated to advance the solution in time.
The MEL approach was first applied in two
dimensions to the simulation of steep and
overturning waves by Longuet-Higgins & Cokelet
(1976), and by Faltinsen (1977), who considered the
interaction of waves with a floating body.
Following these pioneering works, many research
groups then implemented their own version of the
2D MEL method, including Vinje & Brevig (1981),
and many others ([6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [18], [29]).
Its relatively moderate computational cost
(compared to recent workstations power), and the
easy implementation of sophisticated numerical
schemes such as higher order boundary element
methods, high accuracy Taylor series expansions for
the time stepping, digital filtering, spline
interpolations, etc., give the 2D MEL method the
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surface velocities and gemetry, extrapolation
techniques at the intersection lines, etc... In this
category, first published results mainly concerned
academic problems on simplified geometries. Kang
& Gong (1990) computed waves produced by the
forced motion of a submerged sphere, using a splinebased panel method with Adams-Bashforth-Moulton
predictor-corrector scheme for the time stepping.
Romate (1989), followed by Broeze (1993)
developed a nonlinear simulation model for the
propagation of waves explicitly given by a stream
function theory. The interaction of these waves with
bottom deformations was described in Broeze (1993).
Their model is based on a second order panel
method, with a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme for
the time stepping. The problem of the computation
of overturning waves in three dimensions was
successfully solved by Xii & Yue (1992). They used
a boundary element method with bi-quadratic
isoparametric curvilinear elements, under the
assumption of double periodicity in horizontal
directions, and without accounting for wave-body
interactions, the overturning being induced by the
imposition of non-zero pressure patches on parts of
the free surface. More recently, Boo et al (1994)
simulated the propagation of nonlinear irregular
waves of moderate steepness, using an Eulerian
scheme applied to a rectangular domain.
On the specific aspects of the three dimensional
nonlinear radiation problem, recent advances have
been reported by Beck et al (1993, 1994), using the
so-called 'desingularized' method. A variety of
applications were described, including the
computation of added mass and damping on a
modified Wigley hull at forward speed, and showed
satisfactory agreement with experimental results.
However, no incoming waves were accounted for in
the computations.

Status of a mature and reliable model, which has
been validated by cross-comparisons between
different numerical codes (Nestegard 1994) or by
comparison with experiments (Dommermuth et al
1988). In these conditions, it now offers a valuable
power of insight into a wide variety of free surface
problems, ranging from wave deformation and
breaking (Dommermuth et al, 1988) to nonlinear
wave body interactions (Cointe et al, 1990), coastal
engineering (Grilli et al, 1993), long distance
propagation of wave groups (Tulin et al, 1993), or
computation of waves impacting on structures
(Tanizawa & Yue 1992).
The implementation of the MEL method in three
dimensions is much more difficult, and not only
because of the larger number of unknowns. Of
course, the typical size of the linear algebraic
systems to be solved is one order of magnitude
larger than in corresponding 2D applications, and the
resulting memory and CPU requirements are a major
issue, but other difficulties resulting from the three
dimensionality of the domain must not be
underestimated. This includes the accurate evaluation
of the velocity components on moving surfaces, but
also the implementation in three dimensions of
numerical methods for the tracking of moving
intersections lines between Dirichlet and Neumann
boundaries, the possible regridding and/or smoothing
techniques to be applied during the simulation and
which are much more complicated than in two
dimensions,where meshes are naturally structured
and thus easy to manipulate.
These specific difficulties explain why, despite
the continuous improvement of computer power and
numerical methods, available results from three
dimensional applications of the MEL method are
still rare.
Some early publications directly tackled the
problem of the diffraction of a nonlinear wave on a
surface piercing body (Zhou & Gu 1990, Yang &
Ertekin 1992, Chan & Calisal 1993). However, low
order boundary element methods were used, with
approximate treatment of free surface-body
intersections and coarse discretizations, so that
corresponding numerical results were merely
qualitative.
At the same time, more refined numerical models
were developed, based on higher order panel
methods, and with special attention given to the
specific difficulties of the three dimensional MEL
scheme, such as the accurate computation of free

In this paper, we describe some of the recent
advances of our own approach of the solution of
fully nonlinear wave-body interaction problems in
hree dimensions. This research started in Sirehna in
1989 and has since been mainly sponsored by the
French Ministry of Defense (DRET), through
successive research contracts. Unsteady linearized
flows were first addressed, with the development and
validation of a linearized numerical wave tank named
ANSWAVE, including wave-body motion coupling
and absorbing conditions, and based on a boundary
element method (Ferrant 1991-1993). Nonlinear free
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surface and body boundary conditions have then been
introduced in the model, with applications related to
radiation and diffraction problems for submerged
bodies, using a fully Lagrangian description of the
free surface (Ferrant 1994). A further step in the
development of the nonlinear model was achieved
with the treatment of surface-piercing bodies,
involving bi-cubic spline interpolations at the free
surface and extrapolation techniques at the waterline
(Ferrant 1995).
We describe significant results of two versions of
the code differing in the formulation of the free
surface motion. The first version is based on a semiLagrangian formulation with an explicit treatment of
the incident wave through a stream function model.
This model is primarily dedicated to radiation and
diffraction problems in waves of moderate steepness,
without overturning. Two different applications of
this version are presented. First we describe the
nonlinear simulation of the diffraction of long waves
by a surface-piercing vertical cylinder. Higher order
loads and free surface motions are computed and
compared with results from the third order frequency
domain model of Malenica & Molin (1995).
Thenafter, the simulation of the nonlinear free
motion of a floating circular dock in a regular wave
is presented.
The second version of the code uses a fully
Lagrangian description of the free surface and
material boundaries, which potentially allows the
simulation of the generation of steep three
dimensional waves up to overturning, as well as
their interaction with material boundaries. It is
applied here to the simulation of large amplitude
standing waves in a three dimensional tank. This
Lagrangian version is under development and we
hope to be able to present results on the generation
of steep three dimensional in a wave tank in a very
near future.

equation in the fluid domain :

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

On the free surface both kinematic and dynamic
conditions must be satisfied. The kinematic
condition states that the mass flux through the free
surface is zero, and writes, in Lagrangian form :

(1)

V(M,t) = V(f>(M,t)

(2)

A<t>(M,t) = 0

for Me D

An initial boundary value problem for <)) is
obtained by applying suitable boundary conditions
on the surfaces limiting the fluid domain : the free
surface Sf, the body surface Sb, and the external
surface Se which may include a bottom at finite but
not necessarily constant depth.
On the body and bottom surfaces, Neumann
conditions are applied:
3(j> -* ->
=r- =VRB.n on Shb

(3)

3"

(4)

3(|>
=— = 0 on the bottom
on

where n is the unit normal vector exterior to the
fluid and Vb is the local velocity of the body
surface, relative to the fixed coordinate system Oxyz
with z pointing upwards and z = 0 on the calm water
level. In the case of infinite depth, the bottom
condition is replaced by :
(5)

V<}> --> 0 for z

-> -ex.

Computations presented in this paper concern
problems with a flat bottom at constant depth. The
bottom condition is thus not explicitly satisfied, but
is accounted for by an additional symmetry. The
general case of a non uniform bottom may be treated
without difficulty at the cost of additional
unknowns.

Boundary Value Problem
The fluid is heavy, inviscid and incompressible.
The problem is started either form rest or from
prescribed initial conditions so that the flow remains
irrotational in the fluid domain D. The constant
atmospheric pressure at the free surface Sf is taken
as the pressure of reference. The fluid velocity
derives from a scalar potential <]> satisfying Laplace

DM
>
— = grad<t>on (F)
(6)

Surface tension being ignored, the dynamic
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function (Rankine source)

condition accounts for the continuity of pressure
accross the free surface, and is obtained by applying
Bernoulli's equation :

G(M,M') =
4rcMM'

(11)
D<f>(M,t)

1

i^r
Dt

= -z + —(grad4>)
2

(7)

—»

,

the following integral representation for the velocity
potential is obtained, where W is the solid angle at

where D/Dt stands for the material derivative.

point M :

The formulation as described above supposes a
fully Lagrangian description of the free surface, with
free surface markers identified as material particles.
In the present paper, this formulation will be used
for the simulation of large amplitude standing

(12)
£2(M)
4rt

r
3
d
i
L<t>(M' ,t) ^7 G(M,M') - G(M,M') ^ <t>(M' ,t) J dS„

waves.
In some situations, it is more convenient to
prescribe the horizontal motion of markers at the
free surface. In particular, the simulation of
diffraction and diffraction-radiation problems
described in this paper rely on a semi-Lagrangian
formulation in which the horizontal motion of free
surface markers is inhibited. In such a formulation,
the free surface vertical coordinate becomes
implicitly single-valued and may be written as :
(8)

In combination with the boundary conditions, the
integral representation leads to a second kind
Fredholm integral equation for points M on surfaces
where a Neumann condition is applied and to a first
kind integral equation for M on the free surface,
where a Dirichlet condition is enforced.
The mixed Euler-Lagrange method consists in a
time stepping procedure in which the boundary value
problem is solved at each time step. At a given time
t, the velocity potential on the free surface (Dirichlet
condition) and its normal derivative on the other
boundaries (Neumann conditions) are supposed to be
given. With this mixed set of boundary conditions,
the boundary value problem is solved for the normal
velocity on the free surface and the potential on the
other boundaries. This gives access to the right-hand
sides of the free surface conditions. During a second
step these equations are integrated numerically form
t to t + At to obtain the new position and velocity
potential of markers at the free surface. In most
cases, the normal velocity on other surfaces is
prescribed and the process can be repeated to advance
the solution in time. In the case of free body
motions, the procedure is modified as described in
the next section

z=T|(x,y,t)

Introducing this notation in (6) and (7) and after
some manipulations, we obtain new forms of the
kinematic and dynamic free surface conditions, in
which a fixed location of free surface markers in the
x-y plane is implied :
dn
—-»
— = - grad <

d<j)

grad T| +

(9)
d(|>

(10)

1

►

- = -T! -T (grad 4»

<t>(M,t) =

dz"

2

Compared to the fully Lagrangian formulation
(6) - (7), there is an additional difficulty due to the
necessary computation of the gradient of the free
surface elevation in (9). A bi-cubic spline
interpolation scheme, described in a following
section, has been implemented for the accurate
evaluation of this term together with the velocity
potential and normal vectors at the free surface.

Coupling with Body Motions
When dealing with free motions of a floating
body, the main additional difficulty comes out from
the necessity to solve simultaneously the dynamic
equations of the body motion and the fluid problem.
This requires the hydrodynamic force on the body to

Applying Green's formula in the domain D to the
velocity potential <j) and the free space Green
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in which the damping is applied only to the
perturbation of the incident wave, resulting in the
following modified free surface conditions :

be known at the current time step. The problem is
with the time derivative of the potential which
appear in the pressure. One solution would be to
compute this term by backward differentiation from
previous time steps, but it is known to lead to
instabilities. Here we adopted a tchnique already
applied for example by Vinje & Brevig (1981) or
Cointe et al (1990), which consists in solving an
auxiliary boundary value problem for <b[. Ot
satisfies Laplace equation in the fluid domain, its
current value on the free surface is easily deduced
from Bernoulli's equation, and its normal derivative
on the body surface may be expressed in terms of the
velocity and acceleration of the body. Thus Ot is
solution of an integral equation of the same form as
the one that we solve for <I>. The kernel of the
discretized problem is the same, the difference
between the two problems lying in the right-hand
sides. The acceleration terms in the Neumann
condition for Ot on the body are factorized out in a
manner similar to that exposed by Kang & Gong
(1990) or Wu & Eatock-Taylor (1996), separating a
memory term with an homogeneous Neumann
condition on the body, and impulsive terms
corresponding to unit accelerations on each of the
degrees of freedom of the body. In the more general
case of three dimensional motions, this results at
each time step in the necessity to solve seven
additional boundary value problems.

d-n
*

(14)

d<\>

(15)

dt

>
d<j)
grad T| + ^ - v(R)

—>

= . T,

1
+

2

(TI

- r|e)

(grad (j))2 . v(R) (<j) - 6)

The coefficient v is zero except in the damping
zone which is an annular portion of the free surface
of radius R = X.
In this zone, v is a cubic function varying from
zero for R = Rd - X to its maximum value at the
intersection with the vertical closing surface, for R =
Rd. This allows a smooth transition between the
numerical solution at the free surface and the
incident wave model imposed on the outer boundary.
This application of the absorbing layer method has
some similarity with the approach of Cointe et al
(1990) for the solution of 2D nonlinear diffractionradiation problems.

Splitting the Incident Wave Contribution
When the incident wave is given by an explicit
model, a further modification of equations (14) and
(15) allows to derive a modified problem formulated
in term of the perturbation induced to the incident
flow by the influence of the body. A comparable
procedure was exposed by Lalli et al (1995), and
applied to the pure diffraction problem.
The perturbation (<D>D, T|D) is defined by:

Accounting for Nonlinear Incoming Waves
The overall simulation strategy is the same as in
the fully Lagrangian version (Ferrant 1994). The
incident wave is given by the stream function theory
of Rienecker & Fenton (1981). This steady wave
solution is used to prescribe the initial conditions,
as well as the time dependent boundary conditions
on the outer surface of the computational domain.
At time t = 0, the potential and wave elevation
given by the incident wave model are imposed on
the whole boundary of the computational domain.
The Neumann condition on the body is then
progressively introduced, with a ramp over half a
wave period. During the simulation, Neumann
conditions given by the wave model are maintained
on the vertical outer boundary. On the free surface
surrounding the body, the original conditions are
applied, while on the other part, up to the outer
Neumann boundary an absorbing layer is introduced,

(16)

<J> = <&e + *D

(17)

11=116 + 110

where the subscript e indicates the potential or wave
elevation of the incident wave, without perturbation.
Plugging (16) and (17) into (14) and (15), we obtain
the kinematic and dynamic free surface conditions for
the perturbation flow:

(18)

drip
dt

-^-grld(<t,e+^).gTad(Tle+TlD) + ^^
at
dz
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the intersection between solid boundaries and the free
surface, both a Neumann (N) condition on the solid
surface and a Dirichlet (D) condition on the free
surface are satisfied. At corners of the domains,
triple points and triple conditions, either of NNN or
NND type. This discretization scheme reduces the
integral formulation to a linear algebraic system to
be solved for the normal velocity on Dirichlet
boundaries (free surface) and the potential on
Neumann boundaries. This system is made of the
influence coefficients of linearly varying distribution
of sources on boundary elements. Analytical
formulas for the near field, and different approximate
formulas for the intermediate and far field of the
different panels are implemented. These coefficients
are factorized with respect to sources or dipoles
density at panel vertices, which are selected as
control points. This scheme results in square
systems of equations for the singularity distribution
on the boundaries of the computational domain .

d<t>D _
(19)

dt
-TU-TlD-^

grad(((),+4)D)

dt

where terms from the incident flow at the right-hand
side can be evaluated exactly from the stream
function wave model, without influence from time
or space discretization, The problem being fully non
linear, equations (18) and (19) must be satisfied on
the instantaneous free surface position, and thus the
incident potential may possibly be evaluated above
the undisturbed incident wave. This is possible here
because of the continuous prolongation of the
incident potential above the incident wave. One of
the advantages of this formulation is that the
incident wave is treated explicitly, so that it is not
altered during its travel from the external surface of
the computational domain to the body. The free
surface mesh only has to accomodate the
perturbation flow, which is mainly composed of
waves travelling in radial directions from the body.
This allows us to adopt relatively coarse meshes
meshes ar from the body, resulting in considerable
savings of memory and CPU time, without
noticeable loss of accuracy. Of course, the
formulation described above is not universal and
depends on the availability of an explicit model for
the incident wave.

Solution
Equations

of

Linear

Systems

of

For a moderate number of unknowns, the O(N^)
task of evaluating the influence coefficients
completely dominates CPU times, so that the
majority of 2D mixed Euler-Lagrange formulations
solve the linear system using direct O(N^) methods
such as LU or Gauss elimination. Such a choice
may also be convenient in linearized 3D
formulations, where the time invariant kernel may
be inverted once for all (Ferrant 1991, Nakos 1993).
However, in 3D nonlinear applications large
systems of equations have to be solved at each time
step, and any O(N^) solution algorithm must be
rejected. In the present formulation, the linear
systems to be solved are full and non-symmetric.
Furthermore, due to mixed Dirichlet-Neumann
conditions at the boundary, condition numbers are
sensibly larger than for pure Neumann conditions.
Among the different existing iterative solution
methods for nonsymmetric systems that have been
implemented and tested in our boundary integral
equation solver, we selected the GMRES scheme
(Saad & Schultz 1983).
Applied to test cases with existing analytical
solutions available for comparison, this scheme
exhibited the better behaviour with a regular and
monotonic convergence, and the lower overall CPU

NUMERICAL METHODS
Boundary Element Method
A boundary element method is used for the
solution of the boundary integral equation
formulation of the problem. The method is based on
isoparametric triangular elements distributed over the
different boundaries. A piecewise linear, continuous
variation of the solution over the boundary is thus
assumed, and collocation points are placed at panel
vertices. Meshes are made of an assembly of
different patches, with the assumption of continuous
normal on each of them. On intersection lines
between two patches, two collocation points are
kept at the same geometrical position, and the
boundary conditions corresponding to the two
surfaces are both satisfied. At the intersection
between two solid patches, two Neumann conditions
for the two different normals are enforced, whereas at
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In the applications based on the semi Lagrangian
formulation, the projection of surface nodes on the
x-y plane is invariant and axisymmetric, and the
mesh is structured in the circumferential direction,
that is nodes are distributed on circles surrounding
the body, with a regular spacing on each circle. This
situation has allowed us to implement a bi-cubic
spline interpolation scheme for both the potential
and the vertical coordinate at the free surface. These
quantities are first interpolated at each radial station
as functions of the azimuthal angle 8. Then,
interpolating splines are computed in the radial
direction, at each free surface node. At the end of the
interpolation procedure, the Cj representations for <)>

cost for a given residual at convergence. The method
is used with diagonal preconditioning, which reduces
the necessary number of iterations by a factor of 2,
at no additional cost. Further reductions of the
number of iterations may be observed with more
elaborate preconditioning techniques (Xii & Yue
1992), but the cost of such preconditionings applied
to full matrices is no longer negligeable and may
annihilate the advantage of the lower iteration
number. The monotonic convergence of GMRES also
allows a further reduction of the necessary number of
iterations, by exploiting an initial guess of the
solution obtained by polynomial extrapolation from
previous time steps.

and r| at the free surface allows an easily evaluation
of the normal vector and velocity component, by
direct differentiation of the interpolating splines.
This procedure has been found to be more accurate
than the local polynomial fitting. However, its
extension to arbitrary geometries is not trivial.
In the Lagrangian simulations presented hereafter,
the free surface is also bi-parameterized, but the
potential and the three coordinates at free surface
points are interpolated with respect to each
parameter, directly using nodal values. This removes
the restriction to a single-valued free surface
The particular structure of the mesh for the
present applications also permits the
implementation of smoothing formulas for the
removal of possible saw-tooth instabilities at the
free surface. In two dimensional MEL methods,
smoothing formulas based on Chebyshev
polynomials, given by Longuet-Higgins & Cokelet
(1976) and revisited by Dold (1992) are most often
used. Here we use five points formulas which are
applied successively in each isoparametric directions.

Interpolations and Smoothing at the Free
Surface
The quality of free surface geometry and velocity
computations is essential to the stability and
accuracy of mixed Euler-lagrange simulations. In
two-dimensional applications of the method, free
surface grids are naturally structured, which allows a
straightforward implementation of higher order finite
difference or interpolation schemes for the
computation of normal vectors and velocities at the
free surface, in terms of the location and potential
values at free surface nodes. When necessary,
smoothing procedures for the removal of saw-tooth
instabilities are also easily introduced.
In three dimensions, the extensions of such
numerical schemes requires the mapping of each part
of the boundary by a set of two parameters. In
Broeze (1993), each part of the domain boundary is
transformed into a standard rectangular domain on
which bivariate interpolation schemes are applied. In
Xii & Yue (1992), the interpolation schemes are
directly applied in the physical domain. In both
cases, each subsurface is described by a bi-parameter
array of grid points.
The discretization scheme used in the present
method is based on unstructured triangulations of
domain boundaries. This allows the representation of
arbitrary surfaces but requires the implementation of
special schemes for the computation of normal
vectors and velocities at the free surface. In the
general case, local polynomial fitting procedures are
applied at each node of the free surface, based on the
position and potential of the neighbouring nodes
(Ferrant 1994).

Time Marching Scheme
After the solution of the boundary value problem
and the computation of fluid velocities at the free
surface, free surface conditions considered as ODE's
for f and h are integrated in time, which is the
second step for the MEL method. A fourth order
Runge-Kutta method is used for that purpose,
requiring four solutions of the boundary value
problem per time step. A dynamic time step control
is applied, based on a Courant condition :
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At<Cn

Al

Molin seemed to restrict the validity of FNV theory
to very low ka (under 0.025). However, in their
conclusion, Malenica & Molin insisted on the lack
of experimental validation of their results, while
they suggested that fully nonlinear simulation codes
were not mature enough for the accurate capture of
such higher order diffraction effects.
In this section, we aim at partially answer this
need for more validation, by reporting on nonlinear
simulations of the diffraction of long waves on a
vertical bottom-mounted cylinder. Full results
including nonlinear time depending forces and runup
on the cylinder as well as free surface maps in the
vicinity of the cylinder are produced. Frequency
domain coefficients for the forces and runups are
then obtained by moving window Fourier analysis
of the time series, and it is shown that with the
adopted mesh density, stable results are obtained up
to the fourth harmonics. However, the analysis is
focused on triple frequency diffraction loads which
tend to confirm M&M results in the long wave
regime.
We use the semi-Lagrangian formulation with
markers fixed horizontally. The incident nonlinear
wave potential and elevation are given by a stream
function model (Rienecker & Fenton 1981), and the
problem is solved in terms of the perturbation flow,
as described in a previous section.
A series of simulations have been undercome
with parameters corresponding to cases already
treated by Malenica & Molin. The wavelength is set
to a constant , A,/H=0.785, i.e. kH=8., where H is
the water depth, while the radius a of the bottommounted cylinder is varied so that 0.05 < ka < 0.30.
The incident wave amplitude is A/H = 0.0075,
except for the lowest wavenumber, ka = 0.05, for
which the amplitude has been cut by half, because of
stability problems in the simulations. For each
different wavenumber (and cylinder radius), an
adapted mesh is set up, with the free surface being
discretised up to a radius equal to two wavelenths,
and with a density of about 100 panels per
wavelength in the vicinity of the cylinder, in order
to be able to capture diffracted 3co free waves. The
mesh density becomes lower when the distance from
the body increases, and the total number of panels
on the half-domain is about 4000. Free surface
conditions modified by damping terms acting on the
perturbation potential and wave elevation are applied
for radial distances over one incident wavelength.
Starting with initial conditions corresponding to

At

(20)

where Al is the minimum panel size and C the
maximum fluid velocity, at the free surface. Cn is a
predetermined Courant number, with o<Cn<l. In
the present computations, a basic time step Dt0 is
chosen, and the time step is set to min (At0, Atc)
during the simulation, with Cn = 0.6.
Due to the very large CPU times required by 3D
MEL simulations, some of the results presented in
this paper were obtained using the Runge-Kutta
scheme with "frozen" coefficients, that is the
influence coefficients are updated only once per time
step, while four solutions of the boundary value
problem are performed.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Nonlinear Diffraction of Long Waves by a
Vertical Cylinder
A number of studies, experimental or numerical,
have been recently undertaken in order to gain some
understanding of the so-called "ringing" phenomenon. Ringing events observed during model tests
or at sea occur in sea states with peak periods equal
to 3 to 5 times the structure's resonance period,
suggesting that highly nonlinear effects are
involved.
If the phenomenon is to be modelized using a
perturbation approach, it means that at least a third
order expansion is required. Such a methodology has
recently been adopted by Malenica & Molin (1995),
who implemented a consistent perturbation scheme
for the evaluation of third order-triple frequency
loads on vertical bottom mounted cylinders
submitted to regular Stokes waves. A third order
time domain approach based on the code SWAN has
also been undercome by Sclavounos & Kim (1995),
but up to our knowledge, no third order numerical
results have yet been reported. Following a different
approach, Faltinsen, Newman & Vinje (1995)
developed a long wave theory in which both the
radius of the cylinder and the wave amplitude are
assumed to be small compared to the wavelength.
The comparison of both methods gave rise to some
controversy (see for example discussions at the 10th
WWWFB in Oxford), as results from Malenica and
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by pgAa2, F3 by pgA3 and F4 by pgA4/a, where A
is the wave amplitude and a is the cylinder radius.
The same analysis has been applied to runups
upwave and downwave, see figures 6 and 7
respectively. Significant perturbations appear for the
third harmonic in place of the fourth for the force.
One can notice the stronger harmonic content of the
runup upwave, which was already apparent on the
time series.
These analyses have been repeated for values of
ka ranging from 0.05 to 0.30, that is in the range
for which ringing is observed. Figures 8 and 9
compare the real and imaginary parts of the triple
frequency force F3 obtained with ANSWAVE, with
results from the frequency domain third order
analysis of Malenica and Molin. The agreement is
believed to be quite satisfactory, especially when one
considers the very low absolute level of the 3co force
which is extracted from the force time series. For
example, for ka = 0.20 and 2*A/H = 0.015, there is
a scale of about 1 to 200 between Fl and F3.
Globally, a quite satisfactory agreement has been
found with previously published frequency domain
results of Malenica & Molin on the triple frequency
horizontal force. With the levels of time and space
discretization adopted, nonlinear simulations using
ANSWAVE produce stable results up to the fourth

the undisturbed incident wave in the domain, the
Neumann condition on the body is progressively
introduced during the first wave period. Full timedepending nonlinear quantities such as wave
patterns, runups and forces are available. Examples
of time series are given here, for ka=0.20 (cylinder
radius a/H = 0.025). Figure 1 is a plot of the
horizontal force Fx on the cylinder. Figures 2 and 3
represent runups upwave and downwave,
respectively. On each of these plots, the total wave
elevation as well as the difference between the the
total wave and the undisturbed wave, i.e. the
perturbation, are given. For each of these signals, a
periodic behaviour is reached within less than two
periods. Nonlinearities are mostly apparent in the
runups, especially at the upwave position. For
comparison with frequency domain results, moving
window Fourier analyses of these signals are then
undercome. A window width equal to one wave
period is applied. The resulting nondimensional
force harmonics obtained for ka = 0.20 are given by
figure 4, with results for the drift force F0 up to the
fourth harmonic F4. A zoomed graph excluding Fl
is given by figure 5. F0, Fl and F2 are very stable,
some perturbations appearing for F3 and more
sensibly for F4, but without any drift, which is
quite satisfying. F0 and F2 are scaled by pgA2a, Fl
0.00004
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0.00000
-0.00002
-0.00004
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Figure 1 : Time series of the inline force Fx, ka = 0.20. kH - 8.
— Runup downwave (tolal flow)
-- Runup downwave (perturbation)

Runup upwave (total flow)
Runup upwave (perturbation)
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Figure 2: Runup upwave. ka=0.2 kH=8. 2A/H=.015

Figure 3: Runup downwave
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Moving window Fourier analysis - Inline force Fx

Moving window Fourier analysis - Inline force Fx

First 4 harmonics. kH=8 ka=0.20 2*A/H=<) 015

Zoom on Higher Harmonics kH=8. ka=0.20 2*A/H=0.0I5
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t*sqrt(|/H)

Figures 4 and 5: Moving window Fourier analysis of the force. ka=0.20 kH=8. 2A/H=0.015

Runup Upwave - Harmonic components

Runup Downwave - Harmonic components

kH=S. ka.0.20 2A/H=O.OI5

kH=S. ka=0.20 2A/H-O.OI5

Figures 6 and 7: Moving window Fourier analysis of the runups. ka=0.20 kH=8. 2A/H=0.015

Horizontal force kH=8. 2.*A/H=.015

Horizontal force kH=8. 2.*A/H=.015

Re(F(3)) - Answavc compared to Malenica & Molin

Im(F(3)) - Answavc compared to Malenica & Molin
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Figures 8 and 9: Components of the triple frequency force compared to M&M results.
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Figure 11: Perturbated wave in the symmetry plane
t/T=1.5, ...4.5. ka=0.3 kH=0.8 2A/H=0.015

Figure 10: Perturbated wave in the symmetry plane
t/T=1.5, ...4.5. ka=0.3 kH=0.8 2A/H=0.015
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Figure 12: Total wave in the symmetry plane

Figure 13: Perturbated wave elevation t=5T ka=0.3

harmonic for the forces and to the third harmonic for
the runups.
Some further results concerning the free surface
deformation are presented in figures 10 to 13. These
figures correspond to ka=0.30, kH=8. and
2A/H=0.015. Figures 10 and 11 represent plots of
the perturbation elevation in the vertical symmetry
plane, respectively for integer values of the number
of simulated periods for figure 10 (t/T= 1,2,3,4,5)
and for intermediate values for figure 11 (t/T=1.5,
2.5, 3.5, 4.5.). Only a part of the computational
domain of radius equal to one wavelength is
considered. The perturbation wave field is mainly
composed of a fundamental part of wavelength X,
plus 2(0 waves of wavelength X/4. One can notice
the onset of a periodic steady state perturbation
around the cylinder, and also the relatively steep
trough on the side of the cylinder, which, if
extrapolated to larger incoming waves, would
certainly lead to a local breaking as observed in
some experiments. Figure 12 represents the total
wave in the symmetry plane, plotted every half of a
period, while figure 13 is a three dimensional plot of
the perturbation free surface in the disk of radius X
around the cylinder. In figures 10, 11 and 12, the
incident waves comes from the left. In figure 13, the

incident waves propagates from the upper left of the
plot to the opposite corner.
As a conclusion to this section, we first
recognize that simulations with larger amplitudes are
obviously desirable, in order to illustrate the
anticipated divergence between fully nonlinear
modelization and perturbation analysis. However we
need first to improve the stability of the model.
Another necessary comment is on the fact that the
estimation of the higher harmonic components of
the diffraction force in long waves from fully
nonlinear simulations is very difficult, because of
contradictory requirements. On one side, we must
work with very low incoming wave amplitudes in
order to respect the conditions of applicability of
perturbation analysis. One the other side, the
estimation of higher order harmonics from the time
series becomes less and less accurate when their
relative contribution to the signal goes to zero. In
fact some further computations recently performed
with varying amplitudes seem to indicate that the
value of the amplitude chosen for comparison with
perturbation analysis, 2A/H=0.015, is not enough
small to get stabilized values of the force
coefficients. This probably explains the remaining
small difference between coefficients obtained from
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nonlinear simulation and those from perturbation
analysis, illustrated by figure 8 and 9.
Cross comparison between existing three
dimensional fully nonlinear simulation programs is
also very desirable for quantities for which no
reference results are available, such as higher order
runups and 4co forces (and over).

result of a moving window Fourier analysis of the
vertical motion. Only the fondamental and secund
harmonics are significant. The amplitude of the
fundamental component is close to the wave
amplitude, which is consistent with the relatively
low wave frequency. The amplitude of the 2(0
component of the motion is about 20% of the
fundamental one.

Nonlinear Motion of a Floating Dock in
Regular Ambient Waves
In this section we present results of the
simulation of the nonlinear motion of a floating
body induced by regular incident waves. The
formulation used is the same as for the application
described in the previous section, except that here we
simultaneously solve the dynamic equations of the
body motion and the fluid flow problem. The
floating body is a truncated vertical cylinder of radius
r/H = 1/3 and of draft at equilibrium d/H=l/6. Only
vertical motions are allowed, the other degrees of
freedom being inhibited. We consider a regular
incoming wave of wavelength Ä/H=6.064, and of
amplitude A/H=0.05. The period is T.sqrt(g/H)=7.0,
that is twice the natural heaving period of the
floating body. The radius of the computational
domain is equal to two wavelengths, and the mesh is
composed of 3560 panels on the half domain, that is
3160 on the free surface and 400 on the body. Figure
14 gives a plot of the mesh, after truncation at a
radial distance of about half a wavelength. We used
50 constant time steps per period, and the
simulation was run for 10 periods. The resulting
time series of the vertical displacement, velocity and
acceleration are given in figure 15. As expected, the
motion contains a significant 2oo component,
resulting from the resonant excitation of the natural
heaving motion of the body by nonlinear terms in
the hydrodynamic force. Figure 16 illustrate the

fsqrt(g/H)

fsqrt(g/H)

l'sqrt(g/H)

Figure 15: Vertical displacement, velocity and
acceleration of a freely floating cylinder in regular
incoming waves.

20.0

40.0
fsqrt(g/H)

Figure 16: Moving window Fourier analysis of the
vertical displacement

Figure 14: Partial view of the mesh
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Large Amplitude Standing Waves in a
Three Dimensional Tank
This last numerical application is dedicated to the
demonstration of the behaviour of the fully
Lagrangian version of the code. We compute the
nonlinear fluid motion inside a three dimensional
tank subject to an initial surface elevation. The tank
dimensions are (Lx,Ly,H)=(2,4,l), and the initial
free surface elevation is T|o=Acos(7iX/2)cos(7rY/2),
with A=0.3. The half domain is discretized by a total
of 2450 panels. Figure 17 gives a view of the initial
shape of the fluid domain. A constant time step
At.sqrt(g/Ho)=0.025 has been adopted, and the simu-

Figure 17: Initial free surface elevation in the tank.

lation was run for 1000 time steps. The fully
Lagrangian formulation is used here, and we regrid
the free surface at each time step with the constraint
of keeping a constant difference in arc length
between neighbouring nodes. Without regridding, we
observed the concentration of nodes in certain
regions of the free surface, leading to a necessary
reduction of the time step and thus of the computing
time. Walls are simply regridded in vertical
directions at each time step, starting from the
position of nodes on the intersection line with the
free surface. The time marching is based here on the
full Runge-Kutta scheme, with no "frozen
coefficients" approximation. In these conditions, the
total computing time was about 30 hours on a
HP9000/J200 workstation.
Figure 18 gives the time series of the free surface
elevations at two particular points: (X,Y)=(0.,2.) and
(X,Y)=(0.,0.). We observe that, due to
nonlinearities, there is no periodicity in the time
series. Furthermore, large amplifications are
observed, especially in the corner (0..0.), where the
elevation is above 0.5 for t=4.5 and t=13.2. We give
in figures 19 to 24 plots of the computational
domain at instants marked by vertical arrows in
figure 18. Equal scales are adopted in horizontal and
vertical directions. The free surface never recovers its
initial shape, and there is no instant at which it is
flat, as would be observed in a linearized
computation.
The initial fluid volume is Vo=8.0. After 1000
time steps, the final value is Vf=7.99, so that mass

t*sqrt(g/Ho)
Figure 18: Free surface elevation at (X,Y)=(0.,2.)
(solid line) and (X,Y)=(0.,0.) (dashed line)
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Figure 20:
t*sqrt(g/Ho)=4.5

Figure 21:
t*sqrt(g/Ho)=8.75

Figure 22:
t*sqrt(g/Ho)=13.2

Figure 23:
t*sqrt(g/Ho)=16.5

Figure 24:
t*sqrt(g/Ho)=19.8
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CONCLUSION
Significant results of two different version of the
three dimensional Rankine panel code ANSWAVE
have been presented. Both version solve fully
nonlinear free surface problems under the
assumptions of potential flow.
The first version is based on a semi Lagrangian
representation of free-surface motions, with markers
fixed horizontally, and is formulated in terms of a
perturbation flow defined as the difference between
the incident and the total flow. This splitting is
possible here with fully nonlinear free surface
conditions because of the characteristics of the
incident wave model based on a stream function
theory. We first discuss with more details original
results on the nonlinear diffraction of long waves by
a bottom-mounted vertical cylinder, already presented
at the 11th WWWFB in Hamburg (Ferrant 1996).
The capacity of the model to capture stable higher
order components of the diffracted flow is attested,
although it seems to be difficult to find a common
range of applicability of fully nonlinear simulation
and of higher order perturbation analysis. This point
will motivate further reseach in order to improve the
accuracy of the model at low amplitudes, as well as
its stability for larger ones. This first model has
been extended to the problem of the free motions of
a floating body in regular incoming waves. The
behaviour of the model in such a configuration is
illustrated by the stable simulation of the nonlinear
vertical motion of a floating cylinder, over 10 wave
periods.
The secund version is based on a fully
Lagrangian formulation. It is applied here to the
computation of large amplitude standing waves in a
three dimensional tank. Strongly nonlinear effects
are observed, while the accuracy of the simulation is
attested by mass and energy conservation. The
Lagrangian representation of the free surface is
potentially more adapted to the simulation of steep
waves.interfering with moving boundaries, a
problem on which we concentrate our present
research efforts.
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x
N

The author should be congratulated for a very
interesting theoretical-numerical paper with
various practical applications. The paper describes
a fully nonlinear 3-D simulation method for the
assessment of strong nonlinear effects in wavebody interaction problems. As an example of
application and validation of the developed
computer code, the results of Fig. 15 hold for an
incident wave period equal to twice the natural
heaving period of the studied floating body. For
this particular case, the amplitude of the 2co motion
component appears to be quite significant, namely
about 20% of the fundamental frequency
component. Could the author explain how these
results change, when the wave excitation period is
equal to the simple natural heaving period of the
floating cylinder? Do the higher-order motion
components become relatively larger?

40.0
t*sqrt(g/H)

Fig. A1: Vertical motion of the body.
A/H=0.025; T*sqrt(g/H)=3.5

N

0.0

20.0

40.0
t*sqrt(g/H)

60.0

Fig. A2: Harmonic components of the motion

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE
Thank you for your kind comment. I ran the
numerical model in the conditions you were
interested in, i.e., for an incident wave period equal
to the natural heaving frequency of the floating
cylinder. The resulting vertical motion of the body
is plotted in Figure Al. Contrary to the simulation
presented in the paper, the present signal is almost
purely monochromatic, with an amplification
factor equal to about 1.7 with respect to the
incident wave amplitude. Higher harmonics are
negligible, but there is sensible negative vertical
drift, as shown by Figure A2 representing the
moving window Fourier analysis of the time series.
The wave amplitude is A/H=0.025, the wave
period is T*sqrt(g/H)=3.5, and the wave length is
X/H=1.956.
In this resonant regime, body and free surface tend
to move with opposite phases, and runs with larger
wave amplitudes led to numerical breakdown, the
bottom of the body getting very close to aerating.
This problem could be solved by implementing a
more refined remeshing procedure for the body,
instead of the simple redistribution of nodes in the
vertical direction used for the present simulations.
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Analysis of Interactions Between Nonlinear Waves and
Bodies by Domain Decomposition
G.-X. Wu, Q.-W. Ma (University College London, United Kingdom),
R. Taylor (University of Oxford, United Kingdom)

these will enable the problem to be solved at the
next time step. The procedure can be repeated for
any desired number of time steps.
The solution of the velocity potential at each
time step can be obtained by various numerical
methods. The three dimensional boundary
element method has been adopted in many
publications (Liu & Yang [9], Zhou & Gu [10],
Broeze & Zanbergen [11], Xu & Yue [12],
Ferrant [13]). In this paper we shall adopt the
finite element method. The method has been
recently applied to the two dimensional problem
by Wu & Eatock Taylor [5]. It has several
distinct features. When triangular elements are
used together with linear shape functions, the
global matrix can be calculated explicitly. All it
requires is the areas of the elements. This reduces
CPU time dramatically. Also the global matrix is
banded and symmetric. Experience with the two
dimensional problem shows that in many cases
the memory required by the finite element
method is not much more or even far less than
that required by the boundary element method
which corresponds to a fully populated matrix.
Our preliminary investigation suggests that the
finite element method does have several
advantages.
One of the difficulties in this problem is the
radiation condition. Unlike the fully linearised
problem, no explicit equation has been
established for the condition when the problem is
non-linear. In numerical calculation, various
schemes have been proposed (e.g. [1], [4]). They

ABSTRACT
The paper extends to the three dimensions a
previously described two dimensional finite
element analysis of non-linear water waves
interacting with bodies.
The domain
decomposition method is used to divide the
computational domain into manageable regions,
in each of which the computation is performed
independently of the other regions. Results are
given for standing waves in a rectangular
container; waves generated by a wave maker in a
rectangular tank; and the interaction between
such waves and a vertical cylinder.
INTRODUCTION
Many problems in naval hydrodynamics are
fully non-linear. Well known examples include
motions in rough seas, slamming, ship capsize
etc. The fully non-linear theory is usually solved
by a time marching method. This assumes that
the wave profile and the position of the structure
are known at a particular instant. The problem
can then be solved by numerical techniques. The
Bernoulli equation enables us to find the force on
the structure. If the structure is not fixed,
Newton's law will give the new acceleration. The
acceleration then gives a new velocity which
further gives the new position of the structure.
Similarly, the velocity obtained on the free
surface will give a new free surface profile. All
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system is located on the mean position of the free
surface and the centre of the cylinder. B, L and d
in the figure indicate the width, length and depth
of the tank, respectively.
Based on the usual assumptions of ideal
flow, the velocity potential <p satisfies Laplace's
equation:

can absorb waves efficiently in some cases, but
are not always effective in general. Even when
they are effective, they have to be placed
sufficiently far away from the body. This means
that the computational domain is usually big,
which will require a large number of elements.
On the other hand, when the required memory
exceeds the physical memory of the computer,
only a small percentage of CPU will be used.
This makes the calculation extremely inefficient.
Wu and Eatock Taylor [5] therefore adopted
domain decomposition. The required memory
will then depend on the sizes of the subdomains
which can always be subdivided if necessary.
The continuity across the subdomain is achieved
through iteration.
In this work, we shall use the three
dimensional finite element method to consider
the problem of a vertical cylinder in a wave tank.
The methodology is first verified using the
analytical solution for a two dimensional wave
maker. The case may seem simple enough, but it
is found that care is needed in dealing with cross
waves. The computer code is also verified by the
linearized analytical solution for three
dimensional standing waves. The relative merits
of various domain decomposition schemes are
discussed. Results for the vertical cylinders in
the tank are provided.

V> = 0

(1)

in the fluid domain Q. The condition on the
piston wave maker can be written as
(2)

dx

where U(t) is the velocity of the wave maker.
On the fixed boundary the condition is:
(3)

dn

where n is the normal of the surface pointing out
of the fluid domain. On the free surface
z — T\{x,y,t), the kinematic and dynamic
conditions can be written as

^£ = ^
Dt~ dx

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

Dt

We consider the problem of a vertical
cylinder in a wave tank as shown in figure 1.
(x,y,z) denotes a Cartesian co-ordinate system
with x axis pointing in the longitudinal direction
of the tank and z upwards. The origin of the

£l = ^t
Dt

2K

dy

'

£l=<ty (4)
Dt

dz

(5)

where g is the gravitational acceleration. These
are then combined with the initial conditions
which usually assume that the wave elevation
and the potential on the free surface are zero.
When the wave generated by the wavemaker
encounters the cylinder, it will be diffracted. The
reflected wave will travel back towards the wave
maker. The transmitted wave, on the other hand,
will propagate towards the other end of the tank.
As the time step increases, the waves reflected by
the wavemaker and the far end of the tank will
arrive at the cylinder. This will distort the wave
loading on the cylinder. Several approaches have
been proposed to absorb the reflected wave (e.g.
[1]) and the transmitted wave (e.g. [4]). They are
effective in some cases but they all have their
limitations. Here we do not intend to investigate
the effectiveness of various wave absorption
schemes at the far end. Instead we simply use a
relatively long tank and the computation is

Fig. 1 The layout of the wave tank
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As a result, the matrix is banded. In the boundary
element method, on the other hand, each node
will influence all other nodes through the Green
function. This leads to a full matrix. Furthermore,
the influence coefficients in the finite element
method can be obtained from the volumes of the
elements when linear shape functions are used,
while in the boundary element method they are
calculated from logarithmic and triangular
functions, which requires more CPU.
The finite element method has been applied
with some success in the two dimensional
problem. For the three dimensional problem,
however, the computational domain is increased
dramatically. One hundred divisions in each
direction will lead to over one million nodes.
This is not helped by lack of a suitable radiation
condition. The memory requirement is therefore
usually beyond the limit of most computers. We
therefore make use of the domain decomposition.
The domain decomposition technique has
been used in many cases (see for example
Glowinski et al. [2] ). Wu & Eatock Taylor [5]
have also adopted this method for the twodimensional non-linear water wave problem. The
essence of this technique is that it divides the
computational domain into several subdomains,
which may overlap. The computation is then
performed in each subdomain. The continuity at
the interface of the subdomains is achieved by
iteration.
We consider an example shown in Fig. 2a in
which two subdomains are used.

terminated before the reflection at the far end has
significant effects on the desired results.
At each time step, the above problem can be
solved by a finite element method. The fluid
domain will be discretised using finite elements
and the velocity potential written in terms of the
shape function Nj (x, y, z):
<P = ^<PjNj{x,y,z)

(6)

where N is total number of nodes and <pj are the
values of the potential at the nodes. Using the
Galerkin method and Green's second identity, we
have

0 = JJJV20A^ß
d<p
ti^s-jj^-mdn

(7)

where S is the boundary surface of fluid domain.
When the boundary conditions are imposed and
equation (6) is used, equation (7) becomes

jjj™, ttWNjdQ = jJN,Uds
n

JeS,

(8)

-jjjVN^VNjdÜ
a

IeS,

JaS,

where S, is the free surface and Sm is the
wetted surface of the wave maker. If linear shape
functions are used as in this paper, the integration
in equation (8) can be obtained from the volumes
of the elements. Once the solution is found, the
force can be calculated using an equation similar
to that in the paper of Wu & Ma [6].

(a)

DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUE
It has been noted in the work of Wu &
Eatock Taylor (5) on a two dimensional body,
that the finite element method has some
advantages over the boundary element method in
terms of both CPU and memory requirement.
The reason is that although the finite element
method discretises the fluid domain rather than
the boundary alone, the nodes influence each
other only when they are physically connected.

(b)
Fig. 2 Illustration of domain decomposition
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y12 in the figure is the interface of the two
subdomains Qt and Q2 • on wn'cn
following continuity conditions are imposed

0/=02;

d<j), _
dn

M-1%-»
W
= 4k

tne

'712

4°=d(01

(16)

The initial condition is again taken from the
solution at the previous time step.

d(j)2
dn

(9)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

where 0y and (p2 are the potentials in the
corresponding subdomains. The problem is then
solved in each subdomain and the continuity is
achieved by the following iteration scheme

dn

In the analysis below, the various parameters
are nondimenionalized by redefining them as
follows:

<t>->d(gd)"2<{> (x,y)^d(x,y)

(10)

dn

t->{dlg)"2t co-*(g/d)ll2co
U->U''

where
Aw=A(-l)+p(^"-|)-*j"-|))

(ID

where (0 is a frequency.
The fluid domain is divided into many small
hexahedra. Each hexahedron is then divided into
six tetrahedra. A typical example is shown in
Fig.3.

and A<0) can be taken from the normal
derivative at the previous time step. It can be
shown that if p is properly chosen the iteration
will converge [2].
The case in Fig. 2b is similar to that in Fig.
2a, but there is an overlap between the two
subdomains. Their common part is Ql2. J ]2 is
the interface between Q2 and Q12; J2i is the
interface between Q, and Ql2. Continuity is
achieved by imposing the following condition

<Pl = 02

in

gd

(12)

ß

.

72

which can be found to be equivalent to:
0;=02

ony;2andy2y

(13)

as these functions satisfy the Laplace equation.
The solution starts by assuming <pl on J12
to be known. This allows us to find 0; which
gives its value on y21 for (j)2 . The solution in
Q2 can then be obtained which in turn gives a
new boundary condition for <pr This can be
written as

#

=rf+(l-^W'_1)

*'*1 (14)

$

=^)+(l-^)A,2'-1)

1*1 (15)

Fig 3. Division of hexahedron

We first consider the problem of a wave maker
which starts moving suddenly. The length of the
tank is L =5d and the width is rf/2. The fluid
domain is discretised by /+1 transverse planes,
Af+1 longitudinal planes and N+l horizontal
planes. This forms JMN hexahedra and 67MN
tetrahedra. The number of nodes is equal to
(/+l)*(A/+l)*(Ar+l). Cosine spacing is used in
the x direction and the z-coordinate of each node
is determined from an exponential distribution as
used by Wu and Eatock Taylor [5].

where jJ. is the relaxation coefficient and
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mesh 1

(a)

mesh 2

(b)

mesh 3

(c)

Fig. 4 The velocity potential on the wave maker at z=-.0375 with different
meshes (
analytical— — - M=18
—
M=12;
M=6)
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Physically, this problem is two-dimensional.
The potential is not a function of y. In our
analysis, however, it is found that the variation of
the potential with y greatly depends on the mesh
structure. Fig. 4 gives the velocity potentials at
z=-.0375 on the wave maker obtained from
different meshes. It shows that the variation of
the potential with y decreases and the results tend
to the analytical solution [8] when the number of
elements increases, but the rate is quite slow.
The difficulty here is that any error will cause a
bigger error at the next time step. Before long,
the accumulated error will cause instability. One
way to solve this problem is to use a sufficient
number of elements, but this would not be
economical. Here we use the mesh in Fig.4c
which has the least variation and combine this
with a 5-point smoothing scheme [3] in the v
direction. Fig. 5 gives the results after this
treatment. Fig. 5a shows that there is no variation
visible. Indeed it is found that the results are
identical up to the fifth figure after the decimal
point. They are also found to be in good
agreement with the analytical solution [8].
Fig.5(b,c) give the results for the potential and
the vertical velocity on the wave maker. They are
in good agreement with the analytical solution.
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0.00

(c)
Fig 5 The potential and vertical velocity on
the wave maker at /=0+ for the sudden
motion with £/=1.0(mesh generated with
y=60, M=6 and different N)
We next consider the problem of the wave
maker undergoing the following oscillatory
motion:
(20)

U(t) = acosm(ox)

where a is the nondimensionalised amplitude.
The length of the tank is taken as L=20d and
width B=dl2. The calculation is made with
6) = 1.5 and a = .016. In this analysis, the
fluid domain is divided by 7=200, Af=6 and
N=16. Fig.6 gives the wave elevation history on
the wave maker and at the centre of the tank.
Some typical wave profiles in the tank at times
/=10,15,20 and 25 are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig 6. Wave elevation history (solid line:
on the wave maker; dashed line: x=0)
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Fig 8 The standing wave elevation history
at x=L!2, y=B/2 (
analytical;
numerical for a=0.01;
- numerical for a=0.05;
— numerical for a=.l)

and the potential on the free surface is zero. The
linearised solution can be found as

,%

T7 = -acos[— (x + L/2)]
(22)

I—i

-%

xcos[—(j + ß/2)]cos(ü#)
B
where

co,2 = Kta.nh(K)
(23)

Fig.8 gives the wave elevation (divided by a) at
x=L/2, y = B/2 a=0.01, a =0.05 and a =0.1
respectively. The results have been compared
with the linear analytical solution. It can be seen
that the results agree well with the analytical
solution when the amplitude is small. As the
amplitude increases, nonlinear effects become
more important.
We now consider the case of a vertical
cylinder located at the centre of the tank as
shown in Fig. 1. The radius of the cylinder is
R=0.05d. The length and width of the tank are
taken as L=l0.5d and B=d/2 (or L=210R and
B=10R), respectively. We shall use the domain
decomposition to solve this problem. Before that

Fig 7 Wave profiles at different time steps
Next considered is the problem of a
standing wave in a tank with L=B=d which is
discretised by J=M=N=20. The initial free
surface elevation is given as:
„n

Ti(x,y,0) = -acos[-(x + L/2))
Is

(21)

-71

xcos[-(y + 5/2)]
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we shall first investigate the effectiveness of this
technique by considering the case of the wave
maker which starts moving suddenly. It is found
that the scheme used by Wu and Eatock Taylor
[5] without overlapping is less efficient than the
one with overlapping. The latter is therefore
adopted. It has also been found that the efficiency
very much depends on the relaxation coefficient
\i and the sizes of the overlapping zones.
Several tests have been conducted to find a
suitable value for u.. In the calculation the whole
fluid domain is divided into five sudomains: one
enclosing the cylinder and two on each side. The
details are shown in Fig.9, in which Cy is the
length of the overlapping zone. Fig. 10 shows the
number of iterations against p. with Cy=0.2d. It
can be seen from the figure that fX = 1.382 is a
suitable choice.

a,

i

F

-c4

ft i
ia

P

«—

-* r^
■ a,
()
a,

Number

0.62

1.382

1.80

Coefficient

Fig. 10 The number of iterations against
relaxation coefficients

j*s»
i a5

s\

Fig 9 A typical configuration of subdomains
Further tests have been made for the sizes of
the common domains (i.e. C0. The total CPU
depends on the number of iterations and the CPU
required for each subdomain. A bigger
overlapping zone usually leads to a smaller
number of iterations, which will reduce CPU. On
the other hand, a bigger overlapping zone will
lead to bigger subdomains, which will increase
CPU. A proper balance is therefore needed. Fig.
11 gives some preliminary results which were
obtained by taking the relaxation coefficient as
(JL = 1.382 and all Q/ being the same. CPU for
Cij=0.1d in the figure is taken as unity. It is seen
that Qj=0.2d leads to least CPU.
It should be pointed out that the optimised
values mentioned above may depend on other
parameters such as the sizes of elements, the
wave length and the number of the subdomains
etc. Further investigation is needed to achieve a
better understanding of the dependence of CPU
on relaxation coefficient and the length of the
overlapping zone.
We now give the results for the cylinder in
the wave tank. The subdomains used are similar
to those shown in Fig.9. The motion of the wave
maker is similar to that given in equation (20) but
(0 = 2.0

Fig. 11 CPU against Cj/

Fig. 12 gives wave runup on the surface of the
cylinder at f=15,20 and 25, where 6 representes
the angle measured from x-axis. Fig 13 provides
the horizontal force acting on the cylinder which
has been nondimensionalsed by pgR a, (p is
the density of water). The total number of
elements used in this case is 203,520. The
calculation takes about 193 hour CPU on a
DECalpha 400 workstation for 1,000 time steps.
Due to this extensive CPU demand, no
systematical investigations using finer mesh and
smaller time steps have been taken regarding the
accuracy of the results shown. Further work is
clearly needed.

a = .008
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to be more effective than an earlier scheme used
by the authors for the two-dimensional problem,
and a study has been conducted into the optimum
amount of overlap and the optimum relaxation
coefficient in the iterative scheme. Preliminary
results have been obtained for the case of a
vertical cylinder in a wave tank. The method
requires extensive computer run times when
implemented on a workstation, and further work
is required to improve the methodology. This
includes the development of a procedure for
combining the domain decomposition method
with wave absorbing techniques to allow the
imposition of appropriate radiation conditions
close to the body.
The results shown are for the case of a fixed
cylinder. For a floating structure, body motions
need to be taken into account, and it is intended
to achieve this by using the method described by
Wu and Eatock Taylor [7].
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Fourier-Kochin Theory of Free-Surface Flows
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

A recently-developed theoretical formulation of
wave diffraction-radiation by a ship advancing in
regular waves is summarized and extended. The
basic results underlying the formulation, called the
Fourier-Kochin theory because it is based on a
Fourier representation of free-surface effects and an
extension of Kochin's approach, are summarized.
Two applications and extensions of the theory, to
the coupling between an inner viscous flow and an
outer potential flow and the representation of timeharmonic ship waves generated by an arbitrary singularity distribution, are also presented.

We consider the potential flow due to a ship advancing at constant speed along a straight path
through a train of regular waves in water of effectively infinite depth and lateral extent. The flow
due to the ship is expressed in the usual way as
the sum of the steady flow about the ship advancing in calm water and the time-harmonic flow associated with the incoming and diffracted-radiated
waves. Thus, a frequency-domain analysis is considered. In addition, the steady ship waves and the
time-harmonic diffracted-radiated waves are analyzed within the classical potential-flow theory.
Nondimensional coordinates x — (x,y,z),
time t, velocity potential <f> and related flow variables are defined with respect to the ship length
L, the acceleration of gravity g, and the density
of water p as basic reference units. The flow is observed from a moving system of coordinates (x, y, z)
in steady translation with the mean forward speed
U of the ship, and u is the encounter frequency of
the ambient waves. The nondimensional frequency
and the Froude number are defined as /= wy/L/g
and F= U/y/gZ. The x axis is along the path of
the ship and points toward the bow. The z axis
is vertical and points upward, and the undisturbed
free surface is taken as the plane 2 = 0.
The velocity potentials of the time-harmonic
and steady (/ = 0) flow components are defined in
terms of an exponential time-growth parameter e
as lirne_+03?e [<£(£)exp(et-ift)] and satisfy the
linear free-surface boundary condition

INTRODUCTION
For most practical purposes, the flow due to a ship
advancing in waves is effectively potential and linear beyond a small distance from the ship hull, although viscous and nonlinear effects can be significant near the hull. Linear free-surface potential
flows therefore are of fundamental importance in
ship hydrodynamics.
A recently-developed theoretical formulation
of wave diffraction-radiation by ships or offshore
structures, motivated by the practical and theoretical importance of free-surface potential flows
and the considerable complexities of existing calculation methods based on free-surface Green functions, is considered here. This formulation is called
the Fourier-Kochin theory because it is based upon
a Fourier representation of free-surface effects and
an extension of the approach used by Köchin [1,2].
The basic results underlying the FK theory
[3,4,5] are summarized. Two applications and extensions of the theory, to the coupling between viscous and potential flows and the representation of
time-harmonic ship waves generated by an arbitrary singularity distribution, are also given.

[(f + ie-iFdx)2-dz]<t> = 0.

(1)

The Green function G associated with the boundary condition (1) may be expressed as

G = GS+Gl
120

(2)

where Gs represents a local flow disturbance defined in terms of simple (Rankine) singularities as
4nGs = -l/r+l/r'

[3], are expressed in terms of source and dipole distributions involving the simple singularity Gs and
the free-surface term GF, respectively.

(3)
FOURIER-KOCHIN FORMULATION

•t,

fr=y/{x-t)>+TfT)a +(*-<)* \
I V = y/(x-02 + (v-riy + (/+02 J

The free-surface potentials ipF and xF in (7) are
now considered. In the usual free-surface Greenfunction approach, based on the Green function (2)
associated with the free-surface condition (1), the
Green function is evaluated and subsequently integrated over the ship hull and waterline to determine
the source and dipole potentials ip and x • The
well-known difficulties (stemming from the complex singularity of the free-surface component GF
for x = £,y = r),z + £ = Q) involved in this classical approach are partially circumvented in Kochin's
formulation, in which the surface and line distributions of sources and dipoles over the ship hull and
waterline defining the free-surface components ipF
and xF are considered directly.
Within the Fourier-Kochin formulation, the
potentials ipF(£) and xF(£) are defined by (24) and
(12) in [3] as

and GF accounts for free-surface effects. The freesurface component GF is given by
dßl da SS*/Dc
•oo J-oo
Wlth

(4)

(£(a,ß;x) = expWa2 + ß2z + i(ax+ßy)}\
\£*(a,ß-,i) = exp[y/tf + p<;-i(aZ+ßTi)]j

Here, x = (x, y, z < 0) and (- (£ , rj, C < 0) respectively stand for the singularity and flow-observation
points. Furthermore, Dt is the dispersion function
De = {f + ie-Fa)7-k

(5a)

where k — yja2+ß2 is the wavenumber. The function Dc is equal to the real dispersion function D

D = {f-Faf-k

(5b)

lA*r \ =Ä

in the limit e = 0.
The velocity potential </>(£) at a point £ of the
mean wetted surface of the ship (where the normal
derivative d(j>/dn is presumed known) is defined by
the solution of an integral equation of the form

where ./V and M are spectrum functions defined
by distributions of the elementary wave function £
over the mean ship hull H and waterline W. The
spectrum function M , associated with the potential x in tne integral equation (6a), is called the
kernel spectrum function.
Two alternative mathematical representations, called the potential representation and the
velocity representation because they respectively
involve the potential <j> and_the velocity V$ , of the
kernel spectrum function M are given in [3]. The
potential representation follows from Kochin's formulation in a straightforward way. The velocity
representation is obtained in [3] from the potential
representation via an integration by parts based on
Stokes' theorem. The velocity representation of the
kernel spectrum function M is shown in [3] to provide a substantially more solid mathematical basis
than the potential representation for the purpose of
numerically evaluating influence coefficients. The
velocity representation is also preferable for coupling viscous and potential flows, as is shown further on. Thus, only the velocity representation is
considered here.
The velocity representation of the spectrum
function M is defined by (65), with A = 0, in [3].
A useful extension of this representation is obtained

(6a)

^/2 + X = 4>

where the potentials ij) and x respectively correspond to a-priori given and unknown distributions
of sources and normal dipoles, with densities determined by the values of d<f)/dn and <j>, at the mean
wetted hull H and the mean waterline W of the
ship. The potential <f>(£) at a point £ in the mean
flow domain outside H is given by
(6b)

<f> = ip

The source and dipole potentials rp and x m tne
integral equation (6a) and the flow representation
(6b) can be expressed as
ip = •0S -(- 1pF

xs + xF

/_>/>©£

(8)

(7)

where the potentials ips and x5 correspond to the
simple-singularity component Gs in expression (2)
for the Green function, and the components tpFand
XF correspond to the free-surface component G .
Thus, the components V5 and x5 and the components V^and xF, defined by (16) and (17-18) in
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if we use the identity l+2Ffa-F2aa = (f2-D)/k,
so that the spectrum function M can be expressed
as M = M — MwD/k2. Here, D is the dispersion
function (5b), the function Mw is defined as
A/,w

-aty)4> exp[i(ax+ßy)] dC

Jw

where dA and dC are the differential elements of
area and arc length of H and W. The amplitude
functions A% , A™ , Aw, Aw , Aw , and AJW in
(13c) are given by
= -dn<j>
A }} = i<r[(ßtx-aty)d,<t>- (ßsx- asy) dt<f>]/k
A%

(9)

1

and the function M is defined by (13b)-(13d) below. By using the relation M = M — MwD/k2 in
(8) we can express the potential \F as
~F

F

Aw = nxty dn<f>
Aw = -(txty+ aß/k2)dt<t> - at2ynz(d,4> -ndt<f>)
Aw=ßdt<f>/k2

(10)

X = x - ¥>

Afw=i(ßtx-aty)4>/k2

(13d)

5

The potential y? (f) is defined by (8) as
/oo

where a = l/\/l—/i2 with p = s-t. Furthermore,

^oo

d/?/ daMwS*/k2
• oo

(dn<i>, ds<f>, dt<i>) = (n,s, t) -V<j> where the unit vec-

(11)

tor n = (nx,ny ,nz) is normal to H and points
into the ship, and the unit vectors s = (sx ,sy ,sz)
and t = (tx ,ty ,tz) are tangent to H. The vector
s points downward, as is shown in Fig.l, and the
vector Tis oriented so that n = sxt /||i*x£f| • At the
waterline, the unit vector t = (tx ,ty ,0) is tangent
to W, as is indicated in Fig.l.

J — oo

where the spectrum function Mw is given by
(9). Expression (11) does not involve the dispersion function D. The analysis given in [4] shows
that the potential ps therefore corresponds to a
nonoscillatory near-field disturbance. Indeed, the
potential <ps is expressed in terms of a distribution
of simple singularities further on. By substituting
(10) into (7) we obtain

x = (xi

ip = ips+ ipF

S

F

<P ) + X -

Z
A
t

(12)
£*""""

The superscipts S and F identify simple-singularity
and free-surface components, respectively. The
representation \ — {xS ~ *PS) + XF ls a modification of the representation x - X5+ XF given in
[3]. Specifically, the simple-singularity component
tps is extracted from the free-surface potential \F ■
The free-surface potentials TI>F(£) and xF(0
are given by the Fourier representation

<*t'hW->/>{«}£

V

(13a)

(13b)

1^1} exp[kz + i(ax+ßy)] dA

l

(AN
\AF

>exp[i(ax+ßy)]dC

s

7^77

"C

w

L

The spectrum functions NH, NW, MH, MW ,
Mw and Mw defined by (13c) and (13d) are independent of the parameters F and /, which appear
as coefficients in (13b). The formulation (13) partially circumvents the difficulties associated with
the free-surface component (4) in the Green function by avoiding the direct calculation of GF, which
corresponds to a point source. Instead, the freesurface potentials (13a) due to surface and line distributions of sources and dipoles over the ship hull
and waterline, or over hull patches and waterline
arcs, are considered directly. A significant property of this approach is that the Fourier integrals
(13a) are not singular because the spectrum functions N and M vanish in the large-wavenumber
limit k —► oo for a singularity distribution, whereas
(4) is singular for £ = x, TJ = y, C + z = 0. Thus,
the difficulties associated with the numerical integration of the free7surface component GF over a
hull-panel or a waterline-segment in the vicinity
of the singular point i = x, r) = y, C + * = 0 are

The functions NH and MH and the functions Nw,
Mw , Mw and Mlw are given by

(Nw
MF
M,w
M,w

w1

Fig.l Definition sketch

TV = NH + F2NW

NH
\=J
MH

■

X

where the spectrum functions N and M are defined
by (66)-(68)1 in [3] as
M = MH + F2M^+2FfMw+f2Mw .

n

(13c)

lAJ

w.

1

where A is set equal to 0 and an integration by parts is
performed in expression (66) for the function Mw
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outer linear potential flow coupling have also been
developed recently, e.g. [6,7], and will likely be
used more widely.
This strong two-way coupling and the weak
one-way coupling mentioned previously involve the
basic task of determining the velocity field outside a
control surface E enclosing a ship in terms of the velocity distribution u = (u,v,w) at E. This task is
considered here for wave diffraction-radiation by a
ship. Specifically, the flow in the region outside the
control surface E is regarded as effectively potential
and linear, i.e. the classical free-surface boundary
condition (1) is assumed to hold outside E . In the
special case of a body submerged deeply enough,
a closed control surface E may be defined. Otherwise, the surface E intersects the mean free-surface
plane z = 0 along a curve T.
The outer potential flow under consideration
can be defined explicitly, using a well-known Green
identity, if both the normal velocity d<j)/dn and the
potential <j> are known at the inner boundary surface E . However, this classical explicit representation of potential flows in terms of boundary values
of <j> and d<j>/dn cannot be used for a viscous inner
flow, for which the potential </> is not defined. The
difficulty can be circumvented in a straightforward
manner, employed in the matching procedure between a viscous inner flow and an outer potential
flow developed in [6,7], since the potential <f> at the
surface E is defined in terms of the normal velocity
d<j)/dn at E via an integral equation.

avoided. In fact, the space integration over hullpanels and waterline-segments, which consists in
integrating the exponential function £ in (4), is an
elementary task within the FK formulation.
The simple-sigularity potentials il>s{£) and
S
X (C) in (12) are defined by (16) in [3] as

where Vx = (dx ,dy ,dz). By substituting (9) into
(11) and exchanging the order in which the Fourier
and space integrations are performed, we can express the potential y>5(0 as the waterline integral
2 V = / 6 Zx(x-£) ■ t(x) <j>{x) dC(x)

Jw

(15a)

where Z = (0,0,1) is the unit vector along the z
axis, 6 is the function

e

i+C/\A*-O2+0/->7)2+c2
(*-02+(y-t?)2

(15b)

and t = (tx , ty , 0) is the unit vector tangent to the
waterline W as was already noted.
COUPLING OF VISCOUS
AND POTENTIAL FLOWS
In the past few years, viscous-flow calculation
methods accounting for viscous and nonlinear
effects, and potential-flow calculation methods
(based on Rankine singularities) accounting for
nonlinear free-surface effects have been developed
to compute steady ship waves. These calculation
methods can be used to compute the velocity field
(u,v,w) at a control surface E chosen at a sufficiently large distance from a ship, so that the flow
may be regarded as effectively potential and linear
outside E. A linear potential-flow representation
can then be used to define the potential flow outside E in terms of a given nonlinear and/or viscous flow inside E, i.e. to extend a near-field flow
(predicted via any calculation method) into the far
field. This approach, a weak (one-way) inner nonlinear viscous flow =$■ outer linear potential flow
coupling, can be useful to determine far-field waves
and wave drag (which can be evaluated more accurately via Havelock's formula for the energy radiated in the trailing wave pattern than by integration of the hull pressure), and to analyze the
far-field influence (notably upon the wave pattern
and the drag) of near-field viscous and nonlinear
features. Hybrid calculation methods based on a
strong (two-way) inner nonlinear viscous flow

A more direct and simpler alternative approach, which avoids the nontrivial task of solving
an integral equation to determine the potential <j>
at £ , to this matching procedure is expounded below. Specifically, the Fourier-Kochin formulation
is used to obtain a mathematical representation of
the velocity u = V<^> in the outer potential flow region (outside E) that defines V0 explicitly in terms
of a prescribed velocity distribution u at E, i.e.
that does not involve the potential <f> at E (unlike
the usual Green identity which defines <j> within a
flow domain in terms of boundary values of <f> and
d<j>/dn). Furthermore, V</> is defined directly (not
by numerical differentiation of 4>).
By substituting (12) into (6b) we can express
V^(0., where V? = (c\ ,9, ,<9C), in the form
V^ = (Vf^5 + V^S) + V^'

(16)

with V^s = Vf(V-5-X5) and V(<j)F = V^F-xF)The component V(<j>F(£) is defined by (13a) as
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/co

/-co

dßj

da

I

'" I

This alternative expression defines the velocity field
V{X5 ln terms of the velocity distribution Vx<j> at
E and only involves the first derivative V(Gs(x ;£).
The simple-singularity component V^s(£) in (16)
is then defined by (18a) and (18c) as

cr*

\-^\-p- (17a)

with 5 = N-M. Expressions (13b)-(13d), where
the ship hull H and waterline W become the control surface E and curve T, yield

V^5 = -/ [V(GS(u-n)+V(Gsx(uxn)]dA (19a)
JE

s

S = I A exp[kz + i(ax + ßy)]dA
+ f Arexp[i (ax+ßy)] dC

The simple-singularity component Vj y?5(£) can be
expressed in the form
(17b)
S

2TTV^
s

where the functions A

-JQ Zx(x-£) utdC

(19b)

r

and A are given by
with Z and 0 given in (15). Expressions (19) define the simple-singularity component V^(</i5+ <ps)
in terms of the velocity u at a control surface.

A^= ia[(ßsx-asy)ü-t- (ßtx-ody)ü-s]/k
(17c)
-u-n

FOURIER REPRESENTATION OF
GENERIC DISPERSIVE WAVES
The most difficult aspect of the Fourier-Kochin
formulation, indeed of any approach based on a
Green function satisfying the free-surface condition (1), resides in the free-surface components
V{<j)F, ipF and xF in the decompositions (16) and
(12) into simple-singularity and free-surface components. These components are examined in [4,5],
which are summarized and extended below. Expression (5a) yields Dc ~D + ieDj as e —► 0 where
D is given by (5b) and D} - dD/df = 2{f-Fa).
The dispersion function Dt in the Fourier representations (17a) and (13a) of the free-surface components Vf (pF, rpF and \F can then be replaced by
D+issign(Dj) with sign(D/) = sign(/-Fa). Thus,
the Fourier representations (17a) and (13a) are of
the form

AT= F2[t2y Ü-n + (txty+aß/k2)u-i]
-2FfßÜ-t/k2-if2<t>{ßtx-aty)/k2.

(17d)

The identity V^ = u at E was used in (17c) and
(17d) and the control surface E is assumed to intersect the free-surface plane z-0 orthogonally. The
free-surface condition (1) yields
f2<f> = w + 2iFfu+F2dxii.

(17e)

This relation can be used in (17d), so that expressions (17) define the free-surface component V^F
in terms of the velocity (u, v, w) at E .
The simple-singularity component V{(ips-xS)
is now considered. Expressions (14) readily yield
V€ V5 = -/vf Gs(i; 0 Vx<f>(x) -n(i) dA{x)
Js

(18a)

VfXS = -Jy^rGs(x;0-n(x) <j>(x) dA(x)

(18b)

mp

Expression (18a) defines the velocity field V^5
in terms of the velocity distribution Vx<j> at E.
However, expression (18b) for the velocity field
V^x5 involves the potential <j> at E (which is not
known directly if the flow inside E is viscous).
Furthermore, (18b) involves the second derivative
V£7xGs(x;£) of the simple-singularity component
G5 of the Green function. This second derivative
is highly singular for points £ in the vicinity of E ,
so that (18b) is not well suited for numerical evaluation. A useful alternative expression for the velocity field V{X5 is

lim [dßf da 5exp[Jb<-iK+j3i7)]
£>+iesign(D/)

(20)

where tpF/(4ir) stands for ipF, xF. or Vf<£F, and S
likewise stands for N , M , or S = (-ia , -iß ,k)S.
In a typical numerical solution procedure,
spectrum functions corresponding to distributions
of sources and/or dipoles over flat or curved panels
are defined. These spectrum functions are of the
form S-Ap exp[kzp+i(axp-\-ßyp)] where (xp,yp,zp)
define the centroids of the panels, and Ap is a
slowly-varying function of a and ß which vanishes
as a2+ß2—*oo . The contribution <pp of a panel to
the free-surface potential <pF is then given by

Vfx5 = hiGs(x;Ox[Vx<P(x)xn(x)]dA(x) (18c)

■*<Pp
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= lim / dßf

da

'-+°J-oo J--oo

Apexp[kZ-i(aX+ßY)}
D + ie sign(Dj)

with (X,Y,Z) = (Z-xp,T]-yp,C + Zp)- Expression (4) for the free-surface component GF in
the Green function corresponds to the special case
Ap = 1/(4*) and (X,Y,Z) = tf-x ,r)-yX + z) ■
The Fourier representation of free-surface effects denned by (20) is considered in [4,5] for a
generic spectrum function S (assumed to be a
slowly-varying function of a and ß) and for a
generic dispersion function D , so that the analysis
and results given in [4,5] , and below, are valid for
an arbitrary distribution of singularities (sources
and/or dipoles) and for a wide class of linear dispersive waves.
The Fourier integral (20) is expressed in [4] as
V

The far-field waves contained in the wave component (22) stem from the point(s) of the dispersion curve(s) where the phase ^a+r]ß is stationary,
i.e. from the points defined by ^da/ds+rjdß/ds-0 .
The unit vectors (da/ds, dß/ds) and (Da,Dß)/\\VD\\
are tangent and normal to a dispersion curve D - 0,
respectively, so that a stationary point is defined by
£Dp-r)DQ = 0. We have
ZDß-r]Da = h ||V£>|| sin(ö-T),
so that the angle 6 at a point of stationary phase
is equal to 7 or y + n. The function E2 defined by
(24a) is equal to
E2 = sign(£D0) = sign(riDß)

(21)

<pW+<f

at a point of stationary phase. Expressions (24b)
can be useful to represent far-field waves in regions
centered around the axes 77 = 0 and £ = 0 , but are
not convenient for far-field waves in the vicinity
of the axes f = 0 and rj = 0, respectively. The
composite expression

where <pw and (pN respectively correspond to a
wave component and a near-field component. The
near-field component ipN in the decomposition (21)
is significant in the near field but is negligible in
comparison to the wave component ipw in the far
field. The wave component <pw is given by a single Fourier integral along the dispersion curve(s)
defined in the Fourier plane by the dispersion relation D = 0. Specifically, (31a,b) in [4] yield
Sexp[kt-i(Za + r)ß)]

.w
D = 0"

D2a sign£ signD« + Dj signr/ signZ^

pop

(24c)

generalizes (24b). The differences between the four
wave components associated with expressions (24)
for the term E2 represent local flow disturbances
since these expressions yield identical values of E2
at a stationary point. Thus, the representations of
the wave component ipw associated with (24) correspond to alternative decompositions into wave and
near-field components. The decomposition (21) indeed is nonunique.
A more general representation of the wave
component <pw (and related decomposition into
wave and local components) can in fact be defined.
In particular, the sign function E2 may be taken as

(22)

l|V0||

where Y1D-0 stands for summation over the dispersion curve(s), ds is the differential element of arc
length of the dispersion curve(s), ||VD||2 = D2+Dß
with (Da,Dß) = (daD,dßD), and Ei and E2 are
the sign functions defined as
Ei = signp/)

(24b)

(23)

and E2 = sign(£Da + T)Dp). These sign functions
are associated with the single and double integrals
<j>i and 4>2 in (16) of [4]. The single integral 4>\
is obtained in the limit e = +0 of (20). The sign
function E2 stems from a far-field single-integral
approximation of the double integral fa . We have

E2 =E2sign(£Da + r)Dß)

(24d)

where Ei is a real positive function that is equal to
1 at a stationary point. For instance, the function
Ei = exp[-tan2(0-7)], where we have

ZDa + r]Dp = h\\VD\\cos(9-j)
tan(0-7) = (tDß-riDa)/(ZQ, + TlDt>),

where (£, 77) = h (cos7, sin7) with h = \/i2 + T)2 and
(Da,Dß) = ||VD||(cos0,sin0). The sign function
E2 , given by
E2 = sign(£Da + r]Dß) = sign[cos(0-7)],

is equal to 1 at a stationary point (,Dß—i}Da = 0 and
vanishes at a point of discontinuity ^Da + T]Dß = 0.
The integrand of the wave integral (22) may also
be multiplied by a function E that is equal to 1 at
a stationary point. Two such functions are

(24a)

is discontinuous at a point of a dispersion curve
where 6 — j±w/2 .

E = eM-CUDß-rtDa)IÜDa+rlDß)\2N} (25)
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near-field modifications, e.g. of the form (24d), of
the term £2 are permitted.
The Fourier representation of (20) defined by
(21), (26) and (27) is valid for generic dispersive
waves and for arbitrary singularity distributions,
including the special case of the Green function
(i.e. a point source). Applications of this generic
Fourier representation to wave diffraction-radiation
by an offshore structure (without forward speed)
and steady flows, and to the Green function of wave
diffraction-radiation at small forward speed, are
examined in [4,5]. Another application, to timeharmonic ship waves characterized by the dispersion function (5), is considered below. Only the
wave component <p is considered here.

where C > 0 is a real constant and TV > 1 is an
integer, and
E = exp{-C[K((iDß-T1Da)/(h\\VD\\)}™}
where % is the radius of curvature of the dispersion
curve at the stationary point. The latter function
E is equal to 1 at a stationary point and decreases
away from a stationary point at a rate independent
of h and 71. The radius of curvature is given by
7l = \\VD\\3/\DlDaa-2DaDßDaß + DlDßß\
for a curve defined by the equation D(a,ß) = 0.
The method of stationary phase shows that
the wave component (22) and the modified wave
component

lip■ w=ST

fA

{

JTYV

kM?

]

TIME-HARMONIC SHIP WAVES
The dispersion function (5b) is an even function
of ß, so that the dispersion curves are symmetric
with respect to the axis ß = 0 and the integration
in (26) can be restricted to the upper halves of the
dispersion curves. In the upper half ß > 0 of the
Fourier plane, the dispersion curves are given by

(26).

.v ^expjkC-i^a+rjß)] .

—m—

where any one of the four alternative expressions
(24) may be used for £2 , yield identical far-field
waves. However, the near-field waves defined by
(26) evidently depend on the functions E and £2 .
The near-field component <pN in the decomposition (21) is examined in [5]. The modified form
of the Fourier representation (30) in [5] associated
with the modified wave component (26) is
/oo

/?=N/(/-Fa)4-a2.

(28a)

The dispersion function (5b) yields Dß — —ß/k and
Da = —a/k with
S = a + 2 (r-F2a) k = a + 2F(f-Faf,

(28b)

/*oo

so that we have

dßj <fa(Ar+iA''{££2-(l-£)£i})
-00 J — OO

Sexp[k(-i(!;a + ^)]

||VD||2 = l+4(r-F2a) a/k+4(r-F2a)\

(27)

(28c)

The term ||V£)|| is an even function of ß. The element of arc length ds = ,Jl + (dß/da)2 da can be
expressed as ds = da ||VD|| k/ß . The sign function
£1 defined by (23) becomes

where Ar and A' are defined by (30b,c) in [5]. It
is shown in [5] that the integrand of (27) is continuous (in fact varies smoothly) across a dispersion
curve, and that the Fourier representation (27) is
well suited for numerical evaluation.
The Fourier representation of the generic freesurface potential (20) defined by (21), (26) and (27)
is a generalization of the representation given by
(5) and (30) in [5], which is obtained if E = 1 and
(24a) is used for £2 . Although the sum <pF of the
wave component <pw and the near-field component
ipN is independent of the functions E and £2 , each
of the two components <pw and <pN depends on the
functions E and £2 ■ In the near field, the function E may simply be chosen equal to 1. However,
the function £2 can be chosen for the purpose of
eliminating the discontinuity associated with (24a).
Indeed, the term £2 stems from a far-field approximation of the double integral <j>2 in (16) of [4],
as was already mentioned. This far-field approximation is not relevant in the near field, so that

(29a)

£i = sign(/-Fa)

and is an even function of ß. Expression (24a) for
the function £2 yields
£f = -sign(£a±T}ß)

(29b)

where £^ = £2(a,±/?) with /?>0 . The function E
defined by (25) becomes
E± = exp{-C [(T)aTtß)/(ZS±r)ß)}2N}
2

(29c)

2

where E± = E(a, ±ß) and h =^ + '7 - The wave
component (26) then becomes
up w

k
+E-S-e-*"tt0,-'"')]
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dispersion curves in the outer regions -oo<a<a0
and af < a <oo. Indeed, (32a) yield

where E± = E±(Ei + £f), S± = S(a, ±ß) and the
integration is restricted to the upper halves of the
dispersion curves (in the upper half plane ß>0) ■
Dispersion curves
Expression (28a) defines several distinct dispersion curves and related distinct wave components, which include systems of inner and outer
V waves, complete or partial ring waves and fan
waves. The dispersion curves defined by (28a) are
now analyzed. Equation (28a) can be expressed as

ßF/f = v^2(l-aF//)4-(QF//)2

af « ±1/F2 and af « ±/2 as r^O.

Thus, the outer dispersion curves correspond to
values of the wavenumber k which are greater than
1/F2, whereas we have k « /2 for the inner dispersion curve. The upper part of Fig.3 depicts
the inner dispersion curve, in the frequency-scaled
Fourier plane (a//2,/?//2), for r = 0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.24, and 0.25; and the lower part of Fig.3 depicts
the outer dispersion curves, in the Froude-scaled
Fourier plane (F2a , F2ß), for r = 0 , 0.1, 0.2, and
0.25. The dispersion function (5b) shows that the
outer dispersion curves are symmetric with respect
to the axis a - 0 in the limit r = 0; (5b) also
shows that that the inner dispersion curve is given
by (a/f2+ 2r)2+ (/?//2)2 = 1 + 0(T2) as r - 0 , so
that the inner dispersion curve is approximately a
circle of radius f2 centered at («,/?) = (-2r/2,0).
Component wave systems
For r < 1/4 the wave component <pw defined
by (30) can be expressed as

(31)

where r = fF = Uu/g is the Strouhal number. We
have two or three distinct dispersion curves if r is
larger or smaller than 1/4 , respectively.
If r < 1/4 the three dispersion curves intersect
the axis ß-0 at four values of a , denoted af and
af , which are given by

a±F// = ±(l + >/r±4f)7(4r)
afF/f = ±(l->/I±4F)7(4r)

(32a)

and satisfy the inequalities

W
9

a;<-f/F<a-<0«xt<f/F<at.

(32b)

(32c)

if r < 1/4 . We have a~ = a," = -f/F = -uL/U
if r = 1/4 and the dispersion curves in the regions
—oo < a < a~ and a~ < a < af are connected. The
roots a~ and aj are complex if r > 1/4 . Thus, we
have only two distinct dispersion curves located in
the regions
-oo<a<a+ , a+<a<oo

(32d)

if T > 1/4 . The dispersion curves defined by (31)
are depicted in Fig.2 for r = 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3.
The inequalities (32b) show that the sign function Ei defined by (29a) is equal to
Ei

i
a
=(l if (f^
\
1 1 J
[ otherwise J

= <pR+ ,pv

with

ipv= <poV+ <fiV

(35a)

where the components <pR, tpoV and <plV respectively correspond to the dispersion curves in the
inner region a~ < a < otf and the outer regions
-oo < a < a~ and af < a < oo . The component
<pR represents a system of ring-like waves, identified
hereafter as ring waves. The components ipoV and
ipiV represent two systems of V waves contained
within wedges and identified as outer V waves
and inner V waves, respectively. Curves of constant phase corresponding to the ring waves (thick
solid lines) and the outer (dashed lines) and inner
(thin solid lines) V waves are depicted in Fig.4 for
R
T = 0.24 . In the limit r = 0, the components <p
v
and if represent the ring waves generated by an
offshore structure without forward speed (F = 0)
and the Kelvin ship waves generated by a ship advancing in calm water (/ = 0), respectively.
For r> 1/4 the wave component ipw given by
(30) can be expressed in the form

These dispersion curves are located in the regions
-oo<a<a~ , a,r<<*<«*+ , a+<a<oo

(34)

(33)
<P

w

V«F+>piV

(35b)

where the components y>flFand i^are respectively
associated with the dispersion curves in the regions
-oo < a < af and af < a < oo . The component
ifiv represents a system of inner V waves, qualitatively similar to the inner V waves <ptV in (35a),
contained within a wedge. The component <pRF
represents a system of incomplete ring waves and

so that Ei in (30) is equal to 1 for all the dispersion
curves except that in the region a+ < a < oo.
Expressions (32a) yield afF/f ~ ±l/r and
afF/f ~ ±r in the limit r—>0 , so that the values
of the wavenumber k associated with the dispersion curve located in the inner region a~ <a< af
are much smaller than those corresponding to the
128

Specifically, (32b) shows that the wavenumber k of
the waves at the ship track in Fig.4 is equal to a+
for the inner V waves, — a~ for the outer V waves
(if T < 1/4), -a~ for the upstream (forerunning)
waves in the system of ring waves (if r< 1/4), and
af for the downstream (trailing) waves in the system of ring waves (if r < 1/4) or partial ring waves
(if T> 1/4). Expressions (32a) then show that the
corresponding values of the wavelength A = 2w/k
are given by

fan waves, identified as ring-fan waves, that are
also contained within a wedge. The system of ringfan waves can be further divided into a system of
inner fan waves and a system of partial ring and
outer fan waves, which correspond to the portions

-oo<a<-f/F and -f/F<a<af of the dispersion curve in the range — oo < a < af . Constantphase curves corresponding to the partial ring and
outer fan waves (thick solid lines), the inner fan
waves (dashed lines), and the inner V waves (thin
solid lines) are depicted in Fig.4 for r = 0.26.
General features of component waves
For r < 1/4, Fig.4 shows that curves of constant phase for the outer V waves and the inner V
waves are contained within wedges and are cusped
at the wedge boundaries. Let 0O and 0:- represent
the wedge angles (i.e. the angles between the ship
track and the cusp lines) for the outer and inner
V waves, respectively. In the limit r — 0 the outer
and inner wedge angles 0O and 0{ are identical and
equal to the Kelvin angle 19° 28'. The wedge angles 0O and 0i increase and decrease monotonically
in the range 0<r< 1/4, respectively, and we have

{£}

J4/U/T+47 + 1)2
2*F \4/(l+^/l^F)2
-n2>
27T r4r2/u/i+4?-in

(m

2

where A; and A0 are the wavelengths of the transverse waves in the systems of inner and outer V
waves, and Ad and Au correspond to the downstream and upstream ship-track waves in the systems of (complete or partial) ring waves.
Expressions (36) yield
\d = Au =

2

2TT//

, Xi = A„ = 2wF2

(37a)

for r = 0, in accordance with (34), and show that

19°28'< 0O < 54°44' , 19°28'> 6t > 15°48'

2

^d,u

for 0< T < 1/4 . The angle 60 increases rapidly for
values of r in the vicinity of 1/4 .
For T > 1/4, Fig.4 shows that the ring-fan
waves also have a cusp, at an angle with respect to
the ship track denoted 0r , and that the outer/inner
fan waves are located outside/inside a wedge, at
an angle denoted 0/ . Thus, Fig.4 shows that ring
waves, outer fan waves, and inner fan waves exist
within the regions |0| < 0r, 0S < \9\ < 9r , \0\ < 9j ,
respectively. The ring angle 0r and the fan angle
0f decrease monotonically for r>l/4 , with

0(2TT// )

, A,- „ =

2

0(2TF )

(37b)

for 0 < T < 1/4. Furthermore, (36) show that
the downstream/upstream waves in the system of
ring waves and the outer/inner V waves become
longer/shorter with increasing values of r, i.e. with
increasing forward speed. The wavelength A0 of the
outer V waves increases rapidly in the vicinity of
r = 1/4. The wavelengths Au and A0 are defined
only if T < 1/4, whereas Aj and A* are defined for
all values of r .
The wavelengths A; and A<j can be scaled with
respect to F2 and l//2 as in (36), or with respect
to F/f. Specifically, we have A,- f/F - rXi/F2
and Xdf/F = f2Xd/r. The functions Ad/(27r//2)
and Xi/(2i:F2) are equal to 1 for r = 0 (as was
already noted), whereas we have Ad//F~l/r and
Xi f/F ~ T as r —► 0. Thus, for small values of T
the wavelengths A<j and A,- are more appropriately
scaled with respect to l//2 and F2, in accordance
with (37b), than with respect to F/f. However, Ad
and Xi are most appropriately scaled with respect
to F/f for values of r> 1. Indeed, expressions (36)
yield Ad,i ~ 2irF/f as r—<-oo and

125°16' >0r >0 , 90° > 0j > 0
for 1/4 < r < oo . The angles 0r and 0f decrease
rapidly for values of r in the vicinity of 1/4. The
angle 0r is equal to 90° for r = y/2/21 « 0.27.
Thus, if T > \/2/27 a ship only generates trailing
waves, whereas waves are radiated both ahead and
behind a ship if 0 < r < -y/2/27. The upstream
waves are ring waves if 0 < r < 1/4 or incomplete
ring waves and outer fan waves if 1/4 < r < \J2/21.
The systems of waves associated with the dispersion curves located in the regions defined by
(32c) and (32d) involve waves of widely different
length, as can be observed in Fig.4. The wavelengths of the transverse waves, i.e. the waves at
the ship track TJ = 0 , in the various component wave
systems depicted in Fig.4 can easily be compared.

Ad = 0(2TT//2) and A,- = 0(2TTF2) for r<l
(38)
Ad,,=0(27rF//)forr>l.
For typical values of / and F in the ranges 1 < / < 5
and 0.1 < F < 0.5, we have 0.1 < r < 2.5, and
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The outer V wave component <poV exists if
r< 1/4 and corresponds to the dispersion curve in
the region -oo < a < a~ where a~ is defined by
(32a) as a; = -(l+vTI^4T)7(4^2) • The Froudescaled Fourier variables (39) are used to represent
outer V waves. The dispersion curve associated
with outer V waves is defined via a parametric
representation. Specifically, we define the functions^)^) = -F2a~, A(<r;r), A(<T;T), B(a;r)
and A(<T;T) =F2a, where 0<<r<oo, as

the wavelengths of the component wave systems
may reasonably be scaled in accordance with (37b),
although scaling in accordance with (38) is more
appropriate for r > 1.
Figure 5 depicts the ratios Au/A<j and A0/Ad
for r < 1/4 and the ratio A,/Ad for r < 1/2. This
figure and Fig.4 show that the (complete or partial) ring waves are much longer than the V waves
except for a fairly narrow range of values of r in the
vicinity of r = 1/4 (for which A0 and Au are comparable) , and for very large values of r (for which
A, and A<f are comparable).
The wave components <piV, <p°v, pRF and <pR
in (35) are now successively considered.
Fourier representations of wave components
The inner V wave component <plV exists for all
values of T and corresponds to the dispersion curve
in the region a+ < a < oo where a+ is defined by
(32a) as a+ = (l + ^/^+47)2/(4JF2). The Froudescaled Fourier variables
F2(a,ß,k) = (A,B,K)

A'o = (l + yi^47)2/4,

A = r-VK, B=S/K2-A2 , A = VK(2K-1+T/VK) .
We have da = -{da/F2)(a/VUÄ^)/VK and (33)
yields Ei = 1. Thus, (30) becomes
ipoV=

(39)

T^Kl + l/yr^If)/^1/2 as <r —0,

so that T is continuous for a>0 and r< 1/4.
The wave component <pv is defined by (35a) as
the sum of the components ipxV and <p°v associated
with inner and outer V waves. In the special case
r = 0, corresponding to steady ship waves, now
considered we have K0 - 1, K = (Vl + 4<r2+l)/2 ,
B = a, A = ±VK, and ^F2a = A= ^/K(l+4<r2)
for the inner/outer V waves. For steady flows
the spectrum function S(a,ß) satisfies the identity S(-a , -/?) = S(a,ß) where S is the complex
conjugate of S. It can then be shown that the V
wave component is given by

A'0 = (l + v/l + 47) /4, A' = Ä-0 + (\/r+4^~l)/2
A = VK(2K-1-T/VK).

2

We have da = (da/F )(a/VT+4^)/VK and (33)
yields Ei = -1. It follows that (30) becomes
/■OO

,,"=*[

a

dareK</F

[e-(l-vr)S+e-iW+B'>»F3

+e+(l-/i+)S-e-i^-ß^F2]
where the functions T and S± are defined as
2

T = <TVK/(BVI+4<T ),

(40)

S±=S(A/F2,±B/F2).

(41)

v

±

= signal ±TIB),

where K = (\/l+4(r2 + l)/2 , ^ and e± are given
by (42) and (43), and A± are defined as
A± = S(VK/F2, ±a/F2) expH (^ ± <"7)/^2] •

(42)
2N

e± = exp{-C [{r]Ä^B)l{iÄ±r1B)}

}.

-2 /°° VKeK«F\ _
+e+(l-fi+)^mA~]

Furthermore, the functions fi^ = E^ and e± = ET
are defined by (29b) and (29c) with (a,ß,k,S) =
(A, B, K, -A)/F2. We thus have
/i

F Jo

where the functions T and S± are given by (40)
and (41). Furthermore, the functions p* = -E2
and e± = E± , defined by (29b) and (29c) with
(a,ß,k,a) = (A,B,K,A)/F2, are given by (42)
and (43). We have r~l/(2y/ä) as a-*oo and

2

B = \/K2-A2,

zl2 rdffTeK<'F°[e\l-n+)S+e-iW+B''VF'
+e-(l-fi-)S-e-i^-B^F3]

are used to represent inner V waves. The dispersion
curve associated with inner V waves is defined via
a parametric representation. Specifically, we define the functions A'o(r) = F2a+, K(a;r), A(<T;T),
2
B(<T;T) and A(a; r) = -F a , where 0 < <r < oo , as

A = T+VK,

2

A = A'0 + (\/1 + 4<T -1)/2

Thus, the sum of the components <p,v and ¥>oV\
which contain real and imaginary parts, is real in
the steady-flow limit r = 0.
The ring-fan wave component ipRF exists if
T > 1/4 and corresponds to the dispersion curve

(43)

r

We have T~l/(2v/ö ) as <T—»oo and
T-»[(l + l/yi+47)/2]1/2 as (7-0,
so that T is continuous for a>0 and r>0.
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where T is defined as T = (K/B)sin9 and S± is
given by (45). Furthermore, the terms /i^ = —E2
and e* = E± , defined by (29b) and (29c) with
(a,ß,k,a) = f2(A,B,K,A), are given by (42)
and (43). The function B vanishes for 9 — 0 and
9 = TT , but we have

in the region -oo < a < af where af is defined by (32a) as af =/2(7T+47-l)7(4r2). The
frequency-scaled Fourier variables
{a,ß,k)/f2=(A,B,K)

(44)

are used for the component <pRF. The dispersion
curve corresponding to ring-fan waves is defined
via a parametric representation. Specifically, we
define K0(r) = af/f2, #(<r; T), A(<T; T), B(«T;T) and
2
J4(O-; r) = S// , with 0 < a < oo , as

^T(l/(l_4r)1/4-(l-4r)1/4/ °* 9
with T= l/\/2-Vl+4r-v/l-4r. Thus, the integrand of the Fourier integral defining the ring waves
is continuous for 0 < 9 < w and 0 < r < 1/4 .
In the limit r = 0, i.e. for wave diffractionradiation without forward speed, we have A$ = 0,
tfo = l, (A,B,K) = (cos9,sm0,l) and A = A. The
functions /i* and e* are then given by (42) and
(43) with A — cos0 and B — sinö . The ring-wave
component becomes

ffo = (yi+47-l)7(4r2), K = KO+(\A+4<T2-1)/2
A = (1-VK)/T,

B = \/K3-A*,

•{"}

T

3 2

Ä=A+2TK > .

We have da = -(d<rf/F)(<rfy/T+4Ös)/>/K and (33)
yields Ei = 1. It follows that (30) becomes
t r°°

FJo

/•T/2
ä

+e-(l-p-)S-e-i'°«A-'>B))

?

Jo

where the functions A^ are defined as

and the functions /** = —S2 and e± = E ,
defined by (29b) and (29c) with (a,ß,k,a) f2(A,B,K,Ä), are given by (42) and (43). We
have T~l/(2-y<7) as a—>oo and
T —[(l-l/vTRr)^]1/2 as <r^0 ,
so that T is continuous for cr>0 and r > 1/4 .
The ring wave component <pR exists if r< 1/4
and corresponds to the dispersion curve in the inner region a~ < a < af where a* are defined
by (32a) as af/f2 = ±(V/I±47 - l)2/(4r2). The
frequency-scaled Fourier variables (44) are used for
ring waves. The dispersion curve associated with
ring waves is defined by a parametric representation in which A is expressed as A = A0 + KQ COSO
with /27lo = (af + aJ)/2 , f2K0 = (af - a~ )/2 and
0<9<w, i.e.

A±=S(f2cos9,±f2s\n9) expH72(£cos0±»7sin0)] •
Here, the relation S(-a,-ß) = S(a,ß), which
holds for time-harmonic flows without forward
speed, was used.
Illustrative calculations
The foregoing Fourier representations of the
wave components tp,v, ipoV, <pRF and <pR in (35)
provide simple analytical representations of the
wave components generated by an arbitrary (volume, surface, and/or line) distribution of singularities (e.g. sources and/or dipoles), characterized by
the spectrum function S . For purposes of illustration, the wave potential <pw in (21) is now considered for a simple example spectrum function.
Specifically, a uniform distribution of sources
with density m/(47r) within a flat rectangular panel
Hp of length 2hp and depth dp contained in a vertical plane making an angle jp with the x axis is considered. The source panel is centered at the point
(xp , yp , zp < 0) and is defined by x = xp +u cos7p ,
y = yp +usin7p , z = zp +v with —hp<u<hp and
—dp < v < 0 . The free-surface potential <pF generated by this source distribution is integrated over a
flat rectangular panel Hq of length 2hq and depth
dq contained in a vertical plane making an angle
jg with the x axis. Thus, we consider the freesurface component CFq in the influence coefficient
defined via a Galerkin integration (corresponding
to domain collocation instead of point collocation)

i40(r) = (x/T=47-v/T+4f + 4r)/(4r2)
K0(T) = (2-^/Y+&-^/Y^)|(4T2).
Thus, we define the functions A(9; r), B(6; r),
2
K(0;T), and A(a;r) = a/f as
2

TA)

B = Vl<2-A2, A = A+2rK3/2.
We have da=—f2d9K0sm9 and (30) becomes
R

lp

d9[e+(ti+SmA++i$eA+)
+e-((i~^mA~+i?SieA~)]

where T is given by (40), the functions S^ are
defined as
S± = S(f2A,±f2B)
(45)

A = A0 + I<o cos9, K = (1 -

= -2/VM

= -if2K0[d9i:e^K[e+(l-fi+)S+e-i^A+^
Jo
+e-(l-fi-)S-e-i^A-^}
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Fig.6b Ring waves for x = 0 and / = 2
( -8 < \ < 4 , -4.8 < Ti < 0 < Ti < 4.8 and C, = 0 )

Fig.6a Inner and Outer V waves for x = 0 and F = 0.245
(-4.2<^<0.3, -1.8<r|<0<r|< 1.8 and £ = 0)

WKmmHKmß,
Fig.6d Ring waves for x = 0.2 and / = 0.816
(-30<^< 15,-18 <ri<0<r|< 18 and £ = 0)

Fig.6c Inner and Outer V waves for x = 0.2 and F = 0.245
(-4.2<^<0.3, -1.8 <r| <0 <T) < 1.8 and £ = 0)
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Fig.6/ Ring waves for x = 0.245 and /= 1
( -15 <\ < 7.5 , -9 < T) < 0 < TI < 9 and C, = 0 )

Fig.6e Inner and Outer V waves for x = 0.245 and F = 0.245
(-4.2<^<0.3 , -1.8<T|<0<TI< 1.8 and £ = 0)
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Fig.ög Ring-Fan and Inner V waves for x = 0.255 and/ =
(-22.5 < ^ < 7.5 , -12 < r| < 0 < ri < 12 and ^ = 0 )

Fig.6/i Ring-Fan and Inner V waves for x = 0.272 and / =
(-22.5 <^<7.5,-12<ri<0<Ti<12and£ = 0)

Fig.6; Ring-Fan and Inner V waves for x = 0.5 and/ =
( -28 < % < 2 , -12 < T) < 0 < T) < 12 and C, = 0 )

Fig.6/ Ring-Fan and Inner V waves for x = 1 and / =
( -28 < £ < 2 , -12 < Ti < 0 < T) < 12 and £ = 0 )

It

^™i!' ^fc^Sfc'^fe-' **$&:*«$

Fig.6£ Ring-Fan and Inner V waves for x = 2 and / = 2
(-28<^<2,-12<r|<0<T|< 12 and ^ = 0)

Fig.6/ Ring-Fan and Inner V waves for x = 4 and / = 2
( -28 < % < 2 , -12 < T| < 0 < T| < 12 and C, = 0 )
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is a modification of the representation X — X +X
given in [3]. Specifically, the simple-singularity
component <ps is extracted from the free-surface
potential \F■ The free-surface potentials tpF and
\F in (12) are given by the Fourier representation
(13a) where Dt is the dispersion function (5) associated with the linear free-surface boundary condition (1), and the spectrum functions N and M
are defined in terms of distributions of elementary
waves exp[kz+i(ax+ßy)] over the mean wetted hull
H and waterline W of the ship. These distributions, defined by (13c) and (13d), are independent
of the Froude number F and the nondimensional
frequency /, which appear as coefficients in (13b).
Expressions (13b)-(13d) for the spectrum functions
N and M are shown in [3] to be well suited for the
purpose of numerically evaluating influence coefficients, and are shown here to be useful also for
coupling viscous and potential flows. The simplesingularity potentials rj>s, \S and V>5 in (12) are
defined by (14) and (15) in terms of distributions
of simple singularities over H and W, respectively.
The Fourier-Kochin flow representation (12),
(13), (14) and (15) is used to obtain a mathematical
representation of the velocity V^ defined explicitly
in terms of a prescribed velocity distribution u at
a control surface E, i.e. that does not involve the
potential <f> at E (unlike the usual Green identity
which defines <j> within a flow domain in terms of
boundary values of <j> and d<j)fdn). Specifically, the
velocity field Vf^(^), where Vf = (d(,d,,,d(), is
defined by (16) as

of <pp over the influenced panel Hq . This panel is
centered at the point (£q ,r]q Xq <0) and is defined
by (, = Zq +wcos7? , T] = r)q +usi>Ajq , C = Cq + v
with -hq <u<hq and -dq < v < 0 . The influence
coefficient CF can be expressed in the form Cpq —
MapaqcF where M - m/(4;r), op = 2hpdp and
a? = 2hqdq are the areas of the panels Hp and #? ,
and cF is given by (20) with
F

F

>P -+C ,

(t,r],0-+(Zq-xp > ^-i/p .C?+Zp), S—V1«;

the functions Ap and yl? are defined as
f(sin^p/v?p) [l-exp(-kdp)]/(kdp)
\(sin<pq/<pq)[l-exp(-kdq)]/(kdq)
with (<Pp = (aC0STP +/?sin7p)M
\y>9 = (acos7? +ßsinjq)hqj '
The free-surface influence coefficient cF can then
be expressed as the sum of a wave component cw
and a near-field component cN, as in (21). The
wave component cw is considered here for a source
panel Hp and an influenced panel Hq of sizes hp =
dq . Furthermore,
0.025 = hq and dp = 0.015
both the source panel and the influenced panel are
at the free surface, so that we have C, — Cq + Zp — 0
and the orientations of these panels with respect to
the x axis are chosen as jp = 7r/4 and yq — —7r/4.
Illustrative calculations of the real and imaginary parts of the V waves cp'v+tpoV, the ring waves
<pR, and the ring-fan and inner V waves 'fRF+ <ptV
associated with the foregoing spectrum function are
depicted in the upper and lower halves of Figs 6a-l
for C = 0 at several values of the Strouhal number. Specifically, the inner and outer V waves
and the ring waves are depicted in Figs 6a,c,e and
Figs 6b,d,f for r = 0,0.2,0.245; and the ring-fan
and inner V waves are depicted in Figs 6g-l for
T = 0.255,0.272,0.5,1,2,4.

Ve<£ = (V^s + Vf¥>5) + V^F .
The free-surface component V^<j)F is given by the
Fourier representation (17) where the spectrum
function 5 is defined in terms of distributions of
elementary waves over the control surface E and
its intersection T with the mean free-surface plane
z = 0. The simple-singularity components V^s
and V^fs in (16) are defined by (19) in terms of distributions of simple singularities over E and T. The
flow representation (16), (17) and (19) defines V<j>
directly rather than by numerical differentiation of
the potential cj>. This potential flow representation
can be used for coupling an inner viscous flow and
an outer potential flow. Expressions (15), (18c)
and (19b) for the simple-singularity components
ips, VfX5 and Vf<£>s, given here without demonstration, will be established elsewhere.
The most difficult aspect of the FourierKochin formulation, indeed of any approach based
on a Green function satisfying the free-surface condition (1), resides in the free-surface components

CONCLUSION
Extensions of the Fourier-Kochin theory of
wave diffraction-radiation by ships or offshore
structures expounded in [3,4,5] have been presented. The main results given in the study are
now briefly summarized.
The source and dipole potentials if> and \ m
the integral equation (6a) and the flow representation (6b) can be expressed in the form (12), i.e.

i>

rpS+i>F

x = (xs-fs) + x'

where the superscipts S and F identify simplesingularity and free-surface components, respectively. The representation \ -- (xS ~ <fS) + XF
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or discrete distribution of sources and/or dipoles
over the hull of a ship, is arbitrary in these Fourier
representations, which therefore provide simple explicit analytical representations of the wave components radiated by an arbitrary (volume, surface, and/or line) distribution of singularities (e.g.
sources and/or dipoles), including the special case
of a point source, i.e. the free-surface Green function. The integrands of the Fourier integrals defining the wave components iplV, tp°v, ipR and <p
are continuous, so that these expressions are well
suited for numerical evaluation. For purposes of
illustration, the wave potential <pw in (21) is considered for a simple example spectrum function.

V^F, V"F and XF »n tne decompositions (16) and
(12) into simple-singularity and free-surface components. These components are examined in [4,5]
and in this study. Specifically, the Fourier representation of free-surface effects defined by (20) is
considered for a generic spectrum function S and a
generic dispersion function D. The generic Fourier
integral (20) is expressed in (21) as

where tpw and pN respectively correspond to a
wave component and a near-field component. The
wave component tpw is given by (26), a single
Fourier integral along the dispersion curve(s) defined in the Fourier plane by the dispersion relation D = 0. The Fourier representation (26) is a
generalization of the representation given in [4],
which is obtained if E— 1 and (24a) is used for £2 •
The near-field component ipN in the decomposition
(21) is significant in the near field but is negligible
in comparison to the wave component <pw in the
far field. The component <pN corresponding to the
wave component (26) is defined by (27), which is
a generalization of (30) in [5]. This expression for
the near-field component ipN is shown in [5] to be
well suited for accurate numerical evaluation.
The Fourier representation of (20) defined by
(21), (26) and (27) is valid for generic dispersive
waves and for arbitrary singularity distributions,
including the special case of the Green function
(i.e. a point source). Applications of this generic
Fourier representation to wave diffraction-radiation
by an offshore structure (without forward speed)
and steady flows, and to the Green function of wave
diffraction-radiation at small forward speed, are
presented in [4,5]. Another application, to timeharmonic ship waves characterized by the dispersion function (5), is examined here. Only the wave
component tpw is considered; a complementary detailed study of the near-field component <pN will be
reported elsewhere.
The wave component <pw is defined by (35) as
<P

w.

if
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r<l/4
r>l/4

where <piV, (foV, <pR and <pRF represent distinct
wave components, associated with the dispersion
curves located within the regions of the Fourier
plane defined by (32), which correspond to inner
V waves, outer V waves, ring waves and ring-fan
waves. Fourier representations of these wave components are given in the study. The spectrum
function S, typically associated with a continous
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24-Inch Water Tunnel Flow Field Measurements
During Propeller Crashback
C.-W. Jiang,1 R. Dong,2 H.-L. Liu,1 M.-S. Chang1
(! David Taylor Model Basin, Johns Hopkins University, USA)

inside the ring vortex to indicate the location and the
existence of the ring vortex as shown in Fig. 1 for a
generic skew propeller. These pictures were taken
from the tunnel side window at 0.2 second intervals to
show the continuous movements of the ring vortex
during crashback operation. The formation of the
ring vortices and its dynamic unsteady behavior are
clearly demonstrated. The ring vortex oscillates
vertically and horizontally as will be shown more
clearly in the later section. Many times the vortex
seems to start at the propeller tip and move away,
only to return later and complete its cycle of motion.
Also, the ring vortex would sometimes suddenly
disperse into a mayhem of random cloudy air
particles only to reform later into a moving ring
vortex again. The trajectory and shape of the ring
vortex are highly irregular and yet they are periodical.
Second, the periods and the motions of the ring
vortex are governed by the reversed mass flow
through propeller disk. Third, the propeller exerts a
large out-of-plane force rotates around the shaft with
the same frequency of the ring vortex motion. Fig. 2
is a sample of the measured transverse force from
shaft dynamometer during a crashback test. These
force time histories are normalized by the mean thrust
at the given test condition. It is seen that the force is
unsteady with an unsteady peak to peak value of
approximately one quarter of the steady thrust for the
Propeller 4381. It is also seen that the force is
periodical.
The period of the force has been
examined and it matches that of the moving ring
vortex. In the past few years, researchers have been
fascinated by those observations and consequently
efforts were devoted towards the understanding and
modeling of these unsteady phenomena.
The flow around a propeller blade
undergoes three different physical processes during
crashback as shown in Fig. 3. (I) In the beginning of
braking, a propeller turns in its normal direction and

ABSTRACT
Particle Displacement Velocimetry (PDV) is
used for measuring the ring vortex flow field near a
propeller tip during crashback. The experiment was
conducted in the David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB)
24-inch Water Tunnel with Propeller 4381. The
formulation and dispersion of the unsteady ring
vortex are presented for two crashback conditions.
This test demonstrated that the flow is unsteady even
when the propeller is operated in the steady crashback
condition. The propeller tip-region-flow velocity and
vorticity are determined for several time instances at
each different advance ratio. These results can be
used to validate CFD predictions. The unsteady ring
vortex movements are related to the frequency of
propeller transverse forces. Several difficulties with
the present system have been identified and
recommendations
are
provided
for
future
improvements.
INTRODUCTION
A most striking aspect of the propeller flow
observed during crashback operation is the formation
of an unsteady ring vortex. The existence of ring
vortex was observed in the wind tunnel test by Lock
[1] and the complete flow cycle of propeller
operation was discussed by Durand [2]. The highly
unsteady motion of the ring vortex was observed and
visualized by towing tank [3] and water tunnel
experiments at DTMB. Although some discrepancies
are noted in measurements obtained from those
different experiments, all data show following
conclusions: First, the ring vortex is highly unsteady,
and yet posseses a dominant frequency of movement
and dispersion. This was observed using an air
injection technique by which air bubbles were
injected from upstream. These bubbles were trapped
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Figure 1. Photos of propeller ring vortex.
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quantitative measurements are needed for better
understanding the phenomena and for advancing
numerical modeling. The objective of the present
research program was to measure the propeller
induced flow field at the blade tip region. This paper
presents the unsteady flow structures visualized by
the use of laser sheet as well as the vortex velocity
field measured by Particle Displacement Velocimetry.

the flow around the blades is fully attached to the
blade surfaces. The flow between the propeller
blades moves towards the stern as designed. (II) As
the braking procedure continues, the propeller begins
to turn opposite to its normal direction and the flow
around the propeller blades starts to separate. Also,
the flow begins to reverse upstream toward the bow.
(Ill) As the braking procedure continues even further,
the flow may reattach to the blade surfaces. At this
time, the reversed propeller flow should be well
established and extend to a location far ahead of the
propeller toward bow. Flow visualization has shown
that unsteady ring vortices are present during the
second stage of the crashback process; that is, (II)
above, while the flow inside the propeller disk was
reversed.

reversed rpm
V (Propeller)
In-Flow

In-Flow
V (Ship)

Wake
ffl.

Wake

In-Flow

I. attached flow II. separated flow
III. reverse attached flow
Figure 3. Flow field during propeller crashback.

Figure 2. Time history of propeller unsteady side force.
Attempts were made towards the modeling
of the unsteady flow field. For example, a two
dimensional quasi-steady approach was investigated
by the authors. In that approach, a two-dimensional
RANS code was exercised and the propeller was
replaced by a specified time-dependent body force
obtained from propeller lifting surface code. The
locations of the computed ring vortex were examined
and the side forces were estimated. Fig. 4 presents a
typical calculated result showing the formation of a
vortical structure at J = -0.5. The advance ratio, J, is
defined as Vo/nD, where V0 is the ship (or tunnel)
speed, n is the propeller revolution per second, and D
is the propeller diameter. Although, those results
show the observed features of a moving vortex field,
it cannot explain the origin of unsteadiness. Detailed

/ S.4/.S s*~- ""-vXv

Figure 4. Numerically simulated velocity field
at crashback, J=-0.5.
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section. Data was recorded by a 70-mm Hasselblad
camera equipped with a 60-mm lens on TMAX 3200
film. This camera was located outside the test
section. PDV images were taken at the lower part of
the test section where the laser light was not in
shadow. The data was recorded with three exposures
per image with a delay between exposures at 800 to
960 |isec. The tracer particles used were 40-60 um
in diameter, neutrally buoyant, and fluorescent. The
specific gravity of these particles varied between
0.95-1.05. The fluorescent dyes imbedded in these
particles responded with green light excitation in the
550-560 ran range of the laser. The particles were
seeded upstream from the test model during the
image recording period.

Particle Displacement Velocimetry (PDV or
PIV), a quantitative flow visualization technique, has
been used to measure flow separation and vortex
structure in the DTMB towing tank [4,5] and in the
DTMB rotating arm facility [6]. Although it is the
same technology used to provide flow field
information, the flow phenomenon in this case is
more unsteady and complex than the previous ones.
The present research program thus also serves to
explore the capability of PDV in the water tunnel
facility.

TEST FACILITY AND PDV SETUP
The DTMB 24-inch Variable Pressure
Water Tunnel was used to conduct this test. This
tunnel has a 24-in diameter open-jet test section.
This test was conducted without a body and screengenerated wakes. The propeller was driven from the
downstream shaft and the rotational direction was
reversed to simulate crashback operation. In this
test, only steady state braking was studied. Propeller
RPM and tunnel velocity were varied to obtain
different braking conditions. Propeller 4381 was
chosen for this study. Geometric characteristics of
this propeller are shown in Table 1.

Particle Injector
<LL4.<>../ <> / / / / /s

Table 1. Geometric characteristics of Propeller 4381.
r/R
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.95
1.00

Pitch/D
1.265
1.345
1.358
1.336
1.280
1.210
1.137
1.066
1.033
1.001

Chord/D
0.1735
0.2283
0.2750
0.3125
0.3375
0.3475
0.3342
0.2808
0.2192
0.0000

Cylindrical Lens

Skew
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Copper-Vapor Laser

Figure 5.

Spherical Lenses

PDV experimental setup.

UNSTEADY FLOW BEHAVIOR
As shown in Fig. 1, dynamic behavior of the
ring vortex is very unsteady. In order to better
understand the generation and propagation
mechanism of this unsteady ring vortex, a technique
was designed to record the flow near the and at the
propeller tip at different J values using laser sheet as
a light source. A video recorder mounted outside the
tunnel recorded the flow while the pressure inside the
tunnel was lowered until the flow structures became
clearly visible from the trajectories of the cavitation
bubbles. Figs. 6 and 7 are samples of those
recordings. The upstream tunnel is to the left in
these pictures.
Fig. 6 presents the sequence of propeller
ring vortex motion in the propeller tip region at J=0.472. The flow behaviors in these pictures are

Velocity measurements were performed
using PDV with the experimental setup shown in Fig.
5. The light source was an air-cooled, 15W,
continuously pulsed copper vapor laser (511 and 578
ran were the primary wavelengths). Timing for laser
pulses was synchronized by a PC-based control
system. The laser beam was expanded to a 6-mm
thick light sheet by a combination of cylindrical and
spherical lenses. This light sheet illuminated a
desired section of the propeller flow field through a
window on the bottom of the 24-inch WT test
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Figure 6. Time sequence photos of Propeller 4381 at J = -0.472.
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Figure 7. Time sequence photos of Propeller 4381 at J = -0.732.
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typical for this J value. As shown in these pictures, a
ring vortex is at the propeller tip at t=0.2 sec. and
moves downstream and away from the tip. The ring
vortex becomes more and more diffused as it moves
away. At t approximately 2.0 sec, the vortex breaks
into two due to the strong reversed axial flow near
the tip. With further increase of the reversed flow at
the tip, t=2.2 and 2.4 seconds, the original vortex
starts to move back and the two vortices come close
to each other. At t=2.8, one can again observe a
single vortex at the propeller tip and the process
repeats itself after that. The period of this process
from those recordings is estimated at about 2.5
seconds. The period of the unsteady force obtained
from spectral analyzed data for this same J is 2.1
seconds. They are in good agreement, in view of the
randomness in the flow structures.
Fig. 7 is the ring vortex motion at J=-0.732.
One sees basically the same flow motions as in Fig. 6
but quantitatively they are different. First, the period
of the vortex motion is less at J=-0.732 and the
movement of the vortex is less random; at J=-0.732
the flow is almost identical at t=0.0 and t=1.6
seconds. The spectral analyzed force obtains 1.6 sec.
period also. Second, the movement of the vortex is
less for J=-0.732 than J=-0.472. For the former (J=0.732), it moves only from the 0.6 radius (propeller
radius) to 0.9 radius at the flow direction and from
1.5 radius to 2.0 radius vertically. For the latter (J=0.472), it moves from the propeller plane to 1.0
radius downstream and from propeller tip to 2.6
radius downward. Third, the shape of the cavitations
at the propeller tip indicates the reversed axial flow is
stronger at J=-0.472 than that at J=-0.732. These
observations could support the conjecture that, for
crashback operation, reversed flow is the main
governing parameter.
In general, the frequency of the propeller
unsteady force at crashback operation can be nondimensionalized by the inflow velocity and propeller
diameter. This non-dimensionalized number, coD/V0,
is about 0.5 at -2 < 1/J < -1 for the Propeller 4381.

inch. Digitized images were enhanced locally, with
64x64 pixels interrogation area to deal with the
variation of background non-uniformity. A typical
triple exposure image is shown in Fig. 8 at J=-0.732
which corresponds to t=0.0 in Fig. 7. It is seen that
the vortex structure is clearer in PDV image than that
in cavitation image. The shaded area at the lower
right corner is caused by tunnel blockage in which
the light sheet is not transparent.
The PDV image velocity was analyzed from
the images by an auto-correlation technique that
determines the mean displacement of the particles
within a given window area. The window area used
in this paper is 64x64 pixels and is approximately
2.5x2.5 mm (0.1x0.1 inch) in the real physical space.
Also, the distance between adjacent windows was 32
pixels (50% overlap). The window size selected was
based on the displacement of the particles.
Typically, window size is about three times particle
displacement. During image analysis, a velocity
vector was assigned to the center of the search area
only if a satisfactory correlation pattern was found.
Otherwise, the velocity of that area was left as null.
The reason that a correlation was not obtained in
certain regions could be either a lack of seeding or
particle displacement too small to solve the mean
displacement. It is very common that the velocities
near the vortex center were unresolvable.
The uncertainty level of this autocorrelation technique was about 0.4 pixels. For a 20pixel displacement with 8 pair particles within the
window, it resulted in a characteristic error of 2% in
velocity. The characteristic error rises in the vicinity
of vortex center where displacement is smaller and at
the areas where the particle density is lower. A detail
uncertainty analysis was described in Dong et al.[9].
The particle tracing method calculates the
displacement of single particle trace. The present
analysis applied this analysis in the area where autocorrelation technique fails and the particle density is
low. It is most useful in the vicinity of vortex center
where directions of the velocities vary significantly.

PDV IMAGE PROCESS

VELOCITY AND VORTICITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The PDV images collected during the test
were digitized and analyzed to obtain quantative flow
information including velocity vectors and
vorticities. A review of the PDV technology can be
found in Adrian's paper [7,8]. The fundamental
principles on which the analysis is based are given in
References 4 thru 6.
The images taken during the test were
digitized by a Leaf Scanner to an array size of
1972x1747 pixels with resolution 250 pixels per

After digitizing and calculating the image
data, sample velocity and vorticity distributions are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10 at J=-0.472 and -0.732,
respectively. Contours of the vorticity distribution
for the data analyzed are presented at the right of the
velocity vector map. The vorticity is normalized by
the tunnel speed and propeller diameter. The solid
line presents positive vorticity and the dotted line is
negative vorticity. The increment between each
contour is 10 with -10 and 10 labeled in the figures.
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region, the vorticities are more uniform than one
expected. The vorticity does not seem to vary
significantly for different J values and for different
locations of the vortex center. The feedback effect of
the vortex ring on the blade unsteady loading is more
likely from the variation of its location than from the
intensity of the vorticity.
The flow field measurements collected in
the present experiment are limited. It supplies a data
base for CFD analysis. Future experiment should be
designed to take consective images for detailed flow
information.

The length of the velocity vector is normalized by the
inflow velocity which is plotted at the lower right
corner of these figures. The velocity vector at every
other grid points is presented in the figure for better
quantitative presentation. The blade projection is
shown as the solid line.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The 24-inch water tunnel experiment
demonstrated that the shedding ring vortex associated
with a braking propeller is related to the propeller
reverse flow and that the unsteadiness is a speeddependent phenomena. Typically, a low frequency
of about 0.5 Hz is readily observed in the flow field
photos and it matches the unsteady frequency of the
propeller side forces at corresponding J's. Therefore,
the dynamic behavior of the ring vortex is directly
related to the unsteady forces that the propeller
experiences.
The flow field analysis from PDV images
can provide quantitative measurements of the
velocity and vorticity fields. The results shown in
Figs. 6 thru 10 contribute not only a data base, but
also provide some physical insights for future
numerical simulation of this complex flow problem.
PDV technology was successfully extended
to the DTMB 24-inch water tunnel, and it showed the
capability of measuring an unsteady propeller flow
field. It is most interesting to see that PDV can
capture the blade-tip flow very well, Figs. 9 and 10.
PDV technique may be used to improve blade-tip
design.
Valuable lessons were learned in how to
physically arrange the necessary hardware, such as
lenses, cameras, laser light sheets and seeding
injectors. Several areas can be improved for future
experiments, e.g., the development of continuous
picture and seed injection technique. Synchronized
force and flow measurements and automated data
recording could also be included.

Figure 8. Typical flow image at J = -0.732.
Fig. 9 shows three instances of the analyzed
image results at J=-0.472 corresponding to the time
near 0.0, 1.8 and 2.6 seconds in Fig. 6. Three
instances of flow at J=-0.732 are shown in Fig. 10
corresponding to the time at 0.0, 0.8 and 1.0 seconds
in Fig. 7. These results provide instantaneous
velocity and vorticity distribution along with the
unsteady ring vortex structure. These results show
that the flow field can be divided into three different
regions: (I) velocity at the same direction as inflow,
(II) velocity at the reverse direction as inflow and
(III) ring vortex region. PDV analysis shows that the
maximum velocities at region (I) are about to twice
of the inflow speed for all cases, although their
locations vary. The velocity fields in the reversed
flow region show large variations and are influenced
by the blade loading and the passage of the blade.
The influence of blade passage is more clearly seen
from the vorticity distributions. Higher vorticities
near the blade tip are present in all three time
instances for J = -0.472 while they are only weakly
present for J = -0.732. This is because the blade is
more loaded at J = -0.472. The influences of blade
passage in the flow field are seen in J = -0.732.
Nevertheless, we can not draw conculsions from
those measured results because the laser control
device didn't function during the test and consective
flow images were not obtained. In the ring vortex
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Accuracy of Wave Pattern Analysis Methods
in Towing Tanks
F.-X. Dumez, S. Cordier (Bassin d'Essais des Carenes, France)

INTRODUCTION
The singularity distribution identification
method (SDIM) developed by Baba 2, Okhusu £,
Bessho 9. 10. and Ikehata 11 uses a distribution of
singularities (sources or doublets, continuous or
discrete) located in place of the model. The wave
height measurements are used to identify a
distribution of singularities whose wave field matches
that which was measured. This method also yields an
over-determined linear system for the singularity
densities, which in turn give the wave resistance.

Wave pattern analysis methods enable the
estimation of the wave resistance of a body in steady
rectilinear motion using measured wave heights. The
obvious advantage of applying these techniques in a
towing tank is that the value of wave resistance which
is extrapolated based on Froude number similarity is
obtained directly and not by subtracting an empirical
estimate of viscous drag from the total drag. These
methods rely on conservation of momentum in a
control volume attached to the body. The assumptions
of potential flow, linearized free-surface conditions
are essential in the development of these methods.
Various wave pattern analysis methods have been
developed in the sixties and seventies 1, 2 and three
of them are considered in this paper:

Recent work has been performed at the
Bassin d'Essais des Carenes on the decomposition of
resistance into different components for a Series 60
model and three geosims of the "Olive" planing hull,
12,12, H, 11- The accuracy required to conduct thu
work have led to a study of the limitations of the first
two methods, and possible enhancements of the
second method. As a consequence of this work, a
third method was developed and implemented based
on the SDIM method in order to obtain accurate and
robust estimates of wave pattern resistance in a
towing tank for wide ranging test conditions. The
evaluation of the various methods was performed on
the data base obtained during the Series 60 and
"Olive" geosim tests.

The
longitudinal-cut method
(LCM)
developed by Newman 2 and Sharma 1 is based on
the analysis of wave height measurements along a
semi-infinite line parallel to the model's axis
assuming infinite depth, far field waves, and no
reflection. In practice, the signal is cut before the
reflected waves are measured and a correction has to
be made for the lost momentum.
The discrete decomposition method (DDM)
developed by Eggers 4, Landweber £, and Hogben 6
is based on the use of one or several longitudinal cuts
including reflections. These data are used to identify a
wave field based on a decomposition in transverse
wave numbers which correspond to the tank's
transverse natural frequencies. Its use is not limited by
wave reflection or finite depth. The linear system to
be solved is usually over-determined which can add
robustness to the result.

It is important to note that limitations in
computer resources at the time of their development
prevented the application of these methods
(particularly the last two). The increase in
computational power and consequently in the size of
linear systems which can be solved justifies the reexamination of these methods.
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and the coefficients F(u) and G(u) would tend to 0 for
small values of u. The missing part of the signal is
treated by introducing a weighted Fourier transform
with an analytical asymptotic expression for 7jff(x,yc)
valid when u —> 0:
qcos(x) + c2sin(x)
(5)
CffOO

T .ONGITUDINAT. CUT METHOD (LCM)
Description
The far field wave elevations T|ff(x,y),
generated by a body travelling at constant speed U
with no confinement (walls or bottom) are given by, 1
and!:
f

Cff(*.:y) =

Re

\

I'jj(coyja2-\,co).r(ü),y)dw
n 1

•*u T{co,y)r/ss \
with
,

W

i.\-co

z

v^T

However, the coefficients cj, C2, and C3 can
only be determined based on a regression on the
signal before truncation. Hence, the amplitude
coefficients of the transverse waves (9 < 35° 16') are
to a great extent determined by the truncation
correction. Since, for moderate Froude numbers, the
larger part of the wave resistance is generated by
transverse waves, the point where the signal is cut,
and the accuracy of the correction, play a large part in
the accuracy of the computed wave resistance. For
higher speed models the contribution of transverse
waves to the resistance diminishes as shown in figure
2.

(1)

2
eJCü(x+iy4<0 -\)

where J{(ü4(02 -\,(o) is a degenerated form of the
Köchin function. We also have:
Kn0=-^r
;<w=
; u = «tan0
U2
cos0

longitudinal cut
6 is the angle between Ox and the direction of
propagation of a given wave component and K0 is the
longitudinal wave number. The wave elevation
r)ff(x,y) can also be written as a function of u, F(u)
and G(u):

fyc^^-

X

b

^L^

AK

1 reflection

\'

xe
Figure 1: View of model in a towing tank.

x

Cff( >y) = lT- fF(u)sin(co(u).x + u.y)

truncation

1

(2)

+ G(u)cos(a>(u). x + u. y)du
Rw (0 <35°) / Rw
G(u) + i. F(u) =

2(1

+ Vl + 4U2>
2

VI + 4u

J(u, w(u))

100%

(3)

80%

The functions F(u) and G(u) are the coefficients of the
far field wave amplitude spectrum which, when
integrated, yield the wave resistance:

+°°
1 T
~/ ■?
0 \ V1 + 4U2
C- = TTI F2(u) + G2(u) Vi.
du

»

Series 60

n

Olive
Fit

60%
40%
20%

(4)
0%
0
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1

Fn

These coefficients are obtained by a Fourier
transform of the wave height measurements along a
longitudinal cut which is required to extend to infinity
downstream. In practice, the signal is truncated before
the reflected waves are present in the signal (figure 1)

Figure 2: Fraction of the wave resistance generated by
transverse waves for Series 60 and Olive model.
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Following this study, an analytical estimate
of the error as a function of model size, tank width,
and towing speed was sought. The relative importance
of transverse waves in the wave pattern resistance as
presented in figure 2 for the two models (series 60
and Olive) were fitted as follows:

Transverse position
Since the transverse position of the cut (yc)
influences the length of the signal, it is important to
know how close the probe can be to the model axis
without introducing the influence of near field waves
in the measurements. A value of yc/KoL=0.5 is
usually taken as a minimum. A theoretical study by
Ikehata (11, figure 5) shows that in order to achieve a
10% accuracy on wave resistance yc should not be
less than 40. Tests performed on the analysis of waves
numerically generated by a polynomial source
distributions show that a 1% accuracy on wave
resistance can be achieved with yc not less than 5.

Rw(0<35°) _
Rw

(6)

The difference in the contribution to Rw
from the transverse waves between two consecutive
truncation points is defined as follows:
Rwi+1-RWi
Rwi.(xi+1-xi)

Truncation
Once the minimal distance from the probe to
the model axis has been selected, it is possible to
study the influence of signal length on the computed
resistance. The tests performed on the Series 60
model were used to evaluate this effect. Figure 3
shows the ratio of wave resistance to the average
result of the 4 probes (respectively yc/K0L= 0.5, 0.53,
0.56, 0.59) for the longest signal, as a function of
signal length. The maximum signal length is slightly
less than that calculated based on the Kelvin dihedral
angle. The results are shown for three values of Fn
and for 4 probe positions from position 1 to 4. The
effect of Fn on signal length is clearly illustrated. It
appears that Rw converges only at the lower Fn and
for the closer probes. For the other Froude numbers,
the trends for the three probes are very similar but
convergence does not appear to be achieved. Hence,
despite the rather large ratio of tank width to model
length (b/L= 2.67), the wave resistance could not be
determined accurately using the Longitudinal Cut
Method (LCM).

withi=1.

Xl

= i05;ei = 0 (7)

Based on experimental data a fit of ej is proposed:
-3.45 -0.028.x
e, = e
This error is plotted in figure 4 based on
experimental data for the 4 probes. The trend toward
a reduction in this difference as the signal length is
increased before truncation is clearly shown. Hence,
the total error Ej given by the transverse wave
components can be expressed as a function of x in
the following form:
E

i= n K-(xk+1-xk)+i)

(8)

k=l
Rw, = RWj. Ej

Based on experimental data a fit of E(x) is proposed
(figure 5):
1.02 - 0.048.x
(9)
E(x) = e
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Figure 3: Effect of signal length on calculated wave resistance
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By multiplying equations (6) and (9) and assuming
that the error on the diverging wave components is
negligible, we obtain an estimate of the total error as a
function of xe. The useful signal length before
truncation for a tank of width b and a gauge located at
position yc is given by:

Local error, e (%)
3% "expe.

2%

■
Nfit

1%

xe= V8(K0b - yc) and V8 =

1
tan(19°28')

(10)

\
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■■■
20
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60

80

100

In order to reduce errors introduced by the
near field waves to less than 1% we take y > 5.
Hence, the theoretical maximum signal length can be
written:

xe
120

Figure 4: Convergence of wave resistance as a
function of signal length

V8

E(x) (%)
100% T

The error is shown to depend only on Fn and
b/L and the result is plotted in figure 6. These results
show clearly that in order to obtain reasonably
accurate (error < 5%) wave pattern resistance
estimates with the LCM, for displacement vessels
with significant wave making component (Fn < 0.4),
the required b/L is about 5. Hence, for typical large
towing tanks (b = 15 m) the maximum model length is
3 m, much less than the size typically used in these
facilities. Hence, this method is not sufficiently
accurate for conventional towing tank use.
The limited accuracy of the LCM method,
particularly for large, fast models was the principal
reason for the development of a method which could
analyse wave height measurements containing the
waves reflected by the walls of the tank.
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Figure 5: Estimated total error on transverse wave
resistance (0<35°)
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Figure 6: Estimated error inherent in the LCM method as a function of Fn and b/L
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this method advise selecting transverse positions of
the wave probes which correspond to anti-nodes of
the transverse natural modes of the tank, and to use
several probes such that the system is over
determined. This choice leads effectively to a fit of
the identified wave field over the measured data.
These remarks proved to be well founded when the
robustness of this method was tested.

DTSCRRTH DECOMPOSITION METHOD (DDM)
Description
As opposed to the previous method, the
DDM, 4, 5. and 6_, assumes the spectrum to be
composed of several discrete wave components. We
consider the model to be in the middle of a tank of
breadth b, the walls being located at y - ± b/2. The
expression for the far field wave elevation can be
written as a discrete summation:

?ff (*. y)=T~
• X F<uj )sin(«»(u j )•x+ujv)
4.71

Discussion of results
The results obtained by this method on the
Series 60 and Olive models were in relatively good
agreement with the results of the LCM method.
Nonetheless, significant differences in Rw appeared
as a function of the distance from the probe to the
model's axis and number of reflections used in the
analysis. Hence, a numerical study was performed to
evaluate the robustness of this method based on
computed longitudinal cuts at different distances yc
using near field and far field waves. The test case
used for a similar study in 5. was modelled following
thin ship theory: an infinitely long, thin strut, 2 m in
chord, in a 13 m wide tank, at 1, 2 and 4 m/s. The
strut was represented by a distribution of sources
located in the plane of symmetry.

(12)

+G(Uj )cos(©(u j). x + Ujy)Au
2.71
with Au = —— and uf = j. Au
K0.b
For a model symmetric about the oxz plane,
and considering the summation to be finite and
limited to Jmax components such that the amplitude
spectrum coefficients for j > Jmax are negligible, we
can write:
;Wmax

£ff(x,y)=

^yjCosCföjXj + Ojsin^x)
;=0

The analysis of the results obtained by using
the DDM method on several longitudinal cuts, shows
that the accuracy of the computed wave resistance
depends directly on the number of modes (Jmax)
used, and on the length of the signal (xt-x0). The
conditioning of the matrix used to solve the linear
system is directly dependent on the length of the
signal. A poorly conditioned system yields to large
amplitudes at specific values of the transverse wave
number. As signal length is reduced, this behaviour
affects lower and lower frequencies until the solution
"blows up". An alternative method based on the
simultaneous resolution of several longitudinal cuts
improves this problem but numerical errors in the
solution still appear.

(13)

with Yj - Gj ■ cos(u j • y) and (Jj = Fj. cos(Uj. y)

and

»^^[l + fi^)

The solution to this problem consists in
performing a Fourier decomposition along a segment
of a longitudinal cut bounded by x0 and xt which
includes a certain number of reflections (Nr). The
unknowns YjandGj are identified based on the
iterative resolution of a linear system where the right
hand terms are given by:

The wave amplitude spectrum calculated by
this method for 4 longitudinal cuts measured in the
wake of a Series 60 model at Fn=0.35 is shown on
figure 7. The ordinate used does not represent the
wave amplitude but has been transformed into the
wave resistance per unit wave number. Hence, the
integral of each curve in figure 7 yields the wave
resistance. The longitudinal cuts contain 3 reflections.
The 4 longitudinal cuts were also analysed
simultaneously to yield an average labelled "fit".

i

H

i = J£ff(x,y)cos(ü),x)dx
(14)
X,

K

i=JCff(x,y)sin(ä>,x)dx

In order to improve the accuracy of the
method and to limit numerical errors, the authors of
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Figure 7: Wave amplitude spectrum for a Series 60 (Fn=0.35) using the DDM method.
It is clear on this graph that each longitudinal
cut yields a significantly different spectrum and
anomalous amplitudes appear in the high frequency
range (Ko.u > 5). The advantage of using several cuts
("fit") is that these amplitudes are filtered through the
regression process.

THE SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION
IDENTIFICATION METHOD (SDIM)
Description
This method is based on the use of an
unknown distribution of singularities (sources or
doublets, continuous or discrete) located on a line, in
the centre plane or otherwise, advancing at the model
speed U. The principle of the SDIM method, 2, &, £,
10 and 11, is to determine a distribution of
singularities such that its far field waves match those
measured. Several alternative approaches are then
possible. The singularities may be located at the
control points of a mesh, or they can be determined
analytically based on an analytical expression. In our
particular case, the reflections due to the walls of the
tank are taken into account so that the whole wave
field can be analysed, even where reflected waves are
present.

The most stable results and in best
agreement with respect to the LCM method, are
obtained for a very long signal (Nr = 4 or 5) and for a
limited number of identified wave number
components (Jmax). However there is a systematic
difference (10 to 20%) with respect to the LCM
results. This discrepancy may be due to imperfection
in the reflection and dissipation through the viscous
wake.
Compared to the LCM method in which,
through the Fourier transform, the wave amplitude
components are solved independently, the DDM
method solves for all components simultaneously
through the resolution of a linear system. Hence,
errors in the higher frequency, divergent wave
components tend to introduce errors on the lower
frequency, transverse wave components.

For the sake of simplicity, we first consider a
known continuous distribution of sources constant
over a depth h and varying with the x direction. We
later show that this formulation can be extended to
sources which vary as a function of depth as well.
Given M(x') a source density distribution in the plane
of symmetry located between x'=-l and x'=l and
constant vertically between z'=0 and z'=-h, translating
at speed U, along the centre line of a tank of breadth
b, and of infinite depth. The wave elevation can be
shown to be given by:

Also, as Fn is increased, and the energy
shifts to the higher frequency components, the
limitation in Jmax can introduce significant errors as
some of the divergent waves are neglected.
Hence, this method appears limited by the
need for an extremely long signal and the relatively
few wave numbers identifiable. These conclusions
have led us to the study of a third method based on
singularity distribution identification.
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The amplitude spectrum coefficients
corresponding to the Jmax number of wave numbers
used in the decomposition can then be expressed as a
function of the 4 polynomial coefficients A^

In (15), n(x' - x) is the Heaviside function and:
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^cos(ö)^.x)N

= j (x') - sin(ct)j.x) dx'
x'=-l

can be calculated analytically.

j

(16)

This formulation yields a linear system
which is always over-determined since the number of
measurement points (Imax) is usually much greater
than the number of coefficients in the polynomial
expression (4 in this case). Hence, the solution will be
equivalent to a least square fit of the identified wave
field over the measured wave field.

where e0 = — and £j = 1 when j ■*■ 0
If we assume that the source density
distribution is represented by a 3rd degree
polynomial, the unknowns of the problem are now the
4 polynomial coefficients of the expression:
,Nk
M(x')=£Ak.(x')
k=0

C (xi,y)=Eik. Ak for i = l,Imax and k = 0,3
7 max
(20)
withEik = X^akj.cos^.xJ + bfcj.sinfüJj.Xi])

(17)

If we consider the measurement of Imax
wave heights at abscissa Xj along a line of constant y,
the far field wave elevation at each position (xj ,y)
can then be written as follows:
j=J max
Zrc.j.y
fff(xi.y)= X cos b.K,
o J

and

Xj = 1-e

2

2.£;

J

U.b.kj.K0
j

The first polynomial distribution tested was
given by a line of length L = 2 m, travelling at 2 m/s
with the following polynomial coefficients: A0 = A2
= 0; Al = -1.622 E-03 m/s; A3 = 2.411 E-03 m/s. The
theoretical resistance of this "model" is 14.729 N.
Eleven longitudinal cuts containing 5 reflections

(18)

(FjCos(üJ;Xi) + GjSin(ft);Xi))
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© Compute a corrected far field longitudinal cut:

(Nr=5) were computed in a 13 m wide tank at
transverse positions: 0.981<yc<7.85. The results
obtained in terms of maximum difference compared
to theoretical value using both DDM and SDIM
methods are tabulated below:

Cff(xi,yc)=Cm(xi.yc) - Cnf(xi-yc)

This procedure is repeated using the corrected
longitudinal cut, thereby replacing Cm(Xi,yc) by
CffOi-yJ- The differences with the theoretical
wave resistance and the computed resistance at steps
© and © for the same test case and Nr=5 and Nr=0,
are tabulated below:

Table 1: Error in % between calculated and theoretical wave
resistance using DDM and SDIM methods
SDIM
DDM
Method
0.43%
0.70 %
Nr=5
no solution
1.2%
Nr=0

Table 3: Error in % between calculated and theoretical
wave resistance using near field correction
Nr = 0
Nr = 5
y

These early tests confirmed the potential of
the SDIM method to obtain very accurate results,
even with a limited signal length.
Near field wave correction
The knowledge of the singularity distribution
enables the calculation of near field waves. It is then
possible to use this information in the analysis of
wave measurements which include a significant
contribution from the near field. A method was
devised and tested based on this observation.
The previous test case was used but at a
speed of 4 m/s (the source distribution is multiplied
by 2) and the theoretical resistance is then 32.68 N.
The longitudinal cuts computed, with and without the
near field (nf) wave contribution, at different
transverse positions, were analysed and the results are
presented in table 2.

Nr=0

Nr=5
w/nf

w/o nf

w/nf

w/o nf

0.37

-0.848

0.138

-3.862

0.159

0.61

-0.315

0.135

-1.634

0.162

0.86

-0.101

0.129

-0.817

0.162

©

O

e

-0.848

-0.009

-3.862

-0.061

0.61

-0.315

0.003

-1.634

0.001

0.86

-0.101

0.003

-0.817

0.018

These results show that at the first iteration
the accuracy of the method is significantly increased
and the results are essentially exact (less than 1/1000)
for all transverse positions and signal length. This
result can be explained because the source
distribution identified is very close to the actual
source distribution so that the near field waves are
indeed representative of the theoretical near field
waves. The rapid convergence of the procedure can
also be explained by the relatively small contribution
of the near field waves in the analysed wave height
data (a few percent on Rw). The fact that this
procedure was shown to converge to the theoretical
value of wave resistance gives us confidence in the
programmed analysis method.

Table 2: Error in % between calculated and theoretical
wave resistance for different signal length and transverse
positions
yr-

O
0.37

Discrete source distribution
This method was extended to a discrete
distribution of sources at the centroid of panels
located on the plane of symmetry of the model. A
discrete representation was preferred over polynomial
distributions because the numerical formulation is
simpler and the choice of functions to be used would
have required further tests.

Hence, the near field waves, when present in
the signal analysed, cause a significant increase in the
error, particularly when the longitudinal cuts are close
to the "model" and when the signal is short.
In order to take into account the near field
waves, an iterative method was devised and
programmed. The method is as follows:

The principle of the method is identical to
that described above. A discrete distribution of
sources is identified such that its wave field matches
that measured. Again, the presence of the tank walls is
taken into account by choosing a finite number of
frequencies which correspond to natural transverse
modes of the tank.

O Analyse the measured longitudinal cut Cm(x;,yc)
to obtain a distribution of sources:
© Compute the near field waves generated by these
sources: Cnf(xPvc)
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number of singularities used. The amplitude spectrum
calculated by POTFLO and identified by SDIM are
shown in figure 8. The two spectra agree very well
which supports the accuracy of the wave resistance
result despite the limitations of the method. A further
example of the global agreement between the slender
ship model and the identified source distribution is
the comparison between the wave elevations
generated by POTFLO and by the equivalent source
distribution (figure 9). The small differences between
the two signals are due to the presence of near field
waves close to the ship and to the oscillations due to
the line integral term in POTFLO.

A numerical test of this method was
performed on the Series 60 form at Fn=0.35 in an
infinitely wide tank using the Neumann-Kelvin code
POTFLO I£ configured in the slender ship
approximation. The ship was discretised by 450
panels and the computed wave resistance based on the
slender ship approximation is 596 KN. A signal of
length x = 75 at a distance yc = 4.08 was also
calculated by the code.
This signal was analysed using SDIM
assuming a 500 m wide tank, and a mesh of 9x3
panels in the centre plane of the ship and a wave
resistance of 584 KN was obtained. Hence a 2% error
on Rw between POTFLO and SDIM despite the small

4.E+05 -r
4.E+05 -3.E+05

POTFLO
□

3.E+05

SDIM

2.E+05 -2.E+05
l.E+05 -ko.u(l/m)

5.E+04
0.E+00
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.60

0.50

Figure 8: Amplitude spectra calculated by POTFLO and identified by SDIM
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Figure 9: Wave elevations calculated by POTFLO and from the source distribution identified by the SDIM
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Application to experimental data

lower amplitudes, and hence explains the lower wave
resistance value.

Following the tests performed on the other
method, the data used to evaluate the SDIM method
are those performed in the Paris model basin (260 m x
13 m x 4.5 m). All the results obtained and analysed
can not be presented here. The difference between the
different methods are illustrated on a representative
example: scale 1/25 Series 60 model at Fn = 0.35, yc
= 3.63. The mesh used for the SDIM method is as
before: 9x3 panels in the centre plane.

In order to further compare the three
methods the experimental wave elevations are
compared to the elevations calculated using the
spectra obtained from the LCM method (figure 10)
and the SDIM method (figure 11). The following
comments can be made by the comparing the two
figures at different axial positions:
x>-5

It is important to note that the SDIM method
converges as the number of transverse wave numbers
(Jmax) is increased, whereas the DDM method tended
to diverge. In the present case, the SDIM method was
run with Jmax = 300 (umax = 145) whereas the best
compromise with the DDM method limited Jmax to
50 (umax = 24.1). The results presented with the
DDM method correspond to the average of the results
obtained with the 4 gages. The wave resistance results
are presented in table 4.

-5<x<-15 The LCM method is more accurate in the
region where the bow and stern waves
interact.
x<-15

LCM
24.5

DDM
Nr=3
24.5

SDIM
Nr=0
21.6

The SDIM method leads to a better
identification of the amplitudes of the
longitudinal waves.

Since the main differences between th.;
SDIM and LCM spectra were at low frequencies
(transverse waves), the agreement between measured
and reconstructed SDIM wave elevations for x<-15,
indicates that the wave resistance calculated by SDIM
is closer to the real value.

Table 4: Comparison of calculated wave resistance using
the three analysis methods
Method
Nr
Rw(N)

The SDIM method leads to a better
agreement close to the model.

SDIM
Nr=5
19.5

These results show significant differences
but it is not possible to determine which of these
estimates is the closest to the real wave resistance. In
order to qualify these results, the amplitude spectra
corresponding to each estimate are compared in figure
9. Besides the differences in the resolution in
frequency, it is clear that the good agreement between
LCM and DDM is fortuitous since there are
significant differences in the two spectra. The
agreement between SDIM and LCM spectra is good ,
except as u tends to 0, where the SDIM method shows

Different tests performed on the parameters
of the SDIM method did not succeed in obtaining a
perfect agreement between measured and calculated
wave elevations. Hence, there seems to be a limit as
to the ability of this method to achieve an exact
representation of the wave field. One possible
explanation lies in the limited number of frequencies
used in the analysis, particularly at low frequency.

s
BÄ

0123456789

Figure 9: Comparison of the amplitude spectra obtained using the three analysis methods
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Figure 12: Wave spectra identified by SDIM for different signal lengths (or number or reflections)
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10

signal corresponding to each zone was analysed and
the resulting amplitude spectra are shown on figure
14. Again, the reduction in the amplitude spectra as
the segment of signal used is taken further and further
downstream is clear. These difference, lead to
differences in wave resistances similar to those
presented in table 5, and represent further evidence of
the influence of the viscous wake on the energy
present in the reflected waves. These tests further
illustrate the robustness of the method which can
analyse truncated parts of the wave elevations. This
type of analysis is impossible with the LCM or DDM
methods.

Influence of signal length
Based on the same experimental data, tests
were performed on the length of the signal which is
characterized by the number of reflections included in
the signal. The wave resistance calculated for 6 values
of Nr are presented in table 5. The computed wave
resistance decreases significantly as the number of
reflections increases. Since previous numerical tests
(table 2) showed that the method is independent of
this parameter, there must be some physical
phenomenon present in the experiment and which is
not modelled. The fact that the reduction in computed
resistance occurs every other 2 reflections, that is
each time the reflected waves cross the viscous wake
of the model, is an indication that the interaction of
the waves and the wake might be responsible for the
reduction in calculated wave resistance.

Probe transverse position
The influence of probe transverse position
was again tested on the Series 60 test data measured
at 4 different transverse probe position at Fn=0.35.
The results of the SDIM analysis of these longitudinal
cuts are presented in figure 15 in the form of
amplitude spectra. This graph shows excellent
agreement between the 4 cuts and should be
compared to figure 7 in order to quantify the
improvements gained by using the SDIM method over
the DDM method where the scatter is much larger.

Table 5: Rw as a function of signal length
Nr
Rw(N)

21.7

17.8

20. S

18.3

15.8

15.8

Further tests were performed on the
influence of signal axial position in order to verify
these conclusions. The measured wave elevations
were split in 3 zones as described in figure 13. The
eta(x)
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serie 60, Fn = 0.35 (y = 4.35)

zoneC

0.005
-0.005
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Figure 13: Measured wave elevations indicating the selected signal segments
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Figure 14: Wave amplitude spectra computed for each of the zone identified in figure 14 using SDIM
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Figure 15:Wave amplitude spectra computed for 4 different longitudinal cuts using SDIM

CONCLUSIONS
Tests performed on wave elevation data
measured in the wake of a series 60 model have
shown that this method is capable of calculating the
wave resistance and of reconstituting the signal with
an accuracy at least as good as the LCM method.
These tests have as shown that the wave resistance
could be computed for widely varying signal lengths
without
numerical
problems
(convergence,
instabilities).

The analysis of the two principal methods of
wave pattern analysis from longitudinal cut
measurements (LCM and DDM) has led to the
identification of their respective inherent limitations.
The LCM method is very sensitive to errors
in the truncation correction and neglects the influence
of near field waves. The estimation of these errors has
led to an analytical expression for the relative error on
wave resistance as a function of the ratio of tank
width to model length and Froude number.

The tests on the experimental data indicate
the presence of an interaction between the model
wake and the reflected waves leading to a reduction in
the wave resistance.

In the DDM method, the presence of the near
field is also neglected, and the numerical instabilities
limit the length of the signal and the number of
frequency components which can be taken into
account.

This work is to be continued in the following
directions:
o Implementation of the near field correction in
the generalised version of this method,
o Locate the sources on the hull surface
(calculation of the line integral terms)
o Investigate the possible advantages of extending
this approach to an unbounded domain.

These limitations have led us to develop a
third method (SDIM) based on the identification of a
singularity distribution in the centerplane of the model
which takes into account the tank walls in the
boundary conditions. Numerical tests have shown this
method capable of taking into account the near field
wave components through an iterative process, and of
providing very accurate estimates of wave resistance
independently of signal length (large number of
reflections) and transverse position of the probe.
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NOMENCLATURE
LCM
DDM
SDIM

Longitudinal Cut Method.
Discrete Decomposition Method.
Singularity Distribution
Identification Method.

Symbol

Unit

Definition

b
e
E

(m)
(-)
(-)

Breadth of the tank.
Local error.
Global error.

(-)

Froude number.

(-)

Components of Free-Wave
spectrum.
Model depth.
Model half-length.

Fn=-

U

Vg-L
F(u)+iG(u)

h
(-)
l = K0.L/2 (-)
K0 =-^rU'
L
Nr
Rw
C =

Kp-Ry

u = co tan 0
U
x = X.K"■0n
X
x
e
y = Y.K0
Y
yc

M(x')

e
ri

C
C„f

(1/m)

Speed-length number.

(m)
(-)
(N)

Model length.
Number of reflections.
Wave resistance.

- (-)

Wave resistance.

(-)
(m/s)
(-)
(m)
(-)
(-)
(m)
(-)
(m/s)
(°)
(m)
(-)
(-)
(-)

Transverse wave number.
Model velocity.
Coordinate along Ox.
Coordinate along Ox.
Length of signal.
Coordinate along Ox. i
Coordinate along Oy.
Distance from model axis.
Source density.
Wave direction,
Wave elevation.
Wave elevation.
Near field wave elevation.
Far field wave elevation.

co =
cos 8
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Unsteady Three-Dimensional
Cross-Flow Separation Measurements on a Prolate Spheroid
Undergoing Time-Dependent Maneuvers
T. Wetzel, R. Simpson
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA)
c,

Abstract

CM

The flow over a 6:1 prolate spheroid undergoing
transient maneuvers is studied. The Dynamic PlungePitch-Roll (DyPPiR) model mount provides the unique
capability to simulate truly unsteady maneuvers in a
wind tunnel. The DyPPiR is presented along with
several transducer systems used to study specific aspects
of the spheroid flow field. The types of unsteady
measurements performed include hot-film surface skin
friction measurements, surface pressure measurements,
and force and moment measurements. Time-dependent
separation locations are measured successfully for the
first time, as are time-dependent force and moment
measurements. Steady and unsteady data are presented
for each of these systems for two maneuvers: a 0° to
30°, 0.33 second (f-11) pure ramp pitchup about the
model center (Pitchup Maneuver); and a 0° to 13.5°
pure pitchup about the model center that simulates the
time dependent sideslip angle of a submarine entering a
turning maneuver (Submarine Maneuver). These data
are compared with steady data sets from this work and
other researchers. This flow field is characterized by
complex, three-dimensional cross-flow separations that
are highly non-linear and are expected to have very
complex time dependencies in unsteady flows. It is
shown that, especially at higher angles of attack,
significant lags occur in the flowfield during the
maneuvers compared to the steady cases. In particular,
separation is delayed at all locations of the model at up
to 10° higher angle of attack in the unsteady maneuvers
compared to the steady data. Equivalently, the
separation structure during the unsteady maneuvers lag
the steady data by from 1.5 to 4.5 non-dimensional time
units (t'). The range of these time constants and the fact
they are constant for neither the entire model or a given
sensor shows for the first time the complex nature of the
time dependency of three-dimensional crossflow
separation. In addition, the normal force and pitch
moment lag by about one t' time unit.

cP
cz
h
k
I
L
M
N
P
Po
Ps

Nomenclature
cf

skin friction coefficient, xj q„
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t
1.
Re
t
t'
Tw
T„
1

u„
V
w
X

y
z
Z
a
S
P
Tw

con

c

sectional lift coefficient, (L/b)/2 q_R
pitch moment coefficient, Ml' qjzR2L
pressure coefficient, (p-pj/q„
normal force coefficient, 7J qjiR2
heat transfer film coefficient
thermal conductivity
effective gage length
model length
pitch moment
constant
model surface pressure
total pressure
free-stream static pressure, po-q„
heat transfer
dynamic pressure, \pU„
Reynolds number, UJJv
time
non-dimensional time, tUJL
wall temperature
reference temperature
free-stream velocity
wall normal velocity
effective gage width
model longitudinal position from nose
wall normal coordinate
DyPPiR plunge ordinate
normal force
DyPPiR pitch angle; or thermal diffusivity
uncertainty
air density
wall shear stress
force and moment system natural frequency
force and moment system damping coefficient

1. Introduction
1.1 Unsteady Aerodynamics
With recent efforts to expand submarine, aircraft,
and
ordinance
dynamic
performance
beyond
conventional regimes, the need for studying the truly
unsteady, high excursion, and high Reynolds number
flows has increased. Standard stability derivative

To relate unsteady wind tunnel tests to real-time
maneuvers, the time is non-dimensionalized by the time
for flow to pass over a model, L/U_ (8):
t' = tUm/L
(1)
Most parameters studied are related to the instantaneous
angle of attack. The DyPPiR specifically sets a pitch
actuator position during a maneuver. Since for all of the
maneuvers studied the model is rotated about the model
center, it can be stated that the DyPPiR pitch angle is
equal to the instantaneous angle of attack of the model,
referenced at the model center. Due to the rotational
motion of the model, the instantaneous local angle of
attack varies linearly from the nose to the tail of the
model, with the nose being at a lower angle of attack
than the model center and the tail being at a higher angle
of attack than the model center. The magnitude of the
local induced increment in angle of attack is a function
of distance from the model center and rotational speed.
In all cases studied here, these angle of attack
increments, relative to the model center angle of attack,
are less than 1.4° at the extreme nose and tail.
1.2 6:1 Prolate Spheroid
The prolate spheroid is an interesting geometry
because although the body shape is very simple, the flow
field is very complicated. In addition, the prolate
spheroid flowfield carries over qualitatively to
submarines, missiles, torpedoes, and to a certain extent
aircraft fuselages. The prolate spheroid is a fairly welldocumented flow. Other simple bodies that have been
studied that are of interest are ellipsoid-cylinders and
ogive cylinders. Until the present, all data taken on
prolate spheroids has been steady. Wetzel (14) gives a
brief overview of the steady prolate spheroid literature
along with a detailed description of the steady flowfield.
The prolate spheroid flowfield at angle of attack is
characterized by massive crossflow separation that
forms on the tail at low angles of attack and migrates
windward and noseward at increasing angles of attack
(2). The circumferential location of separation and even
the separation topology are highly dependent on the
state of the local boundary layer, that is, whether it is
laminar, transitional, or turbulent. In all tests in this
report, trip strips at x/L=0.20 guaranteed a relatively
Reynolds number-insensitive separation over the rear
80% of the model. The separation on the nose, however,
was governed by the laminar flow upstream of the trips.
Here, at high angles of attack, the laminar flow will
separate, undergo transition, reattach, and re-separate as
a second, turbulent separation. These two separation
lines merge downstream of the trip strips (14).
1.3 Overview of Present Research Program
The present work represents the first unsteady data
taken on the DyPPiR at Virginia Tech. The focus up

techniques fail to capture the non-linearities in such
flows and CFD techniques cannot accurately compute
the highly complex, separated flow fields of full vehicle
geometries in steady conditions, let alone unsteady ones.
Such methods are deficient because they lack physical
models on which to base their computations that
accurately describe the complexities of a timedependent, turbulent, separated flow field. These models
can only be developed with suitable experimental flow
field data from sufficiently realistic flows. A new
apparatus at Virginia Tech, the Dynamic Plunge-PitchRoll (DyPPiR) model mount, provides for the first time
the capability to model truly time-dependent, highexcursion, high Reynolds number flows in a laboratory
setting (1,2).
"Dynamic" testing has been an important part of
design and validation of various types of craft for
decades. Typically these techniques are only "quasisteady", relying on very small amplitude sinusoidal
oscillations that can describe small-excursion maneuvers
reasonably well (10). Even in these tests however, the
measurements are usually limited to forces and
moments. Seldom are flow field data taken in dynamic
tests.
The DyPPiR is installed in Virginia Tech's 1.8m
square Stability Wind Tunnel. The DyPPiR combines
three 20.6 MPa hydraulic actuators to plunge a model
through a 1.5m range vertically, pitch the model through
a +/-45° range, and roll the model through a +/-1400
range. Typical models are on the order of up to 2m long,
and typical maneuvers last several tenths of a second.
Even at Reynolds numbers of over 4 million the
maneuvers are fast enough to exhibit significant
unsteadiness. All degrees of freedom are digitally
controlled by a personal computer, which allows the
researcher to program not only sinusoidal trajectories,
but more importantly, user-defined trajectories. Thus,
the DyPPiR successfully fills the need of forcing a
model to perform general, rapid, truly unsteady, high
excursion, high Reynolds number maneuvers.
The DyPPiR has been used primarily to study
submarine-like configurations. While some force and
moment measurement capability has been developed for
use with these configurations on the DyPPiR, the
primary measurements made during DyPPiR tests are
time-dependent surface pressure measurements and
time-dependent, constant temperature surface hot-film
measurements. The pressure measurements are useful in
determining how unsteadiness affects the forces and
moments and the structure of the vortical separations
that form on the leeward side. The hot-film sensors are
used to measure wall shear. Minima in the wall shear are
interpreted as near separation locations. Thus, hot-film
measurements provide the capability to study separation
formation and migration during transient maneuvers.
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vertical plunge; +/-45° pitch; and 280° roll. The DyPPiR
is designed to carry models up to 2m or more in length
and up to 45 kg of mass. Three 20.6 MPa actuators
provide the power required to force 45 kg of model and
over 250 kg of DyPPiR hardware at rates approaching 9
m/s in plunge and over 907s in pitch. Most importantly,
however, the DyPPiR is digitally controlled by a
personal computer, so it is capable of performing
general, pre-programmed maneuvers. It is not limited to
sinusoids or fixed rate ramps. The nomenclature used
for the three degrees of freedom, along with body
nomenclature, are shown in Figure 3.

through this report has been placed on making the
DyPPiR fully operational and developing the
measurement systems necessary to support DyPPiR
experiments. These measurement systems include
surface hot-film measurements, surface pressure
measurements, and force and moment measurements.
With this present work as a basis, the DyPPiR is
intended to provide a platform to study truly unsteady
aerodynamics on a wide range of vehicles. The emphasis
will be placed on high Reynolds number, high speed,
high excursion maneuvers that are characterized by
massive flow separations. The data obtained by DyPPiR
experiments will provide data sets upon which to base
unsteady models of the separation process in these
flows. For example, by having the capability to measure
separation location as a function of time, one can
potentially develop a model describing that time
dependency as a function of non-dimensional maneuver
pitch rate. In addition to developing new models, the
DyPPiR will be used to test existing models, particularly
those for stability derivates, and determine their
applicability. As an example of this type of test, the
DyPPiR can be used to determine all lateral and
longitudinal stability derivatives for a given model. The
DyPPiR can then be used to perform several general
maneuvers, measuring the forces and moments during
those maneuvers, and compare the measured forces and
moments to those predicted by the stability derivatives.
The DyPPiR represents a truly unique capability in its
ability to perform these general time-dependent
maneuvers.

2.3 Maneuvers Tested

2. Dynamic Plunge-Pitch-Roll Model
Mount (DyPPiR)
2.1 Stability and Control Wind Tunnel
The DyPPiR is installed in the Virginia Tech
1.8mxl.8m Stability and Control Wind Tunnel. The
Stability Tunnel is a closed return, closed test section,
subsonic facility with a speed range of over 60 m/s.
Turning vanes, screens, and a 9:1 contraction ratio inlet
nozzle reduce the free-stream turbulence to less than
0.03% (6). The fan is powered by a 450 kW DC motor.
For these tests, the tunnel speed, and thus nondimensional time, was held constant at 45.7 m/s.
Because the tunnel temperature is essentially ambient,
the Reynolds number was thus allowed to vary as much
as +1-5%.
2.2 DyPPiR Hardware Overview
The Dynamic Plunge-Pitch-Roll (DyPPiR) Model
Mount (Figure 2) was designed to provide the unique
capability of performing general, high-excursion, largescale, high Reynolds number, truly unsteady maneuvers
(1,2). The DyPPiR has three degrees of freedom: 1.5m

2.3.1 The 0.33s, 30° Ramp Pitchup
The Pitchup Maneuver, as it is referred to
throughout this report, is a simple linear ramp from 0° to
30° in 0.33s. No specific acceleration or deceleration
curves were programmed in. The objective is to get as
abrupt a start and a stop as possible. The DyPPiR does,
in any case, have a finite acceleration and deceleration
capability. Figure 4 shows actual pitch angle position
feedback taken during several hundred maneuver
executions. The solid line is the mean over the
ensemble, and the dotted lines delineate two-standarddeviation (2a) boundaries. The model is pitched about
the model center, so the carriage has to be plunged
roughly 70 cm during the maneuver to prevent the
model center from moving. Figure 5 shows the plunge
position feedback data for the same maneuvers. While it
is possible to keep the model center from moving
vertically during a maneuver, it is inevitable that the
model center will translate downstream during a
maneuver. This downstream movement is deemed
insignificant compared to the tunnel speed (typically 45
m/s).
2.3.2 The 0.25s Submarine Maneuver
The Submarine Maneuver is modeled after data
taken on a real submarine during the initial transient
portion of a turning maneuver by researchers at the
David Taylor Model Basin. For the DyPPiR tests, the
Submarine Maneuver models the time history of the
sideslip angle from the actual submarine tests (Figure 6).
This is characterized by a ramp up to 13.5° with a slight
overshoot. Also, the motion simulated on the DyPPiR is
roughly half the speed in non-dimensional time units
than the DTRC data set.
2.4 Model Geometry
All models tested were 1.372 m long 6:1 prolate
spheroids with circular cross section (Figure 3). The
maximum radius was 114 mm. The rearmost 38 mm was
removed to allow for sting entry.
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3. Hot-Film Measurements
3.1 Theory of Operation
The surface skin-friction was measured with the hot
film sensors designed and documented by Simpson et.
al. (13). A detailed description of the sensors, their
application to the model, and the instrumentation used to
operate the sensors can be found in Wetzel (14). The
sensors heat the near-wall fluid through forced
convection. Due to the similarity between gradient
transport of momentum and scalars (heat), the heat
transfer into the fluid gives a measure of the wall shear.
Simpson et. al. (13) show that the mean film coefficient
h is proportional to the cube root of the near-wall
velocity gradient, which is thus proportional to the wall
shear:
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In this relation, q is the time-mean heat transfer into the
fluid, Tw is the wall (sensor) temperature, T_ is the freestream temperature, N is a constant (1.12) from the
mathematical analysis, k is the thermal conductivity, /
and w describe the sensor size, a is the thermal
diffusivity, and \i is the viscosity. Here, the main
purpose of the sensors is not necessarily to measure the
absolute magnitude of the wall shear or the skin friction
coefficient, but to measure the relative shear
distributions through measurements of the film
coefficient to locate shear minima and thus separation
locations. However, wall shear magnitudes are possible
with adequate calibration.
In the same work, Simpson et. al. (13) show that the
wall shear provides higher order information about the
separation location than pressure by arguing that threedimensional separations are characterized by high wallnormal velocity {V) components. By analyzing the
continuity and momentum equations near the wall,
Simpson et. al. (13) showed that
V = - — (V-TJJ/2+— (V2p)y3+(4)
2/u
6p
To use this equation rigorously, the entire wall shear
direction and magnitude fields would need to be known
in order to perform the divergence operation to compute
the wall-normal velocity at all points on the body and
determine separation location. The sensors used in the
present experiment are only magnitude sensitive,
eliminating the possibility of using the last equation.
Instead, it is found in practice that separations occur
near wall shear minima. Bellhouse and Schultz (4) show
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this phenomenon quite clearly in several circular
cylinder flows. Wetzel (14) shows that in general the
wall shear minima does not correspond exactly with
separation location but instead typically lags separation
by up to 10° circumferential position. The same work
shows conclusively however that wall shear minima do
in fact properly correlate separation location trends.
3.2 Experimental Apparatus And Uncertainties
For a detailed description of the apparatus and
uncertainties, see Wetzel (14). Custom designed,
directionally insensitive hot-film sensors were mounted
at 12 locations along a lengthwise surface element:
x/L=0.US, 0.194, 0.220, 0.271, 0.347, 0.424, 0.500,
0.576, 0.653, 0.729, 0.831, and 0.882. The sensors were
each connected to non-linearized Miller (11)
anemometers. The DyPPiR roll actuator was used to
position this strip at specific circumferential locations
from 0=0° to 0=180° to map the circumferential skin
friction distributions. A data acquisition board in a
personal computer was used to read the sensor voltages.
Tunnel temperature, total pressure, and dynamic
pressure were all measured as well, as were DyPPiR
positional outputs.
The relative uncertainty between two measurements
made by a given sensor, and thus the relative uncertainty
between any two measurements presented in a given
circumferential distribution, is 5%. Due to calibration
uncertainties, the uncertainty between any measurements
made by two different sensors (and thus at two different
axial model stations) is 20%. This latter uncertainty is
unimportant,
however,
since
circumferential
distributions of skin friction are used to determine
separation locations and are thus governed by the former
5% uncertainty. Due to low frequency response and
large sensor size (5 mm), the sensors are insensitive to
high frequency, small scale, turbulent fluctuations. The
frequency response is high enough (200 Hz) for the
sensors to accurately track temporal changes in the timemean skin friction values.
3.3 Steady Results
Figure 7 shows typical results from both the constant
temperature measurements and some measurements
made with a different set of sensors connected to
constant current anemometers. The agreement between
the two data sets is excellent. In this case (a=10°,
x/L=0.7T) the minima, indicating a primary separation,
occurs at 0=135°.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the constant temperature
skin friction coefficients superimposed on top of
secondary streamlines determined by Chesnakas and
Simpson (5) from detailed laser Doppler anemometer
measurements. It is important to note that the skin
friction values are not in scale, but the streamline plots

are in scale. In fact, the secondary streamline plots
represent data taken up to approximately 3 cm away
from the wall and thus represents the near-wall flow
field in these separated zones. The radial grid lines
represent locations where the LDV data were actually
taken, therefore separation uncertainties in this data set
are limited by the 5° spacing of the profile locations.
Each profile contains 17 points spaced logarithmically
down to 0.007 cm from the wall, corresponding to y+
values on the order of 7. In all cases, it is seen that the
wall shear minimum qualitatively corresponds to the
separation location. In fact, the wall shear minima seems
to consistently lag the separation location by around 5°,
although considering the positional uncertainties in both
data sets, the true size of this lag is difficult to measure.
Exactly where the separation is located in the streamline
plots is subject to some subjectivity. In any case, the
flow minima seems to consistently lag the visible flow
separation streamline, and this fact is consistent with the
findings of Chesnakas and Simpson (5).
Figure 10 shows circumferential skin friction
distributions over the length of the model for a=\5.2°.
At the rearmost sensor (x/Z=0.882), two minima are
seen, indicating a primary and secondary separation.
The secondary separation only extends up to x/L=0.729.
Upstream the primary separation minima are located
farther leeward and are weaker. The distribution at
x/L=0.220 is very irregular due to the fact that this
sensor was immediately downstream of the trip posts,
where the flow had not completed transition.
Figure 11 shows how the circumferential skin
friction distributions at one location (x/L=0.729) vary
with angle of attack. At this location, a minimum
indicating primary separation is first evident at o=12.2°.
This minimum grows in strength and moves windward
as angle of attack increases. A second minimum,
indicating secondary separation, is fully developed by
o=17.6°. It too grows in strength at increasing angle of
attack but remains in roughly the same circumferential
location.
The locus of the minima in these distributions for
each axial station decribes the separation topology.
Figure 12 shows such a separation topology with the
separation lines determined from both constant
temperature and constant current data sets. At this angle
of attack (20°), two separations are evident on the nose
due to a laminar separation that undergoes transition,
reattaches, and re-separates as a turbulent separation.
Also, a strong secondary separation extends over the
rear 40% of the model length. The agreement between
the constant temperature and constant current datasets is
excellent.
Figure 13 shows the primary separation locations as
a function of angle of attack for each of the 12 constant

temperature measurement stations. In all cases except
for the nose stations, the separation moves windward at
increasing angles of attack, but eventually levels out at
some windward-most circumferential location.
3.4 Unsteady Results
3.4.1 Pitchup Maneuver
Figure 14 shows the circumferential skin friction
distributions for x/L=0.729 at discreet time steps during
the pitchup maneuver. Time increases from bottom to
top in these plots, and the range of time encompassed by
a given plot column is indicated in the top of each
column. The flow is essentially attached at the first time
step (t'=6.0), but a primary separation is formed by the
top of the first column (?-8.87). Similarly, a secondary
separation is formed by the top of the second column in
Figure 14 (f'=11.87).
Again, the minima can be located for each time step
and the separation location can be plotted versus time.
Figure 15 shows an example of such a plot for
x/Z=0.729. The primary separations lag the steady data
significantly, by as much as 1.5 to 4.5 t' units.
Figure 16 shows a comparison of separation lines at
17.6° for both the pitchup maneuver and the steady data.
It is clear that the primary separation line in the pitchup
maneuver lags the steady separation line by as much as
10° in circumferential position, and while the steady
data show a strong, well-developed secondary
separation line, no such secondary line exists in the
unsteady data.
3.4.2 Submarine Maneuver
Figure 17 shows circumferential skin friction
distributions for discrete time steps during the
submarine maneuver, but this time at x/L=0.831. Again,
there is no separation at the bottom of the left column in
Figure 17 (f-6.0), but a separation has formed by the
top ofthat first column (f'=8.87). Variations produced
by separation grow throughout the rest of Figure 17.
Figure 18 shows the time history of the separation
location at x/L=0.129. This plot is not as informative as
the equivalent plots in the pitchup maneuver due to the
low number of steady data points for these low angles of
attack, but a lag in separation formation is still evident.
Figure 19 to Figure 21 show direct comparisons
between
steady
circumferential
skin
friction
distributions and unsteady ones forx/£=0.729. Figure 19
shows data for both the pitchup and submarine
maneuvers compared with steady data at an angle of
attack of 12.2°. In the steady data, a clear primary
separation exists at 0=135°, but no separation is seen in
either the pitchup or submarine maneuver at the instant
the model reaches this angle of attack. The data from the
last recorded time taken during the submarine maneuver,
which occurs ?-20 after the model has come to rest,
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shows that the flow has essentially regained a steadystate condition. Figure 20 shows a comparison of the
pitchup maneuver at 20° angle of attack with equivalent
steady data. In this case, the steady data show both a
primary and secondary separation, while the unsteady
distribution shows only a primary separation which is
more leeward than the steady primary separation. This
shows that in unsteady flows the separation location
topology itself can be very different than in an
equivalent steady configuration. Figure 21 shows the
pitchup maneuver at 29.9° and at the end of the time
record (7-11 time units after the model has come to
rest). In this case, both the steady and unsteady data
show primary and secondary separations, but the
positions are more leeward by roughly 10°. Again, by
the end of the time record, the flow has essentially
reached steady state.

4. Pressure Measurements
4.1 Experimental Apparatus and Uncertainties
Model wall pressure taps were installed in the
prolate spheroid model in a longitudinal row at 10
locations: x/Z,=0.00, 0.11, 0.23, 0.31, 0.44, 0.56, 0.69,
0.77, 0.83, and 0.90. A brass plug with a 0.74 mm
diameter pinhole was mounted flush to the model
surface at each location. Endevco 8510B-2 miniature
pressure transducers were mounted in these plugs. A
detailed description of the pressure transducer system is
contained in Wetzel (14).
The model was rolled to various orientations in order
to sweep the transducers from the windward to the
leeward sides to map out the pressure distribution over
the model surface. The flow was assumed to be
symmetric in the ensemble mean, so data were only
taken on one half of the model.
The unsteady data were sampled at 2000 Hz. Data
were taken at every 10° roll on the windward side and
every 5° on the leeward side. Fifty ensembles were taken
at each roll angle.
The pressure differences measured by the
transducers were non-dimensionalized by the freestream dynamic pressure forming the standard definition
of the pressure coefficient:
Cp=(p-pJ/q„
(5)
Pressure coefficient uncertainties are on the order of +/13% (14), and thus preclude accurate quantization of the
differences between steady and unsteady data. For this
reason, only steady data are presented.
4.2 Steady Results
Figure 22 shows typical steady circumferential
pressure distributions for the model at a=14.9°. The
data (solid lines) are compared to the potential solution
(dotted lines) at the same angle of attack. While the
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potential solution matches the data reasonably well on
the nose, the data on the tail obviously don't match well
due to the flow separation at this angle of attack.
Figure 23 shows the sectional lift coefficients Q (as
calculated using pressure data) for each of the nine
stations as a function of angle of attack. The sectional
lift coefficients were computed by integrating the
circumferential pressure distributions at each station
where surface pressure was measured (14). It is
interesting to note that most of the lift is generated by
the nose and not the separated tail. In fact, the tail region
actually has a small but significant downforce. The
highly accelerated fluid on the windward side near the
tail provides a large amount of windward suction, while
the separation region is stagnant enough as to produce
no noticeable suction at all.

5. Forces and Moments
5.1 Introduction
Unsteady forces and moments will eventually
become the staple measurement made on the DyPPiR,
much as it is in steady wind tunnel testing, because the
data describe a global effect of the aerodynamics on the
model and as such provides much information in a small
number of runs. This contrasts with surface parameters,
such as pressure and skin friction, which require one or
more orders of magnitude more runs in order to get
enough data to map out the data over the entire surface,
or flow field measurements that require another order of
magnitude in order to piece together the topology of a
three-dimensional space. Steady force and moment data
are difficult enough to acquire with precision. Unsteady
force and moment measurements are more difficult to
make, especially compared to pressure and skin friction.
5.2 Two-point Balance and Light-weight Model
Several iterations of balance and model construction
have been developed as the DyPPiR unsteady force and
moment measurement methodology has matured. Details
of the chronology of this development are contained in
Wetzel (14). The first iteration utilized a standard stingmounted bending beam strain gage balance. Inertial
loads dominated the aerodynamic loads due to the mass
of the 23 kg model, and the balance output consisted
primarily of oscillatory response due to the relatively
low dynamic stiffness of the balance geometry. It was
eventually found that the common paradigm of a sturdy,
heavy wind tunnel model coupled with a bending-beam
type of balance must be abandoned for sensitive
unsteady DyPPiR force and moment measurements.
The first change made was to replace the heavy
fiberglass and aluminum model with a much lighter
composite one. A composite sandwich construction was
used consisting of a foam core surrounded by thin layers

of carbon fiber cloth (Figure 24). The model was left
completely hollow except for the sting mounting
hardware. The model was made in two symmetric top
and bottom halves. The final weight was roughly 2.3 kg,
a savings of an order of magnitude over the previous
iteration. Many of the design details for the model
structure can be found in Roback (12).
The solution to the balance problem rests on greatly
increasing balance stiffness without decreasing
sensitivity. The bending-beam type of balance system is
completely incapable of meeting these requirements. A
configuration more suitable is the type used at the David
Taylor Research Center for very large scale, static and
quasi-steady, sting-mount submarine hydrodynamic
testing (3). In these tests, the models are mounted to the
sting by two sets of load cells that are separated by a
large distance, with one set of load cells in the forward
half of the model and the second set in the aft model
half. Strain-based load transducers in general have small
deflections of displacements when under load. However,
while bending beam sting-mounted balances used in
many wind tunnel tests may bend by only a fraction of a
degree, this translates into many millimeters at the
model tips. If the transducers are placed at each model
end, as they are in tests at DTRC, then each end can
only move by a fraction of a millimeter, and overall
system stiffness is greatly enhanced.
To test this concept on the DyPPiR, a two
component system was constructed using Transducer
Techniques MLP-50 200 N single component load cells
(Figure 25). A key to the success of this system is that
the load cells be mounted to the sting or model with
low-friction pivots instead of rigid mounts. This
prevents the sting or model structures from absorbing
any of the moments acting on the model. These pinned
mounts were provided by using hardened steel dowel
rods fitted very closely in brass inserts. The pivots were
mounted on a robust aluminum channel that was
attached to the sting. Solid carbon fiber inserts 10 mm
thick were molded into the model skin to provide a very
stiff, light weight, and precise mounting surface for the
load cells. This system proved to be very stiff in normal
force and pitch moment.
However, the system was much less stiff in roll
because the load cells were not designed to withstand
moments. The model could vibrate slightly in roll, and
the load cell is sensitive to such an out-of-plane load.
Thus, while results are not free from corrupting
oscillations, they provide insight into the fluid dynamics
of the unsteady maneuvers, as well as point toward the
next iteration. Data were again taken with both the wind
off, as a tare, and the wind on. 50 ensembles of each the
wind-on and wind-off cases were obtained and averaged
for each maneuver. The results from these tests are
presented below.

5.3 Steady Results
Figure 26 shows the steady normal force and pitch
moment coefficients for the prolate spheroid at various
angles of attack up to 35°. Details of the reduction and
uncertainty determination are contained in Wetzel (14).
The full-scale uncertainty of the normal force coefficient
is less than +/-1.5%, or <5Cz=0.015, while the pitch
moment coefficient is also accurate to less than +/-1.5%
full scale, or <5CA/=0.0035.
The data are compared with the data of Ahn (2),
which are stated to have a +/-7.5% uncertainty on the
normal force and +/-15% uncertainty on the pitch
moment. The two data sets agree to within the stated
uncertainties on Ann's data. The data were primarily
taken with increasing angles of attack. However, several
data points were repeated going back down (these are on
the plot), and these were found to be repeatable to
within the stated uncertainty of 1.5% full scale. While
the normal force coefficient increases at greater rates at
the higher angles of attack, the pitch moment settles in at
a relatively constant slope at around a=10°.
5.4 Unsteady Results
The normal force and pitch moments for the pitchup
maneuver are shown in Figure 27. The oscillations,
while small, do make it difficult to discern the trends in
the lower angles of attack of the ramp. However, there is
a definite lag in both the unsteady normal force and
pitch moment. The dynamic distortions seem to be due
mainly to a low frequency (roughly 6 Hz damped sine
wave) signal component that exists in the wind on and
wind off data. These damped oscillations are caused by
the inertial impulse imparted on the model-balance
system by the DyPPiR as it accelerates the model from
rest into a steady ramp, and again as the DyPPiR
decelerates the model back to rest at the end of the
maneuver. The natural frequency of the load cell in a
normal load mode is 2500 Hz, which is well above this
observed frequency. During the maneuvers the model
exhibited roll oscillations. It was soon determined that
the model/load-cell system was much less stiff in roll
than in normal force/pitch moment. This is due to the
fact that the load cells are not designed to withstand
bending moments and the fact that the mounting area
provided by the load cell consisted of only one bolt,
which is adequate for a normal load but not adequate for
a bending moment. Therefore, the low frequency
oscillations are due to secondary roll oscillations of the
model relative to the sting. The load cells are not
designed to cancel out bending moments, so such loads
imparted on the load cell corrupt the voltage output of
the load cells.
In computing the aerodynamic loads, the wind-off
force and moment time series is subtracted from the
wind-on time series. The intent is that the undesired
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inertial loads will be identical for both the wind-off and
wind-on cases and thus subtract out exactly. Since these
loads are the same order of magnitude as the
aerodynamic loads, it can be expected that small errors
in the repeatability of the inertial loads will corrupt the
computed aerodynamic loads. The undesired loads,
which includes mostly inertial loads imparted by the
DyPPiR on the model but can also include the very
small aerodynamic loads experienced during the windoff tare runs, are actually slightly different from the
wind-off case to the wind-on case. This is due to the
small but significant loading effect of the aerodynamic
forces and moments on the performance of the DyPPiR.
It is important to stress that overall this effect should be
small, at least as seen by the DyPPiR, since the DyPPiR
force capacity is much much larger than the
aerodynamic forces generated by the prolate spheroid
model. However small these inertial loads are, it is also
important to remember that they are inputs to a
dynamical system, and that these small changes in the
system inputs can have a more visible, amplified effect
on the time series of the system output (7). As such, the
low frequency oscillations that do corrupt the
aerodynamic force and moment signals are relatively
small. It is shown in the next section that the way to
eliminate these distortions altogether is to design load
cells that are very stiff in all modes of vibration
(including roll), thus increasing the natural frequency of
all modes to the point that damped sine oscillations no
longer exist, and all that remains are actual measured
loads, be they inertial or aerodynamic.
Several attempts were made to eliminate these
distortions from the aerodynamic signals. The response
of the load cells was modeled with second-order
dynamic system impulse responses, but it was found that
these did not come close to adequately modeling the
oscillations for the precision required. The distortions in
the final signals themselves were modeled as damped
sine waves (outputs from a second order system given
an impulsive input). These too did not faithfully
eliminate the distortion, and required arbitrarily-selected
parameters to come even close to matching the
distortions. Finally, the wind-on and wind-off data were
time-shifted relative to each other, but this also did not
eliminate the distortions. The distortions can only be
eliminated with properly designed hardware and not
with any data post-processing.
Despite the presence of these dynamics, the lag in
the unsteady forces and moments is due to unsteadiness
in the flow. Wetzel (14) shows that the maximum time
lag that can be attributed to the balance dynamics is 0.03
t'. The lags in the plots are on the order of one time unit.
Therefore, these lags cannot be due to system dynamics
and must be due to actual lags in the flow field. This
analysis is very important, as it establishes for the first
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time a force and moment capability on the DyPPiR that
adequately resolves flow-field lags from balanceinduced dynamical effects.
It is also desirable to assess the potential impact of
added mass forces and moments on the unsteady forces
and moments during this maneuver. The force due to
added mass is the product of any model acceleration
relative to the freestream and some proportion of the
mass (or inertia for rotational degrees of freedom) of the
air displaced by the model (9). Details of the estimates
of the added mass effects are contained in Wetzel (14).
It was found that while added mass effects are small,
they are at least the order of magnitude of the
differences between the steady and unsteady forces and
moments. There is an added mass component due to the
impulsive accelerations at the beginning and end of the
maneuvers. This added mass affect is present in both the
wind on and wind off cases, but has a very limited
temporal extent (21). The most significant added mass
effect felt by the model is a relatively constant force due
to the fact that the crossflow velocity is changing (going
from zero to some finite value) while it is pitching; this
added mass force is present only during the wind-on
cases. This change in crossflow velocity is an
acceleration and is expressed simply as:
V(t) = U„ sin(a(0)
da
..
(6)
V(t) = — U„cos(cc(t))
dt
This is due to a rotation of the free stream relative to the
model and is thus present during the entire ramp portion
of the maneuver. Since the ramp is at a constant angular
rate, there is no similar angular flow acceleration during
the maneuver. It is shown in Wetzel (14) that the
magnitude of these added mass effects, in terms of nondimensional normal force coefficients, is 8CZ> added
mass=0.047. This is three times the stated uncertainty of
0.015. It is also shown in Wetzel (14) that this
acceleration results in a higher normal force than the
steady data. This is opposite the trend seen, that is, that
the unsteady force is smaller than the steady force.
Therefore, there are two opposing unsteady components:
an added mass effect, which tends to increase the normal
force (or equivalently a time lead), and a delayed
separation process which tends to decrease the normal
force (or introduce a time lag in the flow).
The added mass effect perhaps explains why the lags
in the force and moment data are smaller than the lags in
the separation location data. The added mass effect is
such that a larger, not smaller, normal force should be
generated. This is equivalent to the unsteady data
leading the steady data, or the added mass resulting in a
leading time constant. Using an estimated dCz/dt' slope
of 0.11 from Figure 27, a 0.047 positive shift in the

normal force is equivalent to a 0.4 /' lead. This may
mean the effective force and moment lag of the flow
field, minus added mass effects, is higher than the 1 /'
time unit shown and may be as high as 1.4 /'time units.
Wetzel (14) also shows that the pitch moment added
mass effects are insignificant.
Figure 28 shows the normal force and pitch moment,
respectively, for the submarine maneuver. The trends
are much less clear in this maneuver than in the pitchup
maneuver due to the lower relative aerodynamic forces
and moments for this lower-excursion maneuver.
Dynamic distortion is much lower at the start of this
maneuver due to the lower accelerations imparted at the
gentle initiation of this maneuver. However, the
accelerations at the end of the maneuver are large and
result in a significant stopping oscillation. The lags in
the pitch moment are actually larger in this maneuver
compared to the pitchup maneuver, but the normal force
lags are smaller. However, such distinction in lag
magnitude is hampered by the relative level of the force
and moment uncertainties.
5.5 Future Improvements
Two main goals remain to be reached before a
viable, robust force and moment measurement system is
in place on the DyPPiR. The first is to improve signal
fidelity. As demonstrated in section 5.2 this can be
further improved by reducing the model weight, but will
be most improved by increasing the balance stiffness. It
was learned in the last generation balance that system
stiffness is required in all possible degrees of freedom.
In the case of the two-point balance system, a limiting
condition was the fact that the load cells were not stiff in
roll. During the summer of 1996 custom-designed load
cells provided higher stiffness through better geometric
design. Also, the strain gages were laid out in such a
way as to minimize interactions from any off-axis loads.
Wetzel (14) shows that such design changes will result
in a load cell two orders-of-magnitude stiffer in all
directions than the MLP-50.
As of August of 1996, a new set of load cells
embracing these ideas was completed. The new load
cells have demonstrated significantly higher roll
stiffness through both a wider construction and a wider,
4-point mounting pad that replaces the weak, single-bolt
mounting of the MLP-50 load cells. In addition, the lowfriction pivots that mount the load cells to the sting were
re-designed to be larger, stiffer, more precise, and carry
even less friction. Data from this system will be included
in Wetzel and Simpson (15).
The second major goal that still needs to be achieved
is to obtain all six force and moment components
instead of just two. To measure side force and yaw
moment in addition to normal force and pitch moment
requires twice as many gages, and, more importantly, a

two-degree-of-freedom gimbaled mount for each load
cell pair. These are challenging to design on such a
small scale, but are achievable. What is more difficult is
measuring axial force and roll moment without
compromising balance stiffness. The load cells are
oriented longitudinally relative to the model, so all
forces and moments measured perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis are inherently stiff as shown in the
DTRC system (3). The two components parallel to such
an axis can not similarly benefit from the two-point
configuration.

6. Discussion
The two maneuvers presented here represent nondimensionally slow maneuvers, and thus the
unsteadiness is subtle. In all cases the unsteady data lag
the steady data. The separation locations lag both in
formation and migration but do converge to the steady
state case after the end of the maneuver (see Figure 15
and Figure 18). During the maneuver, the separations
can lag the steady separations by as much as 15°.
Perhaps more important is the associated time lag, which
can range from 1.5 to 4.5 time units. These time lags are
neither identical nor constant for each model location,
thus pointing to the overwhelming complexity not only
of a three dimensional separation but also of its timedependent formation. Pending the development of a
more robust, next-generation separation location system
based on these findings, one could study in great detail
the parametric effects of pitch rate, pitch range, pitch
direction (up or down), Reynolds number, center of
rotation, and even pitch maneuver shape (such as using
the submarine maneuver or any imaginable maneuver)
on the separation formation and migration. Such data
could lead to dynamical models of unsteady separation
on axisymmetric bodies.
The lagging separation locations implies lagging
normal force and pitch moment. The force and moment
data obtained with the two point balance supports these
trends (Figure 27 and Figure 28). The force and moment
lags are much smaller than the separation location lags
in general. This may be due to the fact that the majority
of the normal force and pitch moment is generated by
the attached nose flow, which also exhibited the least
amount of flow unsteadiness. So while the crossflow
separation on the rear two-thirds of the model is
significantly affected by the model motion, the delay in
separation at the tail plays less of a role in lagging the
forces and moments. Also, added mass effects contribute
to lower time lags. Again, more robust systems will
allow one to determine not only whether the unsteady
aerodynamics lead or lag the steady data, but will also
bring out more specific details about the processes
involved and point to improved dynamical models.
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7. Conclusions
Some features of steady and unsteady flow over a
6:1 prolate spheroid were measured experimentally. All
tests were conducted at Re = 4.2 million. Trip strips
were located on the model at x/L=0.20. The steady
flowfield was established with surface pressure
measurements,
hot-film
surface
skin-friction
measurements, and force and moment measurements.
Hot-film and force and moment measurements were
made on the model in two maneuvers. The hot-film data
showed definite lags in the formation and migration of
the separation line for the pitchup maneuver, but showed
much weaker trends for the submarine maneuver due to
the much weaker separations at the lower angles of
attack. Separation formation occured 1.5 to 4.5 time
units later during the maneuvers compared to the steady
data. An ultra-stiff, two point balance was successfully
implemented for measuring unsteady force and
moments, along with a very light-weight composite
model. The force and moment data again shows definite
lags at the higher angles of attack of the pitchup
maneuver in both normal force and pitch moment, but
shows only pitch moment lags during the submarine
maneuver.
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Constant Current, x/L=0.779
Constant Temperature, mean of c
t x/L=0.729 and x/L=0.831

1000*Cf

Figure 7. Comparison of stead flow skin friction
magnitudes (both constant temperature and constant
current) atx/I=0.77, a=10°, and Re=4.2 million.
150

Figure 10. Steady flow C/vs. 0 for all x/L, ce=15.2°.

Figure 8. Steady flow skin friction values superimposed
on secondary streamlines from Chesnakas and Simpson
(5)atx/Z=0.77anda=10°.

1000*Cf

Figure 11. Steady flow C/vs. 0 for all a, x/L=0J29.

Primary Separation

Figure 9. Steady flow skin friction values superimposed
on secondary streamlines from Chesnakas and Simpson
(5)atx/I=0.77anda=20°.
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1000*C,

1000*1

Figure 12. Comparison of constant current and constant
temperature separation location topology on leeside for
oc=20°. Solid lines are steady constant current data.
Dashed lines are steady constant temperature data. "P"
indicates primary separation, while "S" indicates
secondary separation.
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Figure 14. Pitch-up maneuver time development of Cf
vs. <(> for x/L=0.729. Times in columns delineated as
section "b" in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

180

Figure 13. Constant temperature primary separation
locations for various x/L stations sensors as a function of
angle of attack for steady flow.
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Figure 15. Separation position versus time for pitch-up
maneuver at x/Z=0.729 compared with quasi-steady
separation positions.
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Figure 16. Comparison of steady and unsteady
separation lines at ct= 17.6°. Dashed lines are equivalent
steady separation lines, solid lines are instantaneous
separation lines. "P" indicates primary separation, while
"S" indicates secondary separation.
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Figure 19. Comparison of wall shear distribution at
x/L=0.729 for steady data, pitchup maneuver, and
submarine maneuver at ce=12.2°.
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Figure 17. Submarine maneuver time development of C/
vs. 0forx/Z,=O.831.

Figure 20. Comparison of wall shear distribution at
x/L=0.729 for steady data and pitchup maneuver at
cc=20.2°.
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Figure 21. Comparison of wall shear distribution at
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Figure 23. Steady sectional lift coefficients versus angle
of attack for all x/l.

Figure 24. Lightweight model construction.

Figure 22. Steady Cp vs. d? for all x/L, oc=14.9°. Solid
lines are measurements, while dotted lines are potential
flow results.

Figure 25. Two point balance.
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Figure 26. Steady normal force and pitch moment on
prolate spheroid at Re = 4.2 million for various angles
of attack. Compared with data from Ahn (1992).

Figure 28. Unsteady normal force and pitch moment for
submarine maneuver.
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Time-Domain Calculations of First- and Second-Order
Forces on a Vessel Sailing in Waves
L. Sierevogel, A. Hermans (Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands),
R. Huijsmans (Marine Research Institute, The Netherlands)

Abstract
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In this paper we solve the time-dependent linear
equations which describe the interaction between
a LNG carrier at service speed and the waves.
Our numerical algorithm is a time-domain model,
solving the linear boundary conditions on the hull
and the free surface, and the Laplace equation
by using Green's theorem. As absorbing boundary condition we use a semi-discrete DtN-method.
To compute the second-order wave drift forces or
added resistance of the LNG carrier, we extend
our algorithm to higher speed. Results of our
computations are compared with measurements
and strip theory results.
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Introduction
In recent years many studies have been carried
out solving the unsteady ship motion problem.
This problem is very important in predicting the
behaviour of a ship in sea-keeping, which includes
the interaction between waves and the velocity of
a ship. Computing this interaction can be done
by using the frequency domain or the physical
time domain. The disadvantage of the studies in
the frequency domain is their restriction to harmonic waves and their unability to use real time
wave elevations for the calculation of the motion
response. In the time domain we can also handle non-harmonic waves and it is not necessary
to implement the conditions dependent on every
frequency explicitly.
Prins [6] has developed a two- and threedimensional time-domain algorithm to compute
the behaviour of a cylinder, a sphere and a commercial tanker in current and waves. The results

Nomenclature
A
B
dS, dV
Fu F2
Fn
G
9

h
k
Mi M2
n
t
At
U
x,x y,z

wave height due to incoming wave
linearized relative wave height
second coordinate system G
density of the fluid
total potential
unsteady potential
steady potential
potential due to incoming wave
frequency of encounter
frequency

added mass
damping
boundary of interior, exterior
first- and second-order forces
Froude number
Green's function
gravitational acceleration
depth of the water
wave number
first- and second-order forces
normal
time
time step
uniform velocity of the current
coordinate system
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Prins' algorithm. In the interior domain we use
the same mathematical model as Prins [7] use but
we do not implement a Sommerfeld radiation condition on the artificial boundary.

were satisfactory. We have extended this method
with, among other things, a frequency independent absorbing boundary condition [8].
In this paper we apply the method to a
LNG carrier at service speed. The forward speed
of the commercial tanker considered up to now is
very low, the maximum Froude number is 0.018,
i.e. 2 knots, while the usual speed of a 125,000m3
LNG carrier is about 20 knots (i.e. Froude number is 0.2). This fact causes some problems in
our algorithm. We study increasing speed and
the effect on our absorbing boundary condition.
To remove the instabilities on the free-surface due
to increasing forward speed, we introduce upwind
discretization. Both cases were done in the twoand tree-dimensional algorithm.
In the first section we give the main idea
of the Prins' algorithm and our extension to a
frequency independent boundary condition. In
the second section we study increasing speed and
the the effect on our algorithm. In the third section results are presented for a 125,000m3 LNG
carrier, at deep water. We will calculate the drift
force or added resistance not only for low forward
speed, but also the added resistance for higher
forward speed has been studied. In order to check
the method, we compare our results with measurements of Wichers [11] and with strip theory
results [1, 2]. The last section we give the conclusions and ideas for further research.

1

1.1

The interior problem

We consider a vessel sailing with an uniform velocity U in the negative x-direction, or an uniform
current with velocity U is directed in the positive
x-direction. Regular waves are travelling in the
water-surface in a direction which makes an angel
ß with the positive x-direction, see figure 1. The
coordinate system is chosen such that the undisturbed free surface coincides with the plane z = 0
and the centre of the gravity of the hull is on the
z-axis, with z pointing upwards. The hull is free
to move in all directions and to rotate around the
main axes.

FIGURE

1: The geometry

We assume the following restrictions: there is no
viscosity, the fluid is incompressible and homogeneous, and the flow is irrotational. We introduce
the velocity potential $, which has to satisfy the
Laplace equation

Time-domain algorithm

The time-domain algorithm given below is based
on the one given by Prins [7].
The physical fluid domain is an infinite
(or large) domain. The computational domain
cannot be infinite, so we have to introduce artificial boundaries and proper boundary conditions.
In the literature several methods have been proposed to absorb free surface waves. On the basis of a literature search, Prins decided to use an
extension of the Sommerfeld radiation condition
for two families of waves. The disadvantage of
this Sommerfeld condition is that it is dependent
on the wave frequency, so it cannot handle nonharmonic waves, and on the forward velocity.
Keller and Givoli [3] introduce a semidiscrete DtN-method, using an artificial boundary, dividing the original domain into a computational and a residual domain (the interior and exterior). In our method we use a three-dimensional
boundary condition independent of the wave frequency, using the idea of the Givoli's method with

V2$

0.

(1)

By using the dynamic and kinematic conditions
and splitting the potential into a steady and an
unsteady part, like
$(x, t) = ^(x) + <f>(x, t) ,
we get the linearized free-surface condition on the
undisturbed free surface
<j>tt + 94>z + 2W • V& + (?,« + !>yy) <t>t=0
at z = 0 , (2)
with subscripts denoting the partial derivative. In
contrast with the two-dimensional algorithm, we
do not include terms of Ö(U2). Including them
would cause us to calculate higher derivatives of
the unsteady potential at the free surface. This
would increase the computation time, because the
need of the very fine mesh.
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with superscripts denoting the time level and /
a time- dependent vector. The matrices £>,- are
built up by the Green's function, its derivative
and the surface conditions. In our approach we
make use of the same algorithm as developed by
Prins, except for the boundary B. Experience has
taught that the implementation of the Sommerfeld condition on the outer boundary B is efficient
if B is taken at a distance of about three wavelengths, while the coefficients for the two families
of waves are dependent on the frequency. Hence,
the matrix has to be updated for each frequency.
Our purpose is to obtain a genuine time method,
where the matrix is independent of the frequency.

On the ship hull we have the linearized
version of the body boundary condition

?l = ^.n-a- (nV) W + n- fw
• v) a
v
dn

ot

\

/

'

with a the displacement vector of the ship, given
by
a=X+Ü x x
and n the normal pointing out of the fluid domain, see Timman [9]. The bottom is a rigid
wall, so we submit the potential on the bottom,
<j>, to the condition
dn

(3)

= 0 .

1.2

To solve the exterior problem in the three-dimensional case we developed a special Green's function, the same way as we did for two dimensions,
see Sierevogel [8]. The advantage of using our algorithm compared to using the conventional timedomain Green's function in the exterior, is that
it will be easier to implement the effects of higher
speed, because the boundaries of the exterior are
already divided into panels.
In our first two-dimensional set up, we
assumed the interior to be moving together with
the object, while the exterior was fixed to the
earth. To solve the problem in the interior as
an overall matrix equation, we applied Green's
theorem on the domain between the boundaries,
see figure 2.

The steady potential is represented by the doublebody potential.
So far we can only say about the potential on the artificial boundary that it satisfies the
Laplace equation and that it remains finite when
we take the boundary at infinity.
To solve the interior problem, we introduce a Green's function, G, satisfying equations
(1) and (3).
4TTG

*,£ =
■<-)

1

1

\x-t\

\x-?\

T2

,(4)

where £' is the image of £ with respect to the
bottom. By using Green's second theorem it is
possible to write the interior problem as
Dr£(t) = EiPn(t) -

(5)

ds at I
UAI

with D and E matrices built up by the Green's
function and its derivative. And with tj) a vector
{4>s\<t>n\4>B), containing the potential on the free
surface, on the hull and on the artificial boundary. To solve this integral equation we discretize
the boundaries by dividing these into panels. We
assume that the potential has a constant value
on such a panel. Prins' approach consists of
two steps leading to a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. Firstly, the free-surface
condition(2) and the second-order Sommerfeld radiation condition are discretized with respect to
t, where an implicit scheme is used for the time
derivation. Secondly, <f>n is expressed in (f> and its
tangential derivative along the boundaries, while
at the object <j>n is supposed to be known. Discretization of the integral equation leads to a matrix equation for the unknown vector ip
DiVn + i

D^n + D^"'1 + ffn+i

The exterior problem

::h:
FIGURE

\
ÖS at l + At j

\i

2: The 2-D geometry

In our new set up we assume the exterior also to be moving together with the object,
because it is complicated to apply Green's theorem on the domain between the boundaries it
the three-dimensional case and an advantage of
the new algorithm is that it will be easy to implement the effects of the double-body potential.
In the exterior we get the following linearized free
surface condition
kt + 9<t>z + 2U<j>xt =0

(6)
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at z = 0

(7)

and dVj the free surface of the exterior. We
need to mention that the normal derivative on the
boundary in the exterior is the negative of that of
the interior. By analogy with Wehausen et al.[10]
we derive a Green's function, which satisfies (9),
for infinite deep water

Where <j>(x,t) is the unsteady potential and the
steady potential is approximate by the undisturbed flow potential Ux. We use the following
discretizations for the time derivatives
,„+.
2<j>n+1 - 5<f>n + 4<f>"-] -<f>n~2

(Aty
2

O ((At) )
5<f>n
^"
+

AvG

+W

in-l

and for water with a finite depth

2At
0({Atf) ,

yOO

4TTG=--- —

r

with superscripts denoting the time level. Now
we may write equation (7)
n 1

+ 3^-2) ,

(5€ -

x,(ev

Gz = 0
G = 0; Gn = 0

at z = -h
limr-^oo.

(8)

with X the horizontal distance and Z — z + £.
Here Jo denotes the Bessel function of the first
kind, order zero. These Green's functions can be
rewritten to functions more friendly to computed
numerically, the same way Noblesse [5] and Newman [4] rewrite their functions.
By using Green's theorem we have to integrate the Green's function with respect to the
artificial boundary or the free surface of the exterior. We write Green's theorem like
DV^B

1.3

(Q)
y

with ip a vector containing (<^/|<^|<^ß|<^Bn)We now derived an algorithm to compute
the potential, knowing the potential due to the
diffracted waves, we are able to compute the surface elevation, so we can look at the reflections.
Also we are able to compute the hydrodynamic
coefficients, like added mass, added damping and
the first- and second-order forces.
The developed algorithm is tested on a
two- and three dimensional test-problem, i.e. an
cylinder of infinite length and a sphere. The results agreed well with known results from literature and the method turned out to be very efficient and accurate. The boundary condition absorbs the outgoing waves. The reflections due

(10)

G(x, OfcM'e

ith
xedB
elsewhere
and
5 n
4> - 2<j>n'
2
UAt

The total problem

D^n+l = D2rfn+D3^n-1+fn+1+Ev$ ,(12)

(.+.,ö^(I-ö-G(«-)^(ö)^

JdVf

(11)

Hence, combining equation(6) and (11), we are
able to write the interior problem as an overall
matrix equation, like equation(ö),

64>n+1(x) =

. /

= Et><f> ,

with Dp a matrix built up by the exterior Green's
function and its derivative and with xpß the vector
(<^ß|^ßn) and Ev4> is tne last term of (10).

The last relation is the only physical radiation
condition. Now we get for the potential in the
exterior

/.

F ■ Ja(kX)dk ,

1(k - n)e~kh cosh k(z + h) cosh k(£ + h)
F=
k sinh kh + fj, cosh kh

with fi = JAJ . The last term between brackets is new compared to the old set up, the rest
is exactly the same. If we also take into account
the double-body potential the right-hand side will
then also contain terms of that double-body potential. We use an upwind discretization scheme
calculate the numerical differentiation of the potential (see section 2.1), and solve our problem by
using Green's theorem, the same way we did in
our first set up.
To use Green's theorem in the exterior
problem, we introduce a Green's function, G,
which satisfies
Gz + nG = 0
at z = 0

v2G = o

r2

/
Jo

with

n 2

4<}> - + 4> - )
UAt

--- [°° tl£ekZJ0(kX)dk ,
r Jo k + n

=

in-2

+ 2

(öc-s^-' + s^r2)
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to the artificial boundary are very small, less
then 4% of the total surface elevation, when the
boundary is one wavelength away from the object.
The method decreases computer time compared
to the method using the Sommerfeld radiation
condition, when computing the behaviour of an
object in harmonic waves. Firstly the boundary
will be closer to the object and secondly it is not
necessary to implement the conditions dependent
on every frequency explicitly. We are also able
to use a step-response function to calculate the
hydrodynamic coefficients and drift forces.
Also the calculations of the hydrodynamic coefficients and drift forces of a commercial tanker agreed well with measurements. The
forward speed of the commercial tanker is very
low, the maximum Froude number is 0.018, i.e.
2 knots. The service speed of the LNG-carrier
causes some numerical problems in our algorithm.
These are treated in the section 2.

1.4

d2Y

8Y
i= 1,..,6

;i3)

with YT = (Xl,X2,X3,üu^2^3)- The mass
matrix M is diagonal and consists of the mass
and the relevant moments of inertia. T is the
force or the moment, whatever is appropriate.
The non-zero elements of C are
C.33 - pg j dA
D

C35 = C53 = -pg / xdA
D

C44 = pg{zb- zg)V + pg / y2dA

C55 = pg(zb - zg)V + pg / x' dA

Movement and forces
with D the deck of the hull.
Now that equation (13) enables us to calculate the movement of the ship, we can solve the
equations for the total unsteady potential. Then
the averaged second-order force and moment can
be calculated by the formulas as derived in [6]:

To compute the drift forces, we first have to compute the first-order forces and the movement of
the ship.
Because the tanker is free to move in all
six possible directions, both the force and the moment are needed to calculate the linear movement
of the hull. This first-order force is given by

Fl= p
n

{ -^ + V</> • V<?5 ) nds
\dt

Q x

where </> is the potential due to the incoming and
the diffracted wave, as the motion of the ship is
yet unknown. For the moment we have
Mi

'/

dt

M

d2x
2

dt

0
0
f2i!73C35

pa ■ V ( -^ + V<£ • V<j> ) ndA
H

- Jl-P\v<t>\ndA + Jl-pg£ndl{U)

V<f> ■ V</> ) x x nds

If we do not consider incoming waves but forced
oscillation of the ship, we can calculate the added
mass and damping coefficients by fitting the force
and moment to the acceleration and the velocity:

/ pa ■ V I ^ + V<£ • Vc£ ) (x x ft) dA
Pu

~

A%1

dt

2

lj

H

dt

-p V(/> (x x ft) dA

This expression gives the force in direction i due
to a motion in direction j. Note that there is no
summation over the index j. For the moment an
equivalent formula holds.
The movement of the ship can then be
calculated by solving the following set of differential equations:

H

+ J ^pgC (x x n) dl
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(15)

Here (r is the linearized relative wave-height,
which can be calculated by using Bernoulli's
equation and the displacement of the hull. As
incoming potential we use
^lnc

=

r4>

0.5 period
1.5 period
2
periods

o

^cosM-^)COSh(fc(z + /l))
cosh(kh)

-0.005

with

■^x/X

-0.01

-Lü2 + 2kUw + g tanh(M) = 0
3: The potential, using central discretization, Fn — 0.2
FIGURE
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Increasing the speed

2.1

!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!
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Upwind discretization

:« iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii
iijiiiiiii!!

Increasing the speed, the potential is showing
point-to-point oscillations. In this section we are
first treating some tests we did with the twodimensional problem. In figure 3 and 4 is shown
that the potential shows local extremes, after one
period of forced oscillation in the heave direction,
if the Froude number Fn = 0.5. These numerical
oscillations arise, when we use central discretization.
»i + l

<t>i-l

2Ä3

IIIIIIIIIIII

OS

Ax

-x/X

FIGURE 4: The potential, using central discretization, Fn — 0.5

+ 0(Ax) ,

with subscripts denoting the element number of
the clockwise numbered uniform mesh (like figure 2), with mesh size Ax. These oscillations,
called wiggles, occur in the stationair convectiondiffusion equation, when the Peclet number Pe =
UL/k is large and in the instationair convectiondiffusion equation, when the Courant-FriedrichsLewy number CFL = UAt/Ax is large. To
remove these numerical instabilities upwind discretization is used or artificial viscosity is added.
We noticed that in our case also the
CFL-number plays an important role in the determination of stability of the scheme. For increasing values of the CFL-number the scheme
becomes unstable. Therefore it seems to be that
our problem will also be solvable by using upwind discretization and we replace the central discretization in our algorithm by
YXU

IIlllltlH C

ii iijiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii
Jtiliiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiit

-x/X
5: The pofcentiai, using upwind discretization, Fn — 0.5
FIGURE

+ 0(Ax) .

This is called upwind discretization, because it is
biassed in upstream direction. Now the wiggles
disappeared, see figure 5. To act more accurate
it is possible to use a higher order three- or fourpoint scheme, or to use a combination of a twoand a three-point scheme, weighted such as to

FIGURE

carrier
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6: The free surface around the LNG

reduce the numerical dispersion and damping to
a higher order.
In the three-dimensional problem with
the LNG carrier, wiggles also appear when we
increase the speed. Implement upwind-discretization is in this case is unfortunately not that easy
as in two-dimensions. Firstly the mesh is not
equidistant, so it is not possible to use the discretization schemes mentioned above. Secondly
the mesh is designed to give a good representation of the waves, but not following the streamlines (See figure 6). By an accurate choice of the
neighbour elements in upwind steam direction to
give a good representation of the discretization,
the wiggles disappear (See figure 7).

FIGURE

The free surface was build up out of 14
non equidistantial rings of 84 elements, the number of waterline elements an the hull. The artificial boundary was taken to be one wavelength
away from the hull. The exterior was also taken
one wavelength. Thus the wave will not be back
at the hull during the 4 periods according to the
frequency of encounter. On this time interval
200 time steps were taken. The equations of motion were integrated using the implicit method of
Crank-Nicholson.
We calculated our results for the same
speed, depth and wave frequencies as the measurements in Wichers [11], i.e. Fn = 0, Fn =
0.14, Fn = 0.17, Fn = 0.20 and the water
depth is 175 m. At the Maritime Research Institute (MARIN) drift force calculations for zero
and small forward speed were done, using the frequency domain diffraction program, extended to
a small forward speed [12]. Calculations for the
other velocities were done using strip theory [1,2].
In figure 9 through 26 added mass and
damping in surge, heave, and pitch motion are
given. For small forward speed the coefficients
are fairly independent of the speed, only the coupled coefficients seems depend on small speed. Increasing the speed gives more variation. We have
no results to compare with. The reciprocity relations, which are shown by Timman and Newman
[9], hold for small forward speed and a35 - a53

7: The free surface around the LNG
carrier, upwind discretization is used. The
speed is 20 knots and the carrier is forced to
heave, the vertical scale is 5:1
FIGURE

3

Results

In this section we test our numerical algorithm,
extended to increased forward speed, on a LNG
carrier, whose particulars are given in table 1 and
whose fine mesh of 1190 panels is given in figure 8.
The first calculations were done with the coarse
mesh of 384 panels.
TABLE

1: Particulars of the LNG carrier

Designation
Length
Breadth
Draft
Displacement A
Centre of buoyancy
above waterline
Centre of gravity above
waterline
Longitudinal radius of
gyration
Pitch period

Unit
m
m
m
m3
m

8: The mesh of the LNG carrier

273.90
42.31
11.50
98,740
2.16

and 635 — 653.

m

13.70

m

62.52

s

8.8

Figure 27 shows the drift forces in head
waves for zero speed. We compare our results
computed for the fine mesh (1190 elements) and
for a coarse mesh (384 elements), the results computed using the frequency domain diffraction program Diffrac, and measurements. It is clear that
it is important to use a fine mesh to calculate the
183

[2] J. Gerritsma and W. Beukelman. "Analysis
of the resistance increase in waves of a fast
cargo ship". Int. Shipbuilding Progress, Vol
19, no 217, 1972.

gradients in equation (14). Figure 28 shows the
drift forces for small forward speed. In contrast
with the Diffrac results, small speed has a small
effect on the forces. In figure 29 we show the wave
drift damping, which can be written as
BX(LO)

=

[3] J.B. Keller and D. Givoli.
"Exact nonreflecting boundary conditions". Journal of
computational physics, Vol 82, pp 172-192,
1989.

dF2x

dU

u=o

Our results agree well with measurements.
In figures 30 and 31 respectively the
heave and pitch response are shown for Fn =
.14, .17 and .20. We compare the measurements
with the strip theory calculations. In Figure 32
the drift forces or added resistance for higher
speed are given. For the higher frequency strip
theory doesn't agree very well with the measurements. Our first results, the small markers, look
promising. For the lower frequencies the coarse
mesh gives good results, but for the higher frequencies we need the finer mesh. At the presentation we will show more results. We have to make
more calculation with the finer mesh, so the numerical differentiations on the hull, especially at
the bow, will be more accurate.

4

Conclusions
research

and

[4] J.N.Newman. " Algorithms for the free surface green function". Journal of Engineering
Mathematics, Vol 19, pp 57-67, 1985.
[5] F. Noblesse. "The green fuction in the theory of radiation and diffraction of regular water waves by a body". Journal of Engineering Mathematics, Vol 16, pp 137-169, 1982.
[6] H.J. Prins. Time-domain calculations of the
drift forces and moments. PhD thesis, Delft
University of Technoloy, The Netherlands,
1995.
[7] H.J. Prins and A.J. Hermans.
"Timedomain calculations of the second-order drift
force on a tanker in current and waves".
Proceedings of the 20th symposium on naval hydrodynamics, Santa Barbara, USA,
1994.

further

In this paper we show the extension of our method
to higher speed. We have made a promising start.
Our extended algorithm turns out to be efficient
and reliable for low speed up to Fn —A. Also
the hydrodynamic coefficients for higher speed
are calculated. Increasing the speed, we need a
very accurate numerical differentiation of the gradient of the potential on the hull to compute the
added resistance. After the implementation of a
finer mesh we are able to tackle this problem as
well. In the future we will also carry out the stability analysis.

[8] L.M. Sierevogel and A.J. Hermans.
"Absorbing boundary condition for floating twodimensional objects in current and waves".
Journal of engineering mathematics (to appear), 1996.
[9] R. Timman and J.N. Newman. "The coupled damping coefficients of a symmetric
ship". Journal of ship research, Vol 5, pp 17, 1962"
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14: Added damping in pitch
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Figure 30 and 31)

27: Horizontal drift force in head
waves for zero speed.
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28: Horizontal drift force in head
waves for small forward speed.
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FIGURE 32: Added resistance (legend as in
Figure 30 and 31). The small markers are
our ßrst results.

Third-Order Volterra Modeling of Ship Responses
Based on Regular Wave Results
L. Adegeest (Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands)
Abstract
A third order Volterra modelling was used to calculate the nonlinear vertical hull girder loads in irregular head waves in two slender models with different degrees of bow flare. The first order and the
required approximations of the second and third order frequency response functions were derived from
systematical experiments in regular waves only. The
comparison of time traces, power spectra and probability density functions with experiments in irregular waves showed a good agreement for both models. For the model with bow flare it was not possible to obtain the same degree of correspondence
with the experiments using a linear or second order
modelling.

1

Introduction

A practical and complete seakeeping theory should
involve at least the following elements:
• A deterministic theory to relate ship's responses to the excitation by well-defined waves.
• A statistical model of the ship's response in irregular waves.
• A theory to describe the statistics of response
maxima, minima and ranges as a function of
the response statistics.
Since many years the validation of deterministic ship motion computer codes is based on the results obtained from towing tank experiments. Most
of the experiments are performed in small amplitude waves to provide the necessary validation data
for linear codes. Statistical techniques to analyse
the linear seakeeping problem are widely available
nowadays.
However, it is commonly known that the vertical
hull girder loads can show a significant nonlinear
behaviour when the relative motions at the bow are
large compared with the draft or freeboard of the
vessel.

Different solutions can be applied to nonlinear
problems. Kac and Siegert [1] presented the mathematical fundamentals to calculate the probability density function of the second order problem.
Some years later Wiener [2] introduced a method
to analyse nonlinear electric circuits. The proposed method is based on a functional power series model, or a so-called Volterra series expansion.
Hasselmann [3] suggested the use of a second order
Volterra model to predict the linear and quadratic
transfer functions from full scale measurements or
model tests. This procedure was applied by many
other researchers to analyse phenomena such as the
added resistance of a ship in waves (Dalzell [4]),
slowly varying drift forces (Pinkster [5]), sum and
difference frequency loads on cylinders (Kim and
Yue [6]) and vertical hull girder loads (Jensen and
Pedersen [7]).
Based on the same principles, Longuet-Higgins [8]
and Vinje and Skj0rdal [9] both showed that for
slightly quadratic processes, the distribution of the
extreme values can be derived analytically based
on the nonlinear frequency response functions. The
expressions are presented in the form of perturbation series expansions, called Edgeworth or Charlier series. Jensen and Pedersen [7] applied this
method to predict extreme hull girder loads in ships.
The fatigue damage inflicted on a construction by
non-Gaussian wave-induced stresses was analysed
by Jensen [10]. The results of these practical applications were obtained on the assumption of a weakly
second order behaviour and a narrow band response
spectrum.
The extension to a third order modelling of
nonlinear ship motions was already suggested by
Dalzell [11,12]. Formulations were derived for the
probability density, the statistical moments and the
distributions of extremes. Starting point was an assumed set of linear, quadratic and cubic frequency
response functions. The results were compared with
numerical results obtained for a particular nonlinear
differential equation for which the linear, quadratic
and cubic frequency response functions could be derived analytically. In principle, the statistics were
189 assumed to be well-defined by the first four statis-

ücal moments only (mean, variance, skew and kurtosis).
The similar assumption was made by Winterstein [13]. Using Hermite moment formulations
approximate probability density functions, crossing
rates and extreme values were derived solely based
on the aforementioned statistical moments.
In summary, it was shown by different researchers
that the statistics of weakly nonlinear stationary
seakeeping problems are reasonably well defined by
the first four statistical moments only. This paper
shows the applicability of an approximate thirdorder Volterra modelling to analyze the statistics
of the vertical hull girder loads in irregular waves.
The numerical results are compared with extensive
model tests in irregular waves. The comparisons
comprise time traces, power spectra and spectral
moments, statistical moments and probability density functions of the samples and of the peak-peak
values. The required linear, quadratic and cubic
frequency response functions were derived from the
first three harmonic components measured in regular waves.

2

Experiments

The first results of systematical experiments, focussed on the nonlinear vertical hull girder loads,
were presented by Dalzell [14,15] in 1964. Models
of three variants of a Mariner ship, a tanker and a
destroyer were subjected to a range of regular waves
over a range of wave lengths and heights. The vertical bending moments were presented in hogging
and sagging condition separately, not providing information about the harmonic components in the
response signals. However, it was proved without a
doubt that the sag/hog-ratio was not equal to unity,
which should be the case for linear signals. Furthermore the experiments showed that the sag/hogratios tended to be larger for the slender destroyer
model and the Mariner variants than for the full
tanker model. Similar conclusions followed from
two other model test series, reported by Murdey [16]
and Nethercote [17].
O'Deaet al [18] reported the measurement of nonlinear heave and pitch responses for a S-175 model.
The higher harmonic components were only a few
percent in magnitude of the first harmonic response.
This seems to be a negligible effect. It has tc be
realised, however, that the accelerations are more
strongly nonlinear than the displacements when we
compare them with the magnitude of their linear
components. This can be illustrated on the assumption of a third order, zero mean periodic displacement, which is written in terms of the first three

harmonic components as

y(t)

-

(iu,t+Cl)

+ y2e(~'liujt+C2) + y3e(3uW+C3) (1)

yie

Hence, the displacement, velocity and acceleration
are given in matrix notation by

r y(t) 1
y(t)

ImJ

1
=

iui

[ -u1

1
2iu)
2

-4LO

1
3iw

-9w2 J

yi(t)

2/2(0
L 2/3(0

(2)
It can easily be seen that relative to the first harmonic component, the second harmonic acceleration
is four times as large as the second harmonic displacement while the third harmonic component is
even nine times larger. This much more pronounced
nonlinear inertia effect directly influences the hull
girder loads behaviour.
After a survey of literature it had to be concluded
that the data sets presented were not sufficient to
study the nonlinear hull girder loads in very much
detail. Many of the experiments were performed
in regular waves only. From those test results, too
much information was lost due to the presentation
of the results in terms of hog/sag-ratios or double
amplitudes. No systematical results were presented
showing the harmonic components of a response experienced in regular wave conditions in order to investigate the actual order of the process.
Therefore new extensive experiments were performed both in regular and irregular waves. The
results were extensively reported and discussed by
Adegeest [19,20,21]. The objective of the experiments was to collect motion and load data that can
be studied and compared with numerical solutions
in much more detail.
The experiments were conducted on a Wigley hull
form with and without bow flare. The normalised
beam y of the under water ship is described by a
polynomial in the x— and z—coordinate according
to
y = (l-z2)(l-x2)(l+0.2x2)
+z2(l-z8)(l-x2)4

(3)

where x G [-1,1] and z G [-1,0]. Table 1 shows
the main characteristics of the Wigley geometries.
The bow form variation is clearly illustrated in figure 1.
In regular waves both models were tested at two
forward speeds, thirteen frequencies and at least
four wave amplitudes. Fourier analyses of the results clearly showed the presence of pronounced
higher harmonic components in the hull girder load
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Length on waterline (LWL)
Beam (B)
Draught (T)
Displacement volume
L/B
L/T
Block coefficient (CB)
Midship coefficient (CM)
Water plane coefficient
Kyy/ L

2.5ÖÖ
0.357
0.139
0.0696
7.000
18.000
0.561
0.909
0.693
0.25

m
m
m
m3

Table 1: Main characteristics of the Wigley models
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Figure 2: Fast Fourier Transforms of some measured
responses of the Wigley with bow flare, Fn = 0.3,
X/L = 1.36, H/Xm 1/75

Figure 1: Plans of both Wigley variants

responses while the motion responses were hardly
affected by nonlinear contributions, see for example
figure 2.
In irregular waves about 50 runs were made for
both models at one forward speed Fn = 0.3. This
resulted in about 5000 wave encounters per model.
The applied wave spectrum is shown in figure 3. In
the same figure the Gaussiannity of the waves was
investigated by comparing the probability density
with the theoretical normal distribution. It seems
reasonable to assume a Gaussian distributed wave
elevation. Figure 4 shows some examples of the
measured response probability densities compared
with their equivalent theoretical Gaussian probability density. The deviations from the Gaussian
probability densities were an order larger than those
observed in the excitation waves.
The equivalent first order RAOs were derived according to \H(u>)\ = ^/Syyi^/S^iu) and successively compared with the measured first harmonic
responses in regular waves (figure 5). For the original hull form in regular waves, only minor spreading was observed between the normalized first harmonics in different wave heights. This implied that
third order effects hardly occurred. As expected,
the RAOs from the irregular wave tests confirmed

this result. For the Wigley with bow flare, significant spreading between the regular wave results was
observed. Yet, the RAOs derived from the irregular wave tests approximate the regular wave results
in the examined frequency range reasonably well.
The result for the bending moment in the forward
however immediately shows the presence of severe
nonlinear effects.
The problem with the measured responses is the
significant contribution to the total hull girder loads
of not only second order but also of third order
components. The low-frequency third order responses cause the response in the wave-frequency
area to deviate from the linear predictions. The
high-frequency higher order components cause the
response spectra to become wider, which is another
complication in extreme statistics.
In the following section a theory is outlined to
derive approximations for the linear, quadratic and
cubic frequency response functions using which it is
possible to derive the response statistics in irregular
waves for those nonlinear responses in which the
first order term is still dominant.
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Figure 3: Realised wave spectra during experiments with both Wigley hull variants (left) and the
probability density of the samples compared with
the equivalent Gaussian probability density function (right)

3

The Third Order Volterra
Model

The presented experimental results clearly identified the need for nonlinear computational methods in the statistical analysis of vertical hull girder
loads, whether it concerns the prediction of the life
time maximum wave-induced loads or a long-term
distribution of load cycles for the purpose of fatigue
analyses.
The general way to describe the nonlinear relation
between an input- and output-signal as a Volterra
series model is by means of a power series with memory. This memory effect is represented by a functional series which is, up to the third order, given
by
y(t) = yi(t) + y2(t) + y3(t) + n(t)
(4)
in which the total nonlinear system's output y(t) is
the sum of a linear or first order time-varying output yi(t), a bi-linear or second order time-varying
output 2/2(2)' a tri-linear or third order time-varying
output 2/3(2) and, since no analytical model fits
perfectly to a physical model, a zero mean term
n(t) representing higher order terms and measuring noise. This term is assumed not to be correlated with the other output components. From now
on the component n{t) will be assumed to be zero,
which does not change the results derived below.
The Volterra functionals as defined in equation (4) are given by
s/i(0

hiitxXit - tl)dtl

(5)
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[Nm]

Sag
Experim

Figure 4: Probability density functions of the
recorded bending moments in the original Wigley
(upper) and in the Wigley with bow flare (lower)
compared with the equivalent Gaussian probability
density function

2/2(0 = /YM*l.<2)C(<-*l)C(*-*2)<ftl<tt2(6)
2/3

(2) = JJJ hz{tut2MX{t-hX{t-t2)
C(2

—

t3)dt\dt2dtz

(7)

The functions /ii(2i), ^2(^1, ^2) and h^ti, t2, 23)
are, respectively, the linear, quadratic and cubic
time-domain Volterra kernels or weighting functions. In terms of impulse responses, these functions
represent the system's memory effect in the time
domain, affecting a linear response at time 2 due to
an impulsive excitation at time t —t\, a quadratic
response due to two impulsive excitations at times
t—t\ and t — t2 and a cubic response due to impulsive excitations at times t — ti, t — t2 and t — ts- In
physically realisable models, t\, t2 and <3 are positive quantities, which implies that only excitations
in the past can result in a response. It can be derived that h2(ti,t2) and hz{t\, 22,23) are unique and
symmetric with respect to their variables.
The frequency-domain kernels H\(u)), H2(u)i,ui2)
and
H2,{wi,ui2,<jj3),
representing
the
lin-
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Figure 5: Equivalent RAO's derived from the irregular wave tests compared with the regular wave
results
ear, quadratic and cubic frequency response functions respectively are given by the single, double and
triple Fourier transform of the time-domain kernels
and show the same symmetry relations with respect
to the variables as the time-domain kernels.
By expressing the time domain kernels and the
time-dependent wave surface elevation ((t) in terms
of their equivalent frequency domain representation,
it follows that

(t) = ± j HiMZ^t^du
2/2 (t)

=

—-j // H2(ui,u-ui)Z{u>i)Z(w-wi)
eiutduidu

y3(t) =

(8)

(9)

^3 /// H3(ui,u2 -wi,w-w2)
Z(wi)Z(u>2 - ui)Z(u - u>2)
eiuXdudwYdu2

vantageous during the actual time history generation process, which can now be performed by a single inverse Fast Fourier Transformation. If the linear and nonlinear frequency response functions are
known, the Volterra model offers the opportunity to
perform simulations of realistic ship's responses in
arbitrary random sea conditions very quickly. Generally this is an impossibility with direct nonlinear
boundary value solutions in the time domain.
The general problem encountered when using the
Volterra modelling is the determination of the full
two- and three-dimensional nonlinear frequency response functions of the underlying system. A direct
calculation in the frequency domain would be an
enormous task. A second possibility is to derive
these functions from existing time histories, provided that these are available. A major practical
problem herein is the rapidly increasing amount of
data required to make accurate predictions of the
second but especially of the third order frequency
response functions.
Bendat [22] presented two different types of third
order system modellings which made it possible to
make an estimation of the nonlinear frequency response functions purely based on regular wave results. For many types of responses it is hardly possible to predict the degree of fitting of their approximate modellings.
O'Dea et al [18] applied one of those modellings
to analyse the nonlinear motion behaviour in head
waves of a S-175 model. In regular waves, the same
third order behaviour of the normalised first harmonic components was observed as discussed in the
previous chapter. After substituting the frequency
response function H2{u\,w2) by an additive frequency response function A2{w\ + w2) and the third
order frequency response function H3(w\, w2, w3) by
A3{u>\ +w2 +w3), a polyspectral analysis of motion
recordings in irregular waves confirmed the dominant role of third order effects in the wave frequency
band.
It was shown by the author [23], however, that in
case of the nonlinear hull girder loads, modelling of
the nonlinear response as a linear frequency transfer operation followed by a zero-memory quadratic
or cubic operation gave very good results. In that
modelling, the frequency response functions as introduced in the equations (8)- (10) are redefined as
frequency response functions of constant parameter
linear systems:

(10)

in which, by means of a particular substitution
of frequencies, the exponent occurring in al! three
equations is equal to iu>t. This substitution is ad193

Hiiu) = Bi(w)
H2(u>i,w2) - B2(LüI)B2(U2)
H3(üJ1,U}2,Lü3)

= B3{UJI)B3(Lü2)B3(UJ3)

(11)
(12)
(13)

Some typical results of this model are

H2{u,u)

=

//3(a), u,u>)

=

H2(LO,-U>)

H3(u>,w, —to)

B]{w)

(14)

Bl(u>)

(15)

= B2(u,)B2(-u) = \B2{uj)\\m)
= B3(u>)\B3(u)\2

(17)

From these equalities it follows that the required
frequency response functions BI(LJ), B2(UI) and
B3{ui) can be derived from the response in a regular wave train.
Assume that the degree of nonlinearity in the
waves is negligible compared with the nonlinearities in the response. A regular monochromatic wave
with frequency UJQ is written as

The degree of fitting of the second order component of the proposed modelling to the underlying
physical phenomenon is easily checked by comparing the measured mean value with the equivalent
expression in terms of B2(u>) as derived from the second harmonic. It was observed in the analysis of the
regular wave results that the modulus of the experienced second harmonic and mean bending moment
were generally of the same magnitude, especially for
the Wigley with bow flare which shows the severest
nonlinear behaviour [21].
The third and first order frequency response functions B3(w) and Z?i(w) are prescribed by

Sffwo)

A
C,(i) — A cosüjot

(19)

Substitution of the frequency-domain representation of the wave surface elevation (19) into the
equations describing the individual functional of
the complete third order Volterra model, given by
equations (8)-(10), and making use of the symmetry of the frequency domain kernels, the following
expressions are found for the first, second and third
order response:

(20)

yi(t) = j4Re[Bi(w0)e two'l
2

2

V2 (0 = A iRe[|B2M|

+ ^B3(Lo0)\Bl(u0)\ei«°t]

Theoretically, the results obtained over a range
of frequencies, each at just one wave amplitude,
are sufficient to obtain a first estimate of B\{UQ),
B2(u>o) and B3(wo). It should be recognised that the
first order frequency response function as predicted
using equation (26) depends very much on the accuracy of the measured third harmonic responses,
i.e. the high-frequency third order response.
In order to predict the first order results in a less
sensitive way, use is made of the availability of regular wave results per frequency over a range of different wave amplitudes. From equation (26) it follows
that f?i(wo) and -83(^0) can be determined by a
least square fitting of the results Ri^ for i = 1... n
different wave amplitudes Ai to a polynomial of the
type

Ri,i = AiB^uo) +-A) B

(22)

The response y(t) in regular waves can also be
written in the form:

2/(0 = Re[Ro + Rieiuot + R2e2iwot + R3e3iuot] (23)
in which the Rj's are the complex amplitudes of
the individual harmonic components. These amplitudes follow from a Fourier analysis of the response
in regular waves.
The amplitude and phase of the frequency response function B2(io) are derived from the measured second harmonic component:

2

(26)

+ 52>o)e2,Wo(](21)

2,3(0 = A^-BK^e3^

Bi,

-A2 B3{ua)\B3{wQ)\2

(18)

or its Fourier transformation
Z{W) = IT[A6(L>O-\IJ\)]

(25)

J3R3

(24)
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(W0)\BZ (U,0)\

(27)

where B3(to) has been replaced by B3F(u>0) to
indicate that we are dealing with the low-frequency
component of the third order response.
The
equivalent high-frequency third order component
F
B3 {WQ) is determined from the third harmonic response:

Bs^M = \{^)llz

(28)

The separation of the third order response into
a low-frequency and a high-frequency contribution,
accounted for by B3F(u>0) and B3F(u;0) respectively, allows the use of the maximum available information enclosed in regular wave results at the
cost of a modification of the modelling given by definitions (11)- (13). Generally spoken B^F(UJ0) and
B^F(u>0) will not have the same value although this
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Figure 6: Measured and simulated heave motion of
the Wigley with bow flare, Fn = 0.3

Figure 7: Measured and simulated pitch motion of
the Wigley with bow flare, Fn = 0.3

was implied by the proposed modelling. The virtue
of this modification, however, is that the resulting
first order results are less sensitive to variations or
errors in the triple frequency response which in general is difficult to determine.

4.1

4

The Results

In this section, reconstructed time histories resulting from the first, second and third order Volterra
modellings are analysed and compared in detail
with experiments in irregular waves. The main purpose of these analyses is to investigate whether or
not it is possible to make a proper prediction of
the probability densities and of the statistics of the
maxima, minima and ranges of the hull girder loads.
It should be realised that the presented simulations are purely transformations of a frequency domain formulation to time traces by adopting a specific wave spectrum. The benefit of analysing time
traces is the applicability of ready-available techniques for determining response and extreme statistics. After validation of the applicability of the proposed modelling, direct frequency domain analyses
are preferred.
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Time Histories

In order to compare the statistical properties of
the simulations with the experimental values, simulations were performed in exactly the same wave
trains as realised during the experiments. When obtaining the wave surface elevation experienced during the irregular wave tests in the centre of gravity,
use was made of the assumed linearity of the waves.
This assumption was verified by the degree of fitting
of the realised probability density to the theoretical
Gaussian probability density function as shown in
figure 3.
The amplitudes and phases of the wave components were calculated by Fourier transformation of
the recorded wave signal in front of the model after
which a phase correction per wave component was
applied using the dispersion relation for shallow water.
After substituting the nonlinear frequency responses functions 5i(w), B2{u) and B${u) into
the equations 8-10, time traces of the irregular responses were calculated using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routines. This method required the interpolation of 2n frequency response function values
at equal distances Aw. Use was made of the mea-
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Figure 8: Measured and simulated vertical bending
moment in the forward of the Wigley with bow flare,
Fn = 0.3

Figure 9: Measured and simulated vertical midship
bending moment in the Wigley with bow flare, Fn
= 0.3

sured first three harmonic components in regular
waves. These responses were measured at incident
wave frequencies-.in the range from LOQ = 2.5 — 7.0
rad/s. Outside this range proper estimates were
made based on the known response at low and high
frequency limits.

not contribute significantly to the total motion response.
A satisfactory agreement was also found between
the experimental load results and the third order
simulations as can be seen from figures 8 (b) and
9 (b). Especially when it is realised that the wave
had to be transformed to the centre of gravity and
that hundreds of frequency response function values
were interpolated linearly using only thirteen estimates. The individual first, second and third order
contributions are presented in figures 8 and 9 (c),
(d) and (e). It can be observed that at the instant of
a slam, the second and third order contribution obtain similar magnitudes as the linear component of
the simulation, especially in the forward. Furthermore it can be seen that the third order contribution
is dominated by the low frequency component.

The reconstructed motion responses of the
Wigley with bow flare are shown in figure 6 and 7.
Figure 8 and 9 show some examples of the measured
and numerically reconstructed vertical bending moments in the same Wigley model.
The upper graphs in these figures show the unfiltered signals resulting from the model test. Slamming events are noticed in the load recordings as
sharp peaks in sagging condition, followed by a
slowly decaying vibration.
In order to remove
the structure dependent springing loads and slaminduced whipping loads from the experimental results, all time recordings were filtered at 4 Hz. To
allow an honest comparison, all simulated results
were filtered at 4 Hz too.
It is clear that the motion responses are predicted well just by taking into account the first order contribution. The higher order components did
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4.2

Response Spectra

The power spectra of the responses were calculated
from the measured and simulated time histories.
Each run was analysed separately after which the
resulting spectra were averaged. Figure 10 shows

spectrum due to the low frequency second order response. Humps are also noticed at twice and three
times the main peak frequency. Comparison of this
experimental result with first, second and third order simulations respectively tells us that the first
and second order simulation underestimate the peak
in the wave frequency band of the power spectrum
severely. Approximately 40% of the spectral energy
is missed by the linear and second order prediction.
This is the explanation for the large spreading in
the normalised first harmonic responses in regular
waves, which showed an increase of the normalised
first harmonic response amplitude in the frequency
response peak of more than 20 % over the range of
tested wave amplitudes, see figure 5. The low frequency and double frequency peak are very well predicted by applying the second order Volterra modelling. But only by using the third order Volterra
modelling the triple frequency peak and particularly
the energy density in the wave frequency range are
predicted well. This illustrates that the high peak
in the wave frequency range is the net result of the
linear response plus the low-frequency third order
response.
The characteristics of the response spectra are determined by the spectral moments. The nth order
moment is defined as

BM15, no bow flare

BM10. no bow flare

<o [rad/s]

ID

lrad/sj

BM15, bow flare

BM10, bow flare

Experiment
Simulation (1st order)
Simulation (2nd trder)
Simulation (3rd order)

Figure 10: Measured and simulated auto-power
spectra of the bending moments at Fn = 0.3, averaged over 50 runs of 50 seconds each

CO

J

Syy(ui)u>nd0J

(29)

The variance of the response y(t), E[y(t)2], is
found for n = 0. For linear responses, the mean
square velocity E[y(t)2] is given by m2 and ra4 defines the mean square acceleration E[y(t)2]. The
spectral moments of the measured and simulated
hull girder loads are presented in table 2.
In general, it can be observed that the spectral
moments for the original Wigley are not very sensitive to the order of simulation. A good correspondence with the experiments is found for every order
of simulation. Therefore, for this particular Wigley
model, a first or second order simulation would satisfy to predict the spectral moments.
The spectral moments of the bending moment responses in the Wigley with bow flare, however, are
very sensitive to the order of simulation. As expected, this is especially true for the higher order
moments since these moments characterise the time
derivatives of the responses. In the previous chapter, it was discussed already that the time derivatives of the responses are significantly more sensitive to nonlinearities than the responses themselves.
This is confirmed by the higher order spectral moments. It can be concluded that the third order

the power spectra of the bending moments amidships and at the bow for both the original Wigley
and the Wigley with bow flare.
For the original Wigley hull form, no distinct
higher order peaks can be observed in the power
spectra of the experimental results nor in those of
the simulated results. Generally a good correspondence with the experiments was obtained for all simulations. The main difference was found for the
midship bending moment. For that case, the first
and second order simulations overestimate the energy density in the wave frequency range. Using
the third order simulations, the energy density is
calculated more accurately.
For the Wigley with bow flare, a low frequency
second order effect becomes visible in the bending
moment response amidships. For this model, the
use of the third order simulation model resulted in
an energy density in the wave frequency range that
was not high enough; i.e. the low frequency third
order contribution is overestimated. The most interesting result, however, is found for the bending
moment response in the forward. The experiments
show a clear low frequency hump in the response
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Response:
Shear Force st.15 [N]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order
Bending Moment st.15 [Nm]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order
Shear Force st.10 [N]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order
Bending Moment st.10 [Nm]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order

Bow flare

No bow flare
mo
78.3
75.9
88.4
93.6
78.1
mo
7.8
7.5
6.7
7.0
6.9
mo
48.6
48.2
46.9
49.5
49.9
m0
28.9
27.8
30.5
32.0
27.2

mi

mi

790
632
705
751
635

1.72e4
6.04e3
6.16e3
6.88e3
6.18e3

mi

m,2

87.2
65.3
57.3
59.7
59.9

2.30e3
631
526
560
588

mi

rri2

458
437
417
439
453

5.91e3
4.43e3
4.07e3
4.40e3
4.68e3

mi

TT12

330
234
251
265
224

9.53e3
2.23e3
2.25e3
2.67e3
2.17e3

ms
9.12e5
6.81e4
5.97e3
7.21e4
7.26e4
ma
1.38e5
6.88e3
5.20e3
5.77e3
6.54e3
m3
1.73e5
5.10e4
4.39e4
4.95e4
5.45e4
rnz
6.02e5
2.43e4
2.21e4
2.58e4
2.48e4

m4
6.73e7
1.10e6
8.47e5
1.08e6
1.20e6
m4
1.06e7
1.02e5
6.98e4
8.11e4
9.97e4
rrii
1.17e7
7.69e5
6.27e5
7.34e5
8.28e5
J7l4

4.70e7
3.78e5
3.13e5
3.81e5
3.97e5

mo
125
119
129
133
113
mo
14.8
12.3
6.1
9.1
12.4

mi

m.2

TTI3

mi

1.40e3
955
1.00e3
1.03e3
883

3.99e4
8.43e3
8.26e3
8.71e3
7.64e3

1.79e8
1.52e6
1.13e6
1.29e6
1.29e6
rrn
4.11e7
3.36e5
6.62e4
1.72e5
3.52e5

mo
35.3
34.2
31.2
35.4
41.5
mo
46.2
41.3
36.6
38.7
34.4

mi

m-i

250
115
54
80
116

9.64e3
1.33e3
500
864
1.36e3

2.24e7
8.82e4
7.59e4
8.39e4
7.84e4
m3
5.84e5
1.85e4
4.98e3
1.07e4
1.92e4

mi

m.2
5.73e3
3.50e3
2.84e3
3.38e3
4.06e3

mj

mi

1.69e5
4.21e4
3.09e4
3.96e4
4.90e4

8.94e6
6.32e5
4.38e5
6.13e5
7.75e5

337
328
286
323
385
mi

m.2

TTlz

mi

662
344
298
316
293

2.57e4
3.19e3
2.55e3
2.81e3
2.84e3

1.70e6
3.52e4
2.40e4
2.84e4
3.35e4

1.27e8
6.62e5
3.47e5
4.36e5
5.81e5

Table 2: Comparison of the measured and simulated spectral moments of the vertical hull girder loads in
both Wigley variants, all simulations filtered at 4 Hz

simulations gave the best results for the higher order spectral moments.

N

These computations were performed in order to
investigate the characteristics of the simulated results with those of the experiments. However, it is
also possible to calculate the response spectra including first, second and third order contributions
directly in the frequency domain. The suitable formulations were summarized in [21].

1

N

(31)

«1

•i=i
N

(32)

N
1
«3

4.3

(30)

N

Sample Probability Densities

=

i=i
N

N ^
N

It was already shown in the qualitative analysis
of the irregular wave experiments that the sample
probability densities of the bending moments deviated strongly from the equivalent Gaussian probability density function. This was especially noticeable for the Wigley with bow flare.

K4

= -y
N
j=l

'Vi - V-'
a

(33)

'vj — V
a

(34)

■

■

where N is the number of samples. The analyses and comparisons made in this section were performed by regarding the ensemble of runs as one set
of data, in this case 100,000 samples with a total
length of 2500 seconds. This was allowed since the
input wave spectrum was stationary and ergodic.
Table 3 shows the statistical moments of the
recorded loads before and after filtering as well as
the statistical moments of the reconstructed signals by applying the first, second and third order

Deviations from the Gaussian distribution can be
expressed by the statistical moments such as there
are the mean /i, skew K3 and kurtosis AC4, which
should all be zero in case of Gaussian signals. The
statistical moments presented in this section are defined by the following expressions:
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Response:
Shear Force st.15 [N]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order
Bending Moment st.15 [Nm]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order
Shear Force st.10 [N]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order
Bending Moment st.10 [Nm]
Experiment
Experiment (4Hz)
1st order
2nd order
3rd order

ß
-0.041
-0.041
0.006
-0.175
-0.175

No bow fliire
a1
K3
7.067
78.26
0.130
6.999
75.91
0.075
7.476
88.42
0.016
-0.217
7.617
93.59
7.020
78.13
-0.135
Kl
a'
«3
-0.097
2.177
7.764
-0.159
2.157
7.509
6.678
-0.015
2.045
-0.020
2.084
6.964
6.823
■0.024
2.060

ß
-0.003
-0.003
0.015
-0.233
-0.234

5.464
5.439
5.432
5.566
5.589

a2
48.56
48.20
46.90
49.50
49.92

ß
0.209
0.209
-0.003
0.202
0.202

M
4.241
4.194
4.382
4.449
4.140

<?

«3

Ki

28.91
27.76
30.45
31.97
27.02

-0.072
-0.060
-0.016
0.240
0.166

0.905
0.034
0.089
0.419
0.106

ß
-0.089
-0.089
0.007
-0.426
-0.426

K]

K]

K4

0.142
-0.180
0.047
0.402
0.179
Ki

1.420
0.415
0.184
0.201
0.268

«3

K«

0.316
0.292
0.022
-0.022
-0.041

0.937
0.741
0.118
0.197
0.251

Kl

ß
-0.951
-0.951
-0.008
-0.903
-0.901

8.753
8.635
9.012
9.057
8.440

ß
0.826
0.826
-0.001
0.975
0.975

2.522
2.563
1.958
2.301
2.465

ß
0.282
0.282
-0.008
0.654
0.655

4.659
4.589
4.425
4.589
4.756

ß
1.161
1.162
0.004
1.133
1.133

5.049
4.927
4.792
4.840
4.579

Kl

Kl

Kl

Bow flare
a2
«3
-0.271
125.4
-0.197
118.5
0.007
129.1
132.6
-0.325
113.4
-0.322
c1
«3
14.76
2.575
12.30
1.511
6.113
-0.005
9.148
0.779
12.39
1.391
a2
K3
35.32
0.341
0.235
34.23
0.008
31.21
0.617
35.39
1.008
41.51
az
«3
46.25
0.949
0.685
41.34
-0.003
36.59
38.71
0.677
0.610
34.39

K4

1.439
0.172
0.181
0.535
0.328
K4

28.57
8.013
0.308
2.723
14.35
M
1.498
0.739
0.246
1.606
5.207
K4

6.322
1.821
0.258
1.225
1.312

Table 3: Comparison of the measured and simulated statistical moments of the vertical hull girder loads in
both Wigley variants, all simulations filtered at 4 Hz

the statistical moments in terms of auto-correlation
functions.
For the most interesting response regarding the
degree of nonlinearity, i.e. the bending moment in
the forward of the Wigley with bow flare, the measured and, with different orders, simulated probability density functions are plotted in figure 11.
Two aspects are important to notice when looking at these curves; the shape of the curves and the
predicted positive and negative extreme values. It
is interesting to see how well the third order simulation was able to predict the probability density in
sagging condition.
Up to the maximum plotted values with a probability of slightly more than 0.001, the experimental
results are simulated very well. In the linear simulations, the loads did not even reach these values
and the probability of these loads would already be
less than 0.00001. A better overall correspondence
was found with the second order modelling but the
extreme sagging moments were slightly underestimated.
The bending moments in hogging condition seem
to be predicted better by the second order simulations than by the third order simulations. Whereas
the probability density of the sagging moments

Volterra modelling. It was shown that by filtering,
the standard deviation, variance, skew and kurtosis
were significantly reduced.
The presence of bow flare resulted in a skew and
kurtosis for the bending moments which were an order larger than those resulting from the model without bow flare. The skew and kurtosis-of the shear
force responses were less sensitive to the degree of
bow flare. Particularly noticeable in this context is
the kurtosis of the bending moment in the forward
of the original Wigley and the Wigley with bow flare
of 0.4 and 8.0 respectively. The third order simulations predicted 0.3 and 14.3 respectively. In the
previous section, an increase as a function of the order of the simulations could already be noticed for
the variance of the bending moment in the flared
bow. This is also shown in table 3. It was found
that the variance resulting from the third order simulation was twice as high as the variance resulting
from the first order simulation, 12.4 and 6.1 respectively. The measured variance was 12.3 which is
remarkably close to the third order result.
The applied modelling also allowed the computation of the response moments directly in the frequency domain. Formulations for the moments of
the responses were derived in [21] by expressing
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BM10. No Bow Flare

BM1S. No Bow Flare

BM15, bow flare

BM15, bow Hare

y [Nmj

y [Mm]

BM10, Bow Fbr»

BM1S, Bow Flare

Exp*rim»nl
Simulation (1 »t ord«r)
Simulation (2nd order)
Simulation (3rd order)

Figure 11: Measured and simulated probability density functions of the bending moment in the forward
of the Wigley with bow flare at Fn = 0.3 on linear
scale (left) and logarithmic scale (right) resulting
from 100,000 samples

y[Nm]

could not be predicted with a linear theory, it was
possible to calculate the shape of the probability
density of the bending moment in hogging condition
quite well down to the 0.001 probability level. The
calculated extreme linear hogging moment, however, was much smaller than observed in the experiments.

4.4

Simula tiion (1st order)
Simi/latiion (2nd order)
Simufatiion (3rd order)

Figure 12: Probability density functions of the
peak-peak values of the bending moments as measured and simulated for both Wigley models at Fn
= 0.3

Peak-Peak Probability Densities

The final test for the proposed Volterra modelling
was the comparison of the probability density of the
peak-peak values. .The time histories as well as the
power spectra showed a wide band hull girder load
response, which was not the result after the linear simulation, and was only partly estimated by
the second order simulation. This implied that the
number of extremes or cycles in the total simulated
period varied for the different types of simulations.
Values for the measured and calculated number of
maxima are presented in table 4. From this table
it can be read that the number of maxima in the
motion responses was hardly affected by the order
of the simulation. This was not the case for the
hull girder loads. A maximum difference between
the linear prediction and the third order prediction
of 24 % was found, again for the bending moment
in the forward of the Wigley with bow flare. For
the original hull form, those differences were not as
significant.
In order to compare the corresponding distributions of the response ranges properly, not the probability density functions py(y) but the probability
rates per unit of time were compared. Here, the

probability rate is defined as
N
"yd/) = yPj(y)

(35)

where N is the total number of cycles and T is the
total length of all records together. Several counting
methods, applied to stress records for fatigue damage analyses, were proposed in literature. In this
report, the rain flow counting method is applied,
which was proved to be superior to other counting
methods by Wirsching and Moshen Shehata [24].
Using the rain flow counting method, high and low
frequency cycles can be identified.
Figure 12 shows the probability density functions
of the bending moments in terms of the probable
number of events per second. The area under the
curves from zero to the maximum observed value is
a measure of the total number of events during a
unity period. For the original Wigley, it was found
that the different simulated curves and the experimental results were all within a rather narrow band.
The predicted maxima were also of the same order.
For the Wigley with bow flare, the differences
between the observed bending moment maxima in
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Response
(Original)
Wave
Shear Force st.15
Bending Moment
Shear Force st.10
Bending Moment
Heave
Pitch
Response
(Bow flare)
Wave
Shear Force st.15
Bending Moment
Shear Force st.10
Bending Moment
Heave
Pitch

st.15
st.10

st.15
st 10

Experiment
AB(100%)
5050
4286
4134
4262
4075
2724
2830
Experiment
yVis(100%)
4953
3872
4986
4593
3952
2664
2789

1st order

2nd order

(%)

(%)

N/NE

100
86
92
99
91
100
99
1st order
N/NE

(%)
100
90
78
93
90
100
98

N/NE

100
94
96
103
96
100
100
2nd order
N/NE

(%)
100
93
92
96
95
99
99

3rd order
(%)
100
103
102
107
104
100
100
3rd order

N/NE

N/NE

(%)
100
97
102
99
103
100
101

Table 4: Number of maxima N observed in the experiments and the first, second and third order simulations
for the original Wigley (upper) and Wigley with bow flare (lower). All recordings filtered at 4 Hz, total
length 2500 seconds

the forward resulting from the linear simulations
and the third order simulations or experiments were
about 300 %. The second order simulation on'y obtained values not more than about 60 % of the experimental maxima. It can also be seen that the
third order simulated maximum bending moments
in the forward were similar to the maximum bending moments amidships. This was confirmed by the
experimental results.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

A third order Volterra modelling was developed for
the calculation of the hull girder load responses in irregular waves. The fully nonlinear second and third
order frequency response functions were estimated
using the known nonlinear response in regular waves
only. To validate the proposed modelling, the results from regular wave experiments were used as
input of the modelling at this stage. This way, no
assumptions had to be made concerning the physical origin of the different nonlinear effects in the
response. The wave surface elevation itself was assumed to be Gaussian.
Using the proposed modelling, it was possible to
make accurate predictions of the power-spectra of
the most severe responses recorded. From the comparison of measured and simulated response spectra, it was concluded that including third order responses can be very important for two reasons.
The first reason is that the peak of the low
201

frequency third order response spectrum coincides
with the peak of the energy spectrum of the first
order response. This implies an additional third
order response in the frequency band in which the
responses are traditionally assumed to be linear and
in which the wave energy density is generally high.
The bending moments in the forward of the Wigley
with bow flare were heavily affected by this contribution in particular.
The second reason is that due to the higher order
contributions, the spectrum becomes wider. This
is expressed by the higher order spectral moments,
which were predicted better by the higher order simulations. This, in turn, also increases the number of
cycles in a fixed period, which has its impact on the
fatigue damage. The best prediction of the number
of cycles were made using the third order modelling.
The probability density functions of the samples were calculated. For the severest nonlinear responses, it was shown that the first four statistical
moments were predicted accurately. This could not
be achieved with a lower order modelling.
The distribution functions of the peak-peak values showed that the maximum bending moments
in the flared bow reached the same magnitudes as
amidships. This could only be calculated using the
third order simulation model.
Other researchers showed that the statistical
characteristics of nonlinear responses are mainly determined by the first four statistical moments. Using the suggested modelling, these moments can be
derived for realistic ship responses under severe non-

linear conditions, either directly in the frequency
domain or indirectly by the analysis of long simulated time traces. Only the nonlinear response in
regular waves is required to be known. In this paper, this information was deducted from the regular
wave experiments but the results of a set of large
amplitude ship motion simulations could be used as
well.
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Nomenclature
h\{t\)
^2{t\,ti)
hz{t\,t2,tz)
n(t)
t
yi(t)
2/2(0
2/3 (i)
y
A
Bi(u)
B2(u>)
Ö3(w)
B^F(ui)
B§F(u))

First order time domain kernel
Second order time domain kernel
Third order time domain kernel
Uncorrelated Gaussian noise
Time variable
First order response
Second order response
Third order response
Mean response
Wave amplitude
First order frequency response function
Second order frequency response function
Third order frequency response function
Third order low-frequency component
Third order high-frequency component
HI(UJ\)
First order frequency response function
7/2(0)1, wo)
Second order frequency response function
Z/3(wi,u>2, W3)Third order frequency response function
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Wave height
Fourier transform wave surface elevation
Delta function
Phase angle
Wave surface elevation
Wave length
Frequency of oscillation

There are two reasons for the observation of
much more pronounced nonlinearities in the
hull-girder loads than in the motion responses.
The first reason is the dominance of inertial
effects in the hull girder loads. As illustrated by
equation (2), the relative magnitudes of
amplitudes of higher order effects in timevarying signals are increased simply by a timederivation of the signal.
It should be
understood that the acceleration of the vessel is
the net result of the global mass inertia
characteristics of the vessel and of the overall
excitation forces. The second reason is the
sensitivity of hull girder loads to local external
forces. Locally, the external forces acting on a
part of the vessel can behave much more
nonlinearly than the overall forces. This is
because the local nonlinear force contributions
are smoothed out over the whole surface. The
internal loads are directly affected by these
local nonlinearities in the bow and aft region of
the vessel, especially in the case of bow flare in
combination with large relative motions. Even
then, it is possible that hardly any nonlinear
behavior can be observed in the motion
responses.

DISCUSSION
L.J. Doctors
University of New South Wales, Australia
The computed results seem to show that there is
much more nonlinearity in the responses for the
forces and moments than for the motions
themselves. Is this simply due to the factor that the
frequencies associated with the harmonics are
higher and that the forces and moments depend on
temporal derivatives of the motions?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
As mentioned by the discussor, the measured hull
girder loads showed a much more pronounced
nonlinear behavior than the motions did. To
explain this phenomenon, it is necessary to explain
the physical origin of the loads. In general, hull
girder loads are defined as the forces and moments
in a hull cross-section, i.e., the "internal loads,"
which make equilibrium with the net external
forces and moments and the inertial reactions of
the ship. The external loads are the net result of a
pressure integration over the hull surface.
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Nonlinearly Interacting Responses of the Two Rotational
Modes of Motion—Roll and Pitch Motions
I.-G. Oh (Samsung Heavy Industries, Korea),
A. Nayfeh (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA)

vessel moving in a general environment to design
more comfortable and safe vessels.
Loss of stability due to excessive motions,
such as heavy rolling, can happen through the energy
transfer between the modes of motion if nonlinearities
are present and various resonances of the internal,
external, or parametric type occur. The present
research is concerned with the dynamic stability and
excessive motion of a vessel in the presence of two-toone internal or autoparametric resonance in which the
natural frequency in pitch is twice that in roll.
The significance of internal resonance has
been recognized recently in many mechanical and
elastic systems.
To model the mechanism of
nonlinear interactions between modes, one needs to
model the system by two or more nonlinearly coupled
oscillators. There are a number of references dealing
with physical two-degree-of-freedom systems.
Among others, Nayfeh and Mook {1} discussed
problems involving the forced responses of robots,
elastic pendulums, beams and plates under static
loadings, composite plates, arches, shells, and the
sloshing of liquid gasoline in the fuel container of an
airplane. All of these problems can be modeled by
coupled,
inhomogeneous
ordinary-differential
equations with quadratic nonlinearities. When these
systems possess internal (or autoparametric)
resonances, which may occur if the natural frequencies
of the system are commensurate, their responses may
exhibit extraordinarily complicated behaviors, which
cannot be explained by linear formulations.
Interestingly, two-to-one autoparametric or
internal resonances may strongly influence the
dynamic behavior and stability of vessels (JQ. A
strong coupling of the involved modes of motion
produced by internal or autoparametric resonance was
first observed by Froude in 1863. He observed that a
vessel whose linear undamped natural frequency in

ABSTRACT
The nonlinear dynamic responses and
stability of marine vehicles are investigated when they
are excited by regular waves. When the vehicles are
under the condition of a two-to-one internal or
autoparametric resonance in which the natural
frequency of the pitch mode is twice that of the roll
mode, they may exhibit large-amplitude responses in
an indirectly excited mode by the direct excitation of
the other mode. Moreover, it is known that the
damping in the roll mode is a highly viscous and thus
a strongly nonlinear one while that in the pitch mode a
linear one over a relatively wide range of motions.
The problem is modeled mathematically by a
dissipative nonlinear two-degree-of-freedom system
subject to harmonic external excitations in the
presence of a two-to-one internal resonance. Also to
take into account the damping effects, a linear-plusquadratic damping model is introduced in the equation
for the roll mode while a linear damping model is kept
in the equation for the pitch mode. The method of
multiple scales is used to determine the influence of
the quadratic nonlinear roll damping on the periodic
responses of both modes and their stability.
The cases when the encounter frequency is
near the natural frequency of the pitch mode and
when the encounter frequency is near the natural
frequency of the roll mode are investigated to provide
the force-response curves and frequency-response
curves.
1. INTRODUCTION
The extent of the motion that a marine
vehicle may experience has important consequences on
its safety, operability, and economical aspects. So,
one must understand the complicated dynamics of a
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head waves in which the couplings are primarily in the
hydrostatic terms when the pitch frequency is
approximately twice the roll frequency and the
encounter frequency is near either the pitch or roll
natural frequency. He demonstrated the saturation
phenomenon when the encounter frequency is near the
pitch natural frequency.
In the present paper, we use a linear-plusquadratic damping model for the roll motion and
investigate the cases of primary resonances. The
linear-plus-quadratic damping model has long been
recognized by investigators to describe closely the
dissipation of energy in the roll mode. However, it was
not used so far because of some analytical difficulties.
We obtain various complicated responses, which are
common features of the nonlinear dynamics of many
mechanical and elastic systems. These responses
include supercritical and subcritical instabilities,
periodic motions, and coexistence of multiple solutions
and associated jumps.
The quadratic damping
eliminates the saturation phenomenon.
Such
phenomena can never be addressed by the linear
approach because it is incapable of representing not
only the strong nonlinear interaction between the two
modes but also the effect of the viscous damping in the
roll mode.

pitch is twice that in roll £2} has undesirable
seakeeping characteristics. This observation was a
manifestation of the two-to-one internal resonance
whose significance cannot be determined using
linearized equations (3. 4. 5. 6.7).
For a century after Froude, however, no
. further research on this phenomenon was pursued. In
1959, Paulling and Rosenberg £8} studied the coupled
heave-roll motion of a vessel using a set of nonlinear
ordinary-differential equations. They simplified the
equations of motion and obtain'ed a single roll equation
having the form of a simple linear Mathieu equation
which contains a time-varying coefficient due to a
simple harmonic motion of the heave mode. In this
model, the heave influences the roll but the roll does
not influence the heave. Experimentally, they tested
the case of unstable rolling motion excited by the
heave mode only. This study has two principal
shortcomings. First, due to the lack of consideration
for damping and nonlinear coupling terms, the
analytical model was not capable of yielding realistic
results. Second, in the experimental setup, the heave
mode was given a prescribed motion and hence the
effect of roll motion and waves generated thereafter on
the heave mode are not taken into account.
Kinney (9), Kerwin £101, Blocki £11}, and
Sanchez and Nayfeh £12} also studied the response of
the roll to longitudinal waves.
Except for Blocki's
study, all other studies are theoretical ones. In his
experiment, Blocki considered coupling of the heave
and roll modes of a ship that possesses fore and aft
symmetry, which is placed in beam waves. As in the
study of Paulling and Rosenberg, he studied the case of
parametrically excited roll motions in which energy is
fed to the roll mode by a prescribed heave or pitch
motion, or equivalently, wave motion. His equations
reduce essentially to a one-degree-of-freedom model
governing only the roll mode.
To explain Froude's observation, Nayfeh,
Mook, and Marshall £131 and Mook, Marshall, and
Nayfeh £14} modeled the ship motion by two
nonlinearly coupled equations involving the pitch and
roll modes; they included the dependence of the
pitching moment on the roll orientation. Thus, the
pitch (heave) motion is not prescribed but is coupled to
the roll motion, and consequently, the pitch (heave)
and roll orientations are determined simultaneously as
functions of a prescribed excitation. They clearly
showed the significance of the frequency ratio in
causing undesirable roll behaviors, such as the
"saturation" phenomenon. They offered an explanation
of the observations of Froude.
Nayfeh (15) considered the nonlinearly
coupled roll and pitch motions of a ship in regular

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We consider the response of a ship that is
restricted to pitch and roll to a regular wave. We
assume that the ship is laterally symmetric. We use
the right-handed coordinate systems : a body-fixed
coordinate system oxyz such that its origin o is at
the center of mass, the x-axis is positive toward the
bow, the y-axis is positive toward starboard, and the zaxis is positive downward. The orientation of the
ship with respect to an inertial frame OXYZ is defined
by the Euler angles 4> and 6 as follows: 9 is a pitch
rotation about the original y-axis, and 0 is a roll
rotation about the new x-axis. The components p
and q of the angular velocity about the x- and y-axes
are related to (j>,6,<f>, and 8

by

p = 4> and q = 6cos<f>

(1)

The equations of motion can be written as
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Ixxp-Ixzpq = K + K0cosQt

(2)

/ q + J^p2 = M+M0cos(Qt + r)

(3)

where la,ly,, and la

are the moments and

"(«•)

product of inertia, Q. is the encounter frequency,
K0 and M0 are the amplitudes of the moments
produced by the waves, and r is a phase; they are
assumed constants.
We assume that the
hydrodynamic moments K and M are analytic
functions of
<j> and 0 and their derivatives.

D2Jo+o)20o=O

(9)

D2J0+w22^=0

(10)

0(e):

Following Nayfeh £15} and Nayfeh, Mook, and
Marshall £16) and including a quadratic damping term
in the roll equation, we obtain

Z)0V, +ffl,V, = -2D0Dx<f>0 -2MiD0<t>0

-/*3AA|AA|+<Wo+824>0D02e0

(ii)

2

+8ieoDo 0o+8ADJoDoeo +FX cosQr0

'<f> + (ö2<j> = e\-2^x0- M}<t\<f\ + 8x<f>0 + 82<f>&
(4)
+8id<j> + 8Jd + FxcosQt]

D20x +w2ex = -2D0DX80 -2//2D0ö0
+ax<j>l +a2<f>0Dl<l>0 +ai02o +a4ö0D20ß0

e + co\6 = e\-2{i2& + ax02 + a20<f> + a3d2
+a,69 + a5ifi2 + aß2 + F2 cos(Qf + r)

(5)

+a5(ZV„) +a6{D0doy +F2 cos(nT0 +r)
The solutions of equations (9) and (10) can be
expressed as

where e is a small dimensionless parameter that is
introduced as a bookkeeping device in the perturbation
analysis that follows.
3. ANALYSIS
We use the method of multiple scales (17.18)
to determine a first-order approximation to the
solutions of equations (4) and (5). We let
<t>(t-E) = <t>0(T0J1) + £<f>l{T0,Tl) + ...

(6)

0(t;e) = 6o(To,tl) + eO1(To,Tl) + ...

(7)

^Q = Al(Tl)e"ir'+MTiye-'"A

(13)

8Q = A2(Ty*>T° +Ä2(Tx)e-'°"T°

(14)

where Ax and A2 are unknown functions at this
level of approximation. They are determined by
imposing the solvability conditions at the next level of
approximation.
Alternatively, the solutions of
equations (13) and (14) can be expressed as
^O=fl,(7;)cos[ö»17'0+/?,(?;)]

(15)

80 =a2(Tx) cos[»2 T0 + ß2 (Tx)]

(16)

where T0 = t is a fast time scale, characterizing
motions on the scales cox and Q.; and Tx= et is a
slow time scale, characterizing the modulation of the
amplitudes and phases of the motion. In terms of T0

where the an and ß„ are the amplitudes and phases
of the roll and pitch modes. Comparing equations
(13) and (14) with equations (15) and (16), we
conclude that

and Tx, the time derivatives are transformed into
— = D0+eD. + ...
dt
°
'

(12)

2

A(Tx) = \a„(Ty^

(8)

(17)

and ^-2v = D02 + 2eD0Dx+...
dt
°
Substituting equations (13) and (14) into
equations (11) and (12) yields

where Dn = dldT.„.
Substituting equations (6)-(8) into equations
(4) and (5) and equating coefficients of like powers of
e, we obtain
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4. PRIMARY RESONANCE OF THE PITCH
MODE

D0v1+©fa1=-2/ö>1(4'+//,4y"'71
+(S,-co\ö2 -a>]5,-colco1SA)A1Axe"-a'^)T°
+(8l-w\82-co]6i+co1co1öi)A2Älei^-a0T°
+ -F,eiaT'+cc + f[ia,A,e"

4.1 Modulation Equations

(18)

To express the nearness of the resonances, we
introduce two detuning parameters, cr, and a2,
defined as

-ia>xAxe •Je]

D2081 +w\e, = -2ico2(A2' +^2A2)e'm>T°

a>2 = 2a>l +f(71 and Q. = a>2+ea2

+(al-co>a2-co2la5)Ay^T°
(19)

+(a,-co\a<-co\a6)Ay^

(23a)

Hence,

1

+(al -co\a2 + a> ai)A1Al

©2r0=2ö),ro + criri and Qr0=ffl2r0+c72ri (23b)
QT

+(a3-a>las +co\a6)A2Ä2 +^F2e^ ^ +cc

Using equations (23) and (22) and eliminating the
terms that produce secular terms from equations (18)
and (19), we obtain

where the prime indicates the derivative with respect
to r,, Ä~n is the complex conjugate of An, and the
function / accounts for the term -/u3Do0o\Dotf>o\.
Depending on the functions An, particular solutions
of equations (18) and (19) contain terms proportional
to T0e±i!0"To (i.e., secular terms). They also contain
small-divisor terms if Q.~mx or Q=sa>2 (i.e.,
primary resonances of the pitch or roll mode) and/or
if a>2 ~ 2wx (the frequency of pitch mode is
approximately twice that of roll mode; i.e., two-to-one
internal or autoparametric resonance).
To eliminate the secular and small-divisor
terms, we first expand f(Do0o) in a Fourier series as

/=TMA»A>)e"

2i(Al + ^,Al)-4AlA2Ale^T'
—-f

2/(4 + M2A)-4A2^2e-*"r- - f2e^+r) -0(25)
where

(20)

(21)

Consequently, the component of / that produces a
secular term is

In

fe~*dT0

4&>,A, =Sl -co\S2 -a>\SJ+a>i(o2SA

(26)

4co2A2 = al -a>]{a2 +a5)

(27)

»2/2=-^

(28)

Nayfeh £15} and Nayfeh, Mook, and Marshall £13}
concluded that A, and A2 have the same sign;
otherwise, the unforced ship would be self-oscillating,
which is unrealistic due to dissipation.
Substituting equation (17) into equations (24)
and (25), rewriting equation (15) as

where

/.KÄ)if"'/^

'fe-"T'dT0=0

<pa =al(T1)cosXl,

(22)

Zi=aJo+ßi(Ti)

(29)

After seperating real and imaginary parts of
equations (24) and (25) and evaluating the terms
corresponding to the last term in equation (24) by
replacing the function / with -n^D0<pa\D^ü\, we

We analyze the case of primary resonance of
the pitch mode in Section 4 and of primary resonance
of the roll mode in Section 5.

obtain
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1

2z&l

First,

(38)-(41).

t**

J'sin/^-z/jDo^olDo^ol)^,
Jo
(30)

ri«

2nco,

Jo2'cosj,(-//30o^o|^o|)^i =0

and the response is given by
(3D
(Z> = 0 and

Applying the appropriate transformation of variables,
we obtain a generic system of equations as follows:
a[ - ~nxax +axa2 sin/,

a,\a

(42)

-Jal+Ml

3x
1

A

o, =0 and a2

0 = a2cos(Ol + T-y2) + ...

which is essentially the linear solution.

(43)

Second,

(32)
3;r

4
a2 - ~M2a2 -a, sin/, + /2 sin/2

(33)

axß\ = -axa2cosyx

(34)

a2ß'2 = -a,2 cos/, -/2 cos/2

(35)

and ax is given by the algebraic equation
(45)

a\ + cjt\\ax\+c2a\ +c,|a,| + c0 =0

where c, (/ = 0,1,2, and 3) are constant coefficients
determined from control parameters in use, such as
o-,, a2, px, p2, /i,, /2, and a>,; they are given by

where
/, = a,r, +/?2 -2/?, and /2 = a2Tx -ß2 +r (36)

c0 =(^2+0-2) 7(0".

4.2 Fixed Points
We investigate the fixed points of the
modulation equations (32)-(35), which correspond to
periodic responses of the ship. They correspond to
a,'=a2=0 and y[=y'2=0.
It follows from

2 ,

c2=(/4+o-2)

3*-

3;r

(46)

(47)

(48)

+2//,//2-O-2(<T,+O-2)

(37)

#=<r2 and ß\ = -(ax + a2)

-//

2\*MlMl®l

^=(^2+^2)

equation (36) that

2

+O"2) +>"?

8A2/V»I

Hence, the fixed points of equations (32)-(36) are
given by

(49)

2,7V

The response in this case is given by
Hxax = axa2 sin/,

4//3ß),

in

I

a, a,

^i2a2=-axsmyx+f2smy2

I

(38)
1
1
f1
= a, cos —Of+ r-—/, —- /2 +
2 ' 2
V2
(39)
ö = fl2C0s(Q/ + T-/2) + .

-(ax+a2)ax=-axa2cosyx
cj2a2 = -of cos/, - /j cos/;

(50)

(51)

(40)
We note from equations (44) and (45) that if
a, = 0, then c0 = 0 and thus this second solution

(41)

reduces to the first solution (42); that is, the linear
solution.
When /J, = 0, but a, * 0, equation (44)

There are two possible solutions for equations
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p0 and F is a real four-dimensional vector function

becomes

of the four-dimensional vector p = (a],a2,yx,y2) .

-|l/2

2

(52)

-(o-,+a2) +^.
which is independent of ax and f2.
c = c, = 0 ,

A given fixed point is asymptotically stable if and only
if all the I's lie in the left half of the complex plane
and is unstable if at least one eigenvalue lies in the
right half of the complex plane. If the real part of a
pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues is positive, the
modulation equations possess either periodically or
chaotically modulated solutions.
A Hopf bifurcation point is defined as a
critical value of a control parameter at which a pair of
complex-conjugate eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
cross the imaginary axis into the right half of the
complex plane with nonzero speed. This type of loss
of stability fits the Hopf bifurcation theorem, according
to which the modulation equations possess limit-cycle
solutions near the bifurcation points.
We note again that fixed points of the
modulation equations correspond to periodic
oscillations of the pitch and roll modes. Moreover,
limit-cycle solutions of the modulation equations
correspond to two-period quasiperiodic pitch and roll
motions.
Furthermore, chaotic solutions of the
modulation equations correspond to chaotically
modulated motions. Consequently, the response is an
amplitude- and phase-modulated combined pitch and
roll motion, with the energy being continuously
exchanged between the two modes.

Moreover,

then we obtain

r,±(//-r22)

1/2

(53)

where
. =-^2{<^i+^2)-MlM2

(54)

T2 = o-j/i + -y"2(o"i +0-2)

(55)

r

The solution (52)-(55) is a special case of the second
solution given by equations (44) and (45) and indicates
the saturation phenomenon.
We note that the second solution (44)-(51)
does not exhibit the saturation phenomenon unless
//3 = 0. Instead, the amplitude a2 of the directly
excited pitch mode as well as the amplitude a, of the
roll mode vary as functions of f2.
We have
developed a computer code to solve equation (45) for
al. Then, a2 is obtained from equation (44) and the
corresponding x, and Yi iß\
obtained from equations (38)-(41).

and

/?2als°)

4.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

are

We implemented the computer simulations
using an IBM 3090 digital supercomputer.
The
fixed-point solutions are verified by numerically
integrating the autonomous amplitude- and phasemodulation equations (32)-(35) using a 5th- and 6thorder Runge-Kutta-Verner algorithm with double
precision arithmetics. We examined bifurcations as
we vary a bifurcation parameter, such as the detuning
parameter a2, the excitation amplitude f2, or the

4.3 Stability of Fixed Points
The stability of the fixed points and hence the
stability of the periodic responses are determined in
the following manner using the modulation equations
(32M36).
The stability of a fixed point depends on the
real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
A ; that is, the roots of
A-AI =0

quadratic damping coefficient /^3 while all the other

(56)

parameters (i.e., ax, /JX, H2 ) are kept constant.
We point out here that the existence of real
solutions for ax and a2 can be determined by
examining equations (44) and (45). From equation
(44), we can say that a2 is real if a, is real, where

(57)

a, is determined from equation (45).
Because
equation (45) is a fourth-order algebraic equation, an
analytic solution for a, is not readily available. To

where
A = VF(p0)

determine the region where a,

is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at a given fixed point
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is real, we use

4.4.1 Breaking of Saturation in Force-Response
Curves

analytical continuations starting from //3 = 0 . Thus,
we start by putting //3 equal to zero and obtain
equations (52)-(55).
For simplicity in further discussion, we define
the following two critical values of f2 :

^=|r2

(58)

C2=(rl+r;)U2=a;^l^

(59)

It is clear that ^, < £2 •

II

Figures 1 show the results for /i3 = 0 and
/ij^Owhen //,= 0.2, /^ = 0.5 , a2 = 0.3, ax =
0.1, and thus T, = -0.04 . Figure 1 (a) shows typical
force-response curves of the supercritical-type in
which a, and a2 vary with f2 for ^3=0 and

follows from equation

(53), that /j must be greater than or equal to |r2|
(i.e., f2 >|r2|=^,) for a, to be real. Then, there
are two possibilities, depending on whether r, is
positive or negative. When F, < 0, there is only one
2

/ 2
real root of equation (53) when f2 > (T,
+ F22\"
j = C,2.

When r, > 0, equation (53) has two real roots when
|r2|</2 <(r,2 +r22)"2 or f^/^f, and one real
root when f2 > (r,2 + T2)

0.0

or f2>C,2.

(

F2

Fig. 1 (b)&(c) Force-Response Curves
Supercritical Type) : variation of (b) roll
amplitude a, and (c) pitch amplitude a2,
for different values of /i3 ; stable(—),
unstable(...)

Fig. 1 (a) Force-Response Curves
(Supercritical Type) : for /J3 = 0 and 0.6 ;
stable(—). unstable(.)
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instability type for /^Oand /i3=0.6. Since
r, > 0 in this case, equation (53) has only one stable

//j = 0.6, a typical value of nonzero ,u3. Since
r, < 0 in this case, equation (53) has one stable real
root for f2>Ci (Ci~ 0.1649), irrespective of
whether p3=0 or /i3*0. When f2<C2, the
responses are given by equation (43); their amplitudes
are given by (42), which are independent of //3.
Thus, the response is linear in which the roll motion is
not excited while the amplitude of the pitch mode is
proportional to f2. When f2 >C2, the responses
are given by equations (50) and (51); their amplitudes
are given by (52) and (53) for ju3 = 0 and by (44) and
(45) for /J)*0. We note that when//3*0 the
amplitude a2 of the pitch mode no longer exhibits the
saturation phenomenon which exists for /u3 = 0.
Thus, the quadratic damping fj} breaks the saturation.
Instead, the amplitude a2 of the pitch mode grows
nonlinearly rather than staying at a constant value a\
as f2 increases beyond £2. We note, however, that
the slope of a2 for f2 2: C,2 is still much less than
that corresponding to the linear case. With the
introduction of the quadratic damping //3, the rate of
increase of the amplitude a, of the roll mode with f2
is less than that in the case of /i3 = 0. Consequently,
as f2 increases beyond the bifurcation point Q2, not
all the extra energy input to the pitch mode is spilled
over into the roll mode.
Figure 1 (b) shows variation of the amplitude
a, of the roll mode with f2 for different values of the
quadratic roll damping coefficient /i3. We note that,
for a given f2, a, decreases as /i3 increases.
While a ship is being operated in the ocean, the
surface of the ship hull gets rougher and rougher due
to peeling-off of paint or foul bottom. As a result, the
magnitude of the quadratic damping coefficient will
increase, producing a behavior as discussed here.
Figure 1 (c) shows force-response curves for the pitch
mode corresponding to Figure 1 (b). It is clear that
the saturation phenomenon of the pitch mode no
longer exists when //3 is different from zero.
Moreover, for a given f2, the amplitude a2 of the
pitch mode increases with increasing quadratic roll
damping coefficient //,.
Figures 2 show typical force-response curves
when T, > 0 (T, = 0.2484) when //, = /i2 = 0.04 and
er, = a2 = 0.5 for /J3 = 0 and //3 * 0. Figure 2 (a)
shows typical force-response curves of the subcritical-

real root for f2 ;> C2 (Gi * 0-2517) for Mi = ° and
,u3*0; two real roots for ^,</2^2, where
£-,«0.04 when //3=0 and ^, «0.1020 when
//3 = 0.6 . In the latter case, the larger root is stable
whereas the smaller one is unstable. We note that the
larger bifurcation value <T2 is independent of the
value of fj3, whereas the smaller bifurcation value
£, increases as n3 increases. When f7^Ci>tnere
exists only one stable response given by equation (43),
which is linear and consists of only the pitch mode.
When Ci ^ fi £ Ci.tw0 stable solutions coexist with
an unstable solution; one of the stable responses is
given by equation (43), and the other stable solution is
given by equations (50) and (51).
The response of
the ship in this region depends on the initial
conditions. When f2 S ^2, there exists only one
stable response given again by equations (50) and (51).
We note that the response of the roll mode exhibits the
coexistence of two stable motions and the associated
jump phenomenon for both /i3 = 0 and //3 = 0.6 .
The saturation phenomenon of the response of the
pitch mode, which exists when //3 = 0, does not exist

o.C.

C.

"'*

F2

Fig. 2 (a) Force-Response Curves
(Subcritical Type) : for //3 = 0 and 0.6 ;
stable(—), unstable(...)
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Figure 2 (b) shows variation of the amplitude
a, of the roll mode with /, for different values of the
quadratic roll damping coefficient //3. We note that
a, decreases as /i3 increases, as in Figure 1 (b).
As Hy increases, the bifurcation value £, increases
while £2 does not change.
For example,
^, =0.0715, 0.1020, and 0.1313 when //3=0.3, 0.6,
and 0.9, respectively. Hence, the overhang region
between £, and £2 decreases as ,u3 increases.
This indicates that the bifurcation values £, and ^2
can coalesce as //3 increases, which results in the
qualitative change of the responses from the
subcritical type into the supercritical type. Then,
when this happens, the response of the roll mode
would no longer exhibit the coexistence of two stable
motions and the subsequent jump phenomenon for
large values of the quadratic roll damping coefficient

when ^3 = 0.6 . When /i3 = 0.6 , the amplitude a2
of the pitch mode grows rather than remains
constant as f2 increases beyond £2. We refer to
this phenomenon as "breaking of saturation". We
note, here again, that for a given f2 £ ^, r
a2
increases as HT, increases. As in Figure 1 (a), for a
given f2, a, decreases as /i3 increases.

Figure 2 (c) shows the force-response curves
of the pitch mode corresponding to Figure 2 (b). We
note here again that the saturation phenomenon of the
pitch mode no longer exists when //3 is different
from zero.
Moreover, the pitch amplitude a2
increases as //3 increases.
We conclude from Figures 1 (a)-(c) and 2 (a)(c) that the mechanism of energy transfer from the
directly excited pitch mode to the indirectly excited
roll mode becomes less effective as the quadratic
damping coefficient //3 of the roll mode increases.
When /Y3 is zero, all the extra energy into the pitch
mode after saturation is transferred to the indirectly
excited roll mode. When //3 is different from zero,
only part of the energy input into the pitch mode is
transferred to the roll mode.
4.4.2 Effect of Quadratic Roll Damping on
Frequency-Response Curves
In Figures 3, we show frequency-response
curves when jul = n2 = 0.02, <r, = 0.12, and f2 = 0.1
for /i3 =0 and ju}*0. Figure 3 (a) shows typical
frequency-response curves when /^ = 0 and
u3 = 0.6.
We note that the reversed pitchfork
bifurcation points are independent of the value of //3,
whereas the saddle-node bifurcation points move
closer to the reversed pitchfork bifurcation points as
/jz increases.
We also note that the jump
phenomenon in the response of the roll mode exists for

Fig. 2 (b)&(c) Force-Response Curves
(Subcritical Type) : variation of (b) roll
amplitude a, and (c) pitch amplitude a2,
for different values of /J, ; stable(—),
unstable(...)
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The interval
both //j - 0 and ^3 = 0.6 .
-0.047 <a2< -0.0127 between the Hopf bifurcation
points

when

//3 = 0

disappears

or

becomes

indiscernible when ,u3 = 0.6. In this interval, the
real part of a pair of complex-conjugate roots of
equation (56) is positive, and hence the response is an
amplitude- and phase-modulated combined pitch and
roll motion. The frequency-response curves are
shifted slightly leftward with respect to cr2 = 0
because the detuning at is positive.

and -0.6066 whereas the right ones are 0.8729,
0.6442, and 0.5388 for //3 = 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9,
respectively. The reversed pitchfork bifurcation values
are -0.5050 and 0.3950 for all values of n^.
In Figure 3 (c), we show the frequency-response curves
for the pitch mode corresponding to Figure 3 (b). We
note that, for a given a2 a2 increases as /i3
increases.

They would be

shifted to the right if ax is negative, and they would
be symmetric with respect to a2 = 0 if cr, - 0 ; that
is, the case of perfect tuning.
The qualitative
behavior of the solutions in the three cases is the same.
Figure 3 (b) shows variation of the amplitude
a, of the roll mode with a2 for different values of
/i3.

We note that, for a given a2, a, decreases as

/j} increases, except near a2 =0, where a, is
almost independent of /i3. Moreover, the reversed
pitchfork bifurcation points are independent of fi3 but
the saddle-node bifurcation points move closer to
a2 =0 as //3 increases. For example, the left
saddle-node bifurcation points are -0.9367, -0.7091,

(72
Fig. 3 (b)&(c) Frequency-Response
Curves : variation of (b) roll amplitude a,
Fig. 3 (a) Frequency-Response Curves
stable(—),
for fu} = 0 and 0.6

and (c) pitch amplitude a2,

for different

values of //3 ; stable(—), unstable(...)

unstable(...)
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4.4.3 Hopf Bifurcation Region

5. PRIMARY RESONANCE OF THE ROLL
MODE

Figure 4 shows the Hopf bifurcation curves in
the parameter space a2-ax for different values of

5.1 Modulation Equations

the quadratic roll damping parameter

/J3

when

To express the nearness offne resonances, we
Let, Q = <y, +e<y2 and co2 = 2a>l +sax. Then,

/y, = /J2 = 0.02 and f2 = 0.1. In the outer region,
the fixed points of the modulation equations are
asymptotically stable and hence correspond to periodic
motions.
On the transition curves, a complex
conjugate pair of eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
cross the imaginary axis into the right half of the
complex plane with nonzero speed. The modulation
equations possess limit-cycle solutions near the
bifurcation curves. Between the two curves (i.e., in
the inner region), oscillatory solutions, which may be
either limit cycles or chaotic attractors, may be found.
Figure 4 shows that the Hopf bifurcation
curves move upward and approach each other as the
quadratic roll damping coefficient //3 increases
This implies that increasing /i3
disappearance of aperiodic responses.

causes

ar0 = ö>,r0+cr2r1

(60)

a>2TQ=2colT0+alTl

(61)

and

Using equations (60), (61), and (22) to eliminate the
terms that produce secular terms from equations (18)
and (19), we obtain
2i{A[+fiiAx)-Ah.lAlAiej"j\

the

1 f2*/.

(62)

}

27T °

2i(A^+fu2A)-*A2Ale'""T' =°

(63)

where A, and A2 are defined in equations (26) and
(27) and
1

(64)

F
«./.-j--.

Substituting equation (17) into equations (62)
and (63), using equation (29), and separating real and
imaginary parts of equations (62) and (63), we obtain,
after applying the appropriate transformation of
variables, a generic system of equations as follows :
a[ = -ßial + ala2sinyl
■
+frlsmy
1

4

^3<yi

I I
r-^hl

(65)

in

a'2 =-/J2a2- a] siny,

(66)

axß\ =-a,a2cosyl-ficosy2

(67)

a2ß2 =-a^ cosy l

(68)

where

Fig. 4 Hopf Bifurcation Curves : for
different values of /i3

yl=a]Tl+ß2-2ßl and y2=a2T,-ß,
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(69)

and the evaluated results given in equations (30) and
(31), which are the terms corresponding to the last
term of equation (62), have been used.
5.2 Fixed Points
Periodic solutions of (4) and (5) correspond to
the fixed points of equations (65)-(69). They are
obtained by setting a[ = a2 =0 and y\ = y'2 = 0. It
follows from equation (69) that

r>Ml + vl

(82)

Vl=<Tl>

(83)

and v2 = 2a2 - al.
We note that if

(70)

ß\ = a2 and ß\ - 2a 2 - al

(81)

3;r

t/4 = 2/JI/U2 - 2K,K2 .

(84)

^3=0, then di=di=0 and
It follows from equations (71)-

(74) that a2 is given by
Hence, the fixed points of equations (65)-(69) are
given by the solutions of the fol (owing set of coupled
nonlinear algebraic equations:
//,<?, = axa2 sin/, +/, smy2

-*—a,|a,|
3?r

(72)

fl,cr2 = -ala2 cosy1 -/, cosy 2

(73)

(2cr2 -al)a2 = -a,2 cos^,

(74)

Equations (71)-(74) can be manipulated to
yield the following polynomial equation for al :

+d2a\ + dl\al\ + d0=0

(75)

where £>■(/'= 0,1, ... ,5) are constant coefficients
determined from control parameters in use, such as
at, a2, fxl, fx2, //3, /,, and a>i; they are given by
da = -/,2r22

(76)

rf,=o,

(77)

(85)

The solutions of the sixth-order algebraic
equation (75) are obtained numerically. Then, a2 is
calculated from equation (85).
Finally, the
corresponding phases yl and y2 (/?, and /?2also)
are obtained from equations (71)-(74).

(71)

/j2a2 = -a, sin^,

a,6 + £/5£7j4|a1l + d^a* + dia*\al

a2=al/r2

5.3 Stability of Fixed Points
The stability of the fixed-point solutions are
determined by the same procedure used in Section 4;
that is, by investigating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix of equations (65)-(69).
Again, a given fixed point is asymptotically
stable if and only if all the A 's lie in the left half of
the complex plane and is unstable if at least one
eigenvalue lies in the right half of the complex plane.
If a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues crosses the
imaginary axis with nonzero speed, then we have a
Hopf bifurcation. Near these bifurcation points, the
response is an amplitude- and phase-modulated
combined pitch and roll motion, with the energy being
continuously exchanged between the two modes.
5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

d2 = 1717

(78)

(79)

d, = 2T2 —//,//,;

in

d

A = 2MiM2 -2,/iv/2+r:

/4a),
V 37r

In Figures 5, we show the frequency-response
curves when //, = n2 = 0.08, <r, = 0 , and /, = 0.08
for different values of //-,. The unstable solutions
are represented by broken lines and the stable solutions
are marked by solid lines. Figures 5 (a) and (b) show
variations of the roll amplitude a, and pitch
amplitude a2 with a2 for different values of

(80)

jui.

As //3 increases from zero to 0.3, the reversed
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pitchfork bifurcation points slightly change, whereas
the saddle-node bifurcation points move towards
CT2 = 0. As //3 is increased further to 0.6 and 0.9,
the saddle-node bifurcation points disappear and the
frequency-response curves become single-valued.
Consequently, the jump phenomenon and subcritical

instability disappear. Moreover, the Hopf bifurcation
points approach each other as /i3 increases. For
bifurcation
interval
example,
the
Hopf
shrinks
=0
for
-0.09995 Za2<. 0.09995
gradually to -0.055 <,a7<. 0.055 for //3 = 0.9 .

Fig. 5 (a) & (b) Frequency-Response
Curves (a{ = 0) : variation of (a) roll
amplitude a, and (b) pitch amplitude a2,
for different values of Mi > stable(—),
unstable(...)

Fig. 6 (a) & (b) Frequency-Response
Curves (al = 0.2) : variation of (a) roll
amplitude ay and (b) pitch amplitude a2,
for different values of Mi '» stable(—),
unstable(...)
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The modulation equations were used to determine the
influence of the quadratic nonlinear damping on the
periodic responses and their stability.
When the encounter frequency is near the
pitch natural frequency, the jump phenomenon exists
for both zero and nonzero quadratic roll damping (/i3
is the coefficient of the quadratic roll damping). The
saturation phenomenon is broken if a quadratic roll
damping term is introduced. This implies that there
is no critical value of the excitation amplitude beyond
which all of the extra energy input to the pitch mode is
spilled over into the roll mode. The amplitude of the
roll mode decreases while that of the pitch mode
increases as the magnitude of the quadratic roll
damping fx3 increases. In the subcritical case of

We note that for a fixed value of a2, a, and
a2 decrease as //3 increases. The curves of unstable
fixed points around the region of perfect tuning,
a2 ~ 0, converge in both modes. The introduction of
quadratic roll damping /i3, by say attaching
antirolling devices like bilge keels, causes the region
between the two Hopf bifurcation frequencies (close to
perfect resonance) to shrink. However, it does not
eliminate complicated motions completely in this
region.
Figures 6 show the frequency-response curves
for the case in which the values of all the parameters
are the same as those in Figures 5 except that
<r, = 0.2 . In this case, the curves are shifted slightly
to the right and the peak amplitudes of the right
branches of the roll mode are smaller than those of the
left branches. The opposite occurs in the response of
the pitch mode. If crl is chosen to be negative, the
frequency-response curves would be shifted to the left.
When a1 = 0, the case of perfect tuning, the curves
would be symmetric with respect to a2 = 0. The
qualitative behavior of the solutions in the three cases
is the same.

force-response and frequency-response curves, the
overhang regions narrow down as /i3 increases.
The fixed points of the modulation equations undergo
a Hopf bifurcation as one of the control parameters is
varied. Between the Hopf bifurcation points, the
response is an amplitude- and phase-modulated
motion consisting of both the pitch and roll modes.
When the encounter frequency is near the roll
natural frequency, the amplitudes of both the roll mode
and the pitch mode decrease as the magnitude of the
quadratic roll damping coefficient //3 increases.
Again, Hopf bifurcations occur as either the encounter
frequency or excitation amplitude is varied.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To design more comfortable and safe vessels,
one must understand the complicated dynamics of a
vessel moving in a general environment. Included
among the important dynamic parameters are the
ratios of natural, frequencies and the nonlinear
interactions among the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
forces and moments. One of the objectives of the
present work is to investigate the undesirable and
potentially dangerous characteristics of the dynamics
of a vessel.
It has been believed for a long time that the
linear-plus-quadratic model could adequately describe
the hydrodynamic damping of the roll motion.
However, many investigators avoided using this model
because of the difficulties in the analyses. In the
present paper, a quadratic nonlinear damping model is
introduced into the equation of the roll mode. We
investigated the nonlinearly coupled pitch and roll
response of a vessel in regular waves when the natural
frequency in pitch is twice that of roll (a condition of a
two-to-one internal or autoparametric resonance).
The method of multiple scales was used to derive four
first-order autonomous ordinary-differential equations
for the modulation of the amplitudes and phases of the
pitch and roll modes when either mode is excited.
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Nonlinear Shallow-Water Flow on Deck
Coupled with Ship Motion
Z.-J. Huang, C.-C. Hsiung (Technical University of Nova Scotia, Canada)

Abstract

alytical solution of a local Riemann problem in
each spatial interval was first constructed. Then
a random sampling procedure was applied to find
an random abscissa in each interval. A piecewise
constant numerical solution was found by substituting the abscissa into the local analytical solution. Pantazopoulos (1988) extended this method
to a three-dimensional deck space. Huang and Hsiung (1994) introduced the Flux-Difference Splitting method to tackle the shallow water flow problem. The governing equations and the numerical method was first developed for the 2-D case
(Huang and Hsiung, 1994), and later was extended
to the 3-D case (Huang and Hsiung, 1995). This
method was developed based on the same idea in
the flux-vector splitting method which was originally introduced by Steger and Warming (1981)
to compute the shock wave in a shock tube and
later applied to hydraulics by others (e.g. Alcrudo
et al., 1992). Based on this approach, the effect
of water flow on deck on the motions of fishing
vessels was investigated by Huang (1995).

Shallow water wave equations are employed to
study the problem of nonlinear water flow on deck.
The Flux-Difference Splitting method is devised
to solve the nonlinear shallow water flow equations numerically. The finite difference scheme is a
second-order Total Variation Diminishing scheme
which is able to tackle discontinuities in the flow
and gives satisfactory results. The nonlinear ship
motions with considering water flow on deck are
solved in the time domain. The flow patterns are
validated against published model test data. Ship
motions with water on deck are computed and discussed.

Introduction
The effect of water flow on deck on ship motion,
especially for small vessels with open deck and RORO ferries, is very important for safe operations in
waves (Caglayan and Storch, 1982; Grochowalski,
1989). Its effect on the roll motion of a ship has
two folds. The first is the damping effect which
will reduce or increase the roll motion depending
on positive or negative damping (Van Den Bosch,
1966). The other is the change of GZ values in
statical stability and consequently the resonant
frequency of roll response is modified. In addition, the phase difference between water sloshing
and roll motion is very important for the roll motion prediction. When the hydraulic jump or the
bore is developed, its position affects the heeling
moment exerted on the ship.

Lee and Adee (1994) computed the motions of
a cylinder in sway, roll and heave including the free
water on deck. The equations of ship motion of the
frequency domain were solved in the time domain
in regular beam seas. The hydrodynamic forces on
the hull were obtained from a 2-D strip theory in
the frequency domain and the forces resulted from
in the water flow on deck were obtained from the
2-D Random Choice method given by Dillingham
(1981). Armenio et al. (1994) solved the equation
of one degree roll motion in regular waves. The
linear viscous damping was adopted and the frequency domain hydrodynamic forces were used in
the equation of ship motion. The 2-D sloshing of
water on deck was obtained from a Navier-Stokes
slover.

Dillingham (1981) initiated the numerical computation of the nonlinear shallow water flow on
a two-dimensional deck using Random Choice
method. In the numerical computation, the an-

The time domain Green function has been ap220

plied to the ship motion problem (e.g. King, et al.,
1988). Lin and Yue (1994) extended this method
to large amplitude ship motions. The exact hull
surface boundary condition was satisfied on the instataneous wetted surface under the incident wave
profile. The local incident wave elevations were
used to transform the hull geometry and the free
surface into a computational domain so that the
transient Green function method could be applied.
Another approach was adopted by de Kat and
Paulling (1989) and by Magee (1994), in which
the Froude-Krylov force and restoring force were
calculated based on the instataneous wetted hull
surface under the incident wave profile while linear
radiated and diffracted wave forces were employed.
Typically, for the deck flow computation, the
classical first order schemes have a strong dissipative effect on the numerical solution and the
second order schemes produce numerical results
with spurous oscillations near the discontinuity.
In this paper, the governing equations of nonlinear shallow water flow on deck are derived in the
flux vector form and are solved numerically by
flux-Difference Splitting method. The Superbee
flux limiter has been employed in the algorithm
and the finite difference scheme is a second-order
Total Variation Diminishing scheme which gives
satisfactory results without non-physical spurious
oscillations and is able to capture the hydraulic
bore. The Fractional Step method is used so that
solutions of the shallow water equation can be
obtained by solving two sets of one-dimensional
differential equations. The hydrodynamic forces
caused by water flow on deck is considered in
the time domain equation of ship motions. The
time domain added mass, hydrodynamic damping and hydrodynamic restoring force coefficients
are calculated using the impulse potential (King,
et al., 1988). The equations of ship motion
also include the nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces,
nonlinear restoring forces and nonlinear viscous
roll damping. However, the linear radiated and
diffracted wave forces are used. Our approach can
be summarized as follows:
• the time domain added mass, hydrodynamic
restoring force and damping force coefficients
are computed using the impulse potential
function (linear);
• linear diffracted wave forces and retardation
functions are computed based on the frequency domain diffracted wave forces and
damping coefficients, respectively (linear);

• F-K forces and hydrostatic restoring forces
are computed at the instantaneous position
(nonlinear);
• forces due to water flow on deck, viscous
damping, resistance, cross-flow drag, thrust,
rudder and maneuvering forces are included
(nonlinear); and
• nonlinear equations of ship motion solved in
the time domain.
The present work has been applied to fishing vessels with shallow draft. Computations of water
flow on deck and ship motions are compared with
model test results.

Ship Motion in the Time Domain
Three coordinate systems are employed for the the
ship motion analysis as shown in Fig. 1.

<-m '

Fig. 1 Coordinate Systems for Ship Motions
OXYZ is the space-fixed coordinate system with
the OXY plane on the calm water surface and the
OZ axis be positive upwards. The second coordinate system omxmymzm is a moving system which
moves with the same steady forward speed as the
ship in OX direction. The omxmym plane always
coincides with the OXY plane, the omxm axis is in
the same direction as the OX axis and the omzm
axis is positive upwards. The third coordinate system o,x,y,z, is fixed on the ship with the o,x,y,
plane coincident with the OXY plane when the
ship is at its static equilibrium position, and the
o,z, axis is positive upwards.
The oscillatory ship motion are described in the
omxmymzm system. The ship motions are repre221

sented by (6,6.6) ei, «=2, e3), in which, (6,6,6)
are the displacements of the centre of gravity, and
(ei,e2,e3) are the Eulerian angles of the ship in
space. The Eulerian angles are the measurements
of the ship's rotation about the axes which pass
througth the centre of gravity of the ship. The
instantaneous translational velocities of ship motion in the directions of o,x,, o,y, and o,z, are
ui, ti2 and "3, respectively, and the rotational velocities about axes parallel to q,xt) o,y, and o,z,
and passing through the centre of gravity are xi\,
us and «6, respectively. The equations of ship motion are:

[™kj]
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in which m is the mass of the ship, hk (k = 1,2,3)
denote the moments of inertia of the ship, and
Ikj (jfc ^ j) are the products of inertia of the ship.
The total external forces on the ship are
Fk(t)
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and [7] is the moment of inertia matrix
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where matrices [B] and [R] are defined as follows:
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(1)
where u = («i, U2,U3), ^ = («4, «5, ue), [mkj] is
the generalized mass matrix:
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The
ship
translational
displacements
(6,6>6)T in tne steady moving system and the
Eulerian angles (ei,e2,es)T are solved from:

FkR>(t) + FkFK(t) + FkD(t) + FkRa(t)

«1*2*3 + C1C3

C1S2C3 + S1S2
818283 — S1C3

«lC2

ClC2

(7)
and c,- = cose,-, s,- = sine,-, and U = tane,- for
i=l,2,3.
The ship motions in the time domain are solved
simultaneously from twelve equations in both (1)
and (5). At each time step, the motion velocities
in the ship-fixed coordinate system are obtained
by integrating (1) with the velocities at the previous time step as the initial conditions. The ship
motion displacements are solved from (5) in the
steady moving coordinate system.
Since the ship motion at a new time step, which
is unknown, is required to compute the forces (e.g.
the restoring force has to be calculated with the
ship motion displacement), the linear prediction of
stochastic theory is adopted to determine the ship
motion for the force computation. With the predicted ship motion at t = <n+i, the external forces
are evaluated. Then, the ship motion is solved numerically from the first order ordinary differential
equations (1) and (5) by the Extrapolation method
(Magee, 1994).

+Fi:(t) + FkDk(t) + Fk0(t)
for Jfe = l,2,---,6

(4)

where FR> are the restoring forces; FkK are nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces; Fk the diffracted
wave forces; FkR the radiated wave forces; Fk the
viscous damping forces; F^ the nonlinear forces
due to water flow on deck; and the force component Fk° may include the hydrodynamic maneuvering forces, the rudder force, propeller thrust,
viscous resistance and cross-flow drag.

Nonlinear
Shallow
Flow on Deck

Water

Governing Equations
The flux difference splitting method has been developed for computing the shallow water flow in
a three dimensional deck space (Huang and Hsiung, 1994,1995; Huang, 1995). The ship motions
of six degrees of freedom has been considered in
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the numerical scheme for the deck flow. The coordinate system oxyz for water flow on the three
dimensional deck is shown in Fig. 2.

It is assumed that the deck bottom surface is flat
and the wall of the deck is vertical. The boundary
conditions are:
u • n = 0 on the deck wall and bottom

^

(13)

If the water depth is shallow compared with the
horizontal dimension of the deck space, it can be
assumed that w is a small quantity compared with
u and v; and the dependence of u and v on z may
be ignored, i.e. u = u(x,y,t) and v = v(x,y,t).
Let q = gC, then the governing equations can be
expressed in a vector form:

\

in which,
Fig. 2 Coordinate System for Deck Flow
It is fixed on the deck space with oxy attached
on the deck bottom plane. The oz axis is positive
upward and the origin o is at the centre of the deck
bottom.

G = (vq,Uvq,V2q + \q2)T,
L = (0,0,\q2f,

The continuity equation and Euler's equations
of motion can be written as followa:

8x

— +
dt

+

K

dy ^ dz

q0 = -g sin(e2) - «1 + 2u6u + (uj? + uf){x - xg)
+(ti6 - u4us)(y - Vg) + ("4«6 - Ü5)*ff

where u = (u, v, w)T, u, v and w are velocity components of the water particles in x-, y- and z- directions, respectively, measured at point in space
from the field point of view; p is the pressure; and

j! = -U4U6
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q3 = u\ + u\
r0

on

z=C

=

-ffsin(ei)sin(e2)-tl2
-2U6U - («4«5 + ü6){x - xg)
+(«4 + ul)(y - yg) + (u5«6 - ü4)*,
n = -U5U6

r2 = g2,

r3 = 93

The derivatives of flux vectors F, G, H and
L can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of
vector W as follows:

(11)

and the dynamic free surface condition is:
p=0

— 0cos(ei)cos(e2) — Ü3
-(u5«6 - «4)(V - yg) ~ («4 + ul)z9

On the free surface, the kinematic condition is:
+v

=

-2(u4u - u5u) - {U4U6 - tisKz - ^g)

frf = (x - xg, y-yg,z- Zgf, and (xg, yg, zg) is
the coordinate of the centre of gravity of the ship
in the oxyz system.
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where [J,], i = 1,2,3,4, are the Jacobian matrices. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix [Ji]
are:
Ai = u + y/q,

A2 = u - y/q

and

A3 = u

fc=i

Also, the vectors at the right hand sides of equations (16) and (17) are projected into the eigenvector space as follows:
8W

and the eigenvectors:
ei = (l,u + y/q,v)T,

-

1 v^>
fe=i

e2 = (l,u-y/q,v)T
and

e3 = (0,0,l)T

dW

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix [J2] are:

1 -c^ , '

' ..'

dy
Aj = v + v^?,

A2 = v

and

A3 = v - y/q
The finite difference equations can be derived as
follows:

and the eigenvectors:

e-^a.u.v + V?)7.

?a' = (0,l,0)T
for

e3'= (l,«,t;-v/g)T
Finally, the governing equation is reconstructed
into the following form:

j = l,2,.--,n
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for

t'=l,2, •••,m

(19)

where ßi = fö and /?2 = $r- With the Superbee
limiter (Roe, 1985), FL(rkii_itj), it follows that

In the numerical computation, the governing
equation can be split into two equations using
the Fractional Step method as given by Yanenko
(1971) as:

1 3 l
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*=i

and these two one-dimensional equations are
solved for each time step.
The Flux Difference Splitting Scheme
The deck is divided into m x n nodes. The approximate Jacobian matrices [J{\ and [J2] are so
constructed that
AF = [Ji]AW

and

AG = [J2]AW

In the present study, the differences of W, F and
G are approximated as follows:
3

s

AW = ^akek, AF = y}T/\kakek
*=i

*=i

1^-^1(1-AIV«-*jl)*W-*J

(20)

Similarly, A^*+iii. AG,*,.^ and A^i,j+i can be
derived. The mathematical details are given by
Huang (1995).
In the numerical computation, for each time
step, equation (18) is first solved along the^zdirection by assuming that W(x,yj,tn) = Wß
and F(x,yj,t„) = Ffi; and they are constants
for x € [xi - %Ax,x{ + ±Ax] and y = iy, for
j = 1,2, •••,n. Solution^ at this stage^ u, v
and q , are obtained, and W(x,y,t) and G(x,y,t)
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can be calculated. Furthermore, equation (19)
is solved along^the y-direction by assuming that
w\xi>y,i) = W'tj and G(xi,y,t) = 0'{j; and they
are constants for y G [yj - %Ay, Vj + |Ay] and
x = Xi, for i = 1,2, • • •, m.

Computation of Forces

and the dynamic pressure is:
Pd{X,Y,Z,i) = -p^-\p\V*o\2

In this work, quadrilateral panels are used to
discretize the ship hull surface. It is assumed that
at the instant <„, there are N(tn) wetted panels
on the hull surface and the deck space. The mean
pressure on a panel is:

Forces Caused by Water Flow on Deck
As soon as the water depth and the water particle
velocity are computed, the pressure on deck can
be obtained as follows:

+(u8u6 - «4)(y - Va) + («4 + «§)*»]
(21)

Then forces and moments caused by water flow
on deck are calculated by integrating the pressure
over the deck area.
Nonlinear Froude-Krylov Forces
At each time instant, the ship motions (6,6.61
ei,e2,e3) are solved from equations (1) and (5).
Making use of the Euleran angles (fi,e2,e3), the
ship-fixed coordinate system and the steady moving coordinate system can be related as:
Xm \
/ 6 + x*g
i/m l = [ 6 + y»ff
6 + Z,g

X, — X,g

[R]

y, - y>g
z

i ~

z

tg

(22)
where (x,g, y,g, z,g) are the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the ship in the ship-fixed coordinate system. Also, we have
X = Ut + xm,

Y = ym

and

P = I&(X'y>Z'<)
i=i

N(u) _
F*'(t) = -pg 52 P'J^Sin^ * = 1,2, • • •, 8
i=i
(28)
th
where ASj is the area of the j panel and nk j is
the kth component of the unit normal on the jth
panel. The nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces are:

*(*.) _
i=i

(29)

where the subscript "d" indicates the dynamic
pressure.
The irregular waves are expressed in the spacefixed coordinate system, OXYZ. They are represented by superposition of finite number of regular
sinusoidal waves. The incident wave potential of
the irregular wave field is given as follows:
Ny,

$0(X,Y,Z,t)

Z = zm (23)

=

^^-e^cosikjXcosß
+kjYsinß - Wjt + Sj) (30)

where U is the forward speed of the ship.
The wave profile Co(X,Y,t) can be computed
using equation (??). All the nodal points on
the ship hull and deck are transformed into the
OXYZ coordinate system using equations (22)
and (23). If a nodal point is below the free surface
{o{X,Y,t), then we compute the pressure at this
point:
P{X, Y, Z, t) = P.(X, Y, Z, t) + Pd{X, Y, Z, t)
(24)
where, the static pressure is:
P.(X,Y,Z,t) = -pg[Z -Co(X,Y,t)]

(27)

where pj is the pressure at a nodal point of the
panel. The nonlinear restoring forces are computed as follows:

p{x, y, t) = />{C[ff cos(ei) cos(e2) + «3
+2(u4v - u8u) + («4«6 - üs)(x - xg)
-kC-zg)2-zl](ul + ul)

(26)

where aj is the amplitude of the jtA regular wave,
uj is the frequency of the j"1 regular wave, kj =
uß/g is the wave number and Sj is the random
phase lag of the j"* regular wave. The phase lag
Sj follows a uniform distribution over [0,2;r]. For
practical computation, the number of wave components Nw is approximatly 25. Wave spectra,
such as Pierson-Moskowitz, JONSWAP, Bretschnerder, Ochi-Hubble six parameter, or measured
spectrum, can be used in generating irregular
waves for the computer simulation.

(25)
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where G = ± + £, G(Smt(m) = £-£„ r = |£m-

Forces due to the Radiated and Diffracted
Waves
The impulse response function method given by
Cummins (1962) is used to describe the radiated
wave forces on the ship hull. The radiated wave
potential is caused not only by the oscillatory
velocity but also by the oscillatory displacement
which changes the position of the body in the
steady flow field. The force due to radiated waves
can be expressed as follows:

fml.ri = |£m-£ml,*m = (*m. Vm, *m) ^ the field
point, (m = (6n, rim,Cm) is the source point, ?m =
{Zm,nm,-Cm), and <r(Zm) is the source strength.
The m-terms: ni4, ms and me can be computed
directly using mi, rri2 and m3 (Newman, 1978).
The diffracted wave force in irregular waves
may be obtained as:
Ify,

Ffit)

6

FkRa(t) = EF*;W = -Mid) - WiW

= ^ajFÜjcosiuejt-Sj-eaj)
for Jb = 1,2, — ,6

-7kjVj{t)- I KkJ(t-T)fij(r)dT
Jo
for* = lI2l--.,6
(31)
where ßkj is the time domain added mass of the
ship, Xkj is the time domain hydrodynamic damping, jkj is the coefficient of the time domain hydrodynamic restoring force. These coefficients are
computed from the impulsive potentials (King, et
al., 1988). Kkj(t) is the retardation function which
is obtained by:

f°° (B {u ) - \ j)cos(u> t)du
kj
e
k
e
e

K

kj{t)= I

(32)

Jo

where 5(,j(we) is the damping coefficients in the
frequency domain which is computed using the
panel method (Hsiung and Huang, 1991).
In order to compute the hydrodynamic damping and hydrodynamic restoring coefficients, the
m-terms have been calculated. To avoid the direct evaluation of the second derivatives, an integral equation method has been applied to the
2-D body by Wu (1991). Computations were carried for a 3-D body by Huang and Hsiung_(1993)
based on the double-body flow potential $. Applying the Green theorem, the following integral
equation can be obtained for the m-terms:

(36)

where Fjfj is the amplitude and ejj is the phase
lag of the diffracted wave force, respectively. They
are computed in the frequency domain using the
panel method (Hsiung and Huang, 1991).
Viscous Roll Damping Moment
Various forms of formulation of the roll damping
moment have been applied to the nonlinear roll
motion, such as the linear plus quadratic model,
the linear plus cubic model, etc (Haddara and
Bass, 1990). Special attention should be paid on
the choice of the form of damping coefficients for
small vessels. Roll decay tests have been carried
out for five inshore fishing vessels (Peng, et al.,
1995). This type of fishing boat has a big skeg
with flat bottom near the stern, as well as low
L/B ratio and a shallow draught. Different forms
of damping moment were applied to fit the roll decay curves based on the energy balance method. It
has been realized that the evaluation of roll damping of this type of vessel is more difficult than conventional ships, such as cargo ships or frigates. In
general, the roll damping coefficients are roll angle
dependent and the following formulas are applied:
FWi) = 2(/n + /<44H(<*i + «aM)e'i

(37)

FMii) = 2(Jn + ßu)u<fi(ai + aae?)ei

(38)

or
-G{xm,im)mi{U)]dS (33)

where w^ is the natural frequency of the ship in
roll.

d$(xm)
dym

-G(xm,U)m2(U))dS (34)
and
d$(xm)

dzm
-G{Sm,(m)m3(U)]dS (35)

Resistance, Cross-Flow Drag and Thrust
In this work, resistance model test results are used
for inshore fishing vessels (Lacy, 1995). Models
were also towed transversely in the tank in order to
measure the cross-flow drag (Huang, 1995). Test
results are used in the numerical simulation of the
vessel motions.
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If there is no test data available, empirical formulas, such as those given by Holtrop amd Mennen (1982), are used for resistance estimation. The
cross-flow drag and moment can be calculated by:
-\pj Cd(x,)T(x,)v2(x,)\v2(x,)\d
(39)
and

the paper by Kijima et al. (1990), the normal force
acting on the rudder can be evaluated by:

F

»=-\>T?kA'v^s-

(45)

where Ä is the aspect ratio of the rudder, Ar the
rudder area of single side, VT the relative velocity
of the water particle to the rudder, and Se the
effective rudder angle:

Fe"(t) = -\p I x,Cd{x,)T{x,)v2{x,)\v2{x,)\dx,
2

(40)
where Cd{x,) is the sectional cross-flow drag coefficient, T(x,) is the local draft of the ship and
v2(x,) is the transverse relative velocity between
the hull and the water particle of the local crossflow.
The thrust and torque of the propeller can be
estimated from the available propeller charts as:
Pr
Fl

and

= (l-tp)pnlD4pKT(J)

Suppose that the normal force acts on the pressure point Crud on the rudder, the rudder force
components can be obtained as follows:

(41)
and

Ft = PnJDspKQ(J)

(42)

where tp is the thrust deduction fraction, np the
revolution of the propeller per minute, Dp the propeller diameter, J the advancing coefficient, KT
the thrust coefficient and KQ the torque coefficient.
Maneuvering Forces
The following nonlinear lateral force and turning
moment are adopted in the seakeeping computation (Kijima et al., 1990):
FfV) = \pLdÜ2(Yßß'+Yrr' + Yßß\ß'\ß'
+Yrr\ry + (Yßßrß' + Yßrr)ß'r'

(43)

F^ud = -\FN\sinS

(47)

F?ud = FNcos6

(48)

F?ud = l,FN cost

(49)

Ffud=z-lsFN cos S

(50)

where lx and I, are horizontal and vertical distances between the pressure point Crud and the
centre of gravity, respectively; XJCX and Uev are the
longitudinal and lateral components of current, respectively.
If the autopilot is considered, the following formula is recommended:
S(t)

(t) -f-a^e'e,

if e6 > So
if ee < So

(51)

where a{ is the yaw gain, ar2 is the yaw rate gain,
and S0 is the threshold value of yaw beyond which
the rudder is activated.

and
F*M = \pL2dÜ\Nßß' + Nrr' + Nßß\ß'\ß'
+Nrr\ry + (Nßßrß' + Nßrr)ß'r'

(46)

Se = S + tan

Jl

(44)

where L is shipjength, d is ship draft, /?' = -u2/U
and r' = e$L/Ü. In computation, U is the instantaneous relative velocity beteen the ship and the
calm water in the x-direction, and U2 the instantaneous sway velocity. The hydrodynamic derivatives Y's and N's are determined by empirical formulas or from test results.
Rudder Forces and Autopilot
It is defined that the rudder angle 6 is positive
when the rudder is turned to the port side. From
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Results and Discussion
First, we present the computed motion results of
fishing vessel A. Motion tests of a free-running
model of this vessel in a wave tank have been conducted. Heave acceleration, roll angle and pitch
angle are measured; and wave slopes, 2Co/A, up to
0.09 are used, where A is the incident wave length
and Co is the incident wave amplitude. The principal dimensions of the model are given in Table 1
and the panelized hull up to waterline and bulwark
are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. It represents thousands of fishing vessels on the eastern
seaboard of Canada. These vessels have very shallow draft, large skeg, flat bottom near the stern,
as well as low length to beam ratio. The vessels
are very stiff in waves, the typical full-scale natural
period is only about 3 sec.

tudes of heave acceleration and pitch motion. The
double amplitude of heave acceleration is normalized by 2u%Co and the double pitch amplitude by
2&Co- Tne computed results agree well with the
model test results.

Fig. 4 Panelized Hull up to Bulwark

Table. 1 Characteristics of Fishing Vessel A

Length, Loa (m)

1.846

Maximum beam, B (m)

G.717

Mean draft, D (m)

0.187

Compute! ♦
+
♦

♦

♦

♦

Volume V (m )

0.0663

Radius of gyration r„ (m)

0.236

Radius of gyration r^ (m)

0.430

L.C.G. (m) (from F. P.)

0.996

V.C.G. (m) (from baseline)

0.378

Natural roll period Tn (sec)

1.150

3

«

*
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Fig. 5 Heave Acceleration in Read Seas
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Fig. 6 Pitch Motion in Head Seas
Fig. 3 Panelized Hull up to Waterline
At a nominal forward speed of 5 knots, comparison
between computed results and the measurements
are given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the double ampli-

The nondimensional double amplitude of roll in
beam seas with a nominal forward speed of 5 kts
is given in Fig. 7. Time histories of the measured
and computed roll motions are shown in Fig. 8, in
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which X/L = 1.5 and wave height 0.62 m. Both
computed and measured roll have a mean heel angle towards the incident waves.

which is one and a half of the primary resonant
frequency, water depth 5.08 cm, the numerical results and measured data are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9 Wave Profile, a4 = 9.5 deg, u = 1.57
rad/sec, t=2.0 sec

Fig. 7 Nondimensional Roll Motion in Beam Seas
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Fig. 10 Wave Profile, a4 = 5 deg, u = 2.07
rad/sec, t=3.0 sec

Fig. 8 Roll Time History in Beam Seas
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Water flow on deck, which is subjected to roll excitation, is computed. The deck is 0.91 m wide.
Numerical results are compared with experimental data given by Adee and Caglayan (1982). At
the frequency 1.57 rad/sec which is close to one
half of the first resonant frequency, roll amplitude
9.5 deg, water depth 7.62 cm, the computed and
measured wave motions are shown in Fig. 9. For
an amplitude 5.0 deg and a frequency 2.07 rad/sec,
which is close to the primary resonant frequency,
the wave profiles at t=3.0 sec is shown in Fig. 10
where the water depth is 5.08 cm. A bore can
be clearly observed there. For the roll amplitude
7.5 deg and the exciting frequency 3.644 rad/sec,

£
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1

Fig. 11 Wave Profile, o4 = 7.5 deg, w = 3.644
rad/sec, t=2.0 sec
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As the frequency of deck oscillation is close
to the second resonant frequency 2woj/, w = 7.8
rad/sec, the wave pattern at t = 2 sec is shown in

For an amplitude 7.5 deg and a frequency 4.71
rad/sec, which is close to the second resonant frequency, the wave profiles at t=3 sec is given in
Fig. 12. Two bore can be clearly observed in the
computed results.

Fig. 15.
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Fig. 13 Wave Pattern due to Roll and Pitch,
t=4.0 sec, w=4.0 rad/sec
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Fig. 12 Wave Profile, a4 = 7.5 deg, w
rad/sec, t=3 sec

4.712

0.2
0.1
0.0

The wave motion and the velocity distribution
under the excitation of multi-degrees of freedom
of ship motions are more complicated than those
under the roll excitation only. Some characteristics of the wave motion can be found from numerical computations. Computed results are given
below for a deck well of 1 m by 0.8 m with the
water depth 10 cm. The rotation pivot is assumed to be located at the centre of the bottom surface. The primary resonant frequencies are
wor = 3.11 rad/sec in the longitudinal direction
and woy = 3.89 rad/sec in the transverse direction, respectively. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the
wave profile and the velocity distribution, respectively, under the coupled roll and pitch excitation.
The roll and pitch amplitudes are 5 deg and frequencies 4.0 rad/sec which are close to the first
resonant frequency. The time instant is 4.0 sec.
In addition to the two bores which are caused by
rolling and pitching, an oblique bore is produced
by the interaction of two bores. The wave in the
deeper water region travels faster than that in the
shallower region. From Fig. 14, the particles near
the oblique bore have greater speed than those in
the other part of the deck.

-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5

-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

X(m.)

Fig. 14 Velocity Distribution due to Roll and
Pitch, t=4.0 sec, w= 4.0 rad/sec
h(m.)

Fig. 15 Wave Pattern due to Roll and Pitch,
t=2.0 sec, w=7.8 rad/sec
The wave motion due to the coupled surge and
sway excitation is shown in Fig. 16. The surge
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and sway amplitudes and frequencies are 2 cm and
6 rad/sec, respectively. Again, two bores can be
clearly observed. However, the bores are not so
steep as those caused by the roll and pitch motion
near the first resonant frequency woy

bias heel angle towards the lee side or the weather
side. But most time it is towards the lee side. No
clear patterns of roll motion can be found.

Fig. 17 Heave Motion, u = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 90
deg, U = 0 kts

Fig. 16 Wave Pattern due to Surge and Sway,
t=1.5 sec, w=6.0 rad/sec

In the computation of ship motion with water on
deck, fishing vessel B, which is similar to fishing
vessel A in hull geometry, is used in this paper.
The boat is 12.5 m long, 4.2 m wide with a draft
1.47 m. Its displacement is 22.78 m3. The deck
size is 4 m by 3 m. The amount of water trapped
on deck is assumed to be 15% V0 and 25% Vo, where
Vo is the intact vessel volume displacement. The
corresponding water depths in the deck well are
0.285 m and 0.475 m, respectively.

Fig. 18 Roll Motion, w = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 90
deg, U = 0 kts

Ship motions in six-degrees-of-freedom have
been computed, all motions are couled on another.
The heave, roll and pitch motions with and without 15% Vo water on deck are shown in Fig. 17, Fig.
18 and Fig. 19. It is assumed that the boat is in
its upright position initially and has zero forward
speed in beam seas. The wave length equals the
boat length. With water on deck, the heave motion shown in Fig. 17 has a component of constant
sinkage due to the water weight, and its amplitude
and frequency are similar to those without water
on deck. Small variations of the heave amplitude
can be observed. From Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, the roll
and pitch amplitudes are increased compared with
those without water on deck. Nonlinear roll and
pitch motions are observed in the predicted time
history. It seems that the boat oscillates about a

Fig. 19 Pitch Motion, u = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 90
deg, U = 0 kts
Keeping all other parameters the same as in
the above case except increasing water on deck
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25%Vo, the predicted roll and pitch motions are
given in Fig. 20, and Fig. 21, respectively. The
roll motion in Fig. 20 shows a period-tripling oscillation caused by the water flow on deck. Also,
the roll amplitude is enlarged. A mean trim exists
in the pitch motion with water on deck as shown
in Fig. 21. The pitch frequency is not changed
compared with that of no water on deck. However, the nonlinear effects due to the water flow
on deck and nonlinear coupling effect between roll
and pitch (the nonlinear coupling effect is from the
nonlinear equations of ship motion, the restoring
force and the Froude-Krylov force) can be found in
the pitch response time history. The pitch motion
amplitude is increased.

motion. Further computations were carried out for
the boat at a forward speed of 5 knots with heading 45 deg and wave frequency 2.2 rad/sec. The
roll and pitch motions with 25%Vb water on deck
are shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23, respectively. A
steady trim and amplitude variations are found in
the pitch motion, and there is no frequency shift.
The roll motion is periodic, and the period three
and a half of wave excitation period. The roll amplitude is magnified.

Fig. 22 Roll Motion, w = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 45 deg,
U = 5 kts

Fig. 20 Roll Motion, u = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 90 deg,
U = 0 kts

life.)

Fig. 23 Pitch Motion, u = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 45
deg, U = 5 kts

Fig. 21 Pitch Motion, w = 2.2 rad/sec, ß = 90
deg, U = 0 kts
From above computations, it can be seen that the
water flow on deck definitely affects the roll motion
and that the pitch motion is not only affectes by
the water flow on deck but also coupled with roll

In this particular case, the resonant frequency of
water sloshing inside the deck is much lower than
the roll natural frequency, the water flow on deck
may increase the roll motion amplitude and can
alter the frequency of roll motion.
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Conclusions
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Radar Backscatter of a V-like Ship Wake from
a Sea Surface Covered by Surfactants
G. Zilman, T. Miloh (Tel-Aviv University, Israel)

km behind surface ships.

ABSTRACT
In calm water synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
ship wake images frequently form of a bright V
with a narrow half angle of 2-3 deg. These images
persist for many kilometers behind the ship and
can be explained as a result of the Bragg scattering from ship-generated divergent waves (Milgram 1988). The present work is concerned with
the generation of short divergent gravity waves
and their radiation from the hull of a displacement ship moving on a free-surface covered by
surfactants. Here it is shown that a contaminated free-surface significantly reduce the radar
back scatter cross-section and drastically influence the V-wake detectability. Explicit formulas
for the radar back scatter cross-section are obtained and numerical examples for their use are
presented. The theoretical results are sown to be
in a good qualitative and quantitative agreement
with the experimental results of Shemdin (1990).
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Figure 1: The wave pattern behind a displacement ship can be separated on:
1. Dark V-wake visible only in SAR images;
2. Two confining bright arms;
3.Optically visible Kelvin waves which are usually invisible in SAR images.
There is a believe that the bright arms of the Vwake stem from the radar back-scattering of short
surface waves which are generated by the ship
hull or its turbulent wake. Such a hypothesis is
based on the Bragg scattering mechanism, which
implies that a radar, roughly speaking, picks up
a single wave number. The typical wavelength
selected by L-band radars varies somewhat between 25-30 cm. Thus, it is plausible that such
waves are presented in the ship wake.
To explain the V-wake phenomenon so far three
alternative and somewhat mutually incompatible
mechanisms have been invoked. They relate to:

Introduction

Background. A moving ship generates a distinctive Kelvin free-surface waves system. It consists
of two types of waves, transverse and divergent,
which are located between two lines with a half
angle of 19.5°. However, airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images of the sea surface frequently display quite a different noticeable wave
pattern in a form of a narrow V-like angle of
2°-3° degrees (Munk, Scully-Power & Zachariasen 1986, Lyden et al. 1988 , Shemdin 1990).
Such wakes exhibits a central "dark area" and
two "bright white arms" existing as far as 6-8

1. Short divergent waves generated by a ship
moving with a constant speed (Milgram
1988); in this approach the wave wake is a
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of Munk, Scully-Power k Zachariansen (1986) the
radar picks up not only the particular magnitude
of a wave number, but also the direction of wave
propagation, i.e., the direction for which the wave
crests are normal to the look of sight of the radar.
Thus, the brightness and the extent of the two
bright arms can be different. If the direction of
the radar look of sight a provides the maximal
available signal for the, say, right K-arm, the left
V-arm may be practically invisible on SAR images. For instance, the experimental database
of Brown (1985) includes 49 SAR images of different ships; 24% percents of them have wakes
with two arms, 41% show one arm, while 35% of
the images do not exhibit any bright envelopes.1
In all SAR images obtained by Shemdin (1990)
the bright V-arms are visible only for those ships
which travel in the same direction as the aircraft
(a — 0). Close scrutiny of SAR images presented
in Shemdin (1990) shows that the extent, as well
as the brightness of the arms are not the same.
Moreover, in one of the reported images only one
bright arm is visible.
The radar back scatter cross-section 0 depends
on the wave elevation Z in the illuminated area,
on the radar wave number kr, the angle of incidence ip, the length and width of the resolution
cell 2/c and 26c respectively and the complex bask
scatter coefficient, C, depending on the particular type of radar. For radars with a horizontal
polarization the back scatter coefficient can be
expressed approximately as \C\ ~ cos2 ip.
According to the Bragg model the radar backscatter cross-section of a wavy surface per unit
area is given by the following formula of Wright
(1966, 1968):

result of wave interference between coherent
sources replacing the hull of the vessel.
2. Short surface waves induced by the freesurface strain which is affected by shipgenerated internal waves; the internal waves
result from the interference of coherent
sources replacing the hull ( Keller k Munk
1970, Tulin k Miloh 1990, Miloh, Tulin k
Zilman 1993).
3. Generation of short waves by incoherent
point sources behind the ship (Munk et al.
1988); in the approach of Gu k Phillips
(1995) incoherent sources simulate the oscillations of the edges of the turbulent wake.
In the present paper we investigate the attenuation of the short waves due to the presence of
surfactant films compacted in the vicinity of the
V-wake. Surfactants tend to concentrate at the
free-surface and to alter the surface properties. In
particular, this may result in a strong damping of
ripples and short gravity waves (Levich 1962). It
is common to interpret such a phenomenon as a
Marangoni effect which is due to the gradient of
the surface tension varying from point to point of
the free-surface. The level of wave damping depends on many physical parameters of the water
and the surfactants. The simplest mathematical
model of the Marangoni phenomenon is based on
the concept of a viscoelastic surface film and incorporates only three essential parameters: the
water kinematic viscosity, v, the surface tension
coefficient, cr, and the elasticity of the surface
film, €, ( Levich 1962). There exist strong experimental evidence that the elasticity of the surfactant film depends on the concentration of surfactants (Pelinovsky and Talipova 1990) and can
be as high as 30 dyne/cm for natural surfactants
of Black Sea.
The characteristics features of the radar return
such as the brightness of the V-arms and their
extent can be expressed in terms of the radar back
scatter cross-section. As was indicated by Peltzer
et al. (1991) these characteristics may depend on
the density of the surfactant films covering the
sea surface.
The basic mechanism of radar backscattering. Herein we follow the work of Milgram (1988), where the radar back-scattering
stems from the deformation of the initially flat
free-surface by a system of ship generated divergent waves with the wave length about 2030cm. This range is consistent with the L-band
radar wave length and provides the Bragg resonance. However, as it was indicated in the work
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Here the coordinates ((,,rj) pertain to a local coordinate system of a rectangular resolution cell
co-planar with the radar line of sight. Thus, if
the wave elevation Z(£,r]) is known, the radar
return also can be also computed.
Peculiarities of the ship wave-wake simulations. Simulation of the clean wave-wake of
a ship is a classical problems of naval hydrodynamics and was considered by Kelvin (1891),
Peters (1949), Ursell(1960, 1988), Wehausen k
Laitone (1960), Sharma (1969), Newman (1970,
1971,1987), Tuck, Collins k Wells (1971), Barnell
1
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of this paper provides the mathematical outline
for evaluating the wave elevations. It is based on
linear water wave theory. In Section 3 we present
the derivation of the Green function for a source
moving below the free-surface covered by insoluble surfactant and an asymptotic expression for
wave elevations. In this section we also discuss
the damping effect of the surfactant film. An analytic expression for the radar back scatter crosssection is derived in Section 4. Starting from Section 5 the theoretical results are compared against
the experimental data of Shemdin (1988). The
particular numerical example involves a tanker
Bay Ridge with the following characteristics:
Table 1. The particulars of the tanker Bay
Ridge.

k Noblesse (1986), Barr k Price (1988), Noblesse,
Hendrix k Barnell (1989), Nobless & Hendrix
(1991) , Ponizy et al. (1994), Nakos k Sclavounos
(1994). The effect of viscosity on ship waves has
been investigated, for example, by Wu k Messick (1958), Cumberbatch (1965) and Kinoshita
(1981). The effect of the surface tension on ship
waves was investigated by Crapper (1964) and
Sharma (1969). The unsteady Kelvin wake was
investigated by Mei k Naqiri (1991), Eggers k
Schultz (1992) and Cao, Schultz and Beck (1992).
The striking feature of the numerical simulations implemented by Noblesse and Hendrix
(1991) is that they .."predict short divergent
waves too steep to exist in reality within a significant sector in the vicinity of the ship track ". This
difficulty was attributed by Milgram (1988) to a
collapse of the divergent waves. In the framework
of the present formulation such a pure theoretical
obstacle can be lifted in a natural way since all
short and non-realistic steep waves are completely
damped out by a surfactant film.
The V-wake persist for many kilometers. Obviously, such a distance is much larger then the
typical ship length. Thus, one can employ an
asymptotic far field estimate for the wave elevations which greatly alleviate the consequent analysis. However, even a simplified expression for
the wave elevation Z still makes the integration
in the formula (1) not easy to perform. The relevant computations usually are time consuming
and quite demanding of computer resources. The
reason being that the expressions for the wave elevation Z are represented by integrals which hardy
can be evaluated in an explicit form, and the numerical computation of (1) may involve millions
of grid points.
It was noted by Milgram (1988), that in the
far field the waves generated by a ship behaves
almost as they came from a single location. In
other words, far behind a ship the fine details of
its shape may be inessential. It allows us to use a
simplified description of the ship hull which takes
into account only such gross geometrical parameters as ship length/beam ratio and the fullness
coefficient of the waterline aw- Such an approach
provides an opportunity to select from the variety
of ship forms only those which allows us to obtain
an analytic representation of the wave elevation
in the far field. Once such an analytic expression
is known, one can try to find an asymptotic expression for the radar back scatter cross-section

Length, m
Bean, m
Draft, m
Speed, m/s

334.9
43.7
21.4
7.5

The characteristics of the radar with received
horizontal polarization which was used in the experiment of Shemdin are represented in Table 2:
Table 2. Aircraft L-Band SAR parameters.
0.246
Wavelength, m
Nominal resolution, mxm 11x11
Ground range resolution
16x16
(at incident angle 30°),m
Ground range resolution
10x10
(at incident angle 50°),m

2

Wave elevations induced
by a moving ship.

Let us select the rectangular axes of the coordinate system attached to a moving ship in such
a manner that the x and y-axes are situated on
the undisturbed free-surface, and the z-axis is directed upward. We define the surface S of the
hull by the function y = ±f(x,z). Our goal is
to determine the free-surface profile Z — Z(x,y)
generated by a ship moving with constant velocity U in the direction of the positive z-axis. In the
frameworks of the linear analysis we represent the
resulting wave elevation Z(x,y) induced by the
ship as a sum of wave elevations due to sources of
intensity qn(x, y, z) distributed over the surface S
and wave elevations which stem from the sources
qw(x,y) distributed over the contour of the waterline /„, (Brard 1972):

e.
Z — Zh + zu

The plan of the present work. Section 2
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(2)

where j(x, y, z) is a function which lamps the specific features of the shape of a ship. For a thin
Michell type ship j(x,y,z) - 2, and the integration in the formulas (3) and (4) can be performed at the ship the centerplane. For a ship
of finite width j varies from point to point of
the ship surface, but it is bounded, i.e., 1< j
< 1.5 (Kostyukov 1968). In order to simplify
the analysis and to obtain analytical results we
employ the relation (6) with a constant coefficient 7 ~ 1, but perform the integration on both
sides of the surface S. Such an approach has been
previously justified by Milgram [20] who noted
that "comparative calculations of divergent waves
and their scattering cross-section using thin ship
source distribution (distributed on the actual ship
shape-not the centerplane), and the source distribution obtained from its linear theory integral
equation, show differences in details, but not in
general form".

where

Zh(x, y) = JJ Ch(M, N)qh(N)dS(N),

(3)

and

Zw(x,y)= I (w(M,N)qw(N)dlw(K).

(4)

Here N(xQ, y0t z0) is a point on the surface 5 and
M(x,y,z) is a field point • (h = G(M,N) and
(w = (w (M, N) are two related Green functions.
In general, for irrotational fluid motion the source
density qh(x,y,z) can be found as the numerical solution of a corresponding boundary integral
equation. The relation between the strength of
the surface and the line source distribution is:

,
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(5)
where nx — cos(n,x) is the projection of the normal to the ship surface on the »-axis, and g is the
acceleration of gravity.
In the present work we consider a viscous fluid,
but assume that the source density still can be
calculated by invoking the potential theory. The
combined effect of the fluid viscosity and the
surfactant film elasticity will be included in the
Green function. Such a heuristics approach has a
real physical background. For the potential flow
the source density distribution displays the form
of the ship whereas the Green function manifests
the physical properties of the fluid and the specific kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
to be applied on the free-surface. This approach
can be partially improved by accounting for the
thickness of ship boundary layer. Based on the
work of Lavretntiev (1951) Kinoshita (1980) has
been demonstrated that the Michell source distribution with the effect of the boundary layer
displacement thickness is almost identical to the
source distribution without a viscous effect, except a particular range near the stern. Havelock
(1935) demonstrated many decades ago that the
influence of the viscosity on the near stern flow
can be accounted for by introducing a proper
small "deformation" of the stern. It has been
mentioned above that far behind a ship the fine
details of its surface may be inessential. Thus, we
assume that for estimating the far field wave wake
the source density can be calculated on the basis
of potential theory according to the formula:

qw(x,y)=

g

-±
olw

q(x, y, z) = —7(z> V, z)nx,
47T

3

The Green function of
a moving surface disturbance.

3.1

Governing equations.

We consider a disturbance (a normal stress Pn)
concentrated over a infinitesimally small area in
the vicinity of the origin 0 of the coordinate
system Oxyz. The disturbance moves rectilinearly with constant velocity U on the free-surface
(p = Cp(x,y) of an incompressible viscous water
covered by a surfactant film. A strong similarity
between the wave elevation induced by a moving source and the wave elevation induced by a
moving impulse of a normal stress applied to the
free-surface is well known. For an inviscid fluid
and irrotational fluid motion the wave elevation
induced by a pressure impulse Pn moving over the
free-surface is:

_

i

r r

~ 2*pU2 L, Jo

pnkeik(xsme+ycose)dkde

g/U2 - k sin2 9-i(+0) '

Once the function £p is defined, the functions
Gh,w can be reconstructed by using a formal substitution:
Pn = 2iUsin6.

(7)

The linearized (Oseen) equation of fluid motion
is expressed in the moving coordinate system as:

(6)
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and the tangential shear stress conditions on the
free-surface become:
U^---grad{p + pgz) + vV2V=Q,
dx
p
divV=0,

(8)
.du
dz

(9)

where V is the vector of fluid velocity, p is the
pressure in the fluid, p is the water density and v
is the kinematic viscosity. This equation can be
splited into potential and rotational parts

rdv
v

Mir
<9z +

d24> , dw
dxdz
ox

2
2n 8 cj>
inr
dyoz

such that
(10)

(15)

dw.

(11)
da

r
divVfl=0.

°äf r=r„

(12)

and f = (r - r0)/r0.

Boundary conditions.

We assume that the insoluble surface-active
agent is fully swept along with the liquid and
that the influence of diffusion on the concentration distribution of the surface active agent may
be disregarded. For low fluid velocity and smallamplitude waves the equation for the conservation of matter in the case of mass flow on an almost planar free-surface yields:

The linearized kinematic condition on the freesurface is:

ox

(13)

= 0.

In the presence of surface tension the linearized
normal stress dynamics boundary condition on
the free-surface can be written as:
„ ,dw

d2<fi.

,9% 9%
*(^+#> =

„of
dx

3.3

P

»'(14>

where pi is the water dynamic viscosity and a is
the surface tension coefficient. In general a depends on the surfactant concentration Y which,
in turn, is a function of the coordinates (x, y) and
thus, a = <r[T(x, y)]. We assume that the concentration T of a surface-active agent is T = r0 + V,
where To is the constant concentration on the undeformed surface and I" < T0. For slightly viscous fluid, low fluid velocity and small-amplitude
waves it is common to assume that in equation
(14) the surface tension coefficient is constant,
a = a (To). However, the gradient of the surface
tension affects the tangential force
Pi

on z = 0,

where e is the elasticity of the surfactant film

[7^«+I/V2VH=0)
dx

dz

on z — 0,

+ ir)
dy = ^

p4 = -egradf

and

3.2

on z = 0,

(16)
where ptx and pty are the x and y-components
of the shearing stress. Here the shearing stress
vector can be expressed through the surfactant
film concentration T(x, y) and the concentration
To as (Levich 1962):

V = grad <j> + VÄ(«, v, ■

V^ = 0,

n

,d2<f>
dz2

dw.
dz

onz = 0.

(17)

Fourier transformation of the
boundary-value problem

Let us denote the Fourier transform (FT) with
respect to x and y as:

(18)
The Fourier transform of (10) gives:
<j>-kz(f> = 0

(19)

cf> = Aexp(kz),

(20)

with a solution

da
-^gradl,

^here k = Jk2+k2. The FT of (11) yields:
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dVR
dz

the numerator a small term incorporating ß <C 1
and small terms of order v2 in the denominator,
we obtain the following expression for the regular
part of the Green function:

>dVR
p-ivM^^o
dz

with a solution

a = tf+c

VR(u,v,w) = 0(^,02,C3)exV(lz):

where

where
u = kxU; I = y/k2 - iu/v

(21)

^ r/2do f

^±

T

and Re(/) > 0. Applying Fl to (12) and (14) we
have:
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E(k, 9)
(27)

Q± = (xsin0±ycos0),
iu + — = -iwCp»

dz

(22)
E(k, 0) = (kr2 - s)(r2 - ßl) + 2ivkr2

T

= U sin0,

where T = a/p. From (15) and (15) it follows:
and
u( — + 2ikx — + ikxw) - -iekxt,
dz
az

n{-£- + 2iky — + ikyw) - -iekyt.

/

(23)

3.4

Finally, equations (12) and (17) yield:
(25)

iujT + ^
+ -5-)=0.
dz2
dz

(26)

(28)

Here and in the sequel it is understood that in all
complex expressions for the wave elevation similar
to (27) have to be considered only the real part.

(24)

dw
ikxu + ikyV
s + -j— = 0,
dz

= \Ar¥'

Poles of the integrand.

In the far field the asymptotic behavior of the
Green function is determined through the poles
of the integrand, or, in fact, by the roots of the
equation:
E(k,0) = O.

The next step is to find the Fourier transform Cp
and its inverse Cp • This can be done by solving a
system of linear algebraic equations with respect
to unknown parameters A, C\, C2, C3. After some
simple, but somewhat tedious calculations we obtain the following expression for C,p :

(29)

The effect of the inclusion of viscosity is to move
the poles off the real axis, and viscous damping is
thereby obtained. In the case of an inviscid fluid
the two corresponding roots are real and can be
found explicitly as:

-Pn {w2 - ßmk2)k
<P

~T~

D

k0

where
D

-

^-(sin2 0 ± y/sia4 6-4gT/U*).

(30)

They corresponds to the capillary, capillarygravity and gravity waves regions. The upper
sign in this expression pertains to short capillary
waves which are not important for our analysis for
two reasons. First of all, they decay very fast with
increasing distance from the disturbance and, secondly, they do not resonant with the radar wave
length Ar ~ 20-30cm. Thus, in the sequel we will

-k(u2 - ßmk2)(s - 2viul) +
w(2vkm + iu)[2vuk2 + i(ßlk2 - u>2)]

ß = e/p, m — I - k, u — Ukx and s - g + Tk2.
Performing the integration in the polar system of
coordinates, taking into account (7), neglecting in
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be concerned with short gravity-capillary waves
which are denned by the lower sign of this relation. It is important to note that far downstream
from the disturbance the integration in formula
(27) is essential only for such values of 9 which
satisfies the inequality:

(31)
For a viscous fluid with contaminated free-surface
the roots of (30) become complex and the yielding
poles can not be solved exactly. Only an approximate location of the poles can be obtained. To
a good approximation the real part of the roots
obeys the relation (30) while the imaginary part
may depend on the elasticity of the surfactant
film significantly. Thus, the complex roots may
be written as follows:
kc = k0(9) - id{9),

4

ikUsm9

7

9

10

Figure 2: Relative viscous damping coefficient
for different values of the surfactant film elasticity.
It can be seen clearly that the surfactant film
greatly intensify the wave damping for small 6
angles.

3.5

(32)

The Köchin function.

According to (3) and (4) the wave elevation induced by sources distribution over the hull surface
S and the waterline contour lw can be written as
follows:

— r/2Sm39ek^+^+ikn±^y)d9
T

Jo

f

E(k,9)

Jo

(34)

— r/2sm39ek*+ikn±^d9

,.
.. /kUsin9
~ (1 - 1)1

T

Jo

Actually, since our interest resides in the range
of wave numbers k ~ 25 m-1, ship velocity U ~
10 m/s, water kinematic viscosity v = 10_6m2/s
and 9 satisfying the inequality (31), it follows that
\k21 < \ikU sin 9/v\. In the limiting case of a viscous non-contaminated water the damping coefficient can be written as:
6° = -4g2u/U5sm59.

6

Meg

where 6 >0 incorporates the damping effects of
the water viscosity and the surfactant elasticity.
If the initial value of the real root k0(0) is known,
then the perturbation analysis of the of the dispersion relation (29) with respect to the small
parameter 6/ko <C 1 yields an algebraic expression for the function 6 - 6[k0(9), 9, v, e]. The additional complication for such an analysis arises
from the branch points of the function E which
are imposed by the relation (28). In order to
avoid this mathematical difficulty we assume that
,,,
I = \IP

5

J0

E(k,9)

(35)

where
Ht = If qh(x0,yo,zo)ek*°-ikn±(*°>^dS0
and

(33)

(36)

Ju
The ratio 7 = S/60 characterizes the damping amplification factor which stems from the presence
of surfactant film. It is plotted in Fig.2.

represent the Köchin functions. For short divergent waves with the wave length Xw ~ 20-30cm
the hull integral Hjf is significant only over a
small depth of order Xw. In this case Hh(x, y, z) ~
Hh(x,y,0) and gh(xo,2/o, *o) - qh(xo,Vo,-0)- In
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the vicinity of the waterline a ship has almost a
vertical board and thus:

A(k) = -^K(k)+j

H±= [ K(k)qh(xo,yo,-0)e-ik^x°^dlw,
Jiw

3.7

(37)

where

It can be demonstrated that for short divergent
waves the |_ff*| ~> \H^\ which implies that the
contribution of the line integral is dominant in
the final expression for the wave elevation.

3.6

Zn=

As it was earlier mentioned, the fine details of
hull shape are not really essential as far as the
far wave field is concerned. Thus, we choose a
particular polygonal contour of ship waterline as:
if
if
if

-B
,
r~Ti "F
(L-L0)-

(L-LoY

Straightforward calculations give the following
expression for the wave elevations:

Z =

-U6
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A(M)

A(k)
dk,
E(k,0)
(38)

yhere

A = ^(_l)"+1an[e-»'*fl"sin(e-x»)+e-i*:^sin(e+^)],
n=l

•ßn = \Jx2n + yl,
Xn = - Rn COS Xn,
yn = Rn COS Xn ,

tanxn = yn/(-xn),
Xn = X + Pn i
2/n = y + qn
Pi,8 = -L/2, p2t7 = -Lo/2,
P3,6 = Lo/2, p4|5 = L/2,
91,4,5,8 = 0, q2,3 = -B/2, q6j = B/2,
a

l,2,7,8

^3,4,5,6

—
—
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/>c

a Ja f°° .-ikRtm(e-y) A{k)dk
sin,33 OdO
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Lo/2 < x < L/2,
-L/2 < x < Lo/2,
-Lo/2 <x< Lo/2,

where L is ship length, (L0/L) ~ 0.6 — 0.7 and
a

/•Tr/2
r

(39)
Following Whitham (1974) let us represent the
integral with respect to 9 as a sum of two integrals:

Simplified waterline

( -aF + bF
fw (x) = \ aF + bF
{ B/2

Asymptotic expression for the
wave elevation.

In order to determine the asymptotic behavior
of (38) well downstream let us consider some ncomponent of the integrand tacitly omitting the
subscript n:

1 - exp(-k\w)

=

K

aF

+ aF

1
(aF cos 6 — sir G)'
1
(aF cosö + sin#)'

/
JO

In the first of them the function sin(0 — x) is positive whereas in second one it is negative. We
deform the contour of integration with respect to
the complex variable k and represent the corresponding integral as a sum of three integrals: an
integral along the real half-axis, an integral along
the positive (negative) imaginary half-axis and a
semi-circle of an infinitely large radius connecting the ends of the real and imaginary axes. The
roots of the equation E(k, 9) — 0 with respect
to Ar are located in the lower half-plane. Thus, if
sin(0 — x) > 0 the contour of integration is directed along the negative imaginary half-axis and
the poles of the integrand give a contribution; if
sin(# — x) < 0 the contour of integration is directed along the positive imaginary half-axis and
the poles of the integrand do not give a contribution. This also insures that the contour integral
along the semi-circle vanishes. For the purpose of
estimating the order of magnitude of the integrals
along the imaginary axes their limiting values as
R —► oo may be taken in the first approximation
for a clean inviscid water without surface tension.
It has been shown by Ursell (1960) that for R > 1
they are of the order of R~3 and thus can be neglected. We may conclude therefore that for large
values of R formula (39) can be written as:
Zn = 2iri fW

Jx

where
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+

F{9)e~im^d9,

(40)

Hence the final expression for the wave elevation
can be written as:

A(k0)A(6)sm9

F(6) =

^sin4 0 - 4gT/U4)'

n=8

4aFU-

J2(-l)n+lanA(2Xn) x

(42)

n=l

A(0) =exp[8Rsm(e-x)),

Xn

TtgRn

and

4

<!>(6)=ko(6)sin(6-x)Similar analysis can be performed for the integrand of (38) incorporating the terms sin(0 + y).
However, as it will be shown below, within the intended accuracy such integrals do not contribute
to the final result.
Further calculations are based on the stationary phase method. For large values of R the integral (40) can be estimated as follows:
Zn = 2irii

2TT

A(2X„)sin(-^^-7r/4).
K
2
AU

yn

Asymptotic expression for
the radar back scatter
cross-section.

Consider an orthogonal local coordinate system
Oi£,rj with an origin located at the center of the
resolution cell. The coordinates (£,»7) are rotated
by an angle a in the counter clockwise direction
from (x,y) coordinates:

-i[fl$(0.)+*sign$"(0,)]

_ Ä|*"(0,)|

x

=

— X + £ cos a + 77 sin a,

y

=

Y + 77 cos a — £sina.

where 6S denotes the root of the equation
Here {—X < 0,V > 0) are the coordinates of
the center of the resolution cell in the coordinate
system Oxyz. Substituting (42) into (1) we have:

$'(0) = 0.
We intend to find an analytic expression for the
wave elevation in the vicinity of a small angle
X which is comparable to the magnitude of the
F-wake angle yv ■ Thus, it can be assumed that
sin(0 ± x) — 0 ± X- Furthermore, since yv >
4gT/U4, the root of (30) can be estimated as follows:
k0

U2
(sin2 0 - ^sin4 0 - 4gT/U4)
IT

0 =

4k4 |Cf
irbJc

n=8

.;c

tT,J-U

J-bc
(43)

where

u22fl2
e

Gn{Rn,Xn)

which yields

=

(-l)n+1-anaFU3x

(44)

A(2Xn)<P^A(2yn),
$

V T0ÄT»

g e±x

U2

02

'

It is possible now to obtain a simple expressions
for the only point of the stationary phase 0S

T - J—^L
+k n
4U2 yn
and ke = 2krsintjj. The function Tn(Rn,r]) for
Rn ^> 1 has a distinctive extremum in some
points r)°. It allows us to employ the idea of the
stationary phase method, but with some modification since the phase function by itself depends
on a large parameter. We expand next the function Tn in Taylor series

0, = 2X,
which define the function $(0») and its second
derivative $"(0S) :
*(*.) =

\U2X

(41)

T^Ek'^Kl-liy
8U2x3
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(45)

in the vicinity of some point |T70 j < bc such that
T^\T]°) = 0. In order to simplify the final results
we assume that X > l,cosa = 1 and sin a =
a. After some tedious calculations the following
expressions can be obtained:

m/

(i,n = l,...,8).

The substitution of (48) into (47) gives the following expression of the phase function:

Y -qn-pn/me, (46)

me

ri°\r,°n) = K[{a-

ri°n=(<lj-1n) + P-^

T^foS) = ke[(*-2Xv)t+£«qj-9n)
+ y^].
Tilg
f'l'
Finally, the dependence of the function (44) on
the coordinates of the local system is rather weak,
and thus it can be estimated as:

9

2X
-)*+ m -Y--qn -2pn/me],
me
e
(47)

Gn(Rn,Xn) ~ Gn(R0,Xv),
T(2)

2s/keF

(3)
T
x
n

&\/keF

-1 n

'keF-

where R0 = y/X2 + Y2.
Now the integration in the formula (43) can be
performed analytically which yields the following expression for the radar back scatter crosssection:

X
X2

U > 3),

XJ-

0 = AiA2A3AAAb,

where

where
16&3 L

^»land/^«!.

7rsin ip 6(

For U ~ 10m/s, kr « 25m-1, sin^ ~ 1/2
and X ~ 1, 000 m the numerical estimates of the
derivatives show that T^2) ~ 1,T(3) < 1 and
TfO') < T(3) (j > 3). Thus, the higher derivatives
in the expansion (45) can be disregarded but the
second derivative should be kept.
In the expression (46) the coordinates of the
resolution cell are the geometrical parameters of
the problem which can be chosen in order to provide the maximal back scatter cross-section. Let
us further assume that
X

A2 =-

Y
X

03

(l

(51)

Xv

(52)

+ a2.)3

(54)
n=l

-Y = qj+Pj/m,

1

qj+Pj/me
X
x

Here
Cc =

a

r

7rf2

cos( — )dt, S„ =

(55)

rpi . M2

_ sin( — )dt

(48)

Pi

< 1. Thus, we can

2U V 2kr sin i>

(53)

8

A6 = A2(2*v).

where (qj +pj/m)/X < me
define the V-wake angle as:
Y

(aFU)6

|Cf

_ sm2[ke(a-2xv)lc]
A3 =
~ [ke(a-2Xv)Q2 '

where j is some particular integers ( i = 1, • • ■, 8
). In this case the coordinates of the center of the
resolution cell are situated on the line

Xv

(50)

-r)°n ± bc
Uxv V

(56)
2-KXXV

Each factor in the product (50) allows a clear
physical interpretation: A\ reflects the characteristics of the radar, A2 the parameters of the ship,
A3 the direction of propagation of the divergent
waves and the radar look of sight, A4 the interference between waves and their radiation decay and

(49)

Consequently, the point of stationary phase is:
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A5 the radar back scatter cross-section attenuation affected by the fluid viscosity and surfactant
film elasticity. It is interesting to note that for a
ship with a length, say, L ~ 200m and width of a
resolution cell about 26c ~10m, at least one point
of the stationary phase 7?° (n = 1, • • •, 8) is equal
to zero whereas the rest of them are situated outside the resolution cell. Thus, the contribution
from the rest of these points in the formula (54)
is negligible. That leads to an additional simplification of (54):

A144 =

-[C2(p0) + S2(p0)],

(aF±2XvY

dB

(57)

2.5 3 3.5
X, km

where C(p0) and S(p0) are the Fresnel integrals
and
Po = XvU\j27rxvX'

(58)
Figure 3: Rise of the radar cross-section above
background versus distance aft of ship Bay Ridge.
(Sea State 1) • -experimental data of Shemdin

It is seen now that for p0 > 1 the asymptotic estimates of Fresnel integral gives: C(po) = S(po) ~
1/2 which means that the brightness of the signal
does not decay along the bright arms. In practice the value of p0 is finite, but still can be large
enough to provide a strong bask-scattering signal. In fact, if po < 1-5 the function AA behaves
as 1/X whereas for larger values of p0 it is an
oscillatory function with a slowly decaying envelope.

5

[35].
According to the experimental data of Shemdin
the radar cross section decay along bright arms
exhibits distinctive extrema, which, apparently,
can not be explained by the noise of measurements. Moreover, the last significant maximum
of the decaying curve occurs at the distance X
about 3-4km aft of the ship. According to the
presented theory the various extrema result from
the wave interference reflected by the relation
(54). Noticeable, that according to the experimental data the length of the V-like bright arms
varies between 5-6 km. It is reasonable to define
the length of the bright arms I^asa coordinate
Xv where |60| < 1-0 dB. Under such a definition the theoretical prediction gives the value of
Lv ~ 4.5-6.0km which is a good agreement with
the experiment.

Numerical simulation.

It is common to represent the radar cross-section
in terms of its nondimensi&nal rise above the
background radar back scatter cross-section 60
which depends on the sea state. The value 0O
can be estimated by a simple formula of Wright
(1968). However, herein for the sake of consistency we prefer to invoke the experimental data
of Shemdin (1990) which are represented in Table
3.
Table 3. Radar cross-section 60 for different
wind speed (ip = 30°) ■
Sea state Wind speed, m/s 6o(dB)
-30
1-2
1
-22
2-4
2
-17
4-6
3
-13
6-8
4
The dependence of the nondimensional rise of
the radar back scatter cross-section above the
background tf = 6/0o for Sea State 1 is shown
in Fig. 3.

The bright V-wake arms appear in the SAR
images only under the conditions of light wind
and small wave height. The theoretical results
presented in Fig. 4 are in a good agreement with
these experimental observations.
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An important progress has been achieved toward improving our general understanding of intriguing phenomenon of ship generated narrow
7-wakes. The proposed analytic solution of
the problem incorporates the important effect of
sea surface contamination. It has been shown
that the radar cross-section is a decaying oscillatory function along the bright K-arms. The
asymptotic behavior of radar cross-section for a
large distance X aft of a ship is governed by
the asymptotic behavior of the Fresnel integrals
C(po), S(po) where p0 is defined by (58) and (49).
The theory predicts a slow decay of the radar
cross-section with increasing distance X until the
value of the parameter p0 exceeds some threshold
value pthresh =il-5. When p0 is below this critical value, the radar cross-section decays along the
bright V-arms as 1/X.
It has been demonstrated also that even a relatively small contamination of sea surface can
change the radar back scatter cross-section drastically. According to the results of the present
study the distance behind the ship for the surfactant film with elasticity e ~ 20 dyne/cm to
diminish the radar back scatter cross-section by
a factor e_1 can be only few hundreds meters.
In this context of the present research it has
to be mentioned that the visibility of the dark
turbulent wake in Sea States 1-4 presumably
can be explained by the attenuation of windgenerated waves due to the contamination of sea
surface within the F-wake (Peltzer et al. 1991).
The physical mechanism of compacting surfactant films in the immediate vicinity of the 7-wake
is an important follow-up to this investigation.
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Figure 4: Rise of radar cross-section above
background versus distance aft of ship Bay Ridge
for different sea states.
It is seen that for Sea State 2 the visibility of
the bright arms is actually much less then for the
Sea State 1 but still noticeable. For Sea State 3
the visibility of the bright arms is doubtful. For
Sea State 4 the magnitude of the radar crosssection is below the radar cross-section of the
background level and thus can not be observed.
In Fig. 5 it is demonstrated the dependence of
the radar cross-section on the elasticity of surfactant film.
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Summary.

5

Figure 5: Radar cross-section versus distance
aft of ship Bay Ridge for different surfactant film
elasticity.
It is seen that even a relatively small surfactant
elasticity (about 10 dyne/cm) significantly reduce
the radar cross-section and the length of the Vwake. For relatively large but plausible values
of surfactant elasticity about 25 dyne/cm the Vwake can not be anymore detected.
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Abstract
The results of large-eddy simulations (LES)
are compared to measurements of a modelscale frigate wake. The measurements are
compared to two types of large-eddy simulations: a nonlinear free-surface approach and a
low Froude-number approximation. An unique
procedure has been developed for initializing
three-dimensional LES using two-dimensional
measurements of the mean and fluctuating velocity fields of a cross section of the wake.
The procedure also works well for extending
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes simulations
of near-field flows into the far wake. The numerical results show that turbulent roughening
of the ocean surface scales according to threedimensional similarity theory. An extensive inertial range is established in the kinetic and potential energy spectras. There is no evidence
of the effects of two-dimensional turbulence in
the free-surface elevation. Based on analyses
of energy spectra, third-order moments, and
probability distributions, the performance of
the Smagorinsky model is satisfactory in the
inviscid limit. Preliminary results of some recent grid-stirred turbulence and splitter-plate
experiments are discussed. The numerical predictions of the evolution of the wake agree well
with towing-tank measurements.

1

INTRODUCTION

The results of towing-tank experiments are
used to initialize and to validate large-eddy
simulations (LES) of ship wakes.
The
towing-tank experiments were performed at
the Maritime Research Institute, Netherlands
(MARIN). The experiments were performed on
a frigate. The model was propelled, and it was
equipped with a rudder. Details of the experimental procedure are provided in Hoeskstra
(1991).
Reed, et al (1990) and Hoeskstra (1991) review the physical attributes of ship wakes. In
the turbulent portion of the wake, two pairs of
vortices tend to form due to flow separation at
the stern. A pair of bilge vortices forms due to
the tapering of the parallel middle-body into
the stern. A second pair of vortices forms near
the free-surface due to the stern rising up to
make room for the propeller. The bilge vortices can be entrained by propeller slipstreams
and swirls. There can also be complex interactions with rudders. The free-surface vortices
rise up into the drag wake of the hull and run
parallel to the surface due to image vortex effects.
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2

Both pairs of vortices are observed in the
frigate experiments that had been performed
at MARIN. The MARIN measurements are
compared to two types of large-eddy simulations. The first type uses nonlinear freesurface boundary conditions and the second
type uses a low Froude-number approximation to model free-surface roughness. The
subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence model uses the
Smagorinsky model. Forcing at low wavenumbers is used to balance the dissipation at
high wavenumbers to provide the proper dissipation rate based on experimental measurements. The free-surface code uses an adjustment scheme to prevent the generation of spurious high-frequency waves (see Dommermuth,
1994b). The free-surface code also implements
a free-surface boundary-layer approximation
that is valid for clean free surfaces (see Dommermuth, 1994a).

2.1

MATHEMATICAL
MULATIONS

FOR-

Field Equations

Consider the unsteady incompressible flow of
a Newtonian fluid under a free surface, and
let U{(x,t) = (u,v,w) represent the threedimensional velocity field as a function of time.
Applying Helmholtz's decomposition gives

dx.

+ U{

(1)

where (f>(x,y,z,t) is a velocity-potential
which describes the irrotational flow and
Ui = ([/, V, W) is a solenoidal-field which describes the vortical flow such that
=

The LES codes are initialized using the experimental data. On a transverse cut all three
velocity components are measured. The mean
axial and transverse velocity components are
used to assign the mean velocity in a cross section of fluid that is modeled using LES. LES
is used to model the turbulent portion of the
wake. The Kelvin wave disturbance is subtracted out of the measured data using linear
wave-cut analysis. We superimpose on top of
the mean velocity field a fluctuating velocity
field that is based on the rms velocity fluctuations that are measured in the towing tank.
The fluctuating velocity field is initialized using a realization of fully-developed turbulence
with a -5/3 inertial range. We assume that the
temporal behavior predicted in our numerical
results is related to the spatial behavior measured in the laboratory experiments through a
Galilean transformation. The numerical predictions of the evolution of the wake correlate
well with towing-tank experiments.

dx.

0

(2)

0

(3)

where V2 is the Laplace operator. Since 4> satisfies Laplace's equation and the divergence of
the rotational field U is chosen zero, the total velocity field u conserves mass. The potential <j> models the effects of waves, whereas the
solenoidal velocity field U models the effects of
shear currents and turbulence.
Based on this Helmholtz decomposition of
the velocity field, the total-pressure II is defined in terms of a vortical pressure P and an
irrotational pressure, as follows:
1

ot

Fr2'

2

1

(4)

Here, the velocity and pressure terms are respectively normalized by uc and pv?c, where uc
is the characteristic velocity and p is the density. F2 = u2/'g£c is the Froude number and £c
is the characteristic length. The vertical coordinate z is positive upward, and the origin is
located at the mean free surface. Substituting
these decompositions (1 & 4) into the NavierStokes equations gives
dUj
dt
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|

u

dUj
3
dxj

|

d24>
dxzdxj

v
J

dP
ÖXi

1 -2TT , dMij ,
Re
OX,

c

(5)

where i?e = uctc/v is the Reynolds number and
v is the kinematic viscosity. Mij is a subgridscale model and St is a stirring force. The
stirring term, which is a linear operator, is required to impose the correct dissipation rate
for LES of wakes. The stirring coefficient a
is calculated to provide a prescribed turbulent
dissipation rate e:

t-klvW'Ui-JvUi'-g*

the free-surface elevation is entirely prescribed
in terms of the free-surface elevation itself and
the velocity potential, as follows:

The normal stress on the free surface must
balance with the atmospheric pressure and the
surface tension:

Yt + \tä + 4>y ~ tä + Mx + Vy<t>y)4>z
1 dnx

where V is the volume of fluid.

+ -H1

The divergence of the momentum equations (5) used in combination with the massconservation equations (2 & 3) can be used to
derive a Poisson equation for the vortical pressure:
d2P
dx2

dUjdU,
dxi dxj

Re

adSj

dxi

('■

Free-Surface
tions

Boundary

Condi-

-UVx -Vriy + W
2

0

duj
dxi

(10)

Longuet-Higgins (1991), Lundgren (1989),
and Dommermuth (1994a) provide examples of
free-surface boundary-layer formulations. For
a clean free surface, the boundary-layer approximation of the normal stress condition is

The Helmholtz decomposition of the velocity
field requires that an additional boundary condition be imposed on the free surface. An expedient boundary condition that can be specified
is that the normal component of the rotational
velocity is zero on the free surface:
Ui ■ n, =

dui
dxj

The normal stress condition (10) and the
corresponding tangential stress conditions are
appropriate only if the free-surface boundarylayer is sufficiently resolved. Since it is difficult to resolve the boundary-layer at full-scale
Reynolds numbers, a boundary-layer approximation is required.

As shown by Dommermuth (1993), the vortical
pressure is also subject to a solvability condition due to the imposition of Neumann boundary conditions.
2.2

+ P-Pa

We dx;

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure due
to wind forcing, We = pu2Jc/a is the Weber number, and a is the surface tension.
d/dt = d/dt + rjtd/dz is a substantial derivative. In addition to the normal-stress condition
there are also two tangential-stress conditions
that are provided in Dommermuth (1993).

dUj d2(b
dx{ dxidx.

d2Ml3
dxidxj

(9)

where everything is evaluated on the exact position of the free surface, z — r\.

(6)

a =

0

Yt + Vx<t>x + Vyfiy -

-f% + \{4>l + 4>y ~ tf) + (Vx4>x + Vy<t>y)<t>z

+j?v =

(8)

Vl + V y + ±

1 drii
WF OX;
2

4n;nj d 4>
Re dxidxj

where z = rj(x, y, t) is the free-surface elevation
and rii is the unit-normal on the free surface.
The preceding constraint imposed on the rotational velocity field means that the evolution of

(11)

This equation correctly predicts the laminar
dissipation for small amplitude waves. The two
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2.3

tangential stress conditions are not required in
this boundary-layer approximation. Excluding
the boundary-layer correction, the same freesurface boundary conditions are also used for
the Euler equations. This approximation is
valid when the temporal and spatial scales of
the turbulence are longer than the scales of the
waves.
The boundary-layer approximation models
the dominate effects of refraction, radiation,
scattering, and dissipation of waves by shear
currents and turbulence through the combination of the kinematic condition for the rotational velocity (Equation 8) and the vortical
pressure term (P) in the normal stress condition (Equation 11). The generation of vorticity by spatial and temporal changes in the
free-surface elevation is not modeled, but the
boundary-layer approximation does model the
dissipation of waves due to the direct action of
viscosity.
If the Froude number is sufficiently low,
Dommermuth (1994b) shows that the freesurface elevation is hydrostatically balanced
with the portion of the pressure that is induced
by the vortical flow:

F:P

V

The performance of several subgrid scale (SGS)
models was discussed by Dommermuth &
Novikov (1993). As pointed out by them, a major advantage of the Helmholtz decomposition
is that SGS models for the turbulent portion
of the flow can be developed independently of
the potential portion of the flow. As a result,
waves will not be excessively attenuated, and
the potential flow will not adversely affect the
turbulence model. A Smagorinsky SGS model
is used here:
Mij = CaA2\S\Sij + a-A2|S|2£,ij

oz

i

(14)

where Cs is the Smagorinsky coefficient, C,is the coefficient of the isotropic turbulence
model, A is the grid scale, Sij is the Kronecker
delta function, and Sij is the rate-of-strain tensor:

si1J.

l
=

-(d-E± + dJl±

2 I dxj

dxi

(15)

\S\ = (SijSij)1/2 is the magnitude of the strain
tensor. Most LES absorb the isotropic SGS
stresses into the pressure-gradient term in the
Navier-Stokes equations, but in free-surface
flows this term is required to predict turbulent
roughening of the free surface (see Dommermuth & Novikov, 1993).

(12)

For a clean free surface, Dommermuth, et al
(1994) show that the corresponding boundary
conditions for the solenoidal velocity field are
as follows:

oz

Sub-Grid Scale Modeling

Germano, et al's (1991) test filter approach in combination with Lilly's (1991)
least-squares procedure is used to predict the
Smagorinsky coefficient and the coefficient of
the isotropic turbulence model. Details of
the procedure are provided in Dommermuth &
Novikov (1993).

(13)

These boundary conditions are satisfied on the
plane z = 0. At this level of approximation, the
velocity potential, which represents dispersive
wave behavior, is zero.

The SGS terms associated with wavy portion of the velocity field and the cross-coupling
between the wavy and vortical portions of the
velocity field are not modeled. At low Froude
numbers, the effects of these terms are not expected to be large because wave generation is
minimal.

Based on the nonlinear free-surface conditions (8-11) and the low-Froude number approximation (12 & 13), two LES approaches
have been developed. Aside from the treatment of the free surface, both numerical
schemes are the same.
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2.4

wake. X0 and T0 are positions in space and
time where the ship wake and LES correspond.

Stirring

A stirring force is applied to maintain the
proper dissipation rate (6). The stirring term
forces the lowest wavenumbers, whereupon the
energy cascades to higher wavenumbers. In
wavenumber space, the stirring operator (s) is
given by:
S(K)

For LES of ship wakes, we assume that the
potential and solenoidal velocity fields can be
decomposed as follows:
<f> =
Ui

= ((20 + 30COS(K)+
4

12COS(2K) + 2COS(3K))/64)

,

(17)

Similar filters are described in Dommermuth &
Novikov (1993).

Initialization

J-n/2

exp -l
A Galilean approximation is used to relate the
spatial evolution of a ship wake to the temporal
evolution of a LES:
U0t

= Ui + v,

«r/2

4>w = Re

2.5

+
(20)

where <j>w is the wave disturbance due to Kelvin
waves, <j>u is the wave disturbance due to turbulence, Ui is a mean disturbance due to turbulence, and Vi is a fluctuating disturbance
due to turbulence. We assume that the Kelvin
waves do not interact strongly with the turbulent wake.
If the mean temporal velocities and the
Reynolds stresses are provided on a transverse
cut of the wake, the assumptions (18-20) can
be used to initialize a LES. A cross section of
the wake is modeled using LES. The first step
in the procedure is to use linearized wave-cut
analysis to represent the Kelvin wave disturbance in the wake:

(16)

where K is a nondimensional wavenumber
based on grid spacing and 0 < n < n. This
filter is applied to the velocities along the three
coordinate axes. For example, let sx, sy, and sz
represent low-wavenumber filtering along the
x, y, and z axes, respectively. Let {/,■ denote
the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the
Solenoidal velocity field, and let Si denote the
Fourier transform of the stirring force, then
Oi — SxSySzUi .

U0x + <j

d6$(9)

UI cos2 9

(21)

(x cos 9 + y sin 9)

where x and y are respectively the longitudinal and transverse positions in the wake. The
angular dependence $(6) is calculated using
Neumann-Kelvin theory or wave-cut data. The
water-particle velocity due to the Kelvin waves
is calculated using XJW = V<^,.

(18)

where x is the longitudinal distance downstream in the wake and t is the corresponding
time in the LES. U0 is the ship speed.

LES is used to simulate the vortical portion
of the flow and the free-surface waves that are
induced by the turbulence. The disturbance
due to Kelvin waves is subtracted from the total velocity field. The remaining disturbance
is primarily due to the effects of vortical flow.
The vortical portion of the flow can be initialized using the results of RANS, experiments,
or empirical data.

Based on this Galilean approximation, we
further assume that

F(x = X0) = i fdtF(t,x = X0)&
1 Jo
| / dx F{x) = <F(t = T0) > ,(19)
L Jo
where F is a physical quantity, an overbar denotes time averaging, brackets denote spatial
averaging, L is the length of the LES, and T
is the duration of a large-scale event in the

In the case of experimental data, the mean
temporal disturbance due to the vortical flow
is projected onto a solenoidal field using a
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where the surface integral is over a transverse
cut of the wake 5.
A natural choice for £;, the deformation tensor, is the mean velocity field:

vorticity-stream function formulation. Let U
denote the mean vector velocity with respect
to time on a transverse cut of a wake, and let
< U > denote the mean velocity with respect
to the streamwise direction in the LES. In general, U is not solenoidal, nor does li satisfy
the proper boundary conditions. To impose
solenoidality and to enforce boundary conditions, we first calculate the vorticity (f2):

ft = V xU

Bi =< Hi >

This choice of Bi is solenoidal, as required, and
it leads to a fluctuating velocity field that satisfies the free-surface boundary conditions in
the low-Froude number limit. Since this choice
of Bi assigns a relationship between the largescale features of the flow and the small-scale
fluctuations, it could also potentially be used
in RANS to provide closures for the Reynolds
stresses.
Another choice for Bi is the measured rms
velocity distribution:

(22)

This vorticity is used to calculate a vector
stream function (&):
2

V «F =

-n

(23)

where free-slip boundary conditions are initially imposed on the free surface and the bottom, and periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the horizontal plane. The mean velocity in the LES is calculated by definition:

< u >= V x &

(24)

ßi

which is solenoidal and satisfies the boundary
conditions.

dTk

Vk

(28)

In summary, the mean and rms velocities on
a transverse cut of a wake are used to seed
a three-dimensional LES. The initial data can
be provided by either experiments or RANS.
A Galilean transformation is used to relate
the duration of the simulation to the distance
downstream in the experiments. Spatial averaging in the LES corresponds to temporal averaging in the experiments. First, the Kelvin
wave disturbance is subtracted from the experiments, and then the mean velocities are projected onto a solenoidal field. Finally, a realization of fully-developed turbulence is fitted
to the measured turbulent kinetic energy distribution on a transverse cut of the wake to
construct the three-dimensional fluctuating velocity field in the LES.

25

Cd (

-VkVk , B2 = B3 = 0

By construction, this Bi is also solenoidal. If
the condition dB\/dz — 0 on z = 0 is imposed,
then the free-surface boundary conditions will
be satisfied by the fluctuating velocity field in
the low Froude-number limit. The advantage
of this approach is that it correlates well with
the experimental input.

To complete the initial conditions, a fluctuating velocity field (UJ) is superimposed over
the mean velocity field in the LES. Let 0,- denote a fully-developed realization of homogeneous anisotropic turbulence with zero mean,
< vi >= 0. We project £>,- onto u, using a deformation tensor:
Vi

(27)

^£» • < >

where Bi is a solenoidal deformation tensor and
Cd is a deformation constant.
Let v denote the fluctuating velocity field as
modeled by RANS or measured during experiments. Let \vkVk denote the turbulent kinetic
energy on a transverse plane of the wake, and
let \ < VkVk > represent the LES counterpart.
These two turbulent kinetic energies are fitted
together using a least-squares and averaging
procedure to determine the deformation constant:

^rJ/sß^-\<vtVl>)2 = 0,(26)
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3

4

NUMERICAL
FORMULATION

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

Grid-stirred turbulence experiments are being
performed in an open water tunnel with a
width of 45.7cm and a water depth of 41cm.
The free-stream velocity is Uc = 28.36cm/s.
Turbulence is generated by a mesh grid. The
wire diameter is D0 = 1.5mm and the spacing between wires is Dw = 8.3mm. Based on
mesh spacing, the Reynolds number is Rem =
UcDw/v = 2350.
The wake of a vertical flat plate is being
studied in a splitter-plate facility. The crosssection of the flow channel is 101.6cm wide
and 53.65cm deep. The splitter plate is Dp =
7.6cm wide in its thickest section, and it tapers
to zero at its end. The speed of the stream is
Uc = 40cm/s. Based on plate thickness, the
Reynolds number is Rep = UcDv/v = 30, 400.

The Navier-Stokes equations, and the boundary and initial conditions are discretized using
2nd-order finite differences. A fully-staggered
grid is used in the numerical simulations. The
momentum equations (5), kinematic condition
(9), and the normal stress condition (11) are
integrated with respect to time using a thirdorder Runge-Kutta scheme. The convective
terms in the momentum equations (5) are expressed in conservation-law form. Each stage
of the Runge-Kutta scheme is formulated to
inhibit the accumulation of errors in the divergence of the rotational flow field. The rotational pressure is used to project the rotational velocity onto a solenoidal field (3 &
7) with zero normal velocity on the free surface (8). Laplace's equation for the potential (2) and Poisson's equation for the rotational pressure (7) are solved at each stage
of the Runge-Kutta scheme, and a solvability
condition is enforced for the rotational pressure. A multigrid solution scheme is used to
solve the three-dimensional elliptic equations
(see Dommermuth, 1994a). The z-coordinate
is mapped onto aflat plane (see Dommermuth,
1994b). This mapping is applied to Laplace's
equation (2), the Poisson equation for the pressure (7), the momentum equations (5), and all
the boundary conditions. Periodic boundary
conditions are used on the sides of the domain
and free-slip boundary conditions are used on
the bottom. For the low Froude-number approximation, free-slip boundary conditions are
also used on the top (13). The numerical algorithms have been implemented on CM-5 parallel computers. The results of several validation studies are provided in Dommermuth &
Novikov (1993).

Velocity measurements are performed using
Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV).
DPIV provides instantaneous 2-D velocity
fields in a plane (see Willert k Gharib, 1991).
For the grid-stirred turbulence experiments,
three planes have been measured: one vertical plane in the center of the water tunnel and
two horizontal planes, 3mm and 110mm below the free surface. The area of each image
plane is about 180mm X 130mm and the leading edge is about 235mm downstream of the
wire mesh. 1000 images, which corresponds
to 66.7 seconds of measurement, has been acquired in each plane to enable statistical analyses. Analysis of the rms velocity shows that
averaging over 1000 samples gives relative errors less than one percent.

5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Towing-tank experiments were performed at
MARIN using a model-scale frigate.
The
frigate was propelled, and it was equipped with
a rudder (see Hoeskstra, 1991). Based on the
towing speed (Uc — 2m/s) and the length
of the beam (£c = 0.758m), which are used
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tational domain are one unit long. The kinematic viscosity is zero for these simulations. In
this infinite Reynolds number limit, the only
sink of energy is provided by the SGS model.

to normalize the LES results, the Reynolds,
Froude, and Weber numbers are respectively
Re = 1.52 x 106, Fr2 = 0.538, and We =
4.10 x 104.
Data was measured at five transverse planes
using laser doppler velocimetry. Longitudinal
and transverse wave cuts were also performed.
The velocity measurements were performed at
about 200 points on each transverse plane. The
sampling density was about 6 points across the
draft and about 16 points across the beam.
The sampling density was highest near the
free surface and behind the stern and became
coarser near the edges of the wake.

An energy cascade is established as indicated by the -5/3 and -7/3 slopes in the inertial
ranges of the velocity and the surface-pressure
spectra, respectively. The Kolmogorov constant for these simulations (K0 ~ 2) agrees
with other LES and DNS numerical simulations (see Chasnov's review, 1991, Vincent &
Meneguzzi, 1991), but it is higher than most
experimentally observed values, which typically are about 1.5. Since the surface pressure can be directly related to the surface elevation through the relation provided in Equation (12), the -7/3 power-law behavior in the
pressure spectra shows that the effects of twodimensional turbulence are not likely to be observed in the far wake of a ship where the turbulence is well-stirred and the Froude number
is low.
Table 1 summarizes the power-law dependency of the energy spectra that are shown in
figure 1. The following power-law formula

The experimental data has been interpolated onto a computational domain that is four
beams wide and one beam deep. The length of
the computational domain is one beam. Details of the two-dimensional interpolation procedure, the Kelvin-wave removal, and the noise
reduction are provided in Innis (1993).
A fully-developed realization of homogeneous anisotropic turbulence is required to
initialize LES of ship wakes. The resulting
dataset is projected onto a transverse cut of
the wake as discussed in Section 2.5. Once the
LES has been initialized, it is advanced in time
to simulate the spatial development of a ship
wake. In the next two sections, we discuss LES
of grid-stirred turbulence and ship wakes. The
grid-stirred turbulence results, which are discussed in the first section, are used to initialize
a ship wake study, which is discussed in the
second section.

5.1

E(K)

= K0e2/3Kß

(29)

is fitted using a least-squares technique. For
the 1283 simulation the fitting is performed for
20 < K < 400, and for the 2563 simulation,
20 < K < 800.
Resolution K0
ß
2.1 -1.687
1283
2.0 -1.667
2563
Table 1. Power-law behavior of energy spectra.

Grid-Stirred Turbulence

Numerical simulations of grid-stirred turbulence have been performed using the low
Froude-number approximation. Figure 1 shows
energy and surface-pressure spectra.
The
surface-pressure is the pressure on the plane
z = 0, where the free-surface approximation is
made. Results are shown for 1283 and 2563 grid
points. Stirring at low wavenumbers is used to
maintain a constant kinetic energy with a rms
velocity equal to one. The sides of the compu-

The results of other researchers seem to suggest that a free surface is capable of supporting
a reverse energy cascade, which is a property of
two-dimensional turbulence (see Sarpkaya's review, 1995). Observations of two-dimensional
turbulence may be based on low-Reynoldsnumber flows that are not well-stirred. If the
flow is well-stirred and the Reynolds number is
sufficiently high, the present numerical results
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indicate that the free surface does not support
a reverse energy cascade.
Figure 2 shows two energy spectra measured in the grid-stirred turbulence experiments. One spectrum is based on data measured close to the free surface (z = -3mm)
and the other is based on data measured in
the bulk of the flow (z = -110mm). The data
has been normalized by the free-stream velocity and the mesh spacing. For wavenumbers
greater than the wavenumber at which turbulence is injected, k{ > 2.5, both spectra are
close to a Kolmogorov -5/3 power-law. The
presence of the free surface does not appear to
influence the shape of spectra, which is consistent with the LES results. Due to limitations
of the spatial resolution of DPIV in the present
study, the energy spectra at very small scales,
k > 25 have not yet been resolved. A DPIV
study that is zoomed in on the flow is currently
underway.
Higher-order moments associated with the
velocity increments are also useful measures
of how well a turbulence model is performing.
Following Novikov (1992), the velocity increment is defined as

asymptotically approaches one for small radial
distances. The curve should be one throughout the inertial range. The Smagorinsky turbulence model appears to perform well for local disturbances, but its performance for longrange disturbances requires improvement. We
note that the establishment of an extensive inertial range is adequate for remote-sensing applications, which only require good prediction
of second-order moments. Applications include
wave roughening, wave scattering, and turbulent wave dissipation. In order to predict intermittent turbulence effects, third and higherorder moments are required.

(30)

The experimental results are strongly nonGaussian, much more so than the numerics.
However, the experiments do show a tendency
to become more Gaussian as the radial offset
increases. We note that the probability distribution can never become completely Gaussian
because the third-order moment is non-zero in
the inertial range. LES, with zero kinematic
viscosity, corresponds to the limit r/r)k —> oo.
In this context, the LES results represent a limiting value to the experiments, which is supported somewhat by the results illustrated in
Figure 4 as r/rjk increases. The DNS results
of Vincent & Meneguzzi (1991) show similar
behavior. In the dissipation range, their DNS
results are strongly non-Gaussian, but when
the radial offset is outside the dissipation range
and inside the inertial range, their results are
more Gaussian.

6ui(r, x) = Ui(x') - Ui{x) ,

Figure 4 shows the probability distributions
of the velocity increments for three radial offsets. The velocity increments have been normalized such that their rms value is one. A
Gaussian distribution is also included along
with results from the field and laboratory experiments of Praskovsky & Oncley, 1994. The
probability distributions are shown for various
radial offsets. The radial offsets for the experiments are normalized by the Kolmogorov
length-scale (rjk). The radial offsets in the LES
are not normalized by rjk because dissipation
scales are not readily available in LES.

where a; is a vector position, r is a vector offset,
and x'=x +r. The radial component of the
velocity increment 6ui(r,x) is given by
ur = Sui rii ,
where n,- = nr-1, r; are the components of
the offset, and r is the magnitude of the offset.
This leads to Kolmogorov's formula for thirdorder moment, which is valid in the inertial
range:

14} =

:tr

where the brackets denote volume averaging
and 6 is the dissipation rate.
Figure 3 shows the third-order moment normalized by its expected behavior in the inertial
range. The normalized third-order moment
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5.2

that is used in Case 1 tends to emphasize regions where the magnitude of the velocity is
high. However, most turbulence production
occurs in regions where the gradients of the
mean velocity field are high. There are gradients of the mean velocity in the fitting procedure (see Equation 25), but these terms tend
to be dominated by the terms containing gradients of the grid-stirred turbulence field. Case
2, which uses the rms velocity as a fit, tends to
do better in the high-gradient regions. These
issues are more evident in the color Figures 5
and 6, which will be discussed later. A combination of mean velocity and mean vorticity
may be used to provide a better fit to the turbulent kinetic energy field.

A Model-Scale Frigate

The data from the MARIN experiments (see
configuration 81, Hoekstra, 1991) measured at
x = 4.62 beams astern is used to initialize
a LES using the procedure described in Section 2.5. The duration t = 3.95 of the LES is
long enough to advance the data to the next
set of measurements at x = 8.57. Based on
the difference in kinetic energies between the
two stations, a constant dissipation rate is assigned. This dissipation rate is maintained using stirring as described in Section 2.4. A more
complex temporal behavior for the dissipation
rate could be assigned, perhaps based on selfsimilarity arguments, but since the simulation
is short, a constant dissipation rate is sufficient.

At the next station, at time t = 3.95, the correlation coefficients for the mean axial velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy are high,
whereas the coefficient for the mean axial vorticity is low. The low correlation coefficient in
the vorticity field is due to the breakup of a
pair of bilge vortices.

Table 2 provides the correlation coefficients
for two different cases and several physical
quantities. The two cases correspond to the
two techniques for initializing the fluctuating
portion of the velocity field. Case 1 uses the
mean velocity field (see Equation 27), and Case
2 uses the rms velocity field (see Equation 28).
In both cases, a low Froude-number approximation is used to model the wake.

< Qi >
i < VkVk >

<Ui>

Case 1
t = 0 t = 3.95
0.52
0.90
0.92
0.80
0.99
0.95

Case 1 has also been run using the nonlinear free-surface code. Comparisons to the low
Froude-number approximation indicate that
wave generation is not very strong. The correlation coefficients between the hydrostatic approximation (see Equation 12) and the nonlinear free-surface elevation vary from 0.8 near the
middle of the simulation to 0.5 at the end of the
simulation. The low-Froude approximation appears to be reasonable four beams astern, and
further back in the wake, where the turbulence
is weaker, it would get even better.

Case 2
t = 0 t = 3.95
0.39
0.90
0.94
0.89
0.95
0.99

Table 2. Correlation Coefficients.
Initially, the correlation coefficients are very
high for all physical quantities, especially for
the mean axial velocity (< U\ >) and the mean
axial vorticity (< Qi >). For the initial conditions, these quantities just undergo a minor
correction to ensure that the initial velocity
field is solenoidal and to enforce the boundary
conditions.

We had earlier hypothesized that when the
mean velocity is used as a deformation tensor,
Equations 25 and 27 could be used in RANS
to provide closures for the Reynolds stresses.
To test this hypothesis, we fitted a fluctuating
velocity field to the stations at x = 4.62 and
x = 8.57 in the MARIN experiments. The deformation constant (Cd) changed by less than
15% between the two stations. This provides
some evidence that the initialization procedure
could also be used as a RANS closure.

The correlation coefficient for the turbulent
kinetic energy (| < v^k >) is also very high
initially. The correlation coefficient for Case 1
is initially lower than for Case 2 for the turbulent kinetic energy. The mean velocity field

Figures 5 and 6 compare the experimental
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measurements and the numerical predictions
for the two cases. Figure 5 is at t = 0 and
Figure 6 is at t = 3.95. The mean turbulent
kinetic energy, mean streamwise velocity, and
mean axial vorticity are respectively shown in
the (a) top, (b) middle, and (c) bottom plots.

models. Based on this procedure, two types of
LES capabilities have been developed: a nonlinear free-surface capability and a low Froudenumber approximation.
These capabilities
have been used to simulate grid-stirred turbulence and the wake of a model-scale frigate.

For the mean axial velocity, the drag wake of
the hull (blue) is located near the surface, and
the thrust wake of the propeller (red) is concentrated below the free surface. Some spreading
of the wake is observed between times t = 0
and t = 3.95. In both cases, LES predicts the
evolution of the axial velocity very well.

Neither the results of LES or preliminary
grid-stirred turbulence experiments shows evidence of a reverse energy cascade. For wellstirred flows at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers,
the
numerically-predicted
and
experimentally-measured energy spectra scale
according to three-dimensional similarity theory, both in the bulk of the flow and near the
free surface. The roughening of the free surface also scales according to three-dimensional
similarity theory.

The plots of mean axial vorticity show that
the free-surface vortices are concentrated in a
thin layer near the free surface. They spread
laterally outward. The pair of bilge vortices
have been entrained in the slipstream of the
propeller and split by the rudder. The experimental data is ragged at t = 0 because there
are only a few sample points across the wake.
Between time t = 0 and t = 3.95, the bilge
vortices break up and the free-surface vortices
grow weaker. The free-surface vorticity also
spreads out laterally. The spreading of the
wake is more evident in the free-surface elevation, which is not shown. The two numerical
cases appear to perform equally well.

Comparisons between LES predictions and
towing-tank measurements are very good. As
predicted by LES, the attenuation of the mean
axial-velocity field and the turbulent kinetic
energy, and the breakup of the axial vorticity
field agrees with measurements. The enhanced
spreading of the wake near the free surface is
also predicted well by LES. Additional validation studies are currently underway using the
results of grid-stirred turbulence and splitterplate experiments.

As illustrated in the plots of turbulent kinetic energy (tke), high concentrations of tke
are initially located in the region between the
drag and thrust wakes of the experiments. The
numerics do not seem to capture this high concentration very well. As discussed earlier, it
may partially be attributed to the gradients
of the fluctuating velocity field dominating the
gradients of the mean quantities that are used
in the fitting procedure. The effect of using
different realizations of turbulence to initialize
the flow should also be investigated.
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CONCLUSIONS

A new procedure for initializing LES and simulating wakes has been developed. The procedure provides a framework for testing SGS
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Conductivity Measurements in the Wake of Submerged
Bodies in Density-Stratified Media
T. Sarpkaya, T. Massidda (Naval Postgraduate School, USA)

ABSTRACT
radically alter the dynamic behavior of the interaction
between the fluid and a body passing through it. In an
homogeneous fluid, all portions of the wake are
subjected to the same gravitational forces. This is not
true for the wake of a body in a density stratified fluid
because the turbulent mixing causes a disruption in the
equilibrium density configuration resulting in gravity
induced pressure gradients. These gradients generate
secondary motions in the fluid that are not present in a
homogeneous wake. The changes that occur in the
flow due to these secondary motions (physical as well
as turbulent collapse in the wake, internal waves) are
important to the understanding of the interaction
between a submerged body and its environment.

The variations of the relative conductivity in
the wake of self-propelled, single-screw, submarineshaped bodies in a continuously (linearly) stratified
fluid were measured. The internal Froude-number
scaling (Fr = UQ/ND) was used between the model and
the prototype to select the buoyancy (Brunt-Väisälä)
frequency N (= [gAp/p0H]1/2) with pD as the mean
density at mid-depth, the model diameter (D) and speed
(U0) for representative environmental conditions. The
model Froude number ranged from about SO to 200 and
the Reynolds number (UoD/v), from about 3x10* to
6x10*. The boundary layer along the body was tripped
to be turbulent. Furthermore, the size of the propeller
was scaled with respect to the size of the wake and not
the size of the body, by scaling wake diameter on the
basis of Reynolds number, in a manner to that
described by Schetz and Jakubowski [1]. Nevertheless,
the scale effects (due to widely different model and
prototype Reynolds numbers) cannot be assessed and
have been left to prototype tests and some scientific
speculation. The wake collapse (at a distance of about
400 diameters downstream) gave rise to large
conductivity changes and to many modes of short
internal waves of mean length D. The upstream
conductivity field anticipated the arrival of the body
(the upstream effect or blocking), for only impulsive
starts and stops, to and from moderate speeds.

Examples of hydrodynamic phenomena, most
likely to be encountered in various parts of a
submerged body, include flow about the bow planes;
three-dimensional flew at the body/bow-plane
junction; three-dimensional, unsteady and severelyseparated flow in the vicinity of torpedo-tube-ports;
interaction of flow with devices and unconventional
aft-body shapes (applied in recent times to bodies to
improve the overall efficiency of the propulsion);
interference of tip and junction vortices with the
existing boundary layers and with the propulsor, and
numerous other fluid-structure interactions. These
phenomena give rise to complex wake structures, even
for a relatively simple linear body motion in an
homogeneous medium. The unsteady motions such as
impulsive starts and stops, changes in course or depth
give rise to additional wake widening in both the
homogeneous and stratified media.

INTRODUCTION
Density stratification occurs naturally in
many fluids, particularly in the ocean environment.
The stratification can be due to thermal effects or
results from salt or other impurities in the fluid. The
study of the effects of various types of stratifications is
important because even a mild stratification can

Hydrodynamic models, utilizing recently
developed numerical techniques, attempt to predict the
behavior of unsteady flow fields in the wakes of
submerged bodies. However, the results are highly
dependent on the turbulence model used and on the
previous measurements for overall model verification.
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Lin et al. [7] and Xu et al. [8]. In both cases, the
wake formation was primarily due to the shedding of
vortices from the separation points.

Unfortunately, there are not any detailed measurements
of the flow field resulting from the motion of a
submarine-like body in a stratified medium. Most of
the existing and relatively meager experiments do not
deal with wake conductivity measurements at Froude
numbers of practical significance. Also, the causes of
the wake turbulence are seldom similar.

In the present investigation, the conductivity
measurements were made in the wake of self-propelled
bodies (with momentumless wakes) through the use of
numerous, temperature-compensated, high accuracy,
microscale, conductivity probes [9]. Under normal
conditions, i.e., for a submarine-like body in steady
rectilinear motion, the characteristics of the wake are
dictated primarily by the propeller and, to a lesser
extend, by the necklace and sail-plane vortices.
However, in transient motions (body undergoing timedependent maneuvers), nonlinear waves, the unsteady
three-dimensional cross-flow separations and body
vortices play significant roles. Also, it must be
emphasized that there are fundamental differences in the
wakes of towed or dragged bodies and the self-propelled
bodies. The wake of a towed body represents typical
elementary shear flow profiles, where the velocity
deficit spreads outward and decreases on the centerline
as the flow proceeds downstream. The wake of a
momentumless body exhibits a velocity-defect region
near the axis and a velocity-excess region in the
neighborhood of r/Ro = 0.8, before leveling off beyond
r/Ro = 1.2 (here r is the radial distance and Ro = D/2,
the maximum radius of models).

It is a well-known fact that electric currents
generated in a fluid contribute to the total
electromagnetic field, but in the absence of fluid
motion these modifications of the applied field remain
at a steady state. If a hydrodynamic disturbance, such
as a wake in a stratified medium, sets part or all of the
conducting fluid into motion, an additional electric
field is generated in the fluid which is moving across
the geomagnetic field. The change in current density
then produces a magnetic anomaly which may be
observable and thus important for stealthing purposes.
Wakes caused by bodies traveling in
homogeneous fluids have been subjected to a large
number of studies. A summary for the axisymmetric
or circular wake is presented in Schlichting [2]. In
this case, the wake width in a homogenous fluid
increases as x vice x
for the two-dimensional
case. This relationship can be used for the initial wake
growth in a stratified fluid because the effect of the
turbulent mixing dominates the wake in that region.
As a result, the wake expands in all directions in the
same manner as the wake in a homogenous fluid. As
the distance behind the body increases, the
gravitational effects on the displaced fluid become
more dominant. This results in a vertical collapse and
a horizontal growth in the wake region. The
horizontal spreading causes the vertical collapse to
occur at a greater rate relative to the two-dimensional
case. This is the source of the major difference
between the two- and three-dimensional wakes.

MODELS, FACILITIES, AND TECHNIQUES
Scaling of the Model
The parameters used in the current study were
taken from the design specifications for a typical attack
submarine. They provide an accurate representation of
the conditions that would be encountered under normal
operating conditions. Of special importance is the
relative conductivity which we define here as the ratio
of the time change in conductivity at a given point to
that which existed prior to the motion of the body at
the same point, i.e., RC(x,y,z) = (AC/C)Xyz- The
effect of the conductivity perturbations on the
distortion of the prevailing magnetic field is of special
importance and directly related to the ultimate purpose
of the investigation.

The vertical collapse and the subsequent
horizontal spreading also cause a horizontal
displacement of the fluid surrounding the mixed
region. This fluid then converges above and below the
level at which the spreading is taking place resulting
in the generation of random internal gravity waves in
the bulk fluid. These waves then continue to travel
away from the body at the level where the mixed fluid
finds density equilibrium with the surrounding fluid.
Most of these effects have been documented thirty
years ago by Stockhausen, at al. [3] for a circular disk
mounted on a self propelled body. Surveys on
stratified flows may be found in the papers by Torobin
and Gauvin [4], Lin and Pao [5j, and Fernando [6].
Laboratory measurements of the evolution of wakes
behind a sphere and a right circular cylinder, moving in
a linearly stratified fluid at relatively low Froude and
Reynolds numbers, were carried out, among others, by

A standard dimensional analysis shows that the
relative conductivity depends on the internal Froude
number Fr = Uo/ND (or its inverse ND/U0, known as
the stratification parameter), the Reynolds number Re
= U0D/v, and U0t/D or Nt (here N is measured in
rad/s, not in Hz). The foregoing is predicated on the
assumptions that (i) the Schmidt number (V/K) is not
important since the timescales for the salt diffusion
are considerably larger than those for the occurrence of
fluid-dynamical events of interest, (ii) the geometrical
267

model was identical to the first except that it had a sail
and two adjustable sail planes.

confinement effects are negligible, i.e., the relative
width W/D, length L/D, and depth H/D of the test tank
are sufficiently large, (iii) the Boussinesq number
(UoN/g or U02/gD) is sufficiently small (here in the
order of 10"3, amply justifying the Boussinesq
approximation for deeply-submerged submarine
wakes), and (iv) the turbulence parameter (eD)1/3/U0,
with E as the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy, is negligible since the flow environment prior
to the experiments was kept essentially free from
disturbances (whenever a particular fill was used twice,
it was done so only after a sufficiently long rest
period, about 2-3 hours). Additional discussion of the
various governing parameters for similar situations are
discussed in Sarpkaya [10] and Sarpkaya and Daly [11].

The motion of the self-propelled model was
guided by two extremely thin and taut wires going
through the body. Both models were made slightly
buoyant to compensate for the small sag of the cables
and capable of speeds up to 1 m/s. The propeller
system consisted of a variable speed motor and a set of
Ni-Cd batteries, all embedded inside the model. The
propulsion system was controlled remotely.
Test Tank
It is 15 m long, 1.2 m wide, and 1.8 m deep
and contained linearly stratified salt water to a depth of
1.65 m. Its interior is coated with marine epoxy to
minimize corrosion. The entire front wall is fitted
with one inch thick Plexiglas windows to allow for
flow visualization. The fill system and the inlet
piping are located at the bottom of the tank under a
turbulence management system. The latter consists of
one inch thick polyurethane foam sandwiched between
two perforated aluminum plates.

The internal Froude-number (Fr = UG/ND)
was used to establish the model/prototype relationship.
This resulted in model speeds from 0.3 m/s to 1.5 m/s
and model stratifications from 0.05 to 0.20 rad/s. The
model speed is intended to cover the prototype speed
range from 1/3 bell to a full bell. The range provided
by the stratification system represents from a weak
stratification (N = 0.005 rad/s) to a strong stratification
(N = 0.02 rad/s) that would be expected under normal
operational conditions. The stratification profile can
be changed at will, however, the current runs were
limited to linear profiles in order to gain a further
understanding of the effects of the most dominant
parameters in this highly complex, multi-parameter,
phenomenon. No attempt has been made to assess the
scale effects due to the mismatch of the model and
prototype Reynolds numbers. This is left to
judiciously conducted prototype tests.

Stratification System

Fig. 1 Schematic of the test model

It had two constant head tanks (one for fresh
water, one for brine) and a large reservoir. The brine
was prepared in the reservoir, four to five days prior to
the day of experiment, before being pumped into the
brine head tank. The purpose of this was to assure
that the fluid was suitably degassed. The two head
tanks supplied a three way mixing valve, driven by a
direct current motor. The strength of the stratification
is determined by the amount of salt premixed in the
reservoir. Effluent from the two head tanks is gravity
fed to the inlet of the three way mixing valve. It is
this mixing action that ensures a smooth stratification
profile in the tank. The mixing valve is constructed
from two one-inch PVC ball valves that are mounted
90 degrees out of phase. The handles of these valves
are attached to a motorized drive system that consists
of a set of four reduction gears driven by a 3/4 Hp
direct current motor.

Three similar models were used in the
experiments (see Fig. 1). The selection of the model
size was driven partly by the model-to-prototype
scaling factor and partly by the width of the tank. The
basic model was constructed from plexiglas tubing
with removable sections to allow for future
modifications. It had a base length of 0.45 m and a
main body diameter of 63 mm. It provided a large
enough interior space to allow for the installation of a
four-bladed propeller shaft, propeller motor, and
batteries and was small enough to minimize the
potential interference with tank walls. The second

The valves are cycled starting with full-open
fresh water valve and fully-shut brine valve, and ending
with full-open brine valve and fully-shut fresh water
valve. This provided a linear stratification profile as
the tank was filled from the bottom. The inlet to the
tank consisted of a set of 50-mm diameter PVC pipes,
perforated along their entire length with 1.5-mm
diameter holes. This relatively simple but novel
system provided a consistent linear stratification in
about five hours. The density gradients were verified
twice. First, during the fill process using a profile
conductivity probe, mounted near the bottom of the
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stratification profile if sufficient time is allowed
between the two runs (2-3 hours).

tank. The output of the probe was continuously
recorded for viewing and verification during the entire
filling period. Second, the density profile was
measured before each run through the use of two
vertically traversing conductivity probes.

In contrast to its preparation, the actual test was
indeed rather short. First, the computer system was
initialized for the run to be made. This required input
of the probes to be recorded, data rate, and data run
duration. The model was either (i) started impulsively
to a given speed and stopped smoothly at the end of
the run, or (ii) accelerated smoothly to a desired speed
over a reasonable distance and allowed to run along the
tank, until it was stopped smoothly by decelerating it
first, or (iii) started smoothly to a constant velocity
and then stopped suddenly, or (iv) subjected to a series
of impulsive starts and stops along the tank.
Impulsive starts and stops were accomplished
smoothly with the help of a spring activated launcher
and an arresting cable. For the impulsive start, the
Froude number was defined as Fr = Uo/ND = AU/ND.
For the case of smooth acceleration, Fr is based on the
steady velocity U0. The effect of the variations of
D(dU/dt)o/U02 and (D2/v)(l/U0)(dU/dt)0 (or U<>D/v)
has not been investigated. In any case, the maximum
initial acceleration (dU/dt)0 in the experiments did not
exceed 1.5 ft/s2.

Conductivity Measurements
They were made through the use of
numerous, temperature-compepsated, high accuracy,
microscale, conductivity probes [9], manufactured by
the Precision Measurement Engineering. They were
calibrated before and after each run. They had an
output voltage of ±5 volts, a linear conductivity range
of 5E-3 to 800E-3 mSiemens/cm, a time response of
-3db at 800 Hz, a spatial response of -3db at 4
cycle/cm, and a noise level less than 1 mV rms in the
range of 10 Hz to 1 kHz. In addition to the initial
calibration, each probe is checked during the tank fill
and prior to the data acquisition. This is critical as
each tank fill takes about five hours. In addition to the
conductivity data, the speed of the model is monitored
with a Linear-Variable-Velocity transducer and the
output signal is fed to the data acquisition system.
The probes were mounted along the tank
centerline at regular intervals (x/D = 20) and along the
width of the tank at strategic locations in a horizontal
plane that is located at r/Ro = 1.1. The vertical
separation distance between the top of the model and
the tip of the probe was O.lORo- Output from these
probes was sent to a preamplifier, a low gain DC
amplifier, and, finally, to a computer. The input
signals are managed by a Data Acquisition Control
Unit with a 40 channel digital multiplexer and a high
speed voltmeter. The program allowed data rates from
5 to 200 Hz. The data rates are based on the observed
frequency content of the early test runs and the duration
of an experiment is based on the rate of decay observed
in the mean conductivity change long after the passage
of the model. Finally, the conductivity data and the
speed of the model (obtained from the velocity
transducer) are provided to the computer for further
analysis.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Impulsive Start and Wake Collapse
Examples of the ensemble-averaged relative
conductivity records for the central probes, for an
impulsively-started clean body (no sails), are presented
in Figs. 2 and 3 as a function of the normalized time
Nt (the upper limit depends on the particular run and
may be smaller or greater than 30)..

Test Procedures
Each experiment required about three days to
accomplish and was repeated at different weeks. This
was due to setup operations, long tank fill times, and
clean up procedures to minimize corrosion. After the
fill was completed, the tank was allowed to settle for
at least an hour to ensure that the stratification profile
was smooth and linear. This was verified prior to each
run by recording the output of a slowly submerging
conductivity probe. Experience has shown that at least
two tests could be done with the same tank fill
without significant deviations from the initial

Fig. 2 Relative conductivity versus Nt for an
impulsively-started clean model (N = 0.15 rad/s, U
= 0.46 m/s)
Normally, the time is measured from the start of the
experiment, but during the post-processing of the data
the clock times for each probe are reset to perform
ensemble averaging for several reasons. First, it
removes random anomalies, if any, from the record of
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the wake-conductivity due to smaller eddy motions and
internal waves, but the wake collapse is the
phenomenon most likely to give rise to measurable
periodic waves and geomagnetic perturbations. It must
also be emphasized that the intensity of the wake
collapse depends on the Froude number and the
configuration of the body. Large density gradients
increase the stability of the density profiles and the
collapse takes place much sooner. A streamlined body
(as in the present case) is likely to generate a less
severe wake collapse than the one undergoing
maneuvers or sharp velocity changes, i.e., the bluffer
the body and larger the density gradient, the faster the
collapse. Inversely, the more streamlined the body and
milder the density gradient, slower is the occurrence of
the collapse, as in the foregoing example. The wake
phenomena associated with unsteady maneuvers (turns,
dives, and porpoising, etc.) were not part of the present
investigation.

any one probe. Second, it enables one to compare the
ensemble-averaged data with those of each of the
contributing probes, and it increases the credibility of
conclusions based on a broader spectrum of the data.

Fig. 3 Relative conductivity versus Nt for an
impulsively-started clean model (N = 0.15 rad/s, U
= 0.76 m/s)

An equally important feature of Figs. 2 and 3
is the magnitude of RC. At its peak, RC reaches
values from about 8% to 12%, at a distance of about
100 body diameters (at t = 13s). The subsequent two
peaks occur at distances x/D = 480 (Nt = 10, t = 67s),
and x/D = 815 (Nt = 17, t = 113 s), after the passage
of the body. Figure 4 is an expanded version of the
earlier times of Fig. 2 for clarification of the various
regions. Similar conductivity changes across the threedimensional momentumless wake of a self-propelled
body are seen in the isochlor maps of Stockhausen et
al. [3].

In Figs. 2 and 3, and in all other plots
belonging to the same family, the relative conductivity
(henceforth referred to as RC) is multiplied by 10 in
order to deal with relative conductivity values near
unity. Thus, a value of 1.0 on the vertical scale
corresponds to a 10% change in conductivity. Figures
2 and 3 show that the overall character of the relative
conductivity is like that of a damped harmonic wave.
Noting that Nt = 0 is slightly to the right of the
coordinate origin and that Nt = 0 corresponds to the
instant at which the nose of the model arrives at the
probe, it is clear that a probe anticipates the arrival of
the body or "sees" it before it is actually seen (the first
sharp rise in the figures). This phenomenon is referred
to as the "upstream effect" and will be discussed in
more detail later.
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As the model continues to move, RC
decreases at first (when the probe is over the
axisymmetric cylindrical part of the body) and then
increases again sharply when the probe enters the wake
and reaches a maximum at about Nt = 2 (ANt = 1
corresponds to At = 6.67s or to about 50 body
diameters for this particular case). Immediately
afterwards, the wake begins to collapse. The wake
collapse is virtually complete at about Nt = 7, i.e.,
after about 47s or about 340 body diameters. At later
times (Nt > 7), RC rises and falls at an ever decreasing
amplitude due to internal waves generated by the wake
collapse. In other words, the mixing of the fluid in
the wake is never complete and the collapse as well as
the recovery of the wake occurs with an ever decreasing
overshoot in either direction towards the equilibrium.
Thus, the events associated with the collapse follow
the model at a certain speed. For the conditions of
Figs. 2 and 3, the wave period is about ANt = 7 or T
= 47 s. To be sure, there are additional oscillations in
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Fig. 4 An expanded version of the earlier times
of Fig. 2 (N = 0.15 rad/s, U = 0.76 m/s)
Figure 5 shows the output of three probes,
situated in the lateral direction near the mid-length of
the tank. The probe C is directly above the axis of the
model at r/Ro =1.1 Probes B and A are, respectively,
at 75 mm and 375 mm to the left of the axis of the 63
mm model (all three probes are at the same level). It
is clear that the signals B and C are significantly larger
than A, as expected. Figure 5 and many others like it
have conclusively shown that the wall interference on
the response of the central probe is indeed
270

Figure 7 shows the effect of the variation of
U from 0.46 m/s to 0.76 m/s for N = 0.15, again for
an impulsively-started clean body (no sails). Within
the range of velocities encountered, the variation of
RC is practically independent of the velocity. Only
the amplitude of RC during the period of wake growth
and collapse seems to be affected.

negligible. The probes on the other side of the axis
yielded nearly identical outputs except that the traces
were somewhat smoother. This was due to the
direction of the rotation of the propeller.

iM»*\l
Fr = 80, Re = 54,000

Non-Impulsive Start and Wake Collapse
Examples of the ensemble-averaged relative
conductivity records for the central probes, for a clean
body (no sails) smoothly-accelerated to a constant
velocity, are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 as a function of
the normalized time Nt. They are similar to Figs. 2
and 3 with two exceptions: (i) the extrema of the
output are slightly shifted to the right (see also Fig.
10), as would be expected; and (ii) the initial sharp rise
in RC near Nt = 0 is essentially absent. Figure 9 also
shows that at higher speeds (nearly 1 m/s), the signal
is somewhat noisier. Figure 11 shows a comparison
of the RC values for two N values for U = 0.6 m/s.
As expected on the basis of earlier observations, the
larger the N, the higher the output and sooner the
collapse.

Fig. 5 Spanwise variation of RC
(N = 0.15 rad/s, U = 0.76 m/s)

Fr = 150, Re = 54,000
Fr = 80, Re = 54,000

o

N= 0.09

X...M»0.15..

Fig. 6 Relative conductivity versus Nt for an
impulsively-started clean model (o, N = 0.08
rad/s; x, N = 0.15 rad/s), U = 0.76 m/s for both
The effect of halving N (from 0.15 to 0.08
rad/s) is shown in Fig. 6 for U = 0.76 m/s. It seems
that only the very early stages of the motion and the
maximum value of RC are affected by the change in
N. The remainder of the data, such as the period of
oscillation and its decay, remain largely unaffected.
Comparisons at other velocities yielded similar results.

Fr = 48, Re = 32,000
Fr = 64, Re = 42,500
Fr = 80, Re = 54,000

O:

U = 1.5

x:

u = 2.o

Fig. 8 RC versus Nt for N = 0.15 rad/s
and U = 0.76 m/s (non-impulsive start of a clean
model)

Fr = 96
Re = 64,000

+ : '0 = 2.5

Fig. 9 RC versus Nt for N = 0.15 rad/s
and U = 0.92 m/s (non-impulsive start of a clean
model)

Fig. 7 RC versus Nt for various U (N = 0.15 rad/s)
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recovery times and the fundamental period of
oscillations are essentially the same as the smoothbody case. Figure 13 shows the output of three
different runs for N = 0.08. It seems that the increase
of velocity from 0.6 m/s to 0.92 m/s does not
materially affect either the form or the magnitude of
the relative conductivity. The noisy nature of the
signals is obviously due to the trailing and necklace
vortices emanating from the sail planes and the
sail/body juncture.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the impulsive (o) and nonimpulsive (x) starts (N = 0.15 Rad/s, U = 0.76 m/s)
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Fig. 13 RC values for a non-impulsively-started
model with sail and sail planes at three different
velocities (N = 0.08 rad/s)
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The "blocking" phenomenon or the "upstream
effect" is quite well known for two-dimensional bodies
and has been studied extensively (see, e.g., Lin and
Pao [5]). Whenever the buoyant force is not sufficient
to overcome the inertial force, the fluid particles are
trapped in the upstream side of the body and this gives
rise to an upstream wake. For an axisymmetric body,
however, the question is far more complex since the
fluid is free to move around the body in all directions
rather than being forced to move only from the top and
bottom, as in the case of a cylinder moving parallel to
its axis between two walls. Nevertheless, the question
is not whether there are upstream effects for
axisymmetric bodies, but rather how does some
measure of the magnitude of this effect vary with
distance upstream from the body and whether this
magnitude is of potential technological importance.
The fact that there is an upstream effect for all bodies
in all fluids, stratified or unstranfied, is clear from the
fact that a body generated by a suitable combination of
hydrodynamic singularities (sources, sinks, doublets)
and uniform flow gives rise to upstream effects, albeit
small, at relatively short distances. Thus, a more
appropriate question is whether there are stratificationexcited mechanisms (solitons, non-linear waves) which
lead to significantly larger signals at significantly
larger distances, i.e., to larger signal-amplitude to

Fig. 11 Comparison of the RC values for nonimpulsive starts for two N values (U = 0.6 m/s)

Fig. 12 RC for a non-impulsively-started model with
sail and sail planes (N = 0.08 rad/s, U = 0.6 m/s)
Figure 12 shows a sample output of a probe
for a non-impulsively-started model with sail and sail
planes. Aside from its noisy character, the signal
cannot be directly compared with the non-impulsivelystarted clean-body case because the probe had to be
placed at a suitable point (r/Ro = 1.1, 0 = 60 deg. to
avoid the sail planes. Nevertheless, the collapse and
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upstream-distance ratio above the threshold noise level.
One may consider linear internal waves as a possible
cause of upstream effect but quickly realize that they
travel at speeds slower than the prototype. According
to Miles [12], internal waves generated by a
horizontally moving source appear only in the lee of
the source. However, unsteady motions, including
impulsive starts and stops, can give rise to unsteady
internal waves which propagate upstream of the
generating body.
Graham [13] investigated
theoretically transient internal waves produced by a
moving body in a stratified fluid and presented
examples showing how well or how poorly the quasisteady state is defined relative to the magnitude of
fluctuations. Graham did not, however, consider the
effect of a collapsing wake.

Fr = 48, Re = 32,000
0.5

u
06

# o

o

Nt

Fig. 14 RC versus Nt during the initial stages of
a non-impulsively-started motion
(N = 0.15 rad/s, U = 0.46 m/s)

Rehm and Radt [14] calculated the internalwave system excited by a translating and periodically
heaving body in a constant Brunt-Väisälä frequency
fluid. They have shown that the surfaces of constant
phase change character as the ratio co/N varies through
unity. Along preferred directions, the amplitude of the
internal waves decay inversely with distance to the 5/6
power, whereas, for uniform translation, the amplitude
of the internal waves falls off inversely with distance
from the body.. The conditions corresponding to co/N
= 1 are not of prototypical importance for the
stratification range (N = 0.005 rad/s to N = 0.02 rad/s)
in the ocean environment, even if the stratification was
horizontally coherent. However, this does not imply
that other types of unsteady motions such as practical
maneuvers, including sudden starts and stops, are not
capable of giving rise to measurable conductivity
changes far upstream of a submarine-like body.

Fr = 80, Re = 54,000

Fig. 15 Same as Fig. 14 for three different velocities

Fr = 48
Re = 32,000

It is against this background and much
unsubstantiated speculation that a series of suddenstart-stop experiments were undertaken with the clear
understanding that the demonstration of an upstream
effect under laboratory conditions does not necessarily
imply that it will be equally observable in the ocean
environment. It is quite probable that the highest
speed of nonlinear internal waves or solitons, though
exceeding the model speed, may fall far short of the
prototype speeds even under ideal conditions.
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& n0
*
©

0.1

Nt

Figure 14 shows the initial instants of the
variation of conductivity at a sample probe due to a
slowly- or non-impulsively-started model (N = 0.15
rad/s, U = 0.46 m/s). Noting that the time for each
probe is measured from the time the stagnation point
of the model arrives at the particular probe, it is clear
that there is no notable upstream effect. Figure 15
shows similar data for three different velocities.
Again, the presence of the model is felt only when the
model arrives at the probe, not before.

Fig. 16 RC versus Nt during the initial stages of
an impulsively-started motion
(N = 0.15 rad/s, U = 0.46 m/s)
Figure 16, obtained with an impulsivelystarted model (N = 0.15 rad/s, U = 0.46 m/s) shows
that the probe anticipates the arrival of the model by
about ANt = 0.2 (or by about 1.35 s or 1.35 body
lengths). However, the larger the speed the shorter is
the time of anticipation. For example, for U = 0.76
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conductivity field ahead of the body anticipates the
arrival of the body for relatively short distances and
then only for impulsively-started or impulsivelystopped motions at relatively moderate speeds.

m/s, ANt from the start of the model to its arrival at
the probe was reduced to 0.05. For U = 0.90 m/s,
there was no noticeable upstream effect Apparently,
the nonlinear waves generated by the model are
traveling at speeds larger than 0.46 m/s but not much
larger than about 0.90 m/s. Figure 17 shows a
comparison of the impulsively and non-impulsively
started runs. It must be emphasized that experiments
with impulsive starts have been repeated a number of
times at different initial accelerations with different
mechanisms and with or without a small uniform
current in order to ascertain that the observed upstream
effect was not due to some anomalous phenomenon.
The addition of sail planes did not materially affect the
results. The individual probe data differed very little
from the ensemble averaged data and the upstream
effect decreased at higher speeds. These are clear
indications of the fact that the observed upstream effect
is a genuine hydrodynamic phenomenon, at least, :.n
model tests. As noted earlier, however, its
prototypical significance remains unclear and should be
the subject of a number of judiciously conducted large
scale experiments.

As in the case of many other studies in
stratified fluids, the range of the governing parameters
is dictated not by technological needs but by what is
achievable under the laboratory conditions. Even
though the Froude numbers encountered in this
investigation are the largest we have ever seen, and
certainly closest to the prototypical conditions, the
scale effects (due to widely different model and
prototype Reynolds numbers) cannot be assessed and
must be evaluated through prototype tests. As noted
earlier, trip wires were used to render the boundary
layer turbulent and, furthermore, the size of the
propeller was scaled with respect to the size of the
wake, and not the size of the body, by scaling wake
diameter on the basis of Reynolds number. The
validity of such common practices in laboratory
experiments needs to be assessed through sea tests,
particularly when the Reynolds numbers of the model
and prototype differ by several orders of magnitude.
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Inspection of conductivity records presented
indicate that large amplitude variations of RC
can be attributed to the isopycnal displacements
around the body, rather than to wake signatures
as proposed. In the far field, however, the
conductivity variations are due to the wake, but
the signal at this stage is in a decaying state and
is weak. Above a certain height of the body,
known as the level of the dividing streamline,
the flow passes over rather than flowing around
the body, and, at large Fr, the dividing
streamline height becomes independent of FR
(Lin et al. [7]). If the conductivity changes are
due to a kindred isopycnal displacements, it is
possible to expect the maximum conductivity
change to be AC oc N2D, which is corroborated
by the observation that RC is independent of U
(Figure 7). This scaling may provide a better
normalization for RC, and the authors may want
to check whether RC/N2D performs better in
their plots. The above estimates, however, were
made by assuming that the body-generated
disturbances are dominant over the propellergenerated disturbances, and scrutiny of this
assumption is also in order.

DISCUSSION
H.J.S. Fernando
Arizona State University, USA
This is an interesting study dealing with
conductivity fluctuations in ?. stratified media
generated by traveling disturbances. The aim is to
study whether internal waves and turbulence
generated by underwater vehicles, such as
submarines, can be detected by using Magnetic
Anomaly Detection (MAD) devices that sense
changes in background magnetic induction. Using
models of attack submarines, both with and
without sail planes, it is shown that the variation of
average RC can be as high as 12%. Also, it is
argued that the upstream influence can be
pronounced for impulsively started and stopped
bodies at moderate speeds, but the upstream
influence is notably absent for non-impulsively
started bodies indicating the possible role played
by "unsteady" external parameters such as
D(dV/dt)0 / UQ , in addition to conventionally used
RE and Fr.
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Another question is whether the observed increase
of conductivity before the arrival of the body is
really due to the upstream influence or due to the
finite amplitude perturbations of isopycnals in a
limited area around the body. In a classical sense,
the upstream influence is defined as the initiation
of upstream motions due to the pushing forward of
a slug of fluid ahead of the body at the neutrally
buoyant level of the slug. At slow obstacle speeds
and large stratifications, the fluid particles do not
have enough kinetic energy to rise and flow
over/under the body, and as a result a column of
fluid upstream will be pushed ahead.
This
influence is markedly weak for three-dimensional
bodies, as the fluid particles can shunt around
(rather than over) the body. Because the upstream
influence is pronounced only at small FR and only
for two-dimensional bodies, it is appropriate to reevaluate the authors' claim of upstream influence
in large Fr experiments. Another important aspect
that warrants attention is the generation of
upstream-propagating shear waves (or zerofrequency internal waves) and their reflection from
the end walls. These waves can also influence
conductivity variations (Manins[16]).

The discussor has attempted to interpret our
results in light of his experiments with right
circular cylinders and spheres dragged in a
linearly-stratified fluid at Reynolds and Froude
numbers of little or no practical significance.
There are funda-mental differences in the wakes
of towed and self-propelled bodies as clearly
noted in the paper. The topology of the wakes
of towed bodies of special geometries used by
the discussor does not generalize to slender selfpropelled body shapes. Our experiments with
slender self-propelled bodies at realistic Froude
numbers are the first ever reported in the
literature.
As far as the effect of isopycnal displacements
are concerned, the model completes its passage
under a probe in about 0.13 seconds or Nt =
0.02 for N = 0.15 during which the largest
isopycnal displacements occur. This, however,
is a very small fraction of the time that the
probes respond to the changes in the wake
created by the body and the propeller. Our
experiments have confirmed from plunging
conductivity probes at Nt = 0.1 (x/D = 5), Nt =
0.2 (x/D = 10), Nt = 0.4 (x/D = 20), and Nt = 1
(x/D = 50) through the use of Thorpe reordering
that the wake was well mixed, i.e., the propeller
has provided excellent molekular mixing. The
fact that the passage of a slender self-propelled
body causes large conductivity changes in an
otherwise undisturbed region of a stratified
medium and that these changes have a decaying
harmonic character is all that is needed for the
understanding and interpretation of the
corresponding geomagnetic anomalies. This
has not been demonstrated before. As to the
normalization of the relative conductivity RC
by N2D, as suggested by the discussor, it is easy
to see that RC/N2D does not provide a better
correlation because for a constant D (as in our
experiments). RC does not vary with N as
evidenced from Fig. 6 for two different N
values. If the discussor's suggestion were to be
adopted, the two conductivity traces in Fig. 6
would have yielded amplitudes differing by a
magnitude of 3.5, i.e., according to Fig. 6, RC
is independent of N for a given Re. Contrary to
the discussor's assumption, Fig. 7 shows that
RC varies with U (even in the small range of U
values) with U for a given N. These two facts
show that the conductivity changes are not
primarily
due
to
"kindred
isopycnal
displacements" and that the propeller-generated

It seems appropriate to define the term "collapse of
the wake." The wakes can have two types of
collapse, physical and turbulent. In addition, the
wakes can oscillate thus leading 10 sharp
conductivity changes behind the body. The authors
state that the wakes collapse at Nt~7, which is
coincident with the lowest point of RC. This
minimum, however, can also be interpreted as a
consequence of the dipping of isopycnals behind
the body.
Most of the plots presented by the authors are
ensemble averaged over several runs, concurrent
with the standard practice of analyzing random
signals. For practical pur-poses, however, it is also
instructive to devise methods to recognize signals
using single realizations. After all, in submarine
detection, one has to work with a single record
rather than an ensemble average! To this end, it
would be worthwhile to define the variable
(AC)max/n2D, where (AC)ma5 is the maximum
conductivity of a given realization, and investigate
how it varies among identical runs and how its
r.m.s. , value varies with external governing
parameters.
ADDITIONAL REFERENCE
16. Manins, P.C. "Intrusion into a Stratified Fluid,"
J. Fluid Mech., Vol. 74, 1976, pp. 547-560.
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spheres and right circular cylinders do not make
good submarines at any speed.

disturbances are dominant (as in model as well as
prototype scales) over the body-generated
disturbances.
The definition of the upstream effect does not need
repetition. It is a well-known fact that there are
stratification-excited
mechanisms
(solitons,
nonlinear waves), which lead to significantly larger
signal-amplitude to up-stream-distance ratios
above the threshold noise level. The end-wall
reflections have nothing to do with the issue
because the upstream effect under unsteady
circumstances (impulsive starts, turns, dives,
porpoising,
etc.)
manifests
itself almost
immediately after the passage of the bow and
certainly long before the waves reach the end wall
and return to the probe.

The comments of the discussor gave us the
opportunity to expand on several topics of
scientific and practical interest and are
appreciated.

The discussor has incorrectly stated that the wakes
collapse at Nt = 7. What we have written is this,
"As the model continues to move, RC decreases at
first (when the probe is over the axisymmetric
cylindrical part of the body) and then increases
again sharply when the probe enters the wake and
reaches a maximum at about Nt = 2 (ANt = 1
corresponds to At = 6.67s or to about 50 body
diameter for this particular case)." Immediately
afterwards, the wake begins to collapse. The wake
collapse is virtually complete at about Nt = 7, i.e.,
after about 47s or about 340 body diameters."
As to the nature of the plots, the discussor did not
read the paper carefully. They are not "ensemble
averaged over several runs. . . ." The plots are
ensemble averages of the data obtained
simultaneously during a single run with numerous
probes positioned along the axis of the body. No
two runs have ever been ensemble averaged. Our
data have shown that the ensemble-average of nnumber of probe signals resulting from a single run
is indistinguishable from the individual probe data
for that same run. As noted earlier (ACjmax/N2D is
not a meaningful parameter.
In summary, it appears that the discussor read the
paper rather hastily. The topology of the wakes of
towed bodies of such special geometries as right
circular cylinders and spheres does not generalize
to slender self-propelled bodies and to more
general problems of the evolution of isolated
turbulent patches in stratified fluids. Our work
presents, for the first time, body geometries and
measurements on both fundamental and applied
levels. It is hoped that future studies in stratified
flows will move toward high Re and F experiments
with slender self-propelled bodies. After all,
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Macro Wake Measurements for a Range of Ships
M. Hoekstra, A. Aalbers (Marine Research Institute, The Netherlands)

Abstract

1. Introduction

An extensive experimental investigation has been
carried out to measure the global structure of the
wake, including possibly-related free surface
elevations, of various ship models. While wake
measurements on ships are usually restricted to the
propeller disc region, here the wake structure was
recorded in several transverse planes, and in each
plane over an area of several propeller diameters
wide and extending well below the keel plane of the
ship. Moreover, several longitudinal and transverse
wave cuts were made. No less than 8 ship models
were involved in the project, and some of them in
more than one operational condition. The
measurements comprised:
- the three components of the velocity vector
- the six components of the Reynolds stress tensor
- longitudinal and transverse wave profiles

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has successfully
been operating from a NASA scientific satellite
called SEASAT to record images of ships and their
wakes. When environmental conditions were not
disturbing, most of these images revealed fairly
consistent wake features as well as some indicators
as to the potential military or commercial use of the
images for detection and recognition of ships.
Naturally questions arose about the interpretation of
the images and whether the wake scar left by a
passing ship could be minimised under a given set
of environmental conditions. It turned out soon that
these questions are more easily posed than
answered. Information on how the wake of a ship
- or more precisely the manifestation of the wake at
the free surface - is affected by operational and hull
geometric aspects is scarce, scattered and
incomplete. Since factors in hydrodynamic ship
design that could influence the wake might also
lead to reduced fuel consumption or power required,
the exploration of the structure of ship wakes has a
wider relevance than just radar image interpretation,
and might well yield benefits in other areas than
remote sensing.

The measurement equipment, a three-component
LDV system and two types of wave probes, is
described. An error analysis is included to provide
an estimate of the accuracy of the data.
The huge amount of data gathered does not permit
a complete presentation of all results. Instead, the
paper will address the most relevant and most
unexpected results. Emphasis is placed on the
differences in the wake structure between propelled
and towed hulls, on the remarkable effect of the
rudder, and on the influence of the trim/loading
condition, the beam-draft ratio and the bulb.

The above was the incentive to start an extensive
model-scale experimental investigation on ship
wakes, carried out in the period from 1987 to 1990
at the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands on
behalf of the United States Navy. The investigation
was the second part of the project on 'Advanced
Fluid Dynamic Experimentation and Analysis for
Signature Reduction' (AFDEASR). The primary
goal of the investigation was to set up a data base

The data sets are available as validation material for
computational methods.
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TABLE I
Overview of Data Sets

Data set no.

Cb

L/B

B/Ta

Prop.

Bulb

Loading

Speed
m/s

Tankers
11
12
21
22
31
32
34

0.84
0.79
0.78
0.76
0.82
0.82
0.75

6.4
6.4
5.7
5.7
5.0
5.0
5.0

2.5
4.7
4.2
5.1
4.0
4.0
5.8

single
single
single
single
twin, inw.
twin, outw.
twin, outw.

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

full
ballast
full
ballast
full
full
ballast

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

Containerships
41
51
61
62
64

0.69
0.61
0.62
0.62
0.62

7.1
6.1
5.4
5.4
5.4

2.8
3.6
3.7
3.7
3.7

single
single
twin, inw.
twin, outw.
twin, outw.

yes
yes
yes
yes
no

full
full
trimmed
trimmed
trimmed

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Frigates *)
71
81

0.50
0.44

8.0
7.3

4.0
3.2

twin, inw.
single

no
no

full
full

2.0
2.0

*) A third frigate data set was obtained at DTRC in the U.S.A. [2]
tankers, 3 container or auxiliary vessels and 2
frigates (complementary data for a third frigate
were collected at DTRC [2]). The bodyplans of the
hulls are shown in Fig. 1. Each data set has an
identification number of two digits of which the
first refers to the hull geometry and the second to
an operating condition. A change of operating
condition is either a draft variation or a reversal of
the direction of rotation of the propellers; in one
case however a local bow form change is involved.
Table I gives a summary. It is noted that each data
set includes results with and without operating
propeller(s). Moreover, additional measurements
were carried out under data set 21 for the propelled
hull in absence of the rudder.

of 'macro wake' measurements for a wide range of
ships, wide enough to cover a large part of the
world's ship population.
With the term 'macro wake' we follow the
terminology of [1] and it is used here with the
intention to convey two things: i) that the
measurements have not been restricted to the
propeller disc area, as is the common practice in
ship model testing, and ii) that the emphasis is on
the detection of large scale features in the wake.
This paper starts with an overview of the scope of
the investigation, i.e. the main characteristics of the
ship models used, the kind and the extent of the
measurements, etc. The description of the
measuring devices and an error analysis follows in
section 3. Subsequently, a summary is given of the
main findings, extracted from a careful examination
of the collected experimental data, in section 4.
Closing remarks in section 5 complete the paper.

The measurements comprised:
- the three components of the velocity vector;
- the six components of the Reynolds stress tensor;
- longitudinal and transverse wave profiles.
The velocity and Reynolds stress measurements
were made in several transverse planes. An
overview of the number of planes and their position
for each data set is given in Appendix I.

2. Scope of investigation
Wake data were acquired for 8 ship models: 3
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Fig. 1. Bodyplans of models involved in the project

Fig. 2. Test setup for flow speed measurement
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3. Measurement equipment
The measurement
following elements:

equipment

comprised

the

-A DANTEC three-component LDV system for the
mean velocity, turbulence intensity and the
Reynolds stresses;
-A laser-based wave profile measuring device for
longitudinal wave cuts and wave slope/direction;
-A needle type wave probe for the measurement of
free surface elevation on transverse wave cuts.
In addition, standard electronic equipment was used
for the measurement of tow speed, ship model
position and coordinates of traversing systems for
the optical head of the LDV and the needle wave
probe.
3.1. Setup
Because measurements had to be made as far as
two ship lengths behind the stern, a 25 m
longitudinal girder was rigidly fixed to the towing
carriage. The LDV equipment was installed at the
rear end of the carriage, while the ship model was
connected to the girder at various positions to
obtain the required distances. Fig. 2 gives an
impression of the test setup.

777777777777777777777777777,
Fig. 3. Test setup for longitudinal wave cuts

The wave profile measurement system, using a 1
Watt argon laser, was mounted at a fixed position
in the basin and data recording took place while the
model passed by. The setup in the basin is shown
in Fig. 3. The system uses two types of positionsensitive camera's to measure wave elevation and
wave direction and slope respectively.

The laser-Doppler velocimeter used is a two-colour
backscatter system for the simultaneous
measurement of the three velocity components [3].
The laser light source is a 4 Watt argon laser,
mounted on the towing carriage. The laser light is
transmitted via a mono-mode fiber to the optical
head, the assembly of all optical components in a
waterproof housing. In the optical head the laser
light is split into two blue beams (X=488.0 nm) and
three green beams (k=514.5 nm). These five beams
are directed so as to intersect at a common point in
the flow, the measurement location, which is at a
distance of 815 mm from the optical head. The
probe volume measures 1.3 x 0.4 x 0.4 mm. The
scattered light is received by tne optical head and
fed into three burst spectrum analysers (BSA's),
which derive the three velocity components [4]. The
location of the probe volume is fixed with respect
to the optical head. Its location with respect to the
ship model is adjusted by traversing the optical
head. The traversing system has two degrees of
freedom with a reach of 1.15 m in one direction
and 0.85 in the other.

The needle wave probe measurement system was
mounted on a traversing system with servo motors
for moving the two sub-carriages in x and y
direction respectively. The traversing system was
mounted on the towing carriage.
The measurement grid for the needle probe partly
overlapped the longitudinal wave laser cuts,
allowing a comparison as shown in Fig. 4. It
illustrates that the consistency of the wave profile
measurements is quite good.
3.2. Accuracy
An elaborate accuracy evaluation was carried out.
The results are summarised in the following
subsections.
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the 0.1 degree uncertainty in the alignment of the
longitudinal girder to which the model was
connected. The reference was at the grid plane just
aft of the aft perpendicular, so that for that plane
the y and z-coordinate accuracy is as good as
0.0035 m.

LASER DEVICE
NEEDLE TYPE WAVE PROBE

The data rate of the LDV was not always fully
under control. Sometimes it was good enough to
allow the recording of turbulence frequencies up to
about 100 Hz, but at other instances it dropped
substantially with a consequent reduction of the
accuracy of the Reynolds stresses.
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3.2.2. Wave profile measurements
The needle type wave probe scans can be analysed
as to the wave elevation error and the error in the
reference of the traversing system. The following
values apply:
0.0018 m
Wave elevation:
0.003 m
Vertical reference:
0.0035 m
x-coord. of plane:
0.028 m
y-coord. of plane:
LONGITUDINAL COORDINATE / SHIP LENGTH

The value for the vertical reference can be related
to the bias in the comparison of the two wave
scanning systems in Fig. 4. The errors in the x and
y coordinates are similar to those for the LDV grid
planes since the same model tow arrangement was
used. .

Fig. 4. Comparison of wave height recordings by
two different methods

3.2.1. LDV measurements of macro wake
The accuracy evaluation concerns two aspects: the
LDV measurement of flow speed and the position
in the grid with respect to the ship. Typical values
for the speed are:
LDV flow velocity: 0.002m/s
Carriage speed:
0.45%
When the LDV measurements are nondimensionalised with tow speed, the inaccuracy of
the carriage speed is introduced. This applies to the
longitudinal velocity component only.

For the laser type wave cuts the following accuracy
limits apply:
0.0015 m
Wave elevation:
3% in amplitude
Wave slope:
0.1 degr. bias
0.01 m
x-coordinate:
0.004 m
y-coordinate:
3.2.3. LDV near-free-surface measurements
The LDV equipment was also used to measure the
flow as close as possible to the free surface. The
velocities measured follow the accuracy analysis of
the normal LDV signals given in 3.2.1, but for the
vertical position the local position of the free
surface was used as a reference. The LDV laser
beams were used to determine the location of the
water surface, whereupon the grid point was defined
as 0.002 m below the water surface.
The vertical position accuracy was 0.00025 m if the
water surface was smooth. For the near-surface

For the grid point location with respect to the ship
also two aspects can be distinguished: the location
of the grid plane with respect to the ship's aft
perpendicular and the location of the grid points in
the plane. Typical values are:
x-coordinate of grid plane:
0.0035 m
y- & z-coord. of grid plane: 0.028 m
y- & z-coord. of grid point: 0.0025 m
Note that the accuracy of the y and z-coordinate of
the grid plane is with respect to the ship centre line
and specified draft. The larger error is caused by
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transverse velocity components revealed patterns
which indicate the presence of longitudinal vortices.
That ship hulls can generate such vortices is wellknown from ordinary wake measurements in the
propeller plane. In general two pairs of counterrotating vortices are observed; an example is given
in Fig. 5. One pair, created close to the stern in the
bilge region - and therefore often referred to as the
'bilge vortex' pair - usually passes through the
propeller disc area. These vortices, one on either
side of the symmetry plane, are close to each other
and the path they follow on being carried
downstream is visibly influenced by their mutual
induction: they both tend to move slowly

points right behind the ship the water surface was
turbulent and the positioning accuracy dropped to
some 0.001 m
3.3. Conclusion
The accuracy of the LDV measurements was
sufficient to have the flow patterns in the far field
reliably measured. The accuracy margins are
defined as "standard deviations with respect to the
truth in the model basin". Hence, possible scale
effects are ignored. With respect to the inaccuracy
in the model reference position of the grid planes
and wave cuts, our evaluation of the results
suggests that the achieved accuracy for the bulk of
the measurements is better than the theoretical
values, because for the evaluation conservative
values were applied.

NO PROPELLER FITTED
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4. Presentation and discussion of results
' ' ' * ' ' t xJ

Limits on the size of this paper do not permit a
presentation of all the data collected in the
AFDEASR project. Instead, the most relevant and
most unexpected results will be discussed. Emphasis
is placed on the differences in the wake structure
between propelled and towed hulls, on the effect of
the rudder, and on the influence of the trim/loading
condition, the beam-draft ratio and the bulb. The
description is phenomenological, here and there
illustrated with specific examples. For details the
data base should be consulted, which is available
for that purpose as well as for validation of
computational methods. Requests for data release
should be directed to DTRC.
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Fig. 5. Example of transverse flow at x/L=0.240
downward. The other pair, generated near the
waterline and here for convenience called 'side
vortex' pair, is often outside the influence region of
the propulsion device. These vortices are far apart,
whence they show little interaction. It should be
noted however that with regard to vortex kinematics
the free surface behaves almost as a free-slip
symmetry plane. Therefore an imaginary vortex
system above the free surface can be added to
account for the effect of the free surface on the
vortex motion. So each vortex has a nearby imaginary companion and, again by mutual induction, the
core position of the side vortices tends to move
away from the longitudinal symmetry plane of the
ship with increasing distance to the stern.

In the presentation of the data a right hand
coordinate system x,y,z is used with the origin at
the intersection of the aftperpendicular and the
undisturbed free surface. The x-coordinate is
positive in the direction from bow to stern; y is
positive to starboard and z in upward direction.
4.1. Mean flow and vortex systems

Not all ships produce two clearly identifiable vortex
pairs; a dependency on the stern shape is evident.
With a (hypothetical) axisymmetric body shape no
longitudinal vortices would be generated. It is the
need to install a propeller with shafting and
machinery and the need to increase the waterline
length as much as possible to minimize wave
formation which give ship hulls the typical shape
that produces longitudinal vortices. Not only the

4.1.1. Wake of unpropelled hulls
We start with a brief account of the structure of the
nominal wakes, i.e. the wakes behind the unpropelled hulls, without rudder (on the twin-screw
models skegs, shafts and brackets were present).
For most of the hulls the vector plots of the
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A propeller in a uniform onset flow tends to
accelerate the flow ahead as well as in the jet
behind, and to weakly decelerate the flow outside
these regions. Moreover, the propeller jet aft of the
propeller disc rotates in the same sense as the
propeller itself. Ahead of the propeller and outside
the jet there is no propeller-induced rotation.

presence, but also the strength of a vortex - and
hence its identifiability - depends on the hull lines.
Sometimes only a single vortex pair is observed,
either the bilge or the side vortex pair.
The pattern of the iso-lines of the mean longitudinal
velocity in the nominal wake of a ship looks
usually like an upside-down -immed hat (see Fig. 6
for an example). One can observe a central lobe at
or below the keel level and two side lobes close to
the free surface. To some extent the pattern reflects
the frame shape of the afterbody, but it is also
clearly correlated with the structure of the
transverse flow field: often the longitudinal velocity
component exhibits a local minimum near the core
of a longitudinal vortex.

CONFIGURATION 41

For a qualitative analysis of the interaction of the
propeller-induced flow and the nominal wake, let us
first recall that vorticity, once generated, is carried
with the flow and is spread by diffusion like heat,
on the understanding that at a high Reynolds
number the convection dominates the diffusion.
Now imagine a stream tube, encompassing all the
flow going through the propeller disc. Due to the
acceleration of the flow by the propeller, this
streamtube is contracting. When a hull-generated
vortex happens to be inside the streamtube - which
is usually the case for the bilge vortices - the vortex
is subjected to this contraction as well; as a result,
the vorticity is concentrated. This process is often
referred to as vortex stretching.

NO PROPELLER FITTED

The streamlines in the aforementioned stream tube
start to swirl around the centreline of the propeller
jet as soon as they have passed the propeller disc.
This must hold for an embedded longitudinal vortex
as well. In the case of a single-screw ship, both the
port and the starboard bilge vortex are captured in
the screw race and start swirling. Moreover, due to
the strong mixing in the propeller jet, the bilge
vortices soon loose their identity, i.e. they are not
recognizable as vortices in a graphical
representation of the transverse velocity field. Only
the rotation in the propeller jet remains. A swirling
vortex pair does not generate the downwash effect
found in nominal wakes. But usually a rudder is
fitted behind the propeller which causes that the
downwash is maintained, albeit in an oblique
direction, as we shall see later.

TRANSVERSE CO - ORDINATE ( M )

Fig. 6. Example contourplot of longitudinal
velocity at x/L=0.594
The smallest axial velocity is usually found in the
symmetry plane of the wake near the free surface.
But there are exceptions. When strong side vortices
are produced, the minima occur near their cores,
again at or directly below the free surface.
Outside the main-wake region there may be small
momentum-deficit areas near the free surface which
are attributed to wave breaking.

In the case of a twin-screw vessel each propeller jet
will capture one bilge vortex, if present. Usually the
bilge vortex and the propeller jet are nearly coaxial. If, in addition, they are co-rotating an
accumulation effect will occur. On the other hand,
for outward rotating propellers the jet rotation is
opposite to the bilge vortex rotation; the amount of
swirl found in the wake will therefore be smaller
than for inward rotating propellers. Hence a better
propulsive efficiency is to be expected under such
circumstances for outward rotating propellers (a fact

4.1.2. Wake of propelled hulls
The wake of a ship with running propeller(s) is
quite different from the wake of a towed hull
(nominal wake). The differences are not only
related to the diminished momentum deficit because all wake measurements on propelled hulls
were carried out under the condition of the socalled self-propulsion-point-of-ship a small deficit
remains - but also to the interaction between the
propeller-induced flow and the hull wake.
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4.1.3. Effect of rudder
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The presence of a rudder can have an appreciable
influence on the structure of the macro wake. If a
rudder is fitted directly behind the propeller so as to
cut the propeller jet in two halves as it were, it
effectively eliminates the jet rotation. It does not
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Fig. 7. Development of maximum flow speed in
the propeller jet as a function of x/L

A) BILGE VORTICES IN NOMINAL WAKE

that has found ample corroboraticn in model tank
propulsion tests).
The presence of a propulsion unit has a strong
influence on the axial velocity distribution also. Of
course the propeller jet appears as a dominant
feature, but there are strong additional effects
caused by the interaction between the propellerinduced flow and the longitudinal hull-vortices. It
would be wrong to suppose that the wake of a
propelled hull can be obtained by a simple
superposition of the nominal wake and the
propeller-induced flow.

a
/
B) PARTIAL ROTATION OF BILGE VORTEX PAIR BY
PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM ROTATION

Where in most towed-hull wakes the smallest axial
velocity occurs in the symmetry plane, this is
seldom the case in the propelled-hull wake; two
minima away from the symmetry plane but at or
near the free surface are commonly observed. The
implication is a more-than-average acceleration of
the flow in the symmetry plane near the free
surface. While this flow is clearly outside the
propeller jet which is at a much lower position, we
suppose that this is accomplished primarily by the
bilge vortices which are very effective in
transporting momentum from the propeller jet or the
outer flow to that location.
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C) OBLIQUE DOWNWASH AFTER REMOVAL OF PROPELLER
SLIPSTREAM ROTATION BY RUDDER

Fig. 8. Oblique downwash with rudder behind
propeller
necessarily take all the axial vorticity out of the
propeller jet but what remains is not identifiable as
a single-vortex flow structure.

In ideal-flow propeller models (actuator disk, lifting
line or lifting surface models) the axial velocity in
the propeller jet is greater far downstream than at
the location of the propeller. In the present
experimental data, however, the maximum axial
velocity decreases steadily, at least from a position
x/Lpp=0.25 on (see Fig. 7). Apparently the viscous
diffusion effects are so strong as to more than
neutralize the acceleration effect. This may not be
true, though, for the region between the propeller
and x/Lpp = 0.25.

The bilge vortices can pass the rudder without
encountering significant obstruction and are not
much affected. The same holds of course for the
propeller jet if the rudder is not placed in it, such as
in the case of a twin-screw ship with a single
central rudder.
The elimination of the propeller jet rotation by the
rudder has important consequences for the
behaviour of the bilge vortices of single-screw ships
285

(Fig. 8A). Recall that these vortices, except for
diffusion effects, follow the streamlines. Therefore,
as soon as these vortices have passed the propeller
disk, they start to swirl around the propeller axis:
behind a right-hand propeller the starboard bilge
vortex core moves downward, the pert vortex core
upward. Upon reaching the rudder, the swirling
motion is interrupted and the bilge vortices maintain
the orientation they have at that stage (Fig. 8B).
That orientation obviously depends on the nondimensional advance ratio formed by the axial flow
speed, divided by the rotation rate of the propeller
and the distance between propeller and rudder.

port side (right-hand propeller; see Fig. 9 for an
example) or on starboard (left-hand propeller). The
downwash is stronger than in the nominal wake
because the vortices have been stretched by
propeller induction.
The enhancement of the vortex strength by
stretching effects is also responsible for the
acceleration of the flow in the central region near
the free surface, to which has been alluded in
section 4.2. As bilge vortices in a nominal wake are
effective in reducing the wake peak in the top
sector of the propeller disk, the stronger vortices in
the propelled-hull wake have a proportional effect
on the flow in the central region near the free
surface.

The path followed by the bilge vortices after they
have passed the rudder is again influenced by the
self-induced downwash. The downwash is not in the
vertical direction, however, but in an oblique
direction perpendicular to the line connecting the
two vortex cores (Fig. 8C). In the far wake therefore
we see a strong asymmetry: the jet of the propeller,
flanked by the two hull vortices, is found on

CONFIGURATION 11
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4.2. Wave pattern
In the wave profile measurements several features
of the well-known Kelvin pattern due to a point
disturbance, with its characteristic combination of
transverse and diverging wave crests, were
confirmed. In the longitudinal wave cuts in the
symmetry plane of the ship the fundamental wave
length k=2jiVs2/g clearly appeared. Recording of
this wave length is one of the means to determine
the speed of a ship. The longitudinal wave cuts
away from the symmetry plane revealed the change
in the direction of propagation of the waves. For the
initial part of the wave record consists of
contributions of the diverging wave components, the
end of the record of transverse waves.

PROPELLER No 3@77
RIGHT-HANDED TURNING

In closer proximity of the hull the complexity of the
wave system is greater but it is of minor importance
for the macro wake as long as wave breaking does
not occur. When a wave crest breaks - be it a wave
generated at the bow, a shoulder or the stern - ,
wave energy is converted into turbulence kinetic
energy, and a clearly identifiable trace is left behind
in the wake. The associated peak vlaue of the
turbulence kinetic energy decreases with increasing
distance to the hull. At the same time the location
of the peak moves gradually away from the
longitudinal symmetry plane. The turbulence
activity is accompanied with a slight but noticeable
reduction of the longitudinal velocity component.
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The occurrence and the intensity of wave breaking
depend not only on the hull shape but also on the
speed of the vessel. Unlike many other aspects of
the wake, the traces of wave breaking will therefore

Fig. 9. Migration of propeller jet to port by
oblique downwash (top: x/L=0.24; middle:
x/L=0.56; bottom: x/L=0.8S)
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even after proper nondimensionalisation change
with the Froude number. This makes it impossible
to give typical values for the turbulence intensity as
a result of wave breaking.

PROPELLER No 4196
RIGHT - HANDED TURNING

CONFIGURATION 21
VECTOR SIZE_
FOR 0.1 Uo

Some influence of the propeller on the wave
profiles could be detected if the propeller is close to
the free surface (e.g. tankers in ballast condition).
Even then the effect is usually weak, however. Our
measurements have confirmed that the propeller has
no noticeable influence on wave breaking.
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4.3. Near-free-surface flow
Fig. 10. Asymmetry in near-free-surface flow
behind a propelled hull

With a view to the possibilities of remote wake
sensing, free surface phenomena are of greater
interest than the flow behaviour at large depths. It
is important, therefore, to consider which flow
features are visible or detectable at the free surface.
The formation of gravity waves, possibly breaking,
as discussed in the previous section 4.2, is of course
such a feature. But the sub-surface LDV
measurements have intentionally been extended to
very near the free surface to detect disturbances
which might be connected with satellite-observable
phenomena. This section is devoted to this "nearfree-surface flow".

Not all propeller-hull wakes are asymmetric near
the free surface, however. For example in our data
configuration 11 has the propeller so deeply
submerged that the asymmetry does not extend to
the free surface. Also twin-screw ships have a
symmetric wake.
In section 4.1.2 it was pointed out that the
distribution of the primary velocity component u in
the wake of a propelled hull usually exhibits two
minima, one on either side of the vertical symmetry
plane. These minima are found very close to the
air-water interface and are still identifiable at two
ship lengths behind the stern. Fig. 11 shows that the
local minimum velocity is there about 5 per cent
below the undisturbed flow speed; or, in an earthfixed reference frame, that there is a fluid motion in
the advance direction of the ship with a speed of
0.05 Vs at x/Lpp = 2.0. The figure also shows the
rate of change.

The near-free-surface velocities measured abreast of
the ship models clearly revealed the orbital motion
in the waves. If the advance speed of the ship
model was subtracted, the velocity vectors in a
wave crest and a wave trough respectively were
pointing in opposite direction.
Although not in all cases flow information has been
obtained on port as well as on starboard, the
available data seem to indicate that the wake of
unpropelled ships is practically symmetric in the
near-free-surface flow. But once the propeller is
operating, considerable asymmetries can occur,
which is exemplified by Fig. 10, showing velocity
vectors in an earth-fixed reference frame.
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The occurrence of such asymmetries is directly
related to the flow behaviour at greater depth. It has
been outlined in section 4.1.3 how the combination
of bilge vortices, propeller and rudder can produce
strong asymmetry. The typical result for a righthand single propeller is that the bilge vortex pair
migrates to port, causing the apparent symmetry
line for the near-free-surface flow to be displaced to
starboard.
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Fig. 11. Development of local minimum
longitudinal velocity in propelled-hull wakes
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the propeller jet is plotted in Fig. 12 for several
hull/propeller combinations. All data stay within a
narrow band.

4.4. Turbulence
The results of the Reynolds stress measurements
reveal the shear-layer character of the flow. By the
composition of the shear stresses pu'v' and pu'w',
the resulting vectors appear to be roughly
perpendicular to the iso-lines of the axial velocity
field, to point in the direction of decreasing u, and
to attain their greatest length in regions of high
gradients in the u-field. These characteristics are
typical for thin shear layers.

We did consider to fit the decay rate into a simple
power law, but this turned out to be unjustified. The
measurements do not extend far enough to have a
region of sufficient length where self-similarity of
the flow has been established. A least-squares
approximation would certainly yield a misleading
figure for the exponent in the power law.
4.5. Effects of ship features

Turbulence activity near the free surface is
important for wake signature because it shows up as
"white water" behind ocean vessels. The turbulence
kinetic energy is a good and convenient measure of
turbulence activity. This scalar quantity typically
exhibits peaks in the three lobes of the axial
velocity field. A breaking bow wave may cause an
additional pair of trails of high turbulence kinetic
energy. Being isolated from the main wake region,
these trails retain their identity well into the far
wake.

4.5.1. Propulsion configuration
The data base allows us to study the differences
between the wakes of single and twin-screw
propeller configurations. In addition, for twin-screw
propeller units the influence of the direction of
rotation of the propellers can be examined.
Since all hull forms of the data base have portstarboard symmetry, the only source of asymmetry
in the time-averaged velocity field behind singlescrew ships is the propeller (assuming ideal test
conditions). Serious port-starboard asymmetries are
therefore basically introduced by the propeller,
although bilge vortices and rudder can considerably
enhance them (cf. section 4.1.3). Twin-screw
configurations, on the other hand, maintain the portstarboard symmetry.

The level of turbulence kinetic energy is remarkably
insensitive to the type of ship. For the root-meansquare value of the velocity fluctuations as a
fraction of the ship speed (which equals the square
root of twice the turbulence kinetic energy) we find
in the towed-hull wakes maxima of:
0.106 ± 0.02 at x/Lpp = 0.25
0.067 ± 0.01 at x/Lpp = 0.60
0.047 ±0.01 at x/Lpp = 1.00
without a clear differentiation with respect to ship
types. For the propelled-hull wakes a similar
conclusion can be drawn. The decay of the
maximum value of the turbulence kinetic energy in
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The direction of rotation of twin-screw propellers
proves to be relevant for the secondary flow pattern
found behind the hull. Particularly, when the hull in
front of the propellers generates bilge vortices
roughly co-axial with the propeller axes, either a
cancelling or an amplification effect of the
secondary motion occurs, depending on the sense of
rotation of the propellers.
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4.5.2. Beam-draft ratio
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There seems to be a strong correlation between the
beam-draft ratio and the significance of the side
vortices: for low B/T pronounced side vortices are
found, while they are virtually absent for high B/T.
As a consequence of the presence of strong side
vortices with their rapid outboard motion due to the
induction effects of the virtual image vortex system,
the initial rate of spreading near the free surface is
comparatively high for ships with low B/T.
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Fig. 12. Decay of maximum value of turbulence
kinetic energy in propeller jet
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of the AFDEASR project went beyond that of all
previous ones. A rich source of information has
therefore been established.

4.5.3. Trim/Loading condition
Tankers operate usually at two distinct drafts,
associated with the fully loaded and the ballast
condition respectively. The two loading conditions
imply different beam-draft ratio's, the effects of
which have been reviewed above. Another aspect,
however, is the trim. When a tanker operates in
ballast condition, it is usually trimmed by the stern.
It means that the keel plane is slightly inclined with
respect to the direction of the onset flow.
Consequently some extra lift production is expected,
which is revealed by the increased strength of the
bilge vortices. This argument is confirmed by the
results of two tankers in the data base. The results
for one of them are shown in Fig. 13.
Unfortunately, the third (31) seems to indicate an
opposite effect so that there is no full corroboration.

An analysis has been made of the data and the main
results have been collected in thid paper. Plausible
explanations have been found for some initially
puzzling results. In this regard the wide scope of
the investigation proved to be helpful: conjectures
about the explanation of one data set could be
corroborated by another.
The results have also provided clues for the
deliberate modification of a wake structure. Hull
shaping, rudder positioning, propeller turning
direction, to name a few, have proved to be means
which can affect the global structure of a wake
considerably.
The analyses presented in this paper are not
exhaustive. The data can be used for further
analyses and for correlations with either satellite
observations or numerical simulations.

NO PROPELLER FITTED
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Fig. 13. Comparison of secondary flow behind
tanker in full load (top) and ballast (bottom)
condition (x/L=0.5.59)
5. Closing remarks
The main aim of the present investigation was the
establishment of a data base of macro wake
measurements for a broad range of ships. Data have
been collected for eight hull forms, a supplementing
ninth data set being already available. Although
macro wake measurements are not new, the scope
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APPENDIX I : Lengthwise position of measurement planes
Plane positions are indicated per data set as a fraction of the ship's length, the positive direction being from bow
to stern with the origin at the aft perpendicular.
nom. = wake of unpropelled hull
prop. = wake of propelled hull

nom.

prop.

-.719
-.479
-.160
.000
.240
.559
.879

.080
.240
.559
.879
1.358
1.838

-.719
-.479
-.160
.000
.240
.559
.879

-.678
-.509
-.170
.000
.254
.594
.933

.080
.240
.559
.879
1.358
1.838

nom.

prop.

.085
.254
.594
.933
1.441
1.781

nom.
-.667
-.381
-.190
.000
.286
.667
1.238

prop.

-.732
-.488
-.163
.000
.244
.569
.894

51

41
nom.

prop.

nom.

22

21

12

11

.081
.244
.569
.894
1.382
1.870

nom.
-.732
-.488
-.163
.000
.244
.569
.894

.095
.286
.667
1.238
2.000

nom.
-.664
-.379
-.190
.000
.284
.664
1.233

.081
.244
.569
.894
1.382
1.870

nom.

prop.

nom.
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nom.

prop.

nom.
-.664
-.379
-.190
.000
.284
.664

prop.

.086
.257
.599
.941
1.455
1.969

.086
.257
.599
.941
1.455
1.969

prop.

.095
.284
.664

nom.
-.713
-.408
-.204
.000
.306
.713
1.325

prop.

nom.
-.770
-.514
-.171
.000
.257
.599
.941

.086
.257
.599
.941
1.455
1.969

81

71

64

.095
.284
.664
1.233
1.991

.095
.284
.664
1.233
1.991

prop.

-.770
-.514
-.171
.000
.257
.599
.941

62

61
prop.

prop.

34

32

31

prop.

nom.

.102
.306
.713
1.325
2.140

-.648
-.370
-.278
-.185
.000
.278
.648
1.203

prop.

.093
.278
.648
1.203
1.943

Time-Marching CFD Simulation for
Moving Boundary Problems
H. Miyata (University of Tokyo, Japan )

Abstract
The state of the art of the CFD application to
the ship hydrodynamics and ocean engineering is
overviewd. The solution procedure for the unsteady
fluid flow phenomena is briefly explained and the
substantial techniques to treat moving boundaries
are reviewed as well as the appropriate choice of
the grid system. Simulation results are summarized from the research works of the author's laboratory for the problems of free-surface shock wave,
wave resistance, ship maneuvering, sailing mechanism, ocean wave and bubble flow.

1

INTRODUCTION

How can we make progress in ship hydrodynamics?
How the technology for hydrodynamical design of
ships has been advanced? We may have three important factors of substantial importance for the
progress of technology, they are science, analysis
and synthesis. Scientific finding provides sound understanding of the nature of the fluid motion and
this can directly contribute to the improvement of
hull form in an intuitive manner or through reasoning based on theoretical analysis. The theoretical and computational analyses give us clear understanding of the structure and mechanism of fluid
flow and these lead to the ideas of controlling the
fluid flow aiming at the optimization of the ship.
Synthetic works are substantially important for the
conceptual development of the new hull-form, new
devices or new system of transportation.
It is often the case that the research works are focused on analysis although we well realize that the
innovation of technology is mostly achieved either
by scientific findings or by synthetic ideas. However, in our field of naval architecture, the scientific finding and synthesis have not greatly contributed to the progress in comparison with other
field of engineering. Analysis is usually very useful for the improvement of industrial products and
it reinforces the design procedure. Design is performed with good help of analysis. It may be safe to

say that the most important part of the progress of
ship technology in the past half century is made by
the development of production technique and analysis technique. The enlargement of ship size, the
improvement of hydrodynamical performance and
many others are attributable to these techniques.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), to which
research efforts have been focused in the past 15
years in our field, is one of the most effective techniques of analysis. The flow-field and resultant
forces and moments are estimated by computer
simulations. Since the Navier-Stokes equation is
solved, they can cope with a variety of nonlinear
flow, such as turbulent flow, shock wave and breaking wave. Considerable part of tank test can be
taken place by the CFD simulation on the computers. Almost all fluid motions are unsteady. Almost
steady flow also contains unsteady aspects, especially when the Reynolds number is high and turbulence occurs. Therefore the time-marching CFD
technique is essentially suitable to fluid dynamics.
Recently the advance of CFD technique enables
us to simulate moving body or body in deformation by some special technique. On the other hand
the technique of treating the moving free-surface is
established long ago in the 1960's. Therefore we
can simulate moving or deformed body in the fluid
domain with moving free-surface. This means that
we can simulate a sailing ship in arbitrary motions.
Considering that tank experiments are usually performed by restricting the freedom of model ship, the
CFD simulation is now going to surpass tank test
in some respects. The purpose of the present review paper is to summarize the state of art of such
CFD technology used for the design of ships and
related researches. A large number of examples are
collected from the simulation results at the author's
laboratory.
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2

TIME-MARCHING
SOLUTION METHOD AND
GRID SYSTEM

2.1

repeated with the time-dependent boundary configuration and conditions imposed on it. In the
open flow problems the disturbance of the flow takes
place by the interaction between fluid and body and
the disturbance may be artificially given by the generation of the waves at the inflow boundary or by
the movement of the body.

Solution algorithm

The development of CFD code was started at the
author's laboratory in 1979 when the author noticed
the existence of the nonlinear ship wave called freesurface shock wave [1]. The typical codes developed
in the past 17 years are listed in Table 1. The series
of TUMMAC code is based on the finite-difference
method in the rectangular grids and those of WISDAM code is based on the finite-volume method
in the curvilinear, boundary-fitted grids [2], but
they all follow the same solution algorithm of the
MAC-type [3]. The MAC-type solution algorithm
is based on the LU decomposition and explicit timedifferencing and it is most suitable to the timemarching solution.
The velocity and pressure field are separately
solved in the time-marching process. The velocity field is updated by the following Navier-Stokes
equation modified by the explicit time-differencing.
n+l

U
ui + l/2,k
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Here, two-dimensional equation is used and the
terms £ and £ contain previous velocity, convection
terms and diffusion terms. Pressure devided by the
density of fluid is denoted <j>. The pressure field
is determined by the following Poisson equation of
which implementation means conservation of mass.
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With these two equations the flow-field is sequentially updated in the time-marching procedure under the boundary conditions on the body-surface,
free-surface and open boundary.
The block-diagram is shown in Fig.l for the case
of two-layer flow solution making use of the densityfunction for the implementation of the free-surface
conditions. From the velocity field and their boundary conditions the source term for the Poisson equation of the pressure is given. • Then the pressure
fields of the two layers are solved with the source
term under appropriate boundary conditions. The
updated pressure gives new velocity field through
the relation of the Navier-Stokes equation. This is

2.2

Grid System

In the past 30 years the technique of solving
the Navier-Stokes equation has made remarkable
progress and the gradient of improvement has recently been decreased. The CFD technology is
now putting more stress on customizing, for which
the grid generation technique plays an important
role. Since we have reliable solution method for
the Navier-Stokes equation, the success of the CFD
simulation rely on the grid generation to a larger
extent than before. Actually a large part of the efforts is devoted to the grid generation when a threedimensional body of complex geometry is deal with.
Although the gridless technique is continuously investigated, it still has some substantial difficulties,
such as poor implementation of the conservation
laws. Presently we must work within the framework of the method with grid system.
Since the unstructured grids like those for the finite element method (FEM) still have difficulties
in developing into three-dimensional (3D) cases,
we can choose either the rectangular grids of
the boundary-fitted, curvilinear grids (structured
grids). When we employ the rectangular grids both
the body-boundary and the free-surface cannot be
fitted to the grid lines, while the body-boundaryfitted grids can be either fitted to the free-surface
or not. In general the structured grids find difficulties in the representation of the boundary of extreme complexity, such as the automobile shape or
free-surface shape of breaking wave. In this context the choice and design of the grid system is of
significant importance for the appropriateness, convergence, robustness and accuracy of the CFD simulation.
The cross-sectional grids of the TUMMACIV[4][5] and WISDAM-V [9][10] methods are shown
in Fig.2. Apparently the degree of accuracy for the
implementation of the body-boundary condition is
deteriorated in the TUMMAC-IV method. However the purpose of the TUMMAC-IV method is
to simulate free-surface waves and the advantage of
the shorter CPU time due to the larger spacing and
of the needless efforts of grid generation made this
code very popular. The boundary-fitted grids are
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designed so that the delicate fluid motions both on
the body surface and free-surface are well resolved
and the degree of accuracy is raised as far as possible within the limited number of grid points. However the small spacing and the singularity give rise
to the problem of convergence and robustness. A
grid system for a tanker is shown in Fig.3 in which
it is well noted that the grid spacing abruptly varies
in all directions.

3
3.1

MOVING
BOUNDARY
TREATMENT
Moving body-boundary conditions

In case the rectangular grids are used for a body
of arbitrary configuration, the body-boundary condition is very approximately implemented. In the
typical 2D case of Fig.4 either no-slip or free-slip
condition can be satisfied even if the divergence free
condition is fulfilled in the cell together with the no
penetrating condition on the boundary. However,
it is almost impossible to realize the velocity profile
of turbulent boundary laver with such grid system.
In case the boundary-fitted grids are used we can
put one or two grid points within the thickness of
viscous sublayer. However, we still find it difficult
to realize the turbulent boundary layer with sufficient degree of accuracy. In the 3D case the number
of grid points increases 8 times when the spacing
is reduced to half length, which means the number of grid points are always insufficient in spite
of the rapid advance of the semiconductor technology. The cell on the body surface is usually disproportionate, i.e. the length and width is more than
100 times larger than the thickness. Therefore the
present turbulence models do not work well, and we
often impose an empirical formula of wall function
as shown in Fig.5.
For the numerical simulation of moving boundary problems the grid system must be accordingly
deformed as shown in Fig.6 for the case of a fish in
propulsive motion at a low Reynolds number. Since
the variables and all related quantities are defined
by the underlying grid coordinates, their movement
is supposed to cause serious difficulties in the solution procedure. Actually when we tried to solve
both viscous flow on the body surface and waves
on the free-surface simultaneously in a structured
grid system[9], the formulation resulted in a very
complicated form, almost all terms containing the
velocity of grid movement in the framework of the

finite-difference method. However the finite-volume
method appeared to have sufficient degree of robustness and the ALE method improved to implement the conservation laws in the boundary cells as
shown in Fig.8 [12] [13].
In the case of Fig.6 the grid points on the body
surface remains at the fixed position and the surrounding grids are regenerated. However, such
treatment is not suitable to the rolling motion of a
boat in Fig.7, because the intersection of the body
on the free-surface moves in time and the wetted
surface, on which grid points are located, significantly changes. For such motions with large amplitude the grid regeneration is performed in two
steps as shown in Fig.7. The velocity of rotation
is separated and this is not used for the deformation of the grids, but it is assumed to be the given
fluid velocity on the body surface. This technique
enables us to solve the problem of a boat moving
with arbitrary degrees of freedom [14].

3.2

Free-surface conditions

There are a number of technique of implementing the free-surface conditions;!.e., the Eulerian
method, the Lagrangian method, the ALE method,
the VOF method and the marker-density method.
The free-surface conditions are composed of the dynamic and kinematic conditions each comes from
the conservation laws of momentum and mass, respectively. When the fluid motion above the freesurface can be ignored and the viscous stress as well
as the surface tension on the free-surface can be neglected, the dynamic condition is simplified to be
a condition of giving the atmospheric pressure on
the free-surface. When the small-scale free-surface
motions can be assumed out of the scope of the
research, the free-surface conditions can be well implemented both in the boundary-fitted grids and in
the rectangular grids.
In most of the methods using free-surface-fitted
grids the Eulerian method is employed and the
Lagrangian method, following the original MAC
method, is often used in the framework of the rectangular grids, see Fig.10. The difference of the two
methods is not so substantial, since the boundaryfitted grids is transformed into the rectangular grids
as shown in Fig.9. The difference consists in the way
of determining the free-surface location by satisfying the kinematic condition. It is usually difficult
to exactly fulfill the conservation law of mass, but
by use of the ALE method the degree of accuracy
in the implementation of the mass conservation law
is remarkably raised.
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the technique of implementing the free-slip bodyboundary conditions in the irregularly distributed
boundary cells denoted B in Fig. 12. The treatment
at the singular points such as the bow-end or the intersection of the free-surface with the body surface
necessitates special techniques.
Simulation results for bow waves of bulk carriers
are shown in Figs.13 and 14 comparing with the
measured wave contours. The hull form M55FO
has a' conventional bow-bulb and M55F1 has a thin,
SHIP FLOW SIMULATIONlong-protrudent bulb which is designed from the
knowledge of the characteristics of FSSW. The hull4.1 Bow wave simulation
form design of a bulk carrier " USUKI PIONEER "
based on the lines of M55F1 and the verification of
After the author clearly noticed the inadequacy of
the computation was performed in 1983 and since
the wave resistance theories during the practical
then both the TUMMAC-IV method and the thinwork of hull form design at a shipbuilding company,
long protrudent bulb have been widely employed
the experimental work to investigate into the nonfor low-speed and middle-speed marchant ships. Allinearity of bow wave was started in 1977. When
though the difference of the waves between two hullsome of the important features of the nonlinear bow
forms seems to be gentle, the value of wave resiswaves called free-surface shock wave (FSSW) were
tance has meaningful difference. Since the nonlinelucidated, we started CFD works for nonlinear
earity of the bow wave is mostly governed by the
bow waves in 1979 when the author first discussed
Froude number based on draft, waves show nonFSSW with Prof. Wehausen and when the worklinearity more strongly on the ballast condition, in
shop on wave resistance computation was organized
which the agreement is deteriorated due to the ocby Dr.Bai at DTNSRDC. The MAC method develcurrence of wave breaking. However the accuracy
oped at Los Alamos scientific laboratory seemed us
in relative magnitude is usually correct probably
most suitable to nonlinear ship waves, since it was
because the steep waves before breaking are well
already demonstrated that this numerical technique
simulated.
can deal with nonlinear waves including breaking
wave.
The development of the TUMMAC method had 4.2
Diffraction waves at a bow
been continued with the multi-purpose mainframe
computer of the University of Tokyo and the Since the TUMMAC-IV method is a finiteTUMMAC-IV method for ship waves was com- difference time-accurate simulation, it can be appleted in 1983 [4][5][16] when the first supercom- plied to a wave diffraction problem [6]. The experiputer from HITACHI was introduced and the sec- mental results are shown in Fig. 15 for the most simond workshop on wave resistance computation was ple case of a fixed wedge model advancing steadily
organized by Dr. Noblesse at DTNSRDC. In the against incoming regular periodic waves with their
subsequent 10 years the TUMMAC-IV method has crests normal to the direction of model advancebeen widely employed as a reliable tool to optimize ment. It is clearly noted that shock-like waves
the fore-part of the hull-form in Japan and later in are generated and they show different formation,
Korea. The TUMMAC-IV method cannot estimate normal, oblique and mixed type depending on the
the wave resistance value of the whole ship but it phase of the incident waves.
The simulation for this problem gives rise to the
can simulate the wave system and resultant pressure distribution on the hull with sufficient degree difficulty of the location of the wave-maker. In a
of accuracy. Its reliability mostly consists in the towing tank where the experiments shown in Fig. 15
property of accuracy in discriminating the better are performed the wave-maker is set at a fixed location and the wedge model is towed reducing the
hull-form from others.
For the TUMMAC-IV method the rectangular distance to the wave-maker. However in the nugrid system shown in Fig. 12 is employed and the merical simulation the coordinates are fixed to the
marker is used to implement the kinematic free- wedge model and the computational domain is limsurface condition. The dynamic condition for the ited within the area surrounding the model. The
pressure is satisfied on the exact location of the free- incident waves need to be generated at the inflow
surface. A large part of the difficulties consists in boundary of the computational domain. Therefore
The VOF (volume of fluid) and the density-function method [11] implement the mass-conservation
law by the transport of the fluid volume or fluid flux
instead of the tangential movement of the fluid on
the free-surface. This treatment of the mass conservation law enables us to model the free-surface configuration of complexity such as that of overturning
wave as shown in Fig.ll.
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the distance between the numerical wave-maker and
the wedge-model is invariant, and the numerical
wave generation is performed by considering the encounter frequency. However the generated waves
are slightly different from the physical experiments.
The comparison is made in Figs. 16 and 17 between computed and measured wave contours at
five phase angles. Due to the above-mentioned condition as well as the fact that the breaking phenomenon is not interpreted in this code the agreement is beyond satisfaction. However the typical
features of varying wave formation are well simulated.

4.3

Free-surface shock wave

The 3D wave breaking can be simulated by the
TUMMAC-VIII method which makes use of the
density-function technique. The physical stages of
FSSW is (1) steep wave generation, (2) breaking
and (3) dissipation. The TUMMAC-IV method can
simulate (1) and the TUMMAC-VIII (2), but the
wave dissipation into momentum loss cannot be well
simulated caused by the numerical dissipation of
comparable magnitude by the coarse grid spacing.
As shown in Fig.18 the typical wave breaking
features are simulated for a wedge model at three
Froude numbers [15]. Detailed analysis of the computed results shows that the shock condition of the
horizontal velocity vector i? almost completely fulfilled on the layer near the free-surface and that the
shock phenomenon is limited within the thin-layer
of which depth is grossly 20% of the ship draft.

4.4

Stern wave of fast ship

The wave from the transom stern of high-speed vessels is one of the difficult problem for theoretical
fluid dynamics, since the cornered end is a singular point for the fluid flow. Some special treatment
is introduced here in the previous attempts. However, by use of the density-function technique for
the kinematic free-surface condition the flow and
waves about the transom corner can be simulated
without any additional assumptions as shown in
Figs.19 and 20, which are results of the WISDAMVI method in the framework of curvilinear coordinates fitted to the body surface but not to the
free-surfa,ce.

4.5

Maneuvering motion

Because of the facts that the tank test to predict the
maneuvering properties requires a lot of time and
efforts and that some of the maneuvering motions

cannot be well realized in the experimental facilities, the realization of the maneuvering simulation
in the computer is of significant importance.
In case the motion is steady such as oblique towing or steady circling motion, the movement of the
ship is represented by the body-force term added
to the Navier-Stokes equation, and in case the motion is unsteady the moving grid technique becomes
useful. In the past 5 years the maneuvering simulation has been studied within the framework of
the WISDAM-V method for which boundary-fitted
grid system is employed. We still find some difficulties in realizing the Z-test motion mostly due
to the wide variation of the heading angle. However, the oblique tow test, steady circling test and
PMM test have been achieved [19]. An example of
steady circling test is shown in Figs.21 and 22. It
is demonstrated that the advantage of CFD simulation is that instantaneous pressure distribution
and flow features can be clearly explained. The
degree of accuracy in the magnitude of forces and
moments is almost of the satisfactory level for low
speed ships. For instance, the effect of the difference of the framelines of the after-part is explained
as a difference of longitudinal distribution of lateral
force in the circling motion.

5
5.1

SAILING BOAT SIMULATION
Steady motion

In comparison with large-scale marchant ships the
dynamics of sailing boat is much more complicated.
They have absolutely larger freedom of motion in 6
degrees. When a sailing boat moves in the upwind
direction the VMG speed is more important than
the boat speed, which means that not only the resistance but also the balance of forces and moments
are important to achieve high performance. This
situation is similar to airplanes or hydrofoil crafts.
A sailing boat obtains propulsion force from wind
through the work of sails. This implied that the
actual sailing condition is very difficult to realize
in the model tests. Sailing boat simulation by the
combination of the CFD simulation with the solution of the equations of motion seems to be substantially useful for its design when sufficient degree of
accuracy is attained.
The development of the WISDAM-VII code for
sailing boat was started in the middle of 1993 when
the author was assigned to be a general coordinator for the technical team supporting the Nippon
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station than the actual maneuvering time of a sailing boat. Therefore this technique cannot be used
as a real-time sailing simulator for the purposes of
the training of helmsman and the development of
boats of better performance. However, it may be
safe to say that it is a most advanced design tool
for sailing boats of high performance.

Challenge for the America's Cup 1995. It was evident that this development cannot contribute to
the challenger's series started in the beginning of
1995 and actually other codes TUMMAC-IV and
WISDAM-V were used for the development of new
hulls.
Considering the six degrees of freedom of motion
for sailing boats, the 0-0 type grids shown in Fig.23
are employed. Since the Froude number based on
the boat length exceeds 0.3, free-surface waves must
be taken into account. Theffore, the grids are clustered to the free-surface and body-surface. The
finite-volume method is employed and the moving
grid technique is fully utilized including the hullsurface slipping technique for the rolling motion.
Exerting forces are illustrated in Fig.24 for the
vertical section of a boat on the upwind sailing condition. Sails and appendages would better be simulated in the same way with the hull. But at present
they are treated as simple lifting surfaces and generated forces are incorporated into the equation of
motion.
This simulation method for sailing boat composed of the WISDAM-VII method and the solution
of the equations of motion is also connected to the
CAD system. Thus, the difference of performance
by the modification of hull-form can be studied in
a straightforward manner in the computer simulation. The results of the study of beam-length series
are shown in Figs.25 to 27. The forces and moments
by the sails and appendages are set at constant and
the sailing boats are set to be free to trim, heave
and heel. Then the fluid-dynamical properties are
compared as shown in Figs.26 and 27. When the
advance speed is set at constant the forces and values determining the sailing performance are all provided and compared.

More than 10 years ago 2D breaking simulation
was first completed by use of the movement of freesurface segment within the framework of rectangular grid system [7] [16]. A typical result of a 2D
bow wave in front of an advancing floating body
is shown in Fig.31. Due to the robustness of the
method with equal spacing and staggered arrangement of variables the overturning motion together
with the impingement of the breaking wave front
is well simulated. As seen in Fig.31, the successive
overturning motion of the type of plunging breaker
is realistically solved.
However this technique cannot be extended to the
3D problem since the complicated free-surface configuration may not be represented by the succession
of segments or something similar. The free-surface
may intersects the rectangular cells in a variety of
manner. The free-surface-fitted curvilinear grids
may resolve the fluid motion on the breaking freesurface with sufficient degree of accuracy. However
such grids find serious difficulties in making the configuration of overturning wave front. Furthermore
the 3D impinging motion cannot be imagined to be
deal with by such a technique.

5.2

6.2

Unsteady motion

By changing the freedom of the boat and introducing the control of rudder and other moving surfaces
into the equation of motion arbitrary sailing behavior can be simulated. The case of course changing by 4 degrees during upwind sailing is shown
in Fig.28 with two variation of gains of the automatic control system for the rudder. The results
of the simulation of this maneuver are shown in
Figs.29 and 30. It is understood that the timevariation of rudder angle and the components of
lateral forces depends on the helmsman's technique
although steering is automatically made in this simulation. Unfortunately such simulation requires almost 1000 times longer time in an engineering work296

6
6.1

OCEAN WAVE SIMULATION
2D breaking wave

3D breaking wave

For the numerical representation of the extremely
complicated configuration of the 3D breaking freesurface the density-function method is developed.
The density is a scalar value to determine the fluid
fraction in a rectangular cell, i.e., porosity of fluid
in a cell. The free-surface location is approximately
represented by this value and the slope of the freesurface by the combination of these values in the
neighboring cells.
The first idea was to solve both gas and liquid regions continuously. However it turned out to be unsuccessful firstly because the density was 1000 times
different between water and air and small difference
of water pressure gave rise to very large difference

of air velocity and secondly because the equation
of density-function shewed excessive diffusive effect.
Therefore it is used only for the determination of the
interface location and the fluid flow is separately
solved as shown in the block diagram in Fig.l [8].
A grid system for the simulation of a wave flow
about a part of semisubmergible is shown in Fig.32.
In order to compensate the low degree of accuracy
inherent to the density-function method the variable grid system is employed in the vertical direction.
The results of time-marching simulation of wave
diffraction with semisubmergible are shown in
Fig.33. Since steep regular waves of large wavelength interact with a lower hull and a number of
vertical pillars, which is realized by the symmetric
condition on the side boundaries, a peculiar wave is
formed behind the pillar [20].
The case of extremely nonlinear waves about a
vertical pillar in a uniform stream of air and water
is shown in Fig.34 to 36. Since the Froude number based on the horizontal length is 1.25 the bow
wave shows breaking phenomenon and almost vertical free-surface configuration appears on the sides
and behind the cylinder. Spray and air-entrainment
are also observed in the vicinity of the cylinder, although their reality is not well guaranteed.
This simulation technique is easily applied to another two-layer flow,i.e., water flow above liquefied
sand layer by simply changing the density value of
the fluid. One feature of scoring sand layer by the
water flow interaction with the pillar is shown in
Fig.37. First the sand in front of the pillar is suppressed by the stagnation pressure and secondly the
horseshoe vortex here accelerates the scoring and
thirdly the scoring intensifies the horseshoe vortex until the scored region reaches a certain upstream point. This process is simulated by the
time-marching simulation started from the rest condition. Although the degree of accuracy is not
high, the TUMMAC-VIII method with the densityfunction technique can be applied to a variety of
two-layer flow with strongly interacting interface.

fluid phenomena associated with environmental engineering or production process engineering seem to
be simulated by the CFD techniques slightly modified from those described in this article and the
simulation results will contribute to the improvement of technology. The single experience of the author is the simulation of continuous casting for steel
plate production for which modified TUMMAC-IV
method is useful.
Quite recently two CFD research works for bubble flow are executed at the author's laboratory.
One is the method using an overlapping grid system
fitted both to the wall boundary and bubble surface, and the other is that of TUMMAC-VIII, i.e.,
the combination of rectangular grid system with the
density-function technique for the bubble surface.
The surface tension is incorporated into the bubble
surface conditions.
The results of a bubble freely rizing in a still water region are presented in Figs.38 and 39. The
Weber number is 4.8 and the Reynolds number is
1440 [21]. The bubble makes a spiral trajectory after the vortex shedding downward reaches the periodically steady state. It is interesting to note that
the successive shedding of horseshoe vortices shown
in Fig.39 is common to many other vortex shedding
from blunt bodies such as a sphere and an automobile.

8

CONCLUSION

It is described in this article that the time-marching
CFD technique for moving or deforming problems
provides us wide possibility to improve the understanding of unsteady fluid phenomenon and the design of moving objects. In the field of naval architecture one symbolic goal is to complete simulation technique for a ship in slamming motion at
rough sea. However it must be also noted that such
technique can contribute to a lot of problems in
the fields of process engineering, environmental engineering and so on.
7 MULTI-PHASE
FLOW One of the serious problem is that a great deal of
efforts by able CFD researchers must be devoted for
SIMULATION
the customizing the software. Since the progress of
computer technology remarkably reduced the prob7.1 Bubble flow simulation
lem of hardware investment, almost all the compuThe technique of treating the free-surface can be ap- tations have been executed by workstations at the
plied to other fluid phenomenon with interface. The author's laboratory in the past seven years. Theredensity-function method has good versatile prop- fore all the results in this article, except those of
erties for the resolution of the interface. A lot of Figs.13, 14 and 16, are provided by workstations.
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Figure 4: Schematic sketch for the body boundary
condition in the rectangular grid system.
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Figure 5: Schematic sketch for the body boundary
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Figure 6: Moving grid system for a 2D case.
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Figure 11: Schematic sketch for the determination
of the free-surface location by the density-function
method used in the body-boundary-fitted grid system.

Figure 10: Schematic sketch for the fulfillment of
the kinematic and dynamic conditions on the freesurface in the rectangular grid system.
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Figure 13: Comparison of computed and measured
wave contours of two hull-forms of a 26000 DWT
bulk carriers M55 F0 and M55 Fl at Fn=0'.18.
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Figure 14: Comparison of pressure distribution on
the hull of the two ships of Fig. 13.
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Figure 15: Time-variation of nonlinear diffraction
waves about a wedge model placed in regular incident waves, Fn=0.5,A=2.0m,a=30 *
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Figure 17: Measured wave contours for the comparison with Fig.16.
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Figure 18: Perspective view of the computed bow
waves about a 20 *' wedge model at three Froude
numbers, Fd=0.8, 1.1 and 1.4 from above.
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Figure 20: Time-sequence of the evolution of the
stern wave at a high Froude number.

Figure 19: Perspective view of the computed stern
wave emanating from a high-speed vessel.
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Figure 21: Grid system for a ship in steady turning
motion.

Figure 23: Grid system for the hull of a sailing boat.
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Figure 26: Comparison of pressure distribution of
the three boats in Fig.25.
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Figure 27: Wave contours of the three boats in
Fig.25.
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Figure 25: Body and free-surface configuration oi
sailing boats with different framelineis on a upwind
sailing condition.

Figure 28: Time-sequential variation of the location, sheerline configuration and waterline configuration of a sailing boat in course changing maneuver during upwind sailing, case 1 (left) and case 2
(right).
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Figure 30: Time-history of the longitudinal and
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case.
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Figure 33: Time-sequence of wave diffraction about
a semisubmersible placed in regular steep waves.
Figure 34: Evolution of breaking wave about a vertical cylinder.
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1.0m/s

Figure 35: Wave profile and velocity vectors on a
vertical plane including the side-surface of a vertical
cylinder.

Figure 38: Time-evolution of longitudinal vortices
behind a rising bubble, contours of vorticity about
a vertical axis.

Figure 36: Same as Fig.35, on the vertical plane
including the back-surface of a vertical cylinder.

Figure 37: Interface configuration and velocity vectors of the simulation of sand-scoring by water current interacting with a vertical cylinder.
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Figure 39: Iso-surface of the second-derivative of
pressure in the flow-field about a rising bubble.

Yaw Effects on Model-Scale Ship Flows
J. Longo, F. Stern (University of Iowa, USA)

ABSTRACT
Yaw effects on model-scale ship flow is
documented through towing-tank experiments for a
3.048 m Series 60 CB=0.6 model ship. The data
includes: photographs and video; resistance, side force,
and yaw moment; sinkage, trim, and heel angle; wave
profiles along the hull and wave elevations; and meanvelocity and pressure fields for numerous crossplanes
from the bow to the near wake. Detailed descriptions
are provided of the experimental equipment, procedures,
and uncertainty analysis. Comparison of results for low
(0.16) and high (0.316) Froude number with those from
an earlier study for the without-yaw condition enables
identification of the salient yaw- and wave-induced
effects. The forces, yaw moment, and displacements
increase significantly with increasing yaw angle. The
wave pattern is asymmetric with increased/decreased
Kelvin angle, wave lengths, and amplitudes on the
windward/leeward sides, respectively. Close to the hull,
the differences are confined to the bow, whereas away
from the hull the differences are throughout the
measurement region, i.e., nearfield. The mean-velocity
and pressure fields are dominated by strong crossflow
effects, including forebody and afterbody keel and bilge
vortices.
The results should be useful for
computational fluid dynamics validation and are
available along with the geometry and conditions.
NOMENCLATURE
aK, ß, r\ Kelvin (wave envelope), yaw, heel angle
AP, FP After and forward perpendicular
Ship model beam
B
Block coefficient [= V/(LPPBT)]
CB
Moment coefficient
CM
Sideforce coefficient
Cs
Total-resistance coefficient
CT
Boundary-layer thickness
5
Displacements
at FP, midship, and AP
dnVm, AP
Froude number 1= U0/^/gLP1> \
Fr
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1
F
x,

y

g
H
LPp
At, ^d

Mz
V

P

e
p

Re
S

a, x
T
U, V, w

Uo

cox
;.?*
V

Resistance and sideforce, respectively
Gravitational constant
Total head
Model length between perpendiculars
Transverse and diverging wavelengths
Yaw moment
Kinematic viscosity
Mean pressure
Diverging-wave angle
Density
Reynolds number (= U0LPP/v)
Hull surface area
Sinkage and trim, respectively
Ship model draft
Mean velocities in ship coordinate system
Carriage speed
Axial vorticity
Wave elevation and axial wave slope
Ship model displacement

INTRODUCTION
Ship-flow patterns depend on hull geometry
and operating conditions such as speed, maneuvering,
and ambient seas. Ships that operate in the straightahead condition in calm water generate symmetric flow
patterns with respect to the hull centerplane. This is
the design condition. For slender, medium-speed ships,
these patterns have limited wave breaking and wave- and
body-induced vortices and are well documented, but only
partially documented for other hull forms that have
some of the above features. Furthermore, high-speed
and full-form ships in the design condition can exhibit
features such as wave breaking and wave- and bodyinduced vortices that are observed in what are called offdesign conditions for a ship. Other examples of offdesign features that occur for design conditions include
flow over an asymmetric stern, a yacht that requires a
sideforce to counteract the load on the sails, or the
straight-ahead motion of a SWATH or catamaran where

interaction of the hulls creates lifting effects. There are
limited data that document off-design characteristics, and
lack of understanding as to the underlying physics of the
flow features. Off-design conditions frequently occur
such as when ships maneuver or advance through a
cross current. These situations produce the off-design
features defined above and spray and bubble entrainment,
which are also not well documented. A summary of
documented surface-ship studies is provided in (1),
including an evaluation of their usefulness for
computational fluid dynamics validation.
Herein, the straight-ahead condition is defined
as the zero-yaw, i.e., ß=0° condition. The other cases,
such as maneuvering, cross current, or lift cases (yacht,
SWATH, or catamaran), are defined as yaw or ß*0°
conditions. It is shown that even for a slender ship, the
yaw condition displays many flow features that are
common in off-design ship flows. Admittedly, the yaw
case is an approximation to the off-design condition,
i.e., nominal-wake measurements in the propeller plane
of a high-speed FF 1052 combatant (2) display
significant differences between zero-yaw tests in a
straight basin, yaw tests in a straignt basin, and yaw
tests in a maneuvering basin (rotating arm). Some of
these differences, i.e., axial-velocity contours, were
unexpected. Nonetheless, the yaw case has many
features of interest that are shared by both design and
off-design conditions, it can be performed in a towing
tank, and it builds on previous experimental work.
This paper is concerned with documentation of the yaw
case.
The goals for the present work are to (i)
explore and identify the important flow features
associated with a yawed body and (ii) document the flow
features in sufficient detail for validation of RANS CFD
codes. The emphasis is on 'explore' because the range
of yaw-induced changes to the flow field was unknown.
The yaw project is part of an Iowa Institute of
Hydraulic Research (IIHR) study concerning free-surface
effects on boundary-layer and wake flow. The research
and discussions of wave-boundary layer and wake
interactions herein, rely upon and compliment previous
fundamental studies with flat plates, (3)-(6) and previous
work at the IIHR for the 3.048 m Series 60 CB=0.6 in
the zero-yaw condition, (7) and (8), which is precursory
for the present study. Also of relevance is the recent
Series 60 CB=0.6 bow study (9). The yaw study is
related to the basic topics of three-dimensional
separation (10), wave breaking (11), and vortex-free
surface interaction (12) each of which represents a major
field of study. Other related work with application to
ship flows are provided in (13).
In this study, model-scale experiments are
performed in a towing tank with a 3.048 m Series 60

CB=0.6 ship hull. Visualization of the flow is
performed with photographs and video for a range of
Froude number (Fr) and ß. Resistance, sideforce, yaw
moment, sinkage, trim, and heel angle are measured for
a range of Fr and ß. Additionally, wave profiles along
the hull and wave elevations are measured for a range of
yaw angles and high (0.316) and low (0.16) Fr. For
ß=10°, detailed mean-velocity and pressure fields are
measured at ten axial stations for Fr=0.16 and 0.316 and
at several stations in the wake of a breaking wave for
Fr=0.316. Finally, and in accordance with established
standards and guidelines, an uncertainty analysis is
performed for each experiment.
The organization of this paper is as follows.
First, a brief description of the experimental facilities
and equipment, procedures and conditions, and
uncertainty analysis is given. Then, the results are
presented with regard to the essential yaw- and waveinduced effects observed in the experiments. This paper
is based on Ph.D. thesis research and the results are
extensive. Many discussions are abbreviated, however,
the complete results are provided in (13). Finally,
conclusions from this study are given with
recommendations for future work.
OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Facilities and equipment
A cartesian-coordinate system (Figures 1 and 2)
is used that is fixed to the model. The x-axis is
coincident with the model centerline, and the y- and zaxes are directed toward the starboard side of the model
and upward, respectively, with the origin at the
intersection of the waterplane and the FP. Yaw angle is
the angle between the model centerline and the tank
centerline. For the orientation shown in Figures 1 and
2, the port side is the windward side and the starboard
side is the leeward side. Alternately, if the yaw
condition approximates a turning ship, the port and
starboard sides correspond to the outboard and inboard
sides of the turn, respectively.
Towing tank
The IIHR towing tank is 100 m long and 3.05
m wide and deep. Wave dampeners near the free surface
on the sidewalls allow for twelve-minute intervals
between carriage runs. The carriage is cable driven by a
15-horsepower motor. On board the carriage, a cabinet
holds the computer and other instrumentation.
Ship model and geometry
The ship model for the experiments is a 1:40
scale 3.048 m Series 60 CB=0.6 (Figure'1). The Series
60 CB=0.6 is a single-propeller merchant-type ship, a
standard for ship-hydrodynamic research, and in
particular, was chosen with three other hull types as a
representative hull form for the CEP (14). The lines of
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Calibration procedures
The load cell is statically calibrated with
weights and a moment arm. The potentiometers are
calibrated by placing the unit horizontal and extracting
the core to its midpoint. Then, the core is moved in
increments throughout the measurement range using a
ruler as a reference for the changes in position. The
capacitance-wire probes are statically calibrated.
Initially, the probes are submerged at their midpoints
and then manually moved up and down throughout the
measurement range. The ten differential pressure
transducers are statically calibrated with two water
tanks. One is moved up and down with an automated
traverse while the other is fixed. The calibration setup
and procedures for the five-hole probes are very similar
to those used in (7). The details of the calibrations are
reported in (13).
Procedures and conditions
Three types of measurements are made: (i)
forces, yaw moment, and displacements, (ii) wave
profiles and elevations, and (iii) mean-velocity and
pressure fields. All tests are done with the static model
at its design waterline. For the forces, yaw moment,
and displacements, the model is in the free condition,
i.e., it is allowed to heave, pitch, and roll. For all other
measurements, the model is fixed to the carriage, i.e.,
restrained from moving in any direction relative to the
carriage. A summary of the type (ii) and (iii)
experiments is shown in Figure 3.

the present model conform to the standard offsets. The
stern geometry is based on the original methodical
series (15). The model is constructed of fiber-reinforced
Plexiglas and epoxy resin. It is equipped with a stern
tube aperture and propeller hub, however, all
experiments are for the without-propeller condition. A
set of grids is applied to the model for the wave-profile
measurements and replaced with station lines from the
FP to the AP every 0.1xLpp for the mean-flow
measurements. To initiate transition to turbulent flow,
a row of cylindrical studs of 1.6 mm height and 3.2 mm
diameter are fixed with 9.5 mm spacing on the model at
x=0.05. The size and spacing of the studs is in
accordance with standard practices, however, for the yaw
cases, there is some question about the effectiveness of
the port-side studs because the boundary iayer (8) is very
thin on that side.
Instrumentation
A three-channel (tv/o force and one moment)
load cell is fixed at the midpoint of the model to
measure the total resistance, sideforce, and yaw
moment. The towing height is above the waterline,
z/T=0.24. Dedicated signal conditioners are used at each
channel for filtering and amplifying the output from the
load cell. Sinkage, trim, and heel angle are determined
from measurements of the linear displacements at the
FP, midship, and AP with rectilinear potentiometers.
The range of each potentiometer is 10 cm. Global-wave
elevations are measured v/ith two capacitance-wire
probes that have digital interfaces developed at the IIHR
for high-resolution, low-noise, wave-elevation
measurements (16). The local-wave elevations are
measured with four manual point gauges. These devices
have a measurement range of about 20 cm. Meanvelocity and pressure measurements are taken with two
five-hole pitot probes and a static-pressure tube. Each
probe orifice is ported via vinyl tubing to a differential
pressure transducer with a 0.32 psi range. The
transducers are electrically connected to individual signal
conditioners equipped with 1-Hz low-pass filters. A
Modulynx precision-positioning system is used in the
local-wave and mean-velocity and pressure
measurements for movement of the traverses in the yzplane. The Modulynx communicates through the
computer serial port by a RS-232 cable.
Data-acquisition systems
Data is sampled with an IBM PC-XT
compatible microcomputer and a multi-channel analogdigital translation board. An eight-channel board is used
for the forces, yaw moment, displacements, and globalwave elevation tests. A sixteen-channel board is used
for the mean-velocity and pressure measurements. All
data is sampled through a low-pass filter in order to
remove the effect of carriage vibration noise.

Forces, vaw moment, and displacements
Resistance, sideforce, yaw moment, sinkage,
trim, and heel angle are measured for five yaw angles,
ß=0°, 2.5°, 5°, 7.5°, and 10° and a range of Fr, Fr=0.10.35 (Uo=0.55-1.91 m/s). The carriage is started and
after the initial acceleration and necessary delay for
steady-flow conditions, data are acquired on four
channels (speed, total resistance, sideforce, and yaw
moment; or speed, FP, midship, and AP displacements)
at a rate of 100 Hz and 200 samples per channel. The
total sampling period is eight seconds per carriage run.
Wave profiles
Wave profiles on the hull are recorded for two
Fr, Fr=0.16 and 0.316 (0.87 and 1.73 m/s, respectively)
at three yaw angles, ß=0°, 5°, and 10°. For each
combination of Fr and yaw angle, twenty-nine
measurements are made on port and starboard sides of
the model except for ß=0° where symmetry of the flow
allows measurements on one side, only.
The
measurements are made by marking the top of the wave
profile at every axial station with a fine-tipped wax
pencil. The position of the mark is converted to a wave
height with the grid on the hull surface. The wave
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profiles are recorded after the carriage achieves a steady
speed and the wave pattern is steady state.
Wave elevations
Global wave elevations are measured for high
and low Fr and two yaw angles, ß=5° and 10°. Waveelevation data are taken with a capacitance-wire system
situated 55 m upstream of the carriage and model. A
capacitance-wire probe on the port and starboard side are
fixed to wall-mounted traverses and electrically
connected to an IBM-compatible computer via a digital
interface developed for processing wave-height data.
The carriage attains a steady speed 25 m prior to
reaching the traverses, and after contacting a switch that
is fixed to the tank wall, the sampling period is
initiated. A sampling frequency of 100 Hz over 8
seconds is used for each wave cut. The initial wave cuts
are taken very near the model (within 2 cm) and
subsequent cuts are taken at 5 cm intervals in the ±ydirection up to the tank sidewalls. In the x-direction,
data is taken 1 m upstream of the FP to 1 ship length
and 3 ship lengths downstream of the AP for low and
high Fr, respectively. Wave reflection from the tank
sidewalls limits the axial amount of useful data in the
wake. Roughly sixteen cuts on each side of the model
are recorded at every Fr and yaw angle.
Local regions at the bow, stern, and near wake
on port and starboard sides of the model could not be
measured with the wire probes. These areas are
measured with a set of point gauges. The gauges are
fixed to the automated traverses and positioned relative
to the model. After reaching a steady speed and
allowing the wave field tc reach steady state, the gauges
are adjusted to rest on the free surface. In areas of high
free-surface turbulence such as the near wake and at the
crest of the port bow wave for Fn=0.316 and ß=10°, the
probes are adjusted to a level of average wave
elevation1. Several .uns are made at each x-station in
order to measure the gaps between the model and the
global wave field.
Mean-velocity and pressure field
Mean-velocity and pressure fields are measured
for high and low Fr (Re=5.3e06 and 2.7e06,
respectively) at one yaw angle, ß=10° and on both the
port and starboard sides of the model. Before every
carriage run, a 'zero-point' file is taken for the zerovelocity condition, i.e., the voltage output from the
speed circuit and ten pressure transducers is measured
while the carriage is at rest, thus, creating a speed and

pressure reference for the pending measurements. The
carriage is started and the data acquisition is manually
initiated at a designated point at which the model speed
is steady and the wave pattern is steady state. Two or
four measurements per probe are taken per carriage run
for high and low Fr, respectively. A delay of 3.5-4
seconds is used between each measurement position to
allow for probe movements and transducer
responsiveness. Following each carriage run, the
velocity components, pressure coefficients, and total
head are plotted. Data is acquired at a rate of 750 Hz and
600 samples are collected per channel giving a sampling
period of about 0.9 second per channel. At every
station and high and low Fr, approximately 800-1500
points are measured in the yz-plane. The yzmeasurement positions are determined from the zeroyaw experiment (7), however, several additional points
are measured further from the model where the effects of
yaw angle are evident but absent in the zero-yaw
experiment.
Uncertainty analysis
The uncertainty analysis is carried out
according to the standards and guidelines of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (17). The
detailed methodology and procedures are provided in
(18). The error sources are divided into three categories:
calibration, data acquisition, and data reduction. The
measurement systems are those for the model geometry,
data locations, carriage speed, and the various (loadcell,
marker/grid, capacitance wire, five-hole probe) dataacquisition systems. Each measurement system has
associated variables that are measured and contain bias
(fixed) and precision (random) errors. The bias errors for
the measurement systems are estimated and the
precision errors are determined through a program of
repeated measurements. Often, several measured
variables are used to derive an experimental result, and
the errors from each variable propagate into the final
result. Propagation of errors are addressed with datareduction equations in order to derive final values of bias
and precision errors for each result. The bias and
precision errors are combined with a root-sum-square
method to derive an uncertainty for each result with a
95% confidence level. The uncertainties are listed in
Table 1 and are considered reasonable for a towing tank
experiment. There tends to be more scatter of the data
for low Fr which explains the Fr dependence of the
uncertainties. Values for the resistance and flow are
comparable to the uncertainties listed in (1).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Discussion of the results follow with regard to
yaw- and wave-induced effects and the features of the
flow for both high and low Fr. Initially, an overview

1

Average wave elevation is defined as a point where the
probe tip appears to make contact with the free surface
approximately 50 % of the carriage-run duration.
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of ship-wave patterns and definitions of certain
parameters are provided. Then, photographs of the wave
field at the port bow and the stern and wake for ß=0°, 5°,
and 10° provide qualitative descriptions of yaw effects.
Subsequent discussion of the detailed quantitative results
begin with resistance, sideforce, yaw moment, sinkage,
trim and heel angle. Next, the wave profiles along the
hull and the wave patterns are discussed. Finally, the
mean velocity and pressure field results are presented for
Fr=0.316.
General observations
The Kelvin wave pattern (Figure 4c) can be
used to explain the features of full- and model-scale
(Figure 4a-b) wave patterns. A Kelvin wave pattern
results from a point source moving at a speed, U„
across a free surface with gravity waves, which is a
potential-flow solution for an infinite fluid with
linearized free-surface boundary conditions. The
resulting Kelvin wave pattern is enclosed in a deltashaped envelope with a semiangle (wave-envelope
angle) of ocK=19°28'. The pattern consists of transverse
waves that travel along the line of motion and diverging
waves that radiate at an angle, 0=35° (diverging wave
angle), from the symmetry plane. The transverse waves
move at the speed of the disturbance (Ut=Us) and have
wavelength:
Xt = 27tFr2

(1)

The diverging waves move at a reduced speed
(Ud=Uscos9) and have wavelength:
Xd = 2jcFr2cos29 = A,tcos29

(2)

The diverging wave amplitudes are larger and more
conspicuous than the transverse wave amplitudes.
In the far field, a ship hull can be approximated
as a single point source because the global wave pattern
exhibits many characteristics that are illustrated in
Figure 4c. The near field is considerably more complex
as it includes interactions of many point sources, i.e.,
every point along the hull acts as a source. However,
the wave pattern can still be characterized by the same
parameters (<xK, 8, Ku A,d) and some additional flow
features. Table 2 summarizes the Kelvin and present
(for ß=0°, 5°, and 10°) values of these parameters for
Fr=0.316.
The present study focuses on the near field,
which is conveniently referred to by regions. The local
region is close to the hull (Figure 4a) and the global
region is further from the hull (Figure 4b). The local
region is characterized by steep waves that overturn and
break and create significant white water and bubbles.
The important features of the local wave pattern include
the bow and stern waves which initiate as crests and the
shoulder waves which initiate as troughs. In the global

region, the wave pattern is complex due to the
interactions of the divergent and transverse wave
systems.
At the bow, the incident flow creates a
stagnant region (decelerated flow) near the bow stem.
At the FP of a wedge-shaped bow, a thin film develops
aft of the free surface-bow stem juncture and transitions
into a bow wave. The thin film can be a site where
bow vortices are generated. The hull-free surface contact
line is the juncture line between the hull surface and the
free surface. Typically, the contact line is a localized
region of high free-surface turbulence. Free-surface
turbulence is characterized by random or unsteady
fluctuations of the free surface and also occurs in the
wake and when wave breaking is present. Wave
breaking is characterized by white water and free-surface
turbulence along a wave front that becomes unstable
(this is also observed in the yaw study). Waves that
curl, overturn, and entrap air pockets are called plunging
breakers. Spilling breakers occur when the crestline of
a wave becomes unstable and slides down the wave
front. When a wave breaks and impinges on the free
surface, air can be entrained into the flow field (bubbles)
and vorticity can be introduced into the flow, (waveinduced vorticity). Clearly, at model-scale, there is a
comparative absence of wave breaking and white water
near the hull and in the wake which is largely not
understood. The wake regions of ships or models are
characterized by significant free-surface turbulence and
unsteady flow.
Photographs of the port-side bow and wake are
shown in Figure 5 for ß=0°, 5°, and 10°. At ß=0°, the
wave pattern is typical of a slender hull form and
follows the general pattern described above, i.e., the
wave pattern is enveloped in a Kelvin wedge that
sweeps back from the bow. In the figures, the local
regions show the bow and fore-shoulder waves and the
stern wave system. The global regions show
interactions of the bow and fore-shoulder wave and
interaction of the wave systems at the stern. The stern
flow and wake are symmetric. Although not apparent
from the photo, measurements indicate that the flow
gradually rises for -0.05<x<-0.0027 followed by a sharp
increase of a thin film at the bow-stem/free-surface
juncture. Similarly, at x=0, measurements of the wave
elevation indicate a gradual rise for 0.03<y<0.002
followed by a sharp increase of a thin film up to the
hull surface. Beads of fluid originate at the bow stem
and FP and form along the top of the thin film and
appear vortical. Initially, they are steady and laminar.
They are carried downstream and transition to unsteady
and turbulent and merge with the downstream flow.
The flow at the bow has the appearance of an attached
spray sheet and bow vortices. Observations of the FP
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at Fr=0.16 show that the incident flow initiates on the
bow similarly as Fr=0.316 with a thin film and attached
spray sheet but on a much smaller scale. In the
photograph, the bow wave grows in amplitude and
fullness with increasing x but does not break. There is
very little free-surface turbulence in the wave pattern
except along the hull-free surface contact line
downstream of the bow wave and at the stern and wake
where there is moderate unsteadiness.
At ß=5°, the wave field is altered. On the port
side, the Kelvin wedge appears to be displaced further
from the hull centerplane, [i.e., aK(5°)>aK(00)]. At the
stern and wake, the wave field is noticeably asymmetric
with respect to the hull centerplane due to the diverging
stern wave which is roughly aligned with the models
longitudinal axis, i.e., the x-axis in Figure 1. Locally
at the bow, the wave amplitude and steepness is
increased. In the global regions, interaction of the wave
systems give the wave pattern an asymmetric
appearance. The flow initiates on the FP similarly as
for ß=0° with an attached spray sheet and bow vortices,
although, the amplitude and thickness of the thin film
is increased. Again, observation at the low speed
confirms a similar flow pattern at the FP but on a
smaller scale. In the photograph, wave breaking
appears to be imminent which is verified by the freesurface turbulence at the crestline along the wave front.
Free-surface turbulence also appears in the wake of the
bow wave, along the hull-free surface contact line near
the midbody, and in the wake. Observation shows no
air entrainment into the flow but increased unsteadiness
at the bow and in the wake.
At ß=10°, the wave field is altered in extreme.
On the port side, further displacement of the Kelvin
wedge from the model is displayed, [i.e.,
aK(10o)>aK(5o)>aK(0o)]. In the wake, the diverging
stern wave is roughly aligned with the models
longitudinal axis. Locally at the port bow, the bow and
fore-shoulder wave systems appear to merge. In the
global regions, interaction of the wave systems increase
the asymmetry of the wave pattern. The flow upstream
of the FP initiates on the bow similarly as ß=0° and 5°,
however, observation shows that the thin film rises
more steeply than for the previous cases and is thicker.
Observations of the flow over the bow at Fr=0.16 are
consistent with those for ß-0° and 5°. In the
photograph, the bow wave increases in size and rises
steeply on the upstream side with increasing x and then
falls away from the hull. At the crest, the spray sheet
becomes detached and evolves into a plunging-type
breaker close to the hull and then a spilling-type breaker
as the wave is further displaced from the hull. The
overhead side view shows large disturbances including
white water, bubbles, and air entrainment into the flow

field similarly as is evident in Figure 4b but clearly less
than at full-scale in Figure 4a. The wake is
characterized by significant free-surface turbulence. At
the hull-free surface contact line, the level of turbulence
is consistent with ß=0° and 5°. The unsteadiness of the
wave pattern is increased especially in the wake of the
port bow wave and at the stern.
Forces, yaw moment, and displacements
Resistance, sideforce, yaw moment, sinkage,
trim and heel angle results are presented in Figure 6 and
the equations are provided below.
CT=Fx/(o.5pU*s)

(3)

Cs = Fy/(0.5pU^s)

(4)

CM=Mz/(0.5pU2L3PP)

(5)

o=
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2L pp
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(6)

(7)

'PP

2Adm-(AdFp+AdAP)
B

(8)

Resistance and sideforce are the drag and lift,
respectively, in the ship coordinate system, and yaw
moment is the counter-clockwise moment (top view,
Figure 2) in the xy-plane resulting from the yawed
orientation. Sinkage quantifies the upward or downward
deflection (heave) of the hull and is positive for
downward deflection. Trim quantifies the relative
deflections of the FP and AP (pitch) about the midbody
and is negative for the bow-down orientation. Heel
quantifies the motion of the hull about its longitudinal
axis (roll) and is positive for counterclockwise rotation
as seen by looking upstream.
At ß=0°, results for resistance are compared
with those in (7). For the same model and towing
conditions, the quantitative and qualitative character of
the results are very similar. At low Fr (0.1<Fr<0.2),
CT is low, small oscillations are present, and the
resistance decreases. Wave making is minimal and the
resistance is mainly viscous. For medium Fr
(0.2<Fr<0.3), CT sharply increases due to increased
wave resistance. At high Fr (Fr>0.3), the resistance
plateaus and then increases again at Fr=0.34. Through
the Fr range, the wave pattern continuously changes
especially at higher Fr. The interference of the
diverging and transverse wave systems accounts for the
Fr dependence of CT. These are the 'humps and
hollows' in the resistance curve. As expected, results
for sideforce and yaw moment are zero when ß=0°. The
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Fr for the detailed measurements are determined from the
resistance curve where for Fr=0.16, the resistance is
low, and the effects of wavemaking are small, while at
Fr=0.316, the resistance has passed through a sharp
peak and reached a plateau where the effects of
wavemaking are comparatively large.
For ß>0°, resistance curves increase but are
qualitatively similar versus Fr for each ß. For fixed Fr,
ACT is relatively constant for increasing ß. The sideforce curves are linear in Fr for low and medium Fr and
all ß. The slope increases with ß. For high Fr,
nonlinearity in Fr is indicated with increasing
nonlinearity for increasing ß. Also, for ß=10°, the
curve displays wavy characteristics. For fixed Fr, AC$
increases with increasing ß. The yaw-moment curves
appear to be roughly linear through the Fr range for
ß=2.5° and 5° and then nonlinear for increasing ß.
Resistance increases with increasing ß are
probably a result of increased viscous and wave-making
effects. It will be shown in the following sections that
wave breaking and wave- and body-induced vortices are
dominant flow features for the yaw case and surely play
a role in the towing resistance of the model. Likewise,
the wave patterns for the yaw cases will be shown to
have greater area and larger amplitudes, and thus, larger
components of wave-making resistance. Interestingly,
interactions of the separate wave systems in the global
regions of the wave pattern for ß>0p are probably
similar to those for ß=0° because the positions of the
humps and hollows for increasing ß are constant.
In the free condition, the changing shear stress
and pressure distributions with Fr are responsible for
adjusting the models sinkage and trim. Additionally,
yaw angle induces a heeling angle toward the windward
side. At low Fr small deflection of the hull (sinkage)
and downward deflection of the FP in relation to the AP
(trim) occurs (19). As Fr increases the bow-down
movement is reduced, and at about Fr=0.32, the bow
rises upward, the stern sinks downward, and the attitude
of the hull is appreciably different than for low Fr.
Significant sinkage, trim, and heel are associated with
increases in wave resistance and wave elevations. At
ß=0°, the sinkage is roughly linear in Fr but with
oscillations, and O" increases with increasing Fr. The
trim decreases slightly for low and medium Fr and then
increases sharply in 0.25<Fr<0.35. Interestingly, x
looks very similar to CT through the Fr range with
corresponding sharp increases where the wave resistance
grows. As expected, the heel is uniformly zero for
ß=0°.
For ß>0° and similarly as the forces and yaw
moment, a, x, and r) increase in magnitude. As per CT,
the sinkage curves maintain consistent shape and slope
through the range of yaw angles, however, Aa increases
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with ß. Similarly with a, trim curves retain consistent
shape and slope for all ß, and Ax increases with ß. The
trim becomes more negative with ß which means that
increases in yaw angle cause increases in the downward
and upward pitch of the bow and stern, respectively.
The heel angle is roughly linear in Fr for ß=2.5° and
then increasingly nonlinear in Fr for the higher yaw
angles. Note that for ß = 10°, Fr=0.32 was the
maximum Fr at which the breaking bow wave did not
swamp the model.
Wave profiles
Wave profiles on the hull are measured for
high and low Fr and ß=0°, 5°, and 10° and are shown in
Figure 7. The results are normalized by the velocity
head, Uo/2g.
Several points along the wake
centerplane are interpolated from the wave patterns in
order to extend the wave profiles downstream of the AP.
For ß=0° and Fr=0.316, the wave profiles
(marker/grid) are in close agreement with those in (7)
(35 mm photography). The data in (7) compare
favorably with data in the CEP (14). The wave profile
along the hull defines the local wave system and the
transverse wavelength, Xt. The bow and stern waves
initiate as crests and the forebody- and afterbodyshoulder waves initiate as troughs. The initial bow
crest and forebody trough are larger than the stern crest
and afterbody trough, probably due to the relative effects
of the expansion and contraction of the hull at the
forebody and afterbody, respectively, and the associated
pressure field and viscous damping with increasing x.
Two transverse wavelengths are apparent on the hull.
The first, Xt=0.55, is fairly close to the value for a
Kelvin source at the same speed, X.t 6 =0.63, and
the second, X,=0.425, is somewhat shorter. The data on
the centerplane upstream of the FP show the sharp rise
in elevation at the free-surface bow-stem juncture.
For ß=0° and Fr=0.16, the zero-yaw wave
profile is in fair agreement with (7). The bow and stern
wave crests are apparent between which there is a broad
region along the hull where the profile is negative. The
fore- and aft-shoulder wave troughs are very shallow.
The initial bow crest and forebody trough rapidly
diminish in amplitude with increasing x probably due
mainly to viscous damping with increasing x. One
transverse wavelength is apparent on the hull, ^t=0.13,
and is shorter than for the high Fr, X,=0.55, and also
shorter than for the Kelvin source at Fr=0.16,
X
=0.16. The bow wave amplitude exceeds that
for the high-Fr case when nondimensionalized by the
velocity head.
For ß=5° and 10°, and Fr=0.316, most
resulting changes to the profiles occur upstream of
x=0.25. For x<0.25, and the port side, the profiles
shift upward significantly with increases in ß. The

largest increases in the profiles occur where C,K=0. On
the starboard side, the profiles decrease significantly
with increases in ß. Again, the largest A^ occur where
£x=0. For x>0.25, the influence of ß is fairly small
except for decreases and increases in the fore and aft
shoulder-wave troughs. On the wake centerplane, C,
increases with increasing yaw angle. On both sides,
two transverse wavelengths are apparent on the hull.
On the port side, the initial Xt increases to 0.6 for ß=5
and 10°. On the starboard side, the initial ^t decreases
to 0.53 and 0.5 for ß=5 and 10°, respectively. The
subsequent transverse wavelengths are similar as per
ß=0°.
For ß=5° and 10° and Fr=0.16, again most
yaw-induced changes to the profiles occur upstream of
x=0.25. For x<0.25 on the port side, C, shifts upward
with increases in ß. On the starboard side, oscillations
are apparent such that the crests and troughs have
increased amplitudes. For x>0.25, the influence of ß is
minimal except for ß=10° on the port side which shews
reduced crests and troughs and the starboard side which
shows increased troughs on the forebody. On the wake
centerplane, C, decreases with increases in yaw angle.
On both sides, two transverse wavelengths are apparent
on the hull. On the port side, Xt is invariant with
increasing ß. On the starboard side, Xt decreases from
0.13 (ß=0°) to 0.1 (ß=5° and 10°). Similarly with ß=0°,
the bow wave amplitudes exceed those for the high-Fr
case when nondimensionalized by the velocity head.
Wave elevations
Next, contours of the wave elevations and axial
wave slopes are discussed for Fr=0.316 and ß=0°, 5°, and
10° (Figure 8). Figures for ß=5° are not shown. The
low-Fr data is not discussed because the elevations and
gradients are comparatively negligible with those at
Fr=0.316. The measurements are made in the tank
coordinate (x, v, z) system, but, are presented in the
ship coordinate (x, y, z) system by rotating the wave
field by the amount of yaw (Figure 3). The axial
gradients in the wave patterns are obtained by
numerically differentiating £,. The wave-pattern
parameters, aK, 6, and ^d are determined from the ^x
contours with line drawings as per Figure 4c and
presented in Table 2.
For ß=0° and Fr=0.316, the contours display
the overall features of the wave pattern. The diverging
systems in t,x give the pattern a wedge-shaped
appearance. The wave-envelope angle is 22°, which is
close to the Kelvin-source value, and the apex of the
wedge is upstream of the FP. The diverging wave
angle, 9=53°, is considerably larger than the Kelvinsource value such that XtIXä=2.15, i-e-> ^d=°-2> which
is less than half the Kelvin-source value. Note that the
largest difference among the Kelvin parameters is

X, <A,HL,. . Clearly, there are many different
amplitudes in the wave field with the highest values at
the bow wave crest and fore-shoulder wave trough. The
local region characteristics are similar to those of the
wave profiles. In the global region, the complex
interaction of the wave systems is apparent. The rapid
rise of the free surface at the FP and the thin film of
fluid in that region is indicated "by a dense clustering of
contours.
Free-surface turbulence and general
unsteadiness of the wave pattern is suggested by the
irregularity of the contours at the afterbody and stern.
C,x is in phase with the elevations and has similar
patterns.
For ß=5° and 10° and Fr=0.316, the wave
patterns become asymmetrical, i.e., for ß=5° on the port
and starboard sides ocK=25° and aK=22°, respectively,
and for ß=10° on the port and starboard sides ocK=30° and
ocK=21.5°, respectively. Note that ocK increases on the
port side and remains nearly constant on the starboard
side with increasing ß. Also, the total wave-envelope
angle (aT) increases in comparison to that for ß=0° by
about ß. On the port side, 0 decreases with increasing ß
and Xd increases with ß, i.e., Xd=03l and 0.34 for ß=5°
and 10°, respectively, such that V^d continuously
decreases. On the starboard side, 9 decreases at ß=5° and
then increases for ß=10°. Also, ^d increases and then
decreases with increasing ß, i.e., ^=0.35 and 0.18 for
ß=5° and 10°, respectively, such that \IXä decreases and
then increases. The wave amplitudes clearly increase on
the port side and decrease on the starboard side of the
model with increasing ß. In particular, note the
increases and reductions of the bow wave on port and
starboard sides, respectively, when ß is increased from
0° to 10°. Observation of £x indicates that the port
bow-wave crestline curves back toward the model with
increasing x. As per the wave profiles, the local
regions are affected only for x<0.25, whereas in the
global regions, the wave patterns are significantly
changed with increasing ß from bow to stern. Dense
clustering of contours at the bow on the port side
confirms the sharp increase of the bow wave at the FP
and the existence of an attached thin film. For ß=5° and
10°, the wave breaking in the patterns is difficult to
distinguish in the contours because of the unsteadiness
of this phenomenon. Free-surface turbulence and
unsteadiness are mainly evident along the crestline of
the port bow wave and at the stern and near wake as per
ß=0°. However, at the stern for the yaw cases, the
merging of the port and starboard systems is a source of
increased unsteadiness. These results are consistent
with the photographs (Figure 5). Similarly with ß=0°,
£x is in phase with C, and has similar patterns, but the
magnitudes are significantly increased and decreased
globally on the port and starboard sides, respectively.
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free surface. The afterbody-bilge vortex becomes oval
shaped and dissipates and diffuses with a trajectory off
the body towards the free surface at an angle of about
2.1° to the centerplane. The vorticity pattern appears to
rotate counterclockwise and reorganizes its structure
with increasing x, i.e., at x=l, the long axis is parallel
with the stern stem and subsequently parallel with the
free surface at x=1.2. The afterbody-keel vortex
dissipates relatively fast with a trajectory as per the
afterbody-bilge vortex but at an angle of about 2.6° to
the centerplane. There is limited interaction between
fore- and afterbody-bilge vortices. A wave-induced
vortex is evident on the port-side forebody which
initiates between 0.2<x<0.4 underneath the breaking
bow wave and follows a trajectory near the free surface
along the side of the hull. The vorticity in the breaking
wave wake is also visible at x=0.4 near the free surface.
At the afterbody and wake, the wave-induced vortex
dissipates, diffuses, and mixes with the hull boundary
layer and wake such that the overall wake pattern is
largely increased on the port side. At Fr=0.16, the
overall flow pattern is very similar to that of Fr=0.316
but with two important differences. First, the bilge and
keel vortices appear weaker, and the trajectories are
altered somewhat, i.e., the forebody-bilge vortex is at an
angle of 5° to the centerplane (outward) and does not
intersect the free surface at x=1.2 in contrast to
Fr=0.316; the afterbody-bilge vortex is at an angle of 2°
(outward); and the afterbody-keel vortex is at an angle of
2.8° to the centerplane (inward). Secondly, and due to
the reduced wavefield, there is no wave-induced vorticity
in the flowfield.
In Figure 9b, the viscous regions (H) on the
hull and in the wake are evident. At Fr=0.316, the
patterns correlate with cox and the boundary layer and
wake losses but with stronger interactions between the
loss regions of the keel and bilge vortices on the
afterbody creating a somewhat more complex pattern.
H displays similar Fr differences as per cox for the waveinduced vortex. For Fr=0.16 and in contrast with cox
which decreased in magnitude with decreasing Fr, H is
somewhat increased in magnitude which is a Reynolds
number effect, i.e., the viscous regions are thicker for
the lower Fr.
In Figure 9c, the pressure (p) field around the
hull is displayed. At the forebody for Fr=0.316, p
correlates with u such that the trends are the same but
the magnitudes are reversed especially in the bow and
stern regions and at the midbody where the flow
accelerates and the pressure is low. An asymmetric
stagnation-type flow is exhibited at the FP. In general,
high and low pressure regions exist on the port and
starboard sides, respectively. The lowest pressures are
in regions of high cox with minimums in the core

Mean-velocity and pressure field
Results for the mean-velocity and pressure field
are presented next in Figures 9a-f. Contours of cox, H,
p, u, and v and w are shown at all crossplanes for high
Fr only, although, the discussions for the low-Fr tests
are retained. The overall trends are similar between the
high- and low-Fr flow fields, although significant freesurface effects are also exhibited for the former.
Equations for the total head and axial vorticity are:

H = Vü 2 + v2 + w2 +p
3w 9v
^ 3y 3z

(9)

(10)

TECPLOT was used to numerically differentiate the
mean crossplane velocities to obtain cox. Results are
presented at x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1,
and 1.2, and the discussions begin with the forebody and
proceed to the afterbody and wake. Also, discussions in
(13) provide details of each crossplane and the waveinduced vortex.
Most of the flow features in the yawed
condition are significantly different than for the zeroyaw case. In many respects, the flow is completely
altered. The boundary-layer and wake development is
dominated by strong crossflow effects and vortices as
opposed to px and weak crossflow effects observed in
the ß=0° case. The wave-induced effects at Fr=0.316 are
explainable similarly as for ß=0", i.e., the Fr-related
differences in the velocity and pressure correlate with the
wave field, which, however, is significantly more
complex for ß=10° than for ß=0° creating a more
complex boundary-layer and wake response. Also, a
wave-induced vortex is identified due to the breaking
bow wave on the port side of the hull which
significantly affects the boundary layer and wake.
In Figure 9a, the extensive vorticity (cox) in
the flow field is evident. On the forebody at Fr=0.316,
keel and bilge vortices are visible beginning at x=0.1.
The keel vortex is relatively weak and not evident
beyond x=0.4. The bilge vortex is relatively strong.
The vortex core is off the body and moves further from
the centerplane with increasing x. On the afterbody, the
forebody-bilge vortex weakens, but is distinct with a
trajectory off of the body toward the free surface at an
angle of about 5.7° to the centerplane. An afterbodybilge vortex develops as per ß=0°. The vorticity has a
core region that is off of the body and toward the free
surface with a tail that extends toward the centerplane.
There appears to be a weak interaction with the
forebody-bilge vortex. At x=l (AP), a counter rotating
keel vortex is evident. In the wake, the forebody-bilge
vortex dissipates and diffuses with trajectory towards the
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regions. The bow wave stagnation effects are evident as
increased pressures at x=0 and 0.1. The pressure
differences (Ap) between port and starboard sides are
reduced near the midbody at x=0.4. At the afterbody,
there is a continued reduction in Ap up to x=0.9 when
Ap increases with the lowest p in regions of high cox
and minimums in the core regions, i.e., for the
forebody-bilge vortex and afterbody-bilge vortex. In the
wake, the pressure recovery is evident. Lastly,
apparently, most of the sideforce is generated at the bow
and somewhat from the stern where Ap is largest. For
Fr=0.16, the general patterns are similar except for
some diminished features due to Fr and viscous effects.
The pressure at the bow and stern is lower due to the
reduced port-side bow wave system and wave effects at
the AP and wake, respectively. The pressure field is
higher over the midbody and stern especially in the
regions of the vortex cores.
In Figure 9d, for Fr=0.316 and 0.16, the axial
velocity (u) contours are similar to H but also exhibit
inviscid effects such as the stagnation flow at the FP
and the acceleration around the midbody. For Fr=0.316,
wave-induced effects are especially apparent at the bow
on the port side and also at x=0.4 in association with
the wave-induced vortex. By cross-referencing Figure 9d
with Figure 9c, one can observe the correlation between
u and p particularly at the bow and midbody and
moderately at the stern.
In Figures 9e and 9f, the combination of
transverse (v) and vertical (w) components of velocity
show the nature of the crossflow that is induced by the
keel, bilge, and wave-induced vortices, w is particularly
useful for observing wave effects near the free surface
and charting the dissipation and diffusion of vortices in
the flow field. Differences in v and w due to Fr are
evident at every x-station and confirm increased wave
effects and vorticity for Fr=0.316.
CONCLUSIONS
Yaw effects on model-scale ship flow is
documented through towing-tank experiments for a
3.048 m Series 60 CB=0.6 model ship. The data
includes: photographs and video; resistance, side force,
and yaw moment; sinkage, trim, and heel angle; wave
profiles along the hull and wave elevations; and meanvelocity and pressure fields for numerous crossplanes
from the bow to the near wake. Detailed descriptions
are provided of the experimental equipment, procedures,
and uncertainty analysis. Comparison of results for low
and high Fr with those from an earlier study for the
without-yaw condition enables identification of the
salient yaw- and wave-induced effects. When ß
increases, the forces, yaw moment, and displacements
increase significantly. Increases in ß produce

asymmetric wave profiles and elevations with large
changes in C, locally at the bow and globally
everywhere. In contrast to the zero-yaw case, the yaw
condition is dominated by strong crossflow effects that
drive the flow from the port to the starboard side and
asymmetric vorticity development at the forebody bilge,
forebody keel, afterbody bilge, and afterbody keel. The
distinct vorticity in the flow field originates from strong
yaw-induced crossflow and large crossplane pressure
gradients. Most of the wave-induced effects on the
boundary layer and wake are explained as per ß=0°, by
correlating the wave elevations and slopes of the free
surface with the velocities and pressures in the
underlying flow for both values of Fr.
Some unresolved issues for the Series 60
CB=0.6 in yaw are hull surface-pressure distributions,
turbulence measurements, unsteady flow, and wave
breaking. These data would compliment the present
study.
With regard to future work and
recommendations, a new modern combatant hull form
(DTMB model 5415) shown in Figure 4b has been
adopted for study by the US Navy in support of rapid
advancements in CFD. Some of the crucial unresolved
issues in experimental ship hydrodynamics and model
testing are turbulence measurements, unsteady problems
such as a ship in waves, bubble entrainment into the
flow field, wave breaking, bow flow, effects of
appendages, and rigorous uncertainty analysis.
Currently, efforts are underway at the IIHR to equip the
towing tank with PIV instrumentation and a wavemaker
for unsteady experiments with model 5415.
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Table 1. Uncertainties for the yaw experiments
Result

0.316

0.16

Total resistance (CT)
Sideforce (Cs)
Yaw moment (CM)
Sinkage, trim, heel (a, x, r\)

0.6%
0.1 %
0.1 %
0.3 %
1.3 %

6.0%
1.8 %
4.1 %
1.8 %

1.1 %

2.6 %
2.2%

Local elevations (Q

1.3 %

5.0%

Mean velocities (u, v, w)
Mean pressure (p)

1.5 %
3.0%
1.3 %

1.5 %
3.0%

Wave profiles (Q
Global elevations (Q

Vector direction (a, <|>)

1.3 %

Table 2. Wave-pattern parameters (Fr=0.316)
Port/Starboard

t
Kelvin

t
X

0°

5°

10°

aK

19°28'

22722°

25722°

30721.5°

9

35°16'

53753°

44736°

41.5/53.5°

M

0.63

0.55/0.55

0.6/0.53

0.6/0.5

*dt

0.42

0.2/0.2

0.31/0.35

0.34/0.18

:
:

Kelvin wave pattern illustrated in Figure 4c
nondimensionalized by ship length

u„/V

starboard, leeward
(Inboard)

hollowed or concave section

Figure 2. Carriage with Series 60 CB=0.6 at yaw

Figure 1. Experimental coordinate system
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(a) Transverse and diverging waves of a full-scale ship

(b) Wave pattern of the 5.5 m 5415 combatant (Fr=0.41)

Diverging waves
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(c) Transverse and diverging waves from a Kelvin point source
Figure 4. Kelvin ship-wave patterns
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Figure 5. Photographs of the wave field at Fr=0.316
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Figure 9. Mean-flow measurements for the Series 60 CB=0.6 at yaw: ß=10°. Fr=0.316
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(d) axial velocity
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(e) transverse velocity

(f) vertical velocity
Figure 9. continued
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A Multigrid Velocity-Pressure-Free Surface Elevation
Fully Coupled Solver for Calculation of
Turbulent Incompressible Flow Around a Hull
B. Alessandrini, G. Delhommeau (Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France)

The use of kinematic equation for free surface
height calculation when velocity field is known
necessarily involves adding ofnon physical
boundary conditions which do not allow neither
resolution of tangential dynamic conditions nor
introduction of viscosity or surface tension effects.
This phenomenon takes of course more
consequences when the discrete free surface
elevation is located on nodes of the grid, setting
unknowns on the singularity of kinematic condition
at free surface and hull intersection. Moreover, in
this case, pressure Dirichlet condition and continuity
equation under free surface cannot be satisfied
together. This formulation leads at last to a software
inefficient in taking into account the complete free
surface boundary conditions particularly near the hull
and unable to verify the global conservation of mass.
Theoretical and numerical resolution of these
problems seems essential and constitutes the present
objective of this study. We propose to solve the
Three Dimensional Navier-Stokes Reynolds
equations, with Newtonian closure, written in the
convective form in a curvilinear computational
space, fitted at each time to the hull and the free
surface.
A k-e model solving two transport equations for
kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation is used.
Near the hull a Jones-Launder low Reynolds
formulation [5] has been developed. The main
boundary conditions are the no-slip condition on the
hull and the fully non-linear free surface conditions
written on the real position of the surface.

1. ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the calculation of free
surface flow of viscous incompressible fluid around
the hull of a boat moving with rectilinear motion. An
original method to avoid a large part of the
theoretical problems connected with free surface
boundary conditions in three-dimensional NavierStokes-Reynolds equations is proposed here.
The linearised system of convective equations
for velocities, pressure and free surface elevation
unknowns is discretised by finite differences and two
methods to invert the resulting matrix are presented
here.
A k-e model solving two transport equations is
used for the calculation of turbulent viscosity.
Numerical results are presented on the Series 60
CB = 0.60 ship model.
2. INTRODUCTION
Today most of the computing codes solving
Navier-Stokes equations, including free surface
effects, take their numerical algorithms in double
model theory [1] [2] [3] [4], The method is based on
uncoupling of velocity and pressure unknowns on
one side and free surface elevation calculated using
kinematic condition on the other side. This evolution
of hydrodynamic softwares seems reasonable but
free surface boundary conditions reveal some
unpredictable difficulties.
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simplify boundary conditions on the hull and on the
free surface. £2 = 0 et £3 = 0 are the equation of
wetted part of the hull and of the free surface
respectively at each time.
A partial four-dimensionnal transformation of
the Cartesian space moving with time in a curvilinear
computation space is then applied. The metric of this
transformation uses covariant basis (a,-) and
contravariant basis (a1), contravariant metric tensor
(gij), control grid functions (/') and deformation
velocities of the computational domain (M^).
Transport equations in the frame moving with the
hull are written:

A dual unknown location on the volumic grid
associated to the Rhie & Chow interpolation
technique is used for the construction of pressure
equation. The three components of velocity are
located on the nodes of the grid, pressure at the
centre of elementary volumes and free surface
elevation at the centre of free surface interfaces.
Transport equations are written on the nodes of
the mesh, the pressure equation is solved at the
centre of elementary volumes and normal dynamic
free surface condition at the centre of the free surface
interfaces. The two tangential dynamic conditions
and the kinematic condition form the set of velocity
boundary conditions on the free surface.
The fully linear system obtained by second order
finite difference schemes for the velocity
components, the pressure and the free surface
unknowns is solved at each iteration using a
multigrid method with three levels of grid. A
generalised Rhie & Chow technique is used to ensure
the invertibility of the pressure block.
Numerical results concerning the free surface,
the velocity and the pressure field around a Series 60
CB = 0.60 (Rn = 4.5.106, Fn = 0.316) show a good
agreement with experiments. The problem of
singularity of kinematic condition on the hull is well
solved and we can calculate the formation of
unsteady meniscus near the wall in the whole
boundary layer.
Efficiency of k-e model, in spite of free surface
conditions, waves, pressure and velocity fields are
presented here, for the steady state and also during
the unsteady phase.

«« + («/(«'' -«})- vefffj - aivttia{)uaj

1

(1)

+

+ p 4p,k - »effect - A vtf«5 w**=°'
and the continuity equation :

»K/ = o

(2)

A classical k-e model is given for completely
developed turbulent flow and does not allow to
describe parietal flow where the turbulent viscosity is
negligible versus molecular viscosity. The Jones and
Launder's model [7] allows to integrate transport
equations up to the wall. It gives the damping
function, describing attenuation of turbulence, as a
function of turbulent Reynolds number
Rt = k2 /(ve). In the curvilinear space (£',f) the
two transport equations for k and £ are:

3. EQUATIONS

k,+

Navier-Stokes-Reynolds equations are written
under a convective form for a three-dimensionnal
turbulent flow in a Newtonian incompressible fluid.
The 3 components of velocity («')> pressure (p)
including the gravitational effects (pgx ) and
turbulent kinetic energy (2/3pk) are the dependant
unknowns. Independent unknowns are the 3
directions of curvilinear co-ordinates (£') and the
time (r), (xl) is the Cartesian basis and Ua the
forward velocity, the curvilinear system is chosen to

J.ÜLLJ
W~t)-\*+ZY,-*t'L

(3)

r
V + y\8lJKij-Pr

£

,'

+

+ £

~-EK=0

J.ZLJ

w-i)-\r+ir-4fi
'£

J

\
J

2

v + X- k%;-C£l/1f/ r + C£2/2--£e=0
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(4)

However, the decrease is very local and its influence
on the results presented in this paper is weak.
Boundary conditions for the velocity field on
other boundaries than fs are given by:

Turbulent viscosity is given by
vt = Cuf^ ■

(5)

u[ = 0 on rc, M1 = Ua, u2 = w3 = 0 on re

/j, f2 and fn are given as functions of turbulent
Reynolds number:
/, =1, /2 = l-0,3exp(-tff2

1

(6)

Boundary conditions on rs are one kinematic
condition, two dynamic tangential conditions and
one normal dynamic condition. The kinematic
condition, coming from the continuity hypothesis,
expresses that the fluid particles of free surface stay
on it. To write this condition in a curvilinear frame,
we must remark that h is only a function of two
independent variables on the surface. Noting (bl) the
contravariant basis of the metric bidimensionnal
transformation, we have:

//1=exp(-2,5/(l + /?t/50))
The production term and the two other source terms
are given by the following expression, n being the
normal at the hull and Vt the tangential velocity :
Pr = vrfu^a'ri + aluj), Ek=-2v((Jk)n
(7)

E£=2vv,(Vttnnf

^+M«,"-"iW(y Ml.2} -u

Numerical values of constants are :
CA = 0,09, Cel=l,44, Ce2 = l,92
hk =1, hE = 1,3

(8)

The previous formulation implies to have
boundary conditions for the velocity field, the kinetic
energy and the turbulence dissipation. But no other
equation is needed to give pressure or free surface
elevation on the boundaries. Particularly, there is no
algebraic interpolation in the vicinity of the wall. We
note rc the hull, Te the external boundary, ra the
symmetry plane and rs the free surface.
We use on k and I the following boundary
Conditions:
k = kmin and i = emm on r,urcufj
de

_

„

0 on r„(ll)

Numerical difficulties at the intersection of the
hull with free surface come from this equation. We
have to satisfy both no-slip condition and free
surface condition on the intersection. If we put
directly no-slip condition into free surface equation
without care, one can deduce that dhl dt = 0. This
conclusion is not verified by experiment and shows
the singular numerical behaviour of kinematic
condition on the intersection. Mathematically, the
only way for the free surface to move is to become
tangential to the hull. In this case, the value of the
Jacobian of the transformation is zero and kinematic
condition cannot be used on the hull.
Dynamic conditions are given by the continuity
of strains at the free surface. If we suppose that
pressure is constant above the free surface, normal
dynamic condition is :

4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

dk

(10)

T

2
du
du
„
ul = n0, —r = —Y = n0 on rfl
dx
dx

(9)

p-pgh-2 Ä a]a)a)u\k - £ = 0 on rs
r
a3'

It is known by experiments [3] that the turbulent
viscosity is greatly damped on the free surface. This
fact justifies the boundary conditions given by (9).
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(12)

diffusion equations, the fundamental difference
coming from the linear coupling between k and e .
The terms in factor of C£l and Ce2 are not in the
source terms, but are implicit when e is introduced
in the convection terms. Discretisation with secondorder scheme gives:

where 7 is the superficial tension coefficient and r the
free surface medium curvature radius. The tangential
dynamic conditions are simply given by a linear
combination of first velocities derivatives:
aaigßu'j

0

(13)

\xk)ijKj + 7iEi = fki onßWß

5. DISCRETISATION OF EQUATIONS

(15)

'{xe)ijEj=fei on ßWß
The discrete components of velocity (Uf),
kinetic energy (#,•) and turbulence dissipation (£,-)
are located along the curvilinear co-ordinates lines
defining the volumic grid (ß), which allows to write
easily the boundary conditions on (du). Pressure
unknowns (Pk) are located at the centre of
elementary volumes ( flv ) to ensure mass
conservation without special treatment at the
boundaries. Free surface elevation (Hk)is located at
the centre of free surface interfaces ( d£2si )
avoiding the singularity of kinematic free surface
condition. dQs are the points of ß belonging to the
free surface only and düb is the complementary of
düs in du.
All numerical schemes used in the remaining
part of this chapter are second order schemes.

5.3 Discretisation of free surface conditions
Uncoupled methods use classically kinematic
equation to compute free surface elevation and
dynamic normal condition, without viscous terms, as
a Dirichlet condition on the pressure. The problem of
these methods has been described, so we use here a
completely different algorithm. The two tangential
dynamic conditions associated with kinematic
condition give the 3 boundary conditions on the
velocity at the free surface and normal dynamic
condition allows to compute the free surface
elevation.
With this formulation, we linearise the kinematic
condition as a implicit relation between the 3
velocity components and the free surface elevation :

5.1 Discretisation of transport equations

ht + AV + A2«2 - u3 = Axu\ + A2Ug

(16)

This discretisation needs a linearisation of
equations : convection velocities and a part of
turbulence terms are computed at the previous time
step. Convection terms are computed with an upward
second-order scheme and need a 13 points grid.
Diffusion terms need a 7 points grid and the cross
second derivatives are in the source terms. Pressure
gradient is computed on the nodes with a 8 points
grid. So we have at node i:

Spatial derivatives of free surface elevation in the
terms A' are expressed with second-order centred
schemes on a 4 points grid. Unsteady term is
computed by a 3 points non-centred scheme. H is
the free surface elevation on the nodes of free surface
given by interpolation of H, so the discrete
expression of kinematic condition is:

U? + WijUf« + {XP)l h = /«" on ß \ du (14)

$lU} + Xfu} + XfU-

(17)

+ri-'*Hi=fcCi on dQs
5.2 Discretisation of transport equations for kinetic
energy and turbulence dissipation

Discretisation of the two tangential dynamic
conditions on a 6 points grid can be written :

Transport equations for k and e have the same
form after the linearisation as the convection-
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'^uj + x2-2uf + x^uf
^Vj
+ vFuj + iFu]) ;
V
x}lu} + xf2uf + x^u?

the solution. Unfortunately, due to the pressure
block, numerical convergence is poor. A method
giving an invertible and well conditioned pressure
block is used. All free surface conditions are
explicitly introduced into the continuity equation for
calculation of the divergence. The symbols with a ~
or a line above are respectively interpolated on the
nodes of the mesh or at the centre of free surface
interfaces.
Free surface elevation is eliminated of equation
(19) using normal dynamic condition (20):

ro

en <?fls(18)

The three equations (17) and (18) are free surface
velocity field boundary conditions.
To obtain a well-conditioned system, we solve
analytically, on each node, the linear system of 3
equations (17) and (18) for the unknowns U'. The
boundary conditions are solved together and
become:

U^{xsupU-{xsht(xsp\fi
= fsf-{xsh).ßi on dQs

If we introduce the secondary unknowns ([/,•a), the
3 transport equations and 3 free surface conditions
can be expressed at the centre of each interface (ß,)
under the following form :

U^(xsu)^i+(Xsh)-Hi=fsf on düs (19)
It must be noted that a better conditioning of
equation (19) is obtained by avoiding to centre the
derivatives of the tangential dynamic conditions in
the way to maximise the absolute value of
coefficients X".
Discretisation of normal dynamic condition
gives no problem. Viscous terms are explicit in the
RHS. The only point to note is that the pressure is
known at the centre of control volumes and the free
surface at the centre of free surface interfaces.
Pressure at free surface is linearly extrapolated with
2 points.
Hk+{xsp)kjpj = fhk on dQsi

(2i)

Üan-Ü*na+Ov{xp)ankPk

-os(Xsh) n{xsp)njPj=Q ™ a

(22)

a

with

+<x

(20)

'OH-""*

^ = 0onß

-fs?+(zsh)?ßi)
av = 1 on (fl u Üi) \ {du u düi)

5.4 Discretisation of continuity equation, use of a
generalised Rhie and Chow method to obtain
pressure equation

(23>

ov = 0 on du u düi
a, = 0 on(ßuÜi)\(düsudüsi)
os = l on düs u düsi

The Rhie and Chow method is commonly used
to obtain, from continuity equation, a pressure
equation without spurious modes. This method gives
for the double model an infinity of solutions differing
by a constant and numerical solution needs the
compatibility of RHS. In the case of free surface
problem, the new boundary conditions ensure
invertibility of linear coupled system and unicity of

Pressure equation is obtained by cancellation of the
divergence on the control volumes. The case <JS = 0
is the classical Rhie and Chow method and gives an
ill-conditioned system. Introduction of boundary
conditions for the divergence calculation under free
surface (os * 0) corrects the previous equation and
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systems for k-e solver on one side and for velocities,
pressure and free surface unknowns on other side.

gives a system easy to solve numerically. Pressure
equation becomes:
aT7*a

{zw)u*+MiVi=o™

Qv

Data reading, mesh definition

(24)

C

6. COUPLED SOLUTION

Re-griding, metric calculation

The coupled linear system matrix is:
\-id;

Id
Id

%d

1

! -id

! XP

UI(U\3Q)

\%s>V

Ul30s

Xd

X* X" L X" \ 'd i...
i Id
Xsu Xsu Xsu i
r

"id'}

!"""

vt calculation, solution ofk- e system

UldQb

jcl

U*l{Q\dQ)

A

U*ldQs

fssh

Coupled system : constitution and resolution
New solution

C

V*ldGb

Id j

New time step

>

PIQv

Xd \X">P

Id

HldQsi

End

fi

Figure 1, General resolution algorithm

The linear system allowing to obtain kinetic
energy and the dissipation of turbulence is solved
independently. So it is necessary to summarize the
equations at each step to obtain the velocity, the
pressure and the free surface elevation. The transport
equation is written on £2\dfi (14), the relation
between the main and secondary unknowns on
£2\dQ (23), the kinematic and tangential dynamic
conditions on dQs (21), the implicit definition of
secondary unknowns compatible with the values
taken by ov and os on dQs (23), boundary
conditions on velocities and the implicit relations for
secondary velocity unknowns on dQ, the normal
dynamic condition on dQsi and the pressure
equation on Qv (24). It is important to note that no
condition on pressure or free surface elevation is
needed.
The main interest of the discretisation of the
present method is that the velocities-pressure block is
uncoupled with the free surface in the linear system.
The solution for velocities and pressure can be
obtained independently from free surface elevation,
which can be computed at the end of each time step
by the normal dynamic condition.
Figure 1 presents the general resolution
algorithm of unsteady Navier-Stokes equation. The
most expensive step concerns the resolution of linear

7. SOLUTION OF LINEAR SYSTEM
Linear system for turbulence kinetic energy and
turbulence dissipation issued from k-e model is first
solved.
Residuals

20

30
CPU time (s)

Figure 2, Convergence of k-e system
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on the multi-diagonal pressure block only. The
conditioning matrix becomes:

This system is well conditionned and easily
invertible by a classical CGSTAB (accelerated and
stabilised bi-conjugate gradient) without any
preconditionning.
Unfortunately the fully coupled linear system for
the velocities, pressure and free surface elevation
unknowns is very ill-conditionned, particulary the
%mp block concerning the incompressible pressure
equation, that means the mass conservation. So
classical iterative methods are not available to solve
this very large system. Two up to date iterative
methods have been tested in this paper.
First method consists on the amelioration of
CGSTAB algorithm using matrix preconditionning.
The second method is based on linear multigrid
algorithms.

Id
Id
Id
Id

"id"', ""["
"""" { Id ]

n

r~]w,i
Id

where LUp is the incomplete LU decomposition of
%mp block. The figure 3 present the performance of
this iterative method to solve the fully linear system
during a current iteration of flow calculation around
a Series 60 CB = 0.60.

7.1 Preconditionning of CGSTAB algorithm

7.2 The Full Multi-Grid algorithm

Preconditionning CGSTAB algorithm consists in
multiplying the system matrix A and the right side of
discrete equations/by the same matrix M in order to
decrease the conditioning number of the resulting
matrix. The system becomes :
Ax = fe> (MA)x = (Mf)

H

In order to improve the cpu time a second fully
coupled system solver has been tested : the linear
multi-grid method and its improvement, the Full
Multi-Grid algorithm.
Iterative relaxation methods (Jacobi, GaussSeidel, SLOR) to solve linear system work very well
in smoothing hight spatial frequencies of the error
but fail in smoothing low frequencies. So the
principle of bi-grid method is :
(i) to smooth the hight frequencies of the error on the
fine grid using iterations of relaxation method (£)
(ii) to restrain the residuals (essentially low
frequencies on the fine grid) on a coarse grid (HQ and
compute the error system exact solution to eliminate
low frequencies (£).
(iii) to prolong the error system in order to correct
the solution on the fine grid (!P).
Multi-grid algorithms are defined recursively
using multi-grid algorithm to solve the linear system
on the coarse grid (step (ii)). So linear multi-grid
method are entirely given by :
- The smoothing method on the fine grid
- The restriction operator of residuals on the coarse
grid
- The linear solver on the coarser grid

(25)

If M = Id (identity matrix), it is clear that there is no
preconditioning. M = A
is the more effective
theoretical preconditioning, but in this case A~ is
still to be computed. A classical way to calculate the
preconditioning matrix M is to express it under an
approximation form of A~ by an incomplete LU
decomposition [1]. This decomposition is very easy
to perform on a multi-diagonal matrix but here the
matrix structure is much mors complicated.
Moreover a large part of sub-system is wellconditionned. The pressure equation (%mp block)
only is ill-conditionned and gives the divergence of
single CGSTAB algorithm. So incomplete LU
decomposition on the full matrix is not very suitable
because of the algorithm complexity and the
excessive cpu time increase. The solution proposed
here is to perform an incomplete LU decomposition
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Galerkin method seems very hard to code. So a new
discretisation on the coarse grid has to be chosen.
The exact solution on the coarser grid is obtained
using CGSTAB + ILU process described in the
previous paragraph.
Full Multi-Grid algorithm (FMG) is a very
efficient way to initialize multigrid algorithm. Initial
solution on the fine grid is computed by successive
prolongation and smoothing of the exact solution
calculated ont the coarser grid. This method is very
easy to apply when prolongation and smoothing
operators are coded. FMG algorithm can be
presented like this:

- The prolongation operator on the fine grid
A classical cycle of multi-grid algorithm (4
grids) can be presented like this :

L

±r

*\i

A

SO

*\ %

1 cycle

The smooting method is based on a Jacobi
algorithm. However, because of the very large mesh
stretching in one direction (normal to the body) the
smothing of the error on the hull parallel planes is
not very efficient. So the CGSTAB + ILU method is
used before that in order to decrease all the
components of the residuals.
The restriction operators allow to calculate the
coarse grid residuals with the fine grid residuals. The
classical injection is used for the unknowns located
on the nodes of the grid (velocities). Concerning the
unknowns located at the centre of each elementary
volume an algebraic interpolation with the height
adjacent nodes on the fine grid is necessary.
The solution on the fine grid is corrected using
prolongation of coarse grid residuals. Generally
algebraic interpolations work well but in the case of
boundary unknowns located at the centre of each
cells (the pressure in this case) an extrapolation
between the coarse grid and the fine grid is
necessary. This extrapolation on the boundaries is a
major problem because of important errors
generation on the fine grid solution.
There are two classical ways to obtain the linear
operator on the coarse grids. First way is the
construction of operator using prolongation and
restriction operations (Galerkin method) and second
way is to apply a new discretisation on the coarse
grid. Galerkin method is very effective when the
linear system is basic but in the present calculation
fully coupled matrix is very complicated and

t, ...... >.
I

lcycfc

lnitiahsanoD

The convergence of FMG and CGSTAB + ILU
algorithm are compared on the figure 3 for velocity
residuals.
Residuals
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Figure 3, velocity residuals with FMG and
CGSTAB+ILU
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zone with a non-dimensional radius R' = 15 very
stretched to damp the waves up to the external

First FMG cycles (white symbols) are very
efficient and the residuals decrease very quickly but
after 5 or 6 cycles the convergence slows down due
to saturation of smoothing process. I think Galerkin
method could improve this situation and should be a
new research orientation.

hnnnHflrv

L,

8. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical results of this method are presented
here. The calculations are performed on a Series 60
CB = 0.6 hull for a Reynolds number
Rn = Ua.ll v = 4.5.106, a Froude number
Fn = Ua/yfgl = 0.316 and a Bond number
Bn = pgl2 I y = 1.33.106. Two 0-0 topology grids
are compared : a coarse grid with 190 905 nodes
(89x65x33) and a fine grid with 314 265 nodes
(105x73x41).
Figure 5, lateral view of the volumic mesh
To obtain a steady state 300 time iterations are
necessary. A non dimensional time step T = 0.020,
corresponding to a non-dimensional final duration
T = 6, are necessary. The CPU time is about 30 hours
in a HP-J200 workstation.
Starting calculation with the final boat speed is
physically the same as suddenly introducing a hull in
a water-circulating channel. A shock is created on
the free surface and this requires an important subrelaxation of the velocity field and free surface
elevation to converge. In order to avoid this problem
the calculation simulates an uniform acceleration to
reach the final speed. The unsteady boat speed is
computed according to the figure below.
Figure 4, free surface view of the volumic mesh
Figures 4 and 5 show two different views of the
coarse volumic mesh around the Series 60 hull.
Three zones are considered on the grids. The first
one, which first calculation point is located at 1.10"-'
of the hull is streched on the whole boundary layer to
take into account no-slip condition without wall
function, a second zone without stretching with a
non-dimensional radius R = 1 well to compute the
gravitational effects (waves propagation) and a third

Figure 6, unsteady boat speed
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with experiments. Unfortunately it seems that this
experiments does not exist on the Series 60
CB = 0.60. So, efficiency of turbulence model has to
be evaluated through comparison on velocity
profiles.

8.1 Turbulence model
It has been shown in a previous paper [2] that
Baldwin-Lomax model is efficient for non free
surface flows but very unstable combined with free
surface boundary conditions. The calculation of
ymax parameter presents important instabilities
which reflect on the turbulent viscosity calculation.
So general iterative process converges with a lot of
difficulties. Moreover, the vorticity increase on the
crests and on the hollows of free surface induces an
increase of turbulent viscosity not in accordance with
experimental values. So this model has been given
up in favor of two transport equation of k-e model.

Figure 8, turbulent viscosity on the x/1 = 0.4 section
9f 7. Free surface field
^—■

^y>-

The originality of the method is its ability to take
into account the exact free surface conditions in the
whole space and particularly near the hull.
Additional non physical boundary conditions, like
Neumann conditions, are not required and the
kinematic condition is solved, without smoothing, up
to the first free surface elevation control point next to
the body. Of course interpolation are necessary to
compute free surface elevation on the nodes of the
mesh and the contact line elevation requires an
extrapolation but this is only for re-griding operation
and the coupling with unknowns of the problem is
very weak.
Figure 9 shows computed free surface field
around the Series 60 hull for the two meshes. We can
see good accordance between the two calculations.
However a weak damping is noticeable on the coarse
mesh and it seems that the convergence relative to
the mesh is not yet obtained. Our opinion is that
calculation on finer grid (aroud 500 000 nodes) is
necessary to have a good grid convergence (that is to
say independency of solution with the grid for the
present Froude an Reynolds numbers).
The same conclusion can be made on figure 10
which presents free surface elevation along the hull
located between x/1 = -0.5 (bow) and x/1 = +0.5
(stern). Numerical calculations on the two grids are

T.3

Figure 7, turbulent viscosity during the simulation
This last turbulence formulation allows to avoid
all the numerical problems which appear with the
Baldwin-Lomax model. The evolution of turbulent
viscosity in space and in time is very smooth and
does not produce divergence in the general process.
Figure 7 presents turbulent viscosity just under
the free surface for various time steps during the
simulation on the fine grid and figure 8 shows the
same scalar in the xll = 0.4 section. We can see the
hight regularity of turbulent viscosity which comes
from k-e model. Of course this argumentation is not
complete and turbulent values have to be comparated
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because of the noise in measurements. However
experiment and calculation are in quite good
agreement. Kelvin dihedron is more perceptible on
the experimental values due to numerical damping of
the calculation.

compared with experimentals results. We can
observe a good accordance between computed and
experimental values. The free surface crests on the
bow and on the stern are well predicted but a light
damping (of course more important on the coarse
grid) can be noticed.

Figure 11, Comparison between measured and
computed free surface field

Figure 9, free surface field calculations on two grids

8.4 velocity field
0.015 r

Figure 12 shows the calculated pressure fited on
the wet part of the hull. We can see the difference
between initial mesh and final mesh which defines
fluid domain only. Wall streamlines are presented
also in this picture. They correspond to the limit of
velocity direction when the distance to the hull
decreases to zero.

Experiments

•
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Figure 10, free surface elevation along the hull

Figure 12, pressure and wall streamlines on the hull

Figure 11 present a comparison between
measured and computed free surface field on the fine
grid. Exploitation of this figure is quite difficult

The topology of wall streamlines shows
accumulation lines near the kell on the stern which is
very common on this kind of hull and traduces open
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regarding to turbulence phenomena finest grid is still
too coarse.

Separation when the flow crosses the bilge. An
accumulation is also present on the first crest on the
bow and explains important dificulties to calculate
the solution at this place.
It has been shown that the influence of grid size
on free surface elevation is light despite a small
damping of oscillations for the coarse grid. On the
contrary the grid size is very important to compute
well the velocity profiles connected to a good
calculation of turbulent values in the boundary layer.
The figure 13, 14 and 15 presents isolines of
longitudinal velocity for the coarse grid (on the left)
and the fine grid (on the right). In a section located at
the bow (figure 13) numerical results are very similar
but for the sections located at the stern, where
viscous effects are more important, (figure 14 and
15) differences are very important. The influence of
open separation on the accumulation line is much
more noticeable with coarse grid calculation and the
boundary layer is much more thick. Fortunately,
Comparisons with experiment given below (figure 19
and 20), show that best results are obtained with
finest grid calculation. Moreover the turbulent
kinetic energy, the turbulent dissipation and, of
course, the turbulent viscosity are very different in
the two calculation.

Figure 14, longitudinal velocity in x/1 = +0.3 section
for the coarse grid (left) and the fine grid (right)

Figure 15, longitudinal velocity in x/1 = +0.4 section
for the coarse grid (left) and the fine grid (right)
Figures 16 to 21 show the 3 cartesian
components of velocity field in various fluid domain
sections at the bow of Series 60 hull (x/l = -0.5, -0.4
and -0.3) and at the stern (x/l = +0.3, +0.4 and +0.5).
The calculations on the fine grid are on the right of
each picture and experimental data on the left.
Agreement is very good for the three components
particularly on the bow.
Stern numerical results are good too in spite of a
light boundary layer thickness overestimate (figure
19, 20 and 21 at the top) and a vertical component
underestimate (figure 20 at the bottom).

Figure 13, longitudinal velocity in x/1 = -0.3 section
for the coarse grid (left) and the fine grid (right)
Our opinion is that good calculation of turbulent
quantities with a k-e model and law Reynolds
formulation and furthermore velocity components
requires a lot of nodes in the boundary layer. In fact,
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Figure 17 Computed (right) and measured (left)
velocity field at xll = -0.4 section

Figure 16 Computed (right) and measured (left)
velocity field at xll = -0.5 section
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Figure 19 Computed (right) and measured (left)
velocity field at xll = +0.3 section

Figure 18 Computed (right) and measured (left)
velocity field at xll = -0.3 section
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Figure 21 Computed (right) and measured (left)
velocity field at xll = +0.5 section

Figure 20 Computed (right) and measured (left)
velocity field at xll = +0.4 section
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9. CONCLUSION
The results presented here show the ability of
fully coupled method to take into account the exact
free surface conditions and to solve the kinematic
condition near the hull in spite of the singularity of
equations at free surface and hull intersection.
However the finest grid size seems too coarse to
compute well free surface elevation, pressure
velocity field and especially turbulent quantities.
The continuation of this work will consist in
perform calculation with finer mesh to obtain grid
independency results (perhaps around 500 000 or
600 000 nodes). After this step it will be possible to
consider the problem of turbulence modelisation and
the influence of various schemes.
Short-dated study will concern comparisons
between k-e and k-co turbulence model. Calculations
on yawed hull and turning hull will be the long-dated
work.
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the decision on when the steady state is reached
(usually, if the residuals do not increase above
certain level when the matrices and source
terms at the new time level are calculated, the
changes in the time can be considered
negligible).

DISCUSSION
M. Peric
University of Hamburg, Germany
This is an interesting and certainly original
approach to solving fluid flow problems with free
surface. Both the solution method and the obtained
results are worth reporting in the conference
proceedings.

The full multigrid method is applied only to the
linear velocity-pressure system. The efficient
sequential solution methods use multigrid to
accelerate also (or only) the outer iterations, so I
would expect that it would be beneficial to do
so in this case too.
This would mean
performing iterations on non-linearities on each
grid level using a non-linear (full approximation) multigrid scheme. It is difficult to predict what reduction of computing time would
result in the case of free surface flows, but for a
fixed free surface shape this is certainly the
most efficient way to calculate steady flows.
The comment that the multigrid method
"saturates" after few V-cycles is not
appropriate; a properly implemented multigrid
method is supposed to converge at a constant
rate up to machine accuracy.

The use of finite difference (FD) method and
structured grids limits the applicability of the
method to geometries which are not too
complicated; otherwise, highly distorted grids
would result (e.g., for ships with more complicated
bow and stern shapes than in the case of the Series
60 hull). This is where the method has disadvantages compared to finite volume (FV) methods,
which can use block-structured and unstructured
grids with cell-wise local refinement. Especially
the local refinement capability is essential if a high
accuracy is to be achieved in calculating flows
around ship hulls, since very fine grid is needed
close to the hull and in the wake while much
coarser grid can be used elsewhere.

A few words about the presented solutions:
The grid refinement from 190,000 to 320,000
nodes is not a substantial refinement in 3
dimensions, less than 20% more nodes in each
direction. To assess the discretization errors
reliably, a systematic refinement is most appropriate (halving mesh spacing in all directions, at
least in the regions where large errors are
expected, e.g., near ship hull and in the wake).
One can then use Richardson extrapolation to
estimate the "grid-independent" solution.

The strong point of the algorithm presented by the
authors is the coupled solution for velocity and
pressure. Only after the second reading I recognized that the explicit calculation of the free
surface elevation at the end of each time step is not
a drawback, since the dependence of velocities on
H has been taken into account implicitly by
combining Eqs. (20) and (19).
The authors are solving linear systems for K-e, and
s velocity-pressure coupling sequentially and are
iterating within each time step to account for nonlinearities and coupling of the two systems
(velocities depend on K and s through v, and K and
E depend on the velocity field through the production rate and the convective terms). However, they
seem to be solving these two systems to a tight
tolerance for each "outer" iteration, as indicated in
Figs. 2 and 3. I doubt that is really necessary,
since the residuals increase each time the matrix
and source terms are updated; the reduction of
residual levels for a fixed matrix and right-hand
side by one to two orders of magnitude should
normally suffice. No information was given about
the required number of iterations on nonlinearities
and the criterion used to control them (usually, the
residual norm calculated after the matrix and
source terms are updated is used as a measure of
convergence). Also, no information is given about

The contours of Q in Figs. 13, 16, 18, and 21
show high gradients normal to the symmetry
plane; this should not happen, as the symmetry
plane must have zero gradient in the normal
direction (zero shear stress). Either the boundary conditions are not properly implemented in
the code, or the grid is severely distorted in this
region. Otherwise, the results seem to agree
well with experimental data. However, it would
be necessary to quantify the discretization
errors as noted above in order to be able to
judge the performance of the turbulence model,
since the model errors and discretization errors
tend to sometimes partially cancel out.
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Figures 2 and 3 show the convergence of various
iterative algorithms to solve linear problems with
the zero machine accuracy. For practical calculations we reduce the linear residuals by two orders.

The purpose of our work is to propose a numerical formulation to solve Navier-Stokes equations coupled with classical boundary conditions (no-slip conditions on the wall, kine-matic
and dynamic conditions on the free surface). It
is well known that the wetting problem cannot
be solved by these macroscopic equations. The
physics does not follow the continuity hypothesis, and particularly the kinematic condition
seems to be unverified. The problem is not to
predict the meniscus and the dynamic contact
angle at a very small scale, but to ensure the
contact line progression with classical boundary
conditions. In this case, mathematically, free
surface has to be tangent to the wall.

In the present paper only steady state is compared
with experiments so only one non-linear iteration is
made at each time step. Concerning the obtaining
of steady state, free surface flow problem is much
more complicated than zero Froude number
problem. Because of the propagation of wave
field, convergence on the whole calculation
domain takes a long time. In fact we test only the
convergence on a sphere near the full (R/l = 1) and
we reduce the non-linear residuals by two order of
magnitude (non-linear residuals are obtained after
the matrix and source terms are updated).

DISCUSSION
H. Raven
Maritime Research Institute, The Netherlands

The multigrid algorithm converges up to the
machine accuracy at a constant rate on elementary
case but in 3-D for the fully coupled system the
convergence depends strongly of prolongation and
restriction operators and of smoothing operator. A
bad smoothing leads to the divergence. Here the
small wave lengths of the error induced by
prolongation procedure are very difficult to smooth
under the saturation level.
The grid refinement is not a "substantial
refinement" but the solutions on the two grids are
very different (figure 14). The conclusion is that
small variation of grid size can induce strong
differences on the solution due certainly to
turbulence behavior.

Your figures 10 and 11 compare calculated and
measured wave patterns. The bow wave at the
hull is well predicted, the wave profile is fair,
but the diverging bow wave system is completely absent. Using a nonlinear free surface
condition and a paneling like shown in figure 4,
a panel method would probably give a better
result for the waves. Does the use of NavierStokes equations have a greater amount of
numerical damping than a panel method and
does it therefore require a finer free surface
discretization? Or are there other effects leading
to this difference.

DISCUSSION

AUTHORS' REPLY

W.W. Schultz
University of Michigan, USA

We have compared Navier-Stokes formulation
with Rankine panel method for the same grid
refinement (except in the boundary layer zone).
It appears clearly that Navier-Stokes formulation has a greater amount of numerical
damping. In fact to obtain similar results we
have to use more or less a two times finer grid
in each direction in the Navier-Stokes formulation. The explanation is that in the panel
method a part of the solution (the mass conservation, that is to say the continuity equation) is
mathematically exact and does not proceed
from a discretization as in the Navier-Stokes
formulation.

The rolling motion (tangency condition) you
require at the free surface singularity makes
matters worse for the second fluid (air in this case).
It has been shown that the singularity has to be
relieved in a different way. E.B. Dussan [(1979)
Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech.] shows that slip is observed
and material on the surface is mapped into the
interior! Ting & Perlin [(1995) J. Fluid Mech.]
shows similar behavior for high Reynolds number,
oscillatory flow.
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The Shoulder Wave and Separation Generated
by a Surface-Piercing Strut
E. Pogozelski, J. Katz (Johns Hopkins University, USA)
T. Huang (David Taylor Model Basin, USA)

involves flows around ships, i.e., shallow bodies.
Velocity measurements are scarce, even for ships.
A comprehensive review of flow structures
and wave patterns around ships is provided by Miata
and Inui (1), who observe strong dependence on
Froude number and bow shape. Using Pitot tubes,
they show that flow moving across the wave crest
involves significant energy loss and an abrupt change
in flow direction. The velocity component normal to
the wave decreases significantly, but the parallel
component remains largely unchanged. This
observation naturally leads to an analogy between
these bow waves and oblique shock waves. Miata and
Inui (1) also discovered that the dominating length
scale for ships is the draft, which for the present study
is very large. Their studies do not include velocity
measurements in the immediate vicinity of the wall.
Some LDV measurements near a ship, performed by
Fry and Kim (2), indicate that this three dimensional
flow involves interaction of the boundary layer with
the non-linear bow waves and the formation of large
scale vortices. Combined mean velocity, pressure,
and wave height measurements around a ship were
performed also by Toda et al (3) and Longo et al.(4).
These studies provide data on the distribution of mean
axial velocity and energy loss around the model. PIV
measurements within the bow wave and near the body
were performed by Dong et al. (5), focusing on the
vorticity distribution within the wave and the liquid
sheet attached to the model.
Averaged measurements and computations
performed by Stern et al. (6) around a surface piercing
flat plate with a horizontal submerged foil,
demonstrate that the presence of surface waves alter
the pressure distribution around the body and cause
massive flow separation.
There was qualitative
agreement in overall wave shape and trends between
the measurements and computations, but the

ABSTRACT
The flow near a surface piercing, symmetric
body with a long draft is examined, focusing in
particular on the structure of the shoulder wave and
the separated region behind it. The experiments are
performed in a towing tank at FrL=0.25, and include
velocity measurements using PIV as well as video
and film photography above and below the free
surface. At FrL>0.15, formation of the shoulder wave
is preceded by impingement of the flow on the model,
a process associated with the bow wave, which
generates a turbulent, bubbly wake. Consequently,
the origin of the shoulder wave consists of several
powerful counter-rotating vortices which entrain
bubbles from the free surface. The wave crest
becomes milder and eventually irrotational with
increasing distance from the model. Behind the
shoulder wave, at x/L=0.7, boundary layer separation
begins, but only near the free surface. The separated
zone contains several large scale streamwise vortices
that detach from the model; the first one from the
intersection with the free surface, and later ones from
below the free surface. At FrL=0.25, there is no
reverse flow within the separated region, but at
FrL>0.30, flow reversal docs occur. The entire
process involves considerable energy dissipation.
INTRODUCTION
The flow around a surface piercing body is a
very complex phenomenon, involving both viscous
effects near the surface of the body, and free surface
phenomena, including waves of various forms,
formation of liquid sheets, bubble entrainment and
three dimensional flow separation. For bodies with a
long draft, where the model length is the only
significant length scale, data is particularly scarce and
includes mosüy surface wave mapping. Most of the
available data related to surface piercing bodies
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recorded on Kodak TMAX ASA 3200 B&W film.
The acrylic particle tracers are 40 to 60 |im diameter,
neutrally buoyant (specific gravity ranging from 0.95
to 1.05), and fluorescing (they respond in the 550 to
560 nm range when subjected to green excitation), as
described by Dong, et al. (9). The water is seeded
with particles prior to each run. Fine aluminum
powder is added to the free surface before some of the
runs to improve the visualization of the free surface.
Comparison of data with and without the aluminum
powder confirms that the presence of the powder has
an insignificant impact on the flow. A band-pass
filter is inserted in front of the camera to reduce glare
caused by the reflection of the light sheet from the
model, free surface, and large entrained bubbles. It
partially eliminates the green reflections without
significantly affecting the fluorescence from the
particles. A sample image is shown in Figure 2.
Photographic images are digitized using a
Nikon LS3500 slide scanner, at magnifications
ranging between 8 - 22 pixels/mm of fluid, as needed
The digitized images are enhanced and particularly
bright objects, such as the model and the free surface,
are removed. Velocities are computed using in-house
auto-correlation software, as described by Dong et al.
(8), and Roth et al.(9). The interrogation window
size is 64 x 64 pixels, and the distance between
adjacent windows is 32 pixels (i.e., 50% overlap).
The typical uncertainty level is about 0.4 pixels,
which for a typical 20 pixel displacement yields a
characteristic uncertainty of 2%. The free surface
contour for each vector map is measured directly from
the digitized image. Video images, recorded with a
submerged camera are also used for mapping the free
surface elevation and for qualitative observations on
the flow structure.

quantitative results differ substantially. A recent
paper dealing with the flow around a surface piercing
blunt body by Zhang and Stern (7) contains mostly
results of a numerical analysis, but also some surface
elevation measurements at the intersection with the
model. They predict that separation with reverse flow
occurs at virtually ail Froude numbers, and that the
separation is limited to a region near the free surface
for FrL<0.55. Some of their trends will be compared
later to the present results. To the best of our
knowledge, there isn't any other source that provides
data on the velocity distribution and vorticity
structure around a surface piercing blunt body with a
long draft. Due to the occurrence of flow separation
and the formation of a bubbly wake at the trough of
the bow wave (even in full scale models, such as
catamarans and SWATH), they represent a unique
problem. The present paper deals with such a flow.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The experiments were performed in the 140
ft towing tank located at the David Taylor Model
Basin. The facility is 152 cm deep, 305 cm wide, and
4270 cm long. The experimental setup and model are
shown in Figure 1. The model draft is 1.37 m.
Experiments are performed at 0° incidence, at Froude
numbers based on model length, FrL, ranging between
0.051 and 0.51. The corresponding range of Reynolds
numbers is 1.39xl05 to 1.39xl06, respectively.
PIV measurements are conducted with three
orientations of the laser sheet: a vertical plane
inclined 115° to the streamwise direction (Figure lc),
a sheet inclined 59° to the streamwise direction and
tilted 9° to the vertical (Figure lb), accounting for the
majority of presented data, as well as a sheet inclined
34° and tilted 9° to the vertical. The slight vertical
tilt facilitates observations of the wave crest by
avoiding any blockage caused by the wave trough.
As shown in Figure 1, the primed coordinates (x\ y',
z') refer to the plane of a given image. Note that the
axial position, x/L, varies across any given image.
The reference to a specific x/L for an image indicates
the position of the origin of the (x,y',z') frame on the
center line of the model.
The 6 mm thick laser sheet is generated by a
15W, air cooled, copper vapor laser. The optical setup
is sketched in Figure lb. Data is recorded using a
35 mm film camera, equipped with a 90 mm lens,
that has a maximum recording rate of 65 frames per
second. The actual rate is approximately 10 frames
per second, in order to allow adequate time delays
between laser pulses while recording a single
photograph. Each image consists of three exposures,
with delays ranging from 3 to 15 ms. The images are

RESULTS
Sample photographs of the free surface at
different Froude numbers are presented in Figure 3.
They clearly show the increase in elevation of the
bow wave with Froude number and the generation of
bubbles (splashing) within the trough behind the bow
wave. This splashing occurs at FrL£0.15 and
curiously, it begins near x/L=0.41, regardless of
Froude number. At FrL=0.205 (Figure 3a) it is
possible to identify several additional waves behind
the bubbly trough. At FrL=0.255 the second shoulder
wave crest is pushed further downstream, and at
FrL=0.36 the flow becomes extremely unsteady,
violent, and turbulent, without any additional steady
crests. However, the front of the bubbly region
involves an abrupt change in surface elevation, much
like a hydraulic jump. For all FrL£0.25, the shoulder
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side. The discrepancy is mostly evident when energy
dissipation due to bow wave breaking, splashing,
shoulder wave breaking and flow separation are
significant.
For example, the peak elevation in the
experimental bow wave is located upstream of the
model and not on its side, due to bow wave breaking
and the associated dissipation. Note that in ship
flows, where the Froude number based on draft is
super-critical, the origin and crest of the bow wave are
located on the side of the model (Miata and Inui (1),
for example). Another discrepancy is that the
experimental trough is deeper and longer, and occurs
at x/L=0.4 instead of the theoretical x/L=0.3. The
Kelvin wave structure, which is evident in the
potential flow solution, disappears close to the model
due to the impingement, splashing and flow
separation that occurs at x/L>0.6 (detailed data
follows). However, remnants of the Kelvin wake
structure are still evident in the experimental data
away from the model, but with a phase shift that
starts in the longer trough.
When the instantaneous velocity distribution
is available in more than one light sheet orientation,
one can determine all three velocity components
along the intersection lines of the sheets.
Uncertainties in the sheet angle and in the measured
velocities result in an error of approximately 0.7
pixels in vx and vy, but only 0.4 pixels in vr (v is
the velocity and the subscript denotes the direction).
The latter is more accurate since one of the sheets is
vertical, so that vz is calculated from a single sheet.
Using the measured free surface elevation and the
three velocity components along the intersection line,
it is possible to estimate the total head of the fluid.
Sample results of such an analysis are presented in
Figure 5, along with the local values of vx and vy. It
can be seen that the total head decreases to about
0.9U02/2g across the bow wave, except very near the
body where -50% of the energy is lost. Even at a
very mild slope of the bow wave, there is already
considerable entrainment of vorticity, as seen in
Figure 6. A second sudden decrease occurs across the
shoulder wave, where the total head is reduced to
values ranging between 0.64 - 0.77. Near the body
the levels remain near 50%. Thus, the shoulder wave
and the separated region behind it are dissipating one
third to one half of the total energy along the free
surface. The velocities behind the shoulder wave are
also slower, ranging between 0.5 - 0.75U„. Away
from the model, near the thickest part of the body, the
near surface velocity is 1.4 U„.
Velocity
and
vorticity
distributions
demonstrating the development of the shoulder wave

wave and the separated region behind it are extremely
dissipative (data and discussions follow), and seem to
overcome the system of Kelvin's waves.
The
majority of the data presented in this paper is at
FrL=0.255. This condition is selected since there is
already considerable bubble generation, significant
changes in surface elevation, and the appearance of
turbulence in the flow, as seen in Figure 3d.
Additionally, unlike higher Froude numbers, at this
condition the number of entrained bubbles is still
small enough that we can still measure the velocity
distribution accurately all the way to the free surface.
At FrL=0.255, the bow wave still contains
several clear capillary waves near its crest (Figure 3d).
However, the PIV data clearly indicates that there is
already considerable vorticity entrainment, both at the
toe, similar to the two dimensional waves
demonstrated by Lin & Rockwell (10,11), and along
the wave crest. Th:s can be seen in Figure 4.
Downstream of the bow wave crest, the free surface is
bumpy, which as Dong et al. (5) and Sarpkaya (12)
show, is indicative of subsurface vortices. At higher
Froude numbers the organized capillary waves
disappear and wave breaking as well as transition to
turbulence at the toe of the bow wave become clearly
evident. There is no bubble entrainment in the bow
wave at FrL<0.255.
The shoulder wave, whose crest is located
behind the splashing region (see Figure 3b), is
obviously turbulent from its onset, as Figure 3d
shows. The splashing is caused by energy dissipation
in the bow wave. Further downstream, where the
bow wave is milder, the resulting discrepancy in total
head causes an inrush of fluid towards the body that
impacts on the surface and causes the splashing, as
discussed in Pogozelski et al. (13). This lateral flow
can be seen also on a ship model (Dong, et al. (5), for
example), but does not impact on the body due to the
formation of the shoulder wave, which diverts the
flow away from the model.
A contour map of the wave profile near the
model, measured by video photography, is shown in
the bottom side of Figure 4. The maximum wave
height measured upstream of the model, z/L=0.33, is
within 2% of the total head of the incoming flow,
z=U072g, or z/L=0.324 for FrL=0.255. The difference
is consistent with our estimated measurement error.
The experimental data is compared to results of
numerical predictions using a free surface potential
flow paneling program developed by Hendrix and
Noblesse (14).
This program involves several
simplifying assumptions, including a slender body
and linearized free surface conditions. There is some
agreement in general trends, especially in the forward
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during a single experiment are shown in Figure 7.
Due to the impingement that occurs just upstream of
the wave, the flow at the origin of the shoulder wave
(Figure 7a and b) is already unsteady, turbulent and
bubbly. In this particular case, most of the vorticity
is negative, much like the two dimensional spilling
breaker of Lin and Rockwell (10,11), but there is
positive vorticity at the crest. Further downstream,
however (Figure 7d), the wave contains several
distinct vorticity structures of both signs.
To
illustrate the unsteady nature of this flow, Figure 8
contains several velocity and vorticity maps at the
same location, x/L=0.6, and flow conditions, recorded
during different runs. There are common phenomena,
but the flow is clearly unsteady and contains several
large scale vorticity structures of alternating signs.
Their existence contributes substantially to the
entrainment of bubbles both by convecting them
away from the surface and by trapping them. Video
images (see a sample in Figure 10c) of this flow
show some bubbles trapped in the vortex cores.
However, the regions containing bubbles, which are
marked on each map, also vary substantially in shape
and correspond to the large eddies only in some of the
cases. The common phenomena include negative
vorticity entrainment at the toe of the wave, and in all
but one case the vorticity near the wall is positive.
Further downstream, at x/L=0.7 (Figure 7e & f), the
surface elevation is higher, the free surface is more
wavy, and the near surface flow still consists of
several counter-rotating vortices, most of which are
located away from the model.
The dominant
phenomenon seems to be an upward flow (upwelling)
that splits near the surface at y'/L=0.21 to create a
pair of counter rotating eddies. In this plane the
presence of bubbles far from the surface is clearly
associated with the large eddies. With increasing
distance from the model (Figures 7g-j) the wave
becomes milder in size, slope and extent of vorticity
production. Residuals of vortices that are generated in
upstream planes are still distributed along the fiee
surface, but they eventually disappear. The large
structures that appear near the model are associated
with flow separation rather than the shoulder wave,
and will be discussed shortly.
A series of velocity and vorticity
distributions from a single run (Figure 9) focuses on
the flow near the model between x/L=0.73 and
x/L=0.91. Sample video images of the same flow, as
seen using the optical setup of Figure lc, is provided
in Figure 10. It is clearly evident that boundary layer
separation occurs near the free surface. The separated
region increases in width and depth between x/L=0.73
and 0.82, and in depth only between 0.82 and 0.91.

This region contains several large scale vortices with
peak vorticities of about 80U„/L - 4 to 10 times
higher that the vorticity peaks within the breaking
waves upstream. The magnitudes of the velocity in
these planes reach levels of approximately 0.5U0.
Although their exact shapes and sizes vary, the
existence of these vortices is consistent and
repeatable. Bubble entrainment and trapping in the
vortex cores also occurs consistently. A sample
video image of an entrained bubble is shown in
Figure 10c. Using the quantitative data and the video
images, we attempted to construct an overall sketch
of the flow structure within the separated region, as
shown in Figure lla-d. Data from two inclined
planes was used to determine all three components of
the velocity along the intersection lines. The arrows
shown in Figure lid are actually quantitative data
with a reference velocity provided on the same figure.
There is no reverse flow in the entire separated region
at this Froude number. This trend contradicts the
conclusions of a computational study performed by
Zhang and Stern (7). However, in agreement with
their conclusions, reverse flow near the present body
has been observed at Froude numbers exceeding 0.30,
using video cameras above the surface.
Note that in the bottom parts of Figures 9c-e
that there is a change in flow direction near the
model. This effect is caused by the boundary layer on
the model, as seen in the inclined light sheet The
projection of the model speed onto the plane of the
laser sheet (Figure lb) points to the right, and as a
result, the fluid within the boundary layer has a
velocity component in that direction. The outer flow
is affected only by the narrowing of the body, moving
to the left, which causes the observed effect The
characteristic thickness of this layer, .OIL at
x/L=0.82 and .025L at x/L=0.91, is consistent with
the expected width of a laminar boundary layer.
Repeated examination of the video records
has shown that the origin of the separated zone at
Fr=0.255 is at the intersection of the model with the
free surface, at the trough behind the shoulder wave.
The vortex with positive vorticity, which appears at
y*/L=0.21 and z'/L=-0.035 in Figure 9a and
y*/L=0.195, z'/L=-0.04 in Figure 9c, originates in
this corner. The negative vortex located near it
(y'L=0.19 and z'/L=-0.045 in Figure 9a) is originated
on the model, below the free surface a short distance
downstream. Only the positive vortex remains at
x/L=0.91 (Figure 9e). A second pair of counterrotating vortices is generated on the model in the
same sequence, well below the free surface and further
downstream. The .positive vortex is already visible
near the model, at 2f/L=-0.06 and -0.08 in Figures 9a
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Figure 1: Schematic desciption of the model and the
experimental setup; a) cross section of the model, b)
primary orientation of the underwater camera and the
light sheet, and c) orientation of the camera and light
sheet during observations from upstream. In b), the
origin of the x'-y'-z' coordinate system is on the
centerline of the model at the intersection of the light
sheet and the undisturbed free surface.
Figure 3: Starboard views at a) FrL=0.204, b)
FrL=0.255, c) FrL=0.357; d) back-starboard view at
FrL=0.255. The painted rectangles on the model are 3
inches long (L/12) and 2 inches high. The lowest line
indicates the position of the undisturbed free surface,

Figure 2 (next column): Three-exposure image at
x/L=0.27 and FrL=0.255, viewed with the setup
shown in figure lb. A 64 x 64 pixel correlation
window is shown magnified. The model is on the
left and the free surface is on top.
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Figure 6: Vorticity (coL/Uo) distribution within the
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behind (at 34°). The contour interval is 8; shaded
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the left side of the figure is the model.
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Figure 4: Elevation contours of the free surface at
FrL=0.255. The blank area near the center of the
model is due to the presence of bubbles, which make
it difficult to accurately establish the position of the
free surface.
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velocity on the free surface at FrL=0.255. Data is
provided at the intersection of light sheets.
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Figure 7 (next column and following pages): Velocity
and vorticity (coL/U0) distributions of the shoulder
wave at FrL=0.255, viewed as shown in figure lb.
a,b) x/L=0.49; c,d) x/L=0.58; e,f) x/L=0.69; g,h)
x/L=0.78; i,j) x/L=0.88. The contour interval is 4;
shaded areas indicate negative vorticity, and dashed
lines indicate the boundaries of the bubbly region. In
figures 6g-j, the model has moved out of the picture.
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Figure 8: Velocities and vorticity contours (OJL/U0) at FrL=0.255, viewed with the figure lb setup. a,b) x/L=0.58;
c,d) x/L=0.59; e.f.g.h) x/L=0.60. The vorticity contour interval is 4; shaded areas indicate negative vorticity, and
dashed lines indicate the presence of bubbles.
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Figure 11 : Sketches of the flow structure at
FrL=0.255 : a) overall view, b) view of the separated
zone data included in Figure 9, c) schematic of vortex
growth in the separated region, d) quantitative axial
velocity components in the separated region, in the
model's frame of reference.
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Vorticity Fields due to Rolling Bodies in a Free Surface—
Experiment and Theory
R. Yeung, C. Cermelli, S.-W. Liao (University of California at Berkeley, USA)

Newman, 1992). While heave and pitch motions
are generally considered to be well predicted, successful predictions of roll motion still rely on empirical estimation of roll damping, often on a trialand-error basis (e.g. Schmitke, 1978, Brown et
al., 1983).
Progress in this area has been slow since the
proper modeling of viscous effects would involve
the solution of the Navies-Stokes equations with a
capability of modeling massive separation arising
from the bilge corners or bilge keels. Further,
one may also need to account for coupling coming
from the free-surface.
A closely related problem involoving flowseparation effects occurs in offshore engineering
where the bluff shapes of the structures lead to
substantial "drag" and "inertia" forces in waves.
Here, separation effects are commonly characterized by the "Keulegan-Carpenter Number" KC =
UmT/D, where Um is a characteristic velocity, T
the time period of the flow, and D the body dimension. When KC is of O(10) or higher, realfluid effects are known to be significant, (Susbielles & Bratu, 1981, Sarpkaya & Isaacson, 1981).
Typical applications have KC values ranging from
0(10) to O(102).
The objective of the present paper is to report our recent efforts in developing a model for
such separated-flow phenomena, particularly in
the presence of surface waves. When a marine
vehicle undergoes extreme roll motion, separation
from the bilge corners, or from bilge keels are the
dominant contribution to damping, whose magnitude critically determines the severity of motion,
especially in conditions close to resonance. Thus
any theoretical or computational model should
be properly validated. This requires careful complementary experimental work which is also described in this paper.

ABSTRACT
Viscous effects are known to have significant
influence on hydrodynamic forces on bluff-shape
bodies. Ocean structures in long waves and rolldamping arising from bilges of a ship hull are important examples. Some recent efforts to understand and model such real-fluid effects in the presence of surface waves are described. As a canonical problem for studying ship roll, a surfacepiercing plate is oscillated sinusoidally in the free
surface. A Digital Particle Image Velocimetry
system (DPIV) was developed at the UC Berkeley
Ship-Model Facility to map out the flow details.
In one regime, the flow exhibits an asymmetrical
vortex shedding pattern. This steady-state pattern is observed to be systematically dependent
on the initial conditions. DPIV and other experimental results were used to validate the predictive capabilities of the Free-Surface RandomVortex Method (Yeung & Vaidhyanathan, 1994).
This grid-free Lagrangian method is briefly described. With some calibrations, the method reproduces very well the observed vortical structures, the measured forces and moments, and the
wave-generation characteristics. Application of
the methodology to a rolling rectangular section
with sharp bilges is also considered. The limitations and promise of the method are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

To be successful in predicting the motion of marine vehicles, particularly motion in the horizontal plane, sway, roll and yaw, one needs to be able
to model viscous effects in a reasonably accurate
way. In the last decade, much strides have taken
place in the development of solution based on
potential-flow theory that includes the effects of
free surface (Yeung, 1982, Korsmeyer et al., 1988,
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is primarily two dimensional so that comparison
with applicable theoretical results is immediately
possible. For the typical frequency range of interest, this rolling plate is designed so that surfacewave generation and and vorticity generation are
important. Naturally, besides providing a validation on our theoretical model, this canonical experiment is closely relevant to the understanding
of the performance of bilge keels, the prevalent
passive device for reducing roll motion. In the
last section of the paper, we present predictions
of added inertia and "equivalent" linear damping
for a rectangular hull section and compare them
with some existing data.

It is worthy to mention that there are existing semi-empirical methods for roll-damping estimation due to the hull surface and bilge keels
(Himeno, 1981, Ikeda, 1977, Tanaka, 1960). Of
course, one component of damping is surface-wave
generation, which is normally well predicted by
potential-flow theory. There have been efforts
also to predict viscous damping without relying
on empiricism, (Fink and Soh 1974, Browr. and
Patel 1985, Braathen and Faltinsen 19S8, Cozens
1987, Downie et al. 1990). None has yet been able
to model the interaction of hull geometry, vorticity generation and free-surface simultaneously.
Recently, Yeung & Vaidhyanathan (1994) have
developed a Free-Surface Random-Vortex Method
(FSRVM) to model near-surface flows for body
geometry that may or may not have sharp edges.
Their earlier works involved several important improvements (Yeung et al., 1993) over the Random Vortex Method (RVM) proposed originally
by Chorin (1973). An efficient numerical scheme
was devised to compute the mutual induction of
discrete vortex elements. A boundary-integral
formulation was used to handle arbitrary body geometry. These new developments were extended
to take into account of free-surface effects. The
essence of this method is briefly described in Section 4. FSRVM does not require any prior knowledge of the location of the separation point. Since
the method is grid-free, it can represent vortex
structures of a rather wide range of scales. Accurate predictions at high Reynolds number is also
possible, as illustrated in Section 5 by some direct
comparisons of the numerical predictions with experimental results.
Although forces and moments are usually the
primary quantities of interest, it is not always
appropriate to establish the validity of a mathematical model on forces or moments alone. A
more rigorous validation should involve comparing flow patterns also. At the University of California Ship-Model Testing Facility, a Digital Image Particle Velocimetry (DPIV) was developed
and implemented to provide quantitative results
on the velocity and vorticity fields generated by
a body moving in a free surface (Cermelli, 1995).
Some of the major findings of such an investigation are reported in Section 3.
Because of the complexity of vortex patterns
generated by a realistic hull model, a simplified
"canonical" problem was introduced to study the
roll motion of a ship section. The canonical problem chosen is that of a surface-piercing plate rolling periodically about the free surface. The flow

2

2.1

THE ROLLING-PLATE
EXPERIMENT
Design of experiment

A special model was designed and fabricated to
study the vortical structures generated by a plate
undergoing rolling motion in a free surface. This
experiment was carried out at the Ship-Model
Testing Facility of the University of California at
Berkeley. The towing tank is 61m(L) x 2.44m(W)
x 1.52m(D). The plate is oscillated by a hydraulic piston. Flow visualization can be conducted through four observation windows along
tank walls.
The plate was built out of one-inch thick acrylic
and stiffened longitudinally. It has a natural frequency of 4 Hz, while the range of forced-motion
frequency being investigated is less than 0.6 Hz.
The clearance between the plate vertical edges
and the tank walls was kept to a minimum
(0.64cm) to reduce end effects. The plate was
hinged at the free surface. Its draft was primarily set to 30.48cm (12 in). Flow visualizations
were conducted also with a 15.24cm (6 in) draft.
A plate with a tip that was rectangular in section was found to yield force and moment measurements that were not repeatable, primarily as
a result of chaotic vortex shedding from the bottom edges of the plate. The tip of the plate was
then modified by the addition of a half circle rod
at the bottom of the plate (see Fig. 1). This
greatly improved the consistency and repeatability of force records.
Plate rotation was achieved by applying horizontal motion to a rod which was hinged to the
plate on one side and to (a random motion) hydraulic piston on the other side (Fig. 1). A software controller was developed to ensure speedy
360
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(1)

where u = 2ir/T is the angular frequency of the
prescribed oscillation and ao the roll amplitude.
Qo can be either positive or negative, depending
on whether the plate starts with a right or left
swing. The "smoothness parameter", s, determines the number of periods needed to reach a
sinusoidal steady state of a(t). The plate motion
always starts with the vertical position, a = 0.
For later purposes, it is helpful to introduce
a phase angle $ to define the plate position. $
equals to 0° is defined to be when the plate is
vertical (a = 0) and the plate tip is moving toward the right (i.e., increasing a). $ = 90° when
the plate reaches its maximum angle of swing
(a = |ao|). $ = 180° represents the instant of
a = 0 when the plate tip is swinging toward
the left (decreasing a). Thus, $ = 270° corresponds to the plate at its minimum angle position
(a = -\a0\).
Force transducers were installed at the two side
hinges holding the plate and at the hinge connected to the driving rod to measure the moment
and the horizontal and vertical forces. The equations of motion of the plate were developed. The
desired hydrodynamic forces and moment can be
obtained by deducting contributions of the hydrostatic component (computed from the plate roll
angle) and of the inertia components from the
measured values. Output from the force transducers and from a wave gage were digitized at
50 Hz and recorded on a 486-PC. In addition,

the piston-location feed-back signal and the wave
elevations at two points were recorded.
2.2

Flow-Image Capturing and Analysis

The Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV)
System set up for this experiment is shown in
Fig. 2. The light source consists of a 10-W argon
laser generates a 570 nm wavelength (green) beam
of approximately 2 mm in diameter. To avoid
light refraction at the free surface, fiberoptics are
used to direct the laser light into the tank. The
beam emerges into a cylindrical lens to form a
divergent light sheet shining on the rolling plate
from the underside.
Two video systems are used to record successive images of the flow. One is composed of a
black-and-white CCD camera with RS170 output, and a Sony laser disk video recorder. The
second system is a Hi8 Canon Camcorder that
records images on a video tape with high fidelity.
A specially-designed electro-mechanical shutter is
installed between the laser head and the fiberoptic coupler to control the exposure time of the
cameras.
For flow-field seeding, low-cost Pliolite particles of the Goodyear Company are used. It has
a specific gravity of 1.05. Pliolite granules were
grind down to particles of size about 300 pm.
With some pre-soaking, they are less buoyant,
and their reflective properties make them quite
361

and n are pixel indices in the horizontal and
vertical directions and F\(m, n) is the grey
scale value at (m,n).
• Select an interrogation window (Ft(m, n) in
digital form) on the second image taken a
time At later. The two interrogation windows (Fi(m,n) and ^(m, n)) correspond
to the same location on each image.
• Compute Ti(u,v) and Ti{u,v), Fourier
transforms of F\(m, n) and F2(m, n) respectively, using FFT.
• Multiply Ti(u, v) by T^ (u, v) (complexconjugate of T2{u,v)) to obtain the function
$(w, v) and compute its inverse Fourier
transform. Illustrative representations of
the pixel functions Fi(m,n), ^(ra, n) and
(f>(m, n) are shown in Fig. 3.

n (pixels)

shift n (pixels)

• The exact location of the highest peak of
{4>{m, n)) is obtained with sub-pixel accuracy by fitting a parabola around the maximum of (<f>(m, n)). The shift in horizontal and vertical direction (dx,dy) is the distance from the peak to the origin. Horizontal and vertical velocity are obtained by
dividing (dx and dy) by the time step between the two frames.

shift m (pixels)

The process above is repeated after shifting the
location of the interrogation window horizontally
or vertically by a small amount (16 pixels). One
vector corresponding to the velocity at the center
of each interrogation window is obtained every
16 pixels. Because of the large size of the interrogation window (64 x64 pixels), the velocity is
usually strongly smoothed out. The advantage of
using a large interrogation window is that higher
velocities can be resolved better. In high velocity
gradient regions, spurious vectors are sometimes
obtained; they are removed in the second step
described next.
In high velocity regions (near the vortex cores),
spurious data is removed manually and velocity
is estimated based on the streak length (usually 5
to 10 pixels). Accuracy of the results is not critical at this stage. Only a "reasonable" estimate
of the velocity field is required since "fine tuning" is carried out in the third step. A graphic
interface showing simultaneously the digitized images and corresponding velocity field was helpful
in speeding up this "manual" process. Different
algorithms based on statistical removal and reinterpolation of spurious data were not satisfac-

Figure 3: DPIV algoritm, (top): Fi(m,n), (middle): F2(m, n), (bottom): tf>(m,n)

suitable for DPIV.
A three-step procedure was developed to compute the velocity and vorticity fields from pairs
of successive digitized images at 1/30-sec apart.
In the first step, a well-known cross-correlation
algorithm of Willert and Gharib (1991) is implemented to yield a good estimate of the flow
field. In the second step, spurious vectors are discarded or replaced by re-interpolated neighboring values. In a third step, suggested by Fabris
(1994), a modified version of the cross-correlation
algorithm is performed to obtain a more accurate
representation of the flow field. In theory, these
last two steps can be iterated until a converged
velocity field is obtained. In practice, results were
found to be satisfactory after only one iteration.
The algorithm implemented in the first step
consists of the following:
• Select an interrogation window (Fi(m, n) in
digital form) on the first image where *a
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The third parameter is the non-dimensional
frequency, which is defined by:

(4)
Limited by the capacity of the force transducers,
the range of ü is confined to [.28, .63] for the
experiment. Even so, this is a range that is quite
close to typical roll-resonance of ships.
For most runs, L was set at 31.75cm (12.5 in)
and the following parameters were varied: the roll
amplitude, a0, (from 5° to 15°), the roll period,
T, (from 1.8 to 4 seconds), the number of periods
for the plate angle to reach full stroke s and the
direction of the first swing of the plate, sign of aoAdditional runs were made with L set at 16.51cm
(6.5 in) and with the same motion parameters.
Flow visualizations were carried out also at different stations across the tank to study the wall
influence. The flow is partially turbulent in all
runs, and many small three-dimensional vortical
structures interact in an intricate manner. However, after several periods of oscillation, a harmonic steady state can be observed for the main
vortical structures.

bottom edge
of plate

vortcx_
core

Figure 4: A sample digitized image as captured.

tory due to the high density of erroneous data in
some regions.
In the third step, smaller interrogation windows (16 x 16 pixels) are used and the interrogation window on the second image is shifted by
an amount corresponding to the shift (dx, dy) determined by the previous steps. Cross-correlation
of the two interrogation windows is then carried
out using a FFT based algorithm similar to that
followed in step 1. This technique allows high
velocities be resolved without sacrificing spatial
resolution.
A thorough error analysis (Cermelli, 1995) has
shown that peak vorticity may be in error up to
20 % near the vortex core and less than 10 %
in other flow regions. Figure 4 shows a digitized
image of a typical data frame.
3

3.1

A significant flow-feature that was uncovered during the experiment is somewhat counter-intuitive
and will be referred to henceforth as the "asymmetrical flow regime". Figure 5 shows results
that correspond to the case of KC — 20.6 (L =
31.75cm), with a starting swing to the left. In this
and other subsequent plots, the following conventions are adopted. The x and y scales represent
linear dimensions in mm. A vector of 20 mm
length in this scale represents a velocity magnitude of 170 mm/sec. Vorticity contours are shown
at increment of 3 vorticity units (3 sec-1), with
solid lines taken as counterclockwise and dashed
lines as clockwise.
Referring to Fig. 5, we note that during the
first half of a typical period when the plate tip
moves toward the left, with a decreasing, a counterclockwise vortex rolls up in the wake of the
plate (Fig. 5a, $ = 158°), which is to be expected. When the plate stops at the minimum
roll angle (—|ao|)> a small jet is created between
the backside of the plate and the existing vortex,
generating as a consequence a clockwise vortex
(Fig. 5b, $ = 280°). When the back swing takes
place (a increasing), the strength of the second
vortex increases quickly. When the two vortices

VORTICITY STRUCTURES EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the specific set-up described in Section 2, the
"Rolling Plate Experiment" can be characterized
by the three dimensionless parameters. Let L be
the draft of the plate. An appropriate Reynolds
number is based on the maximum tip velocity of
the plate and the distance traveled by the plate
tip:
Rfi

2\a0\LoL2

(2)

where v is kinematic viscosity.
The Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC), a traditional parameter in the study can be defined
based on the plate thickness tp\ :

KC = *E£^
tP

Asymmetrical flow regime

(3)
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Vorticity-contour plots of the transient state
have shown that a vorticity imbalance originating during the first few strokes of the plate is
responsible for determining the direction toward
which the vortex pairs move after establishment
of a steady state. In some cases, this can take
as many as ten periods of motion. We have observed a very nonlinear phenomenon, in which the
long-time behavior of the system depends on very
small perturbations generated during the first few
periods of motion - a characteristics of "bifurcation".
In most runs, the light sheet was located at the
tank centerplane (half way between the walls).
Several experimental runs were made with the
light sheet located at different transverse stations
across the tank. Figure 7 shows the flow two feet
from the tank wall for a run with T = 2 seconds and a0 = 10°. The flow observed is similar
to the flow at the tank centerplane. A vortex
pair is shed toward one side of the plate. The
direction of shedding also corresponds to the direction in which the plate tip moves at the first
stroke. Flow visualization taken at a distance of
six inches from the tank wall do show strong "endwall effects". The wall inhibits the vortex-pair
from moving away. Instead, they hover around
the tip of the plate.

a
1
I

Figure 6: Sway force, Re = 28, 900, KC = 20.6,
w = .377, s = 0.7, a0 = -15°.
are of similar strengths, they move away from the
plate as a vortex pair at about 45° angle with respect to the vertical (Fig. 5c, $ = 360°). As the
vortex pair moves away, it breaks down into turbulent motion and the vorticity intensity in the
light sheet plane decreases rapidly. The vortex
movement of the return half cycle is thus distinctively different from that associated with the forward half cycle. Because of this asymmetry, the
magnitude of positive and negative peaks of the
moment and horizontal force are noticeably different, as illustrated by Fig. 6. In this figure,
the sway force time history Fx is shown together
with a(t). The periodic asymmetric behavior is
evident. This asymmetrical flow regime was observed for KC in the range [13.7, 20.6] and Re
in the range [9,600, 28,900]. They correspond to
all runs with L — 31.75cm and |c*o| equals to 10°
or 15° and to values of w between .28 and .63.
For flows without a free surface, a somewhat
similar phenomenon was reported by Singh
(1979) and more recently by Sarpkaya and
O'Keefe (1995). In the present work, it was possible to identify the factor that determines the
direction toward which the vortex pairs are shed.
It was found that it depends almost entirely on
the direction of the first swing. Out of 32 runs resulting in vortex pairs moving toward the left, 31
started with a left stroke. Out of 14 runs resulting in vortex pairs moving toward the right, 13
started with a right stroke. This excellent correlation between direction of shedding and direction
of the first stroke is related to the use of a rounded
bottom edge (with a rectangular edge, the direction of shedding was random). One may surmise
that a plate edge with a triangular tip would behave similar to the rounded-bottom case.

3.2

Symmetrical flow regime

For smaller roll amplitude (a0 = 5deg) and for
all the runs with a 16.51cm draft, a different flow
regime is obtained. It is more consistent with
one's intuitive expectation (see Yeung & Cermelli,
1996).
In a typical scenario, a vortex is generated on
the plate back side (say the right side as the plate
tip moves toward the left). This vortex remains
attached to the plate and as the plate reverses direction, a smaller vortex of opposite sign is generated on the left side of the plate. The resulting
vortex pair is not strong enough to move away
from the plate, and the growing vortex eventually
absorbs the earlier one as the plate's backswing
continues.
In all, the flow patterns corresponding to motion of the plate in one direction are mirror images (about the vertical axis) of those corresponding to motion of the plate in the other direction.
In terms of the nondimensional parameters, this
"symmetrical flow regime" corresponds to KC
between 6.9 and 10.0 and Re between 3,200 and
9,600, with Co varying from .28 to .58.
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4

Navier-Stokes solution in the presence a free surface (Yeung k Ananthakrishnan, 1992a,b) indicate that the shear layer due to the full-stress condition on the free surface is normally of secondary
importance (compared with body-generated vorticity). Thus an effective dynamic boundary condition is simply an inviscid one:

THEORETICAL MODEL

A very powerful method for modeling viscous flow
in the presence of surface waves is the Free-Surface
Random-Vortex Method (FSRVM), developed recently by Yeung and Vaidhyanathan (1994). The
RVM is a grid-free formulation which can capture vortex scales of a wide range. Validation
on this model has been carried out for a number of unbounded fluid problems (Yeung et al.,
1993). The experimental results of the last section provide an excellent opportunity to validate
and calibrate the theoretical model. Towards this
goal, the FSRVM code was improved and adapted
to solve the rolling plate problem. The original
formulation of this method can treat bodies of
arbitrary shapes and three degrees of freedom of
motions of an arbitrary type. Hence, the theo
retical development outlined below is applicable
to problems of body-free-surface interaction of a
general nature.
4.1

p=0,

which states that the gauge pressure vanishes.
On the body the no leakage and no slip boundary conditions apply:
u = v6,

v4(s) = Uf, + fik x (x(s) - x0(s)),

P = -pgy4.2

Vorticity representation by blobs

(5)
N(t)

^(x,<)=:^riG(x-Xi(t)),

(12)

i=l
N(t)

(6)

^ = ^r^(x-Xi(i)).

(13)

i=i

For material points on the free surface T, the
kinematic free-surface boundary condition can be
written in the following form:
£>x

(11)

The two-dimensional vorticity field of Section 4.1
is represented by a collection of regions of concentrated vorticity called "blobs", i.e.

where D/Dt is the material derivative. The stream
function satisfy the Poisson equation:
V2V = -(■

(10)

where Uf, represents translation of a reference
point (x0(t),yo(t)) on the body and Sl(t) is the
angular velocity about xoAt the open boundary O, at a sufficiently large
distance from the body, the fluid motion is assumed to be minimal. Hence the pressure can be
taken as hydrostatic,

The fluid domain in question V is defined in Fig.
1, with the boundary (dV) consisting of the free
surface (T), the body surface (B) and the open
boundary (Ö), the latter being an artificial boundary introduced to truncate, the computational domain. The Random Vortex method solves the
Navier-Stokes equations using a vorticity-stream
function formulation. Thus for an incompressible
Newtonian fluid, the governing equation for the
vorticity vector £k = V x u is the vorticity transport equation:
= ^V2£,

(9)

where v;, is the velocity at a boundary point x
on B. At any parametric point s along the body
contour, v& is given by:

Viscous flows with a free surface

Dt

(8)

Here x is an Eulerian field point in the fluid domain V, or on the boundary dV, at time t. Ti is
the circulation associated with each vortex blob
(of which there are N) centered at x,. The function G describes the distribution of vorticity within each blob whereas F is related to G by integration. The 'Chorin blob', which consists of a step
distribution of vorticity in a finite core radius, was
successfully employed in our earlier works (Yeung
et al., 1993). Outside of the blob core, the flow is
irrotational.

(7)

where x is the location of a material point and u is
the velocity at that point. The dynamic boundary condition states that the stress should vanish at the interface (see Wehausen & Laitone,
1960). However our previous experiences with full
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is zero and standard deviation y/2vAt. The errors introduced by this method are statistical in
nature and decrease with increasing number of
blobs. The effect of the free surface is neglected
in this diffusion model.
In many such computations, long-time solutions are often necessary in order to capture the
flow features of interest. Equation (19) represents
the heaviest computational burden since by the
Biot-Savart law, each time step would involve N2
interactive computations among the blobs. As N
increases, the solution process slows down very
quickly. Fortunately, by using the fast multipole
method of Carrier et al. (1988), we were able to
implement an O(N) interactive algorithm which
greatly enhanced computation efficiency (see Yeung k. Vaidhyanathan, 1993).

To obtain the complete velocity field, we let rp
in V be decomposed into two components:
(14)

V> = ipv + iph,

It follows from the Poisson equation (6) that
V2V„ = -t,

(15)
(16)

v2Vh = o.

V>„, the rotational component, is given by (Eqn.
13), which is known everywhere once the blob
strengths I\ are known. On the other hand, the
irrotational component VA has to be solved to
satisfy Laplace's equation, subject to the various
boundary conditions on dV. This non-trivial hydrodynamic problem is discussed in Section 4.4.
4.3

Vorticity diffusion and convection

4.4

Per Chorin's (1973) original algorithm, the vorticity transport equation Eqn. (5) can be split into
two equations, each more tractable by itself than
the combined equation. This is a fractional step
method. At the first and second half of each time
step, the convection part and the diffusion part
of the equation

at

-(u-Vtf,

dt

Solution of the stream function VVi

(17)

V>h satisfies the Laplace equation, which is most
conveniently solved by a boundary-integral equation technique. For free surface flow problems,
the following complex-variable formulation following the works of Vinje and Brevig (1980) and
Grosenbaugh and Yeung (1989) is especially attractive. Introducing the conjugate function of
V>, i.e., a velocity potential <f>, we can write the
time-dependent complex potential 8 as:

(18)

ß{x,t)=ßh+ßv =(^fc+&,) + W*+tf«)
ff(t).

are solved successively.
Eqn. (17) corresponds to the convection equation of an inviscid fluid, with the blobs taken as
material (lagrangian) points, i.e.,
x,

u(Xi,t),

i = 1,

,N

(21)

i=i

Here z, and Ti,i = l,..,N, are the complex coordinates and circulations of the TV vortex blobs
present in the fluid domain. For any field point
outside of each individual blob core, the complex
velocity can be written similarly as:

(19)

where the velocity field u has contributions coming from both the free-surface and the body motion. The free surface effects can be included in
this convection step.
The diffusion equation (Eqn. 18)'can be simulated by the random walk algorithm (Chorin,
1973 and Einstein, 1956). In this algorithm, each
of the blobs is given an independent random walk
in both the x and y directions with standard deviation y/2vAt, At being the time step over which
Eqn. (18) is integrated. The numerical implementation of this 'integration' is simply:
Xi(t + At) = X,(t) + (%,%),

Ti

A-E^H«-«(*))■

dß

W = — = U — IV = Wft + w„

dz

w/,

2-s 2TT Z-

(22)
Z|

At any given time t, the location of the body
boundary is prescribed while the location of the
free surface boundary is determined from its previous location by using the kinematic boundary
condition (Eqn. 7). ßh is sought as an analytic
function of z, subject to the inviscid free-surface
condition Eqn.(8). In terms of <j>, this condition
can be written as:

(20)

where T]X , r]y are chosen from a set of random
numbers with Gaussian distribution whose mean
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1989). Once ßh is determined on the boundary,
the velocity w/, at any interior point can be computed by using the following Cauchy's integral:

D<t>h

(23)
pgyDt
2 ' V|
Dt
The first term on the right hand side may be
derived from Eqn. (21):

D<j)v
Dt

Dßv
ftDt

N

* £

dßh

-ii\

which can be expanded as:

dt

d(j>y

' dt

N

= *E

4.5

ir.z,

^2TT(Z-Z,)'

Hydrodynamic pressure and forces

P
_

=

so0/3'»
_SR_

d

l

ia ßv
-*-£--ww * - gy,

/-in\
(30)

where d<j>v/dt is given by the last equality of Eqn.
(26). An integral equation similar to Eqn. (28) is
used to solve for d<t>h/dt (Vaidhyanathan, 1993).
Forces and moments on the body can then be obtained by direct integrations of the pressure. This
model does not compute the tangential stress on
the body surface, which are typically insignificant
if the flow has substantial separation.

= -il>v+Ub(y-yo)-Vb(x-x0)--nRl+K(t),
(27)

where K{t) is an arbitrary time-dependent constant and RQ — |x — x0|. Note that the value of
%1>V on the body can be evaluated from Eqn. (13).
In summary, we have obtained a boundary
value problem for /?/,, where <ph is specified on a
portion of the boundary contour dV, while tph
is specified on the remaining portion. This allows
us to solve for either tf>h or <ph on all the boundary
points using a boundary integral-equation method
based on Cauchy's integral formula:

AW

, .

When the vorticity field is approximated by point
vortices, inviscid-flow results can be used to compute the forces and moment on the body (Yeung
et al., 1993). In terms of the complex velocity
potential, the pressure on the body is given by:

(26)

Using fixed (Eulerian) node points on the open
boundary, we can integrate Eqn. (26) to obtain a
Dirichlet condition for 4>hFinally, the normal-component of the boundary condition on the body (Eqn. 9) can be implemented as a specification of */>/, on B. By (10), it
is simple to show that:
$K

ßh(C) „

So far, we have mentioned that the vorticity
field is represented by blobs, without explaining
how they are generated. In the RVM, the blobs
are introduced to the flow domain through the noslip boundary condition. At the end of every convection step (i.e., the integration of Eqn. (5)), the
Poisson equation (6) is solved, and then the fluid
velocity is computed along the body surface B.
The tangential component of this velocity will not
satisfy the no-slip boundary condition (Eqn. 9).
The boundary condition can be satisfied by generating vortex blobs of appropriate strength (circulation) and radius at the body panels (Chorin,
1973). It is then released into the flow during the
solution of the diffusion equation (18).

J 2TT(Z - z.) (i-ii)

(24)
where, 9? denotes the real part of the expression.
In Eqn. (24), z is the complex velocity at a Lagrangian point z located at the free surface and
z, = ii + ij/j is the complex velocity of the z-th
vortex. Thus, Eqn. (24) can be used to compute
the value of </>;, at the new location of the free surface, which is determined by a time integration of
Eqn. (7). A Dirichlet condition for </>/, is therefore
available at every discrete time instant on T.
On the open boundary, we approximate Eqn.
(11) by

d(j>h

it

5

THEORY VS. EXPERIMENT - COMPARISON OF RESULTS

The fully nonlinear FSRVM algorithms in the last
section was implemented with two modifications.
First, it was found that a linearized, instead of
the fully nonlinear, free-surface condition was adequate for the range of parameters covered during the experiment. Specifically, Eqn. (7) and
Eqn. (23) are now replaced by

dC, for z G dV. (28)
1"! JdV
Jdl (C - z)
*-'

d24>h
dt2

Details on the treatment of such an integral equation can be found in (Grosenbaugh & Yeung,
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9

d<f>h
dy

0,

y = o.

(31)

yield a better understanding.
A comparison of the experimental and numerical vorticity fields is shown in Fig. 8 for the asymmetrical flow regime. This corresponds to case of
Re = 19,200, KC = 13.7, a0 = 10°, w = 0.565,
with the numerical method run at Re = 6, 400.
Evidently, very good agreement is observed, reproducing all interesting features of the flow discussed in Section 3.
Force and moment comparisons for this run are
shown in Fig. 9. The top figure of Fig. 9 shows
that the vertical (heave) force exhibits a double harmonic behavior. This peculiar behavior
was first observed in some earlier computations
by FSRVM and was later confirmed by experiment. The behavior is attributable to the nonlinear body boundary conditions, i.e., Eqn. (9) is
satisfied at the instantaneous position. If the fluid
were unbounded, it can be shown that the horizontal and vertical hydrodynamic force (Fi, F%)
and the hydrodynamic roll moment M6 are given
"exactly" by

For long-time simulations, this reduced computational time to about one half of that for the
nonlinear case.
Second, a decaying model for the blob strengths
was implemented so as to bound the number of
blobs to O(105). The evolution in time of blob
strength was chosen to be the following function:
Ti(r) = r,(0)[l - tanh(3r - 6)]/2,

(32)

where r = t/T is the time (in number of periods) after the introduction into the flow of blob
i with intensity 1^(0). If the ratio T,(r)/r,(0)
is less than 10~3, the blob is removed from the
flow. With this decaying function, the strength
of each blob remains almost unchanged for 1.5
period and then decays rapidly during the following period. Implementation of a decaying model
results in substantial savings in computational efforts. Typically, 6 to 8 periods of motion are
needed to obtain a periodic steady state. Further, this model can reflect in part the decay of
vorticity due to turbulent break-up. The decaying function was calibrated by observing visually
that vortices typically break down on the average
of about 2 periods. Note that this model is not
meant to be a turbulence model.
Several runs were made with all parameters set
to those of the actual experiment. Flow structures obtained numerically turned out to behave
somewhat differently from those observed experimentally. A downward adjustment of the
Reynolds number greatly improved the match between numerical and experimental results.
Two hypothesis may explain this discrepancy.
First, the number of blobs could be insufficient.
This limitation arises from computer resources. A
finer spatial and time discretization increases the
number of blobs in the flow field. Flow configurations based on a larger number of blobs and the
actual Reynolds number corresponding to the experiment showed much improved match. However
because of staggering computational demand, simulations could not be run long enough to achieve
a steady state.
The second hypothesis is that turbulence, which
is not taken into account by the two-dimensional
FSRVM model, accounts for discrepancy between
prediction and observed flow features. Eddy viscosity, in the actual experiment, may contribute
to an increase in the "apparent" viscosity of the
fluid. A quantitative estimate of the relative influence of each of these factors is difficult to obtain. Some ongoing research aimed at implementing turbulence models on parallel computers may

Fx = -tlum, F2 = nVi6, M3 = -fW

(33)

where the MJ 'S are the hydrodynamic added masses of the plate. Since the coupling hydrodynamic
coefficient /zi6 does not vanish for a plate hinged
at the end, the double-frequency behavior of F% is
dominant. This behavior could not be predicted
within the context of linearized motion theory
which would include only linear terms in velocity and acceleration.
Figure 9 also shows the hydrodynamic roll moment for the same case. The agreement is very
encouraging, representing an important improvement over potential-flow results. The wave elevation obtained at two locations, x = ±355 mm, are
compared with the predicted results in Fig. 10.
Excellent agreement is observed. Since the wave
amplitude is directly related to wave damping, it
provides a validation that the theoretical model
can capture both viscous and wave effects well.
Figure 11 displays the details of the vortical
structures generated under the free surface by the
plate and the free-surface elevation for the case of
ao=-10°. Each dot represents a blob from the
FSRVM solution. These six "snap-shots" bracket
about one cycle of oscillation.
A limitation of the FSRVM code is that the
symmetric and attached vortical-flow features in
the regime described by Section 3.2 could not be
reproduced, even though the force and moment
predictions were in good agreement with measured values.
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As an illustration of the application of the theoretical model to study ship sections of a general
shape, we consider the problem of a rectangular
section with relatively sharp bilges which undergoes prescribed rolling motion of the form:
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Figure 9: Heave (restraining) force and hydrodynamic roll moment for Re = 19, 200, KC = 13.7,
w = .565, s = 0.7, a0= 10°.
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(35)

where ^66 is the added moment of inertia, A66 is
the total damping, a Fourier analysis of the moment signature will yield the ^66 and A66- The
"moving window" analysis based on a window of
one period yields rather steady values of added inertia and damping coefficients (see Fig. 14). It is
possible to separate the "equivalent" damping to
linear and quadratic components (Yeung & Cermelli, 1996), but this would not be pursued here.
Simulations were carried out for this particular
hull section so that the equivalent added inertia
and damping could be extracted over a frequency
range. The roll amplitude a0 is taken to be a

10

1 5

(34)

The specific geometry has a beam-to-draft ratio
B/D of 2.0. This shape was used in the experiments of Vugts (1968) which has a physical beam
of 0.4m and a rounded bilge radius of 2.5mm.
The frequency parameter w — u> y/D/g is defined
as before (Eqn. 4). The experimental Re number
is 49,000. Guided by the rolling plate results, we
adjust Re downwards to 25,000 in the numerical
simulation.
The solution of this nonlinear problem at t/T —
5.75 for ü = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 12. The complexity of vortex array shed from the corners after only several periods is evident from this plot.
The solution method is sufficiently robust that as
many as eight periods of motion have been successfully run to allow one to examine the "steadystate" behavior. Figure 13 shows the time history
of the heave force and roll moment due to this prescribed a(t). Also shown is the roll angle itself.
Note the double-harmonic behavior of the force
as in the case of the rolling plate. There exists
also a net "set-down" to pull the section downwards. The continuous shedding of vortices and
interaction with existing vortices produce a roll
moment signature that is quite complex. Even
so, the overall pattern is still reasonably periodic.
If one adopts an equivalent linearized characterization of the roll moment as Vugts,

6
time (sec.)

4

HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
OF ROLLING CYLINDERS

10

time (sec.)

Figure 10: Free-surface elevations for Re =
19, 200, KC = 13.7, w = .565, s = 0.7, a0 = 10°;
top : at x=355 mm, bottom : at x=-355 mm.
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Figure 12: Rectangular hull section in roll motion
- vorticity-blobs plot at t=5.75T. w=0.5 and a0 =
11.5°.

Figure 13: Time histoy of vertical force and roll
moment. w=0.5 and a0 = 11.5°.

relatively small value of 0.05 radians (2.86 degrees). The range of Co considered was [0.6,1.25].
The nondimensional added moment of inertia and
damping are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively. In these figures, /}66 and XQQ are nondimensionalized according to fiQ§ = Hm/{pS7 B2)
and A66 = A66//)V B2^jB/2g, where V denotes
the sectional area of the hull.
A comparison of these results with existing
data of Vugts shows that the inertia coefficients
are over-predicted. However, the inertia coefficients are consistent with inviscid theory. In unbounded flow, our experience indicates that added
masses are not strongly affected by flow separation. The experimental results of Vugts suggest
otherwise. More extensive experimentations are
needed to resolve this issue. The all-important
quantities of wave and viscous damping are well
predicted. In particular, the deficiency of inviscid theory is evident. The theoretical model thus
holds much promise.
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Figure 14: Added moment of inertia and effective
damping using Fourier analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
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The flow generated by a body undergoing periodic rolling motion was studied experimentally
and theoretically. A "rolling plate in a free surface" is taken as the canonical problem. A Digital
Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) system was
developed and used to obtain accurate velocity
and vorticity maps. For the range of parameters studied, when KC is larger than 13, it was
found that an asymmetrical periodic steady state
is reached. In this state, a vortex pair is shed
toward a "preferred side" of the plate in one half
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Figure 15: Added roll moment of inertia coefficient, /i66i as a function of u>.
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It is also worthy to note that the heave restraining force generally appears as a double harmonic of the roll-motion frequency, a consequence
of the nonlinear body boundary condition, not
viscous effects. This characteristic is quite prominent in larger angles of roll, experiment and theory.
The extensive experimental and numerical
works reported here have been complementary to
each other. A continuing understanding of this
subject will require such parallel efforts.
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Figure 16: Damping coefficient in roll, A66, as a
function of w.
of each period of swing. This directional preference was identified to correlate with the initial
direction of the swing and could be caused by
the gradual increase of motion amplitude at the
start of the swing. This graduality generates vortex pairs of unequal strengths. For smaller KC
number, the flow patterns exhibit features that
are symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis
during successive half periods, a more intuitive
result.
The theoretical model used is one based on
solving the Navier-Stokes equations with an inviscid free-surface condition. The Free-Surface
Random-Vortex Method (FSRVM, Yeung k Vaidhyanathan, 1994) uses a grid-free Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation. It is capable of capturing
vortical structures of a wide range of scales. The
method is not particularly effective in predicting
features observed in the symmetrical flow regime.
For the asymmetrical flow regime, i.e., large KCnumber flow, the FSRVM provides accurate predictions. Even so, in order to obtain excellent
matching, the Reynolds number used in FSRVM
simulations had to be adjusted downwards. It is
surmised that this was due either to an insufficient number of blobs in the calculations or to a
lack of turbulence modeling in the method. Neither represent obstacles that are insurmountable
to overcome in the future. The FSRVM method
also yields satisfactory force and moment predictions. In particular, a demonstration is made
to compute the viscous damping of a rectangular hull section in roll. The predicted damping
agree well with some existing laboratory-scale results, a considerably improvement over computations based on inviscid-fluid theory.
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Numerical Calculations of Ship Stern Flows
at Full-Scale Reynolds Numbers
L. Eca (Institute) Superior Tecnico, Portugal)
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Abstract

P

This paper investigates the numerical calculation of ship stern flows at full scale Reynolds
numbers, avoiding the use of wall-functions for
the description of the near-wall flow behaviour.
The calculation method is based on the Reduced
Navier-Stokes equations, which allow the use of
large numbers of grid nodes even with modest
computer resources. The grid dependency studies show that it is possible to obtain grid independent solutions in the flow around the HSVA
tanker. The comparison of the solutions at model
scale and full scale Reynolds numbers for the flows
around the HSVA tanker and the Mystery tanker
show a strong dependence of the flowfield on the
Reynolds number.

w*'

1

Fluid mass density.
Stress tensor.
Cartesian vorticity components.

Introduction

One of the most challenging tasks of numerical Ship Hydrodynamics is the calculation of ship
stern flows. The quality assessment of the hull
form and the design of the propeller will benefit
from such calculations if they have sufficient predictive capability. The major part of the work
on numerical stern flow prediction has been focused on the flow at model scale Reynolds numbers, 106 < Re < 107. The results of the Workshops of Göteborg, [1], and Tokyo, [2], give a good
impression of the achievements.
Attempts to predict a stern flow at full scale
Nomenclature
Reynolds number have undoubtedly been made
by several of those having successfully completed
a1
- Contravariant base vectors.
a similar calculation at model scale; but only a
Cp
- Pressure coefficient, f i~^? ) ■
few have been reported. Three participants of the
gij
- Covariant metric tensor.
Göteborg Workshop of 1990, [1], and one partig'j
- Contravariant metric tensor.
cipant of the Tokyo 1994 Workshop, [2], preseny/g
- Jacobian of the coordinate transted results of full scale Reynolds numbers calcuformation.
lations. One of the major difficulties of these calL
- Ship length.
culations is to maintain stability of the numerical
rii
- Number of grid nodes in i direction.
solution in the near-wall region. Resolution rep
- Pressure.
quirements impose a highly stretched grid, imRe
- Reynolds number, (Re = ^£i).
plying extreme grid cell aspect ratios. As a result
uT
- Skin friction velocity, (uT = \/Tf')the performance of a numerical method can deteriorate dramatically.
Uoo
- Free-stream velocity.
Ju and Patel in [3] used a two-point wall funcU'
- Cartesian velocity components.
tion approach to avoid the direct solution of the
V(i)
- Grid-aligned physical componflow in the sublayer and buffer regions. Underents of the velocity vector.
standably, this alleviates the numerical difficulties
x,y,z - Cartesian coordinates.
considerably. However, the performance of the
y+
- Non-dimensional distance to the
wall-function approach was evaluated by them on
wall,(y+ = ^).
the flow around an axisymmetric body. In a com£,77,£ - Curvilinear coordinates.
plicated three-dimensional flow like a ship stern
p.
- Fluid effective viscosity.
v
- Fluid kinematic viscosity.
377 flow the restrictions of the wall function descrip-

system £* (alternatively denoted as the £, 77, < system) in contravariant form with the cartesian velocity components, U', as the dependent variables:

tion are much more severe and in our opinion unacceptable in the end.
The present work investigates therefore the
feasibility of performing full scale Reynolds number calculations without the use of wall functions.
The numerical method is the present version of the
computer code PARNASSOS, [4] to [7], which has
been originally developed at MARIN and more recently extended and improved in cooperation with
1ST, [8]. The method is based on the reduced form
of the Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes, (RANS)
equations, [9]. An eddy-viscosity algebraic turbulence model based on the formulation of Cebeci and Smith, [10], completes the mathematical
model. The reduced form of the RANS equations
allows the use of large numbers of grid nodes even
with modest computer resources, both in memory
and c.p.u.
The direct application of the no-slip condition
at the wall and the use of the reduced form of the
RANS equations make grid generation one of the
major difficulties of full scale Reynolds number
calculations. The present grid generation procedure combines elliptic and algebraic grid generation
techniques. A large number of grid nodes is required in the hull-normal direction. It is important to investigate the sensitivity of the solution to
the grid and to verify the grid requirements in the
near-wall region.
The present paper presents the main features
of the numerical method in section 2. The grid
generation methodology is described in section 3.
The grid dependency studies and an investigation
of the influence of the distance of the first grid
node to the wall in the direct application of the noslip condition follow in section 4. Also included
in section 4 is a comparison between numerical
predictions at full scale and model scale Reynolds numbers for the two test cases of the Tokyo
Workshop, [2] : the HSVA tanker and the Mystery
tanker. The conclusions of the paper are summarized in section 5.

2
2.1

(1)
dr'J

p[a> -U

= 0,
(2)

with
rIJ = p 9lm

$ •

8U

■gjm

a*

dU
(3)

-

de

9

(a

dvVw)
(4)

and
A

=

a

a3 ■ p

de j v "^rv
+ P ■ -de){a -^

(5)

The tensorial summation convention applies; a1
are the contravariant base vectors:
8C_
dy dz
p is the pressure, p the fluid mass density, p the
fluid effective viscosity, y/g is the Jacobian of the
transformation between the two systems and g'3
is the contravariant metric tensor. A partial parabolisation is obtained by choosing £* as the mainstream direction and by neglecting diffusion in
that direction, i. e. the terms with j = 1 in the
viscous terms of momentum equations (2). The elliptic character of the equations is retained in the
pressure field. All diffusion terms are dropped in
the momentum equation in the normal direction.
The present set of equations is classified by Rubin
et al. in [9] as the Reduced Navier-Stokes (RNS)
equations.
The fluid effective viscosity, p, is obtained with
an isotropic eddy-viscosity algebraic turbulence
model, [10].
The use of the RNS equations implies that a
physical meaning is attached to the grid, since
diffusion is neglected in the streamwise direction,
while that direction is determined by the grid.
To take advantage of the roughly flow-conforming

Computational Method
Mathematical Formulation

The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for steady flow of an incompressible fluid
consist of equations expressing mass and momentum conservation, supplemented with a turbulence model. The conservation equations are
written here for a general curvilinear coordinate
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coordinate system £, rj, (, the grid-aligned physical components of the velocity vector, V(i), are
chosen as the velocity dependent variables. These
are defined by

V{i) = (a'' • Ü) ^gTi

(6)

i'here

9a;
9u =

+

dy_

de

+

(7)

The fourth dependent variable is the pressure,
used without geometrical scaling.
The conversion from the cartesian to the gridaligned physical velocity components is achieved
with the following relations :
w =

^m
d£, \/9ii

+

9^m

+

dr] ^/g^

d^m.

(8)

dC y/glz

But the form of the equations as written in (2)
is maintained as the basis for the discretization.
This procedure ensures that the discrete equations
can reproduce a uniform flow exactly, [11].
The flow solution is obtained by solving the continuity and momentum equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. In matrix notation
the velocity component in the normal direction,
V(2), is associated with the continuity equation
and the pressure with the £2 momentum equation. This is an alternative for the replacement
of the continuity equation by a Poisson equation
for the pressure or for the introduction of artificial
compressibility. The coupling of the equations is
maintained in the solution process.
2.1.1

Boundary Conditions

without wall-functions. At the external boundary
the tangential components of the velocity and the
pressure are prescribed by a potential flow calculation, [13].
2.1.2

Grid Singularities

At a grid singularity, {y/g = 0 or ^/g = oo),
the metric relations of the coordinate transformation are not applicable. This means that the
solution at grid singularities cannot be obtained
with the same procedure as used for non-singular
points. In the present approach, grid singularities
are dealt with explicitly. The cartesian velocity
components and the pressure at a grid singularity
are calculated with a different system of equations and substituted in the discretized equations
as known values. The cartesian velocity components and the pressure at the singular node are obtained by a weighted1 mean of the surrounding
nodes in a previous iteration2.

2.2
2.2.1

Numerical Solution
Discretization

The continuity and contravariant momentum
equations, (1) and (2), after replacement of the
cartesian velocity components by the grid-aligned
physical velocity components with the relations
(8), are discretized in a single-block regular grid
by a finite-difference approximation. The discretization procedure is the same as the one used in
the original code PARNASSOS, [4] to [7]. The
main characteristics of this procedure are summarized below :
• All the variables are defined on the grid
nodes, {i,j,k)3 ; grid staggering is not used.

The flow around a ship hull has six boundaries. The inlet station, the outlet station, the
free-surface, the symmetry plane of the ship, the
ship surface and the external boundary. In the
present calculations, the three velocity components at the inlet station were prescribed with
standard boundary layer profiles, based on given
momentum thickness and wall friction coefficient
[12]. The streamwise pressure gradient was set
equal to zero at the outlet boundary. Symmetry
boundary conditions are applied at the symmetry
plane of the ship but also at the free-surface. The
latter means that the formation of gravity waves
is left out of account. On the ship surface the
three velocity components are set equal to zero
and the flow is calculated down to the surface,

• Newton linearization is applied to the convective terms.
• The
streamwise
convective
terms
are dropped at points where the streamwise
velocity is negative.
• The momentum equation in the £ and C directions are discretized at the nodal points
'The weights are calculated from the distance to the
singularity of the nodes involved.
2
The solution procedure has to be iterative due to the
non-linearity of the equations.
3
The indices refer to the £, r\ and C direction, respectively.
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only every 8— grid node4 of each £ line is used.
The multiple stepsize is subsequently reduced to
4, 2 and finally 1. The changes in the multiple
stepsize are controlled by the maximum pressure
coefficient difference between consecutive sweeps,
{ACp)max, with

• The momentum equation in the normal direction, 77, is discretized at (i,j + 51 k)• The continuity equation is discretized at
(ij-ik).
A detailed description of the implementation of
the finite-difference approximations can be found

ACp = Cpn - Cp.n-l

(9)

where the superscript n indicates the number of
the sweep of the global iteration process and
2.2.2

Iterative Procedure
p p
r„~ °°
Cp

~ yui

The solution is obtained iteratively by a spacemarching process. Two iteration cycles can be
distinguished : the local and the global iteration
process.
The local iteration process refers to the solution
of the flow at a streamwise station where all the
grid nodes have the same main-stream coordinate £. The solution is obtained simultaneously for
all the variables with a Coupled Strongly Implicit
Procedure (CSIP) [14]. The non-linearity of the
differential equations and the incomplete factorization of the CSIP require an iterative solution.
The discretized equations at a streamwise station where all the grid nodes have the same mainstream coordinate £, include the pressure field at
the downstream station. This implies that in order to obtain the solution by a space-marching
process in the main-stream direction, the pressure
field at the downstream stations has to be taken
from a previous sweep. The downstream marching process has to be repeated until the changes
in the pressure field between consecutive sweeps
are negligible. Thus the global iteration process
involves the evaluation of the solution in repeated
sweeps from the inlet to the outlet boundary of the
computational domain. To increase the convergence rate of this process each downstream sweep
is followed by an upstream sweep to update the
pressure field. The two sweeps form a predictorcorrector method for the pressure, which is constructed by adding a quasi-time derivative to the
momentum equations, [7].
2.2.3

(10)

Girthwise Direction
The technique used for the girthwise direction is
similar to the one used in the streamwise direction
and has the same purpose. The use of a grid sequencing technique in the girthwise direction also
increases the convergence rate of the CSIP in the
initial global iteration sweeps, when the initial approximation at each streamwise station is still too
far from the final solution. The reduction of the
stepsize in girthwise and streamwise directions is
simultaneous.
Normal Direction
The grid sequencing technique applied in the
streamwise and transverse directions is related to
the global iteration process. A different grid sequencing technique is applied in the normal direction. Grid sequencing in the normal direction
is mainly required by the clustering of grid lines
close to the symmetry plane of the wake, imposed
by the application of the no-slip condition at the
ship surface. Therefore, the grid sequencing technique in the normal direction is related to the local
iteration process.
The CSIP is applied at a streamwise station where all the grid nodes have the same £coordinate. The boundary conditions at the C-line
77 = 0 (j = 1) may include the following situations

1. Wake station. The nodes are all on the symmetry plane of the wake and symmetry conditions apply to all the nodes.

Grid Sequencing

Streamwise Direction

2. Ship station. The nodes are all on the ship
surface and the no-slip condition applies to
all the nodes.

To improve the pressure field convergence a
multiple stepsize is used in the initial global iteration sweeps to allow a rapid approach of the
correct pressure level, [6]. In the initial sweep

4
This implies that the total number of nodes in the
streamwise direction has to be a multiple of 8 plus 1.
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stern cross-sections including both concave and
convex regions. All these requirements together
mean that grid generation in such a numerical calculation is a complex problem, but at the same
time a crucial factor for its success.
In order to be able to deal with all the requirements of an acceptable grid, the present grids are
generated in two steps :

3. Mixed station. The no-slip condition applies
to part of the nodes and symmetry conditions
apply to the others.
In a wake station, the essential parameter to
control the convergence rate of the CSIP close to
the symmetry plane of the wake is the distance
between the grid nodes. In this case, the use of
a multiple stepsize is not a good option. For it
would mean that the multiple stepsize required
for grid distance enlargement close to the symmetry plane yields an unaeceptably large distance
between grid nodes close to the outer boundary.
The present approach is to perform an initial
calculation of the CSIP in a coarser grid where the
distance between grid nodes in a given n line is
larger than a specified distance. When the calculation process proceeds to the fine grid, the initial
approximation for the solution on the fine grid is
obtained by linear interpolation of the solution on
the coarse grid. There are no restrictions on the
number of grid nodes to be used in the normal
direction with this grid sequencing technique.
In the ship stations grid sequencing is not applied because a solution on a coarse grid does not
yield a good initial approximation for the solution on the fine grid, due to the no-slip boundary
condition.
A compromise has to be made at a streamwise
station where the ship surface and the wake symmetry plane coexist. Grid sequencing is required
by the wake boundary condition but it is undesirable at T) lines where the no-slip boundary condition applies. In these mixed stations, we apply
a grid sequencing technique as for wake stations.
However, the specified minimum distance between
grid nodes is chosen one order of magnitude smaller than in the wake stations. Furthermore, we do
not apply grid sequencing in the global iteration
sweeps performed with multiple stepsize factors 8
and 4.

3

1. Generate a basis grid using a 3D elliptic grid
generator.
2. Apply grid line stretching along the normal,
T], grid lines with an algebraic technique.
The present 3D grid generator, [15], is based
on the elliptic generating system incorporated in
the EAGLE code, [16]. The method allows the
specification of the coordinates of all the boundary
nodes and the grid line pattern is defined by the
so-called control functions, which are calculated
iteratively to obtain the following properties :
• Orthogonality at the boundaries.
• A specified distance of the first grid node to
the boundary.
• An interior grid line spacing that reflects the
boundary point distribution.
The present elliptic generating system follows
Thompson's description, [17], of the so-called
GRAPE approach, [18].
The non-linear terms of the control function
that guarantee grid line orthogonality at the
boundaries are inversely proportional to the grid
line spacing. This means that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to compute an acceptable
grid if the desired near-wall grid line distance is
imposed directly on the 3D elliptic grid generator.
Therefore, we generate a basis grid using moderate grid line stretching in the normal direction.
The final grids are obtained by carrying out
step 2: stretching of the basis grid with an algebraic interpolation technique. The interpolation is performed along the n lines using three
cubic splines, one for each cartesian coordinate
of the grid nodes involved. The stretching functions proposed by Vinokur in [19] are used. For
all T) lines in a grid plane £ = constant the same
stretching is applied so that the deviations from
orthogonality of the final grid are similar to the
ones of the basis grid. It has been found that the
number of grid nodes of the basis grid in the vicinity of the boundaries n = 0 and n = 1 must be
sufficient to avoid oscillations in the spline representation of the rj grid lines.

Grid Generation

If the RNS equations are chosen as the basis for
a numerical simulation of ship stern flows the computational grid must be roughly flow conforming.
For a simulation at full scale Reynolds numbers
the distance between grid lines close to the ship
surface may be of the order of 10~9 of the ship
length L. Furthermore, the grid lines should be
nearly orthogonal to the ship surface in the nearwall region, which may be troublesome in ship
381

4

Results

4.1

The results of the present calculations are plotted at x = constant planes and on the ship surface. The local values of all the variables at the x
constant planes, which do not coincide with grid
nodes, are calculated by linear interpolation along
the streamwise grid lines. The limiting streamlines are obtained by a predictor-corrector integration of the wall shear-stress.
All the calculations were performed on a DEC
Alpha 7620 with 64 bytes precision. The program
requires 65 Mbytes of RAM and with the present
convergence criteria the c.p.u. time is approximately 0.05 seconds per grid node.

General

The flow around the sterns of the HSVA tanker
and of the Mystery tanker were selected for the
present studies. These two sterns are the test
cases of the Göteborg and Tokyo Workshops, [lj
and [2]. The calculations were performed at full
scale Reynolds number, 2.0 x 109, and at model
scale Reynolds number, 5.0 x 106. The Reynolds
number is defined by
D
Re
=

UooL
,
v

where Uoo is the undisturbed flow velocity, L is
the ship length, and v is the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid.
A cartesian coordinate system is introduced
with the x axis along the undisturbed stream, the
z axis vertical positive pointing upwards and y
completing a right-hand system. The origin of
the coordinate system is located on the foreword
perpendicular at the ship symmetry plane on the
free surface. All the variables presented in the
results are made non-dimensional using Ux and
L as the velocity and length reference scales.
The convergence criterion used in the global iteration process of all the calculations performed
was a minimum pressure coefficient difference,
(ACp)maj., between consecutive sweeps of 5.0 x
10~3. In the local iteration process, CSIP, the
convergence criteria was a maximum difference
between physical components of the contravariant velocity components of 1.0 x lQ~AUoo and
a maximum Cp difference between iterations of
2.0 x 10~5. The maximum number of iterations
allowed for the CSIP at each streamwise station
was 51.
In the present calculations the boundaries of the
computational domain are located as follows :

Figure 1: Illustration of the grid for the calculation of the flow around the HSVA tanker.

• The inlet boundary is a x = constant plane
at x — 0.65.

4.2

• The outlet boundary is a x — constant plane
at x = 1.20.

Grid Dependency Studies

A limited number of grid dependency studies
was performed for the flow around the HSVA
tanker. A reference grid was adopted which has
97 x 149 x 57 grid nodes. The streamwise step
size in the stern region is approximately equal to
0.005L. In the wake region the streamwise stepsize is increased up to 0.014L. The grid has an

• The external boundary is an elliptic surface
with y and z axis of approximately 0.19 and
0.15.
• The remaining boundaries are the free surface, plane 2 = 0, the symmetry plane of the
ship, plane y — 0, and the ship surface.
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isolines are not significant. The transverse velocity fields of the three calculations at these two
planes are identical and the maximum transverse
velocities of the three calculations differ less than

equally spaced boundary point distribution in the
girthwise direction.
The near-wall grid density is monitored by the
maximum t/+ distance of the first grid node to the
wall,

0.1% of l^.
It should be mentioned that the performance
of the CSIP is getting worse with the increase of
the number of grid nodes per streamwise station.
This deterioration becomes rather serious for discretizations finer than a critical value. A test run
made with nv = 175 showed that 51 iterations of
the CSIP are not sufficient to satisfy the present
convergence criteria, which means that a larger
number of iterations must be used in the CSIP to
obtain the same precision. Therefore, the c.p.u.
per grid node with nn = 175 is much larger than
the one obtained for nn = 105, nv = 125 and
nv = 149. However, the present results suggest
that there is no need to increase the number of
grid nodes in the normal direction beyond 149.

+
uTy2
2/2 =
'
V

where uT is the skin friction velocity. The y\
can not be known a priori, because it depends on
the flow solution. This means that the stretching
required to obtain a given value of y% is estimated
from a previous calculation. The reference grid
has y\ ~ 0.5, which corresponds to a minimum
grid node distance of 10-9 L.
The grid boundary point distribution of the reference grid is illustrated in figure 1, where only
half of the grid nodes in each direction are plotted.
The grid dependency studies concerned variations of the number of grid nodes in the normal direction. On the one hand this number was
changed, keeping approximately the same nearwall spacing; on the other hand, the near-wall grid
node density was systematically changed, keeping
the discretization in the outer region equal.
4.2.1

-0.20 < Cp < 0.35, ACp = 0.05

Outer region grid refinement

Calculations were performed with three different numbers of grid nodes in the normal direction,
nn, 105, 125, and 149, keeping approximately the
same value of yj m aH the grids.
The surface pressure distribution and the limiting streamlines of the three calculations are plotted in figure 2. The surface isobars and limiting streamlines are graphically almost coincident.
Only the solution with nn = 105 grid nodes shows
some small deviations at the end of the stern.
Figure 3 presents the comparison of the isolines
of axial velocity, U1, pressure coefficient, Cp, and
axial vorticity, w1, at x — 0.976 and x = 1.005.
The isolines of axial velocity of the three calculations are almost undistinguishable; there are insignificant differences between the solutions in the
outer region only. The differences between the
three solutions are better visible in the isobars,
where in particular the solution obtained with
nv = 105 deviates; the differences between the
solutions with nv = 125 and nv = 149 are small.
The axial vorticity isolines of the three calculations are almost identical. Bearing in mind that
the axial vorticity is computed by numerical differentiation in grids with different grid nodes location, the differences between the axial vorticity

-149
-125
•105

Limiting streamlines

Figure 2: HSVA tanker, Re = 2.0 x 109. Comparison of surface pressure distribution and limiting streamlines obtained with different numbers
of grid nodes in the normal direction.
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Figure 3: HSVA tanker, Re - 2.0 x 109. Comparison of calculations performed with different
numbers of grid nodes in the normal direction.
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4.2.2

The maximum pressure at the stern increases with
Reynolds number and so does the axial vorticity.
Figure 7 presents the transverse velocity fields
at x = 0.976 and x = 1.005. The core position
of the bilge vortex moves to the symmetry plane
with increasing Re. The cross-stream velocities at
Re = 2.0 x 109 are larger than at Re = 5.0 x 106.
The surface pressure distribution of the two
flows is compared in figure 8. In general the pressure distribution becomes less smooth with higher
Re; peaks are higher, troughs deeper. Figure 9
presents the limiting streamlines of the two calculations. Most striking are the difference in the
location where a confluence of limiting streamlines occurs, that is the location from which the
bilge vortex originates. It has been found from
additional calculations at intermediate Reynolds
numbers that this upward shift of the line of confluence is systematic. There is also a slight delay
of streamwise flow separation at high Re.

Near-Wall Discretization

The required grid node density in the near-wall
region to obtain a grid independent solution was
investigated keeping an approximately constant
grid node density in the outer region. Three calculations were performed with the following grids:
n„ = 139 and y\ ~ 1.0, n„ = 149 and y+ ~ 0.5
and nv = 159 and y% ~ 0.1.
The surface pressure distribution and the limiting streamlines of the three calculations are plotted in figure 4. The surface isobars and limiting
streamlines are graphically coincident.
Figure 5 presents the comparison of the isolines
of axial velocity, U1, pressure coefficient, Cp, and
axial vorticity, w1, at x = 0.976 and x — 1.005.
The three solutions are graphically coincident.
Only the axial vorticity isolines show some very
small differences, which are not significant. The
transverse velocity fields of the three calculations
at these two planes are also identical and the maximum transverse velocities of the three calculations differ less than 0.05% of £/«,, which is of the
order of magnitude of the present convergence criteria.
These results suggests that it is possible to obtain a grid independent solution of the near-wall
region in a ship stern flow at full scale Reynolds
number.

4.3

-0.20 <CP< 0.35, ACp = 0.05

vt

Comparison of Solutions at Full
Scale and Model Scale Reynolds Numbers

The flow around the HSVA tanker and the Mystery tanker were calculated at full scale and model
scale Reynolds numbers, 2.0 x 109 and 5.0 x 106,
respectively. The calculations at Re = 2.0 x 109
were performed on grids with 97 x 149 x 57 grid
nodes. The grids of the model scale calculations
have 97 x 105 x 57 grid nodes.
4.3.1

Limiting streamlines

HSVA tanker

The isolines of U1, Cp and w1 of the two calculations are plotted in figure 6. Not surprisingly,
the isolines of axial velocity show a strong reduction of the thickness of the boundary layer region when the Reynolds number is increased. In
the present calculation the typical 'hook' shape
of the U1 contours is not reproduced, which was
to be expected with the present turbulence model.

Figure 4: HSVA tanker, Re = 2.0 x 109. Comparison of surface pressure distribution and limiting
streamlines obtained with different near-wall grid
nodes density.
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Figure 5: HSVA tanker, Re = 2.0 x 109. Comparison of calculations performed with different
near-wall grid nodes density.
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Figure 6: HSVA tanker. Comparison of calculations performed at full scale and model scale
Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 7: HSVA tanker. Transverse velocity fields
of calculations performed at full scale and model
scale Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 9: HSVA tanker, Re = 2.0 x 109. Comparison of limiting streamlines for calculations performed at full scale and model scale Reynolds
numbers.

Figure 8: HSVA tanker. Comparison of surface
pressure distribution for calculations performed
at full scale and model scale Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 11: Mystery tanker. Transverse velocity
fields of calculations performed at full scale and
model scale Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 12: Mystery tanker. Comparison of surface pressure distribution for calculations performed at full scale and model scale Reynolds
numbers.

Figure 10: Mystery tanker. Comparison of calculations performed at full scale and model scale
Reynolds numbers.
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Re

numbers of grid nodes, required by the calculation
of the near-wall region, at acceptable computing
time.
The grid dependency studies performed for the
flow around the HSVA tanker suggest that it
is possible to obtain a grid-independent solution
without the use of wall-functions. The number of grid nodes required in the normal direction is within the acceptable limits of the present
method. This is fortunate because further increase of the number of grid nodes per streamwise
station may require a more robust - but also more
expensive - solver.
In the present calculations for the HSVA tanker,
it was found that the solution was independent of
the near-wall grid density for distances of the first
grid node to the wall smaller than y^ ~ 1 •
The comparison of full scale and model scale
Reynolds numbers calculations for the HSVA
tanker and the Mystery tanker confirmed a strong
dependence of the flow field at the end of the stern
on the Reynolds number. The limiting streamlines showed a systematic change in position of the
confluence of limiting streamlines with increasing
Reynolds number. On the two test ships streamwise flow separation was delayed at high Re.

20x10.

Figure 13: Mystery tanker, Re = 2.0 x 109. Comparison of limiting streamlines for calculations
performed at full scale and model scale Reynolds
numbers.
4.3.2

Mystery tanker

The comparison between results at model scale
and full scale Reynolds numbers is presented in
figures 10 to 13. In general, the comparison of
results at model and full scale Reynolds numbers
is similar to the one obtained for the HSVA tanker.
The isolines of U1, Cp and us1 are plotted in figure 10, where the decrease of the boundary layer
thickness with the increase of Reynolds number is
clear. The transverse velocity fields at x — 0.989
are presented in figure 11. The bilge vortex location of the two calculations is not equal and the
cross-stream velocities are larger at Re = 2.0 xlO9
than at 5.0 x 106. The isobars on the ship surface
of the two calculations are compared in figure 12.
The effect of the Reynolds number in the surface
pressure distribution is evident.
The limiting streamlines of the two calculations
are plotted in figure 13. There is a significant difference between the two flows. At model scale,
a small streamwise flow separation region is predicted at the end of the stern close to the free surface. No streamwise flow separation is predicted
at full scale Reynolds number.

5
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not known or are based upon very limited data. This
is particularly true in the design of new hulls. As a
result, there is a pressing need to develop
computational tools to either help with scaling model
data or to enable the calculation of full-scale flows.
The flow in question is quite complex. It
involves a deforming surface which undergoes
breaking in certain regions, an extensive three
dimensional boundary layer, air entrainment in the
form of bubbles at the surface, and a strong
momentum source at the propeller plane. There are
additional influences including ambient density
stratification due to thermal and salinity variations,
sea state and other environmental effects, and
particulates and surfactants suspended in the fluid
which have a poorly understood effect, if any, on the
flow. It is clear that bubbles, in particular, can
become sufficiently numerous to locally interact with
the flow, but that density stratification influences
generally take place over a long time scale and so are
important primarily in the wake.
While direct simulation of these flows is
many years away, a considerable amount of very
useful information can be extracted from ensembleaverage modeling. Over the past several years, a
number of ensemble-average models have reached a
level of maturity that allows them to be applied to
some of these problems. In this paper we will focus
on modeling the near and far wakes for the purpose of
signature estimation but the modeling capability is
general and likely to be equally applicable to other
problems of concern.
As noted, the near ship flow responds to a
no-slip boundary, a strong local momentum source,
and a free surface. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) solvers have evolved to the point where they
can be applied to model-scale Reynolds number, fullscale Froude number ship flow simulation with
propulsion effects and non-linear free surface boundary
conditions. The algorithm discussed in (1,2) in
particular has demonstrated the ability to accurately
calculate the viscous-flow and wave fields, resistance,

ABSTRACT
A computational fluid dynamics approach for
simulating the near and far field of a Naval combatant
in a thermally-stratified two-phase flow is presented.
The approach is based upon, for the near field,
coupling a single-phase Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes method with both the energy equation, to
account for transport of thermal energy and creation of
buoyancy forces, and a two-fluid model, to account
for the transport of monodisperse microbubbles and
their interaction with the liquid phase. Far-field
solution is based upon parabolic Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations with the initial data plane
prescribed by the near-field solution. An extensive
number of conditions are simulated: model-scale Re;
medium and high speeds; with and without thermal
stratification; with and without propeller; and twofluid calculations over a range of bubble sizes. The
two-fluid near-field results, however, are preliminary
in that they are for zero Fr and are not coupled to the
far-field. For the single-phase, unstratified, and
unpropelled case, a detailed uncertainty analysis
following ASME guidelines is performed. The
results show that both global and detailed features of
Naval combatant flows can be accurately predicted
and, despite many uncertainties and lack of validation
data, the prognosis with regard to predicting twophase surface-ship wake signatures is optimistic.
1

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of surface-ship flow fields is
useful in many aspects of ship design and in the
evaluation of their performance. Applications of such
knowledge range from powering, structural loading,
and noise production to far-field signature estimation.
These phenomena are dependent on both Froude (Fr)
and Reynolds (Re) number and so require testing or
simulation at full scale to be adequately determined.
The cost and uncertainty of full-scale measurements
provides strong motivation to utilize scale model
testing and scaling relationships to obtain full-scale
estimates. In many cases, scaling relationships are
392

the near-bow region is also computed for the
unpropelled hull at zero Froude number.
This paper is arranged in the following
manner. The problem formulation is described in
section 2. In section 3 the computational methods
are briefly discussed. The conditions and grids are
presented in section 4 and the uncertainty analysis in
section 5. Results for both the FF-1052 near and far
field are presented in section 6. Finally, concluding
remarks and discussion of future work are provided in
section 7.

and propeller-hull interaction.
While most
applications of the algorithm have been to generic
hull forms such as the Wigley hull and to research
forms such as the Series 60, accurate simulation of
the flow around these hulls suggest that it is capable
of general application and represents a good starting
point for complex forms such as combatants with
transom sterns and bulbous bows.
At full scale, this flow is not uniformly
single phase. Air bubbles from boundary-layer
entrainment, propeller ventilation and/or cavitation,
and breaking waves serve to inject bubbles into the
flow. In most regions the void fraction is small and
does not influence the flow, but in others it can
become large enough to play a significant role on
flow dynamics. Even though the degree of
complexity of the problem increases considerably
when the bubbles are taken into account, two phase
flow modeling of (3,4,5) can be used to determine the
spatial distribution of moderately high concentration
(i.e., alpha less than 10%), monodisperse air bubble
populations and the associated fluid coupling in
turbulent flows. While the mechanisms and degree of
air entrainment at the free surface remain unresolved,
considerable insight can be achieved by introducing
air void at likely injection locations and calculating
its evolution.
More or less simultaneously, considerable
effort has been devoted toward developing
computational models of surface ship wakes. The
effort has been motivated by a desire to estimate
micro-bubble populations in the far wake as well as
predict the radar scattering characteristics of the free
surface. The work in (6,7,8) detail application of farwake modeling to micro-bubble evolution. In
general, the strategy has been to model the
hydrodynamic and relevant scalar fields via a parabolic
subset of the RANS equations. Scalar fields such as
temperature, micro-bubble populations, salinity and
surface contaminants have been included because of
their influence on the flow field and because they are
of interest in their own right.
The ability to predict the near and far fields
of naval surface ships requires that these models be
extended to include realistic hull geometries and
operating environments and coupled together. The
work presented in this paper discusses some of the
extensions necessary to use these tools to simulate
the flow fields associated with naval combatants
operating in commonly encountered conditions. They
are illustrated via a set of simulations on a U.S. Navy
FF-1052 (figure 1). This ship represents most of the
geometric complexities found in modern combatant
forms; a transom stern and bulbous bow. The nearand far-field flow is computed for both the
unpropelled and propelled hull operating in a
thermally-stratified environment. The transport of a
monodisperse microbubble population introduced in

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION
To predict surface-ship bubbly wakes,
separate, but coupled, CFD methods are used for the
near and far fields. Formulation of the problem is
based upon coupling the RANS method (1), which
has been extended for combatant geometries (9) [i.e.,
multi-block to handle transom stern and propeller-hull
interaction using (2)] and thermal stratification, and
an Eulerian two-fluid ensemble-averaged model (4) for
the near field and a parabolic method (6) for the far
field with its initial data plane (IDP) prescribed by the
near-field solution. It should also be noted that (9)
provides detailed documentation, user instructions,
and discussion of and implementation
recommendations for uncertainty analysis. Figure 2
provides a schematic of the relationship between nearand far-field domains.
2.1

Near Field
The unsteady three-dimensional continuity
and RANS equations for a gas-liquid two-phase flow
are written for each phase separately and derived
assuming: negligible bubble inertia (i.e., pg « p,);
small void fraction and void-fraction gradients;
spherical bubbles; and constant liquid density. Using
Cartesian tensor notation and in non-dimensional
form, the liquid-phase equations are
d(\-a)
dt
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(2)

The Reynolds stresses and turbulent
transport of thermal energy are modeled using a
Boussinesq assumption, i.e., linear relationship with
mean rate-of-strain and temperature gradient,
respectively, and an isotropic eddy viscosity v,

and the gas-phase equations are

dt
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(7)

where the subscripts £ and g indicate liquid and gas, x-,
Although higher-order models (i.e., both linear and
non-linear k-co-e) have/will be used, the BaldwinLomax algebraic turbulence model is used here to
determine v, because of its simplicity, efficiency, and
stability. Bubble-induced turbulence, which is
expected to be important in the near wall region,
contributes to both the total effective viscosity and
the turbulent kinetic energy

= (X,Y,Z) are the Cartesian coordinates, —-, —- are
the substantial derivatives with respect to each phase,
Ut. = (UfiVfiWt) and Ugii = (Ug,Vg,Wg) are the liquid
and gas mean-velocity components, Ur>i is the relative
velocity between phases (U^-Ugj), ue)uej are the
Reynolds stresses, p is the piezometric pressure
(p+Z/Fr2), v is the kinematic viscosity, fb. are

veJf = v+vt + vb

the body-force terms which represent the effects of the
propeller, Re = UJ^/v, Fr = uJJgL, and a is the
gas-phase volume fraction. Coupling between the
liquid- and gas-phase momentum equations is
accomplished through the continuity equation (1) and
the last- and first-four terms of (2) and (4),
respectively, which represent interfacial momentum
transfer due to virtual mass (i.e., acceleration of the
liquid caused by the bubbles), lift, drag, and turbulent
dispersion effects. Derivations and model constants
for each term are provided in (3,4). The sixth term of
(2) represents buoyancy due to thermal stratification,
where pa represents the ambient density of sea water
prescribed by an equation of state, and is used only for
single-phase simulations.
The equations are
normalized by ship speed U0 and length L, and liquid
density p/. Note that for a=0, (2) reduces to the
single-phase RANS equations.
The temperature field is obtained from the
energy equation which is written for an
incompressible fluid as

k = k, + kh

dT
dT
U
dt' i,j dX;

d2T
dx:dx:

where k/ is determined using v, and the mixing
length, and vb and kb are determined from model
equations (10).
Referring to figure 3, the specified
boundaries of the solution domain are the body
surface Sb (77 = 1), the inlet plane 5; (£ = 1), the exit
plane Se■(£ = itnax), the symmetry plane S^ (£= 1
and parts of JJ = 1), the outer boundary S0 (r] =
jmax), the multi-block interfaces Smb, and the freesurface Sf (£= kmax and, for full-domain simulation,
C= 1). Note that for zero Fr, Sj becomes the
waterplane Sw.
For the liquid phase and zero Fr the boundary
conditions are as follows: on S^
Ue = Ve = Wt = dp/dn = dT/dn = 0
(9)
where n is normal to the body; on Sj. free-stream
values are imposed
Ue = Ue,

dx {HA

(8)

(5)

V( = Wt = p = 0
20

7 = <{20 + 10(Z + 0.02)
where K is the non-dimensional thermal diffusivity
and Tand t are the ensemble-averaged and fluctuating
temperatures, respectively. The velocity and
temperature fields interact through the previously
mentioned buoyancy term in the Z-momentum
equation, the energy equation Q), and the equation of
state.

Z>-0.02
-0.5<Z<-0.02

15.2

(10)

Z<-0.5

onSg. a zero gradient condition is used
d{U(,Ve,W(,p,T)/dX = 0
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(11)

zero-flux condition is used; on S^. free gas-flow
condition is used except at the inlet where the flux
and void fraction are specified; on Sn. free gas-flow
condition is used; and on S^. the multi-block
interpolation scheme in (9) is used.

on 5>
d(Ue,W(,p,T)/dY=Ve = 0

(12)

on Sw
d(Ue,Ve,p,T)/dZ = Wi=0

2.2

Far Field
Simulation of the far-field consists of
modeling the flow, temperature, and micro-bubble
fields. The parabolized RANS (PRANS) equations,
i.e., a) and (2.) with a=0 and d2Uei/dX2 = 0, and
Jt-e turbulence-model, with modifications to account
for production of turbulence due to buoyancy and
interaction with the free surface, are solved for the
velocity and turbulence fields. Temperature is
determined by solving a parabolic version of (5_).
Given the temperature, p is determined from an
equation of state. A transport equation for the
evolution of the micro-bubble field is derived
assuming that the bubbles are sufficiently numerous
such that they can be treated as a continuum and that
they neither coalesce nor divide.
The specified boundaries of the solution
domain are the IDP SIDP, the top boundary ST, the
bottom boundary SB, the right boundary SR, and the
left boundary SL. The boundary conditions are as
follows: on SrDPl. all variables are provided by the
near-field solution; on SR and SL. k,e are fixed to freestream values, zero-gradient conditions are used for
U,W,p,T,S; and Vis determined from continuity, o_n
Sfe. U,k,e,T,S are fixed to free-stream values and zerogradient conditions are used for V,W,p; and on 5r.
zero-gradient conditions are used for U,V,k,£,T>S, and

(13)

OH So
Ut = U0,

(14)

V( = dp/dr = 0

and We is extrapolated; and, on S^. a parametricallymapped bilinear-interpolation scheme (9) is used to
interpolate all dependent variables between
overlapping planes in each block.
For the liquid phase and nonzero Fr, the
boundary conditions are similar, except: p is replaced
by p and on Sr. exact nonlinear kinematic freesurface conditions

dt

+ u,

dx

l

dy

■Wt = 0

(15)

and approximate dynamic free-surface conditions

Fr

d{Ue,Ve)

=0
dZ
d(l-a)Wt
dZ

(16)
d(l-a)Vt
dY

d(l-a)Ut
dX

are applied on the actual free-surface, which is
determined as part of the solution.
The determination of the boundary
conditions for the complete two-fluid model is not a
simple problem. Bubble sources and entrainment
mechanisms are not well understood. Possible
sources include: wave breaking; bow, contact-line,
and stern flows; propulsor aeration and cavitation; and
ambient sea state. Properly stated boundary
conditions must provide the gas flux through the
generating surfaces including the gas-volume fraction,
bubble-size distribution, and net bubble velocity.
Herein, bubbles are introduced on the free surface near
the bow modeling breaking-wave sources.
Since a finite-volume method is used for the
gas phase, the boundary conditions are formulated in
terms of fluxes. The boundary conditions are as
follows: on S^, a zero-flux condition is used; on Sj.
the gas velocity equals the liquid velocity and the void
fraction is zero; on Sr a free gas-flow condition is
used in which the flux at the boundary is set to the
value at the center of the control volume; on Sk, a

3
3.1

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Near Field
The liquid-phase continuity (1), momentum
(2), and energy Q) equations are transformed into
nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinates such that the
computational domain forms a simple rectangular
parallelepiped with equal grid spacing. The
transformation is a partial one since it involves the
coordinates only and not the velocity components
Uu The transformation is accomplished through use
of the expression for the divergence and "chain-rule"
definitions of the gradient and Laplacian operators
which relate the Cartesian coordinates xt to the
nonorthogonal coordinates (£, rj, Q. The equations
are reduced to algebraic form through the use of the
12-point finite-analytic method. The pressure
equation is derived using the generalized continuity
equation in discrete form and a staggered-grid control
volume. Herein, prescribed body forces are used in
lieu of an interactive solution and are based upon
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of the two-fluid model, final convergence is achieved
through several hundred iterations of the gas
equations.

known thrust and torque coefficients (CT and KQ)
speed of advance J, and an assumed circulation
distribution (9). The overall solution algorithm is
based on the pressure-implicit split-operator (PISO)
algorithm where the velocity and pressure fields are
coupled through a two-step iterative procedure. In the
first step, the momentum equations are solved
implicitly using a tridiagonal algorithm and the
method of lines and the pressure from the previous
time step for an intermediate velocity field. The
second step consists of sub-iterations. First, the
pressure equation is solved implicitly using a
tridiagonal algorithm and the method of lines for an
intermediate pressure. Second, the momentum
equation is solved explicitly using the intermediate
pressure for the momentum correction which is then
used to update the pressure. For steady flow,
convergence of the second step is not required;
therefore, only several sub-iterations are used. For
stratified flows, the energy equation is solved
implicitly using a tridiagonal algorithm and the
method of lines and the buoyancy term in the Zmomentum equation is updated each time step.
Convergence is determined using the L2 norms
(residuals) of U,V,W, p,T, when appropriate, and £
between time steps (n) and (n-1) and should ideally
display 3 or 4 orders of magnitude drop for a
converged solution.
The gas-phase continuity Q) and momentum
(4) equations are solved on the same grid as the liquidphase equations, and as such, are transformed into the
computational domain using the relations outlined
above. The equations are reduced to algebraic form
using a second-order control-volume upwind approach
for the spatial derivatives and a first-order finite
difference for the temporal derivative. Due to the
homogeneous nature of the continuity equation, the
superbee TVD flux limiter, although computationally
expensive to evaluate, is used to reduce non-physical
oscillations through the prescription of an optimal
artificial viscosity. In contrast, the momentum
equations are dominated by the source terms due to
the interfacial momentum transfer. This effectively
eliminates the need for the flux limiter. To maintain
diagonal dominance, the source term is partitioned
into parts that can/cannot be included into the
implicit operator acting on the variable being solved.
Both equations are solved implicitly using a
tridiagonal algorithm and the method of lines.
The overall solution procedure for a twophase solution is as follows. First, several hundred
iterations of the liquid equations with zero void
fraction are performed to establish the liquid flow
field. Next, the gas and liquid equations are solved
iteratively to establish coupling between the phases.
Finally, because the effect of the gas phase in the
liquid phase is weak, as was assumed in the derivation

3.2

Far Field
Because the far-field grid is nonuniform in
the cross planes and stretched in the axial direction,
the PRANS equations are also transformed and solved
in the computational domain. The momentum
equations are discretized using second-order central
differences for the cross-stream directions and CrankNicholson differencing with Newton linearization in
the axial direction. The algebraic equations form a
large sparse matrix which is iteratively solved with a
modified conjugate-gradient minimization method.
This procedure explicitly couples the pressure into the
momentum equation and simultaneously satisfies
mass conservation. The k-e equations are discretized
using second-order central differences and solved using
an alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme with
under-relaxation and Newton linearization. The
micro-bubble transport equation is discretized using
second-order finite-volume approach and the QUICK
algorithm and solved using an ADI scheme. Finally,
the free-surface elevation is determined using a
linearized implementation of (15J.
4

CONDITIONS AND GRIDS
The computational conditions are for two Fr
= (0.29, 0.39) corresponding to medium and high
speeds. At full scale, L=415.3 ft and (U0, Re) = (20
knots, 1.3xl09) and (27 knots, 1.7xl09). At model
scale, L=21.28 ft. (i.e., scale ratio=19.5) and (U0, Re)
= (4.53 knots, 1.49xl07) and (6.11 knots, 2.01xl07).
However, note that the two-phase simulations were
performed at Fr=0 and liquid Re=4.3x\06 and gas
Äe=1.7xl09. Also, available experimental fluid
dynamics (EFD) validation data (11,12,13) is for the
free condition, i.e., the model was free to sink and
trim where for Fr=0.29 «7=0.0264 and T=-0.0450 and
for Fr=0.39 o=0.0405 and T=-0.0120, and for
nominal-wake data, includes appendages. The CFD,
on the other hand, is for the bare hull in the fixed
condition (i.e., o=0 and T=0). For the propelled
calculations, the thrust and torque coefficients and
speed of advance are based upon balancing the thrust
with the model-scale values of resistance. Using the
experimental CT, wake fraction, thrust deduction, and
the open-water curves, Cj.=0.610, ÄTß=0.031, and
/=0.797.
4.1

Near-Field
The near-field grid has its inlet, exit, and
outer boundaries located at X=(-.4, 2.0) and R=l. For
the unpropelled cases, the flow is symmetric about
the centerplane which allows a half-domain grid to be
used. Four such grids were generated: 110x31x22
(very coarse=75,020); 207x60x40 (coarse=496,800);
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252x60x45 (medium=680,400); and 302x60x50
(fine=906,000). The first grid is used for the Fr=0
two-phase simulations and the latter three for singlephase simulations. Since the FF1052 has a single
propeller, the propelled cases are asymmetric about
the centerplane and, as such, require a full-domain grid
(i.e., the unpropelled grid is doubled in the indirection). Propelled calculations were made only on
the doubled coarse grid 207x60x79=981,180. For
each grid, the first point off the body surface is
located in the range Y+<2, and the number of points
over the bow/dome, afterbody, and wake are (10, 74,
26), (30, 95, 50), (40, 110, 65), and (50, 120, 80),
respectively. An overview of the RANS grids is
shown in figure 3. The free-surface boundary
conditions grid is 460x100 and fixed for all cases.
The time step is 0.1 and the under-relaxation
factors for velocity and pressure are 0.2 and 0.02,
respectively. On a CRAY C90, CPU-time and
memory requirements were 25 hours and 32
megawords, respectively, for the single-phase
simulations on the coarse grid.
The two-phase flow cases were run with a
gas entrance near the bow simulating a breaking
wave. The entrance region is rectangular and extended
from F/L=3.95xl0-3 to 7.9xl0"3 and from X/L=0 to
2.13xl0"2. The gas and liquid velocity were assumed
to have a vertical component of -2.7 m/s at the
entrance and the gas volume fraction was set to 10%.
The bubble radius at the gas entrance was varied in
different runs from Rb=25 to 200 |0.m. The lift
coefficient CL was set to 0.1, based on the experience
in high-shear flows. The virtual mass coefficient Cvm
was set to 0.5, its theoretical value for spheres. The
turbulent dispersion coefficient is nominally set to
Cro=0.1 which is taken from experiments in pipe
flows with medium size particles. Since small
bubbles are of interest here, sensitivity to CrD is
investigated through a calculation for CTD=l.O and a
single bubble radius Rb= 150mm.

\1/2

f

C I

e = km£,
5

Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty analysis follows the ASME
guidelines and implementation recommendations
provided in (9). Grid design was based on user
experience and the Series 60 Cg=0.6 zero and non-zero
Fr results of (1). Preliminary calculations aided in
determining grid-clustering in the bow and sonar
dome regions. Due to the flow features associated
with the sonar dome, skeg and transom stern, grid
number in both £ (axial) and £ (girthwise) directions
were varied. Minimum F+, j]-direction variation, and
leading- and trailing-edge clusterings are constant and
their effect upon uncertainty was not studied.
Using the residuals, each solution displays
iterative convergence by displaying 3 orders-ofmagnifude drop and a magnitude less than 10"4. Grid
convergence is evaluated for the single-phase
unstratified solutions using both integral and
pointwise quantities. Detailed grid studies have not
yet been performed for the near-field solutions with
propeller, stratification, or two-fluid modeling or for
the far-field solutions. Integral grid convergence is
shown in Table 1 for CT, CF, and CP. The relative
change between grids, as indicated by the grid
convergence parameter e, decreases with increasing
grid resolution and, in general, the changes in CT,
CF, and CP are less than 2% between grids.
Pointwise grid convergence, which is shown and
discussed in (9), unfortunately is not as conclusive in
that it shows that the wall-shear stress on the fine
grid contains oscillations and is not fully converged.
Assessment of overall uncertainty is difficult
with a limited analysis. Experience has shown that
continued iteration beyond what has normally been
considered converged (i.e., as described above) leads to
a 2% iterative-convergence uncertainty in CT due to
oscillations which are not damped with further
iterations. Since calculations for the FF1052 were
not extended past 6000 iterations, the Series 60
CB=0.6 value of 2%, which was determined from a
20,000 iteration run, will be assumed valid. Grid
convergence, however, is good and shows a 2%
uncertainty for a grid-refinement ratio of 1.25 between
the medium and fine grids. Summing these
components into an overall uncertainty for CT gives a
total of 4%. Note, however, that basing overall
uncertainty on integral parameters is very optimistic.
Finally, order-of-accuracy was not calculated
and validation, which involves detailed comparisons
with EFD validation data, is discussed where
appropriate in the following and in detail in (9).

4.2

Far-Field
The far-field grid has its inlet, exit, side, and
bottom boundaries located at X=1.75 and 20.75,
Y=±0.5, and Z=-0.5, respectively. The grid is
200x161x51 (1,642,200), stretched in the axial
direction, and regular and rectangular in the crossstream directions. Data on the upstream boundary is
obtained by interpolating mean velocity, turbulent
viscosity, temperature, and surface elevation from the
RANS solution onto the PRANS grid. Turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate, which are required
for the far-wake simulation, are computed from the
viscosity by assuming a length scale of it = 0.01
and that the kinetic energy is given by:
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6

wavelengths, wave amplitude A, and velocity of the
transverse Ut (=U0) and divergent Ud (=U0co&9)
waves. Although useful for providing a gross farfield description, the Kelvin solution is obviously an
over simplification for real ships, especially in the
near field. Combatant geometries display many local
complexities (e.g., spray, breaking and spilling
waves, free-surface turbulence, transom flow and
"rooster tail") which interact to create a wave pattern
which is markedly different from the Kelvin model.
Further complicating prediction are the differences
between full- and model-scale flows. Full-scale flows
display, in comparison to model scale, increased
breaking, air entrainment, spray formation, and freesurface turbulence. Also, there are additional fullscale complexities such as sea state, density
stratification, and suspended particulates and
surfactants.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the wave
profile to data. As previously mentioned, the model
was free to sink and trim whereas the simulation was
performed in the fixed condition. The effects of
sinkage and trim are significant, therefore, to compare
to data, the solutions were corrected by translating and
rotating the free surface by the amount of sinkage and
trim in the experiments.
After making the
corrections, the level of agreement is similar to the
Series 60 CB=0.6 and, in general, the solutions show
both correct amplitude and phase1. Despite agreement
with the data, some details are lacking: the location
of the bow crest is slightly displaced aftward; the
wave height is under predicted at the stern; and similar
to the Series 60 C#=0.6, the wave height upstream of
the bow-wave crest is under predicted.
Figures 5(a) and (b) show wave-elevation
contours which display patterns described earlier:
divergent and transverse wave systems and a rapid rise
from the transom to a "rooster tail", which in this
case happens to be double-humped at X/L=1.09.
Using the axial wave slopes, (ak,9) are graphically
estimated to be 14° and 15°. These values are greater
than and less than the Kelvin values, respectively, and
indicate that the diverging waves travel nearly in the
direction of the ship. With 9, the diverging
wavelength may be estimated from Xd=Xtcos29 .
Given the small 6, Xd is nearly the same as Xt.
Finally, data for combatant model 5415 confirms the
results for fheFF1052, particularly the transom flow,
however, the FF1052 solution does not resolve the
wave breaking and free-surface turbulence shown in
the data.
Figure 6 shows details of the flow field
through axial velocity (U) contours, cross-plane (VW) vectors, piezometric pressure (p) contours, and

RESULTS

6.1

Near Field
In the following, near-field results are first
discussed for the baseline flow, i.e., single phase,
unstratified, and without propeller. For brevity,
however, discussion focuses solely on Fr=0.39
results. Discussion of medium-speed single-phase
solutions and effects of Fr are provided in (9). Then,
modifications to this flow are discussed:
stratification, with propeller, and two-phase flow, the
latter of which is somewhat preliminary in that it is
for Fr=0 and has not yet been coupled to the far-wake
bubble-transport CFD.
6.1.1
Single phase. unstratified flow,
without propeller
Table 1 shows the wetted surface area S,
breakdown of resistance, and comparison of C^to data
and CF to the ITTC friction line. In the table, the
wetted surface area below both the DWL and the wave
are shown. As discussed in detail in (9), the
difference for the below-DWL (or static) area between
the different grids and data indicates geometry
uncertainty. This creates an imbalance of the axial
hydrostatic force of magnitude 1 % of CT. However,
the accuracy of the data area is unknown. With the
wave, S decreases in comparison to the static area
indicating that the area between the wave troughs and
DWL is larger than the area between the wave crests
and DWL. In comparison to data, CT is within 10%.
This is in contrast to the Series 60 CB=0.6 results
which showed negligible geometry error and 2%
difference with the data. The total resistance is 48%
CF and 52% CP. In comparison to the ITTC friction
line, CF ranges from 90% to 105% of CF0, and as
such, indicates small and, in some cases, negative
form-related factional resistance. Current research on
full-scale Re flows indicates that a new CFDgenerated friction line is more appropriate and, if
used, results in positive form factors for all cases.
The force due to pressure is split into piezometric and
hydrostatic components to show their relative
magnitude. This shows that the hydrostatic force due
to waves, which is created primarily at the bow due to
the bow-wave height and axial-projected area, is
significant, i.e., 27% of the piezometric component,
and effectively reduces CP magnitude.
Ship wave systems are complex and
comprised of divergent and transverse wave systems
formed at the bow, shoulder, and stern. The global
ship-wave pattern is due to interactions between these
systems and can be characterized using parameters
based upon the Kelvin-source solution: the angle ak
of the Kelvin boundary (=19.5°); the angle 9 of the
wave crests at the Kelvin boundary (=55°); the
transverse Xt (=2nFr2) and divergent Ad(=Atcos9)

1

Note that for the Series 60 Cß=0.6, both EFD and CFD
were conducted for zero sinkage and trim.
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small cross-plane flow towards the centerplane and the
pressure contours show correspondingly small
pressure-gradient and wave magnitudes.
Comparisons are made to the nominal-wake
data which was obtained for a hull including
appendages, i.e., propeller shaft and struts, whereas,
as previously mentioned, the CFD was for the bare
hull. Figure 6(d), which was discussed above,
showed the details of the flow at the propeller plane.
Figure 8 shows the axial-, tangential-, and radialvelocity components in a local propeller coordinate
system [i.e., the propeller is centered at (X0Y0,Z0)=
(0.9488, 0.0, -0.035516), has a radius R =6.01806,
and is mounted on a shaft with an angle of 4.3°
downward from the X-axis] at three different radii in
the propeller disk including comparisons to data. For
each radii, it can be seen that the axial component has
small circumferential variation and, on average, is
equal to 0.9 and 1.0 for the CFD and data,
respectively. In addition, there are other differences in
comparison to the data. The CFD shows a large skeg
wake (i.e., at 0=0 and In,) which is not in the data,
and, as expected, the data shows the strut wakes (i.e.,
at 9~nl4 and 7TT/8). In contrast to the axial
component, the tangential and radial components
show a nearly pure first-harmonic response and good
agreement with the data for both amplitude and phase
at all three radii.

temperature (T) contours for both unstratified (left
side) and stratified (right side) flow at X=0.05, 0.40,
0.95 (propeller plane), and 1.75 (IDP). For the
unstratified flow, since the temperature and velocity
fields are uncoupled, the T contours simply are an
indication of the ambient stratification. At X=0,05.
the U contours show a reduced magnitude near the
hull/free-surface juncture due to the bow wave. The
flow accelerates around the sonar dome indicating
increased magnitude and is insensitive to wave effects.
The boundary layer over the hull and sonar dome is
thin. The vectors show the displacement effects of
the hull and the upward flow near the free surface due
to the bow wave. The p contours correlate with the
wave elevation and dome flow, i.e., high and low
pressures, respectively. At X=0.4. the U contours
show a thickening of the boundary layer which
interacts with the large sonar-dome wake. The
vectors clearly show a downward flow, an enlarged
and outwardly displaced sonar-dome vortex, and
reduced free-surface effects. The p contours indicate
small magnitudes with the largest variations near
wave troughs between 0.05 < Y< 0.10 on the free
surface. At X=0.95. which corresponds to the
propeller plane, the U contours show a hull boundary
layer with a minimum/maximum boundary layer
thickness of 5=0.015/0.022 where the former occurs
near the free surface and the latter at mid-girth. For
comparison, the thickness of a flat plate boundary
layer at the corresponding Rex is 5=0.013. The larger
hull 8 is consistent with Uz at this location: it is
smaller than the zero pressure-gradient flat-plate
value. Also, U contours show a reduced sonar-dome
wake with a deficit of approximately 0.1, and the
appearance of the skeg wake along the centerplane.
Since the sonar-dome wake is large and, therefore,
will have significant influence upon the propeller
inflow, the wake rate-of-recovery is qualitatively
checked through comparison to an axisymmetric
body. It is known that beyond 5 body lengths
downstream for a 6:1 prolate spheroid that the wake
achieves similarity and the wake-deficit recovery
follows the well-known 2/3-power law relationship,
wake deficit °^x'2'3. At 6.5L downstream, which
corresponds to the distance between the dome trailing
edge and the propeller plane, the spheroid wake deficit
is 0.1, which is the same as the sonar-dome wake
deficit. Although the 2/3-power law proportionality
constants are a function of geometry (i.e., the dome
length/diameter is closer to 4:1), this provides an
estimate of the recovery. The vectors indicate a
general upward flow as the body contracts and the
pressure contours indicate very small waves and
gradients in this region. Finally, at X=l,75. which
corresponds to the far-wake IDP the axial-velocity
contours show the overall wake recovery and the
persistence of the dome wake. The vectors indicate

6.1.2

Stratification
Calculations of the near field when thermal
stratification is included were performed for the
temperature profile (JÜ) which consists of a layer of
warm, uniform temperature fluid over an increasingly
cold mass. The result is a stable thermal structure
with the ambient gradient just under the ship keel.
The right-hand side of the plots in Figure 6 show the
near-field stratified solution and indicate that the
velocity and pressure fields are relatively unaffected by
the presence of stratification. This is not a surprising
result since the time scale of the stratified field (I'=28,
where t'=TU,/L and T is the Brunt-Vaisaila period) is
considerably longer than the ship passage time scale
(=1). This point is further strengthened by noting
that the differences between the resistance, wave field,
and nominal wake for the stratified vs. unstratified
solutions are very small.
On the other hand, the thermal field is
strongly altered by the passage of the ship and can be
seen in the temperature contours shown in Figure 6.
The influence takes the form of a strong upwelling in
the near wake in which deep colder water is brought
to the surface in a plume at the centerline. Because it
is dependent on details of the cross flow in the wake,
this feature will vary considerably with ship geometry
and propulsor type and operating conditions. While
not presented, far wake calculation show that the
plume subsides, creating internal waves propagating
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the center of propeller swirl and the free surface and
the corresponding increase, in comparison to the
unpropelled case, in wave height. AtX/L=1.75. the
propeller wake is still clearly seen and, interestingly
the perturbation of the thermal field is smaller than in
the unpropelled case in which colder water reaches the
surface and the thermal scar is broader. This is due to
the propeller swirl which effectively mixes and
transports the thermal energy away from the surface.
Obviously, this result will depend on temperature
profile, its relationship to the propeller location, and
overall propulsor geometry.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the axial-, radial-,
and tangential-components of the total wake in the
propeller disk. The axial velocity shows the
accelerated flow associated with the slipstream and the
radial velocity remains essentially unchanged from the
nominal wake distribution. Interestingly, the
tangential distribution has exactly the same
distribution as the nominal wake but is simply offset
by an amount equal to the swirl induced by the
propeller.

within the thermal gradient. In doing so, it creates a
set of vortices on either side of the wake center which
serve to amplify the lobed appearance.
6.1.3

With Propeller
The prescribed body forces used herein are
axisymmetric distributions which are simple
functions of CT, KQ, and /. As discussed, the
parameters are based upon matching CT to the EFD
Cj and, as such, does not correspond to a selfpropelled condition for the CFD. It should be noted
that even the simplified approach used herein, as
opposed to the more rigorous approach in (2), is
amenable to interactive calculations. By setting
thrust equal to the CFD resistance and calculating
speed of advance from the Taylor-wake fraction,
"updated" values of CT, KQ and / can then be
determined from the open-water curves.
Table 1 shows that the total resistance
coefficient CT increases from 5.15xl0"3 to 5.25xl0"3.
If thrust is assumed to be equal to CT, the thrust
deduction factor is 0.02. This is significantly smaller
than data values of 0.07 to 0.105. Using the
nominal-wake analysis to determine speed of advance
VA, the thrust coefficient when nondimensionalized in
the same fashion as the resistance coefficients is
4.36xl0-3. This is only 85% of the bare-hull
resistance and indicates an under-propelled condition.
Figure 4 also shows the wave profiles on
both sides of the hull for the propelled solution. The
difference between starboard and port sides is very
small. The difference between the unpropelled and
propelled solutions is also very small up to about the
propeller plane. Fore and aft of this point, the low
and high pressure associated with the propeller
slightly decreases and increases the wave-profile
slope, respectively.
Figure 5(c) shows a detailed view of the
wave-elevation contours in the stern region and shows
that the propeller has a large effect aft of the propeller
and in the transom wake, and in general, affects the
overall stern wave pattern. The contours between
X/L=0.95 and 1.0 indicate the increased wave-profile
slope, and in the wake, the close contour spacing
indicates a single-hump rooster tail with a
dramatically increased wave steepness and peak
magnitude.
Figure 7 shows details of the flow field.
The effect of the propeller is limited to about one
propeller diameter upstream. At the propeller plane
X/L=0.95. the propeller slipstream and swirl is
clearly shown in the U and P contours and cross-plane
vectors. The temperature field at this point, however,
is essentially unchanged from that shown in Figure
6(d). At X/L=\.\. which corresponds to the location
of maximum wave elevation in the wake, it is most
interesting to note the high-pressure region between

6.1.4

Two-Phase Flow
Bubble size plays a major role in the
volume-fraction distribution. This is expected since
the drag-related term of (4) is directly related to the
inverse of the bubble radius and also to the bubble Re
through the drag coefficient. Figure 9 shows the
streamwise evolution of the bubble field. Voidfraction contours for bubble radius Äfc=25(xm (left)
and 150p.m (right) show that the larger the bubble
radius the larger the peak in volume fraction at the
hull of the ship. This is due to two effects which
attract the bubbles towards the hull, gravity and lift,
the latter of which acts towards the hull over the
entire boundary layer. Also, from the shape of the
contours, it is clear that in the wake, the larger
bubbles get transported more easily to the surface.
Figure 10 shows the void fraction at
X/L=0.95 for a range of bubble radii along a line
which cuts perpendicular to the hull and passes
through the maximum value.
The bubble
accumulation below the hull is largest for large
bubbles and decreases for small bubbles.
As previously mentioned, the validity of
using the turbulent dispersion coefficient Cro=0.1,
which was taken from pipe flows with medium-sized
particles, is unknown given the application to small
bubbles. Figure 10 shows that by increasing CTD to
1.0, the peak at the wall disappears and the gradient is
reduced resulting in a more uniform distribution.
Therefore, it appears that correct determination of CTD
is important because the void-fraction distribution is
sensitive to its magnitude and because it is the only
term in (4) that avoids unphysical accumulation of
gas and the situation of gas-phase streamlines ending
at the hull surface. Also, the validity of neglecting
400

constraints, such as axial and circumferential
momentum, the RANS propeller effects are weaker
than expected for the reasons noted above. This also
means that turbulent kinetic energy in the propeller
jet is smaller than estimated by the semi-empirical
method.

important forces in high void-fraction or voidfraction-gradient regions such as bubble-bubble
collisions, induced shear stress, and non-uniform
bubble distribution, appears to be dependent upon the
value of CTD which is used.
6.2

Far Field
Far-field simulations were performed using
both the unstratified and stratified propelled RANS
solutions to prescribe the IDP. However, in the
following, the discussion is only for the stratified
results. Figure 11 shows axial-velocity ({/), axialvorticity (cox), and temperature contours (T) at the
X/L=1.75, 5.44 and 11.15 cross planes. These show
the gradual decay of both velocity and vorticity with
distance. However, both the sonar-dome wake and
propeller swirl remain visible at 11.15 and, in fact,
they do so all the way to the exit plane. A small
secondary vortex forms on the other side of the
centerline from the principal swirl structure which has
migrated a small distance. One feature that is
missing (as compared to qualitative observations of
full scale data) is a strong near surface outward
velocity component. One of the goals of applying
RANS solvers to upstream condition estimation was
to determine if this feature is due to bulk flow
phenomena or to turbulence/free-surface interaction.
It is likely to be due to the latter. The strong, though
compact, propeller swirl causes the axial velocity and
turbulent energy fields to form two maxima at the
surface. This agrees qualitatively with aerial
photographs of the far wake. The deep axial velocity
contours seen in the figure are remnants of the
decaying surface wave induced axial velocities. They
are present, but not too small to be discernible in the
cross flow velocity plots. One may note that the
wake has net momentum defect. This is due, as
previously mentioned, to using CT, KQ, and /, which
correspond to an under-propelled condition. Use of
interactively-obtained propulsion parameters is
expected to produce stronger axial and swirling
velocities. The thermal field evolves such that a
persistent cold water region near the centerline at the
surface remains through 10 ship lengths and in fact
considerably further. At 10 ship lengths, internal
waves begin to form from the displaced cold water.
Outer boundary conditions on temperature in the
model are imperfect wave absorbers and so there is
some solution contamination. The error however
remains local to the boundaries for the time scales of
our interest. Finally, comparison with the semiempirical IDP generation method used previously
shows that the RANS computed momentum defect
wake is narrower and shallower and therefore the
defect axial velocities are larger. The general ratios
between wake width and depth however, are very
similar between the two estimates. Since the semiempirical method is based on satisfying global

7

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A CFD approach for simulating the near and
far field of a Naval combatant in a thermally-stratified
two-phase flow has been presented. This approach is
based upon, for the near field, coupling a single-phase
RANS method with both the energy equation, to
account for transport of thermal energy and creation of
buoyancy forces, and a two-fluid model, to account
for the transport of monodisperse microbubbles and
their interaction with the liquid phase. Far-field
solution is based upon PR ANS equations with the
DDP prescribed by the near-field solution.
An extensive number of conditions were
simulated: model-scale Re; medium and high speeds;
with and without thermal stratification; with and
without propeller; and two-fluid calculations over a
range of bubble sizes. The two-fluid near-field
results, however, are more preliminary in that they
are only for zero Fr and have not been coupled to the
far-field through the IDP. For the single-phase,
unstratified, and unpropelled case, a detailed
uncertainty analysis following ASME guidelines was
performed.
The single-phase results show that both
global and detailed features of Naval combatant flows
can be accurately predicted, particularly the total
resistance, wave profiles, and nominal wake. With
regard to interaction with the ambient temperature
field, the ship flow field transports cold water to the
surface creating a thermal scar, which is an excellent
tracer. However, the thermal field has small influence
on the flow. The effect of the propeller is qualitative
shown by the slipstream, swirl, and increased wave
height in the near wake. Also, it is shown that the
propeller moderately affects the thermal field, such
that the scar on the free surface is reduced in
comparison to the unpropelled calculation. The twophase results show that void-fraction introduced near
the bow, as a model of breaking-wave entrained
bubbles, accumulates in the boundary layer and
creates large void-fraction gradients near the wall,
where the velocity gradients are large and is strongly
influenced by bubble size. In the wake, the bubbles
are transported as two streaks, which in general,
qualitatively agree with observations of wake white
water. The far-field simulations successfully used the
near-field results as the IDP and showed that the dome
wake, propeller swirl, and cold-water region near the
centerline persist 10 ship lengths downstream.
In conclusion, the prognosis of the approach
is optimistic, however, there are many uncertainties
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which must be addressed. By using systematic
verification analysis, numerical uncertainties can be
made relatively small. However, improvement in
numerics is required, particularly, efficiency and
accuracy. Modeling uncertainties are daunting and
their estimation requires EFD validation data which,
unfortunately, is very difficult to obtain. For singlephase flow, modeling uncertainty is due to geometry,
turbulence, wave-breaking, and free-surface boundary
conditions. In contrast, there are many areas of
concern for two-phase flow. The accumulation of
bubbles in the boundary layer suggests that other
possible mechanisms of interfacial momentum and
mass transfer may be important in this region, such
as bubble-bubble collision and interfacial pressure,
Einstein forces, dissolution, and breakup. Some of
these models will require incorporation of an approach
to handle polydisperse bubble populations: a
formidable computational challenge.
To accurately predict bubbly-wake
signatures, much future work remains. For the nearfield RANS, further improvements in both numerics
and models will be made in conjunction with work on
more complex single-phase flows, e.g., unsteady
flow. Also, capability to resolve appendages,
calculate sinkage and trim, and employ more
sophisticated propeller-hull interaction methods must
be incorporated. The lack of strong thermalhydrodynamic interaction suggests that a variety of
common and in-situ temperature profiles be studied.
In certain environments, salinity fields may need to
be included in the transport and density calculations.
Finally, work on two-fluid modeling will focus on
extending the method for nonzero Fr, development of
a coupled multigroup scheme to calculate bubble-size
distribution, including bubble breakup and
dissolution, and inclusion of propulsor effects on the
bubble size distribution.
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Table 1. Resistance and grid convergence

Figure I. Naval combatant FF1052: tree-surface conforming grid
colored by wave elevation and surface streamlines
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Figure 2. Relationship between near- and far-field domains.
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ABSTRACT

the free-surface. The method was verified by Zhao and
Faltinsen(1993) by comparing with analytical and asymptotic solutions for water entry of symmetrical wedges with
deadrise angles from 4° to 81°. Faltinsen(1993) applied
the method with good results for a bow flare section. The
numerical method of Zhao and Faltinsen(1293) is in this
paper extended to general asymmetric bodies. Flow separation from knuckles and bodies with continuously curved
surfaces has been included. When separation occurs from
a continuously curved surface, the separation points are
determined empirically. The separation mechanism has to
be better understood in this case. Viscous boundary layer
effects are not believed to be important. Some insight can
be gained by studying solutions for steady cavity flow past
cylinders.

Two different theoretical methods for predicting slamming loads on two-dimensional sections have been developed. One of the methods is a fully nonlinear numerical
simulation, that includes flow separation from knuckles or
fixed separation points of a body with continuously curved
surface. The other method is an extension of Wagner's solution(1932). It is an approximate solution and does not
include flow separation. The numerical methods are validated by comparing with new experimental results from
drop tests of ship cross-sections.

2

INTRODUCTION

Many experimental, analytical and numerical studies of
slamming loads have been reported since the pioneering
works by von Karman(1929) and Wagner(1932). A strip
theory approach is common to use in the analyses of slamming loads on ship hull sections. This is also implicitly
assumed in this paper. Three-dimensional flow effects are
present in reality. However the many challenging physical and numerical problems are obviously easier to study
properly by a two-dimensional method. This will also give
guidance on how to treat the three-dimensional flow properly during water entry. Two different two-dimensional
methods are presented together with new experimental results. One of the methods represents a fully nonlinear
solution. This is a further development of the work by
Zhao and Faltinsen(1993). They studied slamming loads
on two-dimensional symmetrical sections without the effect of flow separation. The problem was solved as an initial value problem. The exact body boundary condition
and fully nonlinear free-surface conditions without gravity
were used in the numerical analysis. A local jet flow was
introduced near the intersections between the body and

An approximate solution based on a generalization of
Wagner's solution(1932) is also presented. The effect of
flow separation is not included. The problem is solved
numerically in the time domain by using Green's second
identity for each time step. The body boundary condition
is satisfied exactly. The piled-up water around the intersection between the free surface and the body surface is
calculated by a similar approach as Wagner(1932) used.
The dynamic free-surface condition is zero velocity potential on horizontal lines that go through the intersection
points between the free surface and body surface. The approximate solution has been compared with the similarity
solution for wedges and the fully nonlinear numerical solution. Satisfactory prediction of the maximum pressure
and total slamming loads are documented. This approximate solution is fast to calculate and more easy to use
for non-experienced users than the complete nonlinear numerical solution.
The numerical methods are validated by comparing with
new drop test experiments of a wedge and a bow flare sec-
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Figure 1: The (y,z) coordinate system, and the water en- Figure 2: The free-surface elevation and pressure(p) distry of a body with flow separation on the right side and no tribution on the body surface during water entry of a symmetric wedge with constant velocity V. Deadrise angle
separation on the left side.
a - 30°. pa is atmospheric pressure. The results are
based on a similarity solution(Zhao and Faltinsen(1993)).
tion. Each section has knuckles. The pressure and the
total slamming forces are measured for the whole period
of water entry. Systematic comparisons between the nu- equation
merical and experimental results have been carried out.
d2<t> d24> = 0
The three-dimensional flow effects in the drop tests have
(1)
been theoretically estimated. The maximum estimated
dy2 + dz2
three-dimensional effect represents a 20% reduction of the in the fluid domain. The dynamic free-surface condition
two-dimensional results. This method of estimating three- on the exact free surface can be written as
dimensional flow effects can in a qualitative way be used
to analyze an error source in strip theory predictions of
bow flare slamming. It is shown that the common method
(2)
Dt 2lW Kdz> J
of estimating bow flare impact forces based on fluid momentum conservation and infinite frequency added mass D/Dt means the substantial derivative and t is the time
coefficients as a function of submergence relative to undis- variable. The kinematic free-surface condition is that a
turbed free surface, gives too low maximum force and fluid particle remains on the free surface. Hence the free
wrong time history of the force.
surface can be found by convecting particles on the free
surface with the local fluid velocity. The body boundary
on the wetted body surface is satisfied on the in3 FULLY NONLINEAR SOLU- condition
stantaneous body surface. It can be written as

TION
A general two-dimensional asymmetric body with time
dependent vertical downwards velocity, is forced through
initially calm water. The problem is solved as an initial value problem. Since viscous effects are neglected,
the problem can be solved by potential theory. The effects of compressibility of the water and air cushions between the water and the structure are neglected. Gravity
is not included in the analysis. This has a negligible effect in the initial phase of water entry of a blunt body, but
will be more important at a later stage after flow separation has occurred. Hydroelastic effects are disregarded.
This can be significant when the slamming loads are large,
like for wetdeck slamming(Faltinsen(1996), Kvälsvold et
al.(1995)). Cavitation and ventilation can also occur in the
latter case.
The reference coordinate system yz is fixed in space. The
origin of the coordinate system is in the plane of the undisturbed water surface. The z-axis is positive upwards(see
figure 1). The velocity potential <j> satisfies the Laplace

dn~Vn

(3)

where Vn is the body velocity in the normal direction n on
the body surface. Positive direction of n is into the fluid
domain. The initial conditions are zero velocity potential
and free-surface elevation.
The problem without flow separation will be studied first.
A jet flow is created at the intersection between the free
surface and the body surface. A similarity solution can
be found for a symmetrical wedge with constant vertical
impact velocity(Dobrovol'skaya(1969), Zhao and Faltinsen(1993)). Figure 2 shows the similarity solution for
the free-surface elevation and pressure distribution during water entry of a symmetrical wedge with deadrise angle 30°. Figure 2 illustrates that the thin jet will not contribute much to the total force on the body . The part of
the jet, where the pressure is close to atmospheric pressure, can therefore be neglected. This makes it unnecessary to find the intersection point between the body
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Cut jet

face outside B and D, Sc is a control surface infinitely
far away from the body. The contribution from integrating over Sc in equation (4) is zero. The contribution from
the free surface far away from the body can be rewritten. The velocity potential cf> for \y\ > b(t), where b(t)
is large relative to the cross-dimensions of the hull, can
be expressed as a vertical dipole(symmetrical part) and a
multipole(asymmetrical part) in infinite fluid. The reason
is that the free surface condition is <f> = 0 on z=0 from a
far-field point of view. 0 can then be written as

Cut jit

Convex

Cut jet

Cut j«t

=

c

yz
i(0-5-r-s
>3
2 + z
2
y2 + z2 + C2(*),(yi
iy

(5)

where d (£) and C% (t) are unknowns that are found as a
part of the solution. Using equation (5) in equation (4)
makes it possible to analytically express the integrals from
b to oo and from -co to -b. The angle between the body
surface and AB(CD) is 90°, while the angle between the
free surface and AB(CD) is close to 90°(see figure 3). The
line AB (CD) is in the area where the jet starts and where
Figure 3: The water entry of bodies with convex and con- the pressure can be approximated by atmospheric prescave shapes. The jets are cut at AB and CD in the numer- sure.
ical simulations. Sp is the free surface.
An integral equation based on equation(4) is set up by letting (y,z) approach points on S for each time step. The
and free surface. This angle is very small for bodies free surface SF inside \y\ = b(t), and the body surface
with small deadrise angles and will cause numerical prob- SB, are divided into a number of straight line segments
lems(Greenhow(1987)). The geometry of the body may in the numerical evaluation of this integral equation. One
be either convex or concave around the spray root of the
straight line element is used to represent AB and CD. <f>
jet flow(see figure 3). Part of the jet will leave the body and d(f>/dn are set constant on each element, except on AB
for a convex shape. This can be observed from experimen- and CD, where <i> has a linear variation over the element.
tal tests(see for instance Faltinsen(1990)). One should cut For each element on the free surface inside \y\ = b{t),
the jet before it leaves the body in the numerical simula- and on AB and CD, 4> is known and d<t>/dn is unknown.
tions(see figure 3). The thin jet will follow the body sur- The instantaneous position of these elements and the valface for a body with concave shape (see figure 3), but it ues of <f> follow from the free-surface conditions. Special
will give a small force on the body surface. Therefore one care is necessary in describing the motion of the free surmay cut the most part of the jet.
face in order to satisfy conservation of fluid mass. A secAn instantaneous fluid domain tt that does not contain the ond order description of the free surface is used in areas
whole jet flow, is defined. The jet flow is cut at AB and with large curvature. On the body surface <f> is unknown
CD(see figure 3). The velocity potential <p for the flow and d<p/dn is known. In addition there are two unknowns
inside the fluid domain is represented by Green's second which come from the representation of the far field soluidentity, i.e.
tion, namely Ci(t) and C2(0- Tne total number of unknowns is NB + NF + 2, where NB is number of elements on the body surface and Np is number of elements
d<t>(v,(,t)
2ir<j)(y,z,t) - / [log:
on the free surface and on AB and CD. The integral equadn
tion resulting from equation (4) is satisfied at the midpoint
(4) of each element on SB, SF, AB , CD and at two conHv,Ct)^}dS(v,C,i)
trol points in the fluid domain with |j/|-value larger than
where r=[(y - rj)2 + (z — C)2]0'5- ~§^ means deriva- b(t). One obtains then a system of linear equations with
tive in the normal direction of S. Positive direction is into the same number of equations as the number of unknowns.
the fluid domain. The surface S consists of AB, CD, SB, The linear equations are solved by a standard procedure.
SF and Sc- Here SB is the instantaneous wetted body AB and CD(see figure 3) are not used in the initial phase.
surface below A and C, SF is the instantaneous free sur- When the free surface at the intersection with the body is
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A part of the jet

Figure 5: The local polar coordinate system (r,0) and the
local Cartesian coordinate system (s,n). S is the separation point, SB the body surface and SF the free surface.
The s-coordinate coincides with the tangent of the body
surface at the separation point S.

Figure 4: The water entry of a body with flow separation
at the knuckles. When the spray root of the jet reaches the
separation point S, a part of the jet is introduced in the numerical simulation.
close to the slope of the body surface, AB and CD are introduced.
It will now be described how to solve the problem when
the flow separates from a knuckle(or a fixed separation
point). When AB(or CD) reaches the separation point S,
a part of the previously neglected jet is introduced . The
computational domain will then include a larger part of
the jet(see figure 4). The reason for doing this is to avoid
numerical difficulties. The thin jet, which has been introduced here, is assumed to have the same thickness and
constant velocities in the y and z-direction for the whole
jet. The length of the introduced jet part is about 6 times
the length of AB. In reality the thickness will not be the
same. For instance the angle at the intersection between
the water and the body surface is about 1.8° during water
entry with constant velocity of a wedge with deadrise angle 30°(see figure 2). The length of the total jet is almost
the same as the length of the wetted body surface when the
wetted surface is defined as the distance from the keel to
the spray root of the jet The introduced jet part is therefore a small portion of the whole jet. It is a good approximation to assume constant jet thickness in this part of the
jet. The numerical results are not sensitive to the length
of the introduced jet part. A hemicircle is used at the end
of the jet This is advantageous in the time stepping of the
solution.
A Kutta condition is applied at the separation point S. This
implies that the flow leaves tangentially at the knuckle and
the velocities at point S are finite. In a small region near
the knuckle the behaviour of the velocities can be studied
by a local analysis.
Here a local polar coordinate system (rö) and a local
Cartesian coordinate system (s,n) is used(see figure 5). A
local solution of the velocity potential <j>ioc, that satisfies
the body boundary condition, can be written as
n

= A0{t) + U(t)s + ]T An{t)r cosnO
n>l

The velocity potential <f>ioc satisfies the free-surface condition
2
M^+If(^)
dt
2U ds '

2
]J =
+ Ä£)
v

dn '

o

on6 = n (7)

This leads to the following approximation for small r
f^o + 9U_s + i pt + 2UAnnrn-1cosn8 +
dt
dt
2l
2 2
2
2
2 2 2
A nr ^-^n cos ne + A nn r ^^n2sin2ne}9=lr = 0 (8)
The lowest order term in equation (8) is

dt

2

(9)

This equation says simply that the pressure is atmospheric
at the separation point This is automatically satisfied as a
part of the solution. The next term in equation (8) gives
2UAnnrn~1cosmr = 0

(10)

| cannot be a solupossible values of n are ^,
2' 2'
tion since it leads to a singular velocity. Choosing n=| is
consistent with that r2<n-1> should be a smaller term then
rn~l. This means that the solution in the vicinity of the
separation point can be written as
<f>ioc = Mt) + U(t)s + Ai(t)r3'2cos(-e)

(ID

Equation (11) implies that the tangential velocity at the
(6) free surface is U(t). Close to the separation point, the tangential velocity at the body surface can be written as
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the body and free surface for the elements closest the separation point are the same, the element closest to the separation point on the free surface will always be located on the
tangential continuation of the body surface from the separation point.
The front part of the jet has larger velocities than the rest
of the fluid in the beginning of flow separation from the
knuckle. Number of elements to represent the jet must
therefore be increased as time goes. It is also found that
the free surface can be unstable at the front part of the jet.
This problem can be suppressed for a long time by cutting the front part of the jet It has been checked that this
Figure 6: Element distribution and midpoints A, B, D, and does not affect the pressure on the body surface. The parE of the elements near the separation point S.
ticle velocities near the original jet flow will be strongly
reduced at a late stage. This means that it is not really a jet
flow anymore. It should also be noted that the acceleration
of fluid particles will not be much larger than the gravita(12) tional acceleration at a late stage of the flow. The effect of
u(s)=U(t)--Ai(t)ri
gravitation should therefore be included in the numerical
The free surface near the separation point can be found by simulation at this stage. This has not yet been studied.
equation (11). It can be shown that the flow leaves the
knuckle tangentially. Very small elements are used near The pressure p on the body surface is calculated by
the knuckle in the numerical calculations. The length of Bernoulli's equation, which can be written as
the segments used near the knuckle on the body and free
surface is about 0.3% of the length of the wetted body surd<t> 1 ,M* M ,\
(13)
P-Pa =
face for the wedge with deadrise angle 30°. Therefore the
2'[V + {TZ} ]
tangential velocity for the segments closest to the knuckle
on the body can be approximated by the particle velocity Here the hydrostatic pressure is neglected. pa is atmoon the free surface closest to the knuckle. This means that spheric pressure and p is the mass density of the fluid. The
the last term in equation (12) is neglected. The numerical term *j£ is found by generalizing the concept of substandetails of the implementation of the conditions at a sepa- tial derivative. One introduces
ration point are described below.
Figure 6 shows the element distribution around a knuckle.
D4>
d* *
(14)
Based on the velocity potentials at points A,B and D, the
tangential velocity at point B can be estimated. Based on
the velocity potentials at points B, D and E the tangen- where -^ is the change in <j> when one follows the midtial velocity at point D can be estimated. These two ve- point of a segment, that moves with velocity U.
locities are set equal. This gives a linear relationship between unknown velocity potential values on the body sur- The numerical results have been checked by changing
face and known potential values of the free surface near number of elements and time step and by checking conserthe separation point. In addition the normal derivative J£ vation of mass, momentum and energy. The expressions
of the potential near the knuckle is set equal on the body can be found in Zhao and Faltinsen(1993) and are valid
and the free surface. These two relationships implies that both with and without flow separation.
two equations in the linear equation system that follows
from the integral equation based on equation (4) must be
excluded. This is done by not satisfying the integral equa- 4 SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION
tion at the closest segments to the knuckle on the body and
free surface. The same procedure can be used for flow sep- Wagner(1932) developed an asymptotic solution for water
entry of two-dimensional bodies with small local deadrise
aration from the other side of the body.
angles. The flow was studied in two fluid domains. The
When the solution is stepped from time U to U+i, the free inner flow domain contains a jet flow at the intersection besurface location and velocity potential on the free surface tween the body and the free surface. In the outer flow dofor ti+1 are obtained by using the kinematic and the dy- main the body boundary condition and the dynamic freenamic free-surface conditions. Because the velocities on surface condition <f> = 0 were transformed to a horizontal
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namic free surface condition implies that fluid particles on
the free surface have only vertical velocities. The instantaneous Zi -coordinate of the intersection points on the two
sides of the body are different for water entry of an asymmetrical body.
The numerical simulation starts at time t0. The submergence of the body is z\ at t0(see figure 7). The effect
— \ of free-surface elevation is neglected initially, so the free
surface l0 is horizontal. In the numerical computation, t0
is set equal to 0.15ipouf, where tpout is the time instance
when one needs the pressure distribution and slamming
forces as output This procedure has been tested against
Figure 7: The coordinate system (y,zi), the real free sur- the Wagner solution for a water entry of a circle at an early
face 1 and the horizontal lines L used in the numerical sim- stage and water entry of a wedge with small deadrise anulation for time steps t0, U and ti+i in the simplified so- gles. Satisfactory predictions of the pressure distribution
lution.
and the slamming forces were obtained.
line. The kinematic free-surface condition was used to determine the intersection between the free surface and the
body in the outer flow domain. Zhao and Faltinsen(1993)
presented a composite solution for the pressure distribution in the outer and inner flow domain and showed satisfactory agreement with similarity solutions for wedges
with deadrise angles smaller than 20°.
A generalization of Wagner's solution to larger local deadrise angles is presented in the following text. Only the
outer flow domain solution is analyzed. A main difference
from the Wagner theory is that the exact body boundary
condition is satisfied at each time instant. The wetted body
surface is found by integrating in time the vertical velocities of fluid particles on the free surface and finding when
the particles intersect the body surface. Wagner did also
that, but he could use analytical solutions because of the
simplified body boundary condition. The dynamic freesurface condition will be the same as Wagner used. The
pressure is calculated by the complete Bernoulli's equation without gravity. It has not been possible to find an
inner flow solution near the spray roots that matches the
outer flow solution. This would have made it possible to
exclude in a rational way the large negative pressures that
occur at the intersection points in our outer flow solution.
The procedure is now simply to neglect the negative pressure.
The problem is solved as an initial value problem. The
velocity potential satisfies two-dimensional Laplace equation in the fluid domain. A boundary value problem is
solved by using equation (4) for each time step. The numerical procedure is similar as the fully nonlinear problem. A coordinate system yzi which follows the vertical
motion of the body is used(see figure 7). The dynamic free
surface condition <j> = 0 is satisfied on horizontal lines that
starts at the intersection points between the body and the
free surface on each side of the body (see figure 7). The dy-
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Figure 7 illustrates the free surface k and li+\ at two time
instances U and ti+x. The free-surface conditions are satisfied on the horizontal lines L, and Li+\ at U and ti+i.
An integral equation following from equation (4) is used at
each time step U to find the velocity potential on the body
surface and the vertical velocities at Li. It is assumed that
the vertical velocity on Li for a given y-value is the same
as the vertical velocity on k. The solution can be stepped
from t = U to t - ti+i in the following way. The procedure is first to decide the intersection point (yi+1, z|+1)
for positive y-values at time ti+1 and then find what At =
ti+i - U must be. By knowing At, the intersection point
for negative y-values at ti+i is determined afterwards. At
is found in details as follows. One can write

AP

= / mc{t),y

i+i)dt

(15)

where AP = PTi+i - PIHsee figure 7) and W is the relative vertical velocity of a point between FT» and PTi+i
with y-coordinate j/i+i. W depends on c(t) which is the ycoordinate of the intersection point between the free surface and the body surface at time t. Equation (15) can be
written
rVi+i

W(c(t),yi+1)^dc

AP

(16)

•>Vi

This is evaluated numerically by using an average value
(£)m for £. W is expressed in terms of a local solution.
Here a local polar coordinate system (r202) is used(see figure 8). W can be written as

W=

D
2-!

-^l-

(17)

has been done by using similar equations, as used for the
right hand side of the body, to calculate the times it takes
for points on the left hand free surface to move up to the
body surface. Then one can determine the y-coordinate of
the intersection point by linear interpolation.

Body surface

Figure 8: Local polar coordinate system (r2,02) ^d l°cal
Cartesian coordinate system (2/2.^2)- I is the intersection
point between the body and the free surface. The local
deadrise angle is a. The free surface condition is satisfied
on the 2/2-axis in the numerical simulation of the simplified
method.
Here r2 is (yi+i - c(t)). ß is defined in figure 8 and is assumed constant from tt to £i+1. D is found from the global
solution and an average value is used from ti to U+\. This
is found for a symmetric body by solving the global problem for ti and U+i, and use an average value Dm forD at
these two time instances. The procedure for an asymmetric body will be explained later. Equation(16) can now be
written as
dt, Dm fVi^
(j/i+i
dc 2-iJy

^=-(-7:)Jm

I

_£

-c(£))2-w

dc

=-(^)mDm(yi+1 - y{)^ (IS)
ac
This means that

(-)

= —

AP

Dm{yi+i -yi)

&

(19)

At is now determined as
(20)

If the body is asymmetric, Dm is determined as follows.
An estimate of the horizontal line L;+i on the left hand
side of the body(see figure 7) is based on the rate of change
with time of the intersection point from the previous time
step. Dm is then again determined as the average value at
t{ and li+i. At can then be determined by equation (20)
and equation (19).

After the velocity potential on the body surface has been
determined, the pressure distribution on the body can be
found from equation (13). Special care is shown near the
intersection between the body and the free surface. Since
the velocity is infinite there, the last term in equation (13)
will be negative infinite. It can be shown that the first term
is positive infinite at the intersection point, and that the last
term is more singular than the first term. Therefore the total pressure is negative infinite. But this is an integrable
singularity. Let us define the integrated vertical force for
the part with negative pressure as Fjv, and from the part
with positive pressure asFp.lt can be shown that FN jFp
goes to zero when the deadrise angle goes to zero. For
small deadrise angles, the maximum pressure(positive) is
obtained near the intersection point The maximum pressure obtained from the outer solution is the'Same as the
maximum pressure from tue composite solution based on
Wagner's soIution(Zhao and Faltinsen(1993)) when the
deadrise angle goes to zero.

5 VERIFICATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED METHOD
Figure (9) compares predicted pressure distributions by
the simplified solution and the similarity solution. Wedges
with deadrise angles 10°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 81° are analyzed. The negative pressures in the simplified solution
have been omitted. The maximum pressure occurs near
the spray root for small deadrise angles. When the deadrise angle is larger than approximately 40°, the maximum
pressure is located at the keel of the wedge. For small
deadrise angles there are good agreementbetween the simplified and similarity solution in the region near the spray
root of the jet. The agreement is less satisfactory near the
spray root for large deadrise angles. But from a design
point of view this has no consequence for the total slamming loads and the maximum pressure, because the pressure is relatively low compared with the average pressure
on the body surface.

Numerically predicted total slamming force and maximum pressures on a wedge with different deadrise angles
are presented in figure 10. There are good agreement between the simplified and the similarity solution. The results from Wagner's solution and von Karman's solutions
are also presented in figure 10a. A von Karman solution
Knowing At, the intersection point on the lefthand side of means that the local up-rise of the water is not accounted
the body can be determined by linear interpolation. This for. The dynamic free-surface condition is the same as in
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Wagner's solution. Two different von Karman solutions
are presented in figure 10a. One is based on a flat plate solution , similar as Wagner did. The other von Karman solution is obtained by using the exact body boundary condition and the principle of conservation of momentum. The
vertical force is expressed by

(c)

(21)

at

where A33 is the infinite frequency added mass in heave
as a function of submergence. V is the drop velocity.
This is referred to as the von Karman-momentum solution. Figure 10a shows that the Wagner solution clearly
over-predicts the slamming loads for larger deadrise angles. The von Karman solution based on the flat plate solution clearly under-predicts slamming loads for relatively
small deadrise angles. The von Karman-momentum solution with exact body boundary condition clearly underpredicts slamming loads. The latter approach is common
to use in practical nonlinear ship motion and sea load computations during water entry of a bow flare section. The results in figure 10 illustrate unsatisfactory predictions based
on this method.
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Figure 9: Pressure(p) distribution on symmetric wedges
during water entry with constant vertical velocity V.
, simplified solution;
, similarity solution.
pa is atmospheric pressure, a is deadrise angle, p is mass
density of the fluid, z is vertical coordinate, t is time variable and Vt is the instantaneous draft relative to calm water, (a) a = 10°; (b) a = 30°; (c) a = 45°; (d) a = 60°;
and (e) a = 81°.
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Figure 11: Numerically predicted pressure(p) distribution
during water entry of a bow flare section. The vertical velocity V is constant pa is atmospheric pressure and p is
mass density of the fluid. The geometry of the body is
shown in figure 13b. The numerical results are presented
for the time instance just before the spray roots of the jets
reach the knuckles, z is vertical coordinate on the body
surface, t is time variable and Vt is the instantaneous draft
relative to calm water.
, simplified solution; -~ fully nonlinear solution.

The simplified and the fully nonlinear solution have been
compared for different ship sections. Figure 11 shows the
predicted pressure distribution for the bow flare section,
which was used during the drop tests(see figure 13b). The
vertical velocity of the section is constant. The time in—I
stance is just before the spray roots of the jets reach the
20.0
40.0
a(dagreas)
knuckles. The comparison between the theories and the
experimental results will be shown in section 7. Figure
11 shows satisfactory agreement between the two differFigure 10: The vertical slamming force F3 and maximum ent methods.
pressure pma~ on symmetric wedges during water entry
with constant vertical drop velocity V. pa is atmospheric The general conclusion is that the simplified theory reppressure, a is deadrise angle, p is mass density of the fluid, resents a reasonable approximation of the total slamming
t is time variable and Vt is the instantaneous draft relative force and the local slamming loads.
to calm water.
(a) the vertical slamming force,
, simplified solution; A A A, similarity solution;
, Wagner solution; 6 DESCRIPTION
OF
DROP
, von Karman; o- o-o, von Kannan-momentum.
TESTS
(b) the maximum pressure,
, simplified solution; A A A, similarity solution.

6.1

THE MODEL

Drop tests have been carried out at MARTNTEK. The objective was to validate the theoretical methods. A sketch
of the free-falling rig used in the tests is shown in figure 12.
The rig consists of four different parts; the vertical guide
rails, the trolley, a rotatable horizontal beam and the test
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Breadth of section
Vertical distance from keel to knuckles
Length of measuring sections
Length of each dummy sections
Total length
Weight drop rig (without ballast)
Ballast weight
Total weight of drop rig
Weight of measuring section

V shape
Ö.JÖm
0.20 m
0.20 m
0.40 m
1.00 m
141kg
100 kg
241kg
14.5 kg

bow flare
0.42 m
0.203 m
0.10m
0.45 m
1.00 m
161kg
1Ö0 kg
261kg
6.9 kg

Table 1. The main data of the test sections.
The total weight of the measuring section represents the
total weight of the section connected underneath the vertical force transducers.

6.2 INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation in the tests is shown in figure 13 and
the following parameters were measured:
♦Pressures in 4-5 points using pressure cells of piezoresistive type with resonance frequency of 500 kHz. The
cell diameter is 4 mm. The positions of the pressure cells
are shown in figure 13.
♦The vertical force using two force transducers connected
to the ends of the measuring section.

Figure 12: The free-falling rig used in the drop tests.

♦Wetted surface measurements using wave gauges tape.
sections. The rotatable beam is connected to the trolley
using one bolt at each end of the beam. The beam can be
rotated in intervals from zero to a maximum roll angle of
28 degrees. Only results for non-rotated sections will be
presented. The ballast weights are located within the rotatable beam. The trolley is engaged with the vertical guide
rails. The test sections are mounted directly to the horizontal, rotatable beam. The tests sections are connected to
the trolley during the entire drop. Any rotation of the test
sections are in this way suppressed during the impact The
total length of the test sections are L = 1.0 m. The breadth
B of the test sections can vary from 0.25 to 0.60 m. The
maximum drop height for this rig is about 2.0 m. The trolley is raised using a winch fitted with a quick-release hook.
The hook is connected to an automatic release mechanism.
After the test section has hit the water surface, the trolley
is stopped using two elastic ropes.
Both a V-shaped section with 30 degrees deadrise angle
and a typical ship bow section were tested. The shape of
the two different sections are shown in figure 13. The total test section was divided into three parts, one measuring
section with a dummy section on each side (see figure 13).
No vertical end plates were used. The measuring section
was connected to the rig using two force transducers. The
main data for the test setup for the two different sections
can be summarized as follow:

♦Vertical acceleration of the drop rig using an accelerometer.
♦The vertical drop velocity was measured using an optical sensor. The time development of the drop velocity was
obtained by using this value in combination with the measured vertical acceleration of the drop rig.
The sections were dropped against calm water. At least
two drops were performed for each test condition.

7 COMPARISONS
BETWEEN
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS
Only the fully nonlinear method can be used to predict the
pressure distribution on bodies after flow separation occurs. An example with water entry of a wedge with deadrise angle 30° and with knuckles is presented in figure
14. The vertical velocity is constant The pressure distribution and free surface elevation for different time instances after the spray roots separate from the knuckles
are presented. Figure 14a shows that the maximum pressure is located near the spray root of the jet before separation occurs. After the flow separates, the maximum
pressure near the separation point drops fast and the maximum pressure moves to the keel of the wedge. Figure
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Pressure
gauges

Dummy
Section

Measuring
Section

Dummy
Section

T
200 mm ,

, Fore« Tnui*duc*i

14b shows the free-surface elevation after the flow separation. Greenhow and Lin(1983) studied experimentally
water entry of a wedge with deadrise angle 30°. One of
the pictures showed the water elevation after flow separation. Figure 14c shows both experimental and theoretical
predictions of the free-surface elevation. The agreement
seems satisfactory. However information on the variation
of the experimental drop velocity was not available. Deceleration of the test section will effect the free-surface elevation.
Fig. 15a compares numerical and experimental time histories of the vertical hydrodynamic force on the symmetrical wedge with deadrise angle 30° described in figure 13.
The fully nonlinear method is used. The measured vertical
drop velocity of the body during water entry is presented in
figure 15b. The same velocity has been used in the numerical simulations. There is good agreement between numerical and experimental results initially. The differences are
larger at a later stage. A main reason is three-dimensional
flow effects.
The three-dimensional effects can approximately be explained by combining Meyerboff's(1970) calculations of
added masses of thin rectangular plates with a generalization of Wagner's theory to three-dimensional flow. This
implies that at each time step, the cross-flow around a flat
plate of local beam 2B and length 2L in infinite fluid is
solved. The coordinates B and -B represents an approximation of the local intersection between the instantaneous
free surface and the exact body surface. This has to be find
by an integral equation in a similar way as Wagner(1932)
did for two-dimensional flow. However by applying Meyerhoffs(1970) results, we are assuming the same wetted
surface at each cross-section. This procedure can only be
applied up to the time instant when the spray roots are in
the vicinity of the knuckles.
The vertical force per unit length on the measurement section can then be written as

Dummy
Section

Measuring
Section

Dummy
Section

t

F3 = ±(0.5pirB*(t)Vf(j))

t

(22)

where /(-ff) accounts for three-dimensional flow effects.
The value of /(■£) for different values of ■£ can be
found by using Meyerhoff's(1970) results. The threedimensional effect f3o = F3/F32D have been estimated
for f =0.25,0.4 and 0.5. It is found that /3r»(0.25) =
400 mm
400 mm
0.95, /3£»(0.40) = 0.87 and f3D(0.5) = 0.80. Here
100 mm
2D
F
is the two-dimensional vertical force valid when B/L
3
- Pressure gauges
goes to zero. B/L = 0.5 represents the situation when
Figure 13: The geometry of the test section and the loca- the spray roots are at the knuckles. It means that threetions Pi of the pressure gauges,
dimensional effects cause a 20 % reduction in the vertical
(a) the wedge section; (b) the bow flare section.
force at the stage when the spray roots reach the knuckles.
Including these three-dimensional effects clearly improve
the numerical predictions relative to the experiments(see
—-P+• P2
-P3
/. P4
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Figure 14: The pressure(p) distribution and free-surface
elevation during the water entry of a wedge with deadrise
angle 30° and knuckles. Calculated by the fully nonlinear solution. V is constant drop velocity, pa is atmospheric
pressure, p is mass density of the fluid and B is breadth of
the wedge, y is horizontal coordinate on the body surface.
t0 is the time instance when the spray roots of the jets reach
the separation points.
(a) pressure distribution,
, t — t0;
, t =
l.lt0; -"-, i = 1.3*0;
1 = 2M0.
(b) free-surface elevation,
, t — t0;
, t —
1.3*o;
, * = 2.0*0(c) comparison of free-surface elevation between theory and experiments, fc=2.9*0(Greenhow and Lin(1983)).
, theory;
, experiment.

Figure 15: The vertical slamming force F3 on a wedge
with deadrise angle 30° and knuckles(see figure 13a) during water entry . t is time variable and V(t) is measured
vertical drop velocity of the wedge, (a) the vertical slamming force
, experimental results;
,
fully nonlinear solution; 000, fully nonlinear solution with
three-dimensional corrections; (b) experimental drop velocity.
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ipV'B

(a)

figure 15a). When there is a drop in the vertical force
and later on, Wagner's procedure does not apply. However the body is also non-slender during this stage of the
flow. It is therefore qualitatively speaking believed that
three-dimensional effects are at least as important as when
B/L=0.5. Figure 15a shows that the slamming force reduces quickly in the beginning after flow separation, then
decay more slowly. If equation (21) is used to predict the
vertical hydrodynamic force, V is assumed constant and
infinite frequency added mass values are calculated for
different submergences, it follows that the force is zero after separation. If the deceleration of model is accounted
for, the vertical force based on equation (21) will be negative after flow separation. Since the maximum force(see
figure 10) and the time rate of change of the wetted area in
a von Karman type of solution will be clearly lower than
in our predictions, the time history of the force will also be
quite different before flow separation.
At a late stage of the water entry, it is of interest to compare the numerical results of vertical force with theoretical
drag coefficients for steady symmetric cavity flow past a
wedge. These values are a function of the cavitation number. Knapp et al.(1970) defines the cavitation number as

K=

PO -PB

0.5pV2

0.75

lpV»B

B

(b)

(23)

for water entry. Here V is the velocity of the body, p0 is
pressure in undisturbed fluid at the depth of the nose of
the entering body, pB is the cavity pressure. The cavity
pressure is the same as atmospheric pressure in our case.
According to Knapp et al(1970), CD = 0.745 for twodimensional symmetric steady supercavitating flow(K=0)
past a wedge with interior angle 120° at the nose. CD is
defined as CD - F/(0.5pV2B). Here F is the total force
and B is the maximum breadth of the section.
Since gravity is neglected in the numerical computations,
the water entry force on the wedge should approach the results for supercavitating flow when the submergence goes
to infinity and the drop velocity is constant The different force components are plotted in figure 16a as a function of Vt/B, where B is breadth of the body and Vt is the
submergence of the keel relative to calm water. The force
term associated with the pressure term D'(f>/D't in equation (14) should go to zero and the sum of the rest of the
terms should approach 0.745 when the submergence goes
to infinity. The results show that the D'<j>/D't-tmn of the
force reduces slowly after a rapid decrease just after flow
separation from the knuckles. The results are plotted as a
function of b/(Vt) in figure 16b. This makes it easier to estimate asymptotic values when Vt goes to infinity. Figure
16b indicates that the computed CD-value approaches an
asymptotic value close to 0.745 when Vt goes to infinity.

Figure 16: Different components of the numerical predicted slamming force F$ on a symmetric wedge with
deadrise angle 30° and knuckles during water entry. Fully
nonlinear method is used. V is constant vertical drop velocity, p is mass density of the fluid, t is time variable,
Vt is the instantaneous draft relative to calm water and B
, total slamming force;
is breadth of the body.
, force due to - p[(|*)2 + (f)2] + ^-v0;" -, force due to -p%$ ■
(a) the horizontal axis is Vt/B, (b) the horizontal axis is
B/(Vt).
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The numerical simulations should ideally have been continued for larger submergences, but numerical difficulties
were encountered. Our computations indicate that the cavity becomes infinitely long when Vt goes to infinity. It is
expected that the cavity will be finite if gravity is included.
The deceleration of the section will also affect the solution.
The numerical and experimental pressure distribution for
three time instances are plotted in figure 17. Good agreement between theory and experiments are documented at
an early stage of the water entry. The differences are larger
at a later stage, but this is mainly due to three-dimensional
effects in the experiments. Figure 17c corresponds to a
time instant after the spray roots have separated from the
knuckles. The pressure level is then low and spatially uniform over the body surface. The vertical force found by
integrating the measured pressure are in good agreement
with the measured vertical force presented in figure 15.
Figure 18 shows a comparison of numerical and experimental values of slamming loads on the bow flare section. The measured vertical velocity of the body during
water entry is presented in figure 18b. The fully nonlinear solution is used. Good agreement between the numerical results and the experiments are obtained. The ratio
B/L is 0.31 when the spray roots reach the knuckles in this
case. The previous simplified analysis shows that threedimensional effect causes 8% reduction of the force relative to the two-dimensional force when the spray roots of
the jets reached the knuckles.
The pressure distributions for the bow flare section are
plotted for three time instances in figure 19. A comparison is made between the fully nonlinear solution and the
experimental results. There are quite good agreement between the results. Generally speaking, the experimental
results give lower values than the numerical results. By
comparing the measured pressures with measured force
presented in figure 18, it appears that the measured force
is somewhat higher than the force obtained by pressure integration. This indicates measurement errors.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
A fully nonlinear numerical method that predicts slamming loads on a general two-dimensional body is presented. Two-dimensional Laplace equation is solved by a
boundary element method. The jet flows at the intersection between the body surface and the free surface are approximated. The fully nonlinear free-surface conditions
without gravity and the exact body boundary condition are
satisfied. The effect of flow separation is incorporated by
a Kutta condition. The numerical method is validated by
comparing with new experimental results from drop tests
of a wedge and a bow flare section. Both sections have
knuckles. Satisfactory agreement is documented for the

O.S -

*>
Figure 17: The pressure distribution(p) at three time instances during water entry of a wedge with deadrise angle
30° and knuckles(see figure 13a). V(t) is the drop velocity, which is shown in figure 15b, pa is atmospheric pressure, p is mass density of the fluid, t is time variable, t=0
corresponds to that the keel touches the water surface, z is
vertical coordinate on the body surface, zk is vertical coordinate of the keel and ZD is the draft of the body, o, experimental results;
, fully nonlinear solution.
(a) t=0.00435 s; (b) t=0.0158 s ; (c) t= 0.0202 s.
.
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Figure 18: The vertical slamming force F3 on a bow flare
1.0section with knuckles(see figure 13b) during water entry.
t is time variable. t=0 corresponds to that the keel touches 0.5the water surface. V(t) is measured vertical drop velocity.
(a) the vertical slamming force
, experimental 00►
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
results;
, fully nonlinear solution.
Figure 19: The pressure distribution(p) at three time in(b) experimental drop velocity
stances during water entry of a bow flare section with
knuckles(see figure 13b). V(t) is the measured drop velocity(see figure 18b), pa is atmospheric pressure, p is mass
density of the fluid, t is time variable, t=0 corresponds to
that the keel touches the water surface, surface, z is vertical coordinate on the body surface, z* is vertical coordinate of the keel and ZD is tHe draft of the body, o, experimental results;
, fully nonlinear solution.
(a) t=0.06 s; (b) t=0.07 s; (c) t= 0.08 s!
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whole period of water entry including when separation
from the knuckles occurs. Three-dimensional flow effects
in the experiments are theoretically estimated. A simplified method to predict slamming load is also presented.
This is based on a generalization of the Wagner( 1932) approach. The exact body boundary condition is satisfied.
No flow separation is accounted for. It is demonstrated
that the simplified solution gives reasonable results. The
commonly used method to calculate forces on bow flare
sections based on von Karman method and conservation
of momentum gives too low maximum force and a wrong
time history of the force.
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solution of coupled external hydrodynamic and
internal elasto-dynamic problems. In previous
impact loading calculations (e.g. Yamamoto et al.,
1980, Meyerhoff and Schlachter, 1980, and Belik et
al, 1988), either the hydrodynamic force was
decoupled from structural response by assuming
constant-velocity water entry, or simplistically
coupled hydroelastic models were used where the
hydrodynamic load was treated as quasi-steady.
Recent works by Kvälsvold and Faltinsen (1993) and
Kvälsvold et al (1995) have shown that the impactinitiated dynamic response of an elastic structure can
be an important factor in changing local pressures and
thus hull girder loads. The coupling between the
hydrodynamics and an internal structural response has
also been investigated in shock mitigation studies
where biodynamic human response was a primary
consideration (e.g. Gollwitzer and Peterson, 1995,
1996). These more recent efforts demonstrate the
importance of a validated, general time-dependent,
impact theory to which hull structural response can
be coupled.

ABSTRACT
A theoretical model for hydrodynamic
impact of hulls with hard chines is described. Two
distinct conditions are considered: one in the initial
stages of impact where the jet-head travels along the
hull towards the chine and one in the later stages of
impact where the jet-head leaves the body at the chine
and outwardly travels across the water surface.
Numerical calculations of the hull impact force and
acceleration are given and compared with
experimental drop test results. The model is then
extended to include an internal body, supported by
springs and dashpots. The mass of the impacting
hull and the mass of the internal body form a two
body system subject to the external force of the fluid.
The motion of the masses are coupled through the
hydrodynamic boundary value problem to form a time
dependent hydroelastic impact model. Results
applicable to shock mitigation and shock isolation
studies are given.
INTRODUCTION

Starting with von Karman (1929) and
Wagner (1932, 1933), the hydrodynamic impact
problem has been investigated in various forms for
years. However, the different theories are
approximations and forced compromises reflecting the
inherent difficulty of the problem. Traditionally, the
analysis has either been conducted in two dimensions
using a nonlinear free surface boundary condition
without gravity, or in three dimensions using a
simplified pressure release condition, i.e. ((> = 0 on z
= 0. Some recent representative examples of these
two different approaches are Cointe (1991), Zhao and
Faltinsen (1992, 1993) and Vorus (1992, 1996) for
the two dimensional solutions and Troesch and Kang
(1986 and 1988) for the simplified three dimensional

The hydroelastic behavior of high speed craft
in a seaway is becoming an important design
consideration as hull scantlings are made lighter in a
never-ending search for weight reduction. This
optimization of hull strength is occurring at the same
that time vessel speeds are increased due to extended
performance demands. In addition to structural
considerations, the high speed and resulting high
acceleration environment affect human performance
and comfort. Severe shock loads certainly cause a
reduction in operating personnel effectiveness and can
result in potentially severe injury.
The accurate prediction of hull loads and
responses during impact, though, requires the
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flattens toward coincidence with the horizontal axis,
the boundary conditions more and more accurately
apply on the axis, implying a limit of geometric
linearity. However, with increasing flatness, the
transverse flow velocity tends toward infinity over the
entire material contour (except with a singular zero at
the plane of symmetry for symmetric impact). This
implies the limiting condition of uniform
hydrodynamic nonlinearity. The theory is therefore
mixed: It is geometrically linear in that the
boundary conditions are satisfied on the horizontal
axis, but it is hydro dynamically nonlinear in that
the large transverse perturbation velocity is fully
retained in the axis boundary conditions.

solution. These papers did not couple the elastic
response of the hull with the hydrodynamic problem.
The following sections will present the
theory of transient impact, experimental validation,
and numerical calculations of coupled wedge impact
with elastic hull response. A time-dependent free
surface impact boundary value problem (Vorus 1992,
1996) will be used to estimate the impact load acting
on a rigid, constant deadrise section. The paper will
discuss the significant difficulties associated with
solving the fully nonlinear boundary value problem
when time dependent spray sheets are present and
assumptions based upon similarity flows are no
longer valid. In addition, the impact problem for a
finite wedge where the wedge surface becomes vertical
at a hard chine will be briefly reviewed (Vorus,
1996). Comparisons between theory and experiments
will also be presented. The experiments involve the
drop testing of nearly prismatic sections of typical
planing hulls. The analysis is then extended to
include the coupling of a discrete mass attached to the
rigid hull by springs and dashpots. This model has
direct application to the shock problem associated
with high speed planing vessel impact in waves.
Numerical studies are presented which show the effect
of different parameter values in system mass ratio,
stiffness, and damping on maximum acceleration
response.

Figure 1: Definition of "chines dry" (a) and "chines
wet" (b) impact phases

THEORETICAL MODELING OF IMPACT

The mathematics problem is defined with the
aid of Figure 2. Although depicted on Figure 2 as a
semi-infinite wedge, the cylinder contour is of
arbitrary shape and can include a hard chine where
separation is forced to occur. The impact velocity
V(t) is also arbitrary and can include, for example,
forced deceleration which also produces contour flow
separation, as is demonstrated in Vorus (1996).

The characteristics of the flow during
impact, which include the hull pressure distribution,
jet velocity, and free surface deformation, change
dramatically as the jet head passes over severe hull
geometric variations. When the jet head reaches a
location on the hull's surface where the surface
curvature exceeds that which would normally occur in
an unrestrained jet, such as at a chine, the pressure
drops significantly. See Figure 1 for a schematic
defining the "chines dry" and "chines wet" stages of
impact. A variation of the model described in the
following paragraphs (Vorus, 1992, 1996) has been
compared extensively with steady planing pressure
distributions (Lai and Troesch, 1995) which include
the essential characteristics of impact hydrodynamics.
A summary of the impact model is reviewed here
briefly for completeness. Details can be found in
Vorus (1996).

Referring to Figure 2, the principal solution
unknowns are the zero pressure point offset zc(t),
the jet head offset zb(t) and the jet velocity
distribution, Vs(z,t), between zc(t) and zb(t). A
multi-layered nonlinear iteration is required in
computing these unknowns starting from an initial
condition corresponding to the self-similar semiinfinite wedge at the initial impact velocity V(0).
The solution equations that must be iterated derive
from the nonlinear boundary conditions satisfied on
the axis segments indicated in Figure 2 b.

The theoretical formulation of Vorus (1992,
1996) can be viewed as a solution to the complete
two dimensional nonlinear impact initial-boundary
value problem in all respects except that the nonlinear
boundary conditions are satisfied on the horizontal
axis. This is argued to be consistent to lowest order
in the flatness limit. Physically, as the cylinder

The dynamic boundary condition of zero
pressure on the jet head free vortex sheet leads to a
one-dimensional Burger's equation in terms of the
Vs(z,t) and zc(t) unknowns:
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+ Zc^L

(Vs-: •et

=0

l<^<b(T)

K-element piecewise linear discretization of the
cylinder contour at x in 0 < C, < 1 with the

(1)

dx

^ and ßk being the element end-point
offsets and angles, respectively, as developed in
Vorus (1996).

Here C, = z/zc, X is nondimensional time, and b =
zb/zc. As shown in Vorus (1996), Eq. (1) can be
solved analytically by Galaen transformation to
express Vs = Vs(£, x; zc(x)) on the free sheet. The
solution to Eq. (1) assures that the pressure is
constant on l<^<b(x). The condition that the value
of the constant be zero is assured by:
z

bx

Vs2(b,x) + V2(x)-V2(x)
2Vs(b,x)

(a) solution space

(2)

In Eq. (2), the free sheet normal velocity Vn is
taken as 0 or 1 depending on whether at x the
chine is unwetted or wetted, respectively.
(b) geometric linearization
to z-axis
I l
I I
! Zb'w

Equation (2) and the solution to Eq. (1)
provide two conditions on the unknowns zc(t), zb(t),
and Vs(z,t) in zc<z<zb. Vs(zc,t), the velocity
entering the jet head, is the boundary condition in Eq.
(1) and must be considered to be a fourth unknown.

z

c«|

The integral equation formed from the
cylinder kinematic boundary condition is of the
Carleman type, which is inverted analytically to
produce the contour vortex strength, yc =~ 2VS in
0<z<zc(x) in terms of the principal unknowns as:

v(t) + j*>

Vs(z,t)
(large)

Vs(z,t)

Vs(z,t)
(small)

Figure 2: Solution space and unknowns

2cOSßfe,TKK(C,T)

YcM =

Cp=0

Cp(z,t)

Equation (3) is singular at z = zc(£ = 1).
Removal of the singularity requires that the first two
terms in the bracket be collectively zero:

ys(s,x)ds_

n

s=lK(s,x)^(s2-l)

V(x) + f I
YsMds

(3)

S=1K(S,X)J(S2-1)(S2-C2)

Equation (4) is a velocity continuity condition, in
the sense of a "Kutta Condition," providing with
Eqns. (1) and (2) a third relationship among the four
unknowns.

The two new terms in (3) are both unknown
functions at time x :

For the chine-wetted penetration phase of the
cylinder immersion, with zc(x) known and equal to
the chine offset Zch the formulation is theoretically
complete with Eq. (4). Equations (1), (2), and (4)
determine the remaining principal unknowns ys(^,x),
ys(l,x), and zb(x) uniquely, given the values at the
time of chine-wetting. For the initial chine-unwetted
flow however, zc(x) is an additional independent
unknown, and an additional condition is required.

ß = ß(C,x) stan-1 [sin ß(C,t)], where ß(C,x)
is the spatially variable contour deadrise angle
at X in 0<C<1.

K(C,X)SII£ 1

(4)

*s=lK(s,x)J(s2-l)

^2-lb(}T)
*

Ys(s,x)ds

fl r*2
S ~<=k+l
f2
<=

y*2
=k

7C

is from a

_l
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Once the four solution variables have been
determined for any time, back substitution into Eq.
(3) (with the singular terms removed) gives the
cylinder contour vortex strength:

By Figure 2a, the velocity of the jet head,
zb(t), is jump discontinuous from a large value on
the cylinder contour to a small (higher order) value on
the free-surface at the jet-head. However, the cylinder
and free-surface contours must be continuous at zb(t)
for the chine unwetted flow zc(t)<Zch . The
displacement continuity condition is obtained by
integrating the kinematic boundary condition in time
and solving the resulting Carleman integral equation
for a displacement vortex strength:
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As with Eq. (3), the singularity in the first
two bracketed terms of this solution must be removed
to achieve the required displacement continuity.
There results the fourth and final condition on the
unknowns:
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where hc(s,x) in Eq. (6) is the cylinder contour
elevation above the baseline from the plane of
symmetry to the jet head, s = 1. Ywl(x) is the
distance above the baseline to the undisturbed water
surface and is just the integral of V(x) in time.
Both hc(s,x) and Yw](x) are known functions at
time x.
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The four generally unknown functions zc(t),
zb(t), Vs(zc,t) in zc<z<zb, and Vs(zc,t) are iterated
forward in time using Eqns. (1), (2), (4), and (6).
Since all integral equation inversions have been
performed analytically and the spatial integrations
have been performed semi-analytically in terms of
special functions, the numerical computations
required with this highly nonlinear problem are stable
and well behaved even with relatively course
discretization. The numerical analysis employed to
date is outlined in Vorus (1996); all the numerical
results exhibited there were executed on a 16 mHz
desk-top computer.
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Figure 3: Impact force (F) vs time (x ) for
prescribed time varying impact
velocities (a) F vs x. (b) Prescribed
V(t) vs T. Deadrise = 20 degrees
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the chines-wetted phase of the impact. This "suction
force" is due to the reduced momentum of the jet and
downward momentum of the surrounding fluid. The
velocity of the jet, V:et(t) (=Vs(Zcj,,t)), is also shown
in Figure 4 b. During the initial stages of impact,
the jet velocity for a twenty degree deadrise hull is
approximately eight times the impact velocity. Once
the jet head clears the chine, V;et(t) decreases
significantly, actually becoming less than the
magnitude of the downward velocity of the hull.

2cosß(C,tKK(C,x)

Ycß.T) = ^

r2_ibW
71

Ys(s,T)ds
2

(V)
2

S=lK(s,t)is -l)(s -C

In a standard manner, the contour vortex
strength, Eq. (7), is applied with the unsteady
Bernoulli equation to produce the cylinder pressure
distributions and the impact forces of primary
interest.
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Typical results for impact forces on a twenty
degree wedge with non-constant impact velocity are
presented in Figures 3 and 4. The nondimensional
form of the impact force, F, and time, t, are defined
below as follows:
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where B (-2 Zcjj) is the hull beam at the chine and
the initial impact velocity is V0. Four different
prescribed velocities were used to calculate the impact
forces. These prescribed velocities possess attributes
of velocities shown in the coming sections where
rigid body equations of motion are coupled with
impact hydrodynamics. Three of the less severe
velocity changes (characteristic of heavily loaded hulls
during drop tests) are shown in Figure 3. The first
velocity, Vj, is constant for reference. The other two
velocities, V2(t) and V3(t), are reduced 20%, one
gradually (i.e. V2) and one quickly (i.e. V3). The
large drop in impact force at an approximate value of
t = 0.265 is due to the transition from chines dry to
chines wet flow as the jet head passes the chine. The
solution becomes square root singular at that instant,
but of course integrable. The different accelerations
produce significantly different impact forces, with the
sharpest deceleration leading to negative impact loads.
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In Figure 4, the velocity, V4(t), is reduced
quickly to 30% of the initial value. This would be
characteristic of lightly loaded hulls during drop tests.
The large reduction in velocity produces a
significantly smaller maximum impact force (but not
necessarily lower accelerations, as will be
demonstrated later) which occurs not at the instant of
chines wetting, but rather at some time before. Of
particular interest is the negative impact force during
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Figure 4: Impact force (F) and jet head velocity
for a prescribed time varying impact
velocity (a) F vs t. (b) Prescribed V(t)
and Vjet(t) vs t. Deadrise = 20 degrees
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segment was a prismatic 23 deg deadrise segment
without strakes, 3.4 ft (1.04 m) long as measured
longitudinally along the keel, with a chine beam of
5.0 ft (\.52 m). A variation of the baseline segment
with strakes added parallel to the keel was also tested.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
PROGRAM
Objectives and Application
Drop tests were conducted at the Coastal
Systems Station (CSS), Dahlgren Division, Panama
City, Florida. These types of tests have been shown
to be vital to the ongoing CSS shock mitigation
program, and are expected to be useful in conjunction
with future shock mitigation investigations. Within
the CSS program, the data have been used for initial,
qualitative evaluation and identification of shock
mitigation concepts, for calibrating and validating the
2-D vertical water-entry model, and for validating
evolving 2-D cylinder impact theories. The
application to qualitative evaluation and identification
of shock mitigation concepts is justified in part by
the observed similarity between at-sea measurements
of high-speed-vessel acceleration time histories, and
those of boat-segment drop tests for approximately
similar hull geometries and vertical entrance
velocities. The most important and relatively long
term application of drop test data, however, is
calibration and validation of the 2-D components
within evolving wave-to-wave planing boat theories.

A test fixture served as the central hardware
interface for the testing. The test hull bottom, the
drop sling arrangement, and the accelerometers were
mounted to the test fixture to form the complete hull
segment which weighed 916 lb (4.07 kN). The drop
test fixture and hull bottom were essentially
structures assembled from plates of aluminum.
Longitudinal and transverse plates were welded into
the drop test fixture for stiffening, reducing the
contribution of structural elastic effects to the total
measured accelerations during water-entry impact.
A four-leg sling was used to connect the test
segment to an overhead crane. One leg of the sling
was secured to each of the four corners of the test
fixture. For each drop, the four legs were fitted into a
quick-release mechanism attached to the overhead
crane hook. The segment was hoisted by the crane
to the desired drop height. The data collection process
was initiated, a verbal countdown was made, and the
fixture was dropped by opening the quick-release
hook.

Facility. Model Description, and Procedures
All test drops were conducted in the above
ground test pool in Building 319 at CSS. The test
tank is a fresh water pool that measures 40.0// (12.2
m) long by 15.0 ft (4.6 m) wide by 16.5 ft (5.0 m)
deep. The water depth was reduced to 11.25 ft (3.43
m) to minimize the amount of water splashing out of
the pool during water impact. The test models were
lifted above the water surface by an overhead crane,
and dropped into the center of the water surface. The
temperature of the water varied slightly as the
ambient temperature in the building varied. The
average temperature for all drops was within 70
degrees F ± 5 degrees F. Water density differences
were insignificant and consequently no corrections for
density were made in the data.

Other impact tests have used vertical rails to
ensure the vertical drop orientation of the test fixture
(e.g. Chuang, 1970). Mechanical guides were not
used here after three-axis accelerometer measurements
confirmed that the free drops were indeed vertical.
The models were dropped from heights of 2, 4, 6, and
8/? (0.61, 1.22, 1.83 and 2.44 m) above the water
surface. Other varied parameters were the mass and
the trim angle of the models.
Instrumentation
Hull mounted accelerometers were used in
the experimental part of this shock and vibration
study, primarily to enable comparisons between
laboratory measurements and previously acquired atsea data. The signals in both sets of tests were
digitally recorded.

Drops were made of prismatic and nonprismatic hull segments and aluminum and fiber
reinforced plastic hull segments. Also two fulllength scale model hulls were dropped: a baseline hull
and a hull with a shock mitigation system installed.
This paper will presents results of the aluminum fullscale prismatic hull segments. A more detailed
discussion of all drops is given by Gollwitzer and
Peterson (1996).

Both piezoelectric and piezoresistive
accelerometers were used for this investigation to
measure the full range of accelerations and the full
frequency response of interest. Hermetically sealed
accelerometers were chosen to reduce the harmful
effects of the test environment. The piezoresistive
accelerometers were Entran Inc. semiconductor
Wheatstone bridge instruments, Model EGA3 series.
Their nominal sensitivity was 0.5 mV/g with a range
of+500 g's and a nominal resonant frequency of 3000

The aluminum hull segments represent
longitudinal segments of a full scale hard-chine hull
about 40yit (12.2 m) long overall. The baseline test
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Discussion of the Experimental Results

Hz. Low frequency resolution is effectively
unlimited. The piezoelectric accelerometers were
Dytran Instruments Inc. low impedance quartz crystal
and seismic mass transducers, Model 3100 series.
Their nominal sensitivity was 50 rriV/g with a range
of ±100 g's. Low frequency response was 1 Hz ± 10
% at 5% down.

Two typical acceleration time histories are
presented here, one for the constant deadrise section
without strakes, Figure 5, and one for a similar
section with strakes, Figure 6. Numerical results
based upon the theory of Eqns. (l)-(7), where V(x)
is determined from F = mV, are also plotted for
comparison .

All accelerometers used for these tests
measured 0 g when at rest. All reported accelerations
are referenced to 0 g for the test segment floating in
static equilibrium.

In Figure 5, the results for the constant
deadrise section without strakes are shown. The
vertical axis is the acceleration in g 's and the
horizontal axis is the elapsed time in seconds. The
solid line represents the filtered (cutoff frequency =
200Hz) experimental acceleration and the dashed line
represents the theoretical equivalent.

The accelerometers were secured in the
longitudinal, transverse, and vertical directions to a
solid mounting block. The mounting block was
placed at the top center of the drop test fixture, which
was the location of the longitudinal and transverse
centers of gravity of the test segment. The analog
voltage signals from the accelerometers were
transmitted by hard wire to Ectron Model 562 analog
amplifiers. The amplifiers provided wideband
frequency response to 80 kHz and supply voltage to
the accelerometers of 10.00 V± 0.002 V. Data were
sampled at a 200 microsecond sample rate and
recorded by a Nicolet Model 310 Digital Oscilloscope
and a TEAC digital tape recorder, Model RD-200T,
with a 200 KHz low pass anti-aliasing filter. A
desktop personal computer was used to process the
collected data using in-house software. A more
detailed discussion of the instrumentation is included
in Gollwitzer and Peterson (1996).
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Generally, the unfiltered data of the constant
deadrise section without strakes indicates mechanical
frequency components at about 20 Hz and 60 Hz
superimposed on the basic hydrodynamic shock
record. An impulse test of the model indicated the
fundamental frequency of the test fixture to be 63 Hz.
For reference, a human is susceptible to motion
sickness at frequencies between about 0.2 Hz and 1
Hz (ISO 2631 Part 3). The spine of the seated human
is susceptible to discomfort and injury at frequencies
from about 4 Hz to 8 Hz, and the lower extremities of
a standing human are susceptible to discomfort and
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Figure 6: Experimental (solid line) and theoretical
(dashed line) impact accelerations in g 's
for a twenty eight degree deadrise
(nominal) hull section. With strakes
attached. Drop height = 8.0 ft (2.438 m)

Figure 5: Experimental (solid line) and theoretical
(dashed line) impact accelerations in g 's
for a twenty three degree deadrise
(nominal) hull section. No strakes
attached. Drop height = 8.0 ft (2.438 m)
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difficult to quantify. For sections with strakes, there
are discernible differences between theory and
experiment. More work is clearly needed to describe
the impact of sections with locally large slope
changes leading to separation and then re-attachment.

injury at frequencies as high as 30 to 40 Hz (ISO
2631 Part 1). The model scale time histories shown
in Figures 5 and 6 were digitally filtered at 200 Hz.
This filtering frequency captures the relevant human
body discomfort and injury dynamics while
eliminating contaminating high frequency noise
effects.

IMPACT OF A MULTI-DEGREE-OFFREEDOM BODY

In Figure 6, the results for the constant
deadrise section with strakes are shown. A significant
characteristic of the experimental curve is the large
drop in acceleration when the jet head reaches the first
strake and the flow effectively becomes chines-wettype-flow until reattachment. The cycle is repeated as
the jet head advances toward the next strake. At
present, the theoretical model is only valid up to the
first strake. The model assumed that the flow became
chines wet after the first strake and remain separated
which is clearly not the case. The time to reach the
first strake edge is approximately predicted, but the
maximum acceleration is severely over-predicted due
to the high rate of change of locally decreasing
deadrise. This is an area of ongoing research.

This part of the paper examines the effect of
variable impact velocity on multi-degree of freedom
bodies experiencing slam conditions. An obvious
application of this analysis is the design of shock
mitigating devices for occupants of high speed
vessels. A simplified lumped-mass model for the
hull structure is assumed. The time-dependent free
surface impact boundary value problem (Vorus 1992,
1996) described in the first sections of this paper has
been used to estimate the impact load acting on an
externally rigid, finite beam, constant deadrise
section.
The system equations of motion can include
a finite number of discrete masses attached to the rigid
hull by springs and dashpots. The mass of the
impacting hull and the mass of the internal body form
a time dependent hydroelastic impact model. See
Figure 7 for a schematic of the two degree model
considered here. Since the solution is presented as the
time integration of the equations of motion, the
internal stiffness and damping can be nonlinear
functions of the relative displacement and velocity.
In this work, the system damping and stiffness are
linearized as shown in Eq. (9).

For the constant deadrise section without
strakes, the distinct phases of the individual shock
event can be seen in the Figure 5. The water re-entry
shock pulse is shown in the time histories by the
rapid rise from -1 g up to the peak amplitude and the
subsequent fall back towards 0 g. The rise time is
approximately 20 msec, and the fall time is
approximately 50 msec, producing a total pulse
duration
of about 70 msec.
The
submergence/emergence phase occurs for about 500
msec after the water re-entry shock phase.
The impact of the hull segment with strakes
as shown in Figure 6 is significantly different from
the time history shown in Figure 5. An examination
of the geometry of the strakes and the boat velocities
at water entry indicates that multiple peaks in the
acceleration time histories are caused by the strakes
entering the water. The drop tests indicate that
strakes shorten the duration but increase the
amplitudes of the shocks. Care must be taken in the
positioning of the strakes so as to not excite hull or
human resonant frequencies during impact.

k(Y2-yi)

Based upon the above comparisons between
theory and experiment, we conclude that the theory
predicts hydrodynamic impact characteristics for
constant deadrise shapes, both up to and beyond the
point where the jet head reaches the chine. The
magnitude of the maximum acceleration is slightly
over predicted and the rise time is slightly offset. The
elastic response of the test section certainly plays a
role in defining the impact characteristics, but
without an extensive structural analysis, this role is

Figure 7:
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Schematic of coupled hydroelastic impact
model with variable impact velocity.

to -g as a —» °° . Generally, the maximum
acceleration occurs prior to chine wetting for small
values of a , and corresponds to when the jet head
reaches the chine for large values of a (see Figures 3
and 4). From this figure, we can conclude that when
the mass is relatively small the acceleration, or
deceleration, is large.

mtfl ^mig-k^ -y2)-c(yi -y2) +
+F

y(yi-yi>yi>t)m2y2 = -m2g-

(9)

-k(y2-y2)-c(y2-yi)
where the hydrodynamic impact force,
Fy(yi,yi,yi,t), is determined from the theory

I

«"-

s

governed by Eqns. (1 - 7). This dynamic multi-body
model has been incorporated into the hydrodynamic
impact simulator forming a coupled hydroelastic
analysis program. The time dependent impact velocity
is not prescribed, but rather the solution of Eq. (9).
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a = (mj +iri2)/(pB j, is defined, where mj is the
mass per unit length of the impacting hull bottom
and m2 is the mass per unit length of the suspended
interior mass. The impact velocity is represented by
the parameter H/B, where B is the beam of the
section and H is the drop height. The initial impact
velocity, V0, then is given by V0 = -^2gH .
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Figure 8: Maximum impact accelerations (ymax)as a
function of the beam loading parameter, a,
and drop heights. H/B = 1.0 (solid line), 1.6
(dashed line). Infinite spring constant.
Deadrise = 23 deg.

Before the dynamic effect of an interior
oscillating mass is examined, the infinite spring
constant case is investigated first. This will provide a
basis for describing the effects of mass and stiffness
parameter variations on the maximum acceleration,
the maximum impact force, and the times to
maximum impact force and chines wetting.

In Fig. 9, representative nondimensional
dynamic force coefficient time histories for two
different mass parameters are shown.
The
nondimensional form of the impact force, F, and
time, X, are defined above in Eqns. (8). Even though
the maximum deceleration for a = 0.1, as shown in
Fig. 8, is approximately ten times the maximum
deceleration for a = 10.0, the relative impact force for
the lighter hull is an order of magnitude smaller.
This suggests that light craft may experience
accelerations that are potentially damaging to humans
while heavier, better riding craft experience large local
structural loads. Chine wetting for a = 0.1 occurs at
approximately X = 1.41 and for a = 10.0 occurs at
approximately x = 0.314. Generally, when the mass
parameter is larger, it follows that the deceleration is
relatively smaller, the value of the force coefficient is
relatively greater, and the effect of chine wetting is
more pronounced.

In Figure 8, a plot of the nondimensional
maximum acceleration of the section and the beam
loading parameter, a, is given for two values of the
H/B parameter, 1.0 and 1.6 respectively. There is a
slight drop height dependence in the results due to the
relative contribution of the buoyancy term to the
velocity squared term in Bernoulli's equation,
depending upon the immersion of the section. Since
the connecting spring constant is infinite, large
values of a represent the limit of constant velocity
impact, a typical assumption of classic impact
analysis. The acceleration (deceleration) is in the
nondimensional form y, where

4gH
The nondimensional time of the maximum
and the nondimensional time of
acceleration, xr
the chine wetting, Xwet, are plotted together in Fig.
10. When the mass parameter a, is small the chine

For small values of a , there is a large
increase in maximum acceleration (i.e. maximum
deceleration) for decreasing a and for values of a >
2, the relative change rapidly decreases, asymptoting
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Figure 10: Time of maximum acceleration (solid
line) and time of chine wetting (dashed
line) as a function of the beam loading
parameter, a. H/B = 1.0. Infinite
spring constant. Deadrise = 23 deg.

Figure 9: Impact force time histories (F .vs. t) for
two values of the beam loading
parameter, a = 0.1 (dashed line) and 10.0
(solid line). H/B = 1.0. Infinite spring
constant. Deadrise = 23 deg.

of damping was carried out. As expected, for light
damping the actual value of the damping ratio had
little effect on the maximum values and general
character of the responses.) To find the effect of mass
distribution on acceleration of coupled body motion,
another parameter, the mass distribution ratio
(m2/mi), is defined.

wetting time occurs after the time of maximum
acceleration. As a approaches zero, which would be
the case for lightly loaded hulls, chine wetting does
not occur. When a is large, the maximum
acceleration coincides with the time of chine wetting.
This is analogous to heavily loaded hulls where the
assumption of constant velocity impact is most
nearly valid.

In Figure 11 acceleration time histories of
the coupled body for a constant mass distribution
ratio of m2/mj = 1.0 are given. Three different
system stiffness' corresponding to values of
Tn/twet = 0.1, 1, and 5 are shown. The value of the
mass parameter is a = 2.5. In the large spring
constant case (Tn/twet = 0.1) there seems to be little
phase shift in the two accelerations of mj and m2
until chine wet conditions are reached. After chine
wetting, the time histories exhibit typical lightly
damped free vibration behavior where the masses then
oscillate 180 degrees out of phase.
In the
intermediate stiffness case (Tn/twet = 1.0), the
interior sprung mass experiences a dynamic overshoot
of approximately 80%. In the soft system case
(Tn/twet = 5.0), the sprung mass experiences the
lowest acceleration on a much expanded time scale.
The time history also suggests that the largest

Time dependent, two degree-of-freedom impact
Based upon these results, two mass
parameter values are chosen as a = 0.3 and a = 2.5
for the finite spring constant case. (The experimental
test hull had a value of a = 0.587.) From Figure 10,
the nondimensional chine wetting times for the
infinite spring constant case with these two values of
a are approximately 0.66 and 0.37 respectively.
Three representative values of the spring constant are
calculated so that one of the system natural periods
(i.e. Tn = 27tN/m1/k) are 0.1 (relatively very stiff), 1
(relatively moderately stiff), and 5 (relatively soft),
times the chine wetting time, twet . The damping
coefficient is selected such that the damping ratio is
0.01. Here the damping ratio is defined as
c, - c/2 ^kmi . (An investigation into the influence
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Figure 12: Impact acceleration time histories for
three spring constants, (a) Tn/twet
= 0.1. (b)Tn/twet=1.0. (c)Tn/twet =
5.0. H/B = 1.6. m2/m1 = 10. a =
2.5. Deadrise = 23 deg.

Figure 11: Impact acceleration time histories
(y . vs. x) for three spring constants.
Deadrise = 23 deg. (a) Tn/twet = 0.1.
(b)Tn/twet=1.0. (c) Tn/twet = 5.0.
H/B = 1.6. m2/m1 = 1.0. a = 2.5.
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relative displacement occurs during the soft system
impact. For all three cases, increased damping would
be particularly effective in reducing the acceleration.
In general, for a given drop height which is equivalent
to specified loading condition, the acceleration can be
decreased by selection of a proper mass/stiffness
distribution of the two bodies.
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Acceleration time histories are shown in
Figure 12 for a mass distribution ratio of m2/mj
= 10.0. Here the time histories for the two suffer
systems are stopped at chine wetting due to numerical
convergence difficulties in the time integration
routines. Generally, the results have similarities to
the results shown in Figure 11 with the exception
that the interior mass experiences a significant
reduction in acceleration.
A possible shock
mitigation device suggested by the plots would be a
heavy inner hull attached by springs to a much lighter
outer skin.
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In Figures 13 and 14, the acceleration time
history results for a mass parameter of a = 0.3 are
shown. The mass distribution ratios, n^/ir^, are 1.0
and 10.0 respectively. These time histories are
typical of lightly loaded craft impacting the water
surface. The trends are the same as the previous
results of Figures 11 and 12 but the magnitude of
accelerations, particularly the impacting mass irij, is
greater by approximately a factor of three.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The paper has shown results of variable speed
impact and hydroelastic impact for systems such as that
illustrated in Figure 7. Both experimental and
theoretical results are presented. The theory, strictly
valid in the limit of flat hulls, is based upon a
geometrically linear but hydrodynamically nonlinear
model. Important factors in the determining the
severity of impact accelerations are hull geometry,
hull weight, initial impact velocity, and ratios of
internal/external masses and system internal stiffness.
Generally, light craft experience high accelerations, but
low impact forces and heavier, better riding craft
experience large local structural loads but low
accelerations. Shock mitigation, or the study of shock
mitigation devices, involves the solution of coupled
hydrodynamic and elastic problems. Results given here
have demonstrated the potential for reducing impact
accelerations through proper choice of mass
distributions and system natural frequencies.
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Figure 13: Impact acceleration time histories for
three spring constants, (a) Tn/twet =
0.1.(b)Tn/twet=1.0. (c)Tn/twet =
5.0. H/B = 1.6. mj/mj = 1.0. a =
0.3. Deadrise = 23 deg.
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A Practical Prediction of Wave-Induced Structural
Responses in Ships with Large Amplitude Motion
M.-K. Wu, J. Aarsnes, O. Hermundstad (MARINTEK, Norway),
T. Moan (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway)

shaped cross section of the ship hull in that region,
will introduce significant nonlinear effects in the
hydrodynamic forces, though the heave and pitch
may be predicted quite well by linear theory. An
increase of sagging moment in both magnitude and
frequency is one of the consequences. It might
cause severe structural damage such as- the buckling
of the main deck, and it will also reduce the fatique
life of bottom structures. Therefore, the prediction
of nonlinear hydrodynamic forces and structural
responses is extremely important to the safety of
ship structures.
For the past two decades, significant research
efforts have been devoted to the nonlinear
hydrodynamic analysis. The most recent
developments can be found in Maskew(1991),
Pawlowski and Bass(1991), and Lin et a/(1994)
among others. Three-dimensional time-domain
potential flow theory is used. Both incident waves
and ship motions are assumed to be large. The free
surface condition is satisfied on the exact wave
surface or the incident wave surface. The body
boundary condition is satisfied on the exact wetted
surface or the wetted surface below the incident
wave profile. However, it does not enjoy the
universal success as linear strip theory did in ship
hydrodynamics. It is partly because of the
difficulties
involved in the theory
and
implementation such as the treatment of transom
stern effects and the numerical stability and
accuracy in the computational methods. Mainly it is
due to the requirement of tremendous computer
power. Therefore, it may only serve as validation

Abstract
A practical nonlinear time-domain simulation
method for predicting structural responses in ships
at head or following sea is presented. The total
response is decomposed into linear and nonlinear
parts. The linear part is evaluated by using
appropriate linear potential flow theory. The
nonlinear part comes from the convolution of the
impulse response function of the ship-fluid system
and the nonlinear modification in hydrodynamic
forces. The method is applied to a high-speed
catamaran model running in regular head waves.
The calculated structural responses are compared
with those from model tests. Although the
comparison is rather limited, the satisfactory
agreement between numerical and experimental
results is quite encouraging.

1.

Introduction

In the traditional ship design the waveinduced ship motions, hydrodynamic forces and
structural responses are evaluated directly or
indirectly by applying the linear potential flow
theory, especially the strip theory. With the growing
interest in fast monohulls and catamarans, this
design method has been challenged to a greater
extent. The linearity assumption of small ship
motions relative to the wave surface is violated at
the fore quarter of most fast ships even in moderate
sea states. This violation, together with the V-
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structural responses are investigated here and the
hydrodynamic forces are understood in this sense.
We assume that
(1)
the nonlinearity comes from the large
ship motions in heave and pitch while the structural
deformation remains small,
(2)
the incident waves can be described
sufficiently by linear wave theory,
(3)
the influence of ship motions on the
incident wave elevation is not significant,
(4)
the hydrodynamic interaction among
the multiple hulls of high speed vessels(Froude
number Fn>0A) is negligible.
In addition, the radiation and diffraction velocity
potentials are assumed to be zero on the free surface
which means there is no free surface memory effect.
The memory effect of free surface will be
introduced later and therefore this assumption is
actually removed, to a great extent. The dynamic
vertical force per unit length exerted by the fluid on
each hull of the ship at position x may be expressed
as(e.g. Faltinsen 1990)

tools of less sophisticated methods at present and in
the near future.
On the other hand, driven by the need of ship
design some simplified approaches emerged at the
expense of accuracy, see e.g. Meyerhoff and
Schlachter(1980), Yamamoto et a/(1978-1979),
Jensen and Pedersen(1979,1981), Schlachter(1989)
and Xia et a/(1995). Almost all of them use the
combination of the conventional strip theory and
nonlinear modifications of some kind. As a new
effort in this direction, Wu and Moan(1996)
presented a nonlinear hydroelastic simulation
method for the prediction of wave-induced structural
responses in ships with large amplitude motion in
head or following sea. The total response is
decomposed into linear and nonlinear parts. The
linear part is evaluated by using appropriate linear
potential flow theory. The nonlinear part comes
from the convolution of the impulse response
function of the ship-fluid system and the nonlinear
hydrodynamic force caused by slamming and
nonlinear modifications of added mass, damping,
restoring and wave forces. Unlike the previous ones,
it can be used with high-speed strip theory or threedimensional flow theory and the frequency
dependence of added mass and damping has been
taken care of, to some extent. However, it has not
yet been verified by experiments.
In this paper, we will apply the method to a
high-speed catamaran model in regular head waves.
We will compare the calculated structural responses
with those from model tests which were conducted
at MARINTEK. The main purpose of the model
tests is to verify the linear hydroelastic formulation
of high-speed strip theory (Wu et al 1993,
Hermundstad et al 1995, Hermundstad 1995).
However, strong nonlinear effects are observed at
some frequencies of regular waves. It offers an
opportunity for verifying the proposed formulation
which is outlined in the next section. Although the
comparison is rather limited, the satisfactory
agreement between numerical and experimental
results is quite encouraging.

2.

F(x,t) = -^[mCt,f)^g^]+Jfa,')

(1)

where m(x,t) is the high-frequency added mass of
the submerged cross section. flx,t) consists of the
Froude-Krylov force and hydrostatic restoring force
per unit length on the instantaneous wetted surface.
DIDt represents the total derivative with respect to
time f,
J3
Dt

dt

d_dx
dxdt

dt

dx

(2)

%(x,f) is the vertical displacement of the ship hull
relative to the wave surface,
50c,r) = w(x,t)-t(x,t)

(3)

The vertical displacement of the ship hull w(x,t) is
approximated by the s lowest symmetric dry
eigenmodes, wk(x), including heave and pitch which
are the dominant part,

Theoretical Background

w(x,t) = £ wk(x)pk(i) .

Consider a flexible ship moving in the longcrested head waves on deep water. Let (x,y,z) be a
right-handed coordinate system with the positive zdirection vertically upwards. The ship has a forward
speed U in the negative ^-direction. Only the global

(4)

Here p{t)={p1{t),p2{t),...,pjj)~\1 is the vector of
generalized coordinates. Multiplying Eq.(l) by wk(x)
and integrating over the length of hulls, we get the
kth generalized, or modal hydrodynamic force
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Fß) = Nfwk(x)F(x,t)dx ,

m0(x) represents the high-frequency added mass of
the mean submerged cross section. Q(x,t) and Q0(x)
are the areas of instantaneous and mean submerged
cross section, respectively. b0(x) denotes the beam
at mean draft.
If we decompose the total generalized
response p(t) into its linear and nonlinear parts,

(5)

where N is the number of hulls.
The governing equation of the nonlinear
ship-fluid system can be written as

(M+AJp(t) * (C+BJpit) + (K+RJpit)
- F0(t)+F(.t) ,

Pit) - Pff) +pjto ,

(6)

then (6) can be rearranged as

in which M, C and K are the generalized structural
mass, damping and stiffness matrices. A0, B0 and
RQ represent the generalized linear fluid added
mass, damping and restoring coefficient matrices.
F0(t) is the generalized linear wave force vector.
They come from the hydrodynamic pressure over
the mean wetted surface. All the nonlinear effects
have been put into the generalized force vector F(t).
The elements of F(t) are
m -Flk(t)*F2k(t)+F3k(t)^F4k(t)
it-l,2,...A

HK+RJpß) - Fo(0 ,

In order to take into account the memory
effect of the free surface, we respectively replace
A0, B0, RQ and F0 with frequency dependent added
mass A, damping B, restoring coefficient matrix R,
and Froude-Krylov and diffraction force F^+Fd
derived in linear theory, see e.g. the high-speed strip
theory(Wu et al 1993,1996), the three-dimensional
flow theory(Wu 1984, Bishop et al 1986) or the
conventional strip theory(Bishop and Price 1979).
Eq.(13) and Eq.(14) now have the form

(7)

FJf) = -N(wk(x)*^W^dx (8)
*

dt

(13)

(14)

where

JL

(12)

Dt

is the slamming force.

F^t) = -N[wk(x)
(9)
[m{x,t)-m0{x)]^-^-dx

{M+A)pß)+{C+B)pff)
■{K+R)ptf) = F'(t)+Fd(t) ,

(15)

(M+A)pn(t)+(C+B)pß)

(16)

Dr

and

HK+R)pß) = F(t) .
F3k(t) = -Nüjwßc)
d[m(x,f)-m0(x)] Dl(x,t)
dx
ate
Dt

The linear and nonlinear responses are found
by applying convolution integrations,

(10)

P,it) - j'hit-x)[F\iyFdix)\dx , (17)
are the hydrodynamic forces due to the nonlinear
modifications of the two-dimensional added mass
and its derivative with respect to x. They reflect, to
some extent, the nonlinear effects in the fluid added
mass, damping, hydrodynamic restoring force and
diffraction force. F4k{t) is the nonlinear modification
of the Froude-Krylov force and hydrostatic restoring
force,
^«(f) =Npgjwk(x)[Q(x,t)-Q0(x)
+b0(x)Z(x,t)]dx .

Pß) - f'_k(t-t)Ftx)dx ,

(18)

where
hit) = / J-G>*(M+A)+JG>,(C+2*)
HK+R)] -V*vda><t

(U)

is the impulse response function matrix. In the time-
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W is the eigenvector matrix,

domain simulation, the linear response pfc) may be
obtained by superposing the frequency-domain
solutions instead of using Eq.(17).
The way we deal with the nonlinear
hydrodynamic force implies that although large
amplitude relative motion is introduced, the memory
effect of the free surface is still treated in a linear
manner. The slamming force in Eq.(8) always acts
upwards regardless of the direction of relative
motion. This feature implies that the momentum of
the fluid will be transferred back to the ship hull
during a fast reduction of the submerged cross
section. However, it is not supported by experiments
(Greenhow 1988). There is a general agreement that
the slamming force should be neglected during
water-exit and this is done in the present analysis.
More discussion on the formulation can be found in
Wu and Moan(1996).

3.

W = [wvw2
W

k

=

ws],

K(jC1),Wi(jC2),;..,Wt(^]7',

<24)

Overdot and prime represent the differentiation with
respect to time t and x-coordinate, respectively. In
the same manner, the nonlinear generalized force
vector is written as
F(f) = Ffö+F^+F^+FJt),

F,(t) = -NWTmtL{W(p^pn)
+

(25)

(26)

f

-z+w.w'(p, pl)-z ]l

F2(f) ~Fn(fi*FJfi,
F21(t) = -NWTmLWpn,
F22(t) = -NWTmLiWprZ

Numerical Procedures

(27a,b,c)

+2U[W'<ptfJ-Zf]
+ y2[W"(p,+pn)-Z"]},

In the calculation of nonlinear responses,
each hull is divided into r segments along the
longitudinal direction. The number of segments is
normally in the range of 20-40. The vertical
displacements of those segments relative to the
wave surface as well as their first and second total
derivatives can be written in vector form,
S(f) = ll(.xvtU(x2,t),~,l(\,t)]T

F3(0 = -NUWTmxL{W(pl+p,)
-Z + U[W'(pl+pn)-Zt)},

Ft = NpgWTL{Q-Q0

(20)

(2g)

(29)

+yw(P/+p„)-z]},
in which

pg(0
Dt

P«V) pgcy)
Dt ' Dt

PCM
Dt
(21)

2

2

2

D S(t) _ D E(M) D l(x2,t)
Dt2
Dt1 ' Dt2

(30)

<?o = [<?o(*1>.<W'-><2o(*;>]7'-

(31)

The matrices m, mp mx, L and b0 are diagonal. The
kth diagonal elements of m, mt and mx are m(xk,t)m0(xk), dm(xk,t)/dt and d[m(xk,t)-m0(xk)]ßx,
respectively. The kth diagonal elements of L and b0
are the length and beam at mean draft of the kth
hull segment.
The problem is solved numerically in the
time-domain. The nonlinear generalized
displacement, velocity and acceleration are
evaluated through discrete convolutions,

2

Z> S(y)]7.
Dt2

= WipSPj-Z^UiWtfspJ-z']
+ U2[W"(pt+pH)-Z"],
(22)
where xt, i=l,2,...,r, is the x-coordinate of the \th
segment. Z denotes the wave elevation vector,
Z(f) = [C(V),C(*2,f),-,C(V)]r-

Q = [Q(.xvt),Q(.x2,t),...,Q(xr,t)f,

(23)

pß) = r£ h(kl)F(t-kT),
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O2)

(34)
T"£hßT)F(t-kT).
k-i

Here T is the time step. h(t), hß) and hß) are
the discrete impulse response function matrices of
displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively.
The continuous versions of hß) and hß) take the
form
A

x

(19)

l

+(K+R)Y iu>ee~ ^d<>>e

h {f)

°

=

/^-[-^(^+A)+iw,(C+Ä)
I

(19)

to

+(üT+Ä)]- G)^" «'da)e
Unlike pn(r) and pn(r), pn(f) depends partly on
F(t). Therefore, pß) and F(t) should be solved
simultaneously. Substituting Eq.(34) and Eq.(27)
into Eq.(25) and rearranging it, we get
F(t) = [I + NTWTmLWha(Q)rl
[Ftf+F^W+FßyFß)

4.1

Description of Model Tests

As mentioned in the introduction, the main
purpose of the model tests is to verify the linear
hydroelastic formulation of high-speed strip theory
and therefore a very flexible catamaran model is
adopted. The main particulars and the body plan of
the model are given in Tab. 1 and Fig. 1,
respectively. Each hull consists of three separate
rigid segments. They are made of Divinycell
foam/GRP in which stiff aluminum beams are
mounted in order to make them rigid. Two
longitudinal elastic hinges made of slender steel
beams are used to connect the hull segments.
Rubber bands are introduced to cover the gap
between the segments and make it watertight.
Another three transverse elastic hinges are also used
as connecters of the two hulls, see Fig. 2. Since
wetdeck slamming is a part of the experiment, the
model is equipped with three wetdeck plates. Each
plate is connected to the hull segments at four
points via two stiff aluminum beams. A pinned joint
is adopted to transfer only vertical forces due to
wetdeck slamming without taking up the bending
moments or shear forces between the two hulls. In
this way, the influence of the wetdeck plates on the
global stiffness of the catamaran model is
minimized.
The model is first tested in air to determine
the dry natural frequencies, vibration shapes and
structural damping. It is suspended from six springs,
one at the midpoint of each segment. The natural
frequencies of the springs are much lower than
those of the model and hence their influence is
negligible. Different modes can be vibrated by
giving the model an impulse excitation at different
places. The model is also tested statically in order
to make sure that the wetdeck plates contribute as
little as possible to the global stiffness.
The wave tests are performed in the Ocean
Basin at MARINTEK. A free running model is
used. It is self propelled and can be directed
arbitrarily to the incident waves. The model
direction is kept stable by an auto-pilot system
which controls the rudder angle. The Ocean Basin
is equipped with a high speed carriage system. It
has the capacity of following free running models at
speeds from zero to 6 m/s. The tests include regular,
irregular and impulse waves. Wave heading 0°(head

pß) = Th(0)F(t)

v» = fe-utw+A)+io,(.c+m

Application to a High-Speed Catamaran
Model

(33)

pß) = Tj2hv(kT)F(.t-kT>,

+

4.

(37)

T

-NTW mL WJ2 ha(.kT)F(t-kT)]

with / being an identity matrix. In this way, the
present nonlinear forces and responses are
determined by the past nonlinear forces and the
present linear responses. No iteration is needed
because the present linear responses can be
calculated separately using linear theory.
In order to save computer time, m, mv mx
and Q are evaluated beforehand for a given number
of drafts from bottom to deck and stored for
interpolation during the simulation. Furthermore, we
can truncate the impulse response functions without
significant loss of accuracy since h~(kT), hßcT) and
h~a(kT) decay rapidly as k increases due to the
damping.
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Table 1 Main particulars of the catamaran model. Values refer to zero speed condition

Description
Length over all
length between perpendiculars
Total beam at waterline amidships
Beam of each hull at waterline amidships
Distance between center of hulls
Draft at aft perpendicular
Draft at fore perpendicular
Total mass
Block coefficient
Vertical center of gravity (above keel)
Longitudinal center of gravity (from AP)
Roll radius of gyration
Pitch radius of gyration
Yaw radius og gyration

Unit

Value

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
kg
m
m
m
m
m
m

4.1
3.78
1.02
0.267
0.753
0.197
0.207
203
0.54
0.352
1.65
0.38
1.03
1.09

2p = 0.753 m
b - 0.267m

Fig. 1 Body plan of the catamaran model

3x2 stiff hull segments
- Elastic hull beam

r 3 elastic weet deck plates

Elastic deck beam

X 5 dofs force transducer
<Ok Vertical force transducer

Fig. 2 Top view of the catamaran model
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200 equally spaced wave frequencies. The solution
is obtained by solving a two-dimensional Laplace
equation in each cross-sectional plane. But as
opposed to the conventional strip theory, a threedimensional free surface condition is used so that
the divergent wave system generated by high-speed
vessels is properly incorporated.

sea), 30° (bow sea) and 90°(beam sea) are covered.
Two different speeds, 3m/s and 4m/s, are used.
Based on the length overall, they correspond to
Froude number 0.47 and 0.63, respectively.
During the tests a comprehensive measuring
program is carried out. Among other things, the
vertical and horizontal bending moments and shear
forces as well as the torsional moment in each
elastic hinge are measured by using a 5 d.o.f. strain
gauge transducer which is located at one end of the
hinge, see Fig. 2. The time histories of those
moments and forces are recorded digitally at a
sampling rate of 100 Hz. To avoid noise and
Nyquist phenomena, all the signals are lowpass
filtered before digitalization. The cut-off frequency
is 40 Hz.
4.2

Table 2 Calculated and measured dry natural
frequencies(Hz) together with measured modal
damping

Numerical and Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the dry eigenmodes of
the catamaran, a finite element model of 2112
degrees of freedom has been made, see Fig. 3. Hull
surfaces are represented by triangular shell
elements. Two-node beam elements are used for the
backbone frame, the elastic hinges (slender steel
beams), the force transducers and other beam-like
structural parts. Wetdeck plates are also modelled
by two-node beam elements with equivalent mass
distribution. Lumped masses are employed for the
motors and other objects. The modelling details are
given in Hermundstad(1995). Table 2 shows the
measured natural frequencies and modal damping in
air together with the calculated dry natural
frequencies of the first four symmetric flexible
modes using a finite element program PUSFEA
(Wu 1994). Fig. 4 depicts the calculated vibration
shapes. 1.7% is adopted as the structural damping
for the first mode and 2.6% will be used for the
remaining flexible modes throughout the calculation.
Based on the theory and numerical process
described in the previous sections, a computer
program has been developed. The linear part of
response pfit) and the frequency dependent added
mass A, damping B and restoring coefficient matrix
R are evaluated by applying high-speed strip theory
(Faltinsen and Zhao, 1991a,b). The detailed linear
hydroelastic formulation of this theory can be found
in Wu et al{ 1993,1996). The ship hull is divided
into 80 segments on account of the relatively small
wave lengths in the high frequency range which is
needed for the evaluation of impulse response
function matrices. The calculation is carried out at

mode
no.

calculated
freq.

measured
freq.

measured
damp.

1

4.24

4.2

1.7%

2

4.98

5.1

2.6%

3

10.64

10.5

-

4

12.94

-

-

The discrete impulse response function
matrices h(t), hfi) and hjf) play an important
role in the calculation of nonlinear responses. In
order to verify those matrices, we use the
generalized linear wave force caused by irregular
waves as the external force vector and calculate the
generalized linear displacement pff), velocity/?ft)
and acceleration pft) in time-domain by discrete
convolution and in frequency-domain by
superposition, respectively. The results of the two
approaches are shown in Fig. 5 for the first flexible
mode. The general agreement between the two
approaches is excellent.
By investigating the measured bending
moments and shear forces in the seven slender steel
beams of the catamaran at two different forward
speeds and three different regular wave headings,
we find that most of them display a linear behaviour
for most wave periods. However, severe nonlinear
effects are found in the vertical shear force of the
fore longitudinal elastic hinges when the ship model
is running at forward speed 4 m/sec. in regular head
waves of period 2.2 sec, 2.0 sec. and 1.8 sec,
respectively. Further observation shows that wetdeck
slamming occurs at wave period 1.8 sec. The
numerical prediction of structural responses due to
wetdeck slamming is beyond the scope of the
present paper.
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Fig. 3 The finite element model used in the numerical analysis.

(1) 2-node longitudinal bending

(2) prying/transverse bending

(3) 3-node longitudinal bending

(4) prying/squeezing

Fig. 4 Calculated vibration shapes of the first four symmetrical flexible modes. The deformation
has been exaggerated for presentation.
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The calculated linear vertical shear forces in
the fore longitudinal elastic hinges as well as the
measured time histories at wave periods 2.2 sec,
2.0 sec. and 1.4 sec. are depicted in Fig. 6 through
Fig. 8. Large discrepancies between the linear
prediction and the measurement can be clearly
observed in Fig. 6 and 7. If we introduce the
nonlinear force components described in Eqs.(8-11),
the discrepancies are reduced remarkably, see Fig.

5

Fig. 5 Time history of the first flexible modal
response, abscissa: sec. (a) displacement, (b)
velocity. Ordinate: 1/sec. (c) acceleration. Ordinate:
1/sec2.
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Fig. 8 Calculated linear vertical shear force and the
measurements in the fore longitudinal elastic hinges,
s and p stand for starboard and port hull,
respectively, abscissa: sec. Ordinate: N. Ship forward
speed = 4 m/sec. Wave period = 1.4 sec. Wave
height = 0.042 m.
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Fig. 9 Calculated total vertical shear force and the
measurements in the fore longitudinal elastic hinges,
s and p stand for starboard and port hull,
respectively, abscissa: sec. Ordinate: N. Ship forward
speed = 4 m/sec. Wave period = 2.2 sec. Wave
height = 0.087 m.

Fig. 11 Calculated total vertical shear force and the
measurements in the fore longitudinal elastic hinges.
s and p stand for starboard and port hull,
respectively, abscissa: sec. Ordinate: N. Ship forward
speed = 4 m/sec. Wave period = 1.4 sec. Wave
height = 0.042 m.

9 and 10. However, as shown in Fig. 8 and 11 the
nonlinear effect at wave period 1.4 sec. is
insignificant because the ship motion is relatively
small, see Fig. 12. Further, the responses obtained
by only including the nonlinear modification of
Froude-Krylov and hydrostatic restoring force
Eq.(ll), the slamming force Eq.(8) or the
combination
of Eq.(ll) and Eq.(8) are also
depicted in Fig. 13 through Fig. 18 for comparison.

In the integral-differential method presented by
Xia(1994) and Xia et a/(1995), only the nonlinear
modification of Froude-Krylov and hydrostatic
restoring force, and the slamming force are taken
into consideration. Therefore, their method is a
special case of our more general approach, Fig 17
and 18.
In the above nonlinear analysis, time step
r=0.002 sec, segment number r=30 and the first six
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the nonlinear forces, namely Eq.(ll), is included,
abscissa: sec. ordinate: N. Ship forward speed = 4
m/sec. Wave period = 2.0 sec. Wave height = 0.052
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Fig. 13 Calculated vertical shear force. Only part of
the nonlinear forces, namely Eq.(ll), is included,
abscissa: sec. ordinate: N. Ship forward speed = 4
m/sec. Wave period = 2.2 sec. Wave height = 0.087
m.

Fig. 15 Calculated vertical shear force. Only part of
the nonlinear forces, namely Eq.(8), is included,
abscissa: sec. ordinate: N. Ship forward speed = 4
m/sec. Wave period = 2.2 sec. Wave height = 0.087
m.

flexible modes are used. The influence of more
global modes and segments, and smaller time step
to the total responses is not significant. The steady
sinkage and trim caused by high forward speed have
been taken care of in the calculation. But other
effects of the steady wave are neglected both in
linear and nonlinear analysis. For the high speed
vessels the steady wave elevation may not be very
small and therefore it seems reasonable to use the

wetted surface under the steady wave profile instead
of that under the calm water as the mean wetted
surface if it is available.
From Fig. 9 we can see some discrepancy in
the measurements around time 1.0 and 2.0 between
port hull and starboard hull. The same phenomenon
is also found in Fig. 10. It is probably due to the
fact that the configuration of the transverse elastic
hinges and transducers is not symmetric about the
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Fig. 18 Calculated vertical shear force. Only part of
the nonlinear forces, namely Eq.(8) and Eq.(ll), is
included, abscissa: sec. ordinate: N. Ship forward
speed = 4 m/sec. Wave period = 2.0 sec. Wave
height = 0.052 m.

Fig. 16 Calculated vertical shear force. Only part of
the nonlinear forces, namely Eq.(8), is included,
abscissa: sec. ordinate: N. Ship forward speed = 4
m/sec. Wave period = 2.0 sec. Wave height = 0.052
m.
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Fig. 19 Comparison of 2-dimensional slamming
force, w denotes the results by using the present
method, z denotes the results from a more
sophisticated approach(Zhao et al 1996). Dropping
speed = 1.0 m/s. abscissa: sec. ordinate: N/m.

catamaran's centerplane, see Fig. 2. This results
from practical considerations during the fabrication
process. However, it has been made symmetric in
the FEM model so that the added mass A, damping
B, Froude-Krylov and diffraction force Ff+Fd can
be evaluated more quickly and efficiently. Small
deviations in the catamaran's heading will also
trigger the excitation of antisymmetric modes, like
the one-node torsion mode.

At the beginning of section 2 we assume that
the influence of ship motion on the wave elevation
is negligible and then use (8) to calculate the
slamming force. This is a von Karman type of
solution where the pile-up water around the
intersection between the free surface and the ship
hull is not accounted for. In order to investigate the
influence of the pile-up water upon the 2dimensional slamming force, we have compared our
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calculations with those from a more sophisticated
method(Zhao et al 1996), which is a generalization
of Wagner's solution to the water entry problem. In
that method the jet flow occurring in the vicinity of
the intersection when the ship hull impacts the
water is handled properly and the slamming force is
obtained by integrating the pressure distribution at
each time step.
The results of the comparison are shown in
Fig. 19 for cross section no. 6, 8 and 9V£ at a
constant dropping speed of 1 m/s. The aggreement
is quite good for the early part of the impact at
cross section no. 8 and 9Vi and for the later part at
cross section no. 6. They correspond to regions
where the local deadrise angle(angle between hull
section and water surface) is large, see Fig. 1, and
therefore little pile-up water exists. When the local
deadrise angle gets smaller due to the increased
flare or near the bottom of full cross sections, the
present method will underpredict the slamming
force. However, the three-dimensional effect could
cancel, to some extent, the extra slamming force
caused by the pile-up water. Therefore, our
simplified evaluation of slamming force is
acceptable from a practical point of view. Further,
slamming is only one source of nonlinear forces.
The overall influence of any underprediction of
slamming force on the structural responses is
believed to be less significant than it is shown in
Fig. 19.

5.

case. However, more verification work should be
carried out through both experiment and more
sophisticated numerical methods before any general
conclusions can be reached.
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DISCUSSION

AUTHORS' REPLY

G. Schlachter
MTG, Germany

Thank you for your kind comments. The
purpose of the current paper was to verify our
nonlinear simulation method which did not take
into account the wet-deck slamming. We agree
that the whipping response due to wet-deck
slamming might be significant as you suggested
in your figure and therefore deserves a thorough
investigation on its own.
We have been
working on this problem for some time. Parts
of the results will be published in the near
future.

The authors should be thanked for their effective
contribution to more reliable design loads on ships
in a seaway. Different from the approach of
Meyerhoff/Schlachter (1980), the present method
'contains a clear separation of linear and nonlinear
loads neglecting the frequency influence only with
impact, i.e., slamming effects. The approach of
Schlachter (1989) is different because it is based
on frequency-independent hydrodynamic coefficients. All three methods calculate the elastic
response of the hull girder by superposition of
eigenmodes. However, the present approach is
based on "dry" modes, whereas the other two
mentioned use "wet" modes assuming that
orthogonality is still given.

Also, statistical analysis of extreme responses is
beyond the scope of the current paper. This
issue was, however, touched upon in an
accompanying paper (Wu and Moan, 1996).
But the activity in this area will be emphasized
in order to establish results for probabilitybased design of advanced vessels.

In order to make the present method even more
attractive for practical use, the future development
of it should aim at the solution of the following
problems:

We totally agree with you that the pile-up water
should be taken into consideration as far as
local pressure and local structure are concerned.

Wet-deck slamming: The figure below shows
how wet-deck slamming dominates the hull
girder loads of a 700 t SES in higher sea states
(from calculations verified by tank tests).
400
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Deformation of incoming waves by the ship:
It can have a considerable impact on local
pressures on the shell.

Furthermore, a statistical evaluation should be part
of the computer program which enables the user to
extrapolate extreme, i.e., design loads.
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Evaluation of Eddy Viscosity and Second-Moment
Turbulence Closures for Steady Flows Around Ships
G. Deng, M. Visonneau (Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France)

1

Introduction

The flow around the so-called HSVA Tanker hull, experimentally studied by Dr. J. Kux [1] at the Institute of Shipbuilding in Hamburg, is considered by
the hydrodynamical community as one of the best
documented testcases among all the available experimental ship flow databases. Despite the relative geometric simplicity of the body, the flowfield around
this hull is the result of many complicated features involving convergence and divergence of streamlines, a
strong thickening of the boundary layer due to rapid
changes in cross-sectional shape leading to the development of an intense longitudinal vortex which is
slowly relaxed in the wake at large distances downstream from the ship. A more accurate understanding of the flow is provided by the analysis of the limiting streamlines (Figure 1 from [1]). This figure indicates the existence of two lines of convergence located in the aftpart of the hull. The first S-shaped
line delimits a vertical wall flow region and a limited
zone of flow reversal. The second line of convergence
is almost rectilinear and situated slightly above the
keel plane of symmetry. It indicates the existence
of a region characterized by a large normal velocity
which, in that case, is correlated with the development of an intense longitudinal vortex. Figure 2 from
[1] shows the axial velocity contours at x/L=0.978. It
enables a complementary interpretation of the print
provided by the previous figure. The longitudinal velocity contours are characterised by a "hook" shape
in the central part of the wake illustrating the interaction between the velocity and vorticity fields, the
longitudinal isovels being significantly distorted by
the longitudinal vorticity.

Figure 1: HSVA Tanker - Re = 5.0106
Experimentally observed wall flow.

Considering the complexity of this physical configuration, the simulation of such a flow is a considerable challenge for the numerical methods. The
availability of a remarkable experimental data base
gives us a formidable opportunity to assess the rel-
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Figure 2: HSVA Tanker - Re = 5.0106.
Experimental isowake contours at x/L=0.978

ative influences and respective merits of discretisation algorithms and turbulence models. It is why
this database was chosen as one of the two test cases
of the 1990 SSPA-CTH-IIHR Workshop on Viscous
Flow held at Göteborg [2], and again selected for the
1994 CFD Workshop held at Tokyo [3].
The results obtained during the first workshop held
at Göteborg [2], indicated that most of the methods based on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations were able to simulate the gross features of the
flowfield and predicted the shape and location of the
wake. However, neither the central region of the wake
(the now famous "hook" shaped contours) nor the
details of the wall flow were simulated by the methods used at that time. Actually, most of compared
methods produced essentially the same too diffusive
flow, particularly in the near wake region. Insufficient grid resolution, especially on such complex
three-dimensional configurations, spatial discretisation errors, limited convergence on non-linearities are
the usual reasons put forward to justify the bad performances of a numerical simulation. Even if these
reasons are to be considered, and this paper will
draw attention to another one (the influence of inlet
conditions), the authors noticed [4] that the turbulence models used at that time were mainly responsible for the bad representation of longitudinal vortex.
A systematic comparison of the respective influences
of various discretisation schemes and grids was conducted and used to quantify the consequences of adhoc modifications of the turbulent viscosity in the
central region of the wake. This systematic analysis
established that the modifications of eddy-viscosity
distribution were the only ones responsible of dramatic improvments of the iso- velocity contours. The
aim of this previous study [4] was obviously not to
promote such a-posteriori alterations, but rather to
underline the likely weaknesses of an eddy-viscosity
based turbulence closure for such a complex flow in
order to stimulate the validation and assessments of
more complex turbulence models in the context of
complex geometries.
One year later, during the 1994 CFD Workshop
held at Tokyo [3], a session was again devoted to
the same test cases, namely the HSVA and Dyne
Tankers.
Although many contributors employed
again algebraic zero equation models (Cebeci-Smith
or Baldwin-Lomax models), the results were significantly improved since the "hook-shape" behaviour
was often captured, at least to some extent, by
an increased number of participants. Those results
are somewhat difficult to understand since the same
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Baldwin-Lomax turbulence models used in 1990 and
1994 did not provide the same results. An analysis of
eddy-viscosity contours in the near wake conducted
by Sotiropoulos and Patel suggests that " the apparent success of methods using the Baldwin-Lomax
model is mainly due to the arbitrary restriction of the
computed eddy-viscosity level in the central part of
the wake". Therefore, this unexpected and undesirable consequence of [4] can be considered as a notalways-confessed illustration of the major role played
by the turbulence closure in the representation of
such complicated afterbody flows.
During this last workshop and for the first time
in the context of naval hydrodynamics, two research
teams tried to use second-moment turbulence closures ([5], [6]). Sotiropoulos & Patel [5] employed the
near-wall second-moment transport closure of Shima
[7]. Comparisons with results obtained with the twolayer k - e turbulence model of Chen & Patel [8] revealed that the second-moment closure was able of
reproducing most of the features observed in the measurements and particularly the S-like structure of the
isovels in the central part of the wake. However, a
closer examination of their results revealed that the
longitudinal vorticity in the near wake was noticeably overestimated, the computed rate of decay of
secondary motion in the wake being also slower than
its measured counterpart. Chen et al. [6] employed a
second-moment closure based on the pressure-strain
correlations of Speziale, Sarkar and Gatski [9] in the
fully turbulent flow regions whereas the low Re nearwall closure of Shima [10] was used to provide the
necessary viscous damping in the laminar sublayer
and buffer layer. Here again, their results clearly established the superiority of second-moment closures
over simpler isotropic eddy viscosity models for this
kind of applications, even if, on the contrary of the
previous contributors, the longitudinal vorticity appeared to be slightly underestimated.
The objectives of the present study are twofold:
• The analysis in the first part will be conducted
under the general context of isotropic eddy viscosity turbulence closures. New turbulence closures based on the k — w model and its recent
variants developped in the aerodynamical context will be examined. The influence of inlet
conditions will be examined in order to determine if full-body computations provide mechanisms for generating longitudinal vorticity that
would be absent or underestimated when computations start at mid-body.

the more promising "Chimera approach", based on
overlapping grids, which is now under development.
This code is included into a modelisation chain
comprising a multiblock mesh generator (ICEMCFD) able to read CAO formats, a X-MOTIF interface facilitating the use of RANSE solver and a
three-dimensional interactive graphic post-processor.

• The second part will be devoted to the assessment of a second-moment closure with near-wall
low-Re formulation [7] which was successfully
employed by Sotiropoulos and Patel. Numerical
implementation of this new approach in the difficult context of implicit pressure Poisson equations will be described. Comparisons between
this promising second-moment closure and the
more robust and validated eddy-viscosity models will conclude this paper.

2

3

The Numerical Method

3.1

Our CFD Group has developped a code (HORUS)
which is used for the validations presented in this paper. This code is based on a partial transformation,
for which the curvilinear space coordinates are used
as independent variables and the cartesian components of velocity and pressure are retained as dependent variables. Many turbulence models are already
implemented ranging from eddy-viscosity based models (one equation: Baldwin k Barth's model [11]; two
equations: k - e models (Chen & Patel [8], Nagano
k Tagawa [12], Deng k Piquet [13]), k - w models
(Wilcox, Menter BSL and SST modified versions [14],
[15])) to models requiring the solution of Reynolds
Stress Transport Equations (Shima's model [7], Craft
k Launder's model presently in test [16]). To avoid
any wall-function boundary conditions which turn
out to be unacceptable when three-dimensional flows
are considered, near-wall low-Reynolds number treatments are sytematically implemented in the aforementionned turbulence models.
A structured cell-centered layout is used in which
the pressure, turbulence and velocity unknowns share
the same location. The momentum and continuity
equations are coupled through the PISO procedure
with the help of the Rhie k Chow flux interpolation
procedure and several implicit second order accurate
schemes are implemented for the space and time discretisations.
Preconditionned conjugate gradient solvers (CGS,
CGSTAB) are used to solve the linear systems.
This code can be used with almost any kind of
mathematical boundary conditions and additional
no-slip condition can be added inside the computational domain to enable the computation of configurations of intermediate complexity (afterbody + nozzle, for instance) without having recourse to a multiblock approach. However, a multiblock extension,
currently based on point-to-point coincident blocks,
has been developped and is under validation before

The Isotropie Eddy Viscosity
Closures
The k-uj Models

Among the two-equation models, the k — e models
are by far the most validated today in the hydrodynamical domain. However, even if they are relatively robust, they are known for their lack of sensitivity to adverse pressure-gradients. The models
tend to underpredict the separation region or to delay its development. Moreover, if low-Reynolds number k — e formulations are employed, the additional
non-linearities introduced by the damping functions
often deteriorate the overall convergence of the algorithm. The k-u model of Wilcox [14], [17] employs
one equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k and
a second equation for a specific turbulence frequency
w. This model is known to perform better than the
k — e models under adverse pressure-gradient conditions and, moreover, since its formulation does not
employ damping functions in the viscous sublayer, it
is characterised by an increased numerical robustness.
However, the results of this model depend strongly on
the freestream values uij that are prescribed outside
the shear-layer [18]. In order to remove this unacceptable sensitivity, Menter [15] proposed two variants,
the BSL and SST formulations, which result from a
blending between the original Ar—w model in the inner
region of a boundary layer and a transformed version
of the k - e model in the outer wake region.
3.1.1

The Original k - w Model

The eddy-viscosity is defined by;
Pt
k
vt - — = p
ui

, .
(1)

and the turbulence transport equations are defined
by:
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Dk

dUj

~Dt

OXj

A
dxj

ß*wk

{v + akvt)

dk
dxjj

(2)

Du
~Dt

7

ÖUi

+

^i (Wilcox):

■ßu>2

T
—
pVt 'j»—
OXj

du
d '
{u + auvt)
dxi
dx3 l

(3)

<r*i = 0.5 c-w = 0.500
ft = 0.0750

ith:

7i
'ÖUi , dUj\

— UiUj

2

(4)

7*

<7fe2 = 1.0

au = 0.5

'-£

« = 0.41

" VW*

<TW2 = 0.856

& = 0.0828

ak = 0.5
2
<TWK _ 5

= 1.0

ß*

^2 {k-e):

The various constants are defined by:
ß* = 0.09
£_
7

(9)

a l

71
(5)

(10)

ft

^"^VF

and:
K

= 0.41

et

ß* = 0.09

(11)

The boundary conditions for w, [14], are given by:
1. No-slip wall boundary conditions:

The blending function Fi is built to be one in the
near-wall region and zero away from the body. It is
defined by:

k =0

(12)

Fl = tanh(Cf)
with

2. Freestream boundary conditions:

wx = (1 -> 10)

Ci

U0

"u = 10-3^
3.1.2

Dk
Dt

Du
~Dt

-

dxj

dUi
7 Tij-

pVt

dk

(y + <Jkvt)

OXj

X

/ Vk
I

^0.09wy'
500i/
Apo-uik
y2u J ' CDkuly2

(13)

CDku

(6)

.
I dk du
max 2p<rw2--z— -K— .10

20

(14)

U OXj OXj

dx-j
2

ßW*

+

d \,
dx~ {U

+

2(1 -Fi gu2-

. du
oV-

+ a Ut)

"

(7)

,
. .i
. i. i .•
. ,i
■ • l
q>\ represents the constant relative to the original
model (akl,...), <j>2 the corresponding constant in the
transformed k-e model (ak2,...) and 0 the constant
associated to the new k ~u BSL model (<rk,...). The
relation between these constants is given by:
,_„ ,

mm

yhere:

BSL variant from Menter

+

=

,.
px,
1
*•
'
with the following two sets of constants:

,^
^ '

4

The Second Moment Closures

Difficulties encountered by eddy-viscosity models in
modelling complex flows are most often related to
, ,
r
,
i ■
imodels inablht to acco
y
""tJor ^e selective amphfication or
attenuation of different Reynolds stresses
h
V curvature-related strain components. These hmitations are
Papally rooted in the fact that the
eddy-viscosity models have been designed to provide
the correct level of shear stress in flows in which only
this stress is influential. The eddy-viscosity models are not able to modelize separately the normal
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turbulent stresses, since only the kinetic turbulent where:
djh
energy is taken into consideration. Therefore, the
-rki
dxi
essential inability of eddy-viscosity closures to simulate anisotropic turbulence can explain their bad perkW
CwiT {rkmnknm8ij
formances on flows containing recirculating regions
3 k
-TkiTlkUj
or intense vortices, since the turbulence anisotropy
strongly influences the magnitude of longitudinal vor3
N Jb*
ticity ([19]). With the need to resolve anisotropy
rkjnkUi
2
Qfd
taken for granted, the main choice is between non,(«,2)
linear eddy-viscosity models and second-moment clou>2 [<Pkmnknrn$ij
sures. The non-linear eddy-viscosity models are very
JL(2)
attractive because they can be seen as the natural and
painless evolution from linear eddy-viscosity models.
It is now difficult to evaluate the potentialities of such
2^nkUi QTd
models in complex three-dimensional flows. However,
we believe that they will perform better than linear
j
ijk
eddy-viscosity models only on a limited range of flows
characterised by a weak turbulent anisotropy. On with C, - 0.22 and Q = 2.5.
complex three-dimensional flows, second-moment cloThe coefficients are given by:
sures will be probably superior because of the exact
representation of stress production which enables red = 1 + 2.58AA12/4
alistic interactions between normal stress anisotropy
[l-ezp[-(0.0067flT)2]]
and shear-stress components.
Here and there, very promising computational
C2 = 0.75,41/2
studies employing second-moment closures on highly
Cwl = -Ci/3 + 1.67
complex three-dimensional flows are emerging ([5],
Cw2 = max [2 (C2 - 1)/3
[6], [20], [21]). In the same time, new proposals of
+0.5,0]/C2
low-Reynolds number near-wall second-moment closures make it possible the eviction of wall-function where:
boundary conditions, what is for us a prerequisite for
9 ,
9 „
A = l-g^2 + gA3
validating them on three-dimensional flows.

(19)

(20)

a
3

4.1

The Shima Model

=

dijClij

A3

—

aijüjkOki

This model [7] is defined by the following transport
equations:
RT

= Pij-l^ij + 4?

Dt

(15)
Ö fT
dr.,«j
di-k{jiik-Udxk

~

*

J

8Ui
dxk

^-Cij-.r,

dUi
oxk

(16)

-Sijk

(17)

b\? = -C2 (Pij - \&ijP

(24)

x

(27)
(28)

ve

where d is the distance to the wall.
A transport equation for s must also be solved:
de
dt

duewhere the source terms corresponding to produc
lled
tion, dissipation, transfer and diffusion are modelled
by by:
J

=

(23)

(26)

2

a

(22)

(25)

A2

r

(21)

ei

~Ce2T

d (nk
dxk V £

de
oxi

(29)
de\
dxkj

with:
n

(18)

V»i
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=

(dk^2\2

l.hA(Pfe-l)

(30)
(31)

V>2

=

0.35(1-0.3^2)
exp[-(0.002RT)1/2]

viscosity makes it necessary deep modifications of the
original numerical algorithm. When the Reynolds
stress is treated implicitly in the momentum equaThe additional constants take their usual values:
tions when using eddy-viscosity models, it appears
Cd = 1.45, Cc2 = 1.9 and Ce = 0.18.
explicitly when second-moment closures are used.
This situation is particularly difficult for the normal
velocity component when it is integrated down to the
4.2 Numerical Implementation
wall. In fact, in the wall region, due to the rapid
Second-moment closures are particularly difficult to growth of normal Reynolds stress, its gradient beinclude into a time-implicit RANSE solver because comes a predominant term which is balanced only by
of:
the normal pressure gradient, both appearing explicitly
in the momentum source term. It is why the
• the absence of the numerically stabilising eddy
main idea behind the present proposed modifications
viscosity,
of the original algorithm is the obligation of treat• the strong coupling between anyone stress and ing the turbulent and pressure gradients in the same
strains other than the ones linked to that stress way if we want to maintain the regularity of small
magnitude velocity components. We think that the
via the Boussinesq relations,
main source of irregularity is not necessarily the ab• the predominant influence in the momentum sence of turbulent viscosity but the discrete disequitransport equations of equilibrium between sev- librium between several strong and opposite gradients
eral strong and opposite source terms, namely, which would provide, if perfect balance was achieved,
the pressure and Reynolds-stress gradients,
a regular solution of small magnitude. To enforce
this
discrete equilibrium is not a trivial task because
• the complexity of second-moment transport
of
the
numerous source terms interpolations which
equations through added non linearities introare
carried
out if the popular Rhie & Chow interduced by the actual low-Reynolds near-wall forpolation
practice
is used to build the mass fluxes in
mulations. In particular, the practical impossithe
general
context
of a pressure equation method on
bility of obtaining theoretically or numerically
non-staggered
variable
arrangment. The only physirealisable turbulence in complex configurations
cal
tool
able
to
restore
this
equilibrium is the pressure
makes it difficult to reach a safe numerically conand
it
is
why
it
is
perhaps
more justified to speak of
verged state.
a pressure-turbulence-velocity coupling instead of the
Moreover, the incorporation of second-moment clo- conventional pressure-velocity coupling.
sures into solvers designed for flows around comIn a pressure equation RANS solver, the three funplex geometries is considerably complicated by the damental steps are the prediction step, the solution
mandatory use of colocated variable arrangment. Dif- of pressure equation and the correction step. Each
ferent numerical strategies have been designed to en- step must be somewhat revised in order to maintain
hance stability in this context. Some authors, [20], a strict discrete equilibrium between the dominant
enforce stability by extracting apparent turbulent source terms, namely, the pressure and turbulent corviscosity from the source terms of second-moment relations gradients. These generalisations which are
transport equations. On the other hand, [22] de- designed to enforce the regularity of discrete fields
velopped a fully coupled implicit resolution of mo- and consequently the stability of the numerical algomentum and second-moment transport equations to rithm, are now described on a 2D curvilinear examavoid velocity-turbulence decoupling. More recently, ple.
several authors, [5], [21], have employed explicit timemarching procedures, often based on a four stage
4.2.1 A pressure-turbulence equation
Runge-Kutta scheme for the mean flow equations,
without reporting any severe stability problem.
The RANS equations are defined by:
Actually, if one wants to include a second-moment
1 fd2Ui
closure into an existing time-implicit solver based on
Dui
dp
drij
(33)
the resolution of a Poisson equation for the presdxi
ox.
Re \ dx\
Dt
sure, many problems of stability may be expected.
In the momentum equations, the predominant role where rij = wju'-. Once discretised, the momentum
played by the source terms in absence of turbulent equations can be written as:
(32)
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following interpolation of velocity components:
u

c

C

i( ) = ^2 nbUi(nb)
dp
ÖX

-cD

drn
Ox

«1 ■(d)

ui(d)

nb

/>J

(34)

dr12
<9y

ßn

"2(c) = 'Y^CnbU2{nb)
nb

-Cv

c-Äd^d^id)

(35)

dp
drx2
dr22
iu2 + 7;—I—^
r
dy
dx
dy

«2 (d)

ti2(d)

=

where Cnb and Cp are the usual influence coefficients.
Once expressed with the curvilinear coordinates,
the momentum equations become:

9L idp + b2dP
u1(c)=u1(c)-^[b[Z
drj
J
or 11
Cv ,idri:
bl

AC

9L
J

(36)

0ri2
dv

+ 6;22

2^P
U2{c) = ü2(c)-^(bl^ + b 2
Or?
di
J
Cp Aiör»
.jflrij

(37)

^.6i.,.ör12

where the overlined quantities are linearly interpolated in the computational domain, the pressure and
turbulent stress gradients being rediscretised at the
interface. Once the contravariant components are expressed with the help of the previous interpolations, a
pressure equation is obtained which is somewhat different because the contributions of turbulent stresses
are explicit instead of being accumulated (and linearly interpolated) in the source terms.

, 1 ör22 + bf^
9iH^JJl
1,2

^T

j

'C„

dW

*W
u

+

rl_k

<^r

<9r

b* are the usual j components of b = —7 x —-.

i(c) = ^2cnbUi{nb) -CpSui

(38)

nb

"2(c) = ~^2CnbU2(nb) - CpSu2

d_ 'C„
_

(43)

b

°i k

de V J

d?

/here:

The contributions of neighboring points and source
term (except the pressure and turbulent stress gradients) are incorporated into the pseudo-velocity in:
ü

dp

< <de\),

Ö77

where J is the jacobian of the transformation and
,

(42)

(39)

(44)
Ui = Jb'jttj
With this special treatment of turbulent stresses gradients in the pressure equation source term, the discrete link between pressure and turbulence gradients
is enforced, and a first source of numerical oscillations
is avoided when pressure and turbulent correlations
gradients compete in the momentum equations.

nb

4.2.2
To build a pressure equation, the continuity equation is written under its fully conservative form on
the mass control volume:
[JUl]d-[JU\+[JU\-[JU>],=0

The correction step

Since the source terms of momentum equations do
not contain any turbulent contribution, it is necessary
to devise a slightly modified correction step:

(40)
ui(c)

with JU* = b\ui The contravariant velocity components JU* — bjui have now to be rebuilt at the interfaces and this reconstruction must avoid chequerboard pressure oscillations and maintain the discrete
link between pressure and turbulent gradients. The
mass flux at the interface d is rebuilt through the
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ux(c)
CP /,1 dp

dp

d~e
de + K de

Cp [,idru
b\
CD

+ bl

2 drn

1 drn + b 2dri2_
2

2

de

de

(45)

u2{c)

=

ü2(c)
C„

Non-linear iteration 2
2 dp

2
^+^
ee

Cp [,,8^

*w+*

9L

.1^22

dr12\

Solve momentum equations:
(46)
uM = M.E.(tf),pWrV)

J
where the turbulent stresses gradients are explicitly computed and combined with the new pressure
gradients. Here, it is important to point out the role
of pressure relaxation factor for maintaining the discrete balance between pressure and turbulence. If the
pressure is under-relaxed after solving the pressure
equation as:
pcorr.

= appsol + {l

_

ap)p(n-l)

(4?)

where pcorr-, p'°l and p(n-1) stand for, respectively,
the under-relaxed pressure used in the correction
step, the current solution of pressure equation and the
previous pressure field, it is necessary to under-relaxe
similarly the turbulent correlations before adding
their contributions in the correction step as:
(n)
P ij

a r

„(»-1)

+ (1

where M.E., P.E., C.S. and T.E. stand for momentum
equations, pressure equation, correction step and turbulence equations.
It is clear that the pressure pW which was devised
to maintain regularity with respect to r\-' can not
cope with the new turbulent field r\-'. That is a
strong source of oscillations because the discrete equilibrium is broken.
It is the reason why the overall algorithm must be
modified in order to restore the link between turbulence and pressure:

Modified coupling algorithm
Non-linear iteration 1
Solve momentum equations:

(48)

This joint under-relaxation of pressure and turbulent stresses will maintain the discrete equilibrium
for which the pressure is designed in the modified
pressure equation.
4.2.3

(53)

.2Ör22\

u^ = M.E.(p^\r^)
Solve the second-moment transport equations:
!}'= (■>"■■■■)

The overall coupling algorithm

Since the pressure is the only variable which is able Solve the pressure equation:
to account for the turbulent gradients to promote nupW=P.E. (w(1),rg})
merical regularity, the conventional organisation of
the coupling algorithm must be modified.
Correction step:
Conventional coupling algorithm
Non-linear iteration 1

uf'.aS-^'rll)^

Solve momentum equations:
uV = M.E.(pW,rW)

pW = P.i?.(U( ),rW)

(49)

(57)

(58)

(50)
4.2.4
(51)

Solve the second-moment transport equations:

rg^uiV.)

(56)

Solve momentum equations:
uW = M.E.(u<?\pl1\r%))

Correction step:
t,<a> = C.S.(p<1>lr}?))

(55)

Non-linear iteration 2

Solve the pressure equation:
1

(54)

(52)

An appropriate
condition

pressure

boundary

In the same order of idea, we have devised a special
wall boundary condition for the pressure which links
pressure and turbulence in the immediate vicinity of
the walls. Let us suppose that the wall is located
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at 7y=cste. The transport equation for the normal
contravariant component V = b\u + b\v is given by:
V = V-b\

Cv

(b\pt + b\Pn

+ b\rni + blrlltl + b\rl2z + blr12T,)]
-b2

(59)

^ (bfa + *fo

+ b\ri2Z + b}rUv + 6^22? + &2r22r,)]
The 7] derivatives are the only prominent terms near
the wall, leading to the equilibrium:
blbfpr, + blbjrur, + bfb^n
-\-b\b\pr, + blbjrnr, + b\b\r22n - 0

(60)

K-Omga (Wilcox)

Figure 4: Wilcox k — w model - Computed wall flow

which is used as generalised wall boundary condition
for the pressure.

5

Results

The first part of this section is devoted to the comparison of the aforementionned turbulence closures, all
the others characteristics (grid, numerical schemes,
level of convergence) being kept unchanged. These
computations have been carried out on an 0-0 grid
topology. The flow domain is defined by 0.5 < x/L <
5.0 and rs < r/L < 4.0 (L being the length between
perpendiculars and rs the radius of the hull's surface). This domain is covered by 65 x 81 x 34 nodes
in the streamwise, radial and girthwise directions respectively. The first coordinate surface is situated at
y+ « 1.0. Each eddy-viscosity solution necessitated
about 5000 non-linear iterations and the Rij — e solution, which was initialised by several hundred nonlinear iterations using eddy-viscosity models, needed
1000 additional non-linear iterations to reach a not
enough converged state.

K-Omcga BSUMtnfcr)

Figure 5: BSL k — w model - Computed wall flow

KIJ-Kp«!li>n(Shima)

K-Eps!lon(Chen-Pafcl)

Figure 3: Chen k, Patel k — e model - Computed wall
flow
Figures 3,4,5 and 6 show the limiting streamlines
on the hull with the various turbulence closures. The
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Figure 6: Shima Ri} — e model - Computed wall flow

limiting streamlines are found to be very sensitive
to turbulence model. Previous comparisons [4] with
Chen & Patel k — e model underestimated the separation region compared with the present results shown
in figure 3. We believe that it is due to numerical
stiffness. In the present computations, convergency
is ensured by checking the convergence of wall shear
stress which is quite slow to establish in the separation region. Several thousands iterations were found
to be necessary to achieve convergence. The k — e
and BSL k — u models (at a lesser degree) provide
a too diffusive flow even if the limiting streamlines
exhibit the main characteristics indicated by the experiments. For the k — e models, the behaviour of
computed wall flow has been found independent from
near-wall low-Reynolds number treatments which are
present in our code ([12], [13], [8]). This analysis is
confirmed by the isovels at x/L = 0.978 (Figs. 7,
9) although the BSL model performs slightly better
than the Chen & Patel closure. The k — w and R,j —e
models simulate a very accurate location of the first
rectilinear convergence line near the keel, behaviour
which is confirmed by the isovels (Figs. 8, 10) which
indicate that the flow in the near-wake is more rotational. Moreover, the k — to predicts a weak longitudinal vortex near the waterplane, which is not the
case with other closures. However, Figure 10 show
that the simulated longitudinal vorticity is now too
intense. These results exaggerate the tendancies already present in the previous computations of [5] obtained with a totally different numerical methodology. It is important to notice that the iso-velocity
contours are regular, which confirms the efficiency of
the proposed modifications, except near the symmetry plane where computational grid is not fine and
regular enough to capture rapid changes of flow field
due to the longitudinal vortex.
These conclusions are illustrated more convincingly
by Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 which show the
axial and vertical velocity profiles at different longitudinal stations and depths. The Rjj — e model overpredicts the secondary motion and its rate of decay
is slower than indicated by the measurements. These
results are also in accordance with [5].
The second part of the results is devoted to the
influence of inlet condition. To determine if a significant amount of longitudinal vorticity is created at
the fore part of the ship, complementary computations using a full body domain have been carried out.
The flow domain is defined by —3.0 < x/L < 5.0
and rs < r/L < 4.0. This domain is covered by
120 x 81 x 34 nodes in the streamwise, radial and

Figure 7: Chen k, Patel k — e model - Comparison
between experimental and computed
isowakes at x/L = 0.978

Figure 8: k — w model - Comparison
between experimental and computed
isowakes at x/L — 0.978

girthwise directions respectively. The after part of
this grid (i > 55) is identical to the above grid, so
that uncertainty related to grid resolution can be excluded in the following comparisons. Computations
were started with U = 1 as initial conditions everywhere (except at the wall) which were different
from above computations where prescribed inlet conditions were used as initial conditions. No special
transition treatment was employed except that the
production of turbulent kinetic energy is bounded by
20 times the dissipation as proposed by [15], that is
Pk = min(Pk,20e).
Figures 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 show the longitudinal and vertical velocity profiles at several stations and depths for the original k — u model and its
BSL variant. It is clear that we can not exclude the
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U velocity at X=0.941

EXP.
K-Otrwga
K-Ep*ik>n(Ch«n-Patel)
Rij-Eptilon(Shinia)

Figure 9: BSL k — u model - Comparison
between experimental and computed
isowakes at x/L — 0.978

Figure 11: Half-body - Axial velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.941
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

W velocity at X=0.941

EXP.
K-0(n»ga
K-Eptilon(Cli«n-PBtel)
Ril-EpsilotySNm*)

0.02

Figure 10: Shima RtJ — e model - Comparison
between experimental and computed
isowakes at x/L = 0.978

Figure 12: Half-body - Vertical velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.941
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements
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0.12

U velocity at X=l. 045

U velocity at X=0.978

EXP.
K-Oirwga
K-Epsilon(Chwi.Patd)
Rij-EpailoR(Shlina)

0.00

0.06

0.02

0.08

0.12

0.10

Figure 15: Half-Body - Axial velocity
profiles at x/L - 1.045
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

Figure 13: Half-body - Axial velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.978
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

W velocity at X=l.045

W velocity at X=0.978

*-*«--ff. ■„■

.•£>"*"*'**'"*'■ ■ ■

EXP.
EXP.
K-Omaga
K-Epsilon{Choo-PaIel)

— K-Ofnaga
K-Epailon(Ch«n-Patal)
— Rij-Ep»ilon(Shima)

■ Rij.Epsilon(SNma)

0.10

0.10

0.12

Figure 16: Half-Body - Vertical velocity
profiles at x/L = 1.045
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

Figure 14: Half-Body - Vertical velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.978
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements
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0.12

U velocity at X=0.978 (Full Domain)

U velocity at X=0.941 (Full Domain)
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Figure 17: Full-body - Axial velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.941
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

Figure 19: Full-Body - Axial velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.978
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

W velocity at X=0.941 (Full Domain)

W velocity at X=0.978 (Full Domain)
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0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

Figure 20: Full-Body - Vertical velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.978
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

Figure 18: Full-body - Vertical velocity
profiles at x/L = 0.941
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements
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0.12

U velocity at X= 1.045 (Full Domain)

Figure 21: Full-Body - Axial velocity
profiles at x/L — 1.045
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

influence of inlet conditions since the full-ship computations provide a better simulation of the velocity profiles at the experimental stations even if the
boundary conditions on turbulent quantities at the
inlet plane (half-domain) are Neumann conditions.
The superiority of k — to model over k — e closure can
be observed not only the separation region, but also
in the attached boundary layer under adverse pressure gradient. At the section x/L — 0.941 where no
separation occurs, k — w model yields a better prediction, especially on the vertical velocity component
(fig. 18). Although longitudinal velocity component
is somewhat overpredicted near the waterline with
half-domain computations (fig. 11) in this section,
it is equally well predicted with full-domain computations (fig. 17). Sensitivity to free stream values
of u is not observed in this configuration, but influence of inlet conditions seems to be important for
k — w model when we compare U velocity component given at x/L = 0.978 (figs 13 and 19). For the
sake of brevity, no comparisons are presented with the
k — e model but additional computations have not indicated such a sensitivity to inlet conditions for this
closure.

6

Concluding Remarks

W velocity at X= 1.045 (Full Domain)

SF.
■ K-Omaga
K-Omega(BSL)
■ K-Omega
K-Omega(@SLI

Figure 22: Full-Body - Vertical velocity
profiles at x/L = 1.045
as functions of y for several depths:
symbols are from measurements

Several eddy-viscosity models and a second-moment
closure have been employed to calculate the flow
around the HSVA Tanker. Deep modifications of
the original algorithm have been designed to maintain the discrete equilibrium between the various
source terms involved in the momentum equations.
These modifications made it possible to implement
a second-moment closure into a Poisson pressure
RANSE solver without introducing any apparent turbulent viscosity. The results obtained for this complex geometry, illustrate the potentialities of this approach. The Shima Rij — e closure is very promising
but yields a too intense secondary flow in the near
wake. However, in that case, it is still necessary to improve the robustness of second-moment closures when
strong variations of physical quantities are present in
the flow field. Actually, we consider that the k — u>
models offer, till now, the best compromise for this
particular class of flows since the best simulation of
the flow around the HSVA Tanker is provided by the
original Wilcox model with a full-domain computation.
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DISCUSSION

AUTHORS' REPLY

F. Sotiropoulos
Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

1. Actually, the figures 3 & 6 are put in correct
order. Shima's model does not yield satisfactory
results for this particular flow configuration. A
marked tendency towards relaminarization has
been observed here as on several other
geometries previously tested by the authors.
This incorrect behavior is mainly due to the
near-wall modeling of the transport equation for
turbulent dissipation through:
(i) the use of
0(e;^) to damp the destruction term which is
numerically dangerous on complex geometries
and highly-stretched non-orthogonal grids, (ii)
the introduction of x¥l which can take strong
negative values in some regions of the flow.

This is a very careful and useful numerical study in
line with the authors previous significant contributions in the area of viscous ship hydrodynamics. It
is very encouraging that they were able to successfully employ a full, near-wall, Reynolds-stress
transport closure and essentially reproduce
previous results for the same case obtained with an
entirely
different
numerical
methodology
(Sotiropoulos and Patel, 1995). Their work underscores the significance of the turbulence lengthscale equation and demonstrates the potential of cobased closures for modeling flows of practical
interest. Studies like this, which carefully eliminate grid-related and other numerical uncertainties,
are essential for meaningful assessment of
advanced turbulence closures and should continue.

2. We have not compared our simulation in
terms of velocity harmonics. However, this is a
very useful suggestion and we will give in the
future this element of comparison which is a
good indicator for possible computations of
propeller-hull interactions.

I have two comments/questions:
1. The propeller-plane isowakes obtained with the
Reynolds-stress closure of Shima are very similar
to the results reported by Sotiropoulos and Patel
(1995) who employed the same turbulence model
on a somewhat coarser computational mesh. The
corresponding limiting streamline patterns (Figure
6), however, are markedly different than those
obtained by Sotiropoulos and Patel. On the other
hand, the limiting streamline patterns produced by
the two-layer K-E model, shown in Figure 3, are
essentially identical to the Reynolds-stress results
of Sotiropoulos and Patel. I suspect that two
figures were switched by mistake, that is the Shima
predictions are actually those shown in Figure 3
while the K-e predictions are shown in Figure 6.

DISCUSSION
L. Lars son
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
The authors have again presented a paper which
could become a milestone in the development
of CFD for stern flows (the first one was in
1993).
A quite interesting and surprising
outcome of their investigation is the fact that an
isotropic eddy viscosity model (the K-CO model)
seems to be superior to the much more
advanced Reynolds stress model. The authors
correctly stress in the introduction that an
isotropic model is not likely to work well in a
vortical flow since the turbulence anisotropy
influences the longitudinal not vorticity. Still
the isotropic model is the best. Any explanation
for this?

2. Sotiropoulos and Patel (1995) showed that the
Launder-Shima model resolves with remarkable
accuracy several velocity harmonics at the
propeller plane of the modified HSVA tanker.
Have the authors compared their various
predictions in terms of velocity harmonics? Such a
comparison would be very interesting, particularly
in light of the very encouraging results obtained
with the standard K-E model.

AUTHORS' REPLY
The modelization of Reynolds Stress Transport
equations requires the development of closures
for several complicated turbulent correlations
(pressure-strain, diffusion, and dissipation
correlations) mainly based on a local turbulence
homogeneity hypothesis. Moreover, near-wall
low Reynolds number closures are still under
development and not yet enough validated. In
our opinion, the Reynolds Stress closures are
probably the missing link between the classical

REFERENCE
Sotiropoulos, F, and Patel, V.C. (1995)
"Application of Reynolds-Stress Transport Models
to Stern and Wake Flows," J. Ship Research, Vol.
39, No. 4, pp. 263-283.
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and robust isotropic eddy-viscosity based
turbulence models and the future Large Eddy
Simulations, as long as high Reynolds number
flows on complex geometries are considered. But,
it is still difficult to evaluate their actual
potentialities because of a lack of countervalidations on flows in realistic configurations.
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On the Modeling of the Flow
Past a Free-Surface-Piercing Flat Plate
A. Di Mascio, M. Landrini, E. Campana
(Istituto Nazionale per Studi ed Esperienze di Architettura Navale, Italy)

Abstract
Some numerical simulations and experiments for the
analysis of the free surface flow past a flat plate in
drift motion have been carried out. Two mathematical models were used in the simulation: the first
one is a linear inviscid model with a vortex layer
shed from the trailing edge and from the tip of the
plate; the second one is described by the NavierStokes equations with the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model. The computed forces acting on
the plate are compared with the data measured in
the towing tank at INSEAN and with those found in
the literature. Though the accuracy of both models
is satisfactory in the low Froude number range (below Fr = 0.5 for the aspect ratios considered), the
inviscid model overestimates the forces acting on the
plate when increasing the velocity and/or the angle
of incidence. This deviation seems to be related to
the absence of nonlinear effects in the inviscid model,
that cannot be neglected when a "jump" in the free
surface height appears at the trailing edge.

1

Introduction

The prediction of the maneuverability performances
of a ship can be gained by simple models based on
the knowledge of possibly few coefficients that summarize the dynamical behaviour of the vessel. Actually, these parameters are obtained by means of
extensive experimental tests in towing tanks. Such
predictive tools accurately depict the maneuvering
capability in most cases. Nevertheless, experimental
observations [6] reveal that slight geometrical differences sometimes have a great influence on the maneuvering performances. With this regard, the availability of a numerical tool for the prediction of the
ship behaviour can be helpful to reduce the design
costs.
If the main features of the flow are retained, a
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reasonable description of the flow can be obtained
with relatively simple models. The rotational inviscid model, in which a vortex sheet mimics the formation and evolution of the wake in the real flow, gives
satisfactory information about the hydrodynamic coefficients in most cases.
The complete description of the flow field requires,
however, additional information regarding the separation lines from which the wake is shed, and the
mechanism for its evolution. These information can
be gained by both experiments and Navier-Stokes numerical simulations.
In order to grasp a deeper insight of the phenomenon we have decided to study a model problem
that allows to guess the configuration of the separation lines in advance, the study of their correct location being postponed to the future research. The
flow past a flat plate in a steady drifting motion is the
simplest prototype, in that the separation lines can
be assumed to coincide with the tip and the trailing
edge.
In spite of its geometrical simplicity, this flow embodies very interesting features. Indeed, previous
experimental observations [10] detect the existance
of two distinct sub- and supercritical flow regimes,
the latter being characterized by the appearance of
a free-surface jump, localized at the intersection between the free surface and the trailing edge.
It will be shown in the following that, when
the jump at the trailing edge appears, the inviscid
flow model overestimates the side force, whereas the
Navier-Stokes model with nonlinear boundary conditions on the free-surface, used in the present work,
succeeds in dealing with the flow in both subcritical
and supercritical regime.
At present, the reasons of the inaccurate prediction
obtained by the inviscid flow model are not clear. In
fact, it seems not to be related to the geometrical
nonlinearity of the boundary condition at the freesurface, because a Navier-Stokes computation with a
"frozen" free surface yields almost the same answer

as the fully nonlinear simulation. Moreover, the dis- together with a dynamic boundary condition, that
crepancy has probably nothing to do with the separa- fix the pressure p, computed from the Bernoulli thetion bubble at the leading edge. This can be inferred orem, to the atmospheric pressure (set to zero)
from the zero-Froude number results, for which the
h
T
inviscid model gives an excellent prediction of the hy:0
p = !(£/«, -U-U)
Fr2
drodynamic coefficients, in spite of the recirculation.
(5)
The present paper is organized as follows: the
mathematical models used in the simulation are Continuity of pressure and normal velocity are rebriefly described in Seel, while in Sec.2 the experi- quired through the wake W
mental apparatus is illustrated. Then, numerical reat W (6)
u■n —u■n
sults with both the inviscid model and the NavierStokes model will be reported in Sec.3, and they will
Finally, the Kutta condition is enforced along the
be discussed in comparison with the experiments.
separation lines and the radiation condition is required far from the body.
In the general case, the free surface and the wake
2 Mathematical Models
shapes are unknown and therefore are to be deterIn this section, the mathematical models used in the mined as a part of the solution.
It may be shown that, under quite general assimulation of the flow past a flat plate are described.
sumptions
[2], the field u{Q) may be expressed by
The first one is the inviscid flow model with a vortex
the
integral
form of the Helmholtz decomposition
sheet. The second one is the more complex Navier(Poincare
Formula
[5]), that specializes, when dealStokes model, with an algebraic turbulence model.
ing with zero-thickness bodies, in

2.1

Inviscid Model

u{Q)

In this model viscous effects are supposed to be confined close to the rigid boundary, where the fluid viscosity determines the generation of vorticity. The
vorticity evolution and shedding are described by
means of the inviscid fluid mechanics, that is viscous effects are completely neglected and rotational
zones are modelled as vorticity layers, emerging from
known separation lines (the lower tip and the trailing
ed e

8 ). „ .
The fluid is supposed to fill a domain ft of infinite
depth, bounded by the free surface T, by the plate
surface dB and by a zero thickness wake W emanating from the tip and the trailing edge.
The total fluid velocity U = (U, V, W)T, with respect to a reference frame fixed with the plate, is
written in the form U - V'^ + u, U^ being the
undisturbed flow velocity. The flowfield is supposed
to be solenoidal, i.e.
V•u = 0

in

ft

(1)

in

ft

(2)

and irrotational, that is
V x u = 0

The perturbation velocity u satisfies the impermeability constraint on the body surface dB
(Uoo + u)-n = 0

on

dB

(3)

A kinematic condition in terms of the wave height h
is enforced on the free surface T

"£
dx + <
oy = '*

on

T

(4)

=

VQ

lT aGdSp

-

VQx/9ß7Gd5p

(7)

where the source distribution a accounts for the free
surface effects, 7 is the bound vorticity and 7yy represents the vorticity confined in the wake. It is relevant to recall that, by virtue of the Helmholtz theorem applied to a vortex layer, both the bound vorticity and the trailing vorticity satisfy the continuity
relation Vs -7 = 0.
The unknown source and vortex distributions are
computed by enforcing the boundary conditions.
The problem is strongly nonlinear and, consequently,
very CPU time consuming. In order to make the
computation as cheap as possible, the problem is simplified on both the free surface and the wake: free
surface boundary conditions are linearized by using
the double model flow as basis flow, while the dynamics of the wake is simplified by constrainig the wake
"particles" to move only in the horizontal plane, thus
preventing the wake roll-up (see [8, 9] for details).
In the numerical solution, the source and the vorticity distribution are supposed to be piecewise constant. The enforcement of the boundary condition at
control points yields a set of algebraic equations to
be used in the computation of the unknown discrete
values of a, 7 and 7yy.
Some examples of numerical simulation are reported in figures 1 and 2, where the wave pattern
is depicted for two values of the Froude number and
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Figure 1: Wave system generated by a yawed flat plate
in straight motion [8, 9] (Ar = 0.5, a = 9., Fr =
0.17); contour levels: -0.0200,-0.0175,... ,0.0200.

Figure 2: Wave system generated by a yawed flat plate
in straight motion [8, 9] (Ar = 0.5, a = 9., Fr =
0.29); contour levels: -0.0200, -0.0175,... , 0.0200.

incidence a = 9°. In fig.3 the computed forces are
compared with experiments. Whilst the prediction
is excellent when the Froude number is low, an increasing deviation is noticed when the forward speed
grows. This effect is more pronounced for the larger
aspect ratio (Ar = draught / chord length)

[1]. 6ij is the Kronecker symbol.
The no-slip condition is enforced on the body surface

2.2

Also a more complex Navier-Stokes model was used
in the computations reported in the following. The
fluid is again supposed to fill all the space below the
free surface around the flat plate. In this case, the velocity u = (ui, w2, ua)T = (u, v, w)T and the pressure
p are the solution of the system of partial differential
equations
0

d
[UjU( + pSij - Tij] = 0
dxj

(8)

where the first equation is the mass conservation
equation, while the second one represent the momentum equation parallel to the «,-axis, i — 1, 2, 3 and
Tij =

(VT

+ v) (M.,J + «;,<)

on

B,

(10)

On the free surface, if the action of the wind and the
surface tension are neglected, the dynamic boundary
conditions to be satisfied are

Viscous Model

dui
dxi

u—0

(9)

v being the kinematic viscosity, VT the eddy viscosity
computed with the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model
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(—pSij + Tij)rij =0

on

T

(11)

while the kinematic boundary condition reads
dh
dh
u— + v-^- - w
ox
oy

on

(12)

In the numerical solution, these equations are discretized by means of a standard finite volume technique on a curvilinear grid, that moves to fit the actual free surface shape. All the derivative are expressed by centered differentiation, and the variables
at cell interfaces are evaluated by simple averaging
from the neighbouring points. A fourth order artificial dissipation term is added to stabilize the calculation.
With regard to the boundary conditions, there is
no particular problem to enforce the no-slip condition
on the wall of the plate and the kinematic boundary condition at the free surface. On the contrary,

the dynamic boundary condition (11) is simplified to
p = 0. Moreover, the velocity vector at the free surface is extrapolated from the first inner point. This
simplified boundary condition are a common practice
when computing free surface viscous flows, because
in general the grid near the water-air interface is too
coarse to resolve the boundary layer.
The nonlinear algebraic equation system, that
stems from the discretization process, is solved by a
Collective S.O.R. algorithm, whose speed of convergence is increased by a Full Approximation StorageFull Multigrid (FAS-FMG) algorithm (see [4] for details).
Two kind of grids were used in the computation: a
two-block grid with H-H topology (fig-4), each block
being a cartesian grid 80 x 32 x 32, and a two-block
grid with 0-0 topology shown in fig..5, with 40 x 24 x
16 cells each. In both cases, the cells were clustered
near the wall, in order to have the proper resolution
of the boundary layer.

3

Figure 4: Sample grid. H-H topology

Experimental set-up

The numerical study of the flow past a flat plate was
integrated by some experiments carried out in the
towing tank at INSEAN. The aluminuim flat plate
used in the tests has chord length 50 cm, height
100 cm and thickness 0.6cm. Both the trailing edge
and the leading edge were rounded. The plate was
fixed to carriage by means of a mechanism able to
position it with any draught and angle of incidence.
The experiments were carried out in the smaller
CLA
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l.ii.l
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.7
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O Ar = 0.2

Figure 3: Hydrodynamic forces on a flat plate in drift
motion (a = 9°). Inviscid computation (solid lines)
[8, 9] and experiments (symbols) [12].

Figure 5: Sample grid. 0-0 topology
tank at INSEAN. The tank is 220 meters long, 9
meters wide and 3.6 meters deep.
The forces acting on the plate were measured by a
six-component balance Kempf & Remmers. Analogic
force-tension transducer were used in the measures.
A/D conversion was done with sampling frequency
equal to 240 Hz. The equipment was calibrated in the
measured force range with assigned weights, resulting
in a deviation of 1.4 per cent at most.
The wave elevation on the wetted surface was evaluated by photographic observations on the two sides
of the plate. A regular grid with 1 cm spacing was
drawn on the body surface to facilitate observations.
A picture of the plate during the test is shown in
fig- 6

4

Discussion of Results

First of all, the inviscid model with vortex layer and
the Navier-Stokes model were tested in the zeroFroude number case. Fig. 7 reports the computations for a flat plate with unit aspect ratio and
Reynolds number (for the RANSE calculation) Re =
1 x 105. The grid for the inviscid calculation was
32 x 32 on the plate, while a two-block 80 x 32 x 32
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Figure 6: Experimental set-up

grid was used in the RANSE calculation, with 32 x 16
cell faces on each side of the flat plate.
It can be seen that the prediction of lift CL , drag
CD and moment Cjv coefficients is very accurate for
both models when compared with experiments, in
spite of the fact that the inviscid model does not take
into account the separation bubble predicted by the
Navier-Stokes computation. This flow separation is
caused by the sharp leading edge, and it grows when
the angle of incidence increases. Nevertheless, the
prediction of the hydrodynamic coefficients is very
good also at 20 degrees of angle of attack.
On the contrary, the numerical prediction of the
lateral force coefficient Cy, gained by the inviscid
model, departs from both the Navier-Stokes calcula-
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Figure 7: Hydrodynamic coefficients for a flat plate,
AR = 1, for a zero-Froude number flow. Comparison of the inviscid calculation, viscous calculation and
experiments
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Figure 8: Ratio of the force normal to the plate (top) or
the yaw moment (bottom) to the incidence as function
of the Froude number. Comparison of the inviscid calculation, the Navier-Stokes simulation and experimantal data measured at INSEAN and by van den Brug et
al. [12]. Incidence 4.5 degrees.

tions and experimental data when computing freesurface flows beyond certain values of the Froude
number and angle of attack. Fig.8 and 9 show the
hydrodynamic coefficients as functions of the Froude
number, with 4.5 and 9 degrees of incidence and aspect ratio equal to 0.5. In the same figures, the data
measured in the experiments carried out at INSEAN
and those obtained by van den Brug et al. [12] are
also reported.
The dependence of the Navier-Stokes solution on
the grid was checked by repeating the computation
with the 0-0 grid shown in fig.5. It can be inferred
from figure 10, that, in spite of the different size and
topology of the grids, the two predictions are reasonably similar to each other.
The first thing to be noticed is that both our measures and Navier-Stokes predictions mirror exactly
the data reported in [12], and this seems to confirm the reliability of the viscous model predictions
and the experimental equipments. Moreover, altough
the numerical predictions with the inviscid model are
good up to Fn=0.60, they depart from experimental
data when the velocity increases, for both values of
incidence.
It is interesting to stress that the prediction with
the inviscid model begin to depart from the experiments and from the Navier-Stokes computation
when, in addition to the separation bubble at the
leading edge, another interesting phenomenon appears at the trailing edge. In fig. 11 and 12 the wave
elevation along the plate are reported for 4.5 and 9
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degrees of angle of attack, as computed by means
of the Navier-Stokes model. It can be seen that, as
the Froude number increases, a "jump" in the wave
heigth is clearly observed.
The occurence of this phenomenon is not new. Maniar et al. [10] observed a similar behaviour in their
experiments in a water tunnel, and reported the measured wave height. To the purpose of comparison,
we repeated the experiments in the INSEAN towing
tank and the numerical simulation with the two models for the same conditions (6 degrees of incidence
and unit aspect ratio). A perspective view of the free
surface is shown in fig. 13 for Fr=0.63 and Fr=0.74,
whereas Fig. 14 reports the numerical calculation together with the experimental wave profiles on both
sides of the plate. In particular, it can be seen that
the Euler prediction (dashed lines) oscillates around
the experimental data (symbols), while the NavierStokes computation (solid lines) correctly mirrors the
measurements of the INSEAN experiment. It can be
also seen that, for the higher Froude number flow,
our data significantly differ from those by Maniar et
al. The reason of this discrepancy is currently under
analysis.
The increasing inaccuracy of the inviscid model
in the high Froude number range is not well understood. In fact, it seems not to be caused by the
separation at the leading edge: the same happens in
the double model flow and, nevertheless, the prediction is still very good. Moreover, it seems not to be
related to the geometrical nonlinearities of the free
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surface. The role of the actual wave displacement
was in fact analysed with the Navier-Stokes model,
retaining the usual form of the free surface boundary
conditions, but preventing the motion of the boundary, and therefore enforcing them on the undisturbed
water plane z — 0. As shown in fig. 15, the effect on
the hydrodynamic coefficients is very small, also in
the supercritical regime.

Conclusion and Perspectives
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the yaw moment (bottom) to the incidence as function
of the Froude number. Comparison of the inviscid calculation, the Navier-Stokes simulation and experimantal data measured at INSEAN and by van den Brug et
al. [12]. Incidence 9.0 degrees.

This work is the first stage on a more general program concerning the prediction of the hydrodynamic
coefficients of maneuvering ships. In particular, the
capabilities of simple inviscid rotational models was
considered for free surface flows. The very simple
case of a flat plate in drift motion was analysed and
the results were compared with a Navier-Stokes computation and with experimental data. The geometry
of the problem was choosen so simple because we
wanted to postpone the location of vortex sheet separation lines to further research, and to concentrate
on global force prediction.
In spite of the simple shape, some interesting features were detected. In fact, the prediction of the
hydrodynamic coefficients is rather inaccurate when
the velocity and/or the angle of incidence is increased
beyond certain values. This happens in conjunction
with the appearence of a jump in the free surface
elevation at the trailing edge, which is likely to be
somehow in connection with the poor prediction.
The reason of the discrepancy of the prediction by
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height rj — h/(aFr), a = 9.0°. Navier-Stokes simulation: two-block 0-0 grid 40 x 24 x 16.

means of the inviscid model with respect to the experiments and to the Navier-Stokes calculation is not
clear at the present stage. In more details, the gap
between the two predictions seems not to be due to
the separation bubble at the leading edge, otherwise
the same problem would be observed when computing double model flows. Moreover, it is unlikely to
be caused by geometrical linearization of the free surface, because the same condition has very little effects
on the forces when applied to the Navier-Stokes calculation.
Therefore, a possible reason of such a behaviour
must be sought in the nonlinear terms in the free
surface boundary conditions, neglected in our inviscid computations. Another possible cause could be
related to the Kutta condition imposed at the trailing edge. In fact, this condition implies continuity
of the total pressure, and therefore it does not allow
a free surface jump across the vortex layer. Future
investigations will try to clarify the question.

[2] Bassanini P., Casciola C, Lancia M. R., Piva
R., "A Boundary Integral Formulation for the
Kinetic Field in Aerodynamics", Eur. J. Mech.,
B / Fluids, vol 10, 605-627, 1991; vol 11, 69 92, 1992.
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Incidence 4.5 degrees

Self-Propelled Maneuvering Underwater Vehicles
H. McDonald (Pennsylvania State University, USA),
D. Whitfield (Mississippi State University, USA)

based approach also has the disadvantage that the
Reynolds number of an actual submarine, for example,
is much larger than can be simulated in experimental test
facilities. Therefore, the Office of Naval Research
(ONR) initiated a research program that had as it's
objective the development of a physics-based method
for the maneuvering prediction of self-propelled
underwater vehicles.
In conjunction with the development of this
physics-based maneuvering prediction method the
experimental-based maneuvering results will be of
major importance with regard to validation of the
physics-based approach. The idea would be to use the
strengths of each approach to supplement the other, and
thereby, produce a physics-based computational
approach that can be used for various flow conditions,
geometric configurations, and propulsor devices that
can be used outside the regime of available experimental
data and yet has been validated to the extent possible.
The approach to developing this physics-based
maneuvering prediction of self-propelled underwater
vehicles is to solve the three-dimensional time-dependent incompressible turbulent Navier-Stokes equations
and interactively couple these numerical results with a
six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) computational code.
This work on maneuverability has been a team
effort between the Computational Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory of Mississippi State University and the
Applied Research Laboratory of Penn State University.
Close contact among the researchers at each Laboratory
was maintained at all times during the development of
these computational tools. The researchers included
faculty members, research engineers, post docs,
graduate students, and undergraduate students.
This paper is organized as follows. The
numerical approach used to solve the three-dimensional
time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations is discussed
in Section 2. Two propulsor treatments are available, a
body force propulsor and an actual rotating propulsor,
and these two propulsor treatments are described in
Section 3. The 6-DOF computational approach is
discussed in Section 4, turbulence modeling in Section
5, and results and concluding remarks are given in
Sections 6 and 7.

ABSTRACT
A physics-based computational method is
presented for the trajectory prediction of fully appended
self-propelled underwater vehicles, including a
rotating propeller. The approach is to interactively
couple the numerical solution of the three-dimensional
unsteady incompressible turbulent Navier-Stokes
equations with a six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF)
computational method. The Navier-Stokes equations
are solved using a multiblock multigrid scheme with
relative motion structured subblocks for handling the
rotating propellers.
The computational methods,
including the Navier-Stokes/6-DOF coupled code, has
been validated using numerous examples. Two fully
appended configurations that include sail, sail plane,
and four stern appendages are presented, one with a
body force propulsor and the other with an actual
rotating propulsor.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Maneuvering characteristics of undersea
vehicles are determined from, or at least based on,
results from large scale model tests. Experimental
information from these tests are used to investigate
maneuverability directly, or the information is used to
develop correlations that in turn are used in dynamic
motion codes to perform semi-empirical maneuvering
predictions. This experimental-based approach is a
necessary, but expensive, method of determining
maneuvering characteristics of sea-going vehicles.
Also, this approach frequently has to be used outside the
regime corresponding to the experimental data on which
it is based, such as the particular flow conditions,
geometric configuration, and propulsor device. It might
be that the experimental configuration used may have
even lacked a suitable propulsor. This experimentalNOTE: This research was sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research (ONR) with James A. Fein as the first technical monitor,
and Dr. Pat Purtell as the present technical monitor. This support is
gratefully acknowledged.
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2.0 NUMERICAL APPROACH
and
6k = k, + kx u + ky v + k,

The approach of this physics-based research
aimed at maneuvering predictions of self-propelled
underwater vehicles is to solve the three-dimensional
time-dependent
incompressible
turbulent
Navier-Stokes equations. Because of the magnitude of
the problem size with regard to resolving full
configurations that include sail, sail planes (or bow
planes), stern appendages, and rotating propulsor, the
numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is
carried out on dynamic relative motion multiblock
structured grids. The Reynolds numbers of these flows
are extremely large and the viscous regions are resolved
to y+ values of near one. This places severe demands
on the numerical solution scheme in terms of stability
and accuracy. Moreover, the flow is both three dimensional and unsteady in the sense of the Reynolds averaged mean flow. To make the computation of these high
Reynolds number unsteady flow problems practical in
terms of the total CPU time required, the time step needs
to be restricted by the physics of the problem being
solved and not the numerics of the scheme used to solve
the equations.
The equations, numerical flux
formulation, and the solution algorithm used to solve the
equations and achieve the physics-based time
restriction is discussed in this section.

The
three-dimensional
time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations are first transformed to a
time-dependent curvilinear coordinate system. The
artificial compressibility idea of Chorin [I] is then
introduced [2, 2, and 4].
The use of artificial
compressibility permits the experience gained in the
numerical solution of compressible flow problems to be
exploited in the numerical solution of incompressible
flow problems [51. The artificial compressibility form
of
the
three-dimensional
time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equation in general curvilinear
coordinates is
+

where
Q = J

fdH -°

K = G,

dk = V for k = rj

K = H,

9k = W for k = £

2.2 Numerical Flux Vector
Equation (1) is discretized into a cell-centered
finite-volume form which for one-dimensional flow,
for example, can be written as
Tx

2)
+ ^j+1/2-7-,._1/2;

=0

(2)

where the index i corresponds to a cell center and
indices i±l/2 correspond to cell faces. In this expression, the dependent variable vector Q is considered to
be constant throughout the cell whereas the flux F is
assumed to be uniform over each surface of the cell. A
flux vector is therefore needed at each cell face.
There are numerous ways of developing this
flux vector, and the formulation used early on [4J in this
maneuvering underwater vehicle research was the flux
difference split scheme of Roe [1Q] for the first-order
contribution and a hybrid numerical flux vector for the
higher-order contribution that was patterned after the
flux vector developed for compressible flow [UJ. An
advantage of this hybrid flux is that the formulation
leads more or less naturally to the limiting of characteristic variables which is important for compressible flows

(i)

P
u

ß(Ök-k.)
K

9k = U for k = f

In these equations, ß is the artificial compressibility
coefficient, with a typical value of 5-10; p is static
pressure; u, v, and w are the velocity components in
Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z. U, V, and W are the
contravariant velocity components in curvilinear coordinate directions £, TJ, and £, respectively. Terms
Tk,Tk,Tk, where k = %,rj, and £, are the viscous flux
components in curvilinear coordinates. J is the Jacobian of the inverse transformation, and ^, ky, ^, and k,
with it = £, 7], and £ are the transformation metric
quantities [4], where a subscript denotes differentiation.
In this work, the thin-layer approximation is
introduced to simplify the full Navier-Stokes equations,
an algebraic turbulence model [£], a k-e model and a
nonlinear k-e model [2] were implemented within the
code and used for the turbulent flow computations. The
details of treating the viscous terms is explained in the
work of Gatlin [£]. In addition, improvements have been
made by Chen [2] with regard to the computation of the
wall shear stress by improving the computation of the
tangential velocity derivatives normal to a solid surface.
This improvement is simple to implement and works
extremely well on grids that may be highly skewed [2].

2.1 Navier-Stokes Equations

^ü + ÜE + HO.
dr
d£
d7]

K = F,

u 6k + kxp - Tk^
v 0* + kyp - Tky
w 6k + kzp - Tk
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For <f> = 0 in Eqs. (5) the numerical scheme would be
first-order in space. For higher order schemes set
<p = 1. With x = - 1 only points to the right of the
cell face are used for QK and only points to the left of
the cell face are used for QL, and a second-order
scheme results. With x = 1/3 two points to the right
and one point to the left of the cell face are used for
QR, and two points to the left and one point to the right
of the cell face are used for QL. The resulting scheme
is referred to as third-order upwind-biased [14]. Note
that the third-order upwind-biased scheme depends on
information from the same number of points as the
second-order scheme. All numerical results presented
here were obtained with x = 1/3.

with discontinuities. However, perhaps because two of
the eigenvalues never change sign in this artificial
compressibility formulation [12], limiting the characteristic variables for these incompressible flow
computations has not been required. Therefore, some
considerable time after the first version of this
incompressible code was written it was determined to
investigate the sort of results that could be obtained for
second and third-order flux vectors by the more
classical van Leer MUSCL-type of numerical flux
vector formulation [12]. The nonlimited form of the
dependent variable extrapolation method of Anderson,
Thomas, and van Leer [14] was found to work rather
well for this incompressible formulation and the
numerical results were found to be extremely close to
the results provided by the hybrid numerical flux vector
[12]. The numerical flux currently used [12] is based on
Roe's approximate Riemann solver UQ], which in the
interest of reduced floating point operation count is
written for this one-dimensional example (Eq. (2)) in
the form [11]

w

+A

K-^IK-^)

2.3 Solution Algorithm
The normal procedure for the solution of Eq.
(2) would be to linearize the spatial difference terms,
move the terms not containing A Q" to the right-handside of the equations, and solve for AQ". This is
particularly true for problems expected to have steady
state solutions because the sum of the spatial difference
operator terms as well as AQ" would both go to zero.
However, for unsteady flow, the ideal situation would be
to find Qn+l such that Eq. (2) is satisfied. That is, find

(3)

ß"+1 such that [15]

where A is the Roe matrix given by
1

X~ = R^As R^

ff(ß"+1)=^l

<X'l/yn+l,m\(Qn+l.m+\

where m = 1,2, 3, ... and S'ix) is the Jacobian matrix
of the vector fix). In principle the generated sequence
Q„+l,m+l converges t0 g» + l and> hencC) Eq. (6) iS
satisfied. For the one-dimensional example
i-y.i-l

+ \At
IT- + F''4<
i " F'-ji)
i W"' +1'M
(5a)

+ F'i+i,i+^Qi:!-m =

1

ß , = a + T [(i - *xa - a-i)
,+

Qn+l,m\ _

(7)

<p

+ (1 + *)(&+! " ß,)]

2

[Qn+l„ _ Qn

4

+ (1 + «)(ß,+ l - ß/)]

(6)

One way of attempting to solve this problem is
to use Newton's method. Newton's method [1£] for the
function ^(x) would be

f [(1 - xX& + 2 ~ ß,+ 1)

ß, + l

) =0

(4)

The eigenvalue matrix, A^, contains only the
nonpositive eigenvalues of A and the similarity matrix,
/?£, has the right eigenvectors of A as columns. The
matrix X consists of the Roe averaged variables [12],
and all metric quantities occurring in Eq. (3) are
evaluated at cell face i + 1/2.
The numerical scheme is made higher order by
using the MUSCL approach of van Leer [13J. Anderson,
Thomas, and van Leer [14] used a MUSCL-type approach in flux vector split schemes. Following [14], the
dependent variables just to the right of the cell face, Q ,
located at i + 1/2 and just to the left of the same cell face,
Q , are written as

°u

+1

+ (5,.?tß"

I. '

(5b)
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Ax

I

(8)
_

\

' + ( F.+i(ß"+1") - F._i(ß»+1") I

In this expression, F' is the Jacobian of the numerical
flux vector, with the first subscript representing the
position of the cell face of the numerical flux vector
and the second subscript representing the position of
the dependent variable vector that the numerical flux
vector is differentiated with respect to. /„ is an identity
matrix, except the first diagonal element is zero in order to satisfy the true incompressible continuity equation.
A linear system of equations must be solved at
each
iteration
of
Newton's
method.
For
three-dimensional problems a direct solution seems to
be impractical [12] and in this work symmetric
Gauss-Seidel relaxation is used. Because the flux
Jacobian of the flux vector based on Roe's formulation
is difficult to obtain analytically in three dimensions,
and also in the interest of simplicity, the flux Jacobian is
obtained numerically [IS]. The solution scheme is
referred to as discretized Newton-relaxation L1Ü], or the
DNR scheme [12]. Multigrid is used to accelerate the
numerical solutions [12]. This multigrid scheme has
been extended to multiblock [2Q] and unsteady flow
[21]. The solution process is, therefore, a multigrid
scheme for three-dimensional unsteady viscous flow on
dynamic relative motion multiblock grids.

coefficient information was used to determine the
components of the body force vector and then distribute
these components to the center of the cells in this
cell-centered finite volume scheme in the region where
the propulsor was located.
3.2 Actual Rotating Propulsor
The method used to include an actual rotating
propulsor is one that has been continually developed and
also used for a number of years, primarily for
compressible flows [25.-2U- The approach is to use
relative motion blocks with structured grids, whereby
the blocks that include the rotating blades move relative
to adjacent blocks with a region of the blocks near the
relative motion interface being treated using the
localized grid distortion technique introduced by Janus
[3JJ. This method of handling relative motion blocks
insures the continuity of grid lines (although they do
change partners periodically, or "click") and restricts the
maximum distortion of the grid to be of the order of the
distance between grid points which for viscous grids is,
of course, small. This approach eliminates the need to
interpolate the solution vector from one grid to another.
The cell volumes do change in time, however, and the
geometric conservation law must be satisfied [UJ.
4.0 DYNAMIC MOTION OF THE VEHICLE

3.0 PROPULSOR TREATMENTS
From the beginning of the program it was
determined that there needed to be two methods of
handling the propulsor. One was to be a simulation of
the propulsor using a relatively simple model that was
computationally efficient, and the other was to
incorporate the capability of handling the actual rotating
propulsor. Both methods were developed, have been
included in the code, and are discussed below.

The trajectory of the body at any instant of time
is described by its linear velocities u, v, w, and by its angular velocities p, q, r, in the body fixed frame of reference and its position and orientation in an inertial frame
of reference. The governing six-degree-of-freedom
(6-DOF) Equations Of Motion (EOM) can be written as:
Axial Force
2
2
m [ ü - vr + wq - xG(q + r ) + yG(pq - r)
+ zG(pr + q)] = FXH + FX(,

3.1 Body Force Propulsor
The model selected that satisfies the conditions
of simplicity and efficiency was one that has been used
for a number of years for similar simulations such as
open propellers [22] and ducted fans [23J. The basic
approach is explained in [22] and consists of including
body forces in Eq. (1) which operate on the fluid in a
manner similar to the way an actual propulsor operates
on the fluid. All three components of the body force
vector were taken into account and consequently thrust,
swirl, and their radial distributions can be included in the
computations. In any given situation this force data may
be obtained from conventional propulsor design tools or
data bases. Here this information is based on thrust and
torque coefficient data which were obtained from an
actual marine propulsor. A description of the experiment
and the measured results are reported in [24]. This

Lateral Force
2
m [ v -wp + ur- yd? + p ) + zG(qr - p)

+ xG(qp + r)] = FyH + Fyc
Normal Force
m[ w - uq + vp - za(p2 + Q1) + xG(rp - q)
+ y0(rq + p)] = FZf{ +
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FZCB

pointing East and Z-axis pointing towards the center of
the Earth. The orientation of the vehicle with respect to
this frame is defined by four quaternions eg, ej, ei, ej,
as follows:
de = Qe
dt

Rolling Moment
Up + (/, - ly) qr-(r + pq) I„ + (r2 - q2) I,yt
+ (pr - q) 1^ + m \y0 (w - uq + vp)
- zG (y - wp + ur)] = MXfj + MXOB
Pitching Moment

where

I,q + (/, - lz) rp-(p + qr) Iv + (p2 - r2) /
+ (qp - r) Iyz + m [zG (ü - vr + wq)
- xG (w - uq + vp)] = MY[i + M OB

e = [e0,eue2,ei]7
0

Yawing Moment

P

Ü =

-P
0

1
r

Ij + (Iy - Ix) pq-(q + rp) Iyz + (q2 - p2) I„
+ (rq - p) Ia + m [xG (v - wp + ur)

-r
r
0
-P

-q
p
0

- ya (ü - vr + wq)] = MZ// + M2'■GB
The Euler angles (0, 9, xp) are related to e as follows:

where
Fx

GB

= - (w - B)sin6

FYGB = (W - B)cosdsm<p
FzGB = (W - ß)cos0cos0
MXcB = (ytW - yBB)cosdcos<j>
— (zgW — xB5) cos Ö sin 0
My

Mz

tan0 =

2 (e0<?i + e2e3)
(el - e\ - e\ + e\)

tanV =

2 (e,e2 + e0g3)
(el + e\-e\- e\)

tanö = (2 (e0e2 + e^) ) / (2sin0(eoe! + e2e3)
+ coscp(el — e\ — e\ + e\) )

= - (xgW - xBB) cos 6 cos 0
- (zgW- zBB) sin6»
=

(xgw ~ xBB) cos 9 sirup
+ (ygW - yBB)sinO

Finally, the position of the vehicle in the inertial frame
of reference is derived from:

and
g = u[(e\ + e\) - (e\ + e2)} + v\2(e,e2 - e0e3)]
+ ^[20^3 - e0e2)]

W = vehicle weight
B = vehicle buoyancy

^ = u[2(ele1 + e0e,)} + v[(e20 + e2) - (e\ + e2)}

x

g< yg> zg = position of the eg in the body-axis system

X

B< yB< ZB

+ w[2(ei*3

= position of the cb in the body-axis system

& = «[2(e,e3 - e0e2)] + v[2(e0e! + e2e3)}
dt
+ w[(e20 + e\) - (e22 + e2)}

4>, 9 = vehicle roll and pitch Euler angles with
respect to an inertially fixed reference
frame, here taken to be Earth-fixed
The hydrodynamic forces Fv, FY , Fz , and moments
MxH , MYH, MzH, are determined by integrating the
pressure field and viscous stresses, obtained from the
Navier-Stokes solver, over the body.
Since the frame of reference adopted for the
equations of motion is fixed to the body, and moves with
it, the position and orientation of the body cannot be described relative to it. Seven more equations are needed
to describe the vehicle's orientation and position in an
inertial reference frame. This frame of reference is taken to be fixed on the surface of the Earth (neglecting the
Earth's rotation), with X-axis pointing to North, Y-axis

e0ei)\

The final result is a set of 13 O.D.E.'s in 13 unknowns.
These are:
(I) - Six strongly coupled, highly nonlinear O.D.E.'s
for the motion in the body-fixed frame of reference.
Solution of these equations yields the linear velocities
of the vehicle u, v, w and the angular velocities of the
vehicle p, q, r in the body fixed frame of reference.
(II) - Four strongly coupled, nonlinear O.D.E.'s for the
body orientation in the inertial frame of reference.
Solution of these equations yields the four quaternions
e0, eu e2, e3, from which Euler angles can be derived.
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(Ill) - Three linear (not coupled) O.D.E.'s for the body
position in the inertial frame of reference whose solution yields the position of the body in the inertial frame
of reference.
The above 13 vehicle dynamics OD.E.'s are
numerically integrated using a fourth-order accurate
Runge-Kutta technique. The assembly and solution of
the vehicle dynamics equations was implemented directly from the vehicle simulation code TRJv [ 22].
The coupled Navier-Stokes flow solver and the
6-DOF equations of motion solver was successfully
used to simulate a free falling sphere (Re = 1000) and a
6:1 ellipsoid (Re = 7500) prior to the SUBOFF calculation presented later in this paper.

where Su and Qu represent the mean strain and rotation tensors, respectively, and k and e continue to be
determined by the Launder-Sharma Low-Reynolds
number k-s model. The standard model is recovered
when Ci and Cz are set to zero. However, the nonlinear effects provided by this new Reynolds stress assumption prove to be dramatic. Calculation in a threedimensional square duct, shown in Fig. 1,
demonstrates secondary flow which is absent when a
standard two-equation model is used. Additionally, it
has been shown that the model greatly improves the
prediction of the normal Reynolds stresses in highly
three-dimensional flows, such as the flow over a 6:1
prolate spheroid at 10° angle of attack. Results,
compared to the experimental data of Reference [22],
are shown in Figs. 2-5.

5.0 TURBULENCE MODEL

i

■

Turbulence models used in this work include
the Baldwin-Lomax mixing length model [6J the Launder-Sharma Low-Reynolds number k-e model and a
Low-Reynolds number nonlinear k-e model based on
the work of Nisizima and Yoshizawa, Speziale, and Myong and Kasagi [7].
The bulk of the initial work was done with the
algebraic mixing length model typified by the eddy viscosity
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Here, a representative length scale is determined empirically, and it is combined with vorticity, co, to provide a representative velocity scale.
A more general model uses two transport equations to find the representative length and velocity scales
of the flow. In this work, the Launder-Sharma model
was used to find the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the
turbulent energy dissipation rate, e. The resulting
velocity scale is ki/2 while the length scale is provided
by k3/2/e, so that the turbulent viscosity is given by
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Damping functions, including one for the eddy viscosity, are used to allow integration of the flow directly to
the wall. Both of the above models rely on the Boussinesq approximation, which provides for an isotropic
eddy viscosity and so fails to capture important anisotropic effects. For this reason, the k-e model was
extended by a nonlinear Reynolds stress assumption of
the form
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6.0 RESULTS

;

Throughout this research effort, computations
were carried out in order to validate the code as each
additional computational capability and improvement
was added. These test cases have ranged from steady
state laminar flow over a flat plate to unsteady turbulent
flow about a fully appended submarine configuration
that included sail, sail plane, four stern appendages, and
an actual rotating propeller; and, the coupling of this
unsteady flow computation to the 6-DOF computation
in order to predict the trajectory of the submarine. The
computations performed between these two extremes
were cases where analytical solutions or experimental
data were available for comparison whenever possible.
The solutions were carried out on multiblock grids with
structured subgrids, and nearly all of these grids were
built using EAGLEView [24]- Moreover, all of the grids
were tight with y+ values near surfaces of order one.
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The ultimate objective of this work, which was
the prediction of the trajectory of fully appended
self-propelled maneuvering vehicles, involved more
complicated flow fields and configurations than those
corresponding to the experiments for which measured
data were available. Nevertheless, the approach taken,
whenever data and time permitted, was to perform rather
critical comparisons with the experimental data that
were available. For steady state flows, comparisons
have been made between numerical results and
experimental data that include one or more of the
measurements of pressure, skin friction, and/or
boundary-layer velocity profiles for geometric
configurations that include SUBOFF [35], inflected
stern [26J, 6:1 prolate spheroid [22], and wing-body
junction (T381. These numerical and experimental
comparisons are included in [4, IS, 12,2Q, 22, and 4Q].
For unsteady flows, comparisons with experimental
pressure and velocity measurements have been made
with the so-called flapping foil experiment [4JLL the 6:1
prolate spheroid in pitch, plunge, and roll maneuvers [42
and 42], an impulsively started cylinder [44], and
isolated rotating propellers [45. and 46J. These numerical and experimental comparisons are included in [21,
22,42,4S, and 42]- The quality of agreement for all of
the steady and unsteady flow comparisons have been
considered reasonable to excellent.
The computations mentioned above that have
been carried out for comparisons with experimental data
have involved an enormous number of calculations and
essentially all of these calculations were performed on
workstations that included SGI 75 MHz R8000
processors and IBM RS/6000 Model 560 and 590
processors. Examples of processing speed are given in
[20] and include an example of the computation of a
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submarine configuration that was gridded using 12
blocks with a total of 2.5 million points and was carried
to a steady state solution in 200 multigrid cycles in 45
hours on an IBM Model 590 using 512 MB of memory.
Versions of the UNCLE code have now been
parallelized by Pankajakshan and Briley [50] and are
just beginning to be used for routine calculations.
However, the computations mentioned above and the
results presented below have been obtained on
workstations in serial mode.
The validation comparisons sited in the
references above have involved, primarily, comparisons
with pressure and flow field velocity data and to a lesser
extent skin friction and velocity profile experimental
data. Since the trajectory of a vehicle depends on the
forces and moments produced by the flow on the
vehicle, these comparisons do not indicate the accuracy
to which the resulting forces and moments can be
computed. Roddy [5JJ has reported experiments that
include measurements of forces and moments of the
SUB OFF bare hull with and without appendages. These
data were used in what might be considered component
form, that is, with the various appendage combinations,
to determine how accurately the forces and moments on
the body with these isolated appendages could be
predicted. As has been the case in times past, it was
found that excellent agreement between the
computations and the experimental data could be
obtained by "tuning" the turbulence model for each data
point. This, however, does not seem to be appropriate
for the problem in general. Therefore, computations are
being carried out where the turbulence model is frozen
in the sense that computations for the various appendage
combinations have the same turbulence model. An
example of these results for the SUBOFF bare hull with
four stern appendages is given in Fig. 6. Numerical and
experimental comparisons are presented in Fig. 6 for
various angles of drift and the results indicate that the
computed forces and moments are essentially within the
error bars of the experimental data. Of course this is a
simplified configuration compared to the fully
appended configuration with a rotating propulsor, but it
is an example of the type of validation computations that
have been, and are being, performed.
6.2 Maneuvering Predictions
Maneuvering predictions of two self-propelled
vehicles are presented. The vehicles are fully appended
with sail, sail plane, four stern appendages, and
propulsor. The vehicles differ only in that their
propulsor units differ. One vehicle has a body force
propulsor and the other an actual rotating propulsor. The
hull, sail, and four stern appendages were taken from the
standard SUBOFF configuration. The sail plane was
constructed from viewing various published pictures of

SUBOFF with Four Stern Appendages
1
1
It
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Number of Cyelee
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Fig. 6 Comparison of Computed and Experimental Force
and Moment Coefficients for SUBOFF with Four Stern
Appendages.
submarines and although it was not designed by marine
designers it is thought to be representative of a typical
sail plane. The body force propulsor was located at
98.7% of the body length. The actual rotating propulsor
was located in the same region and was scaled for the
SUBOFF geometry by ARL personnel who have
experience in marine propeller design.
The computed trajectory of the body force
propelled vehicle was carried out by first computing the
steady state flow field about the vehicle at zero degrees
angle of attack and drift. The ballast tanks were then
blown and the Navier-Stokes/6-DOF computation was
initiated. The resulting trajectory is presented in Fig. 7.
At first the vehicle rises and then this motion is followed
by the pitching moment causing a nose down attitude
which causes the propelled vehicle to descend at a rather
steep angle as shown in Fig. 7. The trajectory
calculation was carried out for five body lengths. These
computations were performed on an IBM Model 590
workstation with 512 MB of RAM and took 100 hours
of CPU time. The grid consisted of a total of 1.4 million
points and 36 blocks.
The computation of the trajectory of the fully
appended vehicle with an actual rotating propulsor was
carried out in the same fashion as the trajectory calculation for the body force propelled vehicle, except in this
case a complete steady state solution does not exist due
to the rotating propulsor. Rather, a periodic solution at
zero angle of attack and drift is first obtained and then
the Navier-Stokes/6-DOF computation was initiated.
An example of the multiblock grid used for this
calculation is given in Fig. 8. The grid consists of a total
of 1.6 million points and 51 blocks. It turns out that the
rotation of the propeller was such that the vehicle
initially had more drag than thrust and consequently the
rotation rate of the propeller was increased to
compensate for this imbalance of axial force. With this
adjustment, the drag and thrust were much more in
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Fig. 7 Trajectory and Row Field about SUBOFF Configuration with Sail, Sail Planes, and Stern Appendages
with Body-Force Propulsor.
computation can be carried out overnight using the
parallel version of the code. The parallel computation
of this trajectory calculation is just now being initiated.
The vehicle trajectory that has been computed thus far
is shown in Fig. 9.
All of the above calculations were performed
using an algebraic turbulence model and are currently
being repeated using k-e and nonlinear k-E turbulence
models.
7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A physics-based method was presented for the
maneuvering prediction of self-propelled underwater
vehicles. The method is based on coupling the numerical solution of the three-dimensional time-dependent
incompressible turbulent Navier-Stokes equations with
the numerical solution of the equations of motion of the
vehicle. The computational methods were previously
verified independently on numerous test cases, and also
verified in the coupled mode.
The NavierStokes/6-DOF coupled code was applied to the trajectory calculation of two fully appended submarine configurations that differed only in their propulsor units. One
had a body force propulsor and the other had an actual
rotating propeller.
This research effort was of three and one-half
years duration and was sponsored by the Office of Naval

Fig. 8 Multiblock Grid for SUBOFF Configuration with
Sail, Sail Planes, Stern Appendages, and Propeller.

balance and the rapid deceleration of the vehicle was
eliminated. This trajectory computation continues to be
carried out but the additional CPU time required for the
rotating propulsor computation limits the number of
body lengths that can be computed in a reasonable
amount of computer time. It is estimated that 1000 CPU
hours on the IBM Model 590 is required to complete five
body lengths of travel. Whereas, this is a large amount
of computer time, it is anticipated that a five body length
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Spray Formation at the Free Surface
of Turbulent Bow Sheets
Z. Dai, L.-P. Hsiang, G. Faeth (University of Michigan, USA)
ABSTRACT

NOMENCLATURE

An experimental study of transitions
at the free surface of turbulent liquid wall jets
in still air at normal temperature and pressure
is described. Measurements involved initially
nonturbulent annular wall jets with the
growth of a turbulent boundary layer along
the wall initiated by a trip wire. Pulsed
photography, shadowgraphy and holography
were used to observe the location of the onset
of roughened liquid surfaces, the location of
the onset of turbulent primary breakup, and
drop sizes at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup, along the free surface of the liquid
wall jets. Test conditions included several
liquids (water, ethyl alcohol and various
glycerol mixtures), liquid gas density ratios
of 680-980, wall jet Reynolds numbers of
10,000-600,000 and Weber numbers of
4,000-53,000, at conditions where direct
effects of liquid viscosity on turbulent
primary breakup were small. It was found
that transitions to roughened liquid surfaces
and turbulent primary breakup were caused
by turbulence originating in the liquid phase,
while direct effects of aerodynamic forces at
the liquid surface were small. Transition to a
roughened liquid surface could be correlated
by associating the thickness of the growing
turbulent boundary layer along the wall with
the thickness of the wall jet Drop sizes at the
onset of turbulent primary breakup could be
correlated by equating the surface energy
required to form a drop to the kinetic energy
of an eddy of corresponding size. Finally,
the location of the onset of turbulent primary
breakup could be correlated in terms of the
distance convected at the mean velocity of the
wall jet for a time needed to initiate the
Rayleigh breakup of the ligaments protruding
from the liquid surface that produce drops at
the onset of turbulent primary breakup.

b
Cr

annulus width
empirical constant for roughened
liquid surface
Csi
empirical constant for SMD at onset
of breakup
d
round jet diameter
cL^
diameter of center rod of annulus
D
hydraulic diameter of wall jet,
4b(l+bAU
e
volume-averaged ellipticity
k
trip wire height
£
characteristic eddy size
£K
Kolmogorov length scale
L
passage length, Rayleigh breakup
length
OhD Ohnesorge number, [i^(ppd)
Reo
wall jet Reynolds number, u0D/vf
Rex
boundary layer Reynolds number,
u0x/vf
SMD Sauter mean diameter
u
streamwise velocity
u*
friction velocity, (ijpf)m
v
radial velocity
v^
radial velocity associated with eddy of
size £
We^ Weber number, pfu0A/a
x
streamwise distance
8
boundary layer thickness
A
radial integral length scale
(I
molecular viscosity
v
kinematic viscosity
a
surface tension
Xj
characteristic drop formation time
xw
wall shear stress
Subscripts
f
liquid-phase property
g
gas-phase property
i
at point of breakup initiation
k
at the location of trip wire
r
at the point of rough surface initiation
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formation of drops due to turbulent primary
breakup at the liquid surface.

t

transition from laminar to turbulent
boundary layer
w
wall condition
o
jet exit condition
Superscripts
(~)
time-averaged mean property
O'
time-averaged rms fluctuating
property

An important issue concerning the
transitions of turbulent bow sheets is the
origin of the turbulence near the liquid
surface, e.g., whether this turbulence mainly
is caused by motion along the bow surface or
whether it mainly results from aerodynamic
forces at the liquid surface. This issue was
partly addressed during the present study by
observing round water jets injected into still
air at normal temperature and pressure
(NTP), with large jet Reynolds numbers (Rej,
> 120,000) and a variety of passage
configurations.
In all cases, a large
contraction (roughly 100:1 and shaped
according to Smith and Wang (4)) followed
by boundary layer removal, was used to
generate a uniform nonturbulent flow. This
flow then entered round constant diameter
passages having various lengths in order to
study the effect of turbulence developed in
the passage on liquid jet properties. Some
typical pulsed shadowgraphs of the flow near
the jet exit for short and long passages are
illustrated in Fig. 1. For the short passage,
L/d = 0.15, the flow remains essentially
uniform and nonturbulent at the jet exit; this

INTRODUCTION
An
experimental
investigation
concerning aspects of the generation of
sprays by the bow waves (or bow sheets) of
ships is described. This flow is important as
a representative spray formation process of
the marine environment, which contributes to
the structure of ship-generated waves and the
electromagnetic scattering properties (e.g.,
the photographic and radar signatures) of
vessels.
The overall objectives of the
investigation were to make new measurements of several properties associated with
the sprays produced by bow sheets,
emphasizing transitions at the free surface of
attached turbulent bow sheets (or turbulent
wall jets). This work included measurements
of the onset location of roughened liquid
surfaces, and the properties (drop sizes and
location) of the onset of primary drop
breakup (turbulent primary breakup) along
the liquid surface.
Finally, the new
measurements were interpreted and correlated
using phenomenological theories.
Bow sheet/spray flows are complex
and involve a number of turbulence/surface
interactions and spray formation mechanisms.
This complexity has prevented
complete understanding of bow sheet/spray
flows; nevertheless, there is general agreement about the qualitative features and spray
forming mechanisms of bow sheets (1-3). In
particular, flows associated with chutes,
spillways, plunge pools, hydraulic jumps,
open water waves and jets exhibit similar
features of spray formation. In general, the
mechanism appears to involve the propagation of vorticity (especially turbulence) to
the liquid surface, or its development along
the surface, with the subsequent appearance
of a turbulence-wrinkled interface between
the liquid and gas and eventually the

Fig. 1. Pulsed shadowgraphs of round
nonturbulent and turbulent liquid jets in
still air.
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yields a liquid jet that has a smooth surface
with no tendency to break up into drops over
the range of jet lengths that could be
observed. In contrast, for IVd = 41, the
passage is sufficiently long to obtain fullydeveloped turbulent paper flow at the exit
(5,6); this immediately yields a liquid jet that
has a roughened liquid surface. These results
provide rather strong evidence that turbulence
generated by motion along solid surfaces,
rather than by relative motion at the gas/liquid
interface, causes liquid surface roughness
and primary breakup with drops at liquid
surfaces in air at NTP when the liquid has
similar relative velocities with respect to both
the solid surface and the air.
Based on the notion that turbulence
causing liquid surface roughness and primary
breakup along liquid surfaces in bow sheets
originates from liquid motion along the bow
surface, the resulting spray formation
processes typical of most bow sheets are
sketched in Fig. 2. The reference frame used
in this figure involves an observer on the ship
so that the bow sheet moves over the surface
as a plane wall jet before detaching at some
point into a plane free jet. Notably, the air
adjacent to the liquid surface generally is
moving at nearly the same velocity as the
liquid, which further reduces the potential for
significant aerodynamic effects at the liquid
surface, compared to the conditions
illustrated in Fig. 1. The liquid flow along
the surface then involves a relatively
inconsequential laminar boundary layer,
followed by a growing turbulent boundary
layer. The onset of liquid surface roughness
END OF PRIMARY
BREAKUP (TYP.)
BOW SPRAY
ONSET OF PRIMARY
BREAKUP (TYP.)
ONSET OF
SURFACE
\ ^Jf
ROUGHNESS V

LIQUID SHEET
BREAKUP

^TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
-BOW SHEET

Fig. 2. Sketch of bow-sheet and bowspray transitions.
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is thought to correspond to conditions where
the outer boundary of the turbulent boundary
layer reaches the liquid surface, however,
existing studies (1-3) have not yet quantified
this condition in terms of boundary layer
properties. Subsequently, primary breakup
can begin along the surface of the turbulent
liquid and can continue in the free jet region,
ultimately causing the bow sheet to break up
as a whole. Past work treating such turbulent
primary breakup processes will be considered
next.
The existence of turbulent primary
breakup has been recognized for some time
(1-3). Round turbulent liquid jets injected
into still gases, or liquid free jets, generally
have been used to study turbulent primary
breakup. The early studies of DeJuhasz et al.
(7) and Lee and Spencer (8,9) showed that
liquid turbulence properties at the jet exit
affected the atomization, breakup and mixing
properties of liquid jets in still gases at NTP.
Next, Grant and Middleman (10), Phinney
(11) and McCarthy and Malloy (12) observed
that jet stability and the onset of breakup were
affected by turbulence at the jet exit as well.
Finally, in a series of experiments involving
coflowing and counterflowing gas/liquid
round jets at NTP, Hoyt and Taylor (13-15)
provided
substantial
evidence
that
aerodynamic effects did not have a large
influence on turbulent primary breakup, as
discussed in connection with Fig. 1.
Several recent studies of the properties of turbulent primary breakup were
completed in this laboratory, based on
observations of round liquid jets injected into
still gases with fully-developed turbulent pipe
flow at the jet exit (16-25). These studies
involved pulsed shadowgraphy and holography to find the properties of turbulent
primary breakup. The results showed that
drop properties were related to the properties
of the turbulence near the liquid surface and
yielded correlations based on phenomenological theories for the onset and end of drop
formation along the liquid surface, the
evolution of drop size and velocity
distributions with distance along the surface
and the conditions required for breakup of the
liquid column as a whole. It was also found

that aerodynamic effects did not influence the
properties of turbulent primary breakup for
liquid/gas density ratios greater than 500,
providing a substantial data base confirming
the negligible role of aerodynamic effects for
water/air breakup processes at NTP discussed in connection with Fig. 1.

SOLENOID VALVE

AIR SUPPLY
LIQUID FILL LINE

TEST CHAMBER

TEST LIQUID

Although the earlier studies of round
free turbulent jets have been helpful, a round
free turbulent jet where the turbulence decays
with increasing streamwise distance is
fundamentally different from the attached
portion of the turbulent bow sheet illustrated
in Fig. 1 where the turbulence approximates a
stationary wall jet (issues of round as
opposed to plane geometry differences
aside). Thus, the present investigation was
undertaken to consider the properties of
transitions for turbulent wall jets and to
compare these findings with the earlier
findings for turbulent free jets. The present
measurements considered the onset conditions for a roughened liquid surface, the
location of the onset of turbulent primary
breakup along the surface, and the drop sizes
produced at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup. The experiments involved various
liquids injected as wall jets into still air at
NTP, with the flows observed using pulsed
photography, shadowgraphy and holography. Phenomenological analysis was used
to help correlate and interpret the
measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Apparatus
The turbulent wall jet apparatus is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The test liquid was
placed within a test chamber that has a round,
sharp-edged nozzle at its bottom. Combined
with a rod passing down the axis of the test
chamber and the nozzle, this configuration
provided an initially nonturbulent annular
wall jet flow along the rod. Premature liquid
outflow was prevented by placing an annular
cork in the nozzle exit. The liquid was then
forced through the nozzle, ejecting the cork
down the rod at the start of the flow, by
admitting high-pressure air to the top of the
test chamber through a solenoid-actuated
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SHARP-EDGED
NOZZLE

ANNULAR LIQUID
FLOW

TRIPPING WIRE
ONSET OF
ROUGHENED SURFACE

ONSET OF DROP
FORMATION

Fig. 3. Sketch of bow-sheet test
apparatus.
valve. A baffle near the air inlet to the test
chamber reduced mixing between the air and
the test liquid. The solenoid was closed at
the end of liquid delivery, allowing the test
chamber to vent to the ambient pressure. The
annular cork was then replaced in the nozzle
exit so that the system could be resupplied
with liquid through the liquid fill-vent line for
the next test.
The high-pressure air was obtained
from the laboratory air supply system (dew
point < 240 K) and stored in an air
accumulator at the upstream side of the
solenoid valve. The air accumulator had a
volume of 0.25 m3 and provided air at
pressures up to 1.3 MPa. The test chamber
had an inside diameter of 50 mm and a length
of 195 mm while the rod diameter was 6.4
mm. Two different nozzle diameters were
used to provide annulus heights of 2.3 and
4.3 mm. Injection was vertically downward
with the liquid captured in a baffled tub.
Instrumentation was mounted rigidly;
therefore, various positions in the flow were
observed by moving the entire test chamber
assembly using vertical and horizontal
traversing systems.

Tripping wires were positioned near
the exit of the nozzle in order to initiate
growth of a turbulent boundary layer along
the rod at a well-defined location. The
tripping wires had diameters in the range 0.10.4 mm and were designed so that k/b <
15%, and with the laminar boundary layer
thickness at the location of the tripping wire
less than 15% of the annulus thickness, in
order to avoid separation of the annular flow
from the rod due to the presence of the
tripping wire. It was also necessary to
provide large enough values of u*k/vf to
insure that transition actually occurred at the
tripping wire; this issue will be discussed in
more detail later.
Total times of injection were 2501250 ms. These relatively short times were
not a problem, however, because flow
development times were short for the present
wall jets, roughly 10-80 ms. Additionally,
measurements were made using pulsed
photography, shadowgraphy and holography, which required times less than 100 [is
for triggering and data accumulation. Jet
velocities were calibrated in terms of the test
chamber pressure and liquid type using a
short center rod (extending only to the
underside of the test chamber) in conjunction
with an impact plate.
Instrumentation
Instrumentation consisted of pulsed
photography, shadowgraphy and holography, using arrangements and methods
similar to (16-25). Pulsed direct photography was used for flow visualization based
on a flashlamp (Xenon Corp. Micropulse,
Model 457A) depositing 50 mJ in roughly 5
|is. The flow was observed using roughly a
100 x 125 mm film format at a magnification
of 1.1, focused at the median plane of the
annular wall jet. These photographs were
obtained with an opened camera shutter under
darkroom conditions with the flash duration
controlling the exposure time.
Pulsed shadowgraph photography
was used to measure turbulent primary
breakup properties near the onset of breakup
as well as the streamwise location of the
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onset of breakup. The holocamera was used
for this purpose with the reference beam
blocked to yield a shadowgraph rather than a
hologram. The light source was a Spectra
Physics GCR-130 pulsed YAG laser,
depositing up to 200 mJ of optical energy in
roughly 7 ns. This laser beam was expanded
to a 46 mm diameter collimated beam for the
purpose of flash photography.
The
shadowgraph image was obtained using the
same camera system as the flash
photography, with magnifications of 2.0 and
4.5. Data was found by observing the
photographs using the same optical
arrangement as the hologram construction
system. The photographs were mounted on
a computer controlled x-y traversing system
(having 1 )i.m resolution) and observed with
an MTI Model 65 video camera with optics to
provide fields of view of roughly 1.0 x 1.2
mm and 2.5 x 3.0 mm that could be traversed
in the z direction (with 5 |im resolution). The
video image was analyzed using Image-Pro
Plus software.
Drops and more-or-less ellipsoidalshaped objects were sized from the
shadowgraphs by measuring their maximum
and minimum diameters through the centroid
of the image. Then assuming that the liquid
element was ellipsoidal, its diameter was
taken to be the diameter of a sphere having
the same volume. This approach is not
adequate for elongated objects which were
analyzed by measuring the perimeter and
cross-sectional area of the image and then
defining the size of the object as before,
based on an ellipsoid having the same
properties.
The holocamera was similar to past
work (17-25) except that the YAG laser
mentioned earlier was used instead of a ruby
laser. An off-axis holographic arrangement
was used. The optical penetration properties
of the holocamera were improved for use in
dense sprays by reducing the diameter of the
object beam through the flow and
subsequently expanding it (3:1) back to the
same size as the reference beam (85 mm)
when the two beams were optically mixed to
form a hologram. The high power and short
duration of the laser pulse allowed the motion

of even small drops to be stopped so that
drops as small as 2 Jim in diameter could be
observed and drops as small as 5 |im in
diameter could be measured. The holograms
were reconstructed using a 15 mW HeNe
laser with the laser beam collimated at a 60
mm diameter and passed through the
hologram to provide a real image of the spray
in front of the hologram. Analysis of the
reconstructed images was the same as the
shadowgraphs with x and y traversing of the
hologram and z traversing of the video
camera.
Experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) of the location of the onset of
breakup were less than 30%, similar to past
work (21-25), which is relatively large due to
the angular variation of ligaments protruding
from the surface, the randomness of drop
separation from the tips of ligaments and the
fact that only one measurement of onset
location was made for each test which limited
statistics. Measurements of drop properties
consisted of the Sauter mean diameter (SMD)
by summing over roughly 50 objects at each
condition to obtain experimental uncertainties
(95% confidence) less than 20%, mainly
dominated by sampling limitations.
Test Conditions
Test liquids included water, ethyl
alcohol and various glycerol mixtures (21, 42
and 63% glycerol), annulus widths of 2.3
and 4.3 mm, and mean annulus velocities of
15-38 m/s. These conditions yield ranges of
experimental parameters, as follows: Pf/p =
680-980, Re,, = 10,000-600,000, WefA =
4,000-53,000 and OhD = 0.0008-0.0121.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow Visualization
Flash photographs of annular wall jet
flow, with growth of a turbulent boundary
layer initiated by a tripping wire, appear in
Fig. 4. This experiment involved water flow
with an annulus height of 2.3 mm and mean
liquid velocity of 31.1 m/s. The tripping wire
can be seen near the top of the left-most
photograph, with progressively increasing
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5.7-12.7

12.9-19.8

20.1-26.9

water: b«2.3mm, d_»6.4mm and u. »31.1 m/t

Fig. 4. Pulsed photographs of a bowsheet of water.
distance from the tripping wire proceeding
from top to bottom and left-to-right. The
capability of the sharp-edged nozzle to
generate a turbulence-free initial flow is
evident from the smooth surface of the flow
prior to reaching the tripping wire. For these
conditions, the boundary layer along the wall
is laminar prior to reaching the tripping wire
as well, with growth of a turbulent boundary
layer beginning along the wall at the location
of the tripping wire.
Both transitions of interest during the
present investigation — onset of a roughened
liquid surface and onset of turbulent primary
breakup — can be seen in the flash
photographs of Fig. 4. The surface of the
wall jet remains smooth for some distance
past the tripping wire.
Once surface
roughness begins, both the degree of surface
roughness and the size of surface roughness
elements increase with increasing distance
from the tripping wire.
The roughness
elements become surprisingly long as
ligaments protruding from the samples, and
eventually begin to form drops by breakup of
these tips at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup.
It is of interest to compare present
visualizations of wall jets with earlier
visualizations of round turbulent free jets (1315,16-25).
First of all, there is no
counterpart to the onset of a roughened

Analogous to the discussion in
connection with Fig. 2, the shadowgraphs of
Fig. 5 show that the liquid surface remains
smooth for a time as distance increases past
the location of the tripping wire. The onset
of surface roughness is finally observed,
however, toward the bottom of the left-most
shadowgraph.
Subsequent increases of
distance are accompanied by progressively
increasing surface roughness and size of
roughness elements. The ligaments projecting from the liquid surface become long
with increasing distance as well, and
eventually break up at their tips, causing the
onset of turbulent primary breakup. Further
increases of distance into the turbulent
primary breakup region yields progressively
increasing ligament diameters, ligament
lengths, and drop sizes after primary
breakup. Taken together, these trends are
very similar to past observations of turbulent
primary breakup in instances where aerodynamic effects are small (22-25).

surface seen in the present wall jets with a
comparable transition in the turbulent free
jets. In particular, turbulence penetrates very
rapidly to the liquid surface after the exit of
the turbulent free jet from the passage and the
distance of this transition has not been
resolved during previous work (16-25). The
process leading to the onset of turbulent
primary breakup, however, is rather similar
for both flows: the scale of surface distortion
and the length of ligaments protruding from
the surface both progressively increase, until
turbulent primary breakup begins by drop
formation at the tips of the ligaments. These
similarities will be exploited later to develop
correlations for the properties of the onset of
turbulent primary breakup for wall jets.
The qualitative behavior of the onset
of a roughened liquid surface, the subsequent
development of liquid surface distortions,
and the properties of the onset of turbulent
primary breakup, can be seen rather clearly
from pulsed shadowgraph photographs —
particularly for the glycerol mixtures. A
typical example, for a 62% glycerol mixture
with an annulus height of 2.3 mm and a mean
liquid velocity of 17.3 m/s, appears in Fig. 5.
In this case, the tripping wire was located
slightly above the top of the left-most
shadowgraph, with progressively increasing
distance from the tripping wire proceeding
from top-to-bottom and left-to-right. Similar
to the wall jet illustrated in Fig. 4, the initial
flow is nonturbulent and the wall boundary
layer remains laminar up to the tripping wire,
while a turbulent boundary layer begins to
develop along the wall beginning at the
location of the tripping wire.

M.4-M

>.«-«.■

M-10.1

11.a-14.>

1».7-»».l

Onset of a Roughened Surface
As discussed in connection with Fig.
2, the onset of surface roughness is thought
to occur when the growing boundary layer
along the surface attains a thickness
comparable to the thickness of the wall jet
This hypothesis will be explored in the
following, considering three cases: (1)
untripped laminar boundary layer reaches the
surface first, (2) untripped laminar boundary
layer makes the transition to a turbulent
boundary layer which subsequently reaches
the surface, and (3) tripped turbulent
boundary layer reaches the surface first.
Boundary layer development within the wall
layer will be simplified considerably for
present analysis of this problem, as follows:
effects of the free surface on boundary layer
growth will be ignored; variation of wall jet
mean velocity and thickness will be ignored
because values of x/b are modest for both
present test conditions and most practical
bow sheets (x/b < 100); aerodynamic effects
will be ignored as discussed earlier, the wall
surface will be assumed to be smooth; and
liquid properties will be assumed to be
constant.

2!.»-2».1

glyc«rof (63%): b"2.3mm, d„"fl.4inni «nd u. "17.3m/»

Fig. 5. Pulsed shadowgraphs of a bowsheet of 63% glycerol.
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Consider the interaction between the
laminar boundary layer and the surface first.
Under the present assumptions, the wellknown expression for the variation of the
thickness of a laminar boundary layer
developing along the wall is (4):
8/x = 5.0/Re 1/2

for turbulent boundary layer conditions.
The third situation involves a tripped
boundary layer at x=0 so that x, = 8t = 0 in
equation (4). As a result, the distance to
onset of a roughened liquid surface for a
tripped turbulent boundary layer becomes:

(1)

5/4T
x/D = 3.46(Crb/D)3W
ReD 1/4

where x is the streamwise distance from the
onset of boundary layer growth and 8
represents the distance normal to the wall
where the streamwise velocity reaches 99%
of ü0. Then, the condition where the outer
edge of the laminar boundary layer begins to
interact with the surface of the wall jet
(although whether this would lead to a
roughened surface for a laminar boundary
layer is debatable) is given by b = Cr8 at x =
xr, where Cr is an empirical constant. Then,
introducing the hydraulic diameter of the wall
jet for present experimental conditions:
D/b = 4(l+bAU

where Cr is an empirical constant and b/D is
given by equation (2).
Experimental evaluation of the ideas
expressed by equations (l)-(5) proceeded in
two stages, involving consideration of the
variation of xr with Rep, and evaluation of the
variation of x, with tripping wire properties.
TTie latter considerations showed that die
onset of liquid surface roughness due to a
turbulent boundary layer along the wall was
not significantly affected by tripping wire
properties as long as u*k/vf > 50 so that the
disturbance due to the wire was sufficiently
strong. Thus, effects of Rejj will be considered first for this strong tripping wire
disturbance limit.

(2)

the expression for xr becomes:
x/D = (b/^qD))^

(3)

Present measurements of xr are
plotted as suggested by equation (5) in Fig.
6, considering results for various test liquids
over the present range of test conditions.
Results shown on die figure include the
measurements using the tripped turbulent
boundary layer expression of equation (5),
and three so-called theoretical results based
on equation (3) for an untripped turbulent
boundary layer/surface interaction, on
equation (4) for an untripped turbulent
boundary layer/surface interaction, and on
equation (5) for a the tripped turbulent
boundary layer/surface interaction. For these
"theoretical" results, the plane wall layer
approximation has been made, i.e., D/b = 4
from equation (2), and Cr = 1; these
selections are not critical because the results
that follow are mainly for illustrative
purposes.

This untripped laminar regime will continue
until the boundary layer becomes turbulent
before its outer edge reaches the surface,
which will be defined in the following as the
condition where Rext= 3.2 x 105, see (4).
Turbulent boundary layer growth
must be considered when Rex >Kext. The
following discussion of this regime is based
on Schlichting (4) assuming a l/7th power
law velocity distribution, which is reasonable
for the present Reynolds number range, and
considering the same definition of boundary
layer thickness, 8, as before. Then the
expression for the streamwise distance where
the turbulent boundary layer begins to interact
with the surface becomes:
(xr-xt)/D = 3.46[(Crb/D)w
- (S/D^JRe,/

(5)

(4)

where Cr is an empirical constant appropriate
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Fig. 6 Influence of Reynolds number on
the onset of a roughened surface for bow
sheets.
The untripped laminar and turbulent
boundary layer predictions meet where Rex=
Rext. For the same criteria, the tripped
turbulent boundary layer predictions yield
generally smaller values of Xj/D than the
untripped predictions, due to the faster
mixing rates of the turbulent boundary layer.
Except for low values of ReD, where poorly
developed turbulence in the boundary layer
probably retards the appearance of a wrinkled
liquid surface (24), a correlation based on
tripped turbulent boundary layer predictions
of equation (5) is seen to provide an excellent
fit of the data, as follows:
xJD = 0.061 Reo1'4, Re^ > 30,000

Present measurements of the effect of
tripping wire Reynolds number on x, are
plotted in Fig. 7. The coordinates of this plot
have been selected based on equation (6),
where x/(D Re p ) should be a constant based
on the growth of a tripped turbulent boundary
layer developing along the wall of the
turbulent wall jet; this correlation from
equation (6) also is illustrated on the figure.
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where the criterion Rej, > 30,000 for onset of
effects associated with turbulent wall jets is
very similar to the analogous criterion found
by Wu et al. (24) for turbulent free jets.
Based on equation (5), the coefficient
obtained from the fit of equation (6) implies
Cr = 0.2, which is a reasonable value in view
of the present rather arbitrary, and
conservative, estimate of boundary layer
thickness.
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Fig. 7. Influence of tripping wire
properties on the onset of a roughened
surface for bow sheets.
Aside from a possible outlier for a water wall
jet at the lowest tripping wire Reynolds
number considered for this liquid, the results
show little effect of tripping wire properties
for ukk/vf > 50. Below these limits, xr
progressively increases with decreasing

The height of the tripping wire
influenced the onset of a roughened liquid
surface. This effect was correlated in terms
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wrinkled liquid'surface. This suggested that
the wall jet is reasonably turbulent at the
onset of turbulent primary breakup so that the
turbulence properties of the wall jet can be
taken to be the same as a fully-developed
turbulent pipe flow for the same hydraulic
diameter R^ (5,6). Other assumptions were
the same as analysis of the onset of a
wrinkled liquid surface: values of the mean
velocity and the thickness of the wall jet were
assumed to be constant at u0 and b, other
physical properties were assumed to be
constant, and aerodynamic effects were
assumed to be small. Thus, the eddy was
assumed to convect in the streamwise
direction at the local mean velocity, u0,
while the drop formed by the eddy was
assumed to have a diameter comparable to £.

u£k/vf. This behavior follows because the
tripping wire disturbance is too weak to
initiate a fully turbulent wall boundary layer
for these conditions. In this weak tripping
wire regime, behavior tends toward delayed
onset of a roughened liquid surface,
analogous to the differences between the
untripped and tripped "theoretical" estimates
of x/D illustrated in Fig. 6.
Onset of Primary Breakup
Approximate analysis
to
find
properties at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup was carried out for the turbulent wall
jets, using methods analogous to earlier
considerations of properties at the onset of
turbulent primary breakup for round free
turbulent jets (22). This analysis is based on
the flow configuration illustrated in Fig. 8.
The process involves the formation of a drop
from a turbulent eddy having a characteristic
size, £, and a characteristic cross-stream
velocity relative to the surrounding liquid of
v^. The eddy, is shown with a somewhat
elongated shape because length scales in the
streamwise direction are generally larger than
in the cross-stream direction for typical jetlike flows, e.g., values of the ellipticity, ep,
up to roughly 2 have been observed for
turbulent primary breakup of round free
turbulent jets (22).
Onset of turbulent
primary breakup occurs after the onset of a

Based
on
both
shadowgraph
observations and time scale considerations,
the drops at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup are the smallest drops that can be
formed by this mechanism. For turbulence,
however, the the smallest drops that can be
formed are either comparable to the smallest
scale of the turbulence, the Kolmogorov
microscale, or to the smallest eddy that has
sufficient kinetic energy relative to its
immediate surroundings to provide the
surface energy needed to form a drop,
whichever is larger. For fully-developed
turbulent pipe flow, the Kolmogorov length
scale can be estimated as follows (26):
£K = 4A/(4AÜ0/Vf) 3/4

DROP(TYR).

(9)

where the streamwise integral length scale
has been taken to be equal to 4A based on
Laufer' s measurements for fully-developed
turbulent pipe flow (6).
For present
conditions, values of £K are less than 10 (im,
which is much smaller than the smallest drop
size observed experimentally at the onset of
turbulent primary breakup for the present
conditions; therefore, only energy requirements will be considered to find drop
properties at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup in the following.

ZTURBULENT EDDY (TYP.)

The energy criterion for the smallest
drop that can be formed is found by equating
the kinetic energy of an eddy of characteristic

Fig. 8. Sketch of turbulent primary
breakup at the liquid surface.
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size £i, relative to its surroundings, to the
surface energy required to form a drop, as
follows:
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Fig. 9. SMD at the onset of turbulent
primary breakup as a function of bow
sheet Weber number.

(ID

while variations of turbulence properties
within the liquid have been ignored, similar
to earlier considerations of turbulent primary
breakup for round turbulent free jets (22).
Combining equations (10) and (11), setting
SMDj ~ £{ and assuming that turbulence
properties within the liquid can be approximated by the properties of fully-developed
turbulent pipe flow for a velocity, diameter
and Reynolds number of u0, D and ReD, the
expression for SME> becomes:
SMD/A = Q(ü0/v0)6/5We,-3/5

SYM.

(10)

where only crude proportionality is implied,
due to effects of ellipticity, nonuniform
velocities within the eddy and the efficiency
of the conversion of kinetic energy into
surface energy. The largest eddy length
scales are comparable to A while ^K < l{ as
just discussed. Then it is reasonable to
assume that ii is within the inertial range of
the turbulence spectrum, where £i and v^
are related as follows (26):
1/3
V/. ~ v0(VA)

1.0E+1 r-:■—■' T "' r l-T ITTTl-- TT 1 1 1 1 ll|

(12)

where Csi is an empirical constant involving
the various proportionality constants. For
fully-developed turbulent pipe flow, vö/H0is
a constant (5,6); therefore, SMD/A should
only be a function of We^ for present test
conditions. Finally, analogous to the earlier
studies of turbulent primary breakup for
round turbulent free jets (22,23), the radial
integral length scale was taken to be D/8,
based on the measurements of Laufer for
fully-developed turbulent pipe flow (6).

correlation of the present measurements in
these coordinates is similar to the earlier free
jet result and is well within the scatter
anticipated based on experimental uncertainties.
The power of We^ for the
correlation of present measurements is not 3/5, as suggested by equation (12); instead,
the power was not statistically different from
the earlier round jet results. Thus, the
present correlation of SMD; for the turbulent
wall jets adopts the same power as the round
turbulent free jets, yielding the following
empirical fit that is shown on the plot:
SMD/A = 340 We^'74

(13)

The standard deviations of the coefficient and
power of equation (13) are 10 and 8%,
respectively, while the correlation coefficient
of the fit is 0.96; these parameters are similar
the round jet results (22). The reduction of
the power from -3/5 in equation (12) to -0.74
in equation (13) is statistically significant but
is not large in view of the crude
approximations of the present phenomenological analysis. The coefficient of equation
(13) is relatively large but this can be
anticipated from equation (12) because
(u0/v;)6/5 is relatively large; thus, Cd is of
order unity as anticipated for an empirical

The present measurements for SMD;
for turbulent wall jets are plotted in terms of
the variables of equation (12) in Fig. 9, along
with the earlier correlation found by Wu et al.
(22) for round turbulent free jets. The
500

jets:

parameter of this type.
The present
correlation for turbulent wall jets gives values
of SMD; that are somewhat larger than the
earlier results for turbulent free jets at the
same value of Wef/, e.g., the constants on
the right-hand sides (RHS) of the two
correlations are 340 and 133, respectively.
This difference is not large in view of the
crudeness of the present analysis. In particular, differences of this magnitude might
be anticipated when concepts of hydraulic
diameter are used to estimate the integral
scales of turbulence and to compare findings
for turbulent round free jets and wall jets.

(VXr)/A = Cri(Vv;,)9/SWeS-4

where Q is a constant of proportionality and
v0/ü0 is a constant for a fully-developed
turbulent wall jets.
Present measurements of Xi - x, are
plotted in terms of the variables of equation
(17) in Fig. 10, along with the earlier
correlation for x/A found by Wu et al. (22)
I I lll|

1.0E+3

Similar to past studies of turbulent
round free jets (22,23), it is assumed that the
eddy initially forming drops at the onset of
turbulent primary breakup convects along the
liquid surface with a streamwise velocity u0
for the time tj required for an eddy having
characteristic size lx to form a drop. There
are several characteristic breakup times that
can be used to estimate x{, discussed by Wu
and coworkers (22,23); based on these
considerations, the Rayleigh breakup time
was chosen for the present analysis. Thus
ignoring effects of liquid viscosity on the
Rayleigh breakup time, discussed by Weber
(27), the expression for x{ becomes (22):

xi; ~ (pf *f/o) 1/2

(17)
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Fig. 10. Length to initiate turbulent
primary breakup as a function of bow
sheet Weber number.

which is independent of v£l. The distance
required for the onset of turbulent primary
breakup is then obtained relative to the first
appearance of significant effects of turbulence
at the liquid surface, as follows:

Xj is subsequently
An expression for xt
found by substituting equation (14) into
as
equation (15) and letting SMD;
before:

for round turbulent free jets. The correlation
of the present measurements
in these
coordinates is similar to the earlier free jet
results and is well within the scatter
anticipated based on experimental uncertainties. As before, however, the power of
WefA for the present data correlation is not 0.4, as suggested by equation (17), but can
be represented better by the following
empirical fit that is shown on the plot:

>l/2
(xi-xr)/A~(SMDi/A)MWe^

(xj-x^/A = 18800 We^67

(15)

(16)

(18)

where the present power of Wea was not
statistically different from the findings for
round turbulent free jets and has been taken
to be the same to simplify comparisons

Finally, eliminating SMDj from equation
(16), using equation (12), yields the
following expression for the location of the
onset of turbulent primary breakup for wall
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between turbulent round free and wall jet
results. The standard deviations of the
coefficient and power of equation (18) are 12
and 14%, respectively, and the correlation
coefficient of the fit is 0.92. The large value
of the coefficient on the RHS of equation
(18) can be anticipated from equation (12)
because (u0/v'0)9' is quite large for typical
turbulent pipe or channel
flow.
The
correlation for the turbulent wall jets is above
the correlation for the round turbulent free
jets, which is consistent with the relative
positions of the SMD; for these two flows
seen in Fig. 9, and the fact that larger
distances to the onset of breakup are required
when drop sizes at the onset of breakup
becomes large.
Finally, the differences
between the constants on the RHS of
correlations for turbulent wall jets and for
round turbulent free jets, 18,800 and 3980,
respectively, are reasonable in view of the
limitations of estimates of scales from
hydraulic diameters, as discussed earlier.
CONCLUSIONS
Properties of transitions for the onset
of roughened liquid surfaces and turbulent
primary breakup for turbulent bow sheets
were studied for liquid wall jets in still air at
normal
temperature
and
pressure.
Experimental conditions involved water,
ethyl alcohol and various glycerol mixtures as
test liquids, with p/p = 680-980, Re^ =
10,000-600,000, WefA = 4,000-53,000 and
OhD = 0.008-0.0121. The major conclusions
of the study are as follows:
1.

Roughness of the liquid surface, and
primary breakup into drops along the
liquid surface were caused by turbulence
due to liquid motion past the wall
surface, while direct effects of
aerodynamic forces at the liquid surface
were small, for present conditions

2.

Transition to a roughened liquid surface
occurred when the developing turbulent
boundary layer along the wall surface
reached a thickness that was comparable
to the thickness of the wall jet itself. For
present conditions, where turbulent
boundary layer growth was initiated by a
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trip wire, distances to the onset of a
roughened liquid surface could be
correlated based on a turbulent boundary
layer thickness expression, see equation
(6).
3.

Drop sizes at the onset of turbulent
primary breakup along the liquid surface
could be correlated by equating the
surface energy required to form a drop
to the kinetic energy of an eddy of
corresponding size within the inertial
region of the turbulence spectrum, see
equation (13). This finding highlights
the close correspondence between liquid
turbulence properties and turbulent
primary breakup properties for turbulent
wall jets in still gases, yielding behavior
that is similar to turbulent primary
breakup of round turbulent free jets in
still gases (19,20).

4.

The onset of turbulent primary breakup
occurs at some distance from the point of
onset of liquid surface roughness, but
tends to approach this position at We^
increases. The distance required for the
onset of turbulent primary breakup along
the surface could be correlated by
considering the distance convected at the
mean velocity of the wall jet for the
residence time needed to initiate the
Rayleigh
breakup
of
ligaments
protruding from the liquid surface that
are associated with onset-sized drops,
see equation (18).

Present results are limited to moderate
Ohnesorge number conditions, where the
SMD at the onset of turbulent primary
breakup corresponds to eddy sizes in the
inertial range of the turbulence, and where the
relative velocities between the liquid and gas
are comparable to the relative velocities
between the liquid and the wall surface.
Consideration of the Rayleigh breakup of
ligaments protruding from the liquid surface,
and past findings for round turbulent free
jets (18-22), suggest potential effects of
liquid viscosity at larger Ohnesorge numbers,
difficulties with the present description of
turbulent primary breakup as the limits of the
inertial turbulent subrange are approached,

6.
Hinze, J.O., Turbulence, 2nd ed.,
McGraw-Hill, New York,1975, p. 427 and
pp. 724-742.

and potential aerodynamic effects due to
enhancement of ligament motion and merging
of turbulent primary and secondary breakup
when p/pg < 500. Until these effects are
better understood, the correlations reported
here should not be used outside the present
test range. In addition, the streamwise
evolution of drop sizes and velocities
produced by turbulent primary breakup, and
the rate of liquid removal from the wall jet
due to turbulent primary breakup, are issues
that merit attention in the future.
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distance along the surface but this remains to be
seen.

DISCUSSION
D. Liepmann
University of California at Berkeley, USA

2. The only assumptions made about the
properties of the turbulence were that breakup
was caused by eddies in the inertial range of the
spectrum and that eddy sizes and velocities are
related by equation (11); this does not entail an
implicit assumption of homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence. Without considering the
details of Professor Liepmann's experiments, it
is difficult to comment about his observations
of drops sizes after primary breakup except to
note that smaller inertial ranges of the
turbulence spectrum at low Reynolds numbers
would make large-scale features more important
and that initial disturbances of wall jets can
dominate the turbulent wall boundary layer
phenomena emphasized during the present
paper for some experimental configurations.
Finally, effects of trip wire and flow properties
on drop sizes for the present experiments were
explained reasonably well by the phenomenological theories discussed here.

1. The results shown in Figure 9 and 10 and
discussed in the text of the article indicate that both
spray generation and initiation length for both
turbulent free jets and turbulent wall jets have the
same dependence on the Weber Number with just
the constant of proportionality differing between
the two cases. What is the physical significance of
this? Does this imply that in your experiments the
presence of a boundary layer has little fundamental
effect on the spray dynamics?
2. In the analysis linking turbulent eddy size to
droplet generation, an implicit assumption was
made that the flow is homogeneous and isotropic.
In our experiments at Berkeley (at much lower
Reynolds numbers) we find that the droplet size is
strongly influenced by instabilities that develop
due to the flow geometry. In your paper there is
some indication that "the roughness elements
become surprisingly long as ligaments protruding
from the samples." Do you see any indication of
this comparing droplet sizes from experiments with
different sizes or locations of trip wires or,
possibly, between the two geometries?

3. There are a number of issues that should be
better understood in order to provide the
technology base needed to address these flows,
including the evolution of drop size/velocity
distributions and the rate of production of
dispersed liquid due to turbulent primary
breakup as a function of distance along the
surface. The mean and turbulent structure of
the liquid wall jet, the drag and ligament
properties at the gas/liquid interface and the
structure of the dispersed multiphase flow
region adjacent to the liquid wall jet, among
others.

3. In the paper empirical models are presented for
droplet generation at extremely high Reynolds
Number, which are reasonable for full scale ships.
What do the authors think are the next steps needed
to (a) understand the fundamental physics of the
flow and (b) provide input to numerical
simulations or numerical design tools?
AUTHORS' REPLY
Our replies are numbered to correspond to
Professor Liepmann's discussion:
1.
The presence of a developing turbulent
boundary layer along the surface of the wall jets is
fundamentally important because the surface only
becomes roughened (which is a prerequisite for
turbulent primary breakup) when the outer edge of
this boundary layer reaches the surface. Beyond
this, however, properties at the onset of turbulent
primary drop breakup are similar for both free and
wall jets because they only depend on properties of
turbulence spectra that are the same for both flows.
Greater differences between the two flows are
possible for the variation of drop properties after
turbulent primary drop breakup as a function of
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Numerical Simulation of
Three-Dimensional Breaking Waves About Ships
A. Kanai, T. Kawamura, H. Miyata (University of Tokyo, Japan)
Abstract
Two types of numerical methods are developed
for the simulation of three-dimensional breaking
waves. One is a finite-difference-method approach
(TUMMAC-VIII) for solving the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equation employing orthogonal staggered grid system which is not fitted to the body
surface. Body boundaries are treated by a porosity
technique. The other is a finite-volume-method approach (WISDAM-VI) with the body-fitted curvilinear coordinate system to cope with viscous flows
on the body boundary.
Both methods employ
density-function method for implementing free surface boundary conditions.
The finite-difference method can deal with arbitrary complicated bodies due to its simplicity of
the grid system. Using this method simulations
of bow waves around a wedge model and a simple parabolic-waterline model WM2 are conducted
and the three-dimensional breaking wave is successfully simulated. Also the numerical results clarify
the detail structure of the Free Surface Shock Wave
(FSSW) generated around the bow and show good
agreement with experiments.
The viscous effects are very important for the
stern flow around a ship. The WISDAM-VI method
is developed to simulate bow wave breaking and viscous stern flow simultaneously. Two cases of simulations are carried out for flows around a bulk carrier
model and a tanker model. The computed wave
patterns show good agreement with experiments,
and it is noted that the loss due to wave-breaking
is distributed near the free surface and that it effects
on the formation of the wake.

INTRODUCTION
Wave breaking is one of the most nonlinear phenomena in fluid dynamics. It gives various significant influences on fluid flows and obstacles in many
hydrodynamical problems. In the ship wave problem waves generated by an advancing ship are usu506

ally very steep ones called free surface shock wave
(FSSW)[1][2][3], which gives great contribution to
ship resistance. Hence the clarification of the breaking wave phenomenon is of essential importance for
the progress in both marine structural dynamics
and ship hydrodynamics represented by hull form
design.
Some numerical simulations for the strongly nonlinear waves have been carried out by many researchers. In two-dimensional cases the boundary
element method of irrotational free surface flows
following the work by Longuet-Higgins k Cokelet
(1976)[4] can explain the plunging wave breaker.
However, it has difficulty in the explanation of wave
motion after the stage of overturning which is only
the beginning of the nonlinear behaviour of wave
breaking. The finite-difference approach with the
VOF method by Hirt k Nichols (1981)[5] and Ng
k Kot (1992)[6] can be applicable to the bore or
two-layer flows. Another finite-difference method
by Miyata (1986) [7] and Miyata k Lee (1990) [8]
have succeeded in the simulation of breaking waves
including the impinging and the vortex generation
processes. Since all above methods seem to be incapable of treating three-dimensional wave-breaking
motions. A 3D finite-difference method for breaking is developed by Miyata et al. (1988)[9]. It employs the density-function method to cope with twolayer flows involving strongly interacting interface.
The technique is very useful not only for the treatment of wave breaking but also for various engineering problems concerning interface of multi-phase or
multi-layer flows. Some similar methods using the
concept of the density-function method have been
developed recently by Xiao k Yabe (1993)[10] and
Brackbill, Kothe k Zemach (1992)[11].
In this paper two types of approach for 3D
wave-breaking simulations are shown. One is the
finite-difference method called TUMMAC-VIII[12]
in the framework of a rectangular coordinate system
that enables us to express complicated geometries
without elaborate efforts of grid generation. And
the other is the finite-volume method, WISDAM-

VI[13], employing a boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinate system that is advantageous for resolving
viscous flows near body boundaries. Both methods
use the density-function method to implement the
nonlinear kinematic free surface condition. Some
applications of those methods to ship wave problems are explained.

NUMERICAL METHOD
Finite-difference Method
The modified marker-and-cell method called
TUMMAC-VIII[12] is constructed by combining
the free surface treatment of the TUMMAC-VI[9]
method for a two-layer flow and the no-slip body
boundary treatment and the porosity expression for
geometries of the TUMMAC-VII method[14]. A
rectangular grid system with variable spacing is employed and the velocity and pressure points are defined in a staggered manner.
The governing equations for the two-layer flow
are the following incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations and the continuity equation.

£ + («-V)«

at

=

-7?iTVP + a(1)

(la)

«+(„.V)„ = _-LVP + a<2) (lb)
at
(2)

For the time derivative of velocity forward differencing is used and second-order centered differencing is for the space derivatives excluding the convective terms for which third-order upwind differencing
is used.

Finite-volume method
The WISDAM-VI method employs the coordinate system that is fitted to the body boundary but
not to the free surface, so that the boundary layer
around the body of arbitrary form and large freesurface deformation is simultaneously simulated.
Since the numerical schemes of the WISDAM-VI
method are based on the WISDAM-V method[15]
except for the free-surface treatment, the computational method is briefly explained here.
The governing equations are the Navier-Stokes
equation and the continuity equation in conservative form.

^ + div {<f,I + T}
at

(4)

where,
1
uu - —
{grad u + (grad u)T } .
Re

(5)

Here I and Re is the unit matrix and Reynolds
number respectively and <j> is the normalized pressure without hydrostatic component defined as
(j> = p +

Fn2'

(6)

where Fn is the Froude number. The continuity
equation for incompressible fluid is written as
div u = 0.

where,
isS72u + f

0

(3)

(7)

Third order upwind-biased flux interpolation
Here, the subscripts (1) and (2) denote the fluids scheme for the convective term and second-order
below and above the interface respectively. In the central interpolation scheme for the other terms is
present study (1) corresponds to the water region used for the finite-volume discritization of Eq.(4)
and (2) the air region, u is the velocity, p is the and Eq.(7).
Since the MAC type solution algorithm is empressure, t is the time, v is the kinematic viscosity
ployed,
the pressure term is separated from the
and / is the external force including the gravitaother
terms
and thus, the velocity field of the (n+1)
tional acceleration. The surface tension is ignored
time
level
is
written as
here since its effect can be considered to be very
small in the problems described in this paper.
in+1 = un + At ■ div T - At ■ V<t>,
(8)
The above equations for each layer are quite separately solved at each time step of time-marching fol- where, the superscript n denotes the time level.
lowing the MAC-type algorithm. Firstly the pres- Taking the divergence of Eq.(8), following Poisson
sure field in the air region is obtained by solving the equation for <j> is obtained.
Poisson equation and secondly in the water region.
v V+1 = v-{u" + At-(divr)}
(9)
The Richardson's method is used for the solution
of the Poisson equation. The configuration of the
interface is determined by the free surface condition Eq.(9) is solved iteratively by use of the SOR
method.
described in the subsequent section.
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air region is conducted by approximately satisfying
zero normal gradient to the interface.

FREE SURFACE CONDITION
Density-function method
The density-function method is employed for the
fulfilment of the kinematic free surface condition.
The density-function plays the role of conserving
mass and the determination of the interface location. Assuming that both viscous stresses and the
surface tension on the free surface can be ignored,
the dynamic free surface condition becomes the condition of pressure continuity between the two layers. Then the kinematic and dynamic free surface
conditions are approximately implemented by the
following equations.
ÖM
dM
dM
dM
^
= 0n0
—- + u—— + v—- + w—
=
dt
dx
dy
az

(io)

p(D=p(2)

(11)

Here, M is the density-function, u,v,w are the
velocity components in the x,y, z directions which
represent the longitudinal, lateral and vertical coordinates, respectively, and p^ and p^ are the
pressures of the water and air on the interface.
For the time differencing in Eq.(10) the AdamsBashforth method is used and the third-order
MUSCL-type upwind scheme for the space differencing. Eqs.(la) and (lb) are solved with constant
value of density-for respective fluid and the location of interface is defined to be the surface on
which the value of the density-function takes the
value of (M*1' +M<2>)/2, where M<x> and M<2>
are the density-function values initially set for the
water and air regions, respectively. Due to the inherent numerical diffusion in the solution of Eq.(10)
the sharpness of interface can be lost as calculation
proceeds. However, it is demonstrated in the subsequent section that the degree of accuracy can be
raised to a sufficient level in case a higher-order differencing scheme such as third-order upwind scheme
used here is employed in a fine grid system.
After determining the interface location the dynamic free surface condition is implemented by the
so-called "irregular star" technique[16] in the solution process of the Poisson equation. The length of
leg in the irregular star technique is calculated using the density-function. The pressure on the interface is determined by extrapolating the pressure in
the air region, in which the pressure is extrapolated
with zero gradient in the horizontal direction while
in the vertical direction the pressure difference due
to the gravitation is considered. Since the velocity
must be continuous between the two layers, the extrapolation of velocity from the water region to the

Accuracy examination
As described in the previous section the numerical diffusion takes place in the computation of
the free-surface location and this should be solved
to keep sufficient degree of accuracy. For the
numerical test, regular periodic waves of finiteamplitude based on the linear theory is generated by the finite-difference method with densityfunction method and the accuracy of the generated
waves is compared with the records of physically
generated waves by a flap-type wave generator[17].
For the space derivative terms of the Eq.(10), a
variety of schemes are tested. Three of them are
represented as follows only for the first term for
simplicity.
(1) lst-order upwind differencing

dM
8x

UQM^Mi^
M
|1 u0MT~
'
n
H-i

(U0>0)
(otherwise)

where,
Uj-j +«,-+$
UQ =

(13)

A is the grid spacing in the x-direction and the
subscript i is used for the x location.
(2) 2nd-order centered differencing + filtering
dM
M,+i-M,_i
«"a—r
dx = wo-r
A,-+i+A,-_.i

.
(14)

The filtering is used only in the vertical direction as follows.
-Mj+2 + 4M,-+i -f 10Mj + AMj-i - M.--2
16
(15)
(3) 3rd-order upwind differencing
8M
u

-d7 = u°

Mi. i — M,_i

A"

<16)

where,

=
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/M£* K*>o)

(otherwise)

(17)

In the case of variable grid spacings, the val- al.[l][2][3]. It is elucidated that the nonlinear bow
ues of MLLl and MR. , are determined as fol- wave had a lot of common properties with super1+5
1+2
sonic shock waves and the nonlinear bow waves inlows.
volving these properties are called free surface shock
wave (FSSW). The typical properties of FSSW are
Mi + ALl(Mi-M,_i)
(1) steepness of the wave slope, (2) discontinuity
+AL, (Mi+1 - M.)
(18a)
of velocities satisfying the shock wave condition,
Mi + (l-ARl)(Mi+1-Mi)
(3) free surface turbulence on and behind the wave
<*
front,
(4) systematic change of the wave-front-angle
-Afi3(Mi+2-Mi+1)
(18b)
depending on the Froude number (Fd) and the ship
configuration and (5) dissipation of wave energy
where,
into momentum loss far behind the ship. Also the
_
AjA.+i
A
FSSW is limited in the thin layer near the free sur^ii - (A;_i+A;+A;+,)(Aj_i+Ai)
A
_
A^Aj-t+AQ
face.
^a - (Aj-. + Ai + A.+OCA.+A.+i)
(19)
A
—
Aj+iCA.-n+A.+a)
Although the above properties are recognized by
A
AjAj+i
experiments, the details of the FSSW structure had
^ßa - (A,+A,+i+Ai+3)(Ai+i+Ai+3)
to be investigated by numerical simulations. However, due to the property of (1), wave breaking
The schemes above are compared for the period
occurs at the wave-crest point, which makes the
of ten times of wave period (T) of the case of
numerical simulation of FSSW significantly diffiT=1.5sec, and the results are shown for the vercult. The finite-difference method mentioned in
tical variation of the density-function in Fig.l. It is
2.1 with density-function method is applied to this
obviously noted that the higher the order of derivaproblem and a wedge model of which half entrance
tive of the differencing error is, the less the densityangle is 20deg and draft is 0.1m is chosen for the
function is diffused in the vertical direction. The
simulation[20]. The simulations are carried out at
smaller time increment (DT) is also very effective
three Froude numbers based on the draft, 0.8, 1.1
for suppressing the numerical diffusion. As shown in
and 1.4, with normal grid spacing. The case of
Fig.2 the discontinuity of the density-function disFd=1.4 is also simulated with fine grid spacing of
appears and a very sharp interface is obtained when
which minimum spacing is 1/4 ofthat for the former
the time increment is reduced to the half value of
case. See the Ref.[20] for other details for computhe original one for the third order upwind scheme.
Therefore, the third order upwind scheme is em- tational conditions.
The systematic change of the wave-front-angle
ployed hereafter.
The simulated waves for three cases of wave pe- depending on the Froude number is realized showriod, T=0.9, 1.2 and 1.5sec, are presented in Figs.3 ing good agreement with the experimental results
and 4, which indicate respectively the wave pro- and other properties of FSSW including 3D wave
file with a sine curve for each case and the time breaking phenomenon are recognized in the simulavariation of wave height with measurements. It is tions by the finite-difference method. In this paper
demonstrated that at least ten waves are generated only the result of the case of Fd=1.4 with fine grid
with sufficient degree of accuracy and the magni- spacing is shown. The time-sequential overviews
tude of the error due to the numerical modelling is of the wave at Fd=1.4 are presented in Fig.5 The
of the same order with that of experiments. There- uniform flow is accelerated until dimensional time
fore it may be safe to say that the density-function (T) reaches 1.77sec. Spilling breaker appears at
method employed here can have sufficient accuracy T=1.564sec before the flow acceleration is ceased
for simulating waves without special treatments for and the wave crest overturns at around T=1.932sec.
suppressing the numerical diffusion when it uses suf- The plunging wave front breaks at T=2.024sec and
ficiently fine grid spacing and small time increment. the wave again develops. The breaking wave front is
laterally extended after T=2.208sec and the above
process of breaking is periodically repeated. The
FREE SURFACE SHOCK WAVE secondary
wave also shows breaking features in the
ABOUT A WEDGE MODEL
vicinity of the body surface, however the accuracy
is supposed to be inferior to the foremost wave due
The nonlinear features of ship waves in the near
to the influence of the momentum deficient motions
field had been noticed in the 1970s and the deof the foremost wave.
tailed structure and mechanism of nonlinear bow
A typical plane vertical and parallel to the diwaves are experimentally investigated by Miyata et

Ki
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rection of uniform stream is chosen and the timesequential development of the wave profile is shown
as well as the contours of Lamb vector and helicity respectively in Figs.6 and 7 The Lamb vector
indicates the magnitude of the tangential component of vortical motion and the helicity the longitudinal component. The vorticity that appears on
the wave front is intensified when the breaking motion occurs, which shows the periodical generation
of its own due to the periodical property of the wave
breaking motion. It is, however, noted that the vortical layer is limited within the thin layer near the
free surface.

BREAKING
WAVES
PRACTICAL HULLS

AROUND

In the preceding section, it is shown that the
TUMMAC-VIII method can simulate highly nonlinear free-surface wave by use of the densityfunction method. However, since the TUMMACVIII method employs the rectangular grid system,
it can not accurately simulate the viscous phenomena such as growth and separation of the boundary
layer, which contributes to the most significant part
of resistance of a ship of practical hull forms. In a
practical sence, the simultaneous simulation of nonlinear wave system and viscous flow around ships
would give very useful information to hull form designers. Therefore, the WISDAM-VI method is developed in the framework of the curvilinear body
fitted coordinate system. The treatment of the free
surface condition is as described for rectangular coordinate system in the preceding section. However,
since the WISDAM-VI method is based on the finite
volume method Eq.(lO) is written in conservative
form as follows:

dM

+ div (Mu) - 0.

(20)

In this section the WISDAM-VI method is applied to the flow around a VLCC model SR196C
and a bulk carrier model M55F0A0 in ballast condition. The number of the control volumes used in
the simulation is about 85,000, and the Reynolds
number is set at 1.0 x 106. The Froude number is
set at 0.16 for the VLCC model and 0.18 for the
bulk carrier model. The grid system is shown for
the VLCC model in Fig.8.
Perspective view of computed waves are shown
for both models in Fig.9, and computed wave contour maps are compared in Figs.10, 11 and 12. As
shown in these figures, the bow waves observed in
the experiments show the feature of the FSSW. The

computed wave patterns agree well with the experiments in the near field, however because of the
large grid spacing in the far field of the ship, dispersive wave sysmtem of low wave height observed in
the experiments are dissipated in the computation.
In Fig. 12, the present computational result is compared with the experimental result and with a result of another computational method TUMMACIV[18]. The number of grid points in the two calculations are comparable, but it is clear that the
present calculation shows much better agreement
with the experiment.
As Miyata and Inui[l] pointed out, dissipation of
energy is one of the most important characteristics
of FSSW. Baba[19] found that energy deficit due
to bow wave breaking is observed in the wake far
behind the ship. In order to discuss the energy loss
due to bow wave breaking, distribution of total head
H is shown at five transverse sections in Fig. 13. The
total head is defined as follows:

H = (u\ + ul + ul) + j^.

(21)

The energy deficit generated near the bow is convected downstream and distributed near the free
surface. At the aft-part of the ship, the loss due
to wave breaking is mingled with the loss due to
viscous effect, and apparently has influence on the
formation of the wake. However the above discussion remains qualitative, and further validation of
accuracy is necessary for the qualitative discussion.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The free-surface flow is of significant importance in
a variety of fields, and some of the problems include
high degree of nonlinearity. By use of the densityfunction method, numerical simulations of such
highly nonlinear free-surface flow including threedimensional breaking waves has been achieved. The
new treatment of the free surface condition is introduced both into the two simulation techniques
based on either the rectangular or curvilinear grid
systems. Each type of the grid system has the advantages and the disadvantage, and the choice depends on the true nature of the problem.
On the whole the numerical results shown in this
study demonstrate that we can accomplish qualitatively realistic reproduction of highly nonlinear free
surface phenomena, but there are still greater demands for the improvement of qualitative accuracy.
Breaking waves are dissipating in their nature, however, we still do not have clear understanding and
modelling of free surface turbulence and we do not
510

have the free-surface condition that can cope with
the turbulent free-surface. Further researches must
be focused on the development of novel modelling
of nonlinear free-surface motions.
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Figure 6: Time-sequential contour of the magnitude of Lamb Vector on the plane vertical and parallel to
the direction of uniform stream. The distance from the center line to the plane is 0.0525m. The contour
interval is 5. (T=1.472 2.576sec, Fd=1.4, fine grid)

Figure 7: Time-sequential contour of helicity on the plane vertical and parallel to the direction of uniform stream. The distance from the center line to the plane is 0.0525m. The contour interval is 10.
(T= 1.472 2.576sec, Fd=1.4, fine grid)
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Figure 8: Grid system for the VLCC model: SR196C

VLCC model: SR196C (Fn = 0.16)

Bulk carrier model: M55F0A0 (Fn = 0.18)
Figure 9: Perspective view of computed waves
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Generation Mechanisms and Sources of Vorticity
Within a Spilling Breaking Wave
D. Dabin, M. Gharib (California Institute of Technology, USA)
ABSTRACT
Sources of vorticity are examined for a spilling
breaking wave. Through the use of a honeycomb/screen
section, spilling breaking waves are generated and
examined. Two cases were studied. For the first case,
based on the breaker height, the Reynolds and Froude
numbers were 7370 and 2.04, respectively. The breaker
is preceded by 1 mm wavelength capillary waves, with
the largest amplitude to wavelength ratio equal to 0.18.
For this case, it is found that the dominant source of
vorticity flux is a viscous process, and is due to the
deceleration of a thin layer of the surface fluid.
Furthermore, a thin free surface fluid layer is found to
precede wave breaking that moves at a faster speed with
respect to the fluid directly beneath it and to the fluid
bulk. For the second case, also based on the wave
height, the Reynolds and Froude numbers were 1500 and
1.35, respectively. No breaking is observed for this case;
rather a capillary-gravity wave is observed with 4 mm
wavelength capillaries preceding the gravity wave. The
largest amplitude to wavelength ratio of these capillary is
0.28. This case shows that capillary waves do not
contribute to the vorticity flux, rather the only dominant
source of the vorticity flux into the flow is the free
surface fluid deceleration. Lastly, similar to case 1, a
thin free-surface fluid layer, which moves faster than the
fluid beneath it and to the fluid bulk is found preceding
the capillary-gravity wave.
1. INTRODUCTION
Breaking waves are a phenomena quite common
in nature. Historically, breakers have been categorized as
either spilling breakers, where the water spills down the
front face of the wave, and plunging breakers, where a jet
emanating through the water crest falls into the base of
the wave. The most commonly occurring breakers are
spilling breaking waves which occur mostly in deep
ocean waters. These spilling breakers, known as white
caps, are responsible for the most of the air/sea
interactions, and consequently the air entrainment which
is important for the life under the sea (1). Likewise, one
can easily observe the wave breaking phenomena in
shallow water hydraulic jumps or bow and stern waves of
boats. One important aspect of wave breaking is the
subsequent spray formation and air entrainment in the
form of bubbles which can be important in terms of ship
wake signatures.
It is not clear whether the breaking process or
bubble entrainment has any connection to the near
surface turbulence or vorticity field. However, it is

known that the onset of spilling is connected to the near
surface vorticity field as well as the dynamic
characteristics of the near surface shear layers (2, 3). In
this respect, studies of near surface shear layers or
vorticity fields and their sources is important to the
understanding of the breaking process.
Several investigators have contributed to our
basic understanding of spilling breaking waves.
Elementary models showed breaking as laminar flow
suddenly erupting into a breaker, where the breaker was
initially modeled as a roller residing over the front face of
a wave. However, Banner and Phillips (2), being the first
to experimentally study the spilling breaking wave,
showed that there exists a turbulent wake beneath the
spilling breaker which extended downstream beyond the
breaker, even though the flow remains highly laminar
and steady prior to breaking. Peregrine and Svendson (4),
after a series of experiments, suggested that it may be
best to model the whole region beneath the spilling
breaking wave as a turbulent region, rather than a roller
residing over a wave. Battjes and Sakai (5) used a
hydrofoil to induce spilling breakers, and obtained
velocity profiles at various stations downstream of the
hydrofoil. They determined that the turbulent wake
downstream of the separation at the surface is selfpreserving, indicating the possible existence of a shear
layer. Tulin and Cointe (3, 6), present a detailed and
comprehensive theory of steady wave breaking. Thenmodel also presents the breaker as a stagnant eddy held in
place over the front face of the wave. These and further
results were then compared with experimental work
performed by Duncan (7, 8) and found to agree quite well.
In their most recent work, Duncan and Philomin (9)
show some of the features associated with the
development of spilling breaking waves. Finally, using
the Particle Image Velocimetry (PrV) technique, Lin and
Rockwell (10) were able to map the flow field directly
beneath the spilling breaker, and were therefore able to
show the existence of a shear layer beneath the breaking
wave. Through further study, they were also able to
characterize the evolution of wave breaking (11).
Thus, once organized vorticity was observed
within the breaker, the question arose, where does this
vorticity come from? Banner and Phillips suggest that
"incipient breaking in a steady wave train is characterized
by the occurrence of stagnation points at wave crests, but
not necessarily by discontinuities in slope". LonguetHiggins (12) predicts that parasitic capillaries seen on the
forward slope of gravity waves contribute significantly to
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the vorticity seen in the crest roller. After a series of
analyses, he shows that due to surface curvature, there
exists a Stokes layer <5 = (2v/y)2, where v is the
kinematic viscosity, and y is the radian frequency of the
wave, within which vorticity is generated, and beyond
which vorticity escapes and is w *2(ak)2y, where a is the
wave amplitude, K is the wave number, and OK describes
the wave steepness. After detailed observations, Lin and
Rockwell (10, 11) conclude that the sharp surface
curvature serves as a source of vorticity, thereby giving
rise to a separated mixing layer. They also observe that
the region between the free surface and the mixing layer
contains vorticity levels which are small compared with
the mixing layer itself. Lastly, Hornung, et. al. (13)
suggest that the substantial vorticity seen downstream of
a hydraulic jump is due to the entrainment of bubbles
during breaking. This was further explained by
suggesting that the circulation around a loop, drawn
directly beneath the free surface on oneside and stretching
into the fluid bulk on all other sides such that the loop
incorporates a bubble, is non-zero. Furthermore, they
also suggest that the entrainment of vorticity is also
connected to how the circulation loop is drawn.
It is therefore the purpose of this paper to shed
some light on the origins of the source of vorticity seen
within a spilling breaking wave. Specifically, the
questions that will be answered are a) What is the source
of the vorticity seen beneath and downstream of the
breaker? b) Do capillary waves contribute to the
vorticity? c) Do we need large breaking and therefore air
entrainment in order to generate vorticity?
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
2.1 The test facility
In order to answer these questions, a series of
spilling wave breaking experiments were performed in a
closed-loop water tunnel facility at CALTECH. The
water tunnel has a contraction ratio of 4:1, with a 15.2 x
15.2 x 61 cm3 test section. Previous approaches for
generating spilling breaking waves have been to situate a
hydrofoil located at some distance below the water level
in a water tunnel. This caused the fluid above the

technique was devised to generate spilling breaking
waves. A 15.2 x 15.2 x 2.54 cm3 honeycomb section
with a screen is placed at the beginning of the test
section, where the honeycomb straws are 2.3 mm in
diameter, and the wire screen is 50 mesh/inch stainless
steel (see figure 1). Due to the pressure drop across the
honeycomb/screen section, the fluid is accelerated to a
maximum velocity, while dropping in height, and
thereby generating spilling breaking waves.
2.2 The DPIV set-up and acquisition system
Figure 2 shows a schematic for the experimental
setup for data acquisition. The flow is seeded with 14 +/5 micrometer silver-coated hollow glass spheres with a
specific gravity of 1.4 g/cm3. Through a series of optics
and mirrors, a laser light sheet with a maximum
thickness of 1 millimeter is generated. This light sheet is
then set parallel to the flow direction allowing the wave
to be viewed before, during, and after breaking. The
Dantec Flowgrabber DPIV system is used to record
images onto a laser disk, which are subsequently digitized
onto the hard disk. The Dantec Flowgrabber DPIV
system is based on the cross-correlation technique.
Therefore, images are exposed only once and are recorded
at 30 frames per second. For analysis, a small

elevation
drop

(0,0) coordinates =

Light sheet forming optics

Dantec
Flowgrabber PIV
acquisition system

optical
shutter
^
beam-bending
mirror

5W
laser

tuning
device
Figure 2. Image acquisition set-up.

interrogation window uniformly steps through the same
locations within sequential pairs of images, performing a
cross-correlation analysis at each location. Finally, a
guassian curve-fit is used to obtain sub-pixel accuracy of
the cross-correlation peak. Once this is done at all
locations within the image pairs, a displacement field in
pixel values is obtained. By calibrating the pixels to
spatial values, and knowing the time difference between
Figure 1. Wave breaking experimental set-up (not
exposures, the velocity field can be obtained. A more
to scale).
detailed description of the cross-correlation technique used
here can be found in Willert and Gharib (14).
hydrofoil to accelerate, and therefore generate spilling Unfortunately, previous cross-correlating hardware
breaking waves. For the present experiments, an original limited the technique to slow flows, since each image
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could only be exposed at the same location within the
frame, as shown in the second timing diagram of figure
3. Therefore, the pulse separation, At, was always
limited to 1/30 second, limiting this approach to
maximum velocities of ~10 cm/s for typical
applications. However, the present modified system used
for the present experiments is capable of exposing fullframe pulsed images at any point within the frame.

video frame
rate (30 Hz)

m.

ttale r
I
I
I
I
I

uuj

time I

(U)

(ill)

Figure 3. High speed cross-correlation DPIV timing
diagram in relation to conventional cross-correltUion
DPIV timing diagram, (i) shows the frame rate of
the video camera, (ii) shows the pulsed exposure of
CCD camera for typical cameras, (Hi) shows the
pulsed exposure capability of the Dantec
Flowgrabber camera.

above the free surface has no particles, the crosscorrelation produces a zero shift. Interrogation windows
which incorporate part of the image above the free surface
and part below the free surface will therefore produce
cross-correlation peaks that are due only to particles
below the free surface. For these windows, results are
only considered valid when the windows' center is either
at or below the free surface. If the vorticity were to be
calculated from these vector fields, an artificial shear layer
would be generated at the free surface. Therefore, in order
to minimize this effect, the no-shear boundary condition
is applied at the free surface. All vectors above the last
valid vector within a column are replaced by that vector
for each column within the velocity field. Then vorticity
is calculated. Since there are only velocity gradients in
the x-direction above the free surface, only artificial
vertical contours will be generated above the free surface
in the vorticity plots, while accurate vorticity contours
will be generated below the surface. Details concerning
this approach will be published in a separate paper.
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Two sets of experiments were done in order to
answer the questions posed in the Introduction. The first
set was done at higher Reynolds and Froude numbers.
y axis

section 3

Therefore, it is possible to expose the first image of the
cross-correlating pairs towards its very end, while
exposing the second image of the cross-correlating pairs
towards its very beginning, as shown in (iii) of figure 3.
Consequently, this allows for very short pulse
separations between two image pairs, denoted by At in
(iii) of figure 3, thereby making cross-correlation DPIV
measurements possible at high-speeds. For the present
experiment, 5ti = 8t2 = 150 microseconds, and At = 200
microseconds. The typical field of view is 2.5 x 1.8 cm2.
This area is digitized at 768 x 480 pixels2, and processed
with an interrogating window size of 32 x 32 pixels2
with a step size of 16 x 16 pixels2 (50% window
overlap). Particles images are 28.8 +/- .5 micrometers.
The uncertainties are 1.4% in the velocities and 3.9% in
the voracities.
2.3 Free surface treatment of the DPIV
images
The acquired images have reflections over the
free surface that may affect the DPIV processing and
result in erroneous velocity results. It is therefore
imperative to treat the image area above the free surface.
First, the image area above and including the free surface
is replaced with a constant value equal to the image
background of the fluid beneath the free surface. Then
DPIV is performed on these images. Since the area

• section 1: 1.75 cm <x < 4.11 cm
9.55cm <y< 11.35 cm
• section 2: 3.07 cm < x < 5.47 cm
9.35 cm <y< 11.15 cm
• section 3: 4.15 cm < x < 6.55 cm
10.40 cm < v < 12.20 cm
Figure 4. Imaged areas within higher Froude
number spilling wave (not to scale).
Though very informative, this set of results
produced capillary waves which were too, and therefore,
were unable to ascertain the role of capillary waves in the
flux of vorticity. Therefore a second set of experiments
were done at lower Reynolds and Froude numbers to
produce larger capillary waves, in order to determine their
role in the vorticity flux.
3.1 Case 1: Higher Froude & Reynolds
numbers
For this case, the incoming velocity into the
grid is 24.6 cm/s. Due to the pressure drop across the
honeycomb/screen section, the fluid accelerates to a
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maximum velocity of 67 cm/s, while dropping in height small region just below the surface between 3.7 and 4.0
by 4.2 cm (figure 1). Breaking occurs at the point when cm downstream from the grid which contains positive
the fluid elevation sharply rises. The breaker rises to a vorticity. Note that upstream from this positive
maximum height of 1.1 cm (figure 1). Based on the
velocity at the point immediately prior to breaking and
the breaker height, the Reynolds and Froude numbers are
7370 and 2.04, respectively. For this case, three regions
shown in figure 4 are interrogated. Section 1 interrogates
the wave region such that breaking occurs at the far right
of the imaged area. Section 2 interrogates the wave such
that breaking occurs at the middle of the imaged area.
Lastly, section 3 interrogates the wave such that breaking
occurs at the left of the imaged area.

3.1.1 Velocity and vorticity fields
The velocity and vorticity fields for case 1 are
plotted in figures 5, 6, and 8 through 13. The vectors
within the velocity fields show the magnitude and
direction of the velocity vectors throughout each of the
three sections. For the vorticity plots, positive vorticity
9.6 'l ■ I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ■ I ' I ' I
I'l'l
are shown by solid lines while negative vorticity are
1.8
2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4
shown by dashed lines. The capillaries preceding spilling
x - uta (cm)
wave breaking are < 1 mm in wavelength, and were too
small to produce results that clearly determine the role of
Figure 6. Vorticity field of section 1 of case 1. The
the capillaries in vorticity production.
Yet, the raw
negative contours (dashed lines) are in increments of
images do show that the amplitude (crest-to-trough
10 1/s while the positive contours (solid lines) are in
height) to wavelength ratio is -.18. These capillaries
increments of 40 1/s.
correspond to a calculated phase speed of 68.7 cm/s. It
therefore becomes obvious that the phase speed has
matched the velocity just prior to wave breaking, thus vorticity, the fluid directly beneath the free surface for a
exciting these capillaries (15, 16).
depth of 0.2 cm is almost vorticity-free. Furthermore, the
vorticity field also shows the existence of a negative
vorticity layer located 0.3 cm below the free surface,
70cm/i
which exists directly below the vorticity-free layer, and
has a thickness of ~0.3 cm. The negative vorticity layer
starts upstream, extends downstream up to the positive
vorticity region located at 3.68 cm, and continues further
downstream, but below the positive vorticity layer.

M <| I | i I i I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' M I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I '
1J

2

12

2.4

2.6

II

3

12

iA

i*

3J

4

Figure 5. Vector field of section 1 of case 1.
Figures 5, 6 show the velocity and vorticity field at
section 1. The velocity field shows high velocities,
except for a small region just beneath the free surface at
3.9 cm downstream from the grid, where the velocities
are almost negligible. The vorticity field shows that the
fluid mostly contains negative vorticity except for a
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Figure 7. Shadowgraph for case 1. Flow is from
left to right, "a" shows the capillaries, while 'b"
shows the boundary at which wave breaking initiates

The shadowgraph for section 2 is shown in
figure 7, where the flow is from left to right. The
capillary waves preceding wave breaking are clearly seen
and are shown by "a". The beginning of breaking is
«cm/t

with a time difference of .267 seconds. The vector plots
show that directly beneath the breaker the velocities are
quite small with respect to the rest of the flow. This is
due to the spilling on its front surface, thus, creating the
spilling breaker, and thus a turbulent region beneath the
breaker. Furthermore, note that for both these cases, the
higher-velocity free surface layers directly beneath the free
«on/«
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Figure 8. Vector field of section 2 of case 1.
shown by the line labeled "b", and finally spilling
breaking is seen to the right of "b". The shadowgraph
shows that the breaker free surface is deformed
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I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I '
3.5
3.7
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4.7

T ■ I
4.9

5.1

Figure 10. Vector field ofsection 2 of case 1 at .267
seconds afterfigure 5.
surface and upstream of the positive vorticity layer are
also evident. Also, the negative vorticity layer which
was shown to exist beneath the free surface highervelocity layer in section 1 still continues further
downstream beneath the positive vorticity layer. Also,

5J

Figure 9. Voracity field of section 2 of case 1. The
negative contours (dashed lines) are in increments of
10 1/s while the positive contours (solid lines) are in
increments of 40 1/s.
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3.1

non-uniformly. This is due to the turbulent zone directly
beneath the breaker, the existence of which will be
shown below. Figures 8 through 11 show the velocity
and vorticity fields at section 2 for two different times,
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Figure 11. Vorticity field of section 2 of case 1 at
.267 seconds after figure 9. The negative contours
(dashed lines) are in increments of 10 1/s while the
positive contours (solid lines) are in increments of
40 1/s.

the fully developed positive vorticity layer which was
initially seen in section 1 is captured in figures 9 and 11,
and seen to convect downstream. This positive vorticity
layer, however, does not separate into a shear layer until
the free surface sharply curves upwards. Note that there
are also areas of negative vorticity at the free surface that
are not as strong in magnitude as those in the mixing

70 cm/s

Uli
11.9-j
11.«11.61

3.1.2 Sources of Vorticity

I "^
|

frequency of-3.75 Hz. It was initially believed that this
frequency might be the shedding frequency. Figure 9
shows the necessary parameters to determine this
frequency. The convective velocity of the rollers in the
shear layer is about the average of the velocity across the
shear layer, or -33.5 cm/s. The average spacing between
the rollers is .35 cm, resulting in a shedding frequency of
(33.5 (cm/s) / .35 cm) -96 Hz. Finally, figures 12, 13
show the velocity and vorticity field associated with
section 3. The vorticity field shows the persistence of the
shear layer beneath the breaker. It is also interesting to
note that even though the flow between the shear layer
and the free surface is turbulent, its vorticity field is quite
weak with respect to the vorticity within the shear layer.
This is in fact consistent with the observations of Lin
and Rockwell.
As has been seen by the previously mentioned
investigators and shown in the present velocity and
vorticity fields, almost irrotational flow, immediately
after breaking, becomes highly rotational.
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Figure 12. Vector field of section 3 of case 1.
Free
Surface

layer. Upon comparison of the flow of figures 9 and 11,
it is seen that the positive vorticity shear layer origin has
been displaced by 0.5 cm in the x-direction. In fact, after
examining several minutes of the flow in detail, it
became evident that this "breathing" effect is quite
persistent yet erratic in amplitude, with an oscillation

(r=0)

Rc

Rs

(Radii of Curvature)

Figure 14.
The natural curvilinear orthogonal
coordinates, r is the unit vector perpendicular to the
free surface, s is the unit vector parallel to the free
surface, and perpendicular to r, and z is the unit
vector parallel to thefree surface and perpendicular to
s and r.
In order to understand the origin of this vorticity, one
must first look at the terms which contribute to sources
of vorticity.
The vorticity flux of surface-parallel
vorticity through the surface given in natural curvilinear
orthogonal coordinates is (17,18, 19):
Figure 13. Vorticity field of section 3 of case 1.
The negative contours (dashed lines) are in
increments of 10 1/s while the positive contours
(solid lines) are in increments of 40 1/s.

du«
dr >V=0
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dt

1 8P
p ds

1 du.
2 ds

(1)

deceleration, and therefore flux of vorticity into the
flow.

where v is the kinematic viscosity, a>z is the surfaceparallel vorticity, us is the velocity parallel to the free
surface, ur is the velocity normal to the free surface, p is
the fluid density, P is the pressure, and 0 is the angle of
the surface with respect to the gravity vector.
Figure 9 shows the system of coordinates used for the
equation shown above. For the steady breaker,

3.1.3 Experimental observations of the
sources of vorticity
As shown in the previous section, in order to
understand the behavior of the vorticity flux, one must
first examine the behavior of the deceleration and the
gravity term. Figure 15 shows the deceleration and the
(2)
uA
s
n = constant
surface velocity for section 1. The deceleration shows a
'r=0
strong peak at 3.84 cm from origin. This coincides with
the
strong generation of positive vorticity seen in figure
through time. Therefore
6. The velocity curve shows that the velocity rapidly
decreases after 3.5 cm from the origin. However, the
3us = 0
(3)
fluid does not approach the stagnation point until at least
0.15 cm farther downstream from the peak. Figure 16
shows the deceleration and the surface velocity for section
Likewise, the pressure along the free surface is constant. 2. The deceleration reaches a peak at 3.75 cm from the
Therefore,
origin, shown by marker "a". This coincides with the
strong generation of positive vorticity seen in figure 9.
dP_
The free-surface velocity curve shows that the fluid
(4)
;0
ds
reaches a stagnation point at 4.58 cm shown by marker
"b", 0.83 cm downstream from the vorticity flux peak.
Consequently, it is important to realize that the
Furthermore,
generation of vorticity does not coincide with the
2
stagnation point. Furthermore, the initiation of wave
|gcosö|<|g| = 981c/K/5
(5)
breaking does not contribute to the positive vorticity
Therefore, the dominant terms contributing to the generation.
vorticity flux are the gravity term and the deceleration
term. Equation (1) thus reduces to:

a

(dco2
u —-

I 8r r=0

a-gCOSO -U_

(6)
ds
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Figure 15. The free surface velocity and deceleration
for section 1 of the higher Froude number case. The
vorticity flux is shown on the left axis, while the
velocity scale is shown on the right axis. Marker
"a" at 3.84 cm shows the position of the maximum

(cm)

Figure 16. The free surface velocity and deceleration
for section 2 of the higher Froude number case. The
vorticity flux is shown on the left axis, while the
velocity scale is shown on the right axis. Marker
"a" at 3.75 cm shows the position of the maximum
deceleration, and therefore flux of vorticity into the
flow. Marker "b" at 4.58 cm shows the stagnation
point of the free surface fluid, and marker "c" at 4.47
cm shows initiation of wave breaking observed
visually.
This can be seen by observing that the vorticity is
generated 3.75 cm from the honeycomb/screen section,
while visually observed breaking occurs at 4.47 cm,
shown by marker "c". Figure 17 shows the deceleration
and the surface velocity for section 2 at 0.267 seconds
526

later with respect to figure 16. The deceleration reaches
its peak at 4.25 cm from the origin, shown by marker
"a", while the fluid stagnates at 4.4 cm, shown by
marker "b".
Therefore, as in the previous figure, the
strong generation of vorticity represented by the
deceleration of the free-surface fluid coincides with the
appearance of strong positive vorticity.
Curiously,
figure 17 seems to indicate that the source of vorticity
might be the sharp curvature of the free surface due to
breaking, shown by marker "c" at 4.35, since vorticity
generation and the sharp free surface curvature coincide.
However, this coincidence is due solely to the
"breathing" effect mentioned earlier where the positive
vorticity layer oscillates at a lower frequency to and from
the sharp free surface curvature. Once again, it should be
emphasized that figure 16 clearly shows that the source
of vorticity is not due to the free surface's sharp
curvature, but due to the deceleration term shown in
equation 6. It should be pointed out, however, that
perhaps the best indication of breaking is the occurrence
of the stagnation points shown by markers "b" in
figures 13 and 17.

since vorticity is not generated, rather convected
downstream. Thus, the important point to realize in
figures 15 through 17 is that given equation 6, the
dominant contributing term to the vorticity flux is the
deceleration term, which is of the order of 20,000 cm/s2,
while the gravity term, which can be no greater than 981
cm/s2, is negligible with respect to the deceleration term.

x-axis (cm)

Figure 18. The free surface velocity and deceleration
for section 3 for the higher Froude number case.
The vorticity flux is shown on the left axis, while
the velocity scale is shown on the right axis. Note
that in this case, there are no outstanding peaks,
since there are no fluxes of vorticity at this section.
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Up to present, it has been shown that the flux
of vorticity into the flow is due primarily to viscous
effects. However, it can be argued that perhaps the
vorticity flux is due to the velocity difference across the
shear layer, thus making the vorticity flux an inviscid
effect. Further reflection, however, can resolve this
issue. The reduced vorticity flux equation derived earlier
is shown below for convenience:

I ' I ■ I ' I '

5.1

5.3

Figure 17.
The free surface velocity and
deceleration for section 2 at 0.267 seconds after that
shown in figure 16. The vorticity flux is shown on
the left axis, while the velocity scale is shown on
the right axis. Marker "a" at 4.25 cm shows the
position of the maximum deceleration, and therefore
flux of vorticity into the flow. Marker "b" at 4.4
cm shows the stagnation point of the free surface
fluid, and marker "c" at 4.35 cm shows initiation of
wave breaking observed visually.

du*
*-gcosQ-us—-■

d(Qz

dr

For both these cases, even though the vorticity flux
peaks fluctuate back and forth with respect to breaking,
the stagnation points are consistently within 0.1 cm of
breaking, thus verifying the observations of Banner and
Phillips. Finally, figure 18 shows the deceleration and
the velocity profiles shown for section 3. This plot does
not show any strong peaks as in the previous figures,

r=0

(7)

OS

This equation, evaluated at the free surface, specifically
shows that the source of vorticity is from the free
surface, and that its flux from the free surface to the fluid,
although equal to the free surface fluid deceleration, is
entirely a viscous process. However, the free surface
fluid not only decelerates with respect to the free surface
fluid upstream of itself, but also with respect to fluid
directly beneath it, thus creating a sharp velocity
gradient, or "slip velocity".
Figure 19 shows several velocity profiles which
are perpendicular to the free surface at section 2 of case 1,
corresponding figures 8, and 9. These velocity profiles
are from various x-locations about x=3.7 cm, illustrating
the large velocity gradient, or "slip velocity" directly
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beneath the free surface. It is this "slip velocity" which is the origin of the shear layer evident in figures 9, 11, and
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Figure 19. Velocity profiles taken from section lfor easel at different x-locations. The profiles are perpendicular
to the free surface, and the stated x-locations are x-locations of the free surface. The origin on they-axis
indicates the free surface.
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13. It can therefore be concluded that the free surface the free surface into the fluid bulk by integrating the fluid
deceleration at the free surface; second, calculate the
deceleration not only
convected vorticity flux by integrating the vorticity flux
in the y-direction for each x-location; and finally show
■1) sharp deceleration of VFL & that the vorticity fluxed into the flow is equal to the
flux of positive vorticity into
vorticity being convected through the flow.
relatively
the
flow
Figure 21 shows the integrated viscous vorticity
/vorticity-free/'
for
section
2, corresponding to figures 8,9 and figure 16.
layer (VFL)
(! ) sharp generation of slip
Note that there is a sharp jump at 3.65 cm indicating a
velocity
large injection of vorticity into the flow. The total jump
is -2250 cm2/s2. Beyond this injection, the level of
integrated vorticity flux remains constant, indicating that
y axis
there is no more vorticity flux from the free surface into
the fluid, rather convection of the existing vorticity
downstream.

Ar
Figure 20. Diagram demonstrating the process of
flux of vorticity into the flow.. The vorticity free
layer decelerates sharply, introducing a high flux of
vorticity into the flow, and simultaneously
producing a sharp slip velocity which then grows
into the shear layer seen beneath spilling breaker
waves. (Drawing not to scale)
produces a vorticity flux into the flow through a diffusive
process, but in doing so, simultaneously generates a
sharp slip velocity which grows into a shear layer,
convecting the vorticity downstream which has been
fluxed into the fluid from the free surface (see figure 20).
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Figure 22. The integrated convective vorticity flux
for section 2.
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Figure 21. The running integral of the viscous
vorticity flux of section 2.
This can also be seen by realizing that the free surface
fluid decelerates to a stagnation point. Therefore, the
vorticity must be fluxed deeper into the fluid, beyond the
stagnation region, so that it can be convected downstream
through the shear layer. A good check of the above
analysis is to first calculate the net vorticity flux from

Figure 22 shows the integrated convected vorticity flux
for section 2 corresponding to figures 8, 9 and figure 16.
Also seen is a sharp jump of vorticity flux at 3.6 cm
indicating a large injection of vorticity into the flow. The
total jump is also -2250 cm2/s2. Thus, the integral
convective flux value is alriost identical to the jump
value found for the viscous flux integration. This clearly
confirms that the vorticity is fluxed into the flow from
the free surface, and is convected downstream by the shear
layer, without the need to break, or entrain air into the
fluid.
3.2 Case 2: Lower Froude & Reynolds
numbers
For the second case, the incoming velocity into
the grid is 17 cm/s. Due to the pressure drop across the
honeycomb/screen section, the fluid accelerates to a
maximum velocity of 30 cm/s. For this case, instead of
the occurrence of breaking, a capillary-gravity wave is
seen. The shadowgraph for this case is shown in figure
23, where the flow is from left to right. The capillary
waves preceding wave breaking are shown by "a", and the
gravity wave begins and continues after "b". The
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shadowgraph clearly shows the last capillary wave, as in For the vorticity plots, positive vorticity are shown by
solid lines while negative vorticity are shown by dashed
case 1, thus indicating that breaking has not occurred.
lines. The capillaries preceding the gravity wave are 4
mm in wavelength, and therefore large enough to extract
related velocity, vorticity, and flux information. The raw
images further show that the amplitude (crest-to-trough
height) to wavelength ratio is -.28. These capillaries
correspond to a phase speed of 35 cm/s since the
maximum speed of the flow prior to the gravity wave is
30 cm/s. It is therefore evident that the phase speed has
matched the velocity just prior to wave breaking, thus
exciting the capillaries. Figures 25, 26 show the
velocity and positive vorticity fields at section 1. The
velocity field through the capillaries is fully attached
despite the high curvature, thus resembling flow through
a series of converging and diverging sections.
Figure 23. Shadowgraph for case 2. The flow is left
to right, "a" shows the capillaries, while "b" shows
the boundary at which the gravity wave initiates.

WGM/S

This will be further discussed below. Based on the
velocity at the point immediately after the last capillary
wave and the final fluid elevation after the last capillary
wave, the Reynolds and Froude number are 1500 and
1.35, respectively. For this case, two regions are
interrogated (figure 24). Section 1 interrogates the wave
region such that capillaries are seen within the imaged
area, while section 2 interrogates the wave such that the
portion of the wave after the capillaries is seen in the
imaged area. The physical dimensions of these sections
are given in figure 24. The origin of these coordinates is
the bottom right corner of the honeycomb/screen section.
x - axil (cm)

A y axis

section 2

Figure 25. Vector field of section 1 of case 2.

Therefore, the turning of the flow through the capillaries
generates a series of quasi-stationary negative and
positive regions of vorticity that exists solely due to the
curvature of the free surface (20). The velocity fields
show that there are no separation of the flow from the
free surface, or recirculation zones.
Likewise, the
xaxis
vorticity plots show no separation of a shear layer as
• section 1: 0.27 cm < x < 2.27 cm
seen in the higher Froude number case, rather a positive
10.40cm <y< 13.03 cm
shear layer is seen that bends upwards, following the
• section 2: 1.31 cm < x < 3.21 cm
contour of the gravity wave. This thus confirms that
10.40cm <y< 13.03 cm
breaking has not occurred, as was shown in the
Figure 24.
Imaged areas within higher Froude
shadowgraph for this case (figure 23). This positive
number spilling wave (not to scale).
vorticity layer is seen to be connected to the last positive
vorticity situated under the last capillary trough just prior
3.2.1 Velocity and vorticity fields
to the gravity wave. Lastly, a small region of negative
The velocity and vorticity fields for this case are vorticity is seen on the gravity wave, below the surface,
plotted in figures 25 through 28. The vectors within the and above the positive shear layer at x = 1.95 cm,
velocity fields show the magnitude and direction of the
velocity vectors throughout each of the three sections.
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indicating the existence of a stagnation point at that this vorticity seems to be connected to the positive
location
vorticity located beneath the trough of

I ' I ' I '

Mi'i'i'i

2

Figure 26. Vorticity field of section 1 of case 2.
The negative contours (dashed lines) are in
increments of 20 1/s while the positive contours
(solid lines) are in increments of 20 1/s.
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Figure 28. Vorticity field of section 2 of case 2.
The negative contours (dashed lines) are in
increments of 20 1/s while the positive contours
(solid lines) are in increments of 20 1/s.
that last capillary prior to wave breaking. Lastly, the
small region of negative vorticity, though very small is
also present, and is located beneath the free surface and
above the positive shear layer at x = 1.85 cm.
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Figure 27. Vector field of section 2 of case 2.
Figures 27, and 28 show the velocity and
positive vorticity field at section 2. The vorticity field
from this section confirms that the positive shear layer
seen within the gravity wave does not separate from the
free surface, but follows its contour. Also, it is seen that
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Figure 29. Contributing terms to the vorticity flux.
The kinematic deceleration is shown by the dashed
line, the gravity term by the dotted line, and their
sum is shown by the solid line.

3.2.2 Experimental observations of the
sources of vorticity
Since the flow is slower in this case, the
capillaries are larger, and can therefore be resolved, thus
determining the importance of the gravity term in
equation 7. Figure 29 shows the deceleration, the gravity
term, and their sum for section 1, and how these terms
vary as the fluid flows through the capillaries. It is seen
that the contribution to the vorticity flux is due mostly
to the deceleration term and not the gravity term.

Aside from the visual observations that breaking
does not occur for this case, the mild injection of
positive vorticity, of -200 cm2/s2, into the flow is
further indication that breaking has not occurred, and that
the phenomena seen is a capillary-gravity wave.
300
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Figure 31. The integrated viscous vorticity flux for
section 2 corresponding to figures 25, 26.
Integration is begun at the first capillary.
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Figure 30. Contributing terms to the vorticity flux.
The kinematic deceleration is shown by the dashed
line, the gravity term by the dotted line and their
sum is shown by the solid line.
Figure 30 shows the deceleration, the gravity term, and
their sum for section 2. Likewise, the variations of these
terms are seen with the passing of the fluid through the
capillaries. Similarly, the contribution to the local
vorticity flux is due mostly to the deceleration term and
not the gravity term. Furthermore, note that the vorticity
flux goes to zero after the last capillary, indicating that
there is no flux of vorticity from the free surface beyond
the capillaries. Also, the integrated vorticity flux due to
the free surface acceleration, the gravity term, and their
sum for section 1, corresponding to figure 25, is plotted
starting from the first capillary and is shown in figure
30. The integrated viscous vorticity flux shows that after
the last trough, the final value achieved is -200 cm2/s2 at
x=2.2 cm, while that achieved by the integrated vorticity
flux due to the gravity term at that point is ~0 cm2/s2.
Thus, the capillaries do not contribute to the generation
of positive vorticity. The sum of these vorticity fluxes
show that the total flux of positive vorticity is ~200
cm2/s2. Clearly, capillary waves are not major sources of
positive vorticity generation, rather the dominant source
of positive vorticity flux is the deceleration of the free
surface.

4. CONCLUSION
The sources of vorticity flux are examined for
the spilling wave. For the steady spilling breaker, the
vorticity flux equation shows contributions from two
terms: the fluid deceleration term, and the gravity term.
Furthermore, the present results reveal the underlying
structure within a spilling breaker responsible for the
vorticity flux into the flow. A thin higher-velocity free
surface fluid layer decelerates, thus injecting a large
amount of vorticity into the fluid bulk, entirely through
a viscous process. Moreover, the vorticity injection due
to the free surface deceleration is seen to dominate over
the gravity-generated vorticity flux. As suggested by
Banner and Phillips (2), the higher Froude number data
presented indicates that the breaking of the steady spilling
wave is characterized by the occurrence of the stagnation
point rather than by the discontinuities of the slope due
to the breaker. However, further study shows that the
source of the viscous vorticity flux for a steady spilling
wave is due to the deceleration of the surface fluid, rather
than the free surface stagnation point or its sharp
curvature, as Lin and Rockwell (10, 11) have suggested.
Their setup shows that the transformation to a breaker is
particularly abrupt, and the severe changes in the velocity
field suggest that the region of deceleration, onset of
wave breaking, and stagnation point location are
extremely close together.
This lead them to the
conclusion that the process of flew separation, which is
due to the sharp free surface curvature, is the apparent
source of vorticity. Our setup, which allows for the clear
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distinction between these regions, shows that the surface
discontinuous point does not serve as a source of
vorticity, but rather as point from which the vorticity
separates into a shear layer.
Case 2, the lower Reynolds and Froude number
case, shows that the capillary curvature provides a
negligible contribution of the gravity term to the
vorticity flux, and that the contribution is dominated by
the deceleration term as the flow passes through the
capillaries. The net flux of vorticity into the flow is
shown to be one order of magnitude smaller than that
seen in case 1, which would also serve as an indication of
the separating shear layer in case 2. Also, the vorticity
seen beneath the capillaries is due to the free surface
curvature, and while remaining at the free surface, does
not flux into the flow from the free surface. The vorticity
is thus confined to a region within a thickness of the
order of the capillary amplitude.
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Abstract
An experimental investigation of steady breaking waves produced by towing fully submerged twodimensional hydrofoils at constant depth (d), speed
(17) and angle of attack is presented. Measurements include the temporal evolution of streamwise and cross-stream profiles of the breakers and
flow fields, obtained by particle image velocimetry, in the turbulent zone that rides on the forward
face of the wave. (This zone is called the breaking
region.) Disturbances on the streamwise profiles
propagate downstream at a speed of roughly 0.65
times the speed of the breaker, while disturbances
on the cross-stream profiles do not appear to propagate. The wavenumbers, frequencies, phase speeds
and amplitudes of the dominant disturbances in
the cross-stream profiles increase as the breaker
strength is increased (by decreasing the depth of
the foil below the free surface). In order to explore
the effect of scale on the above results, experiments
are performed with three foils with chords of 15,
20 and 30 cm at the same values of Froude number (U/^/gc, where g is the acceleration of gravity)
and d/c. When the results are nondimensionalized
using the time scale 2-KfJ/g and the length scale
2
2-KU /g, it is found that as the scale is increased the
frequencies and wavenumbers decrease and the disturbance amplitude increases. The phase speed of
these disturbances nondimensionalized by the foil
speed does not change with scale. One instantaneous flow field and one mean flow field obtained by
averaging 10 instantaneous flow fields are presented
for a breaker generated by the 15-cm foil. The
development of a shear layer between the nearly
stagnant fluid in the breaking region and the fastmoving underlying fluid is clearly seen in the average flow field. This shear layer grows in thickness
with distance from the leading edge of the breaking
region and significant downstream flow appears at
the free surface upstream of the wave crest.

Introduction

A number of authors have investigated steady twodimensional breaking waves produced by hydrofoils
moving at constant depth, speed and angle of attack. Battjes and Sakai [1] performed LDV measurements of the flow fields of two such breakers.
They found the wake to behave like the momentumdeficient wake of a two-dimensional body in an infinite fluid. Duncan [2, 3, 4] measured the mean
breaker shape and the mean flow field in the wake
for a number of experimental conditions. The turbulent region of fluid riding on the forward face of
the wave was defined as the breaking region. It was
found that the drag associated with the breaking
process correlated with the downslope component
of the weight of the breaking region. The magnitude of the drag due to breaking was found to range
from about 1.0 to 3.0 times the maximum drag that
could be associated with a nonbreaking wavetrain.
Cointe and Tulin [5] performed a theoretical analysis of these waves. The theory was based on a
mixing-zone model of the breaker and used some
of the experimental data of Duncan to determine
the constants of the model. The results were consistent with Duncan's data and explained a number
of dynamical effects. The first flow field measurements in the breaking region of these waves was
presented by Lin and Rockwell [6, 7]. From analysis of several instantaneous flow fields obtained by
particle image velocimetry, they were able to verify that the flow in the breaking region was nearly
stagnant as was assumed by other investigators.
Surface ripples generated by these breaking
waves have also been investigated previously. Banner and Fooks [8] used two wire-type wave-height
gauges to obtain two-point statistics both upstream
and downstream of the wave crests. Two breaking waves were studied (wavelengths of 0.2m and
0.33m). Radar returns from these waves were also
obtained. It was found that the frequency spec534

of the flow field were measured in order to obtain
average statistics of the flow fields. In addition,
the flow field in the wake of the breakers was also
measured to obtain the drag due to breaking. At
the time of this writing the analysis of the data is
incomplete. In the following the data presented is
primarily from the experiments with the 15- and
20-cm foils and is centered on results from streamwise profiles. Some data from cross-stream profiles
and limited PIV measurements in the breaking region is also presented.

tra at all spatial locations showed the same peak
frequency in a given wave and that this frequency
decreased with the wavelength of the breaker. The
wavelength of these fluctuations increased with the
wavelength of the breaker. These disturbances were
found to propagate downstream. More recently,
Walker, Lyzenga, Ericson and Lund [9] studied surface ripples on waves generated with a submerged
hydrofoil in a recirculating water channel. They
used a single flow speed of 108 cm/sec and studied
three waves of different breaking strengths by varying the angle of attack of the foil. Surface shape
measurements in the breaking region and in the
wake were made photographically with a laser light
sheet (aligned with the flow direction) and a video
camera. The temporal sampling rate of this system was 30 images per second. Radar returns from
these breakers were also measured. It was found
that the variance in surface height fluctuations was
largest at the breaking region and decreased rapidly
with distance behind the breaking wave crest. The
temporal frequency of these fluctuations was low at
the toe of the breaker and about 8 Hz further back
on the breaker. This frequency remained constant
with distance downstream in the wake. The variation of these frequencies with breaker strength was
not reported, presumably because of the rather low
temporal sampling frequency used in this work. It
was also found that the wavenumber of the ripples
decreased with distance downstream. The fact that
the frequency was constant with distance downstream while the amplitude and wavenumber decreased lead the authors to speculate that the ripples were behaving like surface waves propagating
on a spatially varying current, which has speeds of
0 at the breaking region and 108 cm/sec in the far
wake.
In the present work, both the surface ripples and
flow fields in steady, hydrofoil-produced breaking
waves are investigated. The waves are generated
by three NACA 0012 hydrofoils with chords (c)
of 15, 20 and 30 cm. Waves were generated with
with one towing speed (U) and three depths of submergence (d) for each foil. The conditions were
chosen with a single Froude number U/y/gc and
three values of d/c that were used for all the experiments. In this way, the effect of experimental scale was investigated. The surface ripple measurements were taken from high-speed movies of
the breakers. Both streamwise and cross-stream
profiles were taken. The flow field in the breaking
region was measured with particle image velocimetry for the weaker breaking conditions. Unlike the
studies of Lin and Rockwell [6, 7] many realizations

In the following the details of the experimental
methods are presented in Section 2. This is followed in Section 3 by the results and discussion.
Finally, the conclusions are given Section 4.

2
2.1

Experimental Details
Tank and hydrofoils

The experiments were performed in a tank that is
15 m long, 1 m deep, and 1.2 m wide, see Fig.
1. For visualization purposes, the side walls of the
tank are composed of tempered glass. The tank
includes an underwater towing system for the hydrofoils and an above-surface instrument carriage
that moves with the breaking wave. The tracks for
the subsurface towing system are 14 meters long
and are made of 3.8 cm stainless steel angle. These
tracks are positioned at a nominal distance of 48
cm from the tank bottom. Measurements showed
that the rail depth variation did not exceed ±0.75
mm in the center 8 m of the tank where the wave
measurements were taken. The force for moving
the foil through the water is supplied by a cable
and pulley towing system that is powered by an
electric motor and gear box located below the tank
at one end (see Figure 1). The foil can be towed at
speeds up to 1.2 m/s. The same motor that tows
the hydrofoils also tows the above-surface instrument carriage. The carriage travels on two precision tracks, one on each side of the tank, and is
supported by hydrostatic oil-film bearings. These
bearings result in a very low vibration level for the
carriage which serves as a platform for the camera
and optical equipment. Reproducibility checks on
the towing speed speed, made by timing the foil
and carriage over a 4-m distance, shewed less than
1% error in speed from run to run.
Three hydrofoils wer^ used in the present study.
Each hydrofoil has a NACA 0012 shape and is made
of anodized aluminum. This foil shape is symmetric
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the intersection of the light sheet and the water
surface was hidden by local peaks of the water surface between the camera and the light sheet (called
dropouts) while allowing reasonably height sensitivity, a look-down angle of nominally 40 degrees
was used. The above system produced high-speed
movies of the intersection of the light sheet with the
water surface. Profile histories were taken with the
light sheet and camera oriented as shown in Figure
2 to obtain streamwise profiles of the breaker and
with the camera and light sheet turned 90 degrees
about a vertical axis to obtain cross-stream profiles
with the camera looking downstream.

about the chord (c) with the maximum thickness
(0.12c) occurring at 0.3c from the nose. The three
hydrofoils have chords of 15.0, 20.0 and 30 cm. All
foils have a span of 1.191 m (a little smaller than
the width of the tank). The hydrofoils ride on the
stainless steel tracks described above via two delrin
guides. The guides are attached to the hydrofoils
via thin extension plates which are aligned with
the flow and are located 2.87 cm from each end
of the foil. The breaking waves produced by these
hydrofoils appeared to be two-dimensional in the
center 0.6 m of the tank. Thus, all measurements
were conducted in this region.

2.2

In order to obtain the surface profile history from
the high-speed movies, each frame was digitized
with a resolution of 130 pixels/mm and the surface
profiles were obtained using a numerical technique
with a threshold-based edge finder. To provide reference points in each frame, light-emitting diodes
were mounted on the carriage in a manner such that
they appeared in the upper left and right corners of
all images. Calibration of this system was achieved
by photographing several stationary targets including a flat water surface at various heights. Thin
lens theory rectification equations including perspective distortion according to 1 .osenfeld and Kak
[10] were implemented. The difference between the
actual positions and the predicted positions was
minimized using the Powell optimization routine
[11] by allowing the lookdown angle to vary. Using
this method gives an error of 0.12 cm or less at t95
uncertainty for any point in any wave profile. It is
estimated that the precision accuracy of this measurement system is 1% for length measurements.
(Unless otherwise specified, all precision errors will
be based on the student t test to the 95 percent
level [12].) The bias error of the data is estimated
at 3.0% for length measurements.

Measurement techniques

The measurements reported herein include surface
profile histories of the breaking waves, water surface height versus time at a fixed location in the
tank as the wave passes by, and velocity field measurements in the breaking region. The above measurement techniques are described in the following
sections.
2.2.1

Surface profile measurements

The breaker surface profile measurement apparatus is shown in Figure 2. The measurement technique is photographic and uses a 5-W Argon-Ion
laser mounted at one end of the tank for a light
source. The laser beam was collimated by two
spherical lenses mounted near the laser. This collimated beam was directed along the center of the
tank, at a distance of 0.8 m above the water surface.
Upon reaching the instrument carriage, a 12-facet
mirror rotating at 25,000 rpm reflected the beam
downward and spread it into a light sheet exceeding 50 cm in width. The thickness of the light sheet
was adjusted by a pair of cylindrical lenses also
mounted on the carriage. The thickness was set
to 1 mm for all the experiments. Fluorescein dye
was mixed with the water at a concentration of 2
ppm. Thus, the water illuminated by the laser light
sheet emitted greenish-yellow light. A 16-mm highspeed camera mounted on top of the carriage, and
set to 400 frames per second viewed the measurement area with the aid of two front-surface mirrors.
A high-pass optical filter was placed in front of the
camera lens to block out any light coming directly
from the laser due to specular reflections from the
water surface. Lenses and object distances were
chosen so that the field of view was nominally equal
to the chord of the foil. To minimize regions where

Profiles of surface height versus time as the waves
passed by a fixed location in the tank were also
measured. These measurements were made for
both nonbreaking (for calibration purposes) and
breaking waves in order to obtain the profile of
the entire surface deformation pattern. For these
measurements, the instrument carriage was disconnected from the towing cables and held at a fixed
position in the tank. The high-speed movie camera was replaced by a ccd line-scan camera (EG&G
Reticon) with a 105-210 mm lens. The single line
of 2048 light sensitive elements in the camera was
oriented vertically so that the top pixels imaged the
air where the illumination was low and the bottom
pixels imaged the water which was bright due to
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m resulting in a field of view of about 12 cm at
the light sheet. The bias velocities provided by the
rotating mirror were typically equivalent to, but
sometimes faster than, twice the wave phase speed
and in the direction opposite to the wave propagation.

the fluorescing dye illuminated by the laser. The
surface height was taken as the boundary between
the dark and light pixels. The sampling frequency
of the camera was set to 200 Hz. To increase the
light available to the camera, the wide light sheet
generated with the rotating prism was replaced by
a narrow light sheet generated with two cylindrical
lenses.

2.2.2

Timing of the lasers, camera and mirror rotation
was accomplished with a specially constructed timing circuit. Between experimental runs, the timing
circuit fired the laser system continuously with a
30 Hz repetition rate. During each run, upon the
closing of a stationary limit switch actuated by the
passing of a spindle attached to the tow cables, the
timing box interrupted the laser firing cycle so that
the lasers fired a known time later, triggered the
camera whose shutter remained open for 1/30 of a
second, and started the mirror rotation. The relative position of the foil and the camera at the time
the lasers fired was repeatable to less than 1 mm
with this system. The magnitude of this error was
governed by the interaction of the spindle with the
limit switch.

Particle image velocimetry

The flow field was measured in the breaking region
of the wave with particle image velocimetry (PIV).
The light source for these measurements was a dual
NdYAG laser system. The laser system provided
two sequential light pulses at up to 200 mJ in energy and 10 ns duration at precise time separations.
In all cases reported here, the time separation between pulses was 0.5 ms or shorter, and was measured by two calibrated oscilloscopes to be within
1% of its set value. The two laser beams were collimated into a single beam which then formed a light
sheet as it passed through a set of cylindrical lenses
before entering the side of the tank with a horizontal trajectory, see Figure 3. An underwater mirror
arrangement deflected the spreading light sheet so
that it was vertical and aligned with the direction
of wave travel. The light sheet thickness was focused near the still water surface. The light sheet
thickness was chosen to be either 1 mm, 2 mm or
4 mm depending on the measurement condition.

In the breaking region, the turbulence intensity is
high, the local velocities range approximately from
0 up to the wave phase speed, and the free surface
is very rough. Therefore, a look-up angle of 17 degrees was used for the camera and a second camera
was used to view the water surface from above with
a 30 degree look-down angle, see Figure 3. The
combination of the two camera views allowed the
surface to be located with an accuracy of about 1
mm in most regions of the images despite the large
local peaks and valleys of the surface. To achieve
adequate quality of the images of the particles in
the underwater images, the lens aperture was set
to f/16 or f/22 and the camera was modified by
the inclusion of a wedge-shaped lens mount which
tilted the film plane with respect to the centerline
of the lens. This tilting was such that it shortened
the optical path for particles in the top of image
and increased it for particles in the bottom of the
image, thus offsetting the difference in optical path
caused by the large look-up angle.

The flow was seeded with either 12-micron
silver-coated hollow glass spheres or 1.4-micron
Titanium-Dioxide particles. The light sheet thickness and particle density were such that about 12
particles were present per square millimeter of measurement area. The images of the particles were
captured with a Nikon F3 35-mm camera and a
200-mm, f/2.8, fixed-focal-length lens and recorded
on Kodak Tmax ASA 400 black-and-white film. A
rotating mirror was placed in the optical path of
the camera to provide a bias velocity to the images of the particles. The camera and rotating mirror were mounted in a sturdy housing which maintained the close geometrical alignment needed for
the experiments, see Figure 3. The camera pointed
in a direction parallel to the length of the tank. The
mount also allowed rotation of the camera and mirror about the centerline of the camera lens so that
the camera could look up toward the water surface
with an angle of up to 20 degrees from the horizontal. The in-air optical distance from film plane
to the measurement volume was approximately 0.9

The PIV images were digitized with a Nikon
3510AF, eight-bit film scanner at a spatial resolution of 125 pixels per millimeter (4000 by 2500 pixels per negative). Images with no flow (stationary
hydrofoil) were analyzed to obtain the bias velocity induced by the mirror. Velocities were obtained
using two-dimensional correlation techniques. The
correlation functions were computed directly and
with Fourier transform methods using window sizes
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mirror

camera with
rotating mirror

mirror

cylindrical lenses

Figure 3: Schematic showing end view of PIV setup.
of 80 by 80 pixels. The resulting velocities are accurate to better than 5% of the 11 pixel displacement
corresponding to the wave phase velocity. (Based
on laboratory-scale velocity, with velocities of almost twice the phase velocity, the accuracy is 3%).
The correlation techniques give obviously bad results in areas of high shear. Techniques to deal with
this problem are presently under investigation. In
the present, preliminary results, bad vectors (a bad
vector being defined as a vector exceeding a threshold standard deviation from its nearest neighbors),
were replaced by the average of their nearest neighbors. Since the PIV results are used only for descriptive purposes in the present paper, the above
techniques are considered adequate.

2.3

c(cm)

15
15
15
20
20
20
30

[/(cm/s)
69.28
69.28
69.28
80.0
80.0
80.0
97.98

d(cm)
12.0
15.3
16.5
16.0
20.4
22.0
24.0

d/c

0.8
1.02
1.10

0.8
1.02
1.10

0.8

Fr
0.571
0.571
0.571
0.571
0.571
0.571
0.571

Table 1: Experimental conditions.

3

Results and Discussion

In the following, the data is presented nondimensionally with lengths and times scaled with the
wavelengths (A0) and periods (T0) obtained from
the deepwater dispersion relation:

Experimental conditions

A set of Froude-scaled experimental conditions was
chosen in order to aid in scaling the laboratory results up to full scale. The largest towing speed
practical in the present tank, 100cm/s, was chosen
for the largest foil. At the present time, preliminary
results are available only for the two smaller foils
and the corresponding experimental conditions are
given in Table 1 (Fr = U/y/gc).

An =
and

n = i/o =
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U2

2TT-

2itU
9

(1)

(2)

When mass units are required the value of the density of fresh water at 20C, 0.9982 gm/cm2 is used.
For the cases considered in this paper, A0 = 30.77,
41.02 and 61.55 cm and f0 = 2.25,1.95 and 1.59 Hz

stream. However, over most of the breaking region
it is apparent that the surface height fluctuations
propagate downstream and that the wavelength of
these fluctuations increases with downstream distance. Similar results for a single flow speed and
several depths of submergence where reported by
Walker et al. (1996) with a sampling frequency
of 30 Hz. In the cross-stream profiles, the surface
height fluctuations do not appear to propagate. It
is evident from the comparison of the streamwise
and cross-stream profile histories that there is a
strong two-dimensional component to the surface
ripples which is aligned parallel to the wave crest.
Since the distances and times in Figure 5 are scaled
with Ao and To, respectively, the profile histories
would be identical in a statistical sense if surface
tension and viscosity did not play a role. The difference between the sets of profiles from the larger and
smaller scale experiments is primarily that there is
more small-scale structure in the larger scale experiment.
Further examination of the differences between
the surface-height fluctuations at the two experimental scales was performed through spectral analysis of data like that shown in Figure 5. Figure 6
shows the resulting spectra for the streamwise profile histories and Table 2 contains the nondimensional frequencies (///o) and wavenumber (k/ko)
of the spectral peaks. The dimensionless phase
speed, c/co where c = ui/k and CQ = w0/fco, is
also given in the table. All three dimensionless
quantities decrease as the breaker becomes more
intense (smaller d/c) for both hydrofoils. The dimensionless frequencies and wavenumbers decrease
as the scale is increased from the 69-cm/s breaker
to the 80-cm/s breaker while the phase speeds remain nearly the same. The smallest changes in frequency and wavenumber with scale occur for the
cases with d/c = 1.02. It is expected that processing additional experimental runs will give more
consistent results between the different experimental conditions.
Wavenumber-frequency spectra calculated from
the cross-stream surface profile histories for d/c =
1.02 are shown in Figure 7. The corresponding
wavenumber-frequency spectra calculated from the
streamwise surface profile histories were presented
in the center row of Figure 6. Cross-stream profiles
for the other experimental conditions (d/c = 0.8
and 1.10) are currently being reduced. The crossstream spectra are dominated by energy at zero
wavenumber. This result can be anticipated from
the profile history data in Figure 5 in that the
data is dominated by two-dimensional structure

for the breakers produced by the 15-cm, 20-cm and
30-cm foils, respectively. Throughout this paper,
the breakers will be referred to by the speed which
produced them, e.g. the 69-cm/s breaker refers to
the breaker produced by the 15-cm foil.

3.1

Surface profile measurements

The parts of the surface profiles upstream of the
breaker, where the flow is laminar and the surface curvatures are small, should not be affected
significantly by surface tension and viscous effects.
Thus, if the flow conditions are successfully Froude
scaled, surface profiles upstream of the breaker for
tests with the two hydrofoils and the same values
of d/c should be identical when nondimensionalized
by A0. The surface profiles were measured with the
optical wave-height gauge placed at a fixed position
in the tank. Figure 4 shows the results of averaging a small number of runs (between 3 and 8) of
each of the 6 cases (the 15 and 20-cm foils with
d = 0.8c, 1.02c, and 1.1c). An important measure
contained in these figures is the vertical distance
from the mean water level to the trough immediately behind the foil. This height was found not to
vary by more than 3% between the two foil scales
for a given value of d/c. It is believed that this
variation is due to a slight change in angle of attack between the two foils. This inaccuracy in angle
of attack is estimated at 0.24 degrees and is considered unavoidable with the present experimental
setup.
Surface profile histories of the breaking regions
were obtained from the high-speed movies (taken at
400 frames/s) as described in the previous section.
Every other frame of each movie (a sampling rate of
200 Hz) was digitized and the surface profiles were
obtained with a threshold-based edge detector that
allowed multi-valued surface heights at any streamwise position. This process typically resulted in
about 400 profiles from a single experimental run.
In order to perform the spectral analysis described
in the following, the surface profiles were then conditioned to remove the multi-valued surfaces, taking the highest value in such cases. The data was
then averaged and the average was subtracted from
each of the conditioned profiles. The resulting data
from both streamwise and cross-stream profiles for
both hydrofoils and d/c = 1.02 is given in Figure
5. All profiles are plotted in non-dimensional coordinates. The streamwise profiles show an area near
the leading edge of the breaking region where the
surface fluctuations oscillate upstream and down540
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Figure 4: Comparison of the nondimemsional average wave profiles for the 15-cm and 20-cm hydrofoils, This
data was taken with the stationary optical wave-height gauge, (a) 0.8c depth; (b) 1.02c depth; (c) 1.10c
depth. The solid lines are the 15-cm foil cases, and the dashed lines are the 20 cm foil cases.

d/c
0.8
1.02
1.10

k/k0
6.7
7.2
8.8

69-cm/s wave
f/fo c/co 1/7*2 x
6.91
0.60
4.0
3.72
5.0
0.69
1.47
0.75
6.6

105

k/k0
5.4
6.8
7.6

80-cm/s wave
f/fo c/co tj'7A§ x
10.7
3.2
0.59
5.69
0.72
4.9
2.12
6.0
0.79

105

Table 2: Spectral peaks, dominant disturbance, presented as reciprocal wavenumber (length/cycle) nondimensionalized by the wavelength, frequency, nondimensionalized by the deep water wave frequency, and
characteristic velocity.
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Figure 5: Breaking region profile histories for d/c = 1.02. Each curve is a profile of dimensionless surface
height versus dimensionless horizontal distance. The profiles at successive times are displaced vertically upward in the plots for clarity of the presentation, (a) 15-cm foil, streamwise profiles; (b) 20-cm foil streamwise
profiles; (c) 15-cm cross-stream profiles; (d) 20-cm foil cross-stream profiles.
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Figure 6: Wavenumber-frequency spectra from streamwise profile histories for the six Froude-scaled conditions. The three left-hand graphs are the 69-cm/s cases, and the right-hand graphs are the 80-cm/s cases.
In both columns, the depths of submergence are 0.8c (top), 1.02c (middle) and 1.10c (bottom).
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from 10 images taken of the 69-cm/s breakers with
d/c — 1.02 have been partially analyzed. Figure 8
shows a single realization of flow field of this breaking wave and an average flow field obtained 10 similar instantaneous flow fields. The reference frame
chosen is that of the breaking wave crest. The instantaneous flow field shows a nearly stagnant region on the forward face of the wave with a thin
shear layer separating it from the underlying flow.
This is similar to the findings of Lin and Rockwell
(1995 and 1996). Downstream of x = 65 mm the
flow in the breaking region is slow but primarily
downstream while upstream of this point the flow
close to the free surface is directed upstream. The
average flow field shows some spatial fluctuations
that indicate that a larger number of samples is
needed to obtain a good average. However, it does
begin to show the characteristics of a mixing-layer
flow. The mean shear layer is thin at the toe of
the breaking region and increases in thickness with
distance downstream. Upstream of about x — 75
mm the flow at the surface is nearly stagnant as can
be seen by the small magnitude and nearly random
orientation of the velocity vectors. Downstream of
x = 75 mm the shear layer has grown significantly
in thickness and the flow at the surface is consistently downstream. A mixing layer model with a
stagnation point at the crest was used in the work
of Cointe and Tulin [5].

that is aligned cross-stream and propagates downstream. Thus, the cross-stream profiles show highfrequency structure that rides on a mean level that
moves up and down as the two-dimensional structures move through the measuring station.
Another interesting parameter describing the
surface-height fluctuations is the variance. The
variances were calculated from the streamwise profile histories for each of the six experimental conditions and are given in Table 2 nondimensionalized by AQ. AS can be seen from the data, the
variance increases with both breaker intensity and
wave scale. The difference in variance between
the breakers produced by the two foils appear to
increase with the intensity of the breaker. The
change in variance between the 69-cm/s breakers
and the 80-cm/s breakers is approximately a factor of 1.2 for the weakest breakers and 1.5 for the
strongest breakers.
The above results indicate a significant departure from Froude scaling for the wavenumbers, frequencies and amplitudes of the surface ripple statistics. Duncan and Dimas [13] compared experimental ripple measurements to the results of an inviscid, linear, free-surface shear-flow instability model
without surface tension. It was found that the dominant frequencies and wavenumbers of the surfaceheight fluctuations correspond to the the most unstable waves on a shear layer that is produced between the flow in the breaking region, which was
assumed to be a weak recirculation region, and the
fast-moving underlying flow. Using this model of
ripple generation one can think of two causes for
the lack of Proude scaling of the present surface ripple data. First, at the two experimental scales, the
scaled shear layer maybe significantly different and
this would then affect the most unstable wavenumbers and frequencies. Second, if the shear layers
do Froude scale, the most unstable waves might
be changed because of the varying influence of surface tension and viscosity. The flow field measurements presented in the following section are aimed
at exploring these effects. Only preliminary results
for one experimental condition are available at the
present time.

3.2

3.3

Flow field measurements

To gain a measure of understanding of the flow field
beneath the breakers, particle image velocimetry
(PIV) was conducted for three of the nine cases
studied as part of this work. Approximately 400
images have been taken but, to date only data
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Jet formation

Drops are sometimes formed from the surface of
the breaking region. This process can be initiated by jets which emerge from the surface due
to strong turbulent motions which overcome gravitational and surface tension forces. A sequence of
streamwise wave profiles showing the formation of
two jets is presented in Figure 9. This sequence
is from an experimental run with the 30-cm foil at
d/c = 0.8. The sequence on the left shows 0.86
seconds of data, with the time between profiles of
0.025 s. The two jets are formed near the toe of
the breaker during this sequence, one at a time of
0.2 s and one at 0.55 s. Both jets have at least
some forward component of velocity over their entire lifetime. The center plot in Figure 9 shows
the first jet in more detail. The underside of the
jet is somewhat ragged and changes from frame to
frame because of the image digitization. The second jet, shown in the right-hand plot, appears after
the remnants of the first jet are overtaken by a forward moving disturbance which falls ahead of the
toe. As this second disturbance is overtaken by the

Figure 7: Wavenumber-frequency spectra from cross-stream profile histories for two Froude-scaled conditions
with d/c = 1.02. The left-hand graph is for U = 69 cm/s, and the right-hand graph is for U = 80 cm/s.
in the present experiments as shown in the streamwise profiles in Figure 5. The bottom photograph
shows a diverging transom wave at a steady speed
of 8 knots. The camera is pointed in a direction
slightly aft of midway between the starboard and
stern quarters. The wave crest is shown as a dashed
line. The dotted line is the peak of a dominant disturbance which is in the process of traveling up and
to the left (towards the wave crest). This disturbance is so large that it might be mistaken for the
wave crest itself. Six to 8 m of the crest is visible. Many of the approximately 150 photographs
taken during the voyage display similar large disturbances. These disturbances are thought to be
large-scale versions of the disturbances observed in
the laboratory. It is also interesting to note that in
the bottom photograph many droplets can be seen
as well as many jet-like projections from the surface. These projections are similar to those shown
in Figure 9. Many of the droplets appear to be
formed from the jet-like projections

rest of the wave, a third forward moving disturbance interacts with it, producing the jet. The jet
characteristic speed is on the order of 100 cm/s,
the characteristic acceleration is 10 m/s2, and the
length of the jet is about 1 cm. The high-speed
movies indicate that drops are formed after the jet
falls into the water surface. These are not picked up
by the surface following algorithm and are therefore
not visible in the figure.

3.4

Full-scale observations

The present experiments cover a range of flow
speeds from about 70 to 100 cm/s. Full scale ship
speeds might be as high as 1500 cm/s, but because
it is primarily the divergent waves that are breaking and the crest angle of these waves is at about
19° from the ship's path, the actual phase speed of
these waves is at most about 1500 cos(90 - 19°) «
500 cm/s. This indicates that the wave phase speed
at full scale can be as much as 5 times the wave
phase speeds in the present experiments. Thus, it
is relevant to ask whether the surface disturbances
found in the laboratory will be seen in the breakers around full-scale ships. To this end, Figure 10
is presented which shows two photographs of the
stern waves generated by the Brittany, a 60-ft long
personnel transport vessel / work boat. Both photographs were taken in the summer of 1995, off
Eleuthera Island, Bahamas. The top photograph
shows the diverging transom wave at a steady speed
of 11 knots. The camera was pointed in a direction
slightly starboard of astern. The field of view is
8 to 10 m at the center of the photograph. The
wave crest is shown as a dashed line. The local
peaks ahead of the crest appear similar to the ones

4

Conclusion

Surface profile and flow field measurements from
a Froude-scaled steady breaking wave experiment
have been presented. The streamwise profile measurements show significant effects of scale with the
dimensionless wavenumber and frequency of the
surface disturbances decreasing, the dimensionless
phase speed remaining nearly constant and the dimensionless amplitude increasing with scale. At
the larger scales, the formation of surface jets that
tend to eject droplets into the air are observed. Preliminary particle-image-velocimetry measurements
545

Figure 8: Particle image velocimetry results, 15-cm foil, d/c = 1.02. Top: instantaneous velocity field.
Bottom: average of ten velocity fields. Solid lines are the surface obtained from the top camera, dotted lines
are the surface obtained from the bottom camera.
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Figure 9: Sequence of jet formation, 30-cm foil, d/c = 0.8: (left) 1-second time sequence with 0.025 seconds
between frames; (center) closeup of first jet formation in the left sequence, 0.01 seconds between frames;
(right) closeup of second jet formation in the left sequence, 0.01 seconds between frames.
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Figure 10: Waves produced by the work boat Brittany.
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[7] Lin, J.-C. and Rockwell, D. 1996 Evolution of
a Quasi-Steady Breaking Wave. J. Fluid Mech.
(in press).

in the breaking region were presented. A flow field
obtained by averaging 10 instantaneous flow fields
clearly shows the evolution of a shear layer between
the nearly stagnant fluid in the breaking region and
the fast-moving underlying flow. From this preliminary data, it appears that the flow at the free
surface near the crest is directed downstream.

[8] Banner, M. L. and Fooks, E.H. 1985. On the
microwave reflectivity of small-scale breaking
water waves. Proc. R. Soc. London Ser. A 399,
93-109.
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Freak Waves—A Three-Dimensional Wave Simulation
K. Trulsen, K. Dysthe (University of Bergen, Norway)

metry (Stansberg 1990). A ratio between the maximum crest height and the associated peak-to-trough
We seek to understand the occurrence of so-called height H in the range 0.6-0.65 is not unusual.
freak waves, extremely large and steep ocean surface
One can often explain frequent events of exwaves. Our basic assumption is that these waves can treme waves at certain geographical locations by the
be produced by nonlinear self modulation of a slowly presence of ocean currents or bottom topography that
modulated wave train. A field experimental record of can cause wave energy to focus in a small area due
a freak wave event is presented, and is shown to com- to refraction, reflection (caustics) and wave trapping.
ply with a description as a weakly nonlinear band- A well known locality with frequent reports of danlimited process. However, existing models for weakly gerous waves is the area off the east coast of South
nonlinear, slowly modulated surface gravity waves, Africa, where the Agulhas current runs southwest
i.e. the third order nonlinear Schrödinger equation along the coast and meets swells from storms farther
and the fourth order modified nonlinear Schrödinger south. Many ships have been lost due to unusually
equation, do not have sufficient resolution in band- high waves in this area (Mallory 1974). These mechwidth. We thus extend the modified nonlinear Schrö- anisms are well understood, and can essentially be
dinger equation by relaxing the narrow bandwidth explained by linear theory.
constraint to make it more suitable for application to
It is, however, not well understood why exa realistic ocean wave spectrum. A split-step Fourier ceptionally large waves can occur in the open ocean,
collocation method is discussed for the numerical so- away from non-uniform currents or bathymetry.
Field measurements of such an event are prelution of the new equation.
sented in figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a time series of the water surface elevation at one particular
1 Introduction
point. The measurements were taken by a downward
pointing radar at 16/11-E in the Norwegian sector
The sudden occurrence of extremely large and steep
of the North Sea on January 1, 1995. We see a high
ocean waves imposes a hazard to fishing boats, ships
wave occurring approximately four and a half minutes
and off-shore oil activities. It is therefore important
after the beginning of the time series. From these
to understand the mechanisms that can give rise to
data we compute the significant waveheight (crestsuch waves.
to-trough) to be 10.8 m, while the maximum waveThe term "freak wave" was apparently intro- height is 25.6 m (we have defined crests/troughs as
duced by Draper (1965). It has been used to denote
the maxima/minima of the time series between zero
single waves that are extremely "unlikely" as judged
crossings, sometimes referred to as z-crests and zby aRayleigh distribution of waveheights (Dean 1990).
troughs). With the ratio 2.36 between the maximum
In practical terms, a waveheight H exceeding the sig- height and the significant height, this wave qualifies
nificant waveheight Hx/3 by a factor 2.2 has been as a freak wave according to the above definitions.
applied as a criterion. Extreme waves occurring in
The corresponding power spectrum is shown in figlaboratory generated irregular wavetrains have been
ure 2. Unfortunately, no measurements on the direcfound to possess a significant crest-to-trough asym-
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tional spread of the wave spectrum is available at the
same location for this event.
The field measurements presented in figures 1
and 2 can be used to get a rough quantitative idea of
the magnitudes of some relevant parameters characterizing these waves. We will describe the wavetrain
as a slow modulation around a central wave (with
wave vector fc0) of the energy spectrum. The central
frequency can be estimated from figure 2 to be f0 ~
0.074 Hz. The depth at 16/11-E is h « 70 m, and
the bottom is virtually horizontal in a large neighborhood of this site. The dispersion relation for gravity
waves on finite depth is

= gktanhkh,

(1)
2

where u = 27r/ and g = 9.8 m/s . The central
wavenumber can be estimated as k0 « 0.024 m_1,
and the normalized inverse depth is (fc0/i)_1 ~ 0.60.
The wave amplitude is seen to be about a « 5 m,
and the central wave steepness is therefore of the order koci « 0.12.
The deviation in frequency (half the width of
the "top" of the spectrum) associated with the slow
modulation can be estimated to be A/ « 0.018 Hz.
As an estimate for frequency bandwidth we therefore
have A///o « 0.24. An estimate of the wavenumber
bandwidth in the direction of the central wave vector
can then be obtained by substituting
u>o ± Aw

and

k = fcn ± Afcii

(2)

into the dispersion relation (1). To linear order in the
bandwidths one has
Afcii
k0

2
Au
1 + 2fc0^csch2fco/i UJQ

(3)

The factor multiplying the frequency bandwidth is
2 for deep water and decreases to unity for decreasing depth. In our case (3) provides the estimate for
the wavenumber bandwidth along the direction of the
central wave vector Afcy/fco « 0.40.
The time series in figure 1 cannot give information on the directional spread in the two horizontal
dimensions. However, these wind-driven wave systems typically have angular deviations between 20°
and 30°. This gives Akj_/k0 ~ (0.36 - 0.58).
We seek to explain the occurrence of freak
waves in the absence of ocean currents or non-uniform
bottom topography by nonlinear self modulation of
a wave train. Even though the wind is essential to
produce the wave spectrum, it can be neglected over
the relatively short scales characteristic for a freak
wave event. The directional spread of the spectrum
is assumed to be important and a three-dimensional
model must therefore be employed.

Figure 1: Ten minute wave elevation time series measured by a downward pointing radar at 16/11-E in
the Norwegian sector of the North Sea. First axis is
time in minutes, second axis is elevation in meters.
Data courtesy of J. I. Dalane and O. T. Gudmestad
of Statoil.
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Figure 2: Power spectrum for the time series in figure 1. The frequency is given in Hertz. Data courtesy
of J. I. Dalane and O. T. Gudmestad of Statoil.

Theoretical models describing the slow space
and time evolution of weakly nonlinear surface gravity waves are generally based on the two assumptions:
that the steepness is small k^a <€. 1, and that the
bandwidth is narrow |Afc|/fc0 < 1- Typically, one
assumes that the steepness and the bandwidth are
of the same order of magnitude 0(e), such that the
leading nonlinear and dispersive effects balance at the
third order C(e3). The resulting amplitude modulation equation is known as the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLS). This equation was pioneered by Benney & Newell (1967) for nonlinear dispersive waves
in general, by Zakharov (1968), Hasimoto & Ono
(1972) and Davey (1972) for gravity waves on deep
water, and by Benney & Roskes (1969) for gravity
waves on finite depth. A modification of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation to fourth-order accuracy
C(e4), which we shall denote the MNLS equation,
was derived by Dysthe (1979) for gravity waves on
infinite depth, with minor modifications for gravity
waves on deep water by Lo & Mei (1985), and by
Brinch-Nielsen & Jonsson (1986) for gravity waves
on finite depth. We here define finite depth, deep
water and infinite depth as (k0h)~l being 0(1), O(e)
and 0, respectively.
The MNLS equation has successfully been
used to model several aspects of the long-time evolution of weakly nonlinear narrow-banded water waves.
It predicts the asymmetric growth of upper and lower
sidebands, accompanied by the forward steepening of
initially symmetric wave-groups as reported in the
experiment of Feir (1967). Enhanced with a highly

simplified model for wave damping due to breaking,
it was shown by Trulsen & Dysthe (1990) that the
MNLS equation can predict the permanent downshift of the carrier wave frequency, which was observed experimentally by Lake et al. (1977). Furthermore, with the additional enhancement of a model
for wind growth due to Plant (1982) and damping
by wave breaking, it was shown by Trulsen & Dysthe
(1992) that the MNLS equation can also predict that
a strong wind can stabilize Stokes waves such that
modulational instability and frequency downshift are
suppressed. This was observed experimentally by
Bliven et al. (1986). The MNLS equation was employed by Hara k Mei (1991) to predict downshift
of the carrier wave frequency for waves forced by a
weak wind and damped by eddy viscosity. There has
also been recent work further investigating the downshift by the addition of damping terms to the MNLS
equation (e.g. Uchiyama & Kawahara 1994; Kato &
Oikawa 1995). These applications all consider evolution in one horizontal dimension.
For application of the MNLS equation to describe the situation in figures 1 and 2, we observe that
the central wave steepness is within the domain of
validity of the MNLS equation, but the bandwidth is
not. Therefore, an improved model is called for that
can describe broader bandwidth wave trains. To this
end the Zakharov integral equation (Zakharov 1968;
Crawford, Saffman & Yuen 1980; Stiassnie & Shemer
1984) has been developed to avoid the limitation in
bandwidth altogether. This additional generality has
the price of making the Zakharov equation unnecessarily expensive to solve numerically for the present
problem. In order to maintain the relative simplicity
of the MNLS equation, it is desirable to look for ways
to relax the bandwidth constraint, while keeping the
same accuracy in nonlinearity.
Even though the waves in figure 1 are not on
deep water, we limit the present discussion to waves
on deep water. In section 2 we first review the NLS
and MNLS equations, and then summarize a new
modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation for broader
bandwidths by requiring |Afc|/fc = 0(e?) while keeping the same accuracy in nonlinearity (Trulsen & Dysthe 1996). The new equation will be denoted the
BMNLS equation. The resolution in bandwidth can
be assessed by comparison between predicted and exact stability results for Stokes waves, and the new
equation has been found to be in good conformance
with the resolution required by the above order-ofmagnitude analysis. An extension to finite depth has
been derived by us, and will be reported in the future.
The BMNLS equation can be solved numerically with periodic boundary conditions in two hor-
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izontal dimensions by a split-step Fourier collocation
method. This method has been successfully used to
solve the MNLS equation in one horizontal dimension
by Lo k Mei (1985) and Trulsen & Dysthe (1990,
1992), and in two horizontal dimensions by Lo &
Mei (1987). The NLS equation has been found to
be unsuitable for computations of the evolution of
a Stokes wave in two horizontal dimensions (Martin
& Yuen 1980) because the unboundedness of the region of instability of Stokes waves in the Afc plane
can cause energy to be leaked to high spectral components. Lo & Mei (1987) found that this energy
leakage was suppressed by the higher-order corrections of the MNLS equation. In section 4 we review
the numerical method for application to the BMNLS
equation.
Experiments (Stansberg 1990) have shown
that extreme waves (H < 2F1/3) may also occur
for essentially two-dimensional waves. Yasuda et al.
(1992) have made two-dimensional simulations based
on a method of Dommermuth & Yue (1987). They
claim to see freak events that are similar to those
observed in nature. Further two-dimensional computations have been carried out by Baldock & Swan
(1994) and Taylor & Haagsma (1994) based on Fourier
expansion of the potential flow equations.
We believe that three-dimensional wave modulation is important and plan to use the BMNLS
equation to carry out fully three-dimensional computations of a spectrum that is statistically stationary
and homogeneous, similar to the energetic part of a
realistic ocean wave spectrum. Our interests include
the occurrence, parametric dependence and dynamics of freak waves. This work is underway and will be
reported in the future. Preliminary numerical results
are briefly discussed in section 5, revealing that evolution in two and three dimensions are qualitatively
different

2

Evolution equations for
narrow-banded irregular
waves on deep water

We start with the equations for the velocity potential (f)(t,x,z) and surface displacement ({t,x) of an
incompressible fluid with uniform depth h,
V2(/> = 0

for

-h<z<(,

dC

+

,g

+

(6)

and the bottom condition
-f = 0
oz

= -h.

at

(7)

The horizontal position vector is x = (x,y), the vertical coordinate is z, and V = (gj, ^, gj).
Subject to the assumptions
k0a = O{e),
\Ak\/k0 = 0(e),

(8)

1

(fco/i)" = 0(e),
we employ the harmonic expansions of the velocity
potential and surface displacement,
0 = 0 + I Ue,e+koZ + A2e2^e+koz) + ■■■ + c.c.) ,
(9)
i8

C

2iB

= {+l(Be +B2e

+ --- + c.c),

(10)

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate, and the
phase is 6 = k0x - u0t for a wave with central wave
vector in the z-direction. The slow drift <j> and setdown C as well as the harmonic amplitudes A, A2,...,
B,B2,... are functions of the slow modulation variables ex and et. Additionally, <£ depends on the slow
vertical variable ez, while A,A2,... depend on the
basic vertical coordinate z.
The leading-order perturbation problem for
the first harmonic simply requires that the dispersion
relation for deep-water gravity waves must be satisfied
Jl=gkü.
(11)
In the following, results have been made dimensionless by the substitutions
u0t
k0(x,z)
k0(B,Bn,C)
k%u}öl(A,An,<i>)

(x,z),
(B,Bn,Q,
(A,An,4>). )

(12)

Hence, the ordering parameter e is implied in the variables, but does not appear explicitly.
At the third order C(e3), the celebrated nonlinear Schrödinger equation is obtained for the slow
evolution of A

(4)

with the surface conditions at z = (
g

dd>

|W,.+ >V,.VW)' = 0.(5)
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dA
IdA
~dt+2dx

+

id2 A
8dx2

iw+^A=0-(13)

At the fourth order 0(e4), we get the coupled evolution equations for A and cj> known as the
modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation,
dA
IdA
+
dt
2dx

+

id2 A
Sdx2

id2 A
4dy2

i
2
21 '

1 d3A
3 d3A
+
16 dx3 ' 8dxdy2
+ L4

+

0

dx

V2 = 0

at

for

at

50

=o

at

B

(16)
(17)

z = —h

In order to improve the resolution in bandwidth, we employ the new assumptions on the dimensional variables
k0a = 0(e),
(18)

\Ak\/ko = 0(ei),
1

(koh)' = 0(ei).
The previous harmonic expansions of the velocity potential (9) and surface displacement (10) can still be
used, but now <f>, (, A, A2, ■ ■ •, B, B2, ■ ■ ■ are functions
of the new slightly faster modulation variables e^x
and eh. Additionally, (j> now depends on the new
slightly faster vertical variable e^z.
We insist on keeping the same accuracy in
nonlinearity as in the MNLS equation. Since none of
the fourth-order contributions here are fourth-order
nonlinear, it suffices to consider the new equation
only up to order C(e35). Carrying the perturbation
analysis through in a similarfashion, the coupled evolution equations for A and <p now become

?A

2

l^A

2

3

idA

idA

1 ÖA
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2
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" °

3
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64 dx3dy2
64 dxdy4
21 ' fe
4
dx
at

dx
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z=0
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2
-±=l2ÖX
^-\A\
1
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at

dz

z=0
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8dy
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4 dy2
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^

1 .d2A . 3 fcMY

8 3i2 + 8 vaxy
ÖAx2
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3
4

(25)

3i ,o

B3 = --A3.

(26)

For numerical solution of the governing equations it is convenient to transform into a moving coordinate system to eliminate the leading order advection with the group velocity of the central wavenumber cg = \. Hence we may introduce the transformations
x - cgt = £
and
t = r,
(27)
where r is a slow evolution time coordinate.
It has been found advantageous to use the
different moving transformation (Lo & Mei 1985)
x/cg - t = £

and

x = V,

(28)

where r] is a slow evolution space coordinate measuring the fetch. The faster coordinate £ is now the
negative time seen by a stationary observer.

3

Stability of Stokes waves

The three evolution equations presented herein (NLS,
MNLS and BMNLS) all have the uniform Stokes wave
as an exact solution. It is given by
A = A0e-i|j4o|2<

and

4> = 0-

(29)

The surface displacement can then be expressed as

_^^e-¥l^|2<+3ö+c.c.|.

(20)

Upon making the substitutions B0 = i(A0 + |Ao) and
9 = 0 - t\A0\2t, we recover the familiar form of the
Stokes wave expansion accurate to the third order

(21)

where
16 dx21 '

. . ÖA
ax

(19)

(22)
-h
at z
=0
dz
The surface displacement is expressed by (10),

dt

1 .o
2

C = \ {i (AO + \Al) e-i^l2^ - i^e-^l2^

dl

^
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1 ö3A 3 d3A
+ -X16 dx3 8 dxdy2

3id4A
+ -\A\2A, (24)
32 a?/4
8

5i d4A
15i <94,4
+
32 dx2dy2
128 dx4

(15)

2 =0

lA+
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(14)

z=0

- h< z < 0

2ÖX1 '

dz

tfdA*
4
dx

IdA id2 A id2 A
2~dx~ + 8dx2~ 4 Ö2/2

1

3|1|2M
T l dx

(30)

C = B0cosfl+ißgcos2ö+-Bgcos3ö.
(31)
2
o
The stability of the Stokes wave can be investigated by assuming small perturbations in amplitude
and phase of the form

(23)
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yl = Ao(l + a' + i0')e-i^,

(32)

now with A0 real, having the plane wave solution
J(\x + ßy-üt)

+ C.C.

(33)

The linear dispersion relation for this perturbation
for the NLS equation is given by

"--"--Al

4

8

4

°

primary instability regions that are bounded, and
they have the most unstable perturbations located
at isolated points near the origin. The BMNLS equation confines the instability region even better than
the MNLS equation. This confinement of the instability region resolves the problem of energy leakage
reported by Marin & Yuen (1980) for numerical computations with the NLS equation.

(34)

while for the MNLS and BMNLS equations we have
0 = P±JQ

(Q

- Al + A20 ^ coth(Kh)\ + ^A40\2
(35)

where
P=

PMVLS = \X +

Q =

^A3 - hß2 + ^A%\,

QMNLS

— ö^ -

TM

i

(36)
(37)
0.7

for the MNLS equation, while
P=

PBMNLS

Q=

1,
1 ^ 3l2
= 2 A + I^A ~ g M

<2BMNLS

=

öA

—

+

(38)

Figure 3: Instability regions for ^o = 0.12:
,
BMNLS; —, MNLS; • • •, NLS. Most unstable perturbation: *, BMNLS; o, MNLS; - ■, NLS.

(39)

4

TM

128A
32A/X + 32M'
for the BMNLS equation, and where
K = y/X2 + ^.

0.8

(40)

Numerical method

The split-step Fourier collocation method previously
used by Lo & Mei (1985, 1987) and Trulsen & Dysthe (1990, 1992) for the MNLS equation has been
implemented for the BMNLS equation. The method
is briefly reviewed here.
The governing equations for A (subject to
the transformation (27) can be written in the form

Stokes waves are not representative of realistic ocean waves like those shown in figure 1. However,
the enhanced resolution in bandwidth of the BMNLS
equation can conveniently be assessed by comparing
the predicted instability of Stokes waves with exact
ÖA
(41)
= LA + N(A)
results. Such detailed comparisons are presented in
dr
Trulsen & Dysthe (1996). The new equation has been
found to have good resolution in bandwidth for the where L is a linear spatial differential operator and
characteristic steepness and bandwidths discussed in N is & nonlinear function of A.
The solution is assumed to be periodic in £
the introduction.
and
y.
If we let both periods be 27r, the discrete
In figure 3 we show the characteristic shapes
Fourier
transform
of A is defined as
of the unstable domains in the (A,/x) plane for the
three evolution equations when A0 = 0.12. The NLS
Af-l /V-l
1
42
equation has an unbounded instability region with
most unstable perturbations continuously distributed
m—O n=0
along the hyperbola A2/4 - /x2/2 = A\. The higherorder modified nonlinear Schrödinger equations have where £m = 2nm/M and yn = 2-nn/N.

^ — EE^^)^™^ ( )
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The linear part LA is characterized by highorder spatial derivatives, which normally suggests that
the time-step must be small to maintain numerical
stability. The linear differential equation
(43)
OT

can be solved exactly and efficiently in Fourier space
by multiplication of each Fourier mode by a constant,

dA„
dr

— ^m,n^*-Ti

(44)

The nonlinear part N(A) contains no higher than first
derivatives, and the nonlinear equation
dA
dr

N(A)

to notice that in the experiment of Lake et al. (1977)
where the downshift was first reported, the wave tank
was three times wider than the central wavelength.
Other experiments reporting downshift have also used
wide tanks. Narrow-banded oblique sideband modulation is therefore possible, and can be investigated
with the BMNLS equation. From our numerical computations, we find that the conservative evolution in
three dimensions is qualitatively different from that
in two dimensions: The peak frequency in the wave
spectrum can be permanently downshifted (for the
duration of the numerical computation). We intend
to published these results elsewhere.

6

(45)

Conclusion

We seek to understand the occurrence of freak waves
can be solved by an explicit one-step scheme in phys- by nonlinear self modulation of a slowly modulated
ical space. A numerical solution for (41) can there- weakly nonlinear wave train, for which ocean currents
fore be obtained by a split-step method where the or non-uniform bottom topography can be neglected.
linear and nonlinear parts are alternately solved in Field observations have been presented, suggesting
Fourier and physical space. The order of accuracy of that the wave conditions leading to freak waves can be
this scheme is limited by the fact that the linear and described as a narrow-banded weakly nonlinear wave
nonlinear operators do not commute. Thus with the train. However, the required bandwidth is wider than
iteration ... NL... the method is first order accurate the constraints imposed by the existing fourth order
provided the integration scheme for (45) is at least modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation of Dysthe
first order accurate. With the iteration ... NLLN... (1979).
We have derived a new modified nonlinear
the method is second order accurate provided the inSchrödinger
equation valid for broader bandwidths,
tegration scheme for (45) is at least second order acwhich is more appropriate for a realistic ocean wave
curate.
spectrum. This paper is limited to a discussion of the
new broader bandwidth equation for deep water, and
5 Preliminary numerical results a description of a numerical method for its solution.
Preliminary numerical results indicate that
We here briefly mention some preliminary results on the evolution of a wave spectrum in two and three
the evolution of a wave spectrum in two and three dimensions are qualitatively different.
dimensions.
Extension of the modified nonlinear SchröIt is well known that the two-dimensional dinger equation for finite depth to broader bandwidth
conservative evolution of a Stokes wave according to is necessary to properly deal with the field measurethe NLS, MNLS and Zakharov integral equations ex- ments presented above.
hibit cyclical modulation and demodulation (recurrence) provided the Stokes wave has been perturbed
Stimulating discussions with Dr. Anne Karin
on few of its unstable sidebands. If the Stokes wave Magnusson of The Norwegian Meteorological Instihas been perturbed on several unstable sidebands, the tute (DNMI/Bergen) are gratefully acknowledged. We
simple cyclical behavior disappears, and the evolu- thank J. I. Dalane and O. T. Gudmestad of Station becomes more complicated. The peak frequency toil for providing the field experimental data. This
in the wave spectrum can be temporarily upshifted research has been supported by the Norwegian Reand downshifted, but there is no tendency of a per- search Council through a post doctoral fellowship
manent shift. It is generally assumed that the fre- (NFR 109328/410) and a grant for computing time
quency downshift observed in long wave tanks (Lake (Programme for Supercomputing).
et al. 1977) is due to dissipation and wave breaking
(Trulsen & Dysthe 1990; Tulin 1996).
The three-dimensional evolution of waves has
so far not been extensively studied. It is worthwhile
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DISCUSSION

what is its statistical significance?

C.T. Stansberg
Norwegian Marine Technology Research Institute,
Norway

Although the complete answering of these
questions is probably far ahead, the forthcoming simulation work announced in the paper
will be valuable contributions on the subject,
and are being looked forward to.

The paper presents an interesting approach for
extending the Modified Nonlinear Schrodinger
Equation (MNLS), previously developed for
tweakly nonlinear, narrow-banded deep-water
waves, to more broad-banded spectral conditions.
The principles and procedures of the approach are
described, while final numerical simulations have
not yet been carried out. In the future, further
development including finite water depths and
multidirectional waves are also planned. By this,
the authors seek to explain the occurrence of
extraordinarily large ("freak") wave events
observed in the real ocean. The work is based on
previous works by the same authors, demonstrating
the performance of the existing MNLS model for
slowly varying envelope waves. This model is
believed to work quite well for such waves, in fact
recent experiments on bichromatic deep-water
unidirectional waves in a long channel (Stansberg
1995) have further confirmed its validity.
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DISCUSSION
O.T. Gudmestad
STATOIL, Norway

The question is whether the same model is capable
of explaining extreme waves occurring in the fullscale conditions presented in Figures 1 & 2. It will
therefore be quite interesting to see the forthcoming results from the simulations. I have some
comments to this problem, based on recent
experimental results:

The development of the fourth order modified
nonlinear Schrodinger equation for narrow
banded deep water waves [Dysthe, 1979]
represented an important contribution to the
understanding of non-linear waves. This paper
has been much referred to in the literature. The
present modification for a relaxed narrow
bandwidth constraint is very much welcome
and contributes to further understanding of nonlinear wave processes in deep waters.

1. One has reason to believe that increased spectral
bandwidth as well as multidirectionality will
reduce the growth of nonlinear self-modulations.
This has, for example, been experimentally
demonstrated in Standsberg (1994), where these
effects have been systematically investigated. It
may possibly be explained by the reduced
"lifetime" of wave groups.
Other recent
experiments (not yet published) also indicate that
self-modulation instabilities are less pronounced in
finite water conditions, which may be due to
change of the dispersion relation as well as the
increasing presence of other bottom-induced
processes. As a result, we can raise the following
questions:

The offshore industry is at present very
interested in obtaining detailed knowledge
about wave processes in steep waves as these
contribute to transient higher order loading of
slender structures (Stansberg and Gudmestad,
1996). Given a more exact description of the
velocity potential as obtained by Trulsen and
Dysthe, it will be possible to obtain more exact
values for velocity and acceleration terms
whereby the loading can be estimated with
higher accuracy also in steep waves. The
industry is looking forward to the continuation
of this promising research.

2.
How dominating will the self-modulation
instability effects be relative to other physical
processes in the full scale wave condition
presented in the paper? And if the extreme event
in Figure 1 is due to such self-modulation effects,
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AUTHORS' REPLY
According to the theoretical work of Alber (1978),
the self-modulational instability disappears when
the spectral bandwidth (a) exceeds a critical value
that is proportional to the mean square slope
kl C,1 . His stability criterion seems to be satisfied
in most sea conditions. The absence of the selfmodulation instability does not mean that nonlinear
interactions are unimportant.
In the spectral regime, they are at least partly
responsible for the downshift of the spectral peak.
That is a slow statistical effect described by the
Hasselman type interaction integral. Only when
the spectral bandwidth is small (subcritical in
Alber's sense) can a rapid downshift take place, as
demonstrated by us.
In the spatial regime, the nonlinear interaction may
have unexpected effects yet to be explored.
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Bluff Body Hydrodynamics
P. Bearman
(Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, United Kingdom)

A bluff body can be defined as a body that,
as a result of its shape, has separated flow over a
substantial part of its surface. An important feature
of a bluff body flow is that there is a very strong
interaction between the viscous and inviscid regions.
If we consider that at the moment of starting the flow
is attached, then the adverse pressure gradients that
this flow imposes on the boundary layer will be too
great to sustain the attachment. Separation may
occur either from sharp edges or from a continuous
surface. Prediction of separation position from a
continuous surface is particularly difficult because it
depends on both the characteristics of the upstream
boundary layer and on the structure of the near wake
region. Also the separation position may move in
response to pressure gradients imposed by unsteady
flow features in the wake. Usually bluff bodies
induce flow separation at positions where the
velocity at the edge of the boundary layer is higher
than the free stream velocity. This leads to a high
rate of shedding of circulation which in turn leads to
a high drag. Also due to the generation and shedding
of coherent vortices, large unsteady forces may
develop, particularly in a direction transverse to the
flow direction.

SUMMARY
This paper presents some issues related to
the fluid dynamics of bluff bodies in steady currents
and in oscilatory flows. The importance of vortex
shedding and its three-dimensional structure, even
from two-dimensional geometries, is discussed.
Vortex shedding patterns from a circular cylinder in
oscillatory flow are reviewed. The potential for
applying CFD in bluff body hydrodynamics is
discussed and results are presented for the forces on
a fixed cylinder and for the response of a flexible
cylinder.
INTRODUCTION
Bluff body hydrodynamics is a general term
that may be used in the naval field to describe the
study of hydrodynamics of floating and fixed
structures that generate significant regions of
separated flow. Clearly bluff body aerodynamics and
bluff body hydrodynamics are closely related but in
the naval context the presence of an air/water
interface and surface waves introduce additional
phenomena that are absent in aerodynamic flows. A
common feature of bluff body flows is that they are
complex and often difficult to predict. In practical
naval bluff body flows, Reynolds numbers are
usually high and in a range where disturbances are
massively amplified through instability mechanisms.
This leads to both turbulence, i.e. multi-scale,
random, three-dimensional motion, and the
generation and shedding of large coherent vortex
structures. Both types of motion may have a
profound effect on the fluid loading of marine
structures.

Ships are usually designed to avoid large
areas of flow separation in forward motion, although
in practice there may be some separation at the
stern. However, when moored or when manoeuvring
at low speeds the relative flow velocity due to
currents, waves and perhaps large roll motion may
induce substantial separations. For example, to help
minimise the response of moored vessels used by the
oil industry for floating production and storage
offshore (FPSOs), it is important to have reliable
systems in place to control the heading. However,
the traditional types of floating and fixed offshore
structure used for oil recovery can expect waves and
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currents from any direction and they are designed
using bluff cross sections, such as the circle and the
square. Hence the offshore structure designer needs
to have some knowledge of bluff body
hydrodynamics.

effects is treated as a form of hydrodynamic damping
which is considered as independent of the primary
loading which is developed by waves. This is an
attractive approach but there is a need to validate
how successfully flows can be superposed in this
way.

Within the field of naval architecture ideal
flow theory has been used very successfully to
estimate wave-induced motions and loads on large
floating structures. However, it cannot be used to
model realistically phenomena resulting from the
viscous nature of water such as boundary layers, flow
separation and vortex generation and shedding. Bluff
body hydrodynamics is concerned with real fluids
and with understanding the effects of
flow
separation. Traditionally bluff body flows have been
studied experimentally
with relatively simple
models developed to provide ways of correlating
data. As computer power has increased more and
more CFD studies of bluff body flows are becoming
available, based on numerical simulations of the
unsteady Navier Stokes equations. In some
applications, such as predicting the slow drift
response of moored structures, predictions from ideal
flow theory are being combined with results from
bluff body research. The drag arising from viscous

Circular cross-section members are a
common form used in offshore structures and hence
it is fortunate that the circular cylinder is also the
most studied bluff body shape. It has geometric
simplicity enabling models to be easily manufactured
for basic experimental research. Its simple form also
makes it attractive as a representative bluff body for
CFD investigations. Much of this paper will be
concerned with the circular cylinder but such a great
deal of research has been carried out using this shape
that it is impossible to provide a comprehensive
review within the confines of a single paper. Basic
questions that will be addressed include: does a bluff
body with a two-dimensional geometry placed in a
uniform stream generate a two-dimensional flow,
what new phenomena appear when a bluff body is
placed in waves and how successfully can CFD be
used to predict loading and response of bluff bodies?
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Figure 1 Base Pressure Coefficient versus Reynolds Number for a Circular Cylinder (Roshko (1))
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BLUFF BODIES IN A CURRENT
The sensitivity of circular cylinder flow to varying
the Reynolds number, Re, where Re = UD/v and U is
current velocity, D cylinder diameter and u
kinematic viscosity is well illustrated in figure 1
from Roshko(l). Here the pressure in the separated
region, or the base pressure, is plotted as a pressure
coefficient, Cpjj, for a wide range of Reynolds
numbers. The variations in Cpb with increasing Re
are linked to the growth of disturbances occuring in
different regions of the flow; first in the near wake,
then in the free shear layers and finally in the
boundary layer. Disturbances introduced externally,
say by turbulence in the approaching flow or by
surface roughness, may modify the shape of figure 1.
In an ocean environment roughness, in the form of
various species of marine life, may attach itself to a
cylinder and substantially change the fluid loading.
This often leads to increased drag and stronger
vortex shedding. In this paper it will not be possible
to discuss these aspects in detail and bluff body
surfaces will be assumed smooth and approaching
currents will have minimal levels of turbulence.

Figure 2 Universal Strouhal No versus Reynolds No
for a variety of bluff body shapes (Griffin (4))
experimental error and physical processes of
secondary importance which have only a weak effect
on the shedding frequency.
Above a Reynolds number of about 150 to
200, vortex shedding from nominally twodimensional bluff bodies exhibits certain threedimensional characteristics, irrespective of how
carefully the experiment is carried out. A simple way
of quantifying this three-dimensionality is to
measure the spanwise correlation length of some
property related to vortex shedding, such as
fluctuating pressure on the body surface, fluctuating
velocity in the wake or local fluctuating lift. For
many shapes of bluff body the correlation length at
moderate and high Reynolds numbers is equal to just
a few body diameters. This length cannot be
predicted theoretically and the mechanisms
responsible for limiting spanwise correlation are not
fully understood. A number of authors have
presented measurements of the spanwise correlation
length for flows with regular vortex shedding. For
example, Szepessy (5) has investigated the
correlation of vortex shedding from a circular
cylinder at a high subcritical Reynolds number.
While on average vortices are shed parallel to the
cylinder axis, he shows that instantaneously there are
substantial variations in the phase of vortex shedding
over relatively short spanwise distances.

The vortex shedding frequency, n, is
normally presented in non-dimensional form as a
Strouhal number, S, where S=nD/U The value of the
Stouhal number varies from one bluff body to
another and, as in the case of a circular cylinder, it
may change with changing Re. In general, thebluffer
the body then the lower the value of S. A number of
researchers have proposed that if Strouhal number is
based on appropriate wake parameters then it should
take a universal value, regardless of body shape. The
best known universal Strouhal number, S , is that
due to Roshko(2). He proposed that rather than use
the free stream velocity, the velocity just outside the
shear layer at separation, Ujj, should appear in S
This velocity is related to the base pressure by the
expression Ub= U(l - Cpb)'/2. Also he argued that
the length scale in the universal Strouhal number
should be related to the distance between the free
shear layers as they roll up to form vortices. He
obtained this length theoretically using a notched
hodograph method (Roshko(3)). Later other workers,
most notably Griffin (4), carried out experiments to
measure this distance for a large range of bluff body
shapes. A compilation of results for a variety of
bluff bodies, gathered together by Griffin, is plotted
in figure 2 where it can be seen that a roughly
constant value of S* is obtained. The scatter in this
data arises most likely from two causes:

Gerrard (6) was one of the first to study in
detail the three-dimensionality of cylinder wakes. He
identified three important ways in which vortex
shedding may deviate from a two-dimensional form:
oblique shedding in which vortices are shed at a
small angle to the cylinder axis, the splitting or
dislocation of vortices of similar sign and the
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dimensional
simulation
schemes
generally
overestimate the root mean square value of
fluctuating lift, in some cases by substantial
amounts. This observation has been substantiated by
Graham (15) who gathered together numerical
predictions for circular cylinder flow and compared
them with experimental results. He found that above
a Reynolds number of 150 the mean and fluctuating
forces were generally over predicted, with the largest
differences occurring in the fluctuating lift. It should
also be noted that measured time histories of
fluctuating lift show a pronounced amplitude
modulation whereas simulated time histories mostly
display a constant amplitude, once the flow has
settled. While some of the differences between
measurement and prediction may be due to problems
in modelling turbulence it seems likely that the
three-dimensional features of vortex shedding should
also be modelled. It is interesting to note that several
researchers have developed three-dimensional
simulation programs to predict nominally twodimensional bluff body flow. Generally the results
from this approach show a closer agreement with
experiment.

looping of vortices across to the other side of the
wake. Vortex looping is a particularly strong form of
three-dimensionality in which a vortex joins with
one or more vortices of opposite sign on the other
side of the wake. Examples of where it might occur
are at a free end or where a bluff body meets a wall.
Experiments by Williamson (7), Eisenlohr and
Eckelmann (8) and Hammache and Gharib (9) on a
circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers up to about
150, have all shown that two-dimensional vortex
shedding may only be obtained if the cylinder end
conditions are very carefully controlled. At higher
Reynolds numbers it is still possible to influence the
flow by adjusting the end conditions but it is no
longer possible to preserve the instantaneous flow in
a two dimensional state. A vortex dislocation, or
split, has been shown by Eisenlohr and Eckelmann
(8) to occur when there is a spanwise variation in the
frequency of vortex shedding and it is a means by
which vortices of similar sign can connect with each
other at a boundary between cells with different
shedding frequencies.
The types of three-dimensional vortex
motion most often found in the wakes of nominally
two-dimensional bluff bodies are oblique shedding
and vortex dislocation. Bearman and Tombazis (10)
visualised the flow in the wake of a two-dimensional
blunt-trailing-edge model fitted with end plates and
mounted in a water tunnel. The Reynolds number of
their experiment, based on trailing-edge thickness,
was 2,500 and they found that departures from twodimensional vortex shedding appear to occur at
random points along the span and at irregular time
intervals. Both oblique shedding and vortex
dislocations were observed. At this higher Reynolds
number there is three-dimensional motion related to
spanwise instabilities of the Karman vortices
(Triantafyllou
(11)),
smaller
scale
threedimensionality due to shear layer instability (Wei
and Smith (12)) and three-dimensional motion
associated with turbulence generated in the flow past
the bluff body. To what extent these motions interact
is unknown.

Key three-dimensional features of the wake
of a nominally two-dimensional body appear
apparently randomly in time and space. Using a
blunt-trailing-edge model, Bearman and Tombazis
(10) decided to try to control locations along the
span by applying a mild geometric disturbance in the
form of a wavy trailing edge. It is not immediately
apparent that applying a spanwise wave to the
trailing edge of a constant thickness blunt-trailingedge model will affect the vortex shedding frequency
selection process. Two interesting possibilities
present themselves: if the vortex formation length is
constant along the span then the vortices themselves
will be wavy or, if the vortices are two-dimensional,
then the base pressure is likely to vary along the span
since the vortex formation length varies.
It is well known, for example Bearman
(16), that the phase of vortex shedding along the
span of a bluff body can be synchronised by
oscillating the body or the flow at the shedding
frequency. Such a situation arises when a flexible
bluff body is excited into oscillation by vortex
shedding. A certain threshold amplitude has to be
exceeded before extensive regions of correlated
vortex shedding are achieved.
During these
oscillations, which occur over a range of flow speed,
the vortex shedding frequency becomes locked to the
body
oscillation
frequency.
Under
these

Since the primary instability mode in the
wake of a two-dimensional bluff body is itself twodimensional, as discussed by Monkewitz and Nguyen
(13), it is reasonable to suppose that twodimensional numerical simulation schemes should
be able to successfully predict bluff body flows.
However, Szepessy and Bearman (14) measured the
fluctuating lift on a thin section of a large aspect
ratio circular cylinder and found that two-
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which was either straight or in the form of a
sinusoidal wave. In the wind tunnel experiments the
mean chord of the models along their spans was
190mm and the semi-major axis of the nose section
was 120mm and the semi-minor axis was 15mm.
The remainder of each model was parallel sided
giving a base height of 30mm. Eight models were
constructed in order to be able to study the effect on
the flow of both base wavelength, L, and base peakto-peak wave height, w. A diagram of a typical
model is shown in figure 3. The Reynolds number
range, using model base height as the reference
length, was from 20,000 to 60,000. Flow
visualisation was performed at a Reynolds number of
2,500 in a water flume. As an initial comparison
between the various models, the spanwise
distribution of mean base pressure was measured.
For the straight trailing-edge model a constant value
of Cpfo was found in a spanwise region of 10h
around the mid-span. The value obtained of -0.585 is
in good agreement with previous measurements of
Bearman (17).

circumstances the flow is highly two-dimensional
and it is likely that a two-dimensional, direct
numerical simulation code will provide accurate
predictions.
INFLUENCE OF
DISTURBANCE

A

THREE-DIMENSIONAL

In order to study three dimensional aspects
of bluff body wakes, Bearman and Tombazis (10)
deliberately introduced three-dimensionally by
modifying the base of a bluff body. Wind tunnel and
water flume experiments were carried out on a
number of bluff body models, each with a nose in the
shape of a half ellipse and with a blunt trailing edge

L
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Tanner (18), working with models having a
similar cross-sectional shape to the ones studied
here, found that by "breaking" the separation line
along the span he could achieve significant drag
reduction. In accordance with his results, the wavy
models have higher (less negative) values of Cpj,.
The distributions of base pressure coefficient along a
half wavelength of the various wavy models (all with
a wave height w of 15mm) are shown in figure 4.
Measurements on all the wavy models showed
distributions of base pressure values that repeated
themselves over the spanwise waves between the end
plates. A notable feature in figure 4 is that the
steeper the wave, where steepness=w/L, the larger
the drag reduction. Compared to the straight-edge
model, the drag reduction for the models with
w/L=0.09,0.10,0.11,0.13 and 0.14 is about
10%,16%,24%,25% and 34% respectively.
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A further important feature of figure 4 is the
significant difference between the measured values
of Cpb at a peak and a valley. All wavy models show
a similar trend, with a peak exhibiting less negative
values of Cpb than a valley. For the model with
L=148mm and w/L=0.1, the value at the valley is
about -0.48, with Cpp smoothly increasing to a
maximum of -0.44 at the peak. It should be noted
that from y/L=0.2 to y/L=0.5 (a valley) the base
pressure remains quite constant, the main variations
being observed for y/L<0.2, i.e. close to the peak.

L=148mn
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Figure 3 Model with a Sinusoidal Trailing Edge
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Figure 5 Velocity spectra for a model with w/L =
0.1, at different spanwise positions

Figure 4 Variation of Base Pressure Coefficient for
models with different wavelengths, L; y/L = 0
corresponds to a peak in the base.

least at some times, we have two cells within this
spanwise region, corresponding to a half-wavelength
of the trailing edge, shedding at different
frequencies. Further, it follows that it is highly likely
that there is some form of vortex splitting occurring
at the boundary between the cells. The velocity
spectra for all wavy models follow a similar pattern.
Figure 6 shows spectra measured at the peaks of the
various wavy models together with the spectrum for
the straight trailing-edge model. As the wave
steepness, w/L, increases so the higher of the two
shedding frequencies become more and more
distinct.

Power spectra of the velocity records
obtained from hot-wire probes were calculated in
order to determine the characteristic frequencies of
the wakes of the various models. For the straightedge model the Strouhal number, obtained using the
frequency for the dominant peak in a power
spectrum, was 0.24 and this is in agreement with the
value obtained by Bearman (17).
Figure 5 shows velocity spectra for the wavy
model with w/L=0.1, measured at different spanwise
distances, y, from the peak in a wave. The main
characteristic is the presence of two shedding
frequencies with one at a Strouhal number of
S=0.24, referred to later as fi, and the other at
S=0.29, referred to as fj . At a peak in the base the
lower of the two frequencies is the stronger, but as
we move towards a valley it weakens (becoming
almost undetectable at y/L=0.333) and the high
frequency component becomes increasingly strong.
The presence of the two frequencies suggests that, at

The existence of a dual frequency
characteristic has been demonstrated by measuring
power spectra of fluctuating velocity but what does
this means from a physical point of view? We cannot
be sure that both of the main peaks in a power
spectrum of velocity necessarily reflect the frequency
of vortex shedding (at some time instants, at least) at
that spanwise position. Does the dual frequency
indicate a simultaneous presence of two frequencies,
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0.2
Reduced Frequency

Figure 6 Velocity spectra measured at the peaks of
models with various wave steepnesses, w/L
Figure 7 Visualisation in the wake of a model with
w/L = 0.1, showing successive shedding cycles in the
symmetric mode

e.g. a signal like C1*sin(27tf1t)+C2*sin(27rf'2t), or
does it represent an interval of C]*sin(2itf]t),
followed by an interval at C2*sin(27tf2t)? In the
main it appears that at a particular spanwise position
the vortices shed for a while at one frequency and
then switch to the other frequency.

have bent further back. It appears that when this
bowing angle becomes too large then vortex splitting
occurs and the vortex from the peak links up with
two vortices from each adjacent valley. Eisenlohr
and Eckelmann (8) also identified the large oblique
bowing angle as one of the characteristics of vortex
splitting. Image (d) follows a similar pattern with
vortex splitting once again being very pronounced,
while from (e) to (h) the phase difference between
the two cells reduces and the vortex filaments then
become straight again.

Flow visualisation performed in the water
flume confirmed the cellular nature of the wake of
the sinusoidal trailing-edge model. Figure 7 shows a
sequence which indicates the low-frequency
periodicity of vortex splitting. The images were
extracted from a video tape, with the shots being
roughly one shedding cycle apart. From (a) there is
little to indicate the complicated three-dimensional
nature of the flow. One shedding cycle later, at (b),
the cell at the peak has delayed its vortex shedding
by a small amount. The vortices from the two
neighbouring
valleys
bow
backwards
to
accommodate this delay. At (c), another cycle later, a
further delay at the peak seems to have brought the
two cells out of phase. The vortices from the valleys

An interesting feature of this flow is the
persistent way each cell stays at its selected
frequency, acting like an oscillator operating at its
own characteristic frequency. Even in figures 7 (a)
and (b), where the vortices appear to be fairly
straight and undisturbed, the cell at the peak is
shedding vortices at a slower rate than that at the
567

associated with a valley and shedding at {2, that
extend up to the peak and link up in that region.
Another possibility is that there are three cells with
shedding frequencies fj at one valley, f1 at the peak
and f2 again at the other valley. The dislocations
would then follow a pattern similar to that for the
symmetric mode described earlier. It was found that
for transition to occur between the symmetric and
the oblique modes, both kinds (two-cell and threecell) of antisymmetric mode must exist.

adjacent valleys. So that even though the flow may at
certain instants seem two-dimensional, the
underlying physical mechanisms are always threedimensional.
In the sequence of pictures in figure 7 the
flow is symmetric with respect to the peak. Flow
visualisation revealed a total of four modes, here
termed symmetric, antisymmetric (two types) and
oblique. The oblique mode can be seen in (a)-(d) of
figure 8. From these pictures one can see that there
is no preferred positive or negative oblique shedding
angle, i.e. the oblique mode is not due to an
imperfection in the alignment of the model.

The flow alternates at seemingly irregular
intervals from one mode to another. The transition
between the modes does not, as a rule, occur
symmetric mode
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Figure 8 Visualisation in the wake of a model with
w/L = 0.1: (a) to (d) oblique vortex shedding mode
and (e) to (h) antisymmetric vortex shedding mode
In the antisymmetric mode, shown in figure
8 (e) to (h), the vortex shedding in the valleys either
side of the peak are in anti-phase. It is unclear in this
mode exactly what is happening in the region of the
peak. One possibility is that there are two cells, each

Figure 9 Schematic representation of the various
shedding modes: shaded areas represent positions
where dislocations occur
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of cables and riser pipes in uniform and sheared
currents.

instantaneously, but is gradual. Thus, in order to
understand the flow we have to identify possible
intermediate states that may accompany the
transition from one mode to another. It is unlikely,
for example, that the flow will change directly from
a symmetric to an oblique mode because so many
features of the wake would have to change
instantaneously. Figure 9 provides paths, derived
from detailed study of flow visualisation, for the
transitions between modes. The modes are ordered in
such a way that each one is above or below the other
modes which it most closely resembles. It is
suggested that when a mode changes it can only
"jump" between two consecutive boxes of figure 9,
either upwards or downwards.

BLUFF BODIES IN OSCILLATORY FLOW
The ocean flow environment is extremely
complex and naval structures are exposed to random
wave fields, with directional spreading and possibly
a superimposed current. This complexity poses a
severe problem for an engineer wishing to calculate
the fluid loading on a bluff marine structure. Small
scale model tests might be carried out in a wave
basin but the results would need careful
interpretation because of the sensitivity of viscous
flows to scale effects. CFD offers the possibility of an
attractive solution but substantial improvements in
computational resources are required before this can
become a reality. However, researchers are
beginning to make the first steps towards
numerically simulating the flow about a bluff body in
waves and this is likely to be an important growth
area.

It was mentioned earlier that the flow would
switch between modes at seemingly random
intervals. Although a number of mode-transition
procedures were proposed above, the actual
mechanism of transition is unclear. Obviously a
number of questions regarding mode-transition arise.
We do not know if the four proposed modes are
genuinely "self-contained" modes. They could each
conceal a low level instability that gradually forces a
change of mode. On the other hand, each of the
observed modes could be a stable mode, in the sense
that, in the absence of external de-stabilising factors,
it could continue ad infinitum. In that case the
transitions could be triggered by some irregularities
in the flow. However, one thing is clear: all modes
would occur, irrespective of initial conditions and
after sufficient time had been allowed for the flow to
settle.

Much has been achieved by conducting
experiments on elementary bluff body shapes in
waves and planar oscillatory flow to improve
physical understanding and to test empirical models
for predicting fluid loading. The object has been to
try to uncover the main underlying flow processes
and this is often best achieved by carefully restricting
the range of variables examined. For example, a
wave field may be idealised as a regular train of
unidirectional waves or, carrying the idealisation a
stage further, the ambient flow may be replaced by a
planar, harmonic, oscillatory flow. The latter
simplification is the equivalent of using a strip
theory approach to predict the loading on a vertical,
surface-piercing, circular cylinder in waves. While it
does not model the orbiting flow which is
characteristic of waves it does reproduce what
appears to be the most important feature of a bluff
body in waves, i.e. the re encounter with the wake
generated in a previous half cycle. The return of a
wake containing coherent vortices has a significant
influence on future flow development and subsequent
vortex shedding. In a random wave field the
influence of wake re encounter appears to make the
prediction of loading even more complex as it may
depend as much on the present wave as on say the
influence of previous waves which will have
different characteristics.

The general conclusion reached from
studies such as the one outlined above is that at high
Reynolds numbers three-dimensionally is a very
important feature of bluff body wakes, even for
wakes generated from nominally two-dimensional
geometries. From direct numerical simulation
studies at relatively low Reynolds numbers it appears
that three-dimensionality has a particularly strong
influence on the level of fluctuating transverse force
at a local section. Three-dimensional flow
mechanisms also control another important aspect of
bluff body wakes, the spanwise correlation length of
vortex shedding and presently there is no reliable
method, apart from experiment, to predict this
quantity. It would appear likely that vortex
dislocations are present across a wide range of
Reynolds numbers. Further research is needed into
the three-dimensionality of bluff body wakes
particularly for the prediction of loads and responses
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vorticity or, as KC increases, they may survive to
influence the vortex activity in the next half cycle.
With increasing KC more circulation is generated
and shed from the separation points during a half
cycle and hence the vortices become stronger.
Associated with this strengthening, the vortices
become disturbed from their pattern of symmetry and
unsteady transverse forces are developed. The root
mean square transverse force coefficient reaches a
maximum at a KC value of around 10 to 12 where
presumably the vortices are at their strongest. With
further increases in KC a vortex is shed before the
end of the half cycle and a third vortex begins to
form. During the wake re encounter process, under
the influence of the other vortices, this new vortex
passes around the cylinder and acts as the nucleus
for the first vortex forming in the next half cycle
from the diametrically opposite point from which it
was formed. As KC is increased further this third
vortex gains more circulation before the end of the
half cycle. When it approaches the strength of a fully
formed vortex it convects back over the cylinder on
the same side on which it was initially formed. It
now acts as a free vortex and accelerates the
development and shedding of an opposite sign vortex
from the other side of the cylinder and together they
convect away under the influence of their jnutual
velocity fields. For KC values where the third vortex
is about half fully formed at the end of a half cycle it
may pass either under or over the cylinder causing
apparently random changes to the transverse force
time history. This general pattern of behaviour is
repeated as KC is increased with the next partly
formed vortex influencing the flow.

In a planar, harmonic, oscillatory flow with
kinematic viscosity u and velocity U = Üsin (27rt/T),
where Ü is the peak velocity and T is time period,
the loading on a cylindrical section of diameter D
depends on the following non-dimensional
parameters: ÜT/D, ÜD/u and t/T. ÜT/D is known as
the Keulegan Carpenter number, KC, and is often
rewritten as 27iA/D, where A is the amplitude of the
oscillatory motion. Many authors prefer to replace
the Reynolds number, ÜD/u, by an alternative
viscous parameter, DVuT, which is known as either
the Stokes number or the ß parameter. KC can be
interpreted as being related to the ratio of the
distance particles convect during a flow cycle to the
cylinder diameter and ß can be explained as being
related to the ratio of the time it takes for viscosity to
diffuse particles a distance equal to the cylinder
diameter to the flow time period. For a vertical
cylinder in waves KC is a maximum at the surface
and decreases with depth but ß remains constant
over the depth of the cylinder. In a laboratory
experiment it is relatively easy to match full scale
KC values but ß may be up to two or even three
orders of magnitude too small. Reynolds number is
the product of ß and KC and at full scale its peak
value is often in a range that in steady current flow
would be described as post-critical. Most laboratory
experiments have Reynolds numbers firmly in the
sub-critical range. However, it may be dangerous to
use directly concepts derived for steady flow to
describe phenomena observed in oscillatory flow. As
KC becomes very large it may be permissible to
consider the flow as quasi-steady but at most KC
values observed in practice the flow is strongly
influenced by unsteady effects. These will affect
boundary layer stability, transition and separation.
Hence a whole new set of loading coefficients has
had to be derived for cylinders in oscillatory flow
(see, for example, Sarpkaya and Isaccson (18)).

It is clear from the above description that
there will be some KC values where the vortex flow
pattern is stable and intermediate values where it
exhibits an apparently chaotic behaviour. If for a
moment we neglect the influence of flow history and
assume that during a half cycle the flow behaves in a
quasi-steady manner then we can estimate the
number of vortices that will be formed. The number
of vortices shed per second from one shear layer of a
bluff body in a steady flow U is given by SU/D. If we
assume that S remains constant in an oscillatory flow
then the instantaneous shedding frequency is given
by SÜsin (27rt/T)/D. Integrating this over half a flow
cycle shows that a fully formed vortex will be
generated each time KC increases by 7t/2S.
Assuming S to be 0.2 then the predicted KC
increment is just under 8. This agrees quite well with
flow visualisation studies and suggests, for example,

A number of authors, including Bearman et
al. (19), Bearman (20), Williamson (21) and Obasaju
et al. (22), have studied vortex shedding patterns
developed by a circular cylinder in oscillatory flow.
For KC values of order unity or less, depending on
the value of ß, the flow remains attached during a
flow cycle and strictly the cylinder should not be
described as bluff. As KC increases above this
threshold value the flow separates during a flow
cycle and at first a pair of weak vortices are formed
during each half cycle. At the end of a half cycle
these vortices are convected back on to the cylinder
and may be destroyed by mixing with opposite sign
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at around KC = 10 where there is very strong vortex
activity. In addition to contributing to the in-line
force, vortices also generate transverse forces and
while there are equivalent model equations to predict
transverse forces in planar oscillatory flow (see, for
example, Verley (24) and Bearman et al. (25)), it is
not clear how best these should be applied to a
vertical cylinder in waves where KC is varying, with
depth. From the earlier discussion on vortex
shedding patterns it is clear that this KC variation
will result in differences in the frequency of the
transverse force with depth. Also if the KC is such
that there is not a stable vortex pattern established
then it is possible that the phase of the transverse
force may vary by about 180° over quite short axial
lengths of the cylinder. Hence in design transverse
forces are often ignored on the argument that they
are likely to be poorly correlated over a long length
of cylinder. How best to predict the correlation
length remains an open question.

that if two fully formed vortices are formed during a
half cycle at KC = 12, then three full vortices will be
formed at KC =20. At KC = 16 the vortex shedding
pattern is likely to be unstable. This acute sensitivity
to changing KC number makes the flow around a
circular cylinder in oscillatory flow particularly
difficult to predict.
No review of bluff bodies in oscillatory flow
or waves would be complete without some discussion
of the applicability of Morison's equation. This is an
empirical equation, devised by Morison et al (23), to
represent in-line loading on bodies in waves and was
formulated in advance of much of the research that
has been carried out into the flow around cylinders
in oscillatory flow. The load per unit length, F(t), is
given by:
F(t) = VipU IU | DCD + '/4p7iD2CMdU/dt,
where Crj and Cjy[ are the drag and inertia
coefficients respectively. It was envisaged by
Morison et al that these coefficients would be derived
from experiment but it is now possible, under certain
limited conditions, also to calculate them using CFD.
The two terms in the above equation are interpreted
as the drag contribution and the inertia contribution
because of their relation to the flow velocity and
acceleration respectively. For a bluff body in a
viscous oscillatory flow the generation and shedding
of vortices develops forces'which are not necessarily
in phase with velocity and so, in addition to
generating a drag force, vortices affect the value of
the inertia coefficient. At low KC values where we
know vortex shedding is weak or even non-existent
the inertia coefficient for a circular cylinder is found
to be close its inviscid value of 2. When vortex
shedding is thought to be at its strongest, around
KC=10, the added mass contribution to the inertia
coefficent is small and at some ß values may even be
negative. Physically this is perfectly acceptable and
simply reflects the fact that vortices do not necesarily
induce an in-line force that is in phase with flow
velocity.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF OSCILLATORY
FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER
Several numerical solutions of the unsteady,
two dimensional Navier Stokes equations for flow
around a circular cylinder at low KC and relatively
low ß parameter have been reported in the literature.
A version of the discrete vortex method has been
used by Smith and Stansby (26) to calculate forces
for KC values up to 4. A finite difference method,
based on the stream function-vorticity formulation,
was used by Justesen (27) and Zhang and Zhang
(28) employed a finite volume method with primitive
variables. Lin et al (29) have carried out simulations
up to a KC of 36, for a relatively a low value of the ß
parameter, using the so called hybrid discrete vortex
method due to Graham (30). Following the
development of the discrete vortex method by Chorin
(31), (32) it has been used in a wide variety of
applications, as discussed by Sarpkaya (33). The
method uses point vortices to represent regions of
vorticity in the flow and a two step algorithm is
employed to calculate separately convection and
diffusion of these vortices. In the code used by Lin et
al convection is accomplished by a Lagrangian
scheme based on the cloud-in-cell method, while
diffusion is carried out with a finite difference
method, using the cloud-in-cell mesh. This hybrid
Lagrangian/Eulerian approach has been applied by
Cozens (34) to study roll damping of ships due to
vortex formation and shedding, and by Arkell et al
(35) to investigate the wake of a circular cylinder in

In general the comparison between
measured in-line force time histories and those
predicted using Morison's equation is remarkably
good. A number of attempts have been made to
improve on Morison but none have been sufficiently
successful to permit them to find their way into the
design process. The agreement between Morison and
measurements is, perhaps as is to be expected, worst
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a combined wave and current flow. More recently,
Meneghini and Bearman (36) used the same method
to study the flow about a circular cylinder forced to
oscillate transversely to a steady current.

apparatus driven at its natural period. Low ß can be
achieved by making D small but then the loading
also becomes small and difficult to measure
accurately. By increasing the length of the water
column in the U tube, which often is not a practical
possibility, T can be increased but again the actual
loading will be small. At Imperial College a new set
of experimental measurements of drag and inertia
coefficients for a range of KC and for a low ß
parameter of 70 has recently been obtained by Kuhtz
(37). She replaced the water in the Imperial College
U tube with a high viscosity water glycol mixture
which enabled her to use a sufficiently large cylinder
diameter to give accurate force measurements.
Vortex shedding patterns at low values of ß have
been observed by Tatsuno and Bearman (38) using
flow visualisation and these are also available for
comparison with numerical simulations.

Numerical simulation methods that can
achieve an acceptable level of accuracy are presently
limited to low values of ß because of the difficulties
of resolving thin boundary layers and other small
scale motions. All the methods mentioned above are
restricted to two-dimensional flow although there are
already some three dimensional simulations
emerging for very low KC values. The development
of numerical simulation poses new challenges for
experimentalists. In the design problem data is
required at as high a value of ß as possible whereas
to validate numerical solutions very low ß results are
needed. In practice loading data in oscillatory flow is
often obtained by mounting a cylinder in a U tube

Table 6 Force coefficients calculated cycle by cycle
KC
Cycle

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2.0
CM

CD

2.2218
2.2225
2.2234
2.2248
2.2251
2.2265
2.2253
2.2263
2.2258
2.2269
2.2265
2.2257
2.2262
2.2260
2.2264
2.2261
2.2265
2.2271
2.2261
2.2268
2.2266
2.2269

1.7335
1.7436
1.7438
1.7375
1.7229
1.7356
1.7305
1.7226
1.7212
1.7207
1.7234
1.7164
1.7175
1.7203
1.7189
1.7181
1.7167
1.7121
1.7139
1.7136
1.7139
1.7157

-

-

Co

24.
CM

CD

1.5549
1.5036
1.5212
1.9222
1.9383
1.6836
1.4305
1.4875
1.6388
1.3787
1.4558
1.7831
1.6347
1.8365
2.5663
1.6059
1.3374
1.9175
2.0437
1.9665
2.2909
1.8460
2.2094

1.4105
1.6975
0.8748
1.6503
0.8474
3.2107
1.6183
0.8591
0.7449
0.5359
1.5706
0.5893
1.3549
1.3036
1.7632
1.1826
2.0329
1.7615
1.2437
1.6612
0.5750
0.6186
2.6571

2.0128
1.4868
1.4908
1.6236
1.2015
1.3909
2.0592
1.5127
1.5481
0.6681
1.6501
2.0629
1.5429
1.9965
1.4651
1.7758
1.4744
1.9998
1.5261
2.1811
1.7843
2.5953
1.4261

10.0

CM
1.8404
2.0377
2.0180
1.7519
1.6364
1.4232
2.1087
1.8800
1.7260
1.9686
1.6678
1.6107
1.1891
2.0274
0.9485
1.3007
1.9486
1.7526
1.2197
1.0763
0.9362
1.2732
0.9296
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Details of the computations to be desrcibed
here for ß = 70 can be found in the paper by Lin et al
(29); only a small selection of the results will be
presented. CM and CD are obtained from Morison's
equation on a flow cycle by flow cycle basis by
applying a standard Fourier averaging process to
computed time histories of the in-line force. Then
mean values of the coefficients are found over a
number of cycles. At small KC values the variation
of the force coefficients from cycle to cycle is small
but at larger KC, where there is shedding of strong
vortices, the variations can become large. Hence the
values of the Morison force coefficients will depend
to some extent on the number of flow cycles
computed. Typically 24 flow cycles were simulated
and the force coefficients were averaged over the last
18 flow cycles. To illustrate the cycle by cycle
variations results are presented in Table 1 for KC =
2, 10 and 24. It can be seen that the variations
become much larger as KC increases. Similar
variations are observed in experiment even though
the U tube is operating at a constant frequency. Once
again this illustrates the influence of wake re
encounter which introduces a random factor into the
flow.
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CM and CD averaged over 18 cycles are
shown plotted in Figures 10 and 11 respectively
(note that Wu's method and the dp/dr method, which
are fully explained in Lin et al, refer to two ways of
calculating pressure forces). Also shown in figures
10 and 11 are drag and inertia coefficients measured
by Kuhtz (37) for ß = 70. The numerical predictions
do not reproduce the rapid rise of CD and decrease
of CM at KC values around 8, although the
predictions of CM are generally closer to the
experimental data than those of CD- In particular,
the peak in CD measured at around KC = 10 is
missing from the predictions. The reason for this is
rather puzzling and may be related to threedimensional flow features which cannot be
reproduced by a two-dimensional simulation.
However, it is interesting to note from figure 12,
where measured and computed root mean square inline force coefficients are plotted, that the predicted
r.m.s force coefficients agree well with the
experimental results throughout the KC range
examined. At larger KC (16 - 30), the computed CD
values appear to agree quite well with those from the
experiments. At KC above 30 the values of CM
predicted by the two methods used to calculate forces
deviate significantly from each other. At these KCs
the inertia component represents a small proportion

■

'

■

'

Figure 11 Computed and measured drag coefficients
for ß = 70
CFxrmi • «xp«rim«ntt (Kuhn)
CFvms ■ WiTi mrtwd
CFvms - pnuut Integration öp/tfc

Figure 12 Computed and measured r.m.s. force
coefficients for ß = 70
of the total force and in terms of overall loading
these differences are insignificant. Nevertheless it is
important to try to understand why these variations
occur and it seems likely that there may be a slight
phase difference in the total force computed by the
two methods. A thorough study of time step, mesh
resolution etc. would be needed to resolve this
question.
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Figure 13 Numerical flow visualisation for KC = 3 and ß = 70

visualisations, passive particles were introduced near
the cylinder surface in the computations and their
subsequent motion followed.

During the course of the numerical study a
considerable amount of data was generated relating
to the velocity field about a circular cylinder in an
oscillatory flow. In order to be able to view the data
it was presented in the form of computed flow
visualisations. These can then be compared with
actual flow visualisations performed in water, such
as those by Tatsuno and Bearman (38). With the
discrete vortex method, recording the positions of the
point vortices provides a relatively simple method of
visualising the flow. However, in a flow visualisation
experiment it is particles that are observed rather
than point vortices and the resulting flow patterns
may appear quite different. Tatsuno and Bearman
(38) employed an electrolytic precipitation method in
which fine white particles are released from the
surface of the cylinder and initially they mark the
vorticity generated at the surface. However, these
particles are passive markers and will not retain their
original vorticity. In order to provide a direct
comparison between physical and computed

Two sample computed visualisations will be
presented. Figure 13 shows the flow in the
symmetric vortex regime at KC=3 and at various
stages during a flow cycle. The particles concentrate
into blobs and convect away to either side of the
cylinder. These plots closely resemble the
photograph presented in figure 4 of Tatsuno and
Bearman (38). Figure 14 shows a visualisation for
KC=10, with the flow oscillating from left to right.
In this regime the majority of the vortex activity
occurs either above or below the cylinder. In the
example shown the main vortex activity is above the
cylinder. It is at this KC value that the drag
coefficient and the transverse force coefficient take
their maximum values.
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oscillation frequency. Measuring the cylinder
frequency in still water is easy to do but it is not
clear that this is the most appropriate frequency.
Other frequencies that might be used are the
frequency in air and the frequency in oscillating
water.

.8
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Figure 14 Numerical flow visualisation for KC = 10
and ß = 70
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A flexible circular cylinder mounted normal
to a steady current flow is susceptible to flow
induced vibration, depending on the level of
damping and the non-dimensional mass ratio M/p
D2, where M is the mass per unit length of the
cylinder and p is the density of the fluid. Large
transverse oscillations may occur when the frequency
of vortex shedding coincides with the natural
frequency of the cylinder. If the mass and damping
are sufficiently small, in line oscillations may also be
excited; although they will be of a much lower
amplitude. In a relatively dense fluid such as water
vortex excited oscillations can pose a serious
problem. Much has been written about this
phenomenon and readers are referred elsewhere for a
detailed account.
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Figure 15 In-line response versus KC for a frequency
ratio of 2; G, measured, +, predicted using Morison
When the frequency ratio is near 3
application of Morison's equation seriously under
estimates the response over a KC band from about 8
to 25, as can be seen from figure 16. The frequency
ratio as defined above for this case is 2.85 but the
cylinder is observed to respond at precisely three
times the flow frequency. There is clearly more
excitation at three times the flow frequency than that
which arises from the drag term in Morison's
equation. The extra response is thought to be due to
the influence of vortex shedding. Using the
numerical simulation procedure outlined above we
have predicted the response for a flexible cylinder
over a broad range of KC. However, to date we have
been unable to reproduce the responses shown in
figure 16 for KC values between about 8 and 25. We
have carried out various checks on the experimental
data and believe it to be correct and hence are unable
to explain the discrepancy.

In a planar oscillatory flow or in waves a
flexible cylinder can also be excited into vibration,
both in-line and transverse to the flow.
Measurements of the response of a circular cylinder
in oscillatory flow have been presented by Bearman
et al. (39). At most values of KC the general form of
the response in the in-line direction can be estimated
quite successfully by using as input the unsteady
force predicted by Morison's equation. In this
application of the equation the force coefficients used
are those appropriate to a fixed cylinder and the
velocity and acceleration are relative to the
responding cylinder. This is the so called "relative
motion form" of Morison's equation. Figure 15
shows an example of the response and the associated
prediction for a frequency ratio of around 2.The
frequency ratio is defined as the ratio of the cylinder
frequency measured in still water to the flow

Bearman and Mackwood (40) have
presented measurements of the transverse response
of a flexible cylinder in oscillatory flow and some
sample results are shown in figure 17 for a variety of
frequency ratios. In these cases we know that the
response is due directly to vortex shedding and it
will be noted that the KC value for maximum
response increases with increasing frequency ratio. It
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has been pointed out earlier that the number of
vortices shed per half cycle increases by one every
time KC is increased by about 8. Hence we can
expect vortex-excited response over a range of KC
for each frequency ratio and for the KC at the centre
of that range to increase with increasing frequency
ratio. In the transverse direction the cylinder is
forced to oscillate at an integer multiple of the flow
frequency since the vortex shedding force is also at a
multiple of the flow frequency.
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Figure 16 In-line response versus KC for a frequency
ratio of 2.85; D, measured, +, predicted using
Morison
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Computations to predict the transverse
response of a flexible cylinder have been reported by
Bearman et al. (41), using the discrete vortex method
described by Lin et al (29). The most marked
difference between the experimental and
computational flow environments is that one is three
dimensional while the other is two dimensional.
However, in experiments the motion of the cylinder
is expected to force much of the flow into
predominantly two-dimensional motion and hence it
is believed that the flow code should give realistic
predictions of cylinder response. Figure 18 shows a
comparison between computed and measured root
mean square response amplitudes for a range of KC
values. The agreement is remarkably good and it
would appear that the computational method has
successfully captured the physics of the complex
fluid structure interaction that takes place. The onset
of oscillation and the sharp rise in amplitude for KC
values in the range 3 to 4 are well predicted.
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 17 Transverse response versus KC for various
ratios of the frequency of the model to the flow
frequency

Bluff body hydrodyanmics is important in a number
of naval applications and is particularly important in
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Large-Eddy Simulation of the Vortical Motion
Resulting from Flow over Bluff Bodies
S. Jordan (Naval Undersea Warfare Center [Newport], USA)

Strouhal vortices in the near wake. The results also
showed streamwise filaments that connect
subsequent Strouhal vortices. The time-averaged
Reynolds stress results of the formation region reveal
symmetric characteristics similar to published
experimental data at the sub-critical Reynolds
number of 140,000. The LES results of the hydrofoil
showed laminar separation of the upstream upper
boundary layer followed by transition to turbulence
and reattachment near the beginning of the trailing
edge.

ABSTRACT
The focus of the present investigation is
resolution of the vortical motion within the near
wake of two example bluff bodies. Specifically, the
mixing of the secondary eddies and primary Strouhal
vortex frequencies in the separated shear layer of a
circular cylinder and the subsequent vortical motion
in the near wake are numerically investigated using
the large-eddy simulation (LES). These LES
investigations were performed at Reynolds numbers
(Re) of 5600 and 8000. Preliminary results of a
NACA 0018 hydrofoil is also presented. The
vortical flow of the hydrofoil was simulated at Re =
25000 and an angle-of-attack of 7.5 degrees. The
governing LES equations were formulated in
curvilinear coordinates to accommodate the nonorthogonal grids. A corresponding generalized
dynamic model is developed for the sub-grid scale
turbulence. At the cylinder sub-critical Reynolds
number of 8000, the LES results showed that
laminar separation is quickly succeeded by
Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities, secondary eddies
and finally the formation of the primary Strouhal
vortex. Through the separated shear layer, the LES
results showed a range of transition wave frequencies
that dominated the high-frequency components of
the pressure spectrum compared to the low frequency
component of the Strouhal vortex. The results also
showed several modes of mixed transition and
Strouhal frequencies. At Re = 5600, the LES results
showed good comparisons to the published
experimental data in terms of the time-averaged
pressure distribution along the cylinder periphery,
the shedding frequency, the vortex detection
frequency, and the overall characteristics of the

INTRODUCTION
Many engineering problems within the
Navy involve very complicated flow behaviors that
cannot be accurately simulated using simple
computational methods. In addition, the physical
geometries are generally quite arbitrary and require
special attention when attempting to predict the
associated flow. In most problems, the flow is
unsteady, incompressible and very turbulent.
Traditionally, numerical simulations of these flows
are performed using the Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS) equations with a general purpose
phenomenological model to fully represent the
turbulence. The available turbulence models vary
extensively in complexity; in particular, from simple
algebraic eddy viscosity relationships to complex
formulations involving several additional differential
equations. In each model, values for the empirical
constants are supplied from turbulent flows that are
usually fundamentally simpler than the complexity
of the problem at hand. Consequently, a RANS
simulation can not be expected to give accurate
predictions of the fine-scale turbulent physics using
these general purpose models.
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Besides these shear layers, the fluctuating base
pressure near the downstream stagnation location
contributes to the Strouhal vortex formation as well.
A sketch illustrating these features is depicted in
Figure 1.

A viable alternative for numerical
simulation of complex turbulent flows is the largeeddy simulation (LES). This approach is gaining
popularity over the traditional RANS simulation.
The LES success rests primarily on the rapid
advancements in supercomputer technology as well
as the recent developments in the methodology itself.
Unlike the full-scale modeling inherent in a RANS
technique, the LES method requires resolution of the
dominate energy-bearing scales of the turbulent field
while modeling only the remaining finer eddies
which tend toward homogeneous and isotropic
characteristics. Demarcation between the resolved
and modeled scales is formally instituted by spatially
filtering the basic governing equations of the fluid
motion. In most computations however, this filter is
actually treated implicitly through the spatial
resolution of the implemented grid. Those physics
lying beneath the grid resolution embody the subgrid
scales (SGS) of the turbulent field and usually
encompass most of the equilibrium range of the
kinetic energy. Under this premise of an energy
balance, today's SGS models are much simpler in
form and better delineate the turbulent physics of
their assigned scales as opposed to the typical fullturbulence models used in the RANS computations.
Studies of the turbulent vortical formation
behind bluff bodies and the subsequent transport of
the vorticity downstream has many important and
practical Naval implications. Resolution of the
turbulent vortical characteristics within the bluff
body wake poses an excellent challenge for the largeeddy simulation. Except for only minor dispersion,
the large scale motion usually remains strongly
coherent for many characteristic lengths downstream
of the bluff body. Since the impetus of LES is full
resolution of the large scale motion, the results can
provide specific information regarding the cyclic
formation and downstream transport of the vortical
motion including the local turbulent physics.
The formation and the downstream
transport of the Strouhal vortices in the near wake of
a circular cylinder is an excellent example of a
difficult bluff body flow. The vortices themselves
derive most of their large-scale vorticity from the
separated shear layers and they organize downstream
to form the well-known Karman vortex street. The
upper and lower separated shear layers constitute the
transverse outer regions of the formation regime.
Both layers lie between the point of separation and
the initial formation of the shed Strouhal vortices.

,,„„
separation^

Instability

'D
/^s--^?->l
secondary sddles

,'

r ''

fb: transition wave frequency
fs: fundamental shedding frequency

Figure 1: Sketch of the Primary Strouhal Vortex and
Secondary Eddies in the Cylinder Wake Formation
Region.
Our understanding of the cylinder shear
layer physics improved significantly due to the
experimental investigation by Bloor (1), Unal and
Rockwell (2) and Wei and Smith (3). Bloor
hypothesized that transition from laminar separation
to turbulent vortex formation occurs within the
separated boundary layer. This process occurs in
two phases. Soon after separation, two-dimensional
small-scale instabilities arise within the separated
layer that amplify into Tollmien-Schlichting waves
and eventually lead to turbulence. Due to the threedimensional nature of the flow, these instabilities
experience substantial spanwise distortion which
also contribute to the transition mechanism. Unal
and Rockwell also found high-frequency instabilities
to exist, but for only Re > 1900 with pronounced
amplification at specific Reynolds numbers of Re =
3400 and Re = 5040. At the latter Re in particular,
they showed the spectral amplitudes to vary
significantly across the shear layer at the
predominant frequencies of the small-scale
instabilities as well as the frequencies of the much
larger scale Strouhal vortex.
Through flow visualization testing, Wei and
Smith proposed a different phenomena for the
separated shear layer physics.
They observed
creation of small-scale secondary vortices between
separation and the initial large-scale Strouhal vortex
formation. These secondary structures evolve from
the same two-dimensional instabilities described by
Bloor. The Strouhal vortices receive the majority of
their vorticity from the secondary structures which
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vortex motion in the near wake of the circular
cylinder with special emphasis placed on the
turbulent statistics of the formation region. These
Reynolds numbers are based on the cylinder
diameter (D) and the uniform freestream velocity
(UM) and are both sub-critical, meaning that the
boundary layer at separation is strictly laminar. At
these Reynolds numbers, the shedding of the primary
shed vortices occurs at a dimensionless frequency
(Strouhal number, St) of approximately 0.21;
s, = f D / u_. Experimental measurements of the near
wake turbulent statistics at a Reynolds number of
5600 were published by Zhou and Antonia (9). They
reported the near wake as being fully turbulent over
a downstream distance (x) ranging from 10 to 60
diameters referenced to the cylinder center. Over
that range, their data showed litde variation in the
cross-sectional area of the primary vortices.
Finally, the preliminary results of the finescale turbulent motion resulting from trailing edge
separation of the boundary layer of a hydrofoil will
close the presentation and discussion of this paper.
To adequately resolve the near wake flow of these
geometries, non-orthogonal grid topologies were
implemented. The corresponding equations were
therefore solved in a curvilinear coordinate
framework. Additionally, the dynamic subgrid scale
turbulence model of Germano et al. (10) was
reformulated for application in the curvilinear space.
Since non-orthogonal topologies are often necessary
to properly resolve the flow characteristics in many
complex domains like the cylinder and hydrofoil
wake, this LES formulation with the dynamic model
has extensive applicability.

in-turn originate further upstream from the voracity
contained in the separated boundary layer. One
primary difference between the Strouhal and shear
layer structures is the minor influence of the rear
base pressure on the secondary vortex formations. In
the spanwise direction, the secondary vortices distort
to periodic cellar structures that align themselves
streamwise. Wei and Smith attributed the alignment
to some feedback mechanism delivered from the
downstream to upstream structures. At the higher
Reynolds numbers within the intermediate range, the
cellar structures become less pronounced and highly
irregular.
The phenomena occurring in the separated
shear layers just described as well as the organized
vortex formation and subsequent downstream motion
in the near wake is the subject of the present LES
investigation. Only a few LES investigations have
been previously reported of the cylinder separated
shear layers and near wake flow. The first was a
two-dimensional study by Song and Yuan (4) at a
high Reynolds number. Since vortex stretching
strongly dominates the turbulent production in the
near wake (5), their simulation appears quite
inadequate for capturing the important scales of the
turbulent physics. Braza et al. (6,7) reported mixing
layer eddies and pressure-frequency spectra of the
cylinder shear layers, but their computations were
also two-dimensional. Besides obviously ignoring
important three-dimensional contributions to the
streamwise maturity of the secondary eddies,
pressure predictions near rear stagnation are always
overpredicted thereby lengthening the formation
region of the primary vortices. Another study was
reported by Kato et al. (8) who concentrated on
predicting the aerodynamic noise in the near wake
using the finite element method. Their LES results
served as input into the Lighthill-Curle equation for
predicting the radiated far field acoustic pressures.
However, due to their simple subgrid-scale
turbulence model and their relatively coarse mesh of
the wake region, agreement with the experimental
data in terms of the spectral physics was obtained
only at the low frequency levels.
In the following work, results from largeeddy simulations will be presented at a Reynolds
number of 8000 to investigate the mixing of
frequencies in the formation region due to the
primary Strouhal vortex and the separated shearlayer secondary eddies. Results from a simulation at
Re = 5600 will also be presented of the organized

FORMULATION
Extension of the LES strategy to nonorthogonal grids was presented in detail by Jordan
(11). For brevity, an abbreviated version will be
described. Transformation of the Navier-Stokes
equations to curvilinear coordinates where the
Cartesian velocity components are the primary
dependent variable has the form
3Uk

o

a^k

(i)

j__a_
at

+

d?

a^

Re3^k

^gk<

aUi

(2)

The contravariant velocity components (uk) are
defined here as Uk = ^/g £k. u{. The Jacobian ,/g of
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the transformation appears in the formulation to
place it in strong conservation-law form (12). To
derive the corresponding LES equations, each term
in equation (1) must be filtered (designated by an
overbar). Except for convection, these terms
commute with the filtering process to yield an analog
set of equations in curvilinear coordinates that
appear as
3Uk

aVg",
3t

of=V8^,(uiUj-

which in terms of its Cartesian counterpart ly is
defined by of = Vg ^ S ■ Using this expression, a
generalized dynamic model (GDM) for the SGS
stress tensor was defined as
ak - 1/3<£itt = 2CÄ21 SI S,k

3^k

-.aVT^,

and the strain-rate tensor s,1J in the
computational space is computed according to
2 Sy Sy

p

3^k

(4)

3a
3i;k

Re 3^k

3üj

■Jli

3x;

The subgrid scale (SGS) stress tensor of is defined
in terms of the Cartesian and contravariant velocity
components as ok = uiuk - ujuk.
For the cylinder and hydrofoil formation
regions, the LES system of equations in (3 and 4)
was time-advanced according to a variant of the
fractional-step method (13). The convective terms
were spatially discretized by third-order upwindbiased finite differences while the diffusive terms
were differenced by second-order central differences.
All terms in pressure-Poisson's equation were central
differenced to the second order. Strong coupling
between the pressure and velocity components was
maintained through a fourth-order accurate compact
differencing scheme for the pressure gradient in the
velocity update equation. Details of the solution
methodology, along with several test cases, were
reported by Jordan and Ragab (14). The method is
second-order accurate in both space and time.

3TL
^

o? = «i Vs^üj "j - .Vg^ J

X

i 34k

(8)

(9)

2

where g" = ^,

Uf=^k

öVg^'üj
&

The procedures of Germano et al. (10) and
Lilly (15) were used by Jordan and Ragab (14) to
derive an expression for Smagorinsky's coefficient in
the GDM. To implement their procedures directly
the metrics were kept as part of the filtering process.
An expression for Smagorinsky's coefficient in the
computational space was obtained by filtering the
governing LES equations in curvilinear coordinates
a second time (by the test filter) to produce terms
similar to those obtained by Germano et al. in the
Cartesian coordinate system. In the computational
space however, two new resolvable stress tensors
arose. These two tensors are the:
Reynolds stress tensor i* where

To generalize the dynamic model by
Germano et al. (10) for the cylinder application, the
model was mathematically transformed to the
computational space. This transformation was first
reported by Jordan and Ragab (14). The SGS stress
tensor in terms of the Cartesian velocity components
is defined as
u

S*&

3X:

m the
The resolvable strain-rate field :
k
By
computational space is S = Jg Q. %.
combining this transformation with equation (8), the
complete definition for sf is

DYNAMIC SUBGRID SCALE MODEL

u

(7)

where C is Smagorinsky's constant. The turbulent
eddy viscosity is defined as vT = c^isl where |s| =

(3)

auk»iL

(6)

VJ)

UiUk-UjUk

(5)

(10)

and a Leonard tensor A defined as

Removal of the metrics from the filtering process
provides a definition for of as

d =umk
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•UiU*

(11)

cylinder. In view of the experimental data, this
parameter strongly correlates with the formation
length, strength and Strouhal number of the primary
shed vortices. Typically, a 2D simulation underpredicts the vortex formation length while overpredicting the strength and the shedding frequency
of the vortices. Resolving the correct base pressure
is therefore a minimum prerequisite of the field
spacing. In our simulations, we found 16 points in
the spanwise direction sufficient to satisfy this
requirement at the lowest possible computational
cost. Moreover, our results will show that this
spanwise resolution was also adequate to capture the
large-scale three-dimensionality of the near wake
flow.
The final grid was 241x241x16 (x,y,z
directions).
Along the cylinder surface, the
distribution of points was As = 0.01 In within the
upstream laminar boundary layer and As = 0.007TC
within the turbulent wake. Normal to the cylinder
surface, the spacing in wall units was <Ay+> = ±4 .
In the spanwise direction, the grid point spacing was
uniform at Az s 0.04n.

Consistent with the model scaling law for of, the
stress tensor rf- was modeled as
Tit-l/3^T„=2CA2lJlif

(12)

Using the identity 4 = rf- - ä,k, the resolvable tensor
4 in the computational space became
4 - ]/3<£CH = IC&v^

(13a)

3^ = a2l5Uf -LSljf

(13b)

Following the least-squares minimization procedure
of Lilly (15), the GDM coefficient in equation (7)
appeared as
C = --=42

2A rM^

(14)

where the tensorial components in i% and af* are
given in equations (11) and (13b), respectively. For
the present computations, the tensors L\ and «"*•
were determined through application of a box filter.
Negative values of the coefficient were truncated to
zero, therefore all backscatter effects were
eliminated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation of the cylinder flow was focused
specifically on resolving the separated shear layer
physics and the formation and transport of the
Strouhal vortices. To establish sufficient grid
resolution near the cylinder surface, comparisons
were made to the experimental results reported by
Bouard and Coutanceau (16) of the early wake
formation. According to Bouard and Coutanceau,
the structural characteristics of the early wake
formation behind the circular cylinder are similar for
1000 < Re < 10000. Specifically, they visualized the
early time evolving profiles of the exterior wake
boundary and measured the horizontal velocity along
the downstream centerline axis. LES computations
were compared to those experimental measurements
to help estimate the grid resolution that is required
adjacent to the cylinder surface for the present study
at the lower Reynolds numbers.
If a 2D simulation is performed of the cylinder
wake flow at these sub-critical Reynolds numbers,
one will grossly over-predict both the minimum and
the base pressure coefficients along the cylinder
surface. The base pressure coefficient (Cp){, in this
case refers to the local region directly behind the

EMI Conditions

f^-r*.*§
30*

W

241x241x16 grid

Figure 2: Grid and Flow Conditions for the LES
Simulation of the Circular Cylinder.
The flow was impulsively started with unit
velocity, zero reference pressure and a fixed nondimensional time step of AT = 0.0005; T = tU_/D.
After the initial transients (T = 0.05), new velocity
and pressure conditions were imposed at exit.
Specifically, a zero tangential pressure gradient
condition was enforced along the downstream grid
boundary while a combination of the continuity and
Euler equations were found satisfactory to exit the
shed vortices with minimum distortion. The inner
boundary which is the cylinder surface was always
no-slip and the upstream centerline axis was a
branch cut. The spanwise boundaries were periodic.
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velocity. The fingers themselves comprise pairs of
counter-rotating vortices which is a circumferential
plane of the cylinder.

These above conditions are illustrated in Figure 2. It
should be noted that unlike some previous works,
vortex shedding was not artificially initiated by
numerically inducing a slight twist to the cylinder.
For the present simulation, shedding of the Strouhal
vortices was allow to occur naturally through time
evolution of an unstable wake.
A comparison of the experimental
measurements (16) and the present numerical results
at the span's mid-plane is shown in Figure 3 for Re =
3000 and a non-dimensional time T = 2.5. Their
agreement is acceptable for the horizontal velocity
profile.
The computation under-predicted the
minimum horizontal velocity component by 6
percent, but the overall error is just under 5 percent.
This error is due principally to the rapid growth of
the main eddies just prior to this instance in time
that demands a very fine grid resolution to
sufficiently resolve the associated gradients.

Figure 4: Typical Snapshot of the Three-Dimensionality of the Cylinder Wake.
As mentioned earlier, the experimental
measurements of Zhou and Antonia (9) detected an
exponentially downstreamn decay of the peak
vorticity of the Strouhal vortices. A two-dimensional
snapshot of these vortices is shown in Figure 5 and
represents spanwise averages of the z-component of
the vorticity vector. Their time-averaged decay (23
cycles) is plotted in Figure 7 along with the
streamwise variation reported by Zhou and Antonia.
Using both the numerical and experimental results,
the peak vorticity (cop) decays according to
co = 6exp(-0.056x) over the wake region 5 < x < 60.

Figure 3: Comparison of LES Results and Experimental Data (16) of the Circular Cylinder. Profiles
Depict Downstream Horizontal Velocity at T = 2.5.
A useful quantity for visualizing the large-scale
three-dimensional structures of the near wake is the
helicity (v»co). A typical snapshot is shown in
Figure 4 which depicts isosurfaces of this parameter
taken from the LES results at Re = 5600. The
snapshot clearly shows elongated large-scale
streamwise structures connecting the alternating
shed vortices. Gerrard (17) regularly observed these
filaments in his flow visualization experiments and
termed them as "fingers". These intermediate
structures persist downstream and posses a high
degree of streamwise vorticity, but low streamwise
velocity. In terms of the helicity quantity, they are
apparendy on the same local scale as the adjacent
Strouhal vortices which by comparison contain a
high degree of spanwise vorticity, but low spanwise

Figure 5: Typical Snapshot of the Vorticity in the
Near Wake at Re=5600.
In contrast to their relative size, the
detection frequency of the Strouhal vortices
displayed considerable variability. Figure 6 is a
good illustration of this characteristic where a nonuniform streamwise and relative transverse spacing
can easily be seen between subsequent vortices. This
distribution was typical throughout the wake region
and provides an explanation for detecting the large
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Figure 6: Time Averaged Downstream Decay of the
Vortex Detection Frequency.

Figure 7: Time Average Decay of Peak Vorticity
Within Strouhal Vortices.

disparity in the relative frequency. However, timeaveraging (23 cycles) this frequency reveals a near
linear downstream decay as shown in Figure 6 over
the entire wake region of interest (8 < x < 60) when
the current results are combined with the
experimental data (9).
Time traces of the lift and the drag force
coefficient over approximately 23 shedding cycles
along with their corresponding spectral components
are shown in Figure 8. The dominate peak in the lift
spectra occurs at the fundamental frequency which
identifies the Strouhal frequency (fs) of the
oscillation. The value of fs = 0.21 shown in the
spectra is close to the measurement of 0.205 as
reported by Zhou and Antonia (9), and it
characterizes one complete shedding cycle (actually
two vortices). The other peaks in the lift frequency
spectra are of minor consequence which echoes the
modulating appearancee of the respective time trace.
Conversely, the time signal of the drag force
coefficient displays periods of intermittency and
bursting phenomena which can largely be attributed
to the numerous mixed modes occurring in the
separated shear layers (2). The corresponding
frequency spectra reflect these characteristics by
indicating dominate peaks at several frequencies and
over broader bandwidths.
Inasmuch as the
periodicity of the drag coefficient should be ideally
equal to one-half that of the lift, its fundamental
frequency is expected to be near 2fs (or = 0.42) with
modes (m/n)fs (n,m = 1, 2, 3 —) signifying various
harmonics and subharmonics. In Figure 8c, the
predominate modes of the drag frequency spectra
follow this criteria approximately with the strongest
peak occurring at 2fs. The existence of this peak
supports the conclusion drawn by Karniadakis and
Triantafyllou (18), that the absolute instability which
accounts for the low-frequency shedding of the largescale vortices persists and dominates those disturb-

ances associated with the transitional and the full
turbulent regimes of the near wake.
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Figure 8: Lift and Drag Force Profiles and
Corresponding Amplitudes Over 23 Shedding
Cycles; (a) Time Traces, (b) Lift Force Amplitudes
and (c) Drag Force Amplitudes
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Along the cylinder surface, the local mean
and root-mean-square (rms) pressure results are
compared in Figure 9 to the time-averaged
experimental data published by Norberg (19). As
previously discussed, the spatial resolution in the
spanwise direction was governed principally by
achieving good agreement with the experimental
data in terms of the base (and minimum) pressure
coefficients.
Although the maximum rms
magnitudes are slightly over-predicted, the overall
results are also in good qualitative agreement with
the experimental data. The corresponding mean
drag force coefficient is 1.18 which is the same value
obtained after time-averaging the trace data shown
in Figure 8a.
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Figure 10: Contours of Turbulent Production in the
Formation Region; (a) LES Results at Re=5600 and
(b) Experimental Data (5) at Re= 140,000.
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(a)

Figure 10 shows the computed contours of
production in the formation region along with the
corresponding globally averaged experimental data
of Cantwell and Coles (5) at Re = 140,000. The
qualitative agreement between the two figures
further suggests that both of these sub-critical
Reynolds numbers do indeed share similar turbulent
physics within the formation region. Each figure
indicates negligible production levels beyond 2-3
diameters downstream. The highest production
levels for the Re = 5600 simulation occur along the
horizontal centerline axis approximately 1.11
diameters downstream compared to 1.17 diameters
at Re = 140,000. Two additional peak levels of lesser
magnitude are also shown that are symmetric about
the formation region centerline. At Re = 140,000,
these lower levels arise at an angle approximately 60
degrees (origin at the highest peak location and
measured from the centerline axis) compared to an
angle of 50 degrees for the present Re = 5600 results.
Presentation of the LES results at Re = 8000
begins with a typical snapshot of the voracity
contours inside the formation region as shown in
Figure 11 where the dashed contours denote negative
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(b)
Figure 9: Comparisons of (a) Mean and (b) RMS
Pressure Distributions Along the Cylinder Surface to
Experimental Measurements (19)
As discussed earlier, past experimental
observations and measurements conclude that the
most fundamental physics of Strouhal vortices
originate from the region immediately behind the
cylinder.
Consequently, by verifying our LES
predictions of these basic physics, we can now
investigate the mean turbulent energy production
(-P) in the formation region where no conclusive
data currently exists;(-P) = (tij)a{ui)/axj.
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vorticity. The contours appear to verify the three
progressive phenomena of the separated shear layer
as described by Wei and Smith (3) that lead to
formation of the turbulent vortex; namely, laminar
separation, T-S instability waves and secondary eddy
formation. Moreover, the contours also show the
turbulent vortex deriving the majority of its vorticity
from the secondary eddies.

T

Figure 12: Distributions of the Maximum Peak
Amplitude of the Secondary Eddies in the Formation
Region.

r

Strouhal
Vortsx

separated shear layer by simply examining specific
data points along a horizontal line through this peak.
We begin in the laminar flow zone at point (8.34,
8.45) which is adjacent to the cylinder surface. The
pressure spectrum in Figure 13a at this point is
clearly indicative of deterministic physics. Further
downstream at point (8.40, 8.45) which is still
within the shear layer , the transition wave frequency
appears and some minor mixing with the Strouhal
frequency (fjy 2fs for example in Figure 13b). This
point lies slightly to the right of the radial line in
Figure 12. The ratio tyfs is 11.57 which falls within
the range 10.12 < %/fs < 11.78 as determined from
Bloor (1) and Wei and Smith (3), respectively. At
the highest peak amplitude in the shear layer (8.61,
8.45), the mixing of fj, and fs become more salient as
indicated in Figure 13c by the significant amplitudes
in the pressure spectrum at predominant modes of
nfs ± mfjj. Notice that subharmonics of % in both
samples are not indicated which agrees with
experimental measurements (2).
Much further
downstream within the shear layer where the flow
has fully transitioned to turbulent, the mixing of
frequencies is much less discernible as expected. As
shown in Figure 13d at sample point (9.00, 8.45),
the amplitudes have diminished and the frequency
bandwidths have widen significantly at the
predominant modes shown further upstream. These
series of sample points show good agreement with
the shear layer physics hypothesized by Bloor (1)
and Wei and Smith (2).
Investigations of the turbulent vortical
motion resulting from trailing edge separation of the
hydrofoil were performed at Re = 25,000. A C-grid

Figure 11: Snaphot of the Vorticity Contours Inside
the Cylinder Formation Region (Re=8000).
According to the experimental relationships
(1,3), a range for the transition wave frequency at Re
= 8000 is 2.52 < fb < 2.93. By scanning the
pressure-frequency spectra for peak amplitudes over
this range, one should be able to discern a region
within the shear layer where transition initiates.
Shown in Figure 12 is the distribution of the peak
amplitudes found in the spectra over the range of f^
given. The figure clearly suggests a zone of laminar
flow as depicted by the low level and widely
distributed contours of the peak amplitudes.
Construction of an imaginary radial line with 9 =
125° (measured from upstream stagnation) is
possible that delineates the limit of laminar flow or
the initiation of transition. This line is drawn as
dashed in the figure. If a data point is selected to the
left of this line, the predominant subharmonics of the
Strouhal frequency fs should be identifiable with
little mixing of %. In Figure 13a, the pressure
spectrum at coordinates (8.34, 8.45) in fact shows
these subharmonics (nfs) with fs = 0.112.
Although Figure 12 indicates two areas of
highest peak amplitude in the formation region, only
one can be perceived as within the separated shear
layer. This maximum occurs at coordinates (8.61,
8.45). The mixing of secondary and Strouhal frequencies can be studied along development of the
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389x89x16 which had line clustering along the
hydrofoil surface provided the best discretization
strategy. The spanwise boundaries were assumed to
be periodic. Expect for the downstream boundary
and the hydrofoil surface (no-slip), unit velocity and
potential flow conditions were applied along the
other external grid boundaries. Conservation of
energy across the downstream branch-cut was
verified by examining the spectral energy content of
the turbulent fluctuating quantities. The turbulent
vortices exited without loss of peak vorticity through
transformation of Euler's equation combined with
continuity.
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(b)
Figure 14: How Characteristics on Upper Surface of
a NACA 0018 Hydrofoil at Re=25,000 and Angleof-Attack of 7.5 degrees.
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The hydrofoil was subjected to a 0° and a 7.5°
angle-of-attack (AOA). Both upstream conditions
produced trailing edge separation, but of different
physical character. At AOA = 0°, both of the upper
and lower laminar boundary layers separated along
the trailing edges and then quickly transitioned to
the generation of turbulent vortices. The interplay
between the separated regions produced asymmetric
oscillatory separation points on the hydrofoil
surfaces. At AOA = 7.5° (Figure 14), a separation
bubble was produced through laminar separation
along the upper surface followed by reattachment
due to an abrupt transition to turbulence of the
separated free-shear layer.
However, the now
turbulent boundary layer separated further
downstream along the trailing edge. These physics
have been
verified
qualitatively
through
corresponding experimental flow visualization
testing.
Qualitative verification of these LES
computations to previously published data is
currently underway.
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Figure 13: Pressure-Frequency Spectra at Various
Grid Points Within the Separated Shear Layer; (a)
x=8.34,y=8.45, (b) x=8.40,y=8.45, (c) x=8.61,
y=8.45 and (d) x=9.00, y=8.45.
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8. Preliminary LES results of a NACA
0018 hydrofoil showed laminar separation of the
upstream upper boundary layer followed by
transition to turbulence in the separated shear layer
and finally reattachment near the beginning of the
trailing edge.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The impetus of the present large-eddy
simulation (LES) was to investigate the turbulent
physics of the near wake behind a circular cylinder
and a NACA hydrofoil. The governing LES
equations and subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence model
were formulated in curvilinear coordinates where
both the Cartesian and the contravariant velocity
components were utilized to dynamically evaluate
the model coefficient. Initially, we computed the
early evolution of the near wake at a Reynolds
number of 3000. Based on this study, the following
concluding remarks are offered:
1. The primary Strouhal vortices were shed
at a non-dimensional frequency of 0.21. Their timeaveraged peak vorticity (o)p) exponentially decayed
with downstream distance with a near linear decline
of their local detection frequency over the near wake
region of interest 5 < x < 60; specifically,
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The Wake of a Bluff Body Moving Through Waves
R. Arkell, J. Graham (Imperial College, United Kingdom)

Abstract
This paper describes a numerical simulation
of the development of a vortex street wake
behind a bluff body when subject to a disturbance field induced by free surface waves.
The geometry studied in the present case is of
a long vertical surface piercing circular cylinder moving steadily parallel to the direction of
propagation of the waves.
In the first part of the study, the flow
field is simulated at low Reynolds numbers
and assuming locally two dimensional flow.
The numerical simulation is based on a vortex (particle) method which includes the effect
of viscous diffusion and accurately simulates
the time dependent Navier-Stokes equations,
which are solved in stream function-vorticity
form to compute the velocity and diffusion
fields. Comparisons are presented between
the numerical simulations and flow visualisations at similar Reynolds numbers and wavecylinder conditions obtained in towed cylinder
experiments in a wave tank using dye.
In the second part, three-dimensional
numerical flow simulations are carried out using an unsteady Navier-Stokes code based on
convection of vortons. Results for a vertical
cylinder translating through waves and a tapered cylinder in uniform translation are presented.

1

Introduction

The fundamental problem of the persistence
of the wake of a moving body is an interesting one: wakes of ships are observed to persist
for tens of kilometers on the surface of the sea
under the right conditions. Frictional forces

within the fluid tend to reduce the velocity defect in the wake rapidly, and diffuse vorticity
causing the wake to spread in a lateral sense
(where gradients of vorticity are largest). The
effects on the wake decay of parameters which
include body shape, local Reynolds number,
free surface conditions, and background turbulence are not yet fully understood.
The work reported here is an investigation into the effect of free surface waves on
the vortex shedding and subsequent development of the wake of a vertical cylinder translating steadily under conditions such that the
forward speed exceeds that of the particle orbital speed of the wave-induced local velocity
field. A reversing incident flow relative to the
cylinder is therefore not normally present, and
the wave field represents a perturbation to the
uniform incident flow. The vast majority of
bluff body studies have focused on the effects
of either a steady incident flow or of oscillatory incident flow on circular cylinders. Some
have included the combined effects of oscillation and current. The study of many oscillatory flow problems arises due to the fact that
most marine platform type structures are fixed
or at most undergo limited motions, and are
subject to the oscillatory velocity component
induced by passing waves. In these cases the
current is normally of smaller amplitude than
the important wave induced velocities. Some
common ground is to be found between these
problems and the work presented here when
the current, or forward speed, and the wave
are of near equal strengths.
The present investigation is carried
out at various levels of idealisation of the physical problem. The problem differs from the
undisturbed (i.e. von Karrnan ) wake problem by the appearance of essentially two new
mechanisms: (a) the fact that the local velocity at the cylinder surface is a combination
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of a mean component and a smaller wave induced component varying in time, and thus
the strengths of the shed vortices vary with
time, resulting in a (weak) periodic spatial
variation of vortex strengths away from the
body, (b) that the vortices in the far wake are
subject to a 'concertina-like' effect in which
the wave-induced velocities cause a periodic
dilation and extension of the vortex spacing in
a sense parallel to the wave direction. The former mechanism (a) is dependent on the wave
amplitude and frequency and is approximately
independent of the wavelength of the wave,
whilst the wavelength is important in the latter mechanism (b). The waves considered in
this work have wavelengths many times that of
the body size (as is generally the case of towed
bodies in the open sea), and thus are not subject to significant diffraction effects around the
body.
It is a well known that the idealisation
of a vortex street to an infinite system of point
vortices is only neutrally stable - that is to say,
an infinitesimal disturbance introduced into
the system will grow infinitely slowly (Lamb
(1932)), and moreover there is only a single
configuration of horizontal to vertical vortex
spacing for which this neutrally stable configuration holds; all other spacing ratios are unstable. For an assumed two-dimensional flow and
an infinite periodic point vortex model, the
imposition of an additional two-dimensional
approximation to simulate the effect of the
wave motion on the point vortices as described
by mechanisms (a) and (b) leads to a degeneration or breaking-up of the wake structure
(Graham and Arkell (1992)), characterised by
a process of vortex pair dissolution, in which
vortex pairs are seen to eject from the central
wake.
In reality a surface gravity wave induces orbital velocities which decay exponentially with depth in deep water, but are in
phase in the plane normal to the wave propagation direction. Therefore a towed vertical
cylinder in waves experiences a spanwise variation in velocity which consists of both horizontal and vertical components and leads to threedimensional vortex shedding, vortex stretching, and inevitably a much more complicated
velocity field.

2

Computational Method

Two flow simulation codes were used in the
present work.
A two-dimensional viscous
vortex-in-cell code was developed using a Finite Volume approach. The method uses a
streamfunction-vorticity formulation, in which
vorticity is convected on moving particles (vortices) and diffusion is carried out on the mesh
(see Graham and Arkell (1992)). A threedimensional vortex code (FEMVOR) has also
been developed in order specifically to investigate some of the three-dimensional effects.
FEMVOR, as in the two-dimensional code,
employs a particle representation of the vorticity field, in this case using vortons:
w(x,i) = ^/c„(<)£(x - xa)

(1)

where Ka is the strength of the ath vorton, and S the Dirac delta function. In the
present method the velocity field is calculated
on a fixed mesh by projecting the volumeintegrated vorticity (vortonicity) carried by
the moving vortons onto that mesh. Integration of the field equations is performed over
fully unstructured tetrahedral-element meshes
using a piecewise linear Galerkin Finite Element method; this allows for compact coding
and efficient spatial representation. The mesh
generator was the FELISA system (Peraire,
Morgan and Peiro (1990)), which is an Advancing Front type and is highly efficient for
complex geometries and allows the user to
modify mesh densities through application of
point, line and triangular source distributions.
Vortonicity is interpolated from the
particles onto the mesh nodes, and division
of this quantity by the node control volume
yields values of vorticity on the mesh. Changes
to the vorticity field which arise through diffusion and stretching are re-interpolated back
onto the particles at the end of a time step.
New particles are created at mesh nodes if
th^ vorticity magnitude there is finite at the
end of a time step and no particles originally contributed to that node. New particles therefore materialise at a diffusion front.
The method developed here is a hybrid one similar to the two-dimensional code - in which
only the convection is done by tracking particles, all other processes being implemented
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on the mesh. Clearly, this reintroduces a certain amount of mesh dependency, but the unstructured tetrahedral-element mesh affords a
great deal of flexibility in the distribution of
elements. The solution to the field equations
on the mesh is obtained using a preconditioned
Conjugate Gradient method. The Lagrangian
convection step of the current method using
particles introduces minimal numerical diffusion, and is appropriate for modelling the complex vortical structures of separated flows. A
detailed description of the method appears in
Graham and Arkell (1995).

ements consists of a steady free stream component plus a planar oscillatory component,
whilst the velocity applied to the point vortices also includes the spatial component. The
potential velocity field around a cylinder of diameter D = 2 is therefore given by:

3

This velocity field satisfies continuity, i.e. V •
Up = 0. The positions of the vortices are updated using the following velocity field:

Two-dimensional viscous
flow computations

A series of numerical experiments are carried
out to study the results of adding a progressive wave to the steady incident flow past a circular cylinder. The characteristics of the flow
field are presented in the form of instantaneous
plots of point vortices; these demonstrate the
dynamics of the vortices in the wake and the
overall changing structure of the wake. We
start by considering the far field free stream
velocity to which the cylinder is subjected:
u(x, t)

=

Uc + uw sin(wu,f - kwx)

v(x,t)

=

0

u„
vv

=

(Uc + uw sinwwt)Ax

vp(x,t)

=

-(Uc+ uw sinu>wt)Ay

A.

=

1-

s2-y2

(*2 + y2)3
2xy
22
(x + y2)

(3)

=

Up + ur + uU)(sin(a)u,t — kwxv) —

=

sinwwt)Ax
Vp + vr — uw(sin(uwt — kwxv) —
smuwt)Ay

(4)

where subscript p refers to the potential solution, r refers to the rotational or vortical solution, and „ refers to the point vortex with
integer identifier v.
There are two parameters associated
with a wave of height h, which are:

(2)

where Uc is the translational velocity of the
cylinder, uw is the particle orbital speed induced by the wave, uw is the angular frequency
of the wave, and kw the wavenumber of the
wave. Equation (2) is the velocity field of a
progressive wave of wavelength Xw = jr; travelling in the positive i-direction with a celerity c = fwXw = *"%*'". The three-dimensional
free surface wave problem also has components
of velocity in the direction normal to the free
surface (i.e. along the cylinder in this case)
such that the divergence of this potential velocity field is identically zero. Since the vertical motions are not accounted for in this twodimensional analysis, mass is not conserved
exactly in the two-dimensional potential field.
The solution adopted is to split the temporal and spatial components of the phase of the
wave so that the potential velocity field applied at the centroids of the computational el-

up(x,t)

*=£ ; i-i.

(5)

Once the cylinder is in motion, with speed Uc,
a third parameter may be inferred for the relative time scales. A natural choice for this
third parameter in this case is the ratio of
the frequency of the wave to the natural vortex shedding frequency in the absence of the
wave, i.e. /=<&•, where /„ = SUC/D, and
S is the Strouhaf number. In the cases presented here, the Reynolds number is equal to
150. This is near the upper limit of the twodimensional vortex shedding regime for steady
incident flow, and within the known 'working range' of the two-dimensional code. The
particular case of steady incident flow is presented first so that the effects of waves on the
wake structure may be compared with a 'standard' result. Details of the vortex structures
in the near-wake are shown in the point vortex
plot for this steady incident flow case (figure
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1). The Strouhal number for the steady inci- close to that of the present data. The wave
dent flow case at this Reynolds number of 150 cases are basically divided into two categories
was found to be 0.182, through measuring the of weak (ü = 0.2) and strong (ü = 0.5) waves,
zero-crossings over many periods in the time each being studied over a range of frequencies
trace of the transverse velocity field close to (/) and amplitudes (h). Weak wave case numbers are odd, and strong wave case numbers
the cylinder.
even. Figures 3 to 10 are plots of point vortices for all weak wave cases presented here,
and show the vortex structures of the nearwake. The wakes are shown to a downstream
distance of about 30 diameters. The flow is
from left to right, and the waves propagate
from left to right.
Point vortices. Re = 150. No waves.
Figure 1
Figure 2 is a table of the various wave cases
studied here. Note that ü = yf-.
Case#

A

/

h

ü

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

30
30
30
30
30
30
60
60
60
60
100
100
100
100
200
200

2.265
2.265
2.000
2.000
1.825
1.825
1.565
1.565
1.295
1.295
1.200
1.200
1.000
1.000
0.690
0.690

0.077
0.193
0.087
0.219
0.096
0.240
0.112
0.279
0.135
0.338
0.146
0.364
0.175
0.437
0.253
0.634

0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5

Point vortices. Re — 150. Case 1.
Figure 3

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 3.
Figure 4

Summary of wave cases.
Figure 2
The range of / is quite large, and
spans the two central values at which lock-in
occurs for in-line oscillations (/ = 2.0) and
transverse oscillations (/ = 1.0). Assuming
that, as far as the near wake is concerned,
the hydrodynamic effects of in-line oscillatioxis
and progressive wave-trains are correlated, the
data from Griffin and Ramberg (1976), who
conducted experiments on in-line oscillations
of a circular cylinder in a steady free stream,
indicate that not all the wave cases presented
here lie within the lock-in region. Their experiments were carried out at Re — 190, which is

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 5.
Figure 5

Point vortices. Re — 150. Case 7.
Figure 6
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Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 9.
Figure 7

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 11.
Figure 8

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 13.
. Figure 9

the staggered structure of the wake is lost. At
frequencies outside this range, the alternate
pattern is disrupted fairly close to the cylinder. In the near-wake, the inter-vortex spacing is no longer regular, and the formation of
vortex pairs is apparent (see figure 10). The
irregularity of the inter-vortex spacing is generally small; the formation of a definite vortex
pair is slow, and takes place several diameters
downstream of the cylinder. Often, the vortex pair results from the interaction of three
closely spaced vortices; such a vortex triplet
may be seen at x/D « 24 in figure 8. In weak
wave cases the vortex pairs are not able to
travel too far in the transverse sense due to
the small differences in vortex strengths and
inter-vortex spacings. The result is that the
shape of the wake is mildly jagged (figure 11),
and not particularly broad far downstream of
the cylinder, by which time of course, the vortex strengths have been greatly diminished by
diffusion and vorticity cancellation. The far
wakes of these cases are sometimes characterised by the presence of large vortex structures, which arise through the coalescence of
like-signed vortices. In general, the vortices
in these cases are not so compactly arranged,
and once the staggered configuration has been
interrupted close to the cylinder, the vortices
tend to spread out in the longitudinal sense,
with the lengthscale of the vortex structures
increasing with distance downstream.

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 15.
Figure 10

The characteristics of the wakes in the weak
and strong wave cases are quite different. For
weak wave cases for which 1.565 < / < 2.0
(cases 3,5,7), the wake is regular and closely
resembles that of the steady incident flow case,
in which alternate signed vortices are shed to
form a staggered street. This is true even
at very large distances downstream. It seems
that for waves of this amplitude and within
this frequency band, the stability of the resultant street is similar to the steady incident
flow case. Case 3 most resembles the steady
incident flow case, but as the frequency of the
wave decreases, and the amplitude increases,

*&b&>bt&f&*&y^&%^^
Vorticity contours. Re = 150. Case 9.
Figure 11
If the transverse velocity field is sampled close
to the cylinder (x/D = 2.5, y/D = 1.5), it
is observed that in cases (3,5,7) the period of
the fluctuation in velocity is equal to twice the
wave period. The vortex shedding has become
synchronised with the wave. This synchronisation phenomenon, in which the wave is of
sufficient amplitude and appropriate period to
dictate the formation and shedding processes
is similar to cases of oscillation of a cylinder in
a uniform flow. This has been studied for the
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case of cylinders and cables vibrating in-line
(e.g. Griffin and Ramberg (1976)) and transversely (e.g. Meneghini (1993)). Time traces
of the transverse velocity in the near wake indicate that for cases 3,5 and 7, the vortex shedding is locked on to twice the wave frequency.
From the corresponding point vortex
plots of these cases (i.e. figures 3 to 10), it
is possible to measure the longitudinal intervortex spacing (a). Figure 13 is a plot of
the values of the non-dimensional longitudinal inter-vortex spacing (a/D) versus nondimensional frequency (/). This plot applies
to the synchronised cases only (3,5,7), although the special case of the / = 1.0 (case
13) is also included (filled circle). The longitudinal inter-vortex spacing in this case is the
same as the steady incident flow case.

for these cases. These plots are arranged in an
order of descending frequency, increasing amplitude. The flow is from left to right, and the
waves are propagating from left to right.

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 2.
Figure 14

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 4.
Figure 15

x 5.5-

|
£5.0

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 6.

Figure 16
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Variation of vortex spacing with frequency.
Figure 13
Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 8.
Figure 17

The three co-linear data points in figure 13
lie on a line of equation:
D

= -4.25/+13.

(6)

Figure 13 shows that for cases with nondimensional frequency less than about 2.0
the longitudinal inter-vortex spacing is greater
than the steady incident flow case, whilst for
cases in which the non-dimensional frequency
is greater than about 2.0, the longitudinal
inter-vortex spacing is smaller.
The strong wave cases (0.192 < h <
0.633) generally have broader wakes, and
demonstrate a rich variety of vortex configurations. Figures 14 to 21 are point vortex plots

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 10.
Figure 18
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incident flow case. The longitudinal intervortex spacing has the same value of 4.75£>.
Figure 23 shows that the wake undergoes a
sudden transition at a downstream distance
cf approximately 70D, after which the vortex
structures become larger and the longitudinal
inter-vortex spacing increases; meanwhile, the
wake undergoes very little broadening, even
far from the cylinder.

Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 12.
Figure 19

"
Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 14.
Figure 20

^tiuUowwatWWiy oV»^^y^tS> o

Vorticity contours. Re = 150. Case 4.

Figure 23

If the wave frequency is lowered, a change in
the mode of vortex shedding is seen to occur.
Figure 16 is a plot of the point vortices in case
6 (/ = 1.825). In the near wake it may be seen
that a symmetric mode occurs over the region
7.5Ö < x < 16ZX Further downstream, vortices of like-sign merge, and an anti-symmetric
Point vortices. Re = 150. Case 16.
street
is realised. At / = 1.565 (figure 17), the
Figure 21
transverse distance between vortices increases
Case 2 (figure 14) is quite similar to its weaker so that no merging of vortices occurs, and a
counterpart (case 1, figure 8). The inter- double vortex street is established. This convortex spacing is not regular, and there is some figuration persists far downstream, and is seen
evidence of vortices 'bunching' in the near to exist up to the edge of the computational
wake. The far wake becomes broad, whilst domain (x = 115D). The configuration obthe longitudinal inter-vortex spacing increases served in case 8 is very similar to the flow viwith distance downstream. Figure 22 is a vor- sualisation data presented by Detemple and
Eckelmann (1989), in which the steady flow
ticity contour plot of this case.
past a cylinder is acoustically disturbed by inline waves at a non-dimensional frequency of
/ — 1.5625. The structures observed in the
wake are termed "Sea-horses".

ex«*£0»%«#i%^& •§■ j^v«o<
Vorticity contours. Re = 150. Case 2.
Figure 22
Case 4 is the special case of / = 2, i.e. the wave
frequency is exactly twice the natural shedding frequency. The wake structure consists
of alternately shed vortices of opposite sign;
however, the transverse inter-vortex spacing
is large and has a value of 2.75.D in the near
wake. This compares with 1.5.D for the steady

At still lower non-dimensional frequencies, the wake structure undergoes further change. Case 10 (figure 18) shows that
the wake is mainly comprised of alternately
shed vortices, for which the transverse spacing is quite small. One particularly interesting aspect of both this case and the very similar case 12, is that the vortex rows have become interchanged compared with the classical
von Karman vortex street, i.e. vortices with ve circulation form the top row, whilst vortices
with +ve circulation form the lower row. This
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is characteristic of a typical wake configuration 0.53 < f < 2.46 the vortex shedding experiof a body generating thrust. The longitudinal ences lock-in at half the driving frequency. In
inter-vortex spacing is approximately double the overlapping range, the mode of lock-in is
that of the von Karman value. Plots of con- unpredictable, and sometimes may not occur.
tours of vorticity for a larger portion of the
wake indicate that broadening of these wakes
Three-dimensional
is rapid, and occurs as a result of a vortex pair 4
dissolution process (see figure 24).
Aspects

txM&^fSS&J&Säifti
Vorticity contours. Re = 150. Case 10.
Figure 24

At / = 1.0 (case 14), the near wake consists of
pairs of primary vortices which have formed
from vortex triplets; in between these three
vortices are weaker vortices. This particular
case demonstrates the most rapid broadening
of the wake (see figure 25), and the differences
between this case and the weak wave counterpart (case 13) are marked.

| «^^V^o^tf^f•
Vorticity contours. Re = 150. Case 14.
Figure 25

At wave frequencies below the natural shedding frequency the wake is seen to consist of
a regular line of closely formed vortex pairs,
which move in a transverse flow sense under their mutually induced velocity field (figure 21). Samples of transverse velocity at
x/D = 2.5, y/D = 1.5 show that the shedding is locked-in, and has a period equal to
the wave period. This case indicates that
there is a second lock-in region in the (h, f)
parameter space for / < 1. Detemple and
Eckelmann (1989) report lock-in for the range
0.53 < / < 2.46. For 0.77 < / < 1.16,
they report that the vortex shedding experiences lock-in at the driving frequency, and over

The work presented in this paper has so far examined the modifications which take place in
the wake as a result of a two-dimensional progressive wave train, which models the presence
of a surface gravity wave. However, it has long
been recognised (e.g. Williamson (1995)) that
even in the case of a two-dimensional incident
flow past a nominally two-dimensional body,
the role of three-dimensional instabilities in
the development of the wake is of crucial importance to the structure of the wake. On this
basis, the case of a circular cylinder translating
into surface gravity waves, for which the incident flow is highly three-dimensional, merits
an investigation into the three-dimensional aspects of the wake. Unfortunately, the number
of degrees of freedom that exist in the threedimensional numerical problem is very large,
even for the relatively low Reynolds numbers
under consideration here. Thus there exist
quite severe restrictions on the numerical computations in terms of the length of wake which
might be modelled and the spatial accuracy of
the solutions.
As a prelude to studying surface wave
effects on the vortex wake of a circular cylinder, the flow past a mildly tapered cylinder with diameters D\ and Di at sections
H apart is analysed. This flow was initially studied experimentally by Gaster (1969),
and has been shown to demonstrate threedimensional V-type structures in the wake,
which arise through cellular shedding vortex
patterns. The taper ratio (Tr) is defined as
Tr = H/(Di—D2), and for the case under consideration here has the value of Tr = 40. The
Reynolds number is 200, based on the midspan diameter, and the aspect ratio is 8. Figure 26 is a plot of the vortons in the flow field
after several shedding cycles have taken place.
It quite clearly shows the existence of y-type
vortices. In this plot the larger end is at the
top. The boundary conditions for the two end
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planes are symmetry conditions which support
no in-plane components of vorticity; thus, the
vortices meet these planes orthogonally.
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From Piccirillo and Van Atta (1993)
Figure 27
Figure 28 is a velocity vector plot at various
spanwise locations for the case computed here.
It shows the lack of correlation in the spanwise
sense, and indicates that the shedding phase is
dictated by the larger end over the majority of
the cylinder length.

Vorton plot. Tapered cylinder. Tr
Figure 26

40

Piccirillo and Van Atta (1993) found that the
non-dimensionalised cell size became a constant value for a range of taper ratios at
Reynolds number greater than about 100. Figure 27 is a reproduction of their figure for the
non-dimensional cell size versus the Reynolds
number at the centre of the cell. Included on
this figure is the data for the case run here;
only the larger cell is plotted, which agrees
reasonably well with their data. The cylinders
used by Piccirillo and Van Atta are of an aspect ratio roughly 5 to 6 times greater than the
cylinder tested here, and so the possible number of cells generated is higher. Their data
indicate that the cell sizes decrease slowly in
the direction of the smaller end. The second
cell in the present data (i.e. that nearer the
smaller end) has become shortened, because
the cylinder length cannot accommodate a full Velocity vectors at various spanwise locations
Figure 28
cell. Roughly speaking, a cylinder of aspect ratio of at least 12 at this taper ratio is required
for two complete cells.
An experimental visualisation of this flow is
performed for an identical tapered cylinder geometry. The method used is an electrolytic
precipitation technique, as detailed in Honji,
Taneda and Tatsuno (1980). The experiments
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are carried out in the water flume in the hydraulics laboratory of the Department of Aeronautics at Imperial College. The working section is 0.6m wide and 0.65m deep. Nontapered cylinders are connected at either end
of the tapered cylinder. The larger end protrudes through the water surface, whilst at
the lower end a 15cm circular end plate is attached. A schematic of the tapered cylinder is
shown in figure 29.

Tapered cylinder ^H

Schematic of tapered cylinder
Figure 29

Precipitate in the wake of a tapered cylinder
Bi-cellular shedding
Figure 30
A three-dimensional numerical simulation of
the towed cylinder in waves has also been carried out. The free surface is approximated by
the usual linearised wave boundary condition.
A transformation is applied to the computational mesh which is exactly equal and opposite to the vertical ^-component of the basic
potential velocity.

An unstructured mesh with 400,000
tetrahedra
is used for the computation. FigThe Reynolds number of the flow is 200 based
ure
31
is
an
x — y plane through the mesh,
on the mid-span diameter. A very thin strip
and
figure
32
shows both an x-y and ay-:
of rolled solder the length of the cylinder is
plane.
The
mesh
is first generated over the
attached to the front of the cylinder and is
interval
0
<
z
<
1.0,
and then stretched in
connected to the anode of a low voltage d.c.
the
z-direction,
so
that
the aspect ratio of the
supply. The cathode is connected to a large
steel plate placed many body lengths from the cylinder is 16.
cylinder; when the current is switched on, a
whitish precipitate forms at the anode and is
drawn into the shear layers, marking the flow
patterns. A 5 watt argon ion laser is used to
illuminate a thin vertical plane of the wake.
Figure 30 is a digitised frame from the video
recording of this flow. It shows that the wake
is characterised by bi-cellular shedding. The
two ends of the cylinder have two different
x — y plane in the mesh
shedding frequencies and a linear variation in
Figure 31
diameter implies a linear variation in Strouhal
number along each cell. Since the vortex lines
formed by the rolled up shear layer must be
continuous from the top of the cylinder to the
bottom, the disparity in shedding frequency
across the cells results in a dislocation or splitting of the vortex.
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x — y and j/ — 2 planes in the mesh
Figure 32
A case is run for Re — 150; A = 60; / = 1.8;
ü — 0.5. Figure 33 shows the vortons at a
non-dimensional time of t* = 68.4. The top
plot is a plan view on to the free surface; the
middle plot is a three-dimensional perspective
of the flow field, and the bottom plot is a plan
view of the flow at z = -H. The middle plot
shows only three slices of the vorton field, otherwise the image would be too complicated
to interpret. At this point in the computation there are just over 2 x 106 vortons in the
field. Here, the free surface is shown as a grid.
The cylinder is travelling from left to right,
the waves from right to left, and the viewer is
looking down on the cylinder; a small length
of cylinder is drawn protruding through the
free surface. The length of the cylinder is approximately equal to Au,/4, meaning that the
u-component of the wave velocity field spans
the approximate range: ü : 0.2 —> 0.5 between
the bottom (z = -H), and the free surface
(z — 0). Figure 33 shows that near to the free
surface the vortex shedding is almost symmetric. In the bottom plane the near-wake resembles the von Karman vortex street. The middle plane near-wake flow is quite similar to the
two-dimensional result of Case 6, and the correlation between this plane and the free surface is high over this region. It is difficult to
visualise what is happening to the vortices in
the wake in a three-dimensional sense; the flow
behind the tapered cylinder has been shown to
be structurally quite simple, but what form of
vortex connection is taking place here is hard
to say. More insight may be gained by forming iso-vorticity surfaces from the data, and
examining the way in which these 'structures'
behave in the wake.
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Figure 33
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1.8; u = 0.5.

A series of flow visualisation experiments are
carried out in the 20m wave flume in the Department of Aeronautics, Imperial College to
examine the free surface vortices of the wake
of a vertical cylinder translating steadily into
waves. The working section of this flume is
0.6m wide, 3 metres long, and typically has a
depth of about 0.8m. The twin-paddles which
create the waves may be driven over the frequency range of 0.5 -» 2.5Hz, giving a range
of wavelengths of between 6.25m and 0.25m.
A signal generator is used with a sinusoidal
output signal.
The cylinder penetrates the free surface, and has minimum clearance at the bottom of the flume. The Reynolds number of the
experiments is 600. Visualisation is achieved
by bleeding a solution of potassium permanganate on to the front part of the cylinder.
This is done through a hypodermic needle
to help maintain an even, minimal flow rate
whilst avoiding the formation of droplets of
dye. Two 1000 Watt tungsten lights either side
of the working section provide illumination.
Fairly high speed (400 ASA) black and white
film is used in a camera mounted above the
water surface and fixed relative to the flume.
Figure 34 demonstrates the formation of the
classical von Karman vortex street which re602

mains stable up to about 30Z) downstream;
thereafter structure in the flow patterns becomes much less distinct and there is a small
but fairly abrupt change in the wake width.
There is a slight bias in concentration of dye,
which makes the vortices on the lower row appear a little darker.

:*&&&
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twice the transverse distance when compared
with the no wave result. The parameters in
this case are very close to case 14 of the twodimensional viscous analysis, and there are
similarities in the data. Figure 37 is a plot
of the numerical data for approximately the
same length of wake as in the experimental
photograph.

s«a/\^

Free surface flow visualisation
Cylinder in steady translation
Figure 34
Figure 35 demonstrates the effects of adding
a wave of Ä = 60, / = 1.31, « = 0.5. The vortex patterns that emerge in the wake are similar to the "Sea-horses" of Detemple and Eckelmann (1989). The parameters of this case
lie in between those of case 8 and case 10 of
the two-dimensional viscous analysis data (figures 17 and 18 respectively). The structure of
the near wake in the experiment most closely
resembles that of case 8, although the intervortex spacing is not quite as small as that
of the numerical simulation. At a streamwise
distance of about 20£> from the cylinder, this
double street pattern is replaced by a different
configuration which consists of a single vortex
in the lower row and a complex arrangement
in the upper row. whilst the flow field in the
upper row has become quite complex. The
vorticity contour plot for case 10 (figure 24)
shows a similar behaviour at around a downstream distance of 35 diameters.
For longer wavelength, lower frequency waves, a different flow pattern
emerges. Figure 36 is a photograph for the
case A = 100, / = 1.03, ü = 0.5. The wake is
characterised by the presence of large vortex
pairs in the upper half plane, and a single vortex in the lower half plane. The vortex pairs
apparently convect quite rapidly in a transverse sense, so that at a streamwise distance
of about 30D from the cylinder, the wake is
very broad; dye has spread over approximately
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Free surface flow visualisation
A = 60, / = 1.31, 6 = 0.5
Figure 35
Figure 37 is fairly close to being a mirror image of the experimental data; the vortex pairs
in this case are in the lower half plane, and
the single vortex is almost directly above the
corresponding pair. Notice also that in between the single vortex and the next downstream vortex pair there exists a smaller vortex in the connecting free shear layer. This
is just observable in the experimental data of
figure 36 between the two vortex pairs closest
to the cylinder. Further downstream there is
no evidence of a formed vortex at this location
(also true of the numerical data), which may
be related to the local strain field exerted by
the rapid transverse motion of the next downstream vortex pair. The formation of the first
vortex pair in the numerical data occurs further from the cylinder than in the experimental data; indeed, the entire wake pattern is
more stretched in the longitudinal sense, and
the vortex pairs themselves travel a smaller
distance in the transverse sense. This may be
a result of the difference in Reynolds number
between the two sets of data.
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E.Detemple-Laake and H.Eckelmann. Phenomenology of Karman vortex streets in oscillatory flow. Exp. Fluids, 7:217-27,1989.

Free surface flow visualisation
X = 100, / = 1.03, ü = 0.5
Figure 36

M.Gaster. Vortex shedding from slender cones
at low Reynolds numbers. J. Fluid Mech.,
38:565-76, 1969.
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Point vortices. Re — 150. Case 14
Figure 37
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Conclusions

Results have been presented of both 2-D and
3-D computations of the vortex wake behind
a cylinder towed through waves. The computations are at a Reynolds number of 150.
A survey of the changing wake patterns as a
function of the wave parameters is presented.
These data are in good qualitative agreement
with both data in the literature on vertical
cylinders in steady flow undergoing in-line oscillations, and surface flow visualisation data
conducted in the Department of Aeronautics
wave flume. A 3-D computation proved computationally expensive, but demonstrated reasonable agreement with the 2-D computations,
and provides useful experience for future research in this direction. A 3-D computation
of flow past a linearly tapered cylinder in a
steady current is also presented. The data
show the spanwise cell formation observed in
flow visualisation experiments carried out by
the authors on an identical geometry.
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Low-Dimensional Modeling of Flow-Induced Vibrations via
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
D. Newman, G. Karniadakis (Brown University, USA)

thogonal decomposition procedure of computing the
most energetic eigenmodes. Next we present results
of 2-d simulations of flow over a vibrating cylinder,
and compute the 2-d eigenmodes. Finally we consider 3-d simulations of flow-induced vibrations of
flexible cables, and we compute the 3-d eigenmodes
for these wakes, and discuss the construction of lowdimensional dynamic models.

ABSTRACT: We investigate the use of proper orthogonal decomposition analysis on direct numerical simulations of flow over vibrating cylinders and
cables. We first simulate the 2-d and 3-d wakes behind vibrating cylinders and cables, and then use the
method of snapshots to compute the most energetic
eigenmodes of these wakes. We examine the eigenmode energy decay versus mode number, and discuss
the possibility of constructing low-dimensional dynamic models to simulate and predict the behavior
of these systems.

1

2
2.1

Introduction

Fluid flows over flexible cables arise in many engineering situations, such as marine cables towing instruments, flexible risers used in petroleum production and mooring lines [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. It is therefore important to understand and be able to predict the hydrodynamic forces and motion of cables
caused by flow-induced vibration. Direct numerical simulations provide a means of computing these
flows; however, as the problem size increases and as
the Reynolds number increases, the computational
requirements grow rapidly. One alternative method
for simulating these flows is to use databases of existing computations to construct low-dimensional dynamical models to efficiently simulate the system at
other operating conditions. In this paper we examine the use of proper orthogonal decomposition analysis to model the complex dynamics in the wake of
vibrating cylinders and cables.
This paper is organized as follows: First, we describe the fluid/structure interaction problem, outline the solution method and describe the proper or-
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Formulation
Governing Equations

We consider the interaction of an incompressible
fluid flowing past a long flexible cable under tension. The equations that describe this problem are
the coupled system of fluid equations and cable equations. The fluid equations are given by the NavierStokes equations and the continuity equation. In
a stationary, Cartesian coordinate system (s', y1, z')
these equations are:
du1
+ (u' • V) u'
dt
V-u'

=

-Vp + i/V V

=

0.

For forced cable vibration, the motion of the cable
is prescribed, usually in the form of a standing wave
(for simplicity, constrained to move only in the crossflow direction) with an amplitude A, wavelength L,
and frequency w/:

((z,i) = A coau)jt cos2irz/L.

v

=

w —

v' —

-w' —
dz'

w',

p = p'.
The Navier-Stokes equation and continuity equation are transformed to

^ + (u-V)u
at
V-u

Figure 1: The coordinate system is attached to the
moving cable, producing an undeformed, stationary
computational domain.

" 8z3

-Vp+i/V3u + A(u,p,0,

=

0,

where the forcing term A(u,p,£) is the extra acceleration introduced by the transformation, consisting of both inviscid and viscous contributions.

In the case of flow-induced vibration, the equation
of motion of the cable for its two directions of motion
(i.e. in the x and y-directions) is given by a slightly
modified forced wave equation:

at3

=

2.2

Numerical Method

m

where £(z,t) = (((z,t),r)(z,i)) gives the cable displacement in the streamwise and crossflow directions
and c = y/T/m gives the phase speed of waves in
the cable. The cable has mass per unit length m
and tension T. To maintain a mean displacement,
the cable is lightly elastically supported by linear
springs with spring constant k, giving a natural frequency of wn = y/kjm. The spring constant is selected sufficiently small to have negligible effect on
the cable response. The fluid force on the cable is
denoted by F(z,t). The components of F(z,t) in
the streamwise and crossflow directions are the drag
and lift force on the cable. Internal damping is neglected here as it does not significantly influence the
response.
To simplify the solution of the fluid equations we
use a coordinate system attached to the cable. This
maps the time-dependent and deforming problem
domain to a stationary and non-deforming one as
shown in Figure 1. This mapping is described by
the following transformation:

x

=

x'-C(z',t'),

y

=

i/-v(z',i'),

Accordingly, the velocity components and pressure are transformed as follows:

at

w

al'

Figure 2: View of cable showing "slices" of spanwise
vorticity and spectral element mesh.
To solve the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, we use a parallel spectral element/Fourier
method [6]. Spectral elements are used to discretize
the x-y planes, while a Fourier expansion is used in
the z-direction (i.e. along the cable). Consequently,
all flow and cable variables are assumed to be periodic in the spanwise direction. The computational
domain extends 35d (cable diameters) downstream,
and 15d above and below the cable. The "cable
span", i.e. wavelength of vibrations in the cable was
L/d = 12.6 for the 3-d simulations. Each x-y plane is
discretized by a 110 element mesh, with each element
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where W would be a positive definite matrix
(typically diagonal) of discrete integration weights
from quadrature. Now we introduce the method
of snapshots, where we examine a series of snapshots of t*(x,t) taken at m time intervals, t = iAt,
i — l
m. Let us construct a matrix U of these
snapshots m, so U = {t»i
u,„} and the dimension of 17 is n x m. We compute the covariance
matrix E by taking the weighted inner product of
each snapshot tu with every other snapshot uy:

having 81 collocation points. Typically 32 z-planes
(16 Fourier modes) are used giving a total of 225,000
mesh points (see Figure 2). A non-dimensional time
step ofAtU/d = 0.002 is used giving over 3,000 time
steps per shedding cycle. For each simulation, the
cable initial position and velocity are set and the
simulations are run for at least 20 shedding cycles,
or until the statistics are relatively stationary.

2.3

POD Analysis

To get a more general indication of the structure of
a particular wake, we use proper orthogonal decomposition. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)
is a methodology that first identifies the most energetic "modes" in an evolving system, and second
provides a means of obtaining a low dimensional description of the system's dynamics. POD was applied to turbulence problems by Sirovich [7], while
Dean et al. [8] generated low-order models for incompressible flows in complex geometries. Once th«
POD model has been generated, we can use it to
predict behavior outside the parameter range used
to compute the modes, e.g. predict the dynamics of a
particular incompressible flow at different Reynolds
numbers. Here we apply POD to examine the structure of the 2-d and 3-d wakes behind vibrating cylinders and cables.
The POD method starts by expressing the evolution of a field u(x,t), by a sum of functions of time,
aj(t), multiplied by spatial eigenmodes, (j>j(x),

E = -UTWU
2
Note that the ith diagonal entry of E is e^, the energy of snapshot u,-. The dimension of^ismxm,
and typically m < n, i.e. the number of snapshots
is much lower than the number of spatial degrees of
freedom (e.g. for our applications 0(m) = 100 and
0(n) — 104-106). The eigenmodes fa are computed
by first computing the E's eigenvalues and eigenvectors: Eq = Xq or EQ = AQ, where A is the eigenvalue, q is the eigenvector, A is a diagonal matrix
of all the eigenvalues, and Q is the corresponding
matrix of eigenvectors. Note that E is symmetric
positive definite (if U > 0), and consequently (after normalization) the eigenvectors are orthonormal,
with Q_1 = QT. Proceeding, we now define our set
of eigenmodes $ as
$ = UQ
Orthogonality of the eigenmodes is automatically
guaranteed by their construction. Furthermore, the
eigenvalues measure the energy of each eigenmode.
Writing out the components of $ = {^i
4>m}
and the diagonal entries of A = {Ai, ...,Am}, we
have the energy of eigenmode <j>i is Aj. One important quantity we will measure is how quickly the
eigenmode energy A< decreases (i.e. convergence
rate), as this will indicate an appropriate point to
truncate the collection of eigenmodes.
At this point we have the m eigenmodes 4>i an<i
corresponding mode energies Aj. If we wish to reconstruct a snapshot u using J out of the m eigenmodes, we simply project the snapshot u onto the
eigenmode basis to get the J coefficients. Let the
projected (or reconstructed) snapshot be ü. Then

In this paper we will use POD to just compute
eigenmodes <t>j(x) of the wakes in order to study
their structure. The procedure to compute the
eigenmodes <j>j can be described in a general form.
Consider the time varying field u(x, t). Let us define
the instantaneous energy as

- / v?(x,t)dx,

e(t)

and the discrete approximation of u(a5, t) be given
by vector u(t), where the dimension of u(t) is n. This
dimension n would correspond to the total number
of mesh points used to discretise u(a;, t). Let us consider u(i) at discrete time intervals t = iAt, and denote Ui = u(iAi). Then the discrete version of the
energy integral becomes

ü

=

\^aj<t>j,

Jj^w*.

e

» = -ufWui
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where

3

2-D DNS Results

"lock-in" phenomenon, where the frequency of vortex shedding in the wake matches the frequency of
cylinder vibration. The shaded region delineates the
frequency-amplitude envelope where we observe a
locked-in wake. We see that the simulation results
agree with the lock-in region measured by Koopmann.

In this section we will examine the effect of cylinder oscillation on the 2-d wake. Experimental crossflow vibration studies were first performed by Koopmann [9]. Ongoren and Rockwell [10] studied vortex
pairing in the wake of an oscillating cylinder also at
low Reynolds numbers. Williamson and Roshko [11]
did an extensive study classifying the wake modes as
a function of the forcing frequency and amplitude.
We will concentrate on vibration frequencies and
amplitudes that are close to those observed in flowinduced vibration cases. The forced cylinder osculation cases are parameterized by the non-dimensional
vibration amplitude A and frequency w/. We will refer to the forcing frequency ratio w//w0 , which is
defined as the ratio of forcing frequency wj to the
frequency of vortex shedding of the fixed cylinder,

co, /co„ = 0.6

-$r

"55"

25"

"55"

M,/(o0 = 0.8

Wo-

TS

(^/co,, = 1.4

«tfNftA *
"25"

"Kr

Figure 4: Forced vibration wakes at Re=100: vorticity for frequency ratios wy/wo = 0.6,0.8 and 1.4
and amplitude rj/d = 0.5.

Forcing frequency ratio u,/uQ

To more closely examine this lock-in/no lock-in
behavior, we concentrate on the Re=100 results for
non-dimensional crossflow amplitude rj/d = 0.5, and
frequency ratios wj/wo = 0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2 and 1.4
(i.e. synchronous, and 20% and 40% above and below synchronous). These simulations were run for
120 time units (20 shedding cycles for the fixed cylinder case). To illustrate the different wake patterns,
we highlight three cases: sub-lock-in Uf/uo = 0.6,
lock-in (but sub-synchronous) wj/wo = 0.8, and
super-lock-in w//u>o = 1-4. Contour plots of vorticity for these frequency ratios of 0.6, 0.8 and 1.4
are shown in Figure 4. We immediately see from the
picture of the wake vorticity that when wj/uo = 0.8
(middle plot) a regular wake structure is displayed,
and classed as locked-in, but when Uf/wo = 0.6 and

Figure 3: Forced vibration frequency-amplitude
plot showing lock-in region from Koopmann, and
Re=100 simulation results.
Koopmann [9] conducted a series of experiments
at several Reynolds numbers measuring the flow behind cylinders oscillating in the crossflow direction.
He considered crossflow vibration amplitudes from
rj/d = 0.05 to T)/d = 1, and he varied the vibration frequency above and below the vortex shedding frequency of the fixed cylinder at that Reynolds
number. We conducted 2-d simulations for several frequency-amplitude pairs, and the results are
plotted in Figure 3. The points show the simulation results, while the shaded region is from Koopmann's data at Re=100. Here we illustrate the wake
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1.4, the wakes are not classed as locked-in. Note
that although the wake in case uj/w0 = 0.8 looks
similar to that of the fixed cylinder, it is in fact different due to the lower frequency of vortex shedding,
producing vortices with streamwise spacing of 6.8d
compared to 5 Ad for the fixed cylinder, commensurate with the ratio of 0.8. Although the wake patterns in cases wj/w0 = 0.6 and 1.4 do not resemble
the usual Karman vortex street, we do observe some
regularity and pattern to the wake, with vortex pairing observed when wj/w0 = 0.6 and vortex merging
occurring when o>//wo = 1-4-

3.1

2-D POD Eigenmodes

Here we compute the eigenmodes for the 2-d simulations. Note that although the POD procedure was
described for some scalar field u, and energy function c = l/u'da, we simply apply the procedure
to the 2-d flow problem by concatenating the u and
v velocities, giving the consistent energy function
e = |//(u2 + v2)dxdy, (and similarly for the 3-d
flows). We computed the eigenmodes for the fixed
cylinder flow as well as the five forced vibration cases
uj/wo = 0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2 and 1.4. In each case we
took 300 snapshots (m = 300) over tU/d - 60 timi
units (on average, about 10 shedding cycles), giving the interval between snapshots of AtU/d = 0.2.
We examine the results for the fixed cylinder and
the three forced vibration cases Uf/w0 = 0.6,0.8
and 1.4. We compute the vorticity eigenmode directly from the computed velocity eigenmodes, i.e.
«£u = V x (<t>u,4>v)- Note that this gives the desired answer, rather than computing the eigenmodes
from snapshots of vorticity, which would be based
on enstrophy e = \$u3dx. We also mention here
two points: first, we are computing the eigenmodes
based on the fluctuations from the mean flow, and
second, the eigenmodes are computed in the reference frame of the cylinder, i.e. in the transformed
coordinate system where the cylinder (or cable) appears stationary and straight. Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8
show the six most energetic eigenmodes for the fixed
cylinder and forced vibration cases uj/uo — 0.6,
uj/uo — 0.8, and wj/u0 = 1-4 respectively.
First looking at the fixed cylinder case, where the
wake is the most regular, we see that the eigenmodes
occur in "conjugate pairs", i.e. fa is 90° out of phase
with fa. This phase relationship is the same for the
eigenmode pairs (^3,^4) and (<f>B,<i>&)- The s*ze °*
the structures in the first pair ($1,^2) match the
vortex spacing in the snapshots, and these eigenmodes are symmetric about the x-axis. We classify the patterns in these 2 eigenmodes as (1,1),
i.e. structures with a scale of 1 vortex in the x-

t a>

—TO

to

3°"

Figure 5: Eigenmodes 1-6 for the fixed cylinder.

Figure 6:

Eigenmodes 1-C for forced vibration

u;/uo = 0.6.
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Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

•*••••»•!•

Fixed
49.1
48.1
0.9
0.9
0.4
0.4

0.6
18.9
17.8
10.8
9.4
7.9
7.2

0.8
48.4
42.8
3.1
2.3
1.4
1.2

1.4
19.6
18.0
12.1
11.6
10.9
6.0

Table 1: Modal energy percentages of eigenmodes 16 for 2-d cases: fixed cylinder, and forced vibration
cases Uf/uQ = 0.6,0.8 and 1.4, Re=100.
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Figure 7: Eigenmodes 1-6 for forced vibration
uif/uo = 0.8.
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Figure 8: Eigenmodes 1-6 for forced vibration
Vf/uo — 1.4.

direction, and 1 vortex in the y-direction. The next
pair would then be classified as (2,2), since the size of
the structures is half in both the x and y-directions.
These eigenmodes are anti-symmetric about the xaxis. The third pair is classified as (3,1), again symmetric about the x-axis. Each subsequent pair of
eigenmodes introduces successively finer scales into
the structure of the wake.
How do the energies of these modes decrease with
increasing mode? Since the same contour levels are
used in all the plots, we get some indication of the
amount of energy in each mode. The values are given
in Table 1 for the four cases, showing the the percentage of the total energy that that eigenmode contains. The pairing of the eigenmodes is clearly indicated by the energies, for the fixed cylinder case.
The eigenmode energy rapidly decreases with increasing mode number (the first 2 modes contain
97.2% of the energy, while the first 6 modes contain
99.8% of the energy). This is also an indication of
how unimodal time periodic the flow is.
Now looking at the sub-lock-in eigenmodes for
Uf/uo = 0.6 (Figure 6), we see quite a different
set of patterns compared to the fixed cylinder case.
Again, the first pair of eigenmodes show some regularity, this time with anti-symmetry about the xaxis, but again, approximately 90° out of phase with
one another. Modes 3-6 are more difficult to classify specifically, but we do see the finer structures
emerging with increasing mode number. Looking at
the Table 1 in this case shows that the first 2 eigenmodes only contain 36.7% of the total energy. The
decay rate of eigenmode energy is relatively low the first 6 eigenmodes contain just 72% of the total
energy. Furthermore, the total energy in this forced
case is 3.2 times larger than that in the fixed case.
The locked-in case uj/w0 = 0.8 (Figure 7) eigenmodes closely resemble those for the fixed cylinder (taking into account the 1/0.8 expansion of the
length scales). The classification of the eigenmode
pairs follow that of the fixed cylinder, however in this
forced case the energy of each eigenmode is substan-
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tially larger (comparing the numbers in the table) and the total energy in this forced case is more than
four times larger than that in the fixed case.
Finally in the super-lock-in case UJ/WQ = 1.4
(Figure 8), we see a reasonably regular first pair of
modes. Here we point out that the w//wo = 0.6 flow
case was the one where the first pair of eigenmodes
did not have approximate symmetry about the xaxis. Furthermore, it looks like modes fo and fe are
a conjugate pair, and modes $4. and <j>$ are a conjugate pair. This splitting of the conjugate pairs is
possibly due to time sampling resolution. We see a
similar decay rate of mode energy to the sub-lock-in
case - 37.6% of the energy is contained in the first 2
modes, and just 78.2% of the energy is contained in
the first 6 modes. The total energy in this case was
the largest, at 4.4 times that of the fixed cylinder.
We demonstrate how the eigenmodes are used to
reconstruct a snapshot. This gives us a qualitative indication of how a low-order dynamical model
would reproduce the dynamics of a particular wake.
Let us review the reconstruction procedure. We seek
an approximation ü to a snapshot u using the first
J of m eigenmodes, i.e. ü = £j=i a.j<f>j. Of course
when we use all the eigenmodes J = m, we get a
perfect reproduction, u = u, so for J <m,u approximates u. The coefficients a,- are simply computed
by projection.
The three forced vibration cases were used to
demonstrate the reconstruction procedure. In each
case we reconstruct using (the highest) 2, 4, 8,
16 and 32 eigenmodes (the total number of eigenmodes available is equal to the number of snapshots,
m = 300). The results are shown in Figures 9, 10
and 11.
We see that when wj/w0 — 0.6, the coarse structure of the wake is captured using 2-4 modes, however it requires at least 32 modes to get a reasonable qualitative match with the original snapshot.
Note that this is still just using approximately one
tenth of all the eigenmodes (32 out of 300). The
locked-in case, (w//w0 = 0.8, Figure 10) requires far
fewer modes to get a qualitative match - here just
8 eigenmodes capture the details of the wake structure reasonably well. Finally, the super-lock-in case
(wy/w0 = 1.4, Figure 11) shows a similar trend as
for wj/wo = 0.6, i.e. 32 modes are required to obtain
a reasonably accurate reconstruction.
The point at which we choose to truncate the collection of eigenmodes can be selected by examining
the eigenmode energy spectrum. This is plotted for
our fixed cylinder and forced vibration cases in Figure 12. Here we plot the eigenmode energy (as a
proportion of the total energy for that case), Xj/Xtot

Figure 9: Reconstruction of vorticity field using 2 to
32 modes: forced vibration WJ/UQ = 0.6

Figure 10: Reconstruction of vorticity field using 2
to 32 modes: forced vibration UJ/WQ — 0.8
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Mode

Figure 12: Eigenmode energy fraction versüB mode
number for fixed cylinder and 2-d forced vibration
cases, Re=100.
Figure 11: Reconstruction of vorticity field using 2
to 32 modes: forced vibration w//w0 = 1.4

and traveling wave responses at Re=100, and the
flow-induced vibration response at Re=200. For
each of these simulations, we assume spanwise periodicity with a length of L/d = 12.6. The standing
wave and traveling wave flow-induced vibration responses were generated by placing the initial cable
position in the form of a standing wave and traveling wave, and then running the simulation for several shedding cycles, at which point a time-periodic
state was reached. The cable tension was selected so
that vibrations of wavelength L/d — 12.6 would respond to the forcing frequency (estimated from the
fixed cylinder Strouhal number, i.e. St = 0.17 at
Re=100). The Re=200 flow-induced vibration case
was started from the Re=100 simulations. For this
case, neither the cable nor the flow reached a strictly
time-periodic state, indicating the turbulent nature
of the wake at this Reynolds number (here, the simulation was run for more than forty shedding cycles).

versus mode number j. The curves show quantitatively what we see qualitatively in the eigenmode
and reconstruction plots - in the fixed cylinder and
locked-in cases (w//wo = 0.8 and 1.0), the curve?
have a steep gradient (note the log axis), while in
the non-locked-in cases (wy/wo = 0.6, 1.2 and 1.4),
the mode energy decreases at a much slower rate.
These curves provide a systematic means of deciding
where to truncate the series for low-order dynamical
models. For example, let us assume that we wish to
retain 99.9% of the total energy, we would need to
keep approximately 10 modes for the locked-in cases,
and approximately 30 modes for the non-locked in
cases (i.e. where the curves intersect e = 0.001).

4

3-D DNS Results

At Re=100, flow over a cylinder is 2-d, and we
see parallel vortex shedding. If we take a slice of
the flow field perpendicular to the cylinder, we see
the well-known von Karman vortex street pattern of
staggered vortices with alternating signs. A top view
of this (looking in the negative y-direction) would
show parallel rolls of alternating sign vorticity being
shed and convecting downstream. Starting with the
familiarity of the wake structure in this simple case,
we now look at iso-contours of spanwise vorticity
in the wake of the flow-induced standing wave, and

We first wish to simulate flow-induced vibrations
of a flexible cable, then compute the POD eigenmodes for these flows. The authors have been conducting an ongoing investigation of direct numerical simulations of flow over flexible cables - results
for flow-induced vibrations are reported in [12], and
a comparison of forced and flow-induced vibrations
is given in [13]. For this paper, we concentrate on
throe flow-induced vibration cases: standing wave
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flow-induced traveling wave. Figures 13 and 14 show
a top view and perspective view of equal and opposite levels of spanwise vorticity (wx = ±0.2) for the
standing wave cable wake and traveling wave cable
wake respectively (for L/d = 12.6 wavelength vibration case). The darker shade shows negative spanwise vorticity, while the lighter shade shows positive
spanwise vorticity. The flow is from left to right, and
the cable is located at x = 0. We see a remarkably
different structure to the flow in the wake depending
on the flow-induced cable response. The standing
wave cable response produces an interlocked lacelike structure to the spanwise vorticity. In contrast,
the traveling wave cable response produced oblique
shedding of spanwise vorticity, i.e. much like the
shedding in the fixed cylinder case, but at an angle to the spanwise direction. Oblique shedding has
been observed in flows over fixed cylinders under certain experimental conditions [14] [15]. The nodes of
the cable's standing wave are located at the two ends
and middle of the cable in the figure. In the case of
the traveling wave, the "nodes" (point of zero displacement) move in the negative z-direction with the
phase velocity c. The streamwise spacing of vortices
is about six diameters in the standing wave case, and
about five diameters in the traveling wave case.

r

Figure 13: Top and perspective view of spanwise
vorticity for standing wave cable response, Re=100.
Contour level set at w = 0.2.

One obvious difference between the wake in both
the standing and traveling wave flow-induced vibration cases with the wake of a fixed cylinder (all
at Re=100) is that the former wakes are intrinsically three-dimensional, while the wake behind the
fixed cylinder is two-dimensional. Consequently, the
streamwise and normal vorticities (ws and wy) will
be non-zero in the 3-d case. Figure 15 shows a top
view of the three vorticity components for the standing wave (top plots) and traveling wave (bottom
plots) wakes. The two shades are again, equal and
opposite levels of the vorticity, and the same contour
levels are used in all the plots to allow easy comparison. Looking first at the standing wave wake, we
see that the cable vibration introduces significant
streamwise vorticity; in fact further downstream the
streamwise vorticity is the largest vorticity component. This is in direct contrast to the 2-d flows where
we only see spanwise vorticity. The magnitude of
this streamwise vorticity will be somewhat related
to the cable vibration amplitude to wavelength ratio
(since this is a direct means of introducing streamwise rotation into the flow), which is relatively large
in this case. Note that the streamwise and normal
vorticities are zero in the planes of the anti-nodes.
Again, we see the staggered pattern of spanwise vorticity. Now looking at the top view of the three vorticity components for the traveling wave wake, we

r

Figure 14: Top and perspective view of spanwise
vorticity for traveling wave cable response, Re=100.
Contour level set at w = 0.2.
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see a similar picture for the three components. Note
that in this traveling wave case, further downstream,
the largest vorticity component is spanwise vorticity.
Approximately, in this case, given a vorticity magnitude of w, the streamwise and spanwise vorticity
components will be we = wsinö and w» = wcosö
respectively, where 6 is the shedding angle. The normal vorticity wy in this case decreases rapidly with
downstream distance.
All the Re=100 flow-induced vibration simulations resulted in time-periodic cable and flow responses after the transients died out. The question naturally arises as to what happens at higher
Reynolds numbers. We conducted simulations examining the case of unconstrained flow-induced vibrations at Re=200 for the L/d = 12.6 spanwise
wavelength case. We started the Re=200 simulation from the Re=100 unconstrained flow-induced
vibration simulation. The simulation was run for
more than 100 shedding cycles at which point the
transients due to the change in Reynolds number
had died out, and the cable and wake response had
reached statistical stationarity. The top view and
perspective view of equal and opposite levels of spanwise vorticity (wz = ±0.2) for the the Re=200 flowinduced vibration wake is shown in Figure 16. These
plots can be directly compared with those in Figures 13 and 14. Furthermore, Figure 17 shows a top
view of the three vorticity components for the wake
behind the cable undergoing flow-induced vibrations
at Re=200. Note the highly three-dimensional nature of this flow.

s

4.1

We computed the eigenmodes for the three 3-d simulations: standing wave at Re=100, traveling wave
at Re=100 and the flow-induced vibration response
at Re=200. In this case, we took 300 snapshots
(m = 300) over tU/d = 15 time units (about 3 shedding cycles), giving the interval between snapshots
of AtU/d = 0.05. Let us first show the eigenmode
energy fraction decay rate in Figure 18. Not surprisingly, we see that the modal energy for the two
Re=100 cases decays at more than twice the (exponential) rate of the Re=200 decay. The modal
energy fraction for the traveling wave case is only
slightly lower than that for the standing wave case.
It is interesting to compare these with the 2-d modal
energy fraction plots (Figure 12). The curves suggest that the 3-d Re=200 case has similar complexity/dimensionality to the 2-d non-lock-in cases.
Next we plot the three vorticity components computed from the eigenmodes from the 3-d simulations. In each case we plot a top view (looking in

°y

s

3-D POD Eigenmodes

3

Figure 15: Top view of three vorticity components
for wake behind standing wave (top) and traveling
wave (bottom), Re=100. Contour level set at u> =
n.2.
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Figure 16: Top and perspective view of spanwise vorticity for Re=200 flow-induced vibration response.
Contour level set at w = 0.2.

the negative-y direction) of equal and opposite signs
of ux, Wy and wx (the same levels are used for all
plots, all w = 0.2), with the flow going left to right,
and the cable positioned at x = 0. For the Re=100
simulations we plot just the odd eigenmodes (eigenmodes 1, 3, 5 and 7) because the eigenmodes occur
in conjugate pairs, and consequently the set of even
eigenmodes are very similar (i.e. just differing by approximately 90°). Because of the slower eigenmode
energy decay rate at Re=200, we plot eigenmodes 1,
4, 8 and 16.
Starting with the standing wave wake at Re=10ü,
the vorticity for eigenmodes 1, 3, 5 and 7 are plotted in Figures 19, 20, 21 and 22. We see that for all
the eigenmodes, the symmetry of each vorticity component matches that of the original standing wave
vorticity snapshots shown in Figure 15 (top). Furthermore, we see an indication of the decay of eigenmode energy by the decreasing volume of iso-surface.
We observe an increasing amount of detail as we increase mode number - in fact going from mode 1 to
mode 3, we see structures with half the length scale
in both the x and z-directions (in the z-direction, this
is seen as increasing number of planes of symmetries
going from mode 1 to mode 3). Note again, that
the largest vorticity component for all the standing
wave eigenmodes is the streamwise vorticity.

S

a

Figure 17: Top view of three vorticity components for wake behind cable flow-induced vibrations,
Re=200. Contour level set at w = 0.2.
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Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

Stand.
44.4
39.7
6.4
5.7
1.4
1.3

Trav.
45.1
44.9
3.6
3.6
1.0
1.0

Re=200
21.2
20.9
12.0
10.7
6.9
4.3

Table 2: Modal energy percentages of eigenmodes 16 for 3-d cases: standing wave (Re=100), traveling
wave (Re=100) and traveling wave (Re=200) flowinduced vibrations.

—i—i—|—i—

Re«100 starting wave
Re*100 traveling wave'
Re*200

u
0)

C
0)

C

Now moving on to the traveling wave wake at
Re=100, the vorticity for eigenmodes 1, 3, 5 and
7 are plotted in Figures 23, 24, 25 and 26. Again,
we can compare these plots with the original traveling wave vorticity snapshots shown in Figure 15
(bottom). Here we see spanwise wavelengths of L,
L/2, L/3 and L/4 in the structure of the vorticities
for eigenmodes 1, 3, 5 and 7 respectively. It is interesting to observe that in the standing wave case we
only saw even fractions of the spanwise wavelength
(in contrast to the L/3 scale observed in the traveling wave mode 5 plot). Comparing each mode of the
standing wave plots and the traveling wave plots indicates that the traveling wave vorticity eigenmodes
exhibit approximately the same energy levels as the
standing wave vorticity eigenmodes. This is consistent with the corresponding eigenspectra shown in
Figure 18.
Finally the flow-induced vibration wake at
Re=200 (which was not time-periodic) eigenmodes
1, 4, 8 and 16 are plotted in Figures 27, 28, 29 and
30. Compare these plots with the original traveling wave vorticity snapshots shown in Figure 17.
The relatively large (absolute) energy of these eigenmodes is illustrated by the large volume enclosed by
the iso-surfaces. At this Reynolds number, we do
not observe much scale difference between the structures in eigenmodes 1 and 4. However, we do start
to see some finer structure emerging in eigenmodes
8 and 16. The traveling wave nature of the wake
response is somewhat observed in the u>t vorticity
eigenmodes.
Table 2 lists the modal energy percentages of
eigenmodes 1-6 for the three 3-d cases: standing wave (Re=100), traveling wave (Re=100) and
Re=200 flow-induced vibrations. Again we see the
pairing of the eigenmodes, and the rapid decay for
the Re=100 cases - here after six modes we have
captured 98.9% and 99.2% of the flow's energy compared with only 76% for the Re=200 flow-induced
vibration wake.
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Figure 18: Eigenmode energy fraction versus mode
number for 3-d flow-induced vibrations, Re=100 and
Re=200.

5

Discussion

In this paper we conducted direct numerical simulations of 2-d and 3-d flows over oscillating cylinders
and flexible cables, and then performed proper orthogonal decomposition analyses on the wakes. Table 3 gives a summary of the cases run. In the
2-d forced vibration cases, we see a big difference
in the eigenmode energy spectrum depending on
whether the wake is locked-in or not. When the
wake is locked-in, the eigenmodes look similar to
the case of a fixed cylinder, except for a length
Dim.
2-d

3-d

Re
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
200

Case
Fixed
Uf/uo = 0.6
WJ/WQ = 0.8
Uf/u>o = 1.0
uj/wo = 1.2
uj/wo = 1.4
Standing
Traveling
Traveling

Table 3: Summary of POD cases analyzed. The 2d simulations were fixed and forced vibration cases,
while all the 3-d simulations were flow-induced vibration cases.
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Figure 19: Eigenmode 1 for Re=100 standing wave.

Figure 21: Eigenmode 5 for Re=100 standing wave.
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Figure 20: Eigenmode 3 for Re=100 standing wave.

Figure 22: Eigenmode 7 for Re=100 standing wave.
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Figure 25: Eigenmode 5 for Re=100 traveling wave.

Figure 23: Eigenmode 1 for Re=100 traveling wave.
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Figure 24: Eigenmode 3 for Re=100 traveling wave.
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Figure 26: Eigenmode 7 for Re=100 traveling wave.
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Figure 29: Eigenmode 8 for Re=200 flow induced
vibration wake.

Figure 27: Eigenmodc 1 for Re=200 flow induced
vibration wake.
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Figure 28: Eigenmode 4 for Re=200 flow induced
vibration wake.

Figure 30: Eigenmode 16 for Re=200 flow induced
vibration wake.
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[6] R. D. Henderson and G. E. Karniadakis. Unstructured spectral element methods for simulation of turbulent flows. J. Computational
Physics, 122:191, 1995.

scaling that is proportional to the frequency ratio
Wf/wo- When the wake is not locked-in, the eigenmodes for the sub-lock-in case are quite different to
the eigenmodes for the super-lock-in case. In the
non-lock in cases, we need to retain three to four
times as many modes to get the same accuracy as
the locked-in cases. For example, to retain 99.9% of
the flow energy, we would need about 10 eigenmodes
to model a locked-in wake, and about 30 eigenmodes
to model a non-locked-in wake. We see a similar effect with Reynolds number in the 3-d cases - for the
Re=200 case we need to retain two to three times as
many modes to get the same accuracy as the Re=100
cases. Here, to retain 99.9% of the flow energy, we
would again need about 10 eigenmodes to model the
Re=100 cases, and about 30 eigenmodes to model
the Re=200 flow-induced vibration case.
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DISCUSSION
J.M.R. Graham
Imperial College, United Kingdom
The three-dimensional simulations have produced
some very interesting results. In the case of the
traveling wave, locking-on of vortex shedding
should be similar to locking of two-dimensional
vortex shedding by oscillation of the cylinder, with
constant amplitude and phase along the span. In
the case of the standing waves there are two
opposite effects. The oscillation tends to control
and possibly strengthen non-oblique vortex
shedding, when locked on, but the threedimensional effect of the phase variation limits this
to finite length spanwise cells of alternating sign
which might be expected to weaken the vortex
shedding. Can any observations be made from
your three-dimensional results about the lock-in
boundaries (oscillation amplitude vs. frequency
ratio) for these two cases (traveling and standing
wave), as a function of spanwise wavelength?
AUTHORS' REPLY
The current paper deals with the question of
modeling the coupled motions of cable and wake
using low-dimensional constructs. It does not deal
directly with the lock-in boundaries that Professor
Graham addresses. From ongoing work, however,
we have concluded that the same dynamics
encountered in simply dynamical systems and in
the two-dimensional case is also present in the
cable system. We have not yet determined the
exact boundaries of the lock-in for the standing and
traveling wave response on which we will report in
a future publication.
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Measurements of Hydrodynamic Damping of Bluff Bodies
with Application to the
Prediction of Viscous Damping of TLP Hulls
P. Bearman, M. Russell
(Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, United Kingdom)
frequencies substantially higher and lower than the
wave frequency. For a tension leg platform (TLP) the
high frequency loading can lead to the phenomenon
known as springing and the low frequency loading is
responsible for the slow drift oscillations of floating
systems. Accurate estimation of the responses in
these frequency ranges depends on many factors but
it is particularly important to have a reliable
evaluation of the hydrodynamic loading and precise
knowledge of damping levels. The hydrodynamic
damping arises from a number of sources and
includes wave-drift damping of the hull which is
related to wave radiation and diffraction and can be
predicted using irrotational flow theory. Other forms
of damping include mooring line damping, damping
from the riser array, tether damping in the case of
TLPs and additional damping from the hull arising
as a consequence of the viscous nature of water.

SUMMARY
A static water tank to test oscillating
cylinders and scale models of offshore structures has
been constructed. The main purpose of the tank,
which is approximately a cube of side 2.4m, is to
provide a facility to measure the viscous contribution
to the hydrodynamic damping of models. Models are
mounted from a pendulum suspension system and
the damping is measured following the deflection
and release of the pendulum. Circular cylinders with
diameters of 150mm and 312mm have been tested
and the damping measured up to values of the
viscous scale parameter ß of about 6 x 104- The
processed data is presented as a variation of drag
coefficient with Keulegan Carpenter number for
different values of ß. The KC range studied is from
about 0,003 to 3. Measurements have also been made
using a square cross-section cylinder of side 300mm.
Some preliminary results are presented for an
approximately 1/100 scale model of a TLP hull. The
form of the experimental results is explained by
considering the drag to be composed of a boundary
layer and a vortex component.

In this paper the term "hydrodynamic
damping" refers to the viscous contribution to the
damping arising from flow around the hull of a TLP
which typically may be constructed from circular and
rectangular cross-section members. In the design
process the hydrodynamic loading due to waves is
usually considered separately from the damping and
for large structures the loading is derived from ideal
flow theory. In the case of large volume structures,
viscosity is likely to have only a small effect on the
total hydrodynamic loading. This implies that the
loading on the structure is inertia dominated and that
the influence of boundary layers, flow separation and
vortices are all very small. However, for a compliant

INTRODUCTION
Wind, waves and currents induce loading
on tethered floating structures and this loading can
lead to both a mean displacement and an oscillatory
response. In the case of waves the resulting response
may be at the main wave frequency and at
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is in itself an interesting subject and some new
results, and perhaps some fresh understanding, may
result from our experiments.

structure the magnitude of the response depends
critically on the damping level and viscous effects
may make a significant contribution to this damping.
Estimates of damping coefficients are required to
predict both surge and heave motions. Here we will
present some direct measurements of the viscous
damping of components of TLP hulls obtained by
displacing them and recording their decay in still
water. By appropriately combining these it should be
possible to approximate the damping of a complete
hull. It is intended to check the accuracy of this
procedure by also measuring the damping of a model
of a TLP hull.

Assuming that the fluid loading on an
oscillating body can be described by Morison's
equation then the hydrodynamic damping is related
to the drag term in this equation. It can be shown,
see for example Bearman and Mackwood (2), that
the logarithmic decrement of damping, 8, is related
to the drag coefficient of a body, Cp> through the
relationship:
5 = 2pD2.KC.Cry37tm.

In reality, of course, the fluid is always
viscous and the damping is just that part of the total
loading that happens to be in phase with the
structure velocity. When a structure is excited into
oscillation by wave forces is it permissible to predict
the response using damping levels obtained in still
water? Sarpkaya (1) has expressed a similar concern
about this approach and states "damping is used to
lump into one parameter our inability to solve the
fluid-structure interaction problem". However, until
we are able to solve satisfactorily this interaction
problem designers will need estimates of damping.
Hence damping values, expressed in terms of drag
coefficients, will be presented in this paper.

(1)

In this expression p is water density, D a length scale
used in Cp (in the case of a circular cylinder it
would normally be the diameter), KC is Keulegan
Carpenter number and m is the effective mass per
unit length of the body. KC is defined as UT/D,
where U is the maximum velocity of the body
relative to the water during a cycle and T is the
period of oscillation. For harmonic motion KC can
be defined as liiPJD, where A is the amplitude of
oscillation.
The viscous drag coefficient is composed of
a skin friction component and a component related
to the pressure force on the body. For circular
cylinders, at KC values of order unity or less the
contributions from pressure and skin friction are of a
similar magnitude. However, at higher KC numbers
separation occurs and the drag coefficient, and hence
damping, is then dominated by the pressure
component. Mooring lines, tethers and risers
experience large motions relative to their diameters
and hence their KC numbers are also large and in a
range where there is considerable data available on
drag coefficients. Apart from large amplitude slow
drift oscillations, the flow around hulls is
characterised by small KC numbers and is in a
regime where there is sparse information on Cj)
values that can be applied with confidence to full
scale structures.

When considering the damping of TLP
hulls in real seas the relative motion between the
water and the structure is considerably more
complex than the harmonic motion considered in
simple decay tests. The relative flow has three
components which in the general case are not
collinear. These motions are due to waves, currents
and the response of the structure. The wave motion
may excite response of the structure in three distinct
frequency ranges appropriate to slow drift response,
wave response and springing response. There is
evidence available to suggest that damping due to a
current and waves, together with response in surge,
can be dealt with by the relative motion form of
Morison's equation, provided there is no resonance
with vortex shedding. The heave response in the
springing mode is characterised by relatively high
frequencies and very small motions and it may not
be appropriate to lump this motion together with the
others into Morison's equation. One possibility is
that it may act independently within a much slower
varying velocity field. It is clear that there are many
outstanding questions surrounding the concept of
hydrodynamic damping. However, the study of
viscous effects for small amplitude oscillatory motion

In the case of TLP hulls viscous damping
arises from flow about the vertical columns and from
the pontoon. The columns are usually circular
whereas the pontoon may be constructed from square
or rectangular section with various degrees of corner
rounding. The damping level is dependent on
characteristics of the boundary layer flow and on
whether separation occurs from the circular members
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and from the corners of the pontoon. In addition to
KC, an important parameter in determining the
damping level is the ß parameter, where ß=DVuT. In
the case of slow drift oscillations of full scale
structures Cp values are required that are
appropriate for the resulting high values of ß.
At low KC the oscillatory flow around a
circular cylinder develops a three-dimensional
instability, known as the Honji (3) instability. This
takes the form of a regular array of vortex structures
along the cylinder span, the wavelength of which
reduces with increasing ß. This instability appears to
be part of the transition process whereby the
boundary layer flow changes from a laminar to a
turbulent state. Experiments show the instability to
be present over a wide range of ß and it is known to
exist up to ß values of at least 5xl04. The generation
of the vortex structures extracts energy from the flow
and the damping levels are higher than those given
by the analytical solution for laminar attached flow.
The transitional nature of the flow at low KC makes
it particularly difficult to predict.

Figure 1 A typical TLP hull below the still water
level
columns and the pontoon is constructed using a
square cross section. Data appropriate to such a
structure is used to estimate typical values of the
flow parameters. Basing parameters on the length of
a side of the cross section of the square pontoons,
8.5m; in surge ß may be up to about 1.5 x 106 and
KC up to 15 or 20. On the other hand, for the high
frequency springing motion in heave ß is likely to be
about 2.5 x 107 and KC only around 0.004. For large
values of KC and ß, drag coefficients can be
estimated from existing data for circular cylinders
and, because of the relatively smaller amount of data,
perhaps less reliably for square sections. Bearman et
al (7) have measured the Cr> for KC numbers down
to about 1.5, of square-section cylinders with various
degrees of corner rounding. However, the highest ß
value in these experiments is limited to 432. Little or
no information seems to exist on the viscous
damping contribution due to free ends or that due to
intersections between members, such as occurs for
TLPs between the columns and the pontoon.

Much of the previous work on viscous
damping has been carried out for circular cylinders.
Bearman and Mackwood (2) mounted circular
cylinders on a pendulum suspension system and
measured damping by recording the amplitude of
decaying oscillations. The results are presented in
the form of Crj versus KC and typically the KC
numbers range from 0.1 to 3 and ß values are up to 3
x 104. A similar technique has been used by Otter
(4), (5) and he presents two sets of Cpj values for KC
up to around 2 and for ß = 5.47 x 104. There is
substantial disagreement between the two sets which
he ascribed to sloshing in his tank. Sarpkaya (6) has
made direct measurements of CJJ at low KC in a U
tube for values of ß up to 1.1 x 104. Direct
measurement of Crj at very low KC is extremely
difficult because the fluid loading is dominated by
the inertia component. For example, at KC = 1 and
for ß = 3 x 104 the maximum drag load in a cycle is
only about 2% of the maximum inertia load. At KC
= 0.1 it drops to about 1%. One of the main reasons
why viscous damping at low KC remains so
uncertain is because it is caused by such a small
fraction of the total hydrodynamic loading.

The present investigation is aimed at
providing the viscous contribution to the
hydrodynamic damping for small amplitude motions,
i.e. KCs of order unity and less. In order to be able to
generate data that will be applicable to design, drag
coefficients at as large a value of ß as possible are
required, ß can be increased by increasing D,
reducing T and using a fluid with a smaller
kinematic viscosity. Using as large a linear scale as
possible requires as big a tank as possible in order to
keep the blockage of the model to a reasonable limit.
For the present study a new tank 2.4m x 2.4m and
2.4m deep was constructed. There is no cheap, safe
and easily available fluid that has a substantially

The values of KC and ß to be modelled
depend on the mode of response being considered
and the dimensions of the structure. A diagram of a
TLP hull is shown in figure 1 and it has circular
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lower kinematic viscosity than water and so water
was chosen for this investigation. By mounting
models from a pendulum arrangement and then
increasing the stiffness by the addition of springs the
time period can be reduced. A number of bluff
sections have been tested. These include circular
cylinders with diameters of 150mm and 312mm and
a square section with sides of 300mm. In the case of
the square cylinder, damping has been measured for
a range of angles of incidence to the ambient relative
flow. Using models with widths of about 300mm, ß
values up to 6 x 104 could be obtained. The KC
range is then from around 0.001 to 2 or 3.

Steel flexun

Suspension
A frame^.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
A water tank was constructed using
prefabricated GRP panels supplied by BTR
Hydroglas, that are available in sizes of 1.22m x
1.22m and 0.61m x 1.22m. The panels are bolted
together using a bitumastic sealant between the
flanges to provide a water-tight joint. Ten large and
twenty small panels were purchased to permit a cube
of side length 2.4m to be constructed. Visual access
to the tank was required to allow flow visualisation
techniques to be used and four of the large panels
were converted into window panels. This was
achieved by cutting out a section of the panels,
(dimensions 0.91m x 0.91m) and bolting a sheet of
clear acrylic (1.22m x 1.22m by 15mm thick) to the
inside, using a bitumastic sealant to provide a water
tight joint. When not in use the windows were
covered to prevent light affecting the water. To
support the tank an external steel corsetry was
constructed from rectangular box sections. Steel
channel was attached to the flanges of the uppermost
panels, which then supported a steel framework
spanning the tank. The steel framework in turn
supported a decking of marine quality plywood
panels which almost completely covered the tank,
preventing light and dust particles from entering the
water. It also provides a working platform on top of
the tank.

t={J=VWWWV"

Water level:

An acrylic cover was installed to prevent
free surface waves from developing and affecting the
damping measurements when models were
oscillating. The cover was suspended from the sides
of the tank, 5cms below the water level. A section
was removable to allow models to be inserted and
within this piece a further removable section was
fabricated to fit around the model support system to
complete the cover.

Figure 2 Cylinder and pendulum support system
In order to support the models a larger
version of the pendulum arrangement used by
Bearman and Mackwood (2) was constructed. It is
shown in figure 2 and consists of an 'A frame'
structure secured to the steel uprights of the tank.
The arms of the pendulum were constructed from
625

signals from the displacement gauges. In addition,
the PC provides a digital to analogue signal to
trigger the release of the models. A pair of
electromagnets hold the pendulum, at a known
displacement, prior to its release by the signal from
the PC.

aluminium lengths of 2m x 50mm x 50mm which
are held by the steel frame at their top end. At the
bottom end they support a second steel frame to
which models are attached. As shown in figure 2, the
attachment of these arms is by spring steel flexures.
Models are supported from the lower frame via a
streamlined, stainless steel strut. Springs of different
stiffness are attached to the lower frame of the
pendulum to increase the natural frequency of
oscillation of the pendulum.
Bearman and Mackwood (20) had tested
models in the horizontal plane, supported by a
streamlined strut at each end. By now mounting the
cylinders vertically only a single strut is required and
the correction to the data needed to take account of
the additional damping caused by the support
arrangement should be less. The streamlined strut
supported models at a depth of 300mm below the
water level. A steel plate was welded to the lower
end of the strut and steel rods then bolted to it. These
rods passed through the models and were attached to
a plate at the bottom of the models. This then held
the hollow cylinders in compression and transferred
the loading through the model and through the strut
to the pendulum. The models were made water tight
by using a silicon sealant on all the joints. A
diagram of a model is shown in figure 3. To ensure
the models were almost neutrally buoyant lead
weights were bolted to steel plates inside the models.
Various length models could be accommodated, by
the use of different length rods, and various diameter
models, by the addition of different fittings to the
plate attached to the strut. Various length circular
cross-section models with diameters of 150mm and
312mm, along with a square cross-section model of
300mm across the flats, were constructed and tested.
Two methods were employed to sense the
amplitude of the pendulum. In the first method used,
strain gauges were attached to the flexures. However,
the signal became noisy as the amplitude of
oscillation became small and hence the results for
low KC were unreliable. In order to obtain accurate
decay data at very low KC, a non-contacting
displacement transducer was used which could be
placed so as to pick up the displacement at various
distances along the pendulum arms. Both methods
had to be carefully calibrated in order to calculate
KC and to be able to obtain accurate Crj results from
decay records. Data acquisition and analysis was
carried out using a PC-based system. The system was
programmed to provide a sampling frequency of
50Hz for the analogue to digital conversion of the

Figure 3 Details of model construction
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
While the experimental method is basically
very simple, accurate results can only be obtained by
carrying out the various stages as carefully as
possible. The main difficulty is separating the
viscous damping of the model from other sources of
damping such as the structural damping of the
pendulum, the viscous damping of the support strut
and the contribution from end conditions, such as
end plates. Tests carried out without a model and
strut, but with mass added to the pendulum to
626

diameter circular cylinder. A model of length
586mm, fitted with 234mm diameter end plates, was
tested horizontally using a double strut system and
vertically employing a single strut. In separate
experiments, the damping due to the struts, end
plates and the structural damping was measured, for
the two orientations, at similar ß values. Obtaining
drag coefficients by subtracting the end plate, strut
and structural damping from each set of data
indicated a good degree of agreement between the
two orientations. Figure 4 shows drag coefficient
versus KC for ß = 16,538 and it can be seen that
there is reasonable agreement between the results for
the horizontal and vertical cylinder. The figure also
shows the large scatter obtained at low KC due to
noise from the strain gauges.

represent the mass of the model, showed the
structural damping to be extremely small and much
smaller than any contribution arising from
hydrodynamic effects.
Two techniques were used to correct data
for the effects of the additional damping that arises
from end plates and from the way models were
mounted. In the first method the additional
components of damping are measured in a separate
experiment with the model removed but with first
the strut and then the strut and an end plate in place.
Mass is added to the pendulum in order to ensure
that the frequency of oscillation is the same, so that
the value of ß will be maintained. This method is
referred to as the plate subtraction technique. The
second method involves testing two lengths of model
at the same value of ß. Provided the tests are
conducted at the same frequency, then the structural
damping of the pendulum and the viscous damping
due to the end plates and strut should be identical for
similar KC numbers. Therefore subtracting the
product of the drag coefficient and the length for the
short model from that for the long model and by
dividing this result by the difference between the two
lengths provides the drag coefficient for the cylinder.
This method is referred to as long-short.
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Once the log decrement due to just the
hydrodynamic damping of the model is known as a
function of amplitude then the corresponding drag
coefficient can be calculated as a function of
Keulegan Carpenter number, using equation (1). In
order to obtain Crj the effective mass of the model
and suspension system, including the added mass of
the water, has to be known. This is determined by
displacing the model a known distance and
measuring the force required to hold the model in
place. Once the stiffness and frequency of oscillation
of the system are known, the effective mass can be
determined. This experiment also enables the
calibration of the strain gauges to be verified.

—

Figure 4 Cpj versus KC for a circular cylinder with
ß = 16,538. x, vertical model; +, horizintal cylinder;
, Wang.
The straight line in figures 4 represents
results from a theoretical analysis due originally to
Stokes (8), and which was extended later by Wang
(9). These theoretical results, which will be referred
to here as the Wang results, apply to twodimensional, laminar attached flow about an
oscillating circular cylinder. The theory gives rise to
the following expression for the drag coefficient:

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CD = 3 7tV2 KC (7iß)'/2.

When using a pendulum suspension system
the model experiences a small change in its vertical
position as it oscillates back and forth. This small
vertical displacement may have some influence on
the flow and the effect may be different if a cylinder
is mounted vertically rather than horizontally. In
order to determine if this has a significant effect on
the results experiments were carried out on a 150mm

(2)

Alternatively, this can be written as:
CD KC ß'/2 = 26.24.

(3)

As KC is increased from very small values the above
theory will break down due to two reasons: firstly the
flow may separate and additional drag will be
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oscillation cycles are generally neglected from
further presentations of results..

created by the generation of vortices and secondly
the flow may become three-dimensional due to the
onset of instabilities. When the flow becomes threedimensional, even though it may remain attached,
the drag coefficient rises above the Wang value, as
shown by Sarpkaya (6). This is assumed to be due to
the generation of Honji (3) vortices. Hall (10) studied
the stability of oscillating cylinder flow and found
that there is a critical KC value, KC*, above which
three-dimensional instabilities are amplified. For
high ß values this KC is given approximately by:
KC* = 5.778 /ß/4.
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Over the ß range studied in this
investigation, KC* varies between 0.58 and 0.37.
The results plotted in figure 4 are typical of all the
ones we obtained and show that drag coefficient
values are generally greater than those predicted
using equation (2), even for KC values below the
critical values given by equation (4). It is not clear
why this difference occurs below KC* but perhaps,
with decaying motion, three dimensional boundary
layer flow established at a higher KC value remains
to influence the flow as KC falls. However, it is
apparent that at low KC the drag coefficient and KC
number are related by the expression:
CD KC = A

i

•

Figure 5 CD versus KC for a circular cylinder with
ß = 61,022; effect of release Keulegan Carpenter
number with release from KC = 0.44 to 3.4.
Circular cylinder models of diameter
312mm and lengths of 1214mm and 620mm, with
392mm end plates, were tested vertically using a
single strut for a range of ß values between 18,000
and 61,000. The drag coefficients were first obtained
from these tests by subtracting the difference in the
damping between the long and the short models.
Next the drag component arising from the strut, end
plates and the structural damping of the pendulum
was determined separately. This was achieved by
testing a single 392mm diameter plate, suspended
from a wooden strut with similar dimensions to those
of the stainless steel strut used for supporting the
models. The tests were carried out at similar ß
values to those of the main experiments. The
resulting drag coefficients, which are referred to as
the tare drag coefficients, were then subtracted from
those obtained for the long and short models
individually. Results for ß = 61,022 are shown in
figure 6. The figure shows the original long and
short cylinder drag coefficients, the drag coefficients
obtained by subtracting the long and short cylinder
data and the drag coefficients for the long and short
cylinders obtained by subtracting the tare drag. The
Wang prediction of drag coefficient is also plotted.
By comparing the three different estimates of drag
coefficient obtained from the experiments it is clear
that there are differences. In each case the Cpj> for
the short cylinder is larger than the Cp for the long
cylinder, which in turn is larger than the CQ
obtained by subtracting the long and short cylinder
data. This suggests that a larger tare drag should

(5)

where A depends on ß.
The experiments with the 150mm model
established that the orientation of the cylinder had
little effect on the results and that drag coefficient
values similar to those reported by Bearman and
Mackwood (2) could be obtained. Hence it was
decided to move on to a 312mm diameter circular
cylinder model. Using this larger diameter model,
tests were first carried out to determine if the
amplitude of release has any effect on the subsequent
decay data. A model of length 1214mm and diameter
312mm, with 392mm diameter end plates, was tested
at various ß values. The tests consisted of releasing
the model from different amplitudes and comparing
the variation of drag coefficient with KC number,
where the drag coefficient has been calculated
without any correction for the drag of the strut and
end plates. Results are shown plotted in figures 5 for
ß = 61022 and indicate that the drag coefficients are
higher than those obtained from continuous decay
tests for the first few cycles after release. Drag
coefficients gathered from the first three or four
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Figure 6 CQ versus KC for a 312mm diameter circular cylinder with ß = 61,022 and with 392mm end plates.
0, long cylinder; D, short cylinder; x, long minus short; - long minus plate; —, short minus plate
58,000. A 700mm end plate was also tested at
similar ß values to those of the cylinder
measurements. A comparison of drag coefficients

have been subtracted from the total drag and that the
effect of the ends is greater than assumed.
In order to try to identify where the extra
component of drag might be coming from some flow
visualisation was carried out using the electrolytic
precipitation method. Fine white particles are
emitted from the model surface into the flow. By
observing the flow near one end of the cylinder it
became evident that pairs of vortices were being shed
from the edge of the end plate. Also close to the end
plate there was a region of three dimensional flow on
the cylinder as a vortex formed in the corner between
the end plate and the cylinder. This vortex appeared
to be spilling out past the end plate and causing the
shedding of the vortex pairs. The diameter of the end
plates was now increased to 700mm and the
visualisation repeated. The shedding of vortex pairs
no longer occurred and the flow appeared much
more nearly two dimensional near an end plate.
Encouraged by these findings it was decided to
repeat the earlier measurements using the larger end
plates.

obtained by the plate subtraction and long - short
methods is shown in figure 7 for ß = 20,526.
Although there are still some differences between the
three sets of data, the spread is substantially reduced
compared to that obtained with the smaller end
plates. The results with the smaller end plates show
that end conditions are important, even for a cylinder
in oscillatory flow at low KC.
It is apparent for all the circular cylinder
data, when plotted in a log log form, that as KC
reduces so the drag coefficient follows a line parallel
to the theoretical values of Wang. This confirms that
at low KC, for a particular ß value, the product of
drag coefficient and Keulegan Carpenter number
tends to a constant. Also the ratio of the measured
drag coefficient to the Wang drag coefficient,
C /C
D DW> is grater than unity- Typically this ratio
seems to take a value between about 1.5 and 2.5. A
further feature to observe from the circular cylinder
Crj plots is that above a KC value of about 0.5 the
data deviates from the straight line form given by
equation (5). Perhaps this marks the first appearance

The two different length 312mm diameter
models were tested again with the larger end plates
(700mm) for a range of ß values from 20,000 to
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Figure 7 Cp versus KC for a 312mm diameter circular cylinder with ß =20,526 and with 700mm end plates.
+, long minus plate; -, short minus platex,D, long minus short;
, Wang.
of separation which, as KC increases further, leads
to vortex shedding and a rising drag coefficient. The
minimum Crj in our experiments seems to occur for
KC values between about 2 and 3.

DBL ~ 2 CDW-

Hence we can express the variation of Cj) with KC
as follows:

Bearman et al (11) have suggested that the
drag of a bluff body in oscillatory flow can be
considered as the sum of a boundary layer
component and a vortex component. Further it is
argued that at low KC the vortex drag coefficient for
a circular cylinder should increase linearly with KC.
Figure 8, taken from Bearman et al (11), shows the
vortex drag component, Cpy, versus KC for low
values of ß of about 1000. Also plotted on the same
figure is an estimate of Cpjv obtained from large
scale oscillatory flow and wave experiments carried
out at SSPA and DHL respectively, for ß of order
100,000. This gives
CDV = 008 KC-

(7)

C

X

M) + 0.08 KC.
CD = 52.48/(KC ß/2

(8)

The prediction obtained using equation (8) is plotted
in figure 9 for ß = 34,946 and shows good agreement
with the experimental results.
OQ values for the square section cylinder
model, with sides of length 300mm, are shown
plotted in figure 10 against KC for ß = 8, 14, 28, 39
and 48 x 103. These results have been obtained using
the plate subtraction method. Compared to the
circular cylinder drag coefficient results there is
considerably less scatter at very low KC. However,
this is not related to the flow but is due to the fact
that the displacement transducer was used for
amplitudes corresponding to KC values less than
about 0.1.

(6)

The boundary layer contribution, CJJBL, takes the
form predicted by Wang but our experiments show
that approximately,
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field calculation would need to be carried out.
Bearman et al (11) found that the isolated edge
analysis also overestimated their drag coefficient
measurements for ß = 231.
Following the method used to describe the
circular cylinder drag coefficient variation with KC
and ß, an equivalent expression for the square
section is given by:
Vfe)+.2.5
CD = 60/(KCß/2

KC

Figure 8 Circular cylinder vortex drag coefficient.
Symbols for ß = (O) 1,000;
, ß = (O) 100,000.
Using an analysis similar to that of Wang
(9), Bearman et al (11) showed that the drag
coefficient for attached laminar flow on a square
cylinder is given by
CDKCß/2 = 38.18.

(9)

The predictions obtained using equation (9) are
plotted in figure 10 and they reproduce the correct
form of the ß dependence but, just as in the case of
the circular cylinder, the Op is under estimated. In
this case the measurements are 50% to 60% higher
and for the square section the equivalent of equation
(7) is roughly
CDKCß'/2 = 60

(10)

Bearman et al (11) also estimate the vortex-related
drag for a square section cylinder using a simplified
isolated edge, vortex analysis. This predicts a Crj
which is independent of KC and ß, and takes the
value 5.88. Inspection of figure 10 shows that as KC
approaches unity the Cpj values do lose their ß
dependence, as predicted, but the asymptotic value of
CD is nearer 2.5 that 5.88. The vortex analysis
assumes that each edge of the square behaves
independently and this may well be too idealised and
lead to an excessively high prediction of drag. To
obtain a more accurate result a full interactive flow

(11)

Equation (11) is plotted in figure 11 and is seen to
provide a good representation of the data. The drag
of a square section is dominated by the generation of
vortices from its sharp corners at all but extremely
low KC values. At low enough KC the separated
flow regions will be so localised near the edges that
the drag contribution from vortices will be small and
viscous damping will be due mainly to boundary
layer drag arising from the regions of attached flow
over the body.
The TLP hull shown in figure 1 was constructed to a
scale of 1:113. The design allows the hull to be
tested only in surge but the model can be oriented in
various directions to the relative flow, in a similar
manner to the square model. Preliminary drag
coefficient results are shown plotted in figure 12
versus KC, for 0° and 45° orientations and for ß =
19,000. In this case ß and KC are based on the
diameter of the TLP columns. The results have not
been corrected for the effect of tare drag and it
should be noted that the area used in the drag
coefficient is the same for both orientations. At very
low KC the inverse relationship between Cp and KC
is similar to that observed for the circle and square
measured separately. Near KC = 1 the vortex drag of
the square section pontoon seems to dominate the
drag coefficient. It is interesting to note that the
damping of the TLP seems to be unaffected by its
orientation. However, these are preliminary results
and they need to be carefully checked.
CONCLUSIONS
Experiments have been carried out to
determine the viscous damping of a circular and a
square cross section cylinder by mounting the
sections on a pendulum and observing the decay of
oscillations. Circular cylinders with diameters of
150mm and 312mmm have been tested as well as a
square section of side 300mm. The data is presented
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5. Otter A., "Forces on an Oscillating
Cylinder and Related Fluid Flow Phenomena,"
Doctoral Thesis, University of Twente, 1992.
6. Sarpkaya T., "Force on a Circular
Cylinder in Viscous Oscillatory Flow at Low
Keulegan-Carpenter Numbers," J.Fluid Mech., Vol.
165, 1986, pp 61 - 71.
7. Bearman P.W., Graham J.M.R., Obasaju
E.D. and Drossopoulos G.M., "The Influence of
Corner Radius on the Forces Experienced by
Cylindrical Bluff Bodies in Oscillatory Flow,"
Applied Ocean Research. Vol. 6, 1984.
8. Stokes G.G., "On the Effect of the
Internal Friction of Fluids on the Motion of
Pendulums," Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. Vol. 9,1851,
pp 8-106.
9. Wang C.-Y., "On High-Frequency
Oscillating Viscous Flows," J. Fluid Mech.. Vol. 32,
1968, pp 55-68.
10. Hall P., "On the Stability of Unsteady
Boundary Layer on a Circular Cylinder Oscillating
Transversely in a Viscous Fluid," J. Fluid Mech.,
Vol. 146, 1984, pp 347-367.
11. Bearman P.W., Downie M.J., Graham
J.M.R. and Obasaju E.D., "Forces on Cylinders in
Viscous Oscillatory Flow at Low KeuleganCarpenter Numbers," J. Fluid Mech.. Vol. 154,
1985, pp 337-356.

as a variation of drag coefficient with Keulegan
Carpenter number for different ß values. The KC
range tested was from about 0.003 to 3 and the
maximum ß was about 60,000. Two methods have
been used to correct the results for the effect of tare
drag. It is found that end conditions are important at
low KC and large diameter end plates were required
to give approximately two dimensional flow. Some
preliminary results have been presented for a model
ofaTLPhull.
At low KC all results indicate that the
product of Cj) and KC tends to a constant, as
predicted by laminar flow theory. However, the level
of CD is higher than that predicted by the theory at
all KC values. By considering the drag to be
composed of a boundary layer and a vortex
component, relationships are proposed for the
variation of Cpj with KC and ß. These are shown to
give a reasonable fit to the experimental data for the
complete KC range examined. It remains for these
relationships to be applied to predict the damping of
the complete TLP hull. The TLP results show the
same inverse relationship between CTJ and KC at
low KC and Crj appears to be dominated by the drag
of the square section pontoon at higher KC values.
The damping levels measured for the TLP at 0° and
45° incidence are similar.
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Hydrodynamics in Advanced Sailing Design
J. Milgram (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

Abstract
A review of up-to-date methods for incorporating the
results of hydrodynamic studies in the sailing vessel
design process is given. It is shown that a requirement for design evaluation is a Velocity Prediction
Program (VPP) which simultaneously accounts for
all the effects of design features and their variations.
The need for experimental data, both for sails and
hulls, as starting points in the design process is emphasized. Such data includes interactions which cannot be fully evaluated by numerical hydrodynamics.
Much emphasis is given to the use of numerical hydrodynamics for refining design variations. Existing procedures in areas including wave resistance,
lift and induced drag of appendages, and resistance
due to sea waves are reviewed, and their roles in the
design process are evaluated. New procedures and
results in the areas of viscous flow over appendages,
thrust due to unsteady motions and sail aerodynamics with influence of the hull beneath the sails are
given.

1

Introduction

Development of sailing vessels began as a full scale
trial and error process and still is, to a large extent.
The first "research" done in a different way was scale
model testing. Although ship model testing has been
conducted for over 500 years, the process was not put
onto the firm scientific basis of dimensional analysis
until the work of William Froude beginning in 1868.
The science and art of ship model testing has advanced considerably in the last 128 years. However,
during most of this time the commercial and naval
ships being developed were driven by propellers, not
by sails. Therefore matters involving heel, side force
and leeway have not been in the mainstream of devel-

opments in model testing. Instead, these specialties
have been developed by those naval architects and
ship hydrodynamicists involved with advancing the
state of the art of sailing yachts.
Another aspect of hydrodynamic development for
waterborne vessels is numerical hydrodynamics.
Similar to model testing, the mainstream in numerical ship hydrodynamics relates to ships whose mean
operating condition does not involve substantial side
forces, heel angles or leeway angles. Again, these
specialties have occupied the efforts of people involved with sailing yachts.
Almost all the experimental and numerical hydrodynamics used for ships driven by propellers has application to sailing vessels. Although the application
of propeller hydrodynamics may seem remote when
viewed superficially; there are, in fact, many similarities between them and numerical sail aerodynamics.
The addition of the unique hydrodynamics of sailing
vessels to the those that apply to all ships results
in the complex aero/hydrodynamical system that is
our subject here.
The development of numerical and experimental
methods for advanced sailing vessel hydrodynamics
has been stimulated almost entirely by the design of
sailing craft for participating in some sort of speed
contest. Although much of the development of such
vessels is done by the usual trial and error process,
the advantages of very small increments in speed
have brought all resources to bear on the design of
these craft. The most common type of contest is a
yacht race whose distance can vary from several hundred meters to a circumnavigation of the globe. Most
of these races are for monohulled craft, although a
number of them involve multihulled craft. A less
common contest is a time trial where the goal is to
set a speed record. Long distance time trials involve
vessels that are similar to those used in yacht races
whereas short distance time trials involve a broader
635

range of craft geometries. In fact, in recent times the
world sailing speed record has been held by a sailboard for which a significant component of the sail
force is vertically upward.
The focus here is on the aero/hydrodynamics used
in support of the design of monohulled yachts. However, several of the approaches have application to
the less common sailing craft mentioned above.
The history of aero/hydrodynamic research related
to sailing vessels can be divided into two categories.
The first is the set of individual research programs
of varying intensity and longevity whose modern history covers more than 50 years. The second category
is the applied hydrodynamic research on sailing vessels stimulated by competition in the America's Cup
yacht races. These events, typically held once every 3
to 5 years, have attracted extraordinary and unique
international interest and intense competition. As a
result, very substantial resources have been applied
to every known way to increase the sailing speed of
vessels which meet the specified requirements for the
competition. Applied aero/hydrodynamic research
is one of them. Most of the material to be presented
herein is drawn from this category.

2

Evaluation of Designs and
Design Ideas

Since a sailing vessel is a complex interconnected
"system", most design changes influence more than
one kind of fluid force. For example, suppose one
wishes to reduce the frictional resistance of the hull
by reducing its wetted surface. For most hull shapes,
if length is maintained, the reduction in hull wetted
surface requires a reduction in beam. This in turn
reduces the heeling stability which, for prescribed
sail shapes, leads to an increase in heel angle. The
change in heel angle not only changes the hull shape,
but also changes the sail forces. How does one determine whether the sum of all these effects is advantageous or disadvantageous? More importantly,
how can one evaluate the effects if the sail shapes
are simultaneously changed to optimize them for the
altered hull? Short of complete full scale sailing experiments, answering these questions must be done
with a numerical method of predicting performance.
A computer program that does this is called a Velocity Prediction Program (VPP). One can think of
a VPP as "sailing a boat in the computer".
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2.1

Fundamental Principles for a
Velocity Prediction Program

The primary purpose of a velocity prediction program is to predict the boat speed for any prescribed
wind conditions and sailing angle, ßr, between the
wind direction and the course of the boat. This
is achieved in a computational model by balancing counteracting aerodynamic and hydromechanic
forces and moments. The course of the vessel differs from the heading of its centerline by the yaw
(leeway) angle, A.
A few preliminary definitions and descriptions are
needed before proceeding further. The true wind
speed varies with the distance, z, above the water.
Here, we will consider logarithmic wind velocity profiles described by:
v(z) = V,10

In z — In z0
In 10 - In z0 '

(1)

where Vio is the wind speed at a height of 10 meters
and z0 is the roughness height which is taken here
as 0.001 meters (1 mm). Hence the wind velocity
profile v(z) is described by the single parameter VioThe deck plane is defined as a plane perpendicular
to the centerplane of a vessel. Figure 1 shows the
aerodynamic and hydromechanic force and moment
components in the deck plane. Those involved in the
VPP force and moment balance are:
Faj, the aerodynamic forward force in the course direction,
Fah, the aerodynamic heel force which is perpendicular to the forward force and the parallel to the deck
plane. The aerodynamic force is presumed to be parallel to the deck plane. Thus the aerodynamic forces
perpendicular to the deck plane are neglected in our
model for evaluating performance here,
Mah, the aerodynamic heeling moment whose vector
is along the centerline of the yacht,
Fwr, the resistance of the yacht in the direction opposite to the course direction,
Fwh, the hydromechanical force component which is
perpendicular to the course and parallel to the deck
plane, FWH is exclusive of components of that part of
the buoyancy force which balances the weight of the
yacht.
Mwh, the righting moment of the water on the yacht.
Its vector is in the direction of the yacht centerline.
It includes both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic components.
For any equilibrium sailing condition there are three
"balance equations" involving these forces and mo-

AERODYNAMIC
UFT

Figure 1: Forces and moments in the Deck Plane.

ments:
Fwr(Vb,4>,\)
Mwh(Vb,<f>,\)

Faf(Vb,4>,\),
Mah{Vb,4>,\),

Fwh(Vb,4>,\)

Fah(Vb,(i>,\),

(2)

where Vb is the boat speed in the direction of the
course, (f> is the heel angle and A is the leeway (yaw)
angle.
For prescribed values of the wind speed, V10, and the
sailing angle ßr, all six terms in equations 2 depend
on the boat speed, the heel angle and the leeway
angle. There are three equations for these three unknowns. The VPP solves the three equations for the
three unknowns. Figure 2 is a block diagram of the
VPP model.
Although solving the balance equations 2 is computationally intensive because the equations are nonlinear and the solution variables are intrinsic to the
expressions, each related numerical step is precise
and any desired level of numerical accuracy can be
achieved. On the other hand, modeling all the forces
involved is an approximate and imperfect science.
Hydrodynamics, as we do it in terms of theory,
experiment and numerical computation, makes its
greatest contribution to this field by predicting forces
and teaching us how to model them.
In addition to the basic force models, two additional
VPP features, which involve feedback, are shown in
Figure 2:
The Sail Shape Optimizer adjusts
the
sail
shapes, and therefore their aerodynamic characteristics, so as to maximize the boat speed for
the prescribed wind speed and direction.
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The Direction Optimizer is activated for sailing
upwind or downwind. Then, the best speed
made good (VMG) occurs when sailing in a direction different from the direct path between
end points. Tacking or gybing is done so as to
achieve the net desired course with all the sailing done at the optimum wind angle.

Figure 2: A Block Diagram of the VPP. This emphasizes the fact that solving the force balance equations
is the minor and more ordinary part of the process.
The modeling of the forces is necessarily imperfect
and requires most of the effort in developing a faithful VPP.

2.2

An Example of Use of A Velocity
Prediction Program

As an example of using a VPP, Figure 3 shows the
effect of a 1% change in total resistance of an International America's Cup Class (IACC) yacht on time
required to sail a course of 17.2 km upwind and 17.2
km downwind.
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Figure 3: Time Differentials in Sailing a 34.3 km
Course Due to a 1% Change in Resistance.

This example has been chosen not only to show one
capability of a VPP, but also to demonstrate that requirements for performance prediction accuracy are
extraordinary when optimizing the designs of racing
yachts. A 1% change in resistance corresponds to a
change in race course sailing time of 25 to 45 seconds
depending on the wind speed. These times themselves relate to substantial margins of victory or defeat. When the tactical advantages of the faster boat
are considered as well, the influences of the speed differences are even greater.
The time differentials shown in Figure 3 correspond
to about 0.3% in the sailing time and in the average
speed. In ordinary applications of naval architecture
speed variations of 0.3% are negligible. If a new ship
on trials deviates from her design speed by 0.3% (for
example, 15.95 instead of 16 knots) it makes little
difference. However, for racing vessels 0.3% is more
than the difference between a true winner and an
"also ran." Even smaller speed differences can be
meaningful so differences of very small magnitude
need to be considered not only in designs, but also
in methods of evaluating designs.
It is not possible to predict absolute boat speeds for a
prescribed design to within 0.3% of the actual sailing
speed, let alone the even smaller variations that are
significant. However, this extreme accuracy is not
required on an absolute basis. It is required on a
relative basis and this can be achieved, to a greater
or lesser degree depending on the design area under
consideration, if the technology is pushed to its limit.
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The Design Process

The design of a specific vessel needs initial data on
what is always an incomplete relationship between
performance and design parameters for similar vessels. Often, this comes from qualitative or semiquantitative information from racing performance in
competitions in which vessels of varying designs compete. Although it is the most common information
source, such data suffers from being in a form which
makes it impossible to separate hull hydrodynamics,
sail aerodynamics and sailing ability of the crew.
At its best, initial data on the relation between hull
geometry and the hydrodynamic aspects of performance come from towing tank model tests, supplemented by numerical results on the added resistance in sea waves as it is very difficult to determine
this experimentally with sufficient accuracy. Ideally,
initial tank tests results include a series of models
with systematic variations of design parameters. Although systematic data is most helpful to hydrodynamicists in developing improved designs, projects
which acquire model test data are almost always under pressure to conduct tests on all the latest design
ideas or one designer's "breakthrough brainstorm."
It takes unusual discipline and substantial resources
in a design effort to acquire initial data on systematic
parametric variations.
No matter how the initial data is obtained or the
form it takes, the next step is to try to achieve design improvements. In addition to the "artistic" approaches used by many naval architects and yacht
designers, this is the stage where quantitative theoretical, numerical and experimental hydrodynamics
can make significant contributions. It is especially
helpful to have systematic model test data at this
stage since it provides a basis for comparison with
the results of numerical hydrodynamics. If the later
is verified by comparison with experiments, it can be
used with more confidence in exploring new designs.
A significant technical management effort is required
to integrate the initial data, the artistry of the traditionalists and the findings obtained by hydrodynamics. The goal is to achieve one or more improved
designs. If the time has come to build a new design and if one of the new designs is an improvement
over the starting designs, the best one can be chosen.
However, if the development process is to continue
further, it is best to conduct model tests on systematic variations of the new best design and repeat the
process.
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Figure 4: Fractions of Total Resistance for Each
Component for Upwind Sailing

are obtained by dividing corresponding forces by
\pwV%Sh, where pw is the density of the water, Vb
is the boat speed and Sh is the wetted surface. It is
sometimes useful, particularly in wind tunnel model
testing, consider "force areas", A, obtained by dividing corresponding forces by \pV7', where p is the
density of the test fluid and V is the relative inflow
velocity.

Hydrodynamic Resistance

The essential goal in modeling hydrodynamic resistance is determination of the function Fwr(Vb, <f>, A),
or alternatively Fwr(Vb,<f>,Fwh), for any prescribed
hull form in prescribed sea conditions. A useful approach is to use an additive resistance model of the
following form:
FWT = DhJ + DT + Daf + Dhi + DW-TU

u

I

A vessel under sail with non-zero heel and yaw angles
is a complex interrelated system. The exact situation
is one in which the water flow around the hull is not
symmetric, port and starboard, due to the heel and
yaw; and the air and water flows influence each other.
It is necessary to make simplifying approximations;
not only to be able to apply the present state-of-theart in hydrodynamics, but also to be able to achieve
a practical design process.
The first simplifying approximation is that the air
and water flows do not influence each other. In other
words, the coupling between air forces and water
forces is approximated as being wholly mechanical
(the rig and the hull are structurally connected) and
not hydrodynamical. This is not to say that the optimum aerodynamic design is independent of the optimum hydrodynamic design. In fact, since different
hulls require different sails for optimum performance,
these optima are closely coupled. Rather, it is to say
that for any prescribed geometry and sailing conditions the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flows are
determined independently.

4.1

ADDED RESISTANCE
DRAG FROM HEEL AND SIDE FORCE
RESIDUARY RESISTANCE
APPENDAGE FRICTION
HULL FRICTION

**v

Decomposition of the
Force Components

(3)

where:
Fwr is the total hydrodynamic resistance (drag),
Dhf is the frictional drag of the hull,
Dr is upright residuary resistance of the entire vessel,
Daf is the friction and interference drag of the appendages,
Dhi is the drag due to heel and yaw (leeway), or
equivalently, due to heel and heel force production,
Dw is the resistance due to sea waves (added resistance),and
Tu is the mean dynamic thrust due interactions of
appendages with the unsteady flow resulting from
vessel seakeeping motions and sea wave orbital velocities.
Usually, non-dimensional force coefficients, C,
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Figure 4 shows the fraction of resistance contributed
by each component, exclusive of Td, vs. wind speed
from VPP computations for an IACC yacht using
tank test data and measured sea spectra in San Diego
California as inputs. Figure 5 shows the fractions for
sailing downwind. Tacking angles for optimum speed
made good are used both upwind and downwind.
The hull friction is always the largest component for
upwind sailing and it is largest for downwind sailing
in wind speeds less than 12 knots. For higher wind
speeds in downwind sailing the residuary resistance
becomes the largest because of the high boat speeds
in these conditions. The effects of resistance due to
heel, side force, and added resistance are negligible
in downwind sailing and are neglected in Figure 5.
The reader needs to be aware that the relative merits of two boats sailing downwind in large seas are
also influenced by the relative surfing ability, and
that is not included in the computations. For upwind sailing, in the mid-range of wind speeds, all
the other resistance components are comparable to
each other. At very low wind speeds the appendage
friction is largest component after hull friction. The
boat speed is low enough in these conditions for the
residuary resistance to be considerably smaller than
the appendage friction, and the sea waves are small
enough for the added resistance to be small as well.
On the other hand, at high wind speeds the combi-

0.7
^ HULL FRICTION

their interactions are determined by model testing,
it is often quite useful to use numerical methods to
estimate the difference in one of the resistance components between two designs. Although this may
not capture differences in the interactions, it often
provides a good approximation to the differences
that are the most significant. Some of the numerical methods in use will be considered in the sequel
here.
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Figure 5: Fractions of Total Resistance for Each
Component for Downwind Sailing.

nation of boat speed, sail side force, and sea waves
makes the residuary resistance, resistance due to heel
and side force, and added resistance similar and large
enough for the fraction due to appendage friction to
be somewhat less. This exercise is one demonstration of the requirement for using velocity prediction
programs. The increase in fraction of residuary resistance with increasing wind speed is due to the
increase in boat speed with wind speed. However,
the ratio of sail side force to the square of the boat
speed increases and this is why the fraction of resistance due to induced drag increases as well.
Strictly speaking, the terms in equation 3 are not independent of each other. For example, the viscosity,
which is mainly responsible for friction drag, causes
boundary layers whose displacement thickness influences the residuary wavemaking resistance. Similarly, the ship-generated waves cause pressure gradients along the hull which influence the boundary
layers and the associated friction drag. If each term
in equation 3 is determined or estimated independently of the others, the interactions between terms
are not accounted for. However, if scale model tests
are conducted the interactions are captured if the
model scale is not too small. They get mixed into
the various terms in the decomposition. For example if the upright residuary resistance is defined as
the measured resistance minus the presumed frictional resistance, the sum of these two resistances
automatically includes the interactions. The work
of Kirkman and Pedrick (1974) suggests that scale
model waterline lengths need to be 5 meters or more
for there to be a reasonable assurance of reliable results in the experimental process and expansion of
its data to full scale.
Once a set of resistance components which includes
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4.2

Aerodynamic Forces

The forward and heeling aerodynamic forces, Faj
and Fah, are given in terms of the aerodynamic lift
and drag forces, La and Da, and the apparent wind
angle, ßa, as:
Faf = La sin ßa - Da cos ßa

(4)

Fah = La cos ßa + Da sin ßa

(5)

Similarly, the aerodynamic heeling moment, Mah, is
determined from these forces and the heights of their
centers.
On a moving vessel, the apparent wind speed and
angle depend on height since the components due to
true wind speed depend on height and the component due to vessel speed is independent of height.
Some height must be chosen for a reference apparent wind speed, Va, and a reference apparent wind
angle, ßa- Here the reference height will be taken as
10 meters above the water.
The lift force, La, can be quite accurately determined
from lifting surface theory (c.f. Greeley et al., 1989
and Milgram, 1968) for upwind and close reach sailing where the local sail cambers and incidence angles
are modest. For offwind sailing, flow separation is almost always large enough to materially influence the
lift so that experimental data are required to "construct" a mathematical model for it.
The aerodynamic drag force includes the induced
drag of the sails as well as the frictional and parasitic drag on the sails, mast, rigging and hull. For
windward and close reach sailing, the induced drag
data can come from the same computational implementation of lifting surface theory that provides the
lift. However, all the drag for offwind sailing and the
friction and parasitic drag for upwind sailing must
come from experiments or empirical estimates.
Aerodynamic lift and drag coefficients,
Coa, are taken as:
CL_ =

La
kPaVfSa

cDa

CL„

Da
PaVfSa

and

(6)

where pa is the air density and Sa is the actual sail
area.

5

Each sailing condition has a different lift and drag coefficient for optimum performance. The usual modeling approach is to determine a maximum allowed
lift coefficient as a function of apparent wind angle,
Cimax(ßa)- For each apparent wind angle and operating lift coefficient, which can be any positive value
less than or equal to CLrriax(ßa), there is an associated drag coefficient. The VPP also needs to choose
the amount of sail area to set, up to a maximum
allowed amount, for optimum performance. To complete the specification, the drag coefficient needs to
be "modeled" as a function of CL and ßa.

A complete consideration of the towing tank testing
of model scale sailing vessels will not be presented
here as it is well covered in the literature (c.f. Van
Oosannen, 1993 and Milgram, 1993). Rather, the
process is outlined and some special problems are
described.

The author has had success in modeling the drag
coefficient as:

Towing Tank Testing

When data are obtained by model testing, the frictional terms, Dkf and Daf, are subject to Reynolds
scaling whereas the other terms, Dr, Dhi and Dw,
are considered to be subject to Froude scaling. The
upright quantities, hull friction, appendage friction
and residuary resistance are determined in the same
way in ordinary resistance tests of vessels that are
not powered by sails. Appendage friction is estimated on the basis of appendage geometry and the
hull friction coefficient is taken as:
Chf(Re) = (1 + k)Cf(Re)

(8)

2

CD(CL,ßa) = CDo(ßa) + Cldißa) + C LCDp(ßa)
(7)
where:
Cooißa) includes the friction drag of the sails and
the profile drag coefficient of the hull, mast and rigging,
Ci(ßa) is a coefficient of induced drag, and
CD is a coefficient of lift-dependent profile drag.
The last two terms in equation 7 are proportional to
the square of the lift coefficient so one might ask why
they are not combined into one. The reason is that
for a given lift coefficient the induced drag is particularly sensitive to aspect ratio and vertical distribution of lift, whereas the profile drag is less sensitive.
Therefore, by keeping the terms separate, a model
for one sailplan can be adjusted for a change in vertical lift distribution (Euerle and Greeley, 1993) or
used to model a different sailplan by altering Ci in
ways that can be well approximated theoretically.
Two approaches can be taken for estimating CD„(ßa)
and CD (ßa)- One is to add estimates of the drags
from hull, mast, rigging and sails, with each determined as well as possible from existing data. As
examples, rigging drag can be based on published
drag coefficients for cylinders and sail parasitic drag
can be based on section data (Milgram, 1971 ). The
other approach is to measure the drag and subtract
the induced drag computed from lifting surface theory for the sail shapes in use to obtain the other drag
components. This has been done by the author (Milgram, 1993) by using an instrumented sailing vessel
for measuring aerodynamic forces.
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where :
Re is the Reynolds number based on length,
k is the form factor evaluated from the tank data by
the method of Prohaska (1966), and
Cf(Re) is the "flat plate" frictional resistance.
The difference between the measured resistance and
the estimated frictional resistance is taken as the
residuary resistance, Dr.
In addition to straight ahead tests with the vessel upright, a sailing vessel model needs to be tested with
non-zero heel and yaw (leeway) angles with both resistance and side force measured. This greatly increases the number of tank runs required for a sailing vessel as compared to an engine-propelled vessel.
In the author's experience, about 135 test combinations of speed, heel and leeway are required to fully
quantify the hydrodynamic forces on a sailing vessel.
In conducting tank tests of vessels to be used for
racing, accuracy and repeatability are of paramount
importance. Section 2.2 describes the sensitivity of
racing performance to small changes in resistance.
Since total accuracy is impossible, a reasonable approach is to strive to limit measurement errors or
lack of repeatability to 1% or less and to take special
measures when one has to choose between designs
whose predicted performances differ by less than the
amount associated with a 1% change in resistance.
For example, the scale model of each design can be
tank tested at four separate times and the results
then averaged together. This reduces the erroneous
data variability by a factor of 2.
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This section focuses on the components of resistance
individually, with emphasis on numerical methods
for estimating some of them. As was previously described, existing numerical methods are not physically complete enough for the sum of the resistance
components to yield speed predictions which are precise on an absolute basis. However, numerical methods for some of the resistance components are useful
for comparing design differences.
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Figure 6: Performance Prediction Comparison Based
on Two Test Sequences on the Same Yacht Model.

6.1

Hull Friction

Although hull friction is often the largest of the resistance components, it is the one that is least amenable
to numerical hydrodynamics. Similarly, systematic
experimental studies of the relationship between sailing vessel hull parameters and the friction drag coefficient have not been done, at least to this author's
knowledge.
It is not easy to obtain this 1% level of accuracy and
repeatability. Although state-of-the-art instrumentation can measure the forces, model orientations
and speeds with the desired accuracy, variable fluid
motions due to thermal stratification and from circulation patterns in many towing tanks can lead to errors larger than the set limit. It is common to "stir"
tanks with several high speed runs generating breaking ship waves and then to wait until surface currents measured by small floats are sufficiently small
before conducting a test sequence. Then, to make
comparative results between similar designs as accurate as possible, the exact same test run sequence
with the same timing of runs is used for all models.
Nevertheless, the errors are still sometimes excessive.
Figure 6 shows the difference in performance prediction from two separate model test sequences done
several weeks apart on the same IACC yacht model
in the same facility, using the aforementioned precautions and carefully calibrating all measurement
instruments before the sequence and checking to be
sure the calibrations are unchanged at the end of the
sequence. The model waterline length is about 6 m,
which is thought to be large enough. Yet, for this
case errors in excess of the desired limit exist. Dr.
Bruce Parsons (Private communications, 1995 and
1996) has told the author that the 1% repeatability
error limit on forces is met by tests he conducts in
a different facility. As yet, we do not know why a
difference in repeatability of measured data exists in
the different facilities.
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At the present state-of the-art, a meaningful experimental program would be extensive and difficult.
The essential difficulty in conducting experiments to
relate hull friction drag to hull form parameters is determination of the friction drag in the experiments.
It could be based either on flow measurements or
force measurements.
The approach using flow measurements would be to
examine the momentum flux in the central portion
of the wake. A complication is that some of this momentum flux is associated with the ship waves and
this needs to be subtracted from the total measured
momentum flux. One possibility is to determine the
wave field in the wake by a "wake cut analysis." Another is to compute the wave field numerically. This
computation would not be precise because of limitations in the state-of-the-art for such computations
and because the influence of the boundary layers on
the ship-generated wave field is not known precisely.
However, they might be good enough for this purpose. It is a possibility worth considering.
A similar problem exists if the friction drag is to
be determined from force measurement. The wavemaking drag would have to be subtracted from
the measured drag. The aforementioned statements
about determining the wavemaking drag from "wake
cut height measurements" and from using numerical
computation apply here too.
Without either a robust numerical tool or an experimental "data base" for friction drag, towing tank

experiments with the friction drag estimated by Prohaska's method is the state-of-the-art. This cannot
estimate the friction drag precisely since it yields a
coefficient that depends only on the Reynolds number whereas there are Proude number effects on the
friction drag. Thus the error in the estimate gets
mixed into the other resistance components which
are all subject to Froude scaling, except for the appendage friction. This is one reason why tank test
models must be large.

flow simultaneously and with tight coupling have
been developed. They have been extraordinarily successful in providing predictions in close agreement
with experiment. Examples are the developments
of Eppler and Somers (1980) and Drela and Giles
(1987) (see also Drela, 1989). These schemes contain a mix of mathematically precise panel methods
and integral boundary layer equations, and empirical or semi-empirical relations that relate various
boundary layer parameters.

Development of numerical methods for calculating
hull friction is currently being pursued as an area
of research. Some RANS codes show promise and
extension to free surface flows of the integral boundary layer equation method described subsequently
for appendages is an exciting possibility.

An outline of a method similar to that of Drela
(1989) is presented here. The only significant difference is that Drela cast the outer inviscid flow in
terms of its stream function and the presentation
here is the form used by W. Milewski (1996) in terms
of the velocity potential continued onto the airfoil
surface, (f>, which is represented as:

6.2

Computation of Viscous Drag on
Appendages

Appendages on a fin keeled sailing vessel include the
keel fin and the rudder. There may also be a ballast bulb and the keel or the rudder, or both, might
have winglets. One underwater profile showing such
appendages is shown subsequently in Figure 15 The
rudder and keel fin and optional winglets are typically high aspect ratio lifting surfaces so there is
reason to examine their friction drag from the basis
of two-dimensional section analysis. This will be discussed here, first for clean water. Then brief speculations about the influences of particulate matter
and small gas bubbles in the ocean will be given.

A$w—as
on
rGds

(9)

where:
G is the two-dimensional Green Function, logr,
n is the normal into the airfoil surface,
Sb is the path around the airfoil,
j„ is the path along the centerline of the wake,
A0„ is the jump in potential across the wake from
top to bottom. It is constant along the entire wake,
and
a is a fictitious "transpiration" source strength distribution along the airfoil surface and wake that has
to be determined so as to make the outer flow the
same as the real boundary layer would cause.

The goal for numerical hydrodynamics of airfoil sections is prediction of lift, drag and moment coefficients for a prescribed angle of incidence and
The left hand side and first two integrals on the
Reynolds number, which is based on the chord length
right hand side of equation 9 comprise the ordinary
for the sections. The problem involves a largely inapplication of Green's theorem for inviscid lifting
viscid outer flow away from the immediate vicinity
flows and the last integral simulates the effect of the
of the airfoil and boundary layers adjacent to it. For
boundary layer displacement thickness on the outer
many years people tried to iterate between the inflow. The discretized form of equation 9 with the
viscid and boundary layer solutions. The idea was
usual summation convention is:
to compute an inviscid flow, use its pressure gradients in solving the integral boundary layer equations,
b B
Ci4>N + Ci<f>i + Bijtjj
Pj *^*.ij
re-solve for the inviscid flow with the airfoil "thick(10)
ened" by the displacement thickness of the boundary
layer, including the viscous wake, re-solve the boundHere, the panels on the airfoil start with number 1
ary layer equations, etc. This approach failed when
at the trailing edge on the bottom, go around the
the boundary layer thickened rapidly, even for very
foil and end with number N at the trailing edge at
small amounts of flow separation close to the trailing
the top. The C» coefficients include the integral of
edge.
|£ over the entire wake. In this form, equation 10
is strictly valid only if the vector between control
Over the past several years, ingenious schemes for
points 1 and N is orthogonal to the incident velocity
solving for the outer flow and the boundary layer
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^ ^fn

vector. Otherwise, CiU^ -rtc is subtracted from the
left hand side since it contributes to A(pw (c.f. J. T.
Lee, 1987 ).
The left hand side can be combined with the second,
third and fourth terms on the right hand side to
obtain:
Mj4>j — Bij \ ßn

+ Bijdj

(11)

dUf
= Dt
dMi

(12)

D is a known matrix. The objective is to find a solution for M and the other boundary layer parameters
that satisfy the integral boundary layer equations:

/here:
Aij = iröij + Aij + {6jN - Sji)Ci

By substituting equation 20 into equation 17 and
collecting terms that multiply each element of mass
defect, Mj, equations of the following form are obtained:
(21)
U^Ur + DnMj

d0

and

{I

if i = j
otherwise.

Ts

(13)

+ A7SB,

(14)

<k = <^nv + QijCj where: Q{ = A-?B}kj

(15)

(16)

*i = <pf + 4>r + Qi.

The surface velocity, which corresponds to the tangential velocity at the outer edge of the boundary
layer is called Ue, and is obtained as the derivative
of the total potential with respect to the tangential
coordinate, s.

dn
ds

d(<j)inv + <j>>

J

ds

(18)
The mass defect in the boundary layer, M, is related
to the displacement thickness, 6* =
/(l - u/Ue)dr] (77 is the coordinate normal to the
surface) and the transpiration source strength by:
M = Ue6*
In discretized form:

and
<T7

a=

dM
ds

Mj+i - Mj

2

0

fi(H,9) = 0

(25)

where /1 is an empirically determined function of
H and 9. The user must specify either the location
of the point of transition from laminar to turbulent
flow or the value of n for which this occurs. In flows
of clean fluids, the transition value of n depends on
the turbulence level of the incoming stream. Mack
(1977) gives this value as:

(17)

u? = uT + Q'ijVj

(23)

0

In addition to equations (23, 24) a third equation is
used. The third equation is an empirical one, based
on correlations with boundary layer measurements,
and is different for laminar and turbulent boundary
layers. For the laminar case, the ratio of the amplitude of the most unstable Tolmein-Schlichting wave
at any chordwise location to its ratio at the leading
edge is expressed as en. The empirical equation is:

The total potential, $, is the sum of the perturbation
potential and the free stream potential, </>inf,

dQ
and IP'
ds

2

(24)
where:
6 = f(u/Ue)(l - u/Ue)dr) is the momentum thickness,
H = 6*19 is the shape parameter,
Cf = 2rwaii/[p(t/'e)2] is the skin friction coefficient,
6* = J{u/Ue)([l - (u/Ue)2]dr] is the kinetic energy
thickness,
H* = 6* 16 is the kinetic energy shape parameter,
CD =JT{duldr])dr]l{p{Ue)\ and
r is the shear stress and u is the local velocity in the
boundary layer.

The first term on the right hand side is the perturbation velocity potential for the inviscid flow around
the airfoil, which will be called <pinv. The second
term is the contribution to the outer flow potential
from the existence of the boundary layer as represented by the transpiration sources. Equation 14 is
then written as:

where: Q' —

e
„v 0 dU
W> ds

riff*
6 dUe
■2CD + H
6^- + H*(l-H) + H) e
W ds
ds

Multiplying all terms by A^1 gives:

= KkBtkj dn

,n

+i2 + H)

(22)

n = -(8.43+ 2.4 logT/)

(26)

where T/ is the ratio of the rms turbulence speed to
the free stream speed.
For a turbulent boundary layer, an empirical equation for the spatial derivative of the maximum shear

(19)
(20)

Sj+i- Sj
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stress coefficient, CT, in the following form is used:
dlogCr
ds

f2(cT,H,H*,6) = 0

(27)

For any location on the airfoil, specification of 6,
M, and Ue provides all the other boundary layer
parameters in laminar flow through empirical and
semi-empirical relations which can be found in Drela
and Giles (1987). For a turbulent boundary layer,
values of 9, M, CT and Ue are required to obtain all
the other parameters (#*, 6, Cf, CD)The approach for a prescribed distribution of Ue,
which is taken as the inviscid solution for a starting
point, is to iteratively determine values for the "independent parameters", 6, M and CT (when needed),
that solve equations 23, 24 and 27. Until the correct
values for these quantities are obtained, the sum of
the terms on the left hand sides of these equations
will not equal zero. Newton's Method is used to iterate on the independent parameters. The crucial
feature, that makes the whole scheme work, is that
at each iteration the distribution of Ue along the
entire airfoil is changed according to the iterative
changes in the M,-'s and equation 22. Hence, as the
boundary layer is altered toward correctness, iteration by iteration, the outer flow which generates the
pressure distribution that drives the boundary layer
is simultaneously altered toward correctness.

WATER TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS
CALCULATED BY XFOIL
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Figure 7: Calculated (line) and Measured Section
Drag vs Lift Coefficients.

Figure 7 shows drag coefficient vs. lift coefficient for
an airfoil section as calculated by this method using
the program XFOIL (Drela, 1989) and as measured
in the M.I.T. water tunnel. For the calculation, n
0.015
was set to 3.5, which corresponds to the turbulence
level of 0.7% which exists in the tunnel. Experimental forces were based on velocities around a large
rectangle surrounding the section, measured with a
laser doppler velocimeter, and applying the Bernoulli
equation outside the wake and momentum conservation principles to the flow.
Figure 8 shows the airfoil section characteristics calculated by this method for two section shapes that
could be used for the keel fin of a sailing vessel. One
section has a thickness fraction of 0.13 and the other
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.2
has a thickness fraction of 0.17. The calculation is
LIFT COEFFICIENT
done for n = 9 which corresponds to an incident
stream with negligible turbulence. The figure indiFigure 8: Section Characteristics for Two Airfoil Seccates that for lift coefficients in excess of 0.33 the
tions with a Clean, Low-Turbulence Inflow.
thicker section has less friction drag. The reason for
this is that the thicker section is predicted to have
more laminar flow.
Design experience runs counter to this result. A boat
goes faster with a keel thickness fraction of 0.13 than
with a thickness fraction of 0.17. If one reduces n to
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Figure 9: Section Characteristics for Two Airfoil Sections with Forced Suction Side Transition at 5% of
the Chord.

Figure 10: Drag Coefficient, Based on Bulb Area, for
an Axisymmetric Ballast Bulb.

6.3
3.5 which corresponds to a turbulence level of 0.7%
(incoming rms turbulence of 3.5 cm/s with a boat
speed of 5 m/s) ,the drag "crossover" occurs at a lift
coefficient of 0.6, but we know that for a boat with
a keel fin operating at this lift coefficient the thinner
keel is still better.
The reason for the disparity between the computed
results and sailing experience could be that the combination of free stream turbulence, particulate matter and small gas bubbles in ocean water near the
surface cause transition near the leading edge on the
suction side - no matter what the section shape (c.f.
Lauchle and Gurney, 1984).
Figure 9 shows the airfoil characteristics with suction
side transition set at a maximum downstream location of 5% of the chord. For this forced transition
condition, the thinner section has less drag up to a
lift coefficient of 0.88. This is consistent with design
experience as operating lift coefficients are designed
somewhat lower than 0.88. The combined effects of
free stream turbulence and particulate matter in the
flow is an area in need of further study.
Milewski (1996) has extended the approach of coupling the integral boundary layer equations to inviscid panel methods, as described above, to three dimensional problems. The method provides the tangential friction drag and the normal pressure drag
individually. Figure 10 shows these drag coefficients
(based on surface area) vs. Reynolds number, as calculated by Milewski, for a form that might be used
as the ballast bulb on a sailing vessel, with forced
transition at 5% of the bulb length. It is an NACA
0020 section rotated to form a body of revolution.
Coincidentally, the friction drag coefficeints are remarkably close to the ITTC friction "line".
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Residuary Resistance

The residuary resistance is the sum of the wavemaking resistance, interactions between resistance components that are not explicitly modeled, and errors in
the presumed frictional resistance that get included
in the residuary resistance by the resistance decomposition process. To the extent that these resistance
components are influenced by the Reynolds number,
errors in predicting full scale resistance from towing tank measurements are minimized by using large
models. For example, with a one-third scale model
of a 20 meter long vessel, if the frictional resistance
is in error by 4% due to an error in estimated form
factor, the full scale predicted resistance is in error
by less than 1% at typical sailing speeds.
6.3.1

Numerical Methods

The most attractive possibility for the use of numerical hydrodynamics in minimizing residuary resistance is computation of the wavemaking resistance
for differing hull geometries. As will be shown here,
the state-of-the-art is not yet good enough to do this
effectively in a design development program. However, it is getting better, and the routes to further
improvements can be planned.
Although formal theoretical procedures for estimating wave resistance began almost 100 years ago with
the thin ship theory of Michell (1898) and continued in several directions, including the slender ship
theory of Tuck (1961), their level of accuracy did
not approach one that could be considered for use in
design until development of the method of Dawson
(1977). . Whereas all the prior methods linearized
the mathematical problem about the flat free sur-
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Figure 12: Percentage Error in the Wave Making Resistance of an IACC Yacht Computed by Sclavounos.

Figure 11: Percentage Error in the Wave Making
Resistance Computed by Rosen et al.
face with a uniform stream, Dawson linearized the
ship wave problem about the double-body flow which
corresponds to the submerged portion of the ship beneath a rigid free surface. This basis flow contains
many of the influences of the flow around the displacement form of the ship. Only the surface waves
are left out and these are approximated as a linear perturbation on the double body flow. Both the
basis double body flow and the perturbation wave
flow are determined by a source or source and dipole
based panel method using the Rankine source Green
function.
Two notable extensions and applications of Dawson's
method to sailing vessel hulls are those of Rosen et
al. (1993) ; and of Nakos, Kring and Sclavounos
(1993) ( also described by Sclavounos, 1995). These
approaches and their associated computer codes are
the best we have today, but it will now be shown
that they are not accurate enough to meet design
requirements.
Figure 11 shows the percentage error in the numerical predictions of wave resistance in the upright condition for two different IACC hulls having identical
appendages as measured from the figures in Rosen
et al. (1993). The percentage error, E%, is defined
as:
_ computed wave res. - measured wave res.
—
measured wave resistance
(28)
The difficulties in using numerical results in support of design are both absolute and relative. Absolute errors in wave resistance on the order ±20%
correspond to time differences in sailing a 34.3 km
windward-leeward course of ±2 minutes, a huge
amount in match racing terms.
Figure 11 shows a difference in wave resistance er647

ror for the two designs of as much as 25%. Two
caveats concerning these data need to be mentioned.
The measured data were obtained by subtracting (1 k)C/TTC from the measured total resistance coefficient, where CJTTC is the ITTC friction coefficeint.
An error in estimating the form factor, k, could cause
an overall vertical shift in each curve. That notwithstanding, the data cannot provide design-level confidence since correction by a constant shift of one
curve still leave excessive error differences over the
important speed range.
The second issue is that demands of their sponsoring organizations required that Rosen et al. omit
scale numbers on the axes of their graphs for the
case shown by dashed lines in Figure 11. This does
not compromise the percentage errors since they are
ratios. However, the location of each point on the
abscissa is not precisely known. This author has assigned an abscissa scale on the basis of the wave resistance vs. speed characteristics for the type of vessel
in question. It could be slightly in error, necessitating a slight shift or dilation in the abscissa location
for the points on the dashed curve. However, this
does not alter the conclusions about the results.
Figure 12 shows percentage wave resistance error vs
boat speed for an IACC yacht as computed and presented by Sclavounos (1995). Again, the data here
are scaled from a figure presented by Sclavounos and
equation 28 is used.
Although the form and magnitude of the error is similar to the cases of Rosen, et al. there are a number of
minor differences and one major one in the numerical
methods which could be of importance when it comes
to improving them. The approach of Scalvounos
and his colleagues solves the initial value problem

in which the vessel is brought to speed from rest and
the time domain computation is continued until the
wave resistance becomes nearly steady. In this process, the surface elevation is computed at each time
step. Due to the shallow slope profiles of the vessels under consideration, the wetted length changes
throughout the computation. An artifice that is used
is to stretch the vessel longitudinally at various time
steps so the still water length matches the computed
wetted length, followed by re-computing the double
body basis flow. This was found to reduce the error between computation and measurements at the
higher speed. Another artifice used by Sclavounos is
to alter the boundary condition on some of the nearcenterline free surface panels that border on the separation line of the stern underbody profile. Instead
of using the usual kinematic free surface boundary
condition on these panels, the condition of tangent
separation was used inasmuch as this is what is observed on real vessels.
In spite of these special features in the numerical
methods, they show considerable over-prediction of
the wave resistance at high speed. Part of this in the
Sclavounos method may be related to the fact that
displacement is not preserved in the mathematical
hull stretching process. It is well known to naval architects that wave resistance increases rapidly with
displacement at high Froude numbers. Another potential source of the high speed error is the fact that
the real flow and its forces are not a linear perturbation about the double body flow as is presumed in
the computations.

6.3.2

Realities About the Resistance of
Sailing Vessels

The progression of IACC sailing yachts whose design involved this author included those designated
as USA 9 and USA 23. In nearly all conditions,
the latter could sail a course of about 34 km two
or more minutes faster than the former. Figure 13
shows the upright resistance drag areas determined
by expanding towing tank test data to full scale. For
all boat speeds less than 11.5 knots, the slower USA
9 is shown to have slightly less resistance. The total
upright resistances predicted from model scale towing tank test data are very nearly equal for these two
designs whose actual performances are quite different. The reasons for the difference in performance
involve some smaller factors and one larger one. In
this instance, the smaller ones include differences in
heel stability and in the added resistance from sea
waves. However, the largest difference involves the
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Figure 13: Total Upright Resistance Drag Areas
for two IACC Yachts Predicted from Towing Tank
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Figure 14: Total Resistance Drag Areas for Two
IACC Yachts with a Heel Angle of 20 Degrees as
Predicted from Towing Tank Model Test Data.

relative calm water resistances when the vessels are
heeled. Figure 14 shows the drag areas vs speed,
as determined from the tank tests, for the same two
designs at a heel angle of 20 degrees and zero side
force. Differences in resistance up to 4% are seen
and the design with superior performance is the one
with lower resistance. Of course, in actual sailing
there would be non-zero side forces when the heel
angle is 20 degrees, but the zero side force cases are
shown here to show the effects of heel most clearly.
It is not at all uncommon for sailing vessels of differing performance potential to have similar upright resistances, but significantly different resistances when
heeled. This fact is well appreciated by many yacht
designers, but is often given insufficient consideration by marine hydrodynamicists and those naval
architects that do not work with vessels that oper-

ate in the heeled condition. For example, most of
the numerical predictions which have been made for
sailing vessels are for the upright condition.

6.3.3

The Future for Numerical Evaluation
of Residuary Resistance in Support of
Design

Results from both towing tank and numerical experiments indicate a route that may lead to numerical methods for residuary resistance that can have
greatly increased utility in the design process. First
of all, present methods must be extended to the case
of heeled vessels. This is a straightforward extension.
It is known that the increase in wetted length with
increasing speed for sailing vessel forms with shallow
slope overhangs must be accounted for. As described
above, present day computations are done by solving
the startup problem and waiting for a steady state to
occur, with artificial adjustments to the hull shape
at each time step. The natural extension is to do
the startup problem for the fully nonlinear case, although there are complications. For example, the
free surface panels will no longer lie in the still water
plane and their locations will be time-dependent. At
each time step, the computed wetted shape would be
used instead of the artificial stretching. Thus, programs will be more complicated and require more
computer resources. Convergence studies will necessarily be more complicated. However, there does not
appear to be any major roadblock that would stop
extension of the time domain panel methods for wave
resistance to the nonlinear case.
Section 6.2 describes the ongoing work related to
coupling inviscid panel methods with the integral
boundary layer equations for determining forces on
three-dimensional objects in the absence of a free
surface. This method might be able to be coupled
with future wave resistance calculations so as to get
the frictional resistance and frictional-wavemaking
interactions at the same time.

6.4

Induced Drag of the Hull and its
Appendages

The form of resistance decomposition shown in equation 3 is chosen, in part, for convenience. The first
three terms provide the calm water resistance in the
upright condition, the fourth is the change due to the
vessel operating at non-zero heel and leeway (yaw)
angles and the fifth adds the resistance increase due
to the presence of sea waves. The focus of this section

is the use of theoretical and numerical methods for
estimating a portion of the differences in the fourth
term, the resistance increase due to heel and leeway,
for different designs.
The portion under consideration here is the induced
drag associated with the production of side or heel
force. The induced drag occurs because the circulation around all side force-producing portions of the
hull and appendages induces changes in the flow direction everywhere and the local lift is perpendicular
to the induced flow direction. The induced flow is in
exact analogy to the downwash of an airplane which
is responsible for its induced drag.
The sailing vessel designer has a great deal of control
over the induced drag because it is influenced in a
minor way by variations in hull shape, and in major
ways by variations in the appendages. These include
keel fins, rudders, keel ballast bulbs and transverse
winglets on keels, rudders or both.
In theory, the induced drag of a lift (heel force)
producing object is very nearly proportional to the
square of the lift for flows in the absence of a free
surface. However, towing tank tests show that the
actual induced drag vs. lift2 function of a sailing vessel differs from the theoretical one based on no free
surface, both in its mean slope and in its linearity.
Examples can be found in Greeley and Cross-Whiter
(1989). The disparity is certainly related to free surface effects, although it is likely that some nonlinearity is due to the leeway-dependent location of the
aft stagnation zone on the heeled hull.
Completely numerical determination of induced drag
for use in speed prediction at the required level of accuracy for racing vessels is beyond the state-of-theart. It awaits development of robust numerical methods that accurately solve for the heeled and yawed
entire vessel, including both the boundary layers and
the largely inviscid outer flow. However, there is
good reason to believe that presently available numerical hydrodynamics can evaluate the difference
in induced drag between identical canoe-body hulls
with different appendages. The approach used is to
solve for the inviscid flow about the heeled and yawed
wetted portions beneath a rigid free surface. In practice, this is done by solving for the double body flow
in an infinite fluid. Reasons justifying this approach
include:
• The free surface effects on the side force and
induced drag are strongest on the canoe body.
With the same canoe body used in comparisons,
the difference in these effects due to appendage
variations should be small.
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• Most of the hull-induced flow variations on the
appendages are due to the hull displacement effects, which are captured in the rigid free surface
problem. The ship wave flow effects on the appendages, which are not included in the rigid
free surface problem, are very nearly the same
when only the appendages are varied so that
they have little effect on the differences between
appendage forces.
Two effective methods are in general use for calculating the heel force (lift) and induced drag for
double body problem: the Boundary Integral Equation Method (BIEM), often called a potential panel
method, and the vortex lattice method.
The Boundary Integral Equation Method is based on
the usual application of Green's theorem leading to
the integral equation:

-2TT<£(X)

+

=

f f

AM

MdG(x,x')^c,
(29)

and tracing wake streamlines.
The vortex lattice method, as originally developed
by Greeley and Cross-Whiter (1989), is a simplification of the panel method. It requires simpler program input data and provides much faster computation. It's origins actually stem from the lifting body
panel method first developed by Hess (1972). That
approach was to use both surface source and surface dipole panels, as indicated in equation 29, on
lifting surfaces such as aircraft wings and tails, but
only source panels on fuselages, which are boat canoe bodies and keel bulbs here. To properly model
the circulation at the lifting surface roots it was carried into the fuselage to the centerline. If the sum
of the body-entering circulations was not zero, the
difference was modeled as a centerline vortex that
exited the trailing tip of the fuselage.
The simplified vortex lattice method starts with the
Hess model, but represents the lifting surfaces as
their centerplane distributions of sources and vortex
lattices (or, equivalently, dipole panels). In the development of Greeley and Cross-Whiter, hull canoe
bodies and keel bulbs have surface source distributions, whereas rudders, keel fins and winglets have
centerplane distributions of sources and vortex lattices, with the root circulations of the latter extended
into hulls and bulbs as necessary.

Both Greeley and Cross-Whiter (1989) and Ramsey
where:
(1996) have done extensive comparisons between the
<p is the disturbance velocity potential caused by the
results
of panel methods and vortex lattice methods.
body,
The only difference in computed forces is that the
S is the surface of the body and its vortex (equivavortex lattice method gives slightly less lift because
lent^ dipole) wake,
the increase in lift slope of a wing due to its thickV is an onset flow velocity vector,
ness is not included in the vortex lattice method.
x and x' represent 3-d locations of field and source
However,
the ratio of the induced drag coefficient
points, respectively, and all points lie on the body or
to the square of the lift coefficient is the same for
on the wake,
both methods and that is the quantity which meaG is the Rankine source Green function, l/|x - x'|,
sures the induced drag efficiency of a lift-producing
subscript Sb refers to an integral over the body with
three-dimensional object.
normal into the body, and
Now, two examples of the use of the vortex lattice
subscript Sw refers to an integral over the wake on
code in support of design are given. Figure 15 is a
which the potential jump from side 1 to side 2 is A<j>,
drawing of the submerged portion of an IACC yacht
and the normal to the wake is in the direction from
at a heel angle of 20 degrees. It is customary to adside 2 to side 1.
just
the fore and aft location of the rig (sails) such
Discretization of the integral equation 29 leads to
that
the rudder carries about 20% of the heel force
the set of linear algebraic equations that is the panel
exerted
by the sails. This corresponds to rudder anmethod. In formulating it, the jump in velocity pogles
of
about
1 degree in light winds and 3 degrees
tential across any vortex/dipole wake streamline has
in
strong
winds.
This amount of rudder loading,
to be set equal to the jump in velocity potential at
sometimes
called
"pressure",
is common on many
the position on the trailing edge of the body from
kinds
of
sailing
vessels.
Since
rudders are designed
which the streamline originates (c.f. Lee, 1987). Inito
be
underbalanced
about
their
stocks, if there is
tially, the position of the wake sheet is unknown, and
"helm
pressure"
the
boat
turns
to
windward when
needs to be determined for maximum accuracy. This
the
helmsman
eases
off
on
his
steering
force. Sailors
is done by iteratively solving the integral equation
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Figure 15: Submerged Portion of an IACC Racing Yacht. It is shown at a heel angle of 20 degrees.
have come to like and expect this behavior. The
particular vessel geometry under consideration here
is significantly more efficient at generating heel (side)
force on the keel fin than on the rudder. Because the
keel is not only deeper, but also has winglets, less
induced drag occurs when a prescribed side force is
generated on the keel than on the rudder. In fact,
use of a vortex lattice code has shown that minimum
induced drag occurs when the rudder side force is
very nearly zero. For typical sailing conditions, the
numerical computation predicts the induced drag to
be reduced by 8% when the rudder side force is reduced from 20% of the total to zero and the keel
side force increased accordingly. Figure 16 shows the
time gained vs. wind speed when sailing a 34.4 km
windward leeward course due to an 8% reduction in
induced drag as determined by a VPP. All of these
gains, except for a fraction of a second, occur on the
17.2 km windward portion of the course. These time
gains correspond to distance gains of about 7 boat
lengths in light wind and 4 boat lengths in strong
wind. By top level racing standards, it is substantial. There are further design considerations in this
result. In particular, the rudder design needs to be
considerably different if the crew learns to sail the
boat with minimum rudder force than if the crew
chooses a heavily loaded rudder. In the former case,
the rudder needs to be as small as possible, even
to the extent of requiring dynamic sail trim variations to help steer the boat. The unloaded small
rudder simultaneously minimizes the induced drag
and the frictional drag of the rudder. On the other
hand, if the rudder is heavily loaded there is incentive to make it as deep as possible so as to minimize
the extra induced drag. However, to achieve an acceptably low rudder wetted surface with a deep rudder, it must have short chords which leads to small
thickness for acceptable thickness fractions. This inevitably results in structural considerations dictating how deep and narrow the rudder can be. It must
have sufficient strength and it must be stiff enough
to prevent excessive bending, particularly when dy651

Gain By Twisting Keel
Gain By Removing 20% of Side Force From Rudder
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Figure 16: Time Gained when Sailing a 34.4 km to
Windward - Leeward Course. Solid line is for moving
20% of the total force off the rudder. Dashed line is
for 3 degrees of keel fin twist.

namic wave forces result in substantial time-varying
changes in rudder forces.
As a second example, the effect of a 3 degree twist of
the keel fin is considered. The twist direction has the
trailing edge moving to leeward and the leading edge
to windward. The twist varies linearly with depth
such that it is zero at the root and 3 degrees at the
lower tip. Such a twist can be accomplished either
by mechanical control or by arranging the center of
gravity of the ballast bulb aft of the structural shear
center of the keel fin. The reason why such a twist
may be beneficial is that for a keel configuration with
winglets as shown, the vertical circulation distribution on the fin for minimum induced drag is nearly
uniform. However, a structurally sound keel fin can
be substantially smaller at the tip (bottom) than at
the root (top) since the bending moment with the
boat heeled is much smaller at the bottom. Making
the keel small at the bottom, to the extent permitted
by structural considerations, minimizes the friction
drag due to reduced wetted surface, but increases
the induced drag unless some other means is used

0.16

to increase circulation at the bottom. Twist accomplishes this.
Use of a vortex lattice computer code has shown that
the twisted configuration has 96% of the induced
drag of the untwisted configuration. The reduction
in time to sail the 34.4 km course with this reduction
in induced drag is shown in Figure 16.

z
<

Added Resistance Due to Sea
Waves

Speed reduction of ships by sea waves from ahead
is hydrodynamically very complicated, involving all
the nonlinearities related to breaking waves, ship
slamming, large relative motions between the ship
and the water, and more. The present state-of-theart for applying numerical hydrodynamics to this
problem does not account for these large motion and
wave breaking effects. Rather, the numerical method
for added resistance is at the lowest contributing order in wave amplitude. This is order two with the
added resistance due to a wave being proportional to
the square of its amplitude. The approach used is to
determine the added resistance for sinusoidal waves
individually and to combine the contributions from
all the waves. In spite of the low order of the numerical approximation, it provides helpful results which
must be included in the total resistance for predicted
boat speeds to be in reasonable correspondence with
actual sailing speeds. Although the detailed accuracy is not as good as we would like, the difficulty
and high cost of meaningful added resistance experiments more or less forces one to take the numerical
approach and do it as well as possible.
The added resistance operator, A(u,ip) is the ratio
of the added resistance to the square of the amplitude of a wave of circular frequency u and angle ip.
ip is 0 for stern seas and 180 degrees for head seas.
For a long crested (two-dimensional) sea approximation, the mean added resistance, Dw for a sea wave
spectrum <S(w) with wave angle ip is:
Dx

A(oj,tp)S(uj)duj,

(30)

Jo

The role of numerical hydrodynamics is the determination of A(u>,ip). Until quite recently, the procedure of Gerritsma and Beukelman (1972) gave the
best agreement between computation and experiment. This procedure uses "strip theory" to estimate the added resistance from the rate of energy
imparted to radiated waves caused by relative vertical motions between the ship and the water. Part of
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Figure 17: Added Resistances of two IACC Designs
in Two Sets of Sea Conditions.
the contribution to added resistance from sea wave
diffraction by the ship is neglected in the procedure.
Recent advances have led to the calculation of the
added resistance with panel methods, as exemplified
in the works of Sclavounos and Nakos (1993) and
Sclavounos (1995). As in the aforementioned wave
resistance computations by the same people, the linearized free surface problem about the double body
basis flow is determined. This is a more accurate approach than earlier procedures and provides a more
representative treatment of the effects of diffracted
waves. It is, however, still limited to the second order effects. Sclavounos has reported (private communication) that theoretical results were brought into
improved agreement with model scale measurements
when the vessel length was "stretched" to the wetted
length associated with the steady flow.
Figure 17 shows the added resistance computed by
the panel methods and equation 30 for two IACC
yachts. One is a "base boat" and the other has
the waterline beams increased by 10% and the canoe body depth decreased by 10% so as to maintain displacement. This pair of shapes is chosen
for demonstration here because for fixed displacement and length, beam is the dominant parameter
for variations in numerically-determined added resistance. In the figure, the added resistance is shown
as a fraction of the total resistance of the base boat
sailing to windward as determined through a velocity
prediction program.
Computational results are provided in Figure 17 for
two sets of wave spectra. The fully developed seas
are for Pierson Moskowitz Spectra, SPM , at the indicated wind speeds. The San Diego Seas have spectra
SSD which are empirical curve fits to spectra that
were measured over the wind speed range in waters

LIFT
off San Diego, California in 1991. These spectra are
given by:
SPM(U) =

SSD(OJ)

0.081 -^exp
w

-0.74

(31)
UWLJ

Uu
= 0.0563— /[l + (1.59w - 1.8)2]

(32)

where: g is the acceleration of gravity, Uw is the wind
speed at a height of 10 meters and the numerical
value of the circular frequency w is used in the last
factor of the curve fit equation 32.

Figure 18: Forces on a Wing Section at an angle of
Attack.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from the
information in the figure. They are:

winglets which have been used recently on some vessels. Before explaining a mathematical method for
relating dynamic thrust to design parameters, a general description of its origins is provided.

1. The added resistance in typical sea conditions is
large enough that it must be included in speed
prediction procedures if they are to be accurate.

As is sketched in Figure 18, the lift on an air or
hydrofoil is perpendicular to the incident flow and
the drag is parallel to it. For explanatory purposes
here, foils with symmetrical thickness forms are considered. Lift occurs when the inflow has an angle of
attack, aw + 9, with respect to the nose-tail line of
the foil and a component of this lift force is forward
when aw j* 0. The inflow angle of attack on horizontal appendages occurs when there is a relative vertical velocity due to vessel motions or vertical components of the "orbital velocities" of the sea waves.
As shown in the figure, there is a net forward force
if Lift x sin(|a„|) > Drag x cos(aw). Importantly,
this net forward force occurs if aw is either positive
or negative. As the vessel undergoes unsteady motions in waves, the inflow angle to a horizontal appendage oscillates between upward and downward.
The lift vector direction can be mainly up or down,
but it almost always has a forward component. If
the average of this forward component exceeds the
average of the aft component of the drag, positive
average thrust occurs. Otherwise, there is net drag.

2. Using the correct sea spectrum is important in
estimating added resistance. The San Diego
spectra differ from fully developed spectra in
two ways. First, in light winds the waves are
larger than the winds would indicate because
waves propagate into the region from other areas. Second, in the heavier winds the seas are
generally smaller than fully developed seas because the heavy winds do not last long enough
for the seas to become fully developed.
3. Except for the fully developed seas in heavier
winds, the difference in computed added resistance is less than observed performance differences in disparate designs. Experience shows
that the wider boat suffers in waves by considerably more than the 1% of total resistance indicated in the figure. The author believes this
disagreement is mainly due to lack of incorporation of nonlinear effects in present numerical
methods.

6.6

The dynamic thrust can be quantitatively estimated
by the use of lifting line theory, largely because horizontal appendages that are efficient at its generation
necessarily have large aspect ratios. For relative motions of frequency fe with boat speed Vb and appendage dimensions of order i, the thrust-producing
effects have reduced frequencies, fe£/Vb, which are
low enough for quasi-steady lifting line or lifting surface theory to be accurate. Ship hydrodynamicists
came to this conclusion on the general bases of unsteady hydrodynamics and dimensional analysis over
six years ago, and more recently Dr. Spiros Kinnas
(private communication) has shown this to be the

Mean Forward Thrust Due to
Unsteady Motions

An intriguing subject is the potential for dynamic
thrust, which is a mean forward thrust due to the
flow on appendages associated with unsteady vessel motions and sea waves. On traditional A'essels
this thrust is very small, and therefore it has not received much attention in the history of sailing vessel
hydrodynamics. However, the dynamic thrust can
be larger on the nearly horizontal keel and rudder
653

case in a computation using fully unsteady lifting
surface theory. The quasi-steady lifting line analysis
is used here.
In this approximate analysis, the yaw motions of
the vessel are neglected since they are strongly influenced, and often minimized, by the way the vessel
is steered. In addition, the dynamic thrust on generally vertical appendages, such as a keel fin or a
rudder are not considered. Just the dynamic thrust
on horizontal appendages such as a rudder wing or
keel winglets is analyzed. The effects of spanwise
flow are neglected.
The relative angle of incidence on the wing is aw +
0 cos p, where 0 is the pitch angle of the boat and ip is
the, presumed steady, heel angle. The lift coefficient,
CL, is given by:
CL = 2-7TK,(aw + 0 cos ip)

=

RA COS

X

(35)

TTHA

Thus, the forward thrust, T, to lowest order in aw
and temporarily neglecting viscous effects, is:
=

1
-pV2Ap ■ [2-KK,aw(aw + 0cos<p)
-K2irß(aw+0cos>p)2]

(36)

where Ap is the planform area of the wing and ß 4/RA.
The angle of incidence, to lowest order, is given by:
w
aw = — cos ip

2
ApK cos2 ip ■
2PV"
2-nß- - , 2-2Kß

U2 +

V
v2

W

0-Kß02)

(38)

b

The ship motions are approximated as being linearly
dependent on the sea state with complex transfer
functions (frequency responses) from sea wave elevation to heave of H^w{uje) and to pitch of H^e{^e)In practice, these transfer functions are determined
numerically from strip theory (c.f. Salvesen et al.,
1970) ) or from a panel method (c.f. Nakos and
Sclavounos, 1990). Then, for a one sided sea wave
encounter frequency spectrum S(u>e):
/•OO

= /
Jo

\HCw(coe)\2S(uje)<küe

(39)

02 = /
Jo

\H(g(üJe)\2S(üJe)diüe

(40)

/•CO

where RA is the aspect ratio and X is the sweep angle
of the wing.
Using the approximation of an elliptical spanwise circulation distribution, the induced drag coefficient,
CDi, is:

T

=

(34)

2 + RA

CDi = -±-Cl

T,

(33)

Ignoring a small increase due to thickness of the
wing, the lift slope factor, K (c.f. dauert, 1959 and
Thwaites, 1960 ), is given by:
K

equation 36 and using equation 37 provides the fundamental equation for the dynamic thrust, Td.

(37)

Vb

where w is the relative vertical velocity at the fore
and aft location of the wing. It is the difference between the vertical component of the sea wave orbital
velocity and the heave velocity of the boat at the
wing location. Since the boat is both heaving and
pitching, w depends not only on time, but also on the
fore and aft location of the wing. Denoting statistical
(or time) averages by overbars, taking the average of
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M= /
Jo

Re[H^w(ooe)H(e^e)]S{uje)(L;e

(41)

Equation 38 is the fundamental equation for dynamic
thrust and can be used when the viscous and parasitic drag of the thrust-producing wing are accounted
for in the appendage friction drag. This procedure
is appropriate for performance prediction of a design
with keel winglets whose principal purpose is reduction of induced drag, but which can also produce
dynamic thrust.
For force comparisons of various designs of wings
whose principal purpose is to generate dynamic
thrust, or to decide whether to use such a wing at
all, it is useful to consider the difference of the dynamic thrust and the friction and parasitic drags of
the wing.
Here, an example is provided for a rudder wing located at a depth of 3 meters and 8 meters aft of midship on an IACC yacht. The wing area is 1 square
meter. It has an aspect ratio of 9, a taper ratio
(tip chord / root chord) of 1/2 and a sweep angle
of 25 degrees. The wing has an NACA 0012 section
and its friction drag coefficient is approximated from
XFOIL (Drela, 1989) results at a Reynolds number
of 1.5 million as 0.008 + 0.164 a2, where the relative
angle of incidence, a, has units of radians. The angle
of incidence used in the friction drag calculation is
the rms relative incidence angle which is determined
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Figure 19: Dynamic Thrust from a Rudder Wing for
Windward Sailing. The dynamic thrusts are shown
by dashed lines and the dynamic thrusts minus the
friction and interference drags are shown by solid
lines.
in terms of the quantities used in this section as:

tf = (A^-^2 + 1^9+ eA cos2 <f

6

(42)

The interference drag area, Aj, between the wing
and the rudder is taken as that given by Hoerner
(1965) for strut junctions:

Figure 20: Dynamic Thrusts, Upwind and Downwind, in Fully Developed Seas for a Wind Speed of
9 Knots as Functions of Wing Aspect Ratio.

Dynamic thrust, exclusive of friction and interference drag, is positive and significant for upwind sailing, and is generally so small as to be
insignificant for downwind sailing.

where t is the thickness and c is the chord length at
the root intersection.

Dynamic thrust less the friction and interference drag of a wing is negative for downwind
and upwind sailing in light winds. As the wind
strength and the corresponding seas increase,
the net thrust becomes positive for upwind sailing in medium winds if the aspect ratio is high,
roughly 7 or higher. The net downwind thrust is
positive only in strong winds and then of small
magnitude.

Figure 19 shows both the dynamic thrust and the difference between the dynamic thrust and the sum of
the friction and interference drags for upwind sailing
in fully developed seas with spectra given by equation 31, and for San Diego seas with spectra given
by equation 32. The angle between the seas and the
course of the boat is taken as 142 degrees (38 degrees
from ahead) for the calculations.

3. Both the upwind and the downwind net thrusts
increase as the wing is moved further aft as
a result of the relative phases between heave
and pitch. The effect is nearly insignificant for
downwind sailing, but can be quite influential
for upwind sailing.

Ä! = t2 17

-0.05

(43)

The dynamic thrust is greatly diminished by reducing the wing aspect ratio. Figure 20 shows the dynamic thrust less the friction and interference drags
in fully developed seas for a wind speed of 9 knots,
both upwind and downwind, as functions of aspect
ratio. All other quantities are the same as in the preceding example except the taper ratios are 2/3 and
the wave angle for the downwind case is taken as 30
degrees from astern.
Findings from numerical studies of a broad range of
wing parameters include:
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The foregoing information refers to numerical calculations according to the method described. Actual
sailing experience is somewhat different. In particular, the predicted upwind advantage and the predicted downwind disadvantage of wings are not realized. Rather, the upwind speed gain is generally
less than predicted and the downwind speed loss is
often much less than predicted. The reasons for this
are not well understood at this time. It is an area of
interest for further study.

7

Computation of Lift and
Induced Drag of Sails

TRUE
OPTIMIZER FOR
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WIND
TRIANGLE

Numerical methods for calculating the lift and induced drag of sails have similarities with the vortex lattice method used for the induced drag and
heel force of hull appendage combinations that is described in section 6.4. The essential differences are:
• The sails are thin, unsymmetrical lifting surfaces. This makes their representation by dipole
or vortex sheets complete for the inviscid problem.
• The inflow speed varies with height in the atmospheric boundary layer. Although the height
varying inflow is used in older methods as well
as the one used here, all of these methods neglect the influence of spanwise flow on the inflow velocities. Both calculations and measurements show that most of the spanwise flow has
speeds that are small in comparison to the inflow speeds so that the error is similarly small
due to the mild gradient of the wind speed over
most of the sailplan.
The application of lifting surface theory to sails began with the author's work 28 years ago (Milgram,
1968). The sails were represented by vortex lattices
and the wakes were flat. The lower boundary beneath the sails was approximated as a flat plane by
numerical use of image sails beneath the plane. The
plane was at a user-specified location between locations of the water surface and the deck. The procedure was aimed at the design problem for which the
pressure distributions were specified and the shapes
needed to attain them were computed. For the next
20 years, a number of proprietary programs were developed for the sailmaking industry. It is thought
they use the same principles, but also include the
analysis problem for which the shapes are specified
and the resulting pressure distributions and integrated lift and induced drag forces are computed.
The next significant advancement in the fluid dynamics was the work of Greeley, et al. (1989). They
solved the analysis problem iteratively with the vortex wakes of the sails convected along the horizontal
components of streamlines at each step. In addition,
the sails and their images were heeled with respect
to the image plane. The resulting computer program
has been broadly used to evaluate lift and induced
drag of sail shapes.
Optimized sail design requires use of both design and
analysis programs. When the sails are a mainsail and
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Figure 21: Method of Evaluation of Sail Shape on
Performance.

a jib which does not go the full height of the mainsail, computed shapes for ideal pressure distributions
are ones which cannot be built. The induced flow on
the mainsail due to the jib and its wake is to windward below the top of the jib and to leeward above
it. The shape of a mainsail that can accommodate
this jib-induced flow variation and also have an ideal
pressure distribution is generally complex and connot be achieved with sail fabric that cannot support
compression. Hence, results of the design programs
can be used to guide the shapes of sails, but generally their designed shapes cannot be attained exactly.
The analysis program can then be used to evaluate
lift and induced drag on "the designer's approaches"
toward the ideal shapes.
The best use of an inviscid sail analysis program is
for comparing performance of candidate designs. In
order to do that, the form and friction drag of the
sails must be included and the resulting total sail
forces used in a VPP. For windward sailing, which
is the condition for which the process is most useful,
the operational true wind angle, ip, must be optimized in the VPP such that the speed made good
to windward, VMG = V^cos^, is maximized. Since
the sail forces depend on V, or more precisely on the
apparent wind angle, the process is necessarily iterative. Figure 21 is a block diagram of this process as
developed by Mr. Jack Kleene and the author and
which has been found to be effective in practice.

Ramsey (1996) has taken the next step in development of numerical hydrodynamics of sails: he has
added the above water portion of the hull. The
sails are represented as vortex lattices with convected
wake geometries determined by iteration. The hull
can be represented by source panels as in the appendage numerical method of section 6.4, or as vortex quadrilaterals around the periphery of each hull
panel. The two methods give total forces within 1%
of each other. If a sail is sealed to the deck of the
hull, its root circulation is carried on a continuation
of the sail through the deck down to the reflection
plane. Figure 7 shows the hull, sails and panelization
for which we have done computations. The sailing
conditions are for a 4.52 m/s wind speed at a height
of 10 meters, a boat speed of 4.51 m/s, a heel angle
of 20 degrees, and a true wind angle of 40 degrees
from ahead. The true wind velocity has a logarithmic profile with a roughness height of 0.001 m for
heights greater than 0.5 m. Below 0.5 m, where the
wind speed is 3.05 m/s, it is reduced linearly to 1.53
m/s at the sea surface. The rapid decrease of the
real wind speed with decreasing height to zero at
the surface is avoided as it would make the computations singular. The camber and twist distributions
are chosen to be consistent with good sails in practice. At the mast, the hull freeboard is 1.3 meters
before heeling. For these computations, an image
plane is located at the water surface. Computations
have been carried out for the sails without a hull, for
the sails and the hull together with spaces between
the bottoms of the sails and the deck, and for the
sails and hull with the bottom of the jib sealed to the
deck. Table 1 shows the results for the forward and
side forces. Computed results for the effect of the
hull on the total forces, which include aerodynamic
pressures on the hull, are new and of particular interest. The existence of the hull adds significantly
to the forces, particularly on the jib which is closest
to it, and improves (decreases) the ratio of induced
drag coefficient to the square of the lift coefficient.
This is particularly true when the bottom of the jib
is sealed to the deck. Figure 23 shows the vertical
circulation distributions on the sails for each of these
cases. It demonstrates the influence on the mainsail
of the jib which is of lesser span.

Figure 22: Geometry and Panelization for Example
Sail Computations. The view shown is from the leeward side with the boat heeled 20 degrees, with the
viewpoint elevated and forward of the midship.
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Table 1: Sail Forces. Units are Newtons.
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Hydrodynamics in Advanced Sailing Vessel Design
Errata
Equation (18) contains a typographical error. The corrected equation is:
where: Q = -r- and Um =
ds

(18)

os

Equation (24) contains a typographical error. The corrected equation is:
0

-dT

+ H{1

-

H)

TT< ds

2CD + H*(^- = 0

(24)

The rightmost data point in Figure 12 is in error. The corrected figure follows:

7
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9
BOAT SPEED (KNOTS)
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Figure 12: Error in the Wave Making Resistance of an IACC Yacht Computed by Sclavounos.
The labeling and orientation in Figure 18 are not correct. The corrected figure follows:

Lin-

Figure 18: Forces on a wing section at an angle of attack.
In the second paragraph below the figure change aw + 6 to aw + 9V.
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Divergent Bow Waves
M. Tulin, M. Wu (University of California at Santa Barbara, USA)

both low(smooth) and high(jet) Froude numbers,
Dagan and Tulin(1973); exact two-dimensional
calculations of the "smooth" flow before the
bow, vanden Broeck and Tuck(1977); an
asymptotic analytical theory of blunt bow flow
before three dimensional shallow water ships,
Fernandez(1981); studies of the necklace vortex
and of viscous free surface stability, Mori(1985);
exact unsteady free surface calculations of
evolving bow waves, Grosenbough and
Yeung(1989), Yeung(1991); and through exact
analytical modeling of jet flows at the bow, Dias
and vanden Broeck(1993); and others.
The flow is decelerated in front of the blunt
bow and the free surface rises a distance which
scales with the square of the draft Froude
number, Fd. In this process, the free surface is
seen to be disrupted for small draft Froude
numbers, 7^=0(1). It is not yet known whether
a smooth undisrupted rise is possible even for
very small Fd, while for larger speeds, a jet
sheet runs up at the bow before falling over
forward. The earliest schematic guess as to these
flow regimes is shown as Figure 1 (a)-(c) from
Tulin(1970). To these we should add Figure 1
(d), showing a low speed turbulent eddy sitting
on the dividing stream line; the later is our
present view as to what happens for Fd=0{\);
this situation is somewhat similar to a breaker
above a hydrofoil, Cointe and Tulin (1994).
Between blunt and fine ships, a sequence of
events may occur in the transition between bow
breaking and divergent wave systems. We do not
know very much about this transition, but it
certainly deserves to be explored systematically.
For fine ships with a sharp stem, the free
surface flow is not much decelerated before the
stem, but upon reaching it, is diverted sharply
upwards and then rises on the hull at a constant
upward velocity first, but then in almost ballistic
trajectory, eventually to level off and fall down.

Abstract
Divergent waves are studied utilizing a high
resolution 2D+T simulation. The effects of
changes in speed, beam, and draft are studied
and discussed for Wigley-like hulls. A
satisfactory comparison is made with fully nonlinear 3-D calculations by Hoyte Raven with
RAPID. The present simulations confirm the
non-linear characteristics of the bow waves,
earlier observed by W. Froude, Inui, and Miyata.
An explanation is offered here for these
observations in terms of the narrow wave spectra
arising from interference between the two sides
of the hull at the location of the splash peak. For
normal ship slenderness (B/L=0.1-0.2) the
divergent bow wave crests tend to be straight
due to the narrow spectrum, and the wave crests
are very steep, resembling Stokes limiting
waves, and/or breaking. Strong breaking has a
similarity to the breaking of two dimensional
progressive waves: an energetic plunging jet
forms. Further simulations and measurements
are recommended.
l.Introduction
The flow at the bow of ships takes a variety
of forms, depending mainly on the shape of the
bow. For sufficiently blunt shapes, breaking
occurs ahead of the bow. For sufficiently fine
bows, a thin splash is created on the side of the
hull which rises and eventually falls, and oblique
waves appear moving away on either side. For a
long time the study of both of these bow flows
had been neglected. Finally, however, the blunt
bow came under scrutiny through: experimental
studies of full tankers, Baba(1969); suggestions
about the morphology of the free surface before
blunt bodies, Tulin(1970); an analysis of the
inviscid free surface stability before the bow,
and detailed two-dimensional calculations at
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non-linear codes [Daube, Raven(1993)]. No
doubt, the best of these latter codes can provide
useful information on the divergent waves,
provided they can resolve the thin bow splash
and steep waves which sometimes appear. Very
often bow waves are seen to break, sometimes
strongly, and the 3-dimensional codes may then
have trouble. For sufficiently fine ships, we
know that the divergent wave pattern, both at the
bow and stern, emerges from numerical
calculations made on the basis of nonlinear
slender body theory, Tulin and Wu(1994). The
calculation is carried out in two dimensions,
vertical and transverse, and successively in time
(2D+T). It has the advantage of high resolution,
sufficient to define breaking, and even to trace
out overturning jets. At the same time, it neglects
certain three dimensional effects which become
increasingly important as the ship becomes full.
For instance, it does not allow upstream
influence, so it can not predict breaking before
the bow. However, it has much to recommend it
for fine ships like combatants, and especially for
the higher Froude numbers where massive
breaking of divergent waves is observed.
Furthermore, the theory can be applied to
divergent stern waves, about which we know
little.
There is much to understand about divergent
waves, both bow and stern: their source or
origin; the shapes they take and the patterns they
make; the influence of the beam, draft, and the
speed on their strength and propagation, the
onset and type of breaking, and even their post
breaking behavior.
Our principal purpose here is to report and
comment on the calculations of some nonlinear
2D+T numerical studies of divergent waves and
to illuminate their basic mechanics. We begin
with a discussion of some past ideas.

An entire thin sheet is formed in this process and
appears as a splash or spray on either side of the
hull, Figure 2. This spray as viewed in
successive vertical sections aft of the stem,
resembles the rise or jet formation which occurs
during two dimensional water entry; indeed the
mechanism of water entry and of the fine bow
flow are closely related.
In Michell's thin ship theory, this splash
appears as a result of the calculation so that it is
not entirely of nonlinear origin. Following the
splash, an oblique wave then appears on each
side of the hull, often followed by others. These
waves were observed by Froude, who called
them "divergent" waves, Figure 3, and described
them in the context of the entire wave system,
including the broad crested transverse waves.
Subsequently, Lord Kelvin, who knew about
Froude's observations deduced the wave pattern
behind an infinitesimal disturbance. A set of
nested divergent waves appeared, Figure 4.
Since that time, actual divergent bow waves
have with little exception been linked with the
Kelvin wave pattern, and simply considered part
of it. In fact, the waves drawn by Froude, Figure
3, differ substantially and in a basic way from
Kelvin's picture, Figure 4; we will account for
this difference later. We owe to Inui(1970) and
his colleagues in Tokyo, Inui, et at(1979),
Miyata(1981), the earliest attention to little
understood aspects of divergent bow waves.
Miyata claimed, following experimental studies
that these waves were non-dispersive and nonlinear; he called them "surface shock waves".
After their work, the subject rested until now,
perhaps because for conventional Froude
numbers the divergent waves do not contribute
in a major way to the wave resistance. Of course,
at higher speeds, they are important and
eventually merge with spray. Recently, there has
arisen an interest in the very long narrow wake
behind ships which can be observed remotely.
For naval combatant ships, photographs show
substantial wakes created abeam the ship by the
extensive breaking of divergent bow and stern
waves; the same can be observed in early
photographs in the Tokyo tank using aluminum
powder on the surface, see Figure 5. This has
created an interest in divergent waves for their
own sake.
How to predict these waves? The numerical
computation of ship wave resistance and patterns
has evolved through Michell, Guilloton,
Neuman-Kelvin, and Dawson techniques to fully

2. The inadequacy of ray theory; the splash as
a high speed inner flow
For fine ships without sharp corners except at
the bow and stern, at normal Froude numbers,
the Michell theory shows that the ship's wave
pattern is equivalent to two Kelvin patterns
originating at the bow and stern. The ray theory
according to Keller( 1974,1979) also concludes
that all the rays must originate at discontinuities
in the waterline shape, which normally occur
only at the bow and stern.
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non-linear effect. Furthermore the waves are
typically very steep and sometimes breaking.

After originating at the bow (and stern), the
trajectory of the rays depends upon and may be
calculated in terms of the "displacement" flow
about the hull. The deformation by the
displacement flow of the ray propagating waves,
with amplitudes calculated according to linear
theory, was studied by Inui and Kajitani(1977)
and later, in the same spirit, by Yim(1981).
Subsequently, Tulin(1985) produced a general
ray analysis of the generation and propagation of
waves around a ship of finite beam.
In Keller ray theory it was proposed to base
the displacement flow on a naive Froude number
expansion. Tulin showed that the calculation of
the amplitude of waves propagating on rays is
dependent on the pressure gradient at the
stagnation point in the low Froude number flow,
and the theory gives rise to unbounded
amplitudes for wedge bows. Then he raised the
question, "is the naive Froude number expansion
even applicable (uniformly convergent) in the
neighborhood of the point of the bow?" He
continued, "there exists a good chance that it is
not. I say that because in nature it is normal on
wedge models, see Standing (1974), to find the
highest point on the free surface at some distance
aft of the point of the bow (as Michell's theory
predicts!); is it possible that this behavior is
reflected at all Froude numbers on a scale near
the bow which increases with speed, perhaps as
U2, creating an inner flow at the point of bow
for which the naive Froude number expansion is
an outer flow."
The simulation results presented here clearly
show that the side splash on the hull is crucial
for the generation of divergent waves.
Furthermore, we shall show that it scales exactly
as the "high speed" inner flow suggested by
Tulin. Our calculations indicate that the
relaxation of the splash is the prime source of
divergent waves. One of the consequences of
this discovery is that conventional ray theory,
which is conceived as asymptotic to zero Froude
number, cannot predict the generation of
divergent waves. Whether it is relevant to wave
propagation is another question.
Eventually we conclude that neither ray
theory nor linear theory is relevant to the
understanding of bow divergent waves. The key
to their understanding lies in the spectral wave
number content in the splash, which for typical
ships is governed by the ship's beam. This is a

3.The wedge flow
The free surface flow about the inclined
wedge, for which a length scale is absent, offers
an important opportunity for understanding the
morphology of bow waves produced by fine
ships. Its consideration leads immediately to
understanding of the inner flow (side splash) and
to essential scaling relations. These, in turn,
allow us to understand some of the effects of
speed on the divergent waves, particularly, their
spatial pattern.
For an inclined wedge (wedge angle a, stem
angle ß ) at speed U, the wave height 77, at any
longitudinal location X, measured from the
wedge-still water intersection, must on
dimensional grounds obey the scaling law:
xri = f(Kx;a,ß). where

K

- g IV2

(1)

This means that the flow speed U simply
serves(through K) as a factor scaling both 77 and
the actual position X, on the free surface where
certain flow features appear. Therefore high
speed features such as the origination of splash,
appear closer and closer to the bow as the speed
decreases; equivalently low speed features (like
disappearance of waves) will always appear if
we look far enough behind the wedge. And in
between the splash at the bow and the wave free
field to the rear, we can expect to find
observable waves. These are the divergent
waves. A chronology of events near the bow can
be constructed, based on the scaling of eq. (1)
and using other results, see Figure 6.
The flow near the bow begins as a spatially
self similar spray, just as in gravity-free water
entry, and every line originating at x=0 and
lying on the free surface is a straight line, since
in the absence of K;
ri/x = f(a,ß)

(2)

This is confirmed in the 2D+T calculations,
which then show that for sufficiently large
values of KX along the wedge, the spray sheet is
maintained at high levels by the continually
expanding wedge, and does not fall. However,
divergent waves do originate in the sheet and
propagate outwards, Figure 7. We note that the
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For typical FL, the splash collapses before
midship; there may be additional water rise
further along the hull, however, to accumulate
additional displaced water due to the growth in
ship sectional area.
In accord with the scaling of eq.(l), as the
speed and/or beam increases, the splash height,
area and energy grow. The area and energy do
not grow as the same way, as area is linear with
increase in height, and energy is quadratic. This
seems to lead to divergent waves which for
typical ships are strongly non-linear in their
2D+T simulations.
Very little is understood about these nonlinear positive waves, which are, furthermore,
propagating in the presence of the hull. Our
simulations show them often to be very sharp
and/or breaking. One of our main purposes here
is to learn more about them in their 2D+T
simulation.

area in a vertical cross section of any wedge,
A(x), increases as the square of the distance aft
2
(A~JC ) and this growth seems sufficient to
maintain the splash and prevent its fall.
Meanwhile, the water displaced by the growing
wedge is partially carried off in the transversely
propagating wave. In the case of a ship like the
Wigley hull, the vertical section area grows at
first like A~x, and the splash is then not
maintained, but reaches a peak and falls; the
growth after the bow region actually decreases
and eventually falls to zero midships. This slow
growth no doubt accounts for the difference
between the wedge and conventional hulls.
Another major difference is that the hull has a
characteristic length, the beam B, while the
wedge does not.
Wedge Bow Resistance The wedge flow
possibly sheds light on the wave resistance
originating at the bow. From dimensional
considerations, it must be that the wedge
resistance, Rb, is:
Rb~CDpU6/g2

4.The 2D+T approximation
Linear slender body theory has, of course,
been applied to the ship wave problem, and is
known to lead to results similar to Michell's
theory. It is, however, restricted to small wave
elevation and cannot predict non-linear wave
behavior. We will show later, that divergent
waves for typical ship slenderness, behave very
differently than predicted by Michell theory.
The theory we will use here is a so called
non-linear cross flow theory. It was first
developed at the OEL of UCSB by H. Maruo
(1990) (see also Song and Maruo(1993), Maruo
and Song (1994)) for the prediction of ship deck
wetness, and therefore allows for the motion of
ships in oncoming waves. The application here
to steady ship motion is a special and simple
case. The great advantage of this theory is that it
allows free surface elevations around the hull of
the same order as the ship draft. The theory does
this by reducing the 3-D problem to a continuous
sequence of unsteady 2-D problems in vertical
sections. Since the 2-D free surface problem can
be solved with high resolution by the BEM, it is
possible to compute the shape of the free surface
with high resolution, including overturning jets.
This is another advantage of the method.
The 2D+T approximation was introduced
into aerodynamics by M. Munk for the
prediction of loads on inclined slender bodies of
revolution and low aspect ratio wings. It has

(3)

where CD is a non-dimensional number
depending only on a, ß. Since we have neglected
the transverse waves in our considerations, this
can be regarded as the wedge wave resistance
arising from the inner flow at the bow, and
which we associate with the divergent wave
system.
The Water Entry and Wavemaker Analysis. The
wedge flow corresponds to the vertical water
entry of a two dimensional wedge in a vertical
cross section. In the 2D+T view, the fine bow
corresponds to an expanding section in the
vertical plane, more like a wavemaker action. In
each successive section the underwater area of
the wedge or ship increases and the water
displacement appears generally above the mean
water line. This is the basic reason for the
appearance of the splash. In this process, the
water acquires potential and kinematic energy
which must correspond to work done by the
downward moving wedge or by the expanding
hull. In the case of the ship, this splash relaxes,
and its energy is transformed into a wave
propagating to each side. This wave lies mainly
above the mean water level.
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been extended to compressible flow and is
known to be very useful for bodies of
beam/length of O(10-1) or smaller. These
aerodynamic cases correspond, in a certain way,
to the flow about ships at sufficiently high
FL(0(l) or greater), and the 2D+T method has
been used for the analysis of the performance of
high speed, low aspect ratio planing boats,
Tulin(1956), and for the study of the resistance
of high speed, slender displacement hulls, Tulin
and Hsu(1986); in both cases, gravity is
completely neglected.
All 2D+T methods are asymptotic to the
regime: (Bl L)2 «1. As a result, the continuity
equation, V20= 0, is approximated by:

v2a>=<&w+<i>K=o

a>I+|[(a>>)2+(0)z)2]+grj = o
/

(4)

The Computations. The general scheme of the
BEM computation has been described in Song
and Maruo (1993). In the present calculations,
time steps and grid size were chosen to provide
convergence. Most of the calculations were
made with Af£//L =0.0007 and Ay/L =0.0017,
and were carried out on supercomputer CRAY
C90. For a typical computation, one hour CPU
time is required for one ship length.
5. Wave patterns for the Wigley like hulls
For ease of computation and in order to do
parametric studies, the Wigley hull was used as a
basis. The stem was slightly raked (5° usually),
as required by the program. Many calculations
have been made and only a sampling can be
presented here.
The calculation of splash requires very high
resolution in both time step and free surface. In
Figure 8 we show a prediction compared with
measurements from Tokyo. The effect of the rise
before the hull has been captured by moving the
calculation forward by a small distance; then the
comparison is excellent.

(5)

and is satisfied on the actual free surface; the
motion is steady in ship co-ordinates. In fixed
co-ordinates, the motion becomes unsteady and,
Ud/3x = d/dt

///

As the water first encounters the ship bow, r]
has not had time to grow very much, and / and //
dominate. This is the region described by eq.(2)
in the case of the wedge. When TJ is fully
developed and of 0(d), I and /// are of the same
order, and, II/III=0(FJ). For typical ship speeds,
Fd=0(l), so all of the terms in (7) are important
for normal speeds in the vicinity of the bow.
Away from the hull, the divergent crest lines
are fairly straight and steep, see Figure 3; eq.(7)
is capable of dealing with propagating divergent
waves of very high steepness because of the
inclusion of //. Although eq.(7) is also capable of
describing transverse waves, eq.(4) can not.
Therefore transverse waves do not arise in this
approximation. This is, it seems, the principal
deficiency of the 2D+T approximation.
However, the transverse waves may be
adequately described by other methods, and, it
seems possible to marry the two systems. This
possibility is, however, beyond the present
scope.

where x, v, z are the streamwise, transverse, and
vertical coordinates respectively; B, d, L are
beam, draft, and ship length. This approximation
fails, even for slender bodies, in the vicinity of
hull stagnation points and other corners, where
the flow is highly accelerated in the streamwise
direction. The method would not apply, for
example, to blunt bows, even for small (B/L).
For fine bows, however, the stagnation point is
weak, and does not exist on the free surface.
As a consequence of (4), the flow is two
dimensional and each section is unaware of the
hull in any downstream section. The absence of
upstream influence has the consequence that the
water rises abruptly at the stem of the ship;
actual observations are in accord with this for
fine ships, where the rise is observed to begin
only a small distance, see Figure 8, ahead of the
stem.
In
the
small
slenderness
regime,
(B/L)2 «1, the free surface condition is also
approximated by,

I/O,+£[(*, )2 + (*z)2]+gri = 0

//

(7)

(6)

so that on the free surface, (5) becomes the exact
two dimensional condition in a fixed vertical
section through which the ship moves,
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strongest. The bottom is therefore playing an
important role.

Adequate measurements of Wigley wave
patterns away from the hull are not available for
a general comparison with calculations. We are,
however, able to compare a specific calculation
with the 3-D fully non-linear calculation made at
MARIN by Hoyte Raven using RAPID. The
comparison of the wave pattern for our parent
ship {L/B-L/d-\G) is shown as Figure 9. The
same individual divergent waves, bow and stern,
can be seen in each calculation, and their origins
and extent match well. Notice the prominent
"rooster trail" behind the stern and the resulting
diverging waves. There are differences. The
2D+T waves are sharper and less dispersive, and
transverse waves are absent. Much remains for
the future in terms of understanding the roles of
differences in the two methods: transverse
waves; grid sizes, etc. It is hoped that in future
we may also make comparison with experiments
of other hull shapes (Series 60, for example).
Meanwhile the present comparison with Raven's
calculation gives some confidence in the general
patterns predicted in our calculations.

Beam Effects and Breaking The marked effect
of beam is shown in Figure 11 (bottom). A
decrease in beam provides dispersive-type bow
waves, but as might be expected, an increase in
beam leads to breaking. This takes the form of
an overturning jet, as shown in Figure 12. To
continue the calculations aft, the jets are cut and
the calculation resumed. This accounts for the
sawtooth appearance of the jet locus in Figure 11
(bottom right). As can be seen, the breaking can
be very prolonged. In nature the plunging jets
will impact the water and in plunging into
undisturbed water throw up a splash of its own.
This kind of behavior can be observed in
pictures of strongly breaking ship waves, Figure
2, and plunging waves in tanks and the ocean.
The calculation of these effects is beyond our
scope, although hope exists for inviscid
modeling. The details of the initiation and
development of a strong wave (A) at the bow is
shown in figurel2. Notice particularly that the
outgoing wave originates in the collapse of the
splash. Its propagation is similar in many ways
to waves breaking in wave groups: in the rise of
the crest, the steepening of the front, and in the
jet's formation and growth.

Speed Effects. The effect of speed is shown in a
series of calculations for the parent ship for
FL =0.23-0.90, Figure 10. The forward wave,
(A), is always the steepest and most prominent
and it seems to originate from the center of the
bow splash. Its crest is very sharp over extensive
regions for the FL shown up to 0.46, but it
doesn't quite break. The splash becomes higher,
and moves aft with increase in speed. For the
highest speed, the splash is dominant and is
beginning roughly to resemble the spray thrown
off by planing craft; wave (A) in this case seems
weaker than at lower speeds, perhaps due to the
reduction in hull cross sectional area past
midships. In all cases the crest lines are much
straighter than Kelvin's pattern suggests, and
their angle to the flow decreases with increasing
speed, as noted by Miyata.

Overturning Splash For other hull shapes than
Wigley, the hull splash itself may overturn and
merge with a breaking wave, (A). A comparison
is made here of a portion of the bow splash for a
naval frigate (calculated) and a similar ship
under way (photo), see Figure 13. The
comparison is striking, and gives confidence to
the 2D+T modeling. This example serves to
demonstrate that the shape of the bow is essential
for the details of the splash formation; perhaps
the bow flare has accentuated the breakdown of
the splash. Since we believe that divergent bow
waves are produced, at least in part, by the bow
splash, it could be a test of 3-D codes to
reproduce the flow at the bow of this frigate in
reasonable detail.

Bottom Effects What is the effect of the ship
bottom on these divergent waves? This is
illustrated in Figure 11 (top) where the draft is
systematically varied. Most striking, for the
largest draft, L/d=\, the crest lines are not
straight, but are continuously concave, as in the
Kelvin pattern. On the other hand, for the
shallowest draft, L/d-20, the wave crests are
straight and sharper (close to breaking) and even
show a slightly convex tendency where they are

Non-linear Effects vs. Michell Theory We have
computed the divergent wave field for the hulls
based on Michell theory and applied it by
offsetting transversely the center line in the
Michell theory to the edge of the hull for each
distance aft; a somewhat distorted Kelvin-like
pattern appears, which is not at all surprising.
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(dashed) is about half of the inclination of the
separate wave crests to the ship direction. This
confirms the propagation of the wave energy at
the group velocity, Cg=C/2. And this proves that
the bow system is thoroughly dispersive, despite
the straightness of the crests, whose explanation,
given above, lies in the narrow wave spectrum.
The disappearance of the crests outside (roughly)
the Kelvin angle may also be observed and
requires a dispersive mechanism; in fact, it is due
to destructive interference with other waves.
Shock waves created at the bow of airfoils, it
may be noted, would propagate long distances
without such effects.
This explanation of the narrow spectrum, that
it is due to the dominance of the transverse
separation of the two side splashes on either side
of the hull, is completely consistent with the
reported effect of the draft and beam on the crest
lines. When the draft is abnormally large, as the
case L/d-l, the water on opposite sides of the
hull cannot effectively communicate, and the
splash acts if it is on a single deep wall. In this
case, the distributed spectral content in a single
splash by itself will result in a dispersive type
bow wave, This effect was illustrated in figure
11 (top). The same effect occurs as the beam is
decreased, as shown in Figure 11 (bottom).
However, a reduction in draft from the parent
form, L/d-10 to L/d-20, results, as might be
expected, in even straighter crests. All of these
remarks apply to wave (A), and sometimes to
(B), although the speeds of the latter are
sometimes slightly lower.

For the parent hull, this Kelvin pattern has hardly
any resemblance to the calculation. Moreover,
when the beam is reduced by half, to Z/B=20,
maintaining the draft at L/d-10, a resemblance
begins to emerge, see Figure 14. We may
therefore conclude that the slenderness of the
hull, B/L, is a dominant factor in determining not
only the steepness, but also the wave patterns of
divergent waves. In particular, an increase in B/L
to about 0.1 produces waves (A) and (B) with
straight or almost straight crest lines. This is an
indication of a narrow spectrum for the divergent
waves with a concentration of energy at a
particular wave number corresponding to the
speed of the waves with straight crests. This is a
different situation than predicted by Michell
theory, where the spectrum is continuous.
6. The narrow divergent wave spectrum
Since the bow divergent waves seem to arise
from the relaxation of the bow splash, the
spectral wave number content of the free waves
in the divergent system must be found in a
transverse cut through the splash at its
maximum. It is crucial, however, to consider
both sides of the hull, since the opposing sides
can communicate under the hull for normal
drafts; this results in interference between the
two sides. Then it can be seen that the transverse
spacing, B', between the two splashes is the
dominant length in the spectrum, at least when
this distance is much larger than the width of the
splash itself. This spacing, F, scales with the
beam, B, and may be roughly approximated as B.
However, for the lowest speeds, B'<B, since the
splash moves forward and the hull narrows, and
at the highest speed where the splash has moved
in the vicinity of the maximum beam, B'>B,
since the effective transverse spacing, ß', must
also include the actual width of the splash.
As a consequence of this narrow spectrum
around wave length B, the normal spacing
between successive straight divergent waves,
when they occur, will be close to B. This is the
case for the parent hull at FL=0.30.
The key to understanding the bow wave
system is Figure 3, the Froude sketch. The
individual straight and parallel waves require for
their existence a narrow wave spectrum. The
normal spacing between the crests seems close to
the beam, confirming that the dominant spectral
length is B. The angle through the groups

The Wave Angles According to the ideas just
put forth, the velocity of the divergent wave
normal to itself, CN, is approximated by the
linear dispersion relationship in the form:
C2N=glK~gBI2n

(8)

The inclination, 5, of the straight crests is:
8 = sin'1 CN/U

(9)

or, using (8):
5 =sin-I[l/FL ■(%,/,)*]

(10)

In Figure 15, comparisons are made between
the inclination of bow wave (A) and: our 2D+T
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ships and reproduce the bow splash waves, the
rooster tail, and stern waves.
3. These simulations have the advantage of
high resolution, sufficient to define both
breaking and post breaking. The evolution and
growth of plunging breakers (jets) has been
calculated.
4. A comparison has been made for a typical
Wigley hull (B/L=d/L=0.1; FL=03) with the
exact fully non-linear 3-D calculation of Raven
at MARIN, Figure 9. The general appearance of
the multi-wave system is identical in each
simulation (splash, three bow divergent waves,
rooster tail, two stern divergent waves on each
side of the hull). The origins of each feature and
general extent are closely similar. However, the
crests of the 2D+T waves are much sharper.
5. For typical fine ship slenderness (B/L=0.1),
the crests of the divergent bow waves tend to be
straight and their inclination decreases with
increasing Froude number.
6. The divergent bow waves have their origin
in the bow splash which appears on either side of
the bow and the spectral content of the waves
originates in the spectral content in the splash
cross section taken where the splash reaches its
maximum height.
7. For ships of normal beam and draft, the
wave spectral content is dominated by the width
of the bow at the maximum of the splash due to
interference between the two sides. When this
width is approximated by B, a good estimate of
the wave inclination and its variation with speed
can be made.
8. For a slender (B/L=0.1) Wigley hull, the
steepness of the divergent bow wave is close to
that of a Stokes limiting wave. When the beam is
increased to B/L=0.2, massive breaking
(plunging) of the divergent waves occurs.
9. The deformation of a breaking bow wave
when observed in a vertical cross section has
strong similarities to that of breaking two
dimensional progressive waves.
10. There remains much yet to learn about
divergent waves and the 2D+T method seems a
highly useful tool. Although it fails to produce
transverse waves, it offers the high resolution
necessary to study very steep and breaking
waves.
11. Some subjects for future 2D+T simulation
studies are: other ship hulls (Series 60; naval
frigate); bow modifications to reduce breaking;

calculations for various Wigley hulls; NSRDC
measurement; Tokyo measurements; and
equation (10). The comparison between present
estimates and the NSRDC measurement,
Ratcliffe and Lindenmuth(1990), are excellent.
The Tokyo measurements are high at low
speeds, and this may be due to the presence of
surface tension effects. The approximation, eq.
(10), is surprisingly good, considering its
simplicity. Certainly the correlation with
calculations is sufficient to justify the ideas
behind it: that the width of the hull, B'~ B, in
the neighborhood of the splash determines the
location of the energy in the divergent wave
spectrum, and that the length and speed of the
divergent wave (A) is closely related to B'.
7. The steepness of divergent waves; the
Stokes limiting wave
The divergent bow waves for typical ship
parameters are steep. This is illustrated in Figure
16 where we show the shape of a divergent, nonbreaking bow wave in a vertical cross section at
X/L=0.206 for the parent hull at FL=03. the
crest is almost, but not quite pointed and the
included angle is only 10% larger than for
Stokes limiting wave. The height of the wave in
the transverse plane is also somewhat larger than
that of the Stokes limiting wave (k = gl C2):
kH<= 0.826; kH = 0.943
Stokes
Divergent Waves

(11)

This is clearly quantitative evidence as to the
non-linearity of the wave. The calculation of
waves of this steepness may pose a difficult
challenge for 3-D computation methods.
Eventually as the waves propagate outward,
in every case the waves lose height and at the
same time the crest broadens and the wave form
rapidly subsides. This seems to occur rapidly,
and is no doubt due to destructive interference
effects, as in the Kelvin kinematical theory.
8. Summary and conclusion
1. New understanding of the divergent waves
produced by normal fine ship bows is reached,
based largely on high resolution numerical
simulations in 2D+T.
2. The 2D+T simulations have been carried
out from the bow into the region behind the
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transom flows; the rooster tail; stern wave
breaking and its reduction.
12. It is strongly recommended that a data
base be provided of detailed measurements and
photographs of divergent waves and stern flows
for a suitably broad family of hulls.
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Figure 13: 2D+T Simulated Bow Wave by Frigate Hull, FL=0.5 (top)
Photo (bottom), FL Unknown
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A Method for the Optimization of Ship Hulls
from a Resistance Point of View
C. Janson, L. Larsson (Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden)

Abstract
Nomenclature

A method for optimizing ship hulls from a
resistance point of view is presented. The SHIPFLOW
program for computing the flow around ship hulls is
linked to the OCTOPUS program for solving non-linear optimization problems. The resistance components
including wave resistance from a potential-flow solution and viscous resistance from a boundary layer and
a Navier-Stokes solution are included in the computation. In the optimization process a basic shape of the
hull is given small disturbances and derivatives of the
resistance and displacement with respect to the disturbances are computed. A linearized optimization problem can then be formulated and solved taking a
displacement constraint into account. The optimized
shape is used as a new basic shape and the procedure is
iterated until convergence. Each iteration includes the
generation of three computational models and a full
resistance computation for the basic shape and every
hull disturbance. The whole procedure is fully automatic and no user interference is needed during the
optimization.
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Experience from two examples shows that the
optimization system works well from a computational
point of view. The computed total resistance for the
two cases was reduced by 11 and 9% respectively.
However, experiments carried out for one of the examples did not confirm the improvements obtained in the
computations. Three main reasons for the discrepancy
between the computations and the experiments are discussed. The neglected viscous influence on the stern
wave making seems to be the most important one.
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Total resistance
Friction resistance
Viscous pressure resistance
Wave resistance
Design variable, master variable

Approximating function
Bounds for the constraint
Number of constraints
Number of design variables
Upper moving asymptote
Lower moving asymptote
Lagrange function
Dual objective function
Lagrange multiplier
Iteration number

1.0

Introduction

compute the flow around the ship hull. The flow
domain is divided into three zones, figure 1, and a computational method is developed for each zone. The first
zone covers the entire hull and a part of its surrounding
free-surface. A free-surface potential-flow method of
Rankine-source type is used. The second zone is a thin
layer at the hull surface and a boundary layer method
of the momentum integral type is used. The momentum
integral equations are solved along streamlines traced
from the potential flow solution. Finally, the third zone
includes the aft part of the hull and extends about half a
ship length downstream of the hull. It also covers about
half a ship length in the radial direction. A NavierStokes method of the RANS type using the k - e model
and a wall-law is used in zone three. The zones are
computed in sequence and boundary conditions are
generated for succeeding zones. The reason for the
division of the flow field into zones is that the computational time may be reduced considerably compared to
the global approach where the Navier-Stokes method is
used in the entire computational domain.

Resistance is one of the important areas that
has to be taken into account in ship hull development.
Prediction of ship resistance is in most cases based on
results from experiments at model scale. If the resistance requirements are not fulfilled a modification of the
hull shape is undertaken and another model test is carried out. This process forms a system for "manual optimization".
In recent years computational methods (CFD)
have been introduced in the design process to predict
the flow around the hull and in some cases also the
resistance of the hull. Different design alternatives may
be compared based on computed results and the best
one is then selected for verification by model tests. In
this way CFD methods may help to speed up the "manual optimization" process by reducing the number of
"iterations" that are needed to find the final shape.
Another interesting possibility is to combine a
CFD method and a mathematical optimization method
together with a program for hull form variation. This
system can then be used to find a hull form that is optimized with respect to properties computed by the CFD
method, like the resistance, maximum wave height,
velocity in the propeller plane, etc. One or more constraints, for instance displacement and hull main
dimensions, must then be introduced to limit the modifications of the hull. This forms a system for "automatic optimization".

ZOhEl
POTENTIAL-FLOW

Many interesting works on hull form optimization from a hydrodynamic point of view have been
presented through the years. Systems for "automatic
optimization" as described above have been presented
by Kim (1), Nowacki (2, 3), Papanikolaou et al. (4),
Hsiung (5), Wyatt and Chang (6), Maisonneuve (7) and
others. Different levels of approximation for the flow
prediction, from thin ship theory for wave resistance
and a simple formula like the ITTC-57 line for the viscous resistance to more advanced computational methods, both for the inviscid and the viscous flow, have
been used.

ZOI-E2
BOUNDARY- LAYER

Fig. 1 The Zonal approach

2.1

Research in viscous and inviscid flow calculations has been carried out at SSPA Maritime Consulting and FLOWTECH International AB in collaboration
with Chalmers University of Technology since about
1970. The computational methods developed in this
research work, Xia (8), Kim (1), Larsson (9) and Broberg (10) are used in the present work together with an
optimization method developed at the Royal Institute
of Technology and at ALFGAM Optimization AB,
Svanberg (11, 12) and Esping et al. (13, 14) to form a
system for "automatic optimization" of ship hulls.

2.0

The potential-flow method

Inviscid, irrotational flow is assumed and a
velocity potential, whose gradient is equal to the local
velocity may be defined. The potential is governed by
the Laplace's equation which is an elliptic partial differential equation that requires boundary conditions on
all boundaries of the computational domain. On the
hull the flow in the hull surface normal direction must
be zero and on the free-surface the flow must be tangent to the surface and the pressure must be constant.
At infinity the disturbance due to the hull must vanish.
One additional condition is also needed to prevent
upstream waves. This condition is introduced together
with the numerical method.

The Zonal approach

The potential-flow problem is non-linear and
the free-surface boundary conditions have to be applied

A zonal approach is used in SHIPFLOW to
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layer is assumed to be small. The resulting ordinary
differential equations are then solved using a RungeKutta technique along the potential flow streamlines
traced on the hull surface.

on the wavy free-surface which is initially unknown. A
linearization of the free-surface boundary conditions is
therefore used and the conditions are applied to the
undisturbed free-surface. To be able to make the linearization a known basic solution is required. A doublemodel solution as suggested by Dawson (15) is used as
the basic solution in the present method. The exact
non-linear problem can be solved as a series of linearized problems where the previous linear solution is
used as the basic solution and the boundary conditions
are applied on the wavy free-surface just obtained, Kim
(1).

Laminar and turbulent boundary layers can be
computed in the present method. The computation of
the former is started from a stagnation point, obtained
from backwards streamline tracing, and is continued
until transition occurs. After transition, initial conditions are generated for the turbulent boundary layer and
the computation is continued along the streamlines.
Alternatively the turbulent boundary layer computation
may be started from initial values estimated from flat
plate formulas. Details of the boundary layer method
are described in Larsson (9).

Quadrilateral panels are used to approximate
the hull surface and part of the surrounding free-surface. The panels are of the Rankine-source type, Hess
and Smith (16), and may be first order or higher order,
Hess (17). The first order panels are flat having a constant source strength while the higher order panels are
parabolic having a linear variation of the source
strength. The source panels on the free-surface are in
the present method positioned a small distance above
the free-surface, a procedure that is known to improve
the solution and to stabilize the non-linear computations, Xia (8), Raven (18) and Jensen et al. (19).

Boundary layer methods are very accurate and
efficient and can be used for the viscous flow over a
large part of the hull as long as the boundary layer
assumptions are valid. The thick viscous region close
to the stern of a conventional hull cannot, however, be
computed. But, the boundary layer solution can be used
to generate the upstream boundary conditions for the
Navier-Stokes method.

In their final form the free-surface boundary
conditions contains second derivatives of the velocity
potential. Two possibilities for computing the second
derivatives are introduced in the present method. The
first is to use an upstream four-point numerical operator
as suggested by Dawson (15). The second is to use analytical formulas for the second derivatives as described
by Jensen et al. (19) and Jensen (20). Upstream waves
are automatically prevented when the upstream operator is used while a collocation point shift is introduced
together with the analytical computation to fulfil this
condition. Details of the potential-flow method is
described in Kim (1), Janson (21), Larsson et al. (22)
and (23).

2.2

2.3

The Navier-Stokes method

The time averaged Navier-Stokes equations
for incompressible flow are solved in zone three, and if
all terms are included, the equations are elliptic. A predominant flow direction is often present for the flow
around a ship hull and a somewhat simplified set of
equations can be used, assuming that the stress derivative in this direction is small. The equations for the
velocities then becomes parabolic and a marching technique can be used for the solution. The pressure calculation is, however, elliptic and the method can be
referred to as partially parabolic. A curvi-linear nonorthogonal coordinate system is used and both the
independent and the dependent variables are transformed to this system.

The Boundary layer method

Transport equations are solved for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and its rate of dissipation, 6. A
wall law represents the velocity distribution close to
the hull surface and the k - e model can then be used
for obtaining the turbulent viscosity in the entire flow
domain.

In a boundary layer the velocity changes from
zero to approximately the ship speed across the boundary layer. If this is thin, the gradients in the hull surface
normal direction dominate over the ones in the plane of
the surface. It is thus possible to delete two of the stress
derivatives in the Navier-Stokes equations. Since the
velocity in the normal direction must be much smaller
than the tangential velocities the equation for the normal velocity degenerates to the statement that the pressure is constant across the boundary layer. If the
boundary layer is thin, it disturbs the potential flow
very little, so the potential flow pressure distribution
over the hull surface may be used for the pressure
across the layer. The boundary layer equations are in
the present method expressed in a curvi-linear orthogonal coordinate system. An integration of the equations
in the normal direction gives the momentum integral
equations. A further simplification of the equations is
also introduced since the cross-flow in the boundary

Numerically the problem is solved using a
finite-difference method. In the cross-plane a finiteanalytic scheme is used while a second order upwind
scheme is used in predominant direction. The pressurevelocity coupling is based on the SIMPLER algorithm.
Upstream, the boundary conditions are
obtained from the boundary layer solution and from the
potential flow solution outside this layer. The potential
flow solution is used as boundary condition at the outer
edge of the domain and at the downstream boundary
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puted from the viscous pressure resistance and the friction resistance if the iTTC-57 line is used as reference.

zero derivatives are specified for the dependent variables. Symmetry conditions are specified at the undisturbed free-surface level and at the centre plane. The
theory for the Navier-Stokes method is described in
detail in Broberg (10) and Larsson et al. (22) and (23).

2.4

3.0

The Optimization method

Optimization of a ship hull from a resistance
point of view forms a non-linear optimization problem.
The objective function (i.e. resistance) and the constraint (i.e. displacement) are non-linear functions of
the design variables (hull modifications). The optimization problem may include multiple minima and a general optimization method cannot be expected to find a
global minimum for this case. An optimization method,
the Method of Moving Asymptotes, MMA, for solving
non-linear optimization problems, Svanberg (11, 12), is
implemented in the optimization program OCTOPUS,
Esping et al. (13, 14), which is used in the present
work. In MMA the solution is computed as a sequence
of linearized sub-problems, where each sub-problem is
obtained through a Taylor series expansion of the
objective function and the constraints about the previous design point. The MMA method was originally
developed for structural optimization problems but can
also be applied to CFD problems as long as the objective functions, constraints and their gradients with
respect to the design variable changes can be computed.

Computation of resistance

There are three types of resistance components that can be computed in the present method,
wave resistance, friction resistance and viscous pressure resistance. The potential-flow method may also
include lift forces and induced drag.
Wave resistance is obtained from an integration of the potential flow pressure over the body surface. The pressure integration is for first order panels
carried out as a summation over flat panels where the
pressure and the normal direction are assumed to be
constant over each panel. A more accurate integration
is used if the computation is carried out for higher
order panels. The pressure is then assumed to vary linearly over the panel and the normal direction is varying
over the parabolic panel.
In case of a linear computation, where the
body is panelized up to the undisturbed free-surface
level, a resistance correction using the double-model
resistance can be introduced. According to the d'Alemberts paradox the pressure integration over the doublemodel should be zero. This is however not true for a
discretized body. A small resistance, positive or negative, is always obtained for the double-model. This
double-model resistance should be small compared to
the wave resistance if an accurate solution is to be
obtained. A too high value of the double-model resistance indicates that the body is not well described by the
chosen distribution of panels. The final wave resistance
is then computed by subtracting the double-model
resistance from the resistance obtained in the linear
computation. It is thus assumed that the discretization
error is the same in the free-surface and the doublemodel computations. The double-model correction can
not be used for a non-linear computation since the body
is panelized up to the wavy free-surface which
excludes the possibility to compute a zero resistance
case for comparison. A more accurate discretization of
the body surface is therefore needed for non-linear
computations.

The non-linear optimization problem can be formulated as
minimize: /0(T)

(1)

subject to: f{ (y) <ft

(2)

7. < Y. < y.
'] ~

'J

'j

i=l,NC;j = l,ND

(3)

where y is a vector of design variables.
An iterative approach for solving the non-linear optimization problem can be used if the function
values and the gradients of the objective function and
the constraints can be computed. The procedure is to
select an initial design point (first iteration point) and
compute the function values and the gradients. Then
generate an explicit sub-problem that approximates the
original problem. Find the optimal solution to the subproblem with some suitable method and use the solution as the next iteration point. The iterations are continued until some convergence criterion is fulfilled.

Integration of the local skin friction coefficient over the hull surface is carried out to obtain the
friction resistance. The local skin friction is computed
as a part of the solution along the stream lines in the
boundary layer method and from the wall shear stress
of the wall law in the Navier-Stokes solution.

The choice of approximating function is
important for the success of the method and the
approximating functions are preferably convex. The
most obvious convex approximation is perhaps to use a
first order Taylor expansion of the object function and
the constraints.

The potential-flow pressure over the stern part
of the hull is changed due to viscous effects computed
by the Navier-Stokes solution. An integration of the
pressure including viscous effects gives the viscous
pressure resistance. A form factor can also be corn683
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This gives a linear programming problem which can be
solved using the Simplex method. The convergence of
the above method is, however, in some cases very slow.

(Y -L.)

The constraints in the MMA approximation
are convex and the objective function is strictly convex
which gives the possibility to use dual methods to solve
each sub-problem. In some sense, the dual problem is
equivalent to the original sub-problem and is for the
present formulation easy to solve numerically. The
optimal solution of the original sub-problem can then
be obtained from the solution of the dual problem. A
Lagrangian function corresponding to the approximating sub-problem is the starting point for the dual formulation.

iUj-yj)

where the first is used if the derivative of the object
function or the constraints with respect to the design
variable is negative and the second is used for a positive derivative. L. and £/. are the lower and upper
asymptotes for y. and y. will always be somewhere in
between. L. and U- are adjusted in each iteration
according to the behaviour of the solution. If the solution is oscillating in a design variable, the distance
between L. and U- is diminished and if the change of
the variable is monotonous a larger distance between
L. and U. is allowed.
j

NC

L(yX)=f0(y) +XVU)tt> -Ji

Where A,, are Lagrangian multipliers which are
required to be non-negative. The Lagrange function is
then strictly convex and there is a unique y = Y(A)
which minimizes the Lagrange function. A dual objective function can be defined by minimizing the
Lagrange function with respect to the design variables.

The original non-linear problem is reduced to
a sequence of approximate sub-problems which can be
formulated
minimize:
.(*)
(Y) =/o Y
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The dual problem corresponding to the original minimizing sub-problem is then:

7 = 1

NDfdfoyk)

(10)

i= 1

i

/n
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where the first summation in equations (7) and (8) is
used for the terms having a negative gradient and the
second is used if the gradient is positive.

In the MMA, both the objective function and
the constraints are approximated by a first order Taylor
expansion but the variables are in this case of the type
or

i=l,NC;j=l,ND

Y- < Y- < Y-

,(*)

(12)

subject to: K>0

(13)

A solution to the dual problem can be computed using methods for unconstrained problems, for
instance conjugate gradient or Newton methods. Once
the optimal solution, X°, of the dual problem is found,
the unique global optimum to the original sub-problem
can be computed as y(X°) . This correspondence
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between the original and the dual problem holds
because of the convexity of the constraints and the
strict convexity of the objective function of the original
approximating sub-problem.

The coordinates of an offset-point, p, directly
connected to a master variable, y., are determined from
x
P

4.0

A system for ship hull optimization

= xoP+ax-yj

yJp = 'Op
yn + ay ■ y.
I]

The SHIPFLOW code for computation of the
flow around ship hulls and the program OCTOPUS for
solving non-linear optimization problems are used to
form a system for ship hull optimization, figure 2.
Included in the system is also a geometry program
ALADDIN. The optimization starts from an original
shape defined by a set of offset-points on the hull surface. In the optimization procedure all or selected offset-points are attached to a design variable, figure 3,
which represents the location of the point along a line,
in the direction of which it is allowed to move (for
instance the surface normal direction). The design variables may be either master or slave variables, the latter
being determined as linear combinations of the former.
Given the master and slave variable values the position
of the offset-points on the surface is specified and so is
the shape of the hull. Master and slave variables are
attached to the offset-points in ALADDIN and a basic
shape together with a number of variations are created.
The variations are obtained through a small disturbance
of the master variables, one at the time. SHIPFLOW
then computes the resistance (objective function) for
the basic shape and the derivative of the resistance with
respect to the master variable variations. A computation of the displacement of the ship (constraint)
together with the derivatives of the displacement with
respect to the master variable variations is also performed. Enough information for creating and solving
an approximate sub-problem of the optimization problem can then be formulated. The optimum of the subproblem is computed in OCTOPUS and the new values
of the design variables are computed and transferred to
ALADDIN where a new basic shape together with variations are created. The process is iterated until the constraints are fulfilled and no further improvements are
obtained within some convergence criteria.

(14)

zP = zop+az-yj
where (xQ , yQ , z0 ) are the coordinates of the original
position and ax, a , az are linking factors between the
master variable and the point.
Other offset-points, q, where a slave variable is
assigned are computed in a similar way.
ND
X

0q

+

ND

(15)
7 = 1
ND

h ~ oq +
z

Iß.,7

I

7=1

where (xQ , y0 , z0 ) are the coordinates of the original
position and ß -v, ß yj, ß zj, are linking factors between the
offset-point and each of the master variables.
Once the hull surface is defined, grids suitable
for the potential flow calculation, the boundary layer
calculation and the Navier-Stokes calculation may be
generated using grid generators developed for each
computational method, figure 4, 5 and 6.
In the present version of the optimization system the only possible objective function is the resistance.
Rj- = Rf + Ryp + ^w

New basic shape

Original

Basic shape

shape

+ variations

SHIPFLOW

(16)

All or selected components of the resistance may be
included in the total resistance depending on the
number of zones that have been included in the flow
computation. The only possible constraint is the displacement, V.
R, VR

Gradients of the objective function and the
constraint with respect to the master variable changes
are obtained by numerical differentiation.

V.VV

3/?
Fig. 2 The system for hull optimization

*7,
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(17)

Offset points located at the stem, stern and keel line
were not allowed to move during the optimization. The
midship section between x/Lpp = 0.41 and x/Lpp = 0.6
was also kept unchanged. Upper and lower limits for
the master variable values were specified and the 16
attached offset points were allowed to move in the hull
surface normal direction in the plane of the section.
Slave variables, equation (15), were used to connect
the neighbouring offset points to the master variables
and the slave variable values varied linearly, both in the
streamwise and girthwise directions, from a maximum
value at the master variable in question to zero at the
next master variable or fixed boundary.

(18)
j=l,ND
5y. is the small disturbance of the master variables
generated in ALADDIN before the flow computations
in each iteration.
The iteration procedure is terminated when
the following two criteria are fulfilled.
< 0.0001

,(*)

■> 1-0.01

Three computational models, one for each of
the computational methods, were created for the basic
shape and for each master variable change in each iteration which gives a total of 17 complete computations
in each iteration. The computational model for the
potential-flow solution, figure 4, included about 900
panels and a linear computation without sinkage and
trim was performed. 10 potential-flow streamlines
traced between 5% and 95% of the ship length, figure
5, were used for the boundary layer computation. A
turbulent boundary layer was assumed at the starting
point and the initial values were estimated from flat
plate formulas. The computational model for the
Navier-Stokes solution, figure 6, included 20000 points
(50*20*20) and the mean value of the distance to the
first point off the hull, y+, was about = 80. All NavierStokes solutions were started from a converged solution for the original hull (first basic shape). Each succeeding computation was then executed 15 more
iterations. No user interference is needed during the
optimization process.

(19)

(20)

V is the displacement of the original hull.

5.0

Optimization of the Series 60 hull

The optimization procedure was applied to the
Series 60 CB=0.6 hull at a Froude number of 0.316 and
a Reynolds number of 5.0xl06. Sinkage and trim
effects were not included. The hull was optimized with
respect to the total resistance including wave resistance
from a linear potential-flow solution and viscous resistance from boundary layer and Navier-Stokes solutions.

Fig. 4 Computational model for the potential-flow
Fig. 3 Position of the master variables

A total of 16 master variables were used in the
optimization model. The master variables were
attached to four offset points at each of the stations x/
Lpp = 0.11, 0.22, 0.77 and 0.90 as shown in figure 3.
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0.1, 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 and 0.9. It is seen that the volume of the lower part of the fore body has increased
dramatically and the fore body is now more bulbshaped than the original one. The maximum draught is
also increased at the fore body which indicates that the
limits for the master variable changes close to the keel
line are to wide, at least if the intention is to keep the
hull main dimensions constant. The lines of the aft
body are more U-shaped than the original ones and the
volume close to the water line is decreased. Since the
volume was constant during the optimization this
means that volume was moved from the aft body close
to the waterline to the lower part of the fore body and
to the lower part of the aft body. The longitudinal position of the centre of buoyancy moved 1% forward and
0.15% of Lpp downwards.

Fig. 5 Potential flow streamlines for boundary layer solution

Fig. 7 Original and optimized hull, large range
Thick lines - original hull
Thin lines optimized hull

A comparison of the original and optimized
hulls for the small range is shown in figure 8 for the
same positions as in figure 7 and the two optimized
shapes are compared in figure 9. As can be seen in the
figures the aft body modifications are very similar for
the smaller and the larger range. The volume in the fore
body was positioned closer to the free-surface for the
smaller range and the water line angle becomes larger.

Fig. 6 Computational model for the Navier-Stokes solution

Two optimizations were carried out using different limitations, one larger and one smaller range, for
the master variable changes. The constraint was in both
cases that the displacement was not allowed to be
smaller than for the original hull. The computed total
resistance for the optimized hull was 11% less than for
the original hull when the larger master variable range
was used and 9% less for the smaller. Hull modifications outside the hull main dimensions were allowed
for the larger range while the modifications were kept
inside the main dimensions for the small range.

Fig. 8 Original and optimized hull, small range
Thick lines - original hull
Thin lines - optimized hull

The original and optimized hulls for the large
range are compared in figure 7 for the x/Lpp positions
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wave resistance, while the friction resistance is almost
constant and the viscous pressure resistance increases.
The reduction of the wave resistance is much larger
than the increase of the viscous pressure resistance. A
total reduction of 9% is obtained in 9 iterations.
The wave profile at a longitudinal cut close to
the hull side is compared for the original and the optimized hull in figure 11. The bow wave is slightly larger
for the optimized hull, but the stern wave is reduced
considerably which explains the lower wave resistance.
This may be in accordance with the hull modifications
where the volume was moved from the upper part of
the aft body to the fore body. The hull modifications
gave a more U-shaped aft body. This may result in a
more pronounced bilge vortex that can explain the
increase in the viscous pressure resistance.

Fig. 9 Optimized hull
Thick lines - large range
Thin lines - small range

It is obvious that none of the two optimized
hull forms are acceptable from a practical point of view
but this can not be expected since the optimization system does not include any constraints on the hull modifications from a practical point of view or from a lines
fairing point of view. The two optimizations also
allowed for very large changes of the shape.
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Fig. 11 Wave profile at y/Lpp = 0.0755
Thick line - original hull
Thin line - optimized hull
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Both a finer and a coarser computational grid
than in the optimization were used for the original and
optimized hull to verify the result and it was found that
the improvement was the same within 1 % for all grids.
It was therefore believed that the improvement came
from the modification of the hull shape and not from
the rearrangement of the computational grid during the
optimization process.

0

2

4
6
ITERRTI0N HISTORY

Fig. 10 Iteration history tor the optimization

A - Total resistance
B - Friction resistance
C - Viscous pressure resistance

D - Wave resistance

6.0

The second case where the hull modifications
were kept inside the main dimensions was selected for
the discussion in the following sections. The iteration
history of the resistance components, figure 10, shows
that the main part of the reduction comes from the

Experiments

To finally verify the optimization a model test
was carried out for both the original and the optimized
hull. Resistance measurements for a model free condi-
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had been used in the optimization and the reduction of

tion and wave profile measurements for a fixed condition were carried out at SSPA Maritime Consulting.
The optimized hull was introduced in the hull design
program NAPA and the lines were slightly modified to
smooth the hull, but great care was taken to keep the
main features of the optimized hull. A final computation was thereafter performed using the coordinates
from the faired lines. This additional computation was
to verify that the main features of the optimized hull
were not changed and that the total resistance reduction
was the same as before the lines fairing. The slightly
modified hull showed about 1% higher resistance. The
length of the models was Lpp=5.0 m.

the wave resistance coefficient was 0.51x10 . Nonlinear computations without sinkage and trim were
now carried out and a reduction of 0.36x10 was
obtained if the same grid distribution was used.
Another non-linear computation was also carried out
_3

using a finer grid and the reduction was then 0.37x10 .
It was therefore concluded that the absent non-linear
effects can explain part of the discrepancy between
computations and experiments. The grid refinement
seems to be of minor importance.
In figures 13 and 14 a comparison of the computed and measured wave profiles is made close to the
hull for the original and the optimized hull. The computed wave profiles agree well with the measurements
but the bow wave amplitude is underpredicted. Both
measurements and computations show a higher bow
wave crest for the optimized hull and the irregular profile from the measurements indicates that wave breaking occurs for the optimized hull. The wave breaking,
which cannot be captured in the potential flow model,
was also observed in photos from the experiments. The
reduction of the stern wave amplitude for the optimized
hull is much more pronounced in the computations
than in the measurements.

The resistance measurements for the model
free condition, figure 12, did not verify the resistance
reduction obtained in the computations. Based on the
computations the increased resistance at low speeds
was expected due to the higher viscous pressure resistance and the larger form factor for the optimized hull,
but the residuary resistance was expected to be much
lower at speeds close to the Froude number 0.316.
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Fig. 12 Resistance measurements, model free condition.
A-Total resistance coefficient, original hull
B-Residuary resistance coefficient, original hull
C-Total resistance coefficient, optimized hull
D-Residuary resistance coefficient, optimized hull
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Fig. 13 Wave profile at y/Lpp = 0.0755, original hull
line with circles - experiments
line without circles - computations

Since the optimization worked well from a
computational point of view, the question is now why
the computations failed to find the same difference
between the original and the optimized hull as the
experiments. Were there flow phenomena missing in
the computational model or was the grid resolution not
good enough or was it a combination of both?
The potential-flow solution was first investigated. A linear computation without sinkage or trim
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displacement thickness is present, Larsson and Chang
(24). The hull was in the present computations closed
downstream of the stern and three positions of the closure point were tested, 7.5%, 10% and 20% of Lpp
downstream of AP. Only small differences were found
for the three positions and 7.5% was selected for the
final computations. A large reduction of the stern wave
amplitude was obtained for both the original and optimized hull when the displacement thickness was added
to the hull.
The wave resistance cannot be obtained from
pressure integration over the hull surface when the displacement thickness is added since the modified surface does not represent the real shape of the hull. A
longitudinal wave cut method described by Michelsen
and Uberoi (25) and Lundgren and Ähman (26) was
therefore used when the influence of the displacement
thickness on the wave resistance was investigated. The
difference between the original and the optimized hull
was 0.52x10"

without displacement thickness and

3
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0.29xl0~ when the displacement thickness was
included. It seems that the effect of including the displacement thickness is to reduce the influence of the
hull modifications on the potential-flow solution. It was
therefore concluded that in this case there is a significant influence between the viscous flow and the wave
making at the stern but the magnitude of the influence
cannot be determined from this investigation. The displacement effect was not included in the optimization
and this is probably the main reason why a too large
reduction of the stern wave was obtained.

2.00000

Fig. 14 Wave profile at y/Lpp = 0.0755, optimized hull
line with circles - experiments
line without circles - computations

Non-linear computations including sinkage
and trim were also executed using the finer grid. The
reduction of the wave resistance was in this case
0.44xl(f3 which indicates that the optimized hull performs slightly better in model free condition than in
model fixed compared to the original hull.

The computation of the viscous forces was
also investigated since the experiments showed an
increase of the viscous forces by 7.7% for the optimized hull while the computations showed an increase
of 2.3%. A grid refinement study was carried out and
the finest grid including 75000 (120*25*25) points
showed an increase of 3.5%. It was therefore concluded that only a small part of the difference can be
referred to grid resolution. The form factor was in the
experiments 0.07 for the original hull and 0.15 for the
optimized hull while the computations for the finest
grid showed 0.108 and 0.133 respectively. In general
an overprediction of the form factor is obtained for
slender hulls. The wakes for the original and optimized
hull are plotted in figures 15 and 16. A more pronounced bilge vortex was obtained for the U-shaped aft
body of the optimized hull. The strength of the vortex
is probably underpredicted for both hulls which is a
well known behaviour of the standard k-e model. See
the discussion at the workshops (27) and (28). The
k-e model together with the wall law may form a too
"stiff computational model for predicting the magnitude of the vortex changes between the hulls. This is a
likely reason why the increase of the viscous forces
was underpredicted.

All potential-flow computations showed a
large reduction of the stern wave for the optimized hull.
The reduction was much smaller in the experiments
and the grid refinement did not improve the prediction.
One attempt was therefore made to investigate if the
interaction between the viscous flow and the wave
making at the stern is of importance. The displacement
thickness obtained from the boundary layer solution
was used to represent the effect of the viscosity on the
potential flow. The shape of the original and the optimized hulls was modified by adding the displacement
thickness. To make it possible to add the displacement
thickness also at parts covered by the wave in the nonlinear computations, a boundary layer computation was
performed for a draught larger than the design draught.
The potential flow computations were then repeated
using the modified hull shapes and the finest grid. This
procedure can not be considered very accurate since
the boundary layer assumptions are not valid in the
stern part of the hull and the boundary layer method
used is of first order. The results may, however, give an
indication if there is a significant influence of the viscous flow on the wave making.
There is also a question how to represent the
modified hull downstream of the stern were only the
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for optimization of non-linear problems performed
well for the present application. When searching for an
optimum MMA takes large steps in the right direction
in the first iterations. This is interesting from and engineering point of view since only a few iterations are
required to come close to the optimum. The convergence is, however, slower as the optimum is
approached.
Experiments carried out for the original and
one of the optimized hulls did not verify the resistance
improvements obtained in the computations.
Three main reasons for the discrepancy
between the computations and the experiments are
found:
1. The neglected non-linear effects on the waves gave a
to small increase of the bow wave system for the optimized hull.
2. A too large reduction of the stern wave was obtained
for the optimized hull, probably due to the neglected
viscous effects on wave making.

Fig. 15 Wake at AP, original hull
Isowakes for 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9

3. The increase of the viscous resistance was under predicted, partly due to grid resolution, but the main reason is probably that the k-e model and the wall law
give a computational model that is insensitive to hull
modifications. This may influence the strength of the
predicted bilge vortex.
For the three points above it may noted that
the computations predicted the right trends but the
magnitude was wrong. The experiments showed a
larger bow wave for the optimized hull. Linear computations of the waves, included in the optimization,
showed a small increase of the bow wave and the
increase was even more pronounced when the computations were repeated using non-linear free-surface
boundary conditions. The stern wave was reduced in
the experiments but the reduction was overpredicted in
the computations. Both the experiments and the computations showed an increased viscous resistance but
the increase was underpredicted.
In future work, parts of the optimization system must be improved. The most important improvement is a Navier-Stokes solver including the freesurface. Non-linear free-surface boundary conditions in
the potential-flow solution may also improve the
results. The routine for hull modifications must be
improved to ensure hull forms of practical use.

Fig. 16 Wake at AP, optimized hull
Isowakes for 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9

7.0

Optimization from a wave resistance point of
view must be restricted to fore body design until a
Navier:Stokes method including the free-surface waves
is introduced in the optimization system.

Conclusions

The optimization worked well from a computational point of view. Two optimizations were carried
out for the Series 60 hull using different limits for the
allowed hull modifications and the computed total
resistance was reduced by 11 and 9% respectively.
The Method of Moving Asymptotes, MMA,
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DISCUSSION

L.J. Doctors
University of New South Wales, Australia

H. Raven
Maritime Research Institute, The Netherlands,

The authors are to be congratulated on working on
such a difficult problem—the optimization with
respect to resistance based on nonlinear viscous
computations. To their credit, the authors pointed
out clearly that the optimization unfortunately
generated a hull with greater resistance. This was
due to the computed changes in resistance being
incorrect, even though the computed changes of
components of the total resistance possessed the
correct sign.

Inspired by this interesting paper, I have a
question on which I would like to hear your
opinion. What will be the best way ahead in
ship hull form design—automatic optimization
or an expert system?
AUTHORS' REPLY
For a hull type where an expert system (data
base) exists, this can be used to find a good
initial design point. If further improvements are
required, the automatic optimization system can
be used as a tool for the designer in a local form
optimization. If no data base is available for the
hull type, an optimization may first be carried
out for the global hull parameters as design
variables. As a second step, a local form
optimization can then be carried out. In both
cases, the result of the automatic optimization is
only one source of information among others
for the designer when the decision for the final
design is made.

My question is that one might be better advised to
use a simpler method, such as the linear theory of
Mitchell for the computation of the wave
resistance. Although the results for the resistance
might be less accurate, perhaps the trends might be
more precisely predicted and hence this approach
might be more suitable for an optimizer.
AUTHORS' REPLY
Thank you for your comment on using a simpler
method for the computation of wave resistance.
Due to the large computational effort included in
the optimization it may be of interest to consider a
simpler and faster method, as the linear theory of
Mitchell, for the wave resistance. This, however,
requires that viscous effects and nonlinear wave
effects are of minor importance and that the
derivatives of the wave resistance with respect to
the shape modifications are close to the derivatives
computed by more accurate methods.

One advantage of optimization together with
CFD is that it gives information on the pressure
and velocity distribution and the wave pattern
around the hull—information that can be used
to understand why one hull form performs
better than the other.
DISCUSSION
H. Nowacki
Berlin Technical University, Germany

In the paper, both fore body and aft body
modifications were included and the total
resistance was considered for the optimization. It
turned out that not only the trend but also the
magnitude of the change of each resistance
component was of importance. This indicates that
more accurate methods must be used for the
predictions. In the optimization, the magnitude of
the wave resistance change was not correctly
predicted due to neglected displacement effects.
This prediction can probably not be improved by
changing from a Rankine source method to the
linear theory of Mitchell.

The authors are presenting interesting new
evidence on the contrasting conclusions from
CFD hull form optimization and from
experiments. Qualitatively I find their results
very plausible and noncontradictory.
•

In potential flow analysis, whether by
linear or nonlinear wave theory, it does
appear promising to move displacement
from a high region aft to a low region in
the forebody. The optimization results are
consistent with this.
In viscous flow, the stern wave system is
weaker than calculated for both the original
and the optimized hull. The removal of
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condition to exclude sinkage and trim effects as
a possibility for the discrepancy between
computations and measurements. For the Series
60, the measured difference in resistance
between the original and the optimized hull was
approximately the same with and without
sinkage and trim.

displacement there must be less effective than
calculated.
"Something that is not there
cannot go away."
That much should be regarded as reassuring rather
than disappointing.
Quantitatively it is more difficult to account for the
differences. I agree that wave-viscous interaction
effects may play a major role. Since trim and
sinkage depend on viscous effects, this raises an
open question. In the current study, trim and
sinkage were not included in the optimization, but
were later estimated apparently, as is customary,
by pressure integration only in potential flow.
How much did this sinkage and, in particular, trim
differ from the measured results? If appreciably,
as one might suspect in view of the viscous effects
on the stern wave system, then this may be another
cause for the observed discrepancies.

DISCUSSION
A.D. Papanikolaou, G. Tzabiras
National Technical University of Athens,
Greece
The paper describes a fully automatic
computer-aided method for optimization of ship
hull forms from the resistance point of view.
The method is based on the well-known code
SHIPFLOW for the determination of the flow
around the ship hull and the OCTOPUS code
for the solution of the formulated nonlinear
optimization problem. The application of the
presented method to the optimization of a
typical Series 60 hull form is satisfactory from
the computational, but discouraging from the
practical point of view when considering the
validation of obtained theoretical-numerical
results in comparison to model experimental
data.

The displacement thickness approach does not
seem to promise any hope. The displacement
thickness is not defined to predict correct pressure
distributions in way of the stern and it would be a
miracle if it did.
In any case in optimization, I would tend to ensure
realistic sinkage and trim as in a real fluid before
proceeding to refine secondary flow and turbulence
models.

The discussors would like, at first, to commend
the authors for the shown courage to present a
"discouraging" case of application of their
optimization system and not a straightforward
one that could be easily produced, taking as
reference a "bad" starting point. We should
explore in the following the reasons for the
shown discrepancies.

Clearly, full Navier Stokes flow models with free
surface hold much promise also for optimization.
But before going to such extreme calculation
effort, one should not neglect to examine
approximate ways for indirectly, perhaps semiempirically, allowing for viscous effects including
trim and sinkage.

1. Optimization Methododology. The adopted
methodology is briefly explained in chapter 4.0
and Fig. 2 of the paper. The method can be
understood to address the last stage of hull form
optimization (local form optimization), when
adopting a multistage optimization strategy as,
e.g., presented earlier in [4]. Therefore, we
might first assume that the main dimensions and
global characteristics of the hull form, to be
optimized, are given and a refinement of the
globally optimized hull is herein addressed.
According to our experience, the geometric
constraints set for the formulation of the
optimization problem influence drastically the
final result. Therefore, the proper formulation
of these constraints seems to be the key for a

AUTHORS' REPLY
Thank you for pointing out the importance of
sinkage and trim and the difference in sinkage and
trim between potential flow and real fluid flow.
For the 5-m models used in the measurements, the
original hull showed a sinkage of 18.5 mm and a 7mm trim on the bow while the computations
showed a sinkage of 16 mm and a 6-mm trim on
the stern. For the optimized hull, the measurements gave a sinkage of 15.5 mm and 7-mm trim
on the bow while the computations gave a sinkage
of 15 mm and 2-mm trip on the stern.
After preparation of the paper, additional resistance
measurements were carried out for the model fixed
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"optimistic" than those for the original hull.
This is the point that should be clarified, e.g.,
by checking the predictions for the individual
resistance components step by step.

successful optimization procedure. Based on this,
the following points are raised.
•

How far can the "automation" of an optimization code go, what is the responsibility of
the code user and the designer?

•

The optimized hull forms, shown in Figs 7 and
9, suggest that the draft constraint has been
implemented only at the ship's centerplane.
The depicted "tunnel" bow sections cannot be
justified both from the physical and the
practical point of view.

•

The authors are optimizing the hull forms for
the least total resistance. This is basically
correct. However, it seems essential, before
setting up the optimization procedure, to
carefully consider the individual contributions
of the viscous and wave components to the
total resistance of the studied hull. In addition,
with reference to propulsive aspects, the hull
efficiency (wake and thrust deduction factors)
of the stern should be taken into account, e.g.,
through specific geometric constraints. The
rather U-shaped stern body suggests that
possibly the studies will have not only
increased viscous resistance, but possibly also
inferior propulsive efficiency.

The authors discuss carefully many aspects and
possible shortcomings of their potential (wave
resistance) and viscous flow solution. The
discussors agree with the authors that the
shortcomings of the employed K-e model and
the neglect of the influence of the free surface
on the viscous calculations are the main points
to be addressed in future work.
AUTHORS' REPLY
Thank you for discussing several aspects on
hull form optimization. As you point out, the
intention of the present optimization was a local
form optimization, but the changes allowed
were probably too large to be considered as
local variations.
The authors agree that it is necessary to include
more aspects on hull performance in the optimization both in the objective function and as
constraints. But an optimization system of this
kind can only serve as one tool among others
for the designer since many areas of hydrodynamic hull performance as well as practical
considerations must be taken into account in the
decision of the final design. Some of the
considerations are probably difficult to include
in an automatic optimization system.

2. Resistance Algorithms. The authors show great
courage to present the rather disappointing results
of Fig 12, where the measured resistance of the
original hull is below the corresponding one of the
optimized hull. The above figure would greatly
gain in clarity if the authors would add the
computational results for the total resistance and its
components for the original and the optimized hull.
In any case, the conclusion is that the used
resistance algorithms are partly problematic and
the authors discuss several aspects for the shown
discrepancies in their paper. Considering the
complicated flow around a ship hull form,
weaknesses in the employed resistance algorithms
are to a certain degree acceptable. However, for a
hull form optimization procedure, it is possibly of
less importance the accurate prediction of the
absolute value of the resistance and its
components. Rathermore, it is the prediction of the
relative value of resistance between hull
alternatives that is essential. In the studies case, it
seems that the theoretical predictions for the
resistance of the optimized hull ore more

Our experience is that the resistance algorithms
work well for slender hulls like the Series 60.
The problem in this case was that the physics of
the flow around the stern was not well captured
due to the neglected displacement effects in the
wave prediction. The resistance algorithms
may be more problematic for the full hull
forms.
We agree that ranking is more important than
absolute resistance values for numerical
computations and optimization. But in cases
where the total resistance is obtained as a
summation of several resistance components
also, the absolute value of the change of each
component is important if the ranking is
different for (he components.
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Hydrodynamic Optimization
of Fast-Displacement Catamarans
A. Papanikolaou, P. Kaklis, C. Koskinas, D. Spanos
(National Technical University of Athens, Greece)
driven mainly by commercial applications. A state of
the art in the field is outside the scope of the present
paper, however the Proceedings of the FAST Marine
Transportation Conferences (FAST'91, '93, '95)
include several papers covering completely the
subject.

ABSTRACT
The paper addresses a systematic, computeraided optimization procedure for the efficient hull
form development of Fast Displacement Catamarans.
The procedure is based on a methodology for the
minimization of the calm water resistance,
particularly the wave resistance, of slender, twin
hull vessels of arbitrary shape, considering their
seakeeping performance and various geometric
parameters set by design or by other operational
constraints. The presented hydrodynamic procedure
is thought to be embedded within an overall
optimization procedure with respect to specific
economic criteria. Alternative mathematical models
and computer algorithms for the wave resistance of
arbitrarily shaped hull forms have been developed
and applied herein, namely simplified approaches
based on Michell's original source distribution
concept, but accounting for the interaction of the
demihulls and for any asymmetries of the
slender/thin demihull forms through a doublet
centerplane distribution, and alternatively a
Neumann-Kelvin 3D panel source approach that is
generally applicable to arbitrary hull forms. The
developed theoretical-numerical methods have been
applied systematically to the hull form development
of a variety of Fast Displacement Catamarans and
they are in general validated through model tests.
Comparative results for the wave resistance and
horsepower requirement of two SWATH ships and
two Displacement Catamarans are presented and
discussed, considering their overall hydrodynamic
and efficiency performance.

1.

The optimal hull form development of Fast
Marine Vehicles is of particular interest, both from
the hydrodynamic and design point of view, but also
from the construction, operational and eventually
economic point of view. The relatively high ship
velocity requires increased effort as to the
minimization of the ship's resistance, particularly the
wave resistance, as well as to the seakeeping
behaviour of ship under consideration. Stability
proves to be a severe design constraint for fast ships
in general, even in the intact case. Considering in
addition the damage stability of fast ships after
grounding or collision, it seems that certain
advantages of the monohull concept against the
multihulls, particularly the smaller wetted surface
and structural weight for equal displacement, will
have to be reconsidered in the future. Therefore, an
increased interest into the design of Fast Multi-Hull
Vessels can be expected in the future.
We consider herein so-called Fast
Displacement Catamarans (FDCs), these are twin
hull vessels operating at Froude numbers between
approximately 0.4 and 0.8, thus ships practically
operating at the end of the hollow before the "last
hump" of the wave resistance coefficient and up to
the stage of the begin of planing. This speed range is
of major interest to hydrodynamicists, because of the
rapid change and relative increase of the wave
resistance coefficient, as compared to the other
resistance components. In addition, the particular
speed range fits within present design requirements
in practice, when looking for medium to high-speed
passenger/car ferries, fast shortsea cargo ships,
cruising /patrol /surveillance /supply/ oceanographic
vessels, and other ship types characterized by their
appreciable speed and seaworthiness in moderate and

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed a rapid
growth of interest in the development of Fast (and
Advanced) Marine Vehicles for various applications.
Whereas, in the past, the design of fast marine
vehicles appeared to be of interest only to navy
authorities, the most recent developments seem to be
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architectural point of view these requirements are
contradictory, because a seakind catamaran requires
moderate stiffness (low to moderate metacentric
height), thus small separation distance between the
demihulls, what has the additional positive effect of
low structural weight, whereas the low resistance
(and especially, for fast catamarans, low wave
resistance) requirement, that indirectly calls for
reduced machinery and fuel weight, suggests a large
separation distance for the demihulls, for avoiding
the negative interference effects on resistance, that
can easily triple the single demihull's resistance [6].
Therefore, a formal optimization procedure for fast
catamarans should be looking for twin hull
arrangements exhibiting the least possible separation
distance for the demihulls, thus disposing reduced
structural weight and moderate stiffness in roll
direction, without compromising on the increase of
the sum total of the demihulls' single resistance.
Instead of, it is expected that through proper shaping
of demihulls the interference resistance can be tuned
to be, for the speed range of interest, small and even
below zero. Because of the multiple parameters
involved, it seems very difficult, if not impossible,
considering reasonable effort, to address the problem
of hydrodynamic optimization of fast displacement
catamarans only by systematic model experiments.
Therefore, a computer-aided hull form design
procedure, as presented herein, seems essential for
the concept and initial hull form development, that
can be later on verified by a limited number of model
tests.

sometimes high seastates (see, [1] to [5] for
examples). It is of particular interest to note, that
depending on the specified service speed and payload
capacity all designs mentioned above, except for the
patrol vessel [4], have been developed assuming steel
as main structural material, therefore avoiding the
particular problems related to an aluminum alloy or
synthetic material structure. The increased structural
weight of a steel catamaran introduces additional
requirements into the present hydrodynamic
optimization problem.
The demihull form of the addressed twin
hull vessels can be assumed, by common design
sense, to be slender, thus changing slowly in the
longitudinal direction, but else being of arbitrary
shape. Thus we should consider herein symmetric or
non-symmetric demihull sections, but in general
arbitrarily shaped thin or slender hull forms, varying
else arbitrarily in both the transverse and in the
vertical direction. Therefore we address practically
all thinkable displacement CATAMARAN hull
forms, including SWATHs1 and Hybrids2.
The present paper is focusing on the calm
water performance of Fast Displacement Catamarans
and their hull form optimization with respect to least
horsepower requirement, assuming the desired
vessel's speed and displacement known and
considering various geometric parameters set by
design or by other operational constraints. The
employed optimization procedure consists of two
basic stages, namely, in the first phase a global
procedure leading to the main dimensions and
integral form and weight characteristics of the ship,
whereas in the second phase a local form
optimization is performed leading to the exact
geometric characteristics and the final hull form of
the vessel under consideration. The overall goal of
the above optimization process is to generate, with
the least possible computational and experimental
effort, seakind catamaran hull forms with low weight
and resistance characteristics. From the naval

The following paper is intended to explain
the details of the above outlined theoretical
/numerical methods, especially the essence of our
thin, non-symmetric twin-hull wave resistance theory
as well as our 3D panel source wave resistance
method, including the related algorithms and the
validation by model experiments. It should further
show
the
impact
of theoretical/numerical
hydrodynamic methods on catamaran hull form
design within a formal optimization procedure and
finally to draw conclusions as to the methodology for
the design of optimal Fast Displacement
CATAMARAN hull forms.

'SWATH: Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull is synonym to
SSC: Semi-Submerged Catamaran (MITSUI's Co. brand-name)
2
Hybnds: herein understood as a mixture of a conventional
displacement catamaran hull form with a SWATH: Medium
Waterplane Area Twin Hulls (MWATHs), Fast Displacement
Catamarans (FDCs, FBM Marine Ltd brand-name), etc.
3
It is more correct to assume, instead of the displacement, the
payload capacity given by the owner's requirements. However, an
optimization with respect to the least horsepower requirement, as
suggested herein, assuming the displacement and the speed of
operation fixed, leads eventually for fast displacement catamarans
to ship designs with maximum payload capacity.

The rest of the present paper is organized as
following. Chapter 2 addresses briefly the overall
design methodology and optimization procedure.
Chapter 3 describes the essence of the employed
hydrodynamic module within the formulated
optimization procedure. Chapter 4 includes the
presentation and discussion of theoretical results for
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general arrangements4), the powering, the seakeeping
and the structural design (see [7] for details).

the wave resistance and horsepower requirement for
several Fast Displacement Catamaran hull forms,
designed by the Ship Design Laboratory of NTUA,
and their comparison with model experimental data.
Finally, the attached Appendices refer to a more
detailed outline of the employed wave resistance
theories (simplified thin ship theory for
nonsymmetric catamarans and strict NeumannKelvin 3D panel source approach).

2.

It is Hydrodynamic Optimization module,
and especially the evaluation of wave resistance, that
will be elaborated herein in more details.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Due to the innovative character of the
design of Fast Displacement Catamarans, including
SWATHs and Hybrids, it is essential to set-up a
specific computer-aided design procedure, allowing
the convenient and reliable repeat of the necessary
steps following the design spiral. The overall design
methodology and optimization procedure consists of
several independent but interacting modules, namely
(see Flowchart, Fig. 1, [7])
1. The Conceptual Design Synthesis Program,
consisting of simplified algorithms and data bases of
previous designs. It allows the generic design of a
standardized ship, assuming the initial owner's
requirements known. It might call, optionally, the
hull geometry module (hull-form generator and
shiplines fairing under shape and integral constraints
[8]).
2. The technoeconomic Parametric Economic
Evaluation module, that is employing the Conceptual
Design Synthesis Program as a pre-processor
(evaluation of shipbuilding cost, operational cost,
Required Freight Rate RFR or Net Present Value
NPV, [9]).
3. The Hydrodynamic Optimization module
consisting of algorithms for the Hydrodynamic
Analysis (evaluation of calm water resistance and of
seakeeping, [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]) and for the
formal Hull Form Optimization (global NLP
optimization by the so-called Reduced Gradient
Method [15] and local form optimization by
LAGRANGE method, [9], [10]).

PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
SYNTHESIS
PROGRAM

©

4. The Preliminary Design Synthesis Program
consisting of various software packages for the
handling of the hull geometry and preparation of
common naval architectural drawings (ship lines and

Fig. 1 Multi-stage optimization and global design
procedure for Fast Displacement Catamarans

"AUTOCAD™, AUTOSHIP™
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3.

HYDRODYNAMIC MODULE

3.1

Twin Hull Wave Resistance

resistance6 and the ship's hull form offsets, leading to
the formulation of a systematic optimization
procedure by Lagrange's multiplier method (see,
Papanikolaou, A. and Androulakakis, M., FAST'91,
1991, [10]). This method, that proves to be very
efficient and fast, was applied successfully in the past
to the design of several SWATHs and thin, but
symmetric, Catamarans and the theoretical
predictions have been validated, in most cases,
successfully by model experiments.

In the present paper, we restrict our
attention to the address of efficient and reliable
methods for the calculation of the wave resistance of
fast displacement catamarans. In doing so we tacitly
assume, that the frictional and the viscous-pressure
part of resistance of slender hulls, as the demihulls of
catamarans are, can be successfully approached by
common semi-empirical methods (ITTC line with a
form factor ace. to systematic experiments and semiempirical formulas). Of course, the problem of
catamaran stern flow separation at higher speeds,
needs to be considered separately, in connection with
the arrangement of an optimal propulsion system. In
any case it can be assumed, due to the slenderness of
the demihulls, that the uniformity of the propeller
onset flow of fast displacement catamarans, and
especially of those having SWATH-like stern
sections, will eventually contribute to a relatively
high propulsive efficiency .

Whereas the above procedure is limited to
symmetric catamaran hull forms only, a fair portion
of existing and under development displacement
Catamarans have non-symmetric demihull forms for
manifold
practical
reasons,
including
the
hydrodynamic performance in calm water and in
waves. The design of nonsymmetric catamaran hull
forms has been addressed, until now, only by use of
semiempirical methods and model experiments. We
present herein an extension of the traditional wave
resistance of Michell-Strettenskii for thin nonsymmetric demihull forms. The proposed method
extends Michell's original approach by including, in
addition to the centerplane sources, a centerplane
normal dipole distribution, the strength of which is
related to the asymmetry of the demihull form. It can
be determined numerically by solution of a properly
formulated Hypersingular Integral Equation of first
kind. Alternatively, the solution of the above integral
equation can be approximated by an asymptotic
expansion in terms of the local hull geometry
characteristics (see details of the complete theory in
Kaklis, P. and Papanikolaou, A., 1992, [11], Spanos,
D., 1995 [13] and summary in Appendix A). This
particular method, that is, at our knowledge, new in
the international literature, has been applied
systematically to a variety of standardized twin hull
arrangements (non-symmetric demihull forms of
WIGLEY or wallsided strut type). Therefrom, some
important conclusions concerning the influence of
the section asymmetry on the wave resistance, and
especially on the hull interaction resistance, can be
deduced. The implementation of this procedure into
the overall optimization scheme, introduced before,
will eventually lead to innovative demihull forms of
least wave resistance, depending on the speed,
displacement and separation distance of the

It is well established that the determination
of the wave resistance of symmetric slender or thin
twin hull vessels can be easily achieved by
application of the classical theories of MichellHavelock (monohulls) and Strettenskii-Eggers
(monohull in a canal and twin-hulls) [16], [17]. They
all lead to relatively simple formulas for the wave
resistance, in terms of simple type centerline or
centerplane Kelvin source distributions, the strength
of which is derived immediately from the hull form
characteristics of the studied vessel. These methods
consider the effects of hull interaction on the
catamaran wave resistance in an approximate way,
namely by superposition of the individual demihuH's
far-field wave pattern and thereafter by employment
of a modified KÖCHIN function to calculate the
catamaran's wave resistance. Eventually, there is a
direct relation between the wave resistance and the
ship's hull form, defined by the hull offsets.
Extending this concept also to the frictional part of
resistance, being directly proportional to the local
Reynolds number and the hull surface area, it is
possible to deduce a direct functional relationship
between the sum total of the wave and frictional

6

it is essential to include in the formulation of local form
optimization problem, by Lagrange's multipliers method, the
frictional resistance, because of the "ill-conditioning" of the
coefficient matrix, to be inverted for the problem solution (see,
Salvesen, N., Von Kerczek, E. H., et al, Trans. SNAME, Vol. 93,
pp. 325-346, 1985).

'Attention should be paid to the reduction of the propulsive
efficiency at speeds, corresponding to extreme "humps" in the
wave resistance curve, when the propeller is operating under a
local wave "trough"
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procedure for the ship's calm water performance,
presented before.

demihulls, specified by other design constraints.
However, it remains to validate the obtained
theoretical results for the nonsymmetric demihull
forms by systematic model experiments.

The responses of a ship in a seaway are
naturally determined by two basic aspects:

For the validation of the above simplified
methods, pertaining for thin demihull forms having a
sufficiently large separation distance, and for
accounting more general twin-hull arrangements, we
employed a full 3D panel source method, that is
based on a complete analytical-numerical solution to
the well-known Neumann-Kelvin problem (see,
Koskinas, C, 1995, [12]). This latter method, the
computer algorithm of which has been recently
completed at SDL-NTUA, is based on the evaluation
of the 3D Green Function of the travelling source by
use of Newman's methodology [18], as to the Double
Integral term, whereas the Far Field disturbance term
has been approached by the suggested method of
Baar and Price [19], considering Bessho's expansions
in Neumann series [20]. The developed 3D panel
source approach has been validated successfully for a
variety of hull forms, both monohulls and
catamarans, as shown in the following example
cases. A brief summary of the theory is given in
Appendix B, but more details in [12].

The ship characteristics: mainly the ship's mass,
including the mass distribution, and her natural
periods in heave, pitch and roll.

2.

The seaway characteristics: the amplitude and
period of the exciting waves and the resulting
wave exciting forces and moments.

Given the speed of the ship, and indirectly
her mass7, as well as the operational environment
(wave characteristics), the methodology for reducing
the ship responses, by design, consists in measures to
tune the values of the ship's natural periods, to be
outside the range of possible resonance with the
exciting waves, and to reduce the amplitudes of the
wave exciting forces, e.g. by proper hull form
shaping and favourable weight distribution to the
extent possible within the limits of design and
operation of the vessel.
As to the tuning of the natural periods, it is
well known that, besides the fine-tuning through
motion damping devices (fins etc.), the only tool
practically available to the designer is the variation of
the waterplane area and, to a certain limited degree ,
the variation of the ship's underwater hull form
determining the "added" mass and moment values.

Finally, the validation of the above
presented theoretical-numerical methods has been
established by systematic model experiments
performed at the Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory
of NTUA and partly at the Towing Tank of VWS
Berlin. The validation concerns a variety of standard
Wigley twin-hull arrangements and several practical
designs, developed at the Ship Design Laboratory of
NTUA, namely here two high speed SWATHs and
two medium to high speed displacement Catamarans.

3.2

1.

The slenderness and thinness of the
demihulls of Fast Displacement Catamarans and the
generally small waterplane area will contribute, in
general terms, to a shift of the natural periods in
heave, pitch and roll to relatively high values,
therefore outside the range of resonance with short
period waves, typical to many coastal areas . In
addition, assuming a high forward speed, the vessels
will always tend to operate "undercritical", especially

Twin Hull Seakeeping

It is outside the scope of the present paper,
to describe the theoretical methods used for the
seakeeping analysis of the addressed Fast
Displacement Catamarans. Details of the employed
3D, alternatively quasi 2D, panel source methods can
be found in previous publications of the first of the
authors ([14]). We restrict herein ourselves into the
description of the general methodology for the design
of Fast Displacement Catamarans with optimal
seakeeping characteristics. The adopted methodology
leads to specific design requirements that can be
incorporated as constraints on the hull geometry or as
qualitative criteria within the formal optimization

7

It is tacitly assumed, that, at the stage of evaluation of the
seakeeping performance, the displacement of the ship is fixed
through the initial design procedure (for given payload capacity
and specific design arrangements, speed and range, an estimation
of the weights for the structure, machinery, outfitting and
consumables is possible).
8
The underwater ship hull form, especially of a fast ship, is
commonly determined by low resistance aspects.
'We assume that Fast Displacement Catamarans will be mainly
operating in coastal areas with short period seas. A typical
example is the Aegean Sea Archipelago with a typical year-round
peak wave period of 5.0 sec.
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criteria for a hull form with least possible wave
excitation impact.

in head seas, due to the effectively very small period
of wave encounter. A typical representative of this
type of ships, with excellent seakeeping
characteristics especially in short seas, is the
SWATH ship. However, Fast Displacement
Catamaran hull forms and Hybrids, deviating from
the original SWATH concept as to the smallness of
the waterplane area and the underwater hull form,
will naturally exhibit worse seakeeping behaviour, at
the benefit of increased vertical plane stability. The
main design tools for the tuning of the natural
periods, to be positioned outside the range of the
possible wave encounter periods, are:

In evaluating the seakeeping behaviour of
twin hull vessels alternative quasi 2D (strip or
slender body theory approach) and more strict 3D
panel methods can be employed. Due to the
slenderness of the demihulls of Fast Displacement
Catamarans, including SWATHs and Hybrids, the
analysis of the seakeeping behaviour in head seas can
be easily accomplished by either approach. However,
the oblique and beam seas condition requires special
care, due to strong interactions between the incident
wave and the two demihulls as well as due to threedimensional effects at the ends. These cases can be
successfully approached by 3D panel method,
accounting for the forward speed effects in the sense
of a slender body theory [14]. For SWATH ships,
additional attention should be paid to the following
seas case, when at high forward speed, and the
vertical plane instabilities due to the action of the socalled Munk moments. Also, the inclusion of the
stabilizing fins and the estimation of the estimation
of the viscous damping requires additional finetuning of the employed computer algorithms.
However, these problems are considered solved in a
satisfactory way by a variety of researchers,
including related work at the Ship Design Laboratory
of NTUA, therefore any details can be omitted herein
for the sake of brevity.

• For the roll natural period: limitation of
the transverse metacentric height GMT through the
smallest possible
separation distance of the
demihulls and the positioning of heavy loads as high
as possible. Maximization of the effective roll radius
of gyration by proper mass distribution and shaping
of the underwater hull form for increased added mass
and moment coefficients. Both latter measures are
very difficult to be implemented in practice, due to
technical reasons or because of the contradiction to
other requirements.
• For the natural periods in heave and
pitch: a fine tuning is possible by limitation of the
waterplane area to the extent possible. A
concentration of the waterplane area around the
center of flotation, leading to short and beamy
waterlines, results to a relatively small longitudinal
metacentric height GML and relatively high pitch
eigenperiod, however at the expense of increased
wave resistance, especially at higher Froude
numbers. In any case, a large fast catamaran ship
with appreciable mass and with small to medium
waterplane area will contribute through her mass to
reasonable values for the heave and pitch natural
periods.

4.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

We concentrate our attention in the
following to the assessment of the employed
algorithms for the evaluation of wave resistance of
Fast Displacement Catamarans with typical hull form
characteristics, including SWATHs.
In
Fig. 212 a comparison between
theoretical predictions according to the suggested
thin ship theory for symmetric demihulls [10], the
presented strict 3D panel source theory and model
experiments [21] for the wave resistance coefficient
of a catamaran with WIGLEY demihulls (L/B = 10.0,
B/T = 1.6, separation distance s/L = 0.5) is shown.
The 3D calculation was based on a 2x160
panels/demihull model. The agreement of both
theoretical methods to the experimental data is fully

As to the second factor influencing the
seakeeping behaviour of a ship, namely the
magnitude of the exciting forces and moments, it is
well established that ships with bulb-like cross
sections will experience reduced wave exciting
forces and moments, at least at the so-called "wave
excitationless frequencies" . Again the SWATH
type of ship is the best representative of the Fast
Displacement Catamaran family fulfilling the above

12

In all following figures, results according to the presented thin
ship theory for symmetric and nonsymmetric demihulls are
indicated by "2D Calculation", whereas results of the employed
3D panel source method are indicated by "3D Calculation".

' Limit set by the wave interaction resistance.
see, e.g., Motora, S., Koyama, T., Proc. 6" Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics, 1996.
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In the following figures we present
theoretical and experimental results for the
horsepower requirement of four optimized Fast
Displacement Catamaran hull forms, namely for two
designed SWATH ships and two displacement
catamarans with hybrid hull form features. In Figs 8
and 9 the theoretical predictions for the effective
horsepower requirement of the 1.030 tons
displacement SWATH Passenger car ferry design
"Aegean Queen" and the 610 tons displacement
SWATH Multipurpose Research Vessel SMURV are
compared with data from model experiments,
performed at the Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratory of
NTUA. The particulars of the employed models in
scale 1:17 (L = 3.0m) respectively 1:17.5 (L = 2.0m)
can be-found in [1] and [5]. The agreement between
the employed simplified thin ship theory and the
model experiments is good and fully satisfactory, not
only for design purposes but also from the actual
speed-power prediction point of view. The relative
small deviations at higher Froude numbers are due to
the observed stern flow separation and the related
pressure-viscous resistance, that is not exactly
accounted for at the used theoretical model. From the
hull form optimization point of view, both vessels
have been optimized for specific design and
operational
constraints, leading to geometrical
global and local form limits. Therefore, the hull form
of the "Aegean Queen", optimized for least total
resistance at Froude 0.7 is "bottle-like", considering
the fitting of the selected machinery in the rear part
of the lower hulls (see Figs 10). On the other side the
hull form of SMURV, optimized for a top speed of
initially assumed 25.0 knots and a specific
operational profile for the cruise and towing
condition (15 knots respectively 4.5 knots), given the
available machinery horsepower and the main
dimensions (overall length, beam and max. draft), is
characteristically "bone-like" and of relatively small
slenderness ratio (L/V"3= 5.3). In Fig 11, the initially
estimated horsepower requirement for alternative
hull forms of SMURV, resulting from the global
(hull form 0) and local form optimization with
different geometrical constraints (hull form 1 and 2),
is shown. From the hydrodynamic performance point
of view both tested SWATH vessels exhibit the
characteristic hump in the horsepower requirement at
Froude 0.35, but they are expected to operate,
according to their operational requirements, quite
distant from this operational point.

satisfactory, except at lower Froude numbers, below
0.35, for which the employed quasi 2D method, as
expected for a Michell concept approach, delivers
highly oscillatory results. In Fig. 3 a qualitative
comparison between the simplified thin ship theory
(lower part of figure) and the strict 3D panel method
(upper part of figure) for the wave pattern of the
lower hulls of a SWATH ship (lower hull length to
diameter ratio L/D = 13.2, draft ratio T/L = 0.12,
separation distance s/L = 0.5) at Froude 0.35 is
depicted. The results of both methods are in excellent
qualitative agreement, except in the region of the
position of the demihulls (from -50 to 0), where
some expected deviations exist, due to the simplified
thin ship theory concept, that does not allow the
inclusion of local interference effects.
In the following figures, the developed thin
ship theory method for the wave resistance of twin
hull vessels with symmetric or asymmetric demihulls
has been applied systematically to a catamaran series
with halved WIGLEY demihulls (L/B = 10, B/T =
1.6, constant displacement), placed alternatively with
the wall-side inwards respectively outwards, and in
various separation distances (see Fig. 4 for
definitions, Fig. 5 for the wave resistance coefficient,
s/L = 0.4). The wave interaction resistance was
estimated and compared with the equivalent value of
a catamaran with symmetric WIGLEY demihulls
(Fig. 6) and the wave resistance coefficient of the
symmetric demihull (Fig. 7). From the above figures
it is concluded, that for Froude numbers up to 0.4 the
wave interaction resistance changes rapidly and an
inwards or outwards located asymmetry of the
demihulls might deliver better resistance results, as
compared to symmetric demihull arrangements.
Considering the whole speed range of interest
(Froude between 0.3 and 0.8), it seems that inwards
flattened demihull arrangements are, from the wave
resistance point of view, superior to the others, what
is qualitatively supported by individual model
experiments with asymmetric demihulls in the past.
From all the above, it can be concluded, that
for twin hull arrangements with slender/thin
symmetric or asymmetric demihulls at sufficient
large separation distance the employed simplified
thin ship theory is quite satisfactory, both for hull
form design purposes, as well as for the prediction of
various hydrodynamic phenomena related to the
ship's wave system. However, it remains to validate
the asymmetric demihull case by systematic model
experiments, what we plan to do, in the next months
with Wigley demihulls at NTUA's Towing Tank.

In Figs 12 and 13 the corresponding results
for two designed fast displacement catamarans are
shown, namely the 450 tons displacement passenger
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resistance is herein very strong, especially at Froude
numbers between 0.35 and 0.40. Finally, it should be
noted, that at design speed of herein 20.0 knots, the
wave interaction resistance for GOUTCAT is
strongly negative and leads to a decrease of the
doubled demihull resistance by 20%15. A view of the
GOUTCAT model during the propulsion test at
speed v = 21 knots is shown in the lower part of Fig.
14.

ferry "SIMICAT" and the 2180 tons displacement
passenger/car ferry "GOUTCAT". The last one, a
80m LOA and 22m wide passenger/car ferry13, is
built completely from steel, and is currently outfitted
for completion in Piraeus-Greece. The model
experiments, validating the present theoretical
predictions for the horsepower requirement, were
performed at the NTUA's Towing Tank (SIMICAT)
respectively for GOUTCAT at the Versuchsanstalt f.
Wasserbau & Schiffbau, VWS-Berlin. The
agreement between the theoretical predictions of the
employed simplified thin ship theory and especially
the strict 3D source distribution method (number of
panels N = 2x220/demihull) and the experimental
data for SIMICAT is for design purposes very good.
Both methods are underestimating the required
horsepower requirement at higher speeds, apparently
due to insufficient approach of the pressure-viscous
resistance resulting from the significant stern flow
separation at higher speeds. For the second tested
hull (GOUTCAT), exhibiting strong interaction
effects between the demihulls, that are quite close
together (s/L = 0.22), the simplified thin ship theory
method fails completely to predict correctly the
resistance hump behaviour at Froude 0.35, whereas
the 3D source panel method (herein number of used
panels N = 2xl80/demihull) overpredicts the
experimental data, but follows very closely the
character of the horsepower requirement curve. At
higher speeds both theoretical methods deliver
acceptable predictions. It is of interest to note, that
the hull forms of both vessels, that resulted from a
global and local optimization for a top speed, in both
cases, of at least 19.0kn (Froude abt 0.50 respectively
0.40) are quite similar. Both hull forms are
characterized by long but relatively narrow bow and
stern bulbs (see Fig. 14, upper part, model of
GOUTCAT tested at VWS Berlin, scale 1:16).
However, due to the more strict requirement for the
overall beam of GOUTCAT, to not exceed 22.0m14,
leading to a demihull separation distance of merely
14.5m, the demihull interaction on the wave

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper addressed the main features of a
methodology for the hydrodynamic optimization and
systematic hull form development of fast
displacement catamarans. The procedure is based on
a methodology for the minimization of the calm
water resistance, particularly the wave resistance, of
slender, twin hull vessels of arbitrary shape,
considering their seakeeping performance and
various geometric parameters set by design or by
other
operational
constraints.
Alternative
mathematical models and computer algorithms for
the wave resistance of arbitrarily shaped hull forms
have been developed and applied herein, namely
simplified thin ship theory approaches based on
Michell's original source distribution concept but
accounting for asymmetries of the slender/thin
demihull forms through a doublet distribution and
alternatively a 3D panel source method, that is based
on the 3D Green function approach and is generally
applicable to arbitrary hull forms. The developed
theoretical-numerical methods have been applied to
the hull form development of a variety of Fast
Displacement Catamarans. Comparative theoretical
and experimental results for the wave resistance and
horsepower requirement of two SWATH ships and
two Displacement Catamarans were presented and
discussed, considering their overall hydrodynamic
and efficiency performance.

"The ferry "SUPERCAT-HAROULA"(NTUA code: GOUTCAT)
is one of the largest steel catamaran ships ever built world-wide
and the first one of this type and size built in Greece. With a
transport capacity of 1.500 passengers (summer season) / 240 cars
and an installed horsepower of 2 x 6.500 HP, she will have a
service speed of abt 21.0 knots.
l4
The vessel's beam was fixed to the lowest possible limit by
design requirements, namely the car-deck arrangements and the
reduced structural weight. In addition, the small beam results to a
relatively "small" GM value of between 8.20 and 11.05m,
depending on the loading condition, and a reasonable eigenperiod
for roll of abt 6.0 sec, what contributes greatly to an acceptable
seakeeping behaviour for the designed vessel, as compared with
other catamaran designs and related concepts.

"This value was at first theoretically predicted and later fully
confirmed by the model experiments at VWS Berlin. The
propulsive efficiency coefficient r|D, at design speed, is according
to the model experiments approximately 75%.
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variables: xi = xt/L, £= 1,2,3,
Appendix A : The Wave Resistance of Ar- the non-dimensional
*(x) = &(x)/gV2L2/3 and T)(X') = v(Z)/L, and exbitrarily Shaped Thin Catamarans
Consider the potential flow caused by a twin-hull
floating body B moving with constant forward speed
U on the free surface of an ideal fluid of infinite depth
and extent in a uniform gravitational field (g will indicate the acceleration due to gravity). The body
B — #iU B2 (see Fig. 1) is assumed to be thin, i.e.,
the (common) length L of the two demihulls (B\, ß2)
is much greater than their (common) beam B. This
geometrical assumption can be mathematically formulated by attributing the role of the perturbation
parameter e to the geometrical ratio B/L, that is,
B/L=e, 0 <e<l,

ploiting the fact that, for a thin hull with lengthwise slowly varying shape, the xi-component of its
outer normal vector n = (ni,ri2,ns) is asymptotically small, namely nx = O(e), we obtain after simple asymptotic reasoning the following result: the velocity potential <I>(x; e) and the free-surface elevation
T](x';e) admit of the following asymptotic approximations :
$(x; e) = ®o(x; e) + o($0(x; e)),
$0(x;e)=O(e), x e P(0),

(3)

(1)

j](x';e) = 7ft)(x';e) + ofofc';«)).
r,0(x';e)=O(e),xedVF(0),
(4)
and correlating it asymptotically with the ratio T/L T being the (common) draft of the two demihulls and the Froude number Fn = U/y/gL, which is the where
fundamental physical non-dimensional parameter of
(5)
% (x'; c) = Fn *0fl(x; e), x' € &DF(0),
the flow under consideration. In the present work we
assume
and <bQ(x;e) satisfies the following boundary value
T/L = 0(1), Fn = 0(l)
(2)
problem :
with respect toe.
$0,11 + $0,22 + $0,33 = 0, x € V(0),
(6)
We shall restrict our attention to the flow field
which is time invariant with respect to a Cartesian
system of co-ordinates Oxix2x3 fixed to the body 23(e)
$0,2 = -eFn /(1 or 2),i as x2-+(- or +)s+,
with the Ox3 axis going vertically upwards, the Oxix2
$02 = +eFn /(2 or !),! as x2-t(- or +)*-,
plane lying on the calm fluid surface and the Ox\ axis
pointing to the direction of the motion of the body.
*e0Pg(l „„(<>),
(7)
With respect to this system of reference, the fluid motion is characterized by the velocity potential $(£),
K-1*o,ii + *o,3 = 0, x e 9VF(fi), K = Fl
(8)
x = (x1} x2, x3) £V,T> being the region filled by the
*o,/-+0, ^= 1,2, 3, x3->-00,
(9)
fluid and bounded by the free surface dVp, which
is assumed to be a non-parametric surface with re- and the so-called radiation condition (R): the enspect to the calm fluid surface X3 = 0, namely £3 = ergy flux associated with the disturbance of the movTKX'), X' = (xi,x2). Since dim(B(e)) = dim(B(0), the ing body is directed away towards xj—+ — 00.
problem of determining <i>(x) and T){X') can be adIn the above formulae, the subscript £, after a
dressed by regular perturbation theory. Introducing comma, denotes partial differentiation with respect
to the space variable xt, while 2?(0) denotes the open
domain bounded by the calm fluid surface X3 = 0 and
the demihull centerplanes dVg.(0), i = 1,2, to which
degenerate the wetted surfaces dVg.(e), i — 1,2, at
the limit e = 0. &Dg (e) is represented as
x2 = -s + e/i(xi,x3), x2> — s,
x2 = -s-e/2(xi,x3), x2< -s, (xi,x3) € fi,

(10)

with fi being the projection of 92?^ (0) onto the centerplane x2 = 0, and analogously for &Dß2(0). Finally, dVp (0) denotes the open planar domain {x3 =
0}\U?==1ÖP^(0;x3 = 0), where dV%.(0;x3 = 0) is the
slit representing the degenerate waterline of dVß.(0),
i = 1,2.

Figure 1: Co-ordinate system and geometry
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which models the three-dimensional Neumann problem for the Laplace equation by using double-layer
potentials; see, e.g., Hsiao (1990) [1]. Such equations
form the so-called class of hyper-singular Fredholm
integral equations of the first kind. Naturally, the
question arises whether some other approach would
yield a more tractable integral equation for v\(x), say,
e.g., a Fredholm integral equation of the second type
with weakly singular kernel. As already noted in [1],
the answer is negative as a result of the fact that
&D\ (0) is a flat surface.
An asymptotic approximation of the dipole distribution vx(x;t) can be easily obtained by assuming
that the demihulls Bi(e), i = 1,2 are not only thin
but also a-bit-slender, i.e.,

Let G(x;(),x=(xl,x2,x3),( = ((1,(2,(3), be the
Green function, also referred to as the Kelvin source,
associated with the Laplace field equation (6), the
linearized free-surface condition (8), the "bottom"
boundary condition (9) and the radiation condition
(R). Furthermore, let the separation distance 2s, between the axes of the two demihulls, be large enough
so that local interference effects can be neglected.
One may argue that this is the case if the geometrical rays, which represent the wave front of the
Kelvin wave pattern and emanate from the bow of
each demihull, do not intersect with the other demihull. Noting that each of these rays forms an angle of
19.28° degrees with the corresponding demihull axis,
we conclude that, for
2s > sin(19.28°)«0.33,

T/L = ei,

(11)

(12)

where

G(x;() =

*„(*;e) = e^ f
4-7T J&D%.(p)

G(x;fl(/i,i + /2,i) <%
8G(x;()

(-1)'
^(p)

ö

1

>-t\

+ HreJx;(),x3,(3£{-oo,0], (17)

where Hreg(x;() is the so-called regular part of the
Kelvin source, we arrive at an integro-differential
equation for V-L(XX,X3). After careful asymptotic
analysis, one can show that the formula :

de,

6
i = 1,2.

(16)

Assume now that i>i((i,(3) is twice continuously differentiable in ft and take its two-term Taylor expansion around the point {xi,x3). Substituting this expansion into the right-hand side of (14) and taking
into account the following expression for the Kelvin
source :

local interference effects can be neglected. It can
then be proved, with the aid of potential theory, that
the leading-order potential $o(x0; <0 can be approximately decomposed as follows :
$0(x; e) « *0.i(a:; e) + $o,2(x; e), x € P(0),

ei=e°, 0 < a < 1.

(13)
^pprox(xl,x3) = eFn(h,i-h,i)

Here vi(x; e) is the solution of the following Fredholm
integral equation of the first kind :

£

a2

dv\(.o) 8x28(2 \r(x;()J

eF„(/2,i - /i,i) =

—f

^i(e;g) 8x36(2
gg.
0
a,
JOV\(0)

x€dV^(0)

(14)

with the double-dash signifying the so-called principal value of the indicated integral according to
Hadamard, and
v2(xi,s!x3;e) = vi(xi,-s,x3;e), (xi,x3) € SX (15)
It is worth-noticing that the kernel K(x;() =
82G(x;()/8x28(2 of (14) exhibits a non-integrable
singularity of the form \x - (\~3 and thus one can
readily remark that the integral in the right-hand
side of (14) can only exist as a principal-value integral. Furthermore, the singularity of K(x; () coincides with that of the kernel of the integral equation

1

,

fo.sjjen, (is)

provides indeed an asymptotic approximation of
the solution of this equation. Obviously, analogous results can be drawn for the dipole distribution i*(xi,xa); see (15). Since 027^(0) is fiat, the
principal-value integral in (18) can be analytically
evaluated over triangular subdomains of fi.
Summarizing the hitherto obtained results we conclude: the flow induced by the steady forward motion, at moderate Froude numbers (see the second estimate in (2)), of a catamaran with thin and
a-bit-slender demihulls at sufficiently large separation distance (see (11)), can be modelled, to
the leading order of approximation with respect
to the small parameters e and e-i, by two singularity distributions over the centerplane of each
demihull, namely a Kelvin-source and a normal
Kelvin-dipole distribution (see (12), (13) and (18)).
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These singularity distributions being known, the The above equation is solved numerically by a panel
wave resistance of the catamaran can be easily cal- discretization method, which approximates the wetculated by appealing to the well known Kochin's ted surface of the catamaran by a sufficiently dense
formula; see Wehausen and Laitone (1960, §20) mesh of planar panels (triangles or quadrilaterals).
[2]. More analytically, the Kochin's function H(k,6) The density a(x) of the Kelvin-source distribution is
assumed constant in each of these panels. Then, the
takes in this case the following form :
discretization of (2) results into a system of linear
(19) equations, whose matrix M consists of the so-called
H(k,0 = 2[P(k,0) + iQ(k,0)]>
influence coefficients Mij.
where
The efficient and robust evaluation of the influence
[P or Q](k,0) = [P or Q}a{k,9)-[P or Q]v(kt9)
coefficients is directly connected with the efficient cal(20) culation of the Kelvin source G(x; £) and its partial
and
derivatives. It is well known that G(x;£) can de written as the sum of three, qualitatively different, com[P or Q}a(k,0) =cos(kssm0) / / exp*6
ponents. The first component represents the velocity
potential of a Rankine source located at x = £. The
[cos or sin] (fc£i cos 0)<r(£i, &) ^l <^3,
(21)
second component represents the velocity potential
of a local non-oscillatory disturbance, which is symmetric
with respect to Xi — £1, while the third compo[P or Q)v{k,9) = ksm(9)sm(kssm9) j j exp^'
nent contributes only to the downstream (xa—► — 00)
[cos or sin](fcfi cos 6)vfa, 6) ^6 ^3,
(22) behaviour of G(x;f), where it exhibits a strong oscillatory behaviour. The double integral of the second
pprox
with a = e(/i,i+ /2,i) and v(xl,xz) = v"
(see
component is evaluated by a technique introduced
(18)). After triangulating tt and approximating
by Newman (1987), whereas the oscillatory term is
pprox
a(xi, X3) by a piece wise linear and i/^
(xi, X3) by a
evaluated according to the method of Baar and Price
piecewise constant interpolant, over the constructed
(1988); see items [18] and [19] in the main reference
triangulation, the double integrals, appearing in the
list. Once the influence matrix has been obtained
right-hand side of (21) - (22), are evaluated analytiand the associated system is solved, we appeal to (1)
cally.
for evaluating the velocity potential as well as any
Appendix B : The Wave Resistance of Ar- other field quantity of interest (velocities, pressure,
bitrarily Shaped Catamarans
wave profiles). In fine, the wave resistance, trim and
sinkage
of the catamaran are calculated by direct nuIn this appendix we describe a method for evaluating
merical
integration of the pressure over the wetted
the wave resistance of a steadily moving catamaran
surface
of
the floating body.
with arbitrarily shaped demihulls. In this case, the
perturbation potential <p(P) can be represented as

<P(P)=

References

II G(s;£M0<*e
J JdD%
+Fljn^G{x;t)o{t-)dl,

(1)

where dD% = dD%U dD\ denotes the wetted surface of the floating body and C denotes the intersection of ÖDß with the undisturbed free surface xs = 0.
Substituting (1) into the body boundary condition we
arrive at the following Fredholm integral equation, of
the second kind, for the unknown density a(x) of the
Kelvin sources G(x; £) :
-cr(x)
■
2 v '

dG(x;0

IIdG(x;0
J

*'L m(0
Kni(x),

dDw
Jd.

dnx

dn:

ff«)«

<r(0 M ■.

x £ 8DWB.

(2)
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DISCUSSION
L.J. Doctors
University of New South Wales, Australia
Could the author kindly clarify the definition of the
wave-resistance coefficient employed in Figure 5?
Usually the wetted-surface area appears in the
denominator of the definition of this coefficient.
In that case, since the wetted area will be slightly
less for Type B twin-hull than for Type A and
Type C, the relative performance (in terms of
resistance rather than resistance coefficient) will be
altered to some degree.
AUTHORS' REPLY
In response to the question raised by Dr. Doctors,
the authors would like to clarify that the depicted
wave resistance coefficients are defined in the
common way, namely with reference to the wetted
surface area. Because of the slenderness of the
studies hulls, the differences in the wetted area
between Type B twin-hull and Type A or C, which
all have the same displacement, are very small,
therefore the results change very little. In any case,
for the sake of completeness, we include below a
graph of the ratio of total resistance divided by
displacement indicating the relative performance of
the three types of twin-hulls over the studies
Froude range.
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DISCUSSION

AUTHORS' REPLY

H. Nowacki
Berlin Technical University, Germany

The authors would like to thank Professor
Nowacki for his very valuable, design-oriented
questions.
In response to the first raised
question, namely on the often non-monotonic
effect of hull separation on the wave resistance
of displacement catamaran vessels, we would
like to confirm that at intermediate Froude
numbers (namely for Froude between about 0.3
and 0.45) the interference resistance depends
strongly both on hull separation and on the
demihull displacement distribution (including
any asymmetry, see, e.g., Fig. 15 and Fig. 16).
At higher Froude numbers hull separation
becomes less and less important. The resistance
penalty for non-optimal separation can, in fact,
outweigh weight savings, but a good designer
should be looking for the optimal displacement
distribution of the demihulls, assuming the hull
separation as close as possible, what should
automatically ensure least structural weight and
acceptable seakeeping behavior (least possible
GM value).

My compliments to the authors for a valuable
contribution to the hydrodynamic optimization of
multihull ships. Their computational methods are
showing encouraging agreement with experiments
and hence are becoming a trustworthy tool for
design studies.
Such methods are almost
indispensable for design, since it is evident that the
multiparametric variety of multihull configurations
and shapes cannot possibly be explored by
experiment alone.
should like to raise three design-related questions;
1. On hull separation: The paper alludes to the
significance of hull separation on wave resistance
interference, a well-known, often non-monotonic
effect, but it does not give much practical evidence
on it. Clearly a less than optimal separation may
save hull weight. Does the authors' experience
suggest that the resistance penalty for non-optimal
separation may be of such magnitude that it would
outweigh the weight savings?

In response to the second question, we would
like to note that at high Froude numbers (above
0.6) in fact all demihull forms (inward and
outward flattened WIGLEY hulls and
symmetric ones) tend to deliver similar results
(see Fig. 5 and Fig. 16), but in accordance to
the reply to the previous question, the general
interaction phenomenon is a complex
"thickness/distance" and "camber/curvature"
effect that has to be studied carefully for the
Froude number in question.

2. On asymmetric demihulls: One would like to
understand why the shape with flat inside should
be more advantageous at high Froude numbers
than the other two. Is it in part because the
"effective" separation is increased when the hull
mean line is curved outward? Or is perhaps a
genuine camber effect creating favorable wave
interference patterns that cannot be produced
without curved mean lines? In short and in terms
of an analogy, is the phenomenon mainly a
"thickness/distance" effect or a "camber/curvature"
effect? In any case, the results beg for an
explanation.

Finally, as to the last qualitative question, we
prepared in response Fig. 17, showing that at
Froude around 0.4, the two designed
displacement catamarans are superior to the two
SWATHs. This is not surprising since the
catamarans have been purposely optimized for
exactly this Froude range, namely around 0.4,
whereas the SWATH Aegean Queen has an
intended service at Froude number 0.7. Finally
the SWATH SMURV (oceanographic vessel
design) is herein not a real competitor to the
others because of several design constraints that
limited severely her geometry (see, however,

3. On SWATH vs. displacement catamarans: In
the Froude number range around 0.4, SWATH and
FDC may be competitors. It would be of interest
to see dimensionless comparisons of RT/A versus
Froude number for the four comparison designs. It
is such a rare opportunity to be able to compare
"optimized" catamarans and SWATH vessels.
Again, my appreciation for a very interesting
paper.

These figures show the experimental values for the total
resistance coefficient that is more relevant to the vessel
design. It should be noted that the wetted surface (and
frictional resistance) of the asymmetric WIGLEY demihulls
(type A and C) is higher than that of the "equivalent"
symmetric demihull of equal displacement (type B).
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100

Fig. 11, the results for the required horsepower of
alternative SMURV hull forms when optimized
without significant geometry constraints).
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On Ships at Supercritical Speeds
X.-N. Chen (University of Stuttgart, Germany),
S. Sharma (Mercator University, Germany)

ABSTRACT

Oxyz coordinate system moving with the ship, x
pointing forward, z upward.
S(x) = S*(x")/(eh*2) submerged cross sectional
area of ship at section x

This paper deals with the problem of a ship moving
at supercritical speeds. Following the idea of shallow
channel superconductivity (zero wave resistance)
proposed in Chen & Sharma (1995), we continue to
look for more nonlinear superconductive solutions
within an improved theoretical model. We begin our
study with an extended KP equation (eKP) that holds
to same precision as the Boussinesq equations. First,
we reduce the problem of a ship moving at
supercritical speeds in horizontally unbounded
shallow water to an "initial" value problem of the
KdV equation. This reduction enables various
analytical solutions, specially an N-soliton solution.
Second we construct an eKP solution of the
interaction of solitons (or any wave packets) moving
in different directions. Third, we derive a fore-and-aft
asymmetric superconductive hullform from the 2KdV-soliton and the solution of the interaction
between itself and its reflection from the channel
sidewall. Finally, we propose a heuristic method for
improving the precision of the shallow-water wave
models by comparing their dispersion relations with
the exact one for finite depth. In the concluding
remarks we point out possible practical applications
of our theory.

U = Fnh = U*/yg*h* depth Froude number
U* ship speed
w channel width

VF
(x,y)-- : —~(x , y ) horizontal coordinates

h
E = A*/h*
smallness parameter for
nonlinearity
(p = (p*/(h*^eg*h*) depth-averaged potential

wave

£ = £*/(eh*) free surface elevation

INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the problem of wave
pattern and wave resistance of a slender ship moving
steadily at supercritical speeds in shallow water. The
critical speed is known to be ^jg*h* and the depth
Froude number U can be understood as the ratio of
ship speed to critical speed. Supercritical ship speed
means U>1.
The depth Froude number plays an important
role in shallow water ship hydrodynamics that is
almost the same as that of the Mach number in
aerodynamics (Tuck 1978), except that there is a
dispersion effect in shallow water waves. It is wellknown that there is a favorable supercritical speed
range in which the absolute value of wave resistance
is smaller than that in the transcritical speed range,
e.g. Graff, Kracht & Weinblum (1964).
Nevertheless, supercritical ships are not as common
as supersonic airplanes. Most inland or coastal ships
plying in shallow water operate well below the

NOMENCLATURE
Dimensional variables carry a superscript asterisk *,
all others are nondimensional.
A* typical wave amplitude
h' water depth
g* = 9.80665m / s2 acceleration due to gravity
k = k'h*/y[e circular wave number
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asymptotic expansions, derived an inhomogeneous
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation for a slender ship
moving at near-critical speed in shallow water and
theoretically demonstrated solitons propagating
upstream. Mei & Choi (1987) further developed this
theory to calculate hydrodynamic forces on the ship
but only crude agreement with experiments was
obtained because this theory cannot predict the twodimensional waves around a real ship and in its
wake. So Choi & Mei (1989) improved their theory
by using a Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation in
the far field to take account of the 2-D effect. More
numerical results were reported in Choi, Bai, Kim &
Cho (1990) with another finite element method.
Chen & Sharma (1992) pursued this method
further with the aim of practical application. The
slender body theory in the near-field was refined by
taking account of local wave elevation, longitudinal
disturbance-flow velocity and ship squat. Moreover,
it was extended to tie more general case of
asymmetric motion. The KP equation in the far field
was solved numerically by an efficient finite
difference method, namely, a fractional step
algorithm with Crank-Nicolson-like schemes in each
half step. Very good agreement with towing tank
experiments was achieved in wave resistance,
sinkage, and trim for several ship models.
Furthermore, Chen & Sharma (1994a) derived a KP
equation from the Boussinesq equations by keeping a
higher-order nonlinearity in the lateral direction, thus
making it valid for a wider speed range. More
numerical results from this modified KP equation for
a ship in a wider speed range were reported in Chen
& Sharma (1994b) and compared with old model
experiments of Graff et al. (1964) on a Taylor
Standard Series hull as well as with new tests on a
Series 60 hull. It was concluded that the method
based on nonlinear shallow-water wave theory holds
enough precision for the practical ship problem if
higher-order effects in the near field are taken into
account as indicated above.
Extension of the theory to the case of
asymmetric ship motion also proved useful. The
corresponding computer codes enabled us to treat a
ship moving parallel to the channel axis off-center
and/or at a drift angle. With vertical sidewalk this
configuration is mathematically equivalent to a
catamaran moving in a channel of twice the width.
Numerical results were reported in Chen & Sharma
(1994a). The calculated wave resistance, lateral force,
yaw moment, sinkage and trim agreed very well with
towing tank measurements on a Series 60 model hull
both in off-center and in oblique motion, except for
the lateral force and yaw moment in oblique motion
at higher speeds. Especially the significant wave
resistance reduction in the supercritical off-center case
led us on to the discovery of superconductive shipchannel geometries marked by no trailing waves and

critical speed. Only recently can one observe a
worldwide interest in the commercial exploitation of
supercritical speeds for ships, especially ferries.
It is probably less well-known that the
favorable effect of wave interference between twin
hulls of a catamaran in shallow water, which
diminishes total wave resistance, is more significant
in the supercritical speed range than in the subcritical
speed range (and, of course, in deep water). This
phenomenon has been reported earlier by Eggers
(1955, Figs. 2 and 18) and Kirsch (1966, Figs. 2-9).
It was recently rediscovered by Chen & Sharma
(1994a, Fig.5a) on the basis of a nonlinear theory
and confirmed by model experiment. Even more
exciting is the fact that when we tried to seek a fuller
theoretical understanding of this interesting
phenomenon, see Chen & Sharma (1995), we found
that the wave resistance of a single-hull ship in a
channel of suitable width can be made to vanish
totally within the framework of a linear shallowwater wave approximation and, furthermore, also in a
more accurate nonlinear theory, namely the standard
KP equation. To put it simply in one sentence, the
mechanism is that the bow wave after reflection from
the channel sidewall hits the after-body and
counteracts the stern wave so that the resultant wave
in the ship wake disappears totally, if the hull
geometry is adapted to ship speed and channel width
according to certain rules. To our knowledge, this is
a new type of ship and channel configuration marked
by zero wave resistance. By analogy to electrical
conductors, we have proposed the name "shallow
channel superconductivity" for this phenomenon.
We would like to insert in the following three
paragraphs a short review of shallow water wave
theory as applied to ship hydrodynamics. The first
relevant paper was by Tuck (1966) who developed a
strictly linear technique of matched asymptotic
expansions for a slender ship in shallow water. Lea
& Feldman (1972) partly took account of
nonlinearity and used an established transonic-flow
numerical method for computing the transcritical
motion of ships. Later on, Mei (1976) extended this
work to include the dispersion effect in the nearcritical speed range while still dealing with the steady
problem. With due consideration to remarkable early
towing tank experiment reports, e.g. Thews &
Landweber (1935, 1936), Helm (1940), Kinoshita
(1946), Graff (1962), and Graff, Kracht & Weinblum
(1964), it may be stated that the recently revived
interest in upstream solitons generated by a ship
moving steadily at near-critical speeds stems from
the experimental and numerical works by Huang et
al. (1982) and Wu & Wu (1982). Since then various
follow-up investigations have been done, e.g.
Ertekin, Webster & Wehausen (1986) and Katsis &
Akylas (1987) solved the 3-D free-surface pressure
disturbance problem. Mei (1986), using matched
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to be valid only in a near-critical speed range, so we
begin our study here with an extended KP equation
which holds for a wider speed range because higherorder transverse derivatives are taken into account.
Although it lacks a useful property of the original
KP equation, namely, an exact and explicit N-soliton
solution, yet its single-soliton solution is still
simple to find.
The main body of this paper comprises the
following four steps: (i) For a ship in horizontally
unbounded shallow water moving at supercritical
speed, we reduce the ship wavemaking problem from
the boundary value problem of the extended KP
equation to an initial value problem of the KdV
equation without loss of precision. The slowly
varying transverse variable Y plays the same role as
slowly varying time in the standard KdV equation. It
is not surprising that for almost unidirectional free
waves the stationary KP equation, or more generally
the Boussinesq equations, can be reduced to a KdV
equation. But it is rather astonishing that for
arbitrary ship hulls the wave generation problem can
be reduced to a KdV initial value problem, which can
be solved so easily, (ii) The solution of interacting
solitons moving in different directions is vital to the
construction of superconductive ship hullforms.
Fortunately, this interaction is weak in the sense of
Miles (1977), which means that the interaction time
is short. We show how to find an approximate
solution, (iii) We construct a fore-and-aft symmetric
superconductive hullform from the solution of two
identical solitons in the same way as in the previous
paper. Moreover, we construct a fore-and-aft
asymmetric superconductive hullform from the Nsoliton solution, (iv) Finally, we propose a heuristic
method for improving the precision of various
shallow-water wave models. Based on the fact that
the wave pattern depends mostly on the dispersion
relation, we compare the exact stationary dispersion
relation in finite-depth water with the dispersion
relations of various approximate shallow-water wave
equations. As a consequence we introduce a speeddependent coefficient into the equation and obtain a
heuristic model whose dispersion relation is almost
equal to the exact one. Hence, it is expected that this
model will yield better results in applications to the
ship wavemaking problem, specially in the
superconductive mode.

zero wave resistance, see Chen & Sharma (1995).
More calculations for a projected catamaran passenger
ferry were carried out by Jiang, Sharma & Chen
(1995) with the same computer program and
satisfactory agreement with measurements previously
done by Heuser (1973) in the Duisburg Model Tank
was obtained for a wide range of speed.
The idea of shallow channel superconductivity
is not merely of academic interest but also of
practical value. One of the authors (XNC) further
exploited the asymmetric theory and invented a
catamaran form with cambered hulls that
theoretically has zero wave resistance. The hulls are
so designed that no waves exist in the outside
domain and in the wake of the catamaran for a certain
depth Froude number larger than unity. This 100%
wave-resistance elimination is possible in shallow
water independent of channel width and sidewalls. As
regards absolute speed, a depth Froude number £/=1.5
in inland or coastal waters of 5-20 m depth
corresponds to ship speeds ranging from 37.8 to 75.6
km/h, which are well within the range of present
technical feasibility and economic interest. A
German patent for this concept has been applied for.
Details will be reported separately in the future.
Here, a few comments on the exciting topic of
zero wave resistance are in order. Naval architects
have always striven for ships with little waves. It
would be a dream to build a ship without waves.
Bow bulbs and submerged wings attached to ship
hulls are good examples of devices conceived to
achieve mutual cancellation of waves originating
from different sources. In principle, ship waves can
be even completely eliminated within linear theory.
Several interesting theoretical proposals have been
made recently by Tuck (1989), Tuck & Tulin (1992),
and Tulin & Oshri (1994). The experimental
investigation of Mori (1993) is also worth
mentioning. But to our knowledge the idea of
superconductive ships in shallow water has never
been demonstrated or proposed before, even in the
linear regime. Intuitively speaking, since wave
dispersion is weaker in shallow water, the
interference between waves becomes more effective
than in deep water, specially in the supercritical
range, where there are even nonlinear characteristic
wave solutions. In this sense zero wave-resistance
ships in shallow water are more feasible.
In this paper, we still concentrate on theoretical
studies and develop a shallow water wave theory
specially for ships symmetrically moving at
supercritical speeds. First, we summarize the linear
and nonlinear concepts of a superconductive channel
already described in detail by Chen & Sharma
(1995). The nonlinear solution was constructed from
a two-soliton solution of a standard KP equation
(Mei 1976). Then we report several new
developments. The standard KP equation is believed

RECAPITULATION
OF
PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS
OF CHANNEL
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Originally, the idea was inspired by the
numerical cum experimental result that the wave
resistance at supercritical speeds is significantly
reduced as the ship track is moved off the centerline
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and brought closer to one of the channel sidewalls.
For the Series 60, block 0.6 hull at depth Froude
number 1.3 the reduction of wave resistance reaches
30% in both calculation and experiment (Chen &
Sharma 1994a). The mechanism of this effect
becomes clear as we directly see the calculated ship
wave pattern. The bow wave (elevation) on the nearwall side is reflected by the channel sidewall and
almost cancels the stern wave (depression) on the farwall side. Naturally, one is tempted to try moving
the far wall also close to the ship so that the
opposite pair of bow and stern waves would also
nearly cancel itself. It works. By numerical
experiment we obtained 75% wave resistance
reduction in an optimal narrow channel for the Series
60 hull (Chen & Sharma 1995).
Stimulated by this success we sought a fuller
theoretical understanding of this intriguing
phenomenon and discovered (Chen & Sharma 1995)
that the wave resistance of a ship at supercritical
speed in a channel can be made to vanish totally not
only in linear shallow-water wave approximation
(Tuck 1966) but also in a more accurate nonlinear
theory (Mei 1976). In the linear analysis we showed
that the wave resistance becomes zero for a suitable
combination of body speed, water depth and channel
width if the afterbody geometry is adapted to an
arbitrary forebody according to a simple geometric
rule. Further, we extended the idea by considering the
standard stationary Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation
(stationary 2D KdV equation, Mei 1976). By
exploiting its well-known two-soliton solution we
still obtained a zero-wave-resistance ship, albeit with
strong restrictions on body geometry. Here, we
present a new graph to show this solution.

(i - u2)^ + (i + eu<pxyp„ +—fow +
) + 3eUq>x<p„ + leUyyq)^ = 0(e2),

<p

(1)

with the boundary condition at the ship location,

dip
y=±fl

2

(2)

dx

where e is a smallness parameter that is defined as
the ratio of typical wave amplitude to water depth.
Eq. (1) is the stationary extended KP equation that
holds for a wide speed range and is precise to the
same order as the Boussinesq equations. If the higher
order terms of the transverse derivatives are neglected,
it becomes the standard KP equation (Mei 1976). hi
the boundary condition (2) the higher order terms are
neglected for the sake of mathematical simplicity.
For supercritical speed U >1 and V£72 -1 =
0(1), we can apply a characteristic transformation for
y>0:

$ = x + 4u2-\y, Y = eyl4u2-l.

(3)

Then via

dx

d?

A
dy =V^T4
n

$F^\W

Equations (1) and (2) become

ir
<P? + ? U(Pt<P% + -r Vests = 0{e)

(4)

for Y > 0, and

5

U

dS(x)

2V£/ -1

dx

+ 0(e).

(5)

It is clear that the problem is a standard initial-value
problem of the KdV equation if we set u = <p^. The
variable Y plays exactly the same role as time in the
original KdV equation. All solutions of the KdV
equation are approximate solutions of the extended
KP equation, specially the N-soliton solution.
This reduction is so wonderful that the problem
can be solved even analytically for certain hullforms
S(x) by the well-known inverse scattering method
and, in any case, numerically for arbitrary hullforms
without any difficulty. Specially the forebody of a
ship can emit either single or multiple oblique
solitons, while the afterbody generates undulating

h
Fig. 1 The localized diamond-shaped wave pattern
generated by a superconductive ship hull in the case
of £/=1.5, A=0.1 and ^=10 (Chen & Sharma 1995).

REDUCTION TO KdV EQUATION
We begin our study with the mathematical
model as formulated in Chen & Sharma (1994a, Eq.
19). Here only the symmetric and steady flow is
considered,
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water its forebody can generate oblique solitary
waves which extend to infinity along their
characteristic lines while its afterbody generates an
undulating wave train which disperses into % < 0.

dispersive waves. We directly employ some
examples given in Drazin & Johnson (1989) to
explain these phenomena. Via a transformation
Ua
u = — ■<Pf

s2

u2

u'

APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF WEAK
INTERACTION OF SOLITONS

Eq. (4) becomes the standard form of KdV (4.7) in
Drazin & Johnson (1989). So now if the "initial
condition" is taken as

As is generally known, the KdV equation holds
only for unidirectional waves. So the reduced KdV
equation (4) is not valid for the interaction of waves
in two different directions, specially for the reflection
of a solitary wave by a channel sidewall. So we have
to deal with such problems by means of the original
Eq. (1). In the following, we develop a technique for
constructing approximate solutions of arbitrary
solitons moving in two different directions.
Since the interaction of solitons in two different
directions is weak in the sense of Miles (1977), i.e.,
the interaction period is short, we can assume that
the solution of (1) is of the form:

<^(£ 0) = N(N + Dp-sech2 ^f (| - x0),
i.e., the forebody is of the form:
dS(x)
dx

-%N(N + \)

4u2-\
IT

-v/6-(x-x ),

sechu2

V

0

then from this initial single-peak wave packet N
oblique solitons will evolve asymptotically as
Y -» °°. From (4.36) in Drazin & Johnson (1989)
we have the detailed solution for N=2 as xo=0:

(p(x,y)

48
^(|, y) = £>(£ r) ^-^ x
2

= F(Z + eol(71,Y),Y) +
G(77 + ecT2(|,y),y),

(7)

with
2

3 + 4cosh(2£ - &Y)S/U + cosh(4<g - 64Y)S/U
[3 cosh(£ - 28K) S/U2 + cosh(3£ - 367) S/U2 f '
(6)

Z = x + (U2-l)ll2y, r1 = x-(U2 -l)1/2y,
Y = ey/Ju2-1,

£>(£, Y) here means a double-soliton solution of the
KdV equation. Its asymptotic wave form for
Y -» +oo can be given as

(8)

where F and G are solitons propagating in different
directions and eox, ea2 are the phase functions.
Substituting (7) into (1) and neglecting higher order
terms, intermediate calculation

<p^,Y) - ^-sech2(V6/l72)[2(| -167) - ±log3]
(l-U2)(Pxx + <pyy
sy+2eG
rl
yy = 2eFfy
"■" ^CV-V

+Arsech2(S/U2)[2(Z-4Y) + ^-log3],
U
as Y -> +oo.
(6')

(

3

~
do.
0
**%**« *
= U(U2 - 1)(F{ + GV)(F^ + Gm) + 0(e)

-4e(U2 -1)
U<px(Pyy

Mei (1976) found a forebody that generates a single
oblique soliton. The method presented here will yield
many forms that generate N solitons.
In the afterbody we have dS(x)/dx > 0, so
<P|(£0)< 0. Then the solution of the KdV equation
(4) will develop without the emergence of a soliton.
The initial wave packet will collapse and degenerate
into a wave train which disperses into % < 0. As an
example we can see Fig. 4.8 in Drazin & Johnson
(1989, p.85). This is why we usually see dispersive
undulating waves instead of a soliton in the wake.
We conclude that as a ship moves at
supercritical speed in horizontally unbounded shallow

(4

= U(U2 - 1)(G,FÄ + F;Gm + FfFu + GnGm),
W<pxq>„ = 3tf(F{ + G„XF% + Gm) + O(e)
= 3t/(G„% + F^ + Ffä + GnGm),
2Uq>y<pv = 2U(U2 - 1)(F{ - G„)(F^ - Gm) + 0(e)
= 2U(U2 - W-GnFg - F4Gm + F{FR + GnGm\
yields, within the precision of the original equation,
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A=
4

u

2a_
U3

w2

and

2GnY + 3U GnGm + —Gnnm

GJrj, Y) = Bsech2 k2(r] + bY),
B--

+U(4 - U2){GnF^ + F^) = 0(e). (9)

J6b
U3'

^~2U2

So the approximate solution becomes

Since F(%, Y) and G(r\,Y) are asymptotic soli ton
solutions, they satisfy the following KdV equations,
respectively,

<px(x,y) = Fi(Z + eol(r1,Y)J) + G^ri + e(72(Z,Y),Y)
= Asech2k1(%-aY + ecr1) +
Bsech2 k2(ri + bY + ea2),
where

2GVY

U4
+ 3U GvGm + — Gnmn = 0.

U(4-Ul)

G(T!,Y),
4(U2 -1)
U(4-U2)
°2&Y) = 4(U2 -1) F&Y).

ffift,r) =

If the small phase shifts eaY, ea2 are inserted into
F and G as in Equation (7), they are still
approximate solutions of the above KdV equations,
respectively. If we now choose

CM?)o2(^Y) =

U(4-U2)
G(n,Y\
4(U2 -1)
U(4-U2)
4(U2 -1)

This solution is equivalent to the solution of weak
interactions obtained by Miles (1977). The
corresponding fore-and-aft symmetric hullform can be
derived from the boundary condition (2).

(10)

SUPERCONDUCTIVE SHIP HULLFORM
DERIVED
FROM
THE
N-SOLITON
INTERACTION SOLUTION

F&Y),

we have a complete approximate solution of (9) or
(1) in the form (7).
«Tj and a2 will change signs as U increases
from U<2 to U>2. Specially at (7=2, <T1=<72=0, i.e.,
the solitons interact without phase shift. This is
because the term (PyCp^ produces a negative phase
shift during soliton interaction that cancels the
positive phase shift caused by the terms (p^^ and
(px(Pyy- To our knowledge, this is a new
phenomenon in solitons. This may be due to the fact
that one usually does not deal with the term (Pyf^.
We further note that F and G are not necessarily
single soliton solutions, they can also be multiple
solitons or even undulating dispersive wave
solutions of the KdV equation.
We leave the task of solving for the N-soliton
interaction to the next section and show here only
the simplest example, namely, the two singlesoliton interaction. The single-soliton solution of
the KdV equations are:

Now we construct a superconductive hullform
and its associated wave pattern in terms of an Nsoliton solution. For simplicity we take U=2, at
which the phase shift is zero. Then according to (7)
q>x(x,y) = Fx(x,y) + Gx(x,y)

for (7=2,

(11)

where for y>0,
Fx(x,y) = D(x -xt+ V3y, ey/V3),
Gx(x,y) = Fx(x,-y + w),
and D(£, Y) was given in (6). The wave elevation to
first order is
g(x,y)=U(px(x,y).

(12)

We can easily check that the boundary condition on
the sidewall is satisfied, i.e.,
d(px(x,y)
dy

F^,Y) = Asech2k^-aY)
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:0.
y=w/2

(a) 3-D plot of wave pattern, where only the half domain y>0 is presented.

(b) Density plot of the same wave pattern, where only the half domain y>0 is presented.

dS(x)
dx
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(c) The slope of the shiphull cross-sectional area curve.
20
17.5.
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(d) The shiphull cross-sectional area curve.
Fig. 2 The superconductive results of wave pattern and ship hullform as e = 0.08, x{ = 7 and w = 10.
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neglecting higher order terms. But it is not really
true according to our studies. The main deficiency of
the shallow-water wave models in comparison to the
exact finite-depth wave theory is the loss of higher
order dispersion effect, which is not small in the offcritical cases. (On the other hand, higher order
nonlinearities are also neglected; but this is
permissible if the ship is really slender enough.) The
wave pattern depends largely on the dispersion
relation. Any deficiency will distort the wave pattern
from its true form, which is crucial for
superconductivity since it is required to predict the
precise position where the reflected bow wave meets
the afterbody. A reasonable method to determine
which model is better in its linear part would be to
compare the exact stationary dispersion relation in
finite-depth water with the approximate dispersion
relations of various linearized shallow-water wave
equations. One can also heuristically introduce speeddependent coefficients into the equation and obtain an
even better model of which the dispersion relation is
almost identical to the exact one.

According to the boundary condition (2), the
hullform can be expressed approximately as,
dS(x) _
dx

2 dq>
U dy

y=+0

2

»
=

i4u -1
,
I
1X
sgn(x-l) cpA
U
'y +o
^^sgn(x-l)

C|,=+0-

(13)

We select round parameter values £ = 0.08,
*! = 7 and w=10 and display the results (12) and (13)
in Fig. 2. The parameter values are so chosen that
the phenomenon of interaction can be clearly
observed. Consequently, the resulting ship length is
very exaggerated. E.g., if we let L=3xt here, then
L* lh*= Ll4e= 74.2 which is simply unrealistic.
But it is not difficult to construct realistic hullforms
by suitably selecting parameter values. In Fig. 2 (a,
b) we see that the wave hump at the forebody
evolves into two solitons along a characteristic
direction and the evolution is continued after
reflection by the sidewall along another direction.
Thus two solitons reach the afterbody. For an
afterbody determined by (13) no additional waves are
generated and radiated out. The slope of the sectional
area curve and the cross-sectional area itself are
shown in Fig. 2 (c, d). The ship generates no waves
in the wake; therefore, it does not experience any
wave resistance.
Unlike Chen & Sharma (1995), the present
hullform is obviously fore-and-aft asymmetric. The
original problem has a built-in mathematical
symmetry which implies that if (p(x, y) is a solution
of (1) and (2) for S(x), then -q>(-x,y) is a solution
for S(-x). It means that the ship is superconductive
going both ways, i.e., forward or backward. The
paradoxical equality of wave resistance in forward and
backward motion seems to apply to ideal-fluid
wavemaking in general.

Approximate
Relations

and

Exact

Dispersion

We study here two dispersion relations of
stationary shallow-water wave models. One comes
from the extended KP equation (1). This dispersion
relation can be seen as Boussinesq's. The other
comes from the standard KP equation, i.e., Eq.(l)
without the term (JU^^ . By setting the solution as a
free-wave mode, i.e., <p « exp(ikxx + ikyy), we can
obtain dispersion relations from the linearized
stationary equation (1) with and without the term
<p , respectively,
C/2cos20 = l/ll + £*2/3],
[/2cos20 = l/[l + (££2/3)cos20].

(14)
(15)

where k is the circular wave number, U is the depth
Froude number and 6 is the direction of wave
propagation measured from the x-axis, i.e.
kx =kcosO, ky =ksin9.
The exact stationary dispersion relation in
finite-depth water is known to be

HEURISTIC IMPROVEMENT OF THE
PRECISION
OF
SHALLOW-WATER
WAVE MODELS

U2 cos2 9 ■

There are various shallow-water wave models
available for the ship wavemaking problem. One
might naturally ask which one is better than others.
It is difficult to answer this question intuitively. For
example, one may believe that the Boussinesq
equations would be better than the KP equation since
the KP equation is obtained from the former by

tanh-Vefc
■sfek

(16)

The well-known Kelvin ship-wave pattern can be
constructed from this dispersion relation by the
method of stationary phase. The parameter e just
plays the role of a scale that has no sense in linear
equations because if we transform the wave number
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back to its dimensional form, i.e., -Jek = k*h*, e is
eliminated from (14-16). Equation (16) is now
expanded as
£72cos20 = l/[l + eifc2/3e2kA / 45 + 2e V / 945 - e V / 4725 + -•••].
We see that (14) and (15) are good approximations of
(16) for small e. Even if <Je k=\ the error due to the
remaining terms that stand in the lower line is only
about 2%. But the wave number of elementary waves
generated by a shiplike disturbance theoretically
ranges from zero, or a certain positive value, up to
infinity. The wave number is a function of U and
varies with 8. When 9 approaches its upper limit
Till, for so-called divergent waves, the wave number
Vf k - k*h* will be much larger than one. Thus the
approximate dispersion relations (14) and (15) will
not be so good at large 9. Although the high-6.
waves contribute relatively little to wave resistance,
the wave pattern itself would be somewhat distorted.

Fig. 4 Comparison of dispersion relations at 17=1,
where the exact one is represented by a solid line,
KP's by a dashed line and Boussinesq's by a dotdashed line.

Comparison of Dispersion Relations
Figs. 3-6 show the numerical comparison.
Surprisingly, we find that the KP dispersion relation
is better than Boussinesq's in the subcritical range, as
seen in Fig. 3 and 4 for £7=0.7 and 1, respectively.
This is in line with the fact that in the subcritical
range our numerical ship wave patterns based on the
KP equation, i.e., on Eq. (1) without the term q?^,
look more realistic than those based on the extended
KP equation (1).
Fig. 5 Comparison of dispersion relations at L7=1.5,
where the exact one is represented by a solid line,
KP's by a dashed line and Boussinesq's by a dotdashed line.
Improvement of the extended KP equation
We introduce a coefficient to the term (pxxyy in
the following way,
,
eU2
2U<pxt + (1 - Ul)q>„ + (1 + eUy^cpyy + — ((p^
+ a(U)<pxxyy) + 3eU<px<p„ + leU^y^ = 0(e2).(17)
This modification will yield a very good dispersion
relation in the entire speed range compared with the
exact one. The dispersion relation of the linear part
of (17) is

Fig. 3 Comparison of dispersion relations at [7=0.7,
where the exact one is represented by a solid line,
KP's by a dashed line and Boussinesq's by a dotdashed line.

U2 cos2 9 = l/[l + (cos2 9 + a sin2 9)e k213]. (18)
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We choose a smooth function for a(U)
U<\

0.25 U\
a(U) =

0.8-0.55Exp{

11

((7-1)},

U>\

as depicted in Fig. 6. This leads to the dispersion
relation shown in Fig. 7.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

1.2 1.4

e
(c) £7=1.5

2.5

Fig. 6 The heuristically introduced coefficient a(U)

k h

(d) [7=2.0
Fig. 7 The dispersion relation of the extended KP
equation after introduction of a coefficient a(U) see
(17), compared with the exact one, where the former
is represented by dot-dashed lines and the latter by
solid lines.
We believe that equation (17) will yield better
results, specially less distorted wave patterns, than
other shallow-water wave models. Certainly, one can
also obtain superconductive solutions from it just by
including the coefficient a appropriately.

(a) f/=0.7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

0.20.40.60.8

1

Although the superconductivity demonstrated
here is only achieved for a monohull in a rather
narrow channel, the idea can be further exploited to
construct a more practical superconductive catamaran
no longer dependent on sidewall reflection and
channel width. A crucial feature is that although the
catamaran as a whole is port-and-starboard
symmetric, each individual hull has to be carefully
cambered so that all waves are contained within the
space between the two hulls. This requires our theory
of asymmetric motion as presented at the last
Symposium (Chen & Sharma 1994a). We hope to

1.21.4

e
(b) (7=1.0
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undertake further efforts in this direction by analysis,
computation and tank experiment.
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The Influence of a Bottom Mud Layer
on the Steady-State Hydrodynamics of Marine Vehicles
L. Doctors
(Australian Maritime Engineering Cooperative Research Center, Australia),
G. Zilman, T. Miloh (Tel-Aviv University, Israel)
Abstract
The work to be presented here is an extension of
previous research into the influence of a uniform
layer of silt or mud with a specified density and
viscoelastic properties on the resistance of a marine
vehicle undergoing rectilinear motion at a constant
speed in water of finite and constant depth. The
theory is therefore applicable to the wave-resistance
and other hydrodynamic aspects of monohull and
catamaran ferries in use on rivers as well as to landing craft in coastal regions. In these calculations,
it is necessary to take into account both the finite
width and the finite depth of the waterway.
In such physical situations, there are additional questions about the influence of a soft underlying layer of mud on the river bed, apart from the
usual concerns regarding errors resulting from the
use of a linearized inviscid theory. This theory had
previously been applied to the following three cases:
(a) an air-cushion vehicle (ACV) traveling over water with a muddy bed, (b) an ACV traveling over
a muddy layer alone, and (c) a displacement vessel
traveling over water with a muddy bed.
A principal feature of the analytic solution is that the wave resistance can be presented
as the double integral over the longitudinal- and
trans verse- wavenumber domain. This result contrasts with the classic case of a purely inviscid flow
in which the wave resistance can be expressed as

a single integral over the wavenumber space, because there is a unique relationship between the two
abovementioned wavenumbers. In physical terms,
this corresponds to the fact that the wave resistance
can be connected by means of an energy argument
to the downstream wave system, since no energy
is dissipated by viscous means. One can no longer
utilize this discussion when there is an underlying
mud layer, because of the resulting viscous dissipation.
Although the integrand is rather poorly
behaved, exhibiting the expected wave-like oscillations with respect to the two wavenumbers, one
can perform the numerical integrations and predict
some very interesting results, particularly when
the water is relatively shallow. For example, the
peak resistance, which traditionally occurs when
the depth Froude number is unity, now occurs
at some speed which is intermediate between the
speeds corresponding to unit values of the depth
Froude number based on the upper water layer
alone and based on the total combined depth of
mud and water. Indeed, the whole curve of wave
resistance as a function of the speed is, in some
general sense, an average between those two limiting extreme cases; however, one can only properly
determine the precise influence of the mud layer by
means of the detailed calculations required by the
new theory, as described here.
In the current work, the theory has been
extended to permit the computation of the hydro-
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going periodic oscillations in the upper fluid layer.

dynamic sinkage force and trimming moment on
the vessel. Calculations have been completed for a
standard Wigley hull. Once again, it is observed
from the numerical results that the influence of the
mud layer on these force components is such as to
suggest that the equivalent overall water depth lies
somewhere between that of the water layer alone
and that of the total mud-water domain, depending on the physical properties of the mud.

1
1.1

This theoretical work on ship hydrodynamics in a two-layer environment was an outgrowth of earlier research in which the viscosity
was ignored in both layers, but the effects of different densities were included. The results of such
calculations were reported by Miloh, Tulin, and Zilman [4], where wave-drag calculations in a laterally
unbounded domain were done.
More recently, the theory has been developed to the stage, where it is now analogous to the
classical work of Michell [5] for a thin ship traveling
in deep and inviscid water and that of Sretensky [6]
for steady motion in a channel. That is to say, the
traditional linearized free-surface conditions were
used on both the sea surface and the mud-water
interface by Zilman, Doctors, and Miloh [7]. The
mud was modeled as a linear viscoelastic substance.
The numerical test cases presented in that publication were applicable to an air-cushion vehicle
(ACV) traveling over the sea with a muddy bottom, an ACV traveling over mud alone, and a ship
traveling in a sea with a muddy bottom. The computations demonstrated interesting effects of the
compliance of the mud with anticipated results in
limiting cases, such as when the mud had either
extremely low or high viscosity or stiffness.

Introduction
Previous Work

During the last few years, there has been a renewed effort to develop a better hydrodynamic understanding of marine vehicles in water of finite
depth. Such cases of interest include coastal regions, harbors, rivers, lakes, and ocean inlets. A
particular case of concern is the effect of the overlaying mud layer in rivers on the hydrodynamics of
fast moving craft (that is, at a depth Froude number greater than unity). Such an example is that of
Australian river catamarans with a low keel clearance traveling in rivers and narrow channels with
a movable muddy bed, with an average (length)
Froude number of 0.65, and reported by Doctors,
Renilson, Parker, and Hornsby [1].

One of the outcomes of the current research, naturally, is an ability to predict the sinkage and trim of a vessel. In reference, firstly, to
purely inviscid hydrodynamics, we should acknowledge the pioneering theoretical work of Tuck [8],
in which the shallow-water approximation was employed, and Tuck [9], where the influence of the
finite-width of the channel was included in the analysis. Other work, of an experimental or empirical
nature, was reported by Tuck [10], Dand and Ferguson [11], Barrass [12 and 13], Ferguson, Seren,
and McGregor [14], and Ferguson [15].

The new physical feature of this problem,
the subject of this paper, is the important effect of
the underlying movable muddy sea bottom on the
ship hydrodynamics. An example of recent work is
that of Zilman and Miloh [2], which is applicable to
slow ships (that is, moving in restricted water with
a relatively low Froude number). They found that
the compliance of the sea bottom has a profound
effect on the hydrodynamic performance of such
vessels when navigating in shallow water. In that
work, the zero-Froude-number approximation was
made; this resulted in the sea-surface being simplified and replaced by a rigid surface. Of course, the
waves generated on the mud-water interface were
modeled appropriately.

Returning more to the subject of the current investigation, the significance of a silt-covered
sea bed on the maneuvering characteristics of large
vessels has been demonstrated by Sellmeyer and
Oortmerssen [16] in a towing tank. Further work
on this subject was reported by Vantorre [17], while
a survey paper by d'Angremond, Deelen, and Vantorre [18] also described a number of experiments
in which the mud properties, such as density, viscosity, and its rheology in general, were shown to
be important.

In the approximation used in that research,
the mud was treated as a Newtonian viscous fluid.
This approach had also been applied by Zilman,
Miloh, and Kagan [3] to calculate the effect of mud
viscosity on the added-mass and damping coefficients of two-dimensional ship cross sections under728

1.2

Present Work

In the current work, we take the developmental
work of Zilman, Doctors, and Miloh [7] one stage
further, by computing all three of the components
of generalized force on the vessel — that is, the
wave resistance, sinkage force, and the bow-up moment.
In order to have an amenable model of
these phenomena, we consider an upper layer of
inviscid water on top of a second, and lower, layer
of viscoelastic mud lying on a rigid horizontal bottom as shown in Figure 1(a). The fluid domain is
also bounded by two vertical straight walls on each
side, representing the walls of a channel or a towing
tank. The two fluids are assumed to be immiscible
and to be separated by the distinct mud-water interface. The vessel is immersed only in the upper
layer and does not plough the interface.
As in the previous work discussed above,
it is assumed that the sea-water mud behaves like
a viscoelastic substance. To keep the analysis
tractable, we will use here only a linear viscoelastic
model, in which the shear stress is related to the
rate of strain by a convolution-type integral, with
the relaxation function serving as a kernel. The
strong similarity between the gravitational waves
generated by a moving ship and progressive surface sea waves allows us to use such a linear viscoelastic rheological model, previously suggested,
for example, by Gade [19], Dalrymple and Liu [20],
MacPherson [21], Hsiao and Shemdin [22], and Maa
and Mehta [23].
Although, not used in the current work,
the interested reader is referred to the studies of
Foda, Hunt, and Chou [24], where nonlinear rheological aspects of the mud were considered.

2
2.1

Development of the Theory

p and a depth d. As usual, the water is assumed to
be both inviscid and incompressible.
Hence, the flow in the water layer is irrotational, which implies that there exists a velocity
potential tj> which satisfies the Laplace equation:
<t>xx + tyy + <t>zz

0 for 0<Z<d.

(l)

The mud has a thickness d' and is considered to be
an incompressible viscoelastic medium. The general linearized equations of fluid motion in the mud
layer for -d' < z < 0 are:

.dU
at

=

-Vp' + V • T

(2)

V-17

=

0,

(3)

r

where U denotes the three-component velocity vector, p' is the density of the mud, t is the time, j/ is
the total pressure and r is the stress tensor.
For a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress depends linearly on the rate-of-strain tensor:
de

= i[Vt/ + (VlOT] ,

At

(4)

with the proportionality parameter being simply
the dynamic viscosity.

2.2

Boundary Conditions

The usual linearized combined free-surface condition on the sea surface pertains to the problem under study here. It is
<l>tt + g<f>z

=

0 for z = d,

(5)

in which g is the acceleration due to gravity.
The linearized kinematic boundary condition on the mud-water interface requires only that
there is continuity of the vertical component of velocity w, because the water is considered to be a
perfect fluid. That is:
C't

Basic Hydro dynamic Equations

The coordinate system is shown in Figure 1(a).
Here, an inertial reference frame is oriented so that
the x axis is directed forward, the y axis is to port,
and the z axis is measured vertically upward from
the mud-water interface. The water has a density

=

=

4>t for z = 0.

(6)

The introduction of the unknown interface
elevation £' requires an additional relationship in
the form of a dynamic free-surface condition, the
Bernoulli equation, whose linearized form is
pfa+pgC+P1
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=

0 for 2 = 0,

(7)
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Figure 1: Problem Definition
(a) Coordinate System

Figure 1: Problem Definition
(b) Modified Wigley Hull

where p1 (x, y) is the pressure acting at the interface. Zero shear stress in the two horizontal directions on the interface between the mud and the
water requires the pair of conditions:

double Fourier transform, as explained by Zilman,
Doctors, and Miloh [7]. The result of this analysis
is:

0 for z = 0 .

•v

_Q___Q_
l+f:
4TIT
4xr
where we have defined

4>

(8)

It may also be noted that the three velocity components must vanish on the bottom of the mud layer.
That is:
U(u, v, w)

0 for z = -d'

(9)

r
T'

2.3

=

p'g(C-z)+pI(x,y).

=

sjx2 + y2 + (z- z'f ,
2

v/x2 + y + {z + z'f ,

(12)
(13)

and <p is regular and harmonic in the domain of
interest (the upper inviscid fluid layer) and is given
by the following set of formulas:

The assumption that the mud depth d' is
small compared with a typical horizontal length
scale (such as the interfacial wave length) suggests,
in general, that both u and v and their derivatives
with respect to x and y can be considered large with
respect to w and its corresponding derivatives. It
also follows that the pressure variation within the
mud layer is essentially hydrostatic. That is, the
shallow-water approximation can be used:
p'(x,y,z)

=

(11)

— 00

<j>

=

Mx

=

x exp{i[kxx + kyy]} dkxdky ,
Mi cosh(fez) + M2 sinh(fez),

(14)
(15)

^— {E!(gk + u2)cosh(kz')x
x exp(—kd) —
- E2[gkcosh.(kd) - u>2 sinh(fed)] x
x exp(-ife*')} ,
(16)

(10)
M2

Solution for the Potential

The problem is now solved for the velocity potential <f> for a point source of strength Q, located at
the point (x',^,«') in the water above the mudwater interface, as shown in Figure 1(a), in a frame
of reference moving steadily in the positive x direction, with a constant velocity U. Due to the linearity of the problem, it is convenient to utilize a
730

=

A

=

Ei
E2

=
=

--^—{E2(gk + u2)cosh(kz')x
x exp(—kd) +
+ E2[gksinh(fcd) - u2 cosh(fed)] x
x exp(-kz')} ,
(17)
2
Ei [gk sinh(Jfcd) - u cosh(fed)] +
+ E2[gkcosh(kd) - w2sinh(fcd)], (18)
1 - egd'k26/w2 ,
{l-e)kd'6,

(19)
(20)

in the usual way:

and
5

=

7
e

1 - tanh(7d')/(7<*')

u

1 - P/P' ,
Ukx,

fc2

fc2+fc2.

(21)

-II

Ryy

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

v'e

=

where So is the centerplane area and p is the pressure on the surface of the hull, given by the linearized Bernoulli equation:

db
d*

and this is equivalent to evaluating the shear stress
according to the formula:
r

=

G'e

2.4

=

/de

+ fi'^,

where e is the shear strain, the mud viscosity is
p! = p'u', J = G'/p'i and G' is the mud shear
modulus.

Hydro dynamic Forces

The forces generated by the disturbance are defined
as the relevant integrals of the normal stress over
the surface area that characterizes the vehicle. For
a displacement ship (that is, a body which is either
partly or fully submerged), the required area is the
area of the wetted surface.
The effect of the action of the vessel on
the water can be reduced to the action of a source
distribution with a density depending on the form
of the vessel and the geometry of the channel. In
the case of the classic thin ship, the source density
has the interpretation of strength per unit area on
the centerplane y = 0 of the vessel. If the local
beam of the vessel is b(x,z), the source density is
given by Michell's form as
-U

db
dx

-

(28)

pU</>x,

in which the hydrostatic-pressure component is ignored. Finally, the generalized hull slope in Equation (27) is just

v' + iJ/u,

„i

(27)

So

p

The "effective" or complex kinematic viscosity u'e used in this analysis accounts for the viscoelastic nature of the mud; for the Kelvin-Voigt
model employed in this work, we have
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A A
p-dxdz,

db
dx
db
<
dz
db
z
dx

for wave resistance
for sinkage force . (29)
db
x—
dz

for bow-up moment

We are now in a position to collect the
above formulas in the traditional manner needed
for a wave-resistance calculation. The generalized
force is given by Equation (27), into which the pressure from Equation (28) and the gradients from
Equation (29) are substituted. It is also necessary
to utilize the potential for a point source in Equation (11) and its associated equations, together
with the source strength in Equation (26). For this
purpose, it is necessary to keep in mind that Equation (11) applies to a point source located directly
above the origin, so that a simple translation of the
frame of reference for the source is also required.
After the usual manipulations, one can obtain the following formula for the induced generalized forces on the vessel:
pU2

R

w

—

IIl^IIl^

4ir J J d*
So

X — SB

)» + (*- z')2]3/2

+
(26)

x — x'

[(X - X'f + (Z + Z' + 2d)2]3/2
2

Re
The wave resistance Rw> the sinkage force
Sw, and the bow-up moment Mw (the three components of the generalized force) will be denoted
symbolically by the notation Rw and are denned

+

oo

oo

£/*/

ipU

}-

dfc„y X

x(D++Q*+Qx+ + D+-Q*+Qx- +
+ D-+Q*-Qx++ D— Q*-Qx~) ,(30)
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2.5

where the four coefficients are
D++

=

^(A1 + A3)exp{2kd),

D+-

=

\{Al+2A2+A3 + 2Ai),
4

D-+

=

^-As) = D+-,

D—

-

^-{Ai + 2A2 - A3 - 2A4) x

The influences of the tank walls can be incorporated by introducing "image" source distributions
with a lateral spacing of the tank width H, which
satisfy the tank-boundary condition, namely
v

which are, in turn, given by the four formulas:
E1{gk + u)2)exp{-kd)/A,

Ai

=

A2

=

A3

=

E2{gk + u>2) exp(-fcd)/A ,

A4

=

E2[gksinh(fcd) - u2 cosh(fed)]/A .

- E2[gkcosh(fcd) - w2 sinh(fcd)]/A ,

Rw

*±

db(x,z)

pU2
4TT

£ ffx*"ff£"u

:

d*

i [(«-»':)2 + y12 + (z - z')2]3/2

So

x exp(ikxx ± kz) dxdz .

(31)

Re

ipU2
i

>=o
x+

x(D++Q*+Q
The three major terms in this equation correspond to the three terms in Equation (11). The
first two (source) terms do not contribute to the
first component of the generalized force (the wave
resistance) following d'Alembert's paradox. Additionally, the first two terms do not contribute to the
third component (the bow-up moment) for a ship
with fore-aft symmetry, such as the Wigley hull, to
be considered later in the current work.

In the limiting case of an infinitely deep upper layer (that is, d —► 00), Equations (30) and (31)
simplify to the classic result for a thin ship moving
in deep water.

+

x — x'
[(» - x'Y + y>2 + (z + z' + 2d)2]3/2

+

The prime ' in Equation (30) is used to
denote variables in the source domain, while unprimed variables refer to those in the field domain.

The fact that Equation (30) gives the
forces in terms of a double integration over the
wavenumber domain (kx,ky) is an indication that,
in the physical problem, all such wave components
contribute to these forces. This is in contrast to
the classic inviscid case where one can use a farfield argument to demonstrate that only a onedimensional spectrum of waves exists downstream.

(32)

0 for y = ±H/2 .

The final result for the formula for the induced generalized forces on a vessel moving in a
channel is

The wave functions in Equation (30) are
given by

-//

=

Thus, one must consider the infinite sum of functions of the type used in Equation (11). Regarding
the third, or wave, term in Equation (30), the result can be simplified using the Poisson summation
formula and this procedure has been followed by a
number of researchers in similar circumstances.

xexp(—2kd)',

Q

Influence of the Tank Walls

+ D+-Q*+Qx- +

+ D-+Q*-Qx+ + D—Q*~QX-)

(33)

in which
y1

=

iH

■{
=

(34)

\

ioli

0

1 for i > 1
2-rri/H,

(35)
(36)

The wavenumber index i has been omitted
from all the variables in Equation (33), for the sake
of brevity. It is observed that one can simply replace the integration with respect to the transverse
wavenumber ky in the third term by a summation,
in which one effectively evaluates the integral by
the trapezoidal formula with the abscissas provided
by Equation (36).
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2.6

as follows:

Classic Case of a Rigid Bed

An important question is that relating to the behavior of Equations (11) to (25) in certain limiting
cases. Thus, a careful examination of these formulas does indeed reveal that in the case of vanishing
mud complex kinematic viscoelasticity u'e (together
with the assumption of p'/p = l)i the classic case
of inviscid wave resistance in water of depth d + d'
is recovered; the standard formula for the potential
was published by Sretensky [6] and Lunde [25]. In
a similar vein, if either the mud complex kinematic
viscoelasticity v'e or the mud density p' approaches
infinity, then the classic inviscid case corresponding to a water depth d is obtained, as expected.
This behavior will also be demonstrated here by
the computed results.

3

Qt = o,
= BhJf,

Qt

—

BI2J2 1

Q?
Qf±

=

0,

=

0,

C?f±

=

B{hJf-hJt),

in which the new integrals are

h =

Ä2 _ Al r^
4

sin(.4.2) - sin(Ai)
A2 - Ai

h = -h/kx ,
4
h = hliAt - A f
x

(2Ai - 3A2) cos(A2) +

+ (3 + A1A2 - Al) sin(A2) +

Results

3.1

or.*

+ Ai cos(»4i) - 3 sin(,4i) ,

Wave Functions

A hull, patterned after that proposed by
Wigley [26], was used in the current work. The
vessel is depicted in Figure 1(b) and its local beam
b(x, z) is defined in the following manner, for positive x:
X

b(x,z)

=

BF<- \X)FW{Z)

F(x\x)

=

l-H{x-ai)

F<-Z\z)

=

XC2-C1)2

X — Oi

4 =

(38)

Z + Ci

(39)

[C2 -Ci

where
Ai

in which H(x) is the Heaviside step function and
ax

A2

1 ,
2

1
k2 -1 + (ra"p(TC') +
2CiC2 - 2C\ ± (4Ci - 6C2) - 6
+
(C2 - Cx)a
x exp(=FC2)

0-2 — Oj

1 - H{-z - ci)

}'

1 T kit ,

(37)

,

C2-Cx

Ci
'

c2

=
=

kxai ,

=
=

kci ,

kxa,2 ,

fcc2 .

0.2
Cl
C2

T,

and L is the length, B is the beam, and T is the
draft. Finally, L\ is the length of parallel middle
body and Ti is the depth of the wall-sides.
The wave functions for this vessel, defined
by Equation (31), can be determined analytically,

3.2

Numerical Details

The first term in Equation (33) was evaluated numerically in a straightforward manner. That is to
say, the centerplane areas So and S'0 were divided
into rectangular patches and the integrations computed using the midpoint rule. A typical choice
of integration parameters was 204 patches in the
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from user-supplied values of the two truncation
points and the two step sizes. In addition, the program computed the forces four additional times,
using (in turn) half the values of the truncation
points or twice the step size, as the case may be.
These additional calculations require negligible additional effort, since the integrands have already
been determined.

x and x' directions and 18 patches in the z and
z' directions. Longitudinal symmetry was used to
halve the actual computation. A conservative measure of the error in this calculation was obtained by
comparing the result with that obtained using onethird the number of patches in the two centerplane
directions, for which the midpoint rule could also
be used without any further computation of the integrand. The abovementioned choice of parameters
led to an integration error of less than one percent.
It is also important to note that the numerical integration only has to be done once for any particular
geometric configuration, since the numerical value
of this term varies simply with the square of the
speed of the ship U.

The estimate of the error was then given by
the relevant differences in these calculations. These
estimates are, of course, quite conservative and a
number of experiments was conducted to show that
it is indeed safe to use them. It should be added
that the "error" related to using different step sizes
in the transverse wave number corresponds to the
difference in generalized forces when running in
channels of the relevant different widths; it can be
used to estimate the restrictive influence of finite
channel width.

With regard to the image source distributions needed to model the influence of the tank
walls, a typical selection was 65 images (that is,
the original, central, vessel plus 32 on each side),
for the case H/L = 1, which also led to an error of
around one percent.

Previous experience with oscillatory integrals with an infinite range of this nature has shown
that it is difficult to improve on the procedure outlined here. Generally speaking, there was no difficulty in obtaining well converged results, except
that the computer time became rather excessive
and the specified errors in the generalized forces
had to be relaxed to around one percent. Even
so, very large numbers of points were often required. That is, truncation values of kxL = 20
and kyL = 80 were needed. These led to a requirement of up to 16 x 106 points in the kx direction
and 50 points in the ky direction, for a tank-widthto-ship-length ratio H/L of 4.

The second term in Equation (33) was calculated in conjunction with the first term, as implied by the algebraic grouping used there.
There is no doubt that these first two terms
can be computed analytically for a Wigley-style
hull, as an exploratory investigation confirmed.
However, the resulting algebra would clearly be
very error prone and the required effort quite ex-

The double integral for the third term in
Equation (33) was evaluated by means of the trapezoidal rule applied in the two directions of the
(kx, ky) wavenumber domain. This approach had
the advantage that it was both easy to program and
that one could also obtain the result for laterally
restricted water using the same method (just by
selecting the appropriate spacing in the transversewavenumber direction ky, given by Equation (36)).

3.3

The set of computed results to be presented here
pertains to the Wigley hull form defined by Equations (37) to (39). The vessel has a beam-to-length
ratio B/L of 0.1 and a draft-to-length ratio T/L
of 0.0625. The water-depth-to-length ratio d/L
was chosen to be 0.2 and the dimensionless mudthickness d'/L was taken to be 0.1. A set of dimensionless tank widths H/L of 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 was
considered in the calculations.

One should be interested in four estimates
of the errors in this numerical procedure. These
are the two truncations errors, resulting from not
carrying out the summations to infinity in Equation (33), and the two errors associated with using
a finite step size.
The computer program was written to
evaluate these four errors in a straightforward manner. Firstly, the generalized forces were computed

Forces on a Vessel

The usual three coefficients of the generalized force for a ship have been used in the plots.
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Mud

That is:
Cw

Rw/-pU2S,

Cs

Rsl\pU2S,

CM

RMI\PV SL

Density

P'IP
1*
1
2
3
4
5
5*

2

where S is the wetted-surface area. For our selected
vessel, the computed dimensionless wetted-surface
area S/L2 is 0.14879. For the abscissa, the inversesquare-Froude-number parameter:

1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Viscosity
vf/y/gifi
0

io-5
io-2
io-2
io-2
10°

Elasticity
G'/pgL
0
0
0
IO"2

io-2

oo

0
0

Table 1: The Five Types of Mud

A = 1/2F2 = gL/2U2,

the effective depth is d + d', causing the discontinuity to occur at a speed parameter of 5/3.

was chosen. This has the advantage (over using
the Froude number F = U/</gL as the standard
abscissa) of conveniently stretching the horizontal
scale at low speeds, allowing one to study the oscillations in the wave-resistance curve more easily.

The matter of this discontinuity has been
discussed many times in the literature, in particular, by Lunde [25]. The sudden loss of the transverse component of the wave system leads to a drop
in the resistance, whose magnitude is given by

Computed data for five different types of
mud were produced and the results for these cases
appear in all of the figures. The properties for each
of these muds appear in Table 1. In a qualitative
sense, the muds range, in progression, from "loose"
to "solid". Thus, Mud 1* has no viscosity at all.
This case represents the classic inviscid situation.
Results for this case were obtained from that theory with a dimensionless depth of 0.3. Mud 1 has
a very low viscosity, causing it to behave almost
like water; it was used to test the operation of the
current computer program, by comparing the results with those from Mud 1*. Mud 2 possesses
an intermediate viscosity. Mud 3 possesses both
an intermediate viscosity and elasticity. Mud 4 is
similar to Mud 3, but has twice the density. Next,
Mud 5 has a very high viscosity, resulting in it behaving essentially like a solid. Finally, Mud 5* is
the second limiting case. Solutions were obtained
by using the classic theory with a dimensionless
depth of 0.2.

ARW

=

3W2/2pgHd2,

(40)

in which W is the weight of the vessel.
The phenomenon of the drop in resistance
is related to the energy carried by the transverse
wave, which no longer exists as part of the spectrum of waves generated by the moving disturbance. This wave cannot, of course, travel faster
than the critical speed. Experimental work confirms both the location (that is, the Froude number) and the magnitude (the value of the discontinuity in the resistance), provided the water is not
too shallow and the ship is reasonably thin. Otherwise, the assumptions in the theory are violated
and both viscous and nonlinear effects tend to limit
the magnitude of the jump, as well as rounding its
sharp (or sudden) characteristic.
Returning, now, to Figure 2(a), the results from a traditional wave-resistance program
for Mud 1* (zero mud viscosity) are also provided
and these appear as a dotted curve. Almost perfect agreement can be seen. One should not expect
precise concurrence here for three reasons; firstly
(as noted already) the current program cannot be
run for the purely inviscid case; secondly, the current program requires an integration with respect
to the longitudinal wavenumber (as noted in Equation (33)), which is not required in classic waveresistance calculations; and thirdly, the fluid dynamics of the mud are modeled in the present research using the so-called "shallow-water" approx-

The four parts of Figure 2 show the wave
resistance in a channel whose dimensionless widths
are 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively. We first examine Figure 2(a) for the case of a dimensionless
channel width of 0.25. The most striking feature
of these results is the well-known jump in the resistance at the critical value of unity of the depth
Froude number Fd = U/i/gcL, which is seen for the
two limiting cases, namely Mud 1 and Mud 5. The
first limiting case is that of a very low value of the
dimensionless mud viscosity v'/^/gL3 of 10~5. In
this case, the mud behaves like (inviscid) water and
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Figure 2: Wave Resistance
(c) H/L = 1

Figure 2: Wave Resistance
(d) H/L - 2

imation, which is evidently quite accuiate relative
to the finite-depth theory, in this example.

elasticity, as for Mud 3, with a dimensionless value
G'/pgL of 10~2, the mud is seen to exhibit an even
more solid behavior than when the viscosity alone
is modeled. The next intermediate case, that of
Mud 4, utilizes the same values of mud viscosity
and shear modulus, but also includes now a higher
dimensionless density p'/p, with a value of 2. This
fourth case produces results approaching those of
the previously noted instance of an almost solid
mud layer, that of Mud 5.

Similarly, for a very high dimensionless viscosity of 10°, the case of Mud 5, one would expect
the mud to behave as an immovable solid, thus providing us with the other limit of the classic inviscid
case, namely Mud 5*, with a dimensionless depth
of 0.2, whose critical speed occurs when the speed
parameter equals 5/2. The numerical results correctly confirm this behavior.

Next, we discuss here the results for the
wave resistance displayed in Figures 2(b), (c),
and (d), corresponding respectively to dimensionless tank widths of 0.5, 1, and 2. The comments
made regarding Figure 2(a) apply in these cases,
too. The essential difference is that the behav-

Figure 2(a) shows other, intermediate,
cases, as well. Thus, for Mud 2 with a dimensionless mud viscosity of 10-2, a result somewhat
midway between the abovementioned two extremes
is observed. Furthermore, by also including mud
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3.4

ior of the curves is much more moderate, due to
the greater tank widths under consideration. This
point is epitomized by Equation (40), which states
that the jump is inversely proportional to the channel width.

Sinkage and Trim

It is straightforward to estimate the dependence of
the sinkage s and bow-up trim t on the speed U
of the vessel. Within the framework of linearized
hydrostatics, which is consistent with the hydrodynamics employed here, the dimensionless sinkage
and trim are given by the two formulas:

The four parts of Figure 3 show the sinkage
force for the same four dimensionless tank widths.
The general behavior is one in which the more solid
mud yields results with more extreme behavior,
particularly near the critical depth Froude number,
as already discussed in the case of wave resistance.
Again, somewhat similar behavior can be
seen in the four parts of Figure 4 for the bow-up
moment, in the sense that the cases of a more solid
mud generate curves with a stronger behavior.

a/L

=

\csF2S/Aw>

(41)

t/L

=

^CMF2SL2IIW,

(42)

in which Iw is the longitudinal second moment of
the waterplane area Aw ■ For this purpose, we have
assumed that the longitudinal metacentric height
GML can be approximated by the longitudinal
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metacentric radius BML- For a standard Wigley
hull, these two formulas become:

fact that the magnitudes of the discontinuities are
greater when the mud is more solid and/or when
the channel is narrower.

s/L

=

1.116CSF2 ,

t/L = 22.32CMF2

By way of comparison, it is instructive to
consult the work of Tuck [8]. The current results
for sinkage and bow-up trim bear a strong relationship to those of his calculations, particularly
in regard to the singular behavior. However, exact conclusions cannot be drawn, because of the
various additional simplifying assumptions made in
his work —particularly that of infinite tank width.
Furthermore, it is encouraging to note that the experimental data that he presented is even more in
accordance with the results shown here. In his later
paper, Tuck [9] did investigate the very strong effect of finite channel width, which is always to in-

Figure 5 show the sinkage of the vessel in question for the four dimensionless tank
widths under consideration. The curves for sinkage strongly resemblance the previously discussed
curves of sinkage force.
Finally, the bow-up trim is plotted in Figure 6. In the same way, the curves of bow-up trim
are closely related to the curves of bow-up moment. So, one can see the discontinuities at the
critical depth Froude number and also observe the
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crease the magnitude of the results, as confirmed
by the present work.

The role of the mud viscosity is not obvious. On the one hand, the dissipation of the fluid
energy in the lower viscous layer results in a decrease of the wave resistance. On the other hand,
for a relatively large mud viscosity, such a dissipation can be negligibly small (the limiting case
of infinitely large viscosity is a good illustration of
this statement). Thus, roughly speaking, the resulting effect of the mud viscosity, at least in the
vicinity of the maximal value of the wave drag, can
be interpreted as an effective reduction in the total
depth of the water.

4

Concluding Remarks

The analysis using the Kelvin-Voigt model implemented in this paper shows that the generalized
forces due to a disturbance moving in the water
layer above a dense mud layer depend strongly on
the parameters of such a two-layer system. The
most important feature of the curves for the forces
is that the maximal values are not always a monotonic function of the mud density, mud viscosity, or
elasticity.

It is almost universally true that the mud
properties have a profound influence on the three
components of the generalized force for subcritical speeds (Fd < 1). However, at least for the
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range of mud properties used in the present calculations, there is much less effect at supercritical
speeds (Fa > 1), suggesting that the mud has less
chance to respond to the hydrodynamic pressures
at these higher speeds.

include the computation of the elevation of the interfacial wave so that the likelihood of grounding
of the vessel can be estimated.

Certainly, for intermediate values of the
mud properties, the general effects of the mud layer
are to moderate any distinct features of the traditional linearized wave-resistance theory. One might
therefore surmise that at least one explanation has
been found for imperfect agreement between predictions and measurements of ship resistance in a
river. Other reasons may, of course, include nonlinear effects and wave breaking.
Future work in this area of research will

5
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LUNDE,

This smallness of motion implies that the
boundary-layer effects at the mud-water
interface would be unimportant. We therefore
believe that the boundary layer in the water on
top of the interface would not greatly affect the
forces on the vessel - in the same way that the
boundary layer in the bottom of a towing tank
or a river (even in the case of relatively shallow
water) is unlikely to have a significant influence
on the predictions for the forces.

DISCUSSION
W.W. Schultz
University of Michigan, USA
Your potential flow upper layer ensures zero shear
stress on the mud interface. How would you
expect your conclusion to change if you added a
boundary-layer at the interface to get the more
realistic condition of high stresses?

An interesting extension of this work would be
to analyze a multilayer problem, so that the case
of an indistinct interface could be studied. The
principles are identical to those expounded in
the paper, but the algebra and the corresponding
computer program would be far more
complicated.
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We are grateful for Professor Schultz's discussion
of our paper, as well as the other verbal discussion
that took place after the presentation.
In summarizing our work, the mud layer is
modeled as a viscoelastic substance and the flow is
considered to be laminar.
The concept of
linearization of the problem, on the assumption of
a small input disturbance, is quite realistic since the
particle motions in both the mud and the water are
small.
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A Hybrid Approach to Capture Free-Surface
and Viscous Effects for a Ship in a Channel
V. Bertram (Institut für Schiffbau, Germany)
S. Ishikawa (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Japan)

Abstract
The flow about a Series-60 {CB = 0.6) in a
channel is computed by a new hybrid approach to
capture most of the free-surface and viscous effects.
First, a fully nonlinear wave resistance code computes the potential free-surface flow predicting the
squat. Then the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations are solved using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. This step uses the squat predicted in
the first step and the velocities at the lateral boundary of the RANSE domain, which spans only a small
part of the channel width. The free-surface deformation is still neglected. An integrated propeller model
interacts automatically with the RANSE computations. Results for flow details agree well with experiments for deep water and reproduce qualitatively
all influences of the shallow water. Remaining differences are explained mainly by not capturing the
free-surface deformation in the second step.

ship is difficult, because both viscous and free-surface
effects play an important role.

Classical approaches following e.g. Sretensky
[2] or Inui [3] focus on the prediction of wave resistance and wave pattern. They usually do not capture
e.g. the influence of squat on the flow field and neglect
all viscous effects. We refer to Lap [4] and Tuck [5] for
a more comprehensive review of classical and semiempirical approaches. More recently, Rankine singularity methods (RSM) have been applied to compute
shallow-water flows about ships, using SHLPFLOW
[6], [7], [8], REVA in Nantes [9], [10], panel codes of
the IfS in Hamburg [11] to [17], and Yasukawa's code
[18]. Delhommeau [10], Bertram, [15] to [18], and
Yasukawa [18] include also side-wall effects for ships
in channels. Bai [19] used a finite-element approach
for simplified hull forms. The Duisburg Model Basin
VBD [20] investigates various methods including an
finite-volume Euler solver around a river cargo vessel
in a channel. All these methods still neglect viscosity.
1. Introduction
Linear RSM ([13, [18]) and methods based on volume
grids
([19], [20]) do not account for squat. Thus they
Consider a ship moving steadily ahead in the
center of a channel of constant depth and width at a improve hardly results compared to classical methods
subcritical depth Froude number F„h = Uo/\/gfi < 1, in most cases.
where UQ is the ship speed, g = 9.81m/s2, and h the
Cura uses a different approach calculating
channel depth. The flow about the ship is steady the flow for a Series-60 in a channel, [21], [22]. His
except for turbulent fluctuations. It is considerably RANSE (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations)
influenced by the shallow water. The influence of the solver captures viscous effects but neglects free-surface
channel walls is for usual channel geometries of sec- effects, namely squat and trim. Cura predicts the
ondary importance. Resistance and sinkage increase pressure at the channel bottom quite accurately and
strongly near the critical depth Froude number, trim discovers an error in published measurements, [1],
may change its sign. These global changes reflect [23], which "most probably explains previous differchanges in local flow details such as the wave pattern ences between computations and (...) measurements".
or the pressure distribution on the hull. The 20th Remaining discrepancies are attributed to turbulence
ITTC [1] surveys measurements of global and local modelling, large grid cell distortion due to the wide,
flow details for a Series-60 {CB - 0.6) in a channel. but shallow channel, and the neglect of free-surface
A correct computational prediction of the pressures effects.
at channel bottom or the flow in the aft region of the
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We will present a combined numerical approach to capture most of these remaining effects.
In a first step, a nonlinear Rankine source method
will predict squat and trim for a ship in a channel.
In a second step, a RANSE solver will use a grid for
a ship fixed at the predicted squat and trim. The
lateral extent of the grid will be considerably smaller
than the actual channel. The velocities at the lateral boundary of the RANSE computational domain
will be determined by the Rankine source code. However, the free-surface elevation will still be neglected
assuming a flat undisturbed surface instead.

panels is rectangular with aside ratio (AJ//AX) of approximately 1.5. The panels follow a 'grid waterline'.
This is the upper rim of the discretized ship (1.5m
above CWL in our case) which is modified towards
the ends to enforce entrance angles of less than 31°.
The channel wall grid follows the free-surface grid in
longitudinal direction. In vertical direction the number of panels is the next integer to (h- AX)/(2AX)+1,
but at least two. The uppermost row uses square panels. The free-surface panels are desingularized by a
distance of AX.
Input; initialize flow
field with uniform flow

2. Computational Procedure

Set up system of equations
for unknown source strengths

x

The flow is assumed to be symmetrical with
respect to the hull center plane coinciding with the
center plane of the channel. The problem is solved in
two steps. In the first step, the inviscid free-surface
flow in the channel is computed by a Rankine singularity method (RSM). Linear source panels are distributed above a finite section of the free surface.
The panels are numerically evaluated by approximating them by a four-point source cluster, [24]. On
the hull and the channel side wall, higher-order panels (parabolic in shape, linear in strength) are~distributed. Mirror images of the sources at the channel bottom enforce that no water flows through the
channel bottom. The nonlinear free-surface boundary condition is met in an iterative scheme that linearizes differences from arbitrary approximations of
the potential and the wave elevation, Fig.l, [12]. The
radiation and open-boundary conditions are enforced
by shifting sources versus collocation points on the
free surface. [25] gives more details on the method.
We describe now the automatic grid generation for the free-surface grid. The base 'wave length'
is taken as A = ^-UQ . The upstream end of the grid
is 1.5 • max(0.4Lpp, A) before FP for shallow water.
(For infinite water, the factor is 1.0 instead of 1.5).
The downstream end of the grid Is max(0.6Lpp, A)
behind AP. The outer boundary in transverse direction BQ is 0.35 of the grid length for unlimited flow,
but taken at the channel wall (0.8L in our case) for
a ship in a channel. The intended number of panels
per wave length is 10. The intended number of panels in transverse direction is (Ba — &X)/(1.5AX) -f- 1,
where AX is the grid spacing in longitudinal direction.
However, if the intended number of free-surface panels plus the number of hull panels exceeds 2500J the
grid spacing in x- and y-direction is increased by the
same factor until this condition is met. The innermost row of panels uses square panels, the rest of the

Solve system of equations
Compute velocity etc. (up to 2.
derivatives) on free surface

underrelax a
N

Compute new wave height
X

Compute velocity on hull
Compute velocity etc.
on new free surface
X

Pressure integration
New sinkage and trim

(STOP

)

Fig.l: Flow chart of iterative solution
In a second step, the viscous flow around the
ship is solved. The ship is assumed fixed at the squat
calculated in the first step. The deformation of the
water surface is neglected and the water surface substituted by a flat symmetry plane. The computational domain does not extend in lateral direction to
the channel walls. Instead, the inviscid velocities of
the first step are taken as boundary condition on the
lateral boundary. The RANSE solver is based on Kodama's method, [26]. It solves the continuity equation including a pseudo-compressibility term and the
three momentum equations for incompressible turbu-
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lent flows. These equations are discretized in space by
cell-centered finite volumes. The inviscid fluxes are
evaluated by a third-order upwind scheme (MUSCL)
with the flux difference-splitting method. The viscous fluxes are determined by central differences. The
algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model accounts for turbulence, [27]. [29] gives more details on the method.
The propeller effect is considered by applying
an equivalent body force in the right-hand side of the
RANSE. Our RANSE solver with propeller effect is
based on Hinatsu's method, [29]. This considers the
body force in both thrust direction and rotative direction. The propeller force distribution is estimated
by Yamazaki's [30] an infinite-blade propeller theory.
The distribution obtained by this method depends
on the propeller inflow and has to determined by an
iterative procedure:

3. Test Case: Series-60
The method was applied to a Series-60 ship
(CB = 0.6, L = 6.096m, A =1:20). Results are compared to experimental data of the Duisburg Model
Basin VBD. The lateral wall of the towing tank lies
0.8L from the center plane. Experiments were performed for water depth-to-draft ratios h/T = 3.2,
2.0, 1.5, 1.2. We computed the cases given in Table
I, Fig.2. We denote the case h/T = 3.2 as 'deep'
water, h/T = 1.5 as 'shallow' water.
Table I: Computed cases for Series-60

h/T
3.2
1.5
3.2
1.5
3.2
1.5

1) Solve the RANSE for the ship without propeller
2) Calculate the wake distribution at the propeller
plane

Fn
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.18

•fnfc
0.363
0.530
0.387
0.565
0.436
0.636

Rn
7.0-10ü
7.0-10s
7.5 • 10°
7.5 • 100
8.4 • 10°
8.4 • 10°

h/T = 3.2 'deep'

3) Define the required propeller thrust as ship resistance minus corrective towing force

H

i

4) Calculate the propeller force distribution using
a propeller program with inflow and required
thrust (as computed above) as input data

h/T = 1.5'shallow'

5) Solve the RANSE with equivalent body forces
6) If the resistance is equal to the required thrust,
end the calculation. If not, calculate the new
propeller inflow by subtrating the propeller induced velocity from the wake distribution at
the propeller plane and g£ back to step 3)
This cycle is actually performed every 10 outer iterations of the RANSE computation. No problems with
convergence were ever observed.
An H-0 type grid is generated using Kodama's implicit geometrical method, [31]. An initial algebraicly generated hull grid is modified so as
to satisfy requirements of orthogonality, smoothness,
clustering towards the ends, and minimum spacing.
Grid lines are clustered towards bow and stern profiles in streamwise direction, and towards the hull in
radial direction. Bow and stern profiles are followed
by vertical grid lines avoiding the step curve approximation of Cura, [21], [22]. The horizontal lines are
approximately orthogonal to the vertical grid lines,
and also to both the bow and stern profiles.

,

—y

Fig.2: Computed cases for Series-60 at Fn = 0.15;
dotted line RANSE grid boundary
503 elements discretized the hull up to a height
of 0.23 T above the CWL, Fig.3. The free-surface
grid extended 0.8L in lateral direction (to the channel wall), 0.6L ahead of FP and 0.5L behind AP.
96 • 19 = 1824 elements were used to discretize this
area. This discretization resolve the wave pattern
coarsely, but is deemed sufficient to capture effects
relevant for squat and induced pressures. 96- 2 = 192
elements were used to discretize the channel wall for
h/T = 1.5, 96 • 3 = 288 elements for h/T = 3.2.
Figs.4 show the RANSE grid for h/T = 1.5.
The grid extended 0.5L ahead of FP and L behind
AP. The lateral extent was 0.2L. 100-24-50 = 120000
cells were used in total. The computations assumed
a kinematic viscosity of u = 1.01 • 10_6m2/s and a
water density of p = 1000kg/m3.
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Fig.3: Grid for computations with Rankine Source Method (2519 elements)

Fig.4a: RANSE grid covering near field (120000 cells)
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Fig.4b: Detail of RANSE grid at aftbody

Fig.4c: Detail of RANSE grid at bow
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is less pronounced due to viscous effects. RANSE
and RSM solution are blended with RSM solutions
Local flow details of the first-step RSM com- taken between ±0.4L, RANSE solution otherwise.
putation like wave pattern, Fig.5, pressure on hull, The two solutions coincide in an intermediate region
and wave profile showed no irregularities. Free-surface so that the blended solution is smooth. The presgrid variations gave almost exactly the same results. sure on the channel bottom is captured well for 'deep
water', Fig.6. For 'shallow water', the tendency is
captured well including a local maximum amidships,
Fig.7. The difference between experiments and computations is 7%. For comparison, linear results of the
RSM code (first iterative step) are also given. The
hybrid CFD approach improves both the prediction
of the pressure minimum (due to the consideration
of squat and local wave trough) and the aft pressure maximum (due to capturing viscous effects). We
attribute the remaining differences to the underpredicted squat which in turn might be due to a not fully
stationary flow in experiments.
4. Resistance test simulations

<Cp
'.»-.}.-,_.,

Fig.5: Wave pattern for Fn = 0.15 at h/T = 3.2 (top)
and h/T = 1.5 (bottom)
Table II gives the computed and measured
squat for Fn = 0.15. The computations capture the
squat well. Measurements of various towing tanks,
[1], show considerable scatter of measured squat for
h/T = 1.5, ranging from AT/L = 0.00236 to 0.00326.
Our computed result of 0.00269 lies well within this
bandwidth. The difference of 7% between measured
(VBD) and. computed squat may be due to instationary flow effects in the experiments (VBD in personal
communication), but neglect of the boundary layer
may also contribute.
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Fig.6: Pressure coefficient Cp along center line on
channel bottom at Fn = 0.15; h/T = 3.206;
experiments (•), hybrid CFD (•)
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0.1 ■
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-0.1
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Table II: Sinkage and trim-(positive for bow
immersion) for Series 60 at Fn = 0.15

h/T
3.2
1.5

h/T
3.2
1.5

Fn = 0.15
RSM
experiment
9
AT/L
9
AT/L
0.00040
0.00120
0.00118 0.00050
0.00285 0.00083 0.00269 0.00087
Fn = 0.16
RSM
experiment
9
e
AT/L
AT/L
0.00139 0.00058 0.00135 0.00051
0.00348 0.00116 0.00326 0.00107

The pressure at the channel bottom is dominated by free-surface effects, namely the primary
wave system with its long wave trough along the ship
lengths. Towards the ends, the pressure at the channel bottom shows local maxima. The aft maximum

-0.3
-0.4'

—i—i—i'—t ' i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—r^mX

AP

FP

Fig.7: Pressure coefficient Cp along center line on
channel bottom at Fn = 0.15; h/T = 1.5;
experiments (•), hybrid CFD (•), linear RSM (o)
Fig. 8 shows contour lines of the axial velocity for Fn = 0.18, Rn = 8.4 • 106. Unfortunately only
very few data were measured close to the hull. Subsequently, the inner contour lines of the experimental
results cannot be very reliable. The original plots,
[1], [23], do not reflect the quality of the measured
data due to a poor plotting procedure. We therefore
plotted our own curves based on the data supplied
by VBD. In this way we wanted to exclude differences due to the employed plotting algorithms. Experiments and computations agree well for h/T = 3.2.
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Shallow water strongly changes the experimental contour lines. They are inflated at the lower regime and
get closer to the hull in the upper regime which makes
their overall circumferential contour smoother. The
computations capture this behaviour only qualitatively. The widening of the contour lines in the lower
regime is overpredicted. Cura's [21], [22] RANSE
computations show the same effect. Cura suspected
as reason for his discrepancies: "The overprediction
of widened contour lines in the lower regime is probably due to the neglected free-surface effects.
Especially the sinkage leads to higher blockage, thus to higher local velocities and contour lines
closer to each other." However, our results indicate
that including the sinkage does not remove the discrepancies. Cura's results agree better with experiments than ours. Maybe the strong wave trough over
large part of the ship increases the blockage, but we
are surprised that this still effects the flow so far aft.
Turbulence modelling is a popular scapegoat. But for
such a slender hull, it should not have such a large
impact on the contour lines. Cura uses a different
turbulence model and his results are quite similar to
ours. This indicates that differences are rather due to
the physical model (neglect of free surface deformation) or differences between computational methods
and experiments as such. Computations including
the free-surface deformation and further model tests,
preferably from other towing tanks or with larger
model scales, might give more insight into this phenomenon. With the data presently available, we cannot explain the differences between computations and
experiments completely.

the Iowa and VBD measurements, but also the differences between measurements on port and starboard
for the VBD measurements alone, are an indication
of the margin of uncertainty for the experimental results. Measuring pressure on the hull is difficult and
no criticismn of the experimenters is implied. We
just want to point out that in the aftbody apparently
the computations are already within the margin of
uncertainty of available experiments.
For shallow water, only VBD measurements
are available. Agreement is good for the two aftmost
sections. For the third section (x/L = 0.15), the
VBD measurements differ considerably between port
and starboard. Computations agree well with measurements for one side. For the fourth and fifth section, the experimental pressures are noticably lower
than computed pressures. This is to be expected:
Our viscous computations capture a numerically predicted squat, but not the deformation of the water
surface. The strong wave trough for shallow water
gives an additional blockage effect over the central
part of the ship that leads to higher velocities and
lower pressures. To capture this effect, the RANSE
grid generator would have to incorporate the wave elevation predicted by the RSM code. At present, our
grid generator does not have this capability.

Integrating the pressures and shear stresses
gives the resistance coefficient (without wave resistance) based on So = L2/5.83. The RANSE computations integrated the pressure over the whole ship
hull (including squat, excluding local wave deformation) . The increase in resistance for shallow water is
predicted correctly. However, the resistance is overFig.9a shows the computed pressure coeffi- estimated, Table III. The agreement is good for deep
cient on 5 cross sections in the aftbody for Fn = 0.16, water, better than usually for fuller hulls, because
Rn = 7.5 • 106. (No experimental data were available the Series-60 is a slender hull with no flow separafor Fn = 0.15). Shallow water induces strong low tion in the aftbody. Subsequently the frictional resispressure over an extended region of the ship. The tance dominates and this is predicted relatively acintegral value of this effect is the increased squat. curately by RANSE codes. We contribute the perThe three-dimensionality of the flow for deep water is fect agreement though to fortunate error cancellation.
shown by the curved pressure lines in the bilge region. For shallow water, the overestimation in resistance is
Shallow water makes the flow rather two-dimensional. considerable. This is qualitatively expected. We neThe pressures are nearly constant at each cross sec- glect the deformation of the free surface in the viscous
tion. This agrees qualitatively well with all ITTC ex- computation. This has two effects:
periments, [1]. For deep water, experiments of VBD.
1. The actual wetted surface is smaller than the
and our computations show differences in the order
wetted surface in the computation.
of ACP = 0.02. Various numerical tests produced
only little differences in the computed results. We
2. The blockage effect is underpredicted. In realcompared results for Fn = 0.16, fl„ = 3.2 • 10s with
ity the flow is faster, the boundary layer thinexperiments of the University of Iowa, [32]. The-difner.
ferent Reynolds number has virtually no effect on the
computational results, Fig.9b. Our results agree well A crude correction for the first effect is possible: We
with the Iowa experiments. The differences between computed the actual wetted surface with the RSM
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Fig.8: Contour lines of the axial velocity u/U0 at 5%L before AP, Fn = 0.18, Rn = 8.4 • 10s
h/T = 3.2 (left) and h/T = 1.5 (right);
VBD,
CFD
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Fig.9a: Pressure distribution for resistance test, Fn = 0.16, R^. = 7.5 • 106, • exp. VBD, - CFD
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Fig.9b: Pressure distribution for resistance test, Fn -- 0.16, Rn = 3.2 ■ 10s, o exp. Iowa, • CFD
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Fig.10: Contour lines of axial velocity u/U0 at 5%L before AP, Fn = 0.18, Rn = 8.4 ■ 106, with prop.
h/T = 3.2 (left) and h/T = 1.5 (right),
VBD,
CFD

deep

8-

x/L
0.2

AP

shallow

8-

AP

x/L
0.2

0.1

Fig.ll: Pressure distribution for propulsion test, Fn = 0.16,
• exp. VBD (fa = 7.5 • 106), o exp. Iowa (Rn = 3.2 • 106), ■ CFD (Rn = 7.5 • 10s)
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code. The ratio of the actual wetted surface to wetted surface assumed by the RANSE computation is
0.9945 for both water depths. So, this effect is not
significant. Better quantitative agreement then requires a RANSE grid that follows the free surface deformation. This could be achieved either by a hybrid
approach or by free-surface RANSE computations.
Table III: Computed (w/o wave resistance) and
measured resistance coefficients
CFD
Exp

0.15
0.15

Rn
7-10s
7-106

h/T = 3.2
3.86 • 10-1
3.86 • 101=3

and VBD results this time in one figure. The starboard/port asymmetry of the pressure due to the propeller is at the considered stations negigibly small. So
we plotted only the starboard computational results.
The propeller accelerates the flow shifting the pressure generally to lower values. The computation not
only reproduces this effect as expected, it also agrees
well with experiments quantitatively. Only for the
sections closer to amidships, the same differences as
for the resistance test are apparent for the same reasons as discussed above.

h/T = 1.5
5:79-104.67 • 10"

Table IV: Propeller data (A = 1 : 20)
propeller diameter
boss ratio
P/D

The employed turbulence model might also
contribute considerably to the error. The BaldwinLomax model inherently assumes that there is only
one maximum in the flow profile for the product of
wall distance and magnitude of vorticity at that point.
This assumption already requires some care for deep
water cases, as more than one local maximum may
appear, e.g. [33]. For shallow water, a second maximum definitely will appear close to the channel bottom. We confirm Graf who investigated the twodimensional flow around barges on shallow water, [34].
Maybe the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is generally unsuited for flows between two walls. In any
case, we share the wide consensus that CFD methods are not yet accurate enough to predict resistance
with practical accuracy.

AJAo
height over keel
position before AP
blades

Blade Geometry
chord length [m]
r[m]
0.05060
0.021348
0.05714
0.032328
0.06136
0.041114
0.06486
0.051346
0.06649
0.062326
0.06510
0.073306
0.05969
0.083538
0.04388
0.095983
0.03460
0.099066
0.0
0.104750

5. Propulsion test simulations
The simulations for propulsion test required
some assumptions, but as far as possible the conditions supplied by VBD were use* Table IV gives the
propeller data used in the computations. The propulsion tests were performed for the ship self-propulsion
point. A corrective towing force was applied based
on ITTC-57 and CA = 0.0002.
Fig. 10 shows the contour lines of the axial velocity for Fn = 0.18, Rn = 8.4 • 106. The qualitative
effect of the propeller is captured as expected: The
contour lines are getting closer to the hull compared
to the resistance test, see Fig.8. At the considered
station (5% before AP), the port/starboard asymmetric influence of the propeller is still very small.
The quantitative agreement resp. disagreement between computed and measured contour lines is similar to the resistance test. Fig.ll shows the computed pressure coefficient on 5 cross sections in the
aftbody for Fn - 0.16, fi„ = 7.5 • 106. As the different Reynolds number was proven to have no significant effect for the resistance test, we plotted Iowa

209.5mm
0.19
1.04
0.565
160mm
1%L
4

Propeller open-water data
J
KT
KQ
0.0481
0.4 0.301
0.0429
0.263
0.5
0.0373
0.223
0.6
0.0
1.09
6. Conclusions
The hybrid approach computing first squat
and potential flow field and then the viscous flow improves the quality of results and saves computational
time for shallow water applications. A nonlinear potential flow code may be already sufficient for cases
where only the pressure on the channel bottom is of
interest. Discrepancies remain for the pressure on
the hull in the middle section of the ship and the
computed resistance. These discrepancies could be
reduced by taking the free-surface deformation into
account.
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paper which describes a hybrid method to simulate
the force and flow around a ship in a shallow
dhannel? The blending of RANSE after RSM
seems quite effective by the reason that we can
consider how the inviscid and viscid flow
characteristics are playing their own important
roles on the flow. From this point of view, we
should have expected if possible a more detailed
and step-by-step explanation though we admit a
new tendency toward quick, short, and symbolic
way of the presentations.
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The authors compare the wave patterns in the deep
and shallow water cases. However, the wave angle
spreading out from bow (or even from stern) seems
to be unchanged between deep water and shallow
water. This if, of course, due to the low Fn case. I
have much interest in widening of the wave pattern
at high Fn (or Fnh = 0.64) in shallow water case
how early or late it comes out.

27. Baldwin, B. and Lomax, H. (1978),
"Thin layer approximation and algebraic model for
separated turbulent flows predicition code," AIAA
Paper 78-257
28. Ishikawa, S. (1994), " Application of CFD
to estimation of ship's viscous resistance - A series
of full hull forms," Trans. West-Japan Soc. of Naval
Arch. 87, pp. 81-92.

In Table II, the measured and evaluated (RSM)
sinkage and trim are compared which show a so
well coincidence. But I'm afraid whether there is
room to accept viscous effect. If you evaluate the
sinkage force by RANSE, you might get a
pronounced downwards local frictional force on
the ship fore part, and less effect around the aft
part, you may obtain a more closer evaluation. In
this case, however, trim by bow moment is also
increased. With regard to trim moment, shear
stress on the ship bottom surface does not have its
counter part, so trim by bow is mainly caused by
this frictional force and the towing height has
decisive effect both on measurement and
evaluation. I would like to know the towing height
applied both in experiment and evaluation.

29. Hinatsu, M.; Kodama, Y.; Fujisawa, J.;
Ando, J. (1994), "Numerical simulation of flow around
a ship hull including a propeller effect," Trans. WestJapan Soc. Naval Arch. 88, pp. 1-12. (in Japanese)
30. Yamazaki, R. (1966), "On the theory of
screw propellers in non-uniform flows", Memoirs of
the Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu Univ., Vol 25/2
31. Kodama, Y. (1991), "Grid generation
around a practical ship hull form using the implicit
geometrical method," J. Soc. of Naval Arch. Japan
169, pp. 27-38. (in Japanese)
32. Toda, Y, Stern, F., and Longo, J. (1991),
" Mean-flow measurements in the boundary layer and
wake and wave field of a series-60 CB = -6 ship model
for Froude numbers .16 and .316," IIHR Rep. 352,
Univ. of Iowa

Regarding pressure coefficient Cp along the
centerline of the channel bottom (Fig. 7), the
prediction by CFD seems to be a little less
estimate. In advanced RANSE procedures, the
trim and sinkage at the latest iteration are included
in the next calculation. Even though the authors'
RANSE free surface grid does not seem to follow
or express the local depression of mean free
surface around the midship region. This means a
relaxed flow continuity around midship, which
implies a less prediction of the velocities also a less
evaluation of the Cp. These have a decisive effect

33. Bertram, V. (1994), "Numerical shiphydrodynamics in practice," IfS-Report 545, Univ. Hamburg, Germany (in German)
34. Graf, K. (1992), "Calculation of viscous
flow around barge-like ship hulls," Ship Techn. Res.
39/3, pp. 107-117.
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considerable more shared research worldwide
before we see consistently accurate resistance
predictions for real ship geometries, especially
for the more complicated shallow-water
hydrodynamics.

on the resistance evaluation (Table III). In this
connection, it is hard to accept the overestimated
resistance coefficient in shallow water case. The
authors' second reason (2 under prediction of
blockage effect...), if corrected by taking the effect
of free surface depression into account, may work
out a further resistance increment. So we need a
more careful approach.

The propulsion test simulations predicted trim
and sinkage using the RSM without propeller
action, i.e., the same trim and sinkage as for the
resistance test. Admittedly this is crude, but it
is better than the usual practice of taking the
zero-speed design floating condition. We do
not have measured results in addition to the
ones published with the kind permission of the
Duisburg Towing Tank. We share Prof.
Kajitani's wish for further details to validate our
computational procedures and hope that maybe
ITTC may provide in the future such data.

Propulsion test simulation is, I believe, a
challenging problem which seems to be yet at the
beginning stage. In this case, to check the dipping
at AP (usually measured at this station) seems to be
a good index whether the simulation is done well
or not. I appreciate very much your comments
about this including measured results.
AUTHORS' REPLY
The considered depth Froude number does not yet
lead to a considerable widening of the wave
contour angle. However, the method is capable of
capturing this phenomenon as demonstrated
previously for an inland water vessel at depth
Froude number 0.9 [16].
The sinkage is not very strongly affected by either
viscous effects or the towing force. However, the
remarks of Prof. Kajitani concerning their
influence on trim are qualitatively correct. The
towing force may be incorporated in the RSM but
no information for the experimental condition was
available. So we did not include this option.
Tentative initial computations for the deep-water
case showed only small influence of changing the
towing force between still-water line and propeller
height. The effect on trim is expected to increase
with shallow water. However, as far as pressures
on the channel bottom are concerned, the main
influence will be sinkage. As the computations are
already within the margin of uncertainty of the
experiments for sinkage and trim, we did not focus
our efforts on a further improvement of the method
in the ability to predict trim and sinkage.
We agree with Prof. Kajitani that we should focus
instead on improving the resistance prediction
which at present does not satisfy our expectations.
Small differences of trim and sinkage affect the
accuracy of the resistance prediction, especially for
shallow water.
So, in order to improve the
resistance prediction to the required degree, we
may need a free-surface RANSE solver with
sinkage and trim effect. As the problem of
insufficient resistance prediction is shared by many
other colleagues, it appears that we will need
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Shock Waves in Cloud Cavitation
C. Brennen, G. Reisman, Y.-C. Wang (California Institute of Technology, USA)

lead to very large localized pressure pulses. Here
we review how the radiated acoustic pulses depend
on the governing parameters such as the bubble
population density, the cavitation number and the
ratio of the bubble size to the cloud size.
Understanding such bubbly flow and shock wave
processes is important because these flow structures propagate the noise and produce the impulsive loads on nearby solid surfaces in a cavitating
flow. How these shocks are formed and propagate
in the much more complex cloud geometry associated with cavitating foils, propeller or pump blades
is presently not clear. However, by combining the
computational and experimental observations, we
suggest some specific mechanisms which may be
active in the dynamics and acoustics of these more
complex flows.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes experimental and computational investigations of the dynamics of clouds of
cavitation bubbles. Recent studies have confirmed
that the interactions between bubbles as they are
manifest in the dynamics of bubble clouds lead to
the generation of very large impulsive pressures
which, in turn, cause substantial enhancement of
the radiated noise and the material damage which
results from this form of cavitation.
The experimental program focuses on cloud cavitation formed on the suction surface of a hydrofoil,
both static and oscillating. Piezo-electric transducers mounted at a series of locations on the
suction surface measured very large positive pressure pulses with amplitudes of the order of tens
of atmospheres and with durations of the order of
tenths of milliseconds. Two distinct types of pressure pulse were identified from high-speed films:
"local pulses" which are registered by individual
transducers and appear to be associated with the
propagation of localized bubbly shocks and "global
pulses" which result from larger scale, coherent collapses of bubble clouds. The experiments investigate the effects of reduced frequency, cavitation
number and tunnel velocity on the magnitude of
these pressure pulses.
The computational component continues the
earlier work of Wang and Brennen (1, 2), which
presented numerical solutions of the growth and
collapse of a spherical cloud of bubbles. This confirmed the idea put forward by M0rch and his coworkers who speculated that collapse of the cloud
involved the formation of a bubbly shock wave on
the surface of the cloud and that inward propagation and geometric focussing of this shock would

1. NOMENCLATURE
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Radius of the bubble cloud
Initial radius of the bubble cloud
Chord length of foil (m)
Pressure coefficient, (p — p0)/^pU2
Minimum pressure coefficient
Reference body size
Frequency (Hz)
Acoustic impulse (Pa.s)
Reduced frequency, uic/2U
Fluid pressure (Pa)
Upstream reference pressure (Pa)
Radiated acoustic pressure (Pa)
Vapor pressure
Dimensionless Eulerian radial coordinate
Dimensionless Lagrangian coordinate

R
R0
t*
t
tp
T
U
Vbmax
a
a0
ß

(Chahine (19)) and continuum models which, for
example, analyzed the behavior of shock waves in
a bubbly liquid (Noordzij and van Wijngaarden
(20), Kameda and Matsumoto (21)) and identified the natural frequencies of spherical cloud of
bubbles (d'Agostino and Brennen (22))). Indeed
the literature on the linearized dynamics of clouds
of bubbles has grown rapidly (see, for example,
Omta (23), d'Agostino et al. (24, 25), Prosperetti
(26)). However, apart from some weakly non-linear
analyses (27, 28, 29) only a few papers have addressed the highly non-linear processes involved
during the collapse of a cloud of bubbles. Chahine
and Duraiswami (30) have conducted numerical
simulations using a number of discrete bubbles and
demonstrated how the bubbles on the periphery of
the cloud develop inwardly directed re-entrant jets.
However, most clouds contain many thousands of
bubbles and it therefore is advantageous to examine the non-linear behavior of continuum models.
Another perspective on the subject of collapsing
clouds was that introduced by M0rch, Kedrinskii
and Hanson (31, 32, 33). They speculated that
the collapse of a cloud of bubbles involves the formation and inward propagation of a shock wave
and that the geometric focusing of this shock at
the center of cloud creates the enhancement of
the noise and damage potential associated with
cloud collapse. Recently Wang and Brennen (1,
2) have used the mixture models employed earlier
by d'Agostino et al. (22, 24, 25) to study the nonlinear growth and collapse of a spherical cloud of
bubbles. A finite cloud of nuclei is subjected to a
temporary decrease in the ambient pressure which
causes the cloud to cavitate and then collapse. The
calculations clearly confirm the view of cloud collapse put forward by M0rch and his co-workers. In
the present paper, we present some further information from spherical cloud calculations.
How bubbly shocks are formed and propagate
in the much more complex and non-spherical geometries associated with cavitating foils, propeller
or pump blades is presently not very clear. The
present experiments have allowed identification of
some specific shock structures whose details remain
to be resolved and modelled.

Bubble radius
Initial radius of the bubble
Time (s)
Dimensionless time, Ut*/Ro
Duration of low pressure perturbation
Period of foil oscillation (s)
Reference velocity of the flow (m/s)
Maximum total volume of bubbles in
the cloud
Void fraction of the bubbly mixture
Initial void fraction of bubbly mixture
Cloud interaction parameter,

a0(l - aoMg/Äg
T)
p
a
fie
w
wn

Bubble population per unit liquid volume
Density of the liquid
Cavitation number, (po -Pv)l\pU2
Effective dynamic viscosity of the liquid
Foil oscillation frequency (rad/s)
Natural frequency of single bubbles

2. INTRODUCTION
In many cavitating flows of practical interest one
observes the periodic formation and collapse of a
"cloud" of bubbles. This temporal periodicity may
occur naturally as a result of bubble-filled vortical structures or it may be the response to a periodic disturbance imposed on the flow. Common
examples of imposed fluctuations are (a) the interaction between rotor and stator blades in a pump
or turbine or (b) the interaction between a ship's
propeller and the non-uniform wake created by
the hull. Much recent interest has focused on the
dynamics and acoustics of finite clouds of cavitation bubbles because of the very destructive effects
which are observed to occur when such clouds form
and collapse in a flow (see, for example, Knapp (3),
Bark and van Berlekom (4), Soyama et al. (5)).
Many authors such as Wade and Acosta (6), Bark
and van Berlekom (4), Shen and Peterson (7, 8),
Bark (9), Franc and Michel (10), Le et al. (11),
Kubota et al. (12, 13), Hart et al. (14), McKenney et al. (15), Reisman et al. (16) and de Lange
et al. (17) have studied the complicated flow patterns involved in the production and collapse of a
cavitating cloud on a hydrofoil.
Analytical studies of the dynamics of cavitation
clouds can be traced to the work of van Wijngaarden (18) who first attempted to model the behavior of a collapsing layer of bubbly fluid next to a
solid wall. Later investigators explored numerical
methods which incorporate the individual bubbles

3. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes an experimental investigation of the large unsteady and impulsive pressures
which are experienced on the suction surface of a
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4. PROCEDURE

hydrofoil as a result of cloud cavitation. Both stationary and oscillating foils are studied Earlier
measurements of noise produced by cloud cavitation are characterized by pressure pulses of very
short duration and large magnitude (4, 7, 8, 9, 11,
15, 16). Previous experiments in the present series
have described measurements of the acoustic signature of the cavitating cloud and related that to
the observations of the unsteady cavitation (15);
we have also explored the dependence of the sound
magnitude on the cavitation number, <x, reduced
frequency, k, and total air content (16).

The experiments were conducted in the Low
Turbulence Water Tunnel (LTWT) at Caltech, a
closed-circuit facility with test section dimensions
of 30.5cmx 30.5cmx 2.5m (35). A modified NACA
0021 hydrofoil (thickness increased between the
mid-chord and the trailing edge) with a rectangular
planform, a chord of 15.2cm and a span of 17.5cm,
was reflection-plane mounted in the floor of the test
section as described in Hart et al. (14). A 750w DC
motor is connected to the foil by a four-bar linkage
such that it oscillates in pitch about an axis near
the center of pressure, 0.38 of a chord from the
leading edge. The mean angle of attack, the oscillation amplitude and frequency (up to 50Hz) are
adjustable. An optical shaft encoder mounted to
the DC motor provides a digital signal which was
used to correlate the foil motion with the acoustic
measurements and the high speed movies.
The unsteady pressures generated by the cavitation on the hydrofoil were measured by several transducers. A PCB model HS113A21 piezoelectric pressure transducer (bandwidth 100kHz,
face diameter 3mm) was mounted flush with the
floor of the test section, 5cm downstream of the
trailing edge of the foil (this is later denoted by
#F). Another HS113A21 transducer was mounted
in the tunnel ceiling at approximately the same
axial location. Four PCB model 105B02 pressure transducers (bandwidth 50kHz) were recessmounted inside the foil at locations 26% span from
the foil root and 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% chord
from the leading edge (denoted respectively by
#1 through #4). By driving a transmitting hydrophone with a voltage impulse, the resonant frequencies of the transducer cavities were determined
to be about 35kHz. These values are in good
agreement with the Helmholtz resonant frequency
of 38kHz calculated for the recess. Great care was
taken to avoid the presence of air bubbles in the
cavities and the impulse response testing was able
to confirm their absence by detecting any change
in the cavity resonant frequency. All data taken by
the foil transducers was digitally low pass filtered
at 20kHz to avoid any effect of cavity resonance.
The transmitting hydrophone was also used along
with a second receiving hydrophone to confirm the
manufacturer's calibration of the foil transducers.
The output signals from all six transducers were
low pass filtered at 45kHz (to avoid aliasing) and
recorded digitally at a sampling rate of 100kHz.
A good measure of the magnitude of the collapse
pulses contained in the transducer output is the

The present experiments used piezo-electric
transducers to measure unsteady pressures at four
locations along the chord of the foil and at two
locations along the walls of the tunnel test section. These transducers measured very large positive pressure pulses with amplitudes of the order
of tens of atmospheres and with durations of the
order of tenths of milliseconds.
Two distinct types of pressure pulse were identified. "Local" pulses occurred at a single transducer location and were randomly distributed in
position and time; several local impulses could be
recorded by each transducer during an oscillation
cycle. On the other hand, "global" impulses were
registered by all the transducers almost simultaneously. Correlation of the transducer output with
high speed movies of the cavitation revealed that
they were produced by a large scale collapse of the
bubble cloud. The location of the global impulses
relative to the foil oscillation impulses was quite repeatable and produced substantial far-field noise.
The high speed movies also showed that the local impulses were caused both by crescent-shaped
regions of low void fraction and by small bubbly
structures. These regions appear to be bounded
by bubbly shock waves which are associated with
the large pressure pulses.
The paper also quantifies the effect of reduced
frequency, cavitation number and tunnel velocity
on the strength of the pressure pulses by presenting
the acoustic impulse for a range of flow conditions.
The reduced frequency is an important parameter
in the determination of the total impulse level and
the local and global pulse distribution. Large impulses are present on the foil surface even at cavitation numbers which do not result in large levels of
acoustic radiation or global impulse. The total impulse increases almost universally with increasing
tunnel velocity.
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acoustic impulse, / (36, 37), defined as the area
under the pulse or

1*

Pa(t)dt

(1)

where t\ and <2 are obtained from a threshold crossing method to identify the beginning and end of the
pulse. A threshold of 20kPa was used for the floor
and ceiling transducers while 2Q0kPa was used for
the foil surface transducers.
High speed movies with a framing rate of 500/ps
were taken to assist in the Interpretation of the
pressure transducer output. These movies were
synchronized with the unsteady pressure measurements by triggering a timing light simultaneously
with data acquisition commencement.
The data presented here were obtained from 40
samples at each operating condition where a single sample is defined by either one oscillation cycle
or a 0.066s time period in the case of the static
foil experiments. The mean angle of attack was
5°, the oscillation amplitude was 5°. The foil was
fixed at an angle of attack of 5° during the static
foil experiments. Experiments were performed at
cavitation numbers of 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05, at tunnel velocities of 7.5m/s, 8m/s and 8.5m/s and at
reduced frequencies of 0, 0.76, 1.00 and 1.22. The
total air content was was 9.3ppm for the oscillating foil experiments and 8.2ppm for the static foil
experiments.

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

TIME, sec
Figure 1: Typical transducer output during a single foil oscillation cycle. The top four traces are
from the foil surface transducers and are numbered
from the leading edge. The bottom signal is from
the transducer mounted in the tunnel floor. The
vertical axis scale is 1 MPa/div. for the foil surface
transducers and 100 kPa/div. for the floor transducer. This typical data is for a = 0.95, k = 0.78,
U = 8m/s.

far field measurements are affected by both the directional dependence of the ceiling transducer and
the tunnel test section acoustics, it is clear that
there are order of magnitude differences in the amplitudes of the pulses measured on the foil, near the
cavitating region and in the far field, respectively.
The low frequency variation present in the signal
prior to the 0.025s mark and after the 0.05s mark
was also observed at high cavitation numbers when
the foil was fully wetted. This part of the signal
is probably the result of stresses in the foil which
are communicated through the transducer casings.
This speculation is supported by the virtually instantaneous propagation of the low frequency disturbance and by the observation of similar signals
even when the foil was oscillating in air.
Two different types of pressure pulses were identified and can be illustrated by figure 1. The pulses
occurring before the 0.04s mark are randomly distributed in time and space and are not repeated
from cycle to cycle. We refer to these as local
pulses. The pulses located between the 0.04s and
0.05s marks occur virtually simultaneously, are of

6. CAVITATION STRUCTURE
A typical set of output signals from the transducers is shown in figure 1 which represents a single foil oscillation cycle with the origin corresponding to the maximum angle of attack. The output
signals are characterized by very large amplitude
pressure pulses of very short duration. As exemplified by figure 1, the magnitudes of these pulses
are of the order of tens of atmospheres with typical
durations of the order of tenths of milliseconds. As
previously described by Reisman et al. (16), the
radiated acoustic pressure also contains pressure
pulses which are illustrated by the bottom trace in
figure 1. The magnitude of these pulses measured
by the transducer in the tunnel floor is only on the
order of one atmosphere. The closest approximation to the far field pressure is that measured by the
transducer in the ceiling of the tunnel test section;
this also contains impulses, but these pulses were
of less than lOkPa in amplitude. Although these
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1. Travelling Bubble
Cavitation

3.

5.

Re-entrant Jet

Local Pulse
Phenomena

2.

the leading edge of the foil. This re-entrant jet
mechanism was first described by Knapp (3) and
further explored in the work of Lush and Skipp
(38), Kubota et al. (13), and de Lange et al. (17).
The current observations, however, indicate that
the process which occurs after the passage of the reentrant jet is critical since the large pressure pulses
are detected after the jet has reached the foil leading edge. The re-entrant jet breaks up the attached
sheet cavity into a bubbly mixture which detaches
from the foil surface and accelerates downstream.
Local disturbances in the bubbly mixture are then
observed and these structures have been correlated
with the production of local pressure pulses, as explained in further detail below. Finally, the remains of the sheet cavity form a cloud of bubbles
that undergo a coherent collapse as they are convected downstream. As shown later in this paper,
this collapse results in only a slight change in the
cloud radius but a large change in void fraction
which propagates from the cloud perimeter to the
cloud center.

Maximum
Cavity Length

4. Bubbly Mixture

Three specific intervals during the oscillation cycle are indicated in figure 1. Time interval A contains a local pulse in foil surface transducer #3.
The cause of this pulse can be deduced from the
high speed movie frames in figure 3. The downstream edge of the crescent shaped region of low
void fraction indicated by the arrow passes over
transducer #3 between the two frames. The existence of this type of transient flow structure is
a common occurrence during the detachment of
a cavitation cloud from a sheet cavity as noted
by Shen and Peterson (7), Bark (9), and McKenney and Brennen (15). Examination of other high
speed movies indicates the presence of a local pulse
whenever the downstream edge of such a low void
fraction structure passes over a transducer, and
this observation is consistent with those of Shen
and Peterson (7). The transducer located near the
trailing edge is an exception to this rule, but the
cavitating region might be separated from the foil
surface at this location. The boundaries of these
low void fraction regions are observed to move either in the upstream or downstream direction relative to the bubbly flow as the region expands.
We emphasize that the crescent-shaped regions and
their associated pressure pulse were observed with
both the stationary and oscillating foil.

6. Global Pulse
Phenomena

Figure 2: Cavitation structures observed during a
single oscillation cycle. The angle of attack increases from sketch 1 to a maximum at sketch 2
and then decreases to a minimum at sketch 5.
higher amplitude and are repeated each cycle. We
refer to these as global pulses; they produced substantial far-field noise and the location of the global
impulses relative to the foil oscillation was quite repeatable.
The distinction between these two types of pressure pulse can be further elucidated by examining
the high speed movies. These movies indicate that
local pulses are caused by local disturbances in the
cavitation structure while global pulses are generated by a larger scale cloud cavitation collapse.
The various stages of the cavitation observed
during a single oscillation cycle are depicted in figure 2. Inception occurs in the tip vortex and is
soon followed by travelling bubble cavitation in the
area of Cpm,n. As the angle of attack increases, the
bubbles coalesce into a single attached cavitation
sheet which attains its maximum length as the angle of attack reaches a maximum. At this point, a
re-entrant liquid jet penetrates the attached cavity
from the downstream edge and propagates toward

Time interval B and the corresponding movie
frames of figure 4 contain a second kind of local
pulse phenomena. The local pulse in the output
from transducer #1 corresponds to the passage of
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Figure 3: Crescent shaped flow structure of low
void fraction. Consecutive high speed movie frames
taken during time interval A of figure 1.

Figure 4: Local pulse generated by a small bubbly
structure. Consecutive high speed movie frames
taken during time interval B of figure 1.

the upstream boundary of a local cavitation cloud
indicated by the arrow in figure 4. Other movie and
pressure data also show the presence of a local pulse
when the upstream edge of a small bubbly structure passes the transducer. These local structures
are created when the sheet cavity detaches from
the foil. As with the first type of local pulse, this
second type is observed during a transition from
a region of high void fraction to a region of low
void fraction. The transitions which cause both
types of local pulses are discrete and geometrically
coherent.

by all of the foil transducers and the transducer located in the tunnel floor. It should be noted that
this cloud collapse is similar to that calculated by
Wang and Brennen (1, 2) in that it does not involve large changes in the overall dimensions of the
cloud; rather collapse involves large changes in the
void fraction within the cloud.
A typical set of output signals from the transducers during the static foil experiments is shown
in figure 6. The magnitude of the observed pulses
is much lower than those measured while the foil
was oscillating; they were typically only a few atmospheres in amplitude. There was a substantial reduction in the radiated noise, and only local
events were observed. No global pulses were produced when the foil was stationary. The shedding
of bubble clouds from the downstream edge of the
attached cavity was not characterized by any par-

Region C of figure 1 and the frames of figure 5
are representative of a global pulse. The cavitation cloud just upstream of the foil trailing edge
undergoes a rapid and complete collapse between
the two frames of figure 5. The collapse of this
region radiates a pressure pulse which is detected
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Figure 6: Typical transducer output during static
foil experiments. The top four traces are from
the transducers mounted on the foil and are numbered from the leading edge. The bottom signal is
from the transducer mounted in the tunnel floor.
The vertical axis scale is 500 kPa/div. for the foil
surface transducers and 50 kPa/div. for the floor
transducer. This typical data is for an angle of
attack of 5°, a = 0.85, U = 8m/s.

Figure 5: Global cloud collapse. Consecutive high
speed movie frames taken during time interval C
of figure 1.
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ticular frequency; rather the clouds were detached
in a continuous process.
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7. IMPULSE MEASUREMENTS
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The experimental results depicted in figures 7
through 11 illustrate the variation of the average
acoustic impulses with reduced frequency, cavitation number and tunnel velocity for both the static
and the oscillating foil. In each figure the calculated impulses are presented for both the global
and local pressure pulses detected by the four foil
mounted transducers and the transducer located in
the tunnel test section floor. Each average acoustic
impulse presented in the figures is based on data
collected during 40 individual foil oscillation cycles.
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Figure 7: Effect of the reduced frequency, k, on the
impulse, /. Data for a = 0.95 and U — 8m/'s.

Figure 7 illustrates the variation in the magnitudes of the local and global impulses with reduced
frequency at a constant cavitation number, a, and
tunnel velocity, U. Note that, with the exception
of #2 at k — 1.22, the magnitudes of the local
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Figure 9: Effect of the cavitation number, <r, on
the impulse, I. Data for the oscillating foil with
k = 0.76 and U = 8m/s.

Figure 8: Effect of cavitation number, a, on the
impulse, 7. Data for the static foil at an angle of
attack of 5° and U = 8m/s.

occurring in the middle of the cavitation number
range. A similar effect was detected in the radiated impulses by McKenney and Brennen (15) and
Reisman et al. (16), but the occurrence of cloud
cavitation in the present experiments is more sensitive to changes in a, perhaps due to the larger
thickness of the present foil.
It is important to note that extremely large local pressure pulses occur at cavitation numbers
which do not produce global shocks. An average
local acoustic impulse in excess of 0.025fcPa.s is
observed on #2 in figure 9 at v — 0.85. This
flow condition is characterized by sheet cavitation
which extends well beyond the trailing edge of the
foil and does not produce large radiated pressure
pulses outside of the cavitating region.
Both with the static foil and with the oscillating
foil (at high cavitation numbers), large local impulses occur on the foil surface without any substantial radiated impulse being registered by the
floor transducer. This suggests that significant
cloud cavitation damage could occur on a foil which
is not exhibiting large acoustic radiation. Conversely, global pulses always produce subtantial radiated noise which is registered by the floor transducer.
The effects of the magnitude of the tunnel velocity are illustrated in figures 10 and 11 for the
static and oscillating foils, respectively (in the latter case, since the foil oscillation frequency was
held constant at 12.7Hz, there is also a small variation in the reduced frequency as the tunnel velocity changes). With the static foil, the local impulses increase rapidly with increasing velocity as
one would expect since cavitation noise normally
scales with the velocity raised to some large power.

impulses are quite independent of the reduced frequency and are therefore similar for the static and
oscillating foils. On the other hand global impulses
are virtually non-existent with the static foil under
the conditions of figure 7. On the oscillating foil,
there appears to be a broad range of reduced frequencies around unity in which the coherent collapses associated with global pulses are triggered.
As seen in figure 7, there also appear to be specific frequencies like k - 0.76 and k = 1.22 which
seem to produce the maximum global impulses.
This general pattern of variation with reduced frequency is similar to that seen in the radiated noise
by McKenney and Brennen (15) and Reisman et
al. (16); note that the radiated noise measured by
the floor transducer is only substantial when global
pulses are present. We also note from figure 7 that
the spatial distribution of the measured impulses
is similar for all reduced frequencies; they tend to
be larger at mid-chord where the sheet cavitation
breaks up and collapses.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the variations in the
impulses with the cavitation number, a, for the
static and oscillating foils, respectively. With the
static foil the local impulses appear rather suddenly when a is reduced below about 1.00. The
largest impulses occur near transducer #2, close
to the cavity closure region; however, as <r is decreased to 0.85 the values at #3 increase as the
cavitation collapse extends to that location. Le et
al. (1993) also noted that the largest pulses on
their static foil occurred near cavity closure.
When the foil is oscillating, the global impulses
produced are also very sensitive to changes in cavitation number with the largest global impulses
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Figure 12: Speed of propagation and location of
the origin of the global pressure pulses. Data for
<r = 0.95, ik = 0.76, U = 8m/s.
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and the floor transducer) it was possible to extract some information on the location of the origin of the global pulses and on the speed of propagation of that pulse. This was accomplished by
measuring the time intervals between peak occurances in the transducer outputs for 41 events observed at one particular flow condition. The results of these calculations are shown in figure 12.
The bar graphs represent the speeds of propagation between neighbouring transducers as calculated from the observed time intervals (the one on
the right is the calculated speed between #4 and
the floor transducer, #F). In all cases, the propagation speeds are a fraction of the sonic speed in
either the pure liquid or pure vapor phase. The
speeds calculated for the first two intervals are approximately 3.5 times as fast as those measured
for the two downstream intervals. This difference
is consistent with the void fraction distribution observed immediately after global cloud collapse. As
shown in figure 2 and the photographs, the void
fraction increases sharply downstream of the third
foil transducer since the sheet cavtiation remains
have been carried away from the leading edge of
the foil prior to the global cloud collapse.
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Figure 11: Effect of the tunnel velocity, U, on the
impulse, I. Data for er = 0.95 and 0.72 < k < 0.81.
Note again the predominance of events near transducer #2. The imposition of oscillation changes
this pattern. Note in figure 11, that the total impulse increases as the tunnel velocity is increased
at constant er. This occurs at every measuring location with the single exception of the value measured by the #2 transducer at U — 8.5m/s. The almost universal increase is primarily due to a growth
in the global acoustic impulse. Unlike the behavior with the static foil, the local impulse magnitudes remain fairly constant as the tunnel velocity
is changed.

The approximate origins of the global pulses
were calculated by noting which transducer registered the earliest global pulse. The results of this
tabulation are depicted by the line in figure 12.
The global pulses most frequently originated near
the fourth foil transducer; this is consistent with
the high speed movie observations.

8. GLOBAL PULSE
PROPAGATION
By examining the time delays in the global pulse
signals from the five transducers (four foil surface
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20°C with a velocity of U = 10m/s. An effective
liquid viscosity, fie, is employed in the RayleighPlesset equation in order to model all the contributions to the bubble damping (39). The cloud
is assumed to originate from a cloud of nuclei in
equilibrium and to be convected through a simple
sinsoidal pressure depression whose depth is.given
by Cpmin and whose duration is defined by tp (consequently the length, D, of the low pressure region
is given by D — Utp). Results were obtained for
various cavitation numbers, <r, and initial void fractions, a0; other important paramters are A0/R0,
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The characteristic cloud dynamics were found
to be strongly dependent on the "cloud interaction" parameter, ß = a0(l - a0)A20/Rl. When
ß > 1, that is at larger void fraction, bubble
growth is severely restrained due to the strong bubble/bubble interaction effect. Under these circumstances the bubble growth rate within the cloud is
quite uniform and all bubbles away from a nearsurface region grow to about the same maximum
size, as illustrated in figure 14.

Figure 13: Schematic of a spherical bubble cloud.

9. THEORETICAL ANALYSES
We turn now to some results obtained by studying the dynamics and acoustics of cavitating clouds
of bubbles. The investigations incorporate the interactive effects that the cavitating bubbles have
on themselves and on the pressure and velocity of
the liquid flow by coupling the conventional mass
and momentum equations for the flow with the
Rayleigh-Plesset equation for the bubble radius.
The model is non-barotropic but homogeneous and
neglects, for simplicity, the relative motion between
the bubbles and the liquid. The basic equations are
same as those used earlier by d'Agostino and Brennen (22, 24, 25) except that all the nonlinear terms
are retained.

Figure 14 presents typical bubble time histories
for ß > 1 at various Lagrangian locations within
the cloud, from the surface, r0 = AQ, to the cloud
center, r0 = 0. The shielding of the interior bubbles by the outer shell of bubbles is readily apparent in these results (see also 23, 25, 30). Note the
formation and inward propagation of a shock wave
whose typical structure is illustrated in figure 15.
This structure which involves a series of rebounds
and secondary collapses, is very similar to that
of the gas/liquid shocks investigated by Noordij
and van Wijngaarden (20) and Kameda and Matsumoto (21). The pressure pulse increases in amplitude as the shock propagates inwards and is focussed geometrically. Thus the pulse is large when
the shock reaches the center of the cloud. The time
history of the radius of the cloud is shown in figure 16. Note that, unlike single bubbles, the cloud
radius, A(t), only decreases to a size marginally
smaller than its equilibrium size during the collapse
process.
On the other hand, when ß is of order
unity or less, the bubbles tend to behave as they
would in an infinite fluid and, as illustrated in figure 17 (for which ß « 3), the behaviour of the cloud
is quite different under these circumstances. Then
collapse occurs first at the cloud center and propagates out as an innocous expansion wave. The resulting acoustic impulse is much smaller than when
ß > 1. Other parameters such as the ratio of initial bubble size to cloud size, RQ/AQ, and the ratio

10. DYNAMICS OF A SPHERICAL
CLOUD
We examine the dynamics of a spherical cloud of
bubbles in an unbounded liquid which is at rest at
infinity (figure 13). The pure liquid is assumed incompressible, with a density PL- Since relative motion and the mass transfer between the two phases
are neglected, it follows that if the population of
bubbles per unit liquid volume, 77, within the cloud,
is uniform initially and if there is no coalescence
or break-up then 77 is both constant and uniform
within the cloud.
Some typical numerical results for the response
of the spherical cloud are shown in figures 14
through and 18. These assume the properties typical of R0 = 100/jm bubbles in a water flow at
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Figure 16: The time history of the dimensionless
cloud radius, A/RQ (dashed line), and the far field
cloud acoustic noise (solid line) for the case of figure 14.

Figure 14: The time history of the dimensionless
bubble size at five different positions in the cloud;
r0 = 0 (dash-dot-dot line), r0 = 0.5J40 (dashed
line), r0 = 0.7A0 (dash-dot line), r0 = Q.9A0 (dotted line), and ro = AQ (solid line). Parameters used
-0.75, a0 = 3%, A0 = 100,
are a = 0.45, C,pmm
and D/Ao = 5 (corresponds to tp = 500).
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Figure 17: The time history of the dimensionless
bubble size at five different positions in the cloud;
rQ = 0 (dash-dot-dot line), r0 = 0.3A0 (dotted
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Figure 15: The bubble size distribution and pressure coefficient in the cloud as a function of the
cloud radius at the dimensionless time, t = 733.56,
for the case of figure 14.

from the volumetric acceleration of the cloud using
2
Pa(t) = -p" A (t)

of the initial cloud size to the dimension of the low
pressure region, Ao/D, were exercised in order to
explore the range of possible phenomena.
Wang and Brennen (1, 2) also examined the
acoustic consequences of the shock wave. The normalized acoustic far-field noise, pa, was calculated

dA(t)
d2A(t)
+ 2A(t)(
dt
dt2

(2)

where the normalizing length scale was chosen to
be the length of the low pressure region, D. The
first shock focus, which induces a large volumetric
acceleration in the far-field cause a very large peak
in the radiated acoustic noise as illustrated in figure
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Figure 19: The impulse of the normalized far field
acoustic noise correlated with the normalized maximum total volume of bubbles in the cloud at different ratios of the length scale of the low pressure perturbation to the initial radius of the cloud,
D/A0, (31.25 = solid A, 15.625 = +, 10 = O, 5 =
solid D, 3.125= x, 1 = A, 0.5 = •).

16. The magnitudes of the subsequent peaks in
each cloud collapse and rebound cycle may decay
rapidly or slowly, depending on the collapse mode
of the cloud. After several cycles, the cloud begins
to oscillate at its natural frequency (22, 25).
A typical non-dimensional power spectral density of the acoustic noise is shown as a function of
dimensionless frequency in figure 18. This spectrum exhibits the f~2 behavior for the frequency
range below 0.25 (25kHz) which is typical of cavitation noise (see, for example, Arakeri and Shangumanathan (40), Blake et al. (41)). Other cases
exhibited a f~n behavior with n in the range of
0.5 —»■ 2. Some spectra also have large peaks at
the natural frequency of the cloud and its higher
harmonics. These are contributed by the regular
oscillations of the cloud which can occur toward
the end of the collapse and rebound process. In
the case of figure 18, the first natural frequency
of cloud is about 0.02 (2kHz) whereas the natural
frequency of a single bubble in the cloud is 0.158

Thus it would appear that an understanding of
the collapse shock dynamics and acoustics has important consequences and implications for the scaling of cloud cavitation noise and damage.

11. CAVITATION CLOUD
COLLAPSE
Thus we have seen how a shock wave develops as
part of the non-linear collapse of a spherical cloud
of cavitation bubbles. The focusing of shock produces very high pressures at the center of the cloud
and then causes rebound of the cloud. The volumetric acceleration induces a large pulse in the farfield noise. Moreover, there are further but weaker
shocks which arrive at the center and thus produce
a train of acoustic impulses which, eventually, lead
to a regular oscillation of the cloud at the first cloud
natural frequency. These results suggest that shock
focusing may be one of the major mechanisms for
the enhanced noise and damage potential associated with cloud cavitation.
The characteristic cloud dynamics are shown
to be strongly dependent on the parameter ß =
Q*O(1 - a0)Al/Ro where a0 is the initial void fraction, Ao is the initial cloud radius and Ro is the
initial bubble radius. Two modes of collapse have
been identified. At large values of this parameter, the collapse involves the formation of an inward propagating shock wave which initially forms

(IbMHz).
The acoustic impulses (see equation (1)) from
calculations using a wide variety of parameter
choices (45 permutations) are found to be linearly
correlated with the maximum total volume of the
bubbles in the cloud normalized by the length of
the low pressure perturbation, Vjmaa;/(0.5D)3, as
shown in figure 19. However, we should note that
Vbmax/(0-5D)3 decreases with increasing cavitation
number and with increase in the initial void fraction, (*o.
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(3.25°) were significantly less than those of the current experiments. Also, the transducers used by
Shen and Peterson (7) had a bandwidth of only
2kHz. The short duration impulses measured in
our experiments have a broadband frequency content with substantial contributions above 2kHz.
The radiated pulse magnitudes measured by
Bark (9) and Bark and van Berlekom (4) were
on the order of tens of kPa, but these were measured off the foil surface. These are similar to
our far field measurements but are significantly
smaller than the impulse amplitudes measured by
the transducer mounted in our water tunnel floor.
This reduction in amplitude may be attributed
to the significantly lower velocities of the Bark
and van Berlekom experiments which were performed at hm/s. It should be noted that our surface pressure measurements are several orders of
magnitude lower than the massive impulses observed by Avellan and Farhat (34) which averaged
900MPa in amplitude with extreme values as high
as 2200MPa.
High speed movies indicated the presence of a
re-entrant jet which, as previously described by
Knapp (3) and a number of recent investigators,
penetrates the sheet cavity as the cavity reaches
its maximum length. The jet then breaks the cavity into a bubbly mixture which detaches from the
foil surface. In the present study, pressure pulses
of either type were only detected after the passage
of the re-entrant jet.
Furthermore, an examination of the movies led
to the identification of two distinct types of pressure pulses. "Local" pulses, which are registered
by a single transducer, are randomly distributed in
time and space and are not repeated from cycle to
cycle. Local pulses are caused at a given transducer
location by the passage of either crescent-shaped
regions of low void fraction or small bubbly structures. In either case, they are observed during a
transition from a region of high void fraction to a
region of low void fraction. The crescent-shaped
regions are similar to the "depressions in the cavity surface" noted by Shen and Peterson (7) and
the "deep inward buckling of the cavity interface"
observed by Bark (9). The discrete boundaries of
the crescent-shaped regions and the motion of these
boundaries relative to the bubbly flow suggest that
these boundaries are bubbly shock waves. The collapse of vapor bubbles within these waves could
explain the large pressure impulses measured on
the foil surface.
On the other hand, "global" pulses, which occur

at the surface of the cloud. This shock dominates
this first mode of collapse and strengthens rapidly
due to geometric focusing and the coupling of the
bubble dynamics with the flow. In this mode, a
large pulse in the far-field noise is produced by the
arrival of the shock at the cloud center. Moreover,
there are further but weaker shocks which arrive
at the center and thus produce a train of acoustic impulses which, eventually, leads into a regular
oscillation of the cloud at the first cloud natural
frequency.
A different mode of collapse;'occurs at low values
of/?. Then the shielding effects of the outer bubbles
causes the bubbles in the core of the cloud to grow
to a smaller maximum size and to collapse first.
This creates an outward moving collapse front and
a very different mode of collapse than occurs at
high /?. At intermediate values, we observe cases
where collapse first occurs at an intermediate radius and collapse fronts then propagate both outward and inward from this location.
We have also correlated the far-field acoustic impulse produced in all these cases with the parameters of the problem. It was found that the impulse
is strongly correlated with the maximum total volume of bubbles in the cloud. Moreover, this total
volume decreases with increasing cavitation number and with increasing void fraction. It also varies
with D/A0 where D is the typical length of the low
pressure perturbation.

12. DISCUSSION
This paper has examined the large positive pressure impulses which occur on the surface of a hydrofoil during cloud cavitation; both static and oscillating foils were investigated. The pulses were
shown to have magnitudes on the order of tens of
atmospheres with typical durations of the order of
tenths of milliseconds. Pressure pulses of similar
magnitude were observed by Le et al. (11), who
measured pulse magnitudes of up to 7 MPa on a
stationary foil at a = 0.81, U = 12m/s and an
angle of attack of 4.8°. Their experiments used
flush-mounted transducers with face diameters of
lmm and bandwidths over 300kHz.
However, these pulse magnitudes are significantly greater than those measured by Shen and
Peterson (7) who detected pulses with magnitudes comparable to the dynamic pressure, (up to
WOkPa). There are at least two explanations for
this discrepancy. Both the amplitude of foil oscillation (up to 1.55°) and the mean angle of attack
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due to the larger value of ß.
Of course, most clouds are far from spherical.
But, nevertheless the collapse of all or part of
non-spherical clouds will produce points at which
shock waves focus to produce large radiated pulses.
However, it is not currently clear what threedimensional forms the propagating shocks might
take in the highly non-uniform bubbly environments which occur in real flows. The experimental observations do suggest that the bubbly region
near the surface may act as a wave-guide for the
propagation of the crescent-shaped shock structures associated with local impulses. But much
clearly remains to be understood regarding these
structures and their consequences.

almost simultaneously on all four transducers, are
of higher amplitude, radiate substantial far field
noise and are repeated at the same point of each
oscillation cycle. Global pulses are caused by large
scale cloud cavitation collapse and were not observed on the static foil.
By calculating the acoustic impulse, a quantitative measure of the effect of reduced frequency, k,
cavitation number, a, and tunnel velocity on the
strength of the pressure pulses was obtained. The
reduced frequency is an important parameter in the
determination of the total impulse level and the local and global pulse distribution. The cavitation
number has a significant effect on the global impulse strength, but large impulses are still present
on the foil surface at values of a where acoustic radiation is minimal and global pulses are rare or
non-existent. The changes with tunnel velocity
were significantly different for the stationary and
oscillating foils. The local impulses on the stationary foil increased greatly with tunnel velocity and
the global impulses on the oscillating foil did likewise. However, the local impulses on the oscillating
foil did not change so dramatically with tunnel velocity. We also note that the spatial distribution of
the impulse measurements, while highly influenced
by the cavitation number, are virtually independent of the reduced frequency and tunnel velocity.
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Asymptotic Solution of the Flow Problem and Estimate of
Delay of Cavitation Inception for a Hydrofoil with a Jet Flap
K. Rozhdestvensky, I. Belousov
(St. Petersburg State Marine Technical University, Russia)

ABSTRACT
In the present paper the method of matched
asymptotic expansions is applied to treat the flow
problem for a hydrofoil of arbitrary aspect ratio with
a jet flap in the case of small magnitudes of the jet
momentum coefficient. In the nearfield, i.e. in the
vicinity of the trailing edge with a jet flap, the problem is reduced to a two-dimensional one. The relevant system of integro-differential equations, governing the local flow, is solved by means of Carleman inversion formulae and Mellin transforms.
It is shown that for practical case of small jet momentum coefficients the farfield asymptotics of the
local solution contains a square root singularity of
hydrodynamic loading at the trailing edge, which
is compatible with the "saddle-backed" character of
the loading for a jet flapped wing observed in experiments. The matching principle not only prompts
the increase of loading near the jet flapped trailing
edge in inverse proportion to the square root of the
distance from the edge, but also enables to express
the strength of this singularity in terms of the jet
deflection and momentum coefficient in corresponding cross sections of the wing spanwise. The outer
description of the flow has been obtained through
superposition of appropriate nonhomogeneous and
homogeneous solutions of the integral equation of
linear lifting surface theory. In case of the jet flap
at the trailing edge the matching principle results in
an additional condition, which plays the same role
as a standard Kutta-Zhukovsky condition for a lifting surface without jet flap. Results are presented,
illustrating dependence of the lift coefficient on the
jet deflection angle and momentum coefficient, as
well as upon the wing's

aspect ratio.In order to evaluate possibility of delay of cavitation inception minimum pressure diagrams are plotted with "edge branches" obtained
from the local flow problem for the rounded edge and
"bottom branches"- from linear theory with account
of both lifting and thickness effects. Results are presented which show that for the same magnitude of
the lift coefficient cavitation inception occurs later
for the case of the lift induced by the jet flap as
compared to the case of the incidence induced lift.

1. Introduction
The jet flap, formed by a high-speed jet of air or
water injected from the trailing edge of the lifting
surface, represents one of the effective devices of
lift control accompanied by a drag reduction due
to longitudinal component of the jet momentum,
[1]. The possibility to increase lift by means of jet
flap was demonstrated by Hagern and Ruden (1938)
in Germany. However, this demonstration did not
evoke any interest until more extensive research
work had been made at the National Gas Tirbine
Institute. Comprehensive survey of the evolution of
this technical concept in historical retrospective can
be found in [2]. Other aspects of application of the
jet flap have been revealed and reported, concerning the possibility to delay cavitation inception for
hydrofoils. As indicated in [3], application of the jet
flap may become practical in development of high
speed hydrofoil ships of large displacement of the
order of 1,000 - 1,300 tonnes designed in the range
of cruise speeds of 65 - 70 knots. The so called "law
of square - cube" states that with increase of the
ship's dimensions its weight increases in proportion
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to the cube of its length, whereas for a given lift coefficient, the area of the lifting surfaces should be
increased as a square of the ship's length. Therefore, to provide dynamic support of large hydrofoil
ship one needs either to disproportionally increase
the area of hydrofoils, or to increase the magnitude
of the lift coefficient. The former measure results in
heavy and "clumsy" hydrofoils whereas the latter
measure normally requires an augmentation of the
adjusted angle of attack and , consequently, leads to
reduction of the speed range of noncavitating flow
regime. Utilization of the jet flap, as follows from
the article of Kaplan [3], allows to gain the same increment of lift as for the incidence induced lift case
with diminution of the leading edge suction due to
transition to the "saddle-backed" loading distribution. Kaplan and Goodman explored possibilities
of utilization of jet flapped wings as anti- pitching devices, [4]. The same authors carried out experiments in water tunnel on symmetric hydrofoils
with measurement of the lift and drag, estimation
of required power and measurement of velocity distribution across the jet, [4], In addition, Kaplan
and Lehman conducted measurements of unsteady
forces acting upon a wing due to unsteady variation of the jet deflection angle, in view of possible
application to control surfaces of a submarine, [5].
One of the features of the flow problem for a lifting surface with a jet flap consists in a necessity
to fulfil kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions upon the jet, the form of which is not known
in advance. The important step in development
of mathematical model of a jet flapped wmg had
been made by Spence in his research work [6],
where the jet behind the wing was treated as a surface of tangential discontinuity, possessing a finite
momentum and capable of withstanding pressure
jump. In this and following publications [7], [8]
,[9] and [10]. Spence gave detailed analysis of the
two-dimensional flow problem. Using linear theory,
he replaced the wing and the jet by an equivalent
vortex layer, distributed along the semi-infinite cut
and subject to tangency condition on the foil as
well as to kinematic and dynamic conditions upon
the jet. The latter has been written as the requirement of proportionality of the pressure difference
across the jet to its longitudinal curvature. The resulting mixed boundary problem had been solved
by Spence.at first with use of Fourier expansions
[6] and later on by means of the Mellin transform,
[10]. Theoretical results of Spence are in fair agreement with experimental data up to sufficienly large
magnitudes of the jet deflection angle of the order of
60°, which confirms the adequacy of the mathematical model of infinitely thin jet. Kuchemann [11]
extended the approach of Spence to the case of the
foil of small thickness and was able to calculate not

only the lift, but also pressure distributions on the
upper and lower surfaces of the winng with jet flap.
His calculated results confirmed that a typical loading distribution along the wing with a jet flap has
a "saddle-backed" character with maxima both near
the leading edge and the jet flap. The said loading
distribution is essentually different from that for
the foil without jet flap at an angle of attack. For
the latter case there is only one peak of hydrodynamic loading near the leading edge. Comparing
loading distributions for a wing with and without
jet flap, one can easily conclude that for the same
magnitude of the lift coefficient the maximum suction at the leading edge is lower for the jet flapped
wing. With use of Fourier method Spence had calculated 9 terms of the series decsribing the strength
of the vortex layer with a square root singularity at
he leading edge and logarithmic singularity at the
trailing edge. In a work [ 10] with use of the method
of integral transforms an asymptotic expansion of
the flow problem solution had been constructed for
the case of small magnitude of the jet momentum
coefficient. As a result the lift coefficient was found
in the form
dCy

C„ = dr

da

where

d

-£=*Ml
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^~ In -T ■
2TT
ß
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ß)"\ß
4 In

ß=-\e<

7.

Euler constant.

To determine characteristics of a jet flapped wing
Stratford [12] used an analog}- between the wing
with a jet flap and a wing with a mechanical flap.
This approach resulted in an expression for the lift
coefficient which for small values of the jet momentum coefficient was similar to that obtained by
Spence in [6]. The work of Maskell and Spence
[13] was the first where an attempt had been made
to extend the approach of [6] to three-dimensional
case. In [13] the flow problem for a wing of finite
aspect ratio with a jet flap was formulated within
linear theory of the lifting surface. Due to complexity of the problem the authors developed only
approximate solution , based upon two-dimensional
theory of Spence and assumption of uniform spanwise distribution of downwash which corresponds
to elliptic loading along the span. As a matter of
fact, the authors assumed that both local chord and
momentum distribution along the span were elliptic for constant magnitudes of the incidence a and
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jet deflection angle r. Kerney [14] and Tokuda [15]
considered the problem of the flow past a jet flapped
wing of large aspect ratio by means of the method of
matched asymptotic expansions. In Kerney's work
the outer flow was modeled by a lifting line , and
in the nearfield the problem was reduced to twodimensional one, as treated by Spence. Matching
of the farfield and nearfield descriptions of the flow
gave the possibility to obtain closed expressions for
coefficients of the lift, longitudinal moment and induced drag of the wing with a jet flap. Comparison
with experimental data of Williams and Alexander,
[16] for a flat wing of rectangular planform with no
incidence and jet deflection angle r = 31.3° turned
out to be quite good for a wing of aspect ratio
A = 6.8 and satisfactory for a wing of moderate
aspect ratio A — 2.75. It should be mentionned
that, as pointed out by Tokuda [15], in Kerney's
work no account had been taken of the fact that
the lifting par^of the jet sheet, generally speaking,
can extend into the outer flow region downstream
of the trailing edge at distances of the order of 0(1).
However, in our opinion,for small magnitude of the
quantity T*/CJ the assumption, that the outer part
of the trailing jet sheet can be treated as nonliving one, should be valid . Tokuda [15] had made
an attempt to introduce corrections, accounting for
the influence of the lifting part of the jet sheet in
the outer flowfield upon aerodynamics of the jet
flapped wing. As follows from comparison of solutions of Kerney and Tokuda, the correction introduced by the latter author into the expression of
the lift coefficient has the order of Cj/A.
In the present paper there is considered a threedimensional flow problem for a lifting surface of arbitrary planform and aspect ratio with a jet flap
at the trailing edge. A linearized flow model is
adopted in which for small incidences and jet defelection angles the system is supposed to produce
small output of the same order. Such mathematical
model, as shown through coimparisons of existing
experimental and theoretical data is valid for small
angles of attack, but in surprisingly large range of
the jet deflection angles. Such an "inequality"of
parameters a and r in what concerns correlation of
calculated and measured results can be attributed
to the fact that critical flow phenomena, such as
separation from the leading edge, is much more sensitive to variation of the angle of attack than to
variation of the jet deflection angle. The problem
is solved by the method of matched asymptotic expansions [17], [18], [19]. with a small papameter e
defined as e = Q0/4, where Cj0 = 2J0/pU%, J0 the
jet momentum in a root chord cross-section of the
wing,^>- density of the fluid, U0 speed of the wing.
Because in practical applications the jet momen-

tum coefficient Cj does not exceed 2, the parameter e < 1/2. According to the technology of the
method of matched asymptotic expansions the flow
field is subdivided into an "outer" region (outside
of the trailing edge flow region with a longitudinal
dimension of the order of O(e)) and the "inner"
region region ( within the aforementionned local
zone). Asymptotic dimension of the local (inner)
region has been found by means of the least degeneracy principle as applied to the inner problem 2.
In the inner region, in terms of stretched coordinate x = x/e, the problem is reduced to a system
of integro-differential equations to be solved upon
a semi-infinite axis with respect to a function of
hydrodynamic loading 7' and ordinates of the surface of the jet sheet. This system has been solved
with use of Carleman inversion formulae and Mellin
integral transformation. Although, the inner solution reveals logarithmic singularity at the point of
jet injection, its outer asymptotics upon the wing
contains a square root singularity of the loading. Simultaneously, it has been found that that the slope
of the jet sheet with respect to horizontal plane
vanishes in downstream direction in inverse proportion to the square root of the distance from the
trailing edge and becomes negligibly small at distances of the order of 0(1) and small magnitudes
of the jet momentum coefficient. It can be concluded from the aforementionned that for the case
of small jet momentum coeficient the outer solution
should contain a square root singularity of loading
at the trailing edge, and the outer part of the jet
sheet, situated downstream from the trailing edge,
is practically nonlifting and "almost" coincides with
a free vortex sheet emanating from the wing's trailing edge. The conclusions obtained so far, enable
to considerably simplify the problem. The outer solution is represented by a set of admissible solution
of the integral equation of linear lifting surface theory. In particular, part of the solution due to the
angle of attack is represented by Prandtl-Birnbaum
double series with a square root singularity at the
leading edge and square root zeros at the trailing
edge and side edges. Representation of contribution of the jet flap into the loading differs due to
the fact in compliance with the outer asymptotics
of the local solution, there should be introduced in
the outer solution a square root singularity at the
trailing edge with the strength determined in terms
of the jet deflection angle and momentum coeffi2
Note, that as early 1956 in his investigation of the twodimensional flow problem for the case of small jet momentum
coefficient; Spence had found such a coordinate transformation i = x/A(Cy) (where A(Cj) is a stretching function) for
which the integro-differential equation of the problem does
not depend on the jet momentum coefficient. The stretching function derived in the above work turned out to be

A(Cj) = Cj/4^e.

Pha'.; is ihe oce with u0n2e.ro longitudinal curvature
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cient at a given cross section by means of matching
of the nearfield and farfield. Thickness of the wing
is modeled in the outer region in the spirit of thin
body theory by means of distributing upon an appropriate horizonal plane of a simple (sink-source)
layer with the strength proportional the slope of
thickness function in downstream direction. In order to evaluate the influence of the jet flap upon
occurence of cavitation the minimum pressure diagrams have been calculated and plotted with use
of the approach proposed in [20] and [21]. The
"edge" branches of these diagrams, corresponding to
inception of cavitation at the leading edge, can be
obtained directly from the local problem for a flow
past a parabola, approximating a rounded leading
edge. The "bottoms " of minimum pressure buckets,
corresponding to cavitation occurence in the mean
part of the foil, can be determined from the outer
solution. Note, that the method is readily extended
to the case of a hydrofoil at finite submergences, if
the corresponding outer solution accounts for the
presence of the free surface. Similar approach can
be applied to describe hydrodynamics of cascades
and screw propellers with jet flaps.

2. Problem Formulation
Consider an irrotational flow of ideal incompressible fluid past a hydrofoil of small thickness and
finite aspect ratio A with a jet flap at the trailing
edge. For the purpose of simplification, let us assume in what follows the wing has a rectangular
planform and symmetric foil section3. In what follows all functions and quantities are rendered nondimensional with half of the root chord c0/2 as a
characteristic length and the speed of translatory
motion U0 as a characteristic velocity. An attached
Cartesian coordinate system x, y, z is used with axis
x directed downstream, axis y dfirected upwards
and z - axis forming the left-hand side coordinate
system with x and y. The wing has an angle of
attack Q, and its thickness distribution is described
by a function
Vt(x,z) = ±6ft(x,z),

ze[-A,A].
(1)
The jet flap is activated by blowing the air from
the trailing edge at an angle r, the jet momentum coefficient being designated as Cj. Within the
boundary problem formulation the velocity potential of the flow is governed by the three-dimensional
Laplace equation and has to comply with kinematic
boundary conditions of the flow tangency upon the
upper and lower surfaces of the wing as well as

upon the surface of the jet flap which is not known
in advance. Additionally there should be satisfied
upon the jet sheet a dynamic condition, according to which the pressure jump across the jet is
proportional to the jet momentum coefficient Cj(z)
and its longitudinal curvature at any cross section
z =const. In linearized nondimensional form the
said condition can be written down as
Cp_{x,z)-Cp+(x,z)=--2y(x,z)=-,x>l, \z\<\,
(2)
2Cj{z)~dx*
where Cv is a the pressure coefficient, 7 is the density of the equivalent vortex layer which replaces
the jet sheet, j/j(x,,z) - ordinates of the jet sheet.
With account of the aforementionned the integral
equation of the linearized problem for the flow past
a wing with a jet flap and zero incidence 4 will take
the form

J-xJ-i (*-C)H
x-t

(3)

with ß{x,z) - 0 upon the wing |x| < 1, and
ß(x,z) - y'j(x,z) upon the jet sheet upon the jet
sheet x > 1. Besides, in accordance with condition
(2) the vortex density can be written as follows
7(1, -) = \Ci{z)$m{x, z) = 2e(*)i£,(x, z), (4)
and the condition of blowing at a given angle r whibh can vary spanwise, has the form

T(Z),

(5)

BJ-(1 + 0,Z)=T(Z)

3. Local Flow Problem in the Vicinity
of the Trailing Edge with a Jet Flap
After introduction of stretching of local coordinates
near the trailing edge
x-1
o(z)>

xG[-l,l],

3
The proposed approach is valid f-jr a wing of arbitrary
planform and with arbitrary distribution of curvature within
the frame of linear theory of lifting surface

^d£d<; = 4nß(x,z)

v^-02 + (*-02J

V=Wy
when

0{Z)
0.

> 0.

(6)

the local flow problem becomes two-dimensional in
the plane z =;const and the corresponding integral
equation takes the form

Vd,*)

d£ = -2nß(x,

/:
•4Due to the linearity of the flow problem the effects of the
incidence and the jet flap can be studied separately, and their
combined action can be estimated by means of superposition
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ß = 0 for x<0,
dyß
(7)
^'Z) = li^'Z) f°r i>0'
where negative semi-axis corresponds to the wing,
and positive semi-axis corresponds to the jet.
Applying the least degeneracy principle to the
equation (7) with account of the formula (4) we can
evaluate asymptotic dimension a = a(z) of characteristic flow region near the jet-flapped trailing edge
from the order equation

t-Whfädt + C.
(16)
^°
The equation (11) has the form (13). Then, using
(!«)> we obtain
<*, = y2 i
r°° y"(fi) dfi - AT
J
<y'(£) = — / f^j ->—r /
r-c^f-^
w
J° V*y
Z - x Jo
V+f
^
K=

With the hd

(8)

4&.=°(f)

'o e^-^mjr=-ww^)

wherefrom we can put a(z) = e(z) and the equation
(7) can be written in form of the following system

2
1_ f° 7i(fl ^
!T/-OO I-*

+

<

To perform calculation of the first integral in formula (12) replace x by £ in (19) and accounting for
the following result of the residue theory

_ _
I Z"" *ff^ ^ = y'/x)

Wo

£-*

J

x>0

'

„

(10

/

where differentiation in formulae (9) and (10) is
performed with respect to stretched abscissa. Replacing i = -5 and defining 7*(Ö = 7j(-0, we
can reduce (9),(10) to the equation set

iry(M+if^[ = o
J_ Z"00 7*_(0 <% + ! [°° v'i'j® d^ = y'Ax)
3
2T 7o
£ +x
Wo
£-*
The equation of the form

_ir^M
=A(i)
n
Jo

Z-x

(is)

r
10

i-^^hitidi
-1/2
x

Substituting (15) into (14) we find

/
d£
_ IT
J0 fa/2(£ + x)
x1/2
^ following form of (]2)

" ■ •

r p^2Mil|+

_1/2

r + rr—r
(20)

_._.

(21)

Due t0 the
requirement that the magnitude of yj
must be finite for x --> 0 , we have to put K = 0.
Designating u>(x) = $(X)/T and f(x) - ii{x)/r we
come ot the following set of equations
,
(v)dii
2 r,x^/*w
/" /XN1
(22)
fx) = —2 / U)
- _ ,

7T J0

\t;/

l/ti

(~) = - I °° (xV/2uJ'^ dfi
Wo ^V'
fj - x '
(
)
j
w 0 =

where C is a constant. Utilizing the following easily
provable relationship,
_ _
=

_1/2
ZT=ir\-

i r^V/2^V. K

can be reduced by means of change of variables
to Carleman equation, solution of the latter being
known. Therefore, the equation (13) can be written
down as

rfW>*m£

-1/2 ,- ^ .,

wg cQme tQ

(ID
(12)

(18)

Interchanging the order of integration in (17) we
obtain with account of (18)

/g\

Q

rf tfae residue theQry Qne can derive

thg following result

4.

(23)
(24)

Solution of the Equation System

Describing the Local Flow Problem
(15)

Solution of the equation (23) had been derived
by Lighthill [22] in his investigation of the twodimensional problem with use of Mellin integral
transform
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With account of the result found by Bornes for representation of Alexeyevsky function Lighthill obtained the following formula

Then for a real C such that x0-1 is integrable with
respect to x from 0 to oo it follows from inverse
transform theorem
u{£)=

1

* [C+i°°^W(S)dS,
2m Jc_ioo

(27)

^i(S) = («»*5)-1/a«cp[y (j^)«] (37)

f

(28)

He also derived an expression for Wi(S) for \S\ <
1/2

(S)W{S)x-s-1 dS

J0

/

7T2xS2

If the function SW{S) is regular within the strip
C - 1< ReS < C then the integration path in (28)
can be shifted to ReS = C - 1. Then, replacing S
by S-l, we obtain

Wi(5) = WM-1/2 - S) = 1 + s + (l + YJ ^r +

, rc+ioo
__
J(x) = ~Y~
{S-l)W(S-l)x s dS (29)
2« yC-ioo

To obtain the function a>(x) we use the inverse
Mdlin transforrn (27). Then for x < 1 w(i) is equal
tQ the sum of residues of the function

Applying equation (29) together with (27) to formula (23), Lighthill derived the following equation
for W(S) and |ReS| < 1/2

Q(S)^x-sT{S)W1{S)

C1 +

(38)

6 J 3!

(39)

at its poles located to the left of the integration
path, and for x > 1 w(x) is equal to minus sum
W(S) -(S-l) tanfrS) W(S - 1) = 0
(30) of residues of the function Q{S) at its right-hand
Introducing the function Wi(S) through a relation- side poles. It follows from (33) that Wi(S) has the
poles of the order n at points S = -n,S = n - 1/2,
ship
where n = 1,2.... Gamma function V(S) is known
W(S) = T(S)Wi(S)
(31)
to have the poles of the first order at points S where T(S) is the Euler Gamma function, and sub- QtS = -n. Thus, the function w(x) will contain
stituting (31) into (30) we come to the following terms of the form of xnlnmx and ärn-1/2 lnpx,
where n, m, p = 0,1,2... and p, m < n. Considei
equation for W\(S)
the first two terms of w(x). The expansion of T{S)
Wi(S) - tan(irS)Wi(S - 1) = 0
(32) in the vicinity of the point a
In order to comply with the condition w(0) = 1 we
adopt 0 < C < 1/2 and Wj(0) = 1. The corresponding solution of the equation (30) was found
by Lighthill in the form

r(S + a)=r(a)(l + V(a)S) + 0(S2)

where tp(z) Gauss function which has the form
T(z)

#*) = T'(z)

W1{S) = Wi(-l/2-S) =

n

(i-g)(i+dU)'

(33)

(40)

=

L

_7e+ /

ii_(_i)*-i

-—"-r"

dt (41)

where -ye « 0.577 is the Euler constant. Joint consideration of (40) and (41) leads to
r(S+l) = l-7eS-fO(S2)

Solution of the equation (32) can also be expressed
by means of Alexeyevsky function
H(z+l) = (27rf-5 exp[-0.5z(2+l)oo

n

/

.
7*2 \~\

(42)

T(5+3/2) = ^[l+(2-ln4-7e)S]+0(S2) (43)
Besides, it follows from the expansion (38)
Wi(S) = l + S + 0(S2),

(34)

Wr(S -1/2) = 1-S + 0(S2)
satisfying the equation
tf(l) = l,

H{z+l)=T(z)H{z)

(35)

Then, using (30) and a functional equation for
Gamma function T(S + 1) = ST(S), we obtain the
following expression for Q(S) near the poles

Making use of the latter definition
5 = 0,
Wi(S) = ^H{1 + s)H(l/2-S)

(36)
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Q(S) =

l + (l-7e-'nx)S + 0(S2)
(44)

5=-l,

The function /(x) can be obtained in the same way
as w(x) with use of the inverse Mellin transform

Q(S) =

xf-1 + (lnx + 7« - 2)(S + 1) f 0[(S + I)2!
5+1
S=\,

•C+ioo

^ = hL

(45)

Q(S) =

Qi(S)dS,

C-ioo

_ 2Q(S)
(55)
sin 7T5
Analysing (55) it is easy to see that the order of
the poles of the function Qi (5) at points 5 = -n is
equal to n + 2, where n = 0,1,2.... At points S=n,
where n = 1,2... the function Qi(S) has zeros of
the order of n -1 for n > 1. Thus, f[x) will contain
terms of the form x" lnm x and äT"^2 In" x, where
n,m,p = 0,l,2..., p<,m<n + l.
Find the function /(x) for large and small x. Using the formulae (44)-(46) and (55) one can derive
the following expansions of Qx(S) near the poles
Qi(S)

x-V2[l + 0(S-l/2)}
vMS-1/2)
5=|
x-*/*[i + (1 -

7e

(40)

Q(S) =

- to4 - lnx)(5 - 3/2)]
2

(47)

2TTV2(S-3/2)

Then the function w(i) can be written down as
w(i) = 1 + -(InS + 7 - 2) + 0(x2)

x < 1, (48)

7T

5 = 0,
w(x) = (TTX)-1/2+
2X-1/2
3/2

l(7Tx)-

5 2

x > 1
2
(49)
Function u>'(x) can be derived by means of differentiation of of equations (47) and (48)
w'(x)

^(i)

(ln4x + 7e - 1) + 0(x- / )

= -lnx+^^+0(x),

=

x<l

(50)

_i,r-V*ä-3/» - i7r-3/2x-5^(31n4x+
37e-5) + 0(x-r/2),

x>l

(51)

Now, let us find f(x). In this connection we shall
use the same Mellin integral transform (26). Applying (26) to (23) we have
C+ioo

L
JC

(52)

s l
F(S) = f x - f{x)dx,
Jo

wherefrom
„

/-°o z-l/2-Ä

±(5-1)^(5-1)^

-rj^—dz (53)

Performing integration in the right-hand side of the
equation with the help of the residue theory and
accounting for the formula (30), we derive from (53)

m
F(5)=2
=2E(^)
v
'
sm TTS
sin7ri

~

(54)
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(57)

y/*(S-\ß)

5 = 3/2,
x" / [l + (1 - 7e - In4 - lnx)(5 - 3/2)
3 2
2
Qi(S) - —
2TT / (5-3/2)
(58)
Then for small x the function f(x) will be approximately equal to the residue of Qi(5) for 5 = 0.
For larger x the function /(x) will be approximately equal to the sum of residues of Qi(5) at
poits 5 = 1/2 and 5 = 3/2. Finally
/(x) = --lnx+2^^+0(x),

x<l(59)

/(i) = 2(rrx)-1/2 - (7Tx)-3/2(ln4x+
7e-l)

where

F(5) =

Ql(5)

3 2

s
~-s
x~
F{S) dS =

"/0

-'°°

5 = o'

+ 0(x-5/2),

x>l

(60)

It follows from (59) that for x -» 0, (x -» 1 + 0) the
hydrodynamic loading behaves as lnx (or as In |x1|) which is in proper accordance to the results of
the linear theory due to the jump of downwash.
In order to be able to carry out the asymptotic
matching of the local solution with the far field it
is necessary to find the first term of expansion of
f(x) for x -+ co. It can be seen from observation
of (60) that one-term outer expansion of the inner
solution has the form
7* °(x,

2T(z)Je(zj __ 2Toy/T0Tj{z)
v^v/T

(61)

sßs/T

where TOV/S7 corresponds to magnitudes of the jet
deflection angle and jet momentum coefficients at
the root chord cross section,
Tj{s) = T{z)-/e(z)/T0^eö

is a function characterizing distribution of the jet or, with account of the orthogonality of the system
flap parameters spanwise. Simultaneously, consid- {sin no} upon the segment 6 G [0, TT]
eration of asymptotics of longitudinal curvature J
<lyft r
far from the place of blowing (see equation(51))
(66)
Tj{0)smn6i
b0n
~^Jo
shows that for small magnitudes of the jet momentum coefficient Cj the pressure difference across the Corresponding contribution into a lift coefficient C
y
jet in the outer downstream region has the order can be found by means of the formula
of 0(eo^j%). This means that for small Cj the
contribution of the outer part of the jet sheetinto
the lifting capacity of the jet flapped wing can be
neglected. Equation (61) prompts that the outer
solution of the linear lifting surface theory, describT
°V^ r r7J(ö,^)sinösinVrfö# (67)
ing loading distribution upon the jet flapped wing,
4
Jo Jo
should have the order of 'T0^/Cj^ and square root
singularities not only at the leading (shock entry; Correspondingly, the expression for the longitudinal moment coefficient with respect to the midbut also at the trailing edge.
chord of the order of roy/el takes the form

:=Z^1 f_j\{x,z)xdxdz

5. Outer Solution of the Leading Order

0 -JCj,

In the considered case of zero incidence and e0 —* 0
in the outer limit the longitudinal dimension of the
region of the jet evolution tends to zero, and the
problem is reduced to solution of the homogeneous
integral equation of the lifting surface theory
1

/:/;

7°feC,£o)

(z ~ C)2

In a more general case of the jet flapped wing
at an angle of attack a.designating the parameter
Toy/el = qj, we can write the lift and moment coefficients in terms of hydrodynarnic derivatives with
respect to the incidence and characteristic similarity criteria of the jet flow qj as

1+

,_, = 0.
r]^rfC

,

(62)

Cy = C%a + C^qj,

with additional condition of asymptotic matching
with the inner description of the loading near the
trailing edge. Represent the outer loading in form
of an asymptotic expansion
y°(x,z,e0) = 61(e0h°1(x,z) + ---

/ / 7lW) sin 29 simp de dtp (68)

Jo Jo

mz = m> f m«fc

1.00

^J
0.80

(63)

■S^

S"^- -I

,'

where with account of the expression (61) the structure of the function ~fi{x, z) is adopted in terms
of angular variables 0 — arccos(-z/A) and ip =
arccos(-x) with x G [-1,1], z G [-A, A] in the form

0.60

j

,''

i

•

I

i

»2D 0.40

Calculated for small Cj
fromTckuda[ 16],
i
formula ( 6.6 )
I

7?(lM) = X>on<:ot' ■+
0.20
Re

b0ntaa- + '^2aknsinkil!)smn9

(69)

(64)
0.00
0.00

fc=i

1.00

2.00

3.00

suits of the present
a jproacr
4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

Matching of expressions (61) and (64) determines
X
the scaling function <5i(e0) = Toy/E~0 and supplies
the aforementionned additional condition at the
Fig.l The ratio Cv,'Cy2D versus aspect ratio for
trailing edge5 in the form
a rectangular wing with a jet flap. In Fig.l there is

Y^bon sin no =

?m

(65)

n=l
s

This condition replaces conventional Kutta-Zhukovsky
condition for a wing with a jet flap

presented a dependence of the ratio Cy/CV.2D where
Cy and CMßrepresent correspondingly lift coefficients of the wing of finite and infinite span) upon
the aspect ratio X of the rectangular wing. The
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lift coefficient of the infinite-aspect-ratio wing was
obtained by the approach of this paper and can be
shown to be Cy = Cy2D — 2T */TTCJ. This result coincides with the first term of the series solution by
Spence, see Introduction of the present paper.For
comparison in the same Figure some calculated results are plotted which are obtained from formulae
of Tokuda [15] by putting Cj -> 0. Fig. 2 illustrates
the lift coefficient of a rectangular jet flapped wing
versus the angle of attack a for wing's aspect ratio
A = 6.8, jet deflection angle T° - 31.3° and the
jet momentum coefficient Cj = 0.42. Calculated
results are compared with experimental data of
Williams and Alexander,, [16] and theory of Tokuda.
2.50

- *

2.25
•

'*

2.00
•

1.75
S

1.50
1.25

—^

,

Vx\

X + (He I

(70)

where X ■- x + l/<52,6 is a maximum relative thickness of the wing, p = piJS2, ple - radius of curvature of the wing's leading edge. Functions U\{z)
and U2(z) are determined by means of matching of
the local solution with the outer description of the
velocity upon the wing's surface. It can be shown,
[20] that the maximum magnitude of the fluid velocity near the leading edge is achieved at the point
with magnitude of stretched abscissa
PleUl\2

(71)

-A.m —

~~ \ 2U2 )

0.75
O

0.50

Substitution of (71) into (70) gives the following
expression for minimum magnitudes of the pressure
coefficient at the leading edge

From Tokuda, [16]
Experiment, Williams &
Alexander. 114 1
Present approach

0.25
0.00

vi(X,z) =

„ "•"

1.00

o.oo

Let us derive the expression, describing the edge
branch of the minimum pressure diagram. It can be
shown that near a rounded leading edge the flow is
close to that around a parabola in two-dimensions
in the planes normal to the leading edge platform
contour. At points of the surface of the wing near
the rounded leading edge the velocity of the fluid
can be found by means of the expression, [18].

2.00

1

1

1

1

4.00

6.00

8.00

10.00

C*p . (z) = 1 - («maxf
min
12.00

a
Fig.
2 The lift coefficient of a rectangular
wing with a jet flap versus] angle of attack, A =
6.8, T° = 31.3°, Cj = 0.42.
The above results have been obtained for the case
of uniform distribution of the jet parameters span-

6. Evaluation of the Possibility to Enlarge the Speed Range of Non-Cavitating Regime of the Flow Past a Hydrofoil of Finite Aspect Ratio by Means
of the Jet Flap
Now, we shall pass over to discussion of the limiting cavitation diagrams, characterizing the regimes
of cavitation inception in the middle part and at
the leading edge of the hydrofoil. We shall use
a simplified approach of determining the diagrams
(of minimum pressures) advocated in [20],[21] and
consisting in separate determination of the "edge"
branches (from the local flow problem at the
rounded leading edge) and the "bottom"branches
(from the outer linearized flow field) of the diagram.
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= l-U\

Wi(z) ,„,

72)

Pie

Let us determine Ui,2{z) and the equation of the
"bottom" of the minimum pressure diagrams. The
flow velocity upon the wing's surface in its middle
part is calculated with use of the outer linear solution in the form
7°(x z)

v°(x, z) = l + «?(*, z) T- -^f—

(73)

where v° is a velocity component due to thickness
of the wing, and -y° is a velocity component due
to effects of "asymmetry" (angle of attack, curvature, jet flap,etc.). Accounting for the fact that
the vortex component of the flow velocity, generally speaking, has a square root singularity at the
leading edge, that is for x —> -1

C-{z) _&C5(z) + qiC%
1°(x,z)

(74)

s/X

where ä = a/6,qj = qj/6 - royß0jb are assumed
to be of the order of 0(1) 6. Now, it is not difficult
to perform matching of expressions (71) and (74)
and find !7i(z) and U2{z) in the form
U!{z) = l+v°t(-l, z),

U2(z) = -äC"(z)~qjC<>(z:
(75)

6
This is quite practical assumptior.,implying that all perturbation parameters are of the order of thickness

Velocity component due to thickness is determined
by means of thin body theory as
v?(x,z)
1

ö/t«,C

/-i

di

the jet flap. The same conclusion can be deduced
from comparison of the equations, describing "bottom" branches of the diagrams. These equations
for the considered case of infinite-aspect- ratio wing
have the form

{x-i
2

[(x-o + (^-02l3/2

(76)

C-o'mm
. — Cpt(
* v

cv

yr^r

(83)

In the case under consideration (a = 0) the function U2{z) is easily found with account of (64) in
the form
oo

Uq2j (6) = -\/2 ]T a0n sin nö

(7?)

Co__:_ — &pt(Xm)

n=l

Minimum pressure in the middle part of the wing
can be calculated as
C°p v . =2K(zm)z) + 5(7T'(sm,*)]
min
I

(78)

where xm is the abscissa of minimum pressure. It
is easy to write down a functional dependence of
Cp . upon the lift coefficient of the wing with a
jet flap. For the "edge" branch of the diagram we
have
C2 / Uqi \ 2

a'mm
>[v?{xm,z) +

C°

;c„

(80)

a?

Cv

-28 + 82

4ir282p le

no jet flap

6.00
-C pmm

- -28 + 62 -

Cv
■n262pu

4.00

Zero anglef
of attack, I
jet flap
I

2.00

(81)

where, as earlier, 8 is relative thickness of the foil,
pie = Pu/S2, Pie is radius of curvature of the leading edge. In the case of small jet momentum coefficients. Cj the lift coefficient is Cy = Cy2D =
2TJ-KCJ.YOV the purpose of comparison we can
write corresponding expression for the case of the
foil without jet flap at an angle of attack a
Cv

Non-zero angle

(80)

As an example, consider the simplest case of a
wing of infinite aspect ratio. In this case the present
approach enables to obtain the following equation
of the "edge branch" of the minimum pressure diagram in the case of symmetric foil with a jet flap.

r2

(84)

10.00

8.00

■]

1 + X„

where Cpt(x) is a thickness contribution to the pressure coefficient of the foil, xm is the abscissa of
the point of minimal pressure on the foil. Formulae (83) and (84) corrrespond respectingly to the
cases of the foil with and without jet flap. Figures
3 and 4 show plotted minimum pressure diagrams
for a N ACA four-digit wing sections N ACA 008 and
NACA 0012.

For the "bottom" branch of the diagram
lqi{xm,z

_

7T

0.00
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

cv
Fig. 3 Calculated minimum pressure diagrams
for NACA 008 section for the case of the foil with
and without jet flap.

(82)

where Cy = Cy2D — 27ra.Comparing the formulae
(81) and (82), we can see that for the same magnitude of the lift coefficient Cy the cavitation inception at the leading edge can be expected to occur
later for the foil with a jet flap than for that without
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These diagrams clearly indicate that use of jet
flapped wings can be expected to result in delay of
cavitation inception both in the middle part of the
foil and near the leading edge.

5.00

/

4.00

/
f

Non-zero angle
of attack,
- no jet flap

3.00

/
/

C

Pmin
2.00

ero angle
c>f attack,
j et flap

l^

1.00

"CJ—
0.00
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

Fig. 4 Calculated minimum pressure diagrams
for NACA 012 section for the case of the foil with
and without jet flap.
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Examination of the Flow Near the Leading Edge
and Closure of Stable Attached Cavitation
A. Leger, P.-W. Yu, K. Laberteaux, S. Ceccio (University of Michigan, USA)

Constraints which have been used in
predicting inception include the location of
cavity detachment and length of the cavity.
Models of the closure region of the cavity
must be used for the case of partial cavitation.
These models often do not capture the
detailed flows in that region.
In the present study, we are examining
the flow fields near the inception and the
closure of stable attached cavities, and our
goal is to provide new insights into the
physical processes of cavity formation and
closure. Two parallel experimental research
programs are described below. First, we are
examining the process of cavity detachment
on a bluff object. Second, we are examining
the closure region of a closed partial cavity.
The experimental techniques employed in
each study are described, and current results
are presented and discussed.

Abstract: The flow near both the cavity
detachment and closure region of attached
cavitation is investigated. Cavity detachment
from a ventilated sphere is examined, and the
relationship between the location of cavity
detachment and flow separation is related to
the geometry of the cavity near detachment.
The flow field near the closure of a natural
partial cavity is investigated with Particle
Imaging Velocimetry (PIV), and preliminary
results are provided.
Introduction: The inception and dynamics
of sheet cavitation is of considerable interest
to designers of ship propellers. Sheet
cavitation can cause a loss of performance,
pressure pulsations, and cavitation erosion.
Ideally, designers of these devices would
have analytical tools which could be used to
predict the occurrence of sheet cavitation, its
potential for instability, and its potential for
erosion. Today, however, the current design
tools can only predict the general location of
sheet cavitation inception, and this is usually
done by examining the fully wetted potential
flow around blade surfaces of the propeller.
Inception is predicted when the pressure
on the lifting surfaces falls below the liquid
vapor pressure (e.g. the CPMIN = o criteria).
This method often cannot provide critical
information about the detailed nature of the
cavity sheet such as the topology of the sheet,
the extent of the sheet, the erosiveness of the
sheet, or its potential to become unstable and
form cloud cavitation. In addition, models of
attached cavitation often require a priori
information about the cavitating flow.

Experimental Methods: The experiments
described here were conducted in the
Cavitation and Multiphase Flow Laboratory
at the University of Michigan Department of
Mechanical Engineering and Applied
Mechanics.
Measurements were made in the Blow
Down Water Tunnel (BDWT), and a
description of this facility is provided in
Tassin et al. (1995). In brief, the BDWT
consists of two 1.5 m3 tanks connected via a
contraction, a test section and a diffuser.
Controlled application of pressure and
vacuum to the two tanks are employed to
produce the desired flow in the test section,
which is 76.2 mm square and approximately
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through these holes to permit visualization of
the flow near the surface of the sphere. Flash
photography and high speed video imaging
were used to capture images of the dye streak
as it flowed over the sphere. This setup is
shown in Figure 1.
The flow streamlines near the surface of
the sphere were recorded using particle
tracers. The flow was illuminated with a
continuous light sheet produced with an
Argon-Ion laser, and silvered hollow glass
spheres of nominally 10 [im diameter were
added to the flow as tracers. Photographic
images of the streamlines near the cavity were
produced by time exposing the image of the
flowing particles.
A wedge was used to produce a partial
cavity in the study of the closure of partial
cavitation. The wedge had an angle of 26.5
degrees and a step height of 19 mm, and was
mounted to the wall of the test section.
Partial cavities formed on the vertex of this
wedge. An image of this setup is shown in
Figure 2. Double pulsed Particle Imaging
Velocimetry (PIV) was used to investigate the
flow field in the closure region of the cavity.
The details of the PIV experimental setup is
provided in Tassin et al. (1995) and Yu
(1995). Two frequency-doubled Nd-YAG
lasers were used to produce a pulsed light
sheet, and the flow was seeded with
fluorescent latex particles with an average

260 mm long. Between 10 and 20 seconds
of steady flow can be produced with
velocities in the range of 5 to 25 m/s (in the
empty test section). The test section velocity
is determined by measuring the pressure
difference between the test section entrance
and the pressure near the entrance of the
contraction. This pressure difference was
related to the test section velocity using LDV
measurements of the average flow velocity in
the center of the empty test section. The free
and dissolved air content of the BDWT can
be qualitatively controlled through deaeration
and by allowing free gas bubbles to reach the
free surfaces in the two tanks.
In the study of the detachment region of
an attached cavity, results are presented here
for the cavity flow over a 25.4 mm diameter
brass sphere which was mounted on a sting
within the BDWT test section. The surface
of the sphere was either highly polished or
roughened. The sting was plumbed to permit
injection of air into the cavity, and a separate
pressure tap was used to measure the
difference between the cavity pressure and
the static pressure of the flow upstream of the
model. Five 203 jim diameter holes were
placed in the sphere at an angular location of
22.5 degrees measured from the stagnation
point, and fluorescein dye was injected

Figure 1: The 25.4 mm diameter sphere
mounted on a sting in the BDWT test section.
A ventilated cavity flow behind the sphere
was created to study the region of cavity
separation.

Figure 2: A wedge mounted on the wall of
the BDWT test section. A natural cavity
separates from the vertex of the wedge.
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The position of boundary layer separation
was found to be a weak function of Reynolds
number and a strong function of cavitation
number. A was related to the TaylorSaffman number, \iU0l T (where \i is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid, T is the
surface tension, and U0 is the freestream
velocity), and to the momentum thickness of
the non-cavitating boundary layer near the
point of boundary layer separation.
Franc and Michel (1985) also
significantly expanded the work of Arakeri
with examination of the flow over a series of
bodies, including hydrofoils. Franc and
Michel also recognized the relationship
between the presence of non-cavitating
laminar boundary layer separation and the
formation of attached cavitation, and they
proposed a method to predict the location of
cavity detachment on smooth surfaces. Their
method recognizes that the presence of a
cavity will alter the pressure distribution
around the cavitating object, and this will
modify the growth of the boundary layer
upstream of the point of cavity detachment.
It was shown that a cavity will detach if the
modified boundary layer separates upstream
of the cavity.
Franc and Michel point out the "cavity
detachment paradox." A cavity must be
preceded by laminar boundary layer
separation. However, the cavity pressure
may be the lowest pressure of the flow, and
this would result in a favorable pressure
gradient just upstream of the cavity. Thus,
laminar separation would not be expected to
occur. Need the region upstream of the
cavity be in tension (or have pressure lower
than the cavity pressure, in the case of a

diameter of 30 /im. The light sheet had an
average thickness of 1 mm and was
positioned parallel to the mean flow direction
with maximum intensity near the closure
region of the cavity. Two cameras were
placed on opposite sides of the sheet to
record images of the light sheet. One camera
recorded all the scattered light from the
bubbles and particles within the sheet, and
the second camera was equipped with a filter
to block the scattered laser light while
recording the fluorescent return of the
particles. Thus, it was possible to detect only
the motion of the particle tracers as they
flowed in the bubbly region behind the
cavity. The double pulsed images recorded
on the photographs were digitized and
processed to determine particle pairs.
Flow Field Near the Leading Edge of
a Ventilated Cavity: Developed attached
cavitation results from the detachment of the
flow from either a smooth surface or at a
discontinuity of the slope on the surface. It is
often not clear where a cavity will separate
from a smooth surface simply from
examination of the fully wetted flow.
Brennen (1969a and 1969b) examined the
fully developed cavity flows over a sphere
and cylinder, and Arakeri and Acosta (1973)
and Arakeri (1975) studied flows over a
variety of headforms. These studies revealed
that the viscous flow near the surface
strongly influences the inception and location
of cavity detachment.
Arakeri (1975) studied the relationship
between laminar boundary layer separation
and cavity detachment. Cavities were shown
to be preceded by laminar boundary layer
separation in the non-cavitating flow, yet the
location of the cavity detachment was not
necessarily near the non-cavitating separation
point. Figure 3 shows a schematic drawing
of the cavity detachment for a nominally two
dimensional cavity, as presented by Arakeri.
The boundary layer is observed to separate
upstream of the cavity detachment, and the
cavity interface is observed to curve into the
solid surface. Arakeri offered correlations to
predict the location of boundary layer
separation upstream of the cavity and the
distance between the boundary layer
separation and the cavity detachment, X.

Separated streamline
Position of
boundary-layer
separation

surface

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the cavity
detachment region (after Arakeri, 1975).
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ventilated cavity)? Moreover, the laminar
separation streamline and the cavity free
streamline enclose a region of fluid bounded
by two stagnation points, and this would
suggest that there is a fluid sink downstream
of the cavity without a corresponding source.
Thus, the flow may recirculate or be threedimensional in the region upstream of cavity
separation.
With these questions in mind, we have
initiated our study of this flow by examining
the detachment of a ventilated cavity flow
behind a sphere. This is a well-characterized
flow (both cavitating and non-cavitating), and
we can use previous results for comparison
and validation. First, we examined the noncavitating flow around the sphere to
determine whether blockage effects were
significant and to determine the accuracy with
which we can determine boundary layer
separation with dye injection. Figure 4
presents the angle of flow separation
measured from the front stagnation point as a
function
of Reynolds
number,
Re = U0DI v, where D is the diameter of
the sphere and v is the liquid kinematic
viscosity. Data from the present study is
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Figure 5: Angle of cavity detachment as a
function of Reynolds number for 0.3 < a <
0.5 (• ). The data of Arakeri (1975) is
presented for comparison for o= 0.1 (o), ;
a =0.25 (a), ander =0.5 (A).
compared to that of Achenbach (1972), and
the agreement is good.
The freestream pressure was reduced,
and air was injected into the wake of the
sphere forming a fully developed cavity.
Figure 5 shows the angle of cavity
detachment versus Reynolds number for a
small range of cavitation numbers
°c = (po-pc)/2Puo2' where P0 is the
freestream static pressure, Pc is the cavity
pressure, and p is the fluid density. Data
presented by Arakeri (1975) is also shown
for cavitation on 6.35 and 12.7 mm diameter
spheres, and the trends in the data are similar.
The position of cavity detachment in these
tests is upstream of the non-cavitating laminar
separation point in the first set of tests, and
this result also has been observed for
developed cavity flows behind cylinders and
hydrofoils (Arakeri and Acosta, 1973;,
Arakeri, 1975; and Franc and Michel, 1985).
Figure 6 presents a close-up side view of
the cavity detachment region with associated
dye visualization. The surface of the cavity
forms a sharp curve as it detaches from the
solid surface, and this implies a hydrophilic
surface. Figure 7 shows a similar flow
visualized with particle streaks, and the
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Separation streamline appears to intersect the
cavity free streamline. Figure 8 is a close-up
view of the detachment region, again
employing particle streak visualization.
These time exposed images reveal slowly
moving particles recirculating in the
separation region bounded by the cavity
interface and the separation streamline.
The cavity has a finite thickness near the
point of detachment which forms a forward
facing step. The "step height", h, is a
function of both the Reynolds number and
the cavitation number, as shown in Figure 9.
Interfacial tension between the liquid and
cavity gas will result in a pressure difference
across the interface in this region of steep
curvature. The pressure jump across the
cavity at the point of detachment, PD-PC, is
approximated by Tl\h.
Here,
2
2
(PD -Pc)l \pU0 = AT I hpU0 is roughly

Figure 7: The flow near the cavity
detachment region visualized by particle
streaks. Re = 1.2 x 105 and a = 0.2
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Figure 8: Close-up particle streak images
of the recirculating region ahead of the cavity
detachment. Re = 1.1 x 105 and a = 0.1

Figure 6: A close-up side view of the
cavity detachment region. Re = 1.8 x 105
and o = 0.5
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separates from the sphere. But, as the
Reynolds number increases, streamwise
indentations begin to form near the point of
cavity detachment. Figure 11 shows three
images of the cavity with varying numbers of
these features, which we will refer to as
"divots". High speed video images show
that a divot forms when a disturbance locally
indents a region of the cavity interface, and
this disturbance rapidly evolves into a single
thin fluid-filled channel. A divot may persist
for long periods of time, and it can remain
stationary, oscillate, or travel in the
circumferential direction. Some divots would
merge together, and others would be
destroyed by flow disturbances.
Increasing the Reynolds number
increased the formation of these divots, but it
appears that they do not form as the result of
a periodic instability of the cavity interface.
Brennen (1969b) examined these structures
as they formed on the interface of spheres
and cylinders in polymeric solutions, and it
was found that a circumferential disturbance
near the point of cavity detachment would
grow in amplitude and frequency with
increasing Reynolds number. In the present
study, however, we did not observe this
mechanism of divot formation. Instead,

0.01, leading to only a small modification of
the local cavitation number. Thus, it is
expected that the gas/liquid interfacial tension
will not play a significant role in the process
of cavity detachment. However, the solidliquid interfacial tension may play a more
significant role.
In general, as the Reynolds number
increases, h decreases.
Also, as the
cavitation number is reduced, h increases.
Arakeri (1975) suggested that the momentum
thickness of the boundary layer just upstream
of cavity detachment strongly influences the
region of cavity detachment. We do see that
h is dependent on the Reynolds number, but
the dependence is approximately linear, while
the momentum thickness will vary as Re"2
for laminar boundary layers. The distance
between boundary layer separation and cavity
detachment, X, can be related to the cavity
thickness at cavity detachment. Figure 10
suggests such a relationship. A linear fit of
the data reveals that X ~ 3/z.
The cavity thickness begins to increase
for Re>2.6xl05, and this is due to the
increasing three-dimensionality of the flow
near the point of cavity detachment. For
Re<l X 105 , a smooth streamsurface
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Figure 9: The cavity "step height", h, as a
function of Reynolds number for varying
cavitation numbers, a = 0.33-0.38 (D), O =
0.39-0.43 (o), a = 0.44 - 0.46 (o), a =
0.47-0.52 (V).
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divots were formed at random locations on
the sphere circumference, and, if the water in
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Figure 11: Three images of the cavity with
varying number of divots, (a) Re = 1.2 x 105
and a = 0.53 (b) Re = 1.9 x 105 and a =
0.44 (c) Re = 2.0 x 105 and a = 0.47 .
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the BDWT was allowed to settle for long time
periods before an experiment, the number of
divots created would be substantially
reduced. The non-Newtonian nature of
Brennen's flows may be responsible for the
observed differences.
Divots were also created and destroyed
by the action of a re-entrant flow which
originated downstream of the cavity
separation zone. Figure 12 presents the
average number of divots as a function of
Reynolds number for cavity flows where reentrant jets were not observed to impinge on
the cavity detachment region. Figure 13
shows the frequency of divot formation as a
function of Reynolds number and the
frequency of re-entrant jet formation. As the
Reynolds number increases, the likelihood
that a divot will form and persist increases.
A sphere was roughened to artificially trip
the boundary layer upstream of cavity
separation, and it was found that there was
very little difference between the tripped and
untripped flows, and this suggests that a
strong favorable pressure gradient upstream
of the cavity separation may lead to relaminarization of the boundary layer.
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Flow Field in the Closure Region of a
Stable Partial Cavity: The dynamics of
partial cavitation has been examined by
several investigators. The formation of cloud
cavitation via the re-entrant jet is discussed by
Knapp et al. (1970) and Furness and Hutton
(1975). Recent experimental work has been
conducted by Avellan et al. (1988), Kubota et
al. (1989), Yamaguchi et al. (1990), and Le
et al. (1993a and 1993b). In these studies,
the details of the flow surrounding both
steady and unsteady attached cavitation have
been examined using a variety of
experimental techniques. Avellan et al.
(1988) and Kubota et al. (1989) employed
LDV to determine the mean and phase
averaged flow field around partial cavities,
and Le et. al. (1993a and 1993b) employed
mean and dynamic pressure measurements.
Detailed measurements near attached cavities
are made difficult by the large range of flow
scales, the presence of two phases, and the
unsteadiness of the cavity surface and closure
region.
We are currently examining the flow field
near the closure region of partial cavities
using Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV). A
wedge is used to produce a partial cavity. By
varying the angle of the wedge, it is possible
to create both open and closed partial cavities.
The images presented here are for closed
cavities. A view of the cavitating wedge is
shown in Figure 14, and Figures 15 and 16
present typical PIV images and the measured
vector fields in a region close to the cavity
closure. Shown in the figures are the filtered
and unfiltered double-pulsed images and the
vectors field reconstructed from the filtered
images. These images are relatively lightly
seeded, and particle tracking was used to
identify individual velocity vectors of the
flow. Comparison of the filtered and
unfiltered images reveal the utility of
fluorescent flow tracers. While bubbles may
mask some of the particles, it is still possible
to discern individual particle pairs quite close
to the cavity closure.
Discussion: Our study of the detachment
and closure region of attached cavitation is
continuing; however, the results presented
here reveal some new insights and will guide
our studies.

Figure 14: Plan and oblique view of a
partial cavity which has formed at the vertex
of the wedge. U0 = 10 m/s, o= 1.2, and the
cavity length is approximately 50 cm.
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Figure 16: Three images of the closure
region of a partial cavity- (a) unfiltered
double-pulsed PIV image, (b) the filtered
image, and (c) the velocity vectors recovered
from the filtered image. Scales are shown.

Figure 15: Three images of the closure
region of a partial cavity- (a) unfiltered
double-pulsed PIV image, (b) the filtered
image, and (c) the velocity vectors recovered
from the filtered image. Scales are shown.
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Detailed examination of the cavity
detachment region has revealed that the local
geometry of the cavity can be related to the
position of boundary layer separation
upstream of the cavity. The cavity forms a
"forward facing step" with a step height
which is 2 to 3 times larger than the boundary
layer thickness. It is expected that such a
geometry would lead to an upstream
boundary layer separation. However, it is
unclear how the location of flow separation is
influenced by the local cavity geometry.
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of the cavity, and the flow in this region may
be either two or three-dimensional. At higher
Reynolds numbers, the interface develops
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detachment region. As the Reynolds number
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increases. These structures form when there
is a local breakdown in the two-dimensional
flow near the cavity detachment, resulting in
a complex three-dimensional flow. It is
unclear at present if a laminar separation is
still present upstream of the cavity in these
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Lastly, we have developed techniques to
examine the flow field in the closure region
of a partial cavity. By employing fluorescent
flow tracers, it is possible to detect
Lagrangian flow tracers in the bubbly region
just downstream of the cavity closure. We
currently are employing particle tracking to
analyze the PIV images, and we are striving
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Numerical Investigation on the Turbulent and Vortical
Flows Beneath the Free Surface Around Struts
U.-C. Jeong, Y. Doi, K.-H. Mori (Hiroshima University, Japan)

Abstract
Characteristics of turbulent and vortical flows around
free surface piercing struts are numerically and experimentally investigated. Three dimensional Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes and continuity equations are
used for the numerical simulation. The LES method
with the external disturbance is used to simulate
the turbulent flow on the free surface. The governing equations are discretised by a finite different
method in a body and free surface fitted curvilinear co-ordinate system. To investigate the curvature effect of the bow, four different struts having
NACA0005, NACA0008, NACA0012, and NACA0024
sections are used.
The results show that vorticity production is required on the curved free surface to satisfy the noshearing stress condition. The no-shearing stress condition is significantly important. The vorticity, whose
strength is proportional to the free surface curvature,
leads the generation of the vortical motions beneath
the free surface in front of the bow. The bow with
a larger curvature intensifies the concave curvature
of the free surface and generates stronger vorticity
than a smaller one. Above a certain velocity, the
vortical motions become intensive and the free surface fluctuates with a high frequency around a bow.
The proposed LES method can reveal the existence
of the free surface turbulence which is observed in
experiments prior to the overturning waves.

1

Introduction

Free surface flow around a surface piercing blunt
bow is one of the most complicated phenomena in the
field of ship hydrodynamics because of various nonlinear characteristics. Many researchers have studied
the bow breaking wave with the hope of understanding how it affects the resistance of a ship.
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Baba[l] proposed wave breaking resistance as a
new component of a ship resistance. He could provide quantitative evidence of a resistance component
due to wave breaking around the bow through measuring head-loss by wake survey method. Taneda
and Amamoto[2] explained the bow breaking wave
as a vortex motion. They called it "necklace vortex"
to distinguish from the horseshoe vortex which was
mainly generated by the boundary layer flow around
the body mounted on the plate. They also reported
that this necklace vortex was strongly affected by
the Froude number while the horseshoe vortex was
affected by the Reynolds number.
Since then, many investigations have been made
to clarify the mechanism of the bow wave breaking
both experimentally and theoretically. However, the
so-called bow breaking wave and necklace vortex are
not so simple and the mechanism has not yet come
to knowledge. Miyata et al.[3] and Grosenbaugh and
Yeung[4] showed an oscillatory motion of bow wave
front which occurred when a certain critical speed
was exceeded. However, it may be difficult to say
that their findings are general characteristics of bow
waves because they used two-dimensional floating
bodies. Miyata et al.[3] also explained that overturning of waves generated a necklace vortex of which intensity depended on the strength of the overturning
motion. Moreover, they reported that the vorticity
generated by. the breaking waves spread forward by
the movement of wave front and backward by diffusive effect.
All the studies mentioned above is mainly concerned to the "broken" waves. However, to make
clear the phenomena it may be necessary to study
the early stage where the breaking is apt to occur.
Honji[5] and Kayo and Takekuma[6] experimentally
showed the existence of a vortical motion beneath
the free surface around the bow at a very low Froude
number even though no significant bow waves were
generated. Patel et al.[7] explained the phenomenon

2

assuming the balance of a surface tension and a normal component of a viscous stress.
Mori[8] discussed the free surface flows before
the wave breaking took place. He divided the flow
into three stages; the development of the free surface shear layer, the formation of the necklace vortex and the production of unsteady turbulent free
surface flow. It was called "sub-breaking waves" as a
free surface turbulent flow in distinction from spilling
or plunging breakers. He also deduced that the free
surface curvature played a role to generate a vorticity
on the curved free surface and the vorticity could be
one of the sources of the necklace vortex. The theoretical background of the free surface shear layer was
also given by Batchelor[9].
Mori and Shin[10] simulated the sub-breaking wave
generated by two-dimensional submerged hydrofoil.
They used experimental results to set the free surface
boundary condition strictly. Mori and Lungu[ll]
simulated two-dimensional sub-breaking waves directly
by imposing a disturbance for vertical velocity component while Coleman[12] used a disturbance of pressure on the free surface. The role of these disturbances might be a kind of a trigger for the transition
to the turbulent flow and it might be assumed as a
source that maintains the turbulence on the free surface.

Observation of Bow Wave
Patterns

An observation of bow wave patterns was performed for NS08, NS12 and NS24 models at the circulating water channel(CWC) of Hiroshima University. The length and draft of the models were 0.8m
and 0.4m respectively. Experimental arrangement
is shown in Fig.l. The wave patterns were photographed under the CWC. The striped-screen was
fixed above the free surface to make the pictures
clear. To remove a surface tension, a surfactant was
used [13].

Main objective of the present study is to make
clear the characteristics of the flow at the early stage
of bow wave breaking around surface piercing struts,
especially the effect of the vorticity generated on the ■
free surface on the vortical and turbulent flows beneath the free surface. To simplify the problem, the
surface tension is excluded in the present investigations. Numerical investigations are made by solving
the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes(NS) and continuity equations by finite difference method(FDM).
Several computations are performed to investigate
the effects of computational and physical parameters, for examples, grid dependency, the effects of
the Reynolds and Froude numbers, free surface treatment and so on. To investigate the curvature effect
of the bow, four different struts having NACA0005,
NACA0008, NACA0012, and NACA0024 sections are
used(called NS05, NS08, NS12 and NS24 respectively
hereafter). The fluctuated free surface flows called
sub-breaking waves are also studied by Large Eddy
Simulation(LES). Some computed results are compared with the experimental results.

Fig.l Experimental set-up.

Fig.2 shows a schematic view of the bow wave on
the center plane. The "Zone-I" where the free surface has smooth concave curvature is the part ahead
of the bow wave. Through a sharp change of the
curvature, the flow enters "Zone-II" where the flow
can not be stable any more. A border of these two
zones is "wave front" where the curvature has a maximum^] .

Wave front

Zone-I

\

Zone-II
Bow

Fig.2 Schematic view of bow wave.
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Fig.3 shows the bow wave pattern of NS12 at
Fn=0.15. No clear waves are observed. However,
at Fn=0.20 as shown in Fig.4, the wave front is
observed surrounding the bow. Increasing the oncoming velocity(Fn=0.25), the wave front appears
clearly and the position moves away from the bow(Fig.S).
At those Froude numbers, no significant features of
turbulence appear on the free surface.

Fig.6 shows the bow wave patterns at Fn=0.30
for three models. The Reynolds number is 4.60x10s.
The free surface flows of NS08 and NS12 seem to be
quite complicated and turbulent in "Zone-H" which
can be called sub-breaking wave[8]. The wrinkles of
NS08 and NS12 are more intensive than NS24 around
the bow. The flow of NS24 looks still gentle. Here,
a question may'appear; why the intensity of the free
surface wrinkles of NS08 is much stronger than that
of NS24 although the bow of NS24 is much blunter?

II!

I
Fig.3 Picture of free surface flow of NS12, Fn=0.15,
Rn=2.31(fi.

(a) NS08

■ :•. :..'«..vrvvt<-y*-/-,t

(b) NS12
Fig.4 Same as Fig.S, Fn=0.20, Rn=3.11(P.

(c) NS24

Fig.6 Pictures of free surface flows of NS08,
NSJ2 and NS24, Fn=0.30, Rn=4.610s.

Fig.5 Same as Fig.S, Fn=0.25, Rn=3.91(fi.
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The Reynolds stress terms can be expressed as follows;

Similar experiments were carried out by Mori[8].
He used two models which were a circular cylinder
and an elliptic strut. He showed that the elliptic
strut generated more intensive wrinkle, which was a
kind of free surface instability, than that generated
by the circular cylinder at the same speed although
the necklace vortex of the circular cylinder was more
intensive than that of the elliptic strut. He explained
that the reason might be the different free surface
curvatures in front of the bows.
The detail discussions on the effect of bow curvature will be made by a numerical simulation in
chapter 5.

3

R,. = {ut{ux + ux)}x + {Vt(Uy + vx)}v +

Ry = {l/t(Uy + VX)}X + {Vt{Vy + Vy)}y +
{Ut(Vz + Wy)},
Rz = {"«(«» + Vx)}s + {Vt{Vz + tü„)}y +
{Ut{wz+Wt)}z

The turbulence model for the flow with the free
surface around ship like body is complicated and not
well developed yet. The Baldwin-Lomax(BL) turbulence model[14] and its modification by Renze et
al.[15] are widely used in CFD fields for the simplicity. However, Degani and Schiff[16] pointed out
that the difficulty encountered in applying the BL
model to bodies with crossflow separation was that of
properly evaluating the eddy-viscosity in outer layer.
Thus, they modified the BL model to calculate the
eddy-viscosity in crossflow separation region. According to some numerical and experimental results,
separated re-circulating flows exist on the free surface around shoulder part of the blunt body above
a certain velocity[17,18]. Thus, in this study, the
modified BL model(MBL) proposed by Degani and
Schiff is used to simulate the turbulent flow around
the body and it is assumed that the turbulent flow
starts at 1=0.1.
On the other hand, the SGS model[19] is introduced around bow to simulate the turbulent free surface flow at a high Froude number. This will be discussed in chapter 6.

Computational Method

3.1

Governing equations

Three dimensional incompressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes and continuity equations are employed for the present numerical study. These governing equations are written as follows;

ut + uux + vuy + wuz = -<t>x +

Rn

V2U+Ä*

Vt + UVX + Wy + WVZ = -<£y + —V V + Ry

Rn

(1)

wt + uwx + vwy + wwz = -<j>z + -_—V w + RRn
Ur + Vy + WZ = 0

<f> = P + Fn2

Pat + 3*

(4)

(2)

(3)

where u, v and u> are the velocity components in
(z,y-,2)-directions in the Cartesian co-ordinate system as shown in Fig.7; x in the uniform flow, y in
the lateral and z in the vertical directions respectively. The origin is located at the leading edge of
the strut on the undisturbed free surface. Subscripts
represent partial differentiations with respect to the
referred variables except Rx, Ry and Rz which are
Reynolds stress components. Fn, Rn, <j>, p, Pat and
k are Froude number, Reynolds number, modified
pressure, pressure, atmospheric pressure and turbulent energy respectively. All the variables are normalized by a uniform velocity(f/o) and the length of
strut(L).

Fig.7 Co-ordinate systems and generated grid
near body on horizontal plane(NSlS).

3.2

Numerical algorithm

The basic concept of the solution algorithm is
based on the MAC method. A finite difference method
797

be calculated by an equilibrium of stresses on the free
surface as follows;

is represented on a regular grid system. So all the
variables are defined on the grid nodes. The first
order difference form of the time derivatives in NS
equations is used for an explicit advancement in time.
The convective terms in NS equations are discretised
by the third order upwind scheme(equation(5)). All
the other spatial derivatives are discretised by the
second order central difference scheme.

(7)
1 .dui

where <T,J, a^ rij and Sij are fluid stress tensor, external stress tensor, unit outward normal vector to
the free surface and Kronecker delta respectively in
the Cartesian co-ordinate system.
Assuming no-shearing stress and excluding the
surface tension, the equation(7) can be rewritten as
follows;

U = Y2^7 (u«-2 ~ 8«i-i + 8u,-+i - ui+2)

where a=1.0 is used as a standard coefficient.

3.3

Grid generation

A numerical co-ordinate transformation is introduced into the body fitted co-ordinate system to simplify the computational domain and to facilitate the
implementation of boundary conditions. C-H type
grid is employed for the present computation. C-type
grid is generated by using geometrical method[20]
and the whole grid system is obtained by stacking
them in the vertical direction algebraically. The grid
topology near the body on a horizontal plane and the
curvilinear co-ordinate system are shown in Fig.7.
The £-axis of the body fitted co-ordinate system coincides with the z-axis. The grid lines are clustered
near the body and the free surface to simulate properly the free surface and viscous interaction.

4
4.1

aijTijTii = Pat

(8)

(TijTljti = 0

(9)

where ti is unit tangential vector to the free surface.
Finally, the following equations can be used as a dynamic free surface boundary condition assuming that
the normal component of the viscous and Reynolds
stresses are negligibly small.

4>

Fn2

(10)

2uxnx + (uy + vx)ny + (uz + wx)nz = 0
(vx + uv)nx + 2vytiy + (vz + wv)nz = 0

(11)

(wx + ut)nx + (wy + vz)ny + 2wznz — 0
where, h, nx, ny and nz are wave height and (x,y,z)components of the unit outward vector normal to
the free surface respectively. Solving equation(ll),
on the free surface the velocity components can be
calculated.
The no-shearing stress condition leads a generation of vorticity on the free surface[9]. The axis of
the vorticity is perpendicular to the streamwise direction and the strength of the vorticity is

Boundary Conditions
Free surface conditions

The free surface location can be calculated to satisfy a kinematic condition which represents that the
fluid particles of the free surface always remain on it.
In the present study, the following Euler-type kinematic condition is used.

ui = 2k, q,

ht + uhx + vhy — tu = 0

duj

*n = -P6ij + ^(^r + äf)
dxi - «:•«;.

(6)

(12)

where, k, and q, are the curvature of streamline and
streamwise velocity on the free surface respectively.
Equation(12) means that the curvature of the free
surface can generate the vorticity if the streamwise
velocity is not zero.
A zero-gradient extrapolation for the velocity is
commonly used on the free surface because of the
simplicity. In the present study, the above two approaches are compared.

where h(x, y,t) is the wave height and the subscripts
represent partial differentiations with respect to the
referred variables. The equation(6) is discretised by
the first order forward scheme for the time integration and the third order upwind scheme for other
terms.
On the other hand, the velocity and pressure can
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4.2

tal one for NS12(Fig.8). The experiment was carried
out at the circulating water channel of Hiroshima
University. The length and draft of the strut are
0.15m and 0.50m respectively. Wave profiles on the
body surface were measured by making use of an image processing system developed at Hiroshima University^]. To remove the surface tension, a surfactant was also used[13]. The computed results give
good agreement with the experimental one' except
near the wave trough. The reason of this difference
may be that the flow around shoulder part of the
blunt model is not steady including strong separated
flow called shoulder wave breaking[17,18].

Other boundary conditions

On the body surface, no-slip condition is applied
for the velocity and Neumann-type condition for the
pressure. On the other hand, it is difficult to treat
the intersection of the free surface and solid body
strictly because the region is a kind of a singular
regional]. In the present study, no-slip condition
is used for the velocity while the wave elevation on
the body is linearly extrapolated using neighboring
wave heights calculated by the kinematic free surface boundary condition. The pressure in this singular region is obtained by the dynamic free surface
boundary condition directly.
In half-C type grid systems used in this study,
there are two symmetry planes which are forward
center plane and wake center plane. On the symmetry plane, the flow is assumed to be symmetric.
A uniform velocity and zero wave elevation are
applied on the inflow boundary.
Sometimes, improper boundary conditions give
some numerical troubles such as reflection or oscillation of waves on the outlet boundary. However,
a simple zero-gradient extrapolation can be acceptable to investigate the flow near the body because the
outer boundary or the grid arrangement around the
far field region does not affect so much the flow near
the body when the computational domain is large
enough[22]. In the present numerical study, a simple zero-gradient extrapolation is used on the outlet
boundary.

5

Table 1. Computational conditions for standard cases.

Grid numbers
- ^-direction
- ^-direction
- ^-direction
Min. grid spacings
-A£
-A,,
-AC
Time increment
Computational
domains

Numerical Simulations of
Vortical Motions

Rn=10s

91
45
20

110
60
20

0.005
0.005
0.0005
0.002
0.0006
0.0015
0.00025
0.001
-2.0 < x<4.0
0.0 < y < 2.0
-1.0 < z S ^max

"n

0.1
o

5.1

Rn=5000

Computational conditions

Exp. (Hiroshima Univ.). Rn=43000

Cal. Rn=40000, T=10.0
- - Cal. Rn=40000. T=20.0

Several computations are performed for the four
different struts as mentioned in chapter 1 which are
NS05, NS08, NS12 and NS24 models. Computational conditions for the standard cases are listed in
Table 1. These conditions are chosen through various test computations to investigate the effect of grid
density, time increment and so on.
In the present computations, the flow is accelerated from a rest condition to the uniform velocity.
The flow acceleration affects the bow wave formations; a sudden acceleration may lead strong oscillatory motion or overturning of wave around a bow.
In order to avoid such a strong wave breaking, the
flow is slowly accelerated up to nondimensional time
T=5.0 in the present computations.
To validate the present computations, the computed wave profile is compared with the experimen799
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Fig.8 Comparison between computed and measured wave profiles on the body surface; NS1S,
Fn=0.25.

5.2

Vortical motions around bows

First, the effect of the dynamic free surface boundary condition is investigated. According to the equation^), the vorticity can be generated to satisfy
the no-shearing stress condition. However, the zero-

In case of a lower Froude number flow(Fn=0.25),
however, there is no significant difference between
the two results as shown in Fig. 10.

gradient extrapolation is often used because of the
simplicity. Fig.9 shows the distributions of the computed velocity and vorticity on the center plane for
two different treatments of the dynamic free surface boundary conditions for NS05 at irn=0.30 and
i?n=5000. In case of the zero-gradient extrapolation,
the computed wave height at the bow is almost the
same value as the position head at the stagnation
point for inviscid fluid. On the other hand, the introduction of the no-shearing stress condition makes
the counter-clockwise vorticity more intensive and
the wave height decreases. This means that the energy accumulated around the wave crest is consumed
by the generation of the vorticity.

HI. 1

1.0

1.0

(a) zero-gradient

0.05

(b) no-shearing stress

Fig. 10 Same as Fig.9; NS12, Fn=0.25, Rn=5000,
T=15.0 (contour interval=10.0).

-0.05

x

Bow

(a) zero-gradient

-0.05

x

From these results, it can be pointed out that
the no-shearing stress condition on the free surface
plays an important role to produce a vortical motion
where the free surface curvature is large. The computations neglecting the no-shearing stress may lead
misunderstanding of the phenomena. Thus, all the
computations are performed taking into account the
no-shearing stress condition hereafter.
Fig. 11 compares the computed and experimented
free surface flows between three models. The Reynolds
numbers for the computation and experiment are
1.0x10s and 3.8x10s respectively. The wave front
lines, which are defined in Fig.2, are clearly shown
in both computed and experimented results except
NS24. The computed distances between the leading edge(x=0.0) and the wave front on the center
plane are about 0.03L(a;=-0.03) and 0.04L(x=-0.04)
for NS08 and NS12 respectively (L: length of the
strut). It can be noted that the flow field around
bow is almost steady both in the experimental and
computed results when the Froude number is less
than 0.25. The overall computed flow patterns are
good agreement with the experimental results.

Bow

(b) no-shearing stress

Fig.9 Computed velocity and vorticity (<x>y) distributions for two different treatment of dynamic free surface boundary condition; NSOS,
Fn=0.S0, Rn=5000, T=15.0 (contour intervals 0.0).
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-0.15
(a) NS08

(b) NS12

(c) NS24

Fig. 11 Comparison of computed and experimented free surface flows; NS08, NS12 and
NS24, Fn=0.25, (upper; computed, Rn=1.010*,
down; experimented, Rn=3.91(P).

The relation between the vorticity(wy), wave
height(A) and the streamwise velocity^,) on the free
surface is shown in Fig.12. The peak of the vorticity
is located on the free surface having concave curvature as indicated by the dotted arrow. According to
the no-shearing stress condition(equation(12)), the
vorticity on the free surface can be expressed as a
product of the free surface curvature and the streamwise velocity. Although the wave front has a larger
curvature than that of the concave surface, the vorticity is smaller at the wave front because the streamwise velocity becomes smaller around there. This is
the reason why the counter-clockwise vorticity occupies the region in front of the bow.
The comparison of the vorticity(uy) and velocity
distributions for the three models is shown in Fig.13.

-0.1
Fig. 12 Relation between vorticity (uy), wave profile(h) and streamwise velocity(q,) on the free
surface on the center plane; NS1S, Fn=0.25,
Rn=1.01(P.
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1.0

1.0

1.0

0.05

(c) NS24

(b) NS12

(a) NS08

Fig. 13 Computed velocity and vorticity(u>v) distributions on the center plane in front of bows;
NS08, NS12 and NS24, Fn=0.25, Rn=1.01(P, T=15.0 (contour interval=10.0).

0.15

wx

CO,

Ux

_**&**

0.0
0.15

(a) NS08

(b) NS12

(c) NS24

Fig.14 Computed voriicHy(ux, uy) distributions beneath the free surface around bows; NS08, NS12
and NS24, Fn=0.25, Rn-l.Olfi, T=15.0 (contour interval=10.0).

The model with large curvature(NS08) generates
the most intensive vorticity which is induced by the
free surface curvature. The peaks of the vorticity
are located beneath the free surface around the wave
front for each models except NS24. In case of NS24,
however, there are no such vortical motions because

the free surface is enough smooth. These results
can give some explanations to the experimental findings as shown in Fig.6; the bow with a larger curvature(NS08) generates more intensive wrinkles than
that with the smaller one(NS24).
Fig. 14 shows the vorticity distributions on the
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5.3

horizontal plane beneath the free surface around the
bows at 7?n=105 and Fn=0.25. The distance from
the free surface is 0.003. The vorticity surrounding
the bow, the so called "necklace vortex", is more intensive for NS12 than for NS08, although the strength
of the vorticity in front of bow is not larger. These
results show the same tendency with the results by
Mori[8] as mentioned in chapter 2. However, in case
of NS24, there are no such clear necklace vortex motions. The reason is that the free surface flow of
NS24 is premature to generate the vortex motions at
this Froude number.
From these results, It can be concluded that the
bow shape has strong relation with the free surface
curvature, especially concave shape, which is responsible for the vortical flows around the bow.

1.0

(a) AC = 0.0003

Grid dependency

Fig. 15 shows the effect of grid density in the vertical direction around the free surface for NS12 at
ßn=105 and Fn=0.25. The computations are performed for the three different minimum grid spacings(AC)
of 0.0003, 0.0006 and 0.0012. The minimum grid
spacing and the grid density in the normal direction
to the body surface are kept almost same,, In case
of AC=0.0012, the vortical motions do not fully develop while they develop well for the other two cases
and almost the same results are obtained.
It can be concluded that the grid density around
the free surface is one of the important computational parameters; coarse grid can not detect the vortical flows beneath the free surface.

1.0

1.0

(b) AC = 0.0006
Fig.15 Grid dependency of the vortical flows
onthe center plane, NS12, Fn=0.25, Rn=1.0-lP,
T=15.0 (contour interval=10.0).
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(b) AC = 0.0012

6

Large Eddy Simulation of
Sub-Breaking Waves

6.1

In the present numerical study, the following
numerical disturbance is introduced to generate the
fluctuations on the free surface.

Computational conditions

One of the important characteristics of the subbreaking waves is the intensive fluctuations of the
free surface such as the turbulent flow in the boundary layer flow on a solid body[8]. The shear flow in
the boundary layer developed on a body plays a role
as a trigger for the transition to the turbulent flow
and it may be assumed as a source that maintains
the turbulence. Although the situation is a little different in case of the free surface flow, there exists
boundary layer on the free surface which may induce
the free surface turbulence.
As shown in Fig.6, the free surface flows of NS08
and NS12 are quite complicated. The situation can
be assumed under the sub-breaking condition. In order to detect the sub-breaking waves, Large Eddy
Simulation(LES) is performed for NS12 at Fn=0.30
and Rn=105. The basic equations for LES are given
through a space averaging operation and they can be
expressed in the same forms as equations(l)-(4).
The Sub-Grid Scale(SGS) turbulence model[19]
is introduced for the simulation. So, in the computation at high Reynolds and high Froude numbers,
two turbulence models are used together. One is the
modified Baldwin-Lomax model(MBL) to simulate
the flow in the boundary layer on the body and the
other is the SGS model for the sub-breaking wave.
The combination of these two models is sketched in
Fig.16. The eddy-viscosity is smoothly changed in
the streamwise direction through the intermediate
region(INT) where the eddy-viscosity is calculated
by the mean of SGS and MBL. To reduce an artificial viscosity, a=0.5 is used in equation(5).

v/ = ß- (0.5 • u)

(13)

where ß is a random constant(-1.0 < ß < 1.0) and u
is the calculated velocity of x-component.
This disturbance is added in the region of SGS as indicated in Fig.16 only for two successive time steps
after T=4.0.
Although a sufficient fine grid system and a small
time increment are necessary to simulate the fluctuations directly with SGS turbulence model, it is
hard to use satisfactory computational parameters
because of a.restrictiori of the memory size and the
computing time. To avoid the difficulties, a smaller
computational domain is used in the present subbreaking computation. The computational domain
and condition are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Computational condition for Large
Eddy Simulation of sub-breaking wave.

Rn=105, Fn=0.30
Grid numbers
- ^-direction
- »^direction
- ^-direction
Min. grid spacings
-A£
-Arj
-AC
Time increment
Computational
domains

72
60
20
0.005
0.0005
0.0006
0.0001
-0.7 < x < 1.5
0.0 < y < 0.7
-1.0 < z < hmax

MBL
6.2

-0.7

Results and discussions

Fig. 17 shows the computed and observed flow patterns on the free surface around bow at Fn=0.30.
The Reynolds numbers of the computation and experiment are l.OxlO5 and 4.6xl05 respectively. The
distances between the wave front and the bow(x=0.0)
are about 0.05L(x=-0.05) and almost the same for
the both.

X

Upstreamboundary
Fig.16 Combination of two different turbulent
models.
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fluctuations become intensive at point C which is
just outside of the wave front and the free surface
curvature is larger. It can be considered that the instability of the free surface starts there. At point D,
the amplitude of the fluctuations of the velocity components becomes larger and the u-component is less
than zero. This result indicates that the free surface
flows at point D is turbulent and reverse flows exist
there. The fluctuations become gradually weak at
points E, and F. At point E, the u-component is still
negative and it is a positive at point F. The reverse
flow on the free surface disappears after the point E.
1.0
0.05

-0.15

0.125

Fig. 17 Comparison of computed and experimented free surface flows; NS12, Fn=0.30, (upper; computed, Rn=i.01(fi, down; experimented,
Rn=4.61(fi).

The computed fluctuations in "Zone-II" are not so
clear and small comparing with the experimental result. The reason may be that the grid system is still
not so fine enough to simulate the wrinkles.
Fig.18 shows the computed velocity and vorticity(wy)
distributions on the center plane at T= 10.0. It must
be noted that the flow around the bow is still fluctuating. Although there are slight reverse flows in the
bow wave field, they are not followed by overturning wave. Several peaks of the free surface exist in
the "Zone-II". The characteristics of the turbulence
on the free surface are investigated at the six points
around bow as shown in Fig.19.
Fig.20 shows the time histories of velocity components through T=8.0-9.5 at the six points. Although
the initial disturbance is imposed all the domain around
the bow including the point A, the fluctuations disappear at there. The velocity remains almost constant.
The velocity fluctuates slightly at point B where the
concave curvature of the free surface appears. The
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Fig. 18 Computed velocity and vorticity(uiy) distributions on the center plane in front of bows;
NS12, Fn=0.S0, Rn=1.01(fi, T=10.0 (contour interval=10.0).

A(-0.074,0.0)
B(-0.062,0.0)
C(-0.051,0.0)
D(-0.025,0.0)
E(-0.016,0.027)
F( 0.041,0.059)

Bow

Fig.19 Schematic view of bow wave and the
definition of six points for investigation of turbulent quantities.
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Fig.20 Computed time histories of velocity components at six points on the free surface; NS1S,
Fn=0.30, Rn=L0J05.
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Fig.21 shows the distributions of time averaged
velocity components in depthwise direction at points
A and D. The velocity is averaged for 15000 time
steps from T=8.0 to 9.5.

POINT-A

At point D where the flow is fully turbulent the
strong defect of the u-component exists close to the
free surface while w-component has small defect. On
the other hand, there is no such a velocity defect
at point A where the free surface flow is laminar.
These results are found in the experimental results
by Mori[8] who measured the velocity components in
front of a elliptic strut and a circular cylinder under
the sub-breaking condition.
Fig.22 shows the computed Reynolds stress components at point D. The cross component(u'u/) is almost zero on the free surface because the no-shearing
stress condition is imposed on the free surface. On
the other hand, other components become larger on
the free surface. This is the same tendency with the
experimental results by Mori[8].

Point-D
-0.05 -

0.05

0.01

-0.1
0.025
POINT-D

Fig.22 Computed Reynolds stress distributions
at points D; NS12, Fn=0.S0, Rn=1.01(fi.
-0.05 -

Fig 21 Computed mean velocity distributions
at points A and D; NS12, Fn=0.30, Rn=1.0- if*
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Fig.23 shows the turbulent energy profiles in
depthwise direction at points A and D. At point A,
the turbulent energy is almost zero while, at point
D, it is intensive on the free surface and it abruptly
becomes weak at the depth of 0.02L from the free
surface.
We can point out that the free surface turbulent flow referred to the sub-breaking wave generated
without overturning waves. The numerical simulations neglecting the turbulence may lead a misunderstanding of the phenomena.

2) The proposed LES method reveals the existence of
the free surface turbulence called sub-breaking wave
which is not followed by overturning waves.
3) The bow with a larger curvature intensifies the
concave curvature of the free surface and generates
a stronger vorticity than the bows with smaller curvature.
4) Grid density around the free surface is one of
the important computational parameters; coarse grid
can not detect the vortical flows beneath the free surface.
The authors express a lot of thanks to Dr. S. Ninomiya, research associate at Hiroshima University,
for his kind support in experiments.
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DISCUSSION

and measured velocities differ significantly in
Figure 21.

R.W. Yeung
University of California at Berkeley, USA
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I would like to congratulate the authors for a very
interesting paper on a subject area that
complements and extends our work in the Seoul
Symposium (Yeung and Ananthakrishnan [1]).
Perhaps the authors are not aware of this work. In
our paper, as well as a related publication
(Aananthakrishnan and Yeung [2]), we have
systematically investigated the effects of the freesurface boundary condition (free-slip, no slip,
clean, or with surface contaminants) on the vortical
structures below the free surface. Even though our
works were two-dimensional, I feel what is stated
in the present paper, in regard to the need to apply
the zero-stress condition, has already been
established in our earlier works. Our investigations
and solutions covered a large range of scenarios.

[2] Ananthakrishnan, P. And Yeung, R.W.
"Nonlinear interaction of a vortex pair with
clean and surfactant-covered free surfaces,"
Wave Motion, 19, pp. 343-365, 1994.
AUTHORS' COMMENTS
We would like to thank you for the remarks and
comments.
The need to apply the zero-shear stress
condition on the free surface was already
discussed by Mori [8]. It was concluded the
free-surface curvature was one of the sources
for the shear flow and vortical motion beneath
the free surface. So far as we understood, it
was concluded that the free-surface vorticity
generated by free-surface curvature was rather
weak in the paper for Profs. Yeung and
Ananthakrishnan.

As to qualitative features of the bow-flow results,
the
present
authors'
thick-body
results
(corresponding to NS24) are consistent with the
limiting behavior of our (two-dimensional) blunt
bow solution. However, the intensification of
cross-stream vorticity due to an increase in
waterline curvature (Fig. 9b and 13b) seems to
suggest the presence of a (steady state) stagnation
point on the free surface located between the
clockwise and counter-clockwise vortices. Is this
really physically plausible? If so, what would the
topology of such a flow be like?

The clockwise vorticity around the bow shown
in Figs. 9b and 13b does not indicate a vortex
but a shear flow on the body. The dominant
vortical motion is counter-clockwise. As Prof.
Yeung pointed out, there is a stagnation point
on the free surface because a weak reverse flow
is observed on the free surface.

Another question that comes to mind concerns the
accuracy of computations. In Fig. 15, the authors
demonstrated that a grid density A^ = .0003 was
needed to capture the surface and vortical details,
while most of the computations utilize a grid
spacing effectively almost 10 times larger (see
Table 1). This fact, coupled with a grid aspect
ratio (horizontal to vertical) of almost 10 can easily
lead to inaccuracies. Perhaps the authors can
comment on this difficulty, particularly in
connection with the large artificial viscosity arising
from a scheme like Eqn. (5).

The grid density high aspect ratio of the grid
arrangement leads to inaccuracies when the
flow is not parallel to the grid. In the present
computation, the flow beneath the free surface
is almost parallel to grid where the aspect ratio
is high. The situation is the same as the flow
simulation of the boundary layer developed on
a solid surface.
LES was originally developed for the
simulation of homogeneous turbulence.
Successful implementation of LES for a
turbulent flow with no free boundary such as a
solid wall is achieved through a special
modification of SGS modeling near wall. In the
present simulation for a free-surface turbulence,
Smagorinsky's closure is applied without a

My final remark concerns the LES and MBL
modeling of the free surface. It appears to rather
ad hoc as these models were established on the
ground that the flow had no free boundaries. Given
that the authors are convinced that the no-stress
free-surface condition is an important one, it seems
inconsistent to utilize such models. Perhaps it is
not surprising that the mean values of computed
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modification. It is not inconsistent to utilize the
model. Of course, it is important to develop some
modification of the SGS and MBL models for freesurface turbulence.
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Steep and Breaking Faraday Waves
L. Jiang, M. Perlin, W. Schultz (University of Michigan, USA)

ing) wave breaking criteria, and energy dissipation. To this
end, the breaking standing wave and its energy dissipation
serve as a good model to study.

Abstract
This paper examines the dynamics of steep to breaking standing waves on deep water generated by Faraday resonance. Physical experiments are compared with
simulations by a two-dimensional spectral Cauchy-integral
code. At larger forcing amplitude, we have observed experimentally a steep waveform with a double-peaked crest,
while simulation of the same forcing condition results in a
sharper crest (Jiang et al, 1996). Increasing wave steepness leads first to a double-plunging breaker at the dimpled crest, then to more violent breaking in three recurrent
modes (period tripling): sharp crest with breaking (A) —►
dimple or flat crest with breaking (B) -► round crest without breaking (C). Nonlinear interaction between the fundamental mode and second temporal harmonic determines
both the steep and breaking waveforms. Geometric features of the breaking wave are discussed, especially the
extremely-large wave amplitude and sharp crest angle in
mode A. Based on the periodicity of the flow, energy dissipation is directly estimated by integrating the support
force as a function of the tank displacement. It is found
that the breaking event increases the total dissipation in
the system by about 100%. Large dissipation occurs during
modes A and B due to spray, air entrainment and plunging.

In the absence of viscous dissipation, a solution has been
obtained by Penney & Price (1952) for standing gravity
waves on the free surface of deep water. Their solution
describes a standing wave with a sinusoidal shape at modest amplitudes to one with a more peaked crest and flatter
troughs (c.f. figure 1) at higher amplitudes. With further
increase in wave steepness to 0.218, their analysis appears
to reach a limiting waveform with a crest angle of 90°.
Schwartz & Whitney (1981) determined that the maximum wave steepness if/A is 0.197 by expansion and 0.208
by analytic continuation, less than 0.218. Here, H is the
peak-to-peak wave height and A is the wavelength. A numerical investigation by Schultz & Vanden-Broeck (1990)
showed that the surface tension had to be included to obtain waves as steep as predicted by Penney fc Price (1952)
and that the 90° crest angle conjecture was flawed. With
surface tension, the steepest waves had a crest sharper than
90° or had a bulbous protuberance.
The standing-wave form of Penney & Price has been
observed experimentally (Taylor 1953) and numerically
(Vanden-Broeck & Schwartz 1981).
Nontheless, the
uniqueness of their solution is still undetermined. Their
approach is only valid when resonance between different
harmonics can be "avoided" (Tadjbakhsh & KeUer 1960);
symmetry in space and time is also a vital assumption
in the success of a higher-order expansion by Schwartz
& Whitney (1981). Recently, multiple forms of smallamplitude standing wave are discussed by Bryant & Stiassnie (1994) based on the Zakharov equation approach.

Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images are often brighter
near ocean features such as currents, shelves, and slicks
that cause wave reflection. Since the backscattering of microwaves by the sea surface is sensitive to the curvature of
surface features as well as Bragg periodicity, these strong
SAR returns may be caused by higher surface curvature
known to occur in standing waves that can be more peaked
than their progressive wave counterparts. Therefore, accurate representation of steep and breaking standing waves,
or more generally counterpropagating, periodic waves, is
an essential feature required in the interpretation of SAR
images. An even more complex phenomena: wave breaking, directly influences the specular and Bragg scattering.
Since counterpropagating waves are very common in both
open sea and coastal regions, their breaking mechanisms
are crucial to wave modeling, e.g. (deep water and shoal-

Taylor (1953) generated standing waves by simultaneously oscillating two hinged vertical paddles. Standing
waves can also be excited by vertical oscillation through
subharmonic resonance (Benjamin & Ursell 1954, Miles
& Henderson 1990). Since the Faraday experiment ensures spatial periodicity by laterally fixed endwalls, this
approach was adopted by Jiang et al. (1996) to study the
Faraday resonance and nonlinear standing waveforms. According to the linear theory, the standing wave amplitude
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Ai(t) is governed by a Mathieu equation,
d2A,
+ (p — 2q cos u>ft)A, — 0
dt2

(1)

q = 2/fc; tanh(fc,A)

(2a, 6)

where
, ,2

and
w,-

[A;,(1

+ K • fc,) tanh(&j/i

,1/2

(3)

Here, w/ is the forcing frequency, / is the forcing amplitude. Subsequently, we use l/k = A/27T as the length scale
and \fgk as the time scale, where A is the characteristic
wave length and g is the gravitational acceleration. In
equation (3), u>; is the natural frequency for the ith spatial
mode with wavenumber k, = i and dimensionless capillary
number K = crk2/pg . The subharmonic resonance corresponds to j) s 1, i.e. Uf « 2wi. To excite the fundamental
mode with one wavelength in the tank (k = fci = 1), the
forcing frequency must satisfy w/ « 2u>i = 2u)jv- This forcing frequency eliminates the sloshing mode, thereby preserving the spatial symmetry about the tank centerline.
One notable result of Jiang et al. (1996) is that for
larger wave steepness, unexpected flat and dimpled crests
appear in the physical experiments while the numerical
simulation presents a wave with much sharper crest. (The
dimpled crest feature is seen in the numerics but for a
different phase.) These intricate wave forms are not described by any standing-wave model. They are strongly
asymmetric about the peak in time and only emerge at
finite amplitudes.
The main theme of this paper is that the new standing
wave leads eventually to breaking with period tripling in
the physical experiments. Steep and breaking wave profiles
are quantified by a non-intrusive optical system. At sufficiently large forcing amplitude, a steep wave with a dimpled crest generates two plungers breaking to each side of
the tank centerline. Increasing the forcing amplitude further leads to period-tripling: breaking every two of three
waves in a three-wave cycle. The dynamics of both steep
and breaking standing waves are related to the interaction between the fundamental mode and it temporal second harmonic. To estimate the viscous dissipation and
dissipation due to breaking, we present the first direct measurements based on the periodicity of the breaking events
and accurate force measurements. Before presenting some
preliminary results, we first describe briefly the method we
use to measure wave dissipation.
Principle of wave dissipation measurement

the support force during these three stages. The measured
force is integrated with respect to the tank displacement
to yield the work done by the shaker on the system. The
wave dissipation can then be estimated as described below.
The total energy (work) input to the system is transformed into wave energy, wave dissipation and mechanical
work. Here, mechanical work includes bearing dissipation,
friction and other energy losses that are unrelated to the
fluid motion in the tank. During stage 1, the wave surface
remains horizontal so both wave energy and wave dissipation are negligible. The measured work per unit wave
period represents mechanical work only. During stage 2,
part of the work done by the shaker is converted into wave
energy. The measured work in stage 3 should equal the
mechanical work plus the wave dissipation as a periodic
wave field exists.. As both forcing frequency and amplitude are constant in the experiments, and the center of
the water body is fixed relative to the oscillating tank, the
mechanical work in stage 3 is the same as that determined
in stage 1. The wave dissipation AE is then determined
by AE = Wtotal - Wmech-

Since this technique is based on the balance between
energy input and energy dissipation, it only applies to periodic wave fields. Breaking-wave dissipation would be difficult to estimate because of the irreversible breaking process. Fortunately (also unexpectedly), the breaking waves
in our experiments are periodic! At a forcing amplitude
that first initiates breaking, double plungers appear (stage
4), but the waveform, once established, remains temporally and spatially periodic. At larger wave steepness (i.e.
larger forcing), the dimpled waveform evolves into three
different, but three-wave periodic breaking modes (stage
5): the most violent breaking mode, a sharp-crest wave
with upward jet (A), occurs every three periods, followed
repeatedly by a dimpled waveform with plunging breaking (B), and a round-crest mode (C). The energy dissipation during the three-wave periodic breaking is then estimated by calculating the average work every three periods
in stage 5.

Numerical method
As in Jiang et al. (1996), we use the Cauchy integral
method to simulate two-dimensional standing waves. In
potential flow, the periodic free surface on the deep water
can be conformally mapped to an approximate unit circle. The Lagrangian form of the kinematic and dynamic
conditions are applied on the free surface:

Dt
Dt

dw*

(4)

dt '
For nonbreaking waves, experiments with a fixed forcing
dw*
frequency and forcing amplitude can be divided into three
D<t>
= -y[l-wJ/cos(w/t)] + stages: (1) initial state when the tank is oscillating but
dt
Dt
no wave growth is observed; (2) intermediate state when
.. x3y„-x„ya
o..j
-2y<j>.
(5)
the wave amplitude grows to a maximum and then slowly
"(xsx, +y,y,)3/2
decays to a finite amplitude; (3) the final periodic state
Here, D/Dt represents the material derivative. The comwhen the limit-cycle amplitude of the Faraday wave replex potential w(t) = <j> + ii> is solved on the free surmains constant. Using a load cell located between the
face t = x + *V and u>* is the complex conjugate of w(t).
shaker and the tank, we can measure the time history of
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The subscripts represents the derivative of x and y with
respect to s, a free-surface arclength parameter. To compute a Faraday wave, vertical oscillation is included as an
effective acceleration. Measured damping coefficients 7 are
chosen to simulate physical experiments.
The principle-valued Cauchy integral equation

m d£ = iaw(Ck)

£-C*

(6)

is discretized to solve for u>(00 at the kth. node, where a is
the included angle. In the present scheme the integrand is
expressed as a Cardinal function at the singularity and we
evaluate the derivatives spectrally (Schultz et al. 1994).
The algebraic equations are solved iteratively by GMRES
(Saad & Schultz 1986) and a 4th-order modified Hamming
predictor-corrector method is used for marching in time.
All simulations presented use 64 nodes in the horizontal direction with an error tolerance of IO-10 for time marching
and iterative matrix solving.
Numerical ("zigzag") instabilities occur for very steep
waves. Then, we include an additional dissipation term
li<f>,ss in (5), where 71 is at most about 1% of 7. In the
present application, it is more effective in suppressing the
higher-mode numerical instability than other attempted
filtering techniques.

Experimental apparatus
The inner dimensions of the rectangular glass tank are
600 mm long, 60 mm wide and 483 mm deep. The operational water depth is approximately 300 mm. With
negligible lateral vibration (less than 3% of the vertical
oscillation), this 10:1 tank aspect ratio ensures that the
excited waves are two dimensional and symmetric in space
(u>N = 1.611 Hz). The tank is fixed to a programmable
shaker that is best suited to operate in low frequency range:
0.5 Hz to 5.0 Hz. The control system includes a Macintosh
computer with National Instruments' LabVIEW software,
data acquisition boards, and a transducer for the vertical
displacements of the tank.

We use a Kodak Ektapro CID intensified imager with
controller to record the wave profile and use the Ektapro
EM 1012 recorder for storage. The image is composed of
239 horizontal pixels by 192 vertical pixels. To capture
the entire surface, we use a 50 mm camera lens on the
intensified imager and the camera is located at 8 m from
the tank. Its optical axis is oriented perpendicular to the
laser sheet and at about a 15° angle with respect to the
mean water surface (to remove any obstructing influence
from the meniscus on the front glass wall). Using a precise target shows no significant image distortion in either
direction. The average image resolution is 2.66 mm/pixel
and the measurement error is about one pixel.
The images are recorded at 50 Hz through 250 Hz and
transferred to computer via a standard GPIB interface.
An edge-detection program identifies the wave profile from
each image after a running-average smoothing is employed.
The excellent repeatability of the profile measurements is
demonstrated in Jiang et al. (1996).
To avoid surface contamination, the tank is scrubbed
before and after each use with ethyl alcohol. Our treated
water is de-ionized, carbon-adsorbed, and filtered to maintain a surface tension of 72 dyn/cm, close to that for pure
water. The surface tension decreases to about 71 dyn/cm
after the addition of fluorescein. By comparing with images taken by an 8 mm camera without dye present, we
verified that the small change in surface tension does not
cause a change in the wave profiles.
For the time history of surface elevation, we used a
capacitance-type wave probe with an outside diameter of
1.6 mm positioned at the horizontal center of the tank.
The measurement error is less than 1% of the wave height.
The probe and feedback signals are low-pass filtered using
two Krohn-Hite model 3342 analog niters with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. Then, the feedback signal is subtracted
from the probe signal to obtain actual surface elevation.
Force and dissipation measurements
The dissipation measurement technique mentioned in the
introduction is now fully discussed. The support force
is measured by an OMEGA LCCA-100 load cell (strain
gauge) placed between the platform and the tank. Its
accuracy is: nonlinearity < 0.03% of full scale, hysteresis < 0.02% full scale, and non-repeatability < 0.02% full
scale. The load cell has a maximum capacity of 445 N, sufficient for the 294 N water and tank. The tank is guided
vertically by six rollers (two on the front, two on the sides
and two on the rear) to reduce lateral displacement. A
Tektronix PS503A provides the 15 V DC power supply for
the load cell, while the dynamic force signal is amplified by
a Tektronix AM502 differential amplifier with a DC offset
for the static load. A 200 gain (maximum dynamic force
= 27 lbs) is used to cover the range of forcing amplitude
in our experiments.

Wave measurements
Spatial surface profiles are obtained by a laser-sheet measurement technique (Perlin et al. 1993). Figure 2 shows
the imaging system, including a 5 Watt Argon-Ion laser;
attendant optics and a high-speed, 8 bit video system with
intensified imager. We use a spherical lens to focus the
laser and a cylindrical lens to expand the laser beam into a
sheet. The laser sheet is introduced from above the water,
parallel to the front glasswall. It illuminates the central
plane of the tank with a thickness less than 1 mm at the
still water level. Fluorescent dye (fluorescein) is added to
the water to brighten the liquid such that there is a jump
in light intensity at the free surface. In some experiments,
due to the complex nature of the breaking wave, we also
use silver-coated hollow spheres (Wfim diameter) as seeding particles to better illuminate the entire central plane.

The force signal is filtered by Krohn-Hite 3342 niters.
There are higher harmonics evident in the 20 Hz to 25 Hz
range that are attributed to the natural vibration mode
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of the tank and shaker. These high-frequency components
contribute to the total mechanical dissipation and should
not be ignored. Therefore, the cut-off frequency of the lowpass (butterworth) filter is set at 100 Hz for both the force
and displacement signals. The signals are then sampled at
300 Hz.
The instantaneous force is integrated with respect to
tank displacement using Simpson's rule. The integrated
work per wave cycle has a 7% standard deviation during
stage 1 and a 2.5% standard deviation during stages 3 and
4. For the three-mode breaking wave, stage 5, the standard
deviation for one wave period increases to more than 20%
due to the unsteady nature of the breaking event. However,
the deviation is reduced to less than 10% for the work per
three wave periods, in agreement with the recurrence of the
breaking events.

Steep standing waves
The experimental Faraday waves are similar to Penney &
Price (1952) for moderate wave steepness, as in Figure
3(a). These waves are approximately symmetric in time,
i.e. T](X, t) = T)(X, —i) where a crest occurs at x = 0, t — 0.
(spatial symmetry is preserved in all nonbreaking waves.)
However, the waveform changes for large wave steepness.
Steep Faraday waves are obtained by either increasing
the forcing amplitude (Figure 3b) or decreasing the forcing
frequency (Figure 4). In both situations, flat and dimpled
crests appear in the forced standing waves when the wave
steepness H/X exceeds 0.15. The temporal symmetry is
obviously broken for waves with the dimpled crest as shown
in figure 5. The wave crest is more peaked in figure 5(a)
when the central elevation is increasing. After achieving
the maximum wave profile, the dimpled crest remains as
the central wave elevation decreases (figure 5b).
These salient features, namely the dimpled crest and
broken temporal symmetry, are intimately related to the
interaction between the fundamental mode and its second
harmonic in time (Jiang et al., 1996). The phases of the
first and second harmonic are defined as 6\ and 62, measured relative to the frequency wi = W//2. Amplitudes
of the first two harmonics are a\ and 02 respectively. In
the solution of Penney & Price (1952), the two harmonics are completely in phase (Ö2 — 2#i = 0) and the second
harmonic is small (02/01 < 0.03). Figure 6 presents the
wave height (peak-to-peak elevation at the tank center),
amplitude and phase of the first two harmonics from the
wave-probe measurements. The dimpled crest corresponds
to reduced wave height and increased second harmonic amplitude. More importantly, the phase difference 82 — 2#i
jumps when the dimpled crest first appears. For small forcing, the phase difference is still small, consistent with the
observation of approximate temporal symmetry. However,
increasing nonlinearity leads to a different phase between
the first two harmonics, causing both temporal asymmetry
and dimpled crest.
Jiang et al., (1996) show the parametric space where

steep waves with flat or dimpled crest and breaking waves
are observed. These waveforms exist over a wide range of
frequency detuning and forcing amplitude. However, the
numerical simulation reveals another steep wave form that
does not resemble the waves with dimpled crest. Figure 7
shows the simulated Faraday wave with a forcing amplitude of 4.0 mm and forcing frequency of 3.22 Hz. It is
strongly asymmetric in time and contains increased second harmonic. The phase difference between the first two
harmonics is large, but has opposite sign compared with
experiments. Therefore, the crest at the maximum position is sharply peaked, not dimpled.
The similarity and differences between numerics and
physical experiments indicates that multiple forms of steep
standing waves may exist. We can only speculate that under external forcing, the "resonance" or interaction is very
sensitive to the damping mechanism and frequency detuning. Since we only simulate the dissipation with Rayleigh
damping, it could affect the phase difference and eventually changing the standing wave form.

Breaking standing waves
Gentle breaking
In Taylor (1953), the tank aspect ratio was 2.17 and the
extreme standing waves were three-dimensional. In our
experiments with a tank aspect ratio of 10:1, the waves
remain two-dimensional up to incipient breaking, corresponding to H/X ä 0.216. Figure 8 shows the limiting
waveform with small breaking, where the forcing frequency
and amplitude are 3.17 Hz, 4.04 mm. The maximum surface elevation is about 75 mm at either of the two protuberances at the dimpled crest, even though the surface
elevation at the centerline only reaches 60 mm. Small ripples are generated around the two peaks in the dimpled
crest. This is probably due to the high local curvature of
the surface. Since the wave crest is more peaked when the
central elevation is increasing, a spiller forms at the center
when the crest changes from a peaked crest to a dimpled
one (figure 8a,b). As the standing wave attains its maximum elevation at the tank centerline, two small plunging
breakers forms to each side of the dimpled, but relatively
flat crest. Shown in figure 8(c,d), these two plungers break
outward from the centerline.
Three-mode breaking: spray and splash
The gentle breaking mode is unstable when the forcing amplitude is further increased. A series of images are taken at
50 Hz for a forcing amplitude and frequency of 4.6 mm and
3.20 Hz (figures 9-11). After several cycles of transition,
period tripling follows. It first evolves into a distinct mode
(A): the wave elevation reaches 140 mm, with a sharp crest
angle - less than 45° (figure 9a). After reaching its maximum elevation at the centerline (0.20 s), the free surface
elevation decreases, but the jet ejected at the crest lags
behind, forming free water drops in a column. The jet
then collides with the water surface, first forming a crater.
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Recurrent breaking and second harmonic

Then a rebounding jet and entrained air (bubbles). Significant acoustic energy is generated at this instant. The
downward jet and the impinging process is shown in figure
9(b). The detected wave profiles show clearly a significant
increase in the wave height and the sharp crest angle. Further evolution of mode A to a "rightward" or "leftward"
breaker is discussed below.

Recurrent breaking in three distinct modes is exhibited at
larger forcing amplitude and extreme wave steepness. Even
though we cannot reproduce the recurrence in our numerical simulation, the breaking modes A and B are similar
to the steep wave form in numerical and physical experiments respectively. Mode C with a round crest closely
resembles the Penney & Price (1952) solution. As shown
in the analysis of the dimpled waveform, when the second
harmonic has relatively large amplitude, different phase
angles between the second harmonic and the fundamental
mode introduce different wave forms: a zero phase difference produces waveforms similar to that of Penney k. Price
(1952); a wave with a dimpled crest has a positive phase
difference 62 - 2d\ between 90° and 180°; a sharp-crested
waveform has a negative phase angle 62 — 26\ « —40° in
the numerical experiments. Therefore, the three modes in
the breaking events are strongly connected with the interaction between the first and second harmonics.

This violent breaking mode A is followed by a wave
form similar to that with a dimpled or flat crest (mode
B), shown in figure 10. (Note that we have not separated
the sets of images by the exact underlying wave period
T= 0.625 s, nor have we presented an entire three-wave
period sequence.) Splashes, remnants of the impinging
process, are obvious in the first frame of figure 10(a). The
rebounding jet at the tank center lasts more than a half
wave period, from 0.44 s in figure 9(b) to 0.76 s in figure
10(a), creating turbulent motion at the wave crest. The
stronger double plungers to each side of the crest (0.72 s)
enhance dissipation in the entire wave field. Slight spatial
asymmetry at the crest is observed in the detected wave
profiles. Mode C (figure 11) follows mode B with a smooth
wave profile similar to Penney & Price (1952). We call it
the round-crest mode. No energetic breaking occurs in this
stage. Mode A reappears with high wave elevation, spray
and splash after mode C, forming a recurrent cycle with a
three-wave period.

Here, we present the time series obtained by a wave
probe to illustrate the connection between periodic breaking and the second harmonic. The wave elevation y(t) at
a fixed position can be expressed as
y(t) = ai cos[-Wft + 61] + a2 cos[u>/i + 92] + ■ ■ ■ ■
When period tripling occurs, the amplitudes 01,2 and the
phases #1,2 are function of a longer time scale 3T, where
T = 4ir/uif is the period of the first harmonic. From our
data analysis, the frequencies of the first and second harmonics are indeed |u>/ and uif. Using complex demodulation (Bloomfield, 1976), we obtain the accurate modulation of amplitude ai, 0,2 for each harmonic and their phase
difference 92 — 20i. The phase difference is only allowed to
be between 0° and 360°.

The same sequence of breaking occurs at the two ends
of the tank with a phase difference of one and a half periods. The air-entrainment process then occurs twice in
a three-wave period. However, the maximum elevation is
not as high as that at the center of the tank (1.04 s in
figure 10b,d); jets are only ejected occasionally when the
crests are at the two ends; and the subsequent splash is
less intense.
The wave profile is essentially two-dimensional in mode
A, although it has a sharp crest. In figure 12, a perspective
view of the wave is shown in a photograph taken from the
upper-left corner of the oscillating tank. The photograph
covers more than a half wavelength, with the sharp crest
at the left side of the image (with strong light refraction).
Except for some small perturbations, the standing wave is
uniform along the tank-width direction.

For the nonbreaking wave in figure 17, the demodulated
first-harmonic amplitude reaches a steady value after 80 s.
During wave growth, the second harmonic first grows, then
decays to less than 1 mm, its phase angle is about 300°. As
the first harmonic settles down to a steady amplitude, the
second harmonic amplitude 02 increases to above 5 mm
and its phase angle jumps to 180°, corresponding to the
appearance of a dimpled crest in the waveform. At the
end of the record, the wave reaches steady state and the
small oscillations in 02 suggest instability. However, at this
forcing amplitude, the dimpled crest observations persist
for more than 10 minutes.

Although the first sharp crest forms of an upward jet
in mode A, it can also develop into a large plunger with
its crest listing to one side. The appearance of an upward
jet or plunger is random. Four frames of a "rightward"
plunger are shown in figure 13. A "leftward" plunging
breaker (figure 14) is captured with both seed particles
and dye in the water (As a better view of the entire wave
field is realized than with only fluorescent dye.) In mode B,
the post-breaking double plunger slide down to each side
of the dimpled crest in less than 0.1 s (figure 15), creating
turbulence locally near the surface. The remnant air bubbles are also visible at the wave center. As shown in figure
11, mode C has the least breaking, and neither bubbles
nor turbulent surface motions are observed in figure 16.

Figure 18 shows the transition from nonbreaking to
three-mode breaking at 4.57 mm forcing. Due to the slight
spatial asymmetry at the wave crest, the wave probe placed
at the tank center does not always record the maximum
wave elevation (140 mm in mode A). Before breaking, the
phase angle exhibits the same trend as in figure 17. Once
breaking occurs, there are small modulations in a\ and a
large modulation in both 02 and their phase difference. An
enlarged record is shown in figure 19 from 100 s to 120 s.
The largest elevation corresponds to a maxima in a\, but
not Ü2- The modulation of 0,2 is locked to the modulation in aj. The modulation of phase difference 02 — 2#i is
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in the three breaking modes, the wave amplitude in an arbitrary mode has considerable scatter.

about 140°, corresponding to recurrent modes A to C. Interaction between the first and second harmonics explains
the three distinct breaking modes, as shown in the strong
modulation of phase angle and the phase lock between ai
and 02 •

The total wave dissipation is presented in figure 23. For
the 3.18 Hz and 3.20 Hz experiments, the dissipation rate
e slowly increases with forcing amplitude although at a
lower rate than expected. Some dissipation data appears
to decrease just below the forcing amplitude that causes
breaking. The standard deviation in the data is about
20%-30%. For breaking waves that are excited with higher
forcing amplitude, the dissipation rate jumps from an average value of 0.0052±0.001 to 0.0114±0.0015, an increase of
100%. The same increase in energy dissipation is recorded
in figure 23(b), with slightly more scatter. The dissipation rate increases from 0.004 ± 0.001 to 0.008 ± 0.001
for 3.22 Hz forcing, and increases from 0.0028 ± 0.001
to 0.0055 ± 0.0015 for 3.24 Hz forcing. Once breaking
occurs, a further increase in the forcing amplitude does
not cause an increase in the breaking-wave dissipation.
Therefore for steep waves, the dissipation in one period is
about 5% of the wave energy (based on the linear estimate
E = jpgbXa2), and breaking increases the dissipation to
10% of the total energy.

Energy and dissipation in breaking standing waves
In this section, we are primarily concerned with the dissipation associated with the steep standing wave and dissipation due to breaking. In the current Faraday wave
experiments, we only consider three control parameters:
wavelength A (limited by the tank configuration), forcing
frequency w/ and forcing amplitude /. Two other parameters, wave amplitude a and natural frequency WN can be
determined by the above three parameters. Therefore, the
dimensionless dissipation rate e can be expressed as
4ir2AE
(f uif \
pgb\3 -■( A' 2wjv/

(?)

where AE is the dimensional energy loss in a period and
b is the tank width.

The breaking-wave dissipation can be estimated by subtracting the averaged (viscous plus contact-line) dissipation for nonbreaking waves from the total dissipation.
Shown in figure 24, the breaking-wave dissipation is largest
for the lowest forcing frequency 3.18 Hz, and is decreasing
for higher frequencies. We believe this frequency dependence is directly related to the effect of forcing frequency
on the jet formation (spray) and the colliding intensity
(splash). With higher forcing frequency, the sharp crest
has less time to develop, thus less drops and air entrainment occurs. This frequency dependence therefore reinforces our claim that the primary dissipation mechanism
is the air-entrainment and the jet reentry process.

Figure 20 shows the surface elevation envelope and the
power measured as work per wave period. Wave growth
is accompanied by large oscillation in the total work expended by the shaker. The largest average work per period
is in stage 5: three-mode breaking.
We also observe that the work per cycle is related to
the dissipation mechanisms during the three-period breaking. Here, we estimate AE(t0) in a one-wave-period window centered at to. There is about a 6.4 Hz oscillation in
AE(t) that is possibly due to the mechanical vibrations.
To determine the modulation, a low-pass filter is applied
to the (integrated) work with a cut-off frequency of 3 Hz.
The measured work per wave period, shown in figure 21,
has two peaks in each three-wave cycle. The first maximum AE does not corresponds to the maximum elevation
(mode A). Rather it occurs slightly less than one period
later. The second peak in AE occurs one and a half periods later. As discussed above, the primary mechanisms
of dissipation are the impinging jet and the ensuing airentrainment that lags by a half period the maximum wave
elevation. Following the energy loss in this process, there
should be increased energy input, corresponding to the first
peak in AE. Since the same dissipation process occurs exactly one and a half periods later (at the two ends of the
tank), the second peak in AE is as expected.

Concluding Remarks
Here, we have observed previously unpredicted steep
standing waves: flat and dimpled crests appear in the
forced standing waves for larger wave steepness H/X ss
0.15. The maximum steepness for the new wave forms
exceeds 0.21. The strong second harmonic and temporal
asymmetry indicate internal resonance among the first and
second temporal harmonics. The two-dimensional Faraday
waves first break with two overturning plungers to each
side of the crest.
Increasing the forcing amplitude or decreasing the forcing frequency causes the wave with dimpled crest to become unstable. It leads to period tripling with three breaking modes: mode A: sharp crest forms, the upward jet or
the large plunger to each side impinges on the wave surface, creating bubbles and a strong rebounding jet; mode
B: the waveform has a flat or dimpled crest, two outward
plungers forms to each side of the crest; mode C: the crest
is round and smooth, significant breaking is absent. The
recurrence of mode A —► B —► C forms a three-period cy-

Four different forcing frequencies: 3.18 Hz, 3.20 Hz,
3.22 Hz and 3.24 Hz are used in breaking-wave experiments. At each frequency, we increase the forcing amplitude and observe the limit-cycle wave amplitude until
breaking occurs. Figure 22 summarizes the wave amplitude for these experiments. For nonbreaking waves, there
is a relatively linear relationship between the excited wave
amplitude and the forcing amplitude. When the amplitude
increases to 60 mm, breaking occurs. Due to the difference
817

cle that occurs for all forcing frequencies with sufficient
forcing amplitude. The strong modulation in the first two
harmonics is investigated using complex demodulation of
our wave-probe signal. More importantly, the large variation in phase angle demonstrates the interaction between
the first two harmonics that directly causes the three distinct breaking modes.
We provide direct measurement of the energy dissipation due to viscous and contact-line effects and breaking.
Instantaneous force measurements are integrated with respect to the tank displacement to provide the energy input
to the system. The breaking wave increases the total wave
dissipation by about 100%. Variations in the work per
wave period is attributed to the strength of the different
breakers: mode A provides the largest dissipation because
of the reentrant jet and air entrainment. Strong frequency
dependence is also shown in the dissipation rate.
We show that the sharp crest with an upward jet has
a crest angle less than 45°, sometimes even less than 30°.
Using our laser-sheet measuring system, we can examine
local features of the wave crest with an average resolution
of 0.4 mm/pixel. Magnification of the crest region shows
its structure and the sharp angle in figure 25. Each frame
is approximately 35 mm by 60 mm. These steep waveforms
and breaking modes can cause drastically different radar
returns due to the wedge-scattering mechanisms.
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Figure 1. Standing wave profiles every 1/12 period in a
half period based on the third-order truncation of Penney & Price (1952). The lengdi scales are chosen to
make the primary wavenumber unity. Wave steepness,
H/A. = 0.186. The vertical scale is twice as large as the
horizontal scale.
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Figure 3. (a) Maximum wave profiles with crest at center for 3.32 Hz forcing in physical experiments. The five
forcing amplitudes are 2.65 mm, 2.87 mm, 3.17 mm,
3.49 mm and 3.87 mm. (b) Forcing frequency is 3.20
Hz, forcing amplitudes are 1.61 mm, 1.92 mm, 3.17
mm, 3.49 mm and 3.88 mm. Wave amplitude increases
with forcing amplitude. The vertical scale is twice as
large as the horizontal scale.
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Cylindrical lens
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Side view

60C

Front view

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the tank, lighting and
imaging system. The spherical lens has a focal length of
1000 mm, the cylindrical lens has a focal length of 6.35
mm
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Figure 4. Maximum wave profiles from physical experiments, all at forcing amplitudes of 3.5 mm. Five forcing
frequencies are 3.32 Hz, 3.29 Hz, 3.26 Hz, 3.23 Hz, and
3.20 Hz. Wave amplitude increases with decreasing
forcing frequency. The vertical scale is twice as large as
the horizontal scale.
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Figure 5. Experimental wave profiles with (a) increasing
and (b) decreasing elevation at the centerline. Forcing
frequency is 3.23 Hz, forcing amplitude is 3.85 mm. The
time interval between each profile is about 0.04 s. The
vertical scale is twice as large as the horizontal scale.
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Figure 7. Numerical simulation of the forcing amplitude
of 4.0 mm and forcing frequency 3.22 Hz. Surface tension is 72 dyn/cm. (a) Decreasing central elevation (b)
Increasing central elevation. The wave profiles are
graphed every 1/12 period. The vertical scale is twice as
large as the horizontal scale.
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Figure 8. Small breaking at the dimpled crest. Forcing
frequency is 3.17 Hz, forcing amplitude is 4.04 mm.

Figure 6. Wave height, the ratio of the second-harmonic
amplitude to the first-harmonic amplitude, and the phase
angle B2-20i. Forcing frequency is 3.22 Hz.
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6oo Figure 10. The observed wave form during mode B (following figure 9b) with a time interval of 0.04 s. The
numbers shown in the images represent time in s. ForcFigure 9. The observed wave form during mode A with a ing parameters are the same as in figure 9. The detected
time interval of 0.04 s. Forcing amplitude is 4.6 mm, wave profile is graphed in (c) and (d). In (c), (d), the verforcing frequency is 3.20 Hz. The detected wave profiles tical scale is 1.5 times the horizontal scale.
for column (a) and (b) are graphed in (c) and (d). In (c),
(d), the vertical scale is 1.5 times the horizontal scale.
The numbers shown in the images represent time in s.
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Figure 12. A photograph of mode A with the sharp crest
at the left of the image. Forcing paramters are the same
as in figure 9.

Figure 13. Breaking wave with "rightward" jet. The
maximum wave profile is presented at t=0.00 s. Same
forcing parameters are the same as in figure 9.

300
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Figure 11. Mode C and detected wave profiles. Forcing
parameters are the same as figure 9. In die detected wave
profiles, the vertical scale is 1.5 times die horizontal
scale.
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Figure 14. Mode A with "leftward" plunging breaker.
The forcing amplitude is 4.6 mm, forcing frequency is
3.20 Hz. Note that the time intervals between frames are
not the same.

Figure 15. Double plunger to each side of the dimpled
crest. Same forcing condition as in figure 14. The bulbous center at t=0.04-0.08 s is caused by the rebounding
jet. The entrained air bubbles are clearly visible in the
last four frames (under the crest).
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Figure 16. Mode C without breaking (same forcing condition), maxixum elevation occurs at t=0.04 s.
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Figure 19. Same as previous figure.
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Figure 17. Complex demodulated wave probe signal at
forcing frequency 3.20 Hz, forcing amplitude 4.15 mm.
(a) Amplitude of the first harmonic (b) amplitude of the
second harmonic (c) phase angle 62-261.
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Figure 20. (a) Envelope of surface elevation and (b)
work per wave period for forcing frequency 3.20 Hz and
forcing amplitude 4.57 mm.
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Figure 18. Complex demodulated wave probe signal at
forcing frequency 3.20 Hz and forcing amplitude 4.57
mm. (a) Surface elevation (b) amplitude of the first harmonic (c) amplitude of the second harmonic (d) phase
angle 62-26[.
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Figure 21. (a) Elevation at the centerline of the tank and
(b) dimensional dissipation rate for forcing frequency
3.22 Hz, forcing amplitude 4.55mm.
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Figure 22. Amplitude of nonbreaking (solid symbols)
and breaking (hollow symbols) waves for different forcing frequenicies.
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DISCUSSION
E. Palm
University of Oslo, Norway
It is an interesting and important topic which is
discussed in this paper. In spite of this, the
available, pertinent literature on the topic is very
limited. The paper is of special value since it
reports experimental as well as numerical results.
The main outcome of the numerical computations
is displayed in Fig. 6, which shows the mean
second-order forces acting on the submerged body
as functions of w2b/gu for three different values of
the pycnocline thickness, 5. As expected, it is
found that for sufficiently long waves the
pycnocline layer is of no importance if the body is
situated from this layer. The figures suggest that
the waves do not feel the pycnocline layer if kb <
about 0.5 (k incoming wave number), roughly
speaking. It would be of interest to see also the
data for other forms of the elliptic body, for
example, a circular form or a flat plate.
The experimental and numerical results are
compared in Figs. 7 and 8. It is surprising that in
Figs. 7a and 7b a fair agreement is obtained for the
horizontal force whereas the values for the vertical
forces are more than 100% different. The authors
believe it is due to nonlinear effects which
obviously may be important. It is seen that for
Figs. 7a and 7b the values of the second-order
forces computed by the two-layer models are in
reasonable agreement with those obtained from the
three-layer model. This suggests that it would be
of interest to apply a two-layer time-dependent
nonlinear program to this problem to study the
forces. Such programs exist.
AUTHORS' REPLY
NONE RECEIVED
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The Forces Exerted by Internal Waves on a Restrained
Body Submerged in a Stratified Fluid
N. Gavrilov, E. Ermanyuk, I. Sturova
(Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamics, Russia)

pled finite elements is most efficient for solving
the present problem. For a body partially submerged in the middle layer, the problem is solved
approximately. The comparison between theoretical and experimental data is presented.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of experimental and theoretical studies of forces exerted by
plane internal waves on the horizontal elliptic
cylinder in the case of stratification simulating
a pycnocline .
The experiments were performed in a test tank
filled with two layers of miscible fluids. The upper layer was distilled water, the lower layer was
a glycerine solution in water. The elliptic cylinder was positioned normally to the side walls of
the test tank. In its cross-section the small axis
was directed upwards and the ratio between axes
was 2:1. The basin was equipped with both a
wave maker and a wave breaker. The variable experimental parameters included: the amplitude
and length of waves, the distance from the cylinder centre to the free surface, and the pycnocline
thickness. The incident internal wave in experiments was represented by the first mode.
The linear 2-D problem of internal wave scattering on a restricted cylinder is considered theoretically. The fluid is assumed to be nonviscous,
incompressible and composed of three layers (the
upper and lower layers are homogeneous and the
middle layer is linearly stratified), which provides
an approximate model of the experimental conditions. The Boussinesq approximation is used.
For the sharp pycnocline, the methods developed
for surface waves are applied to study the forces
acting on a body fully submerged in the fluid
layer of constant density. The method of cou-

1. INTRODUCTION
Exploration of the Ocean has stimulated the
study of environmental factors acting on marine
structures and deep-submersibles. A particular
feature of real sea is the presence of vertical density gradient resulting from variation of temperature and salinity with depth. It is well-known
that vertical density stratification allows internal waves to arise under the action of surface
waves, tides, variation of atmospheric pressure,
etc. (see, for example, Phillips [1], Miropolsky
[2]). For submerged technical objects, short-period internal waves are of particular interest. These
waves are typical for thermocline stratification .
In the case of a body located in homogeneous
fluid layer, the action of internal waves is closely
analogous to the action of surface waves but for
the difference of characteristic time- and lengthscales. The amplitude of internal waves may be
as much as 5 — 10 times greater than the amplitude of surface waves. The frequency of short internal waves is less than the frequency of surface
waves by 1.5 — 2 orders of magnitude. In the region of variable density, the dynamic interaction
of body and waves is complicated by buoyancydriven effects that have no direct analogy in the
domain of surface waves.
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Scattering of surface waves on restricted submerged bodies has been much studied theoretically and experimentally. In contrast, the investigation of internal wave scattering is not yet sufficiently advanced though the loads induced by internal waves on marine structures and submerged
vehicles are quite essential as demonstrated by
field and laboratory experiments (see, for example, Ermanyuk & Sturova [3], Razumeenko [4]).
In most cases, natural pycnocline structure
is approximated as a two-layer fluid with a step
change of density at the interface. However, a realistic smooth density variation gives rise to new
physical effects that are beyond the domain of

Fig. 1.

of the cylinder under the action of waves was less
than 5 • 10-3mm. A series of experiments was
undertaken to study the influence of streamlined
arms on the accuracy of force measurements. The
corresponding error was found to be less than
0.5%.
In the reference frame with the origin taken at
free surface (the y-axis points upwards), the measured density distribution closely matched the
following relation:

two-layer model.
The present paper deals with theoretical and
experimental study of forces exerted by internal
waves on horizontal elliptic cylinder in the case
of stratification characterized by the presence of
a finite region of high density gradient.
2. EXPERIMENTS

p(y) = po - -y-tanh —~6—.

The experiments were carried out in a test
tank (4.5 x 0.2 x 0.6m) filled with stratified twolayer fluid. The density of the upper layer (distilled water) was pi = Q.999g/cm3, the density
of the lower layer (glycerine - water solution) was
pi = 1.01lg/cm3. The experimental installation
is shown in Fig. 1. The waves were generated by
heaving motion of a semi-cylinder 1. The testtank was equipped with a wave-breaker 2. The
elliptic cylinder 3 of 3cm minor axis and axis
ratio 2 : 1 was mounted on the 2-component hydrodynamic scales 4 so tna* the gaps between
the ends of the cylinder and the walls of the test
tank did not exceed 0.1cm. The minimum natural frequency of scales was lAHz. The maximum
wave frequency throughout the experiments was
0.21Hz. The loads acting on the cylinder were
transmitted to flexible elements 5 by the system
of strings 6 and streamlined arms 7. The deformations of elements were measured by induction
displacement sensors. As the maximum amplitude of wave loading in experiments did not exceed 1.1 • 10-3JV, the corresponding displacement

U)

where p0 = (pi + p2)/2,e = (/>2 - Pi)/Pi, /»i is
the depth of the upper layer, 6 is the parameter
characterizing the thickness of the region of large
density gradient (pycnocline). The total depth of
fluid was H = 45cm.
The parameters of wave motion were measured by resistive wave gauges 8 of length greater
than the overall pycnocline thickness which is
equal 36 for the density distribution (1). The
time-dependent output w(t) of the wave gauges
may be written as the integral of local conductivity variations over the length of probes. As
the local conductivity is directly proportional to
local density, the integral looks as follows:

iv(t) = wof(t)JV\(y)^dy,

(2)

where wo is dimensional constant, T](y) is the distribution of local vertical displacements of fluid
particles, j/i, j/2 are the ordinates of the ends of
the probe, f(t) is the harmonic function of time.
The function r)(y) reaches its maximum T]m at
828

The value H/b — 15 was kept constant. Three
typical locations of the cylinder were studied: h —
2 (in the middle of the upper layer), h = 3.5 (in
the upper layer close to the interface), h — 5.4
(in the lower layer close to the interface). For
each location of the cylinder, parameter 6 varied
in the range 0.4 < 6 < 2.5. The variation of 6
resulted from diffusion of glycerine.
For each set of parameters h and 8 the loads
on the cylinder were measured depending on the
amplitude and the length of incident waves. These
parameters varied in the ranges : 0.05 < fj < 0.4;
0.2 < Jk < 1.1. The wave steepness rjk was less
than 0.08.
The above-mentioned experimental conditions
imply low values of Keulegan-Carpenter numbers.
As it is shown by Sarpkaya [5], Chaplin [6], a variation of Stokes number ß does not affect the wave
loading under these conditions. Furthermore, in
the present experiments parameter ß varied in a
narrow range from 20 to 30. The kinematic viscosities of upper and lower layers differed only by

the middle of pycnocline for the first mode of
internal waves. The function dp/dy is appreciable only within the region of thickness 8. In this
region T)(y) « r)m in the test range of wave frequency. Thus, to a high degree of accuracy the
integral (2) is the measure of an average of local
wave amplitudes over 6. The influence of other
parameters on the output of the wave-gauges was
taken into account by dynamic calibration; to do
this, the response of the wave-gauges undergoing vertical oscillations of known amplitude and
frequency was measured in the test range of 8.
Analog outputs of wave and force measuring systems were converted to digital and analyzed by
specialized computer.
Strictly speaking, the oscillations of the wave
maker generate all the modes of wave motion.
However, when the amplitude of the heave motion of the semi-cylinder used as the wave maker
is small and its diameter is large compared to the
pycnocline thickness, the high modes are weakly
generated and quickly decay with distance. The
test section was spaced at 1.8m from the wave
maker. The visual examination of the wave pattern clearly indicated that the incident wave motion in experiments was represented by the first
mode. To analyze the experimental data, the dispersion relation (see, Phillips [1]) was used:

10%.
The amplitudes of loads were normalized to
the scale of inertial forces poStt and poSv so that
Cx = Fx/poSÜ,

Cy = Fy/p0Si>,

(4)

where ii,v are the amplitudes of local horizontal
and vertical accelerations of fluid particles calculated at y = —h, S is the cross-sectional area of
elliptic cylinder, Fx and Fy are the amplitudes of
horizontal and vertical loads acting on a cylinder

w2 = egk/[ky + cothkhi + cothk(H -hi)], (3)
where it is the wave number, w is the wave frequency, 7 is the characteristic thickness of the
pycnocline. The measurements showed that this
dispersion relation agrees well with the experimental data under condition 7 = 6.
In the fluid system described, the forces exerted on the elliptic cylinder by internal waves
of the first mode depend on the following nondimensional parameters:

of unit length.
The application of the first-order theory of
Phillips [1] combined with dispersion relation (3)
gives the following estimate of amplitudes of local
accelerations:
Tfu2 cosh kh
sinh khi

hi/b, H/b, h = h/b, f, = rj/b, k = kb,ß = byjfcfi,

. _ T]U}2 sinh. kh

. .

sinh khi

(-hi<y<0),
2

. _ rju cosh k(H — h) . _ rju2 sinh k(H - h)

where 6 is the minor axis of elliptic cylinder, 77 is
the amplitude of internal waves, h is the distance
from the cylinder centre to the free surface, v is
the kinematic viscosity.

U=

sinhk(H-hi)

,V

~

smhk(H-hi)

(-H<y<-hi.)
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The normalization (4) provides a simple representation of experimental data for a body located in fluid layer of constant density in the
case of dominant inertial forces (see, for example, Chaplin [6], Ermanyuk k Sturova [3]). In
the region of density variation, the total wave
induced loads depend on inertial, damping and
buoyancy forces. However, to separate the components of total measured force, one should formulate a number of additional assumptions. Because of this, the normalization (4) is used for
all the experimental data obtained. It should be
kept in mind that relations (5) give overestimated
values of local accelerations for fluid particles located in the pycnocline. In this case, these relations should be considered only as formal normalization parameters.
The experimental results for a cylinder located in the upper layer at h = 2 are shown in
Fig. 2 representing the dependencies of Cx and
Cy on the non-dimensional wave number k at different 6. Hereinafter, the sets of data a) and b)
correspond to Cx and Cy, respectively. In this
series, any action of buoyancy force is excluded.
However, the presented data show essential dependence of the force coefficients on the pycnocline thickness 6.
The coefficients of inertial force for an elliptical cylinder of axis ratio 2 : 1 placed in oscillatory
flow of nonviscous fluid are equal 1.5 and 3 for
oscillations aligned with major and minor axis,
respectively (see, Kochin et al.[7]). For sharp pycnocline (6 = 0.5), the coefficient Cx fairly well
agrees with the above-mentioned theoretical estimate in a wide range of k. It seems likely that
the increase of Cx with 6 is associated with the
effect kindred to flow contraction as the increase
of pycnocline thickness decreases the upper layer
of constant density. It should be noted that Cx
did not depend on fj under experimental conditions, to within the experimental error.
The coefficient of vertical force Cy shows complicated behavior depending on the test parameters. Generally, Cy decreases with k and increases with I at low 6. However, at high 8 the

k 1.0
Fig. 2.

behaviour of Cy changes (points 4 shown in Fig.
2b). Moreover, at fixed k and 6, Cy depends on
fj. Because of this, the set of Cy(k) dependencies
is supplemented with the set of corresponding fj
versusJb data shown in Fig.2c.
The dependence of Cy on wave amplitudes
was studied at low 6. The range of amplitude
variation was quite narrow. The upper limit was
imposed by the onset of wave breaking. The
specific limitations of the wave maker design imposed the lower limit of studied amplitudes. In
the region covered by experiments, Cy decreases
by 28% when the wave amplitude is doubled at
constant ib and 6. This effect presumably corresponds to the non-linear reduction of inertial
loads as reported by Chaplin [6].
The phase lags between the loads acting on
the cylinder and oscillations of the pycnocline are
105° ± 1.5° and 201° ± 2° for horizontal and vertical force, respectively. The measurements have
not revealed any clear dependence of these phase
lags on the parameters of the problem.
For the cylinder located close to the pycno-
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ancy forces is governed by the parameter a =

Cx Cy
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u2/N2(h), where N(y) = y/-{g/p)dp/dy is the
buoyancy frequency or Brunt-Vaisala frequency.
The parameter a has the physical sense of Froude
number. Buoyancy force is major at a < 1 while
inertial loads dominate at a > 1.
The case of the cylinder located in the lower
layer close to the pycnocline at h = 5.4 is illustrated in Fig. 4a,b. For all the wave numbers
studied, the lower layer may be considered as infinitely deep (k(H - h) > 3). At low 6(6 = 0.4),
the vertical and horizontal loads exerted by waves
in this case are lower compared to the case of
the cylinder located right above the pycnocline
(5 = 0.5) (see Figs. 3,4). The increase of loading is observed at 8 — 0.9 when the upper portion of the cylinder is immersed in the pycnocline
(points 2 in Fig. 4a,b). The further increase of
6 decreases the values of Cx and Cy markedly.
However, complete cancellation of buoyancy and
inertial forces was not observed though the parameter a varied in the range 0.1 < a < oo. Apparently, the increase of 8 gives rise to additional

_ O • A A
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Fig. 3.

cline, the phase lags were not measured and the
amplitude of waves was recorded at the distance
of 12cm from the center of the cylinder.
As the cylinder approaches the pycnocline,
the force coefficients Cx, Cy show increasingly
stronger dependence on k and 6. At the same
time, the measurements have shown the linear
increase of loading with f\. In other words, no amplitude dependence of Cx and Cy was observed,
to within the experimental error. Presumably,
the presence of density gradient in the vicinity of
a body inhibits separation and reduces non-linear
effects. For the cylinder located in the upper
layer close to pycnocline at h = 3.5, the results
of measurements are presented in Fig. 3a,b. The
comparison of Fig. 3a and Fig. 2a shows that
the proximity of the interface increases Cx at low
6 compared to the case of cylinder located in the
middle of the upper layer. However, at large 8
when the cylinder is completely surrounded by
stratified fluid, Cx drops (points 4 in Fig. 3a).
The vertical wave loads decrease with the increase of 6. Razumeenko [4] showed that the
buoyancy and inertial forces may partially cancel each other. Assuming that the density distribution is not distorted by waves and may be
considered as linear in the vicinity of a body,
one can show that the ratio of inertial and buoy-

diffraction loads.
The godographs of the summary force vector shown in Fig. 5 provide a vivid illustration
to the change of the force pattern with the increase of 6. The godographs shown in Fig. 5
correspond to the case of the cylinder placed at
h = 5.4. The length of the summary force vector
R is normalized by the maximum amplitude of its
horizontal component. At low 8, the godographs
plotted at any k closely approach elliptic curves.
The curve 1 corresponds to the following parameters: 8 = 0.4, fc = 0.29. At large 8 one can see
an apparent direction along which the loading is
maximal. The amplitude of forces acting normally to this direction is 5 - 6 times less. This
effect is illustrated by the curve 2 obtained at
6 = 1.6, Jk = 0.28. The shape of curve 2 imply almost in phase oscillation of horizontal and
vertical loads. For both the figures the arrows
indicate the sequence of time.
It is interesting to note that the angle 0 between the horizontal direction and the direction
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of maximum loading agrees with the relation 0 =
arcsin (w/JVm), where Nm is the maximum of the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency N(y). The sign of the
angle depends on the direction of orbital motion
of fluid particles so that the variants of a body
placed above and bellow the interface give mirror
image patterns.
The direction of rotation of the summary force
vector coincides with the direction of orbital motion of fluid particles at any studied 5 as exemplified by curves 1,2 (see Fig. 5) recorded under
conditions of inertia- and buoyancy dominated
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vertical loading, respectively.
3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
It is assumed that the inviscid incompressible

"I

^AAA^ O
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°

fluid occupies the region —oo < x < oo, —oo <
y < 0 and there are three layers: homogeneous
upper and lower ones and a linearly stratified
middle one. Thus, density stratification in an
undisturbed state p(y) takes the form

0 .
0.5

k 1.0

Fig. 4.
p(y) = <

Pi
(Hi < y < 0),
Pi[l-e(y + hi)/8]
(-(Hi +5)<y< -Hi),
Pi
(-oo < y < -(Hi + 6)),

where Hi — h\— 6/2 is the depth of upper layer.
This three-layer fluid is the model of a smooth
pycnocline and approximates the density distribution (1). Contrary to the experimental conditions, it is assumed that the depth of the lower
layer is infinite.
The stable stratification of fluids, corresponding to an increasing density in the direction of
the gravity force, allows the existence of internal
waves. Small amplitude waves are described by
the linear theory of internal waves presented in
detail, for example, by Phillips [1], Miropolsky
[2]. For a horizontally homogeneous fluid at rest
there exists a countable number of free harmonic
wave modes when a continuous density variation
occurs only in a finite interval of depth. To each
wave mode there corresponds a dispersion dependence of the wave frequency on the wave number.
We investigate the scattering of an internal
wave of the first mode, incident on a solid horizontal elliptic cylinder. As the cylinder axis is
832

where /i = ky/N2/u2 - 1. There exists a countable number of values kj(ki < k2 < ...), satisfying the given dispersion relation. The eigenfunctions V(y) of the wave modes are represented as

parallel to the front of the incident wave, the 2D problem is considered. It is assumed that the
upper layer is bounded by a rigid lid. This approximation allows to 'filter off' the surface waves
without distorting significantly the internal ones.
The disturbed oscillating motion of the fluid is
assumed to be steady and the flow inside upper
and lower layers is potential.
In the upper and lower homogeneous layers

V(y) = A <

the total velocity potentials <f>it3(x,y,t) satisfy
the equations
Afa = 0
A<f>3 = 0

(8)

(-Hi < y < 0),

(-00 < y < -(Hi + 6)),

where

where the subscripts 1 and 3 refer to the upper
and lower layers, respectively.
The internal wave equations for the vertical
velocity v2(x, !/> 0 m the middle layer are described within the Boussinesq approximation

A = —iufi2S/[k cosh kHi(l — cos fx6)+
fisiah kHi sin fiS].
It is supposed, that the incoming internal wave
is represented only by the first mode with wave
number ki. The feature of this mode is that its
eigenfunction, determined in (8), has a constant
sign over a depth of fluid. By analogy with Sect.
2 let us define the amplitude of this internal wave
as the average value of the vertical displacements
of fluid particles over the thickness of a stratified
layer. The vertical displacement of fluid particle in internal wave i}(x,y,t) is determined from
dt]/dt = v. Similarly to (6) it is possible to express

d2Av2/dt2 + N282v2/dx2 = 0
(-(H1+6)<y<-H1),
where N = \/2gi/6 is constant, gi = eg/(2 -f e).
The boundary conditions are the following
d<f>i/8y = 0
dfa/dy = v2,

(y = 0),

d24>i/dy2 = dv2/dy

{y = -Hi),
dfo/dy = v2,

sinhiby
(-#1 < y < 0),
jb cosh kHi sin /i(y + Hi)/fi—
sinh kHi cos/i(y + Hi)
{-{H1+S)<y<-H1),
(cosh kHi cos (i6—
\i sinh kHi sin f*6/k) x
exp [k(y + Hi + 6)]
(-oo<y<-(Hi + 6)),

d2<f>2/dy2 = dv2/dy
r)(x,y,t) = T)0Re{E(y)exp[i(kx + ut)]},

(y = -(H1 + 6)),
d<t>3/dy-+Q

where E = —iV/u. Normalizing multiplier A is
introduced into (8) so that

(y-+-oo).

From the theory of linear internal waves it
follows that in such a fluid the existence of free
internal waves is possible only with w < N. Let
the wave incident from the right be an arbitrary
internal mode with a vertical velocity
v(x,y,t) = T)0B*{V(y)exp[i(kx + «*)]}•

r

E(y)dy = 6.

J-(H,-

In this case 770 is the dimensional value of internal
wave amplitude.
When the cylinder is fully submerged in the
upper or lower homogeneous layer, the solution
of diffraction problem can be obtained numerically with the help of the coupled finite element
method (CFEM). The velocity potential is represented by finite element method in a narrow

(6)

The wave number k satisfies the dispersion relation
tan (i6 = Jfc/*(1 + tanh kHi)/(p2 tanh kHx - k2),
(7)
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exp [k{y + C + 2(Hi+6))].

region surrounding a body and by the boundary integral equation in the outer region. This
method is highly efficient and universal and can
be used for complex-shaped bodies and for a system of bodies both in 2-D and 3-D flows. The
examples of the solution of diffraction problem
for two-layer fluid are given by Sturova [8]. To
use CFEM, it is necessary to determine the Green
function.
For a body located in the upper layer one
should derive the Green function describing the
field of a point source of pulsating strength which
is placed at the fixed point (£,C) of the upper
layer. In this case the Green function in the up-

The expressions (9),(10) are somewhat simplified in the case of infinite thickness of the upper
layer. Introducing the substitution j/i = y+Hi +
6/2,
£x = £ + Hi + 6/2 and assuming Hi —► oo , we
shall obtain

n
Oi,3

2N2

WJ

,c
Jo

J2

N

/""«Pt^-lCi+wl)].

v
+ —P
w2
J/0

Z(k)

tan p.6 cos k(x — £)dk+

2.W g exp[M*-ICi + i/il)] cos kn(x _ 0f
6N2

k

r»=l

(11)
2

2

where Z(k) = 2p + k(2 - N /u ) tan p6.
In this case the explicit dependence of wave
number on frequency may be derived from the
dispersion relation (7)

per layer takes the form Gi(x, y,£, Q:
Gi =ln(rri) +

, isX .

= In(rl

D(k,y,Q
T(k)

cos k(x — £)dk—

^Sf;%^-M*-o, (9)

kn(u) = -7 <

wherer=[(x-02 + (2/-02]1/2,

arctan(2^g£)]
7r(n-0.5)

(w < N/^t
(w = N/y/2),

I arctan(2^^)]

(w > N/yß).

n = [(x-02 + (y + 02}1/2,

T(k) - kp(l + tanh kHi)-

The exciting forces on the body may be obtained by integration of pressure over the body
surface. Omitting the hydrostatic term, the pressure p(x,y,t) satisfies the relation

tan p.6(p,2 tanh kHi — k ),

d2p/dx2 = Pod2v/dtdy.

D(k,y,C) = &exp {-kH{) cosh k(, cosh kyx
tan p.6/ cosh kHi,

It is assumed that

the symbol pv indicates the principal-value integration and the prime denotes differentiation
with respect to k.
The Green function for the source in the lower
layer was obtained previously by Sturova [9] and
in the lower layer has the form
ln(rr2)+2pv /
Joo

* E T'(l\ "COBM'-O,
n=l

1

where the pressure due to the incident wave Po(x, y)
is equal to
_ iupo dV
k dy
and the diffraction pressure P(x, y) should be determined having regard to the boundary condition on a cylinder surface.
When the body is fully submerged in a layer
of constant density, in which the flow is irrotational, the total velocity potential <f>(x,y,t) can
be written as

C(k,y,Q
cosk(x — £)dkT(k)

C(kn,y,0

2V

p = VoRe[(Po + P)ei"t],

^n)

(io)

.here r3 = [(* - 0s + (v + C + 2(#i + <5))2]1/2,
C{k, yX) = (k tan p6 + p tanh kHi)x

^ = i»Re[(*o + *)ciu,t],
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that, in the latter case, the Green function has
infinite number of simple poles in integral term
and infinite number of items in a sum, what corresponds to the existence of countable number of
free internal wave modes for pycnocline stratification. However, as the influence of high modes
is very small, only finite number of modes was
taken into account. This number increases with
pycnocline thickness and can be more than 100.

where the incident potential $o(z, V) and the diffraction potential $(x, y) are
$0 =

\_dV_
k2 dy'

iP
pou)

For the potential flow the boundary condition at
cylinder surface L has the form
_

=

__

(,>y€L)i

where n = (nx,ny) is the inward normal to the
cylinder surface. In addition, the scattered wave
portion of the potential should satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity for outgoing waves.
The exciting forces Fx, Fy and the moment M
are determined as
Fq = 770

J(P0 + P)nqds (9=1,2,3),

where for the sake of convenience we introduce
the notation Fi = FX,F2 = Fy,F3 = M,nx nx,n2 = "»,"3 = rxn,r= (x-x0,y-yo), %o and
2/0 are the coordinates of the point about which
the moment of exciting forces is determined.
In the considered problem it is of interest to
investigate the influence of pycnocline thickness
on the loads acting on the body entirely located
in the upper or lower layer. Numerical results for
exciting forces on elliptic cylinder submerged under the interface of two-layer fluid are presented
by Sturova [8]. In this case the upper layer can
be both infinite and bounded by a rigid lid or free
surface. Here, we use only the results [8] for infinite two-layer fluid. In this fluid there is only one
wave mode, for which w2 = g\k. The numerical
results of CFEM for horizontal force Fx, vertical
force Fy and moment M of exciting forces relative to the axis of the cylinder are shown in Fig.
6. The cross-section of the cylinder represented
the ellipse with a horizontal major axis and the
aspect ratio 2:1, the distance from the cylinder
axis to the middle of the stratified layer is equal
to a minor axis of ellipse b, relative difference of
density between layers is e = 0.03. Number of
finite elements accounted by CFEM is equal 18.
In numerical realization, the main difference
between two-layer fluid and smooth pycnocline is
835

The following designations are used in Fig. 6
(Fx,Fy) = (\FI\,\Fy\)/Por)0bg1,
M - \M\/p0T}ob29iThe solid lines show the results of Sturova [8] for
two-layer fluid, the light and dark points correspond to the pycnocline thickness 6 = 0.05, the
light and dark triangles correspond to 6 — 0.5.
The light (dark) points and triangles represent
the results for the body submerged in the upper
(lower) layer.
It is evident, that the effect of pycnocline thickness is essential at u2b/gi > 1. At fixed wave
frequency, the greater pycnocline thickness corresponds to shorter incident internal wave, with
a consequent drop of diffraction loads.
In parallel with above-mentioned algorithm,
the diffraction loads are determined approximately using the Green function
G = lnr.

(12)

This Green function describes a field of point
source in unbounded homogeneous fluid. This
approximate solution for two-layer fluid (or its
particular case of homogeneous fluid with free
surface) closely approaches the fully consistent
solution for a body located far away from the interface (see, Sturova [8]).
The comparison of theoretical and experimental results for exciting forces is shown in Fig.7a-d.
The experimental conditions are given in Table 1.
The elliptic cylinder was fully submerged in
the upper layer well away from the pycnocline.
Fig. 7a-c corresponds to the fixed depth of submergence and increasing thickness of pycnocline.
The results for the body located close to the pycnocline are presented in Fig. 7d. The solid lines
in Fig. 7 show the numerical results with the
Green function (9), the dash lines show the approximate solutions with the Green function (12).
The following designations are used
(Fx>Fs) = (\Fx\,\Ft/\)/poVoN2b2.
The dark points (squares) represent the experimental values for Fx ( Fy).
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Table 1. Experimental conditions
Fig. No.
hi (cm) h(cm) 6(cm)
6.1
1.4
Fig. 7 a 14
b 14.3
6.1
2.7
c 14.5
6.1
4.4
d 13.9
10.8
1.5
Fig. 8 a 12.7
15
2.6
b 15.2
10.8
6.6

There is a qualitative agreement between theory and experiment, in particular, the theory predicts well the position of maximal forces. For the
horizontal force Fx, a good quantitative agreement is observed. The measured values of vertical force Fy are appreciably smaller than the
theoretical results. This fact has not yet a coherent explanation. The reported comparisons
of measured and calculated loads exerted by surface waves on a cylinder submerged in homogeneous fluid are restricted to the case of circular
cylinder. In this case, the estimates of both components of wave-induced forces obtained within
the framework of linear theory are in good agreement with the experimental values measured at
low Keulegan-Carpenter numbers for the waves
of small steepness (see, for example, Chaplin [6]).
It seems likely that the non-uniform directiondependent departure between the measured and
calculated loads observed in the present study is
conditioned by non-linear effects. The manifestations of flow separation are different depending
on orientation of the elliptic cylinder in the flow.
The comparison of diffraction forces calculated by the exact and approximate algorithms
shows that these solutions closely fit each other
at large distances from sharp pycnocline; otherwise there exists an essential discrepancy.
The results obtained for the body partially
submerged in pycnocline are shown in Fig. 8.
The calculations are performed based on the approximate algorithm. In this case, the body experiences the action of periodic buoyancy force in
addition to inertial loading. The buoyancy force
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This study is among the first attempts to determine the diffraction loads induced by internal
waves on restricted horizontal elliptic cylinder in
the case of continuous pycnocline stratification.
It is shown that the presence of a finite layer of
variable density changes the character of wave
loading compared to the case of two-layer fluid
with a step change in density.
The comparison between the experimental data and the computations reveals that the vertical force is essentially overestimated by the linear
theory. There are reasons to believe that this departure results from non-linear effects. The elliptic shape of cross-section implies different conditions for separation depending on orientation of
the cylinder in the flow.
In future, it would be desirable to continue
the investigation of internal wave scattering with
the study on role of the shape of cylinder crosssection and refined account of effects conditioned
by continuous stratification.
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Influence of the Cavitation Nuclei
on the Cavitation Bucket when Predicting
the Full-Scale Behavior of a Marine Propeller
B. Gindroz (Bassin d'Essais des Carenes, France),
G. Bailo (MARISPENAV, Italy),
F. Matera, M. Elefante (MARISTAT SPMM, Italy)
ABSTRACT
are analyzed, using the procedure suggested by
Gindroz and Billet [1, 2, 3], which correlates nuclei
distributions characteristics with cavitation inception
data. This new approach is very interesting, as taking
into account the nuclei characteristics leads to a
unique cavitation inception bucket, independent of
the hydrodynamic test conditions.

The important role of nuclei on cavitation
inception and cavitation development is now well
known. Several recent studies, such as the large one
suggested by the 20th ITTC and conducted in 1992
at the Grand Tunnel Hydrodynamique (GTH) of the
Bassin dEssais des Carenes, have allowed a precise
correlation between cavitation inception for different
types of cavitation on marine propellers and nuclei
distributions (20th ITTC report) [33]. In a standard
cavitation facility the nuclei distribution will depend
on the hydrodynamic operating conditions, and can
change during whole cavitation tests. Indeed, the
" natural " nuclei spectrum of any cavitation facility
depends on the history of the fluid through the
different parts that constitute the facility. This means
that this spectrum will depend on the hydrodynamic
conditions, such as dissolved air content, pressure
level and velocity, and the transit time through any
part of the circuit, such as the main pump, vanes,
resorber, etc. As a consequence, the " natural "
spectra will be different in each cavitation facility.
To quantify this effect, cavitation tests were
conducted in the Italian Navy cavitation tunnel
(CEIMM), on a frigate propeller. The inception
cavitation characteristics of the model propeller
(cavitation bucket) was determined, following the
standard procedure of the CEIMM. In parallel,
cavitation nuclei were measured for each operating
condition. These measurements were conducted by
the Bassin dEssais des Carenes (French navy), using
a Centerbody Venturi, similar to the one that
equipped in standard the large French cavitation
tunnel (GTH). In this paper, we describe the test
procedure and the measurements. Then, the results

INTRODUCTION
Cavitation is one of the main limiting feature
to the increase of hydrodynamic performances. Then,
it is impossible to determine the performance of any
hydraulic component without taking into account its
cavitation behavior. Prediction of the cavitation
performance of a propeller or a pump, a turbine, a
vane, etc... is generally determined from model tests
in cavitation facilities. The transposition from model
results to full-scale characteristics is obtained by
scaling laws and specific test procedures, established
for some time by each organisation involved in
hydrodynamic performances assessment. However,
various problems remain unsolved, mainly due to the
lack of knowledge of the local fluid mechanics and
water quality. A significant illustration of this
problem was given by Lindgren and Johnsson in
1966 [32], during the " standard " cavitation tests
performed for the ITTC at several facilities. Then,
many experiments were conducted that demonstrate
the role of viscous effects [4, 5] and water quality
[6,7,8] on cavitation.
Numerous research has been carried out to
attempt to identify, understand, predict and control
the physical mechanism leading to cavitation
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nuclei measurements are presented as a cumulative
nuclei distribution, in Number of nuclei per ccm
versus their critical pressure referred to the vapor
pressure, Per - Pv (Figure 1).

inception. Rood [9], in his paper entitled
"Mechanisms of Cavitation Inception", makes a
precise review of research progress during the last
twenty years. He underlines that the scaling laws to
predict the full-scale cavitation behavior from the
model tests, are based on empirical rules, defined on
a correlation between measurements at model scale
and observations of full-scale characteristics. The
need to better understand the scale phenomena and to
develop physical prediction laws has led to focus
studies on real fluid characteristics. For an engineer,
the purpose of any model scale test is the accurate
prediction of the full-scale behavior.
Experimental observations have shown the
persistence of microbubbles in a real fluid. These free
microbubbles, called nuclei, have been found to be a
major parameter in the cavitation inception process.
According to the study of Billet [10] and Gindroz
[11], natural waters such as rivers and oceans contain
free microbubbles.
The influence of the nuclei on the cavitation
behavior has been written in numerous publications
[12 to 30]. To summarize all these studies, the role of
free cavitation nuclei was found to be of major
importance in the cavitation inception and
developments processes. More particularly, we must
be able to measure the nuclei content in a facility,
when performing cavitation tests on a model.
Thus, in order to relate nuclei size
distributions with inception cavitation in cavitation
facilities, a test program was conducted in 1992 at the
Grand Tunnel Hydrodynamique (GTH) of the Bassin
d'Essais des Carenes. The GTH, which has a
complete air control system including dissolved gas
and nuclei (microbubbles) control, offered the
opportunity to answer this question.
The tests were conducted on three 34 mm
diameter propellers used by Kuiper [6], each of these
propellers being characterized by a different
cavitation type: bubble, sheet and vortex cavitation.
Four different nuclei distributions were
generated (Figure 1) : strong degassed water
(maximum tension, T4), low injection of medium size
nuclei (medium tension-low content, T3), large
injection of medium size nuclei (medium tensionhigh content, T2) and large injection of large nuclei
(minimum tension, Tl). By injecting medium size
nuclei for a low content and a high content, we were
able to examine the influence of the number of nuclei
on the cavitation inception characteristic. During all
the tests, the dissolved air content was kept constant.
The GTH on-line Cavitation Nuclei Counter
(Centerbody Venturi) was used to measure both the
water nuclei distribution and the liquid tension.
Figure 1 summarizes the influence of the
nuclei characteristic distributions on the cavitation
inception parameter, a;, referred to its value for the
T4 nuclei distribution (maximum tension case). The

AN/cm^ 4 INuclei distributions

(GTH - ITTC Tests)
0.1
0.01

t '1L

0.001
0.0001
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-+i

-100000

Gj / q(T4)

V* ^T2 V"- -I1
T3 * t
*£_ Pcrit-Pvap (N/m2)
-10000

-1000

-100

Cavitation inception
on propellers
Bubble

FIGURE 1 : NUCLEI INFLUENCE ON THE
CAVITATION INCEPTION CHARACTERISTIC FOR
SHIP PROPELLER
These tests at the GTH clearly demonstrate
the direct influence of water quality on propeller
cavitation inception (1,2, 3). With a large increase in
liquid tension, little change in cavitation inception
was found for blade surface cavitation (sheet
cavitation), but, in the case of both tip vortex
cavitation and travelling bubble cavitation, the nuclei
measurements from the GTH standard Centerbody
Venturi correlated with many observed trends.
Moreover, for the case of tip vortex cavitation
inception, it appears that the measurement of both
nuclei size (liquid tension) and nuclei number
distribution (event rate) are necessary to correlate the
data. Indeed, for the medium tension case, a strong
influence on the inception of tip vortex cavitation can
be observed from the two different nuclei
concentrations (high and low).
The cavitation inception generally
corresponds to an event rate of the order of
magnitude of 1 event per second. When analyzing the
cavitation inception results from the point of view of
event rates Gindroz and Billet [3] show that the socalled "water tension" leading to cavitation inception
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Using these characteristic values, it was
possible to precisely correlate the tension value T*
with the cavitation inception value, aj.
The relation between T* and G{ for both
bubble and tip vortex cases are linear and the
characteristic slope of the curves are equal to:

must be related to different nuclei concentrations,
specific to each type of cavitation, mainly bubble and
tip vortex cavitation for propellers. Thus, the tension
T*, corresponding to inception must be determined
from the nuclei measurements. If S* is the cross
section of the cavitating flow, C* is the absolute
velocity of the flow through this section and N =
jT(Pv-Pcr) is the number of activated nuclei per unit
volume, the nuclei content leading to an event rate t,
can be defined as follows :

Slope = |pC2ref-

C*

This means that the cavitation inception
value, 0"i, directly depends on the normalized tension,
T*, based on the event rate analysis:

N (nuclei/m3)
£(events/s) = N (nb/m3) • S* (m2) • C* (m/s)
"♦ N =

o\=Tm= oio -a*

_L
s*«c*

T*
were T* = Normalized "event rate" Tension =
2Pc2ref

Then, considering that cavitation inception
generally corresponds to an event rate of 1 per
second, the corresponding number of activated nuclei
N* and the corresponding tension, T* will be :
N* =

and a;

= Oi value for zero tension (T* = 0 N/m2)

Figure 3 represents this major result and
leads to the conclusion that it is no longer possible to
conduct meaningful cavitation tests without
determining the complete nuclei distributions.

S*«C*

»♦ T* = y\N*)
For the characteristic conditions of the GTHiTTC 1992 tests [33], the nuclei content that must be
activated to lead to cavitation inception was of the
order of magnitude of 0.0001 N/ccm for the Bubble
cavitation (B) and 0.01 N/ccm for the Tip vortex
one(TV). Then, the corresponding inception tensions,
T*, were determined from each of the 4 nuclei
distributions (Figure 2).

N/cm3

0

OiB

4 Nuclei distributions
(GTH - ITTC Tests)

-100000
-10000
-1000
Pcrit-Pvap (N/m 2)

-100

FIGURE 2 : NUCLEI DISTRIBUTIONS AND
CORRESPONDING CHARACTERISTIC
TENSIONS, T*B AND T*jV

FIGURE 3: INFLUENCE OF T*adim TENSION, T,
ON CAVITATION INCEPTION
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and unique characteristic. It has not to include the
own facility and the water quality characteristics.
To quantify this effect, cavitation tests are
conducted in the Italian Navy cavitation tunnel
(CEIMM), on a frigate propeller. The inception
cavitation characteristic of the model propeller
(cavitation bucket) is determined visually, by the
CEIMM staff, following their standard procedure. In
parallel, cavitation nuclei are measured for each
tunnel operating condition (each measured point).
These nuclei measurements are conducted by the
Bassin d'Essais des Carfenes (French Navy), using a
Centerbody Venturi [3l'J 34, 35], similar to the one
that equipped in standard the large French cavitation
tunnel (GTH), and that was used during the GTHITTC tests [1,2,3,33].
The tests are carried out for two different
dissolved O2 contents, and their influence on the
cavitation bucket is analyzed, using a similar
approach that the one proposed by Gindroz and Billet
[3] to correlate nuclei characteristics with cavitation
inception data.
The main purpose of this study is to try to
determine a unique characteristic cavitation bucket,
which does not depend on the facility and its
hydrodynamic operating conditions. The new bucket
will correspond to a "zero tension" water quality,
determined from the event rate analysis of Gindroz
and Billet [3].

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The conclusion of the above study clearly
shows the importance of understanding the role of
nuclei distribution (liquid tension and nuclei number
distribution) in the cavitation inception process.
Minimizing the liquid tension and maximizing the
number of nuclei (number distribution) is one method
to reduce scale effects; however, in many facilities,
this is not practical. Also, in some cases, this can alter
the bubble dynamics and appearance of the
cavitation, especially when the increase of nuclei
number distribution is obtained by increasing the
dissolved air content in the facility.
Rood in his review [9], underlines the fact
that different facilities are characterized by different
nuclei distributions, corresponding to the
hydrodynamic configuration of each facility. The
nuclei spectrum is affected by the whole nuclei time
history through the facility. The use of a deaerator to
remove air and a resorber to dissolve the small nuclei
can change significantly the spectrum. As a
consequence, the " natural " spectra will not only be
different in each cavitation facility, but will also
strongly depend on the facility operating conditions.
This is not acceptable when determining a precise
cavitation model bucket, that must be representative
of the model characteristics.
Generally, scale effects between model and
full-scale equipment are analyzed without taking into
account any nuclei influence [38]. As a result,
transposition laws established by hydrodynamic
laboratories from theoretical analysis and many
experimental results on both models and full-scale
equipment, omit the major influence of the nuclei.
This means that, for different nuclei distributions, the
model results will be transposed exactly in the same
way, without any water quality transposition
parameter. Particularly, the four characteristic
cavitation inception values corresponding to the four
nuclei distribution generated during the GTH-ITTC
tests (Figure 1), will be transposed with the exact
same laws, as the transposition laws are mainly a
function of the geometric scale, the Reynolds number
and the surface roughness, but not of the free nuclei
distribution :

TEST FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION
The tests are conducted in the CEIMM
Cavitation Tunnel, designed in 1962 by Kempf &
Remmers (Figure 4).

—-|l^g3p:

Nff

Wa,./J^/ = J(A,Re,K)
■>full-

CW^/Ow«,
= J(^,Re,K)
Jfull-jcale
The purpose of any model test is to try to
predict the full-scale characteristic. It is then
necessary to determine a precise cavitation bucket
that corresponds to the model behavior, as its own

FIGURE 4 : CEIMM CAVITATION TUNNEL
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nuclei) are counted, not the solid particles. This
technique is particularly well-adapted to this kind of
measurement.

It has the following technical characteristics:
• Length :
12 m
• Height:
8.5 m
• Stainless steel AISI 316
• Test section : 600mm x 600mm x 2.6 m
• Power:
213 kW, 4-blades axial
flow impeller with Ward- Leonard
• Max. velocity : 12 m/s
• Max & Min abs pressure : 150 - 10 kPa
• Cavitation :
a = 0.2 and over

MEASUREMENTS
The main purpose of this study is to
determine how the nuclei distributions change with
the tunnel operating conditions during model
cavitation tests, and how they influence the global
result, i. e. the whole cavitation bucket
A cavitation bucket, an versus J, is visually
determined (Figure 6), within the following range of
the advance ratio parameter, J :

INSTRUMENTATION:
3 sets of propeller dynamometers,
3 & 5 components balances,
pressure transducers,
Laser Doppler,
Wake survey, hydrophones, etc...

0.93JN<J<1,04JN

where

PROPELLER SIZE RANGE:
Standard diameter : 250 mm
Maximum diameter : 300 mm

Jjsr is the nominal advance value
V_
J =
(-)
nD
(Pts-Pv)
CTn
=
(-)

P (nD)2

The tests are conducted on a 4-blades
propeller, that equipped a LUPO Class frigate,
characterized by a maximum velocity of 35 knots.
The propeller model has a diameter of 274.1 mm and
is installed in the CEIMM Tunnel test section with
brackets on the main shaft inclined with 5°30
(Figure 5).

V
n
D
Pts
Pv
P

Flow velocity
Propeller rotational speed
Propeller diameter
Pressure in the test section
Vapor pressure
water density

(m/s)
(rps)
(m)
(N/m2)
(N/m2)
(kg/m3)

Cavitation Bucket

FIGURE 5 : PROPELLER TEST CONFIGURATION
IN THE CEIMM CAVITATION TUNNEL

The cavitation nuclei distributions are
measured by a fully calibrated Centerbody Venturi
similar to the one that is used during standard
cavitation tests on the GTH. The major advantage of
the hydrodynamic technique of the Venturi is that the
nuclei are determined using the same phenomenon
that governs the cavitation development [11, 35,
36,37]. Thus, only the micro-bubbles (cavitation

Per - Pv (N/m2)
FIGURE 6 : CHARACTERISTIC MEASUREMENTS
DURING THE CEIMM TESTS
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Changing the J value, is obtained for a
constant propeller rotational speed, n, by modifying
the flow velocity, V. Thus, for the above defined
range of J, the flow velocity varies within the
following range:

Nuclei/cm3
02 = 3 ppm
1
Pressure in the test section (N/m2)
I P = 50000

8 m/s < V < 8.9 m/s
The " natural " nuclei spectrum of any
cavitation facility depends on the history of the fluid
through the different parts that constitute the facility.
This means that this spectrum will depend on the
hydrodynamic conditions, such as dissolved air
content, pressure level and velocity, and the transit
time through any part of the circuit, such as the main
pump, vanes, resorber, etc. As a consequence, the
" natural " spectra will change with the tunnel
operating conditions. Thus, for each point of the
bucket, a complete nuclei distribution is measured by
the Centerbody Venturi (Figure 6). The results are
presented as a cumulative nuclei distribution, in
Number of nuclei per ccm versus their critical
pressure referred to the vapor pressure, Per - Pv
(Figure 6).

■ » ' »
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FIGURE 7 : INFLUENCE OF THE OPERATING
CONDITIONS ON THE CHARACTERISTIC NUCLEI
DISTRIBUTIONS, DURING THE CEIMM TESTS

This complete sequence is measured for 2
different dissolved O2 contents, respectively 3 ppm
and 5 ppm, in order to analyze the influence of the
dissolved air content on the nuclei "natural"
distributions, and their consequence on the cavitation
inception characteristics (Bucket). The dissolved O2
content is directly measured with a Beckman
equipment. In the CEIMM tunnel, it is possible to
maintain constant the dissolved 02 content, in a
relatively wide range of values.

The analysis of the above results shows a
large influence of both the pressure value and the
dissolved O2 content on the nuclei characteristics.
Thus, as the cavitation parameter, <rn, is directly
related to the absolute pressure level in the test
section, this result means that the water tension,
leading to cavitation inception, will change during the
determination of a complete cavitation inception
bucket, even if the dissolved O2 content can be kept
constant. To quantify this effect, figure 8 represents
the evolution of the minimum normalized water
tension, corresponding to the nuclei with the highest
critical pressure, i.e. the "weakest nuclei" (the biggest
ones), versus the cavitation parameter, an. The
tension is normalized by the same value than the
cavitation parameter, an :

RESULTS
During the cavitation measurements, the
pressure level in the test section (sigma value) and the
dissolved O2 content is found to strongly influence
the nuclei distributions. However, due to the very
good stability of the CEIMM tunnel and its deep
resorber, the nuclei spectra are particularly well
repetitive and stable for a given hydrodynamic
condition. Figure 7 illustrates the direct influence of
both parameters, i.e. pressure level in the test section
and O2 content. Within the narrow range of flow
velocity (8 < V < 8.9 m/s), no sensible effect of this
parameter was found.

Tadim

Tension (N/m2)

I p(nD)2
2
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=

T

(-)

Tmin adim (-)
4

Figures 9 and 10 represent the global
cavitation inception bucket, for blade surface
cavitation, tip vortex and bubble cavitation,
corresponding to a dissolved O2 content of
respectively 3 ppm and 5 ppm.
To better evaluate how the modification of
nuclei characteristics through the change of O2
content, influences the cavitation inception bucket,
figure 11 represents both buckets on the same graph.
The solid lines correspond to the 3 ppm case, while
the dotted line to the 5 ppm case.

FIGURE 8: INFLUENCE OF THE OPERATING
CONDITIONS ON THE CHARACTERISTIC
WATER TENSION, CORRESPONDING
TO THE "WEAKEST" NUCLEI.

Sigma n

Cavitation inception
Jlade surface cavitation
3 nnm

},.o

The evolution of the minimum tension
versus the crn, can reasonably be represented by a
linear curve, for both 3 ppm and 5 ppm dissolved O2
contents. However, for an value below 2.5, the
tension is close to zero for the 5 ppm case, but
remains relatively important for the 3 ppm case, for
which the zero tension is reached only below an = 1.
Under this modification of the nuclei
characteristics, no wonder that the whole cavitation
inception bucket will be influenced.

Sigma n

0,92

0,92

0,96

0,98

J/JN
1

1,02

1,04

FIGURE 9 : CAVITATION INCEPTION BUCKET
FOR 3 PPM O2 CONTENT.

Sigma n

Cavitation inception
02 content : 5 ppm

jade surface cavitation
Tip vortex cavitatift
Bubble cavitation
J/JN
0,92

0,94

0,96

0,98

1

1,02

■J/JN
0,96

0,98

1,02

1,04

A significant difference is observed between
the two water conditions. Then, the practical question
remains : which bucket is the correct one, leading to
the accurate prediction of the full-scale cavitation
behavior ? The answer can not be either the 3 ppm
one or the other one. Indeed, when determining the
" cavitation bucket" of a model propeller, how can
we guarantee the model results when the nuclei
distribution changes with the operating conditions
(pressure, flow rate, dissolved air content) and when
the nuclei distribution is not known ? Moreover, how
can we transpose such a result to full-scale prediction,
when the model free nuclei content changes with the
operating conditions, which is not the case at sea, as
the nuclei distributions will not directly depend on
the advance velocity ?
Moreover, during a normal procedure,
several problems can happen, as, for example, the
increase of dissolved air content during the tests. In
this case, if the tests are done quickly to ensure the
dissolved gas content doesn't change significantly, the
characteristic aj - J inception curve will be one of
those corresponding to a constant O2 content
(Figure 12, TVA or TVß). But, when the dissolved
gas content changes during the cavitation bucket
tests, results can be altered as shown in Figure 12.
Depending where the tests start (either from point C
or D, for example), the characteristic curves will be
different. Indeed, if the tests start with a low

Tip vortex cavitation
Bubble cavitation

=T=
0,94

FIGURE 11 : CAVITATION INCEPTION BUCKETS
FOR 3 AND 5 PPM 02 CONTENTS.

Cavitation inception
02 content: 3 ppm

3=
0,94

Tip vortex cavitation
Bubble cavitation

Blade surface cavitation
4
2,0
t

ZZZ 5 PPf

1,04

FIGURE 10 : CAVITATION INCEPTION BUCKET
FOR 5 PPM Ö2 CONTENT.
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a model "zero tension" one, using the nuclei
distribution characteristics. This means that this new
cavitation inception bucket corresponds to a "weak
water" with a zero tension, as defined in the
introduction, and based on the events rate analysis.
Applying this procedure to the CEIMM tests, must
lead to the transposition of both 3 ppm and 5 ppm
buckets to a single one, as schematically represented
in figure 13.

dissolved air content , the water will generally
increase its air content with the time. Then, as the
nuclei distributions change with the dissolved air
content in the water (Figure 7), the cavitation
behavior of the propeller will be influenced, and the
characteristic inception curve will evolve along the
TVc or TVD curve (Figure 12).

0„(-)
Cavitation inception

i i

Cavitation inception
"zero tension"

_^/TVc\ S,TyB

\^

Tip vortex cavitation,

VB

r^c

I

TVA

VAT

""AJ;

Advance ratio, J (-)
FIGURE 12 : INFLUENCE OF THE TESTS
PROCEDURE ON THE CHARACTERISTIC
CAVITATION INCEPTION CURVES

Bubble cavitation

9P
dvance ratio, J (-)

As a consequence, the prediction of the
range of advance velocity free of cavitation depends
on the procedure of the model tests. This is not
acceptable when determining a precise cavitation
model bucket that must be representative of its own
cavitation characteristics. Then, as long as scale
effects between model and full-scale equipment are
analyzed without taking into account any nuclei
influence, the four characteristic curves represented
in figure 12 will be transposed with the exact same
laws, which means that the corresponding uncertainty
on the predicted full-scale advance velocity leading to
cavitation inception can be as large as several knots.

FIGURE 13 : "ZERO WATER TENSION"
CHARACTERISTIC CAVITATION BUCKET

The transposition of the cavitation inception
curves is made by adding the inception normalized
tension , T*. to the cavitation inception parameter,
<*ni:
O"ni"0"

= a„i + T*

Where an{"0" is the new transposed
inception cavitation value, corresponding to a "zero
tension" water.

Fortunately, the problem of 02 content
evolution during the tests doesn't appear in the
CEIMM tunnel., as it is possible to reasonably
maintain constant the dissolved gas content.

For the application of the above described
procedure, it is necessary to determined the tension,
T*, as a function of the nuclei content. Indeed, the
tension leading to cavitation inception is based on an
events rate analysis, which means that the number of
activated nuclei corresponding to cavitation
inception, will depend on the hydrodynamic
conditions and the type of cavitation, as already

ANALYSIS
Following the same analysis than proposed
by Gindroz and Billet [2, 3], to correlate nuclei
distributions with cavitation inception data, there is
an attempt to transpose the model cavitation bucket to
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study, we concentrate on tip vortex cavitation and
bubble cavitation. Following the same analysis than
used by Gindroz and Billet [2], the required nuclei
content corresponding to tip vortex cavitation
inception based on one event per second is of 0,003
N/ccm. The bubble cavitation only appears at the root
of the blades. In this area, the absolute velocity and
the cross section (see introduction) are not very
important, which means that it is necessary to activate
a rather large amount of nuclei. In our case, the
corresponding nuclei content leading to bubble
cavitation inception corresponds to about
0,05 N/ccm.
Then, from the above results, it is possible to
determine the corresponding normalized tension, T*
(Figures 14 and 15). By adding the specific tension T
to the measured cavitation inception parameter, an[,
we can reach the desired "zero tension" cavitation
inception value, anio- Figure 16 represents this final
result.

mentioned in the introduction [2, 3]. Thus, the
evolution of the tension, T*, with the cavitation
parameter, an , is determined for different nuclei
contents, from the nuclei distributions measured
during the CEEMM tests for each an - J point. Figures
14 et 15 represent the evolution of the normalized
tension, T*, for 4 different nuclei contents, resp.
0,001; 0,003; 0,005 and 0,01 Nucleus/ccm. Figures
14 and 15 correspond respectively to the 3 ppm and
5 ppm dissolved O2 contents.
Characteristic tension,

T

02 cc ntent 3pprrt
m*rm

T*

r

*
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~« *"
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FIGURE 14 : EVOLUTION OF THE T*
NORMALIZED TENSION WITH THE On
PARAMETER, FOR DIFFERENT NUCLEI
CONTENTS, AT 3 PPM OF DISSOLVED O2
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FIGURE 16 : "ZERO TENSION" CAVITATION
INCEPTION BUCKET, MEASURED AT
THE CEIMM TUNNEL
0

n

Interesting results are obtained here. Indeed,
the two different cavitation inception curves
corresponding to two different dissolved gas contents
(3 ppm and 5 ppm in Figure 2), collapse on a single
curve : the transposed "zero water tension"
characteristics deducted from the nuclei
measurements. This "new bucket", corresponding to
the "zero water tension", is unique and does not
depend on the hydrodynamic conditions.

FIGURE 15 : EVOLUTION OF THE T*
NORMALIZED TENSION WITH THE Gn
PARAMETER, FOR DIFFERENT NUCLEI
CONTENTS, AT 5 PPM OF DISSOLVED O2

Large influence of the dissolved O2 content
can be observed. Indeed, within the range of an
values corresponding to cavitation inception, the
normalized tension difference, AT*, can be larger than
1,0 for the highest nuclei contents (0.005 and
0.01 N/ccm).
In order to determined the particular
normalized tension, ?*, leading to cavitation
inception, the corresponding number of activated
nuclei (nuclei content), must be determined. This
amount is specific to each type of cavitation. In this

SYNTHESIS AND PERSPECTIVE
In order to relate nuclei characteristics with
the cavitation inception, a large study was conducted
in 1992 at the Grand Tunnel Hydrodynamique (GTH)
of the Bassin d'Essais des Carenes in cooperation
with the ITTC cavitation committee [33]. The GTH,
which has a complete air control system including
dissolved gas and free nuclei (microbubbles) control,
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model. In order to confirm this major result, similar
tests will be conducted at the GTH, in the same
configuration, for different nuclei distributions. Due
to the specific design of the GTH, the nuclei
distributions will be controlled, which means that it is
possible to ensure no dependence of the tension with
the an value (Figure 17).

offered the opportunity to answer this question. The
main result of this study was the direct correlation
between the cavitation inception and the water
tension based on an events rate analysis. Indeed, as
cavitation inception corresponds to a certain amount
of events per second (generally of the order of
magnitude of 1), it is necessary to activate a certain
amount of nuclei in the flow. Thus, the tension T*,
corresponding to the minimum nuclei content leading
to' cavitation inception was defined from the
measured nuclei distributions. Due to the GTH
design, the nuclei distribution can be controlled and
set as desired. This means that during the complete
determination of a cavitation inception bucket, the
nuclei distribution will stay constant. However, when
conducting cavitation inception tests in a classical
cavitation tunnel, we must be very careful to not only
attribute the results to the propeller itself, but also to
consider the influence of the free nuclei distribution
that will change with the tunnel operating conditions.
It is well known that comparing the results obtained
with the same model in different facilities is almost
impossible [32]. But we are convinced that a large
part of the reason comes from the lack of knowledge
about the nuclei characteristics and their evolution
with the hydrodynamic conditions. In order to try to
quantify this effect, this study was conducted at the
CEIMM tunnel, in Roma, on a 4 blades frigate
propeller. The results obtained confirm the strong
influence of the tunnel hydrodynamic parameters on
the nuclei distribution. Then, as the free nuclei
mainly govern the whole cavitation inception process,
no wonder that the global cavitation inception bucket
is influenced.
Following the analysis from Gindroz and
Billet [2, 3], who succeed in correlating the nuclei
distribution and the cavitation inception
characteristics, the results obtained at the CEIMM are
transposed to a "zero tension" bucket. This
transposition is made for 2 different O2 contents, that
lead to a large difference in the nuclei content. To
ensure the upstream velocity field (wake field)
doesn't change between the two different O2 content
conditions, the flow velocity was similar. Thus, if the
reason why the cavitation buckets are different
between the two conditions is mainly due to the free
nuclei, the 2 transposed "zero tension" buckets must
be similar. Then, the comparison made in figure 16
confirmed the direct influence of the free nuclei on
the cavitation inception characteristics, which is
shown in figure 16. This major result means that
conducting cavitation inception tests in different
facilities and/or for different water qualities, on the
same model and ensuring the same upstream velocity
field, can lead to the same global bucket only if the
nuclei characteristics are taken into account. Then,
the unique "zero tension" bucket could be defined as
the own cavitation inception characteristic of the

T

Characteristic tension,
T
"GTH Nuclei Injection : T231C

t

0.01
0.005

0,001 H xm

"°n

FIGURE 17 : EXAMPLE OF NUCLEI
CHARACTERISTICS GENERATED AND
CONTROLLED IN THE GTH.

From the generated nuclei distributions, the
measured cavitation inception bucket will be
transposed to its corresponding "zero tension" one.
Cavitation inception buckets will be determined in
the GTH on the same Italian frigate propeller for
several nuclei characteristics, and transposed to their
"zero tension" ones. Then, all these "zero tension"
curves will be compared with the ones determined at
the CEIMM tunnel. If the wake field is similar
between both facilities, all these different
characteristic "zero tension" curves must collapse to a
unique one : The model cavitation inception
characteristics.
Then, the prediction of the full-scale
behavior could be made from this new "zero tension"
model bucket, using the usual transposition laws, that
do not take into account the nuclei characteristics.
The so-determined full-scale bucket will then
correspond to weak water without any tension. Then,
finally, as a further perspective, the accurate
evaluation of the full-scale risk of cavitation could be
more precisely determined by taking into account the
sea nuclei characteristics [39].
CONCLUSION
The present study shows the direct influence
of the hydrodynamic operating conditions of a
standard cavitation tunnel on the characteristic
cavitation inception bucket of a propeller. Careful
attention must be taken when conducting cavitation
tests, as the final results can include important effects
from the evolution of the nuclei with the tunnel
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Publication N°509, 1976, Netherlands Ship Model
Basin, Wageningen, The Netherlands.

operating conditions and the water quality. However,
due to the very good stability and repeatability of the
CEIMM tunnel, it was possible to directly relate the
nuclei distribution with the cavitation inception
characteristics, and to transpose the results to an
accurate unique "zero tension" bucket, that defines
the own propeller behavior under the actual test
configuration. This result is very important, but
further studies will be conducted in order to confirm
it arid to examine its influence on the full-scale
characteristic bucket.
Several vain attempts have been made for
many years to try to compare similar tests carried out
in different facilities, but this new approach looks
promising.
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Inception, Development, and Noise
of a Tip Vortex Cavitation
L. Brian9on-Marjollet, L. Merle (Bassin d'Essais des Carenes, France)

aperture
pressure of the inlet flow at the middle of the
test section
critical pressure of nuclei
Pc
susceptibility pressure of the fluid
Ps
vapour pressure of water
Pv
radius
r
Reynolds number based on the maximum
Re
chord length
time
t
surface tension
T
free stream velocity
V
tangential
velocity
vt
abscissa
X
Euler constant
Y
circulation
r
volumic mass of liquid
p
cavitation number
a
cavitation number at the beginning of the
a
0
developed cavity
far from the vortex axis, in the perpendicular
00
plan of the centerline vortex
Power Spectral Density
PSD
G.T.H. Grand Tunnel Hydrodynamique
CSM Cavitation Susceptibility Meter

N
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ABSTRACT
Experiments were conducted on a large hydrofoil, of
elliptical planform and NACA 0020 cross section, to
test the influence of the water quality on : the
cavitation map, the diameter of the cavity within the
tip vortex and the noise measurements. Water is
characterised in term of oxygen and freestream
bubbles content. We observe strong effects of the
freestream nuclei content on the cavitation map and
on time variation of the vapor core diameter. All
results at cavitation inception can be correlated by
introducing a corrective term calculated from the
measured water quality. The growth of the diameter
with time, as well as the hysteresis at the desinence
cavitation, can be interpreted taking into account the
non condensible gas diffusion. Acoustic data are
presented in term of counts of acoustic peaks, or in
term of peculiar frequencies associated to the vapor
tube. These results are confronted with the visual data
and modes of deformation of the vapor tube are given.
NOMENCLATURE
a
c
Cl
Cp
D
F
f
H
i
K(x)

radius of the cavitating vortex core
maximum chord length
lift coefficient related to the surface of the
foil
pressure coefficient at the vortex axis
cavitating core diameter
frequency
focal lenght
hysteresis
angle of attack of the foil
experimental coefficient

1. INTRODUCTION
Even if the cavitation of tip vortex was studied for a
long time by many authors, some aspects had to be
clarified. The fact that this type of cavitation is
closely link to propellers conduct to have a special
attention on it. It's Reynolds number dependance was
studied. However, some questions remain : what is
the best way to perform and interprate model tests in
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order to extrapolate the results to full scale ? In many
papers, authors indicate that oxygen content acts on
cavitation inception ([2], [3], [6], [9]) and on
desinence cavitation[13]. We could ask if there is a
best water quality for model tests. But the above
mentionned studies do not permit to quantitatively
correlate a parameter describing water quality and a
cavitation number.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 Flow parameters
Experiments were conducted in the G.T.H. [5], in the
square test section of 1.14 m width, 1.14 m high and
of 6 m long. The studies were made with an elliptical
planform hydrofoil, the maximum chord is 475 mm
and the half-span equals.753 mm (the aspect ratio is
3.8), the cross-section is a NACA 0020.

Many studies were conducted on different French
tests facilities during the Action Concertee Cavitation.
The aim was a better understanding of tip vortex rollup and of associated cavitating phenomenon ([7], [8],
[11]). Due to the fact that the water tunnel, the Grand
Tunnel Hydrodynamique G.T.H., permits us to
control the oxygen content independently from the
freestream nuclei content, the Bassin d'Essais des
Carenes was in charge of studing relation between
oxygen content, freestream nuclei content and
inception, development and desinence of cavitation
[11].

The tunnel permits us to control the inlet velocity
between 2 m/s up to 20 m/s with an accuracy of
0.2 %. The pressure level varies between 2.104 Pa up
to 4.5 105 Pa, with an accuracy of 0.5 %. The
cavitation number o is defined as :
P-Pv
0.5pV2

The aim of this paper is first to recall the main results
obtained during these tests. For the cavity within the
tip vortex-roll up, a law was yet proposed as a
function of the Reynolds number for a single water
quality at the desinence cavitation [8]. We will see in
this paper, how all the data for cavitation inception
can be fitted on a single curve when taking into
account freestream nuclei.

(1)

with P, the total inlet pressure in the plane of the tip of
the hydrofoil, Pv, the vapor pressure of water, p the
volumic mass of water and V the inlet flow velocity.
The precision of CT is 1 %.
The oxygen content is controlled between 25 % up to
160 % of saturation and is measured with an oxygen
probe. The flow can be seeded with nuclei through
injectors located upstream the tunnel nozzle. A
Cavitation Susceptibility Meter based on a centerbody
venturi (called VAG) measures the nuclei distribution
in the fluid. Hence, the number of nuclei with a given
critical pressure is known for each test configuration.
Several nuclei injections patterns were tested. They
are characterised by a specific susceptibility pressure,
a concentration and a distribution in the test section.
Hereafter, the higher Ps (lower tension) corresponds
to the water with 'big' bubbles, then we have a
medium Ps for 'small' bubbles and the water without
injection have the lowest Ps (higher tension). For
more details, see [3].

The diameter of the cavity within the vortex was also
measured. This allowed to appreciate how the water
quality affects the development of cavitation. Thus,
the hysteresis at desinence can be explain by diffusion
of non condensable gas as expected by Holl [13].
At the inception of the cavity, we observe bubbles
growing in the center of the tip vortex for special
water quality. These bubbles, captured by the vortex,
could grow by diffusion of non condensible gas or
could explose by vaporisation of liquid. We are
particulary interested in the acoustic noise and, in the
following, we will call cavitation inception, a
phenomenon with two particularities : we can locate
the tip vortex in the flow visually, and there is a raise
of the acoustic noise.

Cavitating data were collected with the two testing
configurations of nuclei presented below.
2.2 First configuration

For developed cavitation, specific frequencies were
extracted in the spectrum signal. These frequencies
are compared with the frequencies of modal
deformations of the cavity.

The hydrofoil is mounted vertically at the top of the
test section (Figure 1). The angle of attack is changed
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the inception and development of the cavity. Then, the
angle of attack is decreased until desinence cavitation.

by hand with a precision of ± 0.1°. Measurements
of the tangential and axial velocities in the
subcavitating vortex were carried out at several
positions along the axial distance with a LDV system,
for different velocities and angles of attack [8].

Further tests were performed at particular
experimental points with different oxygen contents
and nuclei injections. The diameter of the vapor tube
is measured with a real time image analysis method.
The sound radiated by the cavitation is analysed and
recorded.

operator

2.3 Second configuration
The hydrofoil is mounted horizontally on a side wall
of the test section (Figure 2). The angle of attack is
controlled by a balance with a precision of ±0.01°.
The influence of the water quality is largely studied in
these experiments. Flows with oxygen content of
30 %, 56 % and 80 % are studied as well as flows
with several nuclei injections with an oxygen content
of 30 %. Again, a map of the observed cavitation as a
function of the angle of attack is drawn by
visualisation of video records for 3 velocities : 6 m/s,
10 m/s and 15 m/s. A more systematic investigation
of the vapor tube diameter is carried out with the
same image processing method as previously. The
hydrodynamic coefficients are measured with the 6
components strain gauges balance. The acoustic
signal is recorded and peaks are counted at the
cavitation inception.

video monitors

Fig. 1 : experimental facility, 1st configuration.
Location of apparatus is not represented.

2.4 Set up for measuring the size of cavitating vortex
A special system was built using digital images from
a video camera to measure the vortex size and to
analyse the changes in size as a function of time and
gas content. A video camera is focussed on the vortex
core. The camera output is connected to a PC that
records the image and calculates the mean diameter
(Figure 3).

video monitors

A black and white video camera with a f=300 mm
focal length lens and N=2.81 aperture produces a
magnification factor of 1/0.22. The video camera has
a CCD sensor of 511x768 pixels, each pixel being
Hum x Hum. The PC records a full frame of the
image. The images are recorded every 30 seconds and
they are analysed immediately afterwards. The grey
level of the numerical image is set between 0 and
255.

Fig. 2 : experimental facility, 2nd configuration.
Location of apparatus is not represented.
A map of the observed cavitation versus the angle of
attack is drawn by looking at video records, for
velocities between 5 m/s up to 15 m/s by step of
1 m/s. The water quality corresponds to a low oxygen
content of 30 %, without nuclei injection. The
pressure and the flow velocity are kept constant,
whereas the angle of attack is slowly increased until
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test section
projector lamp

others are on each side of the test section at 1.68 m of
the wing tip. The acoustic signal may be analysed in
real time or recorded by a numerical system (Enertec)
and by digital system (DAT) for time/frequency posttreatment or statistical study.

CCD sensor

tip vortex cavity
'"

hydrophones B&K. 8100

■4

Fig. 3 : image recording system.
The lighting system is an halogen projector lamp with
a diffuser sheet mounted at the back of the plexiglass
window of the test section. The coaxial lighting
makes a shadow view of the vortex on the recorded
image so that the edge of the tip vortex core is very
contrasted.

pc

with filter
[3kHz; 20kHz]
[3kHz;100kHz]
without filter
[0Hz;500Hz] .
fOHz ; 5kHz] f-

Fo

DIFA'
filter

conditioner
B&K 2626

L-i—'
-_
f)—L_
Orhrh amplifier
ser
UUB&K2610

ffiÄ

ALLIANT
Fx80
[0Hz ; 80kHzl|^=j—-^}
Enertec MK4115

The vortex core has sufficient contrast such that its
contour is directly obtained by converting the
greyscale image into a binary image based on a
threshold range. Then the diameter and the angle of
the vortex are calculated (Figure 4).

[0Hz; 20kHz

^

Fig. 5 : experimental facility, 1st configuration,
acoustic apparatus.
The signal issued from the hydrophone below the tip
is conditioned, high pass filtered and amplified. Then
the signal is analysed in real time by generation of 4
PSDs of 8000 points on the bandwiths [0 Hz ;
500 Hz], [0 Hz ; 5 kHz], [3 kHz ; 20 kHz] and [3 kHz
; 100 kHz]. On each bandwidth, the Power Spectrum
Density or PSD is the result of the mean of 20
analysed signal, except for [0 Hz ; 500 Hz] where
only 10 were used.

diameter

Fig. 4 : binary image of the vortex core.

The PSD on [0 Hz; 100 kHz] is deduced from the
previous spectral analysis. On each spectrum, the PSD
values are averaged on 20 consecutive points which
implies 400 points for the PSD. Then, we assemble
the PSD values by taking the first spectrum and
cutting the second spectrum on 500 Hz up to 5 kHz,
the third on 5 kHz up to 20 kHz and the last on
20 kHz up to 100 kHz.

The selected threshold level has little effect on the
calculated diameter and the maximum diameter
uncertainty is 0.2mm.
2.5 Acoustic apparatus
The sound radiated at cavitation inception and for
developed cavitation is analysed in two ways, one for
each configuration.

In the second test configuration, a count of noise
peaks at the cavitation inception is made. A
hydrophone B&K 8104 is flush mounted below the
wing tip (Figure 6). A conditioner, a band pass filter
[20 kHz ; 80 kHz] and a level discrimination are
mounted in line before entering in the counter. This

The most complete series of measurements are made
in the first configuration (Figure 5). Three acoustic
transducers are flush mounted on the walls of the
water tunnel. One is below the hydrofoil and the two
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different water qualities. 'Small' and 'big' nuclei
seeding shift the results towards the small angle of
attack. However, the shift is larger for the larger
bubbles. Thus, the higher the susceptibility pressure,
the easier water cavitates. This phenomenon has to be
correlated with visual observations : without nuclei
injection, the first cavitation occurence is a vapor tube
whereas, with nuclei seeding, nuclei are attracted in
the center of the vortex where they grow, explode
under the depression, and make the vortex visible.

acquisition needs a human intervention to have the
best signal to noise ratio and to determine the level of
the trigger according to the noise level of the test
facility which have been measured during
subcavitating phase. The peaks are identified and
counted during 10 seconds. Moreover, 2 seconds of
acoustic signal were recorded on a mascomp, for
more information, with an acquisition frequency of
160 kHz.

hjdrophoM B&K 8104;-^

10

flow

<=3

T

CT
O

♦ ♦

0

8
♦! ♦

OS
conditioner
B&K 2626

6

band-pass
filter

counter level

4

[20kHz; 80kHz]
I
I1

I

2

mascomp

-!|_ [0Hz; 80kHz] ^

r^J

0 0
0 0#

♦♦ '
♦ '

* y
--"o-F:>r -;---

'

15

5
10
♦ 30% oxygen without injection
* 30% oxygen with 'small' bubbles
O 30% oxygen with 'big' bubbles

Fig. 6 : experimental facility, 2nd configuration,
acoustic apparatus.

Fig. 7 : cavitation inception at V = 10 m/s.
3. VISUAL DATA AND CORRELATION

The minimum pressure coefficient, Cp(x), in the
center of the vortex at the abscissa x is given [8] by :

3.1 Cavitation inception

Cp(x) = -K(x) Cl2 Re04

The cavitation inception is first observed on video
records, it might be a line of vapor at the center of the
vortex, or several transient bubbles captured by the
vortex.

(2)

where
K(x)
is
a
coefficient
determined
experimentally, Cl the lift coefficient and Re the
Reynolds number based on the maximum chord
length. The lift coefficient is not dependant on the
Reynolds number in our experiments, and the slope of
the lift coefficient versus the angle of attack equals
0.0598/°.

As presented in [11], du to the unique fully gas
content device of the G.T.H., for water without nuclei
injection, the modification of the oxygen content do
not affect cavitation inception, provided saturation
condition are not reached. For oversaturated flow
without injection, o values at inception are similar to
those obtained for low oxygen content and nuclei
seeding. For this reason, results were only presented
for 30 % of oxygen content without nuclei injection,
and with two types of bubbles injection called 'small'
and 'big'.

At inception, the minimum pressure within the vortex,
Pmin, can be assumed to be equal to Pv and :
= -Cp(x)

(3)

If the Reynolds number effects are correctly taken
into account by this model, and if Pmin = Pv at
inception, a single straight line for each water quality
when plotting a/Re0-4 as a function of Cl2 should be

In Figure 7, the cavitation inception number is ploted
as a function of the angle of attack for the three
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obtained. As shown in Figure 8, a straight line fits the
data for each water quality. Moreover, the slope
increases with the ability of the liquid to cavitate (i.e
by changing the susceptibility pressure of the
freestream nuclei).

3.2 Correlation of the cavitation inception data
The objective is to obtain a correlation regardless of
the water quality and the flow velocity. Using the
centerbody venturi VAG, the water quality is
characterised by a single parameter, the susceptibility
pressure Ps, for a specific nuclei concentration ( 0.01
nuclei / cm3 ). Figure 10 shows the fluid tension PvPs as a function of a for the 'small' and the 'big'
bubbles situations. The tension increases with a for
given nuclei injection, and is always significantly
larger for the 'big' bubbles.
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Fig. 8 : cavitation inception, triangle : V = 15 m/s,
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Fig. 10 : tension of the liquid versus a for the nuclei
injection used.
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According to ([9], [11], [14]) it can be assumed that
the cavitation inception occurs at Ps instead of Pv.
Hence, the parameter related to the cavitating flow
can be expressed by :

0.01 ■-

0

0.3
0.6
0.9
A ♦ ■ 30% oxygen without bubble

1.2

a- Aa =

P-Pv
2

0.5pV

Ps-Pv
0.5pV2

P--Ps
Fig. 9 : cavitation inception, triangle : V = 15 m/s,
diamond : V = 10 m/s, square : V = 6 m/s.

0.5 pVz

(4)

(5)

Using results similar to those presented in Figure 10,
a new parameter a-Aa is calculated. All the values
are now well correlated in the non-dimensional
representation (Figure 11), even those without nuclei
injection. The main difficulty of this method is the
evaluation of Ps. In this case, it is a statistical value,
derived from a sample of several litres.

For water with constant oxygen content and without
injection, a strong velocity effect exists (Figure 9).
Indeed, by decreasing the freestream velocity from 15
m/s to 6 m/s, for a/Re0-4 = 0.01, the incidence angle
at inception is increased by a factor of 2. For 6 m/s,
we can notice a brake of the line for CF < 0.6 ;
effectively, in these conditions, the flow is
oversaturated and we observe a degassing
pnenomenon.
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water quality. The diameter can be nearly constant for
the water with 30% oxygen content without nuclei
injection, or increase by a factor 2 on 5 minutes for a
water with 80% of oxygen content and no bubbles.
For water with injected bubbles, the diameter is
multiplied by 4 on the first 5 minutes.
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The diameter varies with the flow parameters : the
higher the pressure, the thiner the diameter, and the
larger the angle of attack, the larger the diameter
(Figure 13).
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Fig. 11 : corrected cavitation parameter at inception
versus square lift coefficient, convention for
colours and symbols are as previously.
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3.3 Developed cavitation
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Here, the developed cavitation is characterised by
time diameter measurements and estimation of the
associated pressure variations.
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Fig. 13 : diameter of cavitating vortex versus time.
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Assuming that the growth of the diameter of the
vapour tube is due to the diffusion of non condensible
gases, the pressure inside the cavity changes with time
(from Pv to P(t)). One interesting problem is to
estimate this pressure increase which would be
responsible for the hysteresis at the desinence
cavitation.
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time (mn)i
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♦ 30% oxygen without nuclei seeding
♦ 80% oxygen without nuclei seeding
o 30% oxygen with 'big' bubbles

30

In non-cavitating conditions, the tangential velocity of
a vortex roll-up, Vt, at the distance r from the center
of the vortex, with Euler equations and with a
circulation T(x) is :

Fig. 12 : diameter of cavitating vortex as a flunction
of time, a=4.1, V = 10m/s, i = 10°.

Vt =

The time origin is chosen when the cavity is a
developed vapor tube without collapsus during time.
The radius of the vapour tube at the beginning is
smaller than the viscous core diameter of the tip
vortex measured by LDV. The diameter varies
between 1.5 mm to 15 mm (Figure 12). It increases
with time in a way which is very dependent of the

(6)
27ir

The depression between two points in the same plane
in the flow, at positions rj and r2 , in a steady
axisymmetric potential flow, is :
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Figure 14 shows the variation of H as a function of
time, corresponding to the diameters of Figure 12 for
water with 30% and 80% of oxygen content. The
magnitude of H increases assymptotically with time
and depends on the oxygen content : higher oxygen
content, higher hysteresis. The slope of the curve at
the beginning is high, so, even for two minutes, H > 1.

(7)

P(r2)-P(r,) = -p8rr/

r

^

i

;

Now, we apply equation (6) in cavitating conditions.
We assume that the circulation is unchanged. At the
beginning of the developed vapor tube without
collapsus, the radius of the cavity is TQ and the
pressure of the cavity is Pv. Between two points, one
taken far from the vortex, called oo, and another taken
at the interface of the cavity, the depression is:
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Poo - Pv = p

3

(8)
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is the cavitation number of the vapor tube at the
beginning.
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Fig. 14 : hysteresis effect during time, same
symbols as Figure 12.

But the radius of the cavity grows with time. By
assumption, this growth is linked to an increase of the
pressure inside the vapor tube. At the time t, the
cavity has a radius r(t) and a pressure P(t). Then, the
depression between a point at the infinity and a point
at the interface is:
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A

inception of cavitation
• hollow vortex core attached at the tip
A desinence of cavitation

We can define a parameter related to the hysteresis
effect, called H, like :
P(t)-Pv
(12)
H=

2
V
2

Fig. 15 : incipient, attached and desinent cavitation
parameter versus angle of attack, V = 10 m/s.
Now, we will verify if this order of magnitude is
acceptable. In Figure 15, observations of the
inception and the desinence cavitation are reported as
a function of the angle of attack. The tests were made
at constant pressure and varying angle during time.
Inception and desinence of cavitation are not at the
same angle of attack, which is a consequence of the

Then, by substraction of (10) and (9), with (11) and
(12):
(13)

H = c0 1v'(t),
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injection modifies the PSD on the bandwidth [1 kHz ;
100 kHz] : the slope is constant, 25 dB/decade,
whereas, without injection, the decay of the PSD is of
40 dB on [1 kHz; 10 kHz] and rather constant on
[10 kHz ; 100 kHz]. A specific frequency of the test
facility which is 1.25kHz at V = 10 m/s, and 0.8 kHz
at V = 6 m/s can be seen in Figure 16.

hysteresis effect. We underline here that, for
equations (6) through (12), we assume a constant
circulation. In order to have a constant circulation, we
have to provide cavitation tests at constant angle of
attack. So, the variation of pressure inside the cavity
would be given by the variation of the inlet pressure
between the inception and the desinence of cavitation.
In Figure 15, if we read the value at a constant angle
of attack, for instance at 6°, H equals 2 which is the
same order of value as in Figure 14. We notice that
we. could have directly the value of H if the cavitation
tests are performed at constant angle of attack.

4.2 Cavitation inception
A criterion to detect the cavitation inception is the
acoustic signal, and particularly the acoustic peaks
radiated during the bubble growth when they cavitate.
A systematic study was made for a flow with injected
nuclei. The collected data are summarised by a count
of acoustic peaks for each angle of attack near the
angle of the cavitation inception .

4. ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
In this part, the acoustic results are presented. We will
first discuss about the non-cavitating PSD to
characterise the noise of the test facility. Then we will
see the influence of the cavity by superimposing the
PSDs in non-cavitating and in cavitating conditions.
The influence of different parameters like freestream
velocity and angle of attack, are shown. The acoustic
data are connected to the visual data for better
understanding.

Figure 17 shows the peaks during a 10 seconds period
as a function of the incidence angle for three
cavitation numbers. We obtain a gaussian curve which
could be non symmetric. Three characteristic angles
of attack can be defined : for the initiation at 1 peak/s,
for the maximum count and for the disapearance at 1
peak/s. 1 peak/s corresponds roughly to the visual
criterion for cavitation inception in tip vortex.

4.1 Global behaviour in subcavitating conditions
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Fig. 17 : count of peaks, V = 10 m/s.
Fig. 16 : PSD in subcavitating conditions.

The acoustic results and the observed data are
superimposed in Figure 18. The development of
cavitation is added and corresponds to the visual
criterion defined as a stable vapor tube attached at the
tip of the hydrofoil. The best correlation is observed
at 10 m/s : the visual inception corresponds to the first
1 peak/s and the maximum number of peaks is located
for the development of cavitation (Figure 18).

For a given water quality and a given inlet velocity,
the acoustic level in subcavitating conditions is
independent of the angle of attack and of the pressure
level of the test section (Figure 16). The flow velocity
affects essentially the bandwidth [100 Hz ; 10 kHz]
for water without injection : the acoustic level
decreases with velocity. At V=10 m/s, the nuclei
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For a > 4.0, the data at maximum peak/s and 1 peak/s
are shifted compared to the visual data. It can be
observed that, for these tests, the counts versus the
angle of attack are non symmetric and do not extend
for unknown reasons over 8° (Figure 17). There is
perhaps a problem of level of signal to noise ratio, or
the band-pass filter is not adequate for these points.
Possibly a more detailed treatment and a best
acquisition would give better results.
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Fig. 20 : developed cavitation compared to nocavitating point, V = 6 m/s.

For water without injection, when cavitation occurs at
V=10 m/s, the acoustic level on the bandwidth
[500 Hz ; 50 kHz] is increased as compared to the
subcavitating conditions (Figure 19).
The same phenomena is observed at V = 6 m/s on the
bandwidth [500 Hz ; 20 kHz] (Figure 20). For water
with 'big' bubbles, the bandwidth affected by the
increase of the acoustic level is bigger : it begins at
500 Hz and covers the bandwidth until the end
(Figure 21).

.1

1
10
30% oxygen with 'big' bubbles

Fig. 21 : developed cavitation compared to nocavitating point, V = 10 m/s.
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an experimental condition whereas they obtain just
one. See for example Figure 23 showing frequencies
measured versus a for two velocities (10 m/s and
11 m/s) and two angles of attack (8 deg. and 10 deg.).
These measurements were made when the cavity
within the tip vortex was attached to the tip of the
profil or when the tip of the cavity within the tip
vortex begins like a cone-shape in the fluid. Maines
and Arndt limit their study to the case of the singing
vortex which happens when the cavitating vortex core
is attached.

4.4 Frequencies associated to the cavitating vortex
core
By comparison of the PSD in subcavitating condition
with the PSD in cavitating condition on the bandwidth
[0 Hz ; 5 kHz], the frequencies, associated to the
cavitating conditions were extracted. One or two
frequencies are identified by this method for given
conditions.
Previous authors, Higuchi et al. [12] and Maines and
Arndt [16] for instance, speak about a "singing
vortex". In this phenomenon, "a standing wave
develops on the hollow vortex core which radiates
significant noise at discrete tone". In their paper,
Maines and Arndt correlate specific frequencies of the
singing vortex extracted from acoustic records with
the diameter of the cavity.
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Similar results were observed for a variation of the
inlet pressure at constant angle of attack : then the
frequencies depend on the inlet pressure. At first
order, it seems that frequencies are linked with the
diameter of the cavitating vortex core. But, as seen in
Figure 22, different informations can be noticed for
similar flow conditions and for the same order of
diameter : for the diameter d = 6.17 mm, we have two
identified peaks which do not exist for the diameter
d = 6.04 mm. This last observation can be related to
the problems of reproducibility of the singing vortex
encountered by Maines and Arndt.
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Fig. 23 : measured frequencies versus a value, for
two velocities and two angles of attack.
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The possibility to undertake similar analysis on the
PSD [0 Hz ; 5 kHz] was used. Results such as in
Figure 22 were obtained. In this graph, marked lines
represent the evolution of the difference between the
PDS in non-cavitating and in cavitatin conditions. On
each dotted curve, two peaks can be clearly seen : one
near 500 Hz and the other near 1.5 kHz and there is
no difference of the acoustic signal below 400 Hz.
These frequencies vary with the angle of attack.

X
-X.

With the continuous line which corresponds to a
measurement made after 15 minutes under constant
experimental parameters, a single important peak near
1 kHz appeared. A regular increase of the PSD on
[500 Hz; 5k Hz] with the diameter was observed.
Unfortunately, the time of existence of the cavitating
vortex tube was not systematically acquired during
the acoustic measurements. After looking at videos,
there is not a distinguishable phenomenon, except
perhaps the stability of the tip of the cavity within the

3000

Fig. 22 : difference in PSD between non-cavitating
and cavitating conditions, the grey region
corresponds to the frequencies of the test facility
It can be noticed here a first difference with Maines
and Arndt results : two frequencies were obtained for
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tip vortex. The frequency of 25 Hz of the camera is
perhaps not sufficient to analyse the phenomenon.
However, the information of the diameter is not
sufficient to deduce the frequencies emmitted by the
cavity.
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4.4 Morozov's model

1.0

In the following, we use measured frequencies and
associated measured diameter for several cavity
within the tip vortex.

'

■In

2TTF

2n¥

vVa

(14)

In order to enlarge this analysis for all the frequencies
measurements, an estimation of the cavitating
diamater D was made versus (er, i and V). For this, as
parameters do not vary on a large range, it is assumed
that D can be written as :

F2 =

Using size measurements available, parameters
a,b,c,d, were identified. D was then calculated for all
the test configurations for which peaks were observed
and measured in the spectral analysis.

(15)

27ia

. _ calculated frequency ( kHz)

2± 2 +

(17)

D = a+ ba+ci+dV

7ia

6T

experiments

Fig. 24 : frequencies calculated and measured, the
grey region corresponds to the frequencies of the
test facility.

where a is the cavitation number.
For m = 2 :

vVa

10
Morozov's model
— m=0
m=2— m=l — m=2+

with y is the Euler constant equated to 1.78, F is the
frequency, c is the chord length and Vt is the
tangential velocity.
For m = 1 :

Fl =

diameter (mm)'

0.0

A Morozov's model [17] is used where the
frequencies are linked to modal deformation of a
vapor tube as a function of the mean diameter 'a'. For
a cylindrical cavity within the tip vortex, at constant
pressure Pv, the following formulaes can be written :
For m = 0 :

In

it-~" -"-' *r - - -]

0.5

4 r

-,-■*-

, »

(16)

paV2rj

where T is the surface tension.
Each formula corresponds to a special deformation :
when m=0, it is a variation of the diameter ; when
m=l, it is a sinusoidal deformation of the centerline of
the vortex, this phenomenon have to be related to
wandering according to Fruman [8] ; when m=2+ or
2-, it is an elliptic deformation of the diameter.
In Figure 24, we superimpose the Morozov's
frequencies, calculated with the measured diameter,
and the measured frequencies. Two possible modes
are identified : m=l and m=2-. It seems that an
elliptic deformation and a wandering took place.

Fig. 25 : comparison between calculated and
measured frequencies radiated by a developed
cavitating vortex.
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It must be noted that:
- a good correlation exists between measured
and calculated frequencies.
- the mean error is of 16 %, but for 52 % of
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20 %.
5. CONCLUSION
With an hydrofoil of large size, water quality effects
on the cavitating vortex was studied. Water was
characterised with free nuclei content and oxygen
content.
In this experiment, all the data for cavitation inception
can be correlated by introducing a cavitation
parameter based on the measured susceptibility
pressure of the water.
The growth of the cavity within the tip vortex can be
explained by diffusive effects linked to the water
quality. This leads to understand the hysteris
phenomenon at the desinence cavitation. In this
analysis, the time must be introduced as an added
parameter. Hence, the way the experiments are made
is very important for the analysis of the results.
The analysis of the acoustic signal shows that the
cavitating vortex radiates frequencies which could be
linked to spatial deformation of the cavitating vortex
core. In the tests described in this paper, the mode of
deformation are m=l (sinusoidal deformation) and
m=2- (elliptic deformation of the diameter). An
estimated value, within an error of 20 %, of the
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DISCUSSION
D. Fruman
ENSTA/GPI, France
The authors have performed a very systematic
investigation of tip vortex cavitation inception
under various conditions of nuclei seeding. They
propose a correction of the incipient cavitation
number in order to collapse the data for two
seeding conditions (small and large bubbles) in a
now classical ac/Re0,4 versus Cp2 plot.
I have 2 types of questions
1. Why has the VAG method not been used to try
to correlate also the data for the "no bubbles"
situation? Have the measurements of (pc-pu) been
conducted? How do the authors explain the very
large velocity effects in Figure g?
2. It has been proposed, and used with good
success, to obtain the "susceptibility" pressure
directly from tip vortex tests (by plotting the
difference between the free stream pressure for
cavitation inception minus the vapor pressure as a
function of the velocity to the power 2,4 for
constant incidence angle). Why have the authors
not performed these tests and why there is no
comparison between theirs and previous methods?
AUTHORS' REPLY
NONE RECEIVED
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Velocity and Turbulence in the Near-Field Region of Tip
Vortices from Elliptical Wings: Its Impact on Cavitation
A. Pauchet (Ecole Nationale Superieure de Techniques Avancees, France)

For identical planforms foils the increase of
Reynolds number seams to favoured the jet-like
behaviour, but the increase of the axial velocity is
not as high as it should be to balance the pressure
drop governed by the rotating flow. The pressure
loss corresponding to the difference between the
maximum axial velocity that should occur due to the
minimum pressure and the maximum axial velocity
measured is for reasonable lift coefficients in order
of magnitude, once the dynamic pressure and
increases highly, up to six times the dynamic
pressure as the lift coefficient increases. The same
trend is noticed but not so markedly when the foil
shape is sweep backward.
Concerning the fluctuations measured in the
vortex core using various means (hot wire,
holography, Laser Doppler Velocimetry, etc.) the
literature often reports a high level of fluctuations in
the vortex core on both components, attributed to
the spatial modification of position of the vortex
trajectory, or the velocity gradients encountered
when passing through the vortex core. This
particular problem is analysed concerning LDV
measurements of axial and tangential velocity
profiles measured close and far from an elliptical
wing tip. It is shone that in the very near region to
the foil tip where no fluctuation of position are
measurable the axial fluctuations are important but
they are decreasing for more distant positions
downstream the tip for which the wandering is
noticeable. The statistical analysis of the tangential
instantaneous velocities for five positions of
measurements performed as the measuring volume
is crossing the vortex core very near the foil tip
demonstrates that positive and negative velocities
are both measured at the same time. The estimation
of the standard deviation is then not well adapted in
the case of histograms having two peaks and thus
over estimates the maximum fluctuation level.

ABSTRACT
The tip vortex flow has been the subject of
numerous experimental and numerical works, but
the peculiarity of this very confine flow makes it
one of the most difficult to describe by any
measurement or computational means. This fact is
obvious if we admit that the various problems that
are engendered in aero and hydrodynamic are still
partially solved and other literature continue to
appear, presenting steps forward in advancing the
understanding of the roll-up process at the vicinity
of a wing. Most of the time, the subject of the
research being the consequence of the vortical flow,
drag increase, cavitation, wake perturbations, etc.,
some other secondary problems appearing within
the context of these researches are not analysed. For
example, the connection of the vortical flow and the
axial flow that are coexisting, but also the
turbulence that rests in the tip vortex core. The
present work reviews the different papers dealing
with the experimental description of the
organisation of the tip vortex flow without any
consideration of the main subject that has motivated
the work. In order to keep this review to reasonable
proportions, we confined ourselves to the literature
presenting results on both axial and tangential
velocities and the associated fluctuations in the near
field of the wings. For a variety of flow conditions,
foil planforms, cross sections, and locations of
measurement along the vortex path, will found that
the axial velocity in the vortex centre can be greater
or smaller than the free stream velocity but this will
not allow to conclude concerning the organisation of
the axial flow with respect to the rotating flow.
Using the data collected within the context of the
Action Concertee Cavitation research program on
tip vortex cavitation, some of these results are
presented in a way so that some trends are set out.
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INTRODUCTION

A simple and more appropriate method is applied by
computing separately the deviations associated to
the velocities of identical signs, in order to make a
more realistic estimation of the standard deviation,
inferior by a factor four to the classical computation.
By this mean, the bias induced by the finite
dimension of the measuring volume with respect to
size of the vortex core is eliminated. In the case of
superimposed fluctuation of positions, the method is
not efficient but an other method is proposed.
In conclusion, the effect on the critical cavitation
conditions of both the axial flow and the turbulence
in the vortex core are found to be negligible.

Because of the possible interaction of the tip
vortices of large aircrafts on following smaller
planes, considerable attention has been given to the
evolution of the tangential and axial velocities and
the turbulence intensity in the far field region (more
than 10 foil chords) (Spreiter and Sacks (1951),
Staufenbiel and Vitting, (1990), Chow et al. (1991)
Chigier and Cosiglia (1972), Orloff and Grant
(1973), Baker and Saffman (1974), Cliffone and
Orloff (1974), Singh and Uberoi (1976), McAlister
and Takahashi (1991)). In this region, the roll-up of
the vortices is fully achieved and the predominant
effect is the diffusion of the tip vortex due to
viscosity. Because tip vortex cavitation occurs at
short distances from the wing tip, most recent
works have been concerned on the very near region
(less than a chord), Stinebring et al. (1991), Fruman
et al. (1992a, 1992b, 1993, 1994, 1995a, b, c, 1996)
and Pauchet et al. (1994, 1996), and the
intermediate region (comprised between one and
ten chords), Arndt and Keller (1991), Arndt et al
(1991), Green and Acosta (1991).
In the very near region, the roll-up of the vortex
is initiated and a rapid change of its local intensity
(circulation) occurs. Moreover, it is in this same
region that the boundary layer over the surface of
the foil develops into the vortex viscous core. In
this region the vortex is not axisymmetric as shown
by flow visualization (Francis et Katz (1988),
Chow et al. (1991), Pascal (1993), Liang et al.
(1991)), Particle Image Velocimetry (PF/) (Green
and Acosta (1991), Pogozelski et al. (1993),
Shekarriz et al. (1993)) and Laser Doppler
Velocimetry measurements (Baker et al. (1974),
Accardo et al. (1984), Higuchi et al. (1987),
Stinebring et al. (1991), Arndt and Keller (1991),
Falcao de Campos (1989, 1992), Fruman, et al.
(1992b)). Because of this lack of symmetry and
uncompletion of the roll-up it is difficult to obtain,
from a characteristic tangential velocity profile,
informations on the tip vortex characteristics :
vortex intensity and vortex core radius.
It should be pointed out that defining the vortex
intensity in the near region is a subject of much
debate. Indeed, let us assume that the velocity field
is fully known in a plane normal to the vortex axis.
The circulation of the velocity vector can be
computed then over any closed path around the
vortex. If the path encloses the whole wake of the
wing, the tip vortex and a reasonable outboard
surface, the circulation will be equal to the mid
span bound circulation of the foil. If the path is now
reduced in size, part of the circulation carried out
by the wake will be ignored and the circulation
around this path will decrease accordingly. If the
viscous core region is reached by reducing the

NOMENCLATURE
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tip vortex core radius
lift coefficient
minimum pressure coefficient on the vortex
axis
maximum foil chord
non dimensional velocity fluctuations
static reference pressure
non dimensional distance to the vortex centre
(r/Cmax)

u„

To
p*

free stream velocity
non dimensional mean axial velocity (U/UJ
non dimensional mean axial velocity at the
tip vortex centre (U0/UM)
non dimensional instantaneous axial velocity
(u/UJ
non dimensional axial velocity fluctuation
non dimensional mean tangential velocity
(V/U«)
non dimensional tangential instantaneous
velocity (v/UM)
non dimensional tangential velocity
fluctuation
non dimensional distance to the wing tip in
the free stream direction (x/cj
turbulent boundary layer thickness for a flat
plate of length cm a x and U„ without
pressure gradient
non dimensional maximum tangential
velocity magnitude (Vm a x -Vm; n /U«,
non dimensional difference between the
maximum tangential velocity and the
absolute value of the minimum tangential
velocity (Vm a x -IVm; n l)/U,„
foil bound circulation at mid span
non dimensional local tip vortex intensity
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desinent cavitation number
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same even if the flow conditions are modified by
changing the foil cross section, by tripping the
laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition or by
increasing the background turbulence. A
considerable amount of information was also
obtained on the fluctuations of the tangential
velocities and detailed analysis of the effect of the
finite dimension of the measuring volume and
vortex wandering were conducted by Fruman et al.
(1994) and Fruman "and Billard (1996).
Measurements of the velocity fluctuations have also
demonstrated quite conclusively that they result
from the contribution of vortex wandering and
"true" turbulence. If due account is taken of the
wandering effect (Orloff and Grant (1973), Baker et
al. (1974), Green and Acosta (1991), Green
(1991), Fruman et al. (1994)), the "true" turbulence
is seen to increases considerably, as compared to
the background values, in the inner, solid body
rotation, region.
The interpretation of the measurements of the
axial velocity profiles is not straightforward. Data
available show that both a jet-like (Chigier and
Corsiglia (1972), Orloff and Grant (1973), Accardo
et al. (1984), Staufenbiel and Vitting, (1990),
McAlister and Takahashi (1991) Arndt and Keller
(1991), Chow et al. (1991), Green and Acosta
(1991), Fruman et al. (1992a,)) or a wake-like
(Orloff and Grant (1973), Baker et al. (1974),
Accardo et al. (1984), Staufenbiel and Vitting,
(1990), McAlister and Takahashi (1991),
Stinebring et al. (1991), Green and Acosta (1991),
Fruman et al. (1992a, 1993)) behaviour can be
present depending on a multitude of parameters :
foil planform and tip geometry, incidence angle (lift
coefficient), Reynolds number, surface roughness,
etc. Because the pressure in the vortex core
decreases as a result of the rotation, the axial
velocity on the vortex axis has to increase to satisfy
Bernoulli's equation without head losses and a jetlike behaviour should therefore result. The wakelike behaviour near the tip can be interpreted
schematically by considering that the vortex core
consist essentially of liquid which has transited
within the boundary layer and thus has velocities
much reduced as compared to the free stream
velocity.
Using the tangential velocities measured
outboard of the wing along a direction parallel to
the span and the simplified radial momentum
equation, assuming that the radial velocity
component can be neglected, Stinebring et al.
(1991) have estimated the pressure coefficient at a
position where cavitation first occur. Comparison
with the desinent cavitation number (with sign
changed) was very favorable. Fruman et al. (1992a,
1992b), Pauchet et al. (1993) have extended this
procedure and shown that the minimum pressure on

dimension of the path, the circulation will be
further reduced. In the limiting case of a very small
close path around the vortex axis, the circulation
will vanish. Because Stinebring et al. (1991) have
determined, by conducing three component LDV
surveys of the tip vortex issued from a trapezoidal
wing in the very near region, that the contribution
of the radial components was negligible in the
outboard region of the wing along a line parallel to
the span centred on the vortex axis, Fruman and coworkers have systematically measured the
tangential velocities outboard of the wing and along
a direction parallel to the span in tip vortices issued
from elliptical wings for numerous positions
comprised between the tip and one chord
downstream and a variety of experimental
conditions. These velocity profiles are
characterized by an inner region where the
velocities increase linearly as for a solid body
rotation, an outer region where they decrease as for
a potential vortex, and an intermediate region
which assures a smooth transition between the
previous ones. The viscous core radius is taken as
the radial distance between the vortex axis and the
position where the maximum tangential velocity
occurs. The local intensity of the vortex is
estimated by determining the asymptotic value of
the angular momentum per unit mass, product of
the local tangential velocity and its distance to the
vortex axis, far from the vortex axis. Even if the
absolute value of the vortex intensity so estimated
is not the intrinsic one, it gives, if the procedure is
systematically applied, a very good idea of the rollup process along the vortex path.
Using such a procedure, the effects of the wing
Reynolds number, the cross section, the tripping of
the laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition,
the water and polymer solution mass flow ejection,
the background turbulence, etc., on tip vortex rollup in the very near region have been investigated
for foils having an elliptical distribution of the
chord along the span. It has been possible to show
that at the tip of the wing the vortex intensity has
already a finite value which, for the same flow
conditions, increases when the foil tip moves from
an upstream to a downstream position (Fruman et
al. 1995a). The local circulation increases with
increasing lift coefficient and distance to the foil
tip, and reaches, for large enough distances, the
mid-span bound circulation of the foil. The vortex
core radius is, at the tip of the foil, of about half of
the thickness of the turbulent boundary layer,
computed as for a flat plate of length equal to the
maximum chord, decreases to a minimum at a
distance comprised between one and two tenths of
the maximum chord and then steadily increases
because of diffusion. The evolution of the local
vortex intensity and core radius remains nearly the
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position downstream of the tip where the minimum
pressure coefficient occurs, x=xmin, we have, taking
into account that it has been rather conclusively
demonstrated that,

the vortex axis occurs at a distance of the tip of the
order of one tenth of the maximum chord for
elliptical planform foils. The minimum pressure
coefficient (with sign changed) compares
remarkable well with the desinent cavitation
numbers for a variety of foil planform, cross
section and Reynolds numbers. This satisfactory
agreement seems to indicate that the peculiarities of
the axial velocity profiles in the core region as well
as the turbulent velocity fluctuations do not
participate in the equilibrium conditions of the
nuclei captured by the vortex and, therefore, in the
onset of cavitation. The purpose of this paper is to
revisit these questions and to shed some light of the
reasons leading to both jet- and wake-like
behaviour of the axial velocities but also to find
some explanation to the high level of turbulence
that prevails in the vortex core.

a =-Cp .

[4]

where Cp

is the minimum of the pressure

a

min

coefficient on the axis of the vortex,
A

2Ap

pv2

:l + ad-

r=0

0.4^ 2

[6]

1

+ -pU2r=0 +Ap
2

a4 2
■^P=l
C
+ kRe
pV2
'

head loss by viscosity along the streamline.
Assuming that the radial velocities do not
contribute to the radial equilibrium, we can write,
dp
dr

fu

(f=0'x==xmin)

u

[7]

where k is a constant whose value depends on the
planform and the cross section of the foil, Fruman
et al. (1992b), Pauchet et al. (1993).
If the planform and the cross section of the foil
are kept constant, the term between brackets will be
only a function of Re and C . Our next objective is
to try to determine, using the very large data base
acquired during the Action Concertee Cavitation
(ACC) program (Fruman (1995)), the trend
followed by the non dimensional axial velocity at
the vortex centreline.

HI

where p«,and U are the pressure and the velocity
of the free stream flow, p is the liquid density,
U
is the velocity of the vortex axis and Ap is the

[2]
EXPERIMENTAL

where V is the tangential component of the
velocity and r is the distance to the vortex axis.
Integration of equation [2] and substitution in to
equation [1] gives,

fU (r=0) >

u
U

[5]

the expression giving the pressure loss is,

Following Batchelor (1964) let us write
Bernoulli's equation along a stream line leading to
the axis of the tip vortex,
~

= Ap'

the wing Reynolds number, Re, by,
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(1979)) as a function of the lift coefficient, C and
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Since a can be expressed (Billet and Holl
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Experiments were performed in the ENSTA
Cavitation Tunnel (ECT), the Ecole Navale
Cavitation Tunnel (ENCT) and the Grand Tunnel
Hydrodynamique (GTH) of the Bassin d'Essais des
Carenes. They essentially consisted in determining
the cavitation conditions and tangential and axial
velocity profiles along the path of tip vortices
issued from wings of elliptical planform and
NACA 16020 and 0020 cross sections. Table 1
gives a summary of the height, H, and width, W, of
each test section, the semi-span, s, and maximum
chord, cmax, of each of the foils tested, the range of
Reynolds numbers relative to the maximum chord,
Re, reached in the tests sections and the length of
the measuring volume of the LDV arrangement,
Lmv, employed for measuring the velocities, non
dimensionalized by the thickness, 8, of the

[3]

is the axial velocityJ on the vortex axis since

the radial and tangential components vanish. A jetand a wake-like behaviour of the axial velocity
corresponds respectively to a positive or negative
value of the term between brackets. The pressure
drop associated with the dissipation due to viscosity
must thus exceed the gain brought by setting the
fluid in rotation in order to achieve a wake-like
effect. If expression [3] is computed for the
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

boundary layer which will develop over a flat plate,
of length cmax, without pressure gradient in the
fully turbulent regime.

Velocities
It is by now well substantiated (Fruman et al
(1992a and b, 1993, 1995)) that : a) the tangential
velocity profiles can be described, whatever the
generating conditions, by three zones, the viscous
region (0< r <0.8a) where V is increasing with the
distance from the centre proportionally to the
angular velocity, CO = r/27t, a potential region (2a< r
<oo) where V is decreasing as the inverse of the
radius, and a transition zone between these two
regions, b) the maximum tangential velocity is
reached at a distance a from the vortex centre
corresponding to around 50 percent of the boundary
layer thickness computed as for a flat plate of length
equal to the maximum chord, c) the roll-up process
is already initiated at the foil tip and the local vortex
intensity is a fraction of the mid span bound
circulation, d) the maximum tangential velocity
reaches an absolute maximum along the vortex path
at about one tenth of the maximum chord from the
tip, corresponding to the position where the local
vortex core radius is a minimum.
A large amount of information available on axial
velocity distribution in tip vortices show that both a
jet or a wake behaviour can exist depending on a
multitude of parameters : foil planform and tip
geometry, incidence angle (lift coefficient),
Reynolds number, surface roughness, etc. This can
be clearly seen in Figure 1, where the non
dimensional axial velocity on the vortex axis at
varied stations along the vortex path within a
distance of up to ten chords from the tip, given by
the references listed in Table 2, has been plotted as a
function of the Reynolds number, comprised
between 0.15 to 4.75xl06. Some general trends can
be described : i) the extreme values (excess or
deficit) of the axial velocity are reached at the centre
of the viscous core, ii) for a given incidence angle
and free stream velocity, when an excess (or a
deficit) is present in the core, its maximum
(minimum) occurs very close to the foil tip, iii)
downstream the tip, the velocity excess (deficit)
decreases gradually, iv) when the incidence is
increased, it tends to accentuate the jet-like (wakelike) behaviour at a given position down from the
tip.

Table 1 : Dimensions of the tests sections and of the
foils, range of Reynolds numbers and non
dimensional length of the measuring volume
of the LDV arrangement.
HxW
(mm2)

Sxcmax
(mm2)

Re (xlO"6)

Lnjy/8

ECT

80x150

60x40

0.1 - 0.5

1.6

ENCT

192 x 192

120 x 80

0.5-1.2

2.8

713 x 475

2.5 - 8.0

1.7

GTH 1114x 1114

Let be x the direction of the free stream
velocity, y the direction of the wing span, z the
direction normal to the xy plane and select the tip
of the wing as the origin of x and the centre of the
vortex as the origin of y and z. Velocities in the x
(axial, U) and z (tangential, V) directions were
measured in the ECT and the ENCT along the y
axis while in the GTH x and y (tangential)
components were measured along the z axis.
Dantec LDV systems were operated in the back
scattering mode in the ECT and ENCT and in the
forward scattering mode in the GTH.
Prior to measuring the velocity profiles, the
centre of the vortex at each axial position was
determined as described by Fruman et al. (1992b),
by : letting the measuring volume coincide with the
bubbles within the vortex core at cavitation
inception conditions ; displacing the measuring
volume in the outboard direction (ECT and ENCT
tunnels) or in the suction side direction (in the GTH
tunnels) up to reaching a maximum tangential
velocity ; measuring over a short distance on either
side of this position the z component (ECT and
ENCT) or the y component (GTH) and determining
the position of the largest "tangential" component.
At this position, the y and z axis are supposed to
cross the centre of the vortex and the whole
velocity profiles are then measured.
In the ECT and ENCT the measuring directions
of the LDV are made to coincide with the x and z
directions. In the GTH they are rotated 45° with
respect to the x and y directions. This later
arrangements allows to reduce the statistical bias
between the two velocity components.
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Recently, very systematic investigations of the
axial and tangential velocity evolution with distance
to the tip have been conducted for elliptical chord
distributions along the span. Particular attention has
been given to the very near region comprised within
one chord from the tip. For an elliptical planform
foil of cross section NACA 16020 at 10° incidence
and equal lift coefficient, Figures 2 shows the non
dimensional axial velocity at the vortex axis as a
function of the distance to the tip. For the three
Reynolds numbers tested, a jet behaviour occurs and
it is amplified when the Reynolds number increases.
The maximum of the axial velocity seems to move
downstream from the tip when the Reynolds number
increases, but remains in all cases confined to a
distance of less than 20 percent of the maximum
chord. After reaching the maximum, the jet effect
decays all the more so that the Reynolds number is
smaller. This behaviour can be paralleled with that
of the maximum tangential velocity as shown in
Figure 3 for the same flow conditions. Indeed, a
maximum occurs at a distance of about ten percent
of the maximum chord whatever the Reynolds
numbers and decays downstream.
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Figure 1 : Maximum axial velocity, non
dimensionalized with the free stream
velocity, as a function of the Reynolds
numbers, sources listed in Table 2.

Table 2 : Extreme values of the reduced axial
velocity measured in the tip vortex for
distances less than ten chords from the tip of
various foil planforms and cross sections for
Reynolds numbers comprised between 0.15
to 4.75xl06.

u„*
1,52
(1976) 1,00
0,50
1,62
Green
(1991) 0,74
1,17
Green et al.
(1991) 1,04
0,96
Stinebring et al. 0,47
(1991) 0,63
1,77
Chow et al.
(1991) 1,69
1,40
Chigier et al.
(1972) 1,10
1,60
Arndt et al.
(1991) 1,03
Staufenbiel et al 1,40
(1990) 0,80
0,85
Orloffetal.
(1993) 1,18
MacAlister et al. 1,60
(1991) 1,35
1,20
1,50
1,45
1,20
1,17
Accardo et al.
(1984) 0,80
Singh

Re
(xlO"6)
0,15
0,15
0,15
0,68
0,68
0,41
0,41
0,41
4,75
4,75
4,60
4,60
0,95
0,95
0,97
0,97
0,15
4,00
0,60
0,60
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
1,50
0,48
0,48

X

0,80
2,40
5,00
2,00
10,00
2,00
0,96
15,00
0,07
0,67
0,74
1,42
close
far
2,35
2,35
0,20
0,20
2,00
2,00
0,10
1,00
4,00
0,10
0,10
0,10
0,09
0,70

Incid.
Angle

10°
10°
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Figure 2 : Non dimensional maximum axial velocity
as a function of the non dimensional distance
to the foil tip.
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Figure 3 : Non dimensional maximum tangential
velocity as a function of the non dimensional
distance to the foil tip (same conditions as in
Figure 2).
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The effect of modifying the foil planform, but
keeping the same spanwise elliptical chord
distribution, on axial velocities is illustrated in
Figure 4 (Fruman et al. (1993, 1995)) for an equal
incidence angle, position downstream and Reynolds
number. For a Straight Leading Edge (SLE)
planform, there is a clear indication of a jet
behaviour. When the tip of the wing is moved
downstream and the planform becomes Elliptical
(E), the jet behaviour is practically eliminated. With
a Strait Trailing Edge (STE), the farthest
downstream position of the tip, a strong wake-like
behaviour develops. The jet and wake behaviour can
be somehow correlated with the size of the viscous
core as shown in Figure 5 where the radial
distribution of the tangential velocity has been
plotted. It is clear that the downstream displacement
of the tip induces an increase of the viscous core
size, a modification of the angular velocity in the
viscous core and a modification of the local tip
vortex intensity. The augmentation of the viscous
core radius and reduction of the angular velocity can
only be related to the process of roll-up initiation
along the leading edge of the foil and the wrapping
of the boundary layer. In the STE foil case, a larger
amount of low momentum fluid participates in the
core formation and, because of the short distance
between the measuring station and the tip, neither
the outside, nearly unperturbed, axial flow nor the
axial pressure gradient are capable of achieving the
acceleration of the core stream. It seems very much
clear that momentum transfer by shear between the
retarded or accelerated core flow and the outside
flow is very much reduced in this rotating flow
configuration if compared to what it can be expected
in a usual jet or wake shear layer.

0.05
Figure 5 : Radial distribution of the axial velocity
measured at x*=0.12 and a Reynolds number
of l.lxlO^ for foil having three different
planforms.

1.4 r-

-0.02 -0.01

0.01

0.02 0.03

r
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Figure 4 : Radial distribution of the axial velocity
measured at x*=0.12 and a Reynolds number
of l.lxlO6 for foil having three different
planforms.
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It has to be recalled here that the measurements
of the axial and tangential velocities conducted in
the GTH, in a direction normal to the plane defined
by the free stream velocity and the foil span, shows
very clearly the three dimensional character of the
flow in the near region. The difference between the
absolute values of the maximum and minimum of
the tangential velocity, 8V, have been plotted in
Figure 6 for three flow situations and the same
Reynolds number. It shows clearly that the three
dimensionality is confined to a distance of about one
chord downstream the tip (the near region) and that
it is independent of the foil and incidence (lift
coefficient). In this region, a good estimate of the
azimuthal gradient of the tangential velocity can be
obtained by dividing 8V* by the viscous core radius
and 7t. The order of magnitude of this velocity
gradient is, taking a core radius of 2.5 mm, of 1300
reciprocal seconds at the first measuring station and
at least one order of magnitude less one chord from
the tip. By continuity, this velocity gradient has to
be compensated by the axial gradient of the axial
velocity and the radial gradient of the radial
velocity. Figure 7 shows, for the flow conditions of
Figure 6, the non dimensional axial velocity on the
vortex axis as a function of the distance to the tip.
The axial gradient, evaluated between the tip and the
station where the maximum occurs, is at the most
only one tenth of the value estimated above in the
very vicinity of the tip (130 s"1). Therefore, the
contribution of the radial gradient of the radial
component should be preponderant in this region, as
Stinebring et al. (1991) have shown and the
evolution of the axial velocity do not respond to the
need of satisfying the continuity equation.

1.0

@5V*

made during tip vortex cavitation and showing,
Figure 11, that a continuous vapour tube extends
from the tip to a distance corresponding to the
position of the minimum pressure (x*=0.2),
thereafter the vortex is only feed by tiny bubbles
escaping from the rear of the tube. Finally, the effect
of modifying the planform of the foil, keeping
constant the chord distribution, is illustrated in
Table 3 for the NACA 16020 cross section and two
incidence angles. When the tip is moved
downstream, going from the SLE to the STE
position, the non dimensional pressure loss increases
in agreement with the already mentioned change of
the axial velocity behaviour (see Figure 4). It is
interesting to see that the non dimensional pressure
loss can be as low as 0.2 in the case of the SLE and
6° incidence. The pressure loss can therefore be
related to the viscous dissipation over the foil
surface during vortex initiation along the foil
leading edge.
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Figure 6 : Non dimensional difference between the
two extreme values of tangential velocity
profile as a function of the non dimensional
distance to the foil tip.
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Figure 7 : Non dimensional maximum axial velocity
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Figure 8 : Evolution of the pressure loss non
dimensionalized by the dynamic pressure
based on the upstream velocity as a function
of the Reynolds number for the NACA
16020 E foil at 6 and 10 deg incidence.

The non dimensional pressure loss computed
using expression [7] has been plotted in Figure 8 as
a function of the Reynolds number ranging from
0.5 to 5x1 (A In spite of the limited data available, it
seems that the pressure loss either remains nearly
constant or decreases slightly when the Reynolds
number increases. Also, it increases when the lift
coefficient increases whatever the cross section of
the elliptical foil and the manipulation undergone by
the boundary layer, Figure 9. The pressure is less
than the unperturbed dynamic pressure for the
lowest lift coefficients and increases to more than
six times the dynamic pressure for the largest lift
coefficients. The latter can be related to the
breakdown of the vortex occurring at the highest
values of the incidence angle (>12 deg). In these
flow conditions, a peculiar radial distribution of the
axial velocity was observed, Figure 10. As shown, a
kind of annular jet-like region surrounds a central
region where the velocities drop rather sharply and
reach a minimum. This central region corresponds
to a wake behaviour. The axial velocity profile
modification can be correlated with observations
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Figure 9 : Evolution of the pressure loss non
dimensionalized by the dynamic pressure
based on the upstream velocity as a function
of the lift coefficient.
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Table 3 : Pressure loss non dimensionalized by the
dynamic pressure based on the upstream
velocity for three different foils at 6 and 10
deg incidence
6 deg

10 deg
Re=l.lxl0

Re=1.2xl06

SLE

1.1

0.2

E

1.5

1.0

STE

2.3

1.6

6

AP*

U*

1,5
♦♦«♦♦♦♦*

ü*v♦♦<«♦♦
0,5
-0,05

-0,03

-0,01

0,01

0,03

0,05

Figure 10 : Radial distribution of the axial velocity
measured at x*=0.3 from the NACA 0020 E
foil tip at 15 deg incidence and 6 m/s (GTH).

Figure 11 : Tip vortex cavitation developing at the
NACA 0020 foil extremity at 17.7 deg for
G=16.4 and Re=3xl06 (GTH).
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Velocity fluctuations
Numerous measurements have demonstrated that
velocity fluctuations increase considerably, as
compared to the background levels, in the viscous
core of the vortex. Fluctuations as high as 60
percent and 55 percent for the tangential and axial
components respectively on the vortex axis have
been reported (Fruman et al. (1992b)). These
fluctuations decay radially quite rapidly and reach
the background level at a distance corresponding to
the theoretical limit of the region where viscous
effects predominates; i.e. twice the viscous core
radius.
Figures 12a and b, show the maximum of the
axial and tangential fluctuations as a function of the
distance to the tip for the NACA 16020 elliptical
foil at 10° incidence and three Reynolds numbers,
1.1, 2.8 and 4.8xl06. The maximum of the axial
fluctuations vary little with distance and increase
with increasing Reynolds numbers Figure 12a. This
upward trend is directly proportional to the
Reynolds number, the ratio u'*/Rexl0"6 is varying
between 0.1 and 0.15 for distance larger than
x*=0.1. The maximum value occurs near the foil tip
(0.1<x*<0.2) and slowly decreases to reach an
asymptotic value behind x*=2.0.
The evolution of the maximum tangential
velocity fluctuations along the vortex path do not
seams to be modified by the Reynolds number
augmentation Figure 12b. The absolute maximum
tangential velocity fluctuation occurs very near the
tip of the foil at x*<0.2, corresponding to the
position of maximum axial velocity peak, it's also
the position where the difference between the
minimum and the maximum tangential velocity
reaches an extremum and also, where the minimum
pressure coefficient occurs, Fruman et al. (1992b).
Then following downstream the vortex centre line,
the maximum tangential fluctuations markedly
decreases down to x*=l and then reaches a constant
value equal to 0.4.
Figure 13a and b, shows the dependence of the
maximum axial and tangential fluctuations with the
distance to the tip of the NACA 16020 elliptical foil
for three different values of the lift coefficient at
equal Reynolds number, 4.8xl06. In the very near
region to the tip x*<0.3, the maximum axial
fluctuation is increasing with increasing lift
coefficient Figure 13a, downstream this trend is not
so clear. The rise of the maximum tangential
velocity fluctuations is controlled by the lift
coefficient increase Figure 13b, in each condition
the extreme value occurs in the proximity of the foil
tip and then v'* slowly fall with downstream
distance.
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Figure 12 : Fluctuations associated to the axial (a)
and tangential (b) velocities as a function of
the non dimensionalized distance from the
NACA 16020 Elliptical foil at lOdeg
incidence.

Figure 13 : Fluctuations associated to the axial
(a) and tangential (b) velocities as a function of the
non dimensionalized distance from Elliptical foils
for three different lift coefficient.

Figure 14 shows the evolution of both the maximum
tangential and axial velocity fluctuations with the
vortex angular velocity measured at x*=0.2 for the
elliptical foils having a NACA 0020 at 4, 6, 8, 10
deg for Re=4.8xl06 and a NACA 16020 cross
section at 6, 10 deg for Re=4.8xl06 and 10 deg for
Re=2.8xl06. The tangential velocity fluctuations are
in both cases much greater than the axial ones, in
accordance with the results presented in the previous
Figures 12 and 13 a,b. The fluctuations associated
with the two components vary linearly with the
angular velocity, the slope of the tangential velocity
being slightly greater than the axial one. In the case
of an elliptical planform, Pauchet et al. (1996) have
conducted experiments to analyze the effect of the
turbulence on the TVC and they have found that the
trajectory of the vortex emitted from of an elliptical
foil is very stable in the near region of the tip
(x*<0.2) even when the upstream turbulence is
homogeneously increased from 1.5 percent to 3.5
percent. We can then consider that the major part of

the tangential velocity fluctuations increase shone in
the Figure 14 can be directly related to the increase
of the tangential velocity gradient encountered when
the measuring volume coincides with the vortex
centre, without any contribution of the vortex
wandering, Fruman et al. (1994). In order to
reinforce this fact, the mean velocity fluctuation k*
divided by the maximum amplitude AV has been
plotted as a function of the distance x* in Figure 15
for various incidence angles, two different cross
sections, and Reynolds numbers comprised between
2.74xl06 and 5.70xl06. Close to the foil tip the
mean value is 0.6, with a scattering of ±8 percent
and decreases downstream to reach a value of 0.45
with a scattering of ±20 percent. It must be
reminded that far downstream the vortex wandering
can not be neglected Fruman et al. (1994), Pauchet
et al. (1996), and must be accounted for the scatter
increase of the measured velocities.
In order to have a better idea of how the tangential
velocity gradient contributes in the estimated
fluctuations when the measuring volume is close to
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the vortex centre, we have analysed the statistical
distribution of the data for both components.
Figures 16a and b are respectively showing the
mean axial and tangential velocity profiles measured
at x*=0.2 from the tip of the NACA 0020 elliptical
foil at 10 deg incidence and a Reynolds number of
5.7x10^. Associated to
five positions of
measurements within the vortex core, the non
dimentionalized instantaneous velocity distributions
for a sample of 600 measurements are shown.
Figure 16a, a nearly gaussien distributions is
observed regardless of the position. The central
position of each of the five distribution is exactly
corresponding to the maximum mean axial velocity
U0*=2.3. The deviation is giving a good estimate of
the maximum fluctuation u'*=0.58. For the five
positions the tangential instantaneous velocites are
distributed around two values of opposite signs
which describes an histogram with two nearly
gaussiens Figure 16b. The gap between the two
peaks is greater than the difference between the
maximum and the minimum mean values (AV*) of
the tangential velocity profile. Depending on the
position of the measuring volume with respect to the
vortex centre, the area under the left peak is
decreasing as the area of the second peak is
increasing. This reveals two important facts : i)
when the measuring volume is crossing the vortex
centre, both positive and negative tangential
velocities are measured; the calculation of the
standard deviation is absurd for the present
statistical distribution, being not gaussien, v'*=1.40,
ii) the instantaneous tangential velocities can reach
values as large as 1.5 time the maximum (or
minimum) mean value.
In order to make a more realistic estimation of the
fluctuations, it is possible to separate the
computation of the standard deviation for each
histogram peak. This is obtained by first the
separation of the negative and the positive
instantaneous velocities and secondly by the
separate calculation of the mean and the deviation
associated of the two samples corresponding to the
negative and the positive velocities. The mean
tangential velocity profile is then not modified by
the summation of each separate mean values,
negative and positive. If the same operation is
applied to the deviations corresponding to each
sample, the maximum fluctuations is decreased by a
factor of 4, Figure 17. This treatment is cutting
down the maximum deviation by approximately the
difference between the two extreme mean values of
the tangential velocity profile, v'*(corrected)=0.28.
By this method, in the case of LDV measurements
in a vortical flow spatially stable (without
wandering), the bias due to the finite dimension of
the measuring volume on the standard deviation can
be eliminated.
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Figure 14 : Axial and tangential velocity
fluctuations as a function of the vortex
angular velocity.
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Figure 15 : Evolution of the mean velocity
fluctuation k* divided by the maximum amplitude
Av as a function of the distance x*.

The next step will be to applied the same
procedure to a case where the errors due to the
measuring volume dimension and the spatial
fluctuations of the vortex centre are superimposed.
This particular condition can be achieved when
moving downstream along the vortex path for the
same flow conditions as previously. At x*=3.5, the
amplitude of the vortex wandering was estimated to
be 5 mm Fruman et al. (1992) by positioning the
LDV measuring volume on the two extreme
locations taken by the vapour tube for conditions
just below the critical cavitation conditions. This
amplitude is closely the same as the vortex core
extension "a" as well as the same order of
magnitude of the measuring volume length
(4.7 mm). Figures 18a and b are respectively
showing the mean axial and tangential velocity
profiles measured at x*=3.5, with the non
dimentionalized instantaneous velocity distributions
to five positions in the vortex core.
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Figure 16 a: Radial distribution of the mean axial velocity measured at x*=0.2 from the tip of the NACA 0020
elliptical foil at 10 deg incidence and a Reynolds number of 5.7xl06. The non dimentionalized
instantaneous velocity distributions (sample of 600 measurements) associated to five positions of
measurement in the vortex core are described.
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Figure 16 b: Radial distribution of the mean tangential velocity measured at x*=0 2 from the tip of the NACA
0020 elliptical foil at 10 deg incidence and a Reynolds number of 5.7xl06. The non dimentionalized
instantaneous velocity distributions (sample of 600 measurements) associated to five positions of
measurement in the vortex core are described.
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dimension of the measuring volume with respect to
the velocity gradient encountered. But this
procedure do not seams appropriated to be directly
applied to the statistical distribution shown
Figure 18b. It appears difficult to find a perfect
double peak histogram in the statistical distributions
shown Figure 18b, n°l and 5 for examples,
compared to the ones in Figure 16b. Then, an other
statistical procedure must be found to separate the
bias induced by the wandering and the dimension of
the measuring volume. One solution can be obtained
by applying a Pearson low, derived from the
Gaussien low. It will allow to distinguish the
wandering effect on the statistical distribution from
the pure geometrical bias by qualifying the
dissymetry on each side of the distribution. This
method is actually in is development phase and will
be presented later.

The sampling being unchanged, probably not
sufficient for these conditions, the scattering noticed
on both components in the region corresponding to
the core extension clearly indicates the effect
induced by the modification of the position of the
vortex trajectory during the measurement process.
Surprisingly enough, the instantaneous axial
velocity distribution is restricted around the
maximum mean value that leads to a much smaller
velocity fluctuation level (u'*=0.25) compared to the
relatively scattered distribution measured to the
position close to the foil tip where the wandering is
negligible. The double peak histogram is still
present in the instantaneous tangential velocity
distributions Figures 18b. The two peaks are at
equal distance from the zero velocity as a result of
the symmetry of tangential velocity profile and
closer as the angular velocity is decreasing. The
position of each peak is still "outside" the two
extreme mean values of the tangential velocity
profile indicating that at the position corresponding
to a mean velocity close to zero, the instantaneous
velocities are much greater or smaller than
respectively the maximum and the minimum mean
tangential velocity. An important scatter of the
tangential velocity distributions is observed between
the two main peaks. This particular characteristic
can be attributed to the fluctuation induced by the
"wandering". But in spite of that, the classical
estimation of the deviation (applying the standard
computation of the deviation to the total sample
without any corrections) is entirely governed by the
velocity amplitude corresponding to the distance
between the two peaks of the statistical distribution
because the scattering that appears between the two
peaks due to the spatial fluctuations has in fact a
very low influence on the variance computation.
This fact has been confirmed by Pauchet et al.
(1996). In the previous case, when the tangential
velocity profile is measured close to the foil tip
where no wandering is measurable, the simple
statistical treatment applied is efficient enough in
first order to filter out the bias induced by the

-0.05

0.05

Figure 17 : Radial distribution of the tangential
velocity fluctuations corrected and non corrected,
and the opposite value of the axial velocity
fluctuations measured at x*=0.2 from the tip of the
NACA 0020 elliptical foil at 10 deg incidence and a
Reynolds number of 5.7xl06.
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Figure 18 a : Radial distribution of the mean axial velocity measured at x*=3.5 from the tip of the NACA 0020
elliptical foil at 10 deg incidence and a Reynolds number of 5.7xl06. The non dimentionalized
instantaneous velocity distributions (sample of 600 measurements) associated to five positions of
measurement in the vortex core are described.
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Figure 18 b: Radial distribution of the mean tangential velocity measured at x*=0.2 from the tip of the NACA
0020 elliptical foil at 10 deg incidence and a Reynolds number of 5.7xl06. The non dimentionalized
instantaneous velocity distributions (sample of 600 measurements) associated to five positions of
measurement in the vortex core are described.
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This statistical phenomenon is induced by a
measuring volume dimension in the same order of
magnitude of the vortex core dimension. The
consequence is an important over estimation of the
tangential fluctuations based on the classical
estimation of the standard deviation during the
measurements performed inside the solid body
rotation core region. In that case the axial
fluctuations are less important than the tangential
ones as shone in Figure 19. If an appropriate
statistical method is applied the tangential
fluctuations are drastically reduced and finally are
found to be 50 percent lower than the axial
fluctuations Figure 19. It is therefore obvious that
the fluctuations in the vortex close to its initiation
but already detached from the foil surface is not
isotropic. The tangential fluctuations are in order of
magnitude close to the boundary layer fluctuations
(20 percent) that develops over the foil tip while the
axial ones are at an extremely high level, the highest
being located precisely where minimum value of the
pressure coefficient along the vortex axis occurs but
also where the tip vortex cavitation is initiated.
Consequently we must admit that these highly
turbulent properties of the axial flow do not
modifies the minimum pressure coefficient. There
are still some objections that can be suggest. First,
the bias due to the axial velocity gradient is not
corrected at all and may be also an important
parameter to a certain over estimation of the axial
fluctuations especially where the jet behaviour is the
most important, some work still needs to be done on
the subject, but we can imagine that the corrections
brought will go in the same way as the reduction of
fluctuations found for the tangential component.
Secondly the bias induced on both the axial and
tangential mean velocity profiles are not corrected in
spite of the fact that they might be important, in
particular for the tangential velocity profiles. In
spite of all these uncertainties, the essential point is
in fact that even if these errors have been left
unresolved because of time, they can be qualified as
systematic errors. Thus, if we admit that these errors
are determined by the ratio shone in the Table 1, the
length of the measuring volume of the LDV
arrangement, Lmv. non dimensionalized by the
thickness, 5, of the boundary layer which will
develop over a flat plate, of length cmax> without
pressure gradient in the fully turbulent regime. This
crucial point fully confirms the validity of all the
results and the analysis conducted within the context
of the ACC research program because of its
systematic approach adopted by all the members of
the ACC, for the description of the tip vortex
velocity field. Our knowledge of the tip vortex flow
organisation very close to the foil extremity has
progressed, in spite of the fact that the absolute
values of the flow field is not perfectly described.

CONCLUSION
The three dimensionality of the tip vortex flow is
confined to a distance of about one chord
downstream the tip and in that region, the azimuthal
gradient of the tangential velocity is not
compensated by the axial gradient of the axial
velocity. Therefore, the contribution of the radial
gradient of the radial component should be
preponderant in this region. It seems very much
clear that momentum transfer by shear between the
retarded or accelerated core flow and the outside
flow is very much reduced in this rotating flow
configuration if compared to what it can be expected
in a usual jet or wake shear layer. The increase of
Reynolds number seams to favoured the jet-like
behaviour, but the increase of the axial velocity is
not as high as it should be to balance the pressure
drop governed by the rotating flow. The pressure
loss corresponding to the difference between the
maximum axial velocity that should occur due to the
minimum pressure and the maximum axial velocity
measured is for reasonable lift coefficients in order
of magnitude, once the dynamic pressure. The
pressure loss increases up to six times the dynamic
pressure as the lift coefficient increases. For
identical flow conditions, the pressure loss is very
low in the case of the SLE foil and increases
moderately when the foil shape is sweep backward.
The statistical analysis conducted on LDV data
obtained for positions of measurements crossing the
vortex centre demonstrates that the maximum
velocity fluctuation estimated is completely
determined by the velocity gradient encountered
when passing through the vortex core and the
wandering has, in that case, a very poor effect on the
fluctuations measured. Concerning the axial velocity
fluctuations, it appears that near the foil tip, the jet
present in the core is very turbulent, far downstream
the maximum axial velocity has decreased as well as
the fluctuations. The wandering do not seams to
significantly influence the axial fluctuations
measured.
A method is applied to correct the standard
deviation value associated to the tangential velocity.
The configuration of the flow field into the vortex
core induces the measurements of both positive and
negative instantaneous velocities at the same time.
Thus the distribution of the velocity is not gaussien
as it would be normally found but distributed
according a double peak histogram. Without
fluctuations of the vortex position, the instantaneous
velocity distribution is concentrated on two gaussien
peaks, each one corresponding to positive and
negative velocities, respectively larger than the
maximum mean tangential velocity and smaller than
the minimum mean tangential velocity.
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number of 5.7xl06.
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Calculations of Pressure Fluctuations on the Ship Hull
Induced by Intermittently Cavitating Propellers
Y.-Z. Kehr, C.-Y. Hsin, Y.-C. Sun (National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan)

Abstract

The problems caused by propeller induced
pressure fluctuations on hull surface brought naval
architects' attentions in 1970's. At that time, loadings on propellers have been dramatically increased
due to the demands of higher speed commercial
ships. Some serious structure failures due to vibrations were occurred on these high speed ships,
and it was found that most of these vibrations
were caused by propellers generated exciting forces.
Since then, the topics of reducing propeller generated vibrations have been investigated and studied by various institutes and researchers. Recently,
NTOU (National Taiwan Ocean University) has begun a series of studies to understand propeller generated vibrations. These researches include better
designs of the stern hull forms which may reduce
the nonuniformity in the wake, designs of highly
skewed propellers which can help to reduce propeller generated vibrating forces, development of
new sections for reducing cavitations, establishment of skills of measuring pressure fluctuations
on hull surfaces, and development of a numerical
prediction model for propeller generated pressure
fluctuations. This prediction model which has been
developed for the past two years is described in this
paper.

The object of this work is to develop a numerical
method to calculate the hull surface forces induced
by cavitating propellers. In this paper, a method
based on the numerical model developed by Breslin,
is presented. In this method, the effective wake is
calculated by the method developed by Huang and
Groves, and later modified by Wilson, Van Houten
and Kerwin. MIT-PUF-3A is then used to analyze
the unsteady flow around propellers in the effective
wake, and to compute the propeller induced potentials on the hull surface. A potential based higher
order panel method is used to calculate the flow
around the ship hull including the propeller influences. In this higher order panel method, a second
order panel geometry is used, and a second order
normal dipole is distributed on each panel. An internal Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed at
each panel that the total potential on the body inner surface is set to be zero. The pressure fluctuations on the hull surface can then be calculated
from solutions of the dipole strength by applying
Bernoulli's equation. In this paper, the pressure
fluctuations generated by propellers on a flat plate
and on a ship hull are presented, and the computational results are compared with experimental
data.

1

The present method is based on the numerical model developed by Breslin, etc. [2], however,
the ship hull is completely simulated by a higher
order panel method. In the present work, the effective wake is first calculated by a method developed by Huang and Groves [5], and later modified by Wilson, Van Houten and Kerwin [16],[2].
MIT-PUF-3A is then used to analyze the unsteady
flow around propellers in the effective wake, and
to compute the propeller induced potentials on the
hull surface. Finally, a potential based higher order
panel method is used to calculate the flow around

Introduction

When propellers work in the wake of hulls, the
nonuniform inflow results in both the unbalanced
bearing forces and pressure fluctuations on the hull
surface. The latter one is especially serious when
the propeller is cavitating. In this paper, a method
of predicting the pressure fluctuations on hull surface by a cavitating propeller is presented.
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potential flow, then the governing equation of this
flow is the Laplace's equation:
V20 = O

(1)

where <f> is the velocity potential.
If we let <j> to be the external flow velocity
potential, and (f>~ to be the internal flow velocity
potential (Figure 1), then from Lamb [13],and Kerwin, etc.[10], we have the following equation:

KP) = JJ[m)-4>-{Q)\
d<KQ)
-// dnQ

Figure 1: Internal and external flow domain defined
in the equation (2)

2.2

1
4TTR(P;Q)

Representation of the Ship
Hull

Boundary Condition

— = -V0O ■ n

on

-V«

(3)

If we define the total potential as the sum of the inflow potential, (j)^, and the perturbation potential,
<f>, then, we can rewrite equation (3) as follows:
d<f>oo

d<t>_

dn

dn

dn

V -n = 0

(4)

where V is the total velocity.
However, for the convenience of calculating the pressure fluctuations on the hull surface, a
potential based panel method which a dipole sheet
distributed on the body surface is preferred [2]. As
we know, the normal velocity is continuous through
a dipole sheet, therefore,

Governing Equation

Assuming the flow around the body is incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational, namely,

dn
883

dn

dS

dS (2)

When solving the problems of non-lifting bodies,
velocity based panel methods are commonly used.
That is, a source sheet is distributed on the body
surface, and the Neumann boundary condition is
imposed.

In order to calculate the propeller generated pressure fluctuations, we need first to develop a numerical method to represent the ship hulls. In
the present work, the free surface effect is approximated by a positive or negative hull image. Therefore, it is equivalent to solving the flow around submerged bodies. Hess and Smith [4] first developed
a velocity based panel method to calculate the flow
around a submerged body. In their method, the
source singularities are distributed over the body
surface, and the Neumann boundary condition is
imposed for solutions. In the present work, the
flow around a ship hull is analyzed by a higher order, potential based panel method. A dipole sheet
is distributed on the surface of hull, and an internal
Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed.

2.1

d<t>-{Q)
dnQ

4irR{P;Q).

where P is a field point in the flow field, Q is a point
on the body surface, and R is the distance between
P and Q. In equation (2), we can interpret the
term <t>(Q) ~ ^{Q)] ss a dipole strength, and the
as a source strength, Most
term d<t>(Q) _ a<t>-(Q)
dn
of panel methods used in the fluid dynamics area
are based on equations derived from equation (2)
with a proper boundary condition imposed [6].

the ship hull including the propeller influences. In
this panel method, a quadratic dipole distribution
is distributed over each panel on the body surface,
and an internal Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed at the control point of each panel. The pressure fluctuations on the hull surface can then be
calculated from solutions of the dipole strength by
applying Bernoulli's equation.

2

dnQ

(5)

We can let the velocity potential at the inner surface to be -<poo, and the total inner potential thus becomes to be zero. This is the internal
Dirichlet boundary condition we are going to use.
From the above statements, equation (2) can be
rewritten as:

HP)

■ JJMQWC

1
]

dnc

4TTR(P;Q)

dS (6)

where <f> + (f)^ — $ is the total potential, and it
can also be interpreted as the dipole strength, fi.
Equation (6) is therefore the dipole only formulation derived from equation (2).
If a point P is on the external surface, then
equation (6) becomes:

4>{P) =

Figure 2: The coordinate system of the panel geometry used in the present method.
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d
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dS

(7)

after several coordinate transformations. Please refer to Johnson [8] [3] for the detailed descriptions
of modeling panel geometries. Figure 2 shows the
local coordinate system of a panel. The second order dipole strength thus can be described in terms
of the local coordinate system (£,r)):

Similarly, we will ge the following equation if P is
on the inner surface:

■(P) =

+

KP)
2

dn Q

4irR

dS

KZ,*]) = Ho + H(Z + W + 2^ +KitTl

(8)

+

If we apply the internal Dirichlet boundary condition (total internal potential to be zero), then it
becomes,

KP)
2

i

KQ) dnr

AirR

1
-,^-n

(ii)

where coefficients fjto,fi(,n,,,fi((, Utt),Pt)ti are determined from dipole strength at control points of
neighboring panels through a fitting process. In
the present method, 9 panels (8 neighboring panels
and the self panel) are used for this fitting process by the least squares method. By introducing
this quadratic dipole strength into the governing
equation, and calculating the induced potentials, a
linear system is finally obtained for the solutions
of the dipole strength at the control point of each
panel. The dipole strength coefficients can then
be calculated, thus the dipole strength distribution
can be obtained from equation (11) (see Appendix).

dS = 0 (9)

The dipole strength,^, can be solved from equation (9). The velocities and pressure distribution
thus can be obtained by taking the gradients of velocity potentials.

2.3

(10)

Higher Order Panel Method

In the present work, a higher order panel
method based on Johnson [8],[7] is used. In this
method, both the panel geometry and the dipole
strength are of the second order. The panel geometry is approximated by a quadratic surface, and
can be described by

2.4

Numerical Solutions

The velocity potentials on the surface of a
sphere in a uniform flow (Figure 3) are calculated
by this potential based higher order panel method,
and the results are compared with both the exact
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Figure 4: Relative errors of the total potentials of a
sphere in the uniform flow calculated by the present
higher order panel method, and totally 18 panels
are used at each quadrant.

Figure 3: A sphere with its discretized geometry
solutions and numerical solutions from a velocity
based panel method.
Since the solutions of a sphere are symmetrical, only one fourth of the sphere geometry
is discretized and used for the calculations. Figure 4 shows the relative computational errors in
percentage of a sphere with 18 panels/quadrant (6
panels in the 6 direction, and 3 panels in the z
direction). It shows that the results are satisfactory, and even the maximum error is less than 1%.
The relative error is defined as the difference between the computational result and the exact solution. However, if we use a velocity based panel
method with a linear source distribution on each
panel, then 40 panels (8 panels in the 9 direction,
and 5 panels in the z direction) are needed to obtain
the same accuracy (Figure 5). Figure 5 shows the
comparison of the results from a constant source
panel method, a linear source panel method and the
present method. It shows that the present method
gives the most accurate results, and the computational time of the present method is about the
same as the linear source panel method by the same
given number of panels. In this potential based
panel method, velocities can be calculated by taking the gradients of the solved potentials (dipole
strength). Figure 6 shows the calculated velocity distributions on the sphere surface by different
panel methods compared to the exact solutions. In
this figure, velocity distribution is directly calculated from the induced velocities for the source (velocity based) panel method. However, the velocity
distribution is calculated from potentials by a finite

difference method for the dipole (potential based)
panel method.
This panel method is also used to calculate Series 60 ship hulls (CB = 0.6 and CB - 0.82)
to make further comparisons between the potential
based and velocity based panel methods. Results
show that both methods generate very similar results [3].

3

Solutions of the Intermittently Cavitating Propellers

In the present method, MIT-PUF-3A is used to
calculate potentials on the hull surface induced by
intermittently cavitating propellers. We have discussed how ship hulls are modeled by a higher order
panel method in the last section, and we will briefly
introduce how PUF-3A simulates propeller effects.

3.1

Calculation
Wake

of

the

Effective

When we calculate the flow field around propellers,
a ship model wake measured in the towing tank is
usually used to be the inflow. This velocity distribution is purely generated by the ship hull without the consideration of propellers, and this is so
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called "nominal wake". However, the interaction
between a propeller and a ship hull will change
the wake distribution, and the modified wake distribution is called the "effective wake". In order
to calculate the pressure fluctuations generated by
propellers in the wake of hulls accurately, we need
first to calculate the "effective wake". Numerical
solutions of Navier-Stokes equations can certainly
provide a relatively accurate effective wake distribution. However, in the present method, a simple
approach used by PUF-3A is adopted. This approach is based on the model established by Huang
and Groves [5], and later modified by Wilson, Van
Houten and Kerwin [16],[2].
Huang and Groves' model is used to calculate the effective wake of bodies of revolution in an
incompressible, irrotational flow field. It assumes
that the axial velocity gradient is small compared
to the radial velocity gradient as in a boundary
layer, and that the energy in a stream tube is constant. In order to apply this model to the nonaxisymmetric flow, such as a ship hull wake, Wilson, Van Houten and Kerwin made the following
assumptions [16],[2]:
• "The circumferential gradient in the nominal
wake is due to radial vortex lines convecting
downstream with the mean velocity field",

-t-n-t-i- quadaratic dipole
ooeoo linear source
•-« •-•-• constant source
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Figure 5: The maximum errors of the total potentials of a sphere in the uniform flow calculated
by different panel methods for different numbers of
panels.

• "The radial vortex lines change only in length
and move inward as the flow contracts. Their
circumferential points remain steady".
Therefore, one can find the following relationship from the vorticity equation:
l
J

r*SS

_

eu.

r,j]

dUx

ae

Ar,«//

Ar„0

(12)

are the radial vorticities of
where wre// and w;
the effective wake and nominal wake, Ue and Ux
are the axial effective velocity and axial nominal
wake velocity, Arefj and Arnom are the length of
a vortex filament in the effective wake and nominal wake. Therefore, the Fourier coefficients of the
velocities can be obtained.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the nominal
wake measured in the towing tank and the effective wake calculated by PUF-3A of an 1100 TEU
container ship built by CSBC (China Ship Building Corporation). Figure 7 shows circumferential
distributions of the nominal wake and the effective
wake at 0.7 propeller radius. Figure 8 shows radial
distributions of the average nominal wake and the
average effective wake. The calculated model mean
effective wake of this case is 0.298, and it is very

Angle
Figure 6: Velocity distribution calculated by different panel methods compared to the exact solutions.
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Figure 8: Radial distributions of the average nominal wake and the average effective wake of the
CSBC 1100TEU container ship.

Figure 7: Circumferential distributions of the nominal wake and the effective wake of the CSBC 1100
TEU container ship at 0.7 propeller radius.

4
close to the value from a model propulsion test,
0.308.

3.2

Numerical
pellers

Solutions

of

Propeller Generated Pressure Fluctuations

The calculations of the propeller generated pressure fluctuations include the considerations of the
ship hull, propellers and the water surface (free surface). As described in the last two sections, the
solutions of the ship hull problems can be obtained
by a panel method. On the other hand, propellers
in the wake of hulls can be calculated by a lifting
surface vortex lattice method. Once we include the
free surface effect, the propeller induced potentials
on the hull surface can be computed by coupling
these methods. The induced pressure fluctuations
then can be obtained by applying the Bernoulli's
equation.
In the present method, the free surface effect is approximated by the hull images. For the
low frequency free surface, the free surface boundary condition is approached by the zero frequency
free surface condition (rigid surface boundary condition). That is, the normal derivative of the perturbation velocity potential should be zero on the
free surface.

Pro-

Once the effective wake has been calculated, it can
be input as the inflow of propellers. PUF-3A, a vortex lattice method based on the lifting surface theory, is used to solve propeller unsteady flow problems. The "unsteady flow" here actually means the
propeller inflow varies spatially, such as the circumferentially nonuniform flow in the hull wake. However, it is equivalent to unsteady flow problems for
propeller sections moving in this circumferentially
varying inflow. Therefore, we can treat each angular position that propeller rotates to as a time step.
An efficient time march scheme is adopted by PUF3A to solve the unsteady flow problems in the time
domain. PUF-3A also includes the calculations of
cavitation extensions, and field point induced potentials. The detailed theory and schemes behind
PUF-3A are described in [11],[12],[9],[2], and we
will not repeat here.

dn

0

(13)

In order to satisfy this boundary condition,
a positive hull image to the water plane is used,
and the influence of the propeller on the hull sur887

same magnitude as its corresponding panel on the
"real hull" surface but with a different sign.
Therefore, the solutions of the dipole
strength on the hull surface can be obtained by
solving the following equation:

d

o = i//,«>) dnQ

\R(P,Q)

1
R(P,Q')

<t>co+<]>pr(P,q)-4>pr(P,q')

Figure 9: Depiction of the double hull with a propeller and its image
face should include the positive image of that propeller. The "positive image" means that the dipole
strength at each panel on the "image hull" surface
is the same as its corresponding panel on the "real
hull" surface. Therefore, the solutions of the ship
hull problems include the hull, the hull image, a
propeller, and the propeller image. On the other
words, for each panel on the hull surface, the total induced potentials include these from the hull,
from the image hull, from the propeller, and from
the image propeller.
Therefore, if we define the propeller induced potentials as <f>pr, then the solutions of the
dipole strength on the hull surface panels can be
obtained by solving the following equation:

0

=

M*<

Q

+

\R(P,Q)

r(P>q) + <f>pr(P,q')

+

R(P,Q')

(16)

The potential solution is a function of position and time, therefore, it can be expressed as a
Fourier series:
NH

$(P,<) =n(P,t) = C0(P)+Y,Ck(P)cos(ku)t-ek)
k=l

(17)
where P again represents a point on the hull surface, Ck is the Fourier coefficient, NH is the total
number of Fourier series terms, and u is the rotational speed of a propeller.
The pressure distribution on the hull surface thus can be calculated by using the Bernoulli's
equation:

Po0 + \pU200=p(t) + lpU(t? + P^p-

(18)

The ^j term can be directly calculated from equation (17):

dS
(14)

where P represents a field point on the hull surface, and Q,Q' represent points on the hull surface
and on the image hull surface, q and q' represent
points on the propeller and on its image as shown
in Figure 9.
For the high frequency free surface, the
perturbation velocity potential should be zero on
the free surface.
= 0

dS

<9$
~dt

NH

-y2kwCksin(ku/t - Ek)

(19)

*=i

and the total velocities can be calculated by making the gradients of potentials. Therefore, we can
obtain the time varying pressure distribution on
the hull surface. Again, this time varying pressure
distribution can be represented as a Fourier series:
NH

p(P, t) = F0(P) + Y,F* cos(kujt ~ £*)

(2°)

(15)

In order to satisfy this boundary condition, a negative hull image to the water plane is used, and the
influence of the propeller on the hull surface should
include the negative image of that propeller. The
"negative image" means that the dipole strength
at each panel on the "image hull" surface has the

where Fk is the kth Fourier coefficient. A commonly
used nondimensional parameter Kp is then defined
as
Kp - Fk 2
~ pn*D

(21)

Table 1: Geometric parameters of propeller 1242

r/R
0.29
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.95
1.00

P/D

c/D

fo/C

t0/D

0.9469
1.0530
1.1498
1.1690
1.1150
1.0192
0.8961
0.8172
0.7281

0.1780
0.2460
0.3089
0.3717
0.4346
0.4386
0.2868
0.1745
0.0277

0.0253
0.0253
0.0266
0.0225
0.0153
0.0095
0.0058
0.0021
0.0001

0.0528
0.0383
0.0314
0.0247
0.0186
0.0132
0.0085
0.0061
0.0017

(There are no rake and no skew for this propeller)

5

Computational Results

In this section, we will show computational results
from the present method.

5.1

H: measured point

Pressure Fluctuations on a Flat
Plate Generated by Propellers

Figure 10: Depiction of the relative positions of the
propeller and the flat plate.

The calculations of propellers generated pressure
fluctuations on a flat plate are similar to those of
propellers generated pressure fluctuations on ship
hulls. However, because the geometry is flat, the
potentials at each panel induced by the plate itself will only come from the self panel. It can also
be shown that the dipole strength on the flat plate
equals to twice of the propeller induced potential
plus the inflow potential ,2{<t>pr + <£oo)- Therefore,
the flat plate case can be used to check the calculations of cavitating propellers and pressure fluctuations.
In 1973, Weitendorf [15] published a series
of experimental data of the pressure fluctuations
on a flat plate measured in a cavitation tunnel.
We will compare the computational results by the
present method with these experimental data. The
propeller we select is the propeller 1242, and it is a
5-blade propeller with geometric parameters shown
in Table 1. We will show the calculated pressure
fluctuations, KP, on the plate (at a/R = 0.352)
generated by this propeller in a nonuniform flow,
and more computational results can be seen in [14].
Figure 10 shows the depiction of the propeller and
the flat plate, and the wake data can be obtained
from [15]. Figure 11 to Figure 14 show the comparisons between computational results and experimental data of propeller 1242 in a nonuniform inflow at different tunnel pressures. One can find

Propeller 1242
J=0.803 a/R=0.352
ATM
measure
calculate KK

0.03 -i

0.02

KP
0.01

0.00
-0.50

-0.25

0.00

x/R

0.26

0.60

Figure 11: Comparison between the computational
KP and the experimental values for propeller 1242
in a nonuniform inflow. The tunnel pressure is at
the atmospheric pressure.
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Propeller 1242
J-0.803 a/K=0.3S2
arÄ=2.00
measure
calculate KPB

0.03

0.02
KP

0.01

0.00

x/R

Figure 12: Comparison between the computational
Kp and the experimental values for propeller 1242
in a nonuniform inflow. The tunnel pressure is at
the cavitation number ay A = 2.0.
Figure 15: Discretized geometry of the ship hull
used for the calculations. 900 panels are distributed
on the hull surface.

Propeller 1242
J=0.803 a/R=0.352
avi=1.76
measure
calculate Kpt

0.03

that the difference between the computational Kp
and the experimental value increases as the cavitation number decreases. This may be caused by
the linear approximation of the cavity thickness in
PUF-3A.

Kp

0.00

0.2S

5.2

x/R

Figure 13: Comparison between the computational
Kp and the experimental values for propeller 1242
in a nonuniform inflow. The tunnel pressure is at
the cavitation number ay A — 1-75.

We then compute the pressure fluctuations
on a ship hull generated by a cavitating propeller.
The computational case we use here is the same
case presented in Breslin, etc. [2]. The dimensions
of this RO/RO ship model are listed in [2], and the
propeller is designed at a speed of 22 knots and
RPM of 126. In Breslin etc.'s paper, only lines of
the stern part are provided. Therefore, a fake front
part of the hull form is made, and is faired with the
stern part. Figure 15 shows the panelized geometry
of this ship hull with 900 panels. Figure 16 shows
the nominal wake, and Figure 17 shows the calculated effective wake, and the model mean effective
wake coefficient we calculate is 0.35. It is larger
than the full-scale mean effective wake coefficient,
0.29 [2], and this is reasonable since the model
mean effective wake should be greater than the fullscale mean effective wake. The propeller calculations show that the mean value of KT is 0.179, and
it is very close to the experimental KT,0.182. The
advance ratio, JA, is 0.580, and it is the same as
the one obtained from the experiment. Figures 18

Propeller 1242
J=0.803 a/R=0.3S2
a,A=1.60
measure
calculate Kpt

0.04
0.03
Kp

0.00

Pressure Fluctuations on a Ship
Hull Generated by Propellers

0.60

x/R

Figure 14: Comparison between the computational
Kp and the experimental values for propeller 1242
in a nonuniform inflow. The tunnel pressure is at
the cavitation number ay A = 1-5.
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Figure 16: Nominal wake of the model test

Figure 17: Effective wake calculated by PUF-3A.
and 19 show the computed cavitation extensions
and cavitation volumes. The computed cavitation
extensions near zero degree and before seem to be
larger than those of the model test. However, we
are not able to make the comparisons of the cavitation volumes since the measured data are not
available. We know that PUF-3A assumes the cavitation occurs when the pressure on the propeller
surface is less than the vapor pressure, and this
assumption is more similar to the full-scale phenomenon. Also, Blake, Kerwin, etc. [1] point out
that the scale effect of the sheet cavitation of a conventional model propeller geometry (as presented
in this paper) shows delayed inception due to bubble dynamics. Therefore, the computational results
are reasonable since cavitation extensions on a fullscale propeller should be larger than those measured by the model test for conventional propeller
geometries.
Figure 20 shows the contour plot of Kp
at the blade frequency for zero-frequency free surface (rigid surface), and Figure 21 shows the contour plot of KP at the blade frequency for highfrequency free surface. It can be seen that the calculated pressure fluctuations at the high frequency
free surface condition are lower than those at the
rigid surface condition, especially for regions near
the free surface. Table 2 then shows the calculated
Kp and measured KP [2]. The computational results at Gage 3 are apparently larger than the measured values for both the blade frequency and twice
blade frequency. However, the computational results may be reasonable due to the following rea-

JA=0.580
CTu=4.62

Figure 18: Computed cavitation extensions at 5
different representative angular positions
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Figure 19: Calculated cavitation volumes.

Figure 21: Contour plot of blade frequency Kp at
the high-frequency free surface condition. Only the
pressure fluctuations near the stern are shown here.
sons: First, the pressure fluctuation at Gage 3 was
measured by a hydrophone, and this hydrophone
was placed outside the hull surface (Figure 8 of [2]).
Therefore, we can expect that the ratio of Kp at
the measured point to the point just above it and on
the hull surface, where KP is calculated, should be
between 0.5 and 1.0. Form Table 2, we can see that
the ratios are 0.650 and 0.585 for high-frequency
free surface and rigid surface respectively, and both
are within the range of 0.5 and 1.0. Secondly, the
calculated results of pressure fluctuations generated by propellers in a model wake should be larger
than those in a full-scale wake because the high
wake zone of the model wake is wider than that of
the full-scale wake. The location of this high wake
zone is at the 12 o'clock direction of the propeller,
therefore, the influence will be only on Gage 3, not
on Gage 4 and Gage 5 whose locations are further
away from the high wake zone. Our computational
results agree with this statement when referring to
Figure 9 in [2] and Figure 17 in [1]. For results
at Gage 4 and Gage 5, the comparisons between
the calculated values and the measured values are
closer. The differences between the rigid surface
results and the high-frequency free surface results
are larger than those of Gage 3, and it is because
that the free surface effect is strong at these two
points. The computational results of twice blade

rigid free surface

m^mäm-M ..iiii^

Figure 20: Contour plot of the blade frequency KP
at the zero-frequency free surface (rigid surface)
condition. Only the pressure fluctuations near the
stern are shown here.
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fluctuations on a flat plate generated by propellers
in a nonuniform inflow, the computational results
agree well with the experimental data for cavitation numbers higher than 1.5. For cavitation numbers lower than 1.5, the pressure fluctuations have
been overestimated. For pressure fluctuations on a
ship hull, the differences between the computed and
measured values are relatively large at the point
above the propeller. However, the differences can
be explained, and the reasons are described in the
paper. The comparisons between computed and
measured values at other points are good.
For future works, the pressure fluctuations
at the actual measured point of Gage 3 (outside the
shil hull) should be calculated to confirm our inferences. The effective wake should be calculated by a
more accurate method such as solving the NavierStokes equations. Finally, the computed hydrodynamic results should be incorporated with structure and vibration calculations.

Table 2: Comparison of measured and computational 2Kp for the blade frequency and twice blade
frequency under two water surface conditions.

G

Meas.

3
4
5

0.165
0.105
0.069

3
4
5

0.065
0.024
0.016

pn2D2
Ratio
Calculated
Meas'd/Calc'd
Amplitudes
Free | Rigid
Free | Rigid
Blade F requenc;1
0.585
0.254 0.282 0.650
0.897
1.280
0.082 0.117
0.767
1.278
0.054 0.090
Twrice Blac e Frequ ;ncy
0.445
0.128 0.146 0.508
0.445
0.040 0.054 0.600
0.421
0.020 0.038 0.800

Ratio
Free
Rigid
0.901
0.701
0.600
0.877
0.741
0.526

( "G" is the gage number)
frequency Kp are all larger than the measured values, and this is because the calculated cavitation
extensions are larger than those of model tests.
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Conclusions

In this paper, the flow field around a ship hull
and its propeller is solved by coupling a higher
order potential based panel method and a lifting
surface vortex lattice method. The advantages
of this method are: First, potentials on the ship
hull surface can be directly calculated, and the
computational time is less than a velocity based
panel method since only one scalar term (potential)
rather than three components of velocities needed
to be computed. Secondly, the propeller induced
potentials can be directly added to potentials on
the ship hull surface. Thirdly, the |f term in the
Bernoulli's equation can be easily calculated by differentiating the solved potentials in time. Finally,
this higher order panel method has been proved to
be more accurate than a low order panel method
at the same given computational time.
The unsteady flow around a propeller is
analyzed by MIT-PUF-3A. By investigating the
computational results, it is found that the cavitation extensions calculated by PUF-3A are overestimated for conventional model propeller geometries
when comparing to the model test results. This
may be due to the cavity model in PUF-3A is corresponding to the full-scale.
The computational results have been compared with the experimental data. For pressure
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where k = 1,2, ...9. By the least squares, we have
the array [pi.]:
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the induced potential at a point i on the inner surface by panel j, tpjj, can be obtained from equations (25),(26),

(24)

»t

Equation (24) shows that the dipole strength at
each panel is determined by neighboring ND panels (No = 9 here). By substituting the above equations into the governing equation (equation (9)), we
can obtain the induced potentials at a point P by
the panel that Q is located. Assuming the point
Q is at panel j, and the field point P is at panel i
, then the induced potential at P by panel j, tpij,
can be expressed as follows:

fij

fi(x,y)I(l,l)+iiT(x,y)I(2,\)

+

Hy{x,y)I(l,2) + -nsx(x,y)I(3,l)

+

iity(x,y)I(2,2)+-Hyy(x,y)I(l,2)

(27)
A*«

»in
»vv
where
1 T

AM)

M=

=

\!\{

Vi,

xl(l,l) + 7(2,1)
2/7(1,1)+ 7(1,2)
ix27(l,l) + a;7(2,l) + i7(3,l)
xyl(l,l) + yl(2,l) + xl(l,2) +1(2,2)
|2/27(l,l) + y7(l,2) + i7(l,3)

(28)

Notice that the dipole coefficient array
can be related to the dipole strength from equation (23):

(25)
where,

N

Ho + H^x + Hny
2
2
+\HKX + n$vxy + \NVV
Hx{x,y) =

Vyix,y) =
Vxx(x,y) =
Hxy(x,y) Hyy(x,y) =

»n
/*«
»in
Hnn

»(+ UK* + (*tt,y
Hr, + VtvX + VvvV
A*«

>

=[B]j

{A*},-

(29)

where {Aj,} • stands for the dipole strength array of
ND neighboring panels to panel j, and

(26)

7?

==

B^B2

ßl

==

Y,wkVkV?

ND

I(M, N) = — {hH(M, N, 3) + a [H(M + 2, N, 3)
47T

k=l
ND

+3h2H(M + 2, TV, 5) + 6xh2H(M + 1, N, 5)]
+b [H(M, N + 2,3) + 3h2H(M, N + 2,5)
+6yh2H(M, N + 1,5)] + c [-77(M, TV, 3)
+3/i277(M, AT, 5)]}

ß2

=

-- X>i?
*=1

The discretized governing equation with
the boundary condition thus becomes

X>y = -(*«, )< ,i = 1,2,---,NP

^(s/ii-'y + ti-iiy + v)

(30)

i=i

where c — ax2 + by2 — z0, and a and 6 are defined in
equation (10). The 7 and 77 integrals are defined
in Johnson [7].
The internal Dirichlet boundary condition
specifies the total internal potential to be zero, and

where Np is total number of panels, (f)^, can be
obtained by the product of the inflow velocity and
the position vector of the panel control point.
(0oo )• = Voo • Ri
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(31)

Substituting equations (27) and (29) into
equation (30), then we have

The influence of the height and shape of the
stern wave is not considered in the calculations.
An indication about this influence is obtained
by Fig. D2 which is based on measurements on
the class of ships considered in the paper. It is
evident from this figure that the Froude number
is even more important than the draught.
Having these results in mind, we at SSPA
decided to concentrate on empirical methods for
estimating the influence of the free surface
rather than on theoretical methods. The first
results of these efforts were published in [D2].

NP

,)t ,i=l,2,---,NP(32)
;' = i

After transferring the local panel indices
to the global panel indices of A and rearranging
coefficients, we can get the following matrix form:

Ai

M

1

(<t>oo)l

> = - <

REFERENCES

(33)

Dl. Breslin, J.P. and Andersen, P. "Hydrodynamics of Ship Propellers," Cambridge Ocean
Technology Series 3, Cambridge 1994.

*NF

Solutions of this matrx will be the dipole strength
at the control point of each panel. Therefore, the
dipole strength coefficients can be obtained from
equation (29), and the dipole strength distribution
at each panel can be calculated by equation (23).

D2. Johnsson, C.-A. "Simple Methods for
First Estimate of Propeller Induced Pressure
Fluctuations and Vibration," PRADS 83, Tokyo

DISCUSSION

D Measured in Cav.
Tunnel

0,3-,

C.-A. Johnsson
SSPA Maritime Consulting AB, Sweden
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■ Calc. rigid BC, Kehr
etal

l
|

0,2-

I could make several comments to this interesting
paper, but I have to limit myself to a short
discussion of different boundary conditions.

Kp 0,15 •
0,1 •

The authors claim that the hydrophone does not
have the same "mirror" effect as the flushmounted
transducers. Comparative tests made at SSPA on a
flat plate indicated, however, no significant
differences between the transducers in this respect
and therefore we used a hydrophone in one of the
positions in order to increase the frequency range.

0,05 ■

■ Calc. modified BC,
Kehr et al
■ Calc. rigid BC,
Breslin et al

1

0T3 T4 T5
Bla defre

T3 T4 T5
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Figure Dl: SSPA RO-RO ship model. Calculated
and measured pressure fluctuations at three
transducer positions in the stern

In connection with the investigation reports in the
authors' Ref. [2], it was argued that the phywood
roof with water above and below is more or less
nonreflecting and thus does not correspond to the
rigid surface case. This discussion is summarized
in [D2] in which Prof. Breslin concludes that the
appropriate conditions are the mean value between
the free surface and rigid cases. In this particular
case, the difference between the two cases is
however much smaller than the differences
between the calculations in the authors' paper and
those from their Ref. [2], which is evident from
Fig. Dl.
The latter are most likely due to
differences in the peripheral volume variations
obtained by the two calculations, which are not that
large. Thus, Fig. Dl gives an indication of the
degree of accuracy that can be expected from
calculations of this kind.
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Figure D2: Comparison of pressure fluctuations in
model and full scale. Blade frequency
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suggest that the experimental data are too low.
On the other hand, as described in the paper, the
computational results are supposed to be larger
since it is according to the model effective wake
distribution instead of the full scale effective
wake distribution. This is also supported by the
investigation of Blake et al. [1], in which they
found that the surface forces calculated or
measured by the model wake distribution were
larger than those at the full-scale condition.
The experimental results in HYKAT by Friesch,
et. AL, [Rl] (Fig. 15) also showed the same
tendency.

AUTHORS' REPLY
The authors would first like to thank Mr. Johnsson
for his valuable comments. Mr. Johnsson did point
out some key points in this paper. Mr. Johnsson
may be right about the effect of the hydrophone
position. The authors will continue to investigate
if the hydrophone extruded outside the ship having
any influence on the pressure fluctuations.
Regarding the difference between the computations
results presented in the paper and carried out by
Breslin and Andersen [Dl], the authors have
carefully investigated the results and conclude that
this difference can be explained.

The figure Mr. Johnsson presented about the
influence of the height and shape of the stern
wave is very interesting. The authors will
include a free-surface calculation to consider
these effects in the future.

First, we know that the ship effective mean wake is
0.29, and the model nominal mean wake is 0.436.
The model effective mean wake calculated is 0.35
by the present paper, and 0.254 by [2]. Therefore,
the result calculated by the present paper is more
reasonable since the model effective mean wake
should be higher than the ship effective mean
wake. When authors use the effective wake
distribution calculated by [2], the magnitudes of
pressure fluctuations calculated decrease as
expected. However, they are still higher than those
calculated by [2] (as in Figure 1). This is
apparently because the ship hull is modeled
differently by two methods. Anyhow, we have to
point out that the computations of the effective
wake distributions in the present paper are rough
due to the simplicity of the model.
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Because the pressure fluctuations measured in
SSPA cavitation tunnel were clearly smaller than
those of the full scale, SSPA took the average of
the max 5% as the measured values to have a better
correlation with the full scale. This however may
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Figure 1: Calculated pressure fluctuations by the
present method and by Breslin et al. at the blade
frequency. Both methods use the same effective
wake distribution.
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Hydroacoustic Considerations in Marine Propulsor Design
M. Sevik (David Taylor Model Basin, USA)
ABSTRACT
Hydroacoustics is based on firm theoretical foundations which overlap with those of aeroacoustics.
Hydroacoustics is characterized by low Mach numbers, a high impedance relative to air, and
important fluid loading effects on submerged structures. Fluid flow fields affecting marine
propulsors are unsteady and give rise to time-dependent pressures which excite internal and adjacent
external structures into vibrations. In the absence of cavitation, dipole sources on stationary and
rotating blade rows of ship propulsors are the dominant contributors to the acoustic far field. When
located in an elastic enclosure, the near-field of dipoles close to the blade tips excite the structure
which adds additional energy to the sound field. The combined levels and directivity patterns are
different from those of an open propeller in free-field. At this time, the complex flow fields and
the response of structures cannot be reliably predicted by numerical techniques. Large, quiet, high
speed water tunnels have been equipped with acoustic arrays in order to provide a preliminary
assessment of the performance of alternative propulsor designs.
HISTORICAL REMINDERS
SOUND RADIATION FROM
WATERBORNE VEHICLES

The study of flow-induced noise was stimulated
in the early fifties when airliners powered by jet
engines entered the commercial market. A
fundamental paper which explained the physics of
sound generation by turbulence was published by
Lighthill(1) in 1952. In the same time-frame,
pioneering work by Powell'2), Ffowcs Williams^
and Curle(4' provided insights which paved the way
for future progress.

The sound radiated by waterborne vehicles which
are propelled at moderate to high speeds involves
complex interactions between fluid dynamics and
structural acoustics. Cavitation is avoided by the
designers whenever radiated noise requirements are
imposed and will not be considered in this paper. The
remaining problem of radiated noise control involves
flow fields that are spatially and temporally random.
All structures within such flows are compliant and
respond dynamically to time-dependent pressures.
The sound field is therefore caused by vibrations and
by fluctuating pressures on various surfaces.
Mathematically, the acoustic density fluctuations at x
in the fluid due to a normal velocity v and a pressure
p at a point y on the surface S have been expressed
by Ffowcs Williams^in the form:

At a symposium dedicated to hydrodynamics, it
is appropriate to recall that the wave equation is
derived from the familiar equations of momentum and
continuity. Since sound is a very weak disturbance to
a fluid at rest, viscosity can be ignored and motions
can be restricted to vanishingly small values. The
fluctuations of density p and pressure p vary little
about their mean values. Away from the turbulence,
both satisfy the homogeneous wave equation
2

2

2

2

o p/ ot - c V p = 0

p=(l/4rcc2x) ö/öt Js ni{p0v; + (x;/x)(p/c))
(y, t - Ix - yl c_1)dy

(1)

In most marine applications, the flow velocity is
much smaller than the speed of sound. Typical Mach
numbers are on the order of 10"2. Under these
conditions length scales of flow or boundary
fluctuations are usually compact on an acoustic
wavelength scale and retarded time changes are
negligible. Dimensional analysis yields simple
expressions for the density fluctuations. For
example, the first term under the integral sign is due
to small amplitude motions of the surface S. If this
motion is induced by a flow of velocity U and length
scales L, the frequencies will be of the order U/L and

If fluid or momentum is created in a region, a
function Q(x,t) representing the acoustic source
density is added to the right hand side. If an external
force Fj acts on the fluid, Q (x,t) has the form of a
divergence oFj/ox;. For turbulence, Q(x,t) is a double
divergence and the inhomogeneous wave equation has
the form
62p/ot2 - c2 V2 p= ö2T,j/öxjöxj

(2)

Solutions of these basic equations which satisfy
various boundary conditions have provided the major
tools of noise control.

(3)
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p2~p02U4L2 {c4x2}-'

(4)

on the hull of the vehicle.

The second term under the integral sign is due to
pressure fluctuations which may be caused by flow or
structural vibrations. Dimensional analysis yields:
p2~p02U6L2{c6x2}-1

c) The response of rotating blade rows to selfgenerated flow distortions, as shown in Fig. (2) and
of stators located downstream.
d) The scattering of boundary layer turbulence
from trailing edges.

(5)

This dependence on the sixth power of the flow
is characteristic of dipoles on a compact scale.
However, even at the low Mach numbers prevailing
in underwater acoustics, sources are not always
compact and consequently a different speed dependence
will apply.

e) Radiation from structures which are coupted
to the propulsor through hydrodynamic, acoustic and
structural paths.
An authoritative treatise covering these topics is
provided by Blake^ in "Mechanics of Flow-Induced
Sound and Vibration".

Generally, the flow is not affected by structural
vibrations since the amplitudes are much smaller than
the characteristic length scales of the fluid. An
exception is the well-known phenomenon of propeller
"singing" where blade vibrations tend to increase the
coherence of a periodically shed vortex wake which,
in turn, feeds more energy into the structure.

SOME CASE HISTORIES
In the mid-sixties, the fluctuating thrust of open
propellers subjected to a turbulent inflow was of
interest. A study of this problem was reported by
Sevik^at the Seventh Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics. Experiments were performed in the
Water Tunnel at the Applied Research Laboratory of
the Pennsylvania State University. Its test section
has a diameter of 1.22 m and a length of 4.27 m.
The advantage of this facility is that relatively large
propellers can be tested at high Reynolds numbers.
Fig. (3) shows the installation of a ten bladed
propeller in the test section. It had a diameter of 20.3
cm and its chord length was 2.54 cm. The
fluctuating thrust was measured with a high
impedance dynamometer which had a linear response
over the frequency range of interest.

At moderate to high speeds, the propulsor is the
most important contributor to a vehicle's radiated
noise. The major sources are due to the following
effects:
a) The response of rotating blade rows to flow
disturbances caused by upstream hydrofoils, such as
stator vanes, control surfaces and other fixed
appendages. The radiation consists of tonals at blade
passage frequencies whose amplitudes are randomly
modulated, as shown in Fig. (1).
b) The response of stationary or rotating blade
rows to ingested turbulence which may be generated

UNFILTERED

FIG. 1 ACOUSTIC LEVELS AT BLADE RATE FREQUENCY (FROM STRASBERG)
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CASCADE
SECONDARY
FLOW

TIP LEAKAGE
FLOW

FLUID
TIP LEAKAGE
VORTEX
SCRAPING EFFECTS
(AT HIGH SPEEDS)

TRAILING VORTICES =
SHED VORTICES + TRAILING FILAMENT VORTICES

FIG. 2 FLOW FIELD IN A ROTATING BLADE ROW (FROM LAKSHMINARAYANAAND HORLOCK)

In order to simplify the interpretation of the data,
an attempt was made to generate the simplest form of
turbulence possible. For this purpose, two grids were
installed sequentially upstream of the propeller, as
shown in Fig. (4). The mesh sizes were 10.2 and
15.2 cms, respectively. The results of the experiment
are shown in Figs. (5) and (6). The principal features
of the data are as follows:
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FIG. 3 FREE-STREAM PROPELLER AND
BALANCE HOUSING MOUNTED IN
THE WATER TUNNEL TEST SECTION
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FIG. 4 PROPELLER AS SEEN THROUGH A 4-INCH GRID
UPSTREAM OF THE PROPELLER
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turbulence. The longitudinal correlation function is
expressed as an exponential

a) "humps" of energy are superimposed on a
broadband spectrum;

f(r) = e-rW/A

b) the humps peak at a frequency slightly higher
than the blade rate frequency.

(6)

where A is the integral scale of the turbulence.
An understanding of these observations has been
provided in recent papers by Jiang et a\$\ by
Martinez^9) as well as, earlier, by Blake. Basically,
the propeller acts as a spatial filter: at any instant of
time, it responds preferentially to all circumferential
wavelengths of the turbulence that are integral
numbers of the blade spacing. Most analytic
formulations are therefore based on a wavenumber
decomposition of the turbulence. Using this
approach, Martinez successfully explained the major
features of the experimental results. Jiang et al chose
a "correlation" approach and used the classical
equations for the longitudinal and lateral velocity
correlations for homogeneous and isotropic

r(x) accounts for the free stream velocity V, for
the rotational speed of the propeller Q and for the 'I
distance between points a and ß located on the
propeller. It is of the form:
r(x)2 = (Vx)2 + ra2 + iß2 + 2rarp cos(0a - 9ß + fix)
The results of this analysis are plotted in Figs.
(7) and (8). As before, the theory predicts the major
features of the measured data. The theories of Jiang
and Martinez are general and apply to all correlation
lengths and frequencies. The directivity of the sound
field corresponds to that of a compact dipole.
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the spectra of the fluctuating thrust for small and
large correlation lengths.

For clarity, the major design parameters which
affect the response of a rotor will be given for small
and large correlation lengths of the turbulence.
Equations for the mean square value of the unsteady
thrust are given by Blake. From these, the mean
square value of the density fluctuations depends upon
the following parameters:
p2 ~ (U/c)6 (u/U)2 [S(cob/U)]2 F[ Am B/R]
As(27tco/B Q))2

Clearly, the propulsor designer will prefer an
inflow containing low levels of turbulence and small
correlation lengths. Subject to additional
requirements such as propulsive efficiency and
cavitation, he will select a low blade tip speed and a
hydrofoil geometry which is non-responsive to
upstream flow fluctuations. Normally, these
conditions are difficult to meet.

(8)

where U = the resultant velocity at the tip of the
blades, B = the number of blades, S denotes an
unsteady hydrodynamic response function (b =
chord/2), As = the spatial filtering function of the
propeller.

In some turbomachinery applications, rotors may
be located within an elastic enclosure of finite length.
The nearfield of the sources at the tips of the blades
apply unsteady pressures on the enclosure which is
set into vibrations and radiates sound. A recent paper
by Kim(10) illustrates this effect for cases of dipole
sources at the tips.

For large correlation lengths, the function {As)2
= B for f/ns=mB, where f = frequency and ns is the
shaft rotation velocity Q. 12K. The corresponding
bandwidth is Af = ns.
2

The problem considered is shown in Fig. (10).
A free-flooded cylindrical shell is excited by a radial
force. The governing equation whose simultaneous
solution is required are given in Fig. (11). As a
specific illustration, Kim analyzed a steel shell
submerged in water. For each axial mode m, the

Small correlation lengths occur when the axial
scale 2A is much smaller than the blade spacing
projected in the axial direction. In this case {As}2 = 1
and each blade responds to the flow independently of
the others. Fig. (9) extracted from Blake, illustrates
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as at the ends of the cylinder where flexural waves are
scattered and launch acoustic energy into the farfield.
This effect is also evident in Fig. (18) for a somewhat
larger shell (L/a = 3). In this case, however, the
contribution from the region of the drive point is
relatively more pronounced. Kim's example
demonstrates that the sound field generated by a blade
row encased in an elastic shell has a complex
directivity pattern, quite different from that of a
dipole.

response of the cylinder for various circumferential N
modes are calculated. Resonances appear as "beads"
in Figs. (12) to (15). These figures show the
amplitudes of forced accelerance of the shell (in color)
as a function of both circumferential mode order and
frequency. The farfield acoustic pressure for the same
shell whose length to diameter ratio is equal to one
is shown in Fig. (16). The nearfield patterns for this
shell in Fig. (17) indicate intense regions of radiation
near the point of application of the radial force as well
A FINITE SHELL RADIATION GEOMETRY

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
• Heimholte Equation
(V2 + k2) p(x) = 0

(.v in V)

• Shell Equations
[D]

0
\u{x)
v(x) = 0
w(x)
p.

(x in Shell)

• Shell - Fluid Interaction
ap{x) ~_

~w

-ptitf)

(x on Surface)

FIG. 11 EQUATIONS USED BY KIM TO SOLVE PROBLEM
IN FIG. 10 (REF. 10)

FIG. 10 FREE-FLOODED SHELL EXCITED
BY A POINT FORCE (FROM KIM)
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FIG. 14 (FROM KIM) REF. 10

FIG. 12 (FROM KIM) REF. 10
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NEAR FIELD PRESSURE
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A method for noise mitigation has been
suggested by Howe<n). He considered the effects of a
pressure-release coating of finite extent installed on an
elastic plate located adjacent to hydroacoustic dipole
sources. He predicted the influence of the coating on
the sound radiated by the dipoles and on the vibrations
of the plate.

i
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His analysis involves longitudinal dipoles
oriented parallel to the plate, as they would be on the
tips of an enclosed blade. The effect of the pressurerelease material is to produce equal and opposite
images which reduce the efficiency of radiation to
quadrupole sources.

FIG. 16 WHERE P IS THE PRESSURE AT
DISTANCE R (FROM KIM) REF. 10
NEAR FIELD PRESSURE
(L/a=1, ka=3.5, Radial PF, in water)

-2

Fig. (1.9) illustrates the model analyzed. For a
steel plate of thickness h in water, the radiated sound
level and the plate response are plotted as a function
of the applied to the coincidence frequency. For
values of d/h <5, Fig. (20) illustrates the excess
sound scattered by the edge of the coating due to its
proximity to the dipole and its ability to extract
energy from its nearfield. However, when the coating
extends approximately 10-plate thicknesses beyond
the location of the dipole, very significant reductions
in radiated sound power can be achieved, except at
frequencies near coincidence.
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FIG. 19 BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTIONS IN A DUCT CONSIDERED BY HOWE (FROM-REF. 11)

HYDROACOUSTIC TEST FACILITIES
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In spite of considerable progress, current
numerical techniques are not able to predict reliably
the complex flow fields and time-dependent
interactions which occur on the blades and nearby
structures of modern propulsors. Hydroacoustic test
facilities - specifically large, quiet, high speed water
tunnels - are essential tools for assessing the
hydrodynamic and hydroacoustic performance of
alternative designs.
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The two principal facilities in the United States
are the Large Cavitation Channel (LCC) of the Naval
Surface Warfare Center, located in Memphis,
Tennessee, and the 48-inch Water Tunnel of the
Applied Research Laboratory (ARL), at the
Pennsylvania State University, in State College,
Pennsylvania. These facilities contain
complementary and mutually supportive capabilities.
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Fig. (21) shows the installation of two sets of
acoustic sensors in the LCC, one in an anechoically
treated trough under the test section and a second
located in the main diffuser section. This
arrangement allows a model to be acoustically
scanned along its beam aspect and also measured at
stern aspect with the acoustic lens. Details of the
nested arrays are shown in Figs. (22) and (23). The
general design features of the acoustic lens are
provided in Fig. (24). Table (I) lists the frequencies
and beam widths of the various acoustic sensors.
Under non-cavitating conditions, useful data can be
acquired up to 80kHz, depending on the characteristics
of the test object. The omniphones give an early
warning of incipient cavitation. The measured self
noise levels of the nested arrays as a function of
tunnel speed are given in Fig. (25).

FIG. 20 SOUND POWER FOR A STEEL PLATE AS A
FUNCTION OF APPLIED TO COINCIDENCE
FREQUENCY FOR:
(
(
(

)
)
)

COATED PLATE
UNCOATED PLATE
NO PLATE

(NOTE: 23&L -, 0.952)
(FROM REF. 11)
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95 ELEMENT PLANAR ARRAY
A 1X-SUBARRAY

O 2X-SUBARRAY
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□ 8X-SUBARRAY

▼ HF LINE ARRAY

• OMNIDIRECTIONAL
HYDROPHONES

FIG. 23 LCC ELEMENTARRAY LOCATIONS

SILICONE RUBBER
SHELL
FIG. 24 LCC ACOUSTIC LENS
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TABLE I: LCC ACOUSTIC SENSORS
3 dB 20Beamwidth
(deg)

Design
Frequency
(kHz)

Frequency
Range
(kHz)

Subarray
Configuration

Element
Spacing
(cm)

LF-Array
1X
2X
4X
8X

20.0
10.0
5.0
2.5

0.2-16
0.2-8
0.2-4
0.2-2

45(3X15)
21 (3X7)
21 (3X7)
21 (3X7)

3.75
7.5
15
30

8°-16
18°-8
18°-4
■18° - 2

HF-Array
1X
2X

20.0
. 10.0

8-40
8-20

5(1X5)
5(1X5)

3.8
7.6

21°-20 kHz
21°-10 kHz

6 deg.

4° - 80 kHz

—

120°-125 kHz
60° - 200_kHz

SubArray

HF Lens
Beam

—

4-100

—

Omniphones
Trough
Fillet

Omni
Omni

0.2-125
5-100

—

kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz

Although acoustic radiation cannot be measured
directly, a relationship can be established between the
vibration levels on the blades of a rotor, for instance,
and the resulting radiated power. A large reverberant
tank at ARL provides the required transfer function
from vibration to sound. Examples of the type of
instrumentation generally used are provided in Figs.
(27) and (28).

The models suitable for installation in the LCC
range from full-scale to less than a tenth scale.
Although satisfactorily high Reynolds numbers are
achievable even on the smaller models, full-scale
geometrical details are difficult to reproduce. The
ingenious device in the 48-inch water tunnel of the
ARL provides a means to acquire vibration data at
larger scales. Its concept is evident from Fig. (26).
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FIG. 25 MEASURED COMPOSITE ARRAY SELF-NOISE (Le) VERSUS SPEED
FOR AN EMPTY TUNNEL
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CONTROL VANES
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TURBINE

INLET GUIDE VANES
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SETTLING NOZZLE
SECTION 20 ft. long

WORKING SECTION
48 in. diameter
14 ft. long

7 DEGREE DIFFUSER

►23
12 ft. diameter
[SECTIONS

7 DEGREE
DIFFUSER

PUMP SETTLING SECTION
9 ft. deameter

132

M It

ADJUSTABLE PITCH IMPELLER
95 in., 4-BLADE

8 DEGREE DIFFUSER
97 ft. 7 in.

48 in. WATER TUNNEL

FIG. 26 ARL PENN STATE 48-INCH DIAMETER WATER TUNNELAND HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER PUMP INSTALLATION
2223

20^J17>-ö

SUCTION

"

s\F

16
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PRESSURE

FIG. 27 INSTALLATION OF TRANSDUCERS ON BLADE
FIG. 28 SCHEMATIC OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER AND
ACCELEROMETER INSTALLATION

the future it is reasonable to expect that
supercomputers and physically correct descriptions of
the flow and of structural responses will be capable of
predicting all required performance parameters with
confidence. A program aimed at achieving this
objective would be a very ambitious and costly

IN CONCLUSION
As in the past, today's propulsor designers still
rely heavily on a combination of numerical and
experimental inputs in order to meet powering,
cavitation and acoustic requirements. Some time in
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undertaking. However, it would have a major payoff
in saving design time, and the very high cost of
experimental hardware and facilities. It would also
provide "agility" to the ship design process, as rapid
means for assessing the merits and limitations of
various options will be at hand.
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Prediction of Unsteady Performance of Marine Propellers
with Cavitation Using Surface-Panel Method
Y.-G. Kim (Samsung Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., Korea),
C.-S. Lee (Chungnam National University, Korea)

Abstract

to the real blade surface or to the mean wake surface.
The linearization in cavity thickness is shown not to
This paper describes a low order potential-based deteriorate the accuracy compared to the nonlinear
panel method formulated for the prediction of the un- theory.
Systematic numerical tests show that the
steady performance of a cavitating marine propeller
present
numerical
method is fast and stable, and is
that operates behind a ship. The method employs
applicable
to
the
2- or 3-dimensional geometry of
normal dipoles and sources distributed on the blade,
arbitrary
shape.
In
order to demonstrate a practihub and wake surfaces to represent the potential flow
cal
aspect
of
the
present
method, sample computaaround the cavitating propeller.
tions
are
carried
out
first
for the case of a propeller
The kinematic boundary condition on the
equipped
to
a
6300
TEU
container ship which has
wetted portion of the boundary surface is satisfied
by requiring that the normal component of the total been cavitation-tested behind a full-size model ship,
velocity should vanish on the boundary surface. By and then for the case of a model propeller operatapplying Bernoulli's equation, the dynamic bound- ing in screen-generating wake. Comparisons between
ary condition on the cavity surface is replaced by a the predictions and experiments at cavitation tunnels
kinematic condition; that is, the velocity potential show promising correlation.
on the cavity surface is expressed in terms of the velocity potential and the perturbation velocity both
1 Introduction
at the cavity detachment point and other geometric
quantities. Sources are introduced to represent the Cavity is known as a major source of noise aboard a
presence of the cavity on the cavitating portion of ship and fluctuating pressures on the stern hull surthe body. It is expected that the sources will serve as face. An ability to predict the behavior of the cavity
a normal flux generator, which may be integrated in on propeller blades is therefore in need to design a
the streamwise direction to form the cavity shape, in more comfortable and vibration-free vessel.
a similar manner as in the thickness problem of the
When the cavity is absent, the traditional
thin wing theory.
lifting surface method has been applied with success
The blade and cavity surfaces are discretized in predicting the global performance of the steady
into a set of quadrilateral panel elements and the and unsteady performance of marine propellers. See,
strengths of sources and dipoles are assumed constant for example, Kerwin and Lee[l]. The lifting surface
at each panel. Applying this approximation to the approach was then extended to solve the cavitating
boundary conditions leads to a set of simultaneous propeller problem by Lee [2]. The linearized lifting
equations. The unsteady problem is treated in dis- surface theory however shows an unreasonable sincretized time domain by rotating the propeller with gular behavior at the leading edge, where the cavity
constant angular spacing.
begins. It is therefore expected that the linear theory
In order to reduce computing time and to overpredicts the cavity extent and also the cavity volensure the convergence, the cavity surface is collapsed ume, which will consequently lead to overprediction
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of the cavity induced pressure impulses on the hull.
Efforts to improve the prediction of the flow
around the leading edge followed, among which the
work of Kinnas[3] should be noted. He applied the
method of Lighthill's correction to the streamwise
velocity component obtained in linear theory and
was successful in reducing the cavity volume from
the original work of Lee [4]. The linear cavity theory is however found later to give a wrong trend by
Uhlman[5] and also by Lee et al[6], who show in their
nonlinear theory that the predicted cavity extent decreases when the thickness of the blade increases, contrary to the trend in linear theory. The need to treat
the finite blade thickness effect is evident.
Recently a surface panel method based on
Morino's[7] formulation has been applied successfully
to the propeller problem with an improvement on the
leading edge solution. Application to the cavitating
flow problem is a natural extension. The method was
first applied to a two-dimensional hydrofoil problem
by Lee [4], Lee et al[6] and also by Kinnas and Fine [8].
They solved the exact nonlinear steady problem, in
either partially or super-cavitating steady flow condition.

2

Statement
of
Value Problem

2.1

Boundary-

Basic assumptions

Let's consider a cavitating propeller operating in
a nonuniform ship wake with a constant rotational
speed n at a constant advance speed Vs. Boundaries
such as the rudder and free-surface in contact with
the atmosphere are ignored, and the presence of the
hull is recognized only by the effective wake, which is
assumed to be known. We assume the viscous effect
on the blades and the trailing vortex sheets is confined within the infinitesimally thin boundary layer.
The cavity is assumed to be a constant pressure surface which grows on the suction side of the blades.
We assume that the cavity is a thin sheet cavity and
the detachment point of the sheet cavity is known.
The ship wake is nonuniform and is assumed undeformable under the influence of the propeller action,
and the propeller is operating in an inviscid, incompressible and irrotational fluid field.

2.2

Coordinate systems

Kim et al[9] then extended the method for
the solution of the 3-D steady and unsteady cavitating hydrofoil problem, where the cavity surface was
linearized on the suction side of the blade. By avoiding the linearization in blade thickness as in the lifting
surface theory they could maintain the resolution of
the flow prediction, especially in the area of the blade
leading edge, and hence the cavity behavior could be
predicted without loosing accuracy.

A Cartesian coordinate is chosen as shown in Figure 1; the x-axis coincides with the shaft centerline, defined positive downstream, the positive y-axis
points upward, and the z-axis completes a right hand
coordinate system. The cylindrical coordinate system
is defined for convenience; r being the radius and 9
the angle from the positive y-axis positive counterclockwise when looking downstream.

The unsteady flow problem around a marine propeller was solved subsequently by Fine[10]
and Kim[ll]. In the present paper we present the
potential-based formulation of Kim[ll] to solve the
steady or unsteady cavitating propeller flow.

2.3

The same formulation is applicable to 2- and
3-dimensional cavity flow problems. To verify the numerical procedure, we first show that the method is
applicable to the analysis of the 2-dimensional unsteady hydrofoil in either heave or gust mode for
both the partially and super-cavitating flow conditions. We then show the same method is applicable
to the 3-dimensional hydrofoil with rectangular planform. Finally we predict the cavity behavior around
the blades of two marine propeller operating either in
screen-generated wake or in wake generated behind
a ship model. Our predictions compares fairly well
with the cavitation patterns observed at cavitation
tunnels.

Governing equation and boundary
conditions

The perturbation velocity v may be expressed by the
perturbation velocity potential <p as v = V0. Then
conservation of the mass applied to the potential flow
gives the Laplace equation as a governing equation in
the fluid region, that is,
V2cf> = 0

(1)

Motion of the flow satisfying the Laplace
equation (1) can be uniquely defined by imposing the
following boundary conditions on the boundary surfaces.
1. Quiescence condition at infinity upstream:
V<£ -» 0
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(2)

2. Kinematic boundary condition(KBC) on the 3

Integral Equations

wetted surface S^ET:

V = h-Ur +

dcp_

dn

0

(3)

where V is the total velocity, n the unit vector normal to the blade surface, defined positive
when pointing into the fluid region. Ur(r,6) is
the oncoming flow at a point x which may be expressed in terms of the effective velocity UA(T, 0)
and the rotational velocity Q, as follows:
ÜT(r,9) = ÜA(r,0)-Üxx

Prom the Green's theorem, we may derive an expression for the potential in the flow field by distributing the normal dipoles and sources on the body and
wake surfaces to deal with the cavity flow problem.
The sources on the cavitating portion of boundary
surfaces will serve as a normal flux generator, which
may be integrated in the streamwise direction to form
the cavity shape, in a similar manner as in the thickness problem of the thin wing theory. For brevity, we
will not derive the integral equations, but will adopt
the final forms only from Kim et al[9].

3. Kutta condition at the trailing edge(T.-E.):
|VT.£.|

< 00

(4)

4. Kinematic boundary condition(KBC) on the
wake surface Sw:
dn

(h-Vcj>)+ -{n-Vcj))- = 0

(5)

where + and - denote the upper and lower surfaces of the wake, respectively.
5. Dynamic boundary condition(DBC) on the wake
surface Sw:
Ap = p+ — p =0

(6)

The conditions above are sufficient to describe the fluid motion when the cavity is absent.
When the cavity appears, we need additional conditions to be imposed on the cavity surface.
6. Kinematic boundary condition(KBC) on the
cavity surface Sc:
DF

0

(7)

where F(x,y,z,t) is the equation for the cavity
surface.
7. Dynamic boundary condition(DBC) on the cavity surface Sc:
P = Pv
(8)
where pv is the vapor pressure inside the cavity.
8. Cavity closure condition:
Tc(xcte)

0

(9)

where Tc(x) represents the cavity thickness function and xcte denotes the cavity trailing end position.

3.1

Linearization of cavity location

In the nonlinear theory of Lee et al[6], the exact location of the cavity surface is computed iteratively.
At each step they relocated the cavity surface where
the unknown singularity is distributed and recomputed the induction integrals. Although this procedure could produce the exact solution in the 2dimensional steady flow, it is obviously impractical
for the analysis of the 3-dimensional unsteady cavity
flow, due to lack of the robustness of the procedure
and unaffordable increase of computing time.
In the present work, the cavity surface is collapsed onto the solid blade surface if the cavity is
above the blade surface and onto the mean wake surface if the cavity extends beyond the trailing edge of
the blade. The linearization in thickness is not only
justified theoretically under the assumption of the
thin cavity thickness but also welcomed due to the
drastic reduction of the computing time and storage
requirements. It is also shown by Kim et al[9] that
the linearization does not deteriorate the resolution
significantly compared with the nonlinear solution, if
a true girth length is considered when evaluating the
potential along the cavity surface. Figure 2 shows
that the evaluation with the true girth length along
the cavity surface(labeled 'Present Method') compares very well with the nonlinear solution, whereas
the evaluation with the girth length of the blade surface(labeled 'Simply L. M') overpredicts the cavity
extent and volume for the case of the partially cavitating flow. This effect is insignificant for the supercavitating flow as shown in Figure 3. This will be
illustrated further later.
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3.2

Fully wetted flow or partially cavitating flow

The perturbation velocity potential is expressed as
follows:

I

<P(p)

Jsui;ruS<:

+

{-<j>{q)}~G{p;q)dS
OUq

Js»-c-i'us(:

onq

f {-A<pw}^-G(p;q)dS

(10)

where G(p; q) is the Green's function, and p, q the
control and singularity points, respectively. SB,SC
and Sw represent the body, cavity and wake surfaces,
respectively.

3.3

Supercavitating flow

The perturbation velocity potential is expressed as
follows:

m

I ,^-^yg^G^^dS

u
B

Js

+
+

scu-

+

dn„

d
Onq

I {-<P(q)}-^-G(p;q)dS
scu

/

H

s'

dm--}G(p;a)dS

{■

dn„

dn

G{p;a)dS

(~^)wd-^dS
dn0

4.1

(11)

where SWET denotes the wetted surface, and SCB and
Scw denote the supercavitating portion projected
upon the blade surface and wake sheet, respectively.
The superscripts + and - denote both sides of the
cavity extending beyond the trailing edge with the
positive sign for the surface connecting the suction
side of the blade.
Due to the characteristics of singularities, the
governing equation (1) and the quiescence condition
(2) will automatically be satisfied.
We know the strength of the sources distributed on the wetted portion of blades from (3) and
that of normal dipoles on the cavity from (8) (as will
be described later), and hence (10) and (11) become
integral equations for the unknown strengths of the
sources on the cavity surface and the normal dipoles
on the wetted surface.

Numerical Implementation
Discretization of propeller blades
and wake

For numerical computation, the propeller and cavity
surfaces are replaced by a set of non-planar quadrilateral panels as shown in Figure 4. The flow near
the leading edge and tip of the blades varies more
rapidly than any other region around the blade, and
hence the surface panel size should be smaller in this
region. We adopted a so-called cosine spacing in the
chordwise direction and a half-cosine spacing in the
radial direction, as is evidenced in Figure 4.
Modeling of the shed vortex wake is very important in accurately predicting the performance. We
adopted the Greeley and Kerwin's nonlinear wake
model which is derived from the LDV measurement
at the cavitation tunnel. Figure 5 shows the wake
panels trailing a single blade. Details for discretization of the blade and shed wake may be found in
Kim [11].

4.2

am }G{p;q)dS

Jscu

4

Numerical procedure

After discretization, we assume the singularity
strength be constant on each panel, and then the integral equations (10) and (11) can be replaced into a set
of simultaneous equations with unknown strengths of
the potential or the normal derivative of the potential. With a proper use of the cavity KBC (7) and
the closure condition (9), we may also determine the
cavity shape and the cavity volume.
For the unsteady behavior, we solve the
boundary-value problem iteratively by advancing the
propeller by a discrete angular spacing in time domain as in Lee [2]. The cavity extent is a part of
the solution, which has to be known in advance to
distribute appropriate singularities on the panel surfaces. We therefore have to resort to another iterative
procedure for search of the cavity extent; that is, one
in the chordwise direction and the other in the spanwise direction. As is proved in Lee [2], this spacedomain iteration is found very efficient and shows
very fast convergence characteristics.
Besides the Green functions, the only significant difference between 2-dimensional and 3dimensional problems in the present numerical procedure is the interaction between the chordwise strips.
Once adopted the spanwise iterative procedure we
may confine the analysis onto the only one chordwise
strip with the influence of the other strips assumed
known or updated through iteration. In the subsequent sections, we will restrict the formulation along
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a particular chordwise strip without mentioning the
influence of the other strip and also that of the other
blades. The hub is present in all sample computations, but will not be included in the formulation for
brevity.

Keeping in mind the iteration scheme, (17)
may be rearranged as follows:
Vc = V^p
,Ycdv-Yc ,
{

+

-TJT

2TT

d^p - </>c)

W/T/»

T—de—V(v<*> + V<)

Unsteady DBC on cavity surface,
(18)
Sc
where the superscript * denotes that the correspond-

4.3

If we apply Bernoulli's equation to the cavity surface
Sc\ we have
!

r. ^
ot

PTTI

I

_L^_L ^T/2

, .„v

ing variable is assumed known from the previous time
step or updated through iteration.
Noticing that the perturbation tangential
speed vc on Sc is always larger than the tangential
speed of oncoming flow, we may express the perturbation speed on Sc as follows:

i-i^

z

where UT = \Ur\, V — \V\, and Ys denotes the vertical coordinate in ship-fixed coordinate system, g the
gravitational acceleration.
We define the cavitation numbers on and a
as follows:
Poo-Pv
~ l/2pn2D2

Un

a

_P00-Pv _<7n
- 1/2PV2
J]

V

°

ncn
{
j

)2 V/

2

{JJ-)
y

V.'

+ -TrT~B
+ TTo 2A- =
v2 R
V 8t

.-> -.
, Yaiv — Yc
~{Ur ' >c + <*+ { FnJj
27r d{i>cd — 4>c)
+j
QQ
-}/(^*cdP + V\)

=

-{Ur-fyc + Vcdp + tfc

(19)

where t denotes the unit tangential vector along the
chordwise direction.

where Js denotes the advance coefficient based on the
ship speed.
Since the DBC has to be satisfied along the
.,
,
,
cavity surface, we nave
'

_
~

. .

4.4

-r^.

,.

,.

i

.,

nTlr
Discretization ofv DBC
on cavity
r
surface, b

constant

Using (19) derived from the dynamic boundary condition on the cavity surface, we may express the ve(14)
locity potential on the cavity as follows:

where R denotes the propeller tip radius.
Let us define the Froude number as follows:
Fn

S

*°
9

<t>cdp + / vc d I
Jo

(15)

[hi
=

_,

[h

<Pcdp -

/ (Ur-^dl + V^ /
Jo
Jo

+ /

b\dl

Then (14) may be expressed as follows:

dl
(20)

Jo
a

[

[

FnJs2s

,
, ,
.
.,
.., ,
., ,
.,
where lg denotes the girth length along the cavity

If we apply (16) on an arbitrary point with index j
and the cavity detachment point(cdp) at the blade
leading edge, we obtain the following: (For convenience, all physical variables are to be nondimensionalized; that is, the speed by Vs, the length by R and
the velocity potential by RVS. We will use the same
symbols after nondimensionalization.)

y detachment point to the point
Potential is calculated,
The
Perturbation potential at the j-th contr
oint on the
°l P
chordwise strip may now be exPressed in discretized form as follows:
■
±
^ ±
,
V^ ,, ;

cdP^ F T2

VS>

J

30

c

R

JS

F T2

de

l

'

y

VS>

RVS

surface from the cavit

where the

T BO

v^U
—

where the subscript c denotes a point on the cavity
surface.

VNcj,, +

2^i

-

.

\~Ur ■tm+ VN,,i,, + 0

m\Lm

m=Ncdy+i
(21)
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where Ncdv denotes the panel index of the cavity de- 4.6 Numerical Kutta condition
tachment point. In (21), note that the dummy index m are defined around the blade section beginning Kutta condition (4) should be implemented approprifrom 1 at the lower surface of the trailing edge leading ately depending upon the formulation. In the present
study, we follow the form derived by Kimjll] as folto Np at the upper surface of the trailing edge.
The speed at the cavity detachment point lows:
Vfjtj is the only unknown quantity within the braces
(26)
4>NP
h+H
{A</>} T.E.
in (21), since all the other quantities are already
known or may be evaluated from the previous time where the function H is defined as a function of the
step. The perturbation potential on the cavity sur- geometrical quantities at the trailing edge and the
potential variation at the panel adjacent the trailing
face may now be recast as follows:
edge. We observe that the first two terms in (26)
(22)
are the terms found in the Morino's numerical Kutta
= 4>N,.,h + 9vVN,+gu
condition[7]. Kim[ll] showed that the last term H is
where
negligible near the mid-radius but becomes significant
in the blade tip region.

9u =

2J {-Ur • tm + b*m} I
m=N„i,,+l

4.7

j
9v

4.5

=

(23)

/ _,
'm
m=JV„,,, + l

Influence of dipoles and sources on
cavity surface, Sc

We assume that the strengths of potential and its normal derivative are constant on each panel, and thus
in all subsequent analysis, the induction integrals are
to be separated out and be evaluated analytically.
The potential induced by dipoles on Sc may
be expressed, using (22), as follows:

dn

/,
S

The strength and the position of the trailing dipoles
in wake should be determined in principle by satisfying the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
on the wake surface. In linear theory, the trailing
vortices shed downstream with the speed of the oncoming uniform flow, while keeping the strength obtained when leaving the trailing edge of the blade.
The strength of the dipole at time t, in 9W may be
expressed by the potential jump at the trailing edge
as follows:
A<f>(0w,t) = A<h>.E.(t -

dS

DN„ + 9v ■

c

Influence of shed dipoles on trailing wake, Sw

v

X>

OT.I

■-)

(27)

From (27) the potential induced by the shed
dipole is expressed as follows:

Na,„+9u)-Q^dS

dG
dS + VNa
Js dn
dS
+ Jf c u ^
dn

dG

9W -

dG
dS
dn

L^w-'^ds

i>^«-^>^s ™

(24)

s

Note that there are only two unknowns, Vjvd;,
and 4>Nr,,,,, m the above equation.
The potential induced by the sources, d<p/dn,
on the cavity surface, Sc, may also be discretized as:

Equation (28) may be discretized as follows:
Nw

dG
gw dn

dS

3

J,=l

Nw

7c

%>#?"Us>iS

c

where N denotes the number of cavity source panels in the chordwise strip in question and Sfc the
quadrilateral element where the integration will be
performed.

(29)

j=l

where r and j denote the present time step and the
dipole index located in shed wake, respectively.
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4.8

Discretization of integral equation
for partially cavitating flow
jc = l

Applying (10) to the i-th control point either on
Sß'ET or on Sc, we obtain the following equation,
that is,

jc = l

NWET

NW

;=i

j,„=2

Nc

4>i(p)
NWET

(3.2)

NC

ic=i

where
jV"'ET

Nc

sc.
f

BC

^(^)imJ -aS = 0

+

GdS

(30)

A*

=

atijJ

=

d_

Is

G(pi\ qj)dS

'SWBT,C,W

dn

/

G(pi\ qj)dS
J

J gWET.C.W

j,„ = l
,<?B
WET

w

where N
and N denote the number of cavity
panels on the wetted portion of the blade and that in
the wake, respectively.
The normal flux d<f>/dn is known on the wetted portion of the blade S^ET by the kinematic
boundary condition (3), while it remains to be unknown on the cavitating portion Sc, and hence (30)
may be rearranged as:

NWET

V- , f
3=1

9G _, a

{A4>W}T.E.

v- ,

Discretization of integral equation
for supercavitating flow

f dG , _

Applying (11) to the i-th control point on Sc, we
obtain the following equation for the supercavitating
flow, that is,

C

J

GdS

<f>i(p)

dG

dS
/
Jsl , dn

NWET

+

GdS

= E(f^7
Nw

MC

3c—l

J

- *SH
+

The influence functions above have to be evaluated
on the appropriate quadrilateral elemental areas as
indicated by the superscripts. Note that for the selfinduced potential of the dipole ßa = 0.5. We introduce a new symbol qCB to represent the cavity source
above the blade surface.

4.9

<Pi(p)

(33)

dn

j=\

Jb

i

Jb

ic=i

NWET

ic

dG
dn

NCB

fgWET

C

dC

3c=l

(31)

Ncw

r

GdS

j,„=2
c

As observed in (24), the potential on S or
the second term in (31) may be replaced by terms
containing 4>Nrji„, Vjv^ and other known quantities.
Applying at the same time the numerical Kutta
condition(26) and also rearranging all known terms
in the right hand side, we obtain for the i-th control
point the final form for the partially cavitating flow
as follows:
NWI1T

Nw
■

1

(34)

«/ O

where NCB and Ncw are the number of panels on
SCB and Scw, respectively, giving Nc = NCB +
Ncw, and the cavity sources in the wake is represented as:

NC

cw
<?,„, =

E Qjßii + ^N'-Jv E % + (^Np - 4>\)ßi(}w=\)
1=1

dG

+ E>tfwk / ^dS
=0
dn

j,=l
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jd(4>+-4>-)

V

dn

(35)

Rearranging (34) we obtain

NWET

r,„

r

WET

*-?

Js

obtain the following:

(Ai - ßi(jm=i))<Pi + E &&

N'

n

°

j=2

^

JSCB

NCB

dn

+ (1 + ßiNWET + Y^ ßijc + ßi(i„ = \))^N„,„

EC
fri
JS

CB

Jl:

GdS

NCB

I cCB

+VNcdf{9t + &'Ä(Ä.=D + E <W

N™

Y.,™
1
7, = 1

\jWET
WET
N
—-

GäS + (At)?E
JS

J

„-

d

/ fim \

ic=i

£«S

NCB+NCW

*>,<...-»

- E

i

y(A I

a

^€

Jc = l

GdS

NWET

VET

Nw

d,

J=l

J»=2
JVcfl

j,„=2

.1»

(36)
The equation (36) takes a different form depending upon the position of the control point as give
below. Again we apply the relation (22) to express
the potential on the cavity surface.
When the control point falls on SßET or
CB
S , (36) becomes as follows:
^p"1
(ßa - ßi(j,„=i))4>\ + E fcrfi
7=2

+(AJV„„,

ic=i
4 1Q

a

ijcQ?
C

Nw
V^ at •( —) • - Y^ ßiw(A<pw)jm
~{ y 9n ; £^2 y™
'"

NWET

=

iV'CB

o
„u
V^ a „u
-PiUw=i)9N>' ~ 2L/ Pv^jc
n=i

v

= -^Ll+V^U'Y,="

NCB+NCW

V"
jc=i

J

% = <S + {! v)(,-M»,«))

„.

tf«*fe,r|tE«I«i)
-

condition and repof cavity shape

The cavity closure condition (9) assumes that the
thickness of the cavity along its boundary surface outline should vanish. To derive a relation between the
cavity shape and the source strengths on the cavity,
we take time derivative to the cavity surface function
F = T)- h(s, t) = 0 along the surface and linearize on
the cavity surface to obtain (neglecting the spanwise
derivative)

+ E #* +%.»=i))^

'"

Cavity closure
reSentation

/o7\
\ '

, T,
,. ■
•
-j. ^
a
For the Kutta
condition in supercavitating now, we
use the relation (26) without H term. For the potential on the upper surface of the trailing edge, we used
from (22) the relation <j>Nr = (pNcdp + gvNPVNcdp+ guNP.
When the ic-th control point falls on Scw,
recalling that the potential at the control point on
the cavity is <p? = 4>Nal„ + 9icVNcip + gfc from (22), we

{39}

In the present linearized problem, the real
cavity surface is collapsed upon the upper surface
of the blade. We will satisfy the dynamic boundary
condition only on the cavitated portion of the blade
to determine the strength of the normal flux d<p/dn,
This term may be considered an error in kinematic
boundary condition on linearized cavity surface and
be related to cavity thickness as follows:
_
dd>
dh TT dh
[/r-n+/-Vj) = — + Ur—
on
'
at
as

,,.,
(40)

The cavity thickness, Tc(s, t) may be defined
as the difference of the upper and lower surfaces of
the cavity h+{s,t) and h~{s,t). In the present partially cavitating flow, the lower surface coincides with
the blade surface. Equation (40) is a one-dimensional
wave equation and has to be solved in time and space.
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Since we assume the unsteadiness is small in the
present study, we drop without proof the time derivative term to simplify our numerical procedure.
As in thin wing theory, the cavity thickness
function is then expressed as an integral of the normal
flux obtained in (40)

The cavity closure condition requires that
the thickness at the cavity trailing end(cie) be zero,
that is, Tc(scte,t) = 0, and hence we have
pete

0= lC\^
+ Ür-n)ds
K
Jcdp dn

(42)

We may discretize the above equation and
rearrange to obtain, recalling (33) and (35),
Nc

Nc

C

J2 {q )3Ash = - £(L?r • ft),- Asjc

5
5.1

2-D cavitating hydrofoil in gust

The present formulation was already applied successfully to the steady 2-dimensional cavity flow by Lee
et al[6]. As a next unsteady example, we select a foil
advancing in heave mode with the reduced frequency
k = uc/2U — 0.5, and the cavitation number based
on the oncoming mean free stream speed, U, a = 1.2.
The reduced frequency, k '= 0.5, is a representative
of a typical container ship propeller. The foil has a
symmetric NACA profile with 6% thickness, and is
positioned at an angle of attack a = 4 deg. The foil
surface is discretized with Np — 60, and the time
domain is discretized to have the number of steps per
wave length, N\ — 40. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the
lift coefficient, the cavity volume and the cavity pattern variation as a function of time. In Figure 8 the
vertical scale is exaggerated arbitrarily to facilitate
the observation. See Kim and Lee[12] for details.

(43)
5.2

4.11

Results and Discussions

Formation of simultaneous equations and solution procedure

For the partially cavitating flow, by applying (32) to
the control points on both S™ET and Sc, together
with the closure condition equation (43), we obtain
Np + 1 linear simultaneous equations for the total
of Np + 1 unknowns (which consists of NWET tpj's,
Nc §£'s and the speed at the leading edge Vjv^) and
hence we can uniquely determine the unknowns. The
same statement may be made for the supercavitating
case. The total number of unknowns, NWET+NC+1,
may be matched by the same number of equations
derived from KBC and DBC, along with a closure
conditon.
Since the cavity extent is not known a priori,
we assume the cavity extent at each time step and
compute the cavitation number, amm, corresponding
to V/v,,,,,- We then check whether the specified cavitation number, a in (13), falls between the two consecutive computed cavitation numbers. By observing
that the cavity length is inversely proportional to the
cavity number, we interpolate the cavity extent and
also all other physical quantities for the specified cavitation number.
Once the values of the flux d<f>/dn is known,
the cavity shape is computed using (41), and constructed on the upper surface of the blade.

3-D rectangular hydrofoil

3-D Convergence test: A systematic convergence
test is carried out with a rectangular hydrofoil of aspect ratio, A.R. = 5.0, located in a uniform stream
at a — 5.0 deg., with a = 1.2. The hydrofoil has an
NACA0006 section at the midspan, tapering elliptically to zero at the tip of hydrofoil. Figure 9 shows
the convergence of the cavity extent for the partially
cavitating case. We observe that, increasing the number of panels, the cavity extent converges to smaller
values. A similar behavior is observed for the supercavitating flow [9]. We observe that for both cases the
cavity shape at the midspan of the hydrofoil is similar to the solutions in the corresponding 2-D problem. For both cases the number of chordwise panel
Np = 40 and the number of spanwise panel Mp = 20
are recommended to assure the convergence. We may
conclude that the present numerical scheme produces
reasonable results for both the partially and supercavitating 3-D hydrofoils in steady motion. The cavity thickness distribution for the partially cavitating
case is shown in Figure 10. The lift and drag coefficients converges faster than the cavity shape. See
Kim et al[9] for details.
3-D hydrofoil in heave: For the same rectangular
hydrofoil in heave, the unsteady partially cavitating
behavior is predicted for the conditions of a = 1.2,
k = 0.5, a = 5 deg and the heaving amplitude Ahjc =
0.01. See Kim[ll] for details.
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5.3

Cavity prediction in steady pro- important information in judging the cavity influence
upon the fluctuating pressures on an adjacent hull
peller flow
surface.

To check the prediction of the steady cavity flow, we
selected DTRC Propeller 4381 for which cavity extent observations by Boswell[13] and Lee[2] are available. Figure 11 shows the cavity extent predicted by
the present method and that predicted by Lee[2] together with observations by Boswell[13] and Lee for
the propeller operating in uniform flow with the cavitation number an = 1.92 at JA = 0.7. We observe
that the correlation with Boswell's observation is reasonably good from the hub up to r/R = 0.8, while
the difference grows nearing the tip. We believe that
the solution at or near the tip strip is not reliable yet
and hence the solution inboard from the tip strip may
be deteriorated.

5.4

Unsteady cavitation on propeller
in ship wake

To investigate the validity of the present formulation
in unsteady ship wake flow, we selected a 6300 TEU
container ship propeller (HSVA Model 2395) whose
geometrical particulars may be found in Figure 12.
Figure 13 shows the nominal velocity contour measured at the towing tank of HSVA(Hamburg Ship
Model Basin). Unfortunately the wake pattern at the
HYKAT(HSVA large cavitation tunnel) is not measured. We use the model nominal wake for our computation.
The time history of the cavitating pattern,
computed with A9p — 6 deg. intervals, is shown
at selected angular positions in Figure 14 for the
container ship propeller with the cavitation number
an = 1.7144, the Froude number Fn = 2.4868 and the
advance coefficient JA = 0.7013. Experimental observations of the cavity extent at HYKAT are shown in
Figure 15.
We observe that the predicted cavity extent
is slightly larger than that observed. It should however be noted that the speed at the cavitation tunnel
is about three times faster than that at the towing
tank, and hence the boundary layer near the stern at
HYKAT is considered thinner than the corresponding
value at the towing tank. To find out the source of
discrepancy between the tunnel result and the present
prediction, further study is necessary with the wake
measured directly at the cavitation tunnel.
For the same case, Figure 16 shows the cavity
volume variation for the first five revolutions of the
propeller. We observe that the cavity volume variation in each cycle converges to an asymptote very
rapidly. This cavity volume variation will be the most

In Figure 17, the axial thrust variation under
the cavitating condition is compared with the corresponding variation under the noncavitating condition. We observe that the loading on a cavitating propeller slightly increases due to the additional camber
effect of the cavity.
To check the influence of the angular step, we
repeated the same computing but this time by doubling the angular step A0P = 12 deg, and compared
with that obtained with 6 deg spacing, as shown in
Figure 18. The two results are almost identical except the supercavity portion near the tip. This is
caused by the longer panel size(doubled in chordwise
direction). Although all the sample computations are
made with finer angular step, 6 degree spacing is a
good alternative in estimating the cavitation behavior at the initial design stage, since it reduces the
CPU time by a factor of two.

5.5

Unsteady cavitation on propeller
in screen-generated wake

Further computations are carried out with another
propeller for which the wire-mesh generated wake
data is available. The geometrical particulars of the
Propeller KP325 may be found in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the nominal velocity contour simulated
at the KRISO cavitation tunnel for a 4400TEU container carrier.
The time history of the cavitating pattern is
shown at selected angular positions in Figure 21 with
the cavitation number an = 2.04, the Froude number
Fn = 2.072 and the advance coefficient JA = 0.7642.
Experimental observations of the cavity extent at the
KRISO cavitation tunnel are shown in Figure 22.
We observe that the correlation is very good,
especially the close resemblance at the blade angle of
320 degrees when the cavity just starts. In general
the predicted cavity extent is slightly larger than that
observed. We expect that the correlation might be
improved further once the effective velocity distribution is taken into consideration in the propeller-cavity
analysis procedure.

6

Conclusions

A low order potential-based panel method is developed to treat the partial- or super-cavitating propellers operating in ship-generated wake.
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The method is systematically validated
through a series of tests varying the geometry from
the simple 2-D profile to 3-D rectangular foil and propeller and also covering the steady and unsteady cavitation phenomena. The numerical formulation and
procedure is evidenced robust and stable.
The cavity behavior predicted for the propeller operating behind a model ship and that operating in screen-generated wake shows good correlations
with experiments.
The CPU for a typical six-bladed propeller is
about 4 hours on the CRAY YMP2(16 GFLOPS) supercomputer for 5 rotations of propeller. This is the
only drawback of the current procedure, which may
still be considered to be a strong and reliable candidate to substitute the model experiments in saving
the cost and time.
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DISCUSSION
S.A. Kinnas
University of Texas at Austin, USA
The authors should be commended for their efforts
to implement a panel method for the prediction of
unsteady propeller cavitation. A very similar
method was presented at the 19th CNR
Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics (1992) by
Kinnas and Fine. It would be interesting to hear
the author's comments on the following issues:
(a) How do they determine the cavity detachment
point?
(b) How do they plan to improve the slow convergence of the predicted cavity platform (see Fig. 9)?
In the work mentioned above we found that we had
to develop a special treatment of the panel at which
the cavity ends (the so-called "split-panel") in
order to improve the convergence.
(c) From Figures 4 and 18 it appears that they have
only used 10 panels in the spanwise direction. Has
this been found to be sufficient for predicting the
cavity shapes on the propeller, especially since
they show that their predicted cavity shapes
converge slowly with number of panels?
It would be nice to include in their reply a convergence study with number of panels for one of the
propellers for which they compare their results
with measurements.
AUTHORS' REPLY
NONE RECEIVED
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A Comparative Study of
Conventional and Tip-Fin Propeller Performance
P. Anderson (Technical University of Denmark, Denmark)

ABSTRACT
During more than a decade several attempts have been
made to obtain higher propeller efficiencies by radically modifying the geometry in the tip region of the
blade. In the tip-fin propeller a tip fin or winglet is
attached to the blade tip and integrated into the blade
in such a way that the blade tip is softly curved
towards the suction side.
Whereas the developments previously have been
concentrated mainly on increasing the efficiency of the
propeller, the emphasis of current efforts has been on
both high efficiency as well as good cavitation properties. This has resulted in a design with a combination of skew and tip fin. To evaluate the design, openwater, self-propulsion and cavitation model tests have
been carried out. The tests are done for the conventional propeller originally designed for the ship and for
a tip-fin propeller designed for the same ship under the
same operating conditions.
The results of the model tests show higher openwater efficiency of the tip-fin propeller as well as
higher over-all propulsive efficiency. Depending on
the method used in the full-scale extrapolation this
corresponds to a reduction in propulsive power of 3.7
to 4.7 per cent. Both propellers suffer from slight
suction side sheet cavitation in the inhomogeneous
wake field behind the ship. The tip-fin propeller
suffered a little more from cavitation than the conventional propeller which gave rise to maximum,
measured, first-order pressure pulses of 1.3 to 1.4
times those of the conventional propeller.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of obtaining higher efficiencies of ship
propellers by modifying the tip of the blades, which
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lead to the present design, was originally initiated by
a paper by Prandtl and Betz [1]. In 1924 they conducted a series of wind tunnel tests with aircraft wings
fitted with elliptical end plates and found considerably
improved lift-drag ratios at higher loadings. About 50
years later, in the mid seventies, NASA took up the
idea of wing tip modifications and developed aerodynamically shaped fins called winglets that were
fitted to the wing tips [2]. Many modern airliners now
feature such winglets. During the adoption of the concept of winglets to propellers it soon became apparent
that a rational criterion would be necessary if a successful design should be achieved. The reason is that
adding blade area in the tip region gives larger
frictional drag, which must be more than annulled by
the otherwise beneficial effects of the tip modifications. A theoretical procedure was established by
which it was possible to carry out calculations for
optimum propellers with winglets or tip fins [3]. It
was found that the winglet should be integrated in the
blade by a curved transition area ending in the tip fin.
Moreover, the tip fin should point towards the suction
side of the blade. These basic guidelines characterize
the tip-fin propeller and have been retained in later
work.
Other concepts of blade-tip modification use
pressure-and-suction-side pointing bladelets [4], [5] or
end plates towards the suction side [6]. The latter is
based on a design using a "Cascades Theory" and several successful full-scale applications are claimed. Optimally designed propellers with two-sided shifted end
plates on the blades have been developed by highly
sophisticated lifting-surface theory [7] and increases in
efficiency are confirmed by model tests [8].

For tip-fin propellers designed according to the
guidelines outlined above, experimental verification of
predicted improvements in efficiency was reported in
[9]. Although the propellers of the small series tested
were designed for open water conditions, experiments
with a propeller in behind condition and cavitation experiments gave promising results in form of predicted
power savings of 5 to 6 per cent for a 225 m, 22 knot
container ship.
The examination reported in the present paper was
conducted to see, whether the promises would be fulfilled for a tip-fin propeller designed for a given ship.
The idea was to make a complete tip-fin propeller
design computation and model tests consisting of resistance, open-water, self-propulsion and cavitation tests
and compare and analyse those results with similar
results for the conventional propeller, designed for the
same ship. Although such model tests with the conventional propeller had been conducted earlier, all tests
were repeated to exclude as many errors and inaccuracies as possible. This comparative study with
analyses of results will be presented in the following
sections after an outline of the tip-fin propeller design
method which is given next.

Trailing vortices

Figure 1

strength T(s) the thrust and torque without friction
could be written as

DESIGN METHOD
In the first publications on tip-fin propellers in which
the present author was involved [3], [9], a simple criterion was used to find the optimum distribution of
loading over the span of the blade and tip fin. Since
then improvements have been implemented and now
a numerical method is used based on a variational
approach. It is essentially the same procedure as that
published by Kerwin and his colleagues [10] but modified to suit the special geometry. It will be outlined
below.
The mid-chord line is given and is described in a
cylindrical coordinate system by its coordinates (x(s),
r(s), 9(s)), all functions of the arc length s, cf. Figure
1. The velocity in a point on this line is

S
*
(
T =pZzJiTs)

(cor - a)
06 ,,,

r-(Vr

.

+

ur) ds
(2)

Q =pz

M*

(V +ua)

3s

(Vr + ur)j

ds

where Z is the number of blades. Note that if 9 = 0,
x = 0, then s = r, dtids = 1 and (2) would be the
force expressions used in normal lifting-line theory.
To proceed as in [10] the mid-chord line is
subdivided into segments as indicated in Figure 1. The
integrations in (2) then become sums and, moreover,
the induced velocities are given as

U a =V a +u a
U r =V r +u r

Geometry of propeller with lattice of
free, trailing vortices.

(1)

U, = cor - u,

u

a,r,,(i) =Eri \,ß>ft

where Va and Vr are the axial and radial components
of the circumferentially constant but radially varying
wake velocity, cor is the tangential component due to
rotation and ua, ur and u, are the velocity components
induced by the propeller.
If all bound circulation over the blade were
concentrated in the mid-chord line and had the

(3)

j -i

where ua(i) is the axial velocity induced in the midchord line segment no. i. This gives the following
expressions for the thrust and torque
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Table 1

Main particulars of ship and design data

Ship type: container, single screw

7-=pz£r-

dr

"97

^ - E W'^
i -i

98.

Ay.

r

' 97

Q =pz£l>,
dx

97

(4)

i -i

9rI

97

W+E w>;>

LpP

124.55 m

B

20.80 m

T

7.50 m

V

14255.7 m3

Speed

9.03 m/s
(17.55 knots)

Thrust deduction fraction

0.136

Mean wake fraction

0.267

Thrust

706.7 kN

Resistance allowance

9 per cent

j -1

Ay.

In addition to ship and propeller models being
available they were selected for the comparative study
out of consideration for the propeller loading, which
was moderate (C^ = 1.545), a wake field which was
typical for a ship of that size and displacement and a
combination of thrust loading coefficient and advance
ratio which was favourable for both the conventional
and tip-fin propeller.
Drawing and main particulars of the conventional
or reference propeller are shown in Figure 2. The
propeller was designed for the ship by the Danish
Maritime Institute, DMI. In the design the highest
possible efficiency was emphasized, but in the same
time a certain amount of tip unloading was applied to
limit the extent of possible noise and vibration. The
propeller was designed to absorb a given power at a
given rate of revolutions, producing as high a thrust as
possible. The expected corresponding ship speed was
found from the model test results. In this case it
corresponds to an allowance or increase in resistance
of 9 per cent.
The tip-fin propeller was designed to have the
same number of blades, the same diameter and the
same expanded-area ratio as the comparative propeller.
It was also designed to operate in the same wake field
and to produce the same thrust at minimum power.
This design for given thrust is in contrast to the reference propeller which was designed for given power
absorbtion. This means that the tip-fin propeller may
operate at a rate of revolutions different from that of
the conventional propeller for a given ship speed. The
reason for this selection of constant parameters is that
the diameter is considered as the more restrictive variable than the rate of revolutions, since the diameter
should generally be selected as large as is physically

As shown by Kerwin et al. [ibid.] a variational approach is then used to establish a system of linear
equations in T, (and the Lagrange multiplier) which
will lead to the optimum propeller with minimum
torque for required thrust. An iterative scheme is
adapted using values of previous loops in computing
the frictional components of thrust and torque and in
aligning the trailing vortices behind the propeller.
Because the velocities are computed on the curved
mid-chord line, the influence coefficients uar, (i,j) are
computed with free and bound vortices distributed
over the blade in a fashion similar to the one used in
the vortex-lattice method. The trailers are aligned on
helical lines. The integrations are carried out directly.
The optimization is carried out for a given geometry of the mid-chord line, and the general idea is to
do several calculations with systematically varied
geometries. The output of each optimization is a preliminary blade geometry which can be evaluated not
only with respect to efficiency, but also taking other
criteria, such as security against cavitation etc. into
account. Once the, in its total sense, optimum preliminary propeller has been found, the preliminary
blade geometry and the loading is given as input to a
lifting-surface computer program which upon the specified chordwise distribution of loading traces the blade
geometry of the final propeller.
COMPARATIVE PROPELLER DESIGN
To secure the most realistic comparison between a tipfin and a conventional propeller from a shipowner's or
a shipyard's point of view the design was carried out
for an actual ship. Results were available of openwater, self-propulsion and cavitation tests with the
model of the propeller originally designed for the ship.
Main particulars of the ship are given in Table 1.
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5.1 m
Diameter
U
Number of blades
. 0.580
A /A
: 1.032

P/D at 0.7R
Right handed

Figure 2

Conventional (reference) propeller.

P/D
r/R

Expanded

■ 2»

• 22

P/D at 0.7R
Right handed

Figure 3

Tip-fin propeller.
tion fraction and the relative rotative efficiency would
be slightly different due to the modified radial distribution of loading of the tip-fin propeller, the same
values as for the conventional design were used.

possible. But the rate of revolutions can always be
adjusted (within limits) when the optimum operation
point of the engine is selected. Although it was expected that the effective wake field, the thrust deduc933
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Figure 4

Tip-fin propeller model.
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Figure 5 Spanwise distribution of loading in form of chordwise integrated circulation for conventional propeller
and tip-fin propeller as function of radius, length of mid-chord-line arc-length s and s„. s0 is the arclength of the mid-chord line which would arise if skew was removed.
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This table also shows estimates of the contributions
due to friction in model and full scale and estimates of
thrust and torque coefficients and efficiency in full
scale. They are based on simple calculations using the
well-known drag coefficient

Distribution of thickness was also kept the same as
for the conventional propeller with adjustments to accommodate the modified tip. When comparing Figures
3, tip-fin propeller, and 2, conventional propeller it can
be seen that the distribution of skew in the inner part
of the blade as well as the total skew are approximately the same for the two models, while the distribution of rake is different. The tip geometry was
designed on the basis of earlier model experiments as
well as experience with a vast number of theoretical
design studies carried out using the procedure outlined
in the previous section. This gave information on the
shape of the tip, i.e. the rounding from blade to fin
and the length of the fin. It is the general experience
that the fin should be perpendicular to the helix
surface of the otherwise conventional part of the blade.
In the present case, this was adopted in the outermost
part of the blade, but the curved transition region as
well as the fin itself was given skew to minimize
pressure pulses on the ship hull. Once the geometry of
the mid-chord line, the area and the thickness
distribution have been established the optimum
distribution of spanwise load is obtained by the previously described procedure. Before transferring these
data to the vortex-lattice program that carries out the
final tracing of the blade surface a slight unloading of
the tip was made relative to the optimum load
distributions.
The spanwise distribution of blade loading is
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the tip-fin
propeller has a much higher loading in the tip, for
given position of r. Despite that, because of the skew
the tip loading goes gradually to zero as it must.

CD =

0.075
(log10 Rnc - If

(5)

for the propeller sections. The efficiency of the full
scale tip-fin propeller is 0.025 better than the conventional propeller (3.8 per cent relative). This
increase is due to the fact that the tip-fin propeller has
relatively more area at the outer sections of the blade
where the velocities are higher.

Table 2

*-Th

Open-water model test results and full
scale extrapolation.
Tip-fin

Conventional

1.545

1.545

Model, D = 237.5 mm

OPEN-WATER TESTS
Manufacturing of the tip-fin propeller model was
subcontracted to MARINTEK who laboriously made
a high-precision bronze model. A photograph of this
model is shown in Figure 4. The diameter of this
model was 237.5 mm, the same as for the conventional propeller model.
Results of open-water tests are shown in Figure 6.
The tests were carried out with a standard set-up. The
Reynolds numbers obtained were in the range 5.0-5.6
•105 based on chord length at 0.7 R and the figure
shows model test results with no scaling included.
Propeller efficiencies as function of thrust loading are
shown in Figure 7. Results at the design thrust loading
are summarized in Table 2.
From Figure 6 it can be seen that the tip-fin
propeller has higher efficiency over a practical range
of advance ratios around the design ratio 0.64. The
higher efficiency is maintained over a practical range
of propeller loadings. At design loading the increase in
efficiency is 0.020 (3.2 per cent relative), cf. Table 2.

J

0.641

0.634

iVj

0.249

0.244

KQ

0.0405

0.0403

■Ho

0.628

0.608

dK-T friction

- 0.00442

- 0.00436

1*^3 friction

0.00432

0.00361

Re

5.2105

5.2-105

Full scale, D = 5.100 m
J

0.643

0.636

K.-J-

0.250

0.245

Ko

0.0380

0.0383

1lo

0.673

0.648

""■T friction

-0.00199

- 0.00194

"J^Q friction

0.00197

0.00161

Re
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3.210

7

2.9107

SELF-PROPULSION TESTS
Results of the self-propulsion tests in form of a power
prognosis is shown in Figure 8. The prognosis
includes an extrapolation from model to full scale
according to the standard procedure adopted by DMI.
In this procedure the resistance of the model is
extrapolated to full scale using form factor, allowance
coefficient etc.. The rest of the extrapolation (uses
model test results throughout, except for the wake
coefficient which is reduced by 0.044. Results of this
prediction at design speed 9.03 m/s are shown in
Table 3. Note that this procedure does not allow for
differences in propeller characteristics due to friction.
The table also shows results extrapolated to ship scale
where the wake fraction was extrapolated by use of
the ITTC-78 procedure [11]. Instead of using the
frictional correction on the propeller as suggested by
ITTC-78, the computed correction outlined in the
previous paragraph, cf. Table 2, is used. Finally, a
combination of methods is used where the DMIscaling procedure is used for the wake fraction but the
frictional correction of the propeller characteristics is
as before.
From the table it can be seen that the total
efficiency with the tip-fin propeller is 0.026 (3.7 per
cent relative) higher than with the conventional
propeller, when the DMI extrapolation is used. With
the ITTC-method it is 0.029 (3.8 per cent relative)
higher and with the DMI-ITTC procedure 0.037 (4.7
per cent relative) higher. The predicted power savings
will equal the relative increases in efficiency.

Figure 6 Open-water characteristics for tip-fin and
conventional propeller models. Uncorrected model test results Re = 5.0 5.6-105.

2.5

Figure 7

Efficiency as function of thrust loading, based on uncorrected test result of open-water model tests.
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Table 3. Propulsion coefficients, power and rate of revolutions obtained by model experiments and three different
extrapolations and by theoretical predictions.

DMI exljapolation
V = 9.03 m/s
Tip-fin

Conv.

ITTC-78
extrapolation
Tip-fin
Conv.

DMI-ITTC
extrapolation
Tip-fin
Conv.

Design*
Conv.

Tip-fin

w

0.299

0.274

0.270

0.260

0.299

0.274

0.263

0.263

t

0.155

0.158

0.155

0.158

0.155

0.158

-

-

"T1R

1.000

1.018

1.000

1.018

1.000

1.018

1.000

1.000

%

1.205

1.160

1.158

1.137

1.205

1.160

-

-

Tlo

0.625

0.615

0.684

0.659

0.671

0.653

-

-

TID

0.753

0.727

0.792

0.763

0.809

0.772

-

-

1.037

1

1.038

1

1.047

1

-

-

PD [kW]

6724

6975

6405

6649

6270

6567

6845*

7256*

n

1.950

1.990

1.975

2.010

1.946

1.994

1.974

2.008

1.583

1.485

1.461

1.424

1.583

1.485

1.545*

1.545*

ID lip fin
»D conventional

*-Th

[1/s]

♦Design includes an increase in resistence (allowance) of 9 per cent.

It is interesting to note that with the tip-fin propeller the thrust deduction is only slightly reduced. This
is relative to that of the reference propeller. But the
inflow speed as integrated by the propeller is 1 - 3 per
cent higher, whereas the relative rotative efficiency is
lower. These changes must be due to the modified
radial distribution of blade loading for the tip-fin propeller, which is designed with higher loadings in the
tip region, cf. Figure 5. The differences in wake
fraction and thrust deduction coefficients result in hull
efficiencies that are higher for the tip-fin propeller.
But the product of hull efficiency and relative rotative
efficiency is almost the same for the two propellers
when using the ITTC-method. The other methods give
a 2 per cent higher value for this product for the tipfin propeller. One may therefore conclude that on the
basis of the DMI and DMI-ITTC extrapolations the
increase in overall efficiency with the tip-fin propeller
can be explained as due to both differences in T)H and
T|R in combination with a higher propeller efficiency
(open water) and that the two contributions to the
increase (r|H • r\R and r|(1) are of the same order of
magnitude. But by the ITTC extrapolation the
difference in overall efficiency is entirely due to the
increase in open water efficiency of the tip-fin
propeller.

Figure 8 Power and rate of revolutions as function
of ship speed. Prognosis on basis of
model-test results by DMI-procedure.
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and vanished at 60" (blade position 0" corresponding
to 12 o'clock). The largest extent was from slightly
less than 0.8R and outwards, leaving, however, the
outermost part of the blade, i.e. the tip fin itself free of
cavitation. It is interesting to note that a similar
behaviour, i.e. cavitation over the curved transition
area between blade and tip fin, was observed in the
earlier model tests with the tip-fin propeller designed
for open water [9]. Note that the tip-fin propeller
exhibited very little, if any, tip vortex cavitation. The
conventional propeller suffered from slightly less
suction side sheet cavitation (Condition 1), starting at
10° and vanishing at 60". At its maximum it extended
over the entire suction side of the tip region down to
appr. 0.85 R. It had a pronounced tip vortex.

According to all three procedures the tip-fin propeller operates at a slightly higher thrust loading (2 6 per cent) but in all cases with higher open water
efficiency.
When comparing the model test results with those
computed in the design process it should be noted that
the designs were made with an allowance and hence
an increase in resistence (and in thrust) of 9 per cent.
CAVITATION TESTS
The cavitation tests were carried out in a conventional
circulating-water cavitation test facility. The transverse
dimensions of the test section are 0.8 • 0.8 m and the
length 1.45 m. It accommodates a dummy afterbody
model which, together with suitably adjusted screens,
creates the assumed full scale wake field. The tunnel
can be evacuated to 95 per cent vacuum.
The wake field created for the cavitation tests was
based on a survey of the wake field made in the
towing tank. This wake was then transformed to
estimated full scale wake and established behind the
dummy model in the cavitation tunnel. The axial flow
field is shown in Figure 9. It corresponds to the
assumed full scale wake field for the ship in full load
service conditions.
Results of cavitation tests in form of cavitation
inception diagrams are shown in Figure 10. The tests
were conducted in the non-uniform wake behind the
dummy model. Because of the nature of the wake
field, sheet cavitation will inevitably exist in
conditions close to the two test conditions. The
cavitation inception diagrams show iso-lines of
different levels of extent of suction side cavitation,
rather than actual inception of the suction side
cavitation.
The propellers were tested at two conditions which
are outlined in Table 4. The conditions at 100 and 90
per cent engine power apply to the conventional
propeller and the parameters of the tests were so
adjusted that the tip-fin and conventional propellers
would give the same thrust. This means that the ship
would sail at the same velocity for a given condition.
If the power had applied to the tip-fin propeller it
would have given the ship a higher speed than the
conventional propeller.
Photographs of the cavitating propellers in
Conditions 1 are shown as Figure 11. The conditions
are also indicated in Figure 10. During the tests both
propellers suffered from sheet cavitation on the suction
side around the 12 o'clock positions of the blades. This
was expected from the nature of the wake field.
Neither pressure side nor bubble cavitation were
observed in any condition, nor did thrust breakdown
occur. For the tip-fin propeller in Condition 1
(service), the cavitation started at blade position -20"
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Figure 9 Iso-curves of axial wake behind dummy
model, full scale as modelled in cavitation
tunnel.
In Condition 2 (trial) a similar behaviour was
observed, but at a reduced level of cavitation extent.
The tip-fin propeller suffered from more cavitation
than the reference propeller but had no cavitating tip
vortex.
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Figure 10

Cavitation inception diagrams: (upper) tip-fin propeller, (lower) reference propeller

Table 4 Conditions for cavitation tests with 237.5 mm diameter propeller models at rate of revolution appr. 25 1/s.
Condition 1
Tip fin
V

[m/s]

PD

[kW]

n

[1/s]

Condition 2

Conventional

9.04

8.99

7818

8062

Tip fin
9.09
6987

Conventional
9.09
7256

2.03

2.07

1.97

2.01

JA

0.615

0.619

0.635

0.644

K-1-

0.264

0.255

0.252

0.243

Oo.8

0.368

0.354

0.386

0.371

<*0,8n

2.466

2.371

2.597

2.499

Condition 1:
Condition 2:

Service condition: Design draught 7.5 m, trial resistance + 15 per cent service allowance, 100
per cent engine power with conventional propeller. Wake distribution as in Figure 9.
Trial condition: Design draught 7.5 m, trial resistance, 90 per cent engine power with
conventional propeller. Wake distribution as in Figure 9.
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b. Tip-fin propeller
Blade position 20°

a. Tip-fin propeller
Blade position 0°
a()8n = 2.47

KT = 0.264

J = 0.615

Conventional propeller
Blade position 20°

e. Conventional propeller
Blade position 0°
a,,»„ = 2.37
Figure 11

KT = 0.255

J = 0.619

Cavitating tip-fin and reference propellers.
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d. Tip-fin propeller
Blade position 60"

c. Tip-fin propeller
Blade position 40"
a„.8n = 2.47

KT = 0.264

J = 0.615

h. Conventional propeller
Blade position 60"

g. Conventional propeller
Blade position 40"
<*<>.»» = 2-37

Figure 11

KT = 0.255

J = 0.619

Cavitating tip-fin and reference propellers.
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Table 5

Measured pressure levels i kPa for tip-fin and conventional propeller, scaled to ship scale. Maximum
values underlined.
Tip-fin

Order of
blade frequency

Condition 2

Condition 1
Port

Centre

Starboard

Port

Centre

Starboard

1

6.90

7.74

7.67

4.40

5,20

4.98

2

1.00

1.70

1.28

0.72

1.31

1.01

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.22

0.41

0.61

Conventional
Order of
blade frequency

Condition 1

Condition 2

Port

Centre

Starboard

Port

Centre

Starboard

1

4.90

4.74

193

2.37

2.95

3.68

2

1.00

1.46

1.06

0.87

1.29

1-03

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ratio: Tip-fin/Conventional
Order of
blade frequency

Condition 2

Condition 1
Port

Centre

Starboard

Port

Centre

Starboard

1

1.41

1.63

1.29

1.86

1.76

1.35

2

1.00

1.16

1.21

0.82

1.02

0.98

3
Ratio, maxima: Tip-fin/Conventional
Order of
blade frequency

Condition 2

Condition 1
Ratio,
maxima

Hydrophones

Ratio,
maxima

Hydrophones

1

1.31

centre/starboard

1.41

centre/starboard

2

1.16

centre/centre

1.02

centre/centre

the two propeller reference lines was chosen to obtain
the same axial position of the tip regions of the two
propellers. It was maintained through all the
experiments. Figure 12 shows the tip-fin propeller
behind the dummy model and the hydrophones.
Results of pressure level measurements are shown
in Table 5. As expected from the observations of cavitation extent the tip-fin propeller gives the largest
pressure levels for the same condition, and the service
condition has the largest pressure levels for both tipfin and reference propeller. This applies to the first-

During the cavitation tests measurements of
pressure pulses were made in three positions above the
propeller. The hydrophones were placed in the same
longitudinal position 0.43 m (full scale) forward of the
reference line of the conventional propeller which corresponds to a further 0.43 m forward of the reference
line of the tip-fin propeller. The hydrophones were
positioned symmetrically with the centre hydrophone
3.471 m above the propeller axis and the two others
0.814 m to port and starboard, 4.029 m above the
plane of propeller axis. The difference in positions of
942

in inflow. Furthermore, during the design process the
sectional loading over the tip fin was slightly reduced
relative to the optimum prediction. This reduction
might have increased the loading in the curved
transition region. It may be conjectured that a higher
tip loading may be possible without cavitation, thus
reducing the loading and cavitation in the transition
region. Finally, there may easily be interaction effects
between the curved blade sections which has not yet
been taken into account in the design procedure.

hfl-»

:*i

Figure 12

CONCLUSION
A tip-fin propeller was designed for the same 125 m,
17.5 knot, small container ship and the same condition
as the conventional propeller actually fitted to the ship.
The performances of both propellers were analysed by
open-water, self-propulsion and cavitation tests. From
these results it can be concluded that the method used
in designing the tip-fin propeller is able to provide a
design with satisfactory accuracy as far as thrust and
rate of revolutions are concerned. Furthermore, the
predicted increase in efficiency was confirmed by the
model tests. Depending on the method used in
extrapolation to full scale, a reduction in power of 3.7
to 4.7 per cent was found. The tip-fin propeller had
higher open-water efficiency than the conventional
propeller over a practical range of advance ratios and
thrust loading coefficients. In the self-propulsion tests
minor differences in thrust deduction and wake
fraction coefficients and in relative rotative efficiencies
were found for the two propellers.
In the inhomogeneous wake field both propellers
suffered from suction side cavitation around 12 o'clock
blade position. Slightly more cavitation was found for
the tip-fin propeller. This appeared over the curved
transition region from blade to tip fin, whereas the tip
fin itselt was free of cavitation. In contrast to the
conventional propeller no cavitating tip vortex was
observed for the tip-fin propeller. As a consequence of
the difference in cavitation performance higher
pressure pulses on the ship hull were found for the tipfin propeller. Maximum, measured, first-order pulses
were of the order of 1.3 to 1.4 times those of the
conventional propeller.

Tip-fin propeller behind dummy
model with hydrophones.

order pressure pulses which for given hydrophones for
the tip-fin propeller were in the order of magnitude of
1.3 to 1.9 times those of the reference propeller. The
second-order pressure pulses were of the same order
of magnitude for the two propellers, and no or only
vanishingly small third-order components were
measured. Higher-order components were not found.
This indicates that the cavitation formation is stable.
Although only three gauges can hardly be said to
be representative for the distribution of pressure over
the hull, it is interesting to note that for the first-order
pulses the maximum occurs at the center hydrophone
for the tip-fin propeller but for the starboard
hydrophone for the reference propeller. This is of
course in accordance with the history of the cavity
growth and collapse as can be seen in Figure 11. But
when comparing the maximum values the tip-fin
propeller gives pulses 1.31 (Condition 1) and 1.41
(Condition 2) times those of the reference propeller.
As a reason for the larger extent of cavitation and
greater pressure-pulse levels for the tip-fin propeller
one may offer the simple explanation that the propeller
has more load in the tip region, cf. Figure 5, and is
hence more susceptible to cavitation due to variation
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DISCUSSION
LJ. Doctors
University of New South Wales, Australia
Figure 7 is interesting in that neither the conventional nor the tip-fin propeller appears to be
operating at its optimum efficiency. In fact, the
plot shows a design efficiency of 61% or 63%
compared to an optimum value of 68% or 71%. Is
this simply a problem of there not being sufficient
space behind the vessel for a (larger) optimally
sized propeller?
AUTHORS' REPLY
The discussor correctly points out the remarkable
fact that despite optimization neither the tip-fin nor
the conventional propeller operate at their highest
efficiencies. They are obtained at thrust loading
coefficient CTh = 0.57 (Figure 7) and advance ratio
J = 0.83, appr. (Figure 6), whereas the propellers
were designed for CTh = 1.545 and J = 0.64 (appr.).
This is typical for propeller designs. The propeller
is optimized with a constraint, in this case on thrust
loading coefficient, resulting in an optimum
geometry and advance ratio. A decrease in thrust
loading coefficient relative to the design value for
the given propeller is obtained by increasing the
advance ratio.
The blade sections will then
experience less inflow angle and lift, and also less
induced drag. This will give higher efficiency of
the entire propeller. For a sufficiently highadvance ration, the thrust produced by the lift of
the blade sections will be annulled by the negative
thrust from the frictional drag of the sections. That
will also give zero efficiency. In between this and
the design advance ratio, the propeller will have a
maximum efficiency.
In the present case, the thrust loading coefficient
CTh = 0.57, where the maximum efficiencies are
obtained, would correspond to a propeller diameter
of 8.4 m which is not practicable. Even if it were,
these propellers would not be optimal since they
were designed for a different thrust loading, and an
optimization for that much lower thrust loading
would give propellers of even higher efficiencies.
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A New Way of Simulating Whale Tail Propulsion
J. van Manen (Whale Tail Development, The Netherlands),
T. van Terwisga (Maritime Research Institute, The Netherlands)

1.

area of ship propulsion. The test results showed
promising high efficiencies at high speeds and light
propeller loading.

INTRODUCTION

Up to the Seventies of the Twentieth Century, the conventional screw propeller has shown a
supremacy among the modes of ship propulsion.
During the last decades some hesitation has
appeared in the domination of this screw propeller
by the development of "special purpose" ship types.
Especially the development of wide, shallow-draft
ship types causes restrictions in the maintenance of
optimal efficiencies of the screw propeller.
Today, advanced ships demand a well-balanced compromise between the main requirements
for a ship propeller, such as: high efficiency, minimum danger of cavitation, noise and erosion, minimum propeller excited vibratory forces, good stopping abilities and manoeuvrability, minimum vulnerability and low initial and maintenance costs.
During the last decades the non-conventional propulsion devices have shown to be competitive to the screw propeller. Especially the ducted
propellers, the contra-rotating propellers and the
waterjet propulsors have shown remarkable positive
results. In the last years, the growing interest into
fish, whale and dolphin propulsion is remarkable.
In 1963 for the first time systematic tests
have been carried out with a group of vertical axis,
"cycloidal" propellers, having an eccentricity of "e"
>1, referred to as "trochoidal" propellers. The blade
motion of the "trochoidal" propeller is quite reminiscent of the movement of a fish (Fig. 1). These
vertical axis propellers belonged to an unknown

27t

X > l

Fig. 1

Trochoidal blade trajectory.

At that time there was not sufficient interest for this extremely high speed area for ships.
Nowadays the interest for ship propulsion for wide,
shallow draft ship types is growing. The efficiencies
of the screw propeller for these ship forms are by
far not optimal, caused by the restrictions of the
screw diameter and the propeller rotation rate. In
fact for these ships only a wide, shallow draft rectangle is available for ship propulsion.
The break-through idea, thirty years after
the first systematic tests with the vertical axis
"trochoidal" propellers is the development of these
propellers with a horizontal axis. The "trochoidal"
propeller with a horizontal axis is mounted in the
hull's afterbody over a large part of its width. The
propeller is further characterized by a relatively
large span of the blades, which are clenched on
both ends of the blades. These end connections
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Schneider has received considerable development.
There are two traditional regions of pitch
control. One for low-pitch propellers (associated
with orbit circumferential velocities coD/2 greater
than the advance speed V0), and one for high-pitch
propellers (associated with circumferential velocities
less than the advance speed). Low speed
manoeuvring requirements have led to extensive
development of the low pitch configuration
(Schneider (4)). Such propellers have top speeds
usually less than 20 knots. High pitch propellers
have hydrodynamic efficiency values greater than
for low pitch propellers and permit high speed
operation. These latter propellers have to date however, received most attention at only research level
(e.g. van Manen (5)).
A survey of cycloidal propulsion has been
given by Henry (6). He presents a history and a
description of some kinematics of the motion of a
cycloidal propeller, as well as a critical review of
early attempts to model the flow field. Some of his
suggestions for improved modelling have yet to be
implemented. Improvements in performance were
addressed by Sparenberg (7), (8) and James (9),
who attempt to define blade angle control specifications for improved efficiency based on two-dimensional flow models.
Systematic series data are presented by
Nakonechny (10), (11), Van Manen (5), Ficken (12)
(who includes Nakonechny's data in his faired
curves), Bjarne (13) (see also Kallstrom and Loid
(14)), and Bose and Lai (15). The most extensive of
these series are those of Van Manen and Ficken.
The main variable in these investigations is pitch
control, but several blade shapes are also evaluated.
Van Manen includes evaluation of the blade angle
motions derived by Sparenberg (7), which did produce improvements in efficiency over his conventional cycloidal blade angle variations.
Van Manen's experiments (with low pitch
propellers) produced generally lower efficiency
values than expected, which has been partially
explained by Ruys (16) as a viscous effect. Van
Manen's data for high-pitch propellers had quite
respectable efficiency values (n0-0.7).' (Brockett

enforce a specified blade angle as a function of
blade orbit position. Intermediate supports distributed over the span are applied where necessary to
ensure sufficient stiffness of the blades (see Fig. 2).

I

J
Fig. 2
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Stern view of an aftbody with Whale Tail
Wheel propulsion.

The allowable large area of the propeller
and the almost two-dimensional flow about the
blades give it an unequalled high performance
potential for the requirements of many ship types.
The large area of the propeller is expressed in a low
thrust loading per unit envelope area. This allows
the required change in momentum of the flow to be
obtained by a relatively small acceleration of fluid.
A corresponding high ideal efficiency is obtained.
The trochoidal propeller with a horizontal axis,
'Whale Tail Wheel' in the following, is a combination of the tail propulsion of a living creature and
the wheel, invented by mankind.
The choice of the dimensions of the Whale
Tail Wheel can lead to a minimum thrust loading
per unit envelope area and consequently to the optimum of the maximal efficiency curve of the
trochoidal propeller with a horizontal axis. A shape
of afterbody adapted to the two-dimensional character of the lightly loaded Whale Tail Wheel will
realise promising conditions for the control of
cavitation and vibration risks.

2.

HISTORY

A summary of the historic review by Brockett (1) is
presented here:
'Different configurations of the cycloidal
propulsor were independently developed by Kirsten
(2), (3) and Schneider (4) during or prior to the
1920's. The blade angle control of Kirsten is fixed
by gears and has experienced only limited development. The more complex but controllable blade
angle orientation using linkages proposed by

CD).
3.

WORKING PRINCIPLE

Propulsion fundamentals
The general principle underlying the thrust
production of any propeller is strongly summarized
in the conservation law of momentum. A conse-
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clearance to the hull is required, but also a sufficiently withdrawn hull form ahead of the propeller.
Sufficient space between aftbody and propeller is
required to decrease the drag increment due to the
propeller action, and to provide the propeller with
an acceptable inflow field.

quence of this physical law is, that an action force
is required to accelerate a certain amount of fluid.
This action force is exerted on the fluid by an
actuator. The actuator often consists of a conventional propeller. But it may also consist of a paddle
wheel or a cycloidal propeller with either a vertical
shaft (e.g. Voith Schneider propeller) or a horizontal shaft (Whale Tail Wheel).
In an ideal non-viscous flow, the acceleration of the flow through the actuator, not only creates a reaction force of the flow on the actuator
(thrust), but also causes an energy loss. This energy
loss is manifest through the kinetic energy in the
wake of the propulsor. The energy loss is the difference between the added kinetic energy to the wake,
and the work done by the propulsor. It is conveniently accounted for in the so-called ideal efficiency
Tlj, which is plotted as a function of the so-called
thrust loading coefficient CT in Fig. 3. This thrust
loading coefficient is a measure of the thrust production per unit propulsor area and is given by:

0.8

0.6
».._
0.4

"Hi

0.2

C7

propellei
propellei
propellei
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where

T
p
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=
=
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=
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delivered thrust
specific mass of fluid
speed of advance of propulsor
propulsor envelope area.

Fig. 3

Fig. 3 also shows the open water efficiencies of some actual Wageningen B-series propellers. From a comparison of the ideal efficiency
and the open water efficiencies of the propellers,
the importance of the ideal efficiency becomes evident. The maximum propeller open water efficiency
appears to be roughly some 70% of the ideal efficiency over the plotted range of thrust loading coefficients.
It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the
ideal efficiency decreases with increasing thrust
loading. So in order to attain the highest propulsive
efficiency, one would like to design at the lowest
possible thrust loading. When considering the
optimal propulsor for a given ship at given speed,
the thrust is a fixed requirement. The only way to
decrease the thrust loading then, is to increase the
propulsor area.
The propulsor area of a propeller is usually
dictated by the draft of the hull (a propeller protruding below the baseline is often not allowed), and
the allowable geometry of the local hull form. It is
noted here that not only a certain propeller tip

B4-100
B4-40
B3-80

1

4
CT[-]

6

8

Ideal efficiency and propeller open water
efficiencies as a function of thrust loading
coefficient Cj.

It is largely the above principle, expressed
in the T)j-CT relation, that holds promise for a non
precedented high efficiency of the Whale Tail
Wheel, at yet acceptable cavitation erosion and
vibration problems.
Working principle cycloidal propellers
'The cycloidal propulsor is a thrusting
device with an axis of rotation that is approximately
perpendicular to the direction of travel. A number
of lifting blades (typically 4 to 7) equally spaced at
a fixed orbit diameter D, rotate about this axis.
Each blade is further controlled in its orbit such that
a component of force in a desired direction is
obtained. It is thus a special case of a controllable
pitch propeller.' (Brockett (1)).
A sketch of the cross section of a cycloidal
propulsor, including reference frames and nomenclature for orientation of the blades along an orbit
path, is shown in Fig. 4.
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tage that lift is a more effective agency for force
production than drift, giving promise to higher
thrust production at lower rotation rates with
smaller propulsors.

4.

Important parameters that govern the efficiency of a conventional propeller are its diameter
D, its pitch-diameter ratio P/D and its blade-area
ratio AE/AQ. The effect of these three parameters
will be discussed in the order of diminishing
importance on efficiency.
The effect of the propeller diameter is
reflected in the thrust loading coefficient CT, which
effect is already discussed in the preceding section.
The pitch diameter ratio is an equivalent
for the average blade angle of attack with the incident flow. It determines the propeller rotation rate
for a given thrust requirement. For each thrust loading coefficient, a pitch-diameter ratio can be distinguished that provides an optimal efficiency. It can
be found from e.g. the Bp-5 diagram, that this
optimal pitch-diameter ratio increases with decreasing thrust loading. Or in other words, the optimal
non-dimensional propeller rotation rate (reciprocal
value of the propeller advance coefficient; 1/J)
decreases with decreasing thrust loading.
A certain minimal blade-area ratio is
required to give the required strength to the propeller blade for the lower thrust loadings, or to yield
acceptable cavitation characteristics for the higher
thrust loadings. Increasing the blade-area ratio
always has an adverse effect on propeller efficiency
(when compared on a base of equal thickness/chord
ratio of the blade profile).
In analogy with the above prime parameters governing the propeller performance, corresponding parameters can be defined for the Whale Tail
Wheel.

T = L sin Op - D cos cXp

Fig. 4

RELEVANT PARAMETERS

Sketch of a cross section of a cycloidal
propeller, including reference frames and
nomenclature.

Drift or drag forces occur whenever a body
is moving through a fluid and act by definition in
the direction of the inflow. Examples of its application are for example the paddle of a canoe or the
paddle wheel of the Mississippi Steamers.
The Whale Tail Wheel seeks to combine
the benefits of both the paddle wheel and the propeller. The paddle wheel often shows a favourable
efficiency because it allows for a large propulsor
area and therefore a low propulsor loading. A major
drawback of this propulsor is however that only a
small part of the blade orbit can be used for thrust
production, because of the force generation principle of drift.
This setback is avoided when thrust is generated through the principle of lift generation for
blades that can be optimally oriented along their
entire orbit of 360 deg. The principle of lift generation for thrust furthermore also keeps the advan-

Wheel dimensions
Equivalent to the propeller disk area or
propeller diameter is the Whale Tail Wheel envelope area A0, that is projected in the plane oriented
at right angles with the propulsor heading. Because
of the geometry of the cycloidal propeller, this area
is not only determined by the orbit diameter of the
blades, but also by the span of the blades. The
larger this projected area, the lower the thrust loading coefficient and consequently the higher the ideal
efficiency T|j.
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observe that the blade trajectory of a conventional
paddle wheel is necessarily of the epicycloidal type,
should a positive thrust be generated. A similar
restriction in blade trajectory type holds for the
cycloidal propeller with pitch ratios e<l. For pitch
ratios e>l, both types of blade trajectories can be
used for a positive thrust production.

Pitch or eccentricity
Equivalent to the propeller pitch-diameter
ratio is the blade angle of attack along its orbit.
This angle of attack is determined by the geometric
blade pitch angle ß and the hydrodynamic pitch
angle ß0, without effect of induced velocities (see
Fig. 4).
Perhaps the most common representation of
the blade angle ß(<)>), is that of pure cycloidal
motion. In such a motion, the normal to the blade
nose-tail at the pivot point passes through a fixed
point in space, called the pitch point. The distance
between this pitch point and the orbit centre is
called the eccentricity a (Fig. 4). The geometrical
blade angle for this motion is obtained from:
ß(<|>,e) = atari
where

esin<|>
1 +ecos<|>

(2)

e = eccentricity, expressed as a fraction
of the orbit radius; e = a/R.
90
180
270
Angle of Rotation (p - [deg]

Analogous to a conventional propeller, the
pitch can be introduced as the traversed path in the
translation direction for one complete revolution at
slip zero (ß-ß0 = 0). For a pure cycloidal motion,
the non-dimensional pitch is obtained from the following relation:

(1) Sinusoidal blade motion:
ß(4>) = 53.13°sin<!>
(2) Cycloidal blade motion:

%D

e = sinßr

(3)

ß(+)
= atan[ °*sin* )
V
^

Fig. 5 shows the blade angle ß for a number of blade motion distributions for the same maximum blade angle value. The alternative distributions
aim at either a higher propeller efficiency or at a
simplified mechanical construction.
The working point of the propeller is characterized by the velocity ratio X, which is defined
as:

X =
where

l+0.8cos())

(3) Amplified cycloidal blade motion
ß(+)
HVY

- \3%latan[ °-62si^ j
l+0.62cos<j>

(4) Compensated amplified cycloidal blade motion
13

13
+

ß(<t>) = ]C*„sinn«|> ao ]Ca/.cos"*
n-\

Fig. 5

(4)
nnD
V0 = propeller speed of advance
n = propeller rotation rate
D = propeller diameter.

+

n-1

Various blade angle distributions (from
Brockett (1)).

The most common pitch control for existing cycloidal propellers, is that with a pitch ratio
e<l, which will be referred to as low pitch. An
upper limit of these low pitch values occurs near
e = 0.8, to restrict the accelerations experienced by
the blade near <j>=7t (Mueller (17)). To obtain pitch
values greater than e=l, special mechanical constructions are needed.

Two distinct type of blade trajectories can
be distinguished, as depicted in Fig. 6. For values
of X<1, we speak of an epicycloidal blade path
trajectory. For values of X>1, we speak of a
trochoidal blade path trajectory. It is interesting to
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Blade area ratio
Equivalent to the propeller blade area ratio
AE/AQ is for example the ratio of total lateral blade
area AL to propeller envelope area AQ:

27t
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number of blades
length or span of blade
mean chord length of blade
propeller diameter.
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Similar to conventional propellers, this
blade area ratio is preferably kept as small as possible to minimize frictional losses. It is anticipated
that strength requirements govern this minimal
blade area ratio. Cavitation is expected to be a less
dominating factor for the Whale Tail Wheel than it
is for a conventional propeller. This expectation is
based on the lower thrust loading, causing lower
inflow velocities to the blades and the anticipated
smaller variations in blade angle of attack for the
Whale Tail Wheel. Only in the lower part of the
blade orbit, a high rate of change in angle of attack
is experienced.

bq
x > l
Trochoid

Fig. 6

Various types of trajectories described by
the blades of cycloidal propellers (Van
Manen (5)).

It is interesting to note at this point, that
for lightly loaded cycloidal propellers (low Cjvalue) with limited blade span, the optimum pitch
ratio values e appear to be in excess of 1 (Fig. 7,
Van Manen (5)).

Blade angle rate
An important parameter with respect to
cavitation is the blade angle velocity distribution
along the blade orbit. This parameter plays an
important role with respect to the distribution of the
free vortices, induced by the time derivative of the
bound vortex (circulation) of the rotating blades. It
is expected that the highest blade pitch rate (occurring in the lower part of the blade orbit) determines
the point of inception and the character of developed cavitation, induced by these free vortices.

1.2
Cycloidal p ropeller model
D = 200 ram, I/D = 0.6
c/I) = 0.18, z = 4
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Computational model CYCLOPS
Based on a computational model for performance analysis of cycloidal propellers by
Brockett (1), a simplified model was implemented
in the QUAESTOR knowledge base, designated
CYCLOPS. A description of the knowledge system
QUAESTOR is given by Van Hees (18).
As can be inferred from Fig. 4, the thrust
and torque are simply obtained from the profile lift
and drag. The profile's lift is computed from the

^0
eccentricity e

1

1

1
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Fig. 7

ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE
POTENTIAL

Optimum efficiency and eccentricity
obtained from experiments on a cycloidal
propeller (derived from Van Manen (5)).
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Another simplification is the addition of a
constant and uniform induced velocity in x-direction
over the total propulsor area, whereas Brockett uses
an axially induced velocity that varies over the
blade's orbit.
Throughout the computation, all time
derivatives have been neglected, as is the case in
the model of Brockett. It is to be noted however,
that especially near positions in the blade orbit,
where the blade angle of attack rapidly changes,
these time derivatives may have a non-negligible
effect on especially torque. This would decrease the
efficiency.
It is yet believed that this simple model
provides a realistic indication of the upper limit of
attainable efficiencies at the required thrust coefficient. Brockett concludes on his computational
model the following: 'The simple procedure for
flow modelling described herein has been able to
correctly predict the trends and levels of performance in powering and cavitation for cycloidal
propulsors. In general, there is greater accuracy in
the load predictions for high-pitch (eccentricity e>l)
than for low-pitch operation, since the interaction
between the blades is reduced at high-pitch operation (as it is for the conventional propeller) and the
predictions appear to be more accurate for symmetrical blade sections than for cambered profiles.'
(Brockett (1)).
The Whale Tail Wheel that has been evaluated for this study has blade profiles without camber (symmetrical profiles) and has the pivot point
located at half chord length. To provide sufficient
stiffness to the blades, a tentative number of 3 additional support disks were considered as part of the
propulsor. The additional torque for these support
disks has been included in the results.

following relation:
L - V2pV2RclCLakin

(6)

where
VR = (V0+AUa)T+(iR7e
and

(7)

inflow velocity in propeller
V,0
CO
= propeller rotation rate
R
= radius of blade orbit
AILa = local increase in axial velocity due
to thrust production.

The local increase in axial velocity is obtained from
momentum considerations on an actuator disk, and
reads:
AUa _ \/l+ACro-l

(8)

The lift coefficient is computed from:
C, = 2it(l-l)
c
where

(9)

t/c = blade thickness ratio.
The drag is computed from

D = Vipv\clCD

(10)

where
CD = 2CfO+i+100(i.)4)(l+q?)

(ID

Selected blade angle path
Two blade angle paths were considered
during this study. First a blade angle path was computed with Sparenberg's criterion for optimal efficiency. This criterion comes down to the constraint
for constant circulation about the blade section. If
this criterion is met, no free vortices are shed and
consequently no additional kinetic energy is lost.
This criterion cannot be used however in the top
and bottom position of the blade orbit (0=0 and n
respectively). This will be explained with the Figs.
8 and 9.
Fig. 8 shows the geometrical blade angle ß
over the blade orbit for three types of blade motion.
The path indicated 'Sparenberg* shows a non-zero
pitch angle at the top position (<j>=0), due to the

The simplifications relative to the computational model by Brockett comprise the neglect of
3D effects in the flow about a foil. The Aspect
Ratio of the foils of the Whale Tail Wheel are considered to have an infinitely large value. This simplification is justified by the fact that the Whale
Tail Wheel can be extended over a major part of
the width of the ship, allowing for large aspect
ratios of the blades. The propeller blades are furthermore clenched in between two end-plates, causing a theoretical increase in effective aspect ratio
towards infinity.
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Due to the large negative contribution to
thrust in the top of the blade orbit, it was argued
that the efficiency of this type of blade motion
could be improved. Subsequently, the blade angle
was optimized for each computed step of its orbit.

constant circulation constraint. This causes a significant negative thrust contribution around the top
position however, as is illustrated in Fig. 9. In this
figure, the instantaneous thrust and torque values
along the blade orbit are plotted for a Sparenberg
type blade motion.
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WTW characteristics
1/D = 0.5, c/D = 0.125
t/c = 0.2, CT1 = 0.428
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Fig. 10 Optimized blade angle path and angle of
attack for test case.

360

Fig. 9

Instantaneous thrust and torque for one
blade during a complete revolution at constant blade circulation.

Fig. 11 Instantaneous thrust and torque for one
blade during a complete revolution at
optimized blade angle path.

In the bottom position, the blade angle has
to quickly change sign, in order to allow the blade
to maintain a positive thrust contribution in the
upward part of its orbit. This implies a discontinuity
in the blade's circulation.

The resulting blade angle path and angle of
attack are plotted in Fig. 10. Also plotted in this
figure is the blade angle path of a pure cycloidal
blade motion of similar pitch value (e = 0.83). A
good correspondence occurs between these two
types of blade motion.
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It is to be noted that, due to the addition of 3-D
effects in the results of the latter figure, the trends
in thrust and torque are comparable, but not so their
absolute values however.

An almost constant optimum blade angle of
attack of approx. 2.4 deg resulted from the blade
angle optimization. This optimum angle will
increase however for increasing aspect ratio of the
blades. For the presented test case, an aspect ratio
of 4 was applied. It is expected however that the
trend in the angle of attack with blade position
remains unaltered, and therefore the blade angle of
attack was set at a constant 4 deg over the major
part of the blade orbit. Adaptations to this constant
angle of attack were only necessary in both the top
and bottom position of the orbit.
The effect of the optimized blade angle or
kinematic angle of attack (akin) on instantaneous
thrust and torque is plotted in Fig. 11. Comparison
of this figure with Fig. 9 shows a clear difference in
instantaneous efficiency (thrust/torque ratio) in the
upper part of the orbit.

Analysis of Whale Tail Wheel applications
To obtain a realistic indication of the performance of a Whale Tail Wheel behind a vessel, it
is not sufficient to only consider the maximum propeller efficiency attainable. One should also take the
thrust requirement and allowable size of the propeller into account.
To this end, four vessel types were
selected; a coaster, a short sea ferry, a high speed
catamaran and an inland waterway vessel. For each
vessel, the main dimensions of a representative
design for that type of vessel are listed in Table 1.
The total resistance for a representative design
speed was then computed.

Table 1
Characteristics of selected cases

Coaster

Designation

Short
Sea
Ferry

Catamaran

Inland
Waterway
Vessel

35.5
11.5
1.25
77.1
0.755

80.0
11.4
3.0
2470
0.90

Geometric characteristics
L
B
T
DISV
CB

-

length between perpendiculars
moulded breadth
design draft
displacement volume
block coefficient

[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[-]

85.3
13.5
5.15
4970
0.838

118.5
21
5.8
9000
0.624

[kn]
[kN]

12.0
175

20.0
635

30.0
129

8.1
100

Powering characteristics
Whale Tail Wheel
VD
- design speed
RT
- total resistance

[m]

2.0

2.0

0.8

1.5

[-3

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.8

-

propeller diameter
non-dimensional span of
propeller blades
non-dimensional chord length
of propeller blades
number of blades
propulsor loading coefficient

[-]
[-]
[-]

0.18
6
0.19

0.18
6
0.16

0.18
6
0.09

0.18
6
0.39

-

open water efficiency
delivered power
propeller rotation rate
propeller velocity ratio

[-]
[kW]
[RPM]
[-]

0.81
1476
46
1.14

0.83
8560
67
1.29

0.84
2467
161
2.01

0.74
681
63
0.74

1
2.60
0.51

2
4.00
0.63

2
0.90
0.68

1
2.25
0.47

D
1/B

-

c/D

-

z
Cj
r|g
PD
n
X

Conventional propeller
N
- number of propellers
D
- propeller diameter
r|0
- open water efficiency

[m]
[-]
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The open water efficiency is roughly some 10%
points higher than for the propeller at the same
loading coefficient.This advantage should at least
partly be attributed to the lack of 3D flow effects
on the foils of the Whale Tail Wheel.
It should however be noted that a comparison at equal thrust loading coefficient is interesting
from the point of view of hydrodynamics, but that it
is not a relevant comparison for realistic designs.
This is caused by the difference in allowable
propulsor dimensions. . The Whale Tail Wheel
allows for a much bigger envelope area AQ than the
conventional propeller. And thus, the thrust coefficient of a Whale Tail Wheel is relatively lower,
leading to a more favourable efficiency.
To obtain an indication of the validity of the
simplified computational model, computed open
water efficiencies are compared with ideal efficiencies and measured efficiencies on a low aspect
ratio cycloidal propeller (blade aspect ratios of 3.3
and 5.0). These efficiencies are plotted as a function
of thrust loading coefficient in Fig. 13. After incorporation of the physical mechanisms that have been
neglected in the present study, the Whale Tail
Wheel open water efficiencies are expected to come
out in between the plotted Whale Tail Wheel values
and the experimental cycloidal propeller values.

The dimensions of the Whale Tail Wheel
were roughly selected as to house a large but yet
feasible propeller. To this end, the width of the
Wheel was set at 80% for the monohulls and 60%
for the catamaran. The wheel diameter was then
selected so as to not exceed either 65% of the hull's
draft or an absolute value of 2.0 m.
Whale Tail Wheel dimensions and computed performance results are listed in Table 1. The
results have been computed on the assumption of a
10% increase in thrust due to the propulsor action
and a 12% wake fraction.
Representative open water efficiencies for
conventional propeller propulsion are listed for reference purposes. These efficiencies lie in the range
from 0.45 to 0.70, the higher values for the lighter
propeller loading coefficients.
Fig. 12 shows the open water efficiency of
the Whale Tail Wheel in relation to the open water
efficiencies of a number of B-series propellers and
the waterjet system, as a function of thrust loading
coefficient CT. It is clearly seen that the Whale Tail
Wheel is a lightly loaded propeller in the selected
applications, allowing for a high propulsive efficiency.

■ high speed catamaran
. short sea ferry
coaster
' inland waterway vessel

0.8 practical waterjet loadings

0.6

0.4
single screw
cargo ships
tugs, pushboats

0.2

*
-0.2

propeller B4 -100
ideal efficiency
propeller B4 - 40
propeller B3 - 80
waterjet
Whale Tail Wheel

_i

i

2
CT0 [-]

Fig. 12

1—

4

6

CT0 H

CTn [-]

Fig. 13

Comparison of open water efficiencies
of the Whale Tail Wheel, propeller and
waterjet.
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Comparison of computed Whale Tail
Wheel efficiencies with ideal and
measured (5) open water efficiencies.

remain cavitation free for the greater part of their
orbit. Cavitation may occur in the lower part of the
blade orbit, where a high blade pitch rate occurs.
The very low thrust coefficient of the Whale Tail
Wheel, combined with the control of blade angle
rate by an adjustable eccentricity of the blades
along their orbit allow for a control of cavitation
inception and developed cavitation phenomena at
the cost of only small efficiency reductions.

Recent data by Van Walree (19), obtained from
an improved prediction model are also added. These
computations were made for a cycloidal propeller
with blades showing.an aspect ratio of approximately 6.
6.

FINAL REMARKS

Conclusions
The present pilot study was partly based on
the computer program CYCLOPS, which aims at
predicting the powering characteristics of a Whale
Tail Wheel. The program is based on 2D flow considerations, incorporating a rough induced flow correction based on actuator disk considerations. A few
physical mechanisms have not been included yet,
such as the effect of the shedding of free vortices,
which is likely to occur at particularly the lower
part of the blade orbit.
The present study shows that the Whale
Tail Wheel has a great potential for high propulsive
efficiencies for a wide variety of vessels. Preliminary estimates of the open water efficiency of the
propulsor when applied to four selected vessel types
show values around 80%. It is anticipated that in
the computation of these efficiencies and appropriate thrust and torque values, the most important
physical mechanisms are included. A number of
mechanisms has deliberately not been included in
this pilot study however, which are likely to cause a
slightly lower efficiency in reality. The predicted
values here can therefore be regarded as an upper
limit of the attainable efficiency. It should be noted
that transmission losses are not included in the
given efficiency figures.
The relatively high efficiency is obtained
for mainly two reasons:
1.

2.

Prospects
Improvement of performance prediction
A first improvement that is readily implemented is an improved model for the induced velocities. This model should correctly account for the
induced velocities of the upstream blades on the
downstream blades. This is done by implementing
the Vortex Latice Method (VLM). This method also
allows for 3D effects about free tips of the blades
(19) and can consequently be used for any cycloidal
propulsor.
Another improvement is the incorporation
of the effect of time derivatives in the hydrodynamic blade loading. This effect is incorporated
through the so-called Theodorsen function, including effects of periodically shed vortices for pitch
and heave motions.
As a third improvement, an empirical
model for the steady lift-drag characteristics of a
2D profile for the complete range of possible angles
of attack (0 to JI) is implemented.
Despite the incorporation of the VLM,
allowing for 3D induced velocities, the modelling of
the effect of the endplates on the circulation distribution over the blades remains uncertain. As long
as no reliable information for this model is available, the geometry of the blades is treated as 2Dimensional. More certainty on the effect of the
endplates will be obtained from model experiments.

The propulsor is extremely lightly loaded due
to the fact that it can be extended over a major
part of the width of the vessel. This increases
the ideal efficiency of the propulsor and
consequently the actual open water efficiency.
The aspect ratio of each blade approaches
infinity, causing the lift/drag ratio of each blade
to be much higher than in the finite lift/drag
ratio propulsors such as the conventional
cycloidal propeller (e.g. Voith Schneider) and
the conventional screw propeller.

Application in ship designs
The surprising aspects of the Whale Tail Wheel
with the "wide and restricted draft" propulsion area
are:
The extremely high hydrodynamic efficiency as
a consequence of the realized light thrust loading.
The dependence of the hydrodynamic efficiency of the propeller span and as such its
important effect on the choice of the ships
beam, draft and length.
The possibility to optimize this dependence of
the ship dimensions and the Whale Tail Wheel

Due to the lightly loaded propulsor, relatively low rotation rates occur (around 60 RPM for
the selected cases).
Furthermore, the blades are expected to
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for both deep and shallow water.
The possibility to optimize short sea vessels by
integration of sea- and inland waterway transport and the elimination of cargo handling in
the mainport on their way to subterminals. This
elimination may lead to a substantial operational reduction of the cargo-handling costs.
The extremely light propeller loading of the
Whale Tail Wheel (eccentricity;» 1) leads to a
simplification of the ship's afterbody (largely
2-dimensional), to a more homogeneous wake
field and consequently to favourable circumstances to avoid the risk of cavitation related
phenomena like noise and vibrations.
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NOMENCLATURE
a

- eccentricity; distance from pitch point to
orbit centre (Fig. 4)
A0
- propulsor envelope area; A0 = VircD2 for
propellers, A0 = Dl for the Whale Tail
Wheel
AE
- expanded blade area of propellers
AL
- total lateral blade area; AL = zlc
c
- chord length of blade
CD
- drag coefficient
CF
- frictional drag coefficient of flat plate
C,
- lift coefficient
CT,Cj0 - thrust loading coefficient;
CT = T/(y2PV02Ao)
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-TI
-Tn

D
D
e

KFy

- thrust loading coefficient;
CT1 = T/(V4pV02zcl)
- thrust loading coefficient based on
waterjet nozzle area An
- diameter of blade circle
- hydrodynamic drag
- non-dimensional eccentricity; e = a/R
- unit normal vector along blade orbit
- unit normal vector in direction of heading
- transverse force coefficient;

T
t
Va
VR
V0
z

-

0Cp

- kinematic angle of inflow relative to
(horizontal) x-axis
- geometric pitch angle
- hydrodynamic pitch angle without effect
of induced velocities
- local increase in axial velocity due to
thrust production
- open water efficiency
- velocity ratio; X = VQ/(COR)
- mass density of water
- blade orbit angular position
- angular rotation rate [rad/s]

ß
ß0

KFy = FyApDV)
KQ

J
L
1
n
R

-

torque coefficient; KQ = Q/(pD3nz)
thrust coefficient; KT = T/(pD4n2)
advance ratio; J (or A) = V^nD)
hydrodynamic lift
span of blade
propulsor rotation rate
radius of blade circle

AUa
T|0
X
p
(p
CO

total thrust by propulsor
maximum thickness of profile
speed of advance
resultant velocity kinematic
free stream velocity
number of blades

All quantities in Si-units
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Effects of Tip-Clearance Flows
Y.-T. Lee,1 J. Feng,2 C. Merkle,2 M. Tse1
(^David Taylor Model Basin, Pennsylvania State University, USA)

t
T.E.
TLF
TLV
u

ABSTRACT
Tip-leakage flows for a linear compressor
cascade and a one-stage shrouded pump rotor are
discussed in this paper. A numerical method solving
the Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations is
used to explore various detail features of the tipleakage flows. Calculation results for the cascade
provide an assessment for predicting flow past a
non-rotating blade passage with zero and 2% chord
clearances. On the other hand, the pump rotor
configuration provides a swirling passage flow with
the complication of a trailing-edge separation vortex
mixed with the tip-clearance and passage vortices
and produces a very complex three-dimensional flow
in the rotor wake. The physical aspects of the tipclearance flows are discussed including suction-side
reloading and pressure-side unloading due to a tip
clearance and formation and transportation of the
tip-leakage vortex. Detailed velocity comparisons in
the blade passage and the tip gap region are shown
to indicate the difficulty of predicting tip-leakage
flow. The pressure at the core of the tip vortex is
also examined to evaluate the strength of the tipleakage vortex.

V

w
U
UREF
V

vx
V,

w
x,y,z

ß

r
v,
X
03b

uc

INTRODUCTION
Tip-leakage flow (TLF) past ducted or
shrouded blade tips occurs in many turbomachinery
applications
including
axial-flow
machines,
centrifugal impellers and ducted propulsors.
Similarly, tip leakage occurs in the gap between
stators and a rotating hub. Because of the relative
movement between the blade tip and the adjacent
wall, the gap flows in rotating machinery
applications are typically driven by a combination of
the pressure difference between the pressure and
suction sides of the blade and the viscous forces
arising from the relative motion between the
adjacent surfaces. Depending on the parameters and

NOMENCLATURE
c
Cp
L.E.
E,F,G
F F G
H
p
Q
s

s

pseudo-time
trailing edge
tip-leakage flow
tip-leakage vortex
velocity in x-direction
velocity in y-direction
velocity in z-direction
contravarient velocity in Eq. (3)
reference velocity
contravarient velocity in Eq. (3)
axial velocity
tangential velocity
contravarient velocity in Eq. (3)
physical coordinates
cascade inflow or outflow angle; artificial
compressibility coefficient
defined in Eq. (2)
viscosity
shear stress or tip gap size
blade rotational speed
transformed coordinates

chord
pressure coefficient
leading edge
defined in Eq. (2)
viscous terms
source term
static pressure
defined in Eq. (2)
pitch
shear stress tensor
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include: (i) the formation, transport and trajectory of
the tip-leakage vortex; (ii) the interaction of the tipleakage flow with vortices generated by other
mechanisms; and (iii) the size of the tip clearance
and the blade loading. Despite these similarities, the
detailed characteristics of the tip-leakage flow vary
from one type of machine to another. For example,
the relative motion between the blade tip and the
shroud acts in an opposite direction in compressors
and turbines. In compressor rotors, the relative
movement between the blade tip and the casing or
shroud tends to enhance tip leakage by dragging
fluid through the gap region in the same direction as
the pressure drop. By contrast, the relative motion
in turbine rotors is in the opposite direction and
tends to negate the effects of pressure drop. In fact,
observations in turbines have been reported in which
the tip gaps were so small that the leakage flow was
reduced to zero by the relative movement [9].
The present study investigates the physical
processes involved in the generation and transport of
the tip-leakage vortex by means of numerical
solutions of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations.
Results are presented for both a
stationary cascade and a high Reynolds number axial
rotor.
The cascade geometry and operating
conditions are chosen to match the low-speed
compressor cascade experiments of Kang and Hirsch
[2,3] who have provided a detailed map of the
passage and tip-leakage flow at three different tip
clearance conditions.
The axial-flow rotor
computations are chosen to match the conditions
tested by Zierke et al. [13,14] who have furnished a
reasonably complete outline of the wake of a pump
rotor in the rotating frame including information on
the transport of the tip-leakage vortex. The passage
flow for this rotor has been investigated numerically
by [22, 23, 24].
Dreyer and Zierke [23]
quantitatively compared their predicted tip flow with
the measured data at the design tip gap size. The
cascade experiments were obtained with a stationary
wall so that the gap flows are driven by pressure
drop alone, while the pump rotor experiment
involves the effects (in the relative frame) of a
moving shroud. Thus, these two cases not only
provide us with detailed experimental data against
which we can check our computations, but they also
represent an interesting comparison of the effects of
the moving wall. Our emphasis therefore is on
comparing the details of the tip gap flow in a cascade
with a stationary wall with those in a rotating pump
stage where there is relative motion between the
blade and the casing.

the geometries involved, either of these may be the
primary driver in a given application. When the gap
is large and the blade loading is high, the tip-gap
flows are generally dominated by pressure effects,
while very narrow gaps or low blade loading lead to
gap flows that are more dependent on the relative
movement between the blade tip and the casing. In
general, however, inertial forces in this narrow gap
region are sufficient to generate a tip-leakage vortex
(TLV) on the suction side of the blade that not only
produces substantial losses, but may also initiate
blade surface cavitation [1]. Over the life span of a
turbomachine, the machine efficiency and operating
margin deteriorate due to the increase in tip gap
spacing.
The engineering importance of tip gap
flows, and the complexity of the physics they
contain, has stimulated numerous previous studies of
these phenomena. Recent studies of tip-leakage flow
have
involved
various
turbomachineiy
configurations,
including
linear
cascades,
compressors, turbines and pumps. Experimental
studies of tip-gap flows in cascades have been
reported by Kang and Hirsch [2,3], while
Lakshminarayana et al. [4], Inoue et al. [5,6], Suder
and Celestina [7], and Foley and Ivey [8], have
conducted measurements in compressors. Tip-gap
flows in turbines have been studied experimentally
by Chan et al. [9], Yamamoto et al. [10], and
DeCecco et al. [11] while pump flow experiments
have been reported by Graham [12] and Zierke et al.
[13, 14].
In addition to these experimental
investigations, many analytical studies and
numerical simulations of tip-gap flows have also
been reported. Because our emphasis in the present
paper is computational in nature we emphasize the
latter here. Previous computational studies have
included the simulations reported by Hah [15],
Dawes [16], Crook [17], Adamczyk et al. [18],
Copenhaver et al. [19], and Kang and Hirsch [20].
Of the numerous analytical studies, we here cite only
the work of Chen et al. [21] who have developed a
similarity scaling for the crossflow in the clearance
region and a generalized description of the tipleakage vortex based on inviscid-flow modeling. A
comparison of our tip-leakage vortex trajectories
with the model of Chen et al. [21] is presented later.
Although the experimental investigations
and numerical simulations cited above have revealed
many features of tip-leakage flows, many unsettled
issues still remain. In general, the results to date
have shown that several characteristic features tend
to dominate the tip gap region in most cases. These
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Computational solutions of the Reynoldsaveraged Navier Stokes equations were performed to
explore the features of tip-leakage flow.
The
numerical flow solver used is designed to solve
either compressible or incompressible flows. For the
present incompressible applications, an artificial
compressibility term is added to the continuity
equation to facilitate convergence.
A brief
discussion of this numerical approach is given next.

partially elliptical system in time to a hyperbolical
system. Thus a time marching scheme to update the
primitive variables (p,u,v,w) is feasible. For steady
state flows, the time derivative terms in the
equations approach zero as the solution converges so
that the converged solution satisfies the steady-state
incompressible Navier Stokes equations.
The coefficient v, in Eq. (3) represents the
effective viscosity which includes contributions from
both the molecular viscosity and the turbulent
viscosity. A standard two-equation k-e turbulence
model [25] was used to provide the turbulent
viscosity closure in Eq. (3) for the computations
presented in this paper. To facilitate resolution near
the walls, a wall-function approach was used to
enforce wall boundary conditions. In this wallfunction procedure, the tangential velocity on the
wall is determined by applying its normal derivative
at the half grid point from the wall to satisfy the law
of the wall. This finite wall velocity scheme was
validated over a range of grid resolutions near the
wall prior to conducting the present computations to
verify its appropriateness.

Governing Equations and Turbulence Closure

Numerical Procedure

The incompressible Reynolds-averaged
Navier Stokes equations are formulated as

The combined Reynolds-averaged Navier
Stokes equation and the two equation turbulence
model in Eq. (1) were jointly solved by means of a
four-stage Runge-Kutta time marching approach
[26]. In the formulation, both viscous and inviscid
spatial derivatives are computed by means of secondorder central difference representations. Fourthorder artificial dissipation is applied to prevent oddeven splitting in the numerical solution. A local
time step size is defined in conjunction with the
artificial compressibility coefficient to obtain an
optimal convergence rate. In regions of primarily
inviscid flow, the convergence rate is controlled by
the convective terms, and ß in Eq. (2) is chosen to
minimize the disparity among the system
eigenvalues. In viscous-dominated regions where
the convergence is mostly subject to the rate of
viscous diffusion, the time step size is determined by
viscous terms, ß is then chosen such that an optimal
time step size is still achievable for that part of the
convective terms whose eigenvalue corresponds to
the downstream-running acoustic characteristic.
A multi-block structure is employed to
model blade passages with tip clearance. As shown
in Fig. 1, the layout of the grid for both the cascade
and the pump rotor consists of five H-type blocks.
They include the inlet block (from the inlet to the

In the following sections, we first present
the numerical method along with the numerical
gridding techniques with particular emphasis on the
tip-clearance region. Then a brief summary of the
experimental data used for comparison is given. The
formation and the transport of the tip-leakage vortex
for both cases are then examined in detail in the
results section. In particular, we present numerical
solutions for two tip gap clearances for both the
cascade and the pump rotor.

NUMERICAL METHOD
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The inclusion of the time-derivative in the continuity
equation changes the Navier Stokes equations from a
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The blades used in the linear cascade tests
of Kang and Hirsh [2,3] have a modified NACA 651810 cross section with a rounded trailing edge. As
shown in Fig 2, the blade has a chord of 200 mm
and a solidity of 1.1. The stagger angle is 10 degrees
and the blade aspect ratio is unity. At the design
condition, the inflow angle is 29.3 degrees and tHe
flow deflection angle is about 40 degrees. The
inflow is turbulent and has a Reynolds number of
3xl05 based on the average inlet velocity and the
blade chord length. The cascade flow was measured
at tip-gap clearances of 0%, 1% and 2% of the
chord. Predictions of both the 0% and 2% cases are
presented in this paper.
The axial-flow pump consists of a 13-blade
inlet guide vane (IGV) followed by a 7-blade
backward swept rotor.
This stator-rotor
configuration is referred to as the HIREP rotor
[13,14]. The separation between the IGV blade row
and the rotor blade row at the outer casing is
approximately 1.3 IGV chord lengths. The pump
has a constant hub diameter of 0.533 m and a
constant casing diameter of 1.067 m. The IGV
blades have a constant spanwise chord of 0.175 m.
The chord length of the rotor blades decreases from
0.285 m at the hub to 0.266 m at the tip. The
corresponding solidity values are 1.19 at the hub and
0.56 at the tip. The tip section of the rotor blade has
a thickness-to-chord ratio of 10.1%. The nominal
rotor tip clearance is 0.330 mm, which corresponds
to 0.64 % of the pump casing radius. The pump
operates at an inlet velocity of 10.7 m/s and an inlet
pressure of 3.04 kg/cm2. The rotational speed and
tip speed are 260 RPM and 14.5 m/s, respectively,
while the flow coefficient 1.36. The tested Reynolds
number based on the chord of the IGV blade is 2.3 x
106. The details of the measurement hardware and
results are given in Zierke et al. [13, 14].

blade leading edge), the blade passage block (from
the blade leading edge to the blade trailing edge and
from the hub to the blade tip), two blade tip blocks
between the blade tip and the casing, and the exit
block from the blade trailing edge to the exit. Grid
lines are continuous across block interfaces.
There are three types of boundary
conditions associated with these grid structures:
inlet and exit boundaries, periodic boundaries
between adjacent blade passages, and non-slip wall
boundaries including rotating and nonrotating blade
surfaces and the stationary casing. For the present
applications, Method of Characteristics (MOC)
procedures are used to derive the number of inlet and
exit boundary conditions [26]. This follows the
hyperbolic equation concept that information that
propagates into the flow field must be specified at
the boundary while information that propagates
across the boundary from the interior of the domain
is dictated by the governing equations.
These
boundary conditions are then enforced by specifying
the velocity components at inlet boundaries and
extrapolating the static pressure from conditions on
the inside. At outflow boundaries, the static pressure
is calculated from local radial equilibrium and the
velocity is extrapolated.
On solid surfaces, the non-slip condition
supplemented by the normal momentum condition is
used to determine the flow quantities. In the
rotational frame, this leads to zero velocity on the
blade and hub surfaces and a specified tangential
velocity on the counter-rotating casing surface.
Periodic boundary points are treated in a manner
analogous to that used for field points.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Description of Geometries Studied

Tip-Gap Flow in the Cascade
As noted above, two geometries are used to
study tip-leakage flow. The first is a stationary
linear compressor cascade studied experimentally by
Kang and Hirsch [2,3]. The second is a one-stage
stator-rotor pump measured by Zierke et al. [13,14].
For the cascade case, the wall is stationary, and the
tip-leakage flow is totally pressure driven. For the
rotor case, the tip-leakage flow is also facilitated by
the relative motion at the blade tip. The results show
that the tip-leakage flow of the cascade case presents
stronger mixing phenomena including tip leading
edge separation, a larger tip-leakage vortex and more
pronounced blade suction-side reloading.

Calculations of the cascade geometry were
made for two blade tip clearances, zero and 2%
chord (and span), at an inflow angle corresponding
to the design condition. For the tip clearance
calculation, the blade height was decreased by 2%,
thereby reducing the blade aspect ratio to 0.98. In
both cases, the embedded H-type grid described
above was used. As shown in Fig. la, the embedded
grid provides a good representation of both the blade
leading and trailing edge regions while also
providing a smooth grid change from the blade tip to
the tip-clearance region. The grid has 95 nodes in
the axial direction, 51 nodes from blade to blade, and
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convected downstream. The overall trajectory of the
vortex is shown in Fig. 4b.
An indication of the variation in the local
strength of the vortex can be deduced from
measurements of the static pressure at the vortex
center. Representative results of this nature are
shown in Fig. 4c for both the experiment and the
computations. The pressure measurements in Fig.
4c indicate that the vortex strength is a maximum
where it first separates from the blade tip. As it is
convected away from the blade and in the
downstream (chord-wise) direction, it begins to
weaken and disperse although it continues to grow in
size. Figure 4c shows comparisons between the
calculated pressure along the vortex core and the
measurements [2,3]. The two vortex trajectories are
similar in shape and magnitude, although the
predictions are somewhat displaced from the
experimental results.
The tip-leakage flow can also be evaluated
from the flow pattern on the endwall in the vicinity
of the tip as shown in Fig. 5. The comparison
between the calculated endwall streamlines in Fig.
5a and the experimental paint traces in Fig. 5b
indicates that the experimental suction-side
separation line in the blade wake region is closer to
the suction side than in the computational
prediction. The predicted pressure contours on the
tip endwall are shown in Fig. 5c. The high pressuregradient region on the suction side of the blade
matches with the suction-side separation line shown
in Fig. 5a. A comparison of these two figures also
clearly shows that the tip-leakage vortex leaves the
blade tip section at the minimum pressure location.
Figure 6 presents a more detailed
comparison of the predicted and measured velocity
components. This comparison shows two velocity
components in the blade-to-blade plane at three axial
sections, 11%, 55% and 99% chord. In particular,
the axial velocity component, u, and the blade-toblade velocity component, w, are compared. At each
of the three sections results for two spanwise
locations, mid-span (y=0.48) and near tip (y=0.96),
are presented. The mid-span predictions agree well
with the measurements at all three locations. For the
near-tip section, the agreement is good at 11% chord
(Fig. 6a), where the tip-leakage vortex is not yet
formed. At mid-chord (Fig. 6b), where the tipleakage vortex is well established, its influence is
clearly reflected in the two velocity components.
The axial velocity dips strongly and the lateral
velocity accelerates dramatically because of the
presence of the tip-leakage vortex on the suction
side. The computation slightly overpredicts the dip

41 nodes from hub to tip. For the case of 2% tip
gap, the grid is heavily stretched near the blade tip
and there are ten grid points in the spanwise
direction between the blade tip and the end wall.
Twelve grid points are placed inside the gap in the
blade-to-blade direction. Such a grid resolution
appears to satisfy the minimum accuracy
requirement needed to capture most features of the
tip-leakage flow [20].
In Fig. 3, the blade surface pressure
distributions for both the zero and 2% tip gap cases
are presented at three span locations, 50%, 85% and
98.5%. The predicted pressure distributions for the
zero tip clearance case which are shown in Fig. 3a
agree well with the experimental data. The flow,
which is approximately symmetric about the midspan, separates near the mid-chord at the endwall.
This separation region grows rapidly until it covers
about 25% of the span at the trailing edge.
For the 2% tip gap case, the predicted
pressures at mid-span (49%) and 83.3% span shown
in Fig. 3b again agree quite well with the measured
values. At the 96.5% span, the experimental
measurements show a local minimum in the suction
side pressure distribution at about the 40% chord
location. This minimum is evidence that a strong
tip-leakage vortex exists.
The impact of the
reloading characteristics of this vortex are indicated
by the fact that the minimum pressure peak at 96.5%
span is even lower than that at 49% span. Similarly,
the computational pressure distribution shows a
minimum in the suction side pressure distribution at
96.5% span that is also lower than that at 49% span
indicating that the prediction clearly captures the
qualitative features of the leakage vortex.
Quantitative comparison of the experimental and
computational results, however, shows that both the
location and the magnitude of the suction side
reloading is somewhat different from the
experimental measurements. Similar suction-side
reloading is also seen by the experimental
investigations of Graham [12] and Foley et al. [6]
and suggests that the tip gap may not always lead to
blade tip unloading, as has been widely assumed.
The tip reloading noted in Fig. 3b is
governed by the details of the transport of the tipleakage vortex as is demonstrated in more detail in
Fig. 4. Because of the relatively high blade loading
in the cascade, the tip vortex starts to separate
relatively close to the blade leading edge as shown in
Fig. 4a. After separating from the tip at about 30%
chord, the vortex core is washed away from the
suction side of the blade in the lateral direction and
is also pushed down towards the hub as it is
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particularly, a strong peak near the casing wall
because of the residual strength of the tip leakage
vortex. For these much more sensitive profiles, the
comparisons between the measurements and the
computations are again qualitatively similar, but
quantitatively quite different.
The computation
clearly overpredicts the tip-leakage vortex velocity,
but its general features are reasonably well captured.
In summary, the comparisons between the
predictions and the measurements for the cascade
case show that the pressure distributions with and
without tip clearance effects agree quite well with
the measured values. In general, however, pressure
levels are less sensitive and easier to predict than the
cross-plane velocities. The comparisons of the more
sensitive flow quantities such as the tip-leakage
vortex core velocity and pressure are qualitatively
accurate, but there is some difficulty in predicting
the exact location and strength of the tip-leakage
vortex. Overall, the comparisons suggest that the
flow features are captured reasonably although there
remains room for improvement.

while it underpredicts the tangential peak. This
difference implies a small disagreement in the vortex
location and/or the vortex core orientation between
the computation and the experiment.
This
disagreement is augmented somewhat at the trailingedge section further downstream (see Fig. 6c). Here,
the computational solutions predicts the magnitude
of the tangential velocity peak reasonably well, but
its location is too close to the suction side.
Meanwhile, the peak in the axial velocity is much
too large in the predictions.
The downstream remnants of the gap flow
on the cascade wake are shown Fig. 7. Here we
show the contours of the absolute cross sectional
velocity in the blade-to-blade and hub-to-tip plane
for both the predictions and the measurements.
These results are presented at an axial section that is
25% chord downstream of the blade trailing edge.
Figure 7a presents the predicted cross-sectional
velocity contours, while Fig. 7b shows the
corresponding experimental results. It is important
to note that Fig. 7b presents only the upper half
(mid-span to casing) of the flow passage, while Fig.
7a shows the full passage (hub to casing). The local
concentration of velocity contours on the suction side
of the blade near the tip in both figures represents
the tip-leakage vortex. The passage vortex (PV)
occupies the center region of the cross section and is
labeled in both Fig. 7a and 7b. The horseshoe vortex
generated at the leading-edge of the blade exists only
in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge and
then quickly disperses and merges with the passage
vortex.
Consequently it can no longer be
distinguished in the wake, and so is not visible in
these contour plots.
As a last comparison in the wake, Fig. 7c
shows the axial and blade-to-blade velocity
components on hub-to-tip lines passing through the
center of the tip-leakage vortex and the center of the
passage vortex as determined from Figs. 7a and 7b.
The axial velocity on the line passing through the
passage vortex shows only the characteristics of a
normal boundary layer:
the velocity decreases
monotonically from the mean passage to both the
casing and the hub.
The experimental and
computational comparisons for both the u and w
velocity components on this line are seen to be in
quite good agreement. The velocity components on
the line passing through the tip-leakage vortex,
however, show considerably different behavior. The
tip leakage vortex causes the axial velocity to dip to a
minimum considerably before reaching the casing
wall.
The blade-to-blade velocity component,
however, shows a very complicated shape with,

Tip-Gap Flow In the HIREP Rotor
As compared to a stationary blade, a
rotating pump stage facilitates the gap flow because
the blade rotates in the opposite direction to the gap
flow, and hence, the casing tends to pump the flow
in the tip region and to enhance the gap flow effects.
Obviously, the degree of such rotational effects
depends on the tip gap height, the RPM, the blade
loading and the blade thickness. As noted above, the
computations were carried out for the HIREP rotor
for which detailed experimental measurements have
been carried out by Zierke et al [13,14].
An H-type multi-block embedded grid
structure similar to that shown in Fig. lb is used to
describe the rotor blade geometry. Two grid sizes
are used for the present investigation: a coarse grid
of 79x53x47 nodes in the axial, blade-to-blade and
spanwise directions respectively, and a fine grid of
105x108x87 nodes. Like the linear cascade, the
coarse grid maintains 12x10 grid points inside the
gap. The fine grid has 24x12 grid points inside the
gap and approximately doubles the grid everywhere
else on each axial, cross-sectional plane. Because
the coarse grid is approximately similar in grid
resolution to the cascade grid, we first present
solutions on the coarse grid and compare them with
experiment. After that, the fine grid solutions are
used to ascertain the accuracy of the coarse grid
solution.
Unless specifically mentioned, the
computational solutions were presented for the
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sudden change in radial location may relate to the
development of the blade passage boundary layer to
the free-shear wake flow. Considering the difficulty
in locating the exact location of the vortex core, the
trajectory of the tip-leakage vortex in both the bladeto-blade and the spanwise directions compares
favorably with the experimental data. The
calculation also correctly predicts the relative size
and the crossover location of both vortices.
A comparison of the effect of tip gap height
on the pressure distribution in the rotor is shown in
Fig. 12 for each of the three tip gap sizes mentioned
above. The results on Fig. 12 are presented for three
radial blade locations: 1%, 3% and 5% of the casing
radius away from the blade tip. The only available
measurement is performed at a radial location of
95% of the casing radius at the design condition
(0.64% tip gap). As can be seen in Fig. 12a, when
the tip gap is small (0.64%), the pressure
distribution shows little gap unloading like that seen
in the cascade even close to the tip gap, however, as
the gap spacing increases, the unloading develops.
At the largest gap (3.22% ), the tip unloading toward
the outer radius becomes significant as indicated by
the reduction of the enclosed area between the
pressure and suction side pressure distributions as
can be seen on Fig. 12c. Comparing against the
cascade case, the reloading on the suction side
appears to be weaker and does not appear until much
further downstream, indicating a much weaker tip
leakage vortex. However, the suction-side reloading
starts around 1% tip gap as indicated in Fig. 12b.
In Fig. 13, the pressure distributions at
three radii from hub to tip are presented together
with corresponding experimental measurements at
the design clearance, 0.64%. For brevity, the 1.17%
case is omitted in this figure. The computations and
the experiments are in excellent agreement, except
near the blade trailing edge where a small difference
exists. Also note that the unloading occurs at 90%
span for the larger gap case.
Figure 14 shows the comparison of the
wake velocity at 16.1% casing radius (or 32.4% tip
chord) downstream of the tip trailing edge.
Although the test data is only for the small gap, the
comparison between the experiment and the
calculation is made for both gap sizes. Two radial
sections are selected for comparisons, i.e. r = 0.786
(mid-span) and 0.971 (near tip) respectively.
Although the calculation overpredicts the thickness
of the shear layer, the fine grid solution captures the
blade wake more precisely as shown for the midspan comparison. For the tip velocity comparison,
the blade wake becomes much smaller in both size

coarse grid. Again the blade leading and trailing
edges are adequately represented with both grids.
Three different tip clearance cases were
computed. They are 0.64%, 1.17% and 3.22% of
the outer casing radius respectively. For all three
gap sizes, the number of grid nodes inside the tip
gaps remained the same. For all computations
presented in this paper, the rotor inflow was
determined from the circumferentially averaged
statbr exit flow solution. The profiles of the velocity
components obtained from this averaging process are
shown in Fig. 8. This simple mixed-out approach
was proven to be adequate in handling the present
stage flow in a steady manner [22, 24].
The design tip clearance for the HIREP
rotor is 0.64% of the outer casing radius. The
predicted tip-leakage flow for this design condition
is shown in Fig. 9. Because of the interaction of the
tip-leakage vortex and the trailing-edge vortex, the
tip vortex travels further tangentially as it is
convected downstream as compared to the tipleakage vortex in the cascade computations.
Figure 10 shows a comparison between an
experimental visualization of the interaction between
the tip vortex and the trailing-edge vortex and the
corresponding predictions.
This visualization
photograph was obtained by reducing the tunnel
pressure to the point that cavitation appeared at the
core of both vortices. Based on the sizes of the
cavitating vortices, the tip-leakage vortex seems to
have a larger strength than the trailing-edge vortex.
The two vortices pass one another at different radii
and do not intersect. The present photo shows only
the last 30% of the blade chord. Both Inoue and
Kuroumaru [4] and Zierke et al. [13] located the
onset of the tip-leakage vortex roll-up as the point of
minimum pressure on the suction surface.
The predicted results indicate that the tipleakage vortex passes over the tip section from the
pressure side to the suction side at about 15% of the
chord as shown in Fig. 11a at the design clearance.
This location is in good agreement with that
observed by Zierke et al. [13] for the onset of vortex
roll-up on the suction side. Also shown in Fig. 11a
is the predicted vortex path by Chen et al. [21].
Figure lib shows the spanwise location of the tipleakage vortex downstream of the trailing edge, In
this figure, the origin of the abscissa, x/c-np = 0,
corresponds to the trailing edge of the rotor. For
both the predictions and the measurements, the path
of the tip-leakage vortex moves radially inward by
approximately 1% of the casing radius in the near
wake and then levels off at an essentially constant
radius from the near wake to the far wake. The
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suction-side reloading is a by-product of the
transport of the tip-leakage vortex.
2. The tip-leakage vortex leaves the suction
side from 15% to 60% chord depending on the gap
size and the rotor speed. This location matches with
the location of the minimum pressure on the casing
endwall. A sharp large drop in spanwise direction
when the vortex leaves the suction side, another
smaller drop happens when the vortex leaves the
blade passage and into the wake.
3. The velocity distributions associated with
the passage vortex and the tip-leakage vortex are
quite different. The former is a regular boundarylayer type and the latter has several peaks due to
stronger effect from the tip-leakage vortex.
4. The present coarse grid resolution is
adequate for the passage flow calculation,
particularly the blade loading prediction. Fine grid
provides better prediction for the viscous blade wake.
For the tip-clearance region, however, the 10 or 12
spanwise grids and 12 or 24 blade-to-blade grids
may not be enough in capturing the vortex
generation and transportation precisely.

and magnitude, and the TLV dominates the variation
of the velocity distribution. The prediction at the
design gap clearly captures the vortex activity but
underpredicts the strength of the TLV.
The
difference is also related to the deviation in
predicting the location of the TLV as shown in Fig.
11a where the axial distance for this wake
comparing section is 0.324. For the larger gap, the
blade wake at the tip shown in Fig. 14 disappears
and the TLV covers the whole passage from the
suction side to the pressure side. Figure 11 indicates
that this TLV leaves the suction side around 60% tip
chord, and moves closer to the suction side and to
the casing wall than the smaller gap TLV. However,
the sharp drop-off seen for the small gap solution in
Fig. lib exists also for the large gap solution, but
with a milder slope.

CONCLUSIONS
Numerical solutions obtained by solving the
Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations, with a
two-equation k-e turbulence model and a wallfunction model, were compared with the measured
tip-leakage flows for a compressor cascade and a
one-stage pump rotor. The grid topology used in the
tip gap region is an embedded grid approach, which
ensures the precise representation of the blade tip
geometry and the smooth grid variation from the
blade region to the tip clearance region. The tipclearance sizes studied in this paper are 0% and 2%
chord for the cascade, and 0.64%, 1.77% and 3.22%
casing radius for the pump rotor. The tip-leakage
flow for the pump rotor is not well-structured as the
cascade, but many flow characteristics are similar.
In addition, the radial-moving trailing-edge vortex
further complicate the rotor tip-leakage flow near the
tip trailing edge. Although the present cascade
calculation was performed for a full turbulent flow
simulation, the transition model should be examined
in order to evaluate the Reynolds number effect on
these calculations. The present calculation captures
almost all the features of the tip-leakage flow and the
transport of the tip-leakage vortex for both the
cascade and the rotor. Some specific conclusions are
as follows.
1. Both the cascade and the rotor show
suction-side reloading and pressure-side unloading
when the tip clearance size exceeds a certain size.
For the pump rotor, this happens when the tip
clearance is about 1% of the casing radius. This
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Experiments in the Swirling Wake
of a Self-Propelled Axisymmetric Body
A. Sirviente, V. Patel (University of Iowa, USA)

Abstract

namely the addition of axial and circumferential
momenta to the fluid, are reproduced here by means of
a swirling jet issuing symmetrically from the tail of
the body. The resulting flow is, of course, simpler in
comparison to the propeller wake, but retains
considerable complexity when compared to canonical
turbulent shear flows such as boundary layers, jets
and wakes.
The flow in the near wake of the jetpropelled body, in reality, depicts the mixing between
the body boundary layer and an axisymmetric swirling
jet. Sufficiently far downstream, there emerges a
single shear flow, the momentumless axisymmetric
wake with swirl, which is known to admit similarity
solutions under certain simplifying assumptions.
This, therefore, is also a study in the evolution of a
single flow from the merger of two well documented
shear flows. The experiment described below is the
final experiment in a series conducted to study the
development of the individual component flows and
their combination, see Sirviente (2).

Measurements were made in the zeromomentum wake of an axisymmetric body propelled
by a swirling jet issuing symmetrically from the tail.
This study follows that of Hyun and Patel (1), who
made measurements in the wake of the same body
propelled by a marine propeller. Here, the jet
conditions were adjusted to reproduce the overall
effects of the propeller. Use of the same wind tunnel
and similar instrumentation enabled a comparative
study of the momentumless wake in the two cases.
Triple-sensor hot-wire anemometry was
employed to measure the three mean velocity
components and the six Reynolds stresses. The total
and static pressure distributions were also measured
with pitot probes, giving a complete set of data.
This paper describes the experiments and a
preliminary analysis of the data to elucidate the
evolution of the wake. The momentumless wake of
the jet-propelled body provides insights into the nearfield mixing of the body boundary layer with the
swirling jet, and their evolution toward a single flow.

Design of Experiments

Introduction

A new model of the axisymmetric body
referred to in earlier studies as the "Iowa Body" was
constructed with the tail truncated at a diameter of
3.96 cm to accommodate a swirling jet of diameter
D = 3.9 cm issuing from the base, as shown in
Figure 1. The jet diameter is smaller than the
diameter, Dp = 10.16 cm, of the propeller used by
Hyun and Patel (1). The modified body has a length
(L) of 143.45 cm and a maximum radius (R) of
6.95 cm.
The boundary layer on the body was tripped
by a 1.2-mm diameter wire, located at a distance of
9.5 cm from the nose. The thickness of the boundary
layer at the tail, 8, was then 4.38 cm, i.e., 8/D =
1.12. Air was supplied through a 1.24 cm diameter
pipe along the body axis, entering the body at the
nose, to provide axial momentum to the jet. Air was
also introduced separately through a 3.0 cm diameter

Swirl and longitudinal vorticity are basic
characteristics of all three-dimensional turbulent shear
flows. The wake of a body driven by a propeller or a
jet, with appendages and controls in operation, is
easily among the most complex of shear flows. A
propeller introduces unsteadiness, high levels of
turbulence, and tip and hub vortices, adding to the
general complexity of the flow. The measurements
of Hyun and Patel (1) indicate that, at a distance of
the order of two propeller diameters downstream, the
individual vortical structures are smeared and the flow
is essentially a steady rotationally-symmetric shear
layer with swirl but no net flux of axial momentum.
The present experiment was designed to study the
initial development of such a momentumless wake
with swirl. The primary effects of a propeller,
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measurements in the axial direction up x/D = 19.531,
or x/L = 0.531, where x is measured from the jet exit.
It will be seen later that this distance was just
sufficient to establish the asymptotic state of the
wake. In the radial direction, measurements were
made up to r/R = 4.5 to recover the freestream
conditions.
As this flow is, in principle, steady iand
rotationally symmetric, its description requires
measurements along a single radial line at each axial
position. However, measurements were taken across
the (vertical) diameter to monitor flow symmetry.
The measurements were made with a triple-sensor
hot-wire probe and a five-hole Pitot probe. The latter
was used to determine the mean flow direction so that
proper yaw and pitch angles for the hot-wire probe
could be selected. It also provided redundant data for
the mean-velocity components. The probes were
traversed in the vertical direction by a simple
computer-controlled mechanism. Detailed description
of the experimental equipment, instrumentation, and
measurement procedures can be found in Sirviente (2),
along with an analysis of the uncertainty in the data.
There it. is shown that the uncertainties of the mean
velocity components measured with the hot-wire were
less than 0.02Uo and those in flow directionality were
1.5 degrees. Uncertainties of the axial Reynolds
stress, üü, and the shear stress, uv, were estimated
to be 10%, while those of the remaining stresses were
20%. Measurements with the five-hole Pitot probe
had uncertainties of 0.02Uo in velocity magnitude and
± 1.5 degrees in flow direction. The software used to
control the experiments, and acquire and process the
data, is described by Walter (4).

pipe concentric with the first pipe to impart
tangential momentum to the flow. The tangential
flow was injected into the axial stream at a distance
39 cm upstream from the jet exit through four 1.0 cm
x 0.5 cm tangential slots. This method of swirl
generation is simple, has no moving parts, and
provides independent control of axial and tangential
momenta.
Honeycomb

Tangential Slots 1cm x 0.5cm

Figure 1. Modified Iowa Body
The experiments were conducted in the 1.07m octagonal, open test-section, return-circuit wind
tunnel of the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research.
Figure 2 shows the wind tunnel and model
arrangement along with the coordinate system used to
report the data. The uniformity of mean velocity and
turbulence intensity in the tunnel was investigated by
Hyun (3), who reported a mean-flow uniformity better
than 0.25% and a turbulence intensity of 0.5% in the
test section. The freestream velocity U0 was set at
16.5 m/s, resulting in a Reynolds number based on
body length (Re = U0L/v) of 1.58xl06, where v is
the kinematic viscosity of air. The jet velocity was
adjusted to realize the self-propelled condition, i.e.,
such that the axial momentum of the jet was just
equal to the momentum loss due to the body drag.
This condition was achieved with a maximum axial
velocity at the jet exit equal to twice the freestream
velocity, i.e., Uj = 2U0. The tangential momentum
was adjusted such that it matched that of the propeller
employed by Hyun and Patel (1). The maximum
tangential velocity at jet exit was then Wmj =
0.95Uo. These operating conditions translate into a
swirl number,
S=-

2M Gx
MJxD

Support
Wires

^L
S «
oH
O c

22cm

e§

u o
can

^Y

(1)
Figure 2. Wind Tunnel and Model Arrangement

based on jet radius (D/2), of 0.34, where MJx and
Ml

Results

are, respectively, the axial fluxes of axial and

tangential momenta of the swirling jet.
As shown in Figure 1, the model was
mounted with a part of it extending into the tunnel
contraction to maximize the axial length over which
the wake could be studied.
This enabled

In the following, the data are presented in
cylindrical polar coordinates (x,r,9) where x is
measured along the body axis from the base (jet exit).
The mean and fluctuating velocity components in
these directions are (U,V,W) and (u,v,w),
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Streamwise Development

respectively. The freestream velocity U0 and either
the body radius R or the jet diameter D are used to
nondimensionalize the data.
Figure 3 shows sketches of typical profiles
of the axial (U) and tangential or swirl (W)
components of mean velocity for the jet- and
popeller-driven flows. It is clear that these flows are
characterized by multiple velocity and length scales,
unlike simple wakes and jets. In the jet-driven flow
three velocities, namely, centerline (Uc), minimum
(Umn) and edge (Ue), are required to describe the axial
component, and at least two radii, one (b\) where the
local velocity is Umn, and the other O2) where it is
(Ue-Umn)/2 are required to describe the axial
component. In the near wake, yet another velocity
scale, the maximum velocity (Um), different from Uc
(and not shown in Figure 3a) can be distinguished.
The maximum swirl velocity (Wm) and the radius
where it occurs (bs) are needed to describe the
tangential velocity distribution. To all of these, may
be added the velocity and length scales associated with
distributions of the Reynolds stresses. To facilitate
comparisons with the data of Hyun, Figure 3b shows
similar sketches of the profiles of circumferentiallyaveraged velocity components in the wake of a
propeller. Recall that the propeller diameter was Dp
= 10.16 cm. In this case, yet another velocity, at the
edge of the propeller slipstream (Uj), is needed along
with the radius (bm) where the velocity is maximum
(Um).

Figure 4a shows the mean velocity profiles
at six representative streamwise stations, labeled A
through F, from close to the jet exit at x/D= 0.368 to
the last station at x/D = 19.531. The velocity and
length scales described above are shown in Figures 4b
and 4c, respectively, for all measurement stations.
As the measurements indicated little difference
between the velocity (Ue) at the edge of the wake and
the constant freestream- velocity (U0), except at the

(a) Velocity Profiles

(a) Swirling-Jet-driven Flow

(b) Velocity Scales

u

TT
U,
U_

U

(b) Propeller-driven Flow

(c) Length Scales

Figure 3. Typical Axial (U) and Tangential (W)
Velocity Profiles

Figure 4. Streamwise Development of Axial
Velocity Field
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region. This feature of the near-field flow is also
evident from Figure 4b, where Um and Uc are plotted,
and the turbulence data presented later. By x/D = 5,
and well before station C, the velocity maximum
occurs at the centerline, the through in the axial
velocity profile disappears, and the profile is as
sketched in Figure 3a.
From Figure 4b it its seen that, within a
distance of about x/D = 4, the axial velocity along the
wake centerline decreases rapidly from 2U0 at jet exit
to very close to 1.1 U0 where it becomes coincident
with the maximum velocity, and the minimum
velocity increases from zero at the jet exit to 0.9Uo.
Thus, the usual small-defect assumption made in
classical similarity theory of wakes is met quite early
in the development of this flow. However, Figure 5b
shows that it takes a distance of almost 15D for the
maximum swirl velocity to decay from its value of
0.95Uo at the jet exit to 0.1Uo.
Following an initial increase and a decrease,
the length scale b2, where the axial velocity is (UeTJmn)/2, slowly increases after a streamwise distance
of about x/D = 10. On the other hand, there is an
initially rapid increase in the scale bi from D/2 at the
jet exit, to follow a similar trend to that of b2
afterwards. From Figure 5c it is seen that the
distance bs, where the swirl velocity is maximum,
increases from about D/4 and follows a trend similar
to bi, but remains smaller than bi throughout. In
other words, the location of maximum swirl velocity
is much closer to the centerline than the minimum
axial velocity, indicating a rather remarkable
coherence of the swirl and its slow diffusion in the
radial direction. It should be pointed out, however,
that as the flow progresses downstream, all of these
length scales are difficult to determine precisely from
the data because the velocity variations across the
wake become quite small.

first few stations, Ue is not shown in Figure 4b. The
profiles of the swirl (W) velocity and the scales
associated with it are plotted in a similar format in
Figure 5.
The symmetry of the data is evident from the
velocity profiles (Figures 4a and 5a). Also seen from
there is the very rapid mixing between the boundary
layer and the jet in the axial velocity, and a somewhat
slower decay of swirl. The axial velocity profile
shows a peculiar hump in the central part of the
wake, with a maximum velocity different from the
centerline velocity. This is a characteristic of jets
with moderate to strong swirl number and is produced
by the centrifugal forces that are dominant in this

(a) Tangential Velocity Profiles
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The integral form of the axial-momentum
equation under the usual thin-layer (boundary layer)
assumptions of nearly parallel mean streamlines may
be written:
r
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where the three terms represent the contributions from
the mean velocity, turbulence and pressure,
respectively. These terms were evaluated from the
data and the results are plotted in Figure 6. In the
wake of a self-propelled body, their sum is zero
because there is no net force in the axial direction.

(c) Length Scale
Figure 5. Overview of the Mean Tangential Velocity
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As shown in Figure 7, this term remains
constant at 0.028 ± 0.002 along the wake. This
momentum flux corresponds to that introduced by the
propeller in Hyun and Patel's experiments. The
difference in the numerical values of MQX and the
propeller torque coefficient (0.01614) lies in the
different definitions of the two quantities. The
constancy of Mgx is an indication that the axial
symmetry of the mean flow is preserved.
On the basis of the mean-flow results
presented in Figures 4-6, the wake of the jet-propelled
body may be subdivided into at least three regions: (1)
the near field, x/D < 3, in which there is rapid
decrease in axial and swirl velocities due to the
intense shear and mixing between the fluid from the
near-wall region of the body boundary layer and the
outer layers of the jet; (2) an intermediate region, 3 <
x/D < 13, where the pressure induced by the swirl
continues to affect the momentum balance and the
mixing between the boundary layer and the jet
gradually encompasses the entire flow; and (3) the
developed wake, x/D > 13, say, where the mixing is
complete, the pressure returns to its ambient value,
the boundary layer and the jet lose their identity, and
there results a single shear flow, that has the same
status as other canonical free shear layers. This is, to
be sure, a simplified picture, which makes no
reference to the turbulence properties or structure.

The maximum deviation of the sum of the three
terms in Figure 6 was no more than 0.01 (i.e., 1% of
prtUpR2). In fact, preliminary experiments were
conducted in which these terms were measured at
several locations and the jet conditions were adjusted
to obtain the self-propelled (momentumless) state.
Therefore, Figure 6 may be regarded also as a
confirmation of the experimental procedures.
0.2
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Figure 6. Axial Momentum Balance
Figure 6 shows that the contribution of
pressure to the momentum equation is significant
until about x/D = 13. The negative pressure
contribution is associated with increasing pressure in
the axial direction, and is compensated by decreasing
convection of momentum by the mean flow. The
contribution from the turbulence term is also quite
significant in the near field, reaching a peak around
x/D = 2.5.
The integral form of the tangential
momentum equation under the same assumptions can
be written:

Approach to Similarity of the Mean Flow
The existence of different velocity and length
scales, and their different behaviors in the near and
intermediate regions, are of course the most obvious
characteristics of interacting shear layers. On the
other hand, classical similarity theory applied to free
shear layers is based on the assumption that multiple
scales, if present, are in some constant proportion,
i.e., each flow is described by just one velocity scale
and one length scale. Clearly, it is of interest to
inquire at what downstream distance does a
momentumless swirling wake achieves such
similarity conditions, if at all, or alternatively,
whether the developed-wake region, x/D > 13,
satisfies the requirements of similarity theory.
Similarity solutions for two-dimensional and
axisymmetric momentumless wakes have been
known for some time, and Tennekes and Lumley (5)
indicate that in the momentumless wake of an
axisymmetric body (without swirl), the velocity scale
decreases in proportion to x"4/5 and the length scale
increases as x'^. Ferry and Piquet (6) analyzed
axisymmetric momentumless wakes, without and
with swirl, and concluded that the powers just quoted
are appropriate only for weak swirl, in which terms
related to swirl in the axial-momentum equation are
neglected. For weak swirl, the swirl velocity decays
as x"3/5. For the case with strong swirl, they showed

,2
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M 9x
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Figure 7. Flux of Tangential Momentum
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Streamwise Development of Turbulence

that the axial velocity scale decays as x"1, the swirl
velocity as x"3/4, and the length scale grows as x1/4.
While a complete review of the theory is beyond the
scope of this paper, it is of interest to plot the
various velocity and length scales of Figures 4 and 5
to observe their approach to the predicted power laws.
This is done in Figure 8.
The two characteristic axial velocities, Uc
and Umn, do not follow either the -4/5 or the -1
power law, and instead approach the freestream
velocity U0 rather early in the streamwise
development. The corresponding length scales, bi
and b2, also do not grow with the expected 1/4
power. They appear to grow at a much slower rate.
In spite of this, the velocity and length scales of the
tangential (swirl) velocity show behaviors that are
consistent with similarity theory for strong swirl at
x/D > 10, approximately. The different rates of
growth and decay of the axial and tangential flows are
quite surprising and would suggest that the mixing
between the boundary layer and the jet is incomplete.

All six (uu, vv, ww, uv, uw, vwj Reynolds
stresses were measured in the experiments. For the
purpose of the present paper we shall consider only
the sum of the three normal stresses, i.e., the
turbulent kinetic energy, k = 1/2 (uu + vv + ww], and
two of the three shear stresses. The normal stresses
at all stations were in the order: ww > vv > uu,
with the anisotropy persisting to the last station.
Although none of the three shear stresses is zero in
this flow, we shall consider only uv and vw,
because they comprise important terms in the axial
and tangential (swirl) momentum equations,
respectively. The three chosen turbulence quantities
are shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11 in the same format
as the mean-velocity components in Figures 4 and
5. However, in the present case, changes in plotting
scales were demanded by the very large changes in
these quantities as the flow evolves downstream.
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Figure 9. Overview of Turbulence Kinetic Energy

centerline peaks in k and vw are associated with the
swirl velocity, which is zero at the center and reaches
a maximum before the interface between the jet and
the body boundary layer. In fact, these peaks persist
at all downstream stations, another indication of the
slower decay of swirl noted earlier (Figure 5).
The turbulence profiles at the next two
stations (C and D) indicate that mixing between the
boundary layer and the jet gradually penetrates to the
flow centerline. Recall that this was judged to be a
feature of the intermediate wake, 3 < x/D < 13. The
magnitudes of the turbulence quantities have decreased
such that an enlarged scale is needed to show the
profile shape. It is also very significant that the

Each figure also shows appropriate intensity and
length scales that describe the profile shape. The
scales are of interest in the discussion of the approach
to similarity conditions.
The profiles in Figures 9a-1 la show certain
common features which are discussed first. At the
first two stations (A and B), which lie in the
previously defined near field, x/D < 3, all turbulence
profiles show the coexistence of two shear layers, one
associated with the large gradient of the swirl velocity
at the center, and the other with the mixing between
the jet and the boundary layer. Both produce peaks in
the turbulence kinetic energy and shear stresses. The
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0.05U!

transporting axial and tangential momentum are now
negligible, and the turbulent kinetic energy slowly
decays. It was found by Ridjanovic (7) and Wang (8)
that an axisymmetric momentumless wake without
swirl becomes shear-free beyond a certain distance,
and consequently the flow in that region could be
considered as that produced by a point source of
turbulence. The flow at the last two measurement
stations could be considered as nearly homogenous
but anisotropic with nearly uniform mean velocity.
This then is the region-where the rate of turbulence
production is small, and there is a balance between
convection, diffusion and dissipation.
The intensity and length scales plotted on
Figures 9b,c-1 lb,c convey the foregoing observations
in an integral sense. Thus, for example, Figure 9b
shows the three stages in the decay of k, while 9c
shows that the maximum value of k occurs at the
wake centerline after the initial region. Similarly,
Figure 10b shows the vanishing of the uv shear
stress within the intermediate zone, while Figure 1 lb
shows a slower collapse of the vw shear stress, as
expected from the slower decay of swirl.
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<*
shear stresses have practically vanished, being smaller
than the estimated uncertainty limits of the data,
although there remains significant levels of turbulent
kinetic energy.
At the last two stations (E and F), lying in
what was termed the developed-wake region on the
basis of the mean flow, x/D > 13, the magnitudes
have further decreased such that yet another scale
change is needed. Now the shapes of the shear-stress
profiles have changed but the data themselves are no
longer meaningful in the light of their uncertainties.
For all practical purposes, the shear stresses
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Length Scales
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As pointed out by Ridjanovic (7) and
Naudascher (9), length scales based on profiles of the
turbulence quantities are better suited to define the
overall length scale of the flow in the developed
region because, as already implied, in that region the
differences in mean velocity become small.
Therefore, the scales presented in Figures 9b,c-llb,c
are better suited for the study of the approach to
similarity than those based on the mean velocity
profiles (Figure 8).
Following Ferry and Piquet (6), similarity
theory, under the assumption of weak swirl, predicts
k ~ x"8/5, uv ~ x"8/5, and vw ~ x"7/5 and all the
length scales b ~ x1/5. The results for strong swirl
are: k ~ x"3/2, u^ ~ x"7/4, v^_~ x"3/2_and b - x1/4.
The maximum values of k, uv and vw are plotted
in logarithmic scales in Figures 12-14. All figures
also show the power laws for weak and strong swirl.
It can be seen that the intensity sales of the three
turbulence quantities closely follow the power laws,
initially with the powers corresponding to strong
swirl and then showing a tendency toward weak swirl
behavior. The latter is not complete, however, by the
last measurement station.

As the maximum values of k and vw occur
at the centerline, the most appropriate length scales
for these quantities are the radii, bj/2 say, where they
are one-half their respective maxima. For uv,
however, the location of the maximum suffices. The
length scales so defined are also shown in Figures 1214. It is seen that the data sow a mixed behavior,
with only the length scale of the vw stress indicating
the 1/4-power growth predicted with the strong swirl
assumption. The scale of k shows a behavior closer
to that expected for weak swirl, while that of uv
shows a decay. The latter feature is not entirely due
to the low levels of stress and a deterioration in the
accuracy of the data, however. It is an indication of
the fact that this is not yet a single shear layer, i.e.,
the wake turbulence is not fully developed.
The approach to similarity of the mean flow
and turbulence in the far wake also could be
investigated by nondimensionalization of the velocity
and the turbulence profiles using appropriate scales.
Limitations of space preclude considerations of these
aspects in the present paper. Reference should be
made to Sirviente (2) for a more detailed discussion of
this topic.
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Propeller-driven Flow versus Swirling-iet-driven
Flow

1.2

The most obvious difference between these
two flows is the periodicity of the flow behind a
propeller. The experiments of Hyun and Patel (1),
Petersson et al. (10) and Faure (11) show that the
wakes of the individual propeller blades are practically
mixed with the ambient flow within a distance of
approximately two propeller diameters. The wakes of
propeller-driven and jet-driven bodies continue to
evolve somewhat differently further downstream. On
the other hand, similarity analysis suggests that the
two flows must eventually have the same properties.
In view of this, it is of interest to investigate the
nature of the two wakes at some large distance
downstream of the origin.
The present data are compared with the
measurements of Hyun and Patel (1). Figure 15
shows a comparison of the streamwise variations of
the centerline and maximum axial velocities in the
two cases, the axial distance being normalized by the
jet (D) or propeller (Dp) diameter. The maximum
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x/D,

15

D

s

g

0.4

0.0
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20

x/D, x/D„

Figure 16. Comparisons of Wm. Swirling-Jet-driven
Flow (Open Symbols), Propeller-driven
Flow (Filled Symbols).

swirl velocities are compared in Figure 16 in a
similar format. These results should be interpreted
with reference to Figure 3, which shows the velocity
profiles in the near field. Immediately downstream of
a propeller the maximum axial velocity occurs some
distance away from the centerline (around r/Rp = 0.7
in Hyun and Patel (1), 0.5 in Petersson et al. (10),
and 0.4 in Faure (11)), depending on the propeller
characteristics. Figure 15a shows that the centerline
velocity decreases with downstream distance in the
jet-driven flow while it increases in the propellerdriven flow, but they become nearly the same at
about 7 jet or propeller diameters. This is also the
case for the maximum axial and tangential velocities.
It is therefore interesting to take a closer look at the
details of the two flows at this distance.
Figure 17 shows the axial and tangential
velocity profiles at the last measurement station of
Hyun and Patel (1) and a comparable location in the
present experiment. Here the radial distance is

20

x/Dp
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Figure 17. Mean Velocity Profiles. Swirling-Jetdriven Flow (Open Symbols),
Propeller-driven Flow (Filled Symbols).

Figure 15. Comparisons of Uc and Um. SwirlingJet-driven Flow (Open Symbols),
Propeller-driven Flow (Filled Symbols).
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such distances but the recent measurements of Faure
(11), which were continued to x/Dp = 50, show this
behavior at and beyond x/Dp = 17.5. Figure 17 also
shows that the swirl velocity distributions in the two
cases are quite similar.
The profiles of the six Reynolds stresses are
compared in Figure 18. Clearly, the normal stresses
in the jet-driven case are almost three times larger
than those behind a propeller. The magnitudes of the
shear stresses are small in both cases, and the
differences in their profiles are consistent with the
differences in the mean velocity shapes.

normalized by the body radius, R, which is the same
in both cases. The difference in the axial velocity
profile is clearly seen. In the jet-driven flow, the
axial velocity is maximum at the centerline, reaches a
minimum value below the freestream and then
recovers to the freestream. In the propeller-driven
flow, the centerline velocity is lower than the
freestream while the maximum occurs some distance
away from the centerline. Similarity theory requires
that, sufficiently far downstream, the two profiles
should assume the same shape, that of the jet-driven
flow. The data of Hyun and Patel (1) do not extend to
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Conclusions
This paper reports detailed mean-flow and
turbulence measurements in the momentumless wake
of an axisymmetric body propelled by a swirling jet.
The data elucidate the process of mixing between the
boundary layer of the body and the jet and the
evolution of the momentumless wake. It is found
that the wake evolves in at least three stages. The
first of these is the near-wake, extending to about 3
jet diameters, where the flow from the near-wall
region of the boundary layer mixes with the jet
periphery to produce an intense shear layer, distinct
from the swirl-induced shear layer that is present at
the jet center. There is rapid decay of the mean shear
and turbulence in this region. In the second,
intermediate region, extending to about 13 jet
diameters, the mixing penetrates to the wake
centerline, the individual shear layers are assimilated,
the pressure field induced by the stern geometry and
the swirling jet decays, and the mean shear and the
Reynolds shear stresses become negligible by the end
of this region. In the third region, called the
developed-wake, the flow acquires the characteristics
of a single shear layer, with very low levels of mean
shear and shear stresses, implying negligible
production of new turbulence, and decay of the normal
stresses produced upstream.
Analysis of the data in the format of
classical similarity theory reveals that the axial and
swirling flows develop at quite different rates, as do
the corresponding turbulence characteristics. Not all
properties of the flow conform with the power-laws
predicted by similarity theory. The decay of the swirl
initially follows the trends predicted for high swirl
and gradually moves towards those expected for weak
swirl. However, not all flow properties show
asymptotic behaviors, and therefore, it is concluded
that a considerably larger streamwise distance is
needed for the wake to achieve complete similarity.
Further analysis of the data is needed to establish this
limit.
The present flow was compared with that of
Hyun and Patel (1) to reveal similarities and
differences between momentumless wakes of jet- and
propeller-driven bodies. Although the near-fields of
the two flows are grossly different, as expected, there
is strong similarity between the two after a distance
of about 7 jet and propeller diameters. Hyun and
Patel had shown that the periodicity of the flow
associated with the wakes of the individual propeller
blades died out beyond a distance of about 2 propeller
diameters. The present data reveal that the identity of
the jet and the body boundary layer is preserved up to
at least 3 jet diameters. Further mixing is needed in
both cases for the flow to acquire the characteristics of
a single free shear layer. Similarity theory indicates
that the two flows must evolve into a single unique
984

state. Neither the experiments of Hyun and Patel nor
the present extend into this range, but the
comparisons presented here suggest that the two
flows acquire considerable resemblance, justifying the
intent of the present study to reproduce some
elements of propeller wakes in a simpler
environment.
Finally, it is important to point out that" the
present data, along with the data from complementary
experiments in wakes and jets without swirl (see
Sirviente (2)), comprise a rather comprehensive and
unique set documenting the mixing of shear layers
with diverse velocity and length scales, and their
evolution toward a single shear layer. Consequently,
these data are likely to prove of great value in the
development and validation of models for
nonequilibrium turbulent flows.
This research was partially supported by the
Office of Naval Research, Grant N00014-91-J-1204,
monitored by Dr. L.P. Purtell.
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Hydrodynamic Forces on a Surface-Piercing Plate
in Steady Maneuvering Motion
Z.-J. Zou (Wuhan Transportation University, China)

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a three dimensional numerical method for calculating the hydrodynamic
forces acting on a surface-piercing vertical plate of
small aspect ratio in steady maneuvering motion.
Under the potential flow assumption and using a
nonlinear vortex model , the disturbance velocity
potential is represented by a Rankine source
distribution on the free surface and a Rankine-type
vortex distribution on the plate and on the vortex sheet
in the wake. The vortex and source strengths are determined by satisfying the boundary conditions on the
plate and on the free surface, whereas the Kutta
condition at the trailing edge and the radiation
condition at large distance from the plate are satisfied
explicitly.
The proposed method is applied to flat plates of
T/L =0.1 and 0.2 in oblique motion and turning

N
NF
NL

yaw moment
number of panels on the free surface
number of panels on the plate in longitudinal

N7

direction
number of panels on the plate in vertical
direction
:

NP -= NLxNz, number of panels on the plate
P
r
r'
T

pressure in the fluid
yaw rate of the plate
= rL/u, nondimensional yaw rate
draft of the plate
translation velocity of the plate at the undisturbed free surface

motion up to moderate and large drift angle and yaw
rate. Numerical results are compared with available
experimental results which shows satisfying
agreements.

' n

— V n

u
v
v'

= V0 cos/?, forward speed of the plate
= —V0 sin ß, sway speed of the plate
= - tan ß, nondimensional sway speed

K

= (u - ry, v+rxjti), velocity of the plate in

W

maneuvering motion
= (VO-J^), relative velocity in doublebody flow
lateral force

NOMENCLATURE

ß

drift angle

Cj

- Y - pVl TL, lateral-force coefficient

ßL

=- tan-1 [(v+rx)/(u-ry)], local drift

*~N

= N — pV* TL2 , yaw-moment coefficient

F
g

= u/yjgL , Froude number
gravitational acceleration

y
y0
y

angle
vortex strength
vortex strength in double-body flow
vortex strength due to free-surface effects

L

length of the plate

£
X

free-surface elevation
=2 T/L, effective aspect ratio
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p

fluid density

a
if)

source strength
disturbance velocity potential

O

disturbance velocity potential in double-

9

body flow
disturbance velocity potential due to free-

effects of three dimensionality and the trailing wake is
an inevitable consequence of these effects. In the case
of very large aspect ratio, the flow around a vertical
plate may be viewed as two dimensional in the horizontal plane, whereas in the limiting case of zero
aspect ratio the flow is essentially two dimensional
cross flow in the lateral plane. On the other hand, for
a plate with small but finite aspect ratio, three
dimensional flow effects may be important, and the
influence of trailing wake must be taken into account.
For a yawed surface-piercing flat plate, Maniar
et al. (3) proposed a three-dimensional panel method
using Kelvin singularities. In correspondence with
the conventional linear lifting-surface theory, the
normal dipole distribution on the plate and in the
wake downstream of the trailing edge is put on the
plane of the plate. Thus this method, just as
Chapman's method, is only applicable to a plate of
moderate or larger aspect ratio at small drift angle.
Recently, for a surface-piercing plate in steady
turning motion, Landrini and Campana (4) presented
a three dimensional numerical method using Rankine
singularities. The Neumann-Kelvin boundary-value
problem was solved by coupling a standard panel
method on the free surface with a vortex lattice
procedure on the body and wake surface, where
corresponding to the nonlinear lifting-surface theory a
nonlinear wake modeling was used.
In the present paper, a three-dimensional
Rankine panel method for free-surface flow around a
vertical plate of small aspect ratio in steady oblique
motion and/or turning motion is presented. The flow
is assumed to separate from the trailing edge and the
lower edge. The wake is modeled by a nonlinear
vortex sheet. The boundary condition on the free
surface is linearized with respect to the double-body
flow. To solve the linearized boundary-value problem,
a source distribution on the free surface and a vortex
distribution on the plate and in the wake are used,
whereas the singularity strengths are determined by
satisfying the corresponding boundary conditions.

surface effects

1. INTRODUCTION
For theoretical prediction of the hydrodynamic
forces acting on a maneuvering ship, the ship's hull
may be considered to be a lifting body of very small
aspect ratio. Although a free surface is present, it may
be replaced by a rigid horizontal plane in the range of
low speeds. In such a case, the effective aspect ratio of
the hull is twice its draft-to-length ratio, and the flow
is equivalent to the so-called double-body flow to
which various theoretical methods developed in
aerodynamics may be applied directly. On the other
hand, for ships at higher speeds, the free-surface
displacement may have a significant influence on the
hydrodynamic forces, thus the free-surface effects
must be included in the theoretical analysis.
Since the maneuvering behavior of a ship is
mainly determined by its lateral underwater profile, a
vertical flat plate with the same draft and length may
be a useful model for calculating the hydrodynamic
forces acting on the ship. For a surface-piercing plate
in maneuvering motion, a successful numerical method was proposed by Chapman (1), (2) under the
slender-body assumption. Since the flow separation
along the lower edge is neglected in this method, its
applicability is confined to small lateral motions, and
although the aspect ratio is assumed to be small,
better agreements between numerical and experimental results were obtained for plates of larger aspect
ratios.
Another important fact is that the wake influence
is fully neglected in the slender-body theory. As we
known, the aspect ratio is an important measure of the
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y - 0, the boundary condition is given by

Calculations were performed for rectangular flat
plates of draft-to-length ratio 0.1 and 0.2. Numerical
results were presented and compared with other
theoretical, numerical and experimental results where

0 =v+rx.

On the free surface z - C(x,y) the velocity

available.

potential should satisfy a kinematic boundary condition and a dynamic boundary condition:

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We consider a vertical rectangular plate in
steady maneuvering motion at the plane of the
undisturbed free surface. The geometric aspect ratio,
the draft-to-length ratio T/L , is assumed to be small.

(V#-P,)-V£-*f=0,

£=-(-^-v^+|vfv^

We adopt a right-handed Cartesian coordinate
system o-xyz which is fixed with respect to the moving
plate, see Fig. 1. The translation velocity of the plate in
the horizontal plane is V0, and the yaw rate about the

U2

U2 -—» 4

Vs=(u-ry,v+rx,0).
Together with the boundary conditions on the
free surface, a radiation condition must be imposed to
ensure that there are no waves radiated upstream.
Moreover, the disturbance created by the motion
of the plate should decay to zero at infinity:

»1

Jr"

o

(4)

gravitational acceleration and

drift angle and V0 = FJ.

*

(3)

where g is the free-surface elevation, g is the

vertical axis is r. The velocity components in the
longitudinal and lateral directions are u - V0 cos/?
and v = -F0sin/?, respectively, where ß is the

V

(2)

limv^=(0A0),

' 'Z

(5)

R-»oo

where R = ^Jx2 +y2 +z2 ■

y

ß

The kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
(3) and (4) are combined to give a single boundary
condition on the free surface:

Fig.l Coordinate system
The fluid is assumed to be inviscid and imcompressible. The flow is assumed to be irrotational
except in the wake which is to be modeled by a trailing
vortex sheet. The disturbance velocity of the fluid can
be expressed by the gradient of a velocity potential <fi

(6)
This boundary condition is nonlinear and should be
imposed on the exact free surface z = £ which is not

which satisfies the Laplace equation

vV = o

(1)

known in advance. To solve the boundary-value
problem for the velocity potential <j>, we decompose
(f) into a velocity potential for the double-body flow,
d>, and another one due to the free-surface effects, <p.

in the fluid domain and some boundary conditions.
On the plate which is located on the plane
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Assuming that |V^J| «|VO| on the undisturbed

Corresponding to the vortex distribution, a Kutta
condition should be imposed at the trailing edge (T.E.)
to determine the circulation. This condition can be
satisfied by requiring that the vortex strength along

free surface z = 0, we linearize the boundary conditions on the free surface about the double-body flow
at z = 0 in correspondence with Dawson's method

the trailing edge is zero, i.e.

(5).
Since O, = 0 and Oä = O^ = 0 on z = 0,

T.E.

= o.

it follows from (4) that
Moreover, a dynamic boundary condition should
be imposed on the trailing vortex sheet which states
that there is no pressure difference across the vortex
sheet in the wake. In principle, an iterative procedure
is required to satisfy this condition, since the location
of the trailing vortex sheet is not known in advance.
However, for practical applications in engineering
problem it is usually sufficient to assume the shape
and location of the trailing vortex sheet in advance.
For a plate of small aspect ratio the flow may
separate from the lower edge along the length even if
the drift angle or yaw rate is small. Therefore, a nonlinear trailing vortex model is required. In the present
paper, we use a nonlinear vortex model which is an
extension of Bollay's nonlinear theory (6). It is
assumed that the trailing vortices separate from the
plate at the trailing edge and lower edge at some angle
to the plane of the plate and extend to infinity
downstream in some prescribed manner. The vertical
plate is divided horizontally into lifting strips. On
each lifting strip the vortex strength changes only in
the longitudinal direction, whereas from one lifting
strip to another the vortex strength changes its value
in the vertical direction. For a plate of extremely small
aspect ratio, one lifting strip is sufficient, and the
proposed vortex model is consistent with Bollay's
model. On the other hand, for a plate at extremely
small drift angle or yaw rate the trailing vortices may
be put on the plane of the plate, then the vortex model
corresponds to the conventional linear lifting-surface
theory.
With the shape and location of the trailing vortex
sheet assumed in advance, the source and vortex

rv^-P;vo+-v<Dvo

c=

g
onz = 0,

(7)

where W=V<b-Vt.
Similarly, since OTO = O^ = O^ = 0 on
z = 0, we obtain from (6)

wv{wv<p)-g<pz
+ vf-FJV<E> + -V0)Va)]-O„ff -Vp
= -w-v\ -^vo+-vovo

on z = 0 •

(8)

Correspondingly, the boundary condition (2) on
the plate can be rewritten as

P, = -[*,-(v+™)]-

(9)

Once the double-body flow is known, the
linearized boundary-value problem for the velocity
potential <p can be solved by distributing singularity
elements with unknown strengths over the boundary
surfaces. Considering a surface-piercing plate of zero
thickness, we represent the flow around the plate by a
Rankine source distribution on the free surface surrounding the plate and a Rankine-type vortex
distribution on the plate and in the wake.
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strengths can be determined by satisfying the
boundary conditions on the free surface and on the
plate. Then we can calculate the free-surface elevation
by (7) and the hydrodynamic forces on the plate by
integrating the fluid pressure over the plate.
In the body-fixed coordinate system the dynamic
pressure in the fluid relative to the atmospheric

which can be expressed in nondimensional form as

Y
r

i1

rr2
^PKTL

. „

and C„
N =

N
1
1

*r2TT2
\pVZTU

pressure is given by
3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
where p is the fluid density.

A three-dimensional panel method is applied to
solve the potential flow problem. In order to construct
the numerical solution, the boundary surfaces and the

Since on the plate y — 0 and

singularity distributions are discretized.
The plate is discretized into panels. On each of
the panels, a collocation point is selected to satisfy the
boundary condition on the plate. Correspondingly, the
vortex distribution on the plate and on the trailing
vortex sheet is discretized and replaced by
concentrated vortex elements. As conventional, the
vortex strength vector is decomposed into a vertical
component (bound vortex) and a horizontal component (free vortex). For steady flow considered here,
it follows from the dynamic boundary condition on the
trailing vortex sheet that the vertical component of the
vortex strength vector is zero in the wake.
On the plate, the longitudinal and vertical
locations of the line vortices and the collocation points
are determined in a similar way as by the well-known
quasi-continuous method (QCM), Lan (7). Assuming
that on the plate there are NL panels and Nz panels

where the superscripts + and - denote the right and
left sides of the plate, y = +0 and y = -0,
respectively, the jump of dynamic pressure across the
plate is

p+ -p~ =pu{fx-fx)>
or with the relation ^+ - ^ = -y , where y is the
bound vortex strength, the vertical component of the
vortex strength vector,
-puy

(10)

Corresponding to the decomposition of (f>,
y can be devided into a part in the double-body flow
and a part due to the free-surface effects:

in the longitudinal and vertical directions respectively,
then for i=l,2,..., 7Vi,andj=l,2,..„ Nz the locations
of the line vortices are given by

where,
ro = -(^x " $*) and Yx = Af* ~ <P~*) •

L
x„ =—cosl
"
2

Consequently, the lateral force and yaw moment
acting on the plate are given by

z.„- = ■
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0-3/4)

1-cos j

n

n
N~7

flat plates of T/L =0.1 and 0.2 in oblique motion and

and the locations of the collocation points by
n

L

xri =—COS|

"

2

in turning motion.
For a plate in oblique motion the local drift angle
is constant and equal to the drift angle of the plate.
Similarly to Bollay's vortex model we assume tliat the
free vortices are straight line vortices which separate
from the trailing edge and lower edge at an angle
equal to half of the drift angle and extend to infinity

('•-1/4)

z,=Il-cos(;-l/2)^
N7
The line vortices separate from the plate at the
trailing and lower edges and extend to infinity
downstream, thus form a discrete vortex system with
Np = NLx Nz unknown vortex strengths yk,

downstream.
In order to verify the proposed method, calculations were first performed for a plate of T/L =0.1 in
oblique motion in double-body flow. The corresponding effective aspect ratio is Xe =0.2.

k=l,2,...,NP.
Neglecting the free-surface effects, the vortex
strengths y ok corresponding to the double-body flow

Fig. 2 shows the numerical results obtained by
the present method together with experimental
results by Flachsbart, see (6), and theoretical
results. The numerical results are obtained with
NL xNz =20x10 panels on the plate. The

can be determined by satisfying the boundary
condition on the plate, <S>y=v + rx, at the
collocation points (xd ,0, zg).
For the free-surface flow, besides the discretization of the plate and the vortex distribution the
undisturbed free surface is discretized into quadrilateral panels whose langth is approximately constant.
On each of these panels, a source distribution with
constant strength is covered, and the "middle point" is
selected as collocation point at which the boundary
condition on the free surface is satisfied. Assuming
that there are NF panels on the free surface, the
source strength <7. (j=l,2,..., NF) and the vortex
strength yxk (k=l,2

"theoretical" results are obtained by the following
formula, see e.g. Thieme (9):

Cr=-Äeß + -Ä/' + [2 + l.64^)ß\ (13)

C-IW-TSS-TS'-

(14)

where r' -r L/u is the nondimensional yaw rate,
and /•' =0 in the present case.
As shown in Fig. 2, the present results agree quite
well with both the experimental and theoretical results.
The nonlinear dependence of the lateral force on the
drift angle is predicted very well by the present
method.
The proposed method was then applied to
surface-piercing plates. Fig. 3 shows the numerical
results for a plate of T/L =0.1 in oblique motion at
F„=0.30. The free-surface grid reaches about 0.25Z,

Np) are determined simul-

taneously by satisfying the boundary conditions (8)
and (9) at the collocation points on the free surface
and on the plate. On the other hand, the radiation
condition is satisfied explicitly by the numerical
technique of "staggered grids", see e.g. Jensen et al.
(8), where the source panels on the undisturbed free
surface are shifted backwards by one panel length
relative to the corresponding free surface panels.

upstream and 1.5Z, downstream of the plate, and 1.0L
laterally. The panel length is about 0.05Z, which
corresponds to approximately 12 panels per wave
length. In Fig. 3 numerical results obtained for the

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The proposed numerical method was applied to
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Fig.2 Lateral-force and yaw-moment
coefficients for a plate of Ae =0.2 in oblique

Fig. 3 Lateral-force and yaw-moment coefficients
for a plate of T/L =0.1 in oblique motion at

motion in double-body flow

F=0.30

the numerical results and measurements, especially at
large drift angle. In addition, comparison between the
numerical results obtained for double-body flow and
free-surface flow shows that also in this case the
free-surface effects are not significant.
For a plate in steady turning motion, the local
drift angle at point (x,y,z) is given by

plate in double-body flow are also shown for
comparison. It can be seen that in this case the freesurface effects on the hydrodynamic forces can be
neglected.
Fig.4 shows the calculated hydrodynamic
coefficients versus nondimerisional sway speed
v' = - tan ß for a plate of T/L =0.2 in double-body
flow and in free-surface flow at i^=0.32. The
discretization of the plate and the free surface is the
same as in the case of the plate of T/L =0.1. In Fig.4,

A^-tan"1!

the numerical results are compared with
measurements by van den Brug et al. (10). Regarding
the yaw-moment, the agreement of the numerical
results with measurements is quite satisfactory. On the
other hand, although the nonlinear dependence of the
lateral force on drift angle is predicted by the present
method, quantitatively, there is a discrepancy between

v+rx
^u-ryj

We assume that the free vortices leave the plate
at the trailing and lower edges at an angle equal to half
of the local drift angle and travel downstream along
curved routes. The free vortices are discretized into
straight vortex segments, the length of which is
approximately equal to the length of free-surface
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Fig.4 Comparison of the lateral-force and yawmoment coefficients for a plate of T/L =0.2 in
oblique motion at Fn =0.32

Fig. 5 Lateral-force and yaw-moment coefficients
for a plate of T/L =0.1 in turning motion at
F_=0.30

panels. Starting from the trailing edge or the lower
edge, the free vortices in their discrete form go

r' is shown together with theoretical results obtained
by (13) and (14) for the plate of T/L =0.1 at Fn =0.30.

backwards at an angle equal to —ßL. At large

In contrast to the theoretical prediction, the present
results show a strong nonlinear dependence of the
hydrodynamic force and moment on the yaw rate,
especially for the yaw-moment. Moreover,
comparison between the numerical results obtained
for the plate in double-body flow and in free-surface
flow indicates that the free-surface effects tend to
increase the hydrodynamic force and moment,
especially at large yaw rate, and thus should not be
ignored in these cases.
Fig.6 shows the calculated lateral-force and
yaw-moment coefficients for the plate of T/L =0.2 in
turning motion at Fn =0.32 in double-body flow and

distance from the plate, the free vortices are replaced
by straight line vortices which extend to infinity
downstream.
Calculations were performed for surfacepiercing plates of T/L =0.1 and 0.2 in steady turning
motion at ^,=0.3 and 0.32, respectively.
The sizes of the free surface grid and free surface
panels are approximately equal to those used for the
plate in oblique motion, whereas the discretization of
the plate is exactly the same.
In Fig. 5 the calculated lateral-force and yawmoment coefficients versus nondimensional yaw rate

in free-surface flow. It can be seen that the free993

•
A

■ numerical, double-body
numerical, with free surface
measurements, Yamasaki et al.
calculations, Yamasaki et al.

motion. The numerical results are compared with
other theoretical, numerical and experimental results
which are available. It is shown that the present
method can predict very well the free-surface effects
on the hydrodynamic forces and the nonlinear
dependence of the hydrodynamic forces on the drift

Cy
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angle and yaw rate.
For applications in ship maneuvering problem,
the proposed method is to be extended to bodies
including the effect of thickness.
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DISCUSSION
E.F. Campana
INSEAN, Italy
As a general comment, the present results by Dr.
Zou seem to confirm the main conclusions of the
paper by Dr. Landrini and myself which was
presented at the Workshop on Water Waves and
Floating Bodies (10th WWWFB) held in Oxford
last year. There and in a subsequent paper [1] we
showed some results concerning the steady drift
and turning motion of a surface-piercing flat plate
described by a linearized free-surface problem
according to the Dawson procedure. In particular,
by adopting a simplified but still nonlinear wake
model, the relevant role of the keel vortex in
determining the force coefficients was there
emphasized.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
•

I have a few specific comments on the paper
included in the proceedings:
•
•

•

•

•

Concerning both trailing edge and tip vortices,
we had used an iterative solution to adjust the
direction of the trailing vortices with the
"local" velocity. Have you already tried to
follow that procedure? If not, in what sense is
the model you considered nonlinear?
Dealing with the double body linearization, we
experienced very sharp gradients of the second
derivatives of the double body solution near
the intersection between the leading edge of
the plate and the undisturbed water plane.
Although not adopting a low-pass filter, as
suggested by Nakos and Sclavounos [2], we
obtain satisfactory values for the convergence.
What is your experience on that problem?
In the computation, we have found it useful to
neglect the influence of the (perturbation)
trailing vortex nearest to the free surface. This
is because that vortex may generate a jerky
behavior of the solution, being too close to the
free surface collocation points. How do you
handle this problem?
In our computations, increasing discrepancies
between experiments and numerics were
observed in the higher Froude range (see, for
example, figure 9 in [3]). Could you please
comment on this?

•

•

REFERENCES
[1] M. Landrini, E.F. Campana, "Steady Waves
and Forces About a Yawing Flat Plate," Journal of
Ship Research, 1996. In press.
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The vortex model used in the present work
is an extension of Bolley's model which is
nonlinear in the sense that the trailing
vortices leave the plate at some angle to the
plane of the plate and thus form a vortex
sheet which does not lie in that plane. As
the numerical results indicated, this vortex
model is efficient to predict the nonlinear
dependance of the hydrodynamic forces on
drift angle and yaw rate.
For the linearized boundary condition on
the free surface, derivatives of the doublebody velocity potential up to the second
order need to be calculated.
In my
calculation, for each drift angle or yaw rate
only one free-surface grid is used. The
inmost collocation points on the free
surface lie at a small distance away from
the intersection of the plate and the
undisturbed free surface.
I did not
investigate the details of the flow near the
leading edge.
The vortex distribution on the plate is
discretized by a quasi-continuous method,
resulting in a system of horseshoe vortices.
The uppermost horseshoe vortices are
between the inmost collocation points on
both sides of the free surface and are
included in the calculation.
In a potential-flow method for lifting
problem, a Kutta condition is imposed at
the trailing edge to fix the value of lift
force which is ultimately due to viscosity.
For a surface-piercing plate, the experimentally observed jump in the free-surface
elevation across the wake just behind the
trailing edge above some critical Froude
number is contrary to the Kutta condition
of pressure continuity. There, it cannot be
expected that the potential-flow method
would predict correctly the lift force at
range of higher Froude number.

Advances in Panel Methods
H. Söding (Institut fur Schiffbau, Germany)

cretisation are even more severe. Two-ship encounter
simulations are generally not tackled using Rankine
In spite of improving computers, a number of
panel methods due to the large number of unknowns
inviscid CFD problems still suffer from excessive storrequired. Seakeeping computations using Rankine
age and/or computing time requirements. Examples
panels for bodies with forward speed were reviewed
are detailed pressure distributions on propellers in a
this year by [6]. Here generally the covered freewake field, ship wave effects for low Froude numbers,
surface area is larger than in wave-resistance compuship encounters in a channel, 3D seakeeping problems
tations, and the grid spacing should be finer to cover
and instationary flows which are not time-harmonic.
a wide band-width of wave lengths that may appear
Three measures to reduce the computer requirements
in one computation.
for such problems are demonstrated: the multigrid
In summary, various hydrodynamical commethod, panel clustering, and a new higher-order
panel method. Further, the 'patch' method is pre- putations of practical relevance would benefit from
sented which allows more accurate resistance compu- techniques that allow to use more panels without increasing storage and CPU time requirements. Multitations without increasing time or unknowns.
grid and cluster techniques can serve this purpose.
1. Introduction
For a fixed discretisation, the accuracy can be signifComputational fluid dynamics (CFD) sup- icantly improved by the 'patch' method. Also a new
ports to an increasing extent model tests. An impor- higher-order panel technique with numerical integratant field are "wave-resistance" computations, which tion appears promising. Advantages will be demonuse almost exclusively Rankine panel methods to strated here for steady double-body flows and one
analyse local flow details, to optimise local hull example of a free-surface flow, but all techniques are
shapes (especially the bulbous bow) and to align of suitable for steady and unsteady flows with and withshaft brackets etc. [1], [2]. However, the resistance is out a free-surface.
not predicted with sufficient accuracy, and reliability
2. Patch Method
to substitute model experiments. Ordinary higherThe aim of the patch method [7] is to increase
order panels increase accuracy for simple test cases
(spheroids, Wigley hulls, etc.), but failed only re- the accuracy of pressure forces and velocity averages
cently to show consistent improvements for real ships over a patch on a body surface compared to the usual
in an investigation at our institute, [3]. For slow ships first-order panel methods, without introducing a finer
(tankers, inland water vessels), due to time and stor- discretisation or the complexity of higher-order panel
age limitations the free-surface grids are chosen often methods. For a given discretisation, the computing
time of the panel method and the patch method are
too coarse to resolve the short waves.
about the same, and so are the program complexity
Panel methods gain in importance for maand the accuracy of velocities at single points.
noeuvring calculations, [4], [5]. Due to the usually
Consider an arbitrary body in an infinite
low speeds involved and the asymmetry of the flow,
problems with a sufficiently fine and extended dis- ideal fluid (double-body flow). The boundary condiAbstract
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tion on the hull (body surface) is that no water flows
through the hull. The usual approach in boundary element methods discretises the hull into a number of
elements (panels). The boundary condition is then
exactly enforced at one point, the collocation point,
located approximately at the panel center.
In the 'patch' method, on the other hand, the
total flow through each surface element (patch), and
not just at its center, is made to vanish. Using sources
distributed over plane or curved panels would lead
to complicated integrations; therefore in the patch
method simple point sources are used. They are located within the body near to the patch centres. The
distance between patch centre and source point may
be chosen as the minimum of the following lengths:
Square root of patch area;
1/3 of the local body breadth;
1/2 the radius of longitudinal curvature;
1/2 the radius of transverse curvature.
The results are not sensitive to this distance; in many
applications simply 1/10 of the patch length is used.
In the panel method, velocity and pressure
can be determined on the hull directly only at the
panel centres; at other points, interpolation has to
be used. Pressure forces are, typically, determined
by multiplying the pressure at the panel centre with
the panel area. The patch method aims just to improve this force formula. In the patch method, potential and velocity are determined at the patch corners
instead of at the patch centre, i.e. at a reasonable
distance from all point sources. The potential at the
patch corners allows a better approximation of the
average velocity within the patch than the value at
the panel centre, and combining the potential and the
velocity at the patch corners allows to determine an
accurate average of the pressure within the patch.

Here n is the outward normal on the hull, index x
(and later z) designates the respective component of
n, and Anx is the projection of the patch area on a
plane x = constant (with appropriate sign); for the
2d case of Fig. 1: Anx = J/A - VB-

— x

Fig. 1: Patch (from A to B) and source point S
2.1 2-d Formulation
The outflow due to the unit source potential
In r into all directions is 27r. The outflow M due to the
unit source in s passing through the patch in Fig. 1
is thus equal to the angle 7 under which the patch
is seen from s — both for a straight and a curved
patch. If A and B are the vectors from S to A and
B respectively, 7 is easily determined from the vector
and scalar products of A and B:
M = 7 = arctan

(1)

»=i

U is the speed of the uniform flow, a the source
strength, G the potential of a Rankine point source:
G = lnr

in 2D, and

G = -1/r

in 3D,

(2)

where r = \x — s\ is the distance between field point
x and source point s.

The pressure force on a straight patch is
/

n jpdl = nP-(u2l- J v2dl\

(5)

where v, the modulus of v, is not constant. To evaluate this expression, v is approximated by the secondorder polynomial giving the known values vA, VB and
v.
v = VA +

(Qv- 4vA - 2vB)t + S(vA + VB- 2v)t2 (6)

t is the tangential coordinate directed from A to B.
From this expression follows the integral in (5):

Let Mi be the outflow through a patch induced by a point source of unit strength. Then the
zero-flow condition for a patch is

-UAnx + ^2aiMi = 0.

(4)

From the value of the potential <f> at the end
points A and B, the average modulus v of the velocity
v is found as \<f>A - 4>B\/1, where / ist the length of the
patch. The direction of v is parallel to the contour.
The velocity v at the end points, designated here as
x, is found as VG = (x - s)/r2.

For a body in uniform flow to negative x direction, the potential is
-UX + ^ViG:

[B x A}2
B-A

t;2 dl = I V2 = I ■(

(v)2+

(7)

/'

(3)

+
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2(vA - v)2 + 2{vB - vf 15

(?A

-

V)(VB

- vY

As a test case, a symmetric profile with circular nose, parabolic run and a sharp tail, with
thickness-chord ratio of 2, was investigated at zero
angle of attack. The resistance, which should be zero
due to d'Alembert's paradox, is used to indicate the
error. (A test body should not be symmetric in x to
avoid cancellation of the discretisation error.) The
panel method used for comparison applied straight
elements of constant source strength, a collocation
scheme and constant pressure over each element.
Table I: Relative resistance (= error) for a
foil-shaped profile; comparison of patch method
(PTM) with first-order panel method (OPM)
192
24
12
48
96
elem. no.
1.4% 0.5%
5%
PTM
13%
17%
5%
OPM
100% 47% 22% 10%

Here A, B,C are the vectors pointing from the source
point S to the panel corners A,B,C. Note that a
curvature of the patch does not influence the result
if the panel edges remain straight. If curved patch
sides are approximated by straight lines, the error
made in one patch occurs at the neighbouring patch
with opposite sign.
7 maybe approximated by A* /d2 if the distance d between patch center and source point exceeds a given limit. A* is the patch area projected
on a plane normal to the direction from the source to
the patch center:

±(A + B + C)
A*

The patch method proved to be about 5
times more accurate than the panel method, Table
I. In other words, only 1/4 of the number of elements
of the ordinary panel method sufficed for the patch
method to obtain the same force accuracy.

2(ß

(9)
(10)

X b)

d

With known source strengths cr,-, one can determine the potential <j> and its derivatives V0 at
all patch corners. From the <f> values at the corners A,B,C, the average velocity within the triangle
is found as
v = V(j> =

<t>A~<i>C =0
"AB

, <t>B ~ 4>A -

«AS ^

=^
'AC

«AC

(11)

with
nAB = b ■

'■b

and

nAc

'-£'• <12>

With known v and corner velocities vA , VB, VC, the
pressure force on the triangle can be determined from
(5) where / is now the patch area. (7) has the following 3-d equivalent:

Fig. 2: Source point S and patch ABC
2.2 3-d Formulation

(13)

/*«* =

The outflow due to the unit source potential
— 1/r into all space directions is 47r. The outflow due
to the unit source in S passing through the triangular
patch in Fig. 2 is thus equal to the space angle 7 under
which the patch ABC is seen from S. Quadrilateral
patches are handled by combining two triangles. For
straight patch sides, the rules of spherical geometry
give 7 as the sum of the angles between each pair of
planes SAB, SBC and SCA, minus 7r:
a = ßsAB.SBC + ßsBC.SCA + ßsCA,SAB ~ T

(8)

where e.g.
ßsAB.SBC = arctan

c

-[(Ix B) x(BxC)]-B
(Ä x B) ■ (B x C)\B\
999

l-[(v)2 +

(VA - V)2 + (VB ~ V) + (dg ~ in
tQ 2
30

(VA-V)(VB-V)

+

(VB-V^VC-V)

90

+ (vc-v)(vA-v)
j

2.3 Test Cases
Test cases concerned a sphere and two ships.
The HSVA tanker, used often as a test for RANSE
flow codes, has a 'parabolical' bow shape and a much
finer afterbody, thus showing the strong asymmetry
in x direction which makes it well-suited to compare
the numerically computed resistance in double-body

flow conditions with the correct value of 0. For comparison, Jensen's "sphere method" [12] and a firstoder Hess&Smith panel method were applied (Table
II). The patch method was more accurate by one order of magnitude for the same discretisation (corresponding roughly to same CPU time and storage requirements for the 3 methods).

r 0.005
Cw

1

-0.004

c

-0.003
Table II. Numerical resistance coefficient
-2Fx/pU2S by different methods
1000 ■ resistance
no. of
method
coefficient
panels/patches
-0.16
421
Patch
+1.54
421
Sphere
+0.03
780
Patch
+0.20
780
Sphere
+0.20
1788
Hess&Smith

1°

•

-0.002

•

0
0/

-o.ooi
0

°

°//
1

0.20

Fn

0.30

i

0.40

Table III shows a comparison of the force
on 1/8 of a full sphere in uniform flow. For radi- Fig. 3. Wave resistance coefficient of Series 60 (CB —
us 1 and speed 1, the exact force components on 0.6) model according to experiments ([13], line) and
patch method (o). Symbols • include interaction with
the positive octant are fx = -7r/64 = 0.04909 and
fy = fz = IITT/128 = 0.26998. Here the patch viscous resistance.
method was compared by Hughes and Bertram [3]
with an ordinary higher-order panel method OHM
(parabolic in shape, linear in source strength). The
patch method is roughly of same accuracy (but much
faster) for the longitudinal force, but 3 times more inaccurate for the transverse force. Results of the patch
method in Table III refer to a mesh of equilateral triangles; it was found, however, that combining two
such triangles to a quadrilateral produced nearly the
same error with about half the number of patches.
Table III: Error in force on 1/8 sphere
patch method PTM
elements Fx error Fy error
0.050
0.006
16
0.012
64
0.001
0.0025
0.00005
256
higher-order pane OHM
elements Fx error Fy error
0.017
0.006
15
0.004
0.002
66
0.0013
0.0007
231
Fig. 3 shows the wave resistance coefficient
for the Series 60 - CB = 0.6 hull as a function
of Froude number, computed by a non-linear Rankine source / patch method. For the hull boundary
condition up to the deformed water surface and for
the force integration, the patch method was used,
1000

Fig. 4. Patch arrangement on Series 60 hull

whereas the free surface condition was satisfied, as line of four patches in a cluster are added and subin earlier methods, by point collocation and point tracted to the following four combined equations:
sources above the water surface shifted backwards relative to the collocation points. Symbols • include a
1: + + ++
rough approximation of the interaction between wave
2: +-+and viscous resistance: the difference between • and
3: + +
o corresponds to the change of viscous resistance with
4: +--+
Fn estimated to be proportional to the change of wetted surface and to the mean squared non-viscous veIf the combined equations are satisfied, so are the
locity at the hull surface.
original ones. The absolute values of coefficients of
To test the accuracy of the patch method,
the combined equations 2,3, and especially 4 decrease
the hull discretisation shown in Fig. 4 with 37 • 13
stronger with distance from the main diagonal in K
patches was modified to have twice the number of
than those of the original equations and of combinapatches, either in transverse or in longitudinal direction 1.
tion. The results of the wave resistance were practiCorrespondingly also the four rows of patches
cally the same for all three meshes.
within a cluster are combined to the following 16 com3. Cluster and Multigrid Method
binations of 16 equations:
3.1 Clustering
In the following only the boundary condition
on the body (no flow through the hull) is considered;
but clustering and the multigrid technique are even
well applicable also for free-surface flow problems.
The discretisation of the hull boundary condition yields a system of linear equations for the unknown source strengths cr,- in (1):
Ka

(14)

K is the coefficient matrix, cr the vector of source
strengths, and g the vector of the inhomogeneous
parts. An element fc,j of K can be interpreted as
flow through a patch i per time induced by a source
of unit strength at point £,-. The elements of g give
the negative flow per time through the patches induced by the uniform flow. Eq. (14) enforces that
the superposition of all source flows and the parallel
flow add up to zero flow through all patches.

1:
2:
3:
4:

+ + ++
+-+++ —
+--+

5: + + ++

6: +-+7: + +
8: +--+
9: + + ++

10: +-+11: + +
12: +--+
13: + + ++

14: + - +15: + +—
16: +--+

+ + ++
+ -+++—
+ --+

+ + ++
+ -+++—
+ --+
+ + ++
- + -+ + -+--++ + + —
- + +- + --+
+ + ++
+ -+- - + -+
+ + — --++
+ --+ - + +-

+ + ++
+ -+++—
+ --+
- + -+
--++
- + +-

- + -+
--++
- + ++ + ++
- + -+ - + -+ + -+--++ --++ + + —
-++- - + +- + --+

As the cluster consists of patches of approximately equal size and orientation, for a distant source
Clustering aims to reduce the computer time the influence functions of all combinations will nearly
and storage requirements for generating the matrix cancel (due to the positive and negative contribuK, and it simplifies the application of the multi- tions) with the exception of the first combination
grid method (next chapter); however, clustering and which adds all influence functions. The purpose of
multigrid can be applied also separately. The clus- combining the influence of elements within a cluster
ter/multigrid technique is combined here with the is, that for large distances between source and patch
patch method, but it could be applied also to ordi- (resp. collocation point and panel in a conventional
panel method) the combined influence functions are
nary panel methods.
so small that they can be neglected. This saves storHere, a cluster is a set of 4 by 4 patches of
age space, time for solving the system of equations
the normal (fine) grid. The 16 patches of each cluster
and - if one can determine a priori which combinaare generated to have similar size and shape, and the
tions will be neglected - time for computing the influsurface covered by a cluster should be smooth; if it is
ence functions, because only the combined influence
not, the cluster should be made smaller.
functions for all elements of a cluster or for 2 by 2
The scalar equations in (14) referring to a patch blocks need to be computed.
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The mixed influence functions (containing
positive and negative contributions) decay even more
rapidly with distance as also sources within a source
cluster of 16 sources are combined by adding and subtracting their influence. Contrary to patch clusters,
however, experience has shown that it is not sufficiently accurate to use just one single point source
to represent a whole source cluster even for large distances. Thus, forming source clusters reduces storage
requirements, but not time to compute the coefficient
matrix.
The matrix K is subdivided into blocks of
16 • 16 = 256 elements. Each block represents the influence of one source cluster on one patch cluster. A
block element represents initially the influence function of a source of unit strength on one patch; if 4 or
16 patches are combined to save computation time,
each patch of the group is assumed to have 1/4 resp.
1/16 of the computed total influence. Then the block
elements are 'mixed' according to the above combinations. A direct superposition of each of the 256
elements of a 'mixed' block by adding and substracting all elements of the original block would require
2 • 2562 arithmetical operations per block. Mixing
can be accelerated by combining, stepwise, at first
two adjacent elements, then more removed elements.
An example of 4 elements may illustrate the process:
Original coefficients (o indicates that a neighbour coefficient does not contribute):
+ o oo 0 + 00 o o +o O O 0+
Neighbours added/subtracted:
+ + oo -|— oo o o ++ o o -|—
Neighbours once removed added/subtracted:

+ + +++-+-++
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Typel
XXXXXXX . XXXXX . X
XXX. X. . .x.x. . . .
XXXXX. X. XXXXX. X
X.X

X.X....

XXX.X...X.X....
X
X.X

X.X....

XXXXX.

X.

XXXXX.

X.X

Five types of blocks are distinguished according to their arrangement of non-zero elements, Fig. 5.
The threshold for setting an element to zero was
taken such that the error in neglecting all zero elements contributes less than 10~4U to the final velocity. The definition of block types was based on trial
computations to achieve favourable storage and CPU
time conditions; however, a higher number of block
types may be worthwhile to further reduce the storage requirements. Each block of matrix K is stored
without the zero elements in one storage area. The
full matrices of type 1 appear mostly along the main
diagonal, whereas the sparse blocks of higher block
type are located farther away from the main diagonal, where large distances between patch and source
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X

X.X....

XXXXX.

X.

XXX.

X.

.

X.X

X

X.X

X.X....

X.X

x

+ - -+

For 256 elements, this process requires only 2 • 256 • 8
operations. After 'mixing', each of the 256 block
elements represents the combined influence of 16
sources/sinks on the ± combination of 16 patches.

X

X X

Type 2
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Type 3

.

group are represented.
3.2 Multigrid Method
The multigrid method is frequently used for
solving differential equations of viscous fluid flow, but
it works even better for potential flow problems, i.e.
for solving integral equations. The principles of both
applications are elaborated in [8]. For panel methods
the multigrid technique reduces the time needed to
solve the system of linear equations (14) to a negligible fraction of the total computing time.
First, the rows in K and g are multiplied
by factors such that the elements of K on the main
diagonal are all 1. Then a multigrid solution can be
determined as follows: Starting from a — 0, a Jakobi
iteration step improves cr by smoothing the error in
the system of equations on the normal (finest) grid:
a, = gi + (I - K),ai

(15)

Index / indicates the grid level: / = 3 denotes the
finest grid in the investigated 3-grid method, / = 1
the coarsest grid. Superscripts i denote the iteration
step. / is the unit matrix, ä the improved vector of
unknown source strengths.

Type 4

A straight-forward Jakobi iteration of (15)
would take <r; as next iterative solution cj+1. The
multigrid method improves convergence by setting

oi+1=&i-pK,-rlr(K,ä,-g,).
s
v
«I

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
Type 5

Fig. 5: Arrangement of non-zero elements (x) in five
block types

(16)

'

The vector of residuals Hi gives the error of all equations. This residual is restricted to a shorter vector,
here to 1/4 of the original number of elements, by the
restriction operator r explained later. Ki-\ is, correspondingly, a restricted coefficient matrix with 1/4
of the original columns and rows. Multiplication of
the residuals with the inverse matrix KJ"_}\ yields the
necessary corrections to enforce the equations exactly.
Because we perform the corrections on a coarser grid,
we have to transform them to the original, fine grid by
applying the prolongation operator p (see later). The
prolongated corrections added to the approximation
a yield the next approximation ffj+1. This is again
used in (15) and improved by (16) until the residual
is decreased by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude.
To determine K"^ vTLz requires to solve a
system of linear equations having 1/4 of the original number of unknowns. This system is also solved
by applying the multigrid equations (15) and (16),
now with 1 = 2. There remains a system of 1/16 of
the original number of unknowns, which is effectively
solved by Gauss' algorithm.
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Combined with our clustering technique, the
restriction and prolongation operators become extremely simple: For / = 3, in each block of 16 vector components the restriction operator eliminates
12 components, keeping only the 1st, 3rd, 9th and
11th. That means: In (16) only the flow through 2 ■ 2
patch groups is considered, not the flow through single patches. The solution K^rTlz gives corrections
of the source combinations 1, 3, 9, and 11, i.e. corrections of the combined source strength for groups of
2-2 sources. To this end, K2 is produced from A'3 by
keeping in each block of. 16 • 16 elements only those
in rows and columns no. 1, 3, 9 and 11. For prolongation, the additional elements, i.e. the corrections of
the differences between single source strengths within
a block of 2 • 2 sources, are simply set to zero; these
differences are effectively corrected by the Jakobi step
(15).
For / = 2, the restriction operator keeps only
the first element of each block of 4 elements, i.e. the
combined flux through a 4 • 4 panel group, and the
prolongation operator adds 4 zero elements in each
group of 4 components. Matrix K\ contains the 1st,
5th ... row and column of Ki3.3 Test Case
As a test case, the double-body flow around
a Wigley hull with 1600 patches (100 clusters) on one
ship side was computed. This number of elements is
more than necessary for this flow; it is used here only
to demonstrate the effect of multigrid and clustering for the typical, larger panel numbers in practical applications. A full coefficient matrix would have
required 16002 = 2.56 • 106 coefficients. Clustering
reduced this to 0.35 • 106 (14%) coefficients. The additional storage space is negligible: For each of the
10000 storage blocks, block type and starting address
in the coefficient array have to be stored.
On a 12 Mflop computer, the computing time
was 73s for determining the coefficient matrix, 2.5s
for solving and 33s for determining end results (velocities, pressures, forces). It was necessary to use double precision of the real variables; otherwise the multigrid method did not converge to sufficiently small
residuals. A comparison with a coarser discretisation of the Wigley hull involving only 30 clusters
(480 patches) showed that the storage requirement
was ~ n125, the total computing time ~ n178. Only
for systems with more than about 800 elements, the
multigrid and clustering approach saved CPU time.
However, storage savings are attained already for considerably smaller systems of equations.

4. New Higher-Order Panel Method
The purpose of higher-order panels is to increase the accuracy for a given number of unknowns,
and to determine spatial derivatives of flow velocities which - for decreasing grid spacing - converge
to the correct values. The latter is necessary for seakeeping calculations with forward speed that linearise
around the steady flow potential around the body [0].
The usual higher-order panels following the original
work of Hess [10] can compute the necessary velocity derivatives, but they failed to improve accuracy
for real ship geometries in [3]. Furthermore they involve quite complicated formulas especially for higher
derivatives of the potential.
The new • higher-order panel method presented here varies the approach of Kouh and Ho [11].
Both methods are based on a modification of the integrals which give the influence of a source (in my
method: and dipole) distribution on the body surface, such that the integrand is non-singular even if
the field point is on the body surface, too. This allows to substitute the complicated analytical integration of the singular integrand by a simple numerical
scheme.
Differently from [11] and from eq. (1), the
'direct' method is used here. It applies a distribution of sources and dipoles on the body surface and
solves directly for the potential at many points on the
body surface. Comparisons seemed to indicate that
for non-lifting flows (without circulation and without
a Kutta condition) both the direct and the indirect
method are about even well suited, whereas for lifting flows the direct method is superior in accuracy to
the indirect method, which - for lifting flows - uses
also sources and line vortices (corresponding to dipole
panels).
The well-known equation for the direct
(source-dipole) panel method is
U(x0)- I <f>(Z)n(x)VxG(x,x0)dS(x)
2
Jsb

(17)

= - / Unx(x)G(x,x0)dS(x)
with the Green function
G=-1/(4T|I-I0|),

(18)

(j> = disturbance potential, n — unit normal vector on
the closed surface 5j, U = ship speed and x0 = a field
point on Sb. The integrals in (17) are desingularised
(without moving the singularities into the interior of
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Relative error

in Fig. 6 differ somewhat from Table III because
there a mesh of nearly uniform, equilateral triangles
was used.) The higher-order method is, roughly, 10
times more accurate than the patch method which
is again much more accurate than an ordinary firstorder panel method. For more complicated bodies, however, the difference is expected to be much
smaller. Both the maximum error in <f> (not shown)
and the pressure force (Fig. 6) converge with errors
~ h3 5 to h*, where h is the grid spacing.

Relative error
/

10"

10 -L

/
/

10 -2

10"
Point dist.

10"

10"
10° 20° 40°
5°
Fig. 6. Relative error of transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) pressure force on 1/8 of a sphere for
patch (continuous) and higher-order method (broken
line)
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DISCUSSION
W.W. Schultz
University of Michigan, USA
The patch method results are impressive. Is this
improvement due primarily to moving the
singularity distribution within the body or is the
matching of the outflow through the patch also
required? Specifically since (3) appears to ensure
ZG; = O inside the closed body, is the extra effort
in evaluating the trigonometric functions worth it?
Does the higher-order method you present make
the patch method obsolete? Why would you still
use the patch method?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The improvement in the patch method is not due to
moving the singularities into the body, but due to
"averaging" both the boundary condition and the
results (e.g., the pressure) over each patch.
Moving the singularity into the body would be
helpful, but is possible only if the body surface is
sufficiently smooth and if the body breadth is
sufficient; these conditions are not satisfied at
typical ships' ends. The extra effort for computing
trigonometric
functions
appears
only
in
comparison with a point-source-point-collocation
method, which does not work well for typical
ships; compared to a usual first-order panel method
the numerical effort per panel/patch is about the
same.
The higher-order method is more accurate for
smooth bodies, but somewhat more complex to
program. Comparisons for less smooth bodies like
ships with sharp ends have not yet been made.
Extension to free-surface flows may further change
the rating.
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Effect of Ship Motion on DD-963 Ship Airwake Simulated
by Multizone Navier-Stokes Solution
T. Tai (David Taylor Model Basin, USA)

lift devices.
In case of the rotorcraft, the
controllability in the final approach and landing is
greatly influenced by the ship airwake.

Abstract
The airwake about a DD-963 ship configuration
is simulated by using a multi-zone, thin-layer
Navier-Stokes method. The ship's superstructure is
modelled by two blocked structures, followed by a
flight deck and a lower missile deck. The ship
motion is represented by change of ship attitude in a
steady state flow environment. Two ship attitudes
are considered (1) the ship at two-degree pitch, and
(2) the ship at one-degree pitch and five-degree roll.
The freestream has a wind speed of 15.44 m/s (30
knots) at a direction of 30 degrees. The flow is fully
turbulent with a Reynolds number of 177 million
based on ship length. In general, the flow is largely
separated behind the superstructure. The ship
pitched bow down yields an airwake thinner than
that of a ship at even keel traveling at the same
speed. The ship with pitch or roll has larger local
reversed flow regions characterized by backwardfacing-step type flow.
Introduction
It is well known that the interface of
aircraft/helicopter and ship poses problems in
operability and survivability for naval aviation.
Current aircraft/helicopter operations aboard the
ship are characterized by restrictions due to weather
and the need to often alter the ship's course into the
wind to establish necessary wind-over-the-deck
conditions for a successful landing. The interface
environment becomes more complicated by the
presence of massive, turbulent airwake from the
ship's superstructure. The technical issues here
involves aspects concerning both the air vehicle and
the ship. For aircraft, the lift characteristics become
very sensitive to the surrounding environment due to
relatively low freestream velocity and use of high

The ship airwake is defined as an arbitrary
volume of air, namely an air burble, surrounding the
ship. The effect of airwake on the atrcraft/ship
interface operation is determined by the airflow
disturbances caused by the ship that are perceptible
to the pilot, and the final approach and landing
patterns required for shipboard operation
Alleviation of the airwake effect would improve
operability of the aircraft in a seabase interface
environment [1-7].
The complexity of the problem requires use of
the Navier-Stokes type method to reveal correct flow
features. Advances in numerical algorithm schemes
along with increased computer speed and capacity
have made the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
feasible to provide answers to complex aerodynamic
problems. Although physical modeling of unsteady,
vortex dominated flows over complex geometry
remains prohibitive, reasonably accurate simulated
results based on steady-state solutions have been
obtained during the past decade. Tai and Carico [8]
applied three-dimensional, implicit finite-volume
type Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
scheme to consider the airwake problem behind a
simplified DD-963 ship configuration. Computed
viscous flow results have demonstrated good
correlation with measurements. Later, Tai [9]
simulated the airwake flowfield about a LPD ship
with rather complex surface geometry representation
and obtained reasonably useful steady-state flow
results.
The present effort is an extension of previous
work on the DD-963 ship airwake [8] to include the
effect of ship motion.
The ship motion is
represented by change of ship attitude in a steadystate flow solution. The same multi-zone, RANS
scheme used in Ref. 8 is employed with enhanced
grid in the simulation.
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serials of rectangular volume blocks in tandem. The
ship model is then pitched and/or rolled with respect
to the base plane that coincides with the water
surface. Fitch was performed about the center of
gravity and roll about the ship centerline through the
center of gravity. Figure 2 shows the ship attitude
(forward portion only) when it pitches two degrees
into the water (bow down).

Simulation Method
The simulation method, or the computational
method employed includes two main elements: 1) the
grid generation and 2) the flow solving. The
description of the method therefore will be centered
around these two topics, which are of equal
importance.

The NASA Ames 3DGRAPE code [11] is used
for basic grid generations. A cylindrical grid
topology is adopted for its capability to treat a body
with a sharp nose. The topology is basically an H-0
mixed type, with H-type in the longitudinal plane,
and O-type in the crossflow plane. The outer
cylindrical surface is set at 2.5 ship lengths from the
ship centerline. The most forward plane is set at 1.0
ship length from the bow of the ship, and 3.0 ship
lengths for the wake. Assuming symmetry about the
centerplane, only half of the ship needs to be
modeled in constructing the surface grid. The half
model is then unfolded to whole ship in generating
the volume grid. This size has been employed in
other configurations and proved to be adequate.

Grid Generation and Grid Topology
A structured, curvilinear, body-conforming grid
is generated. First, a surface grid is constructed
from the designer's blueprint. The forward and
midship superstructures are represented by two
numerical blocked structures, followed by a flight
deck, and a lower missile deck. The numerical
model for the surface grid is derived by using the Tai
simplification scheme called the area-volume rule for
representing the surface components of a ship [10],
see Fig. 1. Computationally, the model consists of a

An overall coarse grid is generated first by
3DGRAPE using a multi-block procedure. The
radial distances are then clustered near the surface
and stretched in the outer region for shear layer
development. The complete grid has a total of
99x59x57 points with 57 points in the radial
direction. This number is larger than those for
aircraft because of very low speed freestream
involved in the present work. Previous study [12]
indicates that when using a compressible flow code
at low Mach numbers, an increased mesh density is
needed. The details of the grid generation and
advantage of the grid topology adapted were
discussed in Ref. 8. The grid resolution was
enhanced by increasing the number of normal points
from previous 51 points to 57 points in the present
extension.

DD-963 Ship Configuration

Ass—-O--—
SHIP WATERLINE •

kYsWW
Present Computational Model

Fig. 1 - DD-963 ship configuration.

Flow Solver
The NASA Langley thin-layer Navier-Stokes
code, namely the CFL3D code [13] with multi-zone
capability, is used as the basic flow solver.
Appropriate modifications to the code for applying
specific boundary conditions are implemented. The
code is based on a finite volume algorithm with a
spatially factored diagonalized, implicit scheme for
discretizing the three-dimensional, Reynolds-

Fig. 2 - Ship model with 2-degree pitch (bow down)
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averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The upwindbiased differencing technique is used for the inviscid
terms and central differencing for all viscous terms.
The method is globally second-order accurate and
well suited for patched grids in a multizone domain.
Details are given by Thomas et al [13].
The code is upgraded with a variety of turbulence
models, including the basic Baldwin and Lomax
algebraic model [14], the one-equation models
[15,16], along with the standard two-equation
models, among others. These turbulence models
have been carefully examined and evaluated by
Rumsey and Vatsa [17]. In the present work, the
Baldwin and Lomax model with a Degani-Schiff
type modifications [18] is used. The modification
determines proper length scales for separated flows.

Wind Direction Coordinates
It is useful to define the wind direction coordinate
system used in the present work. The wind direction
is measured with respect to the ship's centerline.
With reference to the sketch shown in Fig. 3, the 0degree indicates a head wind coming over the bow,
90-degree coming over the starboard beam, 180degree a tail wind coming over the stern, and 270degree coming over the port beam.

RELATIVE WIND
DIRECTION ANGLE

Boundary Conditions

I BOW)

The boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes
flow solver are: 1) atmospheric boundary layer flow
at upstream, 2) atmospheric pressure recovery at
downstream, 3) characteristic form of inflow-outflow
condition at the cylindrical outer boundary, and 4)
viscous nonslip flow at the surface of the ship. The
atmospheric boundary layer is approximated by a
power-law profile:
V/VM = (z/h)n

(PORT)

(STARBOARDI

(STERN)

(1)

where h is reference height and n varies from 0.10 to
0.14 [19]. The h is set to be the height of flight deck
above the water surface, h = 0.061 ship length, and n
is set to its mean value of 0.12.

Fig. 3 - Wind direction coordinate system.
Results and Discussion

At downstream, instead of imposing the usual
freestream recovery, the static atmospheric pressure
condition is satisfied along with velocity components
being extrapolated from the interior. The use of
characteristic form of inflow-outflow boundary
condition at the cylindrical outer boundary is known
to improve convergence of solution at low speed.
The water surface is assumed to be flat and
waveless at which the flow properties in the airwake
remain unmixed with the water. The assumption
makes the water surface neither viscous nor inviscid.
Thus, a reflective boundary is applied.
The
application in feet is a post-priori after some other
attempts of treating the water boundary failed. It
turns out to be a good approximation after all except
that the vertical velocity component must vanish at
the water surface.

Numerical results of the flow over a DD-963
ship configuration subject to an atmospheric wind
speed of 15.44 m/s (30 knots) and a wind direction
of 30 degrees are obtained. The flow condition
yields a Reynolds number of 177 million based on
the ship length for the full-scale ship. If the ship's
beam is used for the Reynolds number basis, the
above Reynolds number would have to be reduced
approximately by a factor of 10. Whichever the way
the Reynolds number is calculated, the flow falls into
the turbulent flow range.
All the computations were performed on the
Cray facilities at both NASA Ames Research Center
and the DoD High Performance Computing facility
at the Naval Ocean Center. Converged results were
obtained in about 6,000 to 7,000 iterations (time
1009

Fig. 4 - Particle trace over DD-963 ship at even keel at 15.44 m/s (30 knots)
and wind angle of 30 degrees from starboard. Perspective view.

Fig. 5 - Particle trace over DD-963 ship at even keel at 15.44 m/s (30 knots)
and wind angle of 30 degrees from starboard. Profile view.

steps) requiring approximately five hours of Cray C90 CPU time. The large number of iterations is due
to the very low freestream Mach number used in the
compressible flow solver. The resulting CPU time is
reasonable and affordable in today's environment of
computer resources.
Particle Trace
Different views of particle trace of the streamlines
emanating from various stations on the ship surface
are shown in Figs. 4 through 9 for three ship

attitudes considered, namely ship at even keel, ship
at 2-degree pitch bow down, and ship at 1-degree
pitch and 5-degree roll. These figures all indicate
that the flow is mostly separated, with free vortices
originated from virtually all sections. There are two
types of separation: one due to viscosity and the
other due to sharp corners of the volume blocks
representing the superstructure. The former is
closely influenced by the types of flow involved
which is Reynolds number dependent. The latter is
purely an inviscid phenomenon, independent of the
Reynolds number. Both types of separation create
1010

Fig. 6 - Particle trace over DD-963 ship with 2-degree pitch at 15.44 m/s (30 knots)
and wind angle of 30 degrees from starboard. Perspective view.

Fig. 7 - Particle trace over DD-963 ship with 2-degree pitch at 15.44 m/s (30 knots)
and wind angle of 30 degrees from starboard. Astern view.
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Fig. 8 - Particle trace over DD-963 ship with 1-degree pitch and 5-degree roll at 15.44 m/s
(30 knots) and wind angle of 30 degrees from starboard. Perspective view.

Fig. 9 - Particle trace over DD-963 ship with 1-degree pitch and 5-degree roll at 15.44 m/s
(30 knots) and wind angle of 30 degrees from starboard. Astern view.
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free vortices as evidenced by streamlines rolling up
forward and aft of the superstructure, on the flight
deck, and aft of the stern. Figure 4 shows the
perspective view of the particle trace and Fig. 5 gives
the profile view of the same airwake over the ship at
even keel. The profile view helps indicate the actual
height of the air burble (airwake) that might be
misled by the perspective view. Of course the
height, as well as the overall size, of the air burble
grows as the flow proceeds downstream. The height
can be twice as much as shown here in about three
ship lengths away.

large deficiencies in the regions resembling the
backward facing step, such as the mid-ship section
aft of the forward superstructure, the flight deck aft
of the hangar, the missile deck aft of the flight deck,
and finally, the wake region aft of the stern. The
flow in these region in fact can be characterized' by
that of a backward-facing step: massive flow
separation involving reversed flow accompanied by
circulation. In addition, there are two forward facing
steps where the flow may have approached local
stagnation. Outside the viscous region, the velocity
recovers to the undisturbed stream at a height about
half of the ship length.

The size and shape of the air burble is directly
affected by the aforementioned flow mechanisms.
By comparing Figs. 4, 6, and 8, it appears that the
bow-down pitch of the ship makes instantaneous
streamlines from all the region suppressed
somewhat; the greater the pitch, the more the
suppression. As a result, the ship pitched at two
degrees (Fig. 6) has an air burble thinner than that
without pitch (Fig. 4), and the thickness of the
burble from the ship with 1-degree pitch yields an
airwake size somewhere in between. Furthermore,
since the 1-degree pitch attitude also includes a 5degree roll, the instantaneous streamlines at the
same time tend to hold down in the transverse
direction, see Fig. 8.
Figures 7 and 9 show the astern view of the
particle trace of the ship attitudes at 2-degree pitch
bow down and 1-degree pitch with 5-degree roll,
respectively. Very complex flow patterns over the
flight and missile decks are observed. Over the
flight deck, except about one-third of the deck in the
stern right corner where the flow is exposed to the
freestream without influence of the hangar, much of
the flow curves inboard and then upwards before
proceeding aft. Free vortices are formed from
viscous-vortex interactions which are characterized
by massive flow separation. The inward flow from
the port side might be caused in part by the crossflow
reversal to be discussed later. The phenomena was
also observed in wind tunnel measurements [5] as
well as in the previous results [8] for the case of the
ship at even keel.
Velocity Distribution
Figures 10 and 11 depict the contour of the
velocity magnitude at the ship's center plane for
cases of ship at even-keel attitude and pitched at two
degrees bow down. In general, the velocity exhibits

N

^ ,_0.98

\ \ \ \ vv

Fig. 10 - Contour of resultant velocity along the
center plane. Ship at even keel..

Fig. 11 - Contour of resultant velocity along the
center plane. Ship at 2-degree pitch bow down.
The effect of pitching is noted by increased local
reversed flow regions for the pitched ship as
compared to the ship without pitch. Also, values of
local velocities in the separated flow regions
generally are slightly lower in the pitched ship case.
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The transverse velocity components for the three
ship attitudes at a cross section passing through the
bulls eye (the center of helicopter landing zone) are
shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14, for cases of the evenkeel ship, the ship with a two-degree bow-down
pitch, and that with one-degree pitch and 5-degree
roll, respectively. The negative values imply
velocities follow the projected wind in the transverse
direction, i.e., from starboard to port. The shear
layer grows from the windward side (starboard side)
to the leeward side (port side). Strictly speaking,
however, the shear layer grows in both longitudinal
and transverse directions, starting from the ship's
bow. The sectional distributions help identify the
crossflow reversal being significant as indicated by
the positive values. These reversed crossflows are
responsible for the inward instantaneous streamlines
depicted in the particle trace.

Fig. 12 - Contour of transverse velocity over flight
deck. Ship at even keel.

Fig. 14 - Contour of transverse velocity over flight
deck Ship at 1-deg pitch and 5-deg roll.
The pitch of the ship seems to have imposed
little influence on the transverse velocity distribution
as evidenced by remarkable similarity of the two
contours, see Figs. 12 and 13. However, the
distribution is significantly altered by the rolling of
the ship, see Fig. 14. The crossflow reversal is
postponed but further extended to the port side.
Since the wind has a direction of 30 degrees from the
starboard, the port side in fact serves as a backwardfacing step for the transverse component flow.
Geometrically, the rolling of the ship raises the
height of the port side and therefore increases the
size of the local separation region. It is noted that in
Figs. 13 and 14 the water surface adjacent to the ship
was inclined slightly in order to blend the water
surface naturally with the ship hull.

Fig. 15. - Contour of vertical velocity over flight
and missile decks, Ship at even keel.

Fig. 13 - Contour of transverse velocity over flight
deck. Ship at 2-degree pitch bow down.
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Figure 15 and 16 show the vertical velocity
contours over the flight and missile decks for the
ship at even keel and the ship pitched at two degrees
bow down, respectively. Upward velocities are
marked positive. The variation of vertical velocity,
especially in the downward direction,
is
considerably larger in case of the pitched ship than
that for the ship at even keel. The trend is consistent
with the size of the local separated flow region
observed in Figs. 10 and 11.

In general, the velocity decreases over the flight
and missile decks because of the backward-facingstep type wake flow, as discussed previously. The
magnitude of the longitudinal velocity is reduced by
50% at a point 5.91 meters above the bulls eye for
ship at even keel. For a ship subject to pitch and/or
roll, further drop in velocity is observed, see Fig. 18.
All three conditions yield an abrupt reduction in
velocity right above the stern. This trend holds also
for the transverse components if one considers their
absolute values, ignoring the negative sign in Fig. 19
which is merely an indication of direction. The
effect of ship pitch and roll becomes noticeable about
one ship length away from the bulls eye, and is
significant about half of ship length away, and turns
very severe within the ship's stern.

1.0
|V''rnii

i

11 in i

0.8
0.6

o Even keel
4
2-deg bow-down pitch
0
1-deg bow-down pitch
and 5-degree roll

>

Fig. 16 - Contour of vertical velocity over flight
and missile decks, Ship at 2-deg pitch.
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0.2

Mean Velocities along Flight Path
0.0

To evaluate the effect of ship pitch and roll on
the helicopter landing operation, the mean velocities
along the flight path directly aft the ship stern are
examined. Having a 2.5-degree inclination with
respect to the flight deck, the flight path starts more
than one ship length away from the flight deck and
ends at 5.91 meters (15 feet) above the bulls eye
(center of flight deck), see Fig. 17. The longitudinal,
transverse, and vertical components of mean
velocities along the flight path are shown in Figs. 18,
19 and 20, respectively, from data with and without
ship motion. The velocities are normalized by the
freestream value and the distance is normalized by
ship length.
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Fig. 18 - Longitudinal velocities along flight path
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Fig. 17 - Geometry of the flight path having
an inclination of 2.5 degrees

Fig. 19 - Transverse velocities along flight path
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For the vertical velocities, the variations are
more drastic as shown in Fig. 20. The magnitude of
the vertical component varies as much as of 10% of
the freestream value in both upward and downward
direction. For ship at even keel, however, only
positive w components are seen for this flight path.
The effect of ship motion becomes noticeable about
one ship length away from the bulls eye, and
intensifies as it approaches the stern. The upward w
component reaches its maximum above the stern,
and then decrease continuously over the missile deck
where it changes direction again. Above the flight
deck, the viscous/vortex interaction becomes so
intensive that no consistent trend can be found for
this fluctuating velocity component.

rolled towards starboard results in a thinner air
burble in the transverse direction.
2) The flow behind the superstructure or the
hangar has characteristics of a backward-facing step
with massive flow separation involving reversed flow
accompanied by circulation. The pitched ship has
larger local reversed flow regions than those of a
ship at even keel.
3) The transverse velocity distribution seems to
be little influenced by the pitch angle of the ship,
but much affected by ship roll angle. On the other
hand, the vertical velocities are significantly
influenced by both pitch and roll angles.
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Concluding Remarks
The airwake of a DD-963 ship configuration
subject to atmospheric wind of 15.44 m/s (30 knots)
at wind angle of 30 degrees is simulated by using a
multi-zone, thin-layer Navier-Stokes method. The
effect of ship motion is implemented by simulating
the steady-state flowfield over the basic ship
configuration that has pitched and/or rolled with
respect to the water surface.
The resulting flow contains regions of massive
flow separation along with free vortices. Major flow
features including viscous-vortex interactions are
captured. Some concluding remarks may be drawn:
1) The ship pitched bow down yields an air
burble (airwake) thinner than that of a ship at even
keel traveling at the same speed. Similarly, the ship
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Large-Eddy Simulation of Decaying Free-Surface
Turbulence with Dynamic Mixed Subgrid-Scale Models
M. Salvetti (Universitä di Pisa, Italy),
Y. Zang, R. Street (Stanford University, USA),
S. Banerjee (University of California at Santa Barbara, USA)
effects of the unresolved subgrid-scale (SGS) motion.
The dynamic model (DSM) proposed by
Germano et al. (1) has been succesfully applied
This paper describes the large eddy simulation of
the decaying turbulence in an open channel, using in several LES computations. In the DSM the
base model is the Smagorinsky eddy-viscosity model,
the dynamic two-parameter model of Salvetti and
widely used in earlier LES, in which the coefficient is
Banerjee [Phys. of Fluids, 7, 1995] and the finite volcomputed using the information from the smallest reume Navier-Stokes equations solver of Zang, Street
solved scales. In spite of its many desirable features,
and Koseff [J. Comp. Phys., 114, 1994]. A dithe
DSM has still some aspects to be improved, rerect numerical simulation of this flow conducted by
lated
to the use of the Smagorinsky model. The most
Pan and Banerjee [Phys. of Fluids, 7, 1995] showed
serious problem in LES computations with the DSM
that near the free surface turbulence has a quasitwo-dimensional behavior. Moreover, the quasi-two- is the presence of large fluctuations of the model coefficient, arising when it is computed locally, which
dimensional region increases in thickness with the decay time, although the structure remains three di- often lead to numerical instability.
Zang et al. (2) proposed a dynamic mixed
mensional in the central regions of the flow. The
model
(DMM)
using an extension (the modified
objective of this work is to study the behavior of the
Leonard
term)
of
the Bardina scale-similarity model,
subgrid-scale model in the neighborhood of the free
together
with
the
dynamic model with a Smagorinsurface, and, in particular, to demonstrate the ability
sky
kernel.
Salvetti
and Banerjee (3) improved upon
of the two-parameter model to handle the anisotropic
that
model
and
employed
two dynamic coefficients
nature of the flow.
in constructing their dynamic two-parameter model
(DTM). They showed that dynamic coefficients could
be computed for each element of the model, i.e., for
the modified Leonard term and for the Smagorinsky
Many environmental flows, e.g., interactions between term. The dynamic two-parameter model was evaluthe atmosphere and the ocean or the persistent sig- ated through the use of a priori tests. The dynamicnature of vessel wakes, are strongly influenced by mixed model was tested by using it in the LES of a
free-surface turbulence. Due to difficulties in meas- recirculating, lid-driven flow in a cavity (2^. The reurement and simulation, the amount of informa- sults showed that these models combine the essential
tion presently available on the structure of turbu- features of energy dissipation and energy backscatter,
lence near the interfaces is far from exhaustive. Di- needed for modeling SGS effects.
The main objective of this work is to invesrect numerical simulation (DNS) is restricted to low
Reynolds number flows and simple geometries, be- tigate the behavior of these SGS models in the large
cause of the need to resolve all the spatial scales of eddy simulation of free-surface turbulent flows. To
turbulence. On the other hand, large eddy simula- this end, we simulate the decaying free-surface turtion (LES), in which only the large scale motion is bulence in an open channel. Starting from the stacomputed and the subgrid scales are modeled, pro- tistically steady state computed in the direct simulation of Pan and Banerjee (4), we simulate a case
vides an effective tool for tackling this type of flow.
The critical point in LES is to accurately capture the where the no-slip boundary condition on the bot-
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Introduction
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torn solid wall is changed to a free-slip condition. filter width (A) is defined as:
By this changing of boundary conditions, the mechA3 = AiA2A3
anism of turbulence generation is eliminated and the
flow begins to decay. This problem is of interest to
understand how the free-surface turbulence evolves where Aj is the grid spacing in i direction. The two
far from the region of turbulence generation, e.g., unknown coefficients C and K in (2) are computed
in, the wake of a vessel. The direct simulation by dynamically in the way described below.
Following the procedure of Germano et,al.
Pan and Banerjee showed that, near the free surface,
the structure of turbulence is quasi two-dimensional, (1), a test-filter, denoted by a hat, is applied to the
with the quasi-two-dimensional-region increasing in governing equations; the sub-test scale stress tensor
thickness in the decaying process. Thus, this test case is then obtained:
is particularly severe for SGS models, which have a
Tij = UiUj - Ui Uj
(3)
three-dimensional structure. The point at issue in
this work is whether large eddy simulation, using
It is modeled in the same manner as the SGS stress
SGS dynamic mixed models and, in particular, the
dynamic two-parameter model, may reproduce the tensor:
nearly two-dimensional nature of the turbulence near
Ti3-*-fTkk = -2CÄ2 |f|fy
the free surface.

+ K{L\3- °fLlk)

2

Mathematical
formulation
and numerical method

where: % = hp- + p), |f| = (2%%^'* and
2 OXJ
oxi

We now briefly summarize the mathematical formula- L\ ■ = ü~iü~j - Mi lj is the modified Leonard term
tion of the dynamic-mixed models used in the present for the test-scale filter (2) (3). The width of the test
simulations. More details can be found in (2) and (3). filter (A) is assumed to be larger than that of the
For the incompressible and constant den- grid filter. The ratio between the width of the test
sity flow considered here, the basic governing equa- and grid filters is denoted by a (=2 here as in most
tions are the grid-filtered Navier-Stokes and continu- applications in the literature).
ity equations (omitted here for sake of brevity) , in
Using the Germano identity (1) and equawhich the effect of the unresolved subgrid scales is tions (2) and (4), we obtain:
represented by the SGS stress tensor:
= UiUj — Ui Uj

(1)

The overbar denotes a grid-filtered variable.
In the dynamic two-parameter model, the
SGS stress tensor is modeled as follows (3):

Cij - 6fCkk = -2CA2Mij

+K(Hij - 6-fHkk)

(5)

a2 \S\ Sij - \S\Si.
where: £ ij — u> i Uj U{ Uj Mi.
and Hij — UiUj —UiUj. Using a least square approach
-2CA2\S\Si:
as suggested by Lilly (6), the unknown coefficients are
Tkk
' Y ~
(2) evaluated by setting"5C?/<9C = 0 and dQ/dK = 0,
"ij T m \
where Q is the square of the error in (5).
The expression of the SGS stress tensor in
the
DMM
is given by Eq. (2) in which K is set equal
tri
where: S; = -(—-- + TT*-) is e resolved strain
2 oxj
oxi
to unity (2). Following the same dynamic procedure
as previously, the model parameter C can be obtained
rate tensor, \S\ = (2SijSij)1^, and L£- = u^j
UiUj is the "modified Leonard stress" (5). It repre- by setting dQ/dC = 0, Q being the square of the
sents the resolved part of the SGS stress. The grid error in (5) with K = 1.
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streamwise and spanwise directions and 65 Chebyshev modes in the wall-normal direction. The details
of the direct simulation can be found in Ref. (4).
For our computations, a grid of 32x32x32 points
was used. The grid is non-uniform in the normal
direction to cluster the points near the wall and the
free-surface, but is uniform in the streamwise and
spanwise directions.
At the beginning of the simulation the noslip boundary condition on the bottom wall is
changed to a free-slip boundary condition and at the
same time the pressure gradient which drives the flow
is turned off. This change of boundary conditions
eliminates turbulence generation and the flow begins
to decay.
Large-eddy simulations have been carried
3 Results and discussion
out with the DSM, DMM and DTM. The results
The simulation starts from the statistically steady showed that both the DMM and the DTM are able to
pressure-driven flow between a no-slip wall and a reproduce the features of the decay process observed
rigid free-slip surface computed in Ref. (4). The in the DNS and that they have similar mechanisms
streamwise direction is denoted by xx, the spanwise of interaction between subgrid and resolved scales.
direction by x2, and the normal direction by x3. The Nevertheless, the addition of the second model coefvelocity components in these directions are given by ficient in the DTM improved the agreement with the
u\, u2 and u3. All quantities are nondimensionalized direct simulation. Therefore, we will present the rewith the channel half-depth h and the effective shear sults of a comparison of the DTM and DMM in (9).
Here, we present the results obtained with the DSM
velocity ue, defined as (4):
and compare these to the DTM results, in order to
show the significant differences in the modelling of
dP
(6) the interactions between subgrid and resolved scales
ue dxi
and their effects on the decay process.

For reference, the dynamic subgrid-scale
model (DSM) of Germano et al. (1) is obtained by
setting K — 0 above and the model parameter C can
be computed by setting dQ/dC = 0, Q being the
square of the error in (5) with K = 0.
For our computations, the governing equations are trasformed into a general curvilinear coordinate system and discretized on a non-staggered grid
using a Finite-Volume approach. A fractional step
method is employed and the pressure Poisson equation is solved with a multigrid method. Time marching is semi-implicit with the formal accuracy being
second order in both space and time. The details of
the numerical method can be found in (7) and (8).

where j£- is the magnitude of the mean pressure
gradient which drives the flow and p is the fluid density. Thus, the effective Reynolds number, equal to
60.4, is denned as:

3.1

The decay process

The time evolution of the plane averaged streamwise
velocity, obtained respectively with DSM and DTM,
is shown in Figs, la and lb (here the wall is at
where v is the kinematic viscosity. A nondimensional x =0 and the free surface at x =2). Once the bottom
3
3
tu
time is also defined as: t = -r1. In the following, for boundary condition is changed to free slip (t=0), the
n
.
simplicity, t denotes the nondimensional time. Peri- velocity profile decays and tends to become essenodical conditions are applied in the streamwise and tially uniform, as found also in Ref. (4). A slight
spanwise directions. The dimensions of the compu- delay is observed in the time evolution of the profiles
tational box are L\ = 4ir, L2 = 2w and L3 = 2, obtained with the DTM compared to those shown in
in the streamwise, spanwise and normal directions, Fig. 6a of Ref. (4), but the trend is the same, and,
within 6 nondimensional time units, the velocity prorespectively.
In the direct numerical simulation of Pan file is nearly flat. The delay is more noticeable with
and Banerjee, 64 Fourier modes were used in the the DSM.
Re =

ueh
v

(7)
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tends to become uniform along the channel depth.
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the plane-averaged
streamwise velocity, a) DSM b) DTM
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observed near the wall, and is related to the quasi......*:::*S»S:-*:'-=:*''"*-~*~*»*.,.,.
streamwise structures typical of this region (4).
I^..»»**"*
>%J
z)
°oo!2 0Ä ö!s oä 1 tz ti te i!sx32
The r.m.s. values obtained with the DSM
and the DTM are shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, which
correspond to £=3.5 and t—7. As expected, since the Figure 2: R.m.s. of the velocity components, a) t=0
mechanisms of turbulence generation are turned off b) t=3.5 c) t=7.
by the change in boundary conditions at the wall, the
r.m.s. values of all the velocity components decrease
during the decay process. Moreover, the r.m.s. dis- For the DSM a noticeable variation of the r.m.s of
tribution of the streamwise and spanwise components
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The signature of the large structures found in the
DNS at the same nondimensional time (Figure 7d of
Ref. (4)) are present in the flow obtained with the
DTM. Some vortices and small scales are missing in
Fig. 4, but this is caused by the filtered velocity field
of the large eddy simulation and it is consistent with
the analysis of filtering effects in Fig. 17 of Ref. (4).
The instantaneous streamlines obtained at the same
nondimensional time with the DSM (Fig. 5) are completely different, indicating again that the SGS modelling noticeably affects the decay process.

ui along the channel depth is still present at £=3.5,
indicating a delay in the decay process, as already observed from Fig. la. Also, at £=3.5 the r.m.s. of all
the velocity components obtained with the DSM in
the region near the free surface are noticeably lower
than those obtained with the DTM. This is still true
at t=7, but the differences are less important. Thus
the DSM seems to be considerably more dissipative
near the free surface than the DTM, especially in the
first phase of the decay process.

Figure 3: Streamlines at £=0.25. DTM
Figure 4: Streamlines at £=7.17. DTM
In Fig. 3 the instantaneous streamlines
of the fluctuating velocity field obtained with the
DTM are shown at the beginning of the simulation
(£=0.25). The typical structures of fully developed
free surface turbulence, identified in Ref. (4), can
be observed: upwellings, corresponding to the zones
where streamlines fan out, attached vortices, mostly
at the edges of upwellings, and downdrafts, corresponding to the stagnation lines (in the right lower
part, for example). At this early stage of the simulation, the instantaneous streamlines obtained with
the DSM are almost identical than those obtained
with the DTM in Fig. 3, because the differences in
the SGS models have not yet had enough time to
manifest themselves. As observed in Ref. (4), since
turbulence generation is suppressed, the upwellings
and downdrafts become less pronounced with increasing time, as shown for instance by the instantaneous
streamlines obtained by DTM at £=7.17 in Fig. 4.

Figure 5: Streamlines at £=7.17. DSM
Figs. 6a and 6b show the evolution during
the decay process of the one-dimensional, streamwise
and spanwise energy spectra for the surface-parallel
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velocity components at the free surface obtained with
the DTM. Good agreement is obtained with the DNS
(Fig. 10 of Ref. (4)) and, in particular, the reverse
cascade of energy from high to low wave numbers
observed at the free surface in the DNS seems to be
properly taken into account in the large eddy simulation with the DTM. Indeed, as in Ref. (4), the
spectra change primarily by steepening at large wave
numbers from the initial slope of fc~35 to fc-95 and
A;-5'5 for spanwise and streamwise spectra, while low
wave numbers decay much more slowly. As pointed
out also by Pan and Banerjee, this behavior is typical
of decaying two-dimensional turbulence.

the free surface become identical and that at low wave
numbers the k~5/3- region propagates downwards
during the decay, i.e., the quasi-two-dimensional region thickens.

E1+E2

t=3.5 —
t=5 o
t=6 ■ »-

E1+E2

t=7 *K"(-4.)
K"(-5.5) -•
K"(-9.5)

a)

E1+E2

a) ^0L—r
E1+E2

10

K2
t=3.5 —
t=5 a
t=5
t=7 •*K"(-2.5)
K"(-5.5)

b)

1e-10

Figure 7: Spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra E\ + Ei of the surface-parallel velocity components obtained with the DTM on different horizontal
planes, with z measured down from the free surface:
a) £=3.5; b) £=4.

b)

le-10

K1

100

Figure 6: Time evolution of one-dimensional energy
spectra E\ + E^ of the surface-parallel velocity components obtained with the DTM: a) spanwise; b)
streamwise.

Pan and Banerjee also found that at £=3.5
the high wave-number spectra at various depths from

In Figs. 7a and 7b, the spanwise onedimensional energy spectra of the surface-parallel velocity components obtained with the DTM on different horizontal planes are shown, at £=3.5 and £=4.
The distance from the free surface is denoted by z.
At £=3.5 differences can be observed in the high wave
numbers portion of the spectra on the different planes
, but they have disappeared at £=4. Moreover, at
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<=4 a slope of fc_5/3 is found in the low wave number part of the spectra, also on the planes near the
center of the channel. As concerns direction-related
aspects of the energy spectra, Fig. 8 shows the spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra of the surfacenormal velocity component, obtained with the DTM
on different horizontal planes at t=4. As in the DNS,
the spectra for the surface-normal velocity undergo
little change in slope compared to the steady state
(Fig. 12a in Ref. (4|), except for decay. Thus, even
with a slight delay, already pointed out in the analysis of Fig. lb, the large eddy simulation with the
DTM reproduces the spectral features of the decay
process observed in the DNS in Ref. (4).

K2

Finally, as time icreases, high wave numbers continue
to decay faster than low wave numbers and the slope
of the intermediate portion of spectrum changes. On
the contrary, in the DNS and in the large eddy simulation with the DTM a progressive decay and change
in slope of the energy spectra is observed.

E1+E2

100

Figure 8: Spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra
Ez of the surface-normal velocity at t=4.
b)
In Figs. 9a and 9b the time evolution of
the one-dimensional energy spectra of the surfaceparallel velocity components obtained with the DSM
is shown. Some discrepancies from the DNS can be
observed in the decay of the energy spectra. First,
the high wave-numbers portion of the streamwise
spectrum, with increasing time, takes a slope of k~~95
instead of fc-55. Moreover, for both spanwise and
streamwise spectra, a rapid decrease of energy for all
the wave-numbers is observed in the first phase of
the decay process at t = 3.5 and the slope of the
high wave-numbers portion steepens to k~95 (see
Fig. 10a). Between £=3.5 and i=5 (Fig. 10b) the
energy contained in all the wave numbers increases
again and the shape of the spectrum does not change.

16 10

"

K1

100

Figure 9: Time evolution of one-dimensional energy
spectra of the surface-parallel velocity components
obtained with the DSM: a) spanwise; b) streamwise.

Moreover, the spanwise energy spectra in Fig. 11,
obtained with the DSM at t=10 on different normal
planes, show that even very late in the simulation
the high wave-numbers portion is different on different planes and that, on planes close to the center of
the channel, the low wave-numbers portion does not
take the fc-5/3- slope.
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In order to investigate the effects of grid refinement on the decay process, the same large eddy
simulation has been carried out on a finer grid of
64x64x64 points with the DTM. As in the previous
case, the grid is non uniform in normal direction and
the points are clustered near the wall and the freesurface. Incidentally, even if the number of computational points is equal to the number of modes
used in the direct numerical simulation in Ref. (4),
the resolution obtained with a second-order accurate
Finite-Volume simulation is much lower than that of
a Fourier-Chebyshev spectral method, especially in
the normal direction near the wall and the free surface.

E1+E2

t=3.5 t=5t=6 -i
t=7n

E1+E2
.

b)

K"(-5./3.) K"(-4.)-

K2

Figure 10: Time evolution of spanwise energy spectrum of the surface-parallel velocity components obtained with the DSM: a) £=0.-3.5; b) £=3.5-7.

25

u

30

Figure 12: Effects of grid refinement on the time evolution of mean streamwise velocity. DTM.

E1+E2

At the beginning of the simulation (£=0.25)
the profile of mean streamwise velocity is the same as
that obtained previously on the coarser grid (Fig. 12)
and then a slight delay is observed with respect to the
DNS. Afterwards, the time evolution of the mean velocity profile obtained with the finer grid is faster and
closer to the DNS (see for example £=5 in Fig. 12).
An acceleration of the decay process is confirmed by
the r.m.s. of the three velocity components on horizontal planes, plotted in Fig. 13 for £=5: for all
the components, the r.m.s. obtained with the finer
Figure 11: Spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra grid is noticeably lower than that with the coarser
of the surface-parallel velocity components obtained grid. This acceleration is also confirmed by the comwith the DSM on different horizontal planes at £=10. parison of the one-dimensional energy spectra of the
surface-parallel velocity components obtained with
the two different grids (Fig. 14a and 14b) at £=5.
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2.5
r.m.s.

U1 fine
U1 coarse
U2 fine
U2 coarse
U3 fine
U3 coarse

tra is less with the finer grid than with the coarser
grid. Nevertheless, the shape of the spectra is practically the same and, hence, the basic mechanisms of
the decay process are not affected by the grid resolution.
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Fig 13: Effects of grid refinement on the r.m.s of the
velocity components at £=5. DTM
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Subgrid scale energy transfer and
model parameters

In the previous Section we pointed out that the SGS
modelling strongly affects the basic features of the
decay process at the free surface. In order to investigate more in detail the behavior of the subgrid
model during the decay process, we examine now the
energy transfer between resolved and subgrid scales,
obtained in the simulations with the DSM and the
DTM. The energy transfer between resolved and subgrid scales is represented by the "subgrid-scale dissipation", esgs = TijSij. If this quantity is negative,
the subgrid scales remove energy from the resolved
ones, which is called forward scatter; if it is positive,
they release energy to the resolved scales, which is
called backscatter. The backward and forward scatter components of esgs, respectively denoted by e+
and e_, are defined as (10) (4):
S+ — -^{Ssgs + |£»s«l))

a)

K2

e

- — 2^£s3s

~sg$

I)

(8)

100

Both the SGS backward and forward scatter are normalized by the volume averaged absolute value of the
viscous dissipation defined as:

E1+E2

Sy

1e-10

K1
100
b)
Fig 14: One-dimensional energy spectra of the
surface-parallel velocity components obtained with
the DTM on two different grids at t—5: a) spanwise;
b) streamwise.

Indeed, the energy contained both at low and high
wave numbers in the streamwise and spanwise spec-
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(2/Re)SijSij\

(9)

In Fig. 15a the distribution along the channel depth of plane-averaged SGS backward and forward scatter, obtained with the DTM, is shown. At
the beginning of the computation, both the backward
and forward scatter peak in the near "wall" region, at
approximately z=0.2, since this region is still characterized by strong Reynolds shear stress. This result
is consistent with the analysis of subgrid-scale energy transfer carried out in Ref. (10) using the DNS
data of a turbulent channel flow. However, even at
the very beginning of the computation a noticeable
amount of backscatter is present at the "wall", because of the new free-slip boundary conditions. As
the time increases, the peak of forward scatter disappears and the distribution tends to become uniform

along the channel depth. In a first phase of the decay
process (£=3.5) a larger amount of forward scatter is
found everywhere, except in the former peak region;
in a second phase, the forward scatter decreases everywhere, except near the free surface. During the
whole decay process, a large amount of backscatter
is present at the free surface and near the "wall": the
ratio between backward and forward scatter is noticeably higher there than in the center of the channel.
This result seems to confirm that the DTM properly
takes into account the reverse cascade of energy from
small to large scales at the free surface, as observed
also previously from the energy spectra.

qualitatively similar to that obtained with the DTM,
but the amount of both backward and forward scatter
is significantly smaller: for instance, the peak of forward scatter is approximately five times lower than
that obtained with the DTM. Later on, the peak in
the wall region disappears, as for the DTM, but in
this case both backward and forward scatter decrease
noticeably everywhere during the whole decay process. At the free surface the SGS energy transfer is
very low during all the simulation: in particular the
reverse energy transfer, which is a basic feature of
freely decaying two-dimensional turbulence, is negligible compared to the volume averaged viscous dissipation.
Esgs
0
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Figure 15: Time evolution of plane-averaged forward
and back scatter, a) DTM b) DSM

In Fig. 15b the distribution along the channel depth of plane-averaged SGS backward and forward scatter, obtained with the DSM, is plotted. At
the beginning of the simulation the distribution is
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Figure 16: Plane-averaged forward and back scatter
obtained with DSM and the Smagorinsky part of the
DTM. a) £=0.25 b) t=7.

Significantly, the SGS backward and forward
scatter obtained with the DTM are mainly due to the
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model component which is proportional to the modified Leonard tensor. This is evident from Figs. 16a
and 16b, in which the backward and forward scatter
due to the Smagorinsky part of the DTM are compared to those obtained with the DSM at £=0.25 and
£=7. Both backward and forward scatter given by
the Smagorinsky part of the DTM (except in a region
near the wall at the beginning of the simulation) are
negligible compared to those obtain with the DSM,
which in turn are much lower than those given by all
the terms in the DTM. This result is confirmed by
the comparison of the Smagorinsky part coefficient
in the DTM and the model parameter in the DSM
during the decay process.
0.06
0.05

0.04 -

is the eddy viscosity, defined as:
vt = CÄ2\S\

(10)

The eddy viscosity given by the Smagorinsky part in
the DTM is always much lower than that obtained
with the DSM, and tends to vanish faster, with increasing time during the decay. This result is not
surprising, since, as pointed out in Ref. (3), in the
DTM less burden is put on the coefficient related to
the Smagorinsky part, and it is consistent v',h the
results of the a priori tests in Ref. (3).
The plane-averaged value of the second parameter in the DTM (Fig. 18), at the beginning of
the simulation, shows a peak at the "wall", probably
related to the change in boundary conditions, then
decreases to reach a value of approximately 1.2, almost uniform along the rest of the depth. During
the decay, the value of K is almost constant along
the whole channel depth and decreases slightly with
increasing time.
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Figure 18: Time evolution of the plane-averaged K
parameter in the DTM.

-0.0001

In order to analyse the behavior of the model
parameters more locally at the free surface, the valFigure 17: Plane-averaged vt/v obtained with DSM ues of vtjv obtained with the DSM and the DTM at
the free surface for £=0.25 are shown in Figs. 19a
and DTM. a) £=0.25 b) £=7.
and 19b, respectively. The eddy viscosity for the
In Figs. 17a and 17b the plane-averaged values of DSM shows large peaks, both positive and negative,
vt/v obtained with the DSM and the DTM are com- about two order of magnitude larger than the planepared at the same previous nondimensional times; vt averaged value. Incidentally, the model coefficient
C, computed by the dynamic procedure described in

b)
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Section 2, is averaged locally in space within the testfiltering volume with a stencil of three grid points in
each direction. As expected on the basis of the results in Ref. (3), these peaks disappear in the DTM.
This behavioFTs clearly a desirable feature in LES
computations to avoid numerical instabilities. The
second parameter in the DTM also varies on horizontal planes (Fig. 20) but as a small percentage of
its averaged value, vithout exhibiting large isolated
peaks.

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03

sky part in the DTM gives a negligible contribution to
the SGS energy transfer at the free surface: thus, the
isocontours in Fig. 21 practically represent the whole
SGS energy transfer obtained with the DTM. The regions of high forward energy transfer correspond to
the stagnation streamlines and to the outskirts of the
vortices, where high shear stress is present (see Fig.
3). Strong backward energy transfer occurs mostly
in the regions with upwelling. The same qualitative
behavior of the SGS energy transfer was observed at
the free-surface by Pan and Banerjee in Ref. (4), by
filtering their DNS data with a cutoff filter in the
wave-number space. Thus, the DTM, and, in particular the part related to the modified Leonard tensor,
captures the basic mechanisms of SGS energy transfer at the free surface.

^
'

"

L

X2

X2

Figure 20: K parameter in the DTM at the free surface for £=0.25. Plane-averaged value: 1.17.
X2

Figure 19: vt/v at the free surface obtained with
DSM and DTM at £=0.25. a) DSM (Plane-averaged
value: 8.6 10~4) b) DTM (Plane-averaged value: 1.3

io-5).

The isocontours of the SGS energy transfer
(normalized by the volume-averaged absolute value of
the viscous dissipation) given at the free surface by Figure 21: Iso-contours of the SGS energy transfer
the Leonard part of the DTM are plotted in Fig. 21 due to the Leonard part of the DTM at the free surfor £=0.25. As previously pointed out, the Smagorin- face. £=0.25.
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The same isocontours obtained with the
DSM are shown in Fig. 22. First, as previously
noted for the analysis of plane-averaged values, noticeably less SGS energy transfer (both forward and
backward) occurs with the DSM than with the DTM.
Moreover, it is clear that the zones of non-negligible
backward and forward scatter correspond to the
peaks (negative and positive) of the model parameter, observed in Fig. 19a. In particular, most of
the forward transfer corresponds to the stagnation
streamline in the right lower part (see Fig. 3), where
vtjv assumes the highest positive peak. Only a region
of very low backscatter is observed in the right upper part of the domain, where an upwelling occurs.
Thus, even if the dynamic procedure of determination of the model parameter seems to be effective in
someway, since high peaks of C correspond to regions
where physical phenomena (downdraft or upwelling)
actually occur, the DSM seems to be generally inadequate to account for the energy transfer between
unresolved and resolved scales at the free surface.

dimensional turbulence, is properly taken into account by the DTM. Moreover, as in the DNS, the
two-dimensional region thickens during the decay. A
slight delay in the decay process is observed in the
large eddy simulation, with respect to the DNS, but
it is reduced by increasing the grid resolution near the
free surfaces. Nevertheless, the basic mechanisms of
the decay process are not affected by grid resolution.
Using the dynamic subgrid model (DSM), a
large eddy simulation was carried out for the same
flow geometry and boundary and initial conditions as
for the DTM. Significant discrepancies were observed
between the DSM and the DNS simulations during
the decay process at the free surface.
The analysis of the SGS energy transfer
shows that the DTM, and, in particular, the part
related to the modified Leonard tensor, captures the
basic mechanisms of interscale energy transfer, observed at the free surface by filtering the DNS data.
Conversely, the DSM seems to be generally inadequate to account for the energy transfer between
resolved and unresolved scales at the free surface:
in particular, very low backscatter is observed there
during the whole simulation.
As expected, the magnitude of the dynamically computed eddy viscosity in the DTM is significantly reduced compared with that in the DSM;
the contribution of the Smagorinsky part to SGS energy transfer in the DTM becomes negligible with
increasing decay time. Moreover, the large isolated
peaks observed in local values of the eddy viscosity
in the DSM almost disappear for the DTM.

References
Figure 22: Iso-contours of the SGS energy transfer
obtained at the free surface by the DSM. £=0.25.
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Conclusions

The large eddy simulation of free-surface decaying
turbulence with the dynamic two-parameter model
compares very favorably with the direct numerical
simulation. In particular, the reverse cascade of energy from small scales to large scales at the free
surface, which is a feature of freely decaying two-
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DISCUSSION

M. Sreedhar and F. Stern
University of Iowa, USA

E. Novikov
University of California, San Diego, USA

The authors should be congratulated for such an
interesting paper. The dynamic two-parameter
model (DTM) seems to have overcome many of
the drawbacks of the original Smagorinsky (DSM)
subgrid scale model. We have the following
questions and comments.

In this paper the decaying turbulence is
considered in an open horizontally periodic
flow with free-slip top and bottom conditions.
Large eddy simulation (LES) is described for
dynamic models with Smagorinsky term and
with a combination of Smagorinsky and
Bardina terms. A quantitative comparison is
made between results, obtained with these
models. Some qualitative comparison of LES
results with direct numerical simulation (DNS)
is also mentioned. The value of this work will
be greatly increased if the comparison between
LES models and DNS will be made
quantitative.

(1) Usually, in the quasi-two dimensional free
surface turbulent field, the energy of the surfaceparallel velocity components tends to increase
while the surface normal velocity component
decays. The one dimensional energy spectrum
(Fig. 7 in the paper) which shows the energy
contents of the surface parallel velocity
components obtained with the DTM model at
different horizontal components planes does not
seem to indicate this feature. Is it due to the
decaying nature of the turbulent field? Any
comments on this?

AUTHORS' REPLY
As we noted in response to the second point by
Sreedhar and Stern, we are continuing work on
this flow and will add more quantitative
comparisons in future publications. The quality
of the DMM and DTM SGS models has,
however, been directly compared to DNS
results via a priori tests in Salvetti and Banerjee
(Phys. Fluids, vol. 7, n. 11, Nov. 1995) as we
note above.

(2) The figures and discussion on the time
evolution of plane-averaged forward and back
scatter are very interesting. The superiority of the
DTM model is very clearly demonstrated.
Inclusion of the results of forward and back scatter
computed from the DNS data (after proper
filtering) in a few of the figures would be very
welcome.
AUTHORS' REPLY
(1) This behavior is actually due to the decaying
nature of the flow. Indeed, since the mechanisms
generating turbulence are eliminated, the normal
velocity component is generally lower than in the
turbulent open channel and hence, the damping of
this component at the free surface is less important.
As a consequence, the increase in the surface
normal components at the free surface becomes
negligible; this can be seen, for example, from the
r.m.s. of these components in Fig. 2 that tend to
become straight along the channel depth.
(2) We agree with this excellent suggestion, and
we have been developing more quantitative
comparisons for this flow. In Salvetti and Banerjee
(Phys. Fluids, vol. 7, n. 11, Nov 1995) quantitative
comparisons were made between DNS, DMM, and
DTM behaviors.
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Fully Nonlinear Hydrodynamic Calculations
for Ship Design on Parallel Computing Platforms
G. Cowles, L. Martinelli (Princeton University, USA)

1 Introduction
The prediction of the total drag experienced by an advancing ship is a complicated problem which requires a thorough
understanding of the hydrodynamic forces acting on the ship
hull, the physical processes from which these forces arise and
their mutual interaction. The advent of powerful computers
- exhibiting both fast processing speed and large storage capabilities - has now made possible computational solutions
of the full set of mathematical equations which describe the
coupled wave structure and viscous boundary layer interaction. Notable previous computational approaches in this
area include: the finite difference, velocity-pressure coupling
approach of Hino [3]; the finite volume, velocity-pressure
coupling approach of Miyata et. al. [4]; and the interactive
approach of Tahara et. al. [5] which combines the finite analytic approach of Chen et. al. [6] and the "SPLASH" panel
method of Rosen et. al. [7]. These methods all represent
major advances in the computational solution of the coupled
wave structure and viscous boundary layer interaction problem as it applies to ship hulls in general. However, they are
all computationally intensive, requiring significant amounts
of CPU time.
The motivation behind the present work follows directly
from the shortcomings of the CFD techniques currently available for ship analysis and design. A method which is robust
and accurate for realistic hull shapes will greatly enhance
hull design capabilities - from the naval architect designing
frigates and destroyers, to the sailing yacht designer optimizing the performance of an America's Cup hull. This task
demands that techniques for incorporating the fully nonlinear free surface boundary condition be included in the CFD
analysis.

The ability to model the fully nonlinear ship wave problem,
in a robust and accurate fashion, is in and of itself still not
sufficient for effective design practice. Thus, despite the advances that have been made, CFD is still not being exploited
as effectively as one would like in the design process. This is
partly due to the long set-up and high costs, both human and
computational of complex flow simulations, and improvements are still needed. In particular, the fidelity of modelling
of high Reynolds number viscous flows continues to be limited by computational costs. Consequently accurate and cost
effective simulation of viscous flow at Reynolds numbers associated with full scale ships, remains a challenge. Several
routes are available toward the reduction of computational
costs, including the reduction of mesh requirements by the
use of higher order schemes, improved convergence to a
steady state by sophisticated acceleration methods, and the
exploitation of massively parallel computers.
This paper presents recent advances in our work to accomplish these goals. The basic flow solver methodology
follows directly from the cell-vertex formulation outlined in
our previous work [8, 9]. This approach has proven to be
accurate, through use of an efficient moving grid technique
which permits application of the fully nonlinear free surface
boundary condition, and which in turn permits simulation of
the interaction between wavemaking and the viscous boundary layer. A cell-center formulation is also developed and
used in the present work because it facilitates the implementation on parallel architectures using the method of domain
decomposition.
The establishment of an efficient baseline steady state flow
solver is extremely important because it provides the platform from which several powerful ship analysis tools can
be launched. In particular, it enables the implementation of
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automatic design techniques based on control theory [10]
as well as the extension of a time accurate multigrid driven,
implicit scheme [11] for the analysis of "seakeeping", and
maneuvering.
2 Mathematical Models
For a Viscous incompressible fluid moving under the influence of gravity, the differential form of the continuity
equation and the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) in a Cartesian coordinate system can be cast,
using tensor notation, in the form,
dOi
=0.
dxi

at

Üi

dxj

dP_
dxi

d_
dxj

Figure 1: Reference Frame and Ship Location

dxj

piliUj

reason a Baldwin and Lomax turbulence model has been initially implemented and tested [14]. On the other hand, more
sophisticated models based on the solution of additional differential equations for the component of the Reynolds stress
may be required. Notice that when the Reynolds stress vanishes, the form of the equation is identical to that of the Navier
Stokes equations. Also, the inviscid form of the Euler equations is recovered in the limit of high Reynolds numbers.
Thus, a hierarchy of mathematical model can be easily implemented on a single computer code, allowing study of the
controlling mechanisms of the flow. For example, it has been
shown in reference [18] that realistic prediction of the wave
pattern about an advancing ship can be obtained by using
the Euler equations as the mathematical model of the bulk
flow, provided that a non-linear evolution of the free surface
is accounted for. This is not surprising, since the typical
Reynolds number of an advancing vessel is of the order of
108.

+ Fi

Here, Oi is the mean velocity components in the a;, direction,
P, the mean pressure, and Fi the gravity force acting in the
z-th direction, and üjUj is the Reynolds stress which requires
an additional model for closure. For implementation in a
computer code, it is more convenient to use a dimensionless
form of the equation which is obtained by dividing all lengths
by the ship (body) length L and all velocity by the free stream
velocity Uoo. Moreover, one can define a new variable *P as
the sum of the mean static pressure P minus the hydrostatic
component -XkFr~2. Thus the dimensionless form of the
RANS becomes:
dt

dxj

dV
dxi

1 Ö
Re dxj

dÜj
dxj

Uiu:

where Fr=-^= is the Froude number and the Reynolds
fgl
number Re is defined by Re=^^- where v is the kinematic
viscosity , and UiUj is a dimensionless form of the Reynolds
stress.
Figure 1 shows the reference frame and ship location used in
this work. A right-handed coordinate system Oxyz, with the
origin fixed at the intersection of the bow and the mean free
surface is established. The z direction is positive upwards,
y is positive towards the starboard side and x is positive in
the aft direction. The free stream velocity vector is parallel
to the x axis and points in the same direction. The ship hull
pierces the uniform flow and is held fixed in place, ie. the
ship is not allowed to sink (translate in z direction) or trim
(rotate in x — z plane).
It is well known that the closure of the Reynolds averaged
system of equation requires a model for the Reynolds stress.
There are several alternatives of increasing complexity. Generally speaking, when the flow remains attached to the body,
a simple turbulence model based on the Boussinesq hypothesis and the mixing length concept yields predictions which
are in good agreement with experimental evidence. For this

Free Surface Boundary Conditions

When the effects of surface tension and viscosity are neglected, the boundary condition on the free surface consists
of two equations. The first, the dynamic condition, states
that the pressure acting on the free surface is constant. The
second, the kinematic condition, states that the free surface
is a material surface: once a fluid particle is on the free surface, it forever remains on the surface. The dynamic and
kinematic boundary conditions may be expressed as
p=constant

dß
=w=ßt + ußx + vßy
dt

(1)

where z=ß(x, y, t) is the free surface location.
Hull and Farfield Boundary Conditions
The remaining boundaries consist of the ship hull, the meridian, or symmetry plane, and the far field of the computational
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domain. In the viscous formulation, a no-slip condition is
enforced on the ship hull. For the inviscid case, flow tangency is preserved. On the symmetry plane (that portion
of the (x,z) plane excluding the ship hull) derivatives in the
y direction as well as the v component of velocity are set
to zero. The upstream plane has u=U0, v=0, w=0 and ^=0
(p=—zFr~2). Similar conditions hold on the outer boundary
plane which is assumed far enough away from the hull such
that no disturbances are felt. A radiation condition should
be imposed on the outflow domain to allow the wave disturbance to pass out of the computational domain. Although
fairly sophisticated formulations may be devised to represent
the radiation condition, simple extrapolations proved to be
sufficient in this work.
For calculations in the limit of zero Froude number (doublehull model) the (x,y) plane is also treated as a symmetry
plane.
3 Numerical Solution
The formulation of the numerical solution procedure is based
on a finite volume method (FVM) for the bulk flow variables
(u, v, w and ?/>), coupled to a finite difference method for the
free surface evolution variables (ß and ip).
Bulk Flow Solution
The finite volume solution for the bulk flow follows the same
procedures that are well documented in references [8,9]. The
governing set of differential flow equations are expressed
in the standard form for artificial compressibility [15] as
outlined by Rizzi and Eriksson [16]. In particular, letting w
be the vector of dependent variables:
wt. +(f-fv)x+(g-gv)j,+(h-hv)z=0

(2)

Here f, g, h and fv, gv, hv represent, respectively, the inviscid and viscous fluxes.
Following the general procedures used in the finite volume formulation, the governing differential equations are
integrated over an arbitrary volume V. Application of the
divergence theorem on the convective and viscous flux term
integrals yields
§-t Jv vtdV

+ Jdv (fdSx + gdSy + hdSZ)
=fdv (fydSx + gvdSy + hvdSz)

are different for the two approaches, both cell-center and
cell-vertex schemes yield the following system of ordinary
differential equations [13]
d_
(Vyfcw) + djk - Vijk=0
dl
where djk and Vijk are the discretized evaluations of the
convective and viscous flux surface integrals appearing in
equation 3 and V^k is the volume of the computational cell.
In practice, the discretization scheme reduces to a second
order accurate, nondissipative central difference approximation to the bulk flow equations on sufficiently smooth grids.
A central difference scheme permits odd-even decoupling at
adjacent nodes which may lead to oscillatory solutions. To
prevent this "unphysical" phenomena from occurring, a dissipation term is added to the system of equations such that
the system now becomes
d_
(.VijkVf) + [djk (w) -Vijk (w) -Dijk (w) ] =0. (4)
dt
For the present problem a fourth derivative background dissipation term is added. The dissipative term is constructed
in such a manner that the conservation form of the system of
equations is preserved. The dissipation term is third order in
truncation terms so as not to detract from the second order
accuracy of the flux discretization.
Discretization of the Viscous Terms

The discretization of the viscous terms of the Navier Stokes
equations requires an approximation to the velocity deriva241
tives IOXj
in order to calculate the stress tensor. In order to
evaluate the derivatives one may apply the Gauss formula to
a control volume V with the boundary S.
I -^-dv- / UiTijds
Jv dxj
Js
where n,j is the outward normal. For a hexahedral cell this
gives
duj 1 v"^ 7T =
>
Ui Uj} s
(5)
dxj vol /-^
faces
where üi is an estimate of the average of u* over the face. Alternatively, assuming a local transformation to computational
coordinates £,•, one may apply the chain rule

(3)

where Sx, Sy and Sz are the projections of the area dV in the
x, y and z directions, respectively. In the present approach
the computational domain is divided into hexahedral cells.
Two discretization schemes are considered in the present
work. They differ primarily in that in the first, the flow
variables are stored at the grid points (cell-vertex) while in
the second they are stored in the interior of the cell (cellcenter). While the details of the computation of the fluxes

du
dx

du dx n

du
dx

3£J

-i

(6)

Here the transformation derivatives ^f1 can be evaluated by
the same finite difference formulas as the velocity derivatives
In this case %
is exact if u is a linearly varying function.
di
dii
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where the residual is defined as

For a cell-centered discretization (figure 2a) || is needed
at each face. The simplest procedure is to evaluate §| in
each cell, and to average || between the two cells on either
side of a face. The resulting discretization does not have a
compact stencil, and supports undamped oscillatory modes.
In a one dimensional calculation, for example, |^ would

Rijk (w) =Cijk (w) -Vijk (w) -Dijk (w)
and the cell volume Vy* is absorbed into the residual for
clarity.
The full approximation multigrid scheme of this work uses
a sequence of independently generated coarser meshes by
eliminating alternate points in each coordinate direction. In
order to give a precise description of the multigrid scheme,
subscripts may be used to indicate the grid. Several transfer
operations need to be defined. First the solution vector on
grid k must be initialized as

be discretized as "'+?~^+"''"2 [17]. In order to produce a
compact stencil |^ may be estimated from a control volume
centered on each face, using formulas (5) or (6). This is computationally expensive because the number of faces is much
larger than the number of cells. In a hexahedral mesh with
a large number of vertices the number of faces approaches
three times the number of cells.
This motivates the introduction of dual meshes for the evaluation of the velocity derivatives and the flux balance as
sketched in figure 2. The figure

wt(0)=rfc,fc-iwfe_i,
where wk-\ is the current value on grid k - 1, and Tk,k-\ is
a transfer operator. Next it is necessary to transfer a residual
forcing function such that the solution grid k is driven by the
residuals calculated on grid k - 1. This can be accomplished
by setting
Pk=Qk,k-\Rk-\ (w*-i) -Rk

,(o)

where Qk,k-\ is another transfer operator. Then Rk (w*)
is replaced by Rk (wfc) + Pk in the time- stepping scheme.
Thus, the multistage scheme is reformulated as
w (0
2a: Cell-center

,(«+!)

2b: Cell-vertex

The result w£m^ then provides the initial data for grid k + 1.
Finally, the accumulated correction on grid k has to be transferred back to grid k - 1 with the aid of an interpolation operator h-\,k- Clearly the definition of Tkik-i,Qk,k-iJk-\,k
depends on whether a cell-vertex or a cell-center formulation is selected. A detailed account can be found in reference
[22].
With properly optimized coefficients, multistage time-stepping
schemes can be very efficient drivers of the multigrid process. In this work we use a five stage scheme with three
evaluation of dissipation [17] to drive a W-cycle of the type
illustrated in Figure 3.
In a three-dimensional case the number of cells is reduced
by a factor of eight on each coarser grid. On examination of
the figure, it can therefore be seen that the work measured in
units corresponding to a step on the fine grid is of the order
of
1 + 2/8 + 4/64 + ... < 4/3,

Figure 2: Viscous discretizations for cell-centered and cellvertex algorithms.
shows both cell-centered and cell-vertex schemes. The dual
mesh connects cell centers of the primary mesh. If there is a
kink in the primary mesh, the dual cells should be formed by
assembling contiguous fractions of the neighboring primary
cells. On smooth meshes comparable results are obtained
by either of these formulations [23, 24, 25]. If the mesh
has a kink, the cell-vertex scheme has the advantage that the
derivatives f^- are calculated in the interior of a regular cell,
with no loss of accuracy.
Multigrid time-stepping
Equation 4 is integrated in time to steady state using an
explicit multistage scheme. For each bulk flow time step, the
grid, and thus Vjjfc, is independent of time. Hence equation 4
can be written as
dw ijk
+ Rijk (w) =0
dt

wi0)-ag+iAtk[R(kq) +Pk\.

and consequently the very large effective time step of the
complete cycle costs only slightly more than a single time
step in the fine grid.

(7)
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a third order dissipative flux:
d

i+V :ai+\

4 Level Cycle

3c: 5 Levels.
Figure 3: Multigrid W-cycle for managing the grid calculation. E, evaluate the change in the flow for one step; T,
transfer the data without updating the solution.

dJ+{

Free Surface Solution
Both a kinematic and dynamic boundary condition must be
imposed at the free surface which require the adaption of
the grid to conform to the computed surface wave. Equation 1 can be cast in a form more amenable to numerical
computations by introducing a curvilinear coordinate system
that transforms the curved free surface ß(x, y) into computational coordinates /3 (£,??). This results in the following
transformed kinematic condition
ßr + üßt + vßn=w

(9)

where a •+1 =5|ö •+11 at the cell interface. This is equivalent
to the scheme which we have used until now to discretize
the free surface, and which has proven to be effective for
simple hulls. However, on more complex configurations of
interest, such as combatant vessels and yachts, the physical
wave at the bow tends to break. This phenomenon cannot
be fully accounted for in the present mathematical model. In
order to avoid the overturning of the wave and continue the
calculations lower order dissipation must be introduced locally and in a controlled manner. This can be accomplished
by borrowing from the theory of non-oscillatory schemes
constructed using the Local Extremum Diminishing (LED)
principle [19, 20]. Since the breaking of a wave is generally
characterized by a change in sign of the velocity across the
crest, it appears that limiting the antidiffusion purely from
the upstream side may be more suitable to stabilize the calculations and avoid the overturning of the waves [21]. By
adding the anti-diffusive correction purely from the upstream
side one may derive a family of UpStream Limited Positive
(USLIP) schemes:

3b: 4 Levels.

4 Level Cycle

|^J+1-i(^+j+^-i)}

=

aj+,{A/3.+ ,-L(A/3.+ ,,A/?j_,)}

if

üj+1 >
> °0
Vi

aj+i{*ßi+i-L(AßJn,Aßj+i)}

d

i+i
if

fi.+ i <0

Where L (p, q) is a limited average of p and q with the
following properties:
PI. L(p,q)=L(q,p)
P2. L (ap, aq) =aL (.p, q)

(8)

P3. L(p,p) =p
where ü and v are contravariant velocity components given
by
ü=u£x + v^y=(uyv - vxn) J_1

P4. L (p, q) =0 if p and q have opposite signs.
A simple limiter (a-mean) which limits the arithmetic mean
by some multiple of the smaller of |p| or \q\, has been used
with success. It may be cast in the following form:

v=wqx + vr]y=(.vx^ — uy^) J_1
and J=x^yr} — xny^ is the Jacobian.
Equation 8 is essentially a linear hyperbolic equation, which
in our original method was discretized by central differences
augmented by high order diffusion [8,9]. Such a scheme can
be obtained by introducing anti-diffusive terms in a standard
first order formula. In particular, it is well known that for
a one-dimensional scalar equation model, central difference
approximation of the derivative may be corrected by adding

L(p,q)=S(p,q) mini ^-r-^-, a\p\, a\q\
It is well known that schemes which strictly satisfy the LED
principle fall back to first order accuracy at extrema even
when they realize higher order accuracy elsewhere. This
Properties P1-P3 are natural properties of an average, whereas P4 is
needed for the construction of an LED scheme.
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difficulty can be circumvented by relaxing the LED requirement. Therefore the concept of essentially local extremum
diminishing (ELED) schemes is introduced as an alternative
approach. These are schemes for which, in the limit as the
mesh width Ax -» 0, maxima are non-increasing and minima are non-decreasing. In order to prevent the limiter from
being active at smooth extrema it is convenient to set
L(.p,q)=-D(.p,q) (p + q)
where D(p,q) is a factor designed to reduce the arithmetic
average, and become zero if u and v have opposite signs.
Thus, for an ELED scheme we take

D(p,q)=l-R(p,q)

(10)

where
R(p,q) =

p-q
max( |p| + \q\ ,eAxr)

(11)

and e > 0, r is a positive power, and s is a positive integer.
Then D (p, q) =0 if p and q have opposite signs. Also if
s=l, L(p,q) reduces to minmod, while if s=2, L(p,q) is
equivalent to Van Leer's limiter. By increasing s one can
generate a sequence of limited averages which approach a
limit defined by the arithmetic mean truncated to zero when
p and q have opposite signs. These smooth limiters are
known to have a benign effect on the convergence to a steady
state of compressible flows. Figures 5a and 5b compare
waterline profiles on a combatant vessel using ELED and
LED methods in the free surface dissipation. One can see
that, when compared with the experimental data, the ELED
(solid line) profile is more accurate. Figures 5c and 5d show
overhead free surface contours for the same geometry. The
ELED scheme gives better resolution of the far field waves
in solution of both the Euler and RANS equations.
Integration and Coupling with The Bulk Flow
The free surface kinematic equation may be expressed as

dt*

+ Qij(ß)=0

the free surface. After the free surface is updated, its new
values are used as a boundary condition for the pressure on
the bulk flow for the next time step. The entire iterative
process, in which both the bulk flow and the free surface are
updated at each time step, is repeated until some measure
of convergence is attained: usually steady state wave profile
and wave resistance coefficient.
Since the free surface is a material surface, the flow must be
tangent to it in the final steady state. During the iterations,
however, the flow is allowed to leak through the surface as
the solution evolves towards the steady state. This leakage,
in effect, drives the evolution equation. Suppose that at
some stage, the vertical velocity component w is positive
(cf. equation 1 or 8). Provided that the other terms are
small, this will force ßn+l to be greater than ßn. When
the time step is complete, ip is adjusted such that ipn+1 >
ipn. Since the free surface has moved farther away from
the original undisturbed upstream elevation and the pressure
correspondingly increased, the velocity component w (or
better still q • n where n=-J^r and F=z - ß(x,y)) will
then be reduced. This results in a smaller Aß for the next
time step. The same is true for negative vertical velocity,
in which case there is mass leakage into the system rather
than out. Only when steady state has been reached is the
mass flux through the surface zero and tangency enforced.
In fact, the residual flux leakage could be used in addition
to drag components and pressure residuals as a measure of
convergence to the steady state.
This method of updating the free surface works well for
the Euler equations since tangency along the hull can be
easily enforced. However, for the Navier-Stokes equations
the no-slip boundary condition is inconsistent with the free
surface boundary condition at the hull/waterline intersection.
To circumvent this difficulty the computed elevation for the
second row of grid points away from the hull is extrapolated
to the hull. Since the minimum spacing normal to the hull is
small, the error due to this should be correspondingly small,
comparable with other discretization errors. The treatment
of this intersection for the Navier-Stokes calculations, should
be the subject of future research to find the most accurate
possible procedure.

4

where Qij (/?) consists of the collection of velocity and spatial gradient terms which result from the discretization of
equation 8.
Once the free surface update is accomplished the pressure
is adjusted on the free surface such that

Parallelization Strategy

The objective of a fast flow solver for design and analysis
motivates parallel implementation. The method of domain
decomposition is utilized for this work. The grid is divided
into sections which are sent to separate processors for solution. This method is very compatible with the cell-center
flux discretization. In the cell-vertex scheme, processors
corresponding to adjoining sections of the mesh must update
coincidental locations on the common face. Thus both single
processor and parallel versions of the code have been developed using the cell-center formulation. Figure 6 displays

^(.n+l) =ß(n+l) pr-2
The free surface and the bulk flow solutions are coupled by
first computing the bulk flow at each time step, and then
using the bulk flow velocities to calculate the movement of
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validation of the parallel, cell-center version by comparison
with the previously developed, single processor, cell-vertex
code. Figure 7 displays comparison between a single processor cell-center code and experimental data. Figures 8
and 9 show overhead wave profiles around the Model 5415
hull [26] for speeds of 15 and 20 knots respectively. These
were computed using the cell-center discretization and the
limited free surface dissipation described in section 3. Figure 14 displays pressure contours on the bulbous bow of
the 5415 using this method. The parallelization strategy has
been developed and extensively tested thus far using a single
block implementation. Due to topological constraints, more
complicated geometries cannot be treated with a single block
structured mesh. As an example, the racing yacht pictured
in figure 15 has multiple appendages which result in skewness and lowered efficiency of a single block grid. Transom
sterns and inclusion of propellers cause similar difficulties.
To circumvent these problems, a multiblock version of the
code is currently being developed.

1st Isvel Kile

Qxuectlve Stencil

2nd Level Halo

DissifativB Staxil

Figure 4: Convective and Dissipative Discretization Stencils.
used.
Similar constructs are required for the free surface solution. A double halo of free surface locations is passed across
interprocessor boundaries.
The communication routines used are all of the asynchronous
(or non-blocking) type. In the current implementation of the
program, each processor must send and receive messages to
and from at most 6 neighboring processors (left and right
neighbors in each of the three coordinate directions). The
communication is scheduled such that at every instant in time
pairs of processors are sending/receiving to/from one another
in order to minimize contention in the communication schedule.
For a given number of subdomains in a calculation, there
are several ways to partition the complete mesh according
to the scheme explained above. Depending on the choice
of partitions, the bounding surface area of each subdomain
will vary, reaching a minimum when the sizes in each of the
three coordinate directions are equal. Figure 10 shows an
H-0 grid around a combatant ship divided into 8 subdomains
corresponding to 8 processors. Currently the partition of the
global mesh is an input to the code, but work is in progress to
determine, in a pre-processing step, the optimal block distribution in order to minimize the communication requirements.
Efficiency of the parallelization is is a function of many factors, including numerical discretization, system of equations,
choice of hardware/software, number of processors, and size
of the mesh. The granularity, or ratio of bytes a processor
passes to work it performs, helps quantify several of these
aspects. The lower the granularity, the higher the efficiency.
Switching to a more complex set of equations, for example, a
RANS set, increases the amount of processor effort with only
a small effect on the total message passes. Granularity decreases. Cutting a given mesh into more pieces(processors),
or equivalently, using a coarser mesh, increases the ratio of

Single Block Parallel Implementation
The initial three-dimensional meshes for the hull calculations
are generated using the GRIDGEN [27].
The computer code is parallelized using a domain decomposition model, a SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data)
strategy, and the MPI (Message Passing Interface) Library
for message passing. The choice of message passing library
was determined by the requirement that the resulting code
be portable to different parallel computing platforms as well
as to homogeneous and heterogeneous networks of workstations [29].
Communication between subdomains is performed through
halo cells surrounding each subdomain boundary. Since both
the convective and the dissipative fluxes are calculated at the
cell faces (boundaries of the control volumes), all six neighboring cells are necessary, thus requiring the existence of
a single level halo for each processor in the parallel calculation. The dissipative fluxes are composed of third order
differences of the flow quantities. Thus, at the boundary
faces of each cell in the domain, the presence of the twelve
neighboring cells (two adjacent to each face) is required. For
each cell within a processor, Figure 4 shows which neighboring cells are required for the calculation of convective and
dissipative fluxes. For each processor, some of these cells
will lie directly next to an interprocessor boundary, in which
case, the values of the flow variables residing in a different
processor will be necessary to calculate the convective and
dissipative fluxes.
In the finest mesh of the multigrid sequence, a two-level
halo was sufficient to calculate the convective and dissipative
fluxes for all cells contained in each processor. In the coarser
levels of the multigrid sequence, a single level halo suffices
since a simplified model of the artificial dissipation terms is
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optimal solution of the problem. Other variables such as
the number of blocks, the size of each block, and the size
of the buffers to be communicated play an important role in
proper load balancing, and are the subject of current study.
The implementation is fully scalable. Figure 12 shows an
H-0 grid around the Model 5415 hull divided into 20 blocks.
Figure 13 shows speedups obtained on the 5415 for the zero
Froude number condition. The shapes in the cwrves results
from an interplay of forces. Increased cache hits push the
curve to a superlinear (better than ideal) region. The wiggles
are a result of deviations in the load balance from unity,
or equal work (number cells) in each processor. Since the
blocks are not all equal in size, the constraint that blocks are
not shared among processors causes the taper as the number
of processors approaches the number of blocks in the grid.

interprocessor faces to interior cells which is directly proportional to the granularity, and efficiency decays. Figure 11
displays parallel performance for the Euler equations, evaluated on an IBM SP2, a distributed memory machine, and
confirms the good scalability of our algorithm. The effects
of increasing the number of processors and increasing the
size of the mesh are both apparent. Results of parallel RANS
solvers under development in our laboratory for aeronautical
applications confirm the theoretical efficiency increase that
will be obtained when viscous fluxes are switched on.

Multiblock Parallel Implementation
The essential algorithm (convective and dissipative flux calculation, multigrid, viscous terms, etc.) is exactly the same
as the one applied to the single block case. The only difference resides in the fact that an additional outer loop over all
the blocks in the domain is added [28]. The parallelization
strategy, however, is quite different. Similarly to the single
block code, the multiblock is parallelized using a domain decomposition model, a SPMD strategy, and the MPI Library
for message passing. Since the sizes of the blocks can be
quite small, sometimes further partitioning severely limits
the number of multigrid levels that can be used in the flows.
For this reason, it was decided to allocate complete blocks to
each processor.
The underlying assumption is that there always will be more
blocks than processors available. If this is the case, every
processor in the domain would be responsible for the computations inside one or more blocks. In the case in which there
are more processors than blocks available, the blocks can be
adequately partitioned during a pre-processing step in order
to at least have as many blocks as processors. This approach
has the advantage that the number of multigrid levels that can
be used in the parallel implementation of the code is always
the same as in the serial version. Moreover, the number of
processors in the calculation can now be any integer number,
since no restrictions are imposed by the partitioning in all
coordinate directions used by the single block program.
The only drawback of this approach is the loss of the exact
load balancing that one has in the single block implementation. All blocks in the calculation can have different sizes,
and consequently, it is very likely that different processors
will be assigned a different total number of cells in the calculation. This, in turn, will imply that some of the processors
will be waiting until the processor with the largest number of
cells has completed its work and parallel performance will
suffer. The approach that we have followed to solve the
load balancing problem is to assign to each processor, in a
pre-processing step, a certain number of blocks such that the
total number of cells is as close as possible to the exact share
for perfect load balancing.
One must note that load balancing based on the total number
of cells in each processor is only an approximation to the

Conclusion
By utilizing a cell-center formulation suitable for parallel
computing, flow solutions about complex geometries on the
order of a half hour for a grid size up to one million mesh
points have been achieved on 16 processors of an IBM SP2.
Such efficiency makes our methodology suitable for routine
calculations in the early stages of ship design. Also, an extension to the computation of unsteady flows has been made
feasible by the speedup. Underwater control surfaces and
transom sterns warrant the necessity of multiblock meshes.
Preliminary testing of a multiblock version displays the scalability and efficiency of the method.
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Figure 10: Domain Decomposition
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Validation of Incompressible Flow Computation
of Forces and Moments on Axisymmetric Bodies
Undergoing Constant Radius Turning
C.-H. Sung, T.-C. Fu, M. Griffin, T. Huang (David Taylor Model Basin, USA)
are illustrated.
The present work has made a
significant advance towards the accurate prediction of
the forces and moments acting on axisymmetric
bodies at various angles of attack and yaw with and
without steady turns, which is an essential step
towards the accurate hydrodynamic prediction on
realistic maneuvering vehicles for practical design
purposes.

ABSTRACT
A numerical approach based on multiblock,
multigrid, local refinement and preconditioning
methods has been developed to solve the
incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS)
equations.
Three-dimensional
flow
computations for axisymmetric bodies at angles of
attack and yaw with and without steady turn are
presented.
In solving engineering problems, a
numerical solution is considered "converged" after 4
to 5 orders of magnitude drop in the root-mean-square
residual of the pressure and is considered gridindependent if all of the computed flow variables
change less than 1% after the grid space has been
reduced by at least a 50% increase in the grid cells in
all three directions. Computations on four grids:
24x8x12, 48x24x32, 96x48x64 and 144x48x72 were
performed to study the behavior of convergence and
grid sensitivity. It is concluded that the solution with
the 144x48x72 grid for bodies at incidence is both
converged and grid independent The convergence rate
is fast and is on the order of 1.5xl0"5 cpu second per
grid point per multigrid cycle based on a computation
on a grid with 0.5 million grid cells on a single Cray
C90 processor. The accuracy in the prediction of the
forces and moments at various incidence angles is as
good as the experimental accuracy (±5%). To achieve
this level of accuracy, it is essential to use a k-a>
turbulence model and to modify the standard BaldwinLomax turbulence model for the effects of the thick
boundary layer near the stern and the cross-flow
separation near the leeward side as the angle of attack
increases. Both modifications are described. The
converged solutions with the 96x64x48 grid for body
undergoing steady turns at various angles of attack
and yaw may still be grid dependent However, the
computed forces and moments are within ±20% of the
measured results and the trends of the computed
results are in agreement with the data. The unique
features of separated flow fields associated with
turning bodies at combined angles of attack and yaw

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) based on the numerical solutions of
the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations have demonstrated the capability to
simulate complex turbulent flows of practical
interest.
Two major requirements for practical
engineering applications are computational speed and
accuracy. In particular, the computational accuracy
must meet the accuracy required by the designers in
order for a computer code to be really useful. One of
the most challenging problems today in CFD is the
prediction of the forces and moments acting on a
realistic body at high Reynolds numbers on the order
of 10* to 109 with computational accuracy within
±5% of the measured data. To meet the stringent
requirements of speed and accuracy, sophisticated
numerical techniques must be implemented. The
purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the speed
and accuracy requirements can be met in the prediction
of the forces and moments acting on the bodies of
revolution at a Reynolds number on the order of 107
and at a wide range of incident angles. The accuracy
of forces and moments predictions for a turning
axisymmetric body at various angles attack and yaw
achieved is about ±20%. This achievement is a key
step towards the realization of using a computer code
as a practical design tool for maneuvering marine
vehicles.
The computer code used in this paper is called
IFLOW and has been developed by the authors over
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the past few years (References 1-5).
EFLOW
incorporates most of the recently developed numerical
techniques, including multiblock, multigrid, local
refinement, preconditioning, and adaptive artificial
dissipation model. The code is designed for generalpurpose applications. It can be used for arbitrary 2D
and 3D complex geometries and it can also be used to
solve both steady and unsteady problems. At present,
only the k-oa and the modified Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model are actively being used. These two
simple models are quite adequate for attached turbulent
boundary layer flows. Modifications of BaldwinLomax model are necessary because of some unique
flow characteristics often encountered in ship
hydrodynamic applications. These include the socalled thick boundary layers near ship sterns and the
cross-flow separations typically occurring on
maneuvering vehicles. In this paper, the numerical
schemes implemented will be described and the
modifications necessary to overcome the difficulties
mentioned above will be presented. Practical
definitions of a converged solution, a grid-independent
solution and two measures of errors are given. The
computed results on the 4 grids are then analyzed
based on the definitions given.

Ucosacosß
u
$-\jfsin9
p
q = ^rcos6sin<t> + 6cos<j> 5 V = -Usinß

r

w

\jrcos0cos<t> + 8sin<t>

Usinacosß

When the axisymmetric body executes a constant
radius steady turn, the heading angular velocity is
equal to the angular velocity of turn (y = ß), and the
angles of pitch and roll (<|>=0) are constant. Then:
Ucosacosß
u
-y sln9
p
=
-Usinß
V
y
cos8sin<|>
=
,
q
Usinacosß
w
y
cos6cos<|>
r

U cos9 cosy
-Usiny
U sin9 cosy

Let xc-r be the local resultant cross flow angle
positive clockwise (looking forward) with respect to
the body coordinate yb (positive starboard). Then:
Tcf =tan-1(:^tf?fb) = tan-1(

-QRtumsmecosy

In this case ct=9 and ß=y\ The nondimensional
turning angular velocity \jf*=\j//(U/L)=Q/(U/L)=
L/Run,^ for small angles of pitch and yaw, where
Rtam is the turning radius and L is the body length.

NUMERICAL METHOD
The
three-dimensional,
incompressible,
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation is solved
using the artificial compressibility approach first
proposed by Chorin6 and subsequently generalized and
improved by Türkei.7'8 This approach has been
successfully used by Chang and Kwak9 and many
others. The origin of the body coordinate system is
fixed at the center of gravity of the vehicle as shown
in Fig. 1. The v^is is a101^ ^ longitudinal axis
of the vehicle with the positive xb pointing forward,
yb in lateral direction with the yb positive pointing to
the starboard, and zb in normal direction with the
positive zb pointing downward. Fig. 2 shows the
velocity and angle of inclination of an axisymmetric
body undergoing steady right turn. The turning radius
is denoted by R^ and the body with a total length L
is rotating around a center point C with an angular
velocity fl in the positive z direction (pointing
downward). The velocity components [u, v, w] and
angular velocity components [p, q, r] relative to the
body fixed axes [xb, y„, z* ]. The coordinate system
attached to the rotating center C is [x, y, z]. The
angles of attack and drift a and ß are related to the
velocity components by sin ß = -v/U and tan a =
+w/u, where U^^+^+w2. For a constant radius
steady turn we have x=xb, z=z„ y=yb-Rlura, when
a=ß=0. In hydrodynamics the orientation of a body
in space is usually described in terms of angles of
yaw (y), then of pitch (0), and finally of roll (<|>) and
has the following relationship:

The formulation of IFLOW developed at
the David Taylor Model Basin is based on the
following conservative formulation
Pö1qt+Fx + Gy+Hz = S
(1)
where the subscripts indicate partial differentiations
with respect to time t, and the three Cartesian
coordinates x, y, and z. The preconditioned matrix P0
in the conservative form and the column vectors of
the dependent variable q and fluxes F, G, H and the
source term S are defined as
2
0 + Y)ß"
Yß - u
I-2..2
2
(l+a + Y)ß" u l+7ß"2u
Yß_2vu
(l + a + Y)ß~zv
(l+a + Y)ß"2w yß"2wu

u

1+Yß
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complex geometry, a multiblock structure may be
used. The purpose of the multiblock structure is
designed mainly to make the grid generation of
complex geometries easier and smoother. The grid is
then locally refined by patches of finer meshes in the
regions where flow variation is relatively rapid.
Thus, the final grid will have a hierarchical structure
with different mesh levels, blocks and zones. The
grid spacing of the fine grid is kept at one half of the
next coarser grid spacing as in the standard multigrid.
The solution procedure is the following: First, a
global solution is obtained by a standard multigrid
method on a global grid with the multiblock
structure. The resolution of the global solution is
then successively improved by a local refinement
technique which is also based on the multigrid
method for fast convergence. The coupling of
multigrid and local refinement is the main difference
between the present method and the conventional
local refinement methods. Numerical instability and
lack of flux conservation may occur in the
coarse/fine grid interface. The possibility of these
numerical difficulties is believed to be greatly
minimized by using the present local refinement
method for the following reason. In the present
method, the finer mesh is embedded entirely in the
next coarser mesh while in the conventional methods,
the fine and coarse meshes are connected only by the
coarse/fine grid interface. Clearly the communication
between the fine and coarse mesh is much better in
the present method. The communication is further
enhanced by the use of the multigrid technique.
Despite all the arguments, it has been found that
although it is easy to maintain continuity of the
mean flow variables such as the pressure and the
mean velocity across the coarse/fine interface, the
continuity across the interface is much harder to
achieve with the shear stress near the wall. This is an
area which requires further research.

where p is the pressure, p is the constant density, u, v
and w are the three Cartesian velocity components.
The Reynolds stresses are defined as

v*i*f£

<?Uj

+ ?£b U = 1.2,3

(3)

where u = (u, v, w), x = (x, y, z), v is the sum of the
kinematic and eddy viscosities, and RL is the
Reynolds number based on the body length. The
variables are nondimensionalized in the conventional
manner.
The three parameters a, ß-2, and y are the
preconditioning parameters to be determined for fast
convergence. The spatial discretization is based on
the cell-centered central difference finite-volume
formulation in the semi-discrete form. An explicit
one-step, five-stage Runge-Kutta time-stepping
scheme is used. In this scheme the artificial
dissipation term is evaluated only at the first, third
and fifth stage with an appropriate weighting at each
stage to increase the stability limit. Specifically, the
parabolic stability limit along the real axis has been
raised to 9 which has some advantage in stability
when solving the Navier-Stokes equations. The
techniques used to accelerate the rate of convergence
are particularly emphasized.
They include
preconditioning, bulk viscous damping, local timestepping, implicit residual smoothing, adaptive
artificial dissipation and multigrid.1,2
Mnltihlnric Mnlriprid T.ocal Refinement Technique

The multigrid method developed by Jameson10
to accelerate the convergence of a system of
hyperbolic equations has been adopted. By the cyclic
use of a sequence of fine to coarse grids, the multigrid
technique is very effective in damping the solution
modes with long wave lengths which are primarily
responsible for slow convergence. V-, W-, and Fcycle multigrid techniques have been implemented.
Boundary conditions are updated at each Runge-Kutta
stage at every grid level in the fine-to-coarse path, but
they are not updated in the coarse-to-fine path. This
practice is mainly to avoid introducing boundary
condition interpolation errors to finer grids. For ease
of coding the grid cell number in each coordinate
direction for a coarse grid is half of that used in the
next finer grid.

Preconditioning Technique
Preconditioning is a method used to reduce the
condition number of the iterative methods in linear
algebra. This concept used to accelerate the rate of
convergence was applied by Chorin6 to obtain the
steady-state solution of the incompressible flow
problems.
Chorin introduced an artificial time
derivative of the pressure to the continuity equation
with a multiplicative variable ß which has
the physical meaning of the speed of sound. Since
the speed of sound hi incompressible flow is much
faster than the fluid velocity, the system of the
governing equations is very stiff with a large
condition number. Consequently, the rate of
convergence of the numerical solution will be very
slow. However, if only the steady-state solution is of
interest and the accuracy during the transient state is
not of concern then the value of ß can be kept on the

A new numerical technique based on
multiblock, multigrid and local refinement methods
has been implemented in IFLOW. In this approach,
the computational grid is generated in the following
manner: A very fine grid with a sufficiently large
number of grid cells to achieve the desired resolution
including the near wall region is first generated. In
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given in (6) is equivalent to the highly accurate
matrix dissipation technique demonstrated by
Swanson and Türkei11 and Türkei and Vatsa12 for
the compressible flow.

same order of magnitude as the fluid velocity during
the transient state. In this manner, the condition
number is small and the rate of convergence will be
significantly improved. This is the so called
artificial compressibility method and is a primitive
form of preconditioning. Rewriting the system of
equations in conservative form (1) in nonconservative
form
P,-1^t+Aqx + Bqy+Cqz = 0

Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions used on the solid wall
of a rotating body are that the three velocity
components and the normal pressure gradient are set
equal to zero:
u=v=w=0, and

(4)

n.V[p-in2(x2+y2)] = o,

where q = (p,u,v,w)1 . The preconditioning matrix

(9)

1

P~l in nonconservative form is different from PQ" in
conservative formulation and is given by
2
2
(l + 7)ß-2 rß"2u Yß~ v yß- w
2
0
0
1
aß" u
P-X =
2
0
1
0
aß~ v
2
1
0
<xß~ w
0

The far field inflow boundary conditions relative to
the rotating system are based on the prescribed values
for the three velocity components and pressure:

(5)

[u, v, w, p]=[Qy, -flx, 0, p0],

The far field outflow boundary conditions are based on
a zero-gradient for the three velocity perturbation
components and a non-reflecting condition for the
pressure:

Appropriate choice of the three preconditioning
parameters a, ß, and y can improve convergence
and stability. It can also improve the accuracy in the
sense that a smaller amount of artificial dissipation
can be used. Therefore, a smaller numerical diffusion
is introduced in the solution. The original Chorin
preconditioning is obtained by setting a=0 and Y=0 .
The condition gives a symmetric precondition and
ensures that the system of partial differential
equations
(4)
is
well-posed.
Recent
numerical experimentation indicates that an optimal
choice of the preconditional parameters is
1, Y = 0 and ß-2 =max(|u| ,e ), ep=0.7

(10)

[u, v, w] = [Qy + u', -ßx+v', wl ,
n»V[u', v', w']=0 , p:nonreflecting

(ID

The non-reflecting boundary condition used here
evolved from the technique developed in Hedstrom13,
and Rudy and Strikewerda14 and is particularly
important for computation when a relatively small
computational domain is used as in the present
computation. This condition is obtained by setting
the time derivative of the characteristic variable
corresponding to the wave coming into the
computational domain as described by Sung.15

(6)

This can be understood by an observation that the
four eigenvalues of the characteristic matrix have the
same magnitude (implying a condition number of 1).

Turbulence Model
The standard k-ca turbulence model16 and
Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence
model17
with
modifications are used in this paper. The standard
two-equation k-co model developed by Wilcox16 is
used in this paper,

To maintain numerical stability, a proper amount of
artificial dissipation must be added to the right hand
side of (4)
qt + PAqx + PBqy + PCqz

(?)

3K
«+0^x3-ß*K«D
+ J-KD
+ 0* 0
1
1J
at
T 3X:
3xj
3x:
dxj

Pö^t+Fx+Gy+H*
= (p-1|PA|q„I)I +(p-1|PB|qm)y +(Pö1|PCJqm)I (8)

3(0.^ 3© _.©_ 3u,
. 3 „
,3co
—+u: —=oc—tjj ——- pea*2 +- [(\>+cx> « (12)
l
dx
3t ^Xi K 'JSxj
i
i
9 „ 3
Where DT=Y*-. Y*=L a=o*=0.5, ß*=-^-, ß=-^
©
100
40

= |PA|q„M + |PBhyyyy + M<hzzz
Thus for conservation formulation:

The present formulation shown in (8) for the
incompressible flow with preconditioning parameters
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Near the wall: @ y = 0; T12 = -U^ = DT

vortex can be several orders of magnitude larger than
that of the wall shear layer, the predicted eddy
viscosity may be several orders of magnitude
too large and flow separation is likely to be delayed
or suppressed. The problem of multiple peaks just
described has been reported by Degani and Schiff23 and
they have also proposed a method to locate the correct
peak in the wall shear layer, or the so-called first
peak. The modification of the Baldwin-Lomax model
made by them has been implemented in IFLOW.
The search for the first peak has been found to be
notoriously difficult and unreliable. This difficulty
has been overcome by using a method where a range
is first defined and then a maximum is searched for
just inside the range.
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The model can be extended to treat flow transition and
surface roughness (Wilcox16).
The Baldwin-Lomax formulation of the eddy
viscosity without using the boundary layer
displacement thickness is easier to implement than
the equivalent model of Cebeci and Smith.1S Crucial
to the model is the maximum value F^ of the Ffunction defined as F(y) = ylcol[l - e-yVA+] and y.» of
the corresponding value of y where Fmax occurs.
Modification of them and the correct way to locate
them constitute the main changes to the standard
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solution Convergence and firiri-mdenenrtent Solution
Validation of computed results with measured
data must be performed with care. This is because
both computation and experiment have their own
errors and, in addition, there are many factors which
can affect the computed result but can not be precisely
defined. In general, code validation can be meaningful
only if the numerical solution can be shown to have
converged and is also grid independent It is possible
to drive the convergence to machine zero but it will
not be necessary nor practical to make such a demand
for real engineering problems. It is our experience
after many comparisons between computations and
experiments that a numerical solution can be
considered as converged after 4 to 5 orders of
magnitude drop in theroot-mean-square residual of
the pressure. It is even harder to give a meaningful
definition of grid independence for practical
engineering problems. Nevertheless, a numerical
solution will be called grid independent if the
pressure, mean velocity components, the shear stress,
and the force and moment do not change more than
1% after the grid space has been reduced by at least a
50% increase in grid cells in all three directions.

Two major modifications are made to overcome
the difficulties arising from (1) the so-called thick
boundary layer unique in ship hydrodynamic
application occurring near the ship stem and (2) the
cross-flow separation in a maneuvering vehicle. Both
difficulties result in excessive eddy viscosity causing
the mean velocity to be overpredicted and the flow
separation to be delayed or suppressed.
Two corrections are needed to overcome the
difficulty in the thick boundary layer.
The
'
19,20,21
experimental data of Huang, et al.
indicate that
the mixing length computed by a standard eddy
viscosity model is approximately twice as large
compared to the mixing length derived from the
experimental data near the stern where the body cross
sectional area is rapidly diminishing. A correction on
the outer eddy viscosity near the stern has been
proposed by Huang.19-20'21 The other correction is an
attempt to account for the effect of the adverse
pressure gradient which also occurs near the stern and
has been discussed in Refs. 3 and 4.
In the
symmetric wake of a single axisymmetric body or a
two-dimensional foil, the modified eddy viscosity of
Renze, Buning, and Rajagopalan22 is considered.

Solution Convergence
The optimal preconditioning described by (6)
has been implemented in IFLOW. The overall
quality of the optimal preconditioning technique is
illustrated in Figs. 3 through 5. The residual is
defined as the RMS
difference between the
nondimensional pressures at the current and previous
multigrid cycles. Fig. 3 shows that the residuals drop
to machine zero in about 2000 iterations for a
24x8x12 grid and in about 4000 iterations for a
48x24x32 grid of a SUBOFF axisymmetric body at
angles of attack of 0 and 16 degrees. Fig. 4
illustrates the rates of convergence for a 144x48x72
grid at various angles of attack. The reduction of
residuals by 4 or 5 orders of magnitude can be

The second modification to account for the
cross-flow separation is the most crucial to accurate
prediction of the forces and moments.
As the
incidence angle increases, the cross-flow separation
eventually results in vortex roll-up which then departs
from the body. As a result, another local maximum
of the F-function occurs near center of the departing
concentrated vorticity in addition to the local
maximum near the center of the attached wall shear
layer. Since the distance to the wall of the departing
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the unpublished measured data. The computed results
have revealed many unique flow features associated
with a turning axisymmetric body, especially at
combined yaw and pitch.

achieved very quickly for all angles of attack. The
residual continues to drop for zero angle of attack
but not for higher angles of attack. This probably
implies that the grid quality must be refined for
higher angles of attack in order to further improve the
convergence rate. Fig. 5 demonstrates the rates of
convergence for the flow on DTMB bodyl executing
steady starboard turn. Both 0° and 8° yaw angles with
a constant turning radius of Rturn=1.54L are included
in Fig. 5. A 48x32x24 grid and a 96x48x32 grid are
used. The reduction of residuals by 4 orders of
magnitude can also be achieved within 100 iterations
for turning computations. During the course of
computation it was noted that grid cells with large
aspect ratios and rapid variation of two adjacent grid
spacings tend to reduce the rate of convergence. In
order to improve the rate of convergence the values of
yi+, the aspect ratios of grid cells, and the variation
of adjacent grid spacings must be carefully controlled
and must also be adapted to the flow field
characteristics. Flow adapted grid distributions to
improve the rate of convergence is an area for further
research. It is important to note that the present
computational speed of 1.5x10s cpu second per grid
cell per multigrid cycle in a single Cray C90
processor has been achieved for all angles of attack
with the one-half million grid cells.

Error Analysis
Two measures of error will be used. One is the
root-mean-square (RMS) value of the difference
between the reference and the solution to be compared
denoted as v^and v° respectively. The second measure
is the distance weighted average angle error. They are
defined respectively as
RMS Error,
[Z?=1(v{-vf)2/N]1/2
""

IC&MJ1 /W}{I?=,(vf)2 /AT}]1'4

(12)

Distance Weighted Average Angle Error,
(13)
where Dt = j(v{)2 +(vf)2, and
\vf + vf
'}
{*y2Kv/)2+(vf)2]'
where N is the total number of data values used in the
comparison. These definitions can also be applied to
experimental data. Applying these error measures to
the computed results shown in Fig. 6 gives the
following error estimates.
Of; = COS

ririrt-lndependent Solution
To identify a grid independent solution,
computations on 4 grids: ((axial) x (circumferential) x
(normal)) = 24x8x12, 48x24x32, 96x48x64 and
144x48x72 were performed. The outflow boundary is
located 2.5 body lengths downstream of the tail of the
body and the outer boundary is about 0.68 body
lengths. The grid distributions in the axial and
circumferential directions were selected with finer
grids concentrated in rapidly changing flow regions
such as the nose, tail and near the leeward side where
the flow separates. The distribution in the direction
normal to the wall is made so that the boundary layer
characteristics on the hull can be resolved. This
requires that the maximum value of y j+ be limited to

1

Computed Forre and Moment on Axisymmetric
Bodies at. Incidence
The comparison of the computed (144x48x72
and 96x32x48 grids) and the measured values of the
axial force X, normal force Z, and the pitching
moment M for the SUBOFF (L/D=8.6) body is
shown in Fig. 6 and for Body 1 (L/D=11.0), Albacore
(L/D=7.3), and DTMB Model 4156 (L/D=6.0) in Fig.
7.
These models cover the range of typical
underwater vehicle geometry. The experiments were
conducted in the Deep Water Basin of the David
Taylor Model Basin by Roddy.24 The measurements
of the Albacore body were made by Dempsey25 in the
same model basin. The unpublished data for Body 1
and Model 4156 were also obtained by Dempsey
using the same measuring apparatus in the same
facility. The measurement uncertainties of the data
are estimated to be 5% for the normal force and pitch
moment and 15% for the axial force. It is important
to note that both the RMS errors of the computed
axial and normal forces and the pitching moment for
all the axisymmetric bodies at incidence shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 are all within 5% from the faired

less than 7 and the average value of yj+ not to exceed
5. Comparison of the results from the 96x32x48 and
144x48x72 grids shows that the computed pressure,
the mean velocity, force and moment differ by less
than 1% and the shear stress differs by less than 2%.
Thus the computed solutions based on a 96x32x48
grid and a 144x48x72 grid satisfy the definition of a
grid-independent solution for an axisymmetric body at
incidence. Because of limited experience in computing
a turning axisymmetric body, we are not sure that a
96x48x32 grid presented in this paper had achieved
the grid-independent solution. The present computed
force and moment coefficients are within the ±20% of
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moment coefficient increases with increasing pitch
angle for the body at zero yaw angle; this is a
destabilizing condition. The "out-of-plane" pitch
moment coefficient, however, decreases with
increasing pitch angle for body at 12° yaw angle; this
becomes a stabilizing condition. The combination of
yaw and pitch angles during a turn can produce drastic
different stability conditions for a body undergoing a
steady turn.
The separated flow fields associated a turning
body at combined angles of attack and yaw are very
complex. Fig. 11 shows the computed vorticity field
of a starboard turning body at pitch angle equal to -4°.
Recall that xcS. is the local resultant cross flow angle
positive clockwise (looking forward) with respect to

measured data when either the standard k-co or the
modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is used
with either the 96x32x48 or 144x48x72 grid. The
standard
Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence
model
underpredicts the magnitudes of the normal force and
overpredicts the magnitudes of the pitching moment.
The present work has made a significant advance
towards the accurate prediction of the forces and
moments on the axisymmetric bodies at incidence.
This achievement is an essential step towards the
prediction of the forces and moments on maneuvering
vehicles.
Computed Force. Moment, and Flow Field on
Axisvmmetrin Bodies Undergoing Steady Turns
Using the nomenclature shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
the nondimensional forces PC, Y, Z] and moments
PC, M\ Nl coefficients are the linear forces [X, Y,
Z] along the body axes divided by pUVfl and
moments [K, M, N] about the body axes by pUVß.
The nondimensional turning radius is denoted by
f=URvm=QJ(JJ/L), where U=ßRturn.
The
unpublished DTMB data of Bedel, et al., obtained in
the DTMB Rotating Arm Facility with an uncertainty
of ±20% are used to compare the computed force and
moment coefficients. This type of comparison can
only be used to guide the development computational
capability for maneuvering applications and may not
be used for rigorous code validation.
When the axisymmetric body executing a
constant radius right turns at a zero angle of attack
and yaw, the body is subjected to a negative side force
(-Y) due to centrifugal force and a negative yawing
moment (-N), and they are in the plane of motion.
The computed and measured unbalance "in^lane" side
force and yawing moment coefficients, Y' and 1ST, are
shown in Fig. 8 for the DTMB body 1 at various
turning radii. The amplitude of both -Y and N
increase with decreasing turning radius, Rtum, or
increasing nondimensional yaw rate r^L/R^. The
computed values agree with the measured data to
within ±20%.
The effect of yaw angle on the "in-plane" axial
force (drag=-X), side force and yawing moment
coefficients are shown in Fig. 9 for the
nondimensioal turning radius of f=Q.65 at zero angle
of attack. As expected the drag coefficient increases
with increasing yawing angle during a turn. The
negative values of side force and yawing moment
coefficients, -Y and J^T, decrease with increasing
yawing angle. It is interesting to note that the zero
yawing moment is at yaw angle equal to about 10
degrees. Again the computed values agree with the
measured data to within ±20%.
Fig. 10 shows the computed and measured
vertical force and pitch moment coefficients, Z and
M, which is out of the plane of motion. It is
important to note that the "out-of plane" pitching

T

.

.

-■'fZwJtqXh) u.i-1f

-flRturnsln9cosV

When 8=y=0, then tcf. is zero. Upstream of the
center of gravity (CG.) x„ is positive, the resultant
cross flow points to port. The dotted cross flow
vector shown in Fig. 11 indicates the cross flow at
the body nose (x„= XQ.G - X and x=0 is at the body
nose and points to the stern). The resultant cross
flow points to starboard for negative x„ (solid cross
flow vector Shown in Fig. 11). The resultant cross
flow is in the plane of motion and changes direction
at C. G.. The separated flow field is symmetrical
with respect to the yb axis shown in Fig 11a. When
the body with a pitch angle of -8° is executing a port
turn as shown in Fig. lib, the resultant cross-flow
angle is no longer in the plane of motion and changes
direction along the body. The separated flow is no
longer symmetrical with respect to the yb axis. The
variation of cross-flow angle along the body axis
shown in Fig. lib is caused by the combined
negative pitch angle of -8° and the nondimensional
turn rate of r'=0.65. Under these conditions the crossflow angle for a left turning body is Xcf. =tan"
'[0.2162/(x,/L)]. The computed vorticity field of a
starboard turning body at a combination of yaw and
pitch angles equal to 12°, and -8° is shown in Figllc.
The variation of cross-flow caused by combination of
yaw and pitch angles and turning rate of r=0.65 are
shown in Fig. lie. The solid and dotted vectors
indicate the directions of the local cross flow and
reference cross flow at the body nose. As indicated in
Fig. 10, the cross flow variation along the body axis
has a profound influence on the "out-of-plane" forces
and moments. It is the first time that this type of
complex flow has satisfactorily been predicted by a
Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes
(RANS)
calculation and the computed forces and moments are
within the measurement uncertainties.
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IFLOW is fast A typical computation based on one
half million grid cells requires 300 multigrid cycles
using 37 cpu minutes of a single Cray C90 processor
to reduce the pressure residual by 5 to 6 orders of
magnitude. This implies a speed of approximately
1.5xl0"5 cpu seconds per grid point per multigrid
cycle in a single Cray C90 processor.

CONCLUSIONS
An incompressible Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes computational procedure has been presented.
Numerous computations were carried out on
axisymmetric bodies at various angles of attack and
yaw, with and without a steady turn to investigate the
effects of grid sensitivity and turbulence model on the
computed flows and the forces and moments acting on
the body. We consider that a numerical solution is
"converged" after 4 to 5 orders of magnitude drop in
the root-mean-square residual of the pressure. We
define that a solution is grid-independent when all the
computed flow variables change less than 1% after the
grid space has been reduced by at least a 50% increase
in grid cells in all three directions.
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The standard k-co and modified Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence models are used in this paper. Two simple
modifications of the standard Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model were made: one for the ship stern
flows where the boundary layer is thick and the other
for the flows with cross-flow separations. The
accuracy in the prediction of the forces and moments
at various incidence angles using the two turbulence
models with a 144x48x72 grid is as good as the
experimental accuracy (within ±5% of the measured
data).
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of pressure residual
convergence of 96x64x48 and 48x48x32
grids for constant radius turning with yaw
angles of 0° and 8°. (RL = 1.4 x 107).

Fig. 2. Velocity and angle of inclination of a body
undergoing a steady turn.
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Fig. 10. Effect of pitch angle on the computed coefficient of (a) normal force (Z')
and (b) pitching moment (M'), for DTMB Body 1 undergoing a constant radius
turn of r'=(I7R,uro) = 0.65.
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Figure 11: Computed cross flows and vorticities on a turning axisymmetric body at
Re=1.4xl0 and r'~0.65. Dashed contours denote negative vorticity. The magnitude
of the outermost contours is 7 and the increment between contours is 15.
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The Validation of CFD Predictions of Nominal Wake for the
SUBOFF Fully Appended Geometry
P. Bull (Defence Research Agency, United Kingdom)

Introduction
Good propulsor design requires knowledge of the flow
entering the region just upstream of a propulsor. For
both submarine and surface ships, it is desirable that
the hull provides as uniform a nominal wake as
possible in this region. In this context, the wake can
be defined to be the fluid velocity distribution.
Detailed knowledge of the velocity distribution will
result in the propulsor designer being able to produce
an efficient and effective propulsion system.
Whilst the fluid velocity distribution can be measured
by using a scale model in a towing tank or wind
tunnel, there are difficulties in applying results
obtained at model scale to the full scale hull.
Furthermore, experiments of this type require many
detailed measurements to be taken in the region of
interest. These can be both costly and time
consuming.
An alternative approach is to use Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) to predict the fluid velocity
distribution by solving the fundamental equations of
motion using numerical methods. An advantage of this
approach is that it has the potential to remove the
difficulties associated with the traditional methods,
since predictions can be made at both model and full
scale. The fundamental equations for fluid flow,
which describe the conservation of fluid mass and
momentum, are the equation of continuity and the
Navier-Stokes equations. In practice, it is impossible
to solve these equations directly since the fastest
supercomputer with the largest memory available falls
short of the required performance by many orders of

magnitude. However, if the fundamental equations are
averaged over a period of time, the computer
requirements for the resolution of the flow features
are eased enormously. These time-averaged equations
are known as the Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes
Equations (RANS) equations. The time-averaging
process introduces new variables into the equations
that are known as the Reynolds stresses. Turbulence
models are introduced which require assumptions to
be made on the relationships between the Reynolds
stresses and the mean flow parameters. The numerical
methods used to solve these equations and the
turbulence models introduce errors into the prediction
of the flow parameters.
Therefore, both experiments and CFD computations
have degrees of uncertainty with the accuracy of the
predictions of the flow parameters for full scale flows.
This gives rise to the need for validation of both the
measurements and computations for the prediction of
such flows, in order to quantify the uncertainty levels.
This can be achieved by comparison between high
quality experiments, where the uncertainty is carefully
evaluated and quoted, and computations, where a
systematic approach is used to quantify the uncertainty
in the various stages of the numerical methods [1].
One such high quality experiment data set is the
DARPA SUBOFF [2,3,4] set of measurements which
provide a comprehensive set of data for a number of
different geometry configurations. This paper
describes a comprehensive validation exercise which
has been carried out at the Defence Research Agency
(DRA) at Haslar for one of the SUBOFF
configurations. This configuration was chosen as

© British Crown copyright 1996. Reproduced with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery
Office. The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views or policy of The
Ministry of Defence, Her Majesty's Stationery Office or any other British government department.
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representative of the other configurations at zero angle
of attack.
The SUBOFF experiments
The SUBOFF experiments were funded by DARPA
and conducted at the David Taylor Model Basin
during 1988 and 1989. A number of submarine
configurations, ranging from an axisymmetric body to
a fully appended submarine were constructed in order
to provide flow measurements for CFD validation.
Each of the models was placed in the Anechoic Flow
Facility (AFF) wind tunnel. The dimensions of the
wind tunnel and layout of the model are shown in
figure 1. The flow was measured at a Reynolds
number of 1.2 x 107. This paper considers the flow
past configuration AFF-1-, the axisymmetric body of
revolution and configuration AFF-8-, the fully
appended geometry at zero angle of attack.

For the axisymmetric naked hull case, AFF-1-,
measurements were taken at non-dimensionalised
positions of x/L = 0.875, 0.904, 0.927, 0.956 and at
the propulsor plane x/L = 0.978 where x is the
position along the hull and L is the total length of the
hull. For the fully appended case, AFF-8-,
measurements were taken at positions x/L = 0.978,
1.040, 1.096 and 1.200. For the AFF-8- case, the
flow was measured at two degree intervals for radii
between r/Rnax = 0.25 and 2.00 where r is the
distance of the probe from the axis of the hull and
Rmx is the maximum radius of the hull. The quantities
obtained at each location of these wake surveys were
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and the static pressure. The non-dimensional
quantities Cp and C% are then defined by
Cp = (p-pJ/V4pC/^
Cx =xJVipUl

Figure 1
The wind tunnel

where u = mean axial velocity component
vr = mean radial velocity component
ve = mean tangential velocity component
u',v',w' = fluctuating components
p = static pressure
pOT = free stream static pressure
p = fluid density
and
TW = wall shear stress
Grid generation

For each configuration, pressure taps on the hull
surface connected to rotary pressure scanners
provided measurements for surface pressure. The wall
shear stress was also measured at the location of
selected pressure taps. A traversing mechanism was
used to position hot film probes in order to measure
mean and fluctuating components of the velocity. The
uncertainty of the measurements, with 95%
confidence, was 2.5% of Ux for the mean flow
components and 0.2% for the Reynolds stresses,
where Ux is the free stream inlet velocity. The
uncertainty of the absolute values of the pressure and
wall shear stress was within ±0.015 and ±0.0002 of
their measured values respectively. A complete
description of the measurement system and their
uncertainty is given in reference 1.

In order to perform a validation exercise of this type,
it is necessary to have a fast, efficient grid generation
system which is capable of producing high quality
grids with sufficient grid density to resolve the flow
features. The system chosen was the SAUNA [5,6]
system produced for the DRA by the Aircraft
Research Association Ltd. The system uses the
elliptic multiblock method to generate grids around
fully appended geometries. This system is currently
being developed to generate hybrid structured and
unstructured grids with hexahedral, pyramidal,
prismatic and tetrahedral cells. The SAUNA system
takes separate geometry component definitions and
combines them together into the required
configuration, calculating intersections, as required.
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For the SUBOFF configurations, the geometry of the
hull, sail and aft appendages were analytically
defined, although the aft appendage fin tips were
modified to have elliptical caps.
A background grid topology is used to form the basis
of a grid and individual topologies, associated with
each geometry component, are automatically
embedded with this. A local topology is applied in
each of the two parametric directions of a geometry
component. For aerofoil-like components, such as a
sail or an aft appendage, these directions are
equivalent to the chord and the span. Three different
topologies, H,C and O can be combined to give a
choice of 6 topologies for appendage and 3 for hulls.
Illustrations of the topologies chosen around a sail are
shown in the figure 2. The full volume topology is
created automatically.

differential equations. For geometry components, the
surface grids are generated in parametric co-ordinates.
Internal grid control surfaces are also generated which
extend from certain components. These are used to
control grid quality. Initial surface grid distributions
are automatically defined by the SAUNA system
around key contours of the components. The volume
grid is formed in two stages. Initially a coarse grid is
generated as a solution of a three-dimensional set of
elliptic partial differential equations. This grid is
refined algebraically with the blocks abutting the
geometry in order to provide cells of aspect ratio
suitable for capturing the viscous boundary layer
around the geometry. The algebraic refinement is
propagated into additional adjoining blocks to satisfy
continuity of cell distribution. This provides extra
refinement to help capture viscous wakes when C and
H topologies are used. An example of the type of grid
produced by SAUNA for the SUBOFF AFF-8configuration using an 0-0 topology around the hull
and C-C topology around the appendages is shown in
figure 3.

H-H topology

1■H
C-C topology

0-C topology

Figure 2
Types of topology around the sail
Surface grids are generated for each geometry
component and for the bounding surfaces of the
domain, using the appropriate block faces from the
full volume topology. These grids are generated as
solutions of a two dimensional set of partial

Figure 3
Typical SUBOFF grid
A number of grids were generated with cell numbers
ranging from 250,000 cells to 1,000,000 cells and for
four topologies, H-H, C-H, C-C and 0-0 around the
appendages. Additional grids were also generated
using a preliminary version of the hybrid system with
prismatic cells surrounding the geometry and
tetrahedral cells elsewhere. The same domain size was
used for all grids. In addition, care was taken to
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ensure that the first cell spacing, which controls the
accuracy and applicability of a wall function
approach, was consistent for all the grids. This cell
spacing was chosen to give an approximate value of
50 for the non-dimension parameter y+, along the
length of the hull and appendages.

The differences in discretisation approaches, in
numerical techniques used to segregate and linearise
the equations; in turbulence models and in boundary
condition and wall functions lead to many distinct
CFD algorithms. These algorithms govern the
behaviour of individual RANS flow codes when
applied to the prediction of nominal wakes.

Table 1 defines a grid identifier for each of these grids
and outlines the number of cells and topology for
each.

The RANS flow codes used in this validation exercise
are outlined briefly below:

Table 1
Grid Properties
Grid
Identifier
Grid A
GridB
GridC
GridD
GridE
GridF
GridG
GridH
Grid I
GridJ
GridK
GridL
GridM
GridN
GridO
GridP

Appendage
Hull
Topology Topology
0-0
0-0
0-0
Unstr
0-0
0-0

o-o
0-0

o-o
0-0
0-0

o-o
o-o
o-o

Unstr
Unstr

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
H-H
H-H
H-H
C-H
C-H
C-H
C-C
C-C
0-0
O-O
Unstr
Unstr

Number of
Geometry
Cells
72
120
176
7,458
5,568
7,745
18,496
6,032
7,168
17,616
10,048
19,792
11,792
22,224
14,434
32,208

Number
of Fluid
Cells
2,496
4,096
5,472
309,162
271,104
526,720
1,042,048
271,448
476,928
1,023,232
511,744
1,032,192
476,096
997,376
432,180
1,243,689

Brief description of flow solution algorithms
Several distinct types of flow solution algorithms are
potentially applicable to the prediction of the nominal
wake. These algorithms use different methods for
discretising the RANS equations which fall into three
broad categories: finite difference, finite volume and
finite element. Each method has different advantages,
depending on the complexity and nature of the
application. In addition, a number of different
turbulence models can be used to estimate the
Reynolds stresses with varying degree of
sophistication and accuracy. Some of the important
turbulence models are given below:
a.

Zero equation Baldwin-Lomax

b.

Two equation k-s

c.

Renormalisation Group two equation k-e

d.

Differential Reynolds Stress transport
model

CFDS-FLOW3D [7] is a multi-block structured,
control volume based finite difference flow code. The
governing equations are discretised, based on a
curvilinear grid to enable computations on complex
and
irregular
geometries.
Interpolation
is
accomplished via a wide range of different advection
schemes. CFDS-FLOW3D offers a choice of k-e,
RNG k-e and the Reynolds Stress turbulence models
which can be used in conjunction with standard nearwall modelling methods.
FLUENT/UNS [8] is an unstructured control volume
flow code which is based on solution adaptive, fully
unstructured grids with cell centred discretisation
schemes. A pressure based segregated solution scheme
is used for the velocity-pressure coupling and
algebraic multigrid methods are used to accelerate
convergence. A first or second order upwind scheme
is used for convection terms and a second order
reconstruction scheme is used for diffusion terms.
FLUENT/UNS offers a choice of k-e or the RNG k-e
turbulence models which can be used in conjunction
with two different near wall modelling methods.
FIDAP [9] is an unstructured finite element flow code
based on the iterative solution of the discretised
equations using the Petrov-Galerkin method. The
equations are solved in a segregated form, using
pressure correction to ensure mass conservation.
FIDAP offers a choice of k-e or extended k-e with
different models for the eddy viscosity and near- wall
modelling based on a Reichart wall element.
Although this list of flow codes is not exhaustive, the
flow solution methods were chosen to be
representative of the types commercially available.
Each of these flow codes is a general purpose fluid
dynamics package which can be used for a wide range
of problems. This paper is only concerned with their
application to high Reynolds' number flows around
the SUBOFF geometry.
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Measures for validation
For any validation exercise of this type, it is important
to decide on suitable measures for comparing the
computed flow results with the measured data.
Comparison between the axial variation of the nondimensional static pressure coefficient Cp and the skin
friction coefficient Q is appropriate for the naked hull
configuration AFF-1-. Boundary layer profiles of the
axial velocity component and turbulent kinetic energy
at stations along the hull are also compared.

The wake harmonics are defined to be the amplitude
of
coefficients,
AXr)
^ Fourier series
representation of the Taylor wake fraction as given
by:
W(r,9) = W,(r) +

X4,(^)cos(«e-^(r))
H=l

where

It is more difficult to define suitable measures of the
accuracy of the flow computations for the fully
appended configuration AFF-8- due to the threedimensional nature of the flow features. For this paper
the following measures were used:

An(r) = 4al{r) + b2n{r)
an(r) = - \u(r,Q)cos(nB)dQ
IT

J

a.

Contours of the Taylor wake fraction in
the propulsor plane.

b

Wake survey of flow parameters at various
radii in the propulsor plane

c.

The averaged circumferential Taylor
wake fraction at various radii in the
propulsor plane.

cos((j)„(r))

Harmonics of the Taylor wake fraction.

sin((|>„(>)) =

d.

b„(r) = - f«(r,e)sin(/i0)d9
* o

The Taylor wake fraction and the averaged Taylor
wake fraction are defined as

Results for the AFF-1- Configuration

and

Preliminary
computations
for
the
AFF-1configuration were made using the flow code FIDAP.
These computations were used to investigate the
sensitivity of such flows to changes in the initial and
input parameters. The chosen parameters were
checked using FLUENT/UNS to ensure that consistent
results could be obtained using a different flow
solution algorithm.

w (r)

e)de
' = ^7rH'
2% U,
0

respectively, where

and

Kir)
A(r)

This definition gives W,(r) as the zeroth order
harmonic of the Taylor wake fraction.

W(r,9) = u(r,e)/i70O

00

4.W

u(r,9) = axial velocity component in the
propulsor plane
r = radial distance from the axis
0 = circumferential angle

Computations using the FLUENT/UNS flow code
were performed for grids A, B and C using k-e and
RNG k-e turbulence models. Figure 4 shows
comparison between the measured data and the
computations, for the pressure and skin friction
coefficients respectively, for each of these models.
The measured data are given as symbols and the

The angle 6 is measured from 6 = 0 at the upper
symmetry plane and 9 = n at the lower symmetry
plane.
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predictions for each grid are given by solid, dashed
and dotted lines for grids A, B and C respectively.

LO
u/U«
L
0.8
0.6
0.

x/L=0.875
02_i

O.OL.1

0.0

1.0

■

■

■—i—i—i—i—i

i

i—iii»

2.0

3.0
r/Rtnax

0.30»

u/U,

64-

u/U,

L0r

u/U,

Figure 4
Pressure and skin coefficients for the AFF-1configuration
Comparisons of the boundary layer profiles at the
axial stations x/L = 0.875, 0.904, 0.956 and 0.978
are shown in figure 5. The measured data are given as
symbols and the predicted data for grid A, B and C
using solid, dashed and dotted lines repsectively.
Figure 5
Axial velocity profiles for the AFF-1- configuration
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A later computation, using the hybrid unstructured
grid E, was also carried out for the AFF-1configuration. The pressure coefficient for this
prediction and the equivalent prediction for grid B are
shown in figure 6 with boundary layer profiles in
figure 7.

Results for the AFF-8- Configuration
Computations were
made
for the AFF-8configuration for the grids described above using the
flow codes FLUENT/UNS, FIDAP and CFDSFLOW3D. Care was taken to ensure that the same
inlet and initial conditions were used for each
computation by using non-dimensional parameters.
The initial and inlet conditions were defined as:
^=1-0
L = 12.926
p = 1.0
u = 1.191 x 106
k = 1.332 x 10"4
5
8 = 4.47 x 10"
These parameters give a Reynolds number of
Re = 1.2 x 107

Figure 6
Pressure coefficient for structured and unstructured
grids

Re =

08.
06-

Experiment
Grid A
GridD

x/L=0.875

02<X0
0.0

1.0

10

V ^ = 30.
H

3.0

r/Rmax

where

LOr
u/U«

VT

= pCti —
E

0*

06
Experiment
Grid A
GridD

04- ■ •

x/L=0.978

02OOL
OX)

pLUx

The chosen parameters for the turbulence were based
on the sensitivity study carried out using FIDAP for
the AFF-1- configuration. The turbulent dissipation
rate, E, was chosen by prescribing the ratio of
molecular to turbulent viscosity. The value chosen for
this ratio was

L0r
u/U„ .

0.4-

where

'•*'•'*

1.0

*

ii

■

w

3.0

r/Rmax

Figure 7
Boundary layer profiles for structured and
unstructured grids

Initial computations were made with grids E,F and
H,I; the H-H and C-H topology grids with 250,000
and 500,000 cells respectively. Contour plots of the
Taylor wake fraction, W, in the plane of the propulsor
at x/L = 0.978 are shown in figures 8 to 14, for the
measured experiment values and for each of the flow
codes. All the contours are plotted to the same scale
and range from a minimum value of 0.4 to a
maximum of 0.9 with an increment of 0.05. The
predictions for the grids E and H are shown on the left
with grids F and I on the right of each figure.
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Figure 8
Taylor wake contours for measured experiment data

Figure 10
Taylor wake contours for FLUENT/UNS
H-H topology grids

Figure 9
Taylor wake contours for FLUENT/UNS
C-H topology grids

Figure 11
Taylor wake contours for FIDAP
C-H topology grids
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Figure 12
Taylor wake contours for FIDAP
H-H topology grids

Figure 14
Taylor wake contours for FLOW3D
H-H topology grids
It is clear that the predictions obtained by FLOW3D
failed to converge for the C-H topology grids. This
was due to grid singularities in the C-H topology grids
due to the embedding of C grids around the leading
edges of the appendages in SAUNA. This causes
degenerate cells to be generated above the fin tips.
These degenerate cells were not present in the H-H
topology grids.
It is also evident that the development of the hull
boundary layer was unstable in the predictions
obtained by FIDAP. This was because the hull surface
grid density was insufficient for the Reichard wall
function model implemented in FIDAP.
Comparison between the predicted and experiment
velocity components and turbulent kinetic energy are
given in figures 15 and 16 for the FLUENT/UNS
computations. The figures show the variation of the
flow parameters u,v,w and k at a radius of r/R,^ =
0.25. Data are plotted at 2° from the upper centreline
of the hull, in the plane of the propulsor at x/L =
0.978. The computational predictions were linearly
interpolated from values at cell vertices to the
locations of the measured data. The predictions are
shown as dotted lines and the measured experiment
values as a solid line.

Figure 13
Taylor wake contours for FLOW3D
C-H topology grids
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Wake survey for grids H and I

Figure 15
Wake survey for grids E and F
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The averaged circumferential Taylor wake fractions,
W,, in the plane of the propulsor, are given in Table
2 for these computations. The table gives values of W,
for each flow computation for a number of radii,
namely r/R^ = 0.25, 0.35 and 0.45. The values of
W, , derived from the measured experiment data, are
0.474, 0.597 and 0.746 for each of the respective
radii.
Table 2
Averaged circumferential Taylor wake fractions for
each flow code
r

/Rmax

0.25

0.35

0.45

Grid
E
F
H
I
E
F
H
I
E
F
H
I

FLUENT
0.519
0.528
0.523
0.512
0.634
0.631
0.635
0.619
0.743
0.740
0.742
0.736

FIDAP
0.241
0.229
0.288
0.304
0.311
0.296
0.344
0.367
0.409
0.398
0.422
0.451

FLOW3D
0.517
0.519
1.747
0.617
0.637
0.640
1.407
0.657
0.738
0.740
1.089
0.735

Figure 17
Taylor wake contours for H-H topology grids

The FLUENT/UNS results indicated that further
computations with alternative topologies and higher
grid resolutions could lead to more accurate
predictions of the flow parameters.
Further computations were carried out using
FLUENT/UNS for grid G and for grids J to P, the HH, C-H, C-C and 0-0 topology grids with 500,000
cells or 1,000,000 cells and the unstructured grids. All
of these computations were carried out with identical
initial parameters for the inlet conditions and
boundary conditions. The same number of iterations
were used for every computation; namely 250
iterations, which gave, on average, a reduction of
residuals by four orders of magnitude. It was observed
that the residuals for earlier FLUENT/UNS
predictions for grids F and I had been reduced by only
three orders of magnitude. Therefore the computations
for grids F and I were repeated.
Contours of the Taylor wake fraction for these
predictions are given in figures 17 to 21. These
figures show the predicted nominal wake for each of
the structured grid topologies and for the unstructured
hybrid grids. The smaller grids are shown on the left
and the larger grids on the right. Comparison between
these prediction and the measured data can be made
by comparing these figures with figure 8.

Figure 18
Taylor wake contours for C-H topology grids
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Figure 21
Taylor wake contours for unstructured grids

Figure 19
Taylor wake contours for C-C topology grids

The averaged circumferential Taylor wake fractions
W, ,are shown in Table 3 for each of the grids. These
indicate that there is little variation in the predictions
for changes in the topology or for increases in grid
resolution.
Table 3
Averaged circumferential Taylor wake fractions for
each grid
r

'Rmax

0.25
0.35
0.45

Figure 20
Taylor wake contours for 0-0 topology grids

Resolution
500,000
1,000,000
500,000
1,000,000
500,000
1,000,000

H-H
0.522
0.533
0.634
0.646
0.743
0.751

C-H
0.527
0.540
0.638
0.654
0.744
0.760

C-C
0.536
0.538
0.645
0.649
0.750
0.752

o-o
0.539
0.541
0.646
0.649
0.745
0.752

Unstr
0.573
0.595
0.685
0.743
0.779
0.817

Comparisons of the wake surveys for the predicted
and measured velocity components and the turbulent
kinetic energy for each of the C-H topology grids are
shown in figure 22. This figure indicates the
dependency of the predictions on the grid resolution.
Comparison between the predicted and measured data
for each of the topologies are shown in figures 23 and
24 which indicate the dependency of the predictions
on the grid topology.
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Figure 23
Wake survey comparison between
grids G and J

Figure 22
Wake survey comparison between
grids H, I and J
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GridN
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In addition to the study on grid topology and
resolution using FLUENT/UNS, a further study was
carried out using CFDS-FLOW3D on variations in the
discretisation schemes and turbulence models. Since
FLOW3D failed to converge for the C-H topology
grids, grid F was used for this study. Six
computations were carried out using the k-e, RNG k-e
and the differential Reynolds Stress turbulence models
for first order 'hybrid' and third order 'curvature
corrected quadratic upwind' discretisation schemes.
The third order scheme is guaranteed to preserve the
positivity of the turbulence parameters, unlike a
standard quadratic upwind scheme.
Taylor wake contours for each of the turbulence
models and for each discretisation scheme are given in
figures 25 to 27. The 'hybrid' first order discretisation
scheme is shown on the left and the 'curvature
corrected' third order scheme on the right.

300

400
e (deg)

Figure 24
Wake survey comparison between
grids L and N

Figure 25
Taylor wake contours for k-e turbulence model
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Figure 28 shows the wake survey data for each of the
third order predictions
LO
u/U„

Experiment
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Figure 26
Taylor wake contours for RNG k-8 turbulence model
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Wake survey data for third order scheme

Figure 27
Taylor wake contours for Reynolds Stress model
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Comparison between the coefficients derived from the
measured data and the predictions are given below in
table 4.

Finally, it is useful to compare the amplitude
coefficients of the harmonics of the wake survey data.
These
amplitude
coefficients provide useful
information when designing the propulsion system.

Table 4
Amplitude coefficient of the wake harmonics (xlOOO)
Harmonic
Number
Experiment
H-H grid
C-H grid
C-O grid
O-O grid
k-E

RNGk-E
DSM

1
4.28
2.11
7.17
6.32
0.03
0.40
1.31
2.50

2

3

4

12.58 6.51 102.36
8.85 10.70 63.09
16.00 14.27 66.18
30.45 16.00 71.50
34.90 13.06 74.88
2.44 7.22 39.41
1.32 9.13 51.65
1.38 7.61 42.60

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

10.74
12.73
12.32
12.12
13.57
7.42
8.38
7.01

5.66
3.40
4.18
2.73
2.37
5.93
5.51
4.84

8.63
1.23
1.73
1.59
2.75
2.80
2.79
3.60

50.00
26.86
26.63
26.12
21.87
14.25
15.41
24.87

9.48
2.45
1.56
1.08
1.96
1.18
1.52
1.52

4.48
0.21
1.10
1.15
0.52
1.89
1.49
1.66

2.61
0.17
0.10
0.05
0.44
0.38
0.67
0.50

10.72
6.21
5.61
5.58
4.52
4.18
4.87
12.06

2.10
0.67
0.16
0.28
0.24
0.27
0.49
0.08

0.58
0.01
0.12
0.57
0.61
0.19
0.32
0.07

0.80
0.21
0.32
0.37
0.07
0.17
0.25
0.04

1.65
2.03
2.64
1.03
1.09
0.25
0.12
2.28

Proceedings of the 19th Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics. Seoul, Korea. August 1992.

Conclusions
The capability of the CFD approach to the prediction
of nominal wake has been quantified by comparison
with high quality experiment data. In the region of
the propulsor, the predictions are qualitatively correct
in that the flow features are captured. The predictions
have an overall error of around 5% of the reference
velocity in the fluid velocity distribution. This
compares with an error of 2.5% associated with the
measured data. The predictions also fail to capture
adequately the harmonics of the measured velocity
distribution.
However, the predictions obtained appear to be
independent of grid resolution and topology for a
given flow solution algorithm. Changing from the
isotropic two-equation turbulence models to the
anisotropic Reynold Stress model requires further
evaluation.
The author wishes to acknowledge the invaluable help
and assistance in the preparation of these predictions
and this paper by the Computational Hydrodynamics
Team at DRA Haslar.
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